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CA 2E Cumulative Patches
View the release information, installation, and implementation instructions for CA 2E Cumulative Patches.

This article describes the release information, installation and implementation instructions for CA 2E Cumulative Patches.

CA 2E r8.7.3
This article describes CA 2E r8.7.3 release information, installation instructions, and using the new enhancements.

Release Notes CA 2E 8.7.3
CA 2E r8.7.3 is a patch update on top of CA 2E r8.7.2 and consists of the following features:

1. New Enhancements included only in r8.7.3
2. All fixes provided post r8.7.2
3. Entire r8.7.2

For more information about the fixed issues included in CA 2E r8.7.3, see CA 2E 8.7.3 Fixed Issues

What's New in CA 2E r8.7.3?

The following new usability enhancements are available in CA 2E r8.7.3:

Faster Array Lookup with %LOOKUPxx - RPGIV

As part of this enhancement, the modern %LOOKUPxx rpgle built-in function replaces the generation of the traditional
LOOKUP opcode for Arrays in RP4 based functions. You can now achieve an efficient and faster array lookup by the
following two critical aspects underlying %LOOKUPxx:

• A faster binary search
• Limit the number of array elements to search for, as specified by its fourth parameter, as against older LOOKUP

opcode which searches in the entire array.

TRIM* String Handling Built-in Functions – RPGIV

New string handling built-in functions - *TRIM, *TRIML, and *TRIMR, are available in the Action Diagram as a part of
this enhancement. These built-in functions are available only for the RP4 generator and will be implemented as the
corresponding %TRIM, %TRIML and %TRIMR RPGLE built-in functions. The built-in functions help to improve the
developer's productivity. These are the first built-in functions that do not require any NULL model changes. As part of
subsequent cumulative patches, we will extend this offering to cover other string handling functions from IBM.

Copy Option for 2E Access Paths

New option to copy CA 2E access paths on the EDIT FILE DETAILS screen is available as part of this enhancement. The
copy option improves developer productivity by having a faster way to replicate all the ACP details into a new one and
make the necessary modifications instead of creating an ACP from scratch.

Allow increased date range on Date type fields in user screens.

A new functionality controlling the EDTCDE value of screen-based date fields is available as part of this enhancement.
Based on the value of a new function option/model value, you can do the following:

• For new functions, default EDTCDE can be set to '/' for any screen date type fields
• For existing functions
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– Default EDTCDE can be set to ‘/’ for field(s), if you add a new date type field(s) to an existing function screen.
– Update EDTCDE as '/' for any date type fields using a new function key. For existing date type fields, the EDTCDE

value is already saved.

The enhancement allows the date fields to take eight-digit dates, thereby extending the maximum date used in CA 2E to
2199 instead of the 100-year YCUTOFF window limitation.

Generate a List of Fields on a SELECT Statement Instead of "*" in Generated Code

You can now list the individual fields on a SELECT statement instead of "SELECT *" upon generation. Listing the
respective fields helps you improve productivity by not requiring you to recompile the function(s) whenever you add new
fields to the associated access path (where the Format Level identifier is changed). When you specify individual fields on
a SELECT statement and do not modify them during table changes, there is no need to recompile the function.

Handle Timestamps with Increased Microsecond Precision

You can now load JOB.*TIMESTAMP with timestamp having enhanced microsecond precision (yyyy-mm-dd-
hh.mm.ss.uuuuuu). By default, JOB.*TIMESTAMP is loaded as"yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.uu0000". When applications
require high precision based on timestamp microseconds, the functionality is not as desired. The enhancement helps to
overcome this limitation.

Reduce Memory Overrun and Provide Easier Access to Display Model Object

An additional option is now available to access "Display Model Object" (YDSPMDLOD) information on screens that are
related to various model object types. You can now access the YDSPMDLOD information directly instead of the previous
two-step process of "U=Usages" + "8=Details", reducing unnecessary memory overrun and improving productivity.

Browser Support for Web Option

Web Option is now officially certified with Microsoft Edge browser.

Prerequisites

Use CA 2E 8.7.3 only with r8.7 OR r8.7 + CUM PTF A OR r8.7.1 OR r8.7.2 of the relevant products in the CA 2E Product
Family. Remove any Test PTFs from your environment before installing CA 2E r8.7.3. If you are unsure how to remove
Test PTFs from your environment, contact Broadcom Support.

Review the following information:

Product Fix Level Data Level Model Level

CA 2E 1670 130 60

CA 2E Toolkit 1091

CA 2E Web Option 411 106

After applying CA 2E r8.7.3 solution to the model, you can see the following details on the splash screen:

• Release Level - 8.7.3
• PTF Level - 1670

There is no change to the Data Level (130) and Model Level (60) and values under this solution, as no Null Model
changes have been incorporated.

The data area - YRFSPCKLVL (created since r8.7.1) now contains a value of 873.

To apply CA 2E r8.7.3 solution, follow the instructions that are outlined in Install CA 2E r8.7.3. Ignore any reference to the
product in this documentation that you have not installed in your environment.

CA 2E 8.7.3 Fixed Issues
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The following issues were addressed in CA 2E r8.7.3:

CA 2E Toolkit

No new fixes have been included in CA 2E Toolkit r8.7.3.

CA 2E

The fixed issues addressed in CA 2E are as follows:

C22E 13562 - *EXIT PROGRAM PARM MAPPING WITH LCL CONTEXT FIELD GENERATES INCORRECT FIELD
ASSIGNMENT

When you map the *EXIT PROGRAM return code using LCL context fields and generate a function, an incorrect code is
generated in both RPG & CBL generators. The erroneous code populates the return code with a blank value instead of
the assigned value.

C22E 13742 - GENERATION DATE & TIME NOT UPDATING WHEN GENMODE = 'S' OR 'L'

The Generation Date and Time are not updated after the generation and compilation of Access Paths - under any of the
following conditions:

• When the Generation Mode is 'S' or 'L'
• When the Generation Mode is 'M' and YDBFGEN model value is *SQL/*DDL

C22E 13968 - ACTION DIAGRAM REFRESH DELETES DEVELOPER COMMENTS

Consider the following scenario:

• the action diagram statement includes a function call
• developer comments are entered on this function call

Whenever the function name changes and YRFSACT model value is set to *YES, upon re-entering the action diagram
and subsequent action diagram refresh, the previous developer comments will be deleted on the AD statement.

C22E 14282 - SEL/OMIT COND. GEN'D IN RTVOBJ WHEN ALWSELOMT NOT SELECTED

Consider the following scenario:

• An access path has associated Select/Omit criteria
• Access path generation mode resolves to "SQL/DDL" and Data Access Method resolves to "*TABLE"
• "Allow select/omit" is set to blanks (not selected)
• RTVOBJ is built on top of this access path and has a "Positioner" key
• The specific RTVOBJ is invoked in an external function

Upon generating the external function, the generation of the SQL Select Statement has the residual select/omit coded,
even though the Allow Select/Omit is blank within the access path definition.

C22E 14348 - SUPPRESS MCH3401 "Cannot resolve to object YPRCMSGR1R" ERROR IN YCPYMDLOBJ

When the model values YPMTGEN and YPMTMSF are set to *OFF and *NONE respectively in the source model
and YCPYMDLOBJ is attempted, the copy fails and joblog contains the error MCH3401 ("Cannot resolve to object
YPRCMSGR1R").

C22E 14369 - COLUMN HEADINGS ARE INCONSISTENT BETWEEN DDS VS SQL/DDL FILE

Consider the following scenario:

• An access path has associated fields for which the column heading value (defined on EDIT FIELD DETAILS screen)
spans multiple lines

• Access path generation mode resolves to SQL or DDL
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Upon generating and compiling the access paths, when we compare the Column Headings of fields between the SQL/
DDL Version table and equivalent DDS PF, we can see that the values are not similar.

C22E 14513 - FIX EXCUSRSRC WHEN PARM IS MAPPED TO CND VALUE LEN <= 3

When we pass parameters with CND context to an EXCUSRSRC function, if the length of CND parameter value is <=3,
parameter substitution does not happen properly in the generated code.

For example, in the following generated code of an EXCUSRSRC, CND value of '123' was passed to the 2nd parameter
of the %SUBST statement. This resulted in incorrect parameter substitution. 

YL0001 = %SUBST(YL0002:123:#IBGNB);

C22E 14564 - INVALID SBMJOB CALL GEN FOR UNSUPPORTED FUNC TYPES IN AD FUNCTION CALL

Consider a scenario where a function of the type supported by SBMJOB (e.g., EXCEXTFUN, EXCUSRPGM, or PRTFIL)
is being invoked in the Action Diagram via a Function call in the SBMJOB mode. When this related function call is
changed and a function of the type not supported by SBMJOB (e.g., EDTFIL, PMTRCD, etc.,) is invoked in its place, and
the main function is generated, the corresponding function call is still generated as an SBMJOB type call.

C22E 14829 - INVALID FIELD SEQUENCE DURING YCPYMDLOBJ

There are 2 issues around field sequencing during YCPYMDLOBJ processing.

• The numbering in the "Seq" field on "EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS" screen of the Copied Entity in the Target Model is
not the same as the corresponding numbering in the "Seq" field of the Copying Entity in the Source Model.

• When an Array is created based on the Copied Entity in the Target Model, the internal field sequencing is getting
altered.

C22E 15315 - YCPYMDLOBJ MISSING AUDIT INFO IN THE TARGET MDL(TOMDLLIB) OBJECT

The YCPYMDLOBJ command does not update the "Change user", "Change date" and "Change time" of the target
MDL(TOMDLLIB) object.

C22E 16217 - FIX EXCUSRSRC WHEN PARM IS LOADED WITH CON VALUE LEN <= 3

When we pass parameters with CON context to an EXCUSRSRC function, if the length of CON parameter value is <=3,
parameter substitution does not happen properly in the generated code.

For example, in the following generated code of an EXCUSRSRC, the CON value of '123' was passed to the 2nd
parameter of the %SUBST statement. This resulted in incorrect parameter substitution.

YL0001 = %SUBST(YL0002:123:#IBGNB);

C22E 16137 - WEB SERVICE DEPLOYMENT ISSUES

This problem addresses multiple web service deployment issues.

• When the function name of a new Web Service function is modified by pressing "F8=Change name" on the EDIT
FUNCTION DETAILS screen and YCRTWS command is executed by taking F10, the deployment fails as the name
change is not carried out properly in all files

• The resulting error message Y2V0490 is displayed with incorrect message data

• When a group type FLD parameter (an FLD type parameter where the FILE and/or Access Path details are mentioned)
is defined on an EEF which is supposed to be deployed as a web service, the deployment fails as group type FLD
parameters are not supported when Meaningful Names are set to *YES

• When a SOAP service is being deployed along with Meaningful names set to *YES, and the parameter usage is
incorrect on the underlying.PCML file, an error message Y2W2040 is displayed stating REST properties are incorrect,
leading to confusion
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NOTE
Regarding using group FLD type parameters on the 2E function parameter interface, you can now successfully
deploy such web services.

For the individual FLDs selected from a File and Access path combination defined as FLD type, you can select
a combination of only "I" or "O". "B" is not allowed, similar to the case with RCD/KEY type parameters. This is
due to the IBM limitation where "detectFieldLengths" parameter needs to have parameters defined as "I" or "O"
only. Also, we can drop specific subfields when using the group FLD type parameter, which is not possible when
using RCD/KEY parameter type.

C22E 16596 - WEB SERVICES - ACCESS PATH EXPANSION LEADS TO Y2W2161 ERROR AND DEPLOYMENT
FAILURE

Consider the following scenario when working with web services in CA 2E:

a) "Meaningful Names" is set to *YES

b) Web Service type can be either SOAP or REST

c) Bound module that is intended to be exposed via web service has an access path type parameter

d) Owning file of the parameter access path has an "Owned by"/"Refers to" type relation 

In such cases, the access path expansion is not happening as expected. The logic is unable to find the virtual fields if
any and/or fields defined on the "Owned by"/"Refers to" relations. Due to this reason, the deployment of the web service
fails due to the Y2W2161 error. The problem does not occur if such an access path parameter is used in reference to an
array i.e, an array is defined on this access path and that array is used as a parameter.

CA 2E Web Option

No new fixes have been included in CA 2E Web Option r8.7.3.

Install CA 2E r8.7.3
To apply this solution, follow the instructions outlined in this section. Ignore any reference to product(s) that you have
not installed on your IBMi. Refer to the sample model, related generation library, and an empty archival library for your
reference.

The following sections provide you with the information required for installing CA 2E r8.7.3.

Before you Proceed

You must install the solution on CA 2E r8.7 OR r8.7 + CUM PTF A OR r8.7.1 OR r8.7.2. Any Test PTFs must be removed
from your environment before installing CA 2E r8.7.3. If you are having issues in removing the Test PTFs from your
environment, contact Broadcom Support.

NOTE

CA 2E r8.7.3 contains the following

• New Enhancements included only in r8.7.3
• All fixes provided post r8.7.2 
• Entire r8.7.2

Pre-Installation Instructions

Take a backup of your CA 2E model libraries before installing CA 2E r8.7.3. The YHFM* data area(s) in the solution
libraries indicate that this solution is applied and must not be deleted. Refer to the sample model and its related
generation library. For more information, see Using CA 2E r8.7.3.
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System Requirements

CA 2E r8.7.3 requires IBM i (i5/OS) version 7.2 or higher. Ensure that the latest HTTP Group PTFs are installed in your
environment.

Download Location

Download “CA_2E_r8.7.3_SAVFs.zip” from Broadcom Support. Contact the CA 2E support team, in case of any
installation issues.

Perform the following steps to download and install CA 2E r8.7.3:

1. Download the CA_2E_r8.7.3_SAVFs.zip file and use any extracting utility like WinZip to extract the contents of the zip
file.

2. The “CA_2E_r8.7.3_SAVFs.zip” file contains all the required SAVFs of CA 2E r8.7.3
– YCA.SAVF
– YAPYPTF873.SAVF
– Y1873AC.SAVF
– Y2873AC.SAVF
– Y2873ACLF.SAVF
– YT873AC.SAVF
– YW873AC.SAVF

The shipped sample model, related generation library, and an empty archival library contain some examples of the new
features introduced in CA 2E r8.7.3. The related SAVFs are as follows:

• R873SMPMDL.SAVF
• R873SMPGEN.SAVF
• R873SMPARC.SAVF

NOTE
R873SMPARC is simply an empty library needed for archival.

Installation Instructions

We recommended that you sign in as QSECOFR (or with a user profile that has the *ALLOBJ, *SECADM, *SAVSYS
and *JOBCTL special authorities). The actual security level you use is dependent on your environment. Check with your
System Administrator for the actual security profile to use.

NOTE

Your models are upgraded to CA 2E r8.7.3 by “applying” the related libraries to your models using the YAPYPTF
command and not by “upgrading” using the regular YAPYMDLCHG command.

Perform the following steps to apply this solution. Ignore any references to products that you have not installed on your
IBMi:

Extract the “CA_2E_r8.7.3_SAVFs.zip” file to have all SAVFs on your system. After you have extracted the zip file, you
can see the following 10 SAVFs:
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• YCA.SAVF
• YAPYPTF873.SAVF
• Y1873AC.SAVF
• Y2873AC.SAVF
• Y2873ACLF.SAVF
• YT873AC.SAVF
• YW873AC.SAVF
• R873SMPMDL.SAVF
• R873PGEN.SAVF
• R873SMPARC.SAVF

NOTE

If ‘/YCA’ has already been restored as part of upgrade to r8.7.1, ignore this step.

The ‘/YCA’ folder structure is modified for CA 2E r8.7.1. If '/YCA' already exists in the IFS, you can rename it and then
restore the new version of YCA, or you can just restore the new YCA by a different name and then copy in the new
directories to your existing YCA folder. If you rename your existing version of YCA, you can copy any data that you want
to retain into your new YCA directory.

NOTE
The YAPYPTF utility has been modified as part of CA 2E r8.7.3. It is mandatory that the modified YAPYPTF
utility needs to be used for applying CA 2E r8.7.3. Since there are already multiple versions of YAPYPTF, there
is a possibility of confusion. From r8.7.2 onwards, YAPYPTF library name will be appended by the release
number. For r8.7.3 it is named as YAPYPTF873.

1. FTP the save files to library QGPL on your IBM i server (see "Using FTP to transfer a .SAVF file to your IBM i server"
below, for details).

2. Use the RSTLIB command to restore the CA 2E r8.7.3 libraries to your IBM i, as follows:
a. RST DEV('/QSYS.LIB/QGPL.LIB/YCA.file') OBJ(('/YCA'))
b. RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1873AC) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/Y1873AC)
c. RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y2873AC) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/Y2873AC)
d. RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y2873ACLF) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/Y2873ACLF)
e. RSTLIB SAVLIB(YT873AC) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/YT873AC)
f. RSTLIB SAVLIB(YW873AC) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/YW873AC)
g. RSTLIB SAVLIB(YAPYPTF873) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/YAPYPTF873)

3. Add Y1873AC and Y2873AC libraries to any library lists (including job description initial library lists such as those in
CA 2E models) which contain the relevant product library, so that the CA 2E r8.7.3 libraries are higher in the library list
than both the relevant product and national language libraries.

NOTE
Ensure that the CA 2E libraries starting with Y2 are higher in the library list than CA 2E Toolkit libraries
beginning with Y1.

4. If Web Option is being used, add YW873AC to WEB2E_SVR job description in the Web Option environment library,
such that it is higher in the library list than the Web Option environment library, web option product, and language
libraries.

5. If Translator is being used, ensure that YT873AC is added to the library list such that it is higher than the Translator-
related product libraries in the library list.

6. For any additional specific inputs or information, see "Special Installation Instructions”
7. Run the Apply PTF (YAPYPTF) command for each library in CA 2E r8.7.3.
8. For additional information regarding the message merging activity to be done, if End User National Language libraries

such as Y2SYVDTC are being used, see Messages.
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9. Execute the Duplicate Application Objects (YDUPAPPOBJ) command into the appropriate library or libraries, so that
the runtime libraries can be refreshed with the latest set of objects.

NOTE

Do not run YDUPAPPOBJ with Y1SY or any product libraries as the target.

For the supplied Sample model, generation library, and archival library – R873SMPMDL, R873SMPGEN, and
R873SMPARC, upload them in the same manner as above, restore them and create a model library list, just as you do for
any user model. 

Add Y1873AC and Y2873AC to the library list, as mentioned in Step 3 above. The CA 2E r8.7.3 libraries are already
applied to the Sample Model.

NOTE

The YAPYPTF process updates data in the following libraries

• The product library (typically shipped as Y2SY)
• The model library (the user model)

If we attempt to use the r8.7.3 Sample Model directly without running YAPYPTF873/YAPYPTF command at least once, we
may not see the same results with the r8.7.3 Sample Model as shown in this user guide. This is because the r8.7.3 model
library data-related changes have been applied to the sample model. However, the product library data-related changes
are not yet applied to the product library (typically shipped as Y2SY) at this time.

To use the shipped r8.7.3 sample model correctly, follow the below steps:

a) Either create a dummy r8.7 model or take a backup of any existing r8.7 OR r8.7.1 OR r8.7.2 model.

b) Run the YAPYPTF command against this dummy/backup model, by following the instructions above.

c) This will update the necessary data in both the product library (typically shipped as Y2SY) and the dummy/backup
model.

d) Now that the data in the product library is updated at this time, we can go through the r8.7.3 sample model and the
corresponding usage flow in the section “Using CA 2E 8.7.3”

Special Installation Instructions

CA 2E Toolkit r8.7.3

If you have upgraded to r8.7.1 or r8.7.2 earlier already, and the following steps are taken care of in your environment as
part of the upgrade process, then the below steps can be ignored, as no new changes have been added in CA 2E Toolkit
r8.7.3. However, if you are upgrading from CA 2E r8.7 OR r8.7 + CUM PTF A levels, ensure to complete the following
special instructions.

• Rename the YBRTP2R program in the CA 2E Toolkit product library, (typically the Y1SY library)
RNMOBJ OBJ(ca-2e-toolkit-library/YBRTP2R) OBJTYPE(*PGM) NEWOBJ(YBRTP2RBK) 

• Copy the YBRTP2R program object from the related CA 2E r8.7.3 Toolkit related library to the CA 2E Toolkit product
library, typically Y1SY.
CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(YBRTP2R) FROMLIB(Y1873AC) OBJTYPE(*PGM)  TOLIB(ca-2e-toolkit-library) 

• Rename the YBRTPRC program in the CA 2E Toolkit product library, (typically the Y1SY library)
RNMOBJ OBJ(ca-2e-toolkit-library/YBRTPRC) OBJTYPE(*PGM) NEWOBJ(YBRTPRCRBK) 

• Copy the YBRTPRC program object from the related CA 2E r8.7.3 Toolkit related library to the CA 2E Toolkit product
library, typically Y1SY.
CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(YBRTPRC) FROMLIB(Y1873AC) OBJTYPE(*PGM) TOLIB(ca-2e-toolkit-library) 

CA 2E r8.7.3
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The following model values are introduced in CA 2E r8.7.3.

1. YCOLHDG (SQL COLUMN COLUMN_HDG Naming)
Has two possible values - *OLD and *NEW. The default value is *OLD to ensure backward compatibility.
If the value is *OLD, it is ensured that COLHDG() is generated as before where COLHDG1, COLHDG2, and
COLHDG3 values are trimmed and concatenated. When YSQLVNM = *SQL/*LNG/*LNF and the total length of
trim(COLHDG1) + trim(COLHDG2) + trim(COLHDG3) > 40, the generation fails.
If the value is *NEW - COLHDG1, COLHDG2, and COLHDG3 are concatenated together without any trimming.
The concatenated COLHDG text is generated in a new line (instead of the same line previously), irrespective of the
YSQLVNM value. If the concatenated COLHDG text > 50, then only the first 50 characters are generated, as IBM
places a hard limit of 50 characters for COLHDG equivalent in SQL.
This model value is created by YAPYPTF processing, in the user model, with *OLD as the default value.

2. YDATCDE (EDTCDE control for DATE fields)
Has two possible values - *OLD and *NEW. The default value is *OLD to ensure backward compatibility
If the value is “*OLD”, the default EDTCDE functionality is the same as in earlier releases.
If the value is “*NEW”, the default EDTCDE is set to ‘/’ for any screen date type fields, for any new functions, and for
any new date type fields added being added to existing functions.
F22=UPD Date EDTCDE/F22=PRV Date EDTCDE is enabled for allowing us to change the EDTCDE value of any
date type fields on existing functions.
This model value is created by YAPYPTF processing, in the user model, with *OLD as the default value.

3. YFLDSEQ (CPYMDLOBJ File Field Sequence)
Has two possible values - *OLD and *NEW. The default value is *OLD to ensure backward compatibility.
If the value is "*OLD", while copying the Entities from the Source Model to the Target Model using YCPYMDLOBJ, file
fields will be copied to the Target Model, similar to earlier releases.
If the value is "*NEW", while copying the Entities from the Source Model to the Target Model using YCPYMDLOBJ, file
fields will be copied to the Target Model with exactly the same sequence from the Source Model.
This model value is created by YAPYPTF processing, in the user model, with *OLD as the default value.

4. YSELFLD (Field list on SELECT statement)
Has two possible values - *ALL and *FIELDS. The default value is *ALL to ensure backward compatibility
If the value is “*ALL”, the SELECT statement gets generated as “SELECT *”, similar to earlier releases.
If the value is “*FIELDS”, the individual fields being referenced for the access path should be listed in place of “*”, on
the “SELECT *” statement.
This model value is created by YAPYPTF processing, in the user model, with *ALL as the default value.

5. YTIMSTP (Timestamp microsec. precision)
Has two possible values - *OLD and *NEW. The default value is *OLD to ensure backward compatibility
If the value is **OLD”, JOB.*TIMESTAMP is loaded as “yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.uu0000”, similar to earlier releases.
If the value is “*NEW”, JOB.*TIMESTAMP is loaded as “yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.uuuuuu”. with higher timestamp
microsecond precision.
This model value is created by YAPYPTF processing, in user model, with *OLD as the default value.

CA 2E Web Option r8.7.3

If you have already upgraded to r8.7.2, and the following steps are taken care of in your environment as part of the
upgrade process, then the below steps can be ignored, as no new changes have been added to CA 2E Web Option
r8.7.3. However, if you are upgrading from CA 2e r8.7 OR r8.7 + CUM PTF A levels, ensure to complete the following
special instructions.

Rename the following objects in the Web Option Product Library (typically Y2WEB):

Name of Object Type of Object

YW2EVALS1R *SRVPGM
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Copy the YW2EVALS1R object from the YW873AC library into the Web Option Product library.

Using the Apply PTF Utility

The Apply PTF (YAPYPTF) command is a utility that is used to 'apply' PTFs for the CA 2E Product Family. It is designed
to simplify the process of installing PTFs including the requirement to add or change records in database files in product
libraries or in user models, without the need for the user to manually use SQL or other database editing tools.

In addition to running YAPYPTF, users must still explicitly add the relevant PTF library to any library lists (including
job description initial library lists such as those in CA 2E models, the Web Option product library, and Web Option
environment libraries) which contain the relevant product library, so that the PTF library is higher in the library list than
both the product library and any national language library.

NOTE

For r8.7.3, the YAPYPTF library is named as YAPYPTF873.

Using YAPYPTF command to apply CA 2E r8.7.3

NOTE
Ensure that you have taken a backup of the models to which the YAPYPTF command is to be applied, to
upgrade to CA 2E r8.7.3 Levels. Also, ensure that no one is using the models prior to applying the libraries.

• Ensure that you are signed on to your IBMi server with a user profile that has a high enough level of authority to make
database changes to your CA 2E Product Family files.

• Ensure that the Y2873ACLF save file has been restored before executing the YAPYPTF command. However, do not
include the Y2873ACLF library within the library list when executing the YAPYPTF command, and do not include the
Y2873ACLF library within the library list for any Models.

• Add YAPYPTF873 library to the library list.
• For applying CA 2E r8.7.3, run the YAPYPTFcommand for EVERY CA 2E model, as follows:

YAPYPTF PTFLIB(Y2873AC) USRLIB(model-library) PRDLIB(product-library)  LDOLIB(ldo-library) 

Where product-library is the CA 2E product library (shipped as Y2SY) and ldo-library is the CA 2E national language
library that you are using (e.g. Y2SYVENG). If you have merged your CA 2E product and national language libraries,
specify that library name for both the PRDLIB and LDOLIB parameters.

• For applying CA 2E Toolkit r8.7.3, run the YAPYPTFcommand as follows:
YAPYPTF PTFLIB(Y1873AC) USRLIB(*NONE) PRDLIB(product-library) LDOLIB(ldo-library)  

Where product-library is the CA 2E Toolkit product library (shipped as Y1SY) and ldo-libraryis the Toolkit national
language library that you are using (e.g. Y1SYVENG). If you have merged your Toolkit product and national language
libraries, specify that library name for both the PRDLIB and LDOLIB parameters.

• For applying CA 2E Web Option r8.7.3, run the YAPYPTF command as follows:
YAPYPTF PTFLIB(YW873AC) USRLIB(environment-library)

PRDLIB(product-library) LDOLIB(web option ldo-library)

Where product-library is the Web Option product library (shipped as Y2WEB) and web option ldo-library is the Web
Option LDO library that you are using (e.g. Y2WEBVENG). If you have merged your Web Option product and web
option LDO libraries, specify that library name for both the PRDLIB and LDOLIB parameters.

• To apply CA 2E Translator r8.7.3, run the YAPYPTF command as follows:
YAPYPTF PTFLIB(YT873AC) USRLIB(*NONE) PRDLIB(product-library) LDOLIB(*LDOLIB)

where product-library is the Translator product library (shipped as YTRNPGM)

Newly created models, using the YCRTMDLLIB command requires you to execute the YAPYPTF command as described
in the previous steps to upgrade to CA 2E r8.7.3.

The YAPYPTF command includes help text which describes the meaning and usage of each of the parameters, as well
as special values that can be used for the USRLIB, PRDLIB, and LDOLIB parameters. If you have not used YAPYPTF
before, it is suggested that you prompt the command and press F1 (Help) to read the help text before using any of the
special values.
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Messages

CA 2E r8.7.3 includes the following message files:

1. Y2MSG
2. Y2ALCMSG

Y2MSG and Y2ALCMSG message files contain both existing messages and also the new messages that are added or
changed as a result of fixes included in r8.7 CUM PTF A, r8.7.1, r8.7.2, r8.7.3.

NOTE
These message files are supplied in English only. As a result of this PTF being applied, these message files will
be used instead of the message files originally shipped in the Y2SYVENG libraries.

NOTE

If you are using an End User National Language library such as Y2SYVDTC, ensure that the new/changed
messages from Y2ALCMSG are merged into Y2ALCMSG in that End User National Language Library, by
executing the following command, based on the product level from where the upgrade is performed:

Upgrade from r8.7/r8.7 CUM PTF A to r8.7.3:
MRGMSGF FROMMSGF(Y2873AC/Y2ALCMSG)

        TOMSGF(<End User National Language library>/Y2ALCMSG)

SELECT(Y2F5368 Y2F5369 Y2F5370 Y2F7964 Y2F7965 Y2F7966 Y2F7967 Y2J8579

       Y2F8586 Y2F8587 Y2F8588 Y2F8589 Y2F8590 Y2F8591 Y2F8592 Y2F8593

       Y2F8594 Y2F8595 Y2F8596 Y2F8597 Y2F8598 Y2F8599 Y2F5288 Y2F5289 

       Y2F5371 Y2F5372 Y2F5373 Y2F5374 Y2F5375 Y2F5376 Y2F5377 Y2F9832

       Y2F9833 Y2F9834 Y2F9835 Y2F9836 Y2F9837 Y2F9838 Y2F9839 Y2F9840

       Y2F9841 Y2F9842 Y2F9843 Y2F9844 Y2F9845 Y2F9846)

Upgrade from r8.7.1 to r8.7.3:
MRGMSGF FROMMSGF(Y2873AC/Y2ALCMSG)

        TOMSGF(<End User National Language library>/Y2ALCMSG)

SELECT(Y2F5288 Y2F5289 Y2F5371 Y2F5372 Y2F5373 Y2F5374 Y2F5375 Y2F5376 

       Y2F5377 Y2F9832 Y2F9833 Y2F9834 Y2F9835 Y2F9836 Y2F9837 Y2F9838 

       Y2F9839 Y2F9840 Y2F9841 Y2F9842 Y2F9843 Y2F9844 Y2F9845 Y2F9846)

Upgrade from r8.7.2 to r8.7.3:
MRGMSGF FROMMSGF(Y2873AC/Y2ALCMSG)                             

        TOMSGF(<End User National Language library>/Y2ALCMSG)

SELECT(Y2F5372 Y2F5373 Y2F5374 Y2F5375 Y2F5376 Y2F5377 Y2F9832 Y2F9833 

       Y2F9834 Y2F9835 Y2F9836 Y2F9837 Y2F9838 Y2F9839 Y2F9840 Y2F9841 

       Y2F9842 Y2F9843 Y2F9844 Y2F9845 Y2F9846)

Important Instructions

Ensure that you correctly specify the SELECT parameter as above, and do not use the default value of SELECT(*ALL), as
that will overwrite all the messages in your national language library with the English messages in the PTF library. 

Rename the message files in the PTF library with an 'EN' suffix:
RNMOBJ OBJ(ptf-library/Y2ALCMSG) OBJTYPE(*MSGF) NEWOBJ(Y2ALCMSGEN)

This ensures that the version of Y2ALCMSG message file in your End User National Language library (which now contain
both the existing non-English messages and the new/changed English messages) are the highest in the library list. You
may optionally translate any merged English messages from the PTF library into the language of the national language
library.
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NOTE

If you are using an End User National Language library such as Y2SYVDTC, after merging and renaming steps,
you are trying to work with the “Meaningful Names for Web Services” or “RESTFul Web Services” features in
a non-English environment, it is mandatory that after the merging and renaming steps, the following messages
must be translated as follows:

• Value of 2nd and 3rd characters in message id Y2J8578 in <End User National Language library>/
Y2ALCMSG must be translated as { and }.

• Value of character in message id Y2J8579 in <End User National Language library>/Y2ALCMSG must be
translated as !

Using FTP to transfer a .SAVF file to your IBM i server

Perform the following steps:

Open a command prompt and enter each of the following commands, in turn, followed by Enter: FTP

<ibm-i> 

<user-profile> 

<password> 

BIN

LCD C:\Temp 

CD QGPL 

QUOTE SITE NAMEFMT 1 

<PUT save-file> <save-file> 

QUIT 

Where <ibm-i>, <user-profile>, and <password> are replaced by the name or IP address of your IBM i, your IBM i user
profile, and your IBM i password, respectively. The <save-file> is replaced by the name of the IBM i save file (including
the .SAVF suffix).

Using CA 2E 8.7.3
The following enhancements in CA 2E 8.7.3 are available with sample workflows, models, and scenarios:

• Faster Array Lookup with %LOOKUPxx - RPGIV
• TRIM* String handling built-in functions – RPGIV
• Copy option for 2E Access Paths
• Allow Increased Date Range on Date Type Fields in User Screens
• Generate List of Fields on a SELECT Statement Instead of "*" in Generated Code
• Handle Timestamps with Increased Microsecond Precision
• Reduce Memory Overrun and Provide Easier Access to Display Model Object

Faster Array Lookup with %LOOKUPxx - RPGIV

Currently, the lookup in arrays within CA 2E RP4 based functions is done using the LOOKUP opcode. However, the
performance of this opcode is slow. IBM has come up with the %LOOKUP built-in function which is more efficient and
faster compared to the LOOKUP opcode due to the following two critical aspects underlying %LOOKUPxx:

• A faster binary search
• Limiting the number of array elements to search for, as specified by its fourth parameter, as against an older LOOKUP

opcode that searches the entire array
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Changes have been made to replace the generation of LOOKUP opcode with the more modern %LOOKUP opcode, in
functions that have the target generation language as RP4.

Example Workflow

Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list for the sample model.

Scenario 1: Ascending Keys in Array

1. Enter into the model using the command Y2.
2. Enter *ARRAYS in the Object positioner and Press

ENTER.
3. Press Z against the file *Arrays file and press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT ARRAY screen.
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4. Position using the text “Multi”. The following list of arrays should be

visible.
5. Take option Z against the array “Multi Key_Unique_ASC_ARR” and press ENTER. This

takes us to the EDIT ARRAY DETAILS screen. Note that the sequence is “A” (Ascending).
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6. On theEDIT ARRAY DETAILS screen, press F7=Array keys, to view the keys of the array. This takes us to the EDIT
ARRAY KEY ENTRIES screen.

7. Press F3 thrice to go back to the EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS screen. Search for the file

“LookUp_Array_File”.
8. Take option F against the file “LookUp_Array_File” and press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT FUNCTIONS

screen.
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9. Take option F against the function “MultiKeyArray_ASC” to view the Action

Diagram.
10. Press F3 to go back to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen. Take option G against the function “MultiKeyArray_ASC” and

press ENTER to generate the function.
11. Take option E to view the generated source. Within the generated code, search for the text

“%LOOKUP”.
12. Press F3 to exit and go back to the EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS screen.

Scenario 2: Descending Keys in Array

1. Enter *ARRAYS in the Object positioner and Press

Enter.
2. Press Z against the file *Arrays file and press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT ARRAY screen.
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3. Position using the text “Multi”. The following list of arrays should be

visible.
4. Take option Z against the array “Multi Key_Unique_DES_ARR” and press ENTER.

This takes us to the EDIT ARRAY DETAILS screen. Note that the sequence is

“D” (Descending).
5. On the EDIT ARRAY DETAILS screen, press F7=Array keys, to view the keys of the array. This takes us to the EDIT

ARRAY KEY
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ENTRIES
screen.

6. Press F3 thrice to go back to the EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS screen. Search for the file

“LookUp_Array_File”.
7. Take optionF against the file “LookUp_Array_File” and press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT FUNCTIONS

screen.
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8. Take option F against the function “MultiKeyArray_DSC” to view the Action

Diagram.
9. Press F3 to go back to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen. Take option G against the function “MultiKeyArray_DSC” and

press ENTER to generate the function.
10. Take option E to view the generated source. Within the generated code, search for the text

“%LOOKUP”.
11. Press F3 to exit and go back to the EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS screen.

TRIM* String handling built-in functions – RPGIV

New string handling built-in functions - *TRIM, *TRIML, and *TRIMR, have been added to the Action Diagram. These built-
in functions are available only for RP4 generator and will be implemented as the corresponding %TRIM, %TRIML and
%TRIMR RPGLE built-in functions. These built-in functions help to improve the developer's productivity.

Details of Current Implementation

The *TRIM, *TRIML, and *TRIMR functions are newly added and are visible from the “*Built in functions” file.

They are added to the user model as part of the YAPYPTF processing. No NULL Model changes have been carried out
for this purpose.

These 3 built-in functions are available only for the RP4 generator.

If we attempt to use them in a function whose target HLL is not RPG, we get an error.

If we include them in a function with target HLL as RP4 initially and later change the target HLL to other than RP4, any
subsequent generation will fail.

Example Workflow
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Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list for the sample

model.
2. Enter into the model using the command Y2.
3. Position to the file “*Built in functions”. Take option Z and press ENTER. The EDIT FUNCTIONS

screen is displayed. Press Page Down twice. The screen with the new TRIM functions is

displayed.
4. Press F3 and go back to the EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS screen. Position to the application area “873” and file

“Accounts

Master”
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5. Take option F and press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT FUNCTIONS

screen.
6. Find the function TRM_EXCINTFUN. Take option F against this function to view the Action

Diagram.
You can now see different contexts have been used, both short and long condition values and constants are used.
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7. Press F3 to go back to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen. Find the TRM_EDTFIL function.Take option F
against this function to view the Action Diagram. Notice the function call in the “Initialize program” user

point.
8. Press F3 to go back to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen. Notice the function TRM_EXCEXTFUN. Take option F against

this function to view the Action Diagram. Notice the function call in this function.

9. Generate and compile both functions. The generation and compilation should go through successfully
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10. Take option E against TRM_EDTFIL and TRM_EXCEXTFUN functions to view generated
source. Search for either %TRIM , %TRIML, or %TRIMR. The generation occurs

correctly.
The context fields are populated correctly, Long constants are replaced by @CN array entries. All the parameters of a
standard %TRIM ,%TRIML, or %TRIMR rpgle built-in function are populated correctly.

11. Press F3 to go back to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen. Take option Z against both TRIM_EDTFIL
and TRIM_EXCEXTFUN functions. Change the generation language to any of RPG or
CBL or CBI. Then generate the functions. The generation will fail with an error message

12. Take option E against TRM_EDTFIL and TRM_EXCEXTFUN functions to view
generated source. Search for either *TRIM, *TRIML, or *TRIMR. As can be seen, the
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generation fails and an E* error code is generated in the code with the error message

Y2V0744.
13. Press F3 to go back to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen. Take option F against TRM_EDTFIL and press ENTER to go to

Action Diagram.
Go to user point “USER: Initialize subfile header” and attempt to add a function call to the *TRIM function. The call
will fail with the following error, as the target HLL is not RP4.

Copy option for 2E Access Paths

Currently, there is no option to copy Access Paths within CA 2E, similar to Functions. At times, it is necessary to
create new access paths based on already existing access paths and make incremental changes on top. In enterprise
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applications, the number of fields on access paths tends to be large and contain a number of customizations. It would be
difficult to recreate them from scratch. As part of this enhancement, a new option to copy CA 2E access paths is provided
on the EDIT FILE DETAILS screen. This helps to improve developer productivity by having a fast way to replicate all the
ACP details into a new one and make any necessary modifications on it, instead of having to create a new ACP from
scratch.

Details of Current Implementation

Copy is allowed for the access paths of type UPD, RTV, RSQ, QRYand SPN.

Copy is allowed for all generation modes i.e. DDS, SQLand DDL.

All possible attributes of access paths such as entries, select/omit information, secondary level info, virtual field info, drop
fields info and Narrative text info will be copied from “FROM access path” to “TO access path”.

Possible copy modes are UPD->UPD, RTV -> RTV/RSQ, RSQ-> RSQ, SPN-> SPNand QRY-> QRY

NOTE
Copy is NOT allowed for PHY access paths.

It is not possible to copy an access path when the developer has logged into the model as *USER.

Example Workflow

Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list for the sample model.

2. Enter into the model using the command Y2.
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3. Position to the file “Copy_ACP_Employee” and press

ENTER.
4. Take option Z against the “Copy_ACP_Employee” file and press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT FILE DETAILS

screen.
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5. Take option Z against the access path “ACP_DROP_JOIN_S/O_RTV” and press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT
ACCESS PATH DETAILS

screen
6. Take option Z to view the entries of the access path and press ENTER. This takes us to EDIT ACCESS PATH

FORMAT ENTRIES. As can be seen below, the access path has Virtual Field.

7. Press F7=Relations and F9=Sel/Omit, one after another, on the EDIT ACCESS PATH FORMAT ENTRIES screen.
F7=Relations – As shown below, one of the fields on the access path is dropped.
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F9=Sel/Omit – As shown in the below screen, a select criterion is mentioned on the access

path
8. Press F3 to go back to the EDIT FILE DETAILS screen.
9. On the EDIT FILE DETAILS screen, press F23=More Options, twice, to toggle the footer. On the 3rd instance, we can

see the text option C-Copy.
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10. Take option C against the access path ACP_DROP_JOIN_S/O_RTV, to copy the access path and press ENTER. This
takes us to the new COPY ACCESS PATH screen.

11. Press F8=Change access path type. This gives an error message.
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12. Enter a new name for the “To access path” – “ACP_DROP_JOIN_S/O_RTV_Cpy” and Press F8=Change access
path type, to toggle the access path type from RTV to RSQ.

13. Press ENTER on the above screen. This will create a new access path and control returns back to EDIT FILE
DETAILS screen.
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14. All the attributes such as Drop fields, Virtual fields, and Select/Omit conditions from “FROM Access path” i.e
“ACP_DROP_JOIN_S/O_RTV” are copied over to the “To access path” – “ACP_DROP_JOIN_S/O_RTV_Cpy”.

15. Take option Z on the access path “ACP_DROP_JOIN_S/O_RTV_Cpy” on the EDIT FILE DETAILS screen and press
ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT ACCESS PATH DETAILS screen.

16. On the EDIT ACCESS PATH DETAILS screen, take the option Z and press ENTER. Notice that the fields have been
copied, including the Virtual field
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17. Press F7=Relations on the EDIT ACCESS PATH FORMAT ENTRIES screen. Notice that the dropped field in the
source access path is copied and is still specified as dropped in the target access path.

Press F9=Sel/Omit on the EDIT ACCESS PATH FORMAT ENTRIES screen, to view the select/omit conditions.
Notice that the select condition has been copied across correctly.
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As can be seen, the Access path was successfully copied. Similarly, we can copy the access paths of type UPD, RSQ,
QRY, and SPN.
Copying an access path is applicable across all generation modes i.e. DDS, SQL, and DDL. It is not possible to
change the generation model while copying.
Delete the access path “ACP_DROP_JOIN_S/O_RTV_Cpy”, to ensure this example can be reproduced again.

Allow Increased Date Range on Date Type Fields in User Screens

Currently, the date range that can be used for Date type fields by default, is controlled by the YCUTOFF window limitation.
This limits the range to 100 years based on the YCUTOFF value as the starting value. This can be limiting for businesses.
Customers have been looking for an easy way to increase the allowed date range without having to make manual
changes to the EDTCDE value setting of each date type field.

To accomplish this, new functionality has been created around controlling the EDTCDE value of screen-based date fields,
depending on a new model value (YDATCDE)/new function option (EDTCDE ctrl for DATE FLDs). Based on the value of
a model value/function option,

• for new functions, default EDTCDE can be set to '/' for any screen date type fields
• for existing functions

– Default EDTCDE can be set to ‘/’ for field(s), if you add a new date type field(s) to an existing function screen.
– Update EDTCDE as '/' for any date type fields using a new function key. For existing date type fields, the EDTCDE

value is also saved.

These changes make the date fields capable of taking 8 digit dates, thereby extending the maximum date that can be
used in CA 2E up to 2199, instead of the 100-year YCUTOFF window limitation.

The above changes work for all screen-related functions in CA 2E like PMTRCD, EDTFIL, DSPFIL, DSPRCD, SELRCD,
EDTRCD, and so on. These EDTCDE changes are applicable for all date-related field types such as DT#, D8#, DTE, TS#.

Details of Current Implementation

A new model value YDATCDE is created for this enhancement.

YDATCDE takes 2 values *OLD and *NEW. - *OLD is the default value to ensure backward compatibility.

If YDATCDE is set to *OLD, the default EDTCDE functionality is the same as in earlier releases.

If DATCDE is set to *NEW, the default EDTCDE is set to ‘/’ for any screen date type fields, for any new functions, and for
any new date type fields added being added to existing functions.
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A new function option, “EDTCDE ctrl for DATE FLDs”, has been created to provide granular function level control for
setting the default EDTCDE value for date type fields. This function option can take 3 values - M-MDLVAL, O-Old, N-New.

A new Function key “F22=UPD Date EDTCDE” has been added on the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen, to update
the EDTCDE value for screen date type fields to be set to ‘/’. This function key is available only if the function option
“EDTCDE ctrl for DATE FLDs” resolves to N-New.

A new Function key “F22=PRV Date EDTCDE” has been added on the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen, to revert the
EDTCDE value for screen date type fields to the previously saved state (of when F22 was pressed, irrespective of function
option value). This function key is available only if the function option “EDTCDE ctrl for DATE FLDs” resolves to O-Old.

NOTE
The state of EDTCDE for screen date type fields is saved whenever there is a possibility of changing the
EDTCDE of screen date type fields all at once i.e., when F22 is pressed.

Example Workflow

Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list for the sample model.

2. Change the model value YDATCDE to *NEW.

3. Enter into the model using the command Y2.
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4. Position to the file “Employee Master”.Note: This file contains all the date type related fields such as DT#, DTE, D8#,
and TS#.

5. Observe the EDTCDE configured for these Date type fields. For this press F7 that takes us to DISPLAY FIELDS
screen. Now observe the EDTCDE for all relevant date fields like below.
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As you can see, the EDTCDE is set to the default values.
6. Press F3 to go back to the “EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS SCREEN”. Take the option F against the “Employee

Master” and press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
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7. Add a new function “PMTRCD_NEW”

8. Take option Z again the function “PMTRCD_NEW” and press ENTER. This takes us to the “EDIT FUNCTION
DETAILS” screen.

9. PressF7 function key to view “EDIT FUNCTION OPTIONS” Screen. Press Page Down to view the new function option
“EDTCDE ctrl for DATE FLDs.”

10. By default, the value of the function option “EDTCDE ctrl for DATE FLDs” is set to M. This relates to the value
contained within the new YDATCDE model value. The value “N-New” must be highlighted, since we have set
YDATCDE model value to *NEW above. We can also change the value manually. Ensure function option value
“EDTCDE ctrl for DATE FLDs” resolves to N.
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11. Now take F3 to go back to EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen and press F9=Device design. This takes us to the
screen design of the function “PMTRCD_NEW”.

12. Observe the Date type fields on the screen. As we chose the function option value “EDTCDE ctrl for DATE FLDs. :” as
N, all the date type fields on the screen are changed to have an EDTCDE of ‘/’ and capable of taking an 8 digit date,
instead of configured EDTCDE values in “EDIT FIELD DETAILS”
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13. Take ENTER on each date field and observe the EDTCDE.
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14. PressF3 and go back to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen. Delete the function “PMTRCD_NEW” by taking option D
against it and confirming the same. This will help in replicating this example again.

15. Take option S against the function “PMTRCD_EXISTING” and press ENTER. This takes us to the screen design of the
function.

16. Manually change the EDTCDEs of the Date type fields in this “PMTRCD_EXISTING” screen, to some other values,
like below. To do this, take ENTER on each date field and change the EDTCDE.
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17. Exit from the function and SAVE the screen design of function while exiting.
18. Take option Z against the “PMTRCD_EXISTING” function and press ENTER. This takes us to the “EDIT FUNCTION

DETAILS” screen.
19. In the “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen, press F7 to go to “EDIT FUNCTION

OPTIONS” screen. Set the function option “EDTCDE ctrl for DATE FLDs.” to N.

20. Press ENTER to go back toEDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen. Function key “F22=UPD Date EDTCDE” must be
visible on screen.
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21. Press function key “F22=UPD Date EDTCDE” on EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen. This will update the EDTCDE
value of all screen date type fields in the function to ‘/’. A confirmation window is displayed prior to the updation.
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22. Take option ‘“Y” and press ENTER to confirm the updation (If it is not desired to update the fields, take option “N”.)
23. At this point, the current state of EDTCDE for all screen date type fields is saved to backup. This can be used later if

the user wants to revert back to this state.
24. Now press F9=Device design  to view the screen design of the

function.
25. As we have updated the EDTCDE of all the date type fields on screen to be “/” by virtue of pressing F22=UPD Date

EDTCDE, all the date type fields are now capable of taking 8 digit dates.
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26. Observe the EDTCDE values for date type fields in the screen.

27. Return back to EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen. In the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen, press F7 to go to EDIT
FUNCTION OPTIONS screen. Set the function option “EDTCDE ctrl for DATE FLDs.” to O.

28. Press ENTER to go back to EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen. Function key “F22=PRV Date EDTCDE” should be
visible on screen.
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29. Press the function key “F22=PRV Date EDTCDE” on EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen. This will revert the EDTCDE
value of all screen date type fields to the previously saved state. A confirmation window is displayed prior to the
updation.
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30. Take option ‘Y” and press ENTER to confirm the updation (If it is not desired to update the fields, take option “N”).
31. At this point, the current state of EDTCDE for all screen date type fields are saved to backup. This can be used later if

the user wants to revert back to this state.
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32. Now press F9=Device design to view the screen design of the function.

33. As we have reverted the EDTCDE of all the date type fields on the screen to the previous state, by pressing F22=PRV
Date EDTCDE, the date type fields will accept digits depending on the corresponding EDTCDE value.

34. Observe the EDTCDE values for date type fields in the screen.
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Generate List of Fields on a SELECT Statement Instead of "*" in Generated Code

This feature provides the ability to select specific fields that need to be reflected on a SELECT statement upon generation,
so that, there is no need to recompile the functions in case of addition of fields to Table (where Format Level identifier is
changed).

When field level information is modified on a Table, the Format Level Identified gets modified. Any function based on this
table needs to be recompiled to prevent the Level Check error. If we select only specified fields on a SELECT statement
and those fields are not modified during the changes on Table, then there is no need to recompile the function.

Details of Current Implementation

New model value YSELFLD is created for this enhancement.

YSELFLD takes 2 values *ALL and *FIELDS. - *ALL is the default value to ensure backward compatibility.

If YSELFLD is set to *ALL, the SELECT statement gets generated as “SELECT *”, which is the same as in earlier
releases.

If YSELFLD is set to *FIELDS, the individual fields being referenced for the access path should be listed in place of “*”, on
the “SELECT *” statement.

Also, a new function option, “Field list on SELECT stmnt”, has been created to provide granular function level control for
the “SELECT *” generation. This function option can take 3 values - M - MDVAL, A - All, F – Fields.

Example Workflow

Scenario -1 : When the Model value YSELFLD = *ALL & Function Option “Field list on SELECT stmnt” = ‘M’

Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list for the sample model.
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2. Set the Model value YSELFLD = *ALL

3. Enter the model using the Y2 command
4. Position to Application Area selector and type 873, position to file “Race Entry” in the object selector, and press

ENTER

5. Take option “F” against the Entity “Race Entry” and Press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
6. Position to the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” in the “EDIT FUNCTIONS” screen and press ENTER.
7. Two new RTVOBJ functions are created and used in the “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” Function.
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8. Take option “F” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” from the “EDIT FUNCTIONS” screen. As can be
seen, RTVOBJ function is included in the User point “Initialize program” .

9. Press F3 to go back to EDIT FUNCTIONS screen. Take “Z” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” and
press ENTER. This takes us to the “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen.

10. Press F7 function from the “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen, which will display “EDIT FUNCTION OPTIONS”
screen. Take Page down twice, to view the following screen.

11. Set the Function option “Field list on SELECT stmnt” to “M”(M-Model value). As can be seen below, the value “A-
All” is highlighted.
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12. Press F3 to go back to EDIT FUNCTIONS. Take option “G” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” from the
“EDIT FUNCTIONS” screen and Press ENTER

13. Take option “E” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” and Press ENTER. Search for RTVOBJ on the SEU
positioner.
RTVOBJ_RST:

RTVOBJ_POS:
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As can be seen above, the SELECT statement is generated with “SELECT *”, which shows backward compatibility is
working fine.

Scenario -2 : When the Model value YSELFLD = *FIELDS and Function Option “Field list on SELECT stmnt” = ‘M’

Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list for the sample model.

2. Set the Model value YSELFLD = *FIELDS
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3. Enter the model using the Y2 command
4. Position to Application Area selector and type 873, position to file “Race Entry” in the object selector and press

ENTER.

5. Take option “F” against the Entity “Race Entry” and Press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
6. Position to the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” in the “EDIT FUNCTIONS” screen and press ENTER
7. Take “Z” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” and press ENTER. This takes us to the “EDIT FUNCTION

DETAILS” screen.
8. Press F7 function from the “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen, which will display “EDIT FUNCTION OPTIONS”

screen. Take Page down twice, to view the screen containing the “Field list on SELECT stmnt” option. As can be
seen below, the value “F-Fields” is highlighted.

9. Press F3 to go back to EDIT FUNCTIONS. Take option “G” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” from the
“EDIT FUNCTIONS” screen and Press ENTER.

10. Take option “E” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” and Press ENTER. Search for RTVOBJ on the SEU
positioner.
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RTVOBJ_RST:

RTVOBJ_POS

As can be seen above, the SELECT statement is generated with individual fields instead of “SELECT *” which shows
the new logic is working fine.

Scenario -3 : When the Model value YSELFLD = *ALL & Function Option “Field list on SELECT stmnt” = ‘F’

Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list for the sample model.
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2. Set the Model value YSELFLD = *ALL

3. Enter the model using the Y2 command
4. Position to Application Area selector and type 873, position to file “Race Entry” in the object selector and press

ENTER.

5. Take option “F” against the Entity “Race Entry” and Press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
6. Position to the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” in the “EDIT FUNCTIONS” screen and press ENTER
7. Take “Z” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” and press ENTER. This takes us to the “EDIT FUNCTION

DETAILS” screen.
8. Press F7 function from the “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen, which will display “EDIT FUNCTION OPTIONS”

screen. Take Page down twice, to view the screen containing the “Field list on SELECT stmnt” option. Set the
function option to the value “F-Fields” as highlighted.
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9. PressF3 to go back to EDIT FUNCTIONS. Take option “G” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” from the
“EDIT FUNCTIONS” screen and Press ENTER.

10. Take option “E” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” and Press ENTER. Search for RTVOBJ on the SEU
positioner.
RTVOBJ_RST:

RTVOBJ_POS:
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As can be seen above, the SELECT statement is generated with individual fields instead of “SELECT *” which shows
the new logic is working fine.

Scenario - 4 : When the Model value YSELFLD = *FIELDS & Function Option “Field list on SELECT stmnt” = ‘A’

Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list for the sample model.

2. Set the Model value YSELFLD = *FIELDS.
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3. Enter the model using the Y2 command
4. Position to Application Area selector and type 873, position to file “Race Entry” in the object selector and press

ENTER

5. Take option “F” against the Entity “Race Entry” and Press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
6. Position to the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” in the “EDIT FUNCTIONS” screen and press ENTER .
7. Take “Z” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” and press ENTER. This takes us to the “EDIT FUNCTION

DETAILS” screen.
8. Press F7 function from the “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen, which will display “EDIT FUNCTION OPTIONS”

screen. Take Page down twice, to view the screen containing the “Field list on SELECT stmnt” option. Set the
function option to value “A-All” as highlighted.

9. Press F3 to go back to EDIT FUNCTIONS. Take option “G” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” from the
“EDIT FUNCTIONS” screen and Press ENTER.

10. Take option “E” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” and Press ENTER. Search for RTVOBJ on the SEU
positioner.
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RTVOBJ_RST:

RTVOBJ_POS:

As displayed above, the SELECT statement is generated with “SELECT *” which shows the new logic is working fine.

Scenario - 5 : When the Model value YSQLVNM = *SQL & Function Option “Field list on SELECT stmnt” = ‘F’

Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list for the sample model.
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2. Set the Model value YSELFLD = *ALL

3. Set the Model value YSQLVNM = *SQL

4. Set the Model value YSQLLEN = 25
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5. Enter the model using the Y2 command
6. Position to Application Area selector and type 873, position to file “Race Entry” in the object selector and press

ENTER

7. Take option “F” against the Entity “Race Entry” and Press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
8. Position to the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” in the “EDIT FUNCTIONS” screen and press ENTER
9. Take “Z” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” and press ENTER. This takes us to the “EDIT FUNCTION

DETAILS” screen.
10. PressF7 function from the “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen, which will display “EDIT FUNCTION OPTIONS”

screen. Take Page down twice, to view the screen containing the “Field list on SELECT stmnt” option. Set the
function option to the value “F-Fields” as highlighted.

11. Press F3 to go back to EDIT FUNCTIONS. Take option “G” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” from the
“EDIT FUNCTIONS” screen and press ENTER.
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12. Take option “E” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” and Press ENTER. Search for RTVOBJ on the SEU
positioner.
RTVOBJ_RST:

RTVOBJ_POS:

As displayed above, the SELECT statement is generated with individual fields instead of “SELECT *” which shows the
new logic is working fine.

Scenario - 6 : When the Model value YSQLVNM = *SQL & Function Option “Field list on SELECT stmnt” = ‘A’
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Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list for the sample model.

2. Set the Model value YSELFLD = *FIELDS

3. Set the Model value YSQLVNM = *SQL

4. Set the Model value YSQLLEN = 2
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5. Enter the model using the Y2 command
6. Position to Application Area selector and type 873, position to file “Race Entry” in the object selector and press

ENTER

7. Take option “F” against the Entity “Race Entry” and Press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
8. Position to the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” in the “EDIT FUNCTIONS” screen and press ENTER.
9. Take “Z” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” and press ENTER. This takes us to the “EDIT FUNCTION

DETAILS” screen.
10. Press F7 function from the “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen, which will display “EDIT FUNCTION OPTIONS”

screen. Take Page down twice, to view the screen containing the “Field list on SELECT stmnt” option. Set the
function option to value “A-All” as highlighted.

11. PressF3 to go back to EDIT FUNCTIONS. Take option “G” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” from the
“EDIT FUNCTIONS” screen and Press ENTER.

12. Take option “E” against the function “EDTFIL_RTV_Race Entry” and Press ENTER. Search for RTVOBJ on the SEU
positioner.
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RTVOBJ_RST:

RTVOBJ_POS:

As can be seen above, the SELECT statement is generated with “SELECT *” which shows the new logic is working fine.
Reset the YSQLVNM model value to *DDS and YSELFLD model value to *ALL.

Handle Timestamps with Increased Microsecond Precision

Currently, the JOB.*TIMESTAMP is loaded with a value having the format "yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.uu0000". The last four
digits are always 0’s. When applications need high precision based on timestamp microseconds, the functionality is not as
desired. As part of this enhancement, changes have been made to ensure that JOB.*TIMESTAMP is loaded with values
having the format “yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.uuuuuu”, where all the microsecond digits are populated.
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Details of Current Implementation

New model value YTIMSTP is created for this enhancement.

YTIMSTP takes 2 values *OLD and *NEW. - *OLD is the default value to ensure backward compatibility.

If the value is “*OLD”, JOB.*TIMESTAMP is loaded as “yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.uu0000”, similar to earlier releases.

If the value is “*NEW”, JOB.*TIMESTAMP is loaded as “yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.uuuuuu”. with higher timestamp
microsecond precision.

In addition, the YDUPAPPOBJ processing has also been modified to ensure that the YTIMSTPRFA data area and
modified Y2RTTSK program are copied to the runtime library. This ensures that the enhanced microsecond precision can
be taken advantage of, on product machines as well, based on the YTIMSTPRFA data area.

NOTE

When YTIMSTPRFA value is copied to the runtime library, it is copied with a value of *OLD, to ensure backward
compatibility.

Previously, the source of Y2RTTSK was shipped in Y2SYSRC/QLBLSRC. The modified source of Y2RTTSK is
being shipped in Y2873AC/QCBLLESRC.

Example Workflow

Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list for the sample model.

2. Enter the model using the Y2 command. 
3. Position to the application area “873” and file “Accounts Master”
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4. Take option F and press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.

5. Notice the EXCUSRPGM function “YTIMSTP_YCHGMDLVAL”. This function takes in a value and changes the
YTIMSTP model value. (Using CHGDTAARA instead of YCHGMDLVAL, so that the same program can be called from
the environment which does not contain CA 2E)

6. Notice the PMTRCD function “YTIMSTP_Display_TimeStamp”. This function sets the value of YTIMSTP model value
retrieves the JOB.*TIMESTAMP value and loads it onto screen. The following logic is placed in the “Load screen”
user point.
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7. Recompile both functions. Invoke the “YTIMSTP_Display_TimeStamp” function. The following screen is displayed.

As can be seen above,

• When the YTIMSTP model value is “*OLD”, the timestamp is getting loaded with a value
“3/14/22/23:35:25:610000”. The last 4 digits are 0’s.

• When the YTIMSTP model value is “*NEW”, the timestamp is getting loaded with a value
“3/14/22/23:35:25:621771”. The last 4 digits are populated.

Press F5  to refresh the screen values and we can that the same holds true always.
At r8.7.2, YDUPAPPOBJ copies 169 objects into the run time library.
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At r8.7.3, YDUPAPPOBJ copies 171 objects into the run time library. The 3 changes are

1. Modified Y2RTTSK
2. YTIMSTPRFA data area (with a value of *OLD)
3. YWSICTLU1I (this program was missed out in earlier cumulative patches)
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8. From the library list, remove any 2E related libraries. Retain only the runtime library and the generation library.

9. Press ENTER to go back to the command line.
10. From the command line, verify the content of the dataarea YTIMSTPRFA using DSPDTAARA command.
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11. Go back to the command line and call the UUFVPVR the program, which is available in the generation library
R873SMPGEN. It is also the same program related to the “YTIMSTP_Display_TimeStamp” function.

As can be seen above, the YTIMSTPRFA value is retrieved from the run time library and the modified Y2RTTSK program
is invoked to return the correct value of timestamp.

Reduce Memory Overrun and Provide Easier Access to Display Model Object

As part of this enhancement, an additional option is being provided to access "Display Model Object" (YDSPMDLOD)
information, on screens related to various model object types. This helps to access the YDSPMDLOD information directly
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instead of the previous two step process of "U=Usages" + "8=Details", thereby reducing unnecessary memory overrun
and improving productivity.

Details of Current Implementation

A new screen option “8=Description” or “8=Desc” (whichever is valid based on space availability) has been created in the
screen footer on the various screens. This screen option can either be visible directly on the bottom of the screen or we
must use F23 to toggle between various options values displayed on the screen footer.

The  following 8 screens are modified in this enhancement:

1. EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS
2. EDIT FILE DETAILS
3. EDIT FUNCTIONS
4. DISPLAY FIELDS
5. EDIT FIELD CONDITIONS
6. EDIT ARRAY
7. EDIT APPLICATION AREAS
8. EDIT MESSAGE FUNCTIONS

Example Workflow

Scenario -1: EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS screen

1. Set the library list for the sample model.

2. Enter the model using the Y2 command.
3. Position to the file “Customer” in the object selector and press ENTER. Notice the new option 8-Desc. Added in the

screen footer.
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4. Take option “8” against any file on display. This will take us directly to the “Display Model Object” screen and show
the details of the underlying file.
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Scenario-2: EDIT FILE DETAILS screen

1. Press F3 on the “Display Model Object” screen and go back to EDIT DATABASE RELATION screen.

2. Take option Z against the “Customer” file and press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT FILE DETAILS screen.
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3. On EDIT FILE DETAILS screen, press F23=More Options, twice, to toggle the footer. On the 3rd instance, we can
see the text option 8-Description.

4. Take option 8 against the RTV access path and press ENTER. This will take us directly to the “Display Model Object”
screen and show the details of the RTV access path.
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Scenario-3: EDIT FUNCTIONS screen

1. Press F3 on the “Display Model Object” screen and go back to EDIT FILE DETAILS screen.

2. Press F7=Funcs on the EDIT FILE DETAILS screen. This takes us to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
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3. On EDIT FUNCTIONS screen, press F23=More Options, to toggle the footer. In the 2nd instance, we can see the text
option 8-Description.
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4. Take option 8 against the function EDTFIL and press ENTER. This will take us directly to the “Display Model
Object” screen and show the details of the EDTFIL function.

Scenario-4: DISPLAY FIELDS screen

1. Press F3 on the “Display Model Object” screen and go back to EDIT FUNCTIONS screen. Press F3 to go back EDIT
DATABASE RELATIONS screen.

2. Press F7 to go to the DISPLAY FIELDS screen. On the footer, note the text option “8-Description”.
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3. Take option 8 against the field “COPY_ACP_DEPT_First_Name” and press ENTER. This will take us directly to the
“Display Model Object” screen and show the details of the “COPY_ACP_DEPT_First_Name” field.
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Scenario-5: EDIT FIELD CONDITIONS

1. Press F3 on the “Display Model Object” screen and go back to DISPLAY FIELDS screen.
2. Take option Z against the field “COPY_ACP_EMPLOYEE_Sts” and press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT FIELD

DETAILS screen.
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3. PressF9=Conditions on this screen. This takes us to the EDIT FIELD CONDITIONS screen. Note the text option “8-
Desc” in the footer.
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4. Take option 8 against the condition “Active” and press ENTER. This will take us directly to the “Display Model
Object” screen and show the details of the “Active” condition.
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Scenario 6: EDIT ARRAY screen

1. Press F3 on the “Display Model Object” screen and subsequently 3 more times to go back to EDIT DATABASE
RELATIONS screen.

2. Position to the file “*Arrays” and press ENTER. Take option Z against the “*Arrays” file. This takes us to the EDIT
ARRAY screen.

3. On the EDIT ARRAY screen, press F23-More Options, to toggle the footer. We can now see the text option 8-
Description.
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4. Take option 8 against the array “Hello_World” and press ENTER. This will take us directly to the “Display Model
Object” screen and show the details of the “Hello_World” array.
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Scenario-7: EDIT APPLICATION AREAS screen

1. Press F3 twice to go back to EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS screen.
2. Position to the “Application Area” selector and type “?“. Press ENTER. This takes us to the EDIT APPLICATION

AREAS screen. Note the text “8-Desc.” in the footer.

3. Take option 8 against the application area “r8.7.3” and press ENTER. This will take us directly to the “Display Model
Object” screen and show the details of the “r8.7.3” application area.
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Scenario - 8: EDIT MESSAGE FUNCTIONS screen

1. Press F3 twice to go back to EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS screen.
2. Position to the file “*Messages” and press ENTER. Take option Z against the “*Message” file. This takes us to the

EDIT MESSAGE FUNCTIONS screen.
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3. On the EDIT MESSAGE FUNCTIONS screen, press F23-More Options, to toggle the footer. We can now see the text
option 8-Description,.
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4. Take option8 against the message “*Accelerator key error” and press ENTER. This will take us directly to the
“Display Model Object” screen and show the details of the “*Accelerator key error” message.
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CA 2E r8.7.2
This article describes CA 2E r8.7.2 release information, Installation instructions, and using the new enhancements added
in CA 2E r8.7.2.

• Release Notes CA 2E r8.7.2
• Install CA 2E r8.7.2
• Using CA 2E r8.7.2

Release Notes CA 2E r8.7.2
CA 2E 8.7.2 includes the following enhancements, fixed issues. Review the Information before you proceed with installing
CA 2E r8.7.2.

CA 2E r8.7.2 is a patch update on top of CA 2E r8.7.1 and consists of the following:

• CA 2E r8.7.1
• All fixes provided after r8.7 CUM PTF A
• New Enhancements included only for CA 2 r8.7.2

For more information about the fixed issues included in r8.7.2, see Fixed Issues.

What's New in CA 2E r8.7.2?
New Usability enhancements have been included in r8.7.2. They are as follows:

• Enhanced Processing when toggling Object Type between PGM and MOD, using option T
• Better audit control on YDSPMDLOD screen for reporting meaningful Change User during object
• Improve comment handling in source generation
• Positioner and Filter Fields on DISPLAY UNREFERENCED FIELDS screen
• Matchcode search for Messages on EDIT MESSAGE FUNCTIONS screen
• Improved Web Option Scalability by increasing maximum allowed Server Jobs and Sessions

Enhanced Processing when toggling Object Type between PGM and MOD, using option T
As part of this enhancement, users can now have a better control on the change audit information and compiler directives
of function object, when object type is toggled between *PGM and *MODULE and vice versa. This helps to improve audit
tracking by tracing last change user  to toggle the object type and reduce rework by saving any compiler directives prior to
toggle.

For more information, see Enhanced Processing when toggling Object Type between PGM/MOD, using option T.

Better audit control on YDSPMDLOD screen for reporting meaningful Change User during object
As part of this enhancement, user now have the ability to log details of actual users changing an object other than an
Administrator on the Display Model Object Details screen while promoting objects. This helps to get more accurate
change audit information while promoting an object for easier backtracking.

For more information, see Better audit control on YDSPMDLOD screen for reporting meaningful Change User during
object promotion.

Improve comment handling in source generation
The current implementation provides the ability to control generation of comments in the function at a more granular
function level, rather than the previous model only level. This is helpful to retain comments at the model level and
suppress comments for large legacy function(s) where refactoring might not be an option and comment removal is only
way to successfully generate and compile such function(s).
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For more information, see Improve comment handling in source generation.

Positioner Field on DISPLAY UNREFERENCED FIELDS screen
As part of this enhancement, new positioner functionality has been introduced for the “DISPLAY UNREFERENCED
FIELDS” screen to easily position the desired field/filter for the selected field(s). This improves developer productivity and
saves time while dealing with certain field/selection of fields from a large set of unreferenced fields in a model.

For more information, see Positioner and Filter Fields on DISPLAY UNREFERENCED FIELDS.

Match code search for Messages on EDIT MESSAGE FUNCTIONS screen
As part of this enhancement, existing positioner functionality on the “EDIT MESSAGE FUNCTIONS” screen is now
enhanced to include matchcode searching, that is, the capability to select a subset of messages containing a particular
pattern specified with %’s, like %<contains_text>%, on the positioner field. This improves developer productivity
and saves time when there are lot of messages in a model and there is a need to work with subsets containing only a
particular text.

For more information, see Matchcode Search for Messages on EDIT MESSAGE FUNCTIONS screen.

Improved Web Option Scalability by increasing maximum allowed Server Jobs and Sessions
As part of this enhancement, the scalability of Web Option is now improved. Maximum number of Web Option server jobs
has been increased from 500 to 2000 and maximum number of Web Option sessions from 9999 to 20000.

Prerequisites
This solution must only be used with r8.7 OR r8.7 + CUM PTF A OR r8.7.1 of the relevant products in the CA 2E Product
Family. Any Test PTFs must be removed from your environment before installing CA 2E r8.7.2. If you are unsure about
how to remove Test PTFs from your environment, reach out to Broadcom Support.

Product Levels for CA 2E r8.7.2

Consider the following Information for product and model/web option environment library levels

Product Fix Level Data Level Model Level

CA 2E 1632 130 60

CA 2E Toolkit 1091

CA 2E Web Option 405 106

NOTE
Since YAPYPTF only applies the solution to individual models and Web Option environment libraries, there is
no change in Product Levels for Y2SY and Y2WEB. Changes are visible only in the individual model and Web
Option environment libraries as mentioned below.
Since, YAPYPTF for CA 2E Toolkit is directly applied on the Toolkit library, the Fix Level for CA 2E Toolkit library
is changed from 1090 to 1091.

Model and Web Option environment Library levels
After applying CA 2E r8.7.2 to the model, following details can be seen on the splash screen:

• Release Level - 8.7.2
• PTF Level - 1645
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There is no change to the Data Level (130) and Model Level (60) and values under this solution, as no Null Model
changes have been incorporated.
The data area - YRFSPCKLVL (created since r8.7.1) now contains a value of 872.

After applying CA 2E r8.7.2 to the Web Option environment library, the following details are updated in the Web Option
environment library:

• Release Level - 8.7.2
• Fix Level - 410

There is no change to the Data Level (106) values under this solution. All the values would be synchronized between
Product and model/web option environment libraries, later during the full GA of product.

To apply this solution, follow the instructions outlined in the CA 2E r8.7.2 Installation Instructions. Ignore references to
product(s) in this article that you have not installed in your environment.

Fixed Issues - CA 2E r8.7.2

Following issues were fixed in CA 2E r8.7.2:

CA 2E Toolkit

The below fixed issue is addressed in CA 2E Toolkit:

C21E 89 - Y1PCRQC GOES INTO LOOP WHEN MSGKEY IS MISSING ON RMVMSG
When requests are processed by Y1PCRQC program, it tries to remove messages from message queue based on the
message reference key (MSGKEY). At times (rare occurrence), the MSGKEY is seen missing, due to which the program
goes into an infinite loop and produces thousands of pages of job log in a short span.

CA 2E

Following fixed issues are addressed in CA 2E:

C22E 595 - COLUMN_TEXT FOR SQL COLUMNS IN QSYS2.SYSCOLUMNS INCORRECT
While creating DDL/SQL tables, the COLUMN_TEXT field for the SQL COLUMNS in QSYS2.SYSCOLUMNS is
incorrectly populated with COLHDG() DDS equivalent text, instead of the TEXT() DDS equivalent text.

C22E 596 - *USER ACCESS ABLE TO CHANGE OBJECT TYPE FROM PGM TO MOD
Users are able to change program type from *PGM to *MODULE when accessing model via *USER mode.

C22E 598 - CHANGING PGM->MOD/MOD->PGM WITH OPT "T" NOT LOGGING CHG INFO
When a user changes object type from PGM to MOD and vice versa using the option "T" on the EDIT FUNCTION
DETAILS screen, the related change information is not logged in the YDSPMDLOD screen.

C22E 599 - COBOL SQL/DDL GEN FAILS WHEN FLD IMPL. NAMES ARE 8 LENGTH
Consider the following scenario:

• Database generation mode is *SQL or *DDL (with YDDLDBA set to *SQL)
• Field Implementation names are 8 characters long (YHLLVNM set to *CBL)
• Model file has more than 1 keys on it.
• Function has a generation language of CBL/CBI
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After the function is generated, subsequent compilation fails due to error in CURSOR generation.
Example of an incorrect clause in generated cursor:

(AMAOCODENB =  :PRAMREL1.AMAOCODENBAND)

instead of

(AMAOCODENB =  :PRAMREL1.AMAOCODENB AND)

C22E 601 - FUNC GEN FAILS WHEN EXCUSRSRC SRC LIB POSITION IN LIBL >=260
Consider a scenario where a function in CA 2E calls another EXCUSRSRC type function AND

• the source library containing the EXCUSRSRC function is not GENLIB
• the source library containing the EXCUSRSRC function is at position greater than or equal to 260 in the library list.

When it tries to generate the calling function, the generation fails with error Y2V3114, as the source containing
EXCUSRSRC is not found by the generator. This problem occurs for all generators - RPG/RP4/CBL/CBI.

C22E 602 - IDENTIFY FROM SGT NBR IN COPY FUNCTION
Identify the FROM SGT number while performing certain copy function via exit programs for their internal logging of SGT
NBR

C22E 604 - *SET CURSOR ERROR Y2V6314
Searching for Errors Via F17 (Find services), causes "Incompatible data types" errors within the *Set cursor function.

C22E 605 - FIELD LEVEL DDS USER SOURCE GETS ATTACHED AT WRONG LOCATION
When DDS User Source (Device User Source) is attached to fields of type STS, DT#, DTE, D8#, TM# and TS#, it gets
attached at corresponding hidden field level rather than at on-screen display field level. Due to this, any attributes/logic
attached at field level for such fields is not visible on screen to user.

C22E 607 - ERROR INFORMATION NOT CAPTURED CORRECTLY IN YUSRAUTR2C
Error information in YUSRAUTR2C is not correctly captured. Due to this, there may be scenarios in YEDTMDLLST with
custom logic implemented YUSRAUTR1C exit program to control access to model object lists may not always work
correctly. In such cases, Y2E0393 error message is displayed at the bottom, but model list can still be accessed.

C22E 608 - FUNC COPY AND EXIT SCREENS ALLOW INVALID ACP TYPES FOR FUNC
Each Function type has an associated set of valid access path types based on EDTFIL - RTV/RSQ, CRTOBJ - PHY/
UPD, and so on. On the COPY FUNCTION screen or EXIT FUNCTION DEFINITION screen, there is an option to change
"Access path name" by typing ? + ENTER and selecting an entry from theDISPLAY FILE ACCESS PATHS screen.
However, if an invalid access path type is entered directly, the fields, for example, UPD for EDTFIL , is wrongly accepted
which may lead to subsequent generation/run-time errors.

2E 610 - 8.7.1 LVL CHK OCCURS WHEN EDIT FIELD DEF IN *PGMR MODE
In CA 2E r8.7.1, a` level check occurs when trying to edit a field definition in *PGMR mode.

C22E 611 - CBLLE PMTRCD GEN'S SETON ' ' *IND WITH YINDPTYSYA=*ATRIND
When there are more number of fields on the screen, error and attribute indicators count may reach max limit 49. In
this case, when YINDPTYSYA=*ATRIND, the function compilation fails (for language CBL/CBI) with error message ID's
LNC2272, LNC2923 in JOBLOG. C22E 612 - FUNC. INVOCATION FAILS WHEN IT HAS OUTPUT P
C22E 612 - FUNC. INVOCATION FAILS WHEN IT HAS OUTPUT PARMS IN R8.7.1
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In CA 2e r8.7.1, the *ENTRY PLIST generation is modified for functions having standalone output parameter(s). When
such functions are generated, Factor 1 is not generated for the standalone parameter(s) and only Factor 2 is generated.
When such functions are invoked from another calling function, the invocation fails due to "Decimal data error" (for
numeric parameters) or may even involve working with the corrupt data (for character parameters).

C22E 613 - UNABLE TO RE-ADD A MODULE TO A SRVPGM AFTER DELETING IT
Consider a scenario where you are adding one or more modules to a SRVPGM function, generating and compiling the
module and SRVPGM functions. At times, when you try to zoom into the same SRVPGM function to delete a module and
try to add the same module back again, module is not added with a message Y2C0306 -
Export list changed for '<SRVPGM_name>' (SRVPGM_GEN_name)

In addition, if the same module is shared across multiple SRVPGM functions, and if you try to delete and try to add the
same module back, a message Y2C0308 is displayed.
WARNING: Procedure '' exported from another service program.

C22E 614 - WEBSRV RELATED ERRMSG NOT DISPLAYED WHEN MODEL IS CHANGED
Consider a scenario where you are trying to deploy SOAP Web Service with Meaningful Names OR REST Web Service
in CA r8.7.1, and you encounter an error due to the parameter usage on the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen. Exit this
model and enter another CA 2E r8.7.1 model. In this model too, try to deploy SOAP Web Service with Meaningful Names
or REST Web Service, for which the parameter usage is not proper. The corresponding error is not displayed on the EDIT
FUNCTION DETAILS screen.

Install CA 2E r8.7.2
To apply this solution, follow the instructions outlined in this article. Ignore any reference to product(s) that you have
not installed on your IBMi. Refer to the sample model, related generation library, and an empty archival library for your
reference.
Review the following information:

Before you Proceed

This solution must be installed on CA 2E r8.7 OR r8.7 + CUM PTF A OR r8.7.1. Any Test PTFs must be removed
from your environment before installing CA 2E r8.7.2. If you are unsure about how to remove the Test PTFs from your
environment, reach out to Broadcom Support.

Pre-Installation Considerations
Take a backup of your CA 2E model libraries before installing CA 2E r8.7.2. The existence of YHFM* data area(s) in the
solution libraries indicate that this solution is applied and hence, it must not be deleted. Refer to the sample model and
related generation library for reference. For more information, see Using CA 2E r8.7.2.

System Requirements
CA 2E r8.7.2 requires IBM i (i5/OS) version 7.2 or higher. Ensure that the latest HTTP Group PTFs are installed in your
environment.

Download CA 2E r8.7.2
Download CA 2E r8.7.2 from Broadcom Support. Reach out to Broadcom Support in case of any installation issues.

Perform the following steps to download CA 2E r8.7.2:

1. Download the below file and use an extracting tool like WinZip to unzip the file after downloading it:
CA_2E_r8.7.2_SAVFs.zip
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2. The zip file CA_2E_r8.7.2_SAVFs.zip contains all necessary SAVFs of CA 2E r8.7.2:
– YCA.SAVF
– YAPYPTF872.SAVF
– Y1872AC.SAVF
– Y2872AC.SAVF
– Y2872ACLF.SAVF
– YW872AC.SAVF
– YT872AC.SAVF

Refer to the sample model, related generation library, and an empty archival library for reference. This sample model
contains some examples for the new features introduced in CA 2E r8.7.2. Related SAVFs for the sample model are as
follows:

• R872SMPMDL.SAVF
• R872SMPGEN.SAVF
• R872SMPARC.SAVF

NOTE
Note that R872SMPARC is simply an empty library used for archival purposes to archive the files in the library
prior to compilation.

Install CA 2E r8.7.2
It is recommended that you sign in as QSECOFR (or with a user profile that has the *ALLOBJ, *SECADM, *SAVSYS and
*JOBCTL special authorities). The actual security level you use is dependent upon your environment. Check with your
System Administrator for the actual security profile to use.

NOTE
Your models are upgraded to CA 2E r8.7.2 by “applying” the related libraries to your models using the YAPYPTF
command and not by “upgrading” using the regular YAPYMDLCHG command.

Perform the following steps to apply this solution. Ignore any references to products which you have not installed on you
IBMi:

1. Unzip the “CA_2E_r8.7.2_SAVFs.zip” file to have all SAVFs on your PC and proceed further. Once unzipped, you can
see the following 10 SAVFs:
a. YCA.SAVF
b. YAPYPTF872.SAVF
c. Y1872AC.SAVF
d. Y2872AC.SAVF
e. Y2872ACLF.SAVF
f. YW872AC.SAVF
g. YT872AC.SAVF
h. R872SMPMDL.SAVF
i. R872PGEN.SAVF
j. R872SMPARC.SAVF

NOTE
If ‘/YCA’ has already been restored as part of upgrade to r8.7.1, this step can be ignored.
The ‘/YCA’ folder structure is modified for CA 2E r8.7.1. If '/YCA' already exists in the IFS, you can rename it
and then, restore the new version of YCA, or you can just restore the new YCA by a different name and then,
copy in the new directories to your existing YCA folder. If you rename your existing version of YCA, you can
copy any data that you want to retain into your new YCA directory.
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NOTE
The YAPYPTF utility is modified as part of CA 2E r8.7.2. It is mandatory that the modified YAPYPTF utility
must be used for applying CA 2E r8.7.2 since there are already multiple versions of YAPYPTF. To avoid
confusion, from CA 2E r8.7.2 onwards, YAPYPTF library name is appended by a release number. For r8.7.2
it is named as YAPYPTF872. The YAPYPTFLVL data area in the YAPYPTF872 library shows the level of the
YAPYPTF utility. For r8.7.2, YAPYPTFLVL has a value of 3.0.

2. FTP the save files to library QGPL on your IBM i server. For more information, see  Using FTP to transfer a .SAVF file
to your IBM i server.

3. Use the RSTLIB command to restore the CA 2E r8.7.2 libraries to your IBM i, as follows:
a. RST DEV('/QSYS.LIB/QGPL.LIB/YCA.file') OBJ(('/YCA'))
b. RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1872AC) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/Y1872AC)
c. RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y2872AC) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/Y2872AC)
d. RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y2872ACLF) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/Y2872ACLF)
e. RSTLIB SAVLIB(YW872AC) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/YW872AC)
f. RSTLIB SAVLIB(YT872AC) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/YT872AC)
g. RSTLIB SAVLIB(YAPYPTF872) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/YAPYPTF872)

4. Add Y1872AC and Y2872AC libraries to any library lists (including job description initial library lists such as those in
CA 2E models) which contain the relevant product library, so that the CA 2E r8.7.2 libraries are higher in the library list
than both the relevant product and National Language Libraries.

NOTE
Ensure that the CA 2E libraries starting with Y2 are higher in library list than CA 2E Toolkit libraries starting
with Y1.

5. If Web Option is being used, add YW872AC to WEB2E_SVR job description in the Web Option environment library,
such that it is higher in the library list than the Web Option environment library, web option product and language
libraries.

6. If Translator is used, ensure that YT872AC is added to the library list such that it is higher than the Translator related
product libraries in the library list.

7. Refer to the section Special Installation Instructions below for any additional specific inputs/information.
8. Run the Apply PTF (YAPYPTF) command for each library in CA 2E r8.7.2.
9. Refer “Messages” for additional information regarding message merging activity to be performed if the  End User

National Language libraries, for example, Y2SYVDTC is used.
10. Execute the Duplicate Application Objects (YDUPAPPOBJ) command into the appropriate library or libraries, so that

the runtime libraries can be refreshed with the latest set of objects.
NOTE
Do not run YDUPAPPOBJ with Y1SY or any product libraries as the target.

11. For the supplied Sample model, generation library and archival library – R872SMPMDL, R872SMPGEN and
R872SMPARC, upload them in the same manner as above, restore and create a model library list, just as you do for
any other user model.

12. Add Y1872AC and Y2872AC to the library list, as mentioned in Step 4 above. The CA 2E r8.7.2 libraries are already
applied to the Sample Model.

Special Installation Instructions

CA 2E Toolkit r8.7.2
For CA 2E Toolkit r8.7.2, following special instructions must be carried out:

1. Rename the YBRTP2R program in the CA 2E Toolkit product library, (typically the Y1SY library)
RNMOBJ OBJ(ca-2e-toolkit-library/YBRTP2R) OBJTYPE(*PGM) NEWOBJ(YBRTP2RBK)

2. Copy the YBRTP2R program object from the related CA 2E r8.7.2 Toolkit related library to the CA 2E Toolkit product
library, typically Y1SY.
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CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(YBRTP2R) FROMLIB(Y1872AC) OBJTYPE(*PGM) 

TOLIB(ca-2e-toolkit-library)

3. Rename the YBRTPRC program in the CA 2E Toolkit product library, (typically the Y1SY library)
RNMOBJ OBJ(ca-2e-toolkit-library/YBRTPRC) OBJTYPE(*PGM) NEWOBJ(YBRTPRCRBK)

4.   Copy the YBRTPRC program object from the related CA 2E r8.7.2 Toolkit related library to the CA 2E Toolkit product
library, typically Y1SY.
CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(YBRTPRC) FROMLIB(Y1872AC) OBJTYPE(*PGM)

TOLIB(ca-2e-toolkit-library)

NOTE
For information on r8.7 CUM PTF A data areas converted into new model values within r8.7.1, see Special
Installation Instructions, Point 5 in Installing CA 2E r8.7.1.

CA 2E r8.7.2
Following model values are introduced in CA 2E r8.7.2

• YPRMAUD (CM Promotion Audit CHGUSR)
It has two possible values - *ADMIN and *DEVELOPER. The default value is *ADMIN to ensure backward
compatibility. If we set the value to *ADMIN, when an object promotion is carried out, the user profile of the ADMIN is
set as the “Change User” on model object. If we set the value to *DEVELOPER, the last developer who has actually
modified the object is set as the “Change User” on model object. This model value is created by YAPYPTF processing
in the user model with the default value - *ADMIN.

• YCOLTXT (SQL COLUMN COLUMN_TEXT Naming)
It has two possible values - *OLD and *NEW. The default value is *OLD to ensure backward compatibility. If we set
the value to *OLD, when we create DDL/SQL tables, the COLUMN_TEXT field is populated with COLHDG () DDS
equivalent text. If we set the value to *NEW, the COLUMN_TEXT field is populated with TEXT () DDS equivalent text.
This model value is created by YAPYPTF processing, in user model, with default value - *OLD

CA 2E Web Option
For CA 2E Web Option r8.7.2, following special instructions must be carried out:

1. Rename the YW2EVALS1R service program in CA 2E Web Option product library, typically, Y2WEB.

        RNMOBJ OBJ(ca-2e-weboption-library/YW2EVALS1R) OBJTYPE(*SRVPGM) NEWOBJ(ZW2EVALS1R)

2. Copy the YW2EVALS1R service program object from the CA 2E Web Option r8.7.2 library to the CA 2E Web Option
product library, typically, Y2WEB.

        CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(YW2EVALS1R) FROMLIB(YW872AC) OBJTYPE(*SRVPGM) TOLIB(ca-2e-weboption-library)

Using the Apply PTF Utility
The Apply PTF (YAPYPTF) command is a utility that is used to 'apply' PTFs for the CA 2E Product Family. It is designed
to simplify the process of installing PTFs including the requirement to add or change records in the database files in
product libraries or in user models, without the need for the user to manually use SQL or other database editing tools.
In addition to running YAPYPTF, users must explicitly add the relevant PTF library to any library lists (including job
description initial library lists such as those in CA 2E models, the Web Option product library and Web Option environment
libraries) which contain the relevant product library, so that the PTF library is higher in the library list than both the product
library and any national language library.

NOTE
Starting from CA 2E r8.7.2, YAPYPTF library is set as YAPYPTF appended by the release number. For r8.7.2, it
is named as YAPYPTF872.
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Using YAPYPTF command to apply CA 2E r8.7.2

NOTE
Ensure that you have taken a backup of the models on which YAPYPTF command is to be applied to upgrade to
CA 2E r8.7.2. Also ensure that the models are not in use prior to applying the libraries.

• Ensure that you are logged in on the IBMi server with a user profile that has sufficient access and authority to make
database changes to the CA 2E Product Family files.

• Ensure that theY2872ACLF save file is restored before executing the YAPYPTF command. However, do not
include the Y2872ACLF library within the library list when executing the YAPYPTF command and do not include the
Y2872ACLF library within the library list for any Models.

• AddYAPYPTF872 library to the library list.
• To apply CA 2E r8.7.2, run the YAPYPTF command for EVERY CA 2E model, as follows:

YAPYPTF PTFLIB(Y2872AC) USRLIB(model-library) PRDLIB(product-library) 

LDOLIB(ldo-library)

where product-library is the CA 2E product library (shipped as Y2SY) and ldo-library is the CA 2E national language
library that you are using (example: Y2SYVENG). If you have merged your CA 2E product and national language
libraries, specify that library name for both the PRDLIB and LDOLIB parameters.

• To apply CA 2E Toolkit r8.7.2, run the YAPYPTF command as follows:
YAPYPTF PTFLIB(Y1872AC) USRLIB(*NONE) PRDLIB(product-library) LDOLIB(ldo-library

where product-library is the CA 2E Toolkit product library (shipped as Y1SY) and ldo-library is the Toolkit national
language library that you are using (example: Y1SYVENG). If you have merged your Toolkit product and national
language libraries, specify that library name for both the PRDLIB and LDOLIB parameters.

• To apply CA 2E Web Option r8.7.2, run the YAPYPTF command for every web option environment library, as follows:
YAPYPTF PTFLIB(YW872AC) USRLIB(environment-library)

PRDLIB(product-library) LDOLIB(web option ldo-library)

where product-library is the Web Option product library (shipped as Y2WEB) and web option ldo-library is the Web
Option LDO library that you are using (example: Y2WEBVENG). If you have merged your Web Option product and
web option LDO libraries, specify that library name for both the PRDLIB and LDOLIB parameters.

• To apply CA 2E Translator r8.7.2, run the YAPYPTF command as follows:
YAPYPTF PTFLIB(YT872AC) USRLIB(*NONE) PRDLIB(product-library) LDOLIB(*LDOLIB)

where product-library is the Translator product library (shipped as YTRNPGM)

NOTE
Newly created models, using YCRTMDLLIB command requires the execution of the YAPYPTF command as
described in the previous steps to upgrade to CA 2E r8.7.2.

The YAPYPTF command includes help text which describes the meaning and usage of each of the parameters, as well as
special values that can be used for the USRLIB, PRDLIB and LDOLIB parameters. If you have not used YAPYPTF before,
it is suggested that you prompt the command and press F1 (Help) to read the help text before using any of the special
values

Messages
CA 2E r8.7.2 includes following message files:

• Y2MSG
• Y2ALCMSG

Y2MSG and Y2ALCMSG message files contain both existing messages and also the new messages that are added or
changed as a result of fixes included in r8.7 CUM PTF A, r8.7.1, r8.7.2.

NOTE
These message files are supplied in English only. As a result of the PTF being applied, these message files will
be used instead of the message files originally shipped in the Y2SYVENG libraries.
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NOTE
If you are using an End User National Language library such as Y2SYVDTC, ensure that the new/changed
messages from Y2ALCMSG are merged into Y2ALCMSG in that End User National Language Library, by
executing the following command, based on product level from where upgrade is performed:

• Upgrade from r8.7/r8.7 CUM PTF A to r8.7.2:
MRGMSGF FROMMSGF(Y2872AC/Y2ALCMSG)

        TOMSGF(<End User National Language library>/Y2ALCMSG)

SELECT(Y2F5368 Y2F5369 Y2F5370 Y2F7964 Y2F7965 Y2F7966 Y2F7967 Y2J8579

       Y2F8586 Y2F8587 Y2F8588 Y2F8589 Y2F8590 Y2F8591 Y2F8592 Y2F8593

       Y2F8594 Y2F8595 Y2F8596 Y2F8597 Y2F8598 Y2F8599 Y2F5288 Y2F5289 Y2F5371)

• Upgrade from r8.7.1 to r8.7.2:
MRGMSGF FROMMSGF(Y2872AC/Y2ALCMSG)

        TOMSGF(<End User National Language library>/Y2ALCMSG)

SELECT(Y2F5288 Y2F5289 Y2F5371)

Important Instructions
Ensure that you correctly specify the SELECT parameter based on the upgrade scenario specified above, and do not
use the default value of SELECT(*ALL), as that will overwrite all the messages in your national language library with the
English messages in the PTF library. Rename the message files in the PTF library with an 'EN' suffix:
RNMOBJ OBJ(ptf-library/Y2ALCMSG) OBJTYPE(*MSGF) NEWOBJ(Y2ALCMSGEN)

This ensures that the copies of the Y2ALCMSG message file in your End User National Language library (which now
contain both the existing non-English messages and the new/changed English messages) are the highest in the library
list. You may optionally translate any merged English messages from the PTF library into the language of the national
language library.

NOTE
If you are using an End User National Language library such as Y2SYVDTC, after merging and renaming
steps, if you are trying to work with the “Meaningful Names for Web Services” or “RESTFul Web Services”
features in a non-English environment, it is mandatory that after the merging and renaming steps, the following
messages must be translated as follows:

• Value of 2nd and 3rd characters in message id Y2J8578 in <End User National Language
library>/Y2ALCMSG must be translated as { and }.

• Value of character in message ID Y2J8579 in <End User National Language library>/Y2ALCMSG must be
translated as !

Using FTP to transfer a .SAVF file to your IBM i server
Perform the following steps:

1. Open a command prompt and enter each of the following commands in turn, followed by Enter:
FTP <ibm-i>

<user-profile>

<password>

BIN

LCD C:\Temp

CD QGPL

QUOTE SITE NAMEFMT 1

PUT <save-file> <save-file>

QUIT
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where<ibm-i>,<user-profile> and <password> are replaced by the name or IP address of your IBM i, your IBM i user
profile and your IBM i password, respectively and where <save-file> is replaced by the name of the IBM i save file
(including the .SAVF suffix).

Using CA 2E r8.7.2
The following enhancements are added in CA 2E r8.7.2. This article describes CA 2E r8.7.2 enhancements with example
workflow and sample models and scenarios:

• Enhanced Processing when toggling Object Type between PGM/MOD, using option T
• Better audit control on YDSPMDLOD screen for reporting meaningful Change User during object promotion
• Improve comment handling in source generation
• Positioner and Filter Fields on DISPLAY UNREFERENCED FIELDS screen
• Matchcode Search for Messages on EDIT MESSAGE FUNCTIONS screen

Enhanced Processing when toggling Object Type between PGM/MOD, using option T

CA 2E provides the ability to change the “Object Type” of a function by allowing to toggle between PGM/MOD, that is,
toggle between ILE compilation types - *PGM and *MODULE, using option “T”. However, there are few shortcomings
when this is carried out.

1. Change Information is not logged to YDSPMDLOD screen:
Related change information (change user, change date and time) is not logged to YDSPMDLOD screen, when you
toggle to change compilation types.

2. Compiler override information, if any, is lost upon toggle
Any compiler override information already defined for an Object Type prior to toggle, is lost when we toggle to change
the object type. When we toggle back, any previously existing compiler override information needs to be re-created.

Details of Current Implementation

Change Information is not logged to YDSPMDLOD screen
Changes are provided as part of fix for Problem C22E 598, to rectify change information not being logged to the
YDSPMDLOD screen, while toggling to change object type. The related solution is included in CA 2E r8.7.2.

Compiler override information, if any, is lost upon toggle
Compiler override information is no longer deleted while toggling to change Object Type between PGM/MOD. Processing
stores the compile overrides (if any) prior to toggle. These are reapplied to the function, in the event of toggling back to the
original object type.

Change works for functions with Target HLL set as RP4, CBI

Example Workflow
Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list of the sample model:
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2. Enter into model using the command Y2.
3. Position to the Application Area Selector and type OVR and press ENTER. This will filter out all the files and show only

the files listed in that application area.
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4. Take Option “F” against the file “r872_Employee_Master” and pressENTER. This will takes us to “EDIT FUNCTIONS”

screen.
5. Take Option “Z” against the function “EEF_r872_Employee_Master” and press ENTER. This takes us to “EDIT

FUNCTION DETAILS” screen.
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6. Take Option “O” on the function, now set to be compiled as a PGM.

7. Upon pressing ENTER, the object creation command is displayed, along with any pre-defined compiler overrides.
Press F10 and then Page Down. Observe the default “Target release” attribute value is set as *CURRENT.

8. Change the “Target release” attribute of PGM object type toV7R3M0, that is,TGTRLS (V7R3M0).
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9. Press ENTER to go back to the “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen.
10. Toggle the compilation type by taking the option “T”.

11. Press ENTER. After successful execution, the “Object Type” changes from PGM to MOD. As part of the
enhancement, compiler overrides of function (if any), prior to toggle (PGM in this case) are stored future reference.
Compiler overrides (if any) related to new compilation type (MOD in this case) are restored and utilized for any
subsequent compilation.

12. Also, after successful execution of toggle, see the below modified message on the screen.
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13. Press F1 on message, which takes you to “Additional Message Information” screen and the below highlighted
modified message details can be seen.

14. Press to go ENTER back to “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen.
15. Take Option “O” on the function, now set to be compiled as a MOD.
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16. Upon pressing ENTER, the object creation command is displayed, along with any pre-defined compiler overrides.
17. Press F10 and then, Page Down. Observe the default “Target release” attribute value is set as *CURRENT. This is

because we did not change compiler overrides for *MODULE type as yet.

18. Change the “Target release” attribute of *MODULE object type to V7R2M0, that is,TGTRLS (V7R2M0).
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19. Press ENTER to go back to the “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen.
20.   Toggle the compilation type by taking the option “T”.

21. Press ENTER. After successful execution, the “Object Type” changes from MOD toPGM. As part of the enhancement,
compiler overrides of function (if any), prior to toggle (MOD in this case) are stored future reference. Compiler
overrides (if any) related to new compilation type (PGM in this case) are restored and utilized for any subsequent
compilation.
Also, after successful execution of toggle, see the below modified message on the screen.
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22.   PressF1 on message, this takes you to “Additional Message Information” screen and below highlighted modified
message details can be seen.

23.   Press ENTER to go back to “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen.
24. Take Option “O” on the function, now set to be compiled as a PGM.
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25. Upon pressing ENTER, the object creation command is displayed, along with any pre-defined compiler overrides.
26. Press F10 and then, Page Down. Observe the default “Target release” attribute value is now set asV7R3M0. This

is because of changes in this enhancement. Due to this, while toggling, backed up compiler overrides (if any) are
restored and utilized.

27. Press ENTER to go back to the “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen.
28. Toggle the compilation type by taking the option “T”. Press ENTER. This should toggle the “Object Type” from PGM to

MOD.
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29. Take Option “O” on the function, now set to be compiled as a MOD.
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30. Press ENTER, the object creation command is displayed, along with any pre-defined compiler overrides.
31. PressF10 and then, Page Down. Observe the default “Target release” attribute value is now set as V7R2M0. This

is because of changes in this enhancement. Due to this, while toggling, backed up compiler overrides (if any) are
restored and utilized.

32. Now, reset the the compiler overrides of both object types to defaults for smooth execution of these steps for next time.
33. Change the compile override attribute of Target Release to *CURRENT for function, currently set to be compiled as

MOD.
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34.   PressENTER to go back to “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen.
35. Toggle the “Object Type” from MOD to PGM by taking the option “T” and press ENTER.

36. Take Option “O”on the function, now set to be compiled as a PGM and press ENTER.
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37. Change the compile override attribute of Target Release to *CURRENT for function, currently set to be compiled
asPGM.

38. Press ENTER to go back to the “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen.

Better audit control on YDSPMDLOD screen for reporting meaningful Change User during
object promotion
At times, as a developer you may not have adequate authority to carry out object promotions in Implementer.
In such cases, when ADMIN promotes the object, the details of the ADMIN are displayed as the Change User
on YDSPMDLOD screen, rather than the actual developer user that changed the object. This may cause issues during
auditing, as to the user who actually last changed the object. New functionality is introduced at a model level, so that an
informed decision can be taken on which user profile (ADMIN/DEVELOPER) should be set as the last Change User. This
can help to have accurate change audit information when promoting an object, for easier backtracking.
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Details of Current Implementation

New model valueYPRMAUD is created for this enhancement.

• YPRMAUD takes 2 values:  *ADMIN and *DEVELOPER. - *ADMIN is the default value to ensure backwards
compatibility

• If YPRMAUD is set to*ADMIN and an object promotion is carried out, the user profile of the ADMIN is set as the
“Change User” on model object.

• If YPRMAUD is set to *DEVELOPER, the last developer who has actually modified the object is set as the “Change
User” on model object.

Example Workflow

1. Set the library list for the sample model.

2. Verify the model value "YPRMAUD” by using the YCHGMDLVAL command.
3. From the command line, type "YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YPRMAUD)" and press Enter.
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Scenario-1: YPRMAUD model value is set to *ADMIN (backwards compatible)

1. From the command line, type "YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL (YPRMAUD)" and set the value to *ADMIN and press Enter.

_
2. Enter the model using theY2 command with anyDEVELOPER User profile (non-ADMIN profile).
3. Position to the Application Area selector and type AUD and press ENTER.

4. Press F against the file “r872_CM_Audit_ChgUsr” and pressEnter. This will display the EDIT FUNCTIONS

screen.
5. Zoom on the Function “Edit_r872_CM_Audit_CHGUSR”, which will pop up “Check out Model Object” screen.
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6. Create a Model Object List and select the list on the Check out screen and check out the object.
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7. Do changes to the ACTION DIAGRAM as Shown below and SAVE the function.

8. Generate and compile the function subsequently.
9. Execute the command:

YDSPMDLOD OBJNAM(R872_CM_AUDIT_CHGUSR

                 EDIT_R872_CM_AUDIT_CHGUSR *FUN)
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10. This will display the “Display Model Object” screen.

11. Make a note of the “Change User” field value, which shows the Developer who has made the change to object.
NOTE
Here, in the above screen the Change User field value (highlighted in red) is masked for security purposes.
You must replace the Change User field value with the user profile name of the Developer.

12. Now, login with Administrator profile in different session and follow the below steps.
13. Set the library list for the sample model.
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14. Enter the model using the Y2 command. Press F17 to enter the “DISPLAY SERVICES MENU” screen.
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15. Enter option 21 to enter the “Change Management” menu. On the menu, take option 1 to enter the “CA 2E CM
Menu”.
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16. Take option 3, to create a new Promotion Request. On this list, select the previously created model object list
CM_LIST_2.
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17. Press F9 to accept the request and create the promotion request. The request should be created successfully.
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18. Take option “5” to Move Promotion Requests and Press ENTER. This should display the Move request created.
19. Take option 1 to submit the Move Request and Press Enter.
20. The request should be submitted and completed successfully.
21. From the command line, execute the command:

YDSPMDLOD OBJNAM(R872_CM_AUDIT_CHGUSR            

                 EDIT_R872_CM_AUDIT_CHGUSR *FUN) 

22. This will display the “Display Model Object” screen.
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_
Note that the “Change User” is now changed from the earlier Developer to the Administrator (promoted the object).

NOTE
Here, in the above screen the Change User field value (highlighted in red) is masked for security purposes.
You must replace the Change User field value with the user profile name of the Administrator.

SCENARIO-2: YPRMAUD model value is set to *DEVELOPER

1. From the command line, type "YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL (YPRMAUD)" and set the value to *DEVELOPER and press
ENTER.

2. Enter the model using the Y2 command with any DEVELOPER user profile (non-ADMIN profile).
3. Position to the Application Area selector and type AUD and press ENTER.
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4. PressF against the file “r872_CM_Audit_ChgUsr” and press Enter. This will display the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.

5. Zoom on the Function “Edit_r872_CM_Audit_CHGUSR”, which will pop up “Check out Model Object” screen.

6. Create a Model Object List and select the list on the Check out screen and check out the object.
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7. Do changes to the ACTION DIAGRAM as Shown below and SAVE the function.

8. Generate and compile the function subsequently.
9. Execute the command:

YDSPMDLOD OBJNAM(R872_CM_AUDIT_CHGUSR           

                 EDIT_R872_CM_AUDIT_CHGUSR *FUN) 

10. This will display the “Display Model Object” screen.
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11. Make a note of the “Change User” field value, which shows the Developer who has made the change to object.
NOTE
Here, in the above screen the Change User field value (highlighted in red) is masked for security purposes.
You must replace the Change User field value with the user profile name of the Developer.

12. Now, login with Administrator profile in different session and follow the below steps. Set the library list for the sample
model.

13. Enter the model using the Y2 command. Press F17 to enter the “DISPLAY SERVICES MENU” screen
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14. Enter option 21 to enter the “Change Management” menu. On the menu, take option 1 to enter the “CA 2E CM
Menu”.

15. Take option 3, to create a new Promotion Request. On this list, select the previously created model object list
CM_LIST_3.
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16. Press F9 to accept the request and create the promotion request. The request should be created successfully.
17. Take option “5” to Move Promotion Requests and Press ENTER. This should display the Move request created.

18. Take option 1 to submit the Move Request and Press Enter.
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19. The request should be submitted and completed successfully.
20. From the command line, execute the command:

YDSPMDLOD OBJNAM(R872_CM_AUDIT_CHGUSR            

                 EDIT_R872_CM_AUDIT_CHGUSR *FUN)

21. This will display the “Display Model Object” screen.

Note that the “Change User” is now retained to be the exact same Developer who has made changes to the original
object and NOT the Administrator who has promoted the object.

NOTE
Here, in the above screen the Change User field value (highlighted in red) is masked for security purposes.
You must replace the Change User field value with the user profile name of the Developer.

Improve comment handling in source generation
Currently, comment generation in functions is controlled at a model level via the YGENCMT model value and it is not
possible to have granular control at a function level. At times, in large legacy functions,  refactoring might not be an option.
In such cases, there is a need to suppress comment generation so that the generated code can abide by IBM SEU source
code size limits . A new function level option is added for controlling the comment generation at a function level.

Details of Current Implementation
A new function option "Generate comments in source” is created. It can take the following 5 values:

• "M" (YGENCMT model value)
• "S" (equivalent to YGENCMT model value - *STD)
• "H" (equivalent to YGENCMT model value - *HDR)
• "N" (equivalent to YGENCMT model value - *NO)
• "A" (equivalent to YGENCMT model value - *ALL)

The changes are currently implemented for the following *EXT type functions.
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DSPFIL, DSPRCD, DSPRCD2, DSPRCD3, DSPTRN, EDTFIL, EDTRCD, EDTRCD2, EDTRCD3, EDTTRN,
EXCEXTFUN, PRTFIL, PMTRCD, SELRCD

The new function option changes work on all 2E function generators: RPG, RP4, CBL, and CBI.

Example Workflow

1. Set the library list for the sample model.

2. Verify the model value "YGENCMT” by using the YCHGMDLVAL command.
3. From the command line, type "YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL (YGENCMT)" and press Enter.

Scenario 1: When YGENCMT = *ALL & Function Option (SEL = ‘M’)

Consider the following scenario:

1. From the command line, type "YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL (YGENCMT)" and set the value to *ALL and press Enter.

2. Enter the model using the Y2 command.
3. Position to the Application Area selector and type COM and press ENTER.
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4. Press F against the file “r872_Generate_Comments” and pressEnter. This will display the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.

5. Zoom on the Function “Edit r872_Generate_Commen”, which will pop up “EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS” screen.

6. PressF7 Function and should observe a new function option “Generate comments in source” with default value:
”M” (Where “M” is Model value).

_
Do changes to the ACTION DIAGRAM and SAVE the function.

7. Generate the Function with both the options G/J (Interactive/Batch) and check the source code. All comments should
be included in the program.
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Scenario 2: When YGENCMT = *ALL & Function Option (SEL = ‘S’)
Consider the following scenario:

1. Set the Function option “Generate comments in source” to “S”. This should replicate the behavior when YGENCMT
model value is set to value *STD.

2. Do changes to the ACTION DIAGRAM as Shown below and SAVE the function.

3. Generate the Function with both the options G/J (Interactive/Batch) and check the source code. All comments should
be included in the program.
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Scenario 3: When YGENCMT = *ALL & Function Option (SEL = ‘H’)
Consider the following scenario:

1. Set the Function option “Generate comments in source” to “H”. This should replicate the behavior when YGENCMT
model value is set to value *HDR.

2. Do changes to the ACTION DIAGRAM as Shown below and SAVE the function.

3. Generate the Function with both the options G/J (Interactive/Batch) and check the source code. Only header
comments should be included in the program.
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Scenario 4: When YGENCMT = *ALL & Function Option (SEL = ‘N’)
Consider the following scenario:

1. Set the Function option “Generate comments in source” to “N”. This replicates the behavior when YGENCMT model
value is set to value *NO.

2. Do changes to the ACTION DIAGRAM as Shown below and SAVE the function.

3. Generate the Function with both the options G/J (Interactive/Batch) and check the source code. No comments should
be included in the program.
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Positioner and Filter Fields on DISPLAY UNREFERENCED FIELDS screen

Currently, the “DISPLAY UNREFERENCED FIELDS” screen does not have an option to position to the field(s)/type/
length/field name of interest. This is an issue when there are a lot of unreferenced fields in the model and your field
of interest is at the bottom of the list. A new positioner functionality is introduced for the “DISPLAY UNREFERENCED
FIELDS” screen to easily position to the desired field/filter for the desired field(s).

Details of Current Implementation
The newly introduced positioner functionality contains both the Position logic and Filter logic and the behavior is consistent
with similar Positioner and Filter implementations in other parts of product.

Example Workflow
Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list of the sample model.
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2. Enter into model using the command Y2.
3. On “EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS” screen Take F7 to go to “DISPLAY FIELDS” screen.
4. On “DISPLAY FIELDS” screen take F11 to go to “DISPLAY UNREFERENCED FIELDS” screen. As can be seen

below, new positioner/filter fields have been included on screen.

__
5. In “DISPLAY UNREFERENCED FIELDS” screen, position to the specific Field name for example

“r872_Employee_UnReferFld1” by entering “r872_Employee_UnReferFld1” on the “Field name” positioner field
and press ENTER. This will position and list the all the unreferenced fields from the “r872_Employee_UnReferFld1”
onwards.
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6. Now, filter the data by “Field name” field by entering “%UnReferFld%” on the “Field name” filter field like below and
press ENTER. This will filter and list all the unreferenced fields with the substring of “UnReferFld”.

7. Now, filter the data by “Type” field by entering “TXT” on the “Type” filter field like below and press ENTER. This will
filter and list all the unreferenced fields with the Type as TXT.
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8. Fillter the data by “Length” field by entering “1” on the “Length” filter field like below and press ENTER. This will filter
and list all the unreferenced fields with the Length as 1.

9. Filter the data by “Field name” field, that is, by GEN name, by entering “N1TX” on the “Field name” filter field like
below and press ENTER. This will filter and list the unreferenced field with the name as “N1TX”.
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10. Filter the data by using combination of any number of different filter fields. For example, filter and list all the
unreferenced fields with the substring of “UnReferFld” and having a type of “TXT” by entering the “%UnReferFld%”
on “Field name” filter field and entering “TXT” on the “Type” filter field like below and pressing ENTER.

Matchcode Search for Messages on EDIT MESSAGE FUNCTIONS screen

Currently, the “EDIT MESSAGE FUNCTIONS” screen only supports a “Position to” functionality to look for desired
messages. It does not support “Matchcode search”/”Filter search”, while trying to get a subset of messages which
contain a particular pattern specified with %’s, that is, <%contains_text>%. This can be a problem for developers when
there are lot of messages in the model and the requirement is to work with subsets containing only for a particular text.
The new matchcode search functionality for the “EDIT MESSAGE FUNCTIONS” screen provides the ability to work easily
with a subset of messages containing a search pattern.
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Details of Current Implementation
The newly introduced matchcode search functionality makes the behavior consistent with similar Positioner and Filter
implementations in other areas of CA 2E.

Example Workflow
Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list of the sample model.

2. Enter into model using the command Y2.
3. On “EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS” screen, position to the “*Messages” file and press ENTER.

4. Take option Z against the “*Messages” file and press ENTER. This takes us to the “EDIT MESSAGE FUNCTIONS”
screen.
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5. In “EDIT MESSAGE FUNCTIONS” screen, position to a specific message for example “*CRTBNDRPG” by entering
“*CRTBNDRPG” on the positioner field and press ENTER. This will position and list the all the messages from the
“*CRTBNDRPG” onwards. This is existing functionality.

6. Now, filter the data by “Message” field by entering “%CRT%” on the positioner field like below and press ENTER. This
will filter and list all the messages which contain substring “CRT”.
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7. Now, filter the data by “Message” field by entering “%Table%” on the positioner field like below and pressENTER. This
will filter and list all the messages which contain substring “Table”.

8. Now, position to a specific message for example “*CRTRPGMOD” by entering “*CRTRPGMOD” on the positioner field
and press ENTER. This will position and list the all the messages from the “*CRTRPGMOD” onwards. This shows
existing functionality is not impacted.
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CA 2E r8.7.1
This article describes CA 2E r8.712 release information, Installation instructions, and using the new enhancements added
in CA 2E r8.7.1.

• Release Notes CA 2E r8.7.1
• Installing CA 2E r8.7.1
• Using CA 2E r8.7.1

Release Notes CA 2E r8.7.1
CA 2E r8.7.1 is built on top of CA 2E r8.7 CUM PTF A. It contains all fixes that are part of r8.7 CUM PTF A, in addition to
the new features added with this new release of CA 2E r8.7.1. For more information about the fixed issues included in r8.7
CUM PTF A, see Fixed Issues in Cumulative Patches.

It includes the following new features and enhancements:

What's New in CA 2E r8.7.1
CA 2E r8.7.1 includes the following two important themes:

• Improved SQL Support
• Improved Web Services Support

Improved SQL Support

Improved SQL Support theme include the following:

• OPTIMIZE for n ROWS Clause in Generated SQL
• Control Database access (RLA vs SQL) based on individual file Generation mode
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“OPTIMIZE for n ROWS” Clause in Generated SQL

As part of this feature, user will now have the ability to conditionally generate the "OPTIMIZE for n ROWS" clause in
generated SQL. This helps to optimize the record retrieval time and thereby, improves application performance. For more
information, see "OPTIMIZE for n ROWS" Clause in Generated SQL.

NOTE
Changes are currently limited to EDTFIL and DSPFIL type function.

Control Database access (RLA vs SQL) based on individual file generation mode

As part of this feature, users can now control database access based on individual file generation mode. Now, in an
external function, you can mix and match RLA and SQL access which was not feasible earlier. For more information, see
Control Database access (RLA vs SQL) based on individual file generation mode.

NOTE
Changes are currently limited to EDTFIL and EXCEXTFUN type functions (RPG and RP4 generators).

Improved Web Services Support

Improved Web Services Support includes the following:

• Meaningful Names on Web Service Interface
• RESTful Web Services

Meaningful Names on Web Service interface
As part of this feature, users can now have valid model based names on the deployed web service interface, instead of
meaningless generated names. This will help web service clients to more easily interface with CA 2E based web services.
For more information, see Meaningful Names on Web Service Interface.

RESTful Web Services support
As part of this feature, user will now be able to deploy CA 2E business logic (bound in a *SRVPGM) as a RESTful web
service. This will help CA 2E business logic to interact with newer/modern form factors more easily. For information, see
RESTful Web Services.

NOTE
Changes are currently limited to *PATH_PARAM input mode.

What's Deprecated?

License Check Removal
Changes have been carried out to remove license checks for CA 2E family of products. These changes will be applicable
after the latest CA 2E r8.7.1 is applied. Note that Y2871AC and Y1871AC libraries must be present in the library lists/job
descriptions being used to prevent the license checks from happening.
If you have an existing license of CA 2E installed in your environment, you will see no impact from licensing side except
that the license check would not happen at the backend.

NOTE
The license check is only removed to make it easier for customers to use CA 2E. CA 2E has not been made
open source. If the IBMi platform is being upgraded to a different hardware, please contact respective sales
representative to know the implications of the upgrade on pricing.
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Prerequisites
This solution must only be used with Release 8.7 or Release 8.7 + CUM PTF A of the relevant products in the CA 2E
Product Family. Any Test PTFs must be removed from your environment before installing CA 2E r8.7.1. If you are unsure
how to remove Test PTFs from your environment, please contact Broadcom Support.

Product Levels for Release 8.7.1
Consider the following Information:

Table 1: Release 8.7.1

Product Fix Level Data Level Model Level
CA 2E 1635 130 60
CA 2E Toolkit 1090
CA 2E Web Option 405 107

After applying CA 2E r8.7.1 to the model, following details can be seen on the splash screen:

• Release Level - 8.7.1
• PTF Level - 1635

There is no change to the Data Level (130) and Model Level (60) and values under this solution, as no Null Model
changes have been incorporated. A new data area - YRFSPCKLVL has been created in this solution and contains a value
of 871. The contents of CA 2E CUM PTF A along with all the new features in this release have been bundled under CA 2E
r8.7.1.
There is no change in the levels for CA 2E Toolkit under this solution, as no new changes have been incorporated in it.
The contents of CA 2E Toolkit r8.7 CUM PTF A have been bundled under CA 2E Toolkit r8.7.1.
The Data level for CA 2E Web Option under after applying this solution will change to 107 due to a new Web Option
control value. The contents of CA 2E Web Option r8.7 CUM PTF A have been bundled under CA 2E Web Option r8.7.1

To apply this solution, follow the instructions outlined in Installing CA 2E r8.7.1. Ignore any reference to product(s) that you
have not installed on your IBMi.

Fixed Issues - CA 2E r8.7.1
This article describes the following fixed issues addressed in CA 2E cumulative patches.

CA 2E Toolkit
Following fixed issues were addressed in CA 2E Toolkit:
C21E 76 -YCVTSPLF FAILS
YCVTSPLF fails if more than 1 spool file of the same name exists. It gives error "CPF3C40" - Spooled file &4 not found.
C21E 77 -  File Name with  '&'
When you create a new file and name it using special characters, like '&' along with alphabets like 'F','M','S','Q', and so on,
the corresponding access path description text gets replaced after compilation.
C21E 78 - YCVTOBJLST Command Issue for *MODULE/*SRVPGM Objects Entries & QSQLSRC SRCPF
When an Object List contains *MODULE/*SRVPGM entries and YCVTOBJLST command is executed to convert it into a
Member List, corresponding entries for *MODULE/*SRVPGM objects are not added to the Member List. Also, when an
Object List contains an SQL *FILE object - Table/View/ Index & YCVTOBJLST is executed to convert it to into a Member
List, corresponding Source Physical file for SQL objects are shown QDDSSRC instead of QSQLSRC.
C21E 79 - Exit Program is not working for DDL/SQL
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When Pre and Post compile Exit programs are implemented via data area YBRTPXA and DDS type objects are compiled
with "CRTPF" command, both Exit programs are successfully invoked. However, when SQL/DDL type objects are
compiled with "YEXCSQL", both Exit programs are not invoked.
C21E 80 - SRVPGM Compile Fails when Bound Modules > 63
When a SRVPGM having more than 63 bound MODULES is generated and compiled, the compilation fails.
C21E 81 - Unable to add members With ILE SEU type in YEDTMBRLST CMD
Adding a new member using "F6=Add New Member" on YEDTMBRLST command, ILE SEU types such as CLLE,
RPGLE, CBLLE, SQLRPGLE, and SQLCBLLE are not allowed.
C21E 82 - YSCNSRC Incorrect Result when MBRLST contains PF-DTA MBRS
When executing YSCNSRC on a set of source physical files, if the member list has any PF-DTA members within, the
processing does not identify any source member after the PF-DTA member is processed.
C21E 83 - YWRKF Error on RSQ Access Path
Executing YWRKF in RSQ access path with Date as the Primary Key in descending order(D), results in decimal data
error.

CA 2E

Following fixed issues were addressed in CA 2E:

C2CM 22 - Query Access Path Promotion Issue for *DDS Type Database
While promoting a QRY access path from Development environment to another environment TST/PRD in Implementer
with CA 2E database type as *DDS, only the YACP and LF entries are shown on the promotion request. The PF and CLP
entries are not displayed on the promotion request. This prevents the QRY access path from being promoted successfully.
C22E 525 - High Order Surrogate Reallocation (After value reaches the limit of 9,999,999)
2E Model high order surrogate values are allocated sequentially from the First record in the YLSTSGTNXP file. Program
stops abruptly if an allocation attempt is performed after the value reaches the 9,999,999 limit. Modifications are done to
reallocate high order surrogate values that were allocated earlier  but are no longer in use.
C22E 541 - YCVTJOBLST for *MODULE
Issue with the YCVTJOBLST. When YCVTJOBLST command is executed for a job list with a *MODULE object type,
the object appears in the object list as a *PGM instead of *MODULE. If YBLDOBJLST command is used, the object list
displays correctly.
C22E 544 - Copy Function shows Inconsistent internal HLL Values
At times, when a Function had been copied to create a new Function; the newly created 'copied' Function included
different 'Target HLL' (that is OBJATR) values between the corresponding internal YMSGDTARFP and YMDLOBJRFP/
YMDLLSTRF file records. Modifications are done so that the corresponding internal file records (YMSGDTARFP/
YMDLOBJRFP/YMDLLSTRFP) include consistent OBJATR values for the newly created 'copied' Function.

NOTE
Modifications are not done to the existing logic used to determine the 'Target HLL' (that is, OBJATR) value of the
newly created 'copied' Function

C22E 545 - SQL/RPG/RTVOBJ 'RENAME' Generation Issue
SQL RPG/RP4 'Renamed' field prefixes are not generated correctly when a RTVOBJ Function is defined in the 'same'
Access Path as anexternal (EDTRCD, EDTRCD2, EDTRCD3, EDTFIL) Function.
C22E 546 - Screen Device Editor - 'Margin Right'/'Window Right' RUE
At times, when using the Screen Device Editor, pressing the F16 'Margin right' command key (or pressing a series of F4
'Window right 40' command keys), logs you out of the Model with a "Run-unit ended at nnnn in YSCRDTAE1I" error. This
specific error would occur when an extra-long output field is displayed within the Screen Device Editor.

NOTE
These modifications prevent invalid data from being sent to the device only. Any other extra-long output field
handling behavior within the Screen Device Editor is not modified.

C22E 547 - Overflow at Statement NNNN in YRPGIDSG1I Errors
Generation of RPG Functions, with a parameter 'Passed' as RCD that exceeds 9999 characters in length shows
"FIXEDOVERFLOW at statement nnnn in YRPGIDSG1I. ONCODE 310." (PLI0600) errors when that parameter was
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used to CALL another Function. Interactive (i.e. 'G') generations were causing users to be kicked-out of the Model when
encountering this error.
C22E 548 - YCPYMDLOBJ (RUN-UNIT ENDED AT NNNN IN YEXPREFR1I)
At times, the YCPYMDLOBJ fails with CPF4101 errors "XMSGDTA00L file not found" while expanding object references
within the YEXPREFR1I program. This error occurs when the CPYSUBFUN parameter of the YCPYMDLOB) command
includes '*DBF' or '*INT' .
C22E 549 RPG IV (RP4) Generation (PL/I 16MB Limitation)
A PL/I run-unit has a set maximum of 16 Megabytes of storage (this is an IBM limitation). Extremely large RP4 Functions
may show storage limitation errors during generation (while the same Function will generate successfully as RPG, CBL,
CBI).

NOTE
It is recommended to keep Functions in more manageable sizes by splitting the functions appropriately.
Modifications are done to reduce memory allocation, however, it is still possible for large Functions (RPG, RP4,
CBL, CBI) to encounter storage limitations errors as only set maximum of 16 Megabytes of storage is available
to a PL/I run-unit.

C22E 550 - Function Implementation Names are not Assigned
Function implementation names not assigned, after prefixes run out.
C22E 551 - YCPYMDLOBJ *PREPASS Warning
YCPYMDLOBJ command with *Prepass does not report on the "Enhance SQL Naming" field when there is a difference in
source and target models.
C22E 552 - Edit Array Details Opt X Error
In "Edit Array Details" Screen, we have option 'X' to display Object Details. However, taking 'X' against any line-entry on
the screen shows error CPF5223 - "Value entered for the field is not valid". The same problem is observed with option 'N-
Narrative' as well
C22E 554 - YAPYSYSMDL Blank MSGIDS
Upgrading a model using YAPYMDLCHG , YAPYSYSMDL, shows blank MSGIDS.
C22E 555 - YCVTJOBLST Omitting Type 'YSQL' (SQL/DDL Access Paths)
The YCVTJOBLST (Convert a Job List to CA 2E Toolk Object List) command is not converting SQL/DDL Access Path
(that is, Type 'YSQL') to an object list. Modifications are made to convert Type 'YSQL'.
C22E 556 - Device User Source is Converted to Upper Case
Device User Source statements are converted to Upper use Case during function generation, leading to possible failure of
defined.
C22E 557 - "NI" Operation Causes RUE for Large Action Diagram
For a large action diagram, the "NI" operation, when repeated a few times without exiting the action diagram, results in
RUE error.
C22E 558 - YCHKMDL *ANALYZE Report Missing
When YCHKMDL ACTION(*ANALYZE) command is run on a model, and if the entries for some functions are missing
in the YMSGDTARFP file, the generated report has incorrect error messages for any objects that depend on missing
functions.
C22E 559 - RP4 FUNC Generation Error Related to File Name/FMTNAME
Consider a scenario where an access path implementation name contains the string MDACP and/or the format name
of an access path contains the string MDFMT. When dependent functions are generated, ' ' is in generated source code
instead of the actual implementation name/format name. Subsequently, the function compilation fails with the error
messages RNF5032 and RNF7260. This problem occurs only when function generation language is RP4.
C22E 561 - *DDL ACP Compile Error
When compilation of a *DDL access path fails, it is not flagged with *ERROR on the YSBMMDLCRT screen.
C22E 562 - User Exit Program
When user zooms into a message statement in an Action Diagram, and changes the message text, then the notification
related to that change is not sent to the user.
C22E 563 - Inefficient Error Handling for SQL DLTOBJ FUNC. - RPG/CBL
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Consider the following scenario:

1. A function is based on SQL type access path.
2. Function invokes the DLTOBJ function within and is not an EDT type fn .
3. DLTOBJ function has code in "USER: Processing after Data update" user pt to force a prior record existence check

before actual deletion of record.

When the function is generated, the error handling within the DLTOBJ related code, immediately after record existence
check, is not sufficient. This problem occurs for all 4 supported languages - RPG/RP4/CBL/CBI.
C22E 565 - Compile Errors QRG8046
Consider a scenario where a RTVOBJ function is invoked from the Action Diagram of another function, one of the
RTVOBJ function parameter is a MAP type parameter and no other operations related to CONSTANT values of length
more than 5 are declared in AD. Now, when we pass a CONSTANT value with a length more than 5 for the MAP type
RTVOBJ function parameter from the AD, subsequent compilation fails with compile error QRG8046, when generation
language is RPG.
C22E 566 - Missing DDS EXCUSRSRC is not identified at Generation Time
Consider a scenario where a Device User Source (DUS) is attached to one or more components of Device Design of
a function and the source member of DUS is missing. Upon subsequent generation of function, the generation of the
Display File member goes through successfully, without any error message that the source member of the DUS function is
missing.
C22E 567 - PARMS IN SQL EXCUSRSRC
A number of generation language specific problems are identified related to parameter substitution in SQL EXCUSRSRC
functions, when the EXCUSRSRC function is invoked from another function of same generation language type. The
problems based on generation language type are as follows:

1. RPG: Parameter substitution does not happen.
2. CBL/CBI: Parameter substitution happens but source compilation of invoking function fails with 'SQL0199' errors.
3. RP4/CBL/CBI: When a CON context value is passed as parameter to an EXCUSRSRC function, the parameter is

substituted but is prefixed incorrectly with a ":", leading to source compilation of invoking func. to fail with 'SQL0312/
SQL0104' error.

C22E 568 - MCH2804 ERR
When attempting to zoom into an access path-related array entry of an array, where the access path has multiple fields
defined on it, you get the MCH2804 error on the YEXPACPR1I program and is logged out of the model.
C22E 570 - FUNC. AD Access Error when "CND" From "CASE" STMT is Deleted
Consider a scenario where:

1. YRFSACT model value is set to *YES.
2. CASE construct is added to Action Diagram (AD) of function.
3. Related Condition statement in the CASE construct is deleted.

When the function is saved and attempted to zoom into AD again, user gets PLI9001 error on YCHKACTL1I program and
is logged out of the model.
C22E 571 - SQL EXCUSRPGM Function Generation Error
When you attempt to create an EXCUSRPGM whose source member type is based on SQL and the source contains
a Toolkit Compile Pre-Processor directive such as CRTSQLRPG, the compilation fails with errors YYY0120 YYY0114
YYY0011. This problem exists for all four generation language types.
C22E 572 - FUNC. ACTION Diagram View Mode Not Maintained 5=DISPLAY
Consider a scenario where:

1. YRFSACT model value is set to *YES in CA 2E r8.7 model.
2. User enters the model as *PGMR/*DSNR and selects 5=Display on a func.
3. This function invokes another function from its action diagram.
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In this scenario, the session is in "View" mode when the top level func. is invoked with 5=Display. However, when the
subsequent function is invoked. the session mode gets changed to "Edit" mode, whereas the session mode must be
retained as "View" mode.
C22E 573 - Access Path has no Virtual Fields with 'Y2V0803' Error
Consider a scenario, where:

1. An access path has some virtual field related entries originally but these are no longer selected on the access path.
2. The corresponding entries are not expanded during the access path expansion.

When the access path is generated, the generation ends with 'Y2V0803' error, even when the earlier virtual field(s) are no
longer associated with the access path.
C22E 575 -YCVTJOBLST problems for *SRVPGM Objects
When a Job List contains *SRVPGM entries and YCVTJOBLST command is executed to convert it into an Object List,
corresponding entries for the *SRVPGM objects are not added to the Object List.
C22E 576 - Enhanced Error Handling For SQL DBF Functions. - RPG/RP4/CBL/CBI
Consider a scenario where:

1. A function is based on SQL type access path
2. Function invokes corresponding DBF functions - CRTOBJ/CHGOBJ/DLTOBJ
3. DBF functions are defined with no prior existence check that is no prior SELECT

When the function is generated, the error handling within the DBF functions related code is not sufficient. There is no code
to handle 'record already exists/record does not exist' scenarios and send the proper return code.
C22E 577 - EXCUSRSRC Substitution in Fixed Format
Consider a scenario where:

1. A RP4 EXCUSRSRC function contains a fixed format opcode such as SCAN and Factor1 and/or Factor2 contain more
than one element as follows:
Factor 1 Opcode Factor 2 Result 

Compare string:length SCAN Base string:start Position

In this example, "length" and "start" are the 2nd elements
2. EXCUSRSRC function is invoked from an EXCEXTFUN.

When the EXCEXTFUN function is generated, generation fails with Y2V3116 error. The second elements in Factor 1
and Factor 2 are not substituted correctly. Also, the Opcode, Factor 2 and Result fields, where applicable are not being
retained at their correct positions and can be offset by a few positions to the left.
C22E 578 - Incorrect Validation Possible in Functions with Device Design
Consider the following:

1. Field(s) in device design is conditioned such that it is in input/output mode based on the value(s) in another field.
2. Code is inserted in a user point associated with validation within function AD, such that corresponding code is

generated between the GADSA1 subroutine invocation and the code for the "required" fields validation.

When the function is generated and subsequently called, there can be instances when the validation on the field (whose
mode is based on other field values) is not processed properly in the first pass and confirm prompt is displayed. Validation
is processed when Enter is pressed again.
C22E 580 - Incorrect Generation of DT#, TM# and TS# FLDS With *BLANK value - CBL/CBI
Consider a scenario where:

1. The function is an Internal/DBF function
2. It contains an Action Diagram MOVE statement involving DT#, TM# or TS# type fields and CON value of *BLANK is

being move into field.
3. The generation language used is CBL/CBI.

Upon generation, the CON value *BLANK is incorrectly being replaced with SPACES and ' ', instead of the corresponding
values of 0001-01-01 for DT#)/00.00.00(for TM#)/0001-01-01-00.00.00.00000(for TS#).
C22E - 581 SUBFILE SEL. IN EDIT FUNCTIONS not working when YIGCCNV=1
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When a Model does not contain IGC data and YIGCCNV = '1', the sub file selection criteria in EDIT FUNCTIONS screen
does not work correctly.
C22E - 583 Duplication of Code for Field Assignment with SPACES
Within a CBL/CBI function, when a field is being initialized with SPACES, the code related to initialization is being
repeated twice. The first statement has "MOVE SPACES to <FIELD>" The second statement has "MOVE ' ' to <FIELD>".
This can potentially increase the size of the generated source code.
C22E 584 - Field Description Comments Generated for Parameter Subfield Description Comments Generated for
Parameter Subfields
When a function with an ACP/ARR as a parameter, having multiple selected subfields, is invoked from another calling
function, the generated code of calling function contains the field description of parameter subfields as comments. This
increases the size of the generated source and at times prevents the code from getting compiled successfully.
C22E 585 -SRVPGM BND Source Generation Incomplete when BOUND MODULES > 63
When a SRVPGM having more than 63 bound MODULES is generated, the generation is incomplete, leading to
subsequent compilation failure.
C22E 586 - Option 'C' Against an Entry with JOBSTS = *ERROR
When the generation of a function fails, the corresponding entry on the SUBMIT MODEL GENERATIONS & CREATES
is flagged with a status- *ERROR. However, it is possible to take option 'C' against this same entry, which can lead to
subsequent incorrect compilation.
C22E - 587 Invalid Field Names Generated when Functions Files > 63
During the generation of EEF, Invalid field names (with prefix ??) are generated in Data structure fields in CRTOBJ
fucntion, when files are more than 63.
C22E 589 - RTVOBJ IN SQL different than in RLA
RTVOBJ function behaving inconsistently when used with SQL. Programs are not moving correct DS fields, when file
fields are already referenced in DS (Data structure) of UPD access path.
C22E 590 - MIAP With N either usage Issues
When array parameters are defined for a function such that all subfields are defined with "N"either usage, under certain
scenarios, the initialization of the subfields is not generated correctly. The scenarios are as follows:

1. FOR RPG/RP4 Generators:
More than 1 MIAP array parms are defined for function - where the Ist parm is MIAP array and 2nd parm onwards
is also a MIAP array. In this case, for 2nd parm onwards, the initialization loop for the MIAP array is not generated
correctly. Only the ENDDO statement is generated.
More than 1 array parms are defined for function - where 1st parm is regular array and 2nd parm onwards is a MIAP
array. In this case, for 2nd parm onwards, the initialization loop for MIAP array is missed.

2. FOR CBL/CBI Generators:
More than 1 array parms are defined for function - 1st being either a normal array or MIAP array and 2nd onwards
is a MIAP array, such that the parms contain either of DT#/TM#/TS# subfields. In this case, for 2nd parm onwards
initialization with code PERFORM WITH TEST loop is not generated. Only 1 occurrence of DT#/TM#/TS# field is
initialized.
More than 1 array parms are defined for function - where 1st parm is regular array OR a MIAP array AND 2nd parm
onwards is a MIAP array. Also, there are no DT#/TM#/TS# subfields on any array parameters.

In AD of function, we are processing a parm subfield of 2nd MIAP parm.
--- PR2.MIAP_Parm_6(CON.2).Fld5 = LCL.Fld5

Upon generation, MIAP array related control fields are not being generated in the declaration section. However, they are
being generated for above AD statement, leading to subsequent compilation failure.
C22E 591 - AD(FIND) Issue after C,CC,M,MM,NI in between User Points
When code is copied from one user point to another within the Action Diagram of a function by using the "Notepad Insert",
"Copy" or "Move" operations and if the search facility is invoked to find a field in the statement, results in field is not found
(Zero results).

CA 2E - Web Option

Following fixed issues were addressed in CA 2E Web Option:
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C2WEB -242 YW2EJOBX Version Compatibility Issues
When we attempt to identify if a running job is a Web Option related job or not, using YW2EJOBX API, the API does not
identify the job correctly, when the release of Web Option associated with the job is different from that of the YW2EJOBX
API.
C2WEB 262 - YSVRLMT Control Value Incorrect Usage
When new client sessions are started, the number of sessions assigned to a single server job are not restricted to the
YSVRLMT control value.
C2WEB 263  -YSVRLMT Issues with Multiple Sessions Opened Rapidly
This problem is related to C2WEB 262. As part of C2WEB 262, changes were made to ensure that when new client
sessions are started, number of sessions assigned to a single server job are restricted by the YSVRLMT value. However,
when multiple sessions are started at the same time, this problem still persists.

Installing CA 2E r8.7.1
To apply this solution, follow the instructions outlined in this article. Ignore any reference to product(s) that you have not
installed on your IBMi. Refer to the sample model, its related generation library and an empty archival library for your
reference

Before you Proceed
This solution must only be used with Release 8.7 or Release 8.7 + CUM PTF A of the relevant products in the CA 2E
Product Family. Any Test PTFs must be removed from your environment before installing CA 2E r8.7.1. If you are unsure
how to remove Test PTFs from your environment, contact Broadcom Support.

Pre-Installation Instructions
Take a backup of your CA 2E model libraries, before you install CA 2E r8.7.1. The existence of the YHFM* data area(s) in
the solution libraries indicate that this solution has been applied and so it must not be deleted. Refer to the sample model
and its related generation library for your reference. For more information, see Using CA 2E r8.7.1.

System Requirements
CA 2E r8.7.1 requires IBM i (i5/OS) version 7.2 or higher. Ensure that the latest HTTP Group PTFs are installed in your
environment.

Download Location
Download CA 2E r8.7.1 from Broadcom Solutions Page. Reach out to Broadcom Support in case of any installation
issues.

Perform the following steps to download and install CA 2E r8.7.1:

1. Download the following file and use any unzipping tool like WinZip to unzip the file after downloading it:
a. CA_2E_r8.7.1_SAVFs.zip

2. The zip file “CA_2E_r8.7.1_SAVFs.zip” contains all the necessary SAVFs of CA 2E r8.7.1. They are as follows:
a. YCA.SAVF
b. YAPYPTF.SAVF
c. Y1871AC.SAVF
d. Y2871AC.SAVF
e. Y2871ACLF.SAVF
f. YW871AC.SAVF
g. YT871AC.SAVF

Refer to the sample model, its related generation library and an empty archival library for your reference. This
sample model contains some examples for the new features introduced in CA 2E r8.7.1.
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h. Related SAVFs for the sample model are as follows:
a. R871SMPMDL.SAVF
b. R871SMPGEN.SAVF
c. R871SMPARC.SAVF

NOTE
Note that R871SMPARC is simply an empty library needed for archival so that the files can be
archived in the library prior to compilation

Installation Instructions
It is recommended that you sign in as QSECOFR (or with a user profile that has the *ALLOBJ, *SECADM, *SAVSYS and
*JOBCTL special authorities).
The actual security level you use is dependent upon your environment. Check with your System Administrator for the
actual security profile to use.

NOTE
Your models are upgraded to CA 2E r8.7.1 by “applying” the related libraries to your models using the YAPYPTF
command and not by “upgrading” using the regular YAPYMDLCHG command.

Installation Instructions

Installation Instructions
We recommend that you sign on as QSECOFR (or with a user profile that has the *ALLOBJ, *SECADM, *SAVSYS and
*JOBCTL special authorities). The actual security level you use is dependent upon your environment. You should check
with your System Administrator for the actual security profile to use.

NOTE
Your models are upgraded to CA 2E r8.7.1 level by “applying” the related libraries to your models using the
YAPYPTF command and not by “upgrading” using the regular YAPYMDLCHG command.

Perform the following steps to apply this solution. Ignore any reference to products which you do not have installed on
your IBMi:

1. Unzip the “CA_2E_r8.7.1_SAVFs.zip” file to have all SAVFs on your PC and proceed further. Once unzipped, you can
see the following 10 SAVFs:
a. YCA.SAVF
b. YAPYPTF.SAVF
c. Y1871AC.SAVF
d. Y2871AC.SAVF
e. Y2871ACLF.SAVF
f. YW871AC.SAVF
g. YT871AC.SAVF
h. R871SMPMDL.SAVF
i. R871SMPGEN.SAVF
j. R871SMPARC.SAVF

NOTE
The ‘/YCA’ folder structure is modified for CA 2E r8.7.1. If '/YCA' already exists in the IFS, you can rename it
and then restore the new version of YCA, or you can just restore the new YCA by a different name and then
copy in the new directories to your existing YCA folder. If you rename your existing version of YCA, you can
copy any data that you want to retain into your new YCA directory.
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NOTE
The YAPYPTF utility has been modified as part of CA 2E r8.7.1. It is mandatory that the modified YAPYPTF
utility needs to be used for applying CA 2E r8.7.1. If you already have an existing version of the YAPYPTF
library on your machine, rename it and restore the new version of YAPYPTF. The YAPYPTFLVL data area in the
YAPYPTF library shows the level of the YAPYPTF utility. For r8.7.1, you must use the latest version of YAPYPTF
utility which has a YAPYPTFLVL value of 2.1.

1. FTP the save files to library QGPL on your IBM i server (see "Using FTP to transfer a .SAVF file to your IBM i server"
below, for details).

2. Use the RSTLIB command to restore the CA 2E r8.7.1 libraries to your IBM i, as follows:
a. RST DEV('/QSYS.LIB/QGPL.LIB/YCA.file') OBJ(('/YCA'))
b. RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1871AC) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/Y1871AC)
c. RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y2871AC) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/Y2871AC)
d. RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y2871ACLF) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/Y2871ACLF)
e. RSTLIB SAVLIB(YAPYPTF) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/YAPYPTF)
f. RSTLIB SAVLIB(YT871AC) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/YT871AC)
g. RSTLIB SAVLIB(YW871AC) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/YW871AC)

3. After restoring YAPYPTF library, ensure that the objects in the YAPYPTF library have at least *PUBLIC *USE authority.
4. Add Y1871AC and Y2871AC libraries to any library lists (including job description initial library lists such as those in

CA 2E models) which contain the relevant product library, so that the CA 2E r8.7.1 libraries are higher in the library list
than both the relevant product and national language libraries.

NOTE
Ensure that the CA 2E libraries starting with Y2 are higher in library list than CA 2E Toolkit libraries starting
with Y1

5. If Web Option is being used, add YW871AC to WEB2E_SVR job description in the Web Option environment library,
such that it is higher in the library list than the Web Option environment library, web option product and language
libraries.

6. If Translator is being used, ensure that YT871AC is added to the library list such that it is higher than the Translator
related product libraries in the library list.

7. Refer to the section "Special Installation Instructions below for any additional specific inputs/information.
8. Run the Apply PTF (YAPYPTF) command for each library in CA 2E r8.7.1.
9. Refer to the section “Messages” for additional information regarding the message merging activity to be done, in case

End User National Language libraries such as Y2SYVDTC are being used.
10. Execute the Duplicate Application Objects (YDUPAPPOBJ) command into the appropriate library or libraries, so that

the runtime libraries can be refreshed with the latest set of objects.
NOTE
Do not run YDUPAPPOBJ with Y1SY or any product libraries as the target.

For the supplied Sample model and generation library – R871SMPMDL, R871SMPGEN, upload them in the same
manner as above, restore them and create a model library list, just as you do for any user model. Add Y1871AC
and Y2871AC to the library list, as mentioned in Step 4 above. The CA 2E r8.7.1 libraries are already applied to the
Sample Model.

Special Installation Instructions

For CA 2E Toolkit r8.7.1, following special instructions must be carried out:

1. Rename the YBRTP2R program in the CA 2E Toolkit product library, (typically the Y1SY library)
RNMOBJ OBJ(ca-2e-toolkit-library/YBRTP2R) OBJTYPE(*PGM) NEWOBJ(YBRTP2RBK)

2. Copy the YBRTP2R program object from the related CA 2E r8.7.1 Toolkit related library to the CA 2E Toolkit product
library, typically Y1SY.
CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(YBRTP2R) FROMLIB(Y1871AC) OBJTYPE(*PGM) TOLIB(ca-2e-toolkit-library)
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3. Rename the YBRTPRC program in the CA 2E Toolkit product library, (typically the Y1SY library)
RNMOBJ OBJ(ca-2e-toolkit-library/YBRTPRC) OBJTYPE(*PGM) NEWOBJ(YBRTPRCRBK)

4. Copy the YBRTPRC program object from the related CA 2E r8.7.1 Toolkit related library to the CA 2E Toolkit product
library, typically Y1SY.
CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(YBRTPRC) FROMLIB(Y1871AC) OBJTYPE(*PGM) TOLIB(ca-2e-toolkit-library)

5. Coming to CA 2E r8.7.1, following data areas introduced in CA 2E r8.7 CUM PTF A are converted to model values in
CA 2E r8.7.1 and are created as part of applying Y2871AC.
a. YAUTSCNRFA is converted to model value YAUTSCN (AD Auto Error Scan post NI/A/B).

It has two possible values *NO/*YES. The default value is *YES to emulate the base r8.7 behavior. If we set the
value to *NO, the automatic AD scan for errors, whenever NI/A/B operations are carried out in an AD, is not done.
The AD scan for errors in this case is carried out when finally exiting the AD. This is useful in large action diagrams
when "NI"/"C" is to be repeated multiple number of times.
This model value is created by YAPYPTF processing, in user model, with the default value - *YES

b. YSQLERRRFA has been converted into model value YSQLERR (SQL Error Handling Settings).
It has two possible values - *NORMAL/*ENHANCE.
The default value is *NORMAL, to ensure backwards compatibility. If we set the value to *ENHANCE, the
enhanced SQL error handling will get generated into the function sources for all 4 languages.
This model value is created by YAPYPTF processing, in user model, with default value - *NORMAL

c. YTRMCSTRFA has been converted into model value YTRMCST (Trim Leading Zeros in @CN index)
It has two possible values - *NO/*YES. The default value is *NO, to ensure backwards compatibility. For the value
*NO, a long constant associated with the EXCUSRSRC function will be generated as @CN(00n) which is similar to
how it was getting generated earlier. For the value *YES, the leading zeros will be trimmed and the long constant
associated with the EXCUSRSRC function will be generated as @CN(n). This can help to free up some space on
Factor1 and/or Factor2. Even though space is not such a constraint on Extended opcodes such as EVAL and Free-
Format RPG, the YTRMCSTRFA changes will work for these cases as well.
This model value is created by YAPYPTF processing, in user model, with the default value - *NO.

d. YDRPCMTRFA has been converted into model value YDRPCMT (Drop desc. of param subfields).
It has two possible values - *NO/*YES. The default value is *NO.
For this value, the field description of parameter subfields are generated as comments prior to code related to
an external function call, as is case with CA 2E r8.6 and CA 2E r8.7. If it is set to '*YES', the field descriptions of
parameter subfields are not generated prior to code related to external function call, as was the case with CA 2E
r8.5.
This is done to ensure that users take an informed decision regarding whether the field description of parameter
subfields must be generated as comments or not, prior to code related to an external function call, while generating
CBL/CBI programs.
This model value is created by YAPYPTF processing, in user model, with the default value - *NO

e. Regarding CA 2E Web Option r8.7.1, the following special instruction must be performed:
a. Rename the following objects in the Web Option Product Library (typically Y2WEB):

Name of Object Type of Object
YW2EVALS1R *SRVPGM

b. Copy YW2EVALS1R object from the YW871AC library into the Web Option Product library.
Also, a data area introduced in CA 2E Web Option r8.7 CUM PTF A has been converted into a Web Option
control value in CA 2E Web Option r8.7.1 and is created as part of applying YW871AC.  YSSNALCRFA has been
converted into a web option control value YSSNALC (Allocate sessions based on YSVRLMT value).
It has two possible values:

1. *NO: The default value is *NO, to ensure backwards compatibility. For this value, the session allocation is done
as per YSVRLMT value - when sessions are started one after other OR existing logic is carried out (where
multiple sessions are allocated to a single server job) - when sessions are started all at once.
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2. *YES: If it is set to '*YES', a new session allocation server job - YALLOCR is spawned. This takes care of the
session allocation and ensures that it is done as per YSVRLMT value, irrespective of whether sessions are
started one-by-one/all at once.

Using the Apply PTF utility
The Apply PTF (YAPYPTF) command is a utility that is used to 'apply' PTFs for the CA 2E Product Family. It is designed
to simplify the process of installing PTFs including the requirement to add or change records in database files in product
libraries or in user models, without the need for the user to manually use SQL or other database editing tools.
In addition to running YAPYPTF, users must still explicitly add the relevant PTF library to any library lists (including job
description initial library lists such as those in CA 2E models, the Web Option product library and Web Option environment
libraries) which contain the relevant product library, so that the PTF library library is higher in the library list than both the
product library and any national language library.
YAPYPTF is installed in its own library (also called YAPYPTF), separately from any of the CA 2E Product Family PTF
libraries. Once a PTF has been installed, the YAPYPTF library and the objects in it can be deleted to save space,
although it will have to be re-downloaded in order to install any subsequent PTFs. Therefore it is recommended that you
download and restore the YAPYPTF library and then leave it on your IBM i so it can be used for future installations.
If the YAPYPTF utility is enhanced in the future, you will be instructed to re-download it, overwriting the existing version on
your IBM i server.
In the case of CA 2E r8.7.1, it has been enhanced and hence the YAPYPTF utility needs to be re-downloaded again,
afresh.

Using YAPYPTF command to apply CA 2E r8.7.1

NOTE
Ensure that you have taken a back up of the models to which YAPYPTF command is to be applied, to upgrade
to CA 2E r8.7.1 Levels. Also ensure that no one is using the models prior to applying the libraries.

1. Ensure that you are signed on to your IBMi server with a user profile which has a high enough level of authority to
make database changes to your CA 2E Product Family files.

2. Ensure that the Y2871ACLF save file has been restored before executing YAPYPTF command. However, do not
include the Y2871ACLF library within the library list when executing the YAPYPTF command and do not include
the Y2871ACLF library within the library list for any Models.

3. For CA 2E related file in CA 2E r8.7.1, run the YAPYPTF command for EVERY CA 2E model, as follows:
YAPYPTF PTFLIB(Y2871AC) USRLIB(model-library) PRDLIB(product-library) LDOLIB(ldo-library)

where product-library is the CA 2E product library (shipped as Y2SY) and ldo-library is the CA 2E national language
library that you are using (e.g. Y2SYVENG). If you have merged your CA 2E product and national language libraries,
specify that library name for both the PRDLIB and LDOLIB parameters.

4. For CA 2E Toolkit related file in CA 2E r8.7.1, run the YAPYPTF command as follows:
YAPYPTF PTFLIB(Y1871AC) USRLIB(*NONE)

PRDLIB(product-library) LDOLIB(ldo-library)

where product-library is the Toolkit product library (shipped as Y1SY) and ldo-library is the Toolkit national language
library that you are using (e.g. Y1SYVENG). If you have merged your Toolkit product and national language libraries,
specify that library name for both the PRDLIB and LDOLIB parameters.

5. For CA 2E Web Option related file in CA 2E r8.7.1, run the YAPYPTF command for every web option environment
library, as follows:
YAPYPTF PTFLIB(YW871AC) USRLIB(environment-library)

PRDLIB(product-library) LDOLIB(web option ldo-library)

where product-library is the Web Option product library (shipped as Y2WEB) and web option ldo-library is the Web
Option LDO library that you are using (e.g. Y2WEBVENG). If you have merged your Web Option product and web
option LDO libraries, specify that library name for both the PRDLIB and LDOLIB parameters.

6. For CA 2E Translator related file in CA 2E r8.7.1, run the YAPYPTF command as follows:
YAPYPTF PTFLIB(YT871AC) USRLIB(*NONE)
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PRDLIB(product-library) LDOLIB(*LDOLIB)

where product-library is the Translator product library (shipped as YTRNPGM).
7. Newly created models, using YCRTMDLLIB command, will require the execution of the YAPYPTF command as

described in the previous steps, if the user intends to upgrade them to CA 2E r8.7.1.

The YAPYPTF command includes help text which describes the meaning and usage of each of the parameters, as well as
special values that can be used for the USRLIB, PRDLIB and LDOLIB parameters. If you have not used YAPYPTF before,
it is suggested that you prompt the command and press F1 (Help) to read the help text before using any of the special
values.

Messages
CA 2E r8.7.1 contains the following message files:

1. Y2MSG
2. Y2ALCMSG

The Y2MSG and Y2ALCMSG message files contain both existing messages and also the new messages specified above
that are added or changed as a result of fixes included in CUM PTF A and new features of CA 2E r8.7.1.
These message files are supplied in English only. As a result of this PTF being applied, these message files will be used
instead of the message files originally shipped in the Y2SYVENG libraries.

NOTE
If you are using an End User National Language library such as Y2SYVDTC, ensure that the new/changed
messages from Y2ALCMSG are merged into Y2ALCMSG in that End User National Language Library, by
executing the following command:
MRGMSGF FROMMSGF(Y2871AC/Y2ALCMSG)

TOMSGF(End User National Language library/Y2ALCMSG)

SELECT(Y2F5368 Y2F5369 Y2F5370 Y2F7964 Y2F7965 Y2F7966 Y2F7967 Y2J8579          

Y2F8586 Y2F8587 Y2F8588 Y2F8589 Y2F8590 Y2F8591 Y2F8592

Y2F8593 Y2F8594 Y2F8595 Y2F8596 Y2F8597 Y2F8598 Y2F8599)  

  

Important Point to Note
Ensure that you correctly specify the SELECT parameter as above, and do not use the default value of SELECT(*ALL),
as that will overwrite all the messages in your national language library with the English messages in the PTF
library. Rename the message files in the PTF library with an 'EN' suffix: RNMOBJ OBJ(ptf-library/Y2ALCMSG)
OBJTYPE(*MSGF) NEWOBJ(Y2ALCMSGEN).
This ensures that the copies of the Y2ALCMSG message file in your End User National Language library (which now
contain both the existing non-English messages and the new/changed English messages) are the highest in the library
list. You may optionally translate any merged English messages from the PTF library into the language of the national
language library.

NOTE
If you are using an End User National Language library such as Y2SYVDTC, after merging and renaming steps,
you are trying to work with the “Meaningful Names for Web Services” or “RESTFul Web Services” features in a
non-English environment, it is mandatory that after the merging, renaming steps the following messages must
be translated as follows:

Value of 2nd and 3rd characters in message id Y2J8578 in

<End User National Language library>/Y2ALCMSG must be translated as { and }.

Value of character in message id Y2J8579 in <End User National Language library>/Y2ALCMSG must be translated

 as !
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Using FTP to transfer a .SAVF file to your IBM i server
Open a command prompt and enter each of the following commands in turn, followed by Enter:
FTP <ibm-i>

<user-profile>

<password>

BIN

LCD C:\Temp

CD QGPL

QUOTE SITE NAMEFMT 1

<PUT save-file> <save-file>

QUIT

  

where <ibm-i>, <user-profile> and <password> are replaced by the name or IP address of your IBM i, your IBM i user
profile and your IBM i password, respectively and where <zsave-file> is replaced by the name of the IBM i save file
(including the .SAVF suffix).

Using CA 2E r8.7.1
NOTE
CA 2E r8.7.1 is built on top of CA 2E r8.7 CUM PTF A and contains all fixes that are part of r8.7 CUM PTF A, in
addition to the new features and sample example scenarios outlined here.

This article describes CA 2E r8.7.1 new features, details and limitations of the current implementation, and detailed
example use cases. The example walk through scenarios being covered as part of the new features are based on the
following two themes:

• Improved SQL Support
• Improved Web Services Support

Important Points to Note
The sample use case scenarios described here are based on the sample model shipped along with the CA 2E r8.7.1
SAVFs – R871SMPMDL. The related generation library is R871SMPGEN.
The sample model is already upgraded to CA 2E r8.7.1 levels by applying the Y1871AC and Y2871AC libraries using the
YAPYPTF command. You are not required to reapply CA 2E r8.7.1 to this sample model.

NOTE
However, CA 2E r8.7.1 must first be applied to any other user model prior to working with R871SMPMDL
sample model, as this will add the necessary records to files in CA 2E product library (typically Y2SY).
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The library list that is being used for working with the sample model is as

follows:
For more information, see the following enhancements and feature walk through example use cases:

• OPTIMIZE for n ROWS in Generated SQL
• Control Database access (RLA vs SQL) based on Individual File Generation Mode
• Meaningful Names for Web Services
• RESTful Web Services in CA 2E

OPTIMIZE for n ROWS in Generated SQL
This article describes the following:

In scenarios, where you are having large number of qualifying rows for a given data selection, only a small subset of the
qualifying rows are displayed on screen. To optimize applications so that only the first few of a large qualifying set of rows
can be retrieved, "OPTIMIZE for n ROWS" can be used. This helps to fetch only a small number of rows (denoted by N) of
the total rows in a given query result.

Details of Current Implementation

1. Changes are currently limited to EDTFIL and DSPFIL type functions only.
2. Based on feedback, functionality can be extended to other function types as well.
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3. Two new model values are created for this new feature:
a. YOPTROW - takes 2 values *NO and *YES. - *NO is the default value.
b. YOPTNBR - takes the value for “n” in the “OPTIMIZE for n ROWS clause.

4. One new function option - "Optimize for N Rows ...." is created for EDTFIL and DSPFIL type functions. It can take the
following three values:
a. “M” (YOPTROW model value)
b. "Y" (YES)
c. "N" (NO)

Example Workflow
Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list for the sample model.

2. Verify the model values "YOPTROW" and "YOPTNBR" by using the YCHGMDLVAL command.
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3. From the command line, type "YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YOPTROW)" and press

Enter.
4. From the command line, type "YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YOPTNBR)" and press

Enter.
5. Enter the model using the Y2 command.
6. Position to the Application Area selector and type OPT and press ENTER.
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NOTE

As part of this example use cases, we will look at the EDTFIL type function examples only. The processing is
similar for DSPFIL type functions as well.

7. Press F against the file “r871_OptNRows_DDL_File” and press Enter. This will display the EDIT FUNCTIONS
screen.
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8. Press Z against the function “EDTFIL_RP4” and press Enter.
This will display the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen
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9. PressF7=Options in the above screen. This will display the EDIT FUNCTION OPTIONS Screen.
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Notice the new function option displayed on screen – “Optimize for N Rows”. As can be seen above, it can have the
following 3 values:

1. M – MDLVAL:
If we select this option, value is decided based on model value YOPTROW. If model value is set to *YES, the
OPTIMIZE clause is generated in the source. If model value is set to *NO, the OPTIMIZE clause is not generated in
the source.

2. Y – Yes:
If we select this option, the OPTIMIZE clause is generated in the source.

3. N – No:
If we select this option, the OPTIMIZE clause is not generated in the source.
As can be seen in the  above screen, the “Optimize for N Rows” function option is set to “N”.
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4. Attempting to set the value to any option other than M, Y, N will lead to an error as seen

below:
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5. Now, change the function option value to “Y”.

Note that here we have set the function option to be “Y”. Hence, upon function generation, the OPTIMIZE clause is
generated in the source.

6. Exit from this screen.
7. Navigate back to the EDIT FUNCTION screen. Generate the function by taking option “G” against the function

“EDTFIL_RP4”. The function is successfully generated.
8. Type “E” against the function to enter the generated source. Within the generated source, search for the text

"OPTIMIZE".
Exit from this screen and proceed to compile the function. The function is compiled successfully.

On similar lines, verify the function option value for the functions ““EDTFIL_CBL”, “EDTFIL_CBI”, “EDTFIL_RPG”.
Change the function option values as required.
Changes made to the function option/model values will be reflected in the generated code in following manner:

1. Change the Function Option to “N” and regenerate the function(s). The OPTIMIZE clause must not be generated.
2. Change the Function Option to “M”. Change the YOPTROW model value and regenerate the functions(s).

The OPTIMIZE clause generation is based on the model value of YOPTROW. If it is set to *YES, the OPTIMIZE
clause is generated. If it is set to *NO, the OPTIMIZE clause is not generated.

3. Change the YOPTNBR model value and regenerate the function(s).
The OPTIMIZE clause is generated if function option is set to “Y” or “M” (and model value YOPTROW is set to “*YES”)
and the clause must contain the new value in YOPTNBR in the generated source.

4. Submit the generated sources for compilation.
Note that all the functions generated successfully.
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Control Database access (RLA vs SQL) based on Individual File Generation Mode
This article describes the following:

CA 2E r8.7.1 now provides the ability to migrate from DDS to SQL in an incremental phased manner. The ability to
generate both RLA access and SQL access in the same function, based on the individual file’s generation mode is now
possible.

Details of Current Implementation

1. The changes are currently implemented for EDTFIL and EXCEXTFUN type functions in the RPG and RP4 generators
only.

2. Based on user feedback, the changes can be extended to other function types as well.
3. A new allowed value for the function option “Generation Mode” is introduced – “B” (to represent the new Mixed

mode).
4. This is only a function option level value. No new model values have been introduced for this feature.
5. When “Generation mode” function option is set to “B”, the following is observed:

a. By default an SQL type source member is created.
b. Based on referenced file generation mode, corresponding file access is generated accordingly:

a. RLA type access is generated for functions based on DDS type files and DDL type files (provided YDDLDBA
model value is set to *RLA).

b. SQL type access is generated for functions based on SQL type files and DDL type files (provided YDDLDBA
model value is set to *SQL)

Example Workflow

Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list for the sample model.
2. Enter the model using the Y2 command.
3. Position to the Application Area selector and type MIX and press ENTER.
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A short description about the files in the MIX application area seen above is as follows:
a. r871_DDL_File:

The access paths in this file are of DDL type access. The functions within this file are also based on these DDL
type access paths. Model value YDDLDBA is currently set to *SQL.

b. r871_DDS_File:
The access paths in this file are of DDS type access. The functions within this file are also based on these DDS
type access paths.

c. r871_SQL_File:
The access paths in this file are of SQL type access. The functions within this file are also based on these SQL
type access paths.

d. r871_Mixed_File_Access:
This is a place holder file, for holding 2 functions – A_CLR and A_EEF. A_CLR is an EXCUSRPGM which simply
clears the “Display Program Message” screen before printing out to screen.
A_EEF is an EXCEXTFUN which invokes the internal DBF functions from the above 3 files.

e. r871_Mixed_Gen_Customer:
The access paths in this file are of SQL type access.

f. r871_Mixed_Gen_Order_Hdr:
The access paths in this file are of DDS type access.

4. Press F against the file “r871_Mixed_File_Access” and press Enter. This will display the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
5. Press Z against the function “A_EEF” and press Enter. This will display the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen.
6. PressF7=Options. This will display the EDIT FUNCTION OPTIONS screen.
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7. Notice the new value “B-Mixed” for the function option “Generation mode”. If this option value is selected, the file
access related code generated within the function (EXCEXTFUN/EDTFIL) will be dependent on the type of file which
the function(s) invoked from action diagram are based upon.
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8. Attempting to set the value to any option other than M, D, S, A, B will lead to error.

9. Exit from this screen and go back to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen. Generate the function by taking option “G” against
the function “A_EEF”. The function is successfully generated.

10. Type “E” against the function to enter the generated source.
11. As mentioned in the “Details of Current Implementation” section, when option “B’ is selected, by default an SQL type

source member is created. The related compiler directives are automatically used in the generated source.
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12. Within the generated source, search for the text “Delete r871_DDL_File”, related to DLTOBJ function. On the second
occurrence, you can see the following piece of code in the related subroutine:
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As can be seen above, the code related to the DLTOBJ is generated as SQL type, since the "r871_DDL_File” file is of
DDL type and model value YDDLDBA is set to *SQL.

13. If you search for “Change r871_DDL_File” related to CHGOBJ function, you can see the following piece of code in the
related subroutine:
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14. If you search for “Create r871_DDL_File” related to CRTOBJ function, you can see the following piece of code in the
related subroutine:
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15. If you search for “Retrieve r871DDL_File_RST” related to RTVOBJ function with key as RST, you see the following
piece of code in the related subroutine:
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Figure 1: Search for Retrieve r871DDL File - RTVOBJ
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16. If you search for “Retrieve r871DDL_File_POS” related to RTVOBJ function
with key as POS, you see the following piece of code in the related subroutine:

As can be seen above, the “r871_DDL_File”, code generated for the internal DBF functions is of type SQL, since it is
based on DDL type access paths, with model value YDDLDBA set to *SQL.

17. Exit from this screen and proceed to compile the function. The function is compiled successfully.
18. Now, search for the text “Delete r871_DDS_File”, “Create r871_DDS_File”, “Change r871_DDS_File”, “Retrieve

r871DDS_File_RST”, “Retrieve r871DDS_File_POS”. In the code within the related subroutines, we can see that
code generated for the internal DBF functions is of type DDS, since they are based on DDS type access paths.

19. Also, search for the text “Delete r871_SQL_File”, “Create r871_SQL_File”, “Change r871_SQL_File”, “Retrieve
r871SQL_File_RST”, “Retrieve r871SQL_File_POS”. In the code within the related subroutines, we can see that
code generated for the internal DBF functions is of type SQL, since they are based on SQL type access paths.

20. Proceed with compiling the function and the function will be compiled successfully. If you now run the function, the
data is displayed on the “Display Program Messages” screen.

21. Now set the model value YDDLDBA to *RLA regenerate the A_EEF function. You will see the code generated for
the internal DBF functions “Delete r871_DDL_File”, “Create r871_DDL_File”, “Change r871_DDL_File”, “Retrieve
r871DDL_File_RST”, “Retrieve r871DDL_File_POS” is of type DDS, since they are now based on DDL type access
paths, with model value YDDLDBA set to *RLA.

22. Go back the to EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS screen.
23. Press F against the file “r871_Mixed_Gen_Order_Hdr” and press Enter. This will display the EDIT FUNCTIONS

screen.
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24. Press Z against the function “Edit r871_Mixed_Gen_Order” and press Enter. This will display the EDIT FUNCTION
DETAILS screen.

25. Press F7=Options on the above screen. This will display the EDIT FUNCTION OPTIONS screen.

NOTE
Notice the new function option value “B-Mixed” for the function option “Generation mode”. As can be seen
in the above image, the “Generation mode” function option is set to “B”.
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26. Attempting to set the value to any option other than M, D,S, A, B will lead to an error.

27. Exit from this screen and go back to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen. Generate the function by taking option “G” against
the function “Edit r871_Mixed_Gen_Order”. The function will be successfully generated.

28. Type “E” against the function to enter the generated source.
29. As mentioned in the "Details of Current Implementation", When option “B’ is selected, by default an SQL type source

member is created. The related compiler directives are automatically used in the generated source.
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Note that there is a “Refers to” relation from file “r871_Mixed_Gen_Order_Hdr” to the file
“r871_Mixed_Gen_Customer”. Access paths in file “r871_Mixed_Gen_Order_Hdr” are of type DDS, whereas the
access paths in file “r871_Mixed_Gen_Customer” are of type SQL.
Due to the above relation, in the EDTFIL function, there is a logic to validate the key value returned for the
Customer_Id, when prompted on the related field in the EDTFIL function.

30. As the access paths related to “r871_Mixed_Gen_Customer” are of type SQL, the code to check for the returned
Customer_Id is generated in SQL type as shown below.
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31. Now, change the access paths related to “r871_Mixed_Gen_Customer” to be of type DDS, and recompile all the
functions in file “r871_Mixed_Gen_Customer” and “r871_Mixed_Gen_Order_Hdr”.

32. If you now enter the source of function “Edit r871_Mixed_Gen_Order”, you can see that above code to check for the
returned Customer_Id is generated in DDS type as shown below:
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NOTE
As mentioned in the "Details of Current Implementation", the changes are currently carried out for
EDTFIL and EXCEXTFUN function types only AND for RPG/RP4 generators only.

33. So, for function types other and EDTFIL and EXCEXTFUN, the option value “B” is not displayed for the “Generation
mode” function option. Few examples are shown below:

34. Try to create a function other than EDTFIL/EXCEXTFUN, say a DSPFIL type function.
When we zoom into the function and press F7, we see the following:
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35. As can be seen above, the “B” option value is not available for the DSPFIL
function type. If you still attempt to set the value “B”, you get an error message:
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36. Similarly, for an EDTRCD type function.

37. For function types EDTFIL and EXCEXTFUN, having a generation language other than RPG/RP4, when you attempt
to set the “Generation mode” option to value “B”, an error message is displayed.

38. Create 2 new functions – A_EDTFIL_CBL (of type EDTFIL with generation language CBL) and A_EEF_CBI (of type
EXCEXTFUN with generation language CBI).
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For these 2 functions, when we set the “Generation mode” option to value “B”, following error is displayed:
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Instead, for an already existing EDTFIL/EXCEXTFUN type function, for which the “Generation mode” function option is
set to “B”, if we try to change the generation language to CBL/CBI, we can get an error as shown below.

39. Create 2 new functions – A_EDTFIL_RPG (of type EDTFIL with generation language RPG)
and A_EEF_RP4 (of type EXCEXTFUN with generation language RP4). For these 2 functions,
set the “Generation mode” option to value “B”. Now go back to the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS
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screen and change the generation language to CBL or CBI. Error message is displayed on the

screen:
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Meaningful Names for Web Services
This article describes the following:

Overview

CA 2E r8.7.1 now provides the ability to provide Meaningful names for web services. As part of this feature, users can
now have valid model based names on the deployed web service interface, instead of meaningless generated names.
This will help web service clients to more easily interface with CA 2E-based web services.

Details of Current Implementation

1. Meaningful names for web services are enabled for both SOAP web services and RESTful web services.
2. A new model value YMNGNAM is created for this feature. The default value is *NO, to enable backwards compatibility.

a. If model value is set to *NO, the deployed web service does not have any meaningful names on the web service
interface. The earlier standard of using generated names on the web service interface is followed.

b. If the model value is set to*YES, the deployed web service has the model based names on the web service
interface.

3. When a new web service function is created in CA 2E, by default the “Meaningful Names” field is set to *NO".
4. New field “Meaningful names” is added to the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen for web services. It can take 3

possible values *MDLVAL, *YES and *NO.
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5. When “Meaningful names” is set to *YES or *MDLVAL (and YMNGNAM model value is set to *YES), certain
limitations exist from the IBM side. They are as follows:
a. All the parameters on the parameter interface need to be defined as “I” (input) or “O”(output). Any other value such

as “B” (Both)/”N” (Neither)/”D” (Drop) are not allowed.
b. None of the parameters on the parameter interface are allowed to be dropped. All parameters need to have valid

usage as mentioned in the preceding point.
c. If parameter interface contains a structure type parameter of type RCD/KEY, then all the subfields in that structure

type parameter need to have usage as all I (Input) or all O (output). Mixture of usages on the structure type
parameter subfields is not allowed.

6. When “Meaningful names” is set to *YES or *MDLVAL (and YMNGNAM model value is set to *YES), a limitation
exists from CA 2E side. The limitation is as follows:
a. Structure Type parameters having Virtual Fields are NOT allowed as parameters on the parameter interface.
b. The model-based name of the bound EEF module being exported through the Web Service, must not start with any

of the following 41 characters -~$!@%*:/\#;?,.=^<>|+(){} [ ]"&'0123456789. When we deploy a web service that
involves such a bound module, the deployment fails with the IWS00230E er

7. A new model value YPARDTL is created for this feature:
a. If model value is set to *NO, the deployed web service has the model-based names on the web service interface.

This is similar to the scenario when model YMNGNAM is set to *YES.
b. If the model value is set to*YES, additional information is added to the model-based names to provide further

information on the parameter being used. The information differs based on the type of parameter that is used.
a. For *FIELDs, the name generated on the web service interface is in the following format:

            FLD_<model_based_name>_paramseqnumber 

            

Example: FLD_Order_Id_2
b. For access paths, there are 2 passing modes – RCD and KEY. The name generated on the web service

interface is in the following format:
FIL_<model_based_name>_<access_path_type>_<mode_passed>_ paramseqnumber

Example: FIL_Student_Details_UPD_KEY_1, FIL_Student_Details_RTV_RCD_2
c.   For arrays, there are 2 passing modes – RCD and KEY. The name generated on the web service interface is

in the following format:
ARR_<model_based_name>_<mode_passed>_ paramseqnumber

Example: ARR_Student_Details_RS_KEY_2, ARR_Order_Header_RCD_4
NOTE
YPARDTL model value is valid for both SOAP and REST web services.

Example Workflow

Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list for the sample model.
2. Enter the model using the Y2 command.
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3. Position to the Application Area selector and type RST and press ENTER.

4. Press F against the file “Order Detail” and press Enter to go to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
5. You can see multiple WEBSRV type functions in this file. These examples are implementations of the standard Order

Detail result set web service covered as part of the CA 2E Documentation (How to Create a Deployable Web Service
Using a Multiple-Instance Array).
The Service Program name and Web Service name have been changed to reflect the scenario where they are being
used. The details of the implementations are as follows:
a. CustomerOrderDtlL_WSOPNO – SOAP based web service with “Meaningful Names” set to *NO.
b. CustomerOrderDtlL_WSOPYES – SOAP based web service with “Meaningful Names” set to *YES.
c. CustomerOrderDtlL_WSOPLEN – SOAP based web service with the new _LENGTH functionality.
d. CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTDFT – REST based web service with the *RESTDFT configuration.
e. CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTCFG – REST based web service with the *RESTCFG configuration
As part of this example, let's look at a) and b) above. The remaining 3 will be discussed later.

6. Now take option Z against the “CustomerOrderDtlL_WSOPNO” function within “Order Detail” file.
NOTE
Note the new “Web service type” and “Meaningful names” fields on the screen.

“Web service type” field can take the values *SOAP, *RESTDFT and *RESTCFG. “Meaningful names” field can take
the values *MDLVAL, *YES and *NO.

NOTE
Both of these fields are mandatory fields. If we don’t enter a value within them, we get the error message
“Value required”.
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7. When you enter an invalid value for the “Web service type” field, we get the following error

message:
8. When you enter an invalid value for the “Meaningful names” field, you get the following error message:
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9. Reset the “Web service type” field to *SOAP and “Meaningful names” field to *NO.
10. Press F10 to create a new web service instance.
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As can be seen above, two new parameters are added to the YCRTWS command – "Web Service Type" and
Meaningful names?.

11. Follow the standard process of deployment of web service by creating a web service instance and then taking option
“I” against the instance to deploy the web service to the IWS server. We will not cover that process as part of this
article, as it is a standard web service deployment procedure.

12. After successful deployment of the web service, we can verify the same on the IWS server.
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Let us pick the WSDL of the web service and test it using a client such as SOAPUI or WsdlUI. In this example, WsdlUI
is used as it is a lightweight SOAP client. .

13. After uploading the WSDL link on the WsdlUI client, we can see that the web service has the default generated names
on the interface. This is to maintain backwards compatibility.

14. When we now execute a request for say order ORD01, we get an output as follows:
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15. Now, let's take a look at the case where Meaningful Names value is set to *YES.
16. Go back to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen. Take option Z against the “CustomerOrderDtlL_WSOPYES” function

within “Order Detail” file
17. Press F10 to create a new web service instance.
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18. Follow the standard process of deployment of web service by creating a web service instance and then taking option
“I” against the instance to deploy the web service to the IWS server.

19. After successful deployment of the web service, we can verify the same on the IWS server.
20. Select the WSDL of the web service and test it using WsdlUI client. After uploading the WSDL link on the WsdlUI

client, we can see the following:

21. As noted earlier in this article, it is mandatory that the parameters have to be of type “I” (input) or “O” (output), when
“Meaningful Names” is set to *YES. Hence, we can only see the “I” (input) parameters on the interface. In this case
“Order_Number” is the input parameter.

22. When we now execute a request for say order ORD01, we get an output as follows:
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You can now deploy a SOAP-based web service with Meaningful Names.

Key New Additions when Meaningful Names set to *YES
Consider the following important additions in CA 2E 8.7.1 when Meaningful Names is set to *YES:

1. Invalid characters when using Meaningful Names set to *YES
When using Meaningful Names set to *YES, if the model based names are having any of the following special
characters -~ $!@%*:/\#;?,.=^<>|+(){}[]&, such characters will be replaced with an underscore (_).

2. IFS location to store the modified .PCML file
When using Meaningful Names set to *YES, CA 2E processes the *SRVPGM being deployed on the web service and
generates a new .PCML file. This new .PCML file contains the model based object names of the parameters on the
parameter interface. The new .PCML file thus generated is passed as an input parameter to the installwebservice.sh
script.
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NOTE
As specified in the installation instructions for CA 2E r8.7.1, the “/YCA” IFS folder structure has been
changed. The new “/YCA” must be downloaded and restored on the IBMi, prior to using the new web
service related features in CA 2E r8.7.1.

The newly generated .PCML file is stored in the following location: /YCA/CAWS/WEBSRVData/
<Web_Service_Name>/<SRVPGM_Imp_Name>/<SRVPGM_Imp_Name>.pcml

3. Detect length fields functionality when using Meaningful Names with *YES
When Meaningful Names is set to *YES, the underlying processing utilizes the new “-detectFieldLengths”
parameter on the installwebservice.sh script.
For more information about detailed explanation of the “Detect length fields” feature, see Integrated web services
server for IBM i updates.
A high level explanation of the “Detect length fields” from CA 2E perspective is as follows:
a. Detect length fields value is set by the “-detectFieldLengths” parameter on the installwebservice.sh script. If

that parameter is mentioned on the script, then it is equivalent that “Detect length fields” is enabled. When using
Meaningful Names set to *YES, this parameter is generated on the installwebservice.sh script and so in such
cases “Detect length fields” is enabled.

b. When using Meaningful Names set to *YES, that is, “-detectFieldLengths” is selected, we can only specify input
or output parameters. Any other types of parameters are not allowed on the bound modules.

c. When using Meaningful Names set to *YES, if we have a field of type “integer” that immediately precedes an
array parameter with the same name as the array appended with _LENGTH, then the _LENGTH field will be used
to indicate the actual number of elements that are populated at runtime. This can help optimize the web service
result set when we have to pass multiple instance arrays as parameters to/from CA 2E. Please note that this
_LENGTH field is hidden from client and is only used to restrict the number of elements returned to client.

d. When using Meaningful Names set to *YES, above mentioned _LENGTH functionality can also be used along
with very large output character fields, to optimize working with very large output character fields.

e.   When using Meaningful Names set to *YES, the case sensitivity of model based object names of the parameters
is preserved.

f. When using Meaningful Names set to *YES, the ordering of parameters on the interface is preserved.

Example Workflow "_LENGTH" functionality in action, using R871SMPMDL:

We will now look at an example which shows the _LENGTH functionality in action, using the R871SMPMDL
example. Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list of for the sample model.
2. Enter the model using the Y2 command.
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3. Position to the Application Area selector and type RST and press ENTER.

4. Press F against the file “Order Detail” and press Enter. This will display the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
5. Work with web service “CustomerOrderDtlL_WSOPLEN” – a SOAP based web service which uses the the new

_LENGTH functionality.
6. Now take option Z against the “CustomerOrderDtlL_WSOPLEN” function within “Order Detail” file:
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7. As can be seen above, the related service program is “CustomerOrderDtlL_SOAPLEN”. Exit from this screen and
zoom into the SRVPGM function” CustomerOrderDtlL_SOAPLEN”.
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8. Take option “M” to view the bound modules.
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9. As can be seen above, the bound module is “EEF RTV ORDER_LENGTH”.
10. Exit from this screen and take option “P” against the function “EEF RTV ORDER_LENGTH”.

You get 4 parameters:
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a. Input - Order number
b.   Output:

a. Order Header – a single instance array.
b. Order Details_LENGTH – _LENGTH field related to the MIAP array “Order Details”
c. Order Details – a MIAP array (result set)

As can be seen above, we have defined a field as “Order Details_LENGTH”, that is,
<array_name>_LENGTH, where array_name is the name of the MIAP array on the CA 2E parameter
interface.

11. In the Action Diagram, the Order Details_LENGTH field is populated with the total number of items loaded into the
MIAP array.
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At runtime, this value is picked up and only those many items in the MIAP parameter are returned to the caller.

For the _LENGTH field to work as per IBM documentation mentioned in Integrated web services server for IBM i
updates_LENGTH field needs to be defined as an “integer” type field. For more information, see Integrated Web Services
for IBMi.

Integer type support for Binary type fields in CA 2E
To enable this, a new “Integer” support is now added for the “Binary” type fields only. For Binary type fields, a new field
“Generate as Int” is displayed on the EDIT FIELD DETAILS screen. It has 2 valid values – Y, N.
Consider the following

• When this field is set to Y, the related field is generated as an Integer type. Binary fields with size “4B 0” get generated
as Integer field with size “5I 0”. Binary fields with size “9B 0” get generated as Integer field with size “10I 0”. This
setting is mandatory for any fields which needs to be defined as Integer type – e.g., _LENGTH type fields,
httpStatus field, and so on.

• When this field is set to N, the related field is generated as an Integer type.

Let us look at setting the _LENGTH type field to be an integer.
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Perform the following steps:

1. Navigate to DISPLAY FIELDS screen. In the positioner field, paste the text “Order Details_LENGTH” and press

Enter.
2. Zoom into the Order Details_LENGTH field.
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3. As can be seen above, we can view the new field Generate as Int displayed on the screen. This field is only displayed
for fields which have the Data type set to B (Binary). We have set this value to be Y.

4. Now exit from this screen and go back to EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS screen. Take option F on Order Details file to
go to EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.

5. Now generate the following functions:

1. EEF RTV ORDER_LENGTH
2. CustomerOrderDtlL_SOAPLEN

6. View the generated source of the function EEF RTV ORDER_LENGTH. Search for WP0002.
We can see here that WP0002 is of type Integer, with specifications 10I 0.
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7. Now we will go ahead and compile the functions EEF RTV ORDER_LENGTH and CustomerOrderDtlL_SOAPLEN.
The compilation happens successfully.

8. Go back to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen. Take option Z against the “CustomerOrderDtlL_WSOPLEN” function
within “Order Detail” file.

9. Deploy the “CustomerOrderDtlL_WSOPLEN” web service to IWS.
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10. After this, follow the standard process of deployment of web service by creating a web service
instance and then taking option “I” against the instance to deploy the web service to the IWS
server. After successful deployment of the web service, we can verify the same on the IWS server.

11. Let us pick the WSDL of the web service and test it using WsdlUI client.
12. After uploading the WSDL link on the WsdlUI client, the web service has the model based names for the operations

and parameters.

Also, as mentioned earlier, it is mandatory that the parameters have to be of type “I” (input) or “O” (output), when
“Meaningful Names” is set to *YES. Due to this, we can only see the “I” (input) parameters on the interface. In this
case “Order_Number” is the input parameter.

13. When we now execute a request for say order ORD01,We get an output as follows:
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As can be seen above, only 4 records are returned, only those instances of the output MIAP parameter Order Details
which are populated. No empty instances of MIAP parameter are returned. We also have Meaningful Names on the
deployed web service. Any invalid characters in the model based name of the parameter fields/subfields are replaced with
“_”.

Generator Changes for Output parameters
In earlier release versions CA 2E, prior to CA 2E 8.7.1, any parameter which is defined with usage as Output was
generated on the *ENTRY PLIST as follows:
CL0N01Factor1+++++++Opcode&ExtFactor2+++++++Result++++++++Len++D+HiLoEq 

C     P3AFNB        PARM      P3AFNB        WP0002                      
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However, with CA 2E r8.7.1, any parameter which is defined with usage as Output is generated on the *ENTRY PLIST as
follows:

CL0N01Factor1+++++++Opcode&ExtFactor2+++++++Result++++++++Len++D+HiLoEq 

C                   PARM      P3AFNB        WP0002

 

Factor 1 getting populated for Output only parameters, causes issues with the values in the Result field when exiting
from the program.
This was not a problem earlier, because B (both) mode parameters were allowed. However, now with Meaningful Names
set to *YES, only I (Input) or O (Output) type parameters are allowed.
This change ensures that the Result field gets populated with the value from Factor 2 correctly at the time of exiting from
the program. There is no change in the generator for the manner of generation of Input or Both mode parameters.

Error Messages for *SOAP services when Meaningful Names is set to *YES
We will now look at a couple of error messages that have been introduced in the processing, when Meaningful Names is
set to *YES.
As we have already installed CustomerOrderDtlL_WSOPYES web service earlier, we first need to uninstall the web
service.

1. When Meaningful Names is set to *YES, the underlying processing utilizes the new “-detectFieldLengths” parameter
on the installwebservice.sh script. Due to this, there are some restrictions from IBM side on the parameters that are
used within modules bound to the *SRVPGM being exposed as a web service.

2. When Meaningful Names is set to *YES, the parameters defined on the parameter interface should be of typeI (Input)
or O (Output) only. Any other mode such as B (Both) or N (Neither) or D (Drop).

3. Let us take a look at the parameter interface of the function EEF RTV ORDER.
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4. Now let us change the usage of parameter “Quantity” and “Product_Code” in the “Order Details” array parameter
shown above.

5. Exit from this screen. Press Z against the web service function CustomerOrderDtlL_WSOPYES.
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6. Press Enter on the above screen. The following error message should be displayed.
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7. Press F1 on the error message for additional information.

8. Go back to the parameter interface of the function “EEF RTV ORDER” and reset the parameter usage for the
“Quantity” and “Product_Code” fields in the “Order Details” array parameter to be “O”.

9. Drop the “Customer Name” field in the “Order Header” “Retrieval index” parameter as shown below
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10. Exit from this screen. Press Z against the web service function CustomerOrderDtlL_WSOPYES.
11. Press Enter on the above screen, the following error message is displayed.
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12. Press F1 on the error message for additional

information.
13. As can be seen above, the error message lists out the name of exported module in error (if there are more than one

bound modules in error, then it lists out all of them). Since we had dropped some fields, we get the error message.
14. Go back to the parameter interface of the function “EEF RTV ORDER” and reset the parameter usage for the

“Customer Name” field in the “Order Header” “Retrieval index” parameter to be “O”.
15. Now let us change the usage of parameter “Quantity” and “Product_Code” in the “Order Details” array parameter

shown above to be “Input”. So now we have a mixture of “Input” and “Output” in the *Array parameter.
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16. Exit from this screen. Press Z against the web service function CustomerOrderDtlL_WSOPYES.
17. Press Enter on the above screen. The following error message is displayed:
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18. Press F1 on the error message for additional information.

19. As can be seen above, the error message lists out the name of exported module in error (if there are more than one
bound modules in error, then it lists out all of them). Since we have a mixture of “Input” and “Output” usages on the
parameter interface of structure type fields, we get the above error message.

20. Go back to the parameter interface of the function “EEF RTV ORDER” and reset the parameter usage for the
“Customer Name” field in the “Order Header” “Retrieval index” parameter to be “O”.

21. Now that error scenarios are resolved, redeploy the “CustomerOrderDtlL_WSOPYES” web service to IWS.
22. The deployment of the web service is done successfully.

RESTful Web Services in CA 2E
This article describes the following:

CA 2E now provides the ability to showcase business logic (contained within *SRVPGM objects) to outside world using
the REST Web Services. This helps integrate CA 2E based logic into newer modes of consumption and form factors.

Details of Current Implementation

1. Meaningful Names for web services is mandatory for REST based web services.
2. Currently, only the Input Source method of *PATH_PARAM is implemented. Based on user feedback, other Input

Source methods such as *QUERY_PARM will be implemented subsequently.
3. Currently, support is for RP4 generators only. Based on user feedback, it will be implemented for CBI generators

subsequently.
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4. Two modes for Web Service Deployment have been created:
a. ‘default’ mode, *RESTDFT – a mode where the resource method information for each bound module is picked

up from the module’s model name (provided in form of <Http_Verb>_<Method_Name>), and certain defaults are
applied for all other necessary attributes.

b. configurable’ mode, *RESTCFG – a mode where the resource method information for each bound module is
configurable via the new RESOURCE METHOD INFORMATION screen.

EST Web Services Basics
This section describes the REST services changes implemented in CA 2E r8.7.1. For more information, see:

• Basics of REST Web Services - https://developer.ibm.com/tutorials/i-rest-web-services-server1/.
• Traversal of New Screens for RESTful Web Services: https://developer.ibm.com/tutorials/i-rest-web-services-server2/.
• Examples on how to deploy REST Web Service:  https://developer.ibm.com/tutorials/i-rest-web-services-server3/.

REST Web Services in CA 2E Context
Now that you  are aware of the basics of REST web services and also have a fair understanding of the new screen flow
introduced by IBM on the IWS for REST services, let's recap some of the important concepts to understand the screen
flow of REST web services in CA 2E context.

Best Practices to use HTTP Methods Explicitly
Consider the following best practices:

• To create a resource on the server, use the POST API.
• To retrieve a resource, use the GET API.
• To change the state of a resource or to update it, use the PUT API.
• To remove or delete a resource, use the DELETE API.

Resource Methods and URI path Templates
Resource methods are methods in a root resource that are bound to HTTP methods. In the context of the CA 2E and IWS,
resource methods correspond to the exported modules/procedures in the exposed *SRVPGM object.
A URI path template is a partial URI that further qualifies how requests are mapped to resources and resource methods.
On the IWS, they can be specified at the root level and/or resource method level. In CA 2E, they can be specified only at
the resource method level.
Typically on the IWS, you need to manually mention the input parameters and how to identify them in the URI path
template using regular expressions. In CA 2E r8.7.1, it is sufficient to specify the URI path template for a resource
method. The input parameters, if any, and their data types are automatically processed by CA 2E. This simplifies the job
of the web service developer.

Resource Method Information (RMI)
Each resource method (exported module/procedure) requires certain settings and parameters that are specified to inform
the IWS about the behavior for that particular resource method. This information is called Resource Method Information
(RMI). Within CA 2E, following RMI is required for each resource method.

• The resource method specific URI path template.
• Whether the input and output parameters are to be wrapped or not.
• The specific HTTP method to be associated with the resource method.
• The type of input and output, that is, whether the expected type is XML, JSON, and so on.
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Two new screens called EXPORTED MODULES FOR WS OPERATIONS and RESOURCE METHOD INFORMATION
are included in the web services process flow, to enable the deployment of REST web services. They can be accessed as
follows:

1. Zoom into a WEBSRV function, for example CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTCFG. Notice the new function key F9 = View
Exported Modules on the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen.

2. Press F9 to proceed to the EXPORTED MODULES FOR WS OPERATIONS screen.
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This screen lists out all the exported modules that are bound to the *SRVPGM object being exposed as
a web service. You can select each module by taking option X against it, to proceed to the RESOURCE
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METHOD INFORMATION screen. You can enter the RMI for each exported module on this screen.

The RMI for each exported module covers the following:

1. URI path template name (as mentioned earlier, it is sufficient to just enter the URI path template name. Since, CA
2E is aware of parameter type and parameter usage, you do not need to enter that information on this screen. The
processing will take care of it automatically while deploying the web service. Any input parameters which need to
be injected on the URI path template will automatically be appended to the URI path template at deployment time.)

2. Whether input and output parameters need to be wrapped. When parameters are wrapped, they are passed in the
message body. When they are not wrapped they are passed as injected parameters in the URI path.

3. The type of HTTP request method to be associated with the exported module.
4. Type of input and output that the HTTP resource is expecting – XML, JSON, and so on.

NOTE
The RESOURCE METHOD INFORMATION screen is available to only web services which are of
type *RESTCFG. For web services of type *SOAP and *RESTDFT, you  can only proceed until the
EXPORTED MODULES FOR WS OPERATIONS screen.

3. For *SOAP and *RESTDFT type web services, when you take the option X against the exported modules on the
EXPORTED MODULES FOR WS OPERATIONS screen, you get an error message.
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NOTE
Note the field RMI Found? in the above screen. If the RMI information is entered for an exported module,
that field is set to Y against the module. If the RMI information is not available for an exported module OR if
web service is of type *SOAP/*RESTDFT, the field is set to N.

IFS location to store the modified .PROPERTIES file
When working with RESTful Web Services in CA 2E, the *SRVPM being deployed on the web service is processed and
a new .PROPERTIES file is generated for the same. This .PROPERTIES file contains the Resource Method Information
(RMI) for each exported module that is bound to the *SRVPGM. The new .PROPERTIES file thus generated is passed as
an input parameter to the installwebservice.sh script.

NOTE
As specified in the installation instructions for CA 2E r8.7.1, the “/YCA” IFS folders structure is now changed.
The new “/YCA” must be downloaded and restored on the IBMi, prior to using the new web service related
features supported in CA 2E r8.7.1.

The newly generated .PROPERTIES file is stored in the following location:  /YCA/CAWS/WEBSRVData/
<Web_Service_Name>/<SRVPGM_Imp_Name>/<SRVPGM_Imp_Name>.properties

HTTP Status Code Support
The IWS REST support allows to designate an output parameter, that is of type Integer to be a parameter that contains
the HTTP status code returned to the client. This parameter will not be returned in the message body.

1. To enable this, current implementation of CA 2E REST web service support allows usage of a field with the name
"httpStatus" to capture the HTTP status code. This field is already created in the sample model R871SMPMDL. As
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specified in the section “Integer type support for Binary type fields in CA 2E”, the "httpStatus" field is also defined
to be generated as an Integer.

2. A few example conditions are also created. Press F9 on above screen to view the conditions.

3. To populate a HTTP status code to be returned to the client in your own model, ensure that a field with name
"httpStatus" defined to be generated as an Integer is created in your model, similar to above example. This
httpStatus field can then be used as a parameter with Usage as Output on the function. This example will be covered
in succeeding sections in this article.
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NOTE
At this point in time, only a field with the name "httpStatus" is allowed to return the HTTP status code back to
the client. Any other value might not work as desired.

HTTP Header support
The IWS REST support allows us to designate an output parameter that is an Array of type Character to be a parameter
that contains HTTP headers. The HTTP headers is returned to the client as an HTTP header in the response (not in the
message body). Each element in the array must be in the following format:
 <header name>:<header value>

1. To enable this, current implementation of CA 2E REST web service support allows usage of an Array
with the name "httpHeaders" to capture the HTTP headers to be returned to the client. This array
is passed as an MIAP array on the parameter interface of the bound modules. The httpHeaders
array contains a TXT type field httpHeaders which captures each instance of the HTTP headers.
The httpHeaders array and TXT type field are already created in the sample model R871SMPMDL.
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NOTE
To populate HTTP headers to be returned to the client in your own model, ensure that an Array with name
httpHeaders is created, with say 10 elements. Also create a TXT type field with name "httpHeaders".
Associate the httpHeaders Array with this httpHeaders TXT field as shown in the above example.

This httpHeaders Array can then be used as a parameter with Usage as Output on the function. This example is
covered in the succeeding pages in this article.

NOTE
Note that at this point in time, only an array and subfield with the name "httpHeaders" are allowed to return the
HTTP headers back to the client. Any other value might not work as desired.

For more information, see and review the following sample model use case scenarios:

• *RESTDFT Processing
• *RESTCFG Processing

*RESTDFT Processing

This article describes RESTDFT Processing mode for REST Web Service in CA 2E:

RESTDFT is one of the supported modes available in CA 2E for rapid deployment of *SRVPGM as a REST web service.
If you want the web service type to be *RESTDFT, review the following:

1. The exported module’s model object name must be of the form <HTTP_Verb_>_<Method_Name>. Translating the
same in greater detail, the name of the exported module’s model object name must be of form:
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<HTTP_VERB_to_be_associated_with_module>_<module_name_used_as_uri.path.template>

For example, if the module details are as follows:

1. Module Implementation name: UUAQXFR
2. Module’s model object name: GET_GetOrderDetails

In this case, once the *SRVPGM to which the above module is bound, is deployed as a REST web service, the
method associated with the web service will have the associated HTTP verb as GET and the URI path template
name as “/GetOrderDetails”.

3. The remaining components of the Resource Method Information are set by default as follows:
a.   wrap.input.parameters:

a. Set to false, if HTTP request associated with exported module is GET or DELETE.
b. Set to true, if HTTP request associated with exported module is PUT or POST.

b. wrap.output.parameter:
a. Set to true, irrespective of the HTTP request associated with exported module.

c. consumes:
a. Set to application/json, irrespective of the HTTP request associated with exported module.

d. produces:
a. Set to application/json, irrespective of the HTTP request associated with exported module.

e. response.code.parameter:
a. If the parameter interface of exported module has a parameter with name httpStatus and usage Output,

the http response code RMI is set to httpStatus.
f.   http.headers.parameter:

a. If the parameter interface of exported module has a parameter with name "httpHeaders" and usage
Output, the http headers parameter RMI is set to httpHeaders.

Example Workflow
Consider the below example use case scenario:
Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list of for the sample model.
2. Enter the model using the Y2 command.
3. Position to the Application Area selector and type RST and press ENTER.
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4. Press F against the file “Order Detail” and press Enter. This will display the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
5. Now take option Z against the “CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTDFT” function within “Order Detail” file.

NOTE
Note that the Web service type field is set to *RESTDFT and Meaningful names field is set to *YES.

6. Press F9=View Exported Modules, to proceed to the EXPORTED MODULES FOR WS OPERATIONS screen.
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As can be seen above, the model object name of the exported module UUAQXFR is GET_GetOrderDetails.
7. The parameter interface for the module GET_GetOrderDetails is:

Notice that this module uses the _LENGTH field, which ensures that only the populated instances of the Order Details
MIAP are returned back to client. Empty instances are not returned back to client.
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Since the web service type is *RESTDFT, the model based name of the module object is as per standard i.e.,
<HTTP_Verb>_<Method_Name>.
All the other components of RMI are set by default, as specified in the *RESTDFT Processing section.

8. Let's go ahead and deploy the “CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTDFT” web service to IWS.
After this, follow the standard process of deployment of web service by creating a web service instance and then,
taking option “I” against the instance to deploy the web service to the IWS server.
After successful deployment of the web service, you can verify the same on the IWS server.

9. Select the Swagger link of the web service and test it using a REST client such as SoapUI, PostMan or a Google
Chrome extension - Swagger UI Console.

10. After uploading the Swagger link on the Swagger UI Console, you can see the following:
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11. Click on List Operations.

As can be seen, the web service methods are listed out. Notice that the web service has 1 resource – the associated
HTTP method with the resource is GET and the name of resource is GetOrderDetails.
Also as specified in the section “Resource Methods and URI path Templates”, it is sufficient to just specify the URI
path template for a resource method. The input parameters, if any, and their data types are automatically processed
by CA 2E. This simplifies the job of the web service developer. Observe that the input parameter to be injected
{Order_number} is appended to the URI path.
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12. Click GET. The following screen is displayed.
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13. Enter ORD01 in the field related to Order_number and click the button Try it out! We get an output as

follows:
The web service returns the results correctly.

14. Now, take option F on the Student Details file. Take option Z on the function Student_Details_WEBSRVDFT.
15. Press F9=View Exported Module.

Notice that all the exported modules have the model object names in the form of <HTTP_Verb>_<Method_Name>.
16. Deploy the “Student_Details_WEBSRVDFT” web service on IWS.
17. After this, follow the standard process of deployment of web service by creating a web service instance and then

taking option “I” against the instance to deploy the web service to the IWS server.
After successful deployment of the web service, we can verify the same on the IWS server.
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18. Select the Swagger link of the web service and test it using a REST client such Google Chrome extension - Swagger
UI Console.
After uploading the Swagger link on the Swagger UI Console, you can see the APIs for:
CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTDFT APIs

19. Click on List Operations.
We can see that the web service has 1 resource – the associated HTTP method with the resource is GET and the
name of resource is GetOrderDetails.
Also as specified in the section “Resource Methods and URI path Templates”, it is sufficient to just specify the URI
path template for a resource method. The input parameters, if any, and their data types are automatically processed by
CA 2E. This simplifies the job of the web service developer. Going by this, we can see that the input parameter to be
injected {Order_number} is appended to the URI path.

20. Click on Get.
The following screen is displayed:
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21. Enter ORD01 in the field related to Order_number and click the button Try it out! We get an output as follows:
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As can be seen above, the web service returns the results correctly.
22. On similar lines, take option F on the Student Details file. Take option Z on the function

Student_Details_WEBSRVDFT as shown below:
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23. Press F9= View Exported Modules:
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As can be seen, all the exported modules have the model object names in the form of
<HTTP_Verb>_<Method_Name>.

24. Now, let's deploy the “Student_Details_WEBSRVDFT” web service to IWS.
After this, follow the standard process of deployment of web service by creating a web service instance and then
taking option “I” against the instance to deploy the web service to the IWS server.
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After successful deployment of the web service, we can verify the same on the IWS server.

25. Select the Swagger link of the web service and test it using a REST client such Google Chrome extension -
Swagger UI Console.

26. After uploading the Swagger link on the Swagger UI Console, you can see the following API page:

27. Click on List Operations.
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As can be seen, the methods on the Web Service are listed out. We can see that the web service has 5 operations.
As can be seen above, the input parameters are injected for the DELETE and GET operations.

NOTE
Some of the above methods use httpStatus and httpHeaders output parameters.

Try out these methods, see the parameter interfaces and the Action diagram to see how the parameters are
being loaded.

Error Messages for *RESTDFT Type Web Services
Let's look at the error messages that are introduced in the *RESTDFT type web services are described in this section.

NOTE
As we had already installed CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTDFT web service earlier, we must first uninstall this
web service.

Perform the following steps:

1. For REST web services, Meaningful Names set to *YES is mandatory. On the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen
for WEBSRV type functions, if we set the Web service type field to *RESTDFT and the Meaningful Names field to a
value other than *YES (either *NO or *MDLVAL and YMNGNAM model value is set to *NO), we get the following error:
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2. Since, Meaningful Names must resolve to *YES for *RESTDFT web services, the underlying process utilizes the
new “-detectFieldLengths” parameter on the installwebservice.sh script. Due to this, there are some restrictions
from IBM side on the parameters that are used within modules bound to the *SRVPGM being exposed as a web
service.

3. When Meaningful Names is set to *YES, the parameters defined on the parameter interface must be of type “I” (Input)
or “O” (Output) only. Any other mode such as “B” (Both) or “N” (Neither) or “D” (Drop) are not allowed.

4. Let's take a look at the parameter interface of function GET_GetOrderDetails.
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5. Now, change the usage of parameter “Order Details_LENGTH” to B (Both) mode.

6. Press Z against the web service function CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTDFT. Press Enter on the screen. The following
error message is displayed.
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7. Press F1 on the error message for additional information.

As can be seen above, the error message lists out the name of exported module in error (if there are more than one
bound modules in error, then it lists out all). Since, we changed the parameter usage of some fields to be “B”, we get
the above error message.
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8. Go back to the parameter interface of function GET_GetOrderDetails and reset the parameter usage of Order
Details_LENGTH to be O (output).

9. Now, drop the “Customer Name” field in the “Order Header” “Retrieval index” parameter as shown below:

10. Exit from this screen. Press Z against the web service function CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTDFT and press Enter. The
following error message is displayed:
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11. Press F1 on the error message for additional

information.
As can be seen, the error message lists out the name of exported module in error (if there are more than one bound
modules in error, then it lists out all of them). Since we dropped some fields, we get this error message.

12. Go back to the parameter interface of function GET_GetOrderDetails and reset the parameter usage of “Customer
Name” field in the “Order Header” “Retrieval index” parameter to be “O”.

13. Now, change the usage of parameter “Quantity” and “Product_Code” in the “Order Details” array parameter to be
“Input”. So now we have a mixture of “Input” and “Output” in the *Array parameter.
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14. Exit from this screen. Press Z against the web service function CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTDFT .
Press Enter on the screen. The following error message is displayed:
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15. Press F1 on the error message for additional

information.
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16. As can be seen, the error message lists out the name of exported module in error (if there are more than one bound
modules in error, then it lists out all). Since, we have a mixture of “Input” and “Output” usages on the parameter
interface of structure type fields, we get the above error message.

17. Go back to the parameter interface of the function “GET_GetOrderDetails” and reset the parameter usage for the
“Quantity” and “Product_Code” fields in the “Order Details” array parameter to be “O”.

18. When we are working with a web service of type *RESTDFT, it is mandatory that that modules bound to the *SRVPGM
being exposed by the web service, must have name in the format of <HTTP_Verb>_<Method_Name>. The
HTTP_Verb should be either of GET, PUT, POST or DELETE (case does not matter). If this requirement is not met, an
error is displayed.

19. Take option Z against the function GET_GetOrderDetails. Press F8=Change name and change name As
Get1_GetOrderDetails.

20. Exit from this screen. Press Z against the web service function CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTDFT and press Enter. The
following error message is displayed:
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21. Press F1 on the error message for additional

information.
22. Take option Z against the function GET_GetOrderDetails. Press F8=Change name and change name as

GetOrderDetails.
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23. Exit from this screen. Press Z against the web service function CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTDFT and press Enter. The
following error message is displayed.

24. Go back to the function GetOrderDetails and change name back to GET_GetOrderDetails.
25. When bound modules of a *SRVPGM are associated with GET or DELETE HTTP Verbs and they have input

parameters on the parameter interface, it is mandatory that input parameters are standalone *FIELDs only.
Structure type parameters are not allowed for modules associated with GET and DELETE HTTP verbs.

26. Let us take a look at the parameter interface of the function GET_GetOrderDetails:
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27. Now let us change the first parameter from *FIELD Order number FLD to Order Header Retrieval index KEY:

28. Also set the Order number field within the above parameter to have usage of I (Input).
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29. Exit from this screen. Press Z against the web service function CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTDFT and press Enter on
the screen. The following error message is displayed:
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30. Press F1 on the error message for additional

information.
31. As can be seen, the error suggests the related module is associated with GET or DELETE HTTP methods. Those

methods require only standalone field (*FIELD) parameters as input, since they need to be injected from the related
URI path.

32. Go back to the parameter interface of function GET_GetOrderDetails and reset the parameter
Order Header     Retrieval index        KEY  to
*FIELD                Order number          FLD
Also set the usage of Order number to be I (Input).

33. Now that error scenarios are resolved, redeploy the “CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTDFT” web service to IWS.
The deployment of the web service happens successfully.

*RESTCFG Processing

This article describes *RESTCFG Processing mode for REST Web Service in CA 2E:

*RESTCFG is one of the supported modes available in CA 2E for configurable deployment of a *SRVPGM as a REST
web service. When you want the web service type to be of *RESTCFG, the key point to remember is that the Resource
Method Information needs to be entered for each exported bound module of the *SRVPGM being deployed as a Web
Service.
For more information, see Resource Method Information.
Two new screens "EXPORTED MODULES FOR WS OPERATIONS" and "RESOURCE METHOD INFORMATION" are
included in the web services process flow, to enable the deployment of REST web services.
The following values must be specified on the RESOURCE METHOD INFORMATION screen, to ensure that the web
service deployment of type *RESTCFG is successful:

1. uri.path.template
2. wrap.input.parameters:

Has 2 possible values TRUE and FALSE
3. wrap.output.parameter:

Has 2 possible values TRUE and FALSE
4. http.request.method:

Has 4 possible values GET, DELETE, PUT, and POST
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5. consumes:
Has 4 possible values *ALL, *XML, *JSON and *XML_AND_JSON

6. produces :
Has 3 possible values *XML, *JSON and *XML_AND_JSON

In addition to the above RMI details set explicitly on the RESOURCE METHOD INFORMATION screen, the following
two RMI details are set at deployment time by CA 2E:

1. response.code.parameter:
If the parameter interface of exported module has a parameter with name "httpStatus" and usage "Output", the http
response code RMI is set to httpStatus.

2. http.headers.parameter:
If the parameter interface of exported module has a parameter with name "httpHeaders" and  usage "Output", the
http headers parameter RMI is set to httpHeaders.

Example Workflow
Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list of for the sample model.
2. Enter the model using the Y2 command.
3. Position to the Application Area selector and type RST and press ENTER.

4. Press F against the file “Order Detail” and press Enter. This will display the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
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5. Take option Z against the “CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTCFG” function within “Order Detail”

file.
NOTE
The Web service type field is set to *RESTCFG and Meaningful names field is set to *YES.

6. Press F9=View Exported Modules, to proceed to the EXPORTED MODULES FOR WS OPERATIONS screen.
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As can be seen above the model object name of the exported module UUAOXFR is EEF RTV ORDER_LENGTH.
7. The parameter interface for the module EEF RTV ORDER_LENGTH is:
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NOTE
This module uses the _LENGTH field, which ensures that only the populated instances of the Order Details
MIAP are returned back to client. Empty instances are not returned back to client. Since the web service
type is *RESTCFG, enter the Resource Method Information for each bound module.

8. Type option X against the module UUAOXFR and press Enter, to proceed to the RESOURCE METHOD
INFORMATION screen.
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9. Enter the information. If information is already entered, feel free to change it as desired. If any value is
incorrect, the inbuilt error validation will ensure that the correct values are allowed on screen. These errors
are described in detail in the succeeding pages.

10. Now that the RMI is entered, proceed to deploy the web service. Go back to the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS and get
ready to deploy the “CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTCFG” web service to IWS.

11. After this, follow the standard process of deployment of web service by creating a web service instance and then
taking the option “I” against the instance to deploy the web service to the IWS server.

12. After successful deployment of the web service, verify the same on the IWS server.
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13. Select the Swagger link of the web service and test it using a REST client such as SoapUI, Postman or a Google
Chrome extension - Swagger UI Console.

14. After uploading the Swagger link on the Swagger UI Console, we can see the

following:
15. Click on List

Operations:
As can be seen the methods on the Web Service are listed out. We can see that the web service has one resource –
the associated HTTP method with the resource is GET and the name of resource is GetOrderDetails.
Also as specified in the section “Resource Methods and URI path Templates”, you only need to specify the URI
path template for a resource method. The input parameters, if any, and their data types are automatically processed
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by CA 2E. This simplifies the job of the web service developer. Notice that the input parameter to be injected
{Order_number} is appended to the URI path.

16. Click on GET. The following screen gets displayed:

17. Enter ORD01 in the field related to Order_number and click the button Try it out!.
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The web service returns the results correctly.
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18. On similar lines, take option F on the Student Details file. Take option Z on the function Student_Details_WEBSRV.

.
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19. Press F9=View Exported Modules.

For all the bound modules, the RMI Found? field is set to Y, which signifies that the RMI information exists for them.
20. Deploy the “Student_Details_WEBSRV” web service to IWS.
21. After this, follow the standard process of deployment of web service by creating a web service instance and then

taking option “I” against the instance to deploy the web service to the IWS server.
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22. After successful deployment of the web service, verify the same on the IWS server.

23. Pick the Swagger link of the web service and test it using a REST client such Google Chrome extension - Swagger
UI Console.

24. After uploading the Swagger link on the Swagger UI Console, we can see the following:

25. click on List Operations.
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As can be seen the methods on the Web Service are listed out. We can see that the web service has 5 operations.
As can be seen above, the input parameters are injected for the DELETE and GET operations.
Some of the above methods also use httpStatus and httpHeaders output parameters. Try out these methods, see
the parameter interfaces and the Action diagram to see how the parameters are loaded.

Error Messages for *RESTCFG Type Web Services
Let's take a look at the error messages that are introduced in the processing for *RESTCFG type web services.

As we had already installed CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTCFG web service earlier, we first need to uninstall the web
service.

Perform the following steps:

1. For REST web services, Meaningful Names set to *YES is mandatory. On the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen
for WEBSRV type functions, if we set the Web service type field to *RESTCFG and the Meaningful Names field to
a value other than *YES (either *NO or *MDLVAL and YMNGNAM model value is set to *NO), we get the following

error:
2. Since, Meaningful Names must resolve to *YES for *RESTCFG web services, the underlying processing utilizes the

new “-detectFieldLengths” parameter on the installwebservice.sh script. Due to this, there are some restrictions
from IBM side on the parameters that are used within modules bound to the *SRVPGM being exposed as a web
service.

3. When Meaningful Names is set to *YES, the parameters defined on the parameter interface must be of type “I” (Input)
or “O” (Output) only. Any other mode such as “B” (Both) or “N” (Neither) or “D” (Drop) is not allowed.

4. Let's take a look at the parameter interface of function EEF RTV ORDER_LENGTH:
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5. Change the usage of parameter “Order Details_LENGTH” to B (Both)

mode.
6. Exit from this screen. Press Z against the web service function CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTCFG.
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7. Press Enter on the screen. The following error message is

displayed:
Press F1 on the error message for additional information.

The error message lists out the name of exported module in error (if there are more than one bound modules in error,
then it lists out all of them). Since we had changed the parameter usage of some fields to be “B”, we get the above
error message.
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8. Go back to the parameter interface of function EEF RTV ORDER_LENGTH and reset the parameter usage of Order
Details_LENGTH to be O (output).

9. Now let us drop the “Customer Name” field in the “Order Header” “Retrieval index” parameter as shown

below:
10. Exit from this screen. Press Z against the web service function CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTCFG and press Enter. The

following error message is

displayed:
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11. Press F1 on the error message for additional

information:
The error message lists out the name of exported module in error (if there are more than one bound modules in error,
then it lists out all of them). Since, some fields were dropped, we get the above error message.

12. Go back to the parameter interface of function EEF RTV ORDER_LENGTH and reset the parameter usage of
“Customer Name” field in the “Order Header” “Retrieval index” parameter to be “O”.
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13. Now let us change the usage of parameter “Quantity” and “Product_Code” in the “Order Details” array
parameter to be “Input”. So, now we have a mixture of “Input” and “Output” in the *Array parameter
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14. Exit from this screen. Press Z against the web service function

CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTCFG.
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15. Press Enter on the above screen. The following error message is

displayed:
.

16. Press F1 on the error message for additional

Information:
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As can be seen, the error message lists out the name of exported module in error (if there are more than one bound
modules in error, then it lists out all of them). Since we have a mixture of “Input” and “Output” usages on the parameter
interface of structure type fields, we get the above error message.

17. Go back to the parameter interface of the function “EEF RTV ORDER_LENGTH” and reset the parameter usage for
the “Quantity” and “Product_Code” fields in the “Order Details” array parameter to be “O”.

18. When we are working with a web service of type *RESTCFG, it is mandatory that that modules bound to the
*SRVPGM being exposed by the web service, must have valid Resource Method Information against them. If this
requirement is not met, then an error is displayed to the user.

19. NOTE
This will delete any RMI already created previously for the bound modules.

Take option Z against the web service function CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTCFG.
Change the Web service type field to *SOAP. Press

Enter.
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20. Change the Web service type field back to *RESTCFGand press Enter. Since the RMI is deleted, we will get the
following error on screen.

21. Press F1 on the error message for additional

information.
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As can be seen, the error message lists out the name of exported module in error (if there are more than one bound
modules in error, then it lists out all of them). Since the RMI is missing for the exported module, we get the error
message.

22. Let us add the RMI back for the exported modules now.
23. To do this, go back to the previous screen EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS and press F9=View Exported Modules.

Following screens should be

displayed.
Notice that the RMI Found? field is set to N. This is because RMI has been deleted when the Web service type field
was changed to *SOAP.
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24. Type X against the module entry UUAOXFR and press Enter. The following screen is

displayed:
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25. New error validations are included on this RESOURCE METHOD INFORMATION screen. We will take a look at these
validations now.
a. All the values on the RESOURCE METHOD INFORMATION screen are

mandatory. If we do not enter any values and press Enter, we get the following error

message:
Notice the error messages at the bottom, “uri.path.template” cannot be blank. On similar lines, you get an error
message for each of the 5 other fields as well. Scroll down on the error message subfile to look at the remaining
messages:

b. If you enter a value other than TRUE or FALSE for field wrap.input.parameters, you get the error message
"Invalid value entered for wrap.input.parameters" at the bottom of screen.

c. If you enter a value other than TRUE or FALSE for field wrap.output.parameter, you get the error message
"Invalid value entered for "wrap.output.parameter" at the bottom of screen.

d. If you enter a value other than GET or PUT or POST or DELETE for field http.request.method, you get the error
message "Invalid value entered for “http.request.method" at the bottom of screen.

e. If you enter a value other than *ALL or *XML or *JSON or *XML_AND_JSON for field consumes, you get the
error message Invalid value entered for "consumes" at the bottom of screen.

f. If you enter a value other than *XML or *JSON or *XML_AND_JSON for field produces, you get the error
message "Invalid value entered for "produces" at the bottom of screen.
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26. In addition to above error messages which ensure that the correct valid values are entered against the RMI fields,
additional validations exist for the uri.path.template field. They are as follows:
a. When “uri.path.template” contains any of the invalid characters - -~ $!@%*:/\#;?,.=^<>|+(){}[]&’”, following

error is

displayed:
b. The uri.path.template cannot contain invalid characters in the name. Note that spaces between words is

also considered invalid. Best practice is to replace these invalid characters with an underscore (_).
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c. When “uri.path.template” starts with a digit, following error is displayed.

d. Press F1 on the error

message.
As can be seen above, the uri.path.template cannot start with a digit. It can start with alphabet or an
underscore (_).
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e. When “uri.path.template” contains only _, following error is

displayed:
f. Press F1 on the error

message:
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g. When “uri.path.template” does not contain any alphabets, error is displayed.

h. Press F1 on the error

message.
As can be seen, uri.path.template must have atleast 1 character.
Set the uri.path.template field to a valid value like Get_OrderDetails.
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27. If the exported module function for which we are entering the Resource method information has any dropped
parameters and we press Enter on the RESOURCE METHOD INFORMATION screen, error message is displayed.

28. Press F1 on the error

message.
29. There are some restrictions for Resource Method Information based on the HTTP operations associated with the

exported modules.
Following tables give a detailed explanation of what are allowed/not allowed for the RMI of each bound module, based
on the associated HTTP operation:
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HTTP Operations -Get (Property Value) Allowed Values Comments
wrap.input.parameters false true - not allowed, since all parameters for

GET operation have to be injected from
source.

wrap.output.parameters true, false
consumes */* Since, all parameters for GET operation

have to  be injected from source, there
is no payload body involved. Hence,
content-type header must not be sent.

Coming to the underlying IBMi module/
program being exposed, only standalone
field type input type parameters must
be allowed. Structure type input type
parameters must not be allowed.

HTTP Operations Delete (Property Value) Approved Value Comments
wrap.input.parameters false true - not allowed, since all parameters 

for DELETE operation have to be injected
from source.

wrap.output.parameters true, false
consumes */* Since, all parameters for GET operation

must be injected from source, there is no
payload body involved. Hence, content-
type header must not be sent.

produces *XML, *JSON, *XML_AND_JSON

Coming to the underlying IBMi module/
program being exposed, only standalone
field type input type parameters must
be allowed. Structure type input type
parameters must not be allowed.

HTTP Operations - PUT (Property Value) Approved Value Comments
wrap.input.parameters true false - not allowed
wrap.output.parameters true, false
consumes *XML, *JSON, *XML_AND_JSON Whenever input is wrapped, structure

must be either *XML/*JSON/
*XML_AND_JSON.

produces *XML, *JSON, *XML_AND_JSON

Coming to the underlying IBMi module/
program being exposed,  standalone type
input parameters OR structure type input
type parameters must be allowed.

HTTP Operation - POST (Property Value) Allowed Values Comments
wrap.input.parameters true false not allowed
wrap.output.parameters true, false
consumes *XML, *JSON, *XML_AND_JSON Whenever input is wrapped, structure

must be either *XML/*JSON/
*XML_AND_JSON.

produces *XML, *JSON, *XML_AND_JSON
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Coming to the underlying IBMi module/
program being exposed, standalone type
input parameters or structure type input
type parameters should be allowed

Based on the above table, some validations are introduced in the Resource Method Information screen processing.

When exported module is associated with GET or DELETE HTTP Verb:

1. When bound modules of a *SRVPGM are associated with GET or DELETE HTTP Verbs and they have input
parameters on the parameter interface, it is mandatory that the input parameters need to be standalone
*FIELDs only.
Let us take a look at the parameter interface of the function EEF RTV ORDER_LENGTH

2. Now let us change the first parameter from
*FIELD             Order number    FLD to
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Order Header  Retrieval index  KEY.

3.
4. Also set the Order number field within the above parameter to have usage of I

(Input).
5. Exit from this screen. Press Z against the web service function CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTCFG.
6. Press F9=View Exported Modules to proceed to EXPORTED MODULES FOR WS OPERATIONS screen.
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7. Type option X against the module UUAOXFR and press Enter to proceed to the RESOURCE
METHOD INFORMATION screen. Press Enter on the screen. Following error message is displayed.

8. Press F1 on the error message for additional

information.
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As can be seen above, the error suggests the related module is associated with GET or DELETE HTTP methods.
Those methods require only standalone field (*FIELD) parameters as input, since they need to be injected from the
related URI path.

9. Go back to the parameter interface of function EEF RTV ORDER_LENGTH and reset the parameter
Order Header     Retrieval index    KEY    to
*FIELD                Order number      FLD.
Set the usage of Order number to be I (Input).

10. When bound modules of a *SRVPGM are associated with GET or DELETE HTTP Verbs and they have input
parameters on the parameter interface, it is mandatory that the input parameters must be standalone *FIELDs
only. If Structure type parameters are also present on modules associated with GET and DELETE HTTP verbs,
following error is displayed.

11. Let us take a look at the parameter interface of the function EEF RTV

ORDER_LENGTH:
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12. Now add a new parameter to the parameter list Order Header Retrieval index

KEY
13. Also set the Order number field within the above parameter to have usage of I (Input)

14. Exit from this screen.
15. Press Z against the web service function CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTCFG.
16. Press F9=View Exported Modules to proceed to EXPORTED MODULES FOR WS OPERATIONS screen.
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17. Type option X against the module UUAOXFR and press Enter to proceed to the RESOURCE
METHOD INFORMATIONscreen. Press Enter on the screen. The following error message is displayed:

.
18. Press F1 on the error message for additional

information.
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As can be seen, the error suggests the related module is associated with GET or DELETE HTTP methods. Those
methods require only standalone field (*FIELD) parameters as input as they need to be injected from the URI path but
this module has one or more structure type parameters, in addition to standalone fields.

19. Go back to the parameter interface of function EEF RTV ORDER_LENGTH and remove the parameter Order Header
Retrieval index KEY.

20. When bound modules of a *SRVPGM are associated with GET or DELETE HTTP
Verbs and the RMI wrap.input.parameters is set to TRUE,following error is displayed.
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21. Press F1 on the error

message.
22. When bound modules of a *SRVPGM are associated with GET or DELETE HTTP Verbs and

the RMI consumes is set to *XML or *JSON or *XML_AND_JSON, following error is displayed
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23. Press F1 on the error message to view additional information.

24. When bound modules of a *SRVPGM are associated with PUT or POST HTTP Verbs
and the RMI wrap.input.parameters is set to FALSE, following error is displayed.
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25. Press F1 on the error message to see additional information about the error.

26. When bound modules of a *SRVPGM are associated with PUT or POST HTTP
Verbs and the RMI consumes is set to *ALL, error message is displayed.
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27. Press F1 on the error message to see additional information about the error.

28. Reset all the RMI values to correct values such as below and press Enter. No error message is

displayed.
29. Now that error scenarios are resolved, redeploy the “CustomerOrderDtlL_WRSTCFG” web service to IWS. The

deployment of the web service happens successfully.
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*RESTCFG deployment example with YPARDTL set to *YES

Let us now take a look at the model value YPARDTL in action.

There can be instances in a model on a function’s parameter interface where you have the same access path/array
defined once as KEY and defined again as a RCD.

When Meaningful Names is set to *NO, this combination works fine, since a different structure name is generated for
each of the parameter and the web service deployment is successful.

However, when Meaningful Names is set to *YES, this combination will fail. This is because the same access path’s
model object name will be included on the modified .PCML file. Due to this duplication, the web service deployment will
fail.

In such cases, the model value YPARDTL can be used. As mentioned in the “Description” section for “Meaningful
Names for Web Services”, a new model value YPARDTL is created.

1. If model value is set to *NO, the deployed web service has the model based names on the web service interface. This
is similar to the scenario when model YMNGNAM is set to *YES, as covered in the preceding sections.

2. If the model value is set to *YES, additional information is added to the model based names, to provide further
information on the parameter being used. The information differs based on the type of parameter involved.
a. For *FIELDs, the name generated on the web service interface is in the following format:

FLD_<model_based_name>_paramseqnumber 

For exammple: FLD_Order_Id_2
b. For access paths, we have 2 passing modes – RCD and KEY. The name generated on the web service interface is

in the following format:
FIL_<model_based_name>_<access_path_type>_<mode_passed>_ paramseqnumber

For example: FIL_Student_Details_UPD_KEY_1, FIL_Student_Details_RTV_RCD_2
c. For arrays, we have 2 passing modes – RCD and KEY. The name generated on the web service interface is in the

following format:
ARR_<model_based_name>_<mode_passed>_ paramseqnumber

For example: ARR_Student_Details_RS_KEY_2, ARR_Order_Header_RCD_4

Example Use Case for YPARDTL model
Perform the following steps:

1. Set the library list of for the sample model.
2. Change the model value YPARDTL to be

*YES.
3. Enter the model using the Y2 command.
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4. Upon entry, on the screen that is displayed, position to the Application Area selector and type RST and press

ENTER.
5. Press F against the file “Student Details” and press Enter. This will display the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
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6. Take option Z against the “Student_Details_WEBSRVSTR” function within “Student Details”

file.
NOTE
Note the Web service type field is set to *RESTCFG and Meaningful names field is set to *YES.
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7. Press F9=View Exported Modules, to proceed to the EXPORTED MODULES FOR WS OPERATIONS

screen.
As can be seen above there are multiple exported modules. The RMI Found? field is also set to Y, which shows that
all the modules have valid RMI information associated with them. Let's look at the module UUBXXFR, with model
name as Proc_Update-Student_Str.

8. The parameter interface for the module Proc_Update-Student_Str

is
Notice that this function uses Student Details      Update index twice on the parameter interface, as KEY and RCD.
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Now that the RMI has been entered, we can proceed to deploy the web service.

9. Go back to the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS and get ready to deploy the “Student_Details_WEBSRVSTR” web service
to IWS.

10. After this, follow the standard process of deployment of web service by creating a web service instance and then,
taking the option “I” against the instance to deploy the web service to the IWS server.

11. After successful deployment of the web service, we can verify the same on the IWS server.

12. Select the Swagger link of the web service and test it using a REST client such as SoapUI, Postman or a Google
Chrome extension - Swagger UI Console.

13. After uploading the Swagger link on the Swagger UI Console, we can see the

following:
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14. Click on List

Operations.
15. As can be seen the methods on the Web Service are listed out. We can see that the web service has 3 resource. We

will take a look at the UpdateStudent_Str resource.
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16. Click on PUT, by the side of UpdateStudent_Str. The following is

displayed:
As can be seen, the names of the parameters on the interface contain more detail than just the corresponding
model object name - type of object (FIL or FLD), model object name, type of access path parameter (UPD), mode in
which parameter is passed (KEY or RCD) and the parameter sequence number. By virtue of this additional details,
uniqueness is ensured to the parameters on the web service interface.
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17. Enter the input and press the button with text “Try it out!”
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18. You get an output as

follows:
19. As can be seen, the "httpStatus" code returned is 204, which indicates that server has successfully fulfilled the

request and that there is no content to send in the response payload body.
20. An important point to note when using _LENGTH type field on the parameter interface to limit the number of array

instances returned back to client and YPARDTL is set to *YES, is as follows:
a. In this case, the name of the _LENGTH field on the web service interface is slightly different from the format of a

standard *FIELD.
b. For *FIELDs, the name generated on the web service interface, when YPARDTL is *YES, is in the following

format:
FLD_<model_based_name>_paramseqnumber

Example: FLD_Order_Id_2
However, for the _LENGTH field, this is not the case. The name generated would be of the format <YPARDTL
based equivalent name for structure>_LENGTH.
This is to ensure that the _LENGTH functionality is still valid, in spite of using modified names for the structures
(array or access path).
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c. Consider we have the following parameters for a bound

module:
d. If you deploy this web service, the name generated on the web service interface for *Array parameter Student

Details RS is:
ARR_Student_Details_RS_RCD_2

e. The name generated on the web service interface for the *FIELD parameter Student Details RS_LENGTH is:
ARR_Student_Details_RS_RCD_2_LENGTH

By virtue of this the_LENGTH, field is still associated with the correct structure parameter (going by name, as is
required for the _LENGTH functionality on “Detect Length Fields” feature).
This can be seen in action by trying out the /GetStudents resource on the just installed
Student_Details_WEBSRVSTR web service.
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Release Notes - CA 2E 8.7
This section contains release-specific information about CA 2E, such as enhancements, published fixes, and known
issues.

Use this box to search the content in the Release Information section.

Release Information

• Enhancements to Existing Features
• Published Fixes
• Known Issues
• Products Covered
• System Requirements
• Installation and Licensing Considerations

Enhancements to Existing Features
This article provides information on enhancements to existing features.

Contents

Action Diagram Call Prompt Using an External name

CA 2E provides the ability to insert a function call in the Action Diagram by specifying the external or program member
name. For example, you can specify the Program Name for the corresponding Function.

Allow SQL Record Level Access

When generating SQL database files, you have the option to include the RCDFMT keyword, so that the SQL database
files can be accessed using RLA (Record Level Access). This functionality is controlled using the model value YSQLFMT.
You do not have to recompile existing functions that were functioning correctly against the SQL database files, before the
database was regenerated and recompiled to use RCDFMT.

NOTE
For more information about this feature, see the Administrating, Building, and Command Reference sections.

Allow RLA Access over DDL Database

DDL Implementation

When you want to convert the existing DDS database to DDL database and you continue to use RLA functions that were
built using DDS database without regenerating and recompiling them, you have the option to use the generation mode.
You have an option to set the generation mode of access paths as:

L(L-DDL) or M(M-MDLVAL with model value YDBFGEN set as *DDL)

NOTE
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• Irrespective of the value of the YSQLFMT model value and if the generation mode is *DDL, the RCDFMT
keyword is generated.

• The current implementation of *DDL supports only *TABLE as data access method.
• When you generate the SQL/DDL with certain column names, they fail to generate and throw error

messages. However, using the same field names for the DDS implementation result in successful generation.

Example: If you have a field starting with a number such as “2nd_Order”, the SQL/DDL fails to generate a table with such
column name with the following error:

“SQL0103 - Numeric constant 2nd_Order not valid.” 

However, the DDS implementation with the same field name is successfully generated.

Limitations:

• Due to an IBM limitation, date field in *ISO format (DT#) is converted to date format of job, when DDS database
containing this date field is converted to DDL database.
Therefore, a decimal data error occurs when RLA function is executed after converting the database from DDS to DDL.

NOTE
To resolve the issue, contact IBM for the following PTF's:

• SI51190 for V7R1
• SI51290 for V6R1

• The current implementation of the DDL generation mode is not valid for the following cases:
– Access paths that have virtual fields
– SPN access path
– QRY access path
– Multi-member files
Workaround for Virtual Fields, SPN, and QRY Access Paths: If the earlier generation mode is *DDS, revert to it and
regenerate the access path. You need not regenerate the functions that use this access path. If you want to have an
SQL type database, regenerate the access path using *SQL generation mode. The functions using this access path
must be regenerated.
Workaround for Multi-Member Files: If you want to have more than one member for the access paths, revert to
*DDS generation mode.
Note: If you want to change an access path, which is previously defined as *DDS with a MAXMBR compiler override,
to *DDL, you must revert to *DDS generation mode and must remove the compiler override, and then change back to
*DDL generation mode.

• When you attempt to compile/generate a *DDL based access path which has any of the above limitation scenarios, the
source is not generated. Also, the corresponding entry is not added to the Job List.

NOTE
  For more information about this feature, see the Administrating, Building, Command Reference, Generating
and Implementing, Installing, and Tutorial sections.

Allow SQL/DDL Generation without hard-coded schema name

When generating SQL/DDL database files in CA 2E, we now have the option to generate SQL/DDL database objects
which do not contain a hard-coded schema name. This functionality is controlled using the model value YSQLCOL. Using
this feature, the generated database object can be compiled into any desired SQL collection or library (as specified in the
YSQLLIB model value). This allows for simplification in the deployment environment and also helps provide support for
change management environments where the object needs to be recompiled into a different SQL collection/library, without
making changes to the previously generated source.

The YEXCSQL command has been modified to cater to these changes.
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Limitation:

There is a long standing limitation with CM wherein 2E created SQL objects cannot be promoted by compiling them. The
workaround is to promote (move) the objects as 3GL objects, *without* compilation.

NOTE

When a change in the CM environment is carried out to create objects into a normal library (from the previous
target SQL collection), the CM repository of the target environment might have to be refreshed.

For more information about this feature, see the Administrating, Building, Command Reference, and Installing
sections.

Allow LVLCHK(*YES) for SQL/DDL indexes having RCDFMT keyword

When creating SQL/DDL database files with the RCDFMT keyword in CA 2E, we can now create all SQL/DDL artifacts
with LVLCHK(*YES). SQL/DDL tables and views are created with LVLCHK(*YES) by default, irrespective of the RCDFMT
keyword. However, SQL/DDL indexes are created with LVLCHK(*NO) when the RCDFMT keyword is generated. A new
model value YLVLCHK has been introduced to enable SQL/DDL indexes also to be generated with LVLCHK(*YES). This
ensures that the file is protected from data corruption from RLA-type access, if the database changes.

NOTE
  For more information about this feature, see the Administrating and Building sections.

Command Key Processing (Mouse-click and Key-press)

CA 2E Web Option provides access to command keys on the browser interface using mouse clicks and pressing keys on
the keyboard across the browsers listed below:

• Internet Explorer 8 and 9 version.
• Safari 6 or a later version for Mac.
• Safari 5.1.7 or a later version for Windows.
• Chrome 24.0 or a later version.
• Firefox 19.0 or a later version.

NOTE

• Internet Explorer version 8 and 9 are the only officially supported browsers. Check the compatibility matrix on
Product page for the latest information.

• Changes have been made to the YMLSSYNRFP syntax file to support Chrome, Firefox, and Safari. For
these changes to take effect, regenerate skeletons for functions that you wish to use in these browsers.

• For more information about this feature, see the Setting Up and Configuring Web Option section.

Device User Source Substitution Variables

CA 2E provides a set of additional substitution variables that can be applied to a Data Description Specification (DDS)
user source. The #*LIB, #*FILE, #*MBR, #*TYPE and #*ENT substitution variables for DDS are enabled.

NOTE
  For more information about this feature, see the Building section.

Meaningful Names for SQL/DDL

CA 2E now lets you create SQL or DDL database with meaningful names, instead of the implementation or truncated
model names. This feature makes it easier to work with the external interfaces such as DB2 and Web Query.

The YSQLVNM model value controls the transition to meaningful names for SQL or DDL database. For more information
about the YSQLVNM model value, see the YSQLVNM topic in the  CA 2E Administrating section.
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NOTE
For more information about how to move to meaningful names for SQL or DDL database, see the article How to
Move to Meaningful Names for SQL or DDL Database.

Limitations:

• The meaningful names for SQL/DDL feature is not applicable for double byte character set (DBCS) languages such
as Japanese, Korean, and Chinese. Therefore, a SQL or DDL table, generated with model value YSQLVNM as *LNG,
*LNT or *LNF, and *SQL fails to compile. Hence, for a model using DBCS language, we recommend setting the
YSQLVNM model value as *DDS to generate the SQL artifacts with the 2E implementation name.

• The only valid characters in a table name or a column name are: A-Z, 0-9, @, #, $, and _. Any other characters are
changed to the underscore (_) character. Therefore, both the CUSTOMER DATA and CUSTOMER!DATA model files
leads to same table--CUSTOMER_TABLE being created, which leads to compilation failure. Similarly, a model field
named KEY FIELD and another model field named KEY!FIELD lead to same column name KEY_FIELD being created
which, again, can lead to compilation failures.

• There is a limitation across the copy process in CA 2E. When a table is regenerated/recompiled with different naming
convention (*SQL, *DDS, *LNG, *LNF, and *LNT), then copying process might fail in a few cases.

• The following table shows the areas where copy process works:

DDS SQL LNG LNF LNT
DDS Copy Process works Copy Process does

not work
Copy Process works Copy Process works Copy Process works

SQL Copy Process does
not work

Copy Process does
not work

Copy Process does
not work

Copy Process does
not work

Copy Process does
not work

LNG Copy Process works Copy Process does
not work

Copy Process works Copy Process works Copy Process works

LNF Copy Process works Copy Process does
not work

Copy Process works Copy Process works Copy Process works

LNT Copy Process works Copy Process does
not work

Copy Process works Copy Process works Copy Process works

NOTE

• Consider a table and its view that are created with YSQLVNM as *DDS or *SQL. When YSQLVNM is
changed to *LNG and the table and view are regenerated/recompiled, the table and its view that were
created with either of *DDS or *SQL naming convention would be deleted, and new table and its view would
be created.

• To generate or regenerate a function with RLA code for DDL database, set the YSQLVNM model value to
*DDS or *LNG or *LNT, or *LNF and set the YDDLDBA model value to *RLA.

• For more information about this feature, see the Administrating, Building, and Command Reference sections.

Meaningful Name for Model Files with Valid System Name

For a table that has a valid system name (less than or equal to 10 bytes), the long name implementation fails. This is due
to an IBM i limitation which does not allow the table name and the system name to be different from each other, if both the
names are valid system names.

This limitation has been addressed by introducing a file level option, "Enhance SQL Naming" in the Edit File Details panel.

If you meet the following three conditions:
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• Change the Enhance SQL Naming option on the Edit File Details panel to Y
• Set the model value YSQLVNM to *LNG or *LNT
• Model file name is a valid system name

Then, it generates the table with (underscores) "_"s and "TABLE" as suffix, so that the name of the table becomes more
than 10 char long.

Examples:

• CUSTOMER is generated as CUSTOMER_TABLE along with its 2E implementation name.
• CUST is generated as CUST__TABLE along with its 2E implementation name.
• C is generated as C_____TABLE along with its 2E implementation name.

However, if a table that has a valid system name (less than or equal to 10 bytes in length), is generated with YSQLVNM
model value set as *LNG or *LNT, and when you set the Enhance SQL Naming option on the Edit File Details panel to N,
then the following error message is generated in the code:

YSQLVNM as *LNG or *LNT is not allowed for this table

Refer to the section "Long Name Scenarios" in the "Administrating Section"

NOTE
  For more information about this feature, see the Building, Defining CA 2E Data Models, Generating and
Implementing, and Tutorial sections.

Controlling Meaningful Names for Table and/or Fields

CA 2E now lets you generate meaningful names for Table and/or Fields, independently of each other, so you have the
flexibility to choose one or both or neither, depending on your environment requirements.

The two new values for the YSQLVNM model value, which are introduced for this feature are as follows:

• *LNF
Generates meaningful names for fields only.

• *LNT
Generates meaningful names for Table only.

NOTE
  For more information about this feature, see the Building, Defining CA 2E Data Models, Generating and
Implementing, and Tutorial sections.

Long Name Scenarios

The following chart depicts the way tables get generated in 2E based on the following three factors and the corresponding
impact on the functions.

1. YSQLVNM model values
2. Whether the model file name being generated is a valid system name
3. Whether the file level option “Enhance SQL Naming” flag is set to Y or N

Enhance
SQL Name?

YSQLVNM
Value

Model File
Name

Table name Table
Implementation
Name

Implementation
name
available for
the table?

Table Name
used by RLA
function

Table Name
used by SQL
function

Function re-
compilation
required
after
enhanced
table name?

Y *LNG Product Product_TAB
LE

UUA2REP Y UUA2REP UUA2REP N
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N *LNG Product Product UUA2REP N UUA2REP UUA2REP N/A (*)
Y *LNG Purchased_P

roducts
Purchased_P
roducts

UUB2REP Y UUB2REP UUB2REP N

N *LNG Purchased_P
roducts

Purchased_P
roducts

UUB2REP Y UUB2REP UUB2REP N

Y/N *SQL Product Product UUA2REP N UUA2REP Product N
Y/N *SQL Purchased_P

roducts
Purchased_P
roducts

N/A N UUA2REP Purchased_P
roducts

N

Y/N *DDS Product N/A UUA2REP Y UUA2REP UUA2REP N
Y/N *LNF Product UUA2REP UUA2REP Y UUA2REP UUA2REP N
Y/N *LNF Purchased_P

roducts
UUB2REP UUB2REP Y UUB2REP UUB2REP N

Y *LNT Product Product_TAB
LE

UUA2REP Y UUA2REP UUA2REP N

N *LNT Product Product UUA2REP N UUA2REP UUA2REP N/A (*)
Y/N *LNT Purchased_P

roducts
Purchased_P
roducts

UUB2REP Y UUB2REP UUB2REP N

(*) E* line generated in the ACP source

Example:

When the YSQLVNM Model value is set to *LNG or *LNT and the model file name is “Product” and the file level option,
Enhance SQL naming flag is set to Y, then the table is generated with a suffix “_TABLE” (that is, the table is generated
with the name “Product_TABLE”). This table is also accessible using its implementation name, UUA2REP. The functions
built over the access paths (Table, views and so on) use the implementation name of the table/views and need not be
recompiled when the Enhance SQL Naming flag is switched from N to Y.

Refresh Action Diagram Statements

CA 2E lets you refresh Action Diagram statements when opening an Action Diagram, rather than having to zoom in on
individual Call statements to see the refreshed details on that call. A new controlling model value named YRFSACT is
added.

NOTE
  For more information about this feature, see the Building and Command Reference sections.

Select/Omit in DDL Index

When you regenerate the existing database as a DDL database, the select/omit criteria gets generated into the DDL index
as a WHERE clause. Any existing RLA function that uses the DDL database, can now access the same records that the
RLA function has accessed over the DDS database.
Irrespective of the "Allow select/omit criteria" setting being static or dynamic, the select/omit criteria gets embedded in the
DDL index. You do not have to regenerate and recompile the function. The select/omit criteria are generated for all the
access path types that DDL supports. The select/omit criteria, over DDL implementation supports RTV and RSQ access
paths.

NOTE
  For more information about this feature, see the Building and Command Reference sections.
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Suppress Display of NLL Parameters

CA 2E lets you suppress the display of NLL parameters. Earlier you could press F15 in the Edit Action Diagram panel
to display undefined parameters. Now this F15 function key is enhanced to toggle the display from ALL PARAMETERS
to UNDEFINED PARAMETERS to NON-NLL PARAMETERS then back to ALL PARAMETERS again. Each time F15 is
pressed, the screen title changes and its corresponding command key text changes.

The following is the initial enhanced display:

The following is the display after pressing F15:
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The following is the display after pressing F15 again:
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The following is the display after pressing F15 another time, which then ‘toggles’ back to the initial display of ALL
PARAMETERS:

Changes do not occur while pressing F15, the ENTER key must be pressed to confirm any changes to an action.

NOTE
  For more information about this feature, see the Building section.

Trigger Error Processing if no Control Data

Functionality has been added to the CA 2E Trigger Router to handle the situation where a trigger exists on a database
file which has the CA 2E Trigger Router YTRIGGER specified as the trigger program, but where no records exist in the
Trigger Control file for the specified trigger event.

NOTE
  For more information about this feature, see the Building section.

YCPYMDLOBJ New Override Target Model Locks Parameter

CA 2E provides the ability to copy an object where there is a user-defined permanent lock on the 'to' object. A new
parameter OVRTGTLCK is provided for the YCPYMDLOBJ command to override permanent locks in the target model.

NOTE
  For more information about this feature, see the Command Reference section.

YCVTSPLF Flexibility

You can use YCVTSPLF on a computer that does not have CA 2E or CA 2E Toolkit installed or licensed on that computer,
so that the YCVTSPLF functionality can be used in 2E generated applications at runtime. A new CA 2E Toolkit command
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YDUPTKOBJ has been introduced in this release. This command can copy the objects, that YCVTSPLF requires, to a
target library.

NOTE
  For more information about this feature, see the Command Reference section.

Option to Generate RLA against DDL

CA 2E now provides an option to generate (and regenerate) the functions with the same RLA code that is generated
against a DDS database even after switching from DDS to DDL database. This option lets you modify (and regenerate) a
function after moving from DDS to DDL database without introducing the risk and wholesome change of function source
switching to SQL-like access. This functionality is controlled using the YDDLDBA model value. For more information about
the YDDLDBA model value, see the Model Values Used in Building Functions article.

NOTE
  For more information about this feature, see the Administrating, Building, and Command Reference sections.

F7=Auxiliaries in the DDL Implementation

Auxiliaries are not applicable for DDL type file as Views are not created for DDL type file and only Index with the same
name as the source member name is created. F7=Auxiliaries is not applicable for the DDL implementation.

NOTE
  For more information about this feature, see the Administrating and Building sections.

Support CM Promotion of DDL Objects (Not Switched from DDS)

CA 2E and CM now allow you to promote DDL-based objects. CM does not support "promotion with compile" for SQL-
based access paths. The only way to promote them is with "promotion with moving as a 3GL object." The new DDL to the
DDL promotion functionality follows this same process.

During the promotion request creation, the DDL table takes the YSQLPF object code and the DDL indexes take the
YSQLLF object code.

NOTE
The new DDL to DDL promotion functionality is available only with CA 2E Release 8.7 and Implementer 11.0.
Upgrade your existing product setup to CA 2E Release 8.7 and Implementer 11.0 to take advantage of the new
functionality.

Limitation:

• If the database is implemented with YSQLVNM = *SQL, irrespective of generation mode as *SQL/*DDL, the promotion
of "physical file"/"table" access paths is not successful.

NOTE
For more information on the CM promotion of DDL-based objects, see the Implementer 11.0 documentation and
the Compatibility Matrix on the support site.

Support CM promotion of DDL objects (DDS to DDL Conversion)

CA 2E and CM now allow you to check out *DDS PFs / LFs, convert them to *DDL tables / indexes and promote the new
*DDL objects to Production. You can also check out *DDL tables / indexes, convert them to *DDS PFs / LFs and promote
the *DDS objects to Production. CM does not support "promotion with compile" for SQL-based access paths. The only
way to promote them is with "promotion with moving as a 3GL object.". Hence, *DDL objects promotion follows this same
process.

For more information on the CM promotion of *DDS to *DDL / *DDL to *DDS based objects, see the Implementer 11.0
patch 948724 documentation. https://support.ptc.com/appserver/cs/view/solution.jsp?n=CS176520
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NOTE
The new *DDS to *DDL / *DDL to *DDS conversion during promotion functionality is available only with CA 2E
Release 8.7 and Implementer 11.0 + patch 948724.

Limitation:

• When attempting a *DDS to *DDL / *DDL to *DDS conversion, you must generate the *DDS / *DDL objects into the
same object library.

• The new CM functionality only caters to *DDS to *DDL / *DDL to *DDS conversions. *DDS to *SQL / *SQL to *DDS
conversions are not supported. We recommend you not to carry out a *DDS to *SQL / *SQL to *DDS conversion.

NOTE
  For more information about this feature, see the Generating and Implementing section and the Compatibility
Matrix on the support site.

Published Fixes
This section comprises of published fixes information for the following CA 2E components:

• CA 2E
• CA 2E Toolkit
• Web Option

You can also get the complete list of published fixes on the CA Support website: http://ca.com/support.

CA 2E
The following list comprises of fixes, corrections, or updates for CA 2E:

 Contents 

  

C22E 14

Consider a scenario where two files with only a key field are created. An RTVOBJ fun is built over PHY ACP of the first
file with no parameters. In the RTVOBJ's USER: Process Data record, call an RTVOBJ built over the RTV access path of
second file with no parameters And a DLTOBJ built over the PHY access path of first file.

Call the RTVOBJ from an EXCEXTFUN generated in RPG IV. The program fails to compile with QRG4005 and QRG5132
errors.

C22E 77

When you select F17=Services option in a large model from the Edit Action Diagram screen on a function, the Action
Diagram Services screen displays.

If you enter '?' on the find function name field and press enter key on this screen; it results in a model crash with the run
unit error in YMSGACTF1I.

C22E 79

If user source code contains I Specifications, then RPGIV generated functions result in an RNF0257 compilation error.

C22E 142

When the EXIT FUNCTION DEFINITION panel was displayed for an EXCUSRPGM function and the "Submit generation"
option on it, was set to "Y", the entry for the EXCUSRPGM was not added to the user joblist.
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C22E 220

Sometimes, the Action Diagram load fails and then the model crashes when you attempt to zoom into the Action Diagram
of a large/complex PRTFIL function by using the 'F' option. The following error messages display:

• Run-unit ended at nnnn in YGENRPTR1I.
• Run-unit ended at nnnn in YEXPACPR1I.

In addition, at times, the generation of the function might also fail.

C22E 404

When using CA 2E Triggers implemented using *DTAQ, the following error can occur:

CPF950A Storage limit exceeded for data queue YTRIGGERQ in *LIBL.

C22E 437

Consider a CA 2E model, which is integrated with Implementer, such that there is an integrity error for the model, involving
Model Message Action File (YMSGACTRFP) and Model Message File (YMSGDTARFP). Within this model, if a function,
having multiple versions (a production version which is "current", in addition to one or more development versions) and
referencing the invalid records causing the integrity problems, is picked and a development version is selected for the
processing, the resulting model object redirection, and the subsequent function checkout, fails.

C22E 447

YCPYMDLOBJ fails with the error "Run unit ended at 1905 in YPARDTAR1I" when copying message parameters objects
from one model to another.

C22E 449

When an RTVOBJ function--

• Is built over the Physical file access path,
• Is copied from the *Templates file,
• The parameter of the function is defined by the physical file access path of the file.

The parameter fields lose their values for "Usage" and 'Role". This bug is a result of the YC22E386 fix.

C22E 450

Upon redirection of a module, the References of a service program do not reflect this latest current version of the module.
In addition, the usage of the current module does not display the service program.

C22E 453

A model crashed with a run-unit error when the following actions were performed:

1. Enter a file with access path as *None on the Edit Array Details screen of an array.
2. Select a field from the file in Edit Array Entries screen.
3. Press the function key "F7-Array keys".

An attempt to zoom into the parameter details of the file in the same array caused the model to crash with the same run-
unit error.
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C22E 454

When a function with object type MOD, was called conditionally from another function, the CALLB statement for this call,
was generated before the corresponding stored conditions, leading to a "RNF5121" error during compilation.

C22E 455

ENTER processing for DSPFIL, EDTFIL, SELRCD function types.

When the user does not make any changes, the Process Subfile Record processing is performed for every subfile record
(including DB updates in an EDTFIL).

C22E 457

When upgrading a user model from an earlier version to the latest r8.6, the data area, YPRDRDRRFA is added to the
model (as part of the model upgrade processing). However, the default value of the new data area in user model shows as
*NO, whereas, it is *YES in the r8.6 null model. If the user model is running under CM, this default value of *NO does not
allow the PRD versions of objects to be redirected when the YRDRMDLOBJ command is executed.

C22E 458

 CA 2E generator program could generate a maximum of only 260 subroutines in RP4 programs. The maximum now is
360 subroutines.

C22E 459

Execution of YEXCMDLLST, using a user option, did not complete successfully.

C22E 460

YCRTWS did not handle the IBM limitation of maximum 7 parameters per procedure in an ILE service program
(*SRVPGM) that was to be externalized as a Web Service.

C22E 461

The allowed values and help text for a few reason codes were not updated in the model usage or reference functionality.

C22E 462

After you created an EDTFIL/EDTRCD/EDTTRN function and changed the function option Create Record to "N". When
you modify the action diagram of the Edit function to replace the default call to CHGOBJ DBF with CRTOBJ DBF, the
following was the result:

• The usages of the CRTOBJ DBF displayed the Edit function with reason code as *DSLDBF even though the call to
CRTOBJ was in the default user point of Change DBF record in the action diagram.

• The references of the Edit function erroneously displayed two records of CRTOBJ, both with reason code as *DSLDBF.
Also, the Reason field on the "Display Model Usages" screen did not display the reason code as *DSLDBF.

C22E 463

When an EXCUSRSRC function having one or more parameters is invoked from another function and the calling function
is generated, the condition values are not substituted correctly leading to compilation errors such as RNF0267, RNF0312
and RNF0530. These errors occur under the following conditions:
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• The generation language for the EXCUSRSRC is RP4.
• The EXCUSRSRC contains EVAL statements which use parameters of the EXCUSRSRC.
• Condition values of length greater than 6 (including quotes) are specified on the parameter mapping screen, at the

time of the function call.

C22E 464

Consider a scenario where we have a *TEMPLATE function, such that it is not built over any access path, but, it in turn
calls other *TEMPLATE functions, at least one of which is built over a valid *TEMPLATE access path.

When it is attempted to create a function over a normal file by copying the top level *TEMPLATE function, the copy ends
with a "MCH3601" error that is encountered by the YDUPREFR1I program.

C22E 466

The display model usages command did not recognize the action diagram usages of DRV function field when it was used
in an Action Diagram.

C22E 470

When generating SQL access paths containing SELECT/OMIT criteria, using codepage 273 (Germany)/codepage 1141
(Germany Euro), the NOT symbol,
' ' (SM660000,
Hex-'5F', in code page 37) is generated erroneously as the Circumflex symbol,

' '(SD150000,
Hex-'5F', in code page 273/1141), leading to a compilation failure, with compile error SQL0104.

C22E 471

The allowed values and help text for a few reason codes were not updated in the model usage or reference functionality.

C22E 472

In a Japanese environment, some screens do not display text on certain screens in Japanese, but displays the upper-
case English text.

C22E 475

Consider the scenario wherein

• An Internal or DBF Function contains a comparison for its Parameter with a CND value *BLANK,
• *BLANK is passed as a value for this parameter from its invoking function
• The generation language of the invoking function is CBL or CBI.

When it is attempted to compile the generated source of the invoking function, the compilation fails with an LBL1429 error
(when generation language is CBL) or LNC1429 error (when generation language is CBI). This problem also occurs in the
specific case of internal function being EXCUSRSRC and generation language RP4. In this case, the compilation fails with
an RNF7421 error.

C22E 476

When a user displays Model usages (YDSPMDLUSG) for a Field; enters *EXTFUN for the Scope and Filter parameters;
the processing becomes slow when executed on large Models.
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C22E 477

When the source member name of a DDS access path is changed, a record is written to the model file YACPAUXRFP.

If the access path was promoted using CM, the auxiliary from YACPAUXRFP was also added to the model list and this
caused problems in the promotion because the access path was not SQL.

C22E 478

When you copy messages from a source model to a target model using the YCPYMDLOBJ command, for messages
which do not have a second-level text, only the model message definitions are copied to the target model. However, the
corresponding message id's are not copied to the default message file of the target model.

C22E 479

When the figurative constant *ZERO is used as a "parameter" to a function or built-in-function, upon subsequent
generation, the generated code for *ZERO varies, depending on the release and generation language.

NOTE
 When *ZERO is used in a "comparison" statement within a function, upon subsequent generation, the code is
generated correctly.

C22E 488

When code is copied from one User Point to another, within the Action Diagram of a function, using the "Notepad Insert",
"Copy" or "Move" operations, context errors might be introduced, based on available contexts in the target User Point.
When you attempt to generate and compile such a function, the generation and compilation go through successfully, in
spite of the context errors.

C22E 490

Consider a scenario, where you have a *TEMPLATE function, which is not built over any access path; but has at least one
parameter that is based on any access path over the *TEMPLATE file. When you attempt to create a function over a user
file by copying this *TEMPLATE function, the copy ends with a "MCH3601" error that is encountered by the YDUPREFR1I
program.

C22E 491

Binding procedures from an EXCUSRPGM module that contains multiple exported procedures into a service program fails
to bind more than one procedure.

C22E 493

Consider a scenario wherein you work with a synchronized model and a new relation is added to a user file.

Without resynchronizing the model, when you attempt to create a new function on this user file by copying a *TEMPLATE
function having "*Template key defn" and/or "*Template record defn" as parameters, irrespective of the access path on
which this *TEMPLATE function is built, the copy ends with a "YYY0101" error.

C22E 495

When you execute the YRTVMDLOBJ command for an object that has all the date fields populated with the value 0 or
blank, the object returns junk characters for the date fields.
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C22E 497

Sometimes, the F7=Find feature for names (like function file name, function name, field name) within the Action Diagram
Services panel incorrectly encounters an error when a valid name is entered.

 Example: 

Find field name - 'No field of specified name exists' (Y2V0363).

These errors occur for certain characters within certain non-English code pages. This problem was originally reported for
the Katakana character 0xAD within the code page 290.

C22E 498

Consider a scenario where a File Level Customization is applied to a function through the EDIT FUNCTION DEVICES
screen and the function is saved on exit. Upon reentry into the function device design, the previously saved File Level
Customization is lost.

C22E 501

Incorrect code is generated for COBOL SQL CHGOBJ functions when specifying the Null Update Suppression feature.

C22E 502

The following two messages appear unnecessarily in the job log:

• Value for parameter MSGID not a valid name. CPD0078 Sev 30
• Error found on ADDMSGD command. CPD000 Sev 30

C22E 503

Sometimes, the following generation error message occurs unnecessarily when interactively generating a function ('G'
from the EDIT FUNCTIONS panel), and the subfile select field is being highlighted.

 Function did not generate successfully. Y2V0183 Sev 30  

This generation error message also occurs unnecessarily when you enter 'J' to submit generation to batch. The
generation status results as *ERROR within the SUBMIT GENERATIONS & CREATES panel. Subsequently, when you
enter 'C' to request CRT, the generated function is created successfully.

C22E 504

Sometimes, during interactive generation ('G') of a function, user is kicked out of the Model due to a Decimal Data Error
(MCH1202).

C22E 505

SQL Indexes are being created without a description.

C22E 506

Sometimes, the Action Diagram editor for the *MOVE ARRAY built-in function incorrectly issues an error, when a valid
field name is entered using the correct case.

 Example:  

'Z_HLER' type FLD not found.' (Y2V0101).
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These errors occur for certain characters within certain non-English code pages. For example, this problem was originally
reported for the German characters 0x6A, 0xC0 and 0xD0 within the code page 273.

C22E 507

The YGENSRC job fails with a CPF5027 error due to a record lock within the YMSGDTA00L file (format @MSGSEC).

C22E 508

The RPG/RP4 compile failures occur when:

• The Prompt Message File (YPMTMSF) model value is longer than 8 characters
• A screen text constant (within a subfile record) had been specified to generate a message ID.

C22E 510

Consider a scenario where an EXCUSRSRC function having one or more parameters is invoked from another function,
under the following conditions:

• The generation language for the EXCUSRSRC is RP4.
• The EXCUSRSRC contains CAT statements, which use parameters of the EXCUSRSRC.
• CONstant values of a length greater than 6 (including quotes) - long constants, are specified on the parameter

mapping screen at the time of the function call.

Upon generation of the calling function, these CONstant values are not substituted correctly, leading to compilation errors
such as RNF0289, RNF5157 on a subsequent compilation.

C22E 511

Consider a scenario where you have an RP4 EXCUSRSRC function containing fixed-format statements along with
comments starting from position 81.

When the fields in the EXCUSRSRC are substituted during generation, the comments are not placed correctly. When you
compile the function that invokes the EXCUSRSRC, the compilation fails with the RNF5377 errors.

C22E 512

When utilizing the Wrappering feature for an extremely large User Point, the 16-MB memory limitation is being exceeded,
thus, encountering the MCH2804 error ("Tried to go larger than storage limit for object &1.").

Modifications are made to reduce the memory allocation. However, it is still possible for an even larger User Point to
encounter the MCH2804 error.

NOTE
 We recommend that the user exits the Model after wrapping a large User Point so that the excessive memory
allocation is properly freed.

C22E 513

Defining Element Customization for a Constant on a screen design is not possible. On a CONstant field, when you
attempt to add element customization, the following error displays preventing you from adding customizations:

 Y2I1039 - "Element 'CON' not currently on screen" 

Though element customization is for the Web Option, the programs that require modification are in 2E. Therefore, a C22E
problem is created.
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C22E 514

Sometimes, the SQL CHGOBJ Functions incorrectly report an error when specifying the Null Update Suppression feature.

Such incorrect reporting of an error occurs when an SQL CHGOBJ function includes a CHGOBJ/CRTOBJ/DLTOBJ that
was being called within the 'USER: Processing before Data update' user point and the database operation fails (which
causes Indicator 91 to be set-on).

C22E 515

The SQL Table Generator truncates 'LABEL ON' field description to 20 characters.

C22E 516

When a field is required (Allow blank = ' ' or Allow zero = ' ') and a 'controlling condition' had been specified within
the EDIT SCREEN FIELD ATTRIBUTES panel to convert an Input field to Output (or non-display), a "Value required"
message is sent even though the Output (or non-display) field is conditioned not to allow any input.

C22E 517

The following COBOL generation errors occur at statement 996 within YCBLCSRK1I.

 MCH1210 ('Receiver value too small to hold result.')  

These errors occur when using Test Cursor logic.

 Example: 

.-CASE
-PGM.*Cursor field <IS> DTL.C001
'-ENDCASE

Context.Field . . .     : PGM *Cursor field 
Condition . . . . .     :   
    OR  
Comparison. . . . .     : IS    
Context.Field . . .     : DTL C001  

C22E 520

When generating a Function that includes Device User Source (DUS), the DDS Generator incorrectly issues the following
offset error:

"E* Y2V0709 - Offset error occurs for updating string.".

This DDS Generation error occurs when the DUS specifies an UPDATE merger command with the COLUMN parameter
along with a lengthy BY parameter 'updating text' value.

 Example: 

) FIND TEXT=TEXT

) UPDATE S='TEXT' C=45 BY='TEXT(''1234567890123456789012345678'')'

NOTE
 Within the DUS, short parameter names are allowed.

 Example: 

SUBSTRING or S
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COLUMN or C

C22E 521

When a function with Device User Source (DUS), attached at the screen-/report-level or format-level is copied to a
different file, the copied function is created with the DUS incorrectly attached at the device-level.

Copying Functions That Contain Attached Device User Source - Device-level device user source is always copied. When
a different file has been specified, only the device-level device user source is copied.

Screen, report, and format level device user source is copied unless the corresponding entity in the target function is
excluded due to a change of function type or due to a change of file. Entry-level device user source is copied unless the
corresponding entry in the target function is excluded due to an access path change or a file change.

C22E 523

The RPG/RP4 functions that include the *RTVFLDINF (Retrieve Field Information) built-in function, has the corresponding
@CN compile-time array entry generated with a four-digit index.

This generation is inconsistent with other built-in functions.

 Example: 

The RPG/RP4 functions that include the *MOVE built-in function, have the corresponding @CN compile-time array entry
generated with a five-digit index.

In addition, at times, a @CN entry generated for the *RTVFLDINF built-in function can have a spurious character following
the four-digit index.

Modifications have been made to generate a five-digit index for the *RTVFLDINF built-in function's corresponding @CN
entry.

Before                      After   
Generator                   Generator   
Modifications                   Modifications   
-------------------             ------------------- 
** @CN                      ** @CN  
00001 ABCDEFGHIJ        <--- *MOVE ---->        00001 ABCDEFGHIJ    
0002& Customer-Name <- *RTVFLDINF ->        00002 Customer-Name 
00003 1234567890        <--- *MOVE ---->        00003 1234567890    
0004 STS Long Text  <- *RTVFLDINF ->        00004 STS Long Text 

C22E 524

Within a 2E Model, surrogate values are allocated from records within the YLSTSGTNXP file:

• The first record is used for high-order surrogate allocation.
• The second record is used for low-order surrogate allocation.
• The third record was previously used for a now unsupported feature.

The end-users using legacy Models with hundreds of concurrent users (*DSNR/*PGMR/*USER) are allocating thousands
of high orders surrogates every day, causing them to approach the maximum value allowed prematurely.

Modifications are made to do Session surrogate allocation utilizing the third record within the YLSTSGTNXP file.
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C22E 530

At times, when executing the YCHKMDL command with ACTION(*UPDATE), a decimal data error (MCH1202) occurs at
statement 438 within the YCHKMDLL1I program.

C22E 532

The generation of RPG Functions with a parameter 'Passed' as RCD/KEY that exceeds 9999 characters in length,
encounters "FIXEDOVERFLOW at statement nnnn in YDCLPARG1I. ONCODE 310." (PLI0600) errors.

Interactive ('G') generations cause the users to log off the Model when encounters this error.

C22E 535

The YCHKMDL (Check Model) command provides for the ACTION parameter to be *ANALYZE, *PREPASS, or *UPDATE.

Object Table User Spaces (*USRSPC) were incorrectly being deleted when *PREPASS mode had been specified.
Modifications have been made to only delete the Model's *USRSPC(s) when *UPDATE mode has been specified.

Moreover, when a Model contained multiple Object Table User Spaces (*USRSPC), only up to two of the *USRSPCs
were being deleted. Modifications have been made within the YCHKMDL command to execute the YDLTOBJTBL (Delete
Object Table User Space) command so that any/all of the Model's *USRSPC(s) are deleted when *UPDATE mode has
been specified.

C22E 537

The default tab sequencing moves from left-to-right then top-to-bottom. Within CA 2E, you can choose to override the tab
sequencing movement to be more of a top-down design by specifying 'Tab seq' numbers within the device design.

Tab sequencing (Cursor Progression) is implemented within the generated DDS through the FLDCSRPRG keyword for
non-subfile fields; while the SFLCSRPRG keyword is generated for subfile fields.

Modifications are made to the DDS Generators for the FLDCSRPRG Keyword. In some cases, adjustment to 'Tab seq'
number(s) are required to maintain previously generated results.

We recommend you to specify two (or more) 'Tab Seq' numbers. Each 'Tab seq' number pair acts as a link -> (forward tab)
and <- (backward tab).

C22E 538

Certain source members were generated incorrectly by not including the CA 2E release number within the header section
of the source.

Modifications are made so that all types of source members are now being generated to include the CA 2E release
number within their corresponding header.

 Example: 

Before -> H* Generated by CA 2E release 2E (1547)

After -> H* Generated by CA 2E release 8.6 (1547)

CA 2E Toolkit
The following list comprises of fixes, corrections, or updates for CA 2E Toolkit:

Contents
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C21E 26

The Edit Library List Entries (YEDTLIBLST) command encounters a CPD0074 ('Value 'xxxxxxxxxx' for LIBL exceeds ten
characters.') error within the "Exit Edit Library List Entries" panel when a ten character library name is specified at or after
Sequence 0460 (while one or more libraries are also sequenced after the ten character library name).

C21E 54

The YWRKF command on the RTV access path of a file fails with decimal data error when a key is larger than 40-bytes
length in the first 120 bytes of the total key length.

C21E 55

The YRTVOBJLIB command did not return correct results under the following scenarios:

• When searching for particular source member in a source physical file, the correct library was not returned, when
another library having the same source physical file was present above the correct library in the library list.

• When multiple invocations of the command were carried out in the same program, each invocation was not running
independently. The result that was returned was dependent on the earlier invocation and thereby incorrect in some
cases.

C21E 61

The DBCS data is not updated with YWRKF Update. The YVL0005 error message displays and the program run can only
be run in the Hex mode.

C21E 65

Consider a scenario when you have to compile multiple functions having Z*(compilation override) and/or Y*(pre/post
compilation) directives. When they are compiled individually, directives are processed in the correct order. However, when
you compile them in a single job, such that at least one of the preceding components has Z* directives in them. Hence,
during the compilation of later components, any pre-compilation Y* directives are treated as post-compilation Y* directives
and are incorrectly processed after Z* directives, which leads to compilation failures.

This problem is experienced when using YEXCOVR/YCRTOBJ for submitting compilations.

C21E 67

When you attempt to compile a function having an OVRDBF precompilation directive (example, a function that is built on
a QRY access path) using YEXCOVR in batch mode, such that OVRDBF is necessary for successful compilation of the
function, the OVRDBF is not executed properly leading to compilation failure.

C21E 70

The YWRKF does not display data for a file, which has any of its key field with Timestamp data type.

Web Option
The following list comprises of fixes, corrections, or updates for CA 2E Web Option:

Contents

C2WEB 241

When you attempt to generate the HTML of a function from within the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS panel, the generation is
not successful and the error message displays:
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W2G1046(Function is locked panel)

C2WEB 242

Using the YW2EJOBX API we can identify that a running job is a Web Option related job. But the API did not identify the
job correctly when Web Option associated with the job and the YW2EJOBX API did not belong to the same release.

C2WEB 244

When a LST condition has multiple VAL options which have varying number of leading spaces, the LST condition is not
identified correctly at runtime. Instead, the specific VAL option that is being used, is displayed at runtime.

C2WEB 249

When a customization is applied to "DATE" fields on a screen, the HTML generation process fails to recognize the
customization.

C2WEB 252

When an element customization is longer than 222 characters, only the first 222 characters are written into the HTML file
and rest are truncated.

C2WEB 253

Consider a scenario wherein a function has a 27*132 screen and a long screen constant (length greater than 80
characters) is defined in it. When the HTML of this function is generated, it leads to the following errors:

The function keys are generated with the incorrect text on the buttons.

1. The long screen constant might not be visible in the generated HTML.

C2WEB 254

Web Option is potentially vulnerable to unauthenticated privilege escalation due to a predictable session token. With
predicted token, you can possibly access the details of another active session.

The relevant vulnerability is announced with a CVE identifier, CVE-2014-1219.

Known Issues
This section details the CA 2E and Web Option known issues.

CA 2E

The following list comprises of known issues for CA 2E:

• Issue with the Select Record Function Compilation
• Compilation of CBI Functions Fail
• Issue with the Copy Process for SQL Tables
• Trigger Loss When Moving to DDL/SQL

Issue with the Select Record Function Compilation

The Select Record function does not get compiled when virtual fields are used for the generation method of *SQL or
*DDL, and for the data access method of *TABLE.
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Compilation of CBI Functions Fail

The DSPFIL, SELRCD, and EDTFIL CBI functions fail to compile when a Select/Omit criteria is specified.

Issue with the Copy Process for SQL Tables

The copying process for SQL Tables fails. When you setup YCPYLIB and YOLDLIB processing and regenerate/recompile
the access paths (*SQL or *DDL), the data does not get copied over.

Trigger Loss When Moving to DDL/SQL

Triggers are only supported when the physical files on which trigger is implemented, are present in the generation library,
denoted by model value (YGENLIB).

1. When we convert the database from DDS to DDL or SQL, the access path objects get recreated in SQL collection
library, denoted by the model value YSQLLIB. However, because of a limitation in trigger processing algorithm, the
trigger functionality can only be implemented on access paths present in generation library, denoted by the model
value YGENLIB. Therefore, trigger implementation fails when you convert the database from DDS to DDL or SQL and
the SQL collection library is different from the Generation Library.

The following lists the steps that you must perform for the trigger functionality to work after converting the database from
DDS to DDL/SQL:

1. Ensure that the SQL collection library is same as the Generation library, (that is, both model values YSQLLIB and
YGENLIB hold the same value) before regenerating your access paths as DDL or SQL. This ensures that the DDL/
SQL type access paths objects are recreated in the same library where the original DDS-based access paths existed.

2. After converting the database to DDL or SQL, delete the trigger reference by using YWRKTRGREF command and
choosing option 4=Delete against the access path that is being converted from DDS to DDL/SQL.

3. Rerun the YCVTTRGDTA command.

2E Web Option

The following list comprises of known issues for CA 2E Web Option:

• Safari for Windows - F5 Key Behavior
• Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox - F5 Key Behavior
• JIT Displayed When Skeleton Exists

Safari for Windows - F5 Key Behavior

Web Option does not suppress Safari default refresh behavior for F5 key.

During Web Option runtime, if you press the F5 key on the keyboard, a dialog opens with the following message:

“Are you sure you want to send a form again? To reopen this page Safari must resend a form. This might result in
duplicate purchases, comments, or other actions.”

We recommend that you do not use the F5 key. However, if it is inadvertently pressed, select the Cancel option in the
dialog box.

Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox - F5 Key Behavior

Web Option does not suppress the refresh behavior for Internet Explorer (IE), Firefox, and Chrome when your cursor is in
the browser address bar and if you press F5 key.

When your cursor is in the browser address bar and if you press F5 key in any of the following browsers, a dialog opens
with the following message:

• Firefox:
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"To display this page, Firefox must send information that will repeat any action (such as a search or order confirmation)
that was performed earlier."

• Chrome:
"The page that you are looking for used information that you entered. Returning to that page might cause any action
that you took to be repeated. Do you want to continue?”

• IE:
“To display the webpage again, the web browser needs to resend the information you’ve previously submitted. If you
were making a purchase, you should Cancel to avoid a duplicate transaction. Otherwise, click Retry to display the
webpage again.”

We recommend that you do not use the F5 key. However, if it is inadvertently pressed, select the Cancel option in the
dialog box.

JIT Displayed When Skeleton Exists

A limitation exists with Web Option where it can display a Just-In-Time (JIT) page, even if a skeleton was previously
generated for the screen. This limitation only occurs when:

• The function is a window function.
• The function has a confirm prompt (that normally appears in its own small window).
• The function displays with the confirm prompt, but was not displayed immediately before and without the confirm

prompt.

For example, if a window function WinFun (with a confirm prompt) displays, and then, as a result of action on the
WinFun page, a different function SelFun is displayed. In this case, when the user leaves SelFun, WinFun is immediately
redisplayed with the confirm prompt, and the WinFun page displays in JIT mode.

This limitation occurs because although Web Option is able to determine that a confirm prompt (in its own window) is
being displayed, it is unable to retrieve required details of the underlying window, such as its original window offset and
attributes, which are required to process field offsets.

This limitation does not effect full-screen functions. It does not effect window functions that initially display without the
confirm prompt and then redisplay with the confirm prompt when the user presses Enter.

There are two workarounds to this limitation:

• Ensure that window functions that have the option to show the confirm prompts always display without the confirm
prompt. Require a command key such as Enter to be pressed before the confirm prompt displays. This is essential in
situations such as the previous example, where control might have gone to a different function and can then return to
the window function.

• When window functions do not have the option to display the confirm prompt, consider changing the window function
to be a full-screen function.

NOTE

If a window function displays in JIT mode, this is only while the confirm prompt is displayed.When the window
function displays without the confirm prompt, the generated skeleton is used. If the window function displays in
JIT mode, normal application functionality is retained. However, functions specific to the generated skeleton,
such as drop-down lists, are not available.

Products Covered
 

 Product  Fix Level  Data Level  Model Level 

 CA 2E 1632 130 60
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 CA 2E Toolkit 1090  -  -

 CA 2E Web Option 405 106  -

 

System Requirements
CA 2E and Web Option require IBM i (i5/OS) version 6.1 or higher.

Installation and Licensing Considerations
Contents

For instructions about installing or upgrading, see the  Installing section.

There are three different methods for installing or upgrading the Web Option product: a new installation, an upgrade from
r8.5, and an upgrade from versions older than r8.5. Locate the appropriate section for your situation in the  Setting Up and
Configuring Web Options section.

For instructions about installation tasks required for the Web Services Support feature, see the  Installing section.

Special Considerations

After upgrading your models, you must run the YCVTMDLMSG command to ensure that any new run-time messages are
created in the model generation library.

CA 2E Change Management Option

If you are also upgrading to a new release of CA 2E Change Management Option, you need to contact PTC Support to
get the required PTC Security codes for that release.

Toolkit Pre-compile Processor

In CA 2E r8.5, we modified the 1E program YBRTP2R to use a modified version of data area YBRTPXA. If you are
upgrading to Release 8.7 from a version older than r8.5, and you want to use your existing 1E data library, you need to
delete YBRTPXA from this library. Afterwards, run YCRTY1DTA with your existing library to create a new version of this
data area, and then, if necessary, change it to specify any values you previously used.

Failure to address this data area YBRTPXA difference could result in a number of 2E environmental issues including:

• CPD0078 error message: Value '*NONE' for parameter PGM not a valid name.
• Display files and programs compile successfully, but you receive an error message that they ended abnormally.

Licensing Considerations

CA 2E Release 8.7 uses the same licensing codes used for the CA 2E r8.1 GA release; if you already have a license for
r8.1 GA, you do not need to obtain a new license for Release 8.7.
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Overview
This article provides a quick tour of CA 2E and highlights a number of the features while navigating through typical
functions. As you proceed through this article you will preview many of the steps in sequence that you perform when you
implement and develop your applications with CA 2E.

Before You Begin

The following conditions must be met before beginning CA 2E development:

• Installation -- CA 2E must be installed on your IBM i server.
• Authorization -- you must be signed on an IBM i server with a user profile that is authorized to use CA 2E and perform

programming operations.
• Library List -- your library list must include certain libraries. See the Installation Section for specific details.
• Design Model -- a design model must be created. You can use the Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB) command as

follows:
YCRTMDLLIB MDLLIB(MYMDL) OBJPFX(MY)+
 SYSTEXT(‘My Model’) DSNSTD(*CUATEXT)

More Information

• Development Task Quick Tour
• Analysis and Design
• Defining Data Models
• Defining Access Paths
• Code Generation
• Program Compilation

Development Task Quick Tour
In the development task quick tour of CA 2E, you are introduced to the tasks in the three major phases of development:
analyze, define, and construct. The following illustration displays a high level map of the various phases:
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Analysis and Design
Analysis and Design is the first major phase of development in CA 2E. 

Contents
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The following three components must be established before you begin:

• Business requirements based on business operations
• Data elements based on the identified business requirements
• Entity relationship diagram (ERD)

Most of this information is obtained through discussion and analysis of the business you are working with.

The following lists show examples of the type of results you might obtain for a horse racing business. See the Tutorial for
further information.

Business requirements may include:

• A record of the Sire (father) and Dam (mother) for each horse to ensure that they are older than the horse
• A record of horses entered in each race
• A list of all horses including a count and total value, and a list of the races each horse has entered

Data elements may include:
• Course name
• Course location
• Course seating capacity
• Horse name
• Horse age
• Horse gender
• Race name
• Race date

These lists are examined and studied to develop an entity relationship diagram. The entity relationship diagram associates
data elements with business requirements so the data can be stored in the most logical and efficient manner.
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An entity is a significant item with distinct characteristics. The following table contains an example of some possible
entities and their relationships to each other:

Entity Relationships
Course Has one or more races
Race Is at one course

Has more than one horse
Horse Is in one or more races

It is often a good idea to draw a picture of the ERD rather than just listing relationships in a table. See the Tutorial for more
details on relationships.

Entering the Design Model

Start the design model facility in one of the following ways:

• Go directly to the CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) menu using the menu parameter on the Start Y2 (YSTRY2) command
from any i OS command entry line as follows:

YSTRY2 LIBLST(MYMDL) MENU(DSNR)

• Bypass the Designer (*DSNR) menu and directly enter your model for editing using the Toolkit Change Library List
(YCHGLIBL) command and the Edit Model (YEDTMDL) command from any i OS command entry line as follows:

YCHGLIBL MYMDL

YEDTMDL

The Y2 command is a short form of the YEDTMDL command.

YCHGLIBL MYMDL

Y2

• Enter CA 2E using the Start Y2 (YSTRY2) command, specifying the name of your CA 2E design model as the LIBLST
parameter from any i OS command entry line as shown in the following example:

YSTRY2 MYMDL

MAIN                          i OS Main Menu

                                System: 2EDV1

Select one of the following:

 

     1. User tasks
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     2. Office tasks

     3. General system tasks

     4. Files, libraries, and folders

     5. Programming

     6. Communications

     7. Define or change the system

     8. Problem handling

     9. Display menu

    10. Information Assistant options

    11. PC Support tasks

 

    90. Sign off

 

Selection or command

===> ystrv2 mymdl_____________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

F3=Exit    F4=Prompt   F9=Retrieve   F12=Cancel   F13=Information Assistant F23=Set initial menu

Enter 1 in the command entry line as shown in the following example to display the CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) menu:

MAIN                           2E Main Menu

Level . :   1

                               System: 2EDV1

Select one of the following:

 

 Design Model            1. Display Designer (*DSNR) menu

                         2. Display Programmer (*PGMR) menu
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                         3. Display User (*USER) menu

 

                         8. Work with Model Object Lists

                         9. Change to work with another model

 

 Commands               50. 2E commands in alphabetical order

 

                        51. Commands to set up or alter a model

                        52. Commands to copy a model

                        53. Commands to create an application

                        54. Commands to document a model

                                                               More. . .

Selection or command

===>1_____________________________________________________________

F3=Major Menu  F6=Messages  F8=Rev retrieve F9=Retrieve F10=Cmd Entry F24=More

Enter 1 in the command entry line as shown in the following illustration to enter your design model for editing:

DSNR                    2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu

Level . :  1

                           System: 2EDV1

Select one of the following:

 

 Enter Model              1. Edit Database Relations

                          2. Services Menu

                          3. Edit Default Model Object List

                          4. Edit Session List (changed objects)
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                          5. Work with Model Objects

                          6. Load model and display command line

   

                          8. Work with Model Object Lists

                          9. Change to work with another model

 

 Open Access:          ? 10. Change Open Access Model Value

  Enter with *NO         11. Edit Database Relations

                         12. Services Menu

                                                              More. . .

Selection or command

===> 1 _______________________________________________________________

F3=Major Menu  F6=Messages  F8=Rev retrieve F9=Retrieve F10=Cmd Entry F24=More

A CA 2E window with the message Starting Advantage 2E Session appears, and then the Edit Database Relations
panel displays as shown in the following example:
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The Display Services Menu

The Display Services menu is an important CA 2E tool that gives you access too many CA 2E support functions while you
are working on a model. Access to this menu is available from many CA 2E panels.

If you access the Edit Database Relations panel, press F17 to go to the Display Services menu as shown in the following
example:
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Leaving the Design Model

Press F3 until you reach the Exit menu as shown in the following example:

Prototyping an Application

Test the feasibility of your design by building a prototype. The Toolkit prototyping facilities let you interactively present a
simulated system design. End-users can preview the prototyped system at a workstation.

Toolkit prototyping includes the following benefits:
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• Realistic display attributes
• Specification of sample data values for fields
• Function key and value-dependent branching between panels
• Direct attachment of panels to Toolkit or CL menus
• No compilation
• Link with CA 2E that lets you return to CA 2E after prototyping

The prototyping facilities use the following Toolkit commands:

• Display Panel Design (YDSPPNL) displays prototype panel values and sets up sample data.
• Work with Menus (YWRKMNU) creates menus to display prototype panels.

NOTE
Specify the YDSPPNL command as the menu action, with the desired Toolkit panel design as the option.

• Go to Menu (YGO) displays menus.

The following references provide additional information:

• For Toolkit commands, see the Toolkit Reference Section.
• For details about Toolkit prototyping, see the Design Aids article in the Toolkit Concepts Section.

Creating Prototype Panels

You can create prototype panels in several ways:

• Use the CA 2E Convert Model Panel Designs (YCVTMDLPNL) command.
• Use the CA 2E animate options.

This method provides a direct link between CA 2E and the Toolkit. It converts CA 2E device designs to the Toolkit, and
provides full access to all Toolkit panel editing and simulation functions, and provides the ability to return directly to
your CA 2E model.

Each method converts CA 2E function device designs from a CA 2E design model into Toolkit panel designs. Toolkit panel
designs reside in a panel design file in a nominated library. The default is your model library. You create panel design files
using one of the following components:

• The Toolkit Create Design File (YCRTDSNF) command.
• The CA 2E animate options. If the panel design file does not exist when you convert a model panel, it is created for

you.

Naming Prototype Panels

The YCVTMDLPNL command and the animate options create one or more prototype panel designs for each function with
a device design. Each prototype panel is given the name of the source member for the program object, as specified in
the Edit Function Details panel. For multiple panel designs, each design name includes a numeric suffix. The following
provide examples of the naming prototype panels:

• An EDTFIL function with a source member name UUJQEFR results in UUJQEFR1 as the name of the prototype panel
• An EDTRCD function with a source member name UUJQE1R results in UUJQE1R1 for the key panel and UUJQE1R2

for the detail panel

Using Device Design Animation

CA 2E animation provides a direct link between CA 2E and the Toolkit prototyping facilities. You can interactively simulate
your CA 2E system design using the Toolkit and easily return to your CA 2E design model.

You animate a CA 2E device design in the following ways:
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• Press F2 from the CA 2E device design editor.
• Enter A to animate a selected function from the following CA 2E panels:

– Open Functions
– Edit Function Devices

The Animate Function Panels opens. A sample panel is shown next.

 

Animate Function Panels                  My Model 

 

Convert Model Panel. : Y (Y-Yes, N-No)             Convert all panels : Y (Y-Yes, N-No) 

  Replace Navigation : N (Y-Yes, N-No)

  Replace Action Bar : N (Y-Yes, N-No) 

  Clear Narrative. . : N (Y-Yes, N-No) 

  Clear Test Data. . : N (Y-Yes, N-No) 

 

Panel Name(s). . . . : *SRCMBR *SRCMBR, *SELECT, *panel, name 

File . . . . . . . : YDSNPNL Name 

Library. . . . . . : *MDLLIB *MDLLIB, *GENLIB, *LIBL, name 

Member . . . . . . : *FILE *FILE, name 

 

Display. . . . . . . : Y (Y-Yes, N-No) 

  Display Option . . : 1 1-DSPDTA, 2-DSPATR, 3-CHGDTA, 4-WRKPNL 

 

Return to this device design . . . . . . : N (Y-Yes, N-No) 

 

Enter=Execute F3=Exit

This panel, called the Animate panel, is the bridge between CA 2E and the Toolkit. Use it to specify:
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• Whether to convert the CA 2E device design to a Toolkit panel design
• Animation of Common User Access (CUA) panels, action bars, and window definitions
• Whether to keep or replace information associated with the Toolkit panel design, such as, test data and command key

and action bar definitions
• The name and location of the Toolkit panel design
• Whether to transfer control to Toolkit
• Where to return within CA 2E

Converting a Device Design to Toolkit Panel Designs

You can convert a device design into one or more Toolkit panel designs. By default, this process retains the existing
Toolkit panel design’s command key and action bar navigation, narrative, and data even when you download a new
version of the panel design.

You convert a CA 2E device design in either of the following ways:

• Use the CA 2E Convert Model Panel (YCVTMDLPNL) command, which converts multiple CA 2E device designs to
Toolkit panel designs in one step in batch.

• Enter Y for the Convert Model Panel option on the panel called Animate Function Panels.

NOTE
If you enter N for the Convert Model Panel option, control is transferred to the Toolkit without converting the
CA 2E device design.

Conversion is needed in the following cases:

• A panel design corresponding to your CA 2E device design does not exist in the Toolkit.
• You change the CA 2E device design and need to update the Toolkit panel design to reflect the changes. It is good

practice to synchronize the Toolkit panel design with the corresponding CA 2E device design.
• You want to replace the command key or action bar navigation, narrative, or test data you previously defined for the

Toolkit panel design.

Converting Multiscreen Functions

By default, if you convert a multiscreen function, such as Edit Record, all panels are converted. The panels are
automatically linked together so that you can scroll among them within Toolkit.

If you animate from a CA 2E device design by pressing F2, you can choose to convert only the panel displayed by setting
the Convert All Panels option to N.

Replacing Toolkit Navigation and Data

By default, the conversion retains any command key, action bar, narrative, and data entered for the Toolkit panel. The
Replace and Clear options let you replace this information. If you are using the Animate Function Panels panel, these
options are effective only when the Convert Model Panel option is Y.

Replace Navigation and Replace Action Bar

Use these options to specify whether to keep or replace the command key or action bar navigation you defined for the
Toolkit panel design. The default is N, keep the Toolkit navigation.

If you enter Y, the navigation you defined in the Toolkit is replaced with the standard CA 2E command key functionality;
for example, F3=*EXIT, F12=*PRV. Any function-to-function navigation you defined in the action diagram creates a Toolkit
navigation with the value *SAME.
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NOTE
If you have not assigned a function key for exit on your Toolkit panel design and you do not enter Y to replace
navigation,CA 2E automatically assigns F3 for exit; in other words, F3=*EXIT.

Clear Narrative and Clear Test Data

Use these options to keep or clear any narrative or test data you entered for the Toolkit panel design. The default is N,
retain the Toolkit information.

For more information about the YCVTMDLPNL command, see the Reference Section.

Transferring Control to the Toolkit

You transfer control to the Toolkit in the following ways:

• Enter Y for the Display option on the Animate Function Panels panel.
• If you just want to convert your CA 2E device design to the Toolkit and do not need to display the prototype, enter N to

return to CA 2E. This is useful to keep your Toolkit panel design and CA 2E device design synchronized.
• Use the Toolkit Work with Panel Design (YWRKPNL) or the Display Panel (YDSPPNL) utilities. You cannot return

directly to CA 2E using this method.

Working with a Toolkit Panel Design

You can work with your Toolkit panel design in one of the following ways:

• Enter 4 for the Display Option on the Animate Function Panels panel.
• Use the Toolkit YWRKPNL utility and specify the panel you want to edit. For example, specify *SELECT for the panel

name and enter 1 next to the appropriate panel name.

The Toolkit Work with Panel Title Details panel displays as shown in the following example:

YDSCTLR                                                                        

                       Work with Panel Title Details                           

                                                                               

  Panel. . . . . : UUAJEFR1     Next panel. . . :                              

                                                                               

  Title. . . . . : Edit Customer                                               

                                                                               

 Print Sequence. :                                                          

                                                                               

 Fixed Header. . :   (Y, blank)                                               

 Fixed Footer. . :   (Y, blank)                                               
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 Window. . . . . :   (Y, blank)                                                

 Action Bar. . . :   (Y, blank)                                                

                                                                               

 Option. . . . . : 1 1-Panel, 2-Narrative, 3-Command keys,                     

                     5-Window, 6-Action Bar                                    

                                                                               

 2E related program name . . . . . . . . . : UUAJEFR                    

                                                                              

F3=Exit                                                                        

You can use this panel to perform the following:

• Edit the panel design.
• Enter or edit narrative.
• Define command key and action bar navigation.
• Define a window.

The CA 2E Related Program Name option is the source member name of the CA 2E device design that created this
Toolkit panel. It is the link that allows control to be transferred back to CA 2E. This option is blank if the panel was not
converted fromCA 2E or was converted before CA 2E, Release 5.0.

NOTE
More than one Toolkit panel may refer to the same CA 2E source member.

Editing the Panel

To edit your Toolkit panel design, enter 1 from the Work with Panel Title Details panel. Your Toolkit panel design displays
in monochrome. If you want to edit your design in color, use the CA 2E device design editor.

Defining Command Keys

To define command key navigation for your Toolkit panel design, enter 3 from the Work with Panel Title Details panel. The
Work with Panel Command Key Usage panel displays.

NOTE
If you are working with an action bar design, assign *ABAR to the function key that is to activate the action bar.

Building a Window Prototype

The Window option is automatically set to Y on the Work with Panel Title Details panel when you convert a CA 2E window
device design as shown in the following example. Press 5 to edit or display the window definition.
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                Default Location . . : *CALC (‘‘,*CALC)  

                        Row. . . . . :   1               

                        Column . . . :   2               

                Window Size          :                   

                        Height . . . :  22               

                        Width. . . . :  76               

                                                         

                F2=Exit F12=Titles screen                

                                                         

               

You can specify the location of the window in one of the following ways:

• Enter specific values for Row and Column.
• Enter *CALC for the Default Location. This causes the upper left corner of the window to display wherever the cursor is

located at the time the window is requested. The Row and Column options are ignored.

Define the size of the window by entering values for the Height (in lines) and Width (in characters) options.

Press F12 to continue working with the panel design or press F3 to exit.

Building an Action Bar Prototype

The Action Bar option is automatically set to Y on the Work with Panel Title Details panel when you convert a CA 2E
action bar device design.

Enter 6 to edit the action bar definition. The Toolkit Edit Choices panel displays as shown in the following example:

YDSCABC  CHANGE                                              MM/DD/YY HH:MM:ss

                            Edit Choices                                      

                                                                              

Panel Name . . . . . :  UUAGEFR1                                              

  File . . . . . . . :  YDSNPNL                                               

  Library. . . . . . :  SYMDL                                                 
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  Member . . . . . . :  YDSNPNL                                               

                                                                              

Choice Sequence .      (position)                                             

                                                                              

Type options, press Enter.                                                    

A=Actions  D=Delete                                                           

                                                                              

? Sequence Mnemonic Text                                                      

    1      E        File                                                      

    4      U        Function                                                  

   99      H        Help                                                      

                                                                              

                                                                              

F3=Exit  F4=Prompt  F9=Go to ‘Add’ mode  F12=Titles screen                    

The action bar menu choices that currently have actions defined are displayed. Press F9 to add new choices. Enter A to
edit the actions for an existing menu choice. The Toolkit Edit Actions panel displays as shown in the following example:

YDSCABA   CHANGE                                              MM/DD/YY HH:MM:ss

                               Edit Actions                                    

                                                                               

Panel Name. . . . : UUAGEFR1                                                   

                                                                               

Choice Sequence . :   3                                                        

Choice Text . . . : Work with spool files                                      

                                                                               

Action Number .     (position)                                                 
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Type options, press Enter.                                                     

C=Command String  D=Delete                                                     

                                                                               

?  Number  Text                     Next Panel                                 

    2      Open                     *SAME                                      

C   3      Work with spool files    *EXEC                                      

   90      Exit                     *EXIT                                      

                                                                               

                                                                               

F3=Exit  F4=Prompt  F9=Go to ‘Add’ mode                                        

The Next Panel column indicates the result of selecting the corresponding action. For example, Next Panel can contain:

• The name of the CA 2E panel to call when the action is selected.
• *EXIT, which means to exit the panel when the action is selected.
• *EXEC, which lets you execute a command when the action is selected. To edit the command string for *EXEC, enter

C for the subfile selector; the following window displays:

                                                                              

            +-------------------------------------------------+           

            |                                                 |           

            |                 Edit Command String             |           

            |                                                 |           

            | Panel name. . . . : UUAGEFR1                    |           

            |                                                 |           

            | Choice. . . . . . : File                        |           

            | Action. . . . . . : Work with spool files       |           

            |                                                 |           

            | Command string ...                              |           
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            | WRKSPLF                                         |           

            |                                                 |           

            | F3=Exit  F11=Delete                             |           

            |                                                 |           

            +-------------------------------------------------+           

NOTE
When defining command key navigation, assign *ABAR to the function key that is to activate the action bar.
If you converted a CA 2E action bar device design, the command key assigned to *Actions is automatically
assigned *ABAR for the Toolkit command key navigation.

Defining Color

Toolkit panel designs display in full color. Any color assignments you make within CA 2E are automatically converted to
the Toolkit. This is the recommended method for assigning color to Toolkit panel designs.

NOTE
Constants separated by a single space are treated as the same constant, and as a result, constants share the
color assignment given to the leftmost constant.

Alternatively, you can assign colors as you edit your panel design within the Toolkit. To do so, position the cursor on the
blank before the field to which you want to assign a color and press F16. The following window listing available colors and
attributes displays:

                                                                              

               m Blue          r Highlight                                    

               m Green         r Reverse Image                                

               m Pink          r Underline                                    

               m Red           r Blink                                        

               m Turquoise     r Column Separator                             

               m White         r nondisplay                                   

               m Yellow                                                       

                                                                              

               F3=Exit  F12=Titles screen                                     

On some terminals this window will appear as shown in the following example:
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               1. Blue            Highlight                                   

               2. Green           Reverse Image                               

               3. Pink            Underline                                   

               4. Red             Blink                                       

               5. Turquoise       Column Separator                            

               6. White           nondisplay                                  

               7. Yellow                                                      

                                                                              

               F3=Exit  F12=Titles screen                                     

NOTE
The mono display attributes display with an input field instead of a check box to the left of the attribute. You
select attributes by entering a / in the corresponding input field. The slash is the default selection character; it is
contained in the IBM i message, CPX5A0C, in the QCPFMSG file in the QSYS library.

Not all attributes are available for each color. The following table lists the valid combinations supported by DDS, where:
CS means Cursor Select, BL means Blink, UL means Underline, HI means Highlight, RI means Reverse Image, and ND
means Non-Display.

X1 indicates that the green highlight is white.

Color CLR CS BL UL HI RI ND
Green GRN       
      X  
     X1   
     X1 X  
    X    
    X  X  
    X X1   
       X
White WHT       
        
        
      X  
    X    
Red RED       
      X  
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   X     
   X   X  
    X    
    X  X  
   X X    
       X
Turquoise TRQ X      
  X    X  
  X  X    
  X  X  X  
Yellow YLW X      
  X    X  
  X  X    
       X
Pink PNK       
      X  
    X    
    X  X  
Blue BLU       
      X  
    X    
       X

NOTE
Highlight is only allowed for green, blink is only allowed for red, and column separators are required for turquoise
and yellow.

Entering Sample Data

To display your Toolkit panel design to enter sample demonstration data, use one of the following options:

• Enter 3 for the Display Option on the Animate Function Panels panel. You can return to CA 2E by pressing the Home
key from any Toolkit panel design.

• Use the Toolkit YDSPPNL command and specify *CHGDTA for the Option parameter.

All fields of your panel design will be available for input and the data you enter is retained on exit.

Displaying Prototype Panels

To display Toolkit panel designs to demonstrate your system design, use one of the following:

• Enter 1 for the Display Option on the Animate Function Panels panel. You can return to CA 2E by pressing the Home
key from any Toolkit panel design.

• Use the Toolkit Display Panel Design (YDSPPNL) command and specify *DSPDTA for the Option parameter.
• Use the Toolkit YWRKPNL utility and select option 8.

Any sample data you entered previously is displayed. You can enter data in all input fields; however, any data you enter is
not retained on exit.
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Returning to CA 2E

If you used CA 2E animation to go to the Toolkit, you can return directly to the CA 2E panel or device design from which
you started the animation. You return from the Toolkit in one of the following ways:

• If you are editing your Toolkit panel design, press F3 to return to CA 2E. You are provided the opportunity to save any
changes you made.

• If you are simulating your application and have defined navigation, press the key you assigned as an exit key, usually
F3, to return to CA 2E.

• If you are using the Toolkit to work with your panel design, for example, viewing it, simulating it, or entering data, press
the function key assigned for exit (F3 by default) or Home to return to CA 2E.

NOTE
See the documentation for your terminal or computer to learn which key is the Home key on your system. In
addition, the Home key is designed to position the cursor on the first input capable field on the screen. As a
result, if the cursor is elsewhere on the screen, you need to press Home twice to return to CA 2E.

The function to which you return depends on the value specified for the Return to this Device Design option on the
Animate Function Panels panel when you transferred control to the Toolkit:

• If the value was N, the default, you return to the CA 2E function corresponding to the last Toolkit panel design you
accessed. As a result, the corresponding CA 2E function is loaded automatically into Open Functions.
The function loaded is the function whose implementation name appears in the CA 2E related program name field
on the Work with Panel Title Details panel. You can edit the implementation name using this panel. This name
automatically defaults when you convert a CA 2E panel.

• If the value was Y, you return to the CA 2E function from which you invoked the animation.

NOTE
If you invoked the Toolkit using Toolkit commands, you cannot return directly to CA 2E.

Use the following references for more information:

• For information on Toolkit commands, see the Toolkit Reference Section.
• For information about CA 2E device designs, see the Modifying Device Designs article in the Building Applications

section.
• For further details about Toolkit prototyping, see the Design Aids article in the Toolkit Concepts Section.

Defining Data Models
The second major phase of development in CA 2E is the define phase. Data Modeling is the first part of this second
phase.

The entity relationship diagram must be translated into a CA 2E data model diagram. This involves entering files and field
details, field validation, and default access paths created by CA 2E.

Contents

Enter Relations

Use the Edit Database Relations panel to enter relation statements to declare the entities in your data model. The panel
shown in the following illustration has three main columns labeled Object, Relation, and Referenced object:
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There are eight possible relations; however, the most common relations are:

• Has
• Known by
• Owned by
• Refers to

For ease of use and efficiency, there are some shortcuts for entering relations:

• You can use the DUP key to reduce the amount of typing. When the cursor is in a field and you press the DUP key,
values from the previous line will be duplicated on the line below when you press Enter.

• You only need to type the first letter of a relation; for example, you can enter K or O in place of Known by or Owned by,
respectively.

When you press Enter after entering all the relations you will get a display like the following illustration:
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Define Objects

The Define Objects panel shows each of the new objects you entered on the Edit Database Relations panel. Based on the
relation statements you entered, each new object is automatically assigned a type and each field is assigned a usage, but
you must enter the object attributes.

To display the Define Objects panel press F24 to display more function keys, then press F10 to display the Define Objects
panel. A sample panel is shown next:
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You can view a list of the available object attributes by typing ? in the object attribute field.

File Entries

CA 2E automatically resolves each relation you entered on the Edit Database Relations panel into one or more file entries.
You can view how CA 2E has resolved your relations by displaying the entries for the files. Using the Edit File Entries
panel from the Edit Database Relations panel, enter E next to any of the relations for the COURSE file. A sample panel is
shown next:
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Press Enter to display the Edit File Entries panel. This panel shows the file entries that were automatically created for the
file:
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For each file entry, this panel displays the field names, the field type, whether the field is a key field (K) or an attribute (A),
the CA 2E generated implementation name, and the field length. Note that CA 2E assigned the implementation name and
default length based on the data type you specified; for example, for fields of type CDE,CA 2E assigns a four-character
implementation name ending in CD and a default length of 6.

Documenting Relations

To obtain a listing of the relations that you have entered, use the Document Model Relations (YDOCMDLREL) command.
First press F17 from the Edit Database Relations panel to display the Display Services Menu. Then do one of the
following:

• Press F9 to display a command entry line, enter the YDOCMDLREL command, and press Enter.
• Select the Documentation menu option to display a list of documentation commands and select Document model

relations.

Field Details and Conditions

Having entered relations to define your data model, you must now add more detailed information about the fields. This
includes defining simple validation rules and specifying any required overrides to the defaults assigned for field properties
such as field length.

Field conditions define both the values that a field may take and the meaning that the values represent.

For example, the Horse gender field of the HORSE file will be used to illustrate conditions. Enter Z2 against the HORSE
Has Horse gender relation as shown in the following example:

Edit Field Details

Press Enter to display the Edit Field Details panel for Horse gender as shown in the following example:
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EDIT FIELD DETAILS                      My model                           

 Field name . .   : Horse gender                  Document'n seq. . :

 Type . . . . .   : STS                                        Field usage: ATR 

 Internal length. :     1  Data type : A                   GEN name: AOST       

                            K'bd shift:    Lowercase :             

 Headings. . . . . . :-                                Old DDS name:            

   Text . . . . . . . . .: Horse gender                               

   Left hand side text. .: Horse gender                                         

   Right hand side text. : Value                                                 

   Column headings. . .  : Horse                                         

                            gender                                 

                                                                               

 Control . . . . . . :-                                                        

   Default condition :     *NONE                                               

                                                                               

   Check condition . :     *NONE                                               

   Valid system name. . :      Mandatory fill . .       Translate cnd values:

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

 F3=Exit, no update     F8=Change name/type      F10=Appearance   F24=More keys

 

To edit the Horse gender field, press F9 from the Edit Field Details panel to display the Edit Field Conditions panel. This
panel shows the available conditions for the field. Initially, there are none as shown in the following example:

EDIT FIELD CONDITIONS                My model 
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 Field name. . . . . :  Horse gender             Attr. : STS

 Enter condition . . :                           and type to add new condition.

              type . :      (Type: LST, VAL)                                

                                                                               

 ? Condition                   Type Op   File/From value   Display/To value    MN

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                              

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

 

 

 

 SEL: Z-Details, D-Delete, L-Locks, U-Where used, N-Narrative.                 

 F3=Exit

Add Field Conditions

To add a field condition, enter the name and type of the condition. In the following example, one value the Horse gender
field can take is Stallion:

  EDIT FIELD CONDITIONS                My model 

                          

 Field name. . . . . :  Horse gender              Attr. : STS

 Enter condition . . :  Stallion                  and type to add new condition.
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              type . :  VAL   (Type: LST, VAL)                           

                                                                               

 ? Condition               Type Op   File/From value      Display/To value     MN

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                              

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

 SEL: Z-Details, D-Delete, L-Locks, U-Where used, N-Narrative.                 

 F3=Exit

When you press Enter the Edit Field Condition Details panel appears.

Add Field Condition Detail

The Edit Field Condition Details lets you specify the actual value that is to be stored on the database file to represent a
particular condition. For example, you can distinguish between the definition of the condition (Stallion) and the value used
to represent the condition on file (M).

The condition value (or Status value) for Stallion is to be represented by an M in the following example:
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After pressing Enter, the panel is redisplayed, with the message "Condition ‘Stallion’ added" to indicate that the condition
has been successfully added.

Relationship Extension

One file can be associated with another by means of the Refers to relation. A file can also reference another file more
than once or to itself. To distinguish among multiple references to the same file,CA 2E provides an extended form of the
Refers to relation that lets you specify differences among the relations using For text.

In our example a horse’s parents are also horses. To record the horse’s parents, two HORSE Refers to HORSE relations
-- one for each parent -- must be established as shown in the following illustration:
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Because the HORSE file refers to itself more than once, you will need to use the extended form of the Refers to relation to
distinguish between the two relations. For further details on how this is accomplished, see the Tutorial.

Virtual Fields

A good database design stores each item of data in only one place, rather than having multiple copies in different files.
The i OS join logical file is a mechanism for building views that assemble data from different files.

In CA 2E you use virtual fields to design such views. A virtual field is a field that is logically, but not physically, present in a
file.CA 2E virtual fields are implemented through i OS join logical files.

When a file is referenced by another file by means of a Refers to relation, entries are automatically created on the
referencing file for the key fields of the referenced file. These are known as foreign keys.

To include a non-key field from the referenced file in the referencing file, you need to specify it as a virtual field. This
makes the field available for use in the functions that operate upon the referencing file.
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For example, to include the name of the horse when displaying the RACE ENTRY file, specify Horse name as a virtual
field on the RACE ENTRY file. As a result, Horse name is physically present on the HORSE file, and is logically, but not
physically, present on the RACE ENTRY file. This is shown in italics in the following figure:

NOTE
This same capability is available when two files are associated with each other by means of an Owned by
relation. In other words, non-key fields from the owning file may be included in the owned file as virtual fields.

For further details on virtual fields, see the Tutorial.

Defining Access Paths
Contents

The next stage in defining a design model in the defining stage is to define the required access paths. Access paths
specify views of the files in the data model. The views define how data is to be presented to the functions. Functions
specify the processes that operate on the data.

Access paths control three different aspects of how data is presented to a function. An access path determines the
following:

• Which fields will be available to the function
• Which records will be selected or omitted from the file (select/omit)
• The order in which records are presented (key sequence) to the function

Default Access Paths

CA 2E uses the relations in the data model to create a default set of access paths for each file. In many cases these will
be sufficient. You may override the defaults or define additional access paths.

Three default access paths are automatically created for every file:
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• A physical (PHY) access path (unkeyed). It contains the address of all data stored physically within a file and stored in
the order in which the data was written to the file.

• An update (UPD) access path (logical view). It is used to update the file and contains all fields defined for the file. It
cannot be altered.

• A retrieval (RTV) access path (logical view). It specifies a view of the data that CA 2E generated programs use to
retrieve records from a file. Each file has at least one.

View Default Access Paths

In our example you can enter Course* on the selection line to display only relations for the COURSE file. This selection is
shown in the following example:

The access paths for a file are recorded on the Edit File Details panel. To obtain this panel for the COURSE file, you will
zoom against one of the relations for the file on the Edit Database Relations panel. Enter Z against one of the relations for
the COURSE file as shown in the following illustration:
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Press Enter to display the Edit File Details panel as shown in the following example:

EDIT FILE DETAILS                        My model                          

 File name . . . . . . . . : Course                                           

 Attribute . . . . . . . . :  REF               Field reference file.: *NONE    

 Documentation sequence. . :                    Source library. . . .: MYGEN     

 GEN format prefix . . . . : AB                 Distributed . . . . .: N  (Y,N) 

 Assimilated physical. . . :                                                  

 Record not found message. :  Course                    NF    Msgid. : USR0001  

 Record exists message. . .:  Course                    EX    Msgid. : USR0002  

                                                                             

 ? Typ Access path            Source mbr Key    Index options      Auto add

 PHY Physical file          MYABREP    NONE                      ATR ONLY
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   UPD Update index           MYABREL0   UNIQUE IMMED              ATR ONLY

   RTV Retrieval index        MYABREL1   UNIQUE IMMED              ATR ONLY

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                              

 SEL: Z-Details, G/J-Generate, E-STRSEU, D-Delete, L-Locks, O-Overrides       

      H-Hold/Release, T-Trim, V-Virtualize, U-Usage, F-Func refs., N-Narrative

 F3=Exit F7=Funcs F8=Change name F17=Serv. F18=Triggers  F20=Narr. F22=Locks

This panel shows the three default access paths that CA 2E automatically created for the COURSE file.

From this point you can establish access paths with various rules, restrictions and limitations to accomplish desirable
results such as:

• You can define an access path to select only certain relations from the file or to include selection criteria based on
conditions specified for certain fields.

• You can select or omit records from a view based on data values in specified fields. You can specify none, one, or
many select/omit sets for a given access path.

• You can define an access path as either static or dynamic. Static access paths are permanently built into the access
paths of the i OS logical files so that the logical files only contain the records that meet the selection criteria. Dynamic
access paths are not stored in the access path, but are applied to each record as it is retrieved.
For implementation details, see the Tutorial.

Code Generation
Contents

Generating code is the first part of the third phase of development. You will learn how to generate source to implement the
access paths and functions you have created.

You can generate source either interactively or in batch.CA 2E automatically keeps a list of the members to be generated
and compiled that have not yet been compiled. We will take a look at how to use batch processing to generate source
code and compile executable objects for all of your access paths and functions. These options are available on the
Display Services Menu.

For more details on functions, function types, function options, parameter definitions, device designs, and action
diagrams, see the Tutorial or Building Applications sections.

Generate Access Paths

From the Edit Database Relations panel press F17 to go to the Display Services Menu. A sample menu is shown next:
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Select the Display all access paths option as shown in the following example:

 DISPLAY SERVICES MENU                 My model

Generation           1. Submit model create request (YSBMMDLCRT)

                     2. convert model data menu

                     3. Job list menu

Documentation        6. Documentation menu

                     7. Convert model panel designs (YCVTMDLPNL)

Model                8. Display all access paths

                     9. Display all functions

                    10. Display model values (YDSPMDLVAL)
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                    11. Edit model profile (YEDTMDLPRF)

                    12. Work with model lists (YWRKMDLLST)

                    13. Edit model list (YEDTMDLLST *SESSION)

                    14. Impact analysis menu

Change Control      21. Go to Management Option (CM) menu

            Option: 8  (press F4 to prompt commands)

F3=Exit    F6=Messages   F8=Submitted jobs  F9=Command line  F10=Display job log

Press Enter.

NOTE
The Display All Access Paths panel also lets you perform many design, control, and generation tasks for one or
more access paths.

Select all of the existing access path designs for batch generation and compilation by typing a J in the Subfile selector
next to each access path in the list as shown in the following example:
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Press Roll Up to display the next screen of access paths so you can select all remaining access paths with a J as shown
in the following example:
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Press Enter.

When the process is complete, the Display All Access Paths panel will be redisplayed with messages at the bottom of the
panel. The messages will state that the source generation requests have been accepted. A panel with messages is shown
next:

Press F3 to return to the Display Services Menu.

Limitations:

NOTE
When you to take the G / J option to generate the access paths from the Display All Access Paths panel or take
the G / J option to generate the access paths from the Edit File Details panel or take option 14 / 15 from the
Edit Model Object List panel against a *DDL-based access path and the access path has either of the four DDL
limitations, the generation is prevented. The access path source is not generated and no entry is added to the
job list.

• The current implementation of the DDL generation mode is not valid for the following cases:
– Access paths that have virtual fields
– SPN access path
– QRY access path
– Multi-member files
Workaround for Virtual Fields, SPN, and QRY Access Paths: If the earlier generation mode is *DDS, revert to it and
regenerate the access path. You need not regenerate the functions that use this access path. If you want to have an
SQL type database, regenerate the access path using *SQL generation mode. The functions using this access path
must be regenerated.
Workaround for Multi-Member Files: If you want to have more than one member for the access paths, revert to
*DDS generation mode.
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Note: If you want to change an access path, which is previously defined as *DDS with a MAXMBR compiler override,
to *DDL, you must revert to *DDS generation mode and must remove the compiler override, and then change back to
*DDL generation mode.

Generate External Functions Source Code

Only external functions need to be generated and compiled. External functions can be identified by the source member
name found in the GEN name column; internal functions show *N/A in this column.

List just the external functions in your design model by typing *EXT in the Type column on the selection line as shown in
the following example:

  DISPLAY ALL FUNCTIONS               My model                           

    Application area. :   ___                   Source library:   MYGEN     

 ? File                       Function               Type         GEN name    

    ___________________   ________________________   *EXT___     ___________    

_  Course                 Change Course              CHGOBJ      *N/
A _  Course                 Create Course             

CRTOBJ      *N/A        

_  Course                 Delete Course              DLTOBJ      *N/A        

_  Course                 Edit Course                EDTFIL      MYACEFR     

_  Course                 Select Course              SELRCD      MYABSRR     

_  Horse                  Change Horse               CHGOBJ      *N/A        

_  Horse                  Create Horse               CRTOBJ      *N/A        

_  Horse                  Delete Horse               DLTOBJ      *N/A        

_  Horse                  Edit Horse                 EDTFIL      MYAEEFR     

_  Horse                  Select Horse               SELRCD      MYAISRR     

_  Horse                  Select Mares               SELRCD      MYAJSRR     

_  Horse                  Select Stallions           SELRCD      MYAKSRR     

_  Jockey                 Change Jockey              CHGOBJ      *N/A        

_  Jockey                 Create Jockey              CRTOBJ      *N/A        
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_  Jockey                 Delete Jockey              DLTOBJ      *N/A        +

SEL: Z=Dtls   P=Parms  N=Narr    F=Action diagram   S=Device Design  T=Structure

     A=Acp    G/J=Gen  E=STRSEU  L=Locks  D=Delete  U=Usages  3=Doc  H=Gen HTML

 F3=Exit   F5=Reload                                                          

Proceed by selecting all functions and initiating the batch processing as you did for the access paths.

Program Compilation
Contents

Program compilation is the second part of the third phase of development. You will learn how to call your compiled
applications (programs) and test them by entering data.

When you submit a request for generation, compilation, or both, the CA 2E generator automatically generates a job
list. The same job list controls generation and compilation. You can review this job list during generation to monitor the
process and edit the job list.

Source is produced and placed in the appropriate source file in the generation library associated with your CA 2E design
model, and then the generated source is compiled.

To begin, select the Submit model create request (YSBMMDLCRT) option as shown in the following example, and press
Enter.

 DISPLAY SERVICES MENU                 My model

Generation           1. Submit model create request (YSBMMDLCRT)

                     2. convert model data menu

                     3. Job list menu

Documentation        6. Documentation menu

                     7. Convert model panel designs (YCVTMDLPNL)

Model                8. Display all access paths

                     9. Display all functions

                    10. Display model values (YDSPMDLVAL)
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                    11. Edit model profile (YEDTMDLPRF)

                    12. Work with model lists (YWRKMDLLST)

                    13. Edit model list (YEDTMDLLST *SESSION)

                    14. Impact analysis menu

Change Control      21. Go to Change Management Option (CM) menu

            Option: 1  (press F4 to prompt commands)

F3=Exit    F6=Messages   F8=Submitted jobs  F9=Command line  F10=Display job log

NOTE
CA 2E supplies default parameter values for the YSBMMDLCRT command based on your model profile and
options you specified when you created your model. You can override these defaults by pressing F4 instead of
Enter to prompt the command.

CA 2E displays a list of the source members to be generated and compiled. Each member has either GEN or CRT next
to it to indicate whether the member has been submitted for generation or compilation. At this point all the functions and
access paths should show GEN as shown in the following example:
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Press Roll Up until you see the bottom of the list, and then Press Enter to submit the job list.

After confirming the list of objects, you will see the following series of messages at the bottom of the panel:

• Job YGENSRC is being prepared.
• Existing objects are being deleted.
• Joblist successfully processed.

In batch processing, the generations, compilations, or both take place in the background. You may continue to specify
new objects (functions, access paths) while the batch is processing.

Before calling your program, you must use the Convert Condition Values (YCVTCNDVAL) command to convert the
values that are entered into status fields. The values you defined for status fields are moved from the model library to the
condition values list database file in the generation library.

Horse gender is an example of a status field. We specified the valid values for this field in our model library and those
values are placed in the generation library database when we run the Convert Condition Values (YCVTCNDVAL)
command. In this case, the end user running the application will then be able to select either M or F as valid values for
Horse gender.

When you exit this session, if you have added or changed any files, fields, or relations in the current session, you may
want to resynchronize the model. This causes all the relations to be resolved into entries. Only users of enter *DSNR can
resynchronize a model.

Select the desired option, as shown in the following example, and press Enter:
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Testing Your Programs

You can call your compiled programs from any command entry line by using the i OS CALL command to invoke your
program. From within your model, you can display a command entry line by pressing F9 from the Display Services menu.

NOTE
If you do not know the name of your program, you can obtain it from the Edit Function Details panel or the
Display all functions option on the Display Services Menu.

When you call your program you need to specify a dummy *Return code parameter. All CA 2E programs require a dummy
parameter to be passed to the program (‘ ‘ or ‘’). This return code can be used to communicate between programs in more
complex applications.

Enter the program name and return code, and press Enter. The following example calls the program MYAEEFR.

MAIN                         2E Main Menu

Level . :   1

                                                            System:     2EDV1

Select one of the following:

 Design Model            1. Display Designer (*DSNR) menu

                         2. Display Programmer (*PGMR) menu
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                         3. Display User (*USER) menu

                         8. Work with Model Object Lists

                         9. Change to work with another model

 Commands               50. 2E commands in alphabetical order

                        51. Commands to set up or alter a model

                        52. Commands to copy a model

                        53. Commands to create an application

                        54. Commands to document a model

                                                                       More. . .

Selection or command

===>  call myaeefr **__________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

F3=Exit  F6=Messages  F8=Rev retrieve  F9=Retrieve  F10=Cmd Entry F14=Sbm jobs

NOTE
To test complex programs, you can use the CA 2E Call a Program (Y2CALL) command. This command loads
your model and determines the parameters required by an external function directly from details contained in the
model.

You can provide values for all input-capable fields and you can reuse these values for subsequent calls. You can also
retrieve and display output parameters when the called program ends.
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Installing
This section describes how to install and implement CA 2E, CA 2E Toolkit, Web Option, and CA 2E Translator products on
your IBM i machine.

Use this box to search the content in the Installing section.

Installing

More Information

• Installing CA 2E and CA 2E Toolkit
• Parallel Installations
• Toolkit Data Objects
• Required Authorities
• Troubleshooting
• Installing from an IBM i DVD Drive
• Installation Worksheets
• Installing CA 2E Web Option
• Installing CA 2E Translator

Installing CA 2E and CA 2E Toolkit
This article describes how to install CA 2E and CA 2E toolkit. if you do not have any prior releases of the product installed
on your machine.

The instructions that follow assume that you will install the product by inserting the product installation DVD into a
network-connected PC's DVD drive and transfer files to the IBM i server using FTP. If you want to install the product from
an IBM i DVD drive, see the article, Installing from an IBM i DVD Drive.

Contents

National Language Support

The instructions related to both the CA 2E Developer National Language libraries and the End User Environment National
Language libraries are available on a separate DVD. These libararies are not included with the GA version of the English
product. You must specifically order the language DVD to install these national language libraries.

Product Authorization

The CA 2E Toolkit and CA 2E product depend on an authorization library to control access to the product libraries.

The product DVD contains a template licensing library called YLUSLIB0. The licensing command YCRTLUSLIB uses the
YLUSLIB0 template to create or update the licensing library (YLUSLIB).

After successful execution of the YCRTLUSLIB command, the YLUSLIB0 library no longer resides on your system and is
replaced with the YLUSLIB licensing library. YLUSLIB is the library that controls the CA 2E Authorization Code for your
IBM i server.

The specific authorization instructions for the installation type you select are located in the applicable article of this
section.
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Authority Requirements for the Installation

We recommend that you sign on as QSECOFR (or with a user profile that has the *ALLOBJ, *SECADM, *SAVSYS and
*JOBCTL special authorities).

The actual security level you use is dependent upon your environment. You should check with your System Administrator
for the actual security profile to use.

Before You Begin

Before you begin the installation, note the following:

• Print and complete the worksheets in the article Installation Worksheets. These worksheets can help you make
decisions regarding library names and other information as you install the new release.

• Ensure that you have the authorization codes for all of the CA 2E products you plan to install.
Contact the CA Technical Support if you need a copy of your authorization code(s).

• If you are also upgrading to a new release of CA 2E Change Management Option, you need to contact MKS Support
to get the required MKS Security codes for that release.

More Information

• Installing the Software
• Setting Product Options

Installing the Software
This article describes the installation types and the installing procedures.

 Contents 

  

Types of Installation

The following lists the three types of CA 2E product installations that you can perform:

•  First-time installation
Perform this type of installation if you are a new customer (or if you are re-installing the software). See the
article Installing the Software.

•  Upgrade installation
Perform this type of installation if you want to upgrade existing products with the new product features in this release.
See the article, Upgrading section.

•  Parallel installation
Perform this type of installation if you are currently a CA 2E user and you want to load the new release libraries under
different names than your current CA 2E product library names. You might perform this type of installation if you are a
Beta test site for a new release of the product and you do not want to disrupt your production environment during the
Beta period. See the article, Parallel Installations.

Installing CA 2E 

Installing CA 2E involves the following tasks:

• Sign on with correct authority
• Copy files to the IBM i server
• Restore product libraries
• Configure the software
• Authorize the product
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Sign On with Correct Authority

Sign on with the QSECOFR user profile or equivalent. Set your logging level as follows:

CHGJOB LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) LOGCLPGM(*YES)

Copy Files to the IBM i Server

 Follow these steps: 

NOTE
 If you are installing from the IBM i server's DVD drive, substitute the steps in the article, Installing from an IBM i
DVD Drive, for this procedure.

1. Insert the CA 2E installation DVD into a network-connected PC's DVD drive.
2. Display the contents of the DVD to view the SAVF files you need to copy to the IBM i server as follows:

<drive>:\> DIR/P

3. Create a temporary library on the IBM i server to contain the SAVF files:
CRTLIB LIB(TEMP2E)

4. Open a DOS command prompt.
5. Use FTP to copy the save files from the installation DVD to the TEMP2E library using these commands:

FTP myIBM i     (where myIBM i is the name of the target IBM i server)
myuserid          (where myuserid is an IBM i user profile)
mypassword        (where mypassword is an IBM i password)
bin
lcd <drive>:\
cd TEMP2E
QUOTE SITE NAMEFMT 1
PUT y1sy.savf

Use additional PUT commands to transfer all of the appropriate SAVF files to your IBM i server, using the completed
worksheets in the article “Installation Worksheets” as a section.
QUIT     (The QUIT command closes the FTP session.)
EXIT     (The EXIT command closes the DOS session.)

Restore Product Libraries

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter one Restore Library (RSTLIB) command for each of the SAVF files in the TEMP2E library.
Specify the Shipped Library Name for the SAVF parameter and the Library Name you have selected for the RSTLIB
parameter. Refer to the following examples for more information:
– To restore the Toolkit base product library to a library named Y1SY, enter the following:

RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1SY) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(TEMP2E/Y1SY) RSTLIB(Y1SY)

– To restore the Toolkit developer environment national language library and merge it with the Toolkit base product
library, enter the following:
RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1SYVENG) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(TEMP2E/Y1SYVENG) RSTLIB(Y1SY)

– To submit the restore commands to run in batch, use the SBMJOB command:
SBMJOB CMD(RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1SY) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(TEMP2E/Y1SY
RSTLIB(Y1SY)) JOB(Y1SY) JOBQ(QBATCH) LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) LOGCLPGM(*YES)
SBMJOB CMD(RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1SYVENG) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(TEMP2E/Y1SYVENG)
RSTLIB(Y1SY)) JOB(Y1SYVENG) JOBQ(QBATCH) LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) LOGCLPGM(*YES)
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2. Review the job logs to verify that all objects were restored successfully, and then save the job log using the command:
DSPJOBLOG  OUTPUT(*PRINT)

Retain the resulting QPJOBLOG spool file. If you encounter errors, CA Technical Support may be able to use the job
log to assist in resolving the problem.

Web Services Support

If you plan to use the Web Services support, you will need to download the YCA structure and install it to the IFS in the
root directory. The product DVD contains a save file called YCA.savf.

NOTE
 For CA r8.1 SP2 the YCA structure contained Advantage2EEJB and Advantage2EWSP. Because the EJB
Option was withdrawn for r8.5, YGENEJB and YGENWSPXY commands are no longer available.

If YCA already exists in the IFS, you can rename it and then restore the new version of YCA, or you can just restore the
new YCA to a different name and then copy in the new directories to your existing YCA folder. If you rename your existing
version of YCA, you can then copy any data from there that you want to retain into your new YCA directory.

Restore this directory from the save file shipped with the product. To do this, run the following command:

RST DEV('/qsys.lib/libname.lib/YCA.file') OBJ(('/YCA'))

•  libname
The library that contains the YCA save file

Remove the installation DVD from the PC's DVD drive.

Also the IBM Web Services Server and scripts must be installed -- they are shipped with i6.1 and higher. See the
article Web Service Creation in the Building Applications section for the specific products and PTFs that you need.

NOTE
 Regardless of release, we recommend that you obtain the latest i5/OS PTFs.

You must separately create and configure the IBM Web services server. See IBM's Web Administration Interface
Section for more information.

Configure the Software

Configure CA 2E for your development environment, before starting the software.

NOTE
 If you have renamed or merged your product libraries, use the library name you selected in place of the product
library named in the following steps. You can disregard instructions that specify product libraries that you did not
install.

1. Sign on to the IBM i server as QSECOFR or equivalent, if you are not already signed on.
2. Set the logging level as follows:

CHGJOB LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) LOGCLPGM (*YES)

Configuring National Language Libraries

 Follow these steps: 

1. Reset the default national language for the product, if you require a default national language other than English as
follows:
CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Y1SY/YYLNSYA)  VALUE (national-language-code)
CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Y2SY/YPRDLNGSYA)  VALUE (national-language-code)

This value is shipped as *ENG.
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This value is shipped as *ENG.
National language codes are listed on the worksheets in the article, “Installation Worksheets.” The value in the data
area must begin with an asterisk (*) and is followed immediately by the national language library code.

2. Reset the internal national language library name data area, if you merged a Developer Environment National
Language library into Y2SY (for example, if you merged Y2SYVENG into Y2SY):
CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Y2SY/YLNGxxxSYA)  VALUE(Y2SY)

where xxx is the national language library code listed on the worksheets in the article “Installation Worksheets.”

Authorize the Product

You need to perform the following tasks to authorize the product:

• Add product libraries to the current library list.
• Run the licensing routines and enter authorization codes.

Add to the Current Library List

Add your data objects library and the CA 2E product libraries to your current library list using the EDTLIBL command:

NOTE
 QTEMP must be at the top of your library list.note

• QTEMP
• Y1SYVxxx
• Y1SY
• Y2SYRPG
• Y2SYCBL
• Y2SYVxxx
• Y2SY
• QGPL

where xxx is the national language library code on the worksheets in the article, “Installation Worksheets.” If you have
multiple national languages, position the English library below the other libraries.

For example, if you installed English only and restored Y1SYVENG into Y1SY and Y2SYVENG into Y2SY, your library list
appears as follows:

• QTEMP
• Y1SY
• Y2SYRPG
• Y2SYCBL
• Y2SY
• QGPL

Run the Licensing Routines

 Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that you restored the library YLUSLIB0 from your product DVD with the command:
WRKLIB YLUSLIB0

2. Execute the command YCRTLUSLIB to create the library YLUSLIB for a first time installation. If this is not a first-time
installation, this command updates the existing YLUSLIB library.

3. Verify that the library YLUSLIB exists on your IBM i server:
WRKLIB YLUSLIB
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4. Press the F4 key to prompt the YGRTLICAUT command so that you can key in the security code(s) you obtained from
the Total License Care team or web site. Enter each set of four digit numbers into each field and then press the Enter
key. This authorizes the product(s) on your server.

5. Use the Display Product Licenses command, YDSPLICPRD, to display the list of licensed products, the release level,
expiration dates, and the maximum number of concurrent interactive jobs you are allowed.

6. Make a note of the expiration dates on the checklist.
7. Continue with the configuration activities.

NOTE
 If you make an error while entering the authorization code, re-enter the code(s). If you receive an error message
when you attempt to use the product, contact Technical Support.note

Creating Data Objects

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create the CA 2E Toolkit data objects.
These objects can be placed either in the Toolkit base product library or in another non-CA 2E user library.
a. Do not put the objects into QGPL.
YCRTY1DTA  LIB(Y1SY)     or
YCRTY1DTA  LIB(new-data-objects-library)

2. Authorize the Toolkit user profile and password extension functions:
YSETY1AUT

This command enables the Toolkit User Profile and Password Validation functions.
3. Save the job log using the command:

DSPJOBLOG  OUTPUT(*PRINT)

Retain the resulting QPJOBLOG spool file. If you encounter errors, CA Technical Support may be able to use the job
log to assist in resolving the problem.

4. Verify that no one is using the CA 2E Licensing Library using the Object Lock (WRKOBJLCK) command:
WRKOBJLCK OBJ(QSYS/YLUSLIB) OBJTYPE(*LIB)
WRKOBJLCK OBJ(YLUSLIB/YLICREGP) OBJTYPE(*FILE) MBR(*ALL)

5. Build the YSYS library list (you can later use this library list for building a CA 2E model):
YBLDLIBLST LIBLST(YSYS) CURLIB(*NOCHG)

Review 2E System Values

Review your CA 2E system values (see the following table), then use the YCHGMDLVAL command to change one or
more of these product defaults.

 System values are defaults used during CA 2E model creation. The defaults for all system values except YACTSYM and
YDATFMT can be overridden in each user model. See the YCHGMDLVAL command for more information.

 System Value  Shipped Value  Description 
YACTSYM |.| Symbols used for Action diagram

constructs
YDATFMT *MDY Date format for generated applications
YSYSCHG *NONE Default change control enabling library
YSYSDBF *DDS Default data definition language
YSYSHLL *RPG Default HLL generator
YSYSNPH *UIM Default language for NPT help text
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YSYSPMT *OFF Default generation mode for device literals
YSYSSAA *CUAENTRY Default SAA format

 

 

Setting Product Options
Contents

Set the product options for both the CA 2E and the Toolkit before using the software as follows:

1. Display the Installation Master Menu using the command:

YGO MENU(*Y0)

The master menu contains two options:
– CA 2E Toolkit install menu
– CA 2E install menu
Each product installation menu contains a number of options grouped into required and optional sections.

2. Execute each of the required options in the order described in the following procedures; otherwise, the CA 2E product
cannot function properly.

More Information on Work Management

WARNING
If you are not the System Administrator, you may need more information about certain features, such as which
subsystems will be used, or working with compiler pre-processors.warning

The product options described in the sections that follow are part of the CA 2E's Work Management features. Before
attempting to configure these options, see the  Generating and Implementing section.

CA 2E Toolkit Install Menu

You should already have completed the steps in the section, Authorize the Product, discussed earlier in this article. These
actions complete items 1 and 2 on the menu. To continue configuring the software, select the appropriate option from the
following menu options:

Install Menu

REQUIRED INSTALLATION STEPS

 

1. Display Licensed Product Information

 

2. Grant Product License Authority
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3. Install compile pre-processor - menu

 

4. YSETY1AUT Enable Toolkit User Profiles

 

OPTIONAL INSTALLATION STEPS

 

5. Menu of optional installation steps

Defining the Preprocessor Routing Entry

Defining the pre-processor routing entry is necessary to apply compiler overrides automatically and to check whether
objects have been compiled successfully. The menu that displays when you select option 3 is shown following:

Compile Pre-processor Routing Menu

1. Check subsystem is not in use

The subsystems specified for this option are those that will be used for compilations

 

2. End subsystem

 

3. Add routing entry for the compile pre-processor

 

4. Restart subsystem

 

5. Change routing data on existing job descriptions

NOTE
You can safely skip menu options 1, 2, and 4. You are no longer required to verify that subsystems are not in
use, stop and then restart them before defining new routing entries.

Select option 3 to add a routing entry to the subsystem or subsystems that will be used for compilations. Option 3 has its
own sub-menu.

Option 5 changes the relevant job descriptions to use the routing data specified. Each CA 2E data model contains a job
description which is used to submit batch jobs. The name of the job description is specified by the YCRTJBD (JOBD to
compile generated objects) model value. The job description controls the routing data that is used.
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NOTE
The job descriptions in any new models created with the CA 2E Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB) command
will take their initial values from the QBATCH job description in the CA 2E null model library (Y2SYMDL). You
must modify this job description for your standards.

Installing the Compile PreProcessor

As an optional procedure, you can use the compiler pre-processor in conjunction with the i OS programmers menu
(QPGMMENU) or the Compile Option 14 on the PDM WRKMBRPDM panel. 

You must complete the following steps to ensure that jobs are submitted with the correct routing data. The installed
software's system default for the Submit Job (SBMJOB) command is QCMDB (not *JOBD).

1. You can use either of the following methods listed to set up the pre-processor:
– Modify the default value for the routing data (RTGDTA) parameter on the SBMJOB command in QSYS to be *JOBD

rather than the shipped value of QCMDB:

CHGCMDDFT  CMD(QSYS/SBMJOB)  NEWDFT('RTGDTA(*JOBD)')

– Create a copy of the command and modify it by entering these commands:

CRTLIB  LIB(YSYS)  TEXT(Alternative versions of system commands)

CRTDUPOBJ  OBJ(QSYS/SBMJOB)  OBJTYPE(*CMD)  TOLIB(YSYS)

CHGCMDDFT  CMD(YSYS/SBMJOB)  NEWDFT('RTGDTA(*JOBD)')

2. Ensure that the library containing the modified version is positioned above the QSYS entry of the invoking job's library
list when you use the programmer's menu.

WARNING
You must repeat these steps each time a new release of the operating system is installed on your machine.
Failure to do this may result in your customized SBMJOB command not functioning after you install a new
release of the operating system.

3. Add the alternative library (YSYS) to the system part of your library list as one of the following:
...temporarily:

CHGSYSLIBL  LIB(YSYS)

... or permanently:

CHGSYSVAL SYSVAL(QSYSLIBL)    VALUE(YSYS  QSYS  QHLPSYS QUSRSYS)

Authorizing User Profile and Password Extensions

Select option 4 from the CA 2E Toolkit Installation menu to authorize the user profile and password extension functions to
adopt QSYS authority.

NOTE
No menu displays; however, you see the following successful authorization message: “Adoption rights granted
successfully to required Toolkit programs.”
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Toolkit Installation Optional Steps

You can use this menu to set options within the CA 2E Toolkit product. All of the items on this menu are optional.
Additional information about the IBM i server commands is available in the online help for each panel.

Toolkit Installation Menu

1. Change QUSRLIBL to contain product libraries

 

2. Change print files in product library

 

3. Change Company name for menus and documentation

 

4. Change Application name for design utilities

 

5. Specify additional substitution character for YEXCOBJLST, YEXCMBRLST, and YEXCDBFLST commands

 

6. Change the defaults for the Toolkit design utilities

Use option 2 to change the print file attributes such as forms type, and lines per inch on all of the print files in the Toolkit
product library to match your system standards. Specify Y1SY, or the name of the library to which you have restored the
Toolkit, as the product library name.

Make this change to all Toolkit developer environment national languages that you loaded (for example, Y1SYVENG).

Use option 6 to change some of the CA 2E Toolkit design defaults for panels, reports, and box characters.

CA 2E Install Menu

You can initiate the installation steps by selecting the appropriate option from the menu.

Checking the Job Queue

Check the job queue for the compilations menu, and specify the job queue to which your compiles are automatically
submitted. A menu is provided with the following options:

Job Queue Menu

1. WRKSBSD

You can check that the job queue is attached to the correct subsystem and also ensure that the job queue has a maximum concurrent activity level of one.
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2. End the subsystem.

 

3. Change the maximum concurrent activity level to 1.

 

4. Restart subsystem.

NOTE
If you have chosen a job queue other than the shipped default QBATCH, you should also change the relevant
job descriptions to use this job queue. Each CA 2E data model contains a job description used to submit batch
jobs. The name of the job description is specified by the YCRTJBD model value. The job description controls
the job queue used. If you want to change the job descriptions to use a different job queue, use the Change Job
Description (CHGJOBD) command.

The job descriptions in new models created with the CA 2E Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB) command take their
initial values from the job description QBATCH in the CA 2E null model library (Y2SYMDL). Modify the job description for
your standards as defined earlier.

Optional Installation Steps

The menu of optional installation steps includes these options:

Optional Installation Menu

1. Change print attributes in product library

 

2. Change default HLL for new functions - RPG

 

3. Change default HLL for new functions - RPGIV

 

4. Change default HLL for new functions - CBL

 

5. Change default HLL for new functions - CBLLE

 

6. Change action diagram symbols - REPEAT
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7. Change action diagram symbols - SEQUENCE

 

8. Change action diagram symbols - CONDITION

You can use option 1 to change the print file attributes such as forms type and lines per inch on all the print files in the CA
2E product library to match your system standards. Specify Y2SY, or the name of the library to which you have restored
the CA 2E programs as the product library name.

This change will also have to be made to all CA 2E developer environment national languages that you may have loaded
(such as Y2SYVENG).

Parallel Installations
This article describes how to load the new CA 2E product libraries under different names than your current product library
names.

Example:

You might load the software in parallel if you are a Beta test site for a new version of a CA 2E product. By installing in
parallel, you would not disrupt your production environment during the Beta testing.

The instructions that follow assume that you will install the product by inserting the product installation DVD into a
networked-connected PC's DVD drive and transfer files to the IBM i server using FTP. If you want to install the product
from an IBM i DVD drive, see the article, Installing from an IBM i DVD Drive.

Before You Begin

Before you begin the installation, note the following:

• Print and complete the worksheets in the article, Installation Worksheets. These worksheets will help you make
decisions regarding library names and other information as you install the new release.

• Ensure that you have the new authorization codes for all of the CA 2E products you plan to install.
Contact the CA Technical Support if you need a copy of your authorization code(s).

NOTE
CA recommends that when you rename your product libraries, you substitute only the first letter of each shipped
library name, for example Y, with one other letter such as Z.

WARNING
Do not rename the YLUSLIBO library.

More Information

• Adding the Software in Parallel
• Upgrade Existing CA 2E Design Models

Adding the Software in Parallel
Adding a parallel installation to the existing CA 2E product libraries involves these procedures:
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• Sign on with correct authority
• Copy files to the IBM i server
• Restore product libraries
• Configure the software
• Authorize the product
• Upgrade existing design models and batch job descriptions

Sign On with Correct Authority

Sign on with the QSECOFR user profile or equivalent. Set your logging level as follows:

CHGJOB LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) LOGCLPGM(*YES)

Copy Files to the IBM i Server

Follow these steps:

NOTE
If you are installing from the IBM i server's DVD drive, substitute the steps in the article Installing from an IBM i
DVD Drive, for this procedure.

1. Insert the CA 2E installation DVD into a network-connected PC's DVD drive.
2. Display the contents of the installation DVD to view the SAVF files you need to copy to the IBM i server.

<drive>:\> DIR/P

3. Create a temporary library on the IBM i server to contain the SAVF files:

CRTLIB LIB(TEMP2E)

4. Open a DOS command prompt.
5. Use FTP to copy the SAVF files from the installation DVD to the TEMP2E library using these commands:

FTP myIBM i     (where myIBM i is the name of the target IBM i server)

myuserid          (where myuserid is an IBM i user profile)

mypassword        (where mypassword is an IBM i password)

bin

lCD <drive>:\

CD TEMP2E

QUOTE SITE NAMEFMT 1

PUT y1sy.savf
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Use additional PUT commands to transfer all the appropriate SAVF files to your IBM i server, using the completed
worksheets in the article “Installation Worksheets” as a section.

QUIT     (The QUIT command closes the FTP session.)

EXIT     (The EXIT command closes the DOS session.)

Restore Product Libraries

Follow these steps:

1. Enter one Restore Library (RSTLIB) command for each of the SAVF files in the TEMP2E library.
Specify the Shipped Library Name for the SAVF parameter and the Library Name you have selected for the RSTLIB
parameter from the worksheets in the article “Installation Worksheets.” See the examples that follow.
– To restore the Toolkit base product library to the Y1SY library, use the following:

RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1SY) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(TEMP2E/Y1SY) RSTLIB(Z1SY)

– To restore the Toolkit developer environment national language library and merge it with the Toolkit base product
library, use the following:

RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1SYVENG) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(TEMP2E/Y1SYVENG) RSTLIB(Z1SY)

– To submit the restore commands to run in batch, use the SBMJOB command:

SBMJOB CMD(RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1SY) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(TEMP2E/Y1SY

     RSTLIB(Z1SY)) JOB(Y1SY) JOBQ(QBATCH) LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) 

     LOGCLPGM(*YES)

SBMJOB CMD(RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1SYVENG) DEV(*SAVF)

     SAVF(TEMP2E/Y1SYVENG)

   RSTLIB(Z1SY)) JOB(Y1SYVENG) JOBQ(QBATCH) LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) 

     LOGCLPGM(*YES)

2. Review the job logs to verify that all objects were restored successfully, and then save the job log using the command:

DSPJOBLOG  OUTPUT(*PRINT)

Retain the resulting QPJOBLOG spool file. If you encounter errors, CA Technical Support may be able to use the job
log to assist in resolving the problem.

3. Remove the installation DVD from the PC's DVD drive.
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Configure the Software

Configure CA 2E for your development environment, before starting the software.

1. Sign on to the IBM i server as QSECOFR or equivalent, if you are not already signed on.
2. Set the logging level as follows:

CHGJOB LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) LOGCLPGM (*YES)

NOTE
Use the library name that you have selected in place of the product library named in all of the following steps.
Disregard all commands that specify product libraries that you did not install. The examples will use the letter Z
as the prefix for each library name.

Configuring National Language Libraries

Follow these steps:

1. Reset the default national language for your product, if you require a default national language other than English:

CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Z1SY/YYLNSYA) VALUE (National-Language-code)

CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Z2SY/YPRDLNGSYA) VALUE (National-Language-code)

This value is shipped as *ENG.
This value is shipped as *ENG.
National language library (NLL) codes are listed on the worksheets in the article “Installation Worksheets.” The value in
the data area must begin with an asterisk (*) and is followed immediately by the NLL code.

Resetting Library Names

Follow these steps:

1. Reset the internal null model library name data areas as follows:

CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Z2SY/YNLLMDLRFA)  VALUE(Z2SYMDL)

CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Z2SYMDL/YMDLLIBRFA)  VALUE(Z2SYMDL)

2. Do one of the following to reset the National Language library name data areas:
– If you restored Y2SYVENG into Z2SYVENG, use the following:
– CHGDTAARA DTAARA (Z2SY/YLNGENGSYA)  VALUE(Z2SYVENG)
– If you restored Y2SYVENG into Z2SY, use the following:

CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Z2SY/YLNGENGSYA)  VALUE(Z2SY)

3. If you have an additional national language, execute the command:

CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Z2SY/YLNGxxxSYA)  VALUE(CA 2Exxx-lang-library)

where xxx is the national language library code listed on the worksheets in the article “Installation Worksheets.”
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Adding to the Current Library List

Follow these steps:

1. Add your data objects library and the CA 2E product libraries to your current library list using the EDTLIBL command:
a. TEMP must be at the top of your library list.
b. QTEMP
c. Z1SYVxxx
d. Z1SY
e. Z2SY
f. QGPL
where xxx is the national language code on the worksheet. If you have multiple national language libraries, position the
English library below the other libraries.
For example, if you installed English only and restored Y1SYVENG into Z1SY, your library list would appear as follows:
– QTEMP
– Z1SY
– Z2SY
– QGPL

2. Before executing the YCRTLUSLIB command, verify that no one is using the CA 2E Licensing Library using the IBM
Object Lock' (WRKOBJLCK) command:

WRKOBJLCK OBJ(QSYS/YLUSLIB)  OBJTYPE(*LIB)

WRKOBJLCK OBJ(YLUSLIB/YLICREGP)  OBJTYPE(*FILE) MBR(*ALL)

3. Resolve object locks on YLUSLIB. (This must be performed before you can issue the YCRTLUSLIB command in the
next section.)

Authorize the Product

Follow these steps:

1. If library YLUSLIBSAV already exists, delete it using this command:
2. DLTLIB LIB(YLUSLIBSAV)
3. Make a backup copy of your current YLUSLIB, using the command:

CPYLIB FROMLIB(YLUSLIB) TOLIB(YLUSLIBSAV)

4. Verify that you restored the library YLUSLIB0 from your product DVD with the command:

WRKLIB YLUSLIB0

5. Execute the command YCRTLUSLIB to update the existing YLUSLIB library.
6. Press the F4 key to prompt the YGRTLICAUT command so that you can key in the security code(s) you obtained from

the Total License Care team or web site. Enter each set of four digit numbers into each field and then press the Enter
key. This authorizes the product(s) on your server.

7. Use the Display Product Licenses command, YDSPLICPRD to verify that your authorization was successful.
This command displays the list of licensed products, release level, expiration dates, and the maximum number of
concurrent interactive jobs you are allowed.

8. Make a note of the expiration dates on the checklist.
9. Continue with the configuration activities.
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NOTE
If you make an error while entering the authorization code, re-enter the code. If you receive an error message
when you attempt to use the product, contact Technical Support.

Setting Data and User Object Locations

Follow these steps:

1. Create the Toolkit data objects:

YCRTY1DTA  LIB(Z1SY)         or 

YCRTY1DTA  LIB(new-data-objects-library)

These objects can be placed either in the Toolkit base product library or in another non-CA 2E user library.
a. Do not put the objects into the QGPL library.

2. If you want to use a duplicate set of Toolkit data objects such as library lists and user profile extensions with the new
product, enter the following commands:

CRTLIB LIB(TEMPLIB)

YMOVY1DTA FROMLIB(new-data-objects-library) TOLIB(TEMPLIB)

YBLDOBJLST OBJ(TEMPLIB/*ALL)

YCHKLSTE CHKLIB(old-data-objects-library)

YCRTDUPOBJ OBJ(*O) FROMLIB(old-data-objects-library) OBJTYPE(*ALL)

      TOLIB(TEMPLIB) DATA(*YES) CRTOPT(*ALL)

YMOVY1DTA FROMLIB(TEMPLIB)  TOLIB(new-data-objects-library)

YAPYY1DCHG Y1DLIB (new-data-objects-library) Y1DTYPE(*ALL)

DLTLIB LIB(TEMPLIB)

a. You will now have two sets of Toolkit data objects. You need to maintain both sets of data objects separately;
namely, one for your production environment and one for your parallel environment.

3. Add your data objects library and the CA 2E product libraries to your current library list by using the EDTLIBL
command:
– QTEMP
– Z1SYVxxx
– Z1SY
– Z2SYRPG
– Z2SYCBL
– Z2SYVxxx
– Z2SY
– QGPL
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where xxx is the national language code on the worksheet in the article “Installation Worksheets.” If you have multiple
national languages, position the English library below the other libraries.
If you installed English only and restored Y1SYVENG into Z1SY and Y2SYVENG into Z2SY, your library list would
appear as follows:
– QTEMP
– Z1SY
– Z2SYRPG
– Z2SYCBL
– Z2SY
– QGPL

Authorizing the Toolkit Product

Follow these steps:

1. Authorize the Toolkit user profile and password extension functions with the command:

YSETY1AUT

This command enables the Toolkit User Profile and Password Validation functions.
2. Save the job log using the command:

DSPJOBLOG  OUTPUT(*PRINT)

Retain the resulting QPJOBLOG spool file. If you encounter errors, CA Technical Support may be able to use the job
log to assist in resolving the problem.

3. Remove previously installed PTF fix libraries from your interactive and batch job description library lists using the
command YWRKLIBLST and option 2.
Modify your CA 2E model and batch job descriptions library lists before using this new release.

4. Copy the existing CA 2E design models that you want to use with the parallel installation and then upgrade them.

Adding Routing Entries

Follow these steps:

NOTE
You must have two different routing entries in the subsystem to which CA 2E jobs are submitted for the compile
preprocessor program (YBRTPRC).

For example, if you name the CA 2E Product libraries Z1SY, Z2SY, and so forth, you need to perform the following tasks:

1. Add the following routing entry to your subsystem:

Seq. Program Library Compare Value Start Pos.
1112 YBRTPRC Z1SY ZCRTOVR 1

Your subsystem will then contain these two routing entries for program YBRTPRC:

Seq. Program Library Compare Value Start Pos.
1111 YBRTPRC Y1SY YCRTOVR 1
1112 YBRTPRC Z1SY ZCRTOVR 1
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NOTE

 Ensure this routing entry has a lower value than the system-supplied *ANY routing entry in the subsystem you
have chosen.

Change the model job description routing data to contain routing data ZCRTOVR for all models to be used by the parallel
version of the product.

To identify your model job description name, perform these tasks:

1. Add your model library to your library list:

ADDLIBLE model-library-name

2. From a command line, enter:

YDSPMDLVAL

– Select the Display Environment Values option.
– Note the job description name under the heading Model Libraries.

Use the CHGJOBD command to change the model job description routing data:

CHGJOBD JOBD(job-description)  RTGDTA(ZCRTOVR)

Review 2E System Values

Review your CA 2E system values (see the following table), then use the YCHGMDLVAL command to change one or
more of these product defaults.

System values are defaults used during CA 2E model creation. The defaults for all system values except YACTSYM and
YDATFMT can be overridden in each user model. For more information, see the YCHGMDLVAL.

System Value Shipped Value Description
YACTSYM |.| Symbols used for Action diagram

constructs
YDATFMT *MDY Date format for generated applications
YSYSCHG *NONE Default change control enabling library
YSYSDBF *DDS Default data definition language
YSYSHLL *RPG Default HLL generator
YSYSNPH *UIM Default language for NPT help text
YSYSPMT *OFF Default generation mode for device literals
YSYSSAA *CUAENTRY Default SAA format

Upgrade Existing CA 2E Design Models
After installing a parallel version of CA 2E, run a conversion procedure to update your design models. Upgrading your
design models involves the following procedures:
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• Signing on with correct authority
• Modifying library lists
• Running the upgrade utility

Signing On with Correct Authority

Follow these steps:

1. Sign on to the IBM i server as QSECOFR or equivalent, if you are not already signed on.
2. Ensure that you have a current backup of your data model.

a. When making a backup of your models, set the SAVLIB parameter for 'Save access paths' to *YES.

Modifying Library Lists

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the Null model data area contains the name of the CA 2E Null model library (Z2SYMDL) that you installed
in parallel.

DSPDTAARA  DTAARA(Z2SY/YNLLMDLRFA)

WARNING
If this data area references a user-modified null model, it must be redirected to the shipped null model or
severe model corruption can occur.

CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Z2SY/YNLLMDLRFA)  VALUE(Z2SYMDL)

2. Add the CA 2E product libraries and any additional language or high level language libraries you may have installed to
your library list.
When the Toolkit product is in the current library list, you may use the Toolkit Change Library List (YCHGLIBL or R)
command to change your current library list to the YSYS library list built during the installation:

ADDLIBLE  LIB(Z1SYVENG)  POSITION(*LAST)

ADDLIBLE  LIB(Z1SY)  POSITION(*LAST)

ADDLIBLE  LIB(Toolkitdata-objects-library)  POSITION(*LAST)

YCHGLIBL  LIBLST(YSYS)

In general, the following libraries are necessary to run the CA 2E product. The YSYS library list already contains these
libraries:
– QTEMP
– Z1SYVxxx
– Z1SY
– Z2SYRPG
– Z2SYCBL
– Z2SYVxxx
– Z2SY
– QGPL
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where xxx is the national language code on the worksheet in Article F. If you have multiple national languages, position
the English library below the other libraries.
If your Toolkit data objects are not in Z1SY, position your library after Z1SY.
a. Add only the generator libraries that you have installed (Z2SYRPG and/or Z2SYCBL).

Running the Upgrade Utility

Follow these steps:

1. Remove all models from your library list.
2. Upgrade each model individually by submitting a separate batch job for each model. The batch jobs should execute

one at a time in a single-threaded job queue:

SBMJOB CMD(YAPYMDLCHG MDLLIB(model-library-name)) INLLIBL(*CURRENT)

     LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) LOGCLPGM(*YES)

3. Verify that each model was successfully upgraded by checking its batch job log. The command should complete with
an ending code of “0.” If it does not, please contact Technical Support.

4. Execute the Duplicate Application Objects (YDUPAPPOBJ) command into the appropriate library or libraries.
You can find libraries that contain a set of CA 2E Application Objects with the command:

DSPOBJD  OBJ(*ALLUSR/YGO)  OBJTYPE (*CMD)

WARNING
WARNING! You should not run YDUPAPPOBJ with Y1SY or any product libraries as the target.

For more information, see the YDUPAPPOBJ command.

NOTE
Before you use the copied models, ensure that you update the model and job description libraries.

Renaming the Product Libraries

Delete the old version of the product and rename your new version to the old product library names after you are satisfied
with its operation.

NOTE
No active user should have a CA 2E library in a current job library list when you attempt to rename the product
libraries.

Renaming the Toolkit Product Library

Use the Toolkit Rename Library (YRNMLIB) command to rename the library and update any library lists that reference the
library.

Example:

YRNMLIB  FROMLIB(Z1SY)  TOLIB(Y1SY)

After you rename the Toolkit product library, sign off and sign on again before continuing to rename the other libraries.
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Renaming the CA 2E Product Library

Use the Toolkit Rename Library (YRNMLIB) command to rename the library and update any library lists that reference that
library.

Example:

YRNMLIB  FROMLIB(Z2SY)  TOLIB(Y2SY)

Renaming the CA 2E Null Model Library

The CA 2E product library contains a data area called YNLLMDLRFA. This data area specifies the name of the null model
associated with it. The null model is referenced when you create a new model, or clear or upgrade an existing model (with
theYCRTMDLLIB, YCLRMDL, YAPYMDLCHG commands). If you rename the null model, update the value of the data
area.

Example:

CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Y2SY/YNLLMDLRFA)  VALUE('Y2SYMDL')

YRNMMDL MDLLIB(Z2SYMDL) NEWMDLLIB(Y2SYMDL) LIBLST(*NONE) 

     NEWLIBLST(*SAME) UPDLIBLST(*NONE) JOBD(*NONE)

    

Renaming CA 2E National Language Libraries

The CA 2E product library contains a data area YLNGxxxSYA, where xxx is the three-letter national language code,
for each national language library, which specifies the name of the national language library. If you rename a national
language library, update the value of the data area. Use the Toolkit Rename Library (YRNMLIB) command to rename the
library and update any library lists that reference that library.

Example:

YRNMLIB FROMLIB(Z2SYVENG)  TOLIB(Y2SYVENG)

CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Y2SY/YLNGENGSYA)  VALUE('Y2SYVENG')

Renaming User Model Libraries

Use the CA 2E Rename Model (YRNMMDL) command to rename a user model library, since the YMDLLIB Model Library
(YMDLLIBRFA) data area is updated automatically, and any library lists that reference that model library.

Example:

YRNMMDL  MDLLIB(Z2MDL)   NEWMDLLIB(Y2MDL)
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NOTE
Journaling cannot be active while renaming model and generation libraries. Remove the journal receivers from
the libraries before renaming the library.

Toolkit Data Objects
Some of the CA 2E Toolkit commands use database files or data areas to store user data such as library lists, user profile
extension attributes, and design defaults. These objects are stored in the CA 2E Toolkit data objects library.

Contents

Toolkit Data Objects

Process this list of data objects with the Create Product Data Objects (YCRTY1DTA), Move Product Data Objects
(YMOVY1DTA), and Apply Toolkit Data Changes (YAPYY1DCHG) commands for a new release of the CA 2E Toolkit
product:

Object Name Description
YLIBLST Library list file
YPWDVAL Forbidden password file
YUSRPRF User profile file
YDLCLMA SDU consider lowercase if alpha *GE limit
YDRPDFA Report design utility defaults
YDSCDCA YDOCSCR default values
YDSCDFA YCHGDSNDFT default design values
YMHPFLA YDSPMNU default help text file
YMHPIXA YDSPHLP UIM Help Index for Mode(*UIM)
YMHPLBA YDSPMNU default help text library
YMHPOPA YDSPHLP default value for USROPT parameter
YMHPYKA YDSPHLP default keys help label
YMHPYWA YDSPHLP window default size directive
YPBXCHA YCVTPRT box characters
YPEXCHA YEXCxxxLST alternative character to @
YPLGOQA YDSPABR name of job log output queue
YYCOTXA Company name text
YWWDBDA Window border defaults
YYPWCKA YCHKPWD control values
YYSYTXA Software system name
YCVTOPTP TCVTSPLF conversion options
YSPLRTRP Spooled router control file
YBRTPXA YCRTOVR Compile preprocessor default exit programs
YDBFCCS YCVTSPLF - Database coded character set identifier
YDMNAUDP Menu Audit File
YERRDFNP Error definition file (UK: errcde/errprc)
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YMSGPFXP YAPPOBJ Message prefixes
YPDFSKL YCVTSPLF - PDF Skeleton
YSTMFCOD YCVTSPLF - Stream file code page
YSTRCONP String constants (UK: strid)

User-Created Design Objects

In addition, you can process these user-created design objects with the YAPYY1DCHG command.

Object Name Description
YDSNMNU Menu design file
YDSNPNL Panel design file
YDSNPNL1 Panel design file
YDSNPNLA Panel design file
YDSNPNLA0 Panel design file
YDSNPNLA1 Panel design file
YDSNPNLA2 Panel design file
YDSNPNL2 Panel design file
YDSNRPTA Report design file
YDSNRPTB Report design file
YDSNRPTC Report design file
YDSNRPT0 Report design file
YDSNRPT1 Report design file

Required Authorities
This article describes the authorities required to run the CA 2E products.

Authorities Table

Library Object Object Type Authority Required
QSYS ADDLFM *CMD *USE
QSYS ADDPFM *CMD *USE
QSYS CHGDTAARA *CMD *USE
QSYS CHGJOB *CMD *USE
QSYS CHGJOBD *CMD *USE
QSYS CHGLF *CMD *USE
QSYS CHGMSGD *CMD *USE
QSYS CHGOBJOWN *CMD *USE
QSYS CHGLF *CMD *USE
QSYS CPYF *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTCMD *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTDSPF *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTDTADCT *CMD *USE
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QSYS CRTDTAARA *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTDUPOBJ *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTJOBD *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTJRN *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTJRNRCV *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTLIB *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTLF *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTMSGF *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTMSGQ *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTPF *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTPRTF *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTSRCPF *CMD *USE
QSYS DLTDTADCT *CMD *USE
QSYS DLTF *CMD *USE
QSYS DLTLIB *CMD *USE
QSYS DLTPGM *CMD *USE
QSYS DMPOBJ *CMD *USE
QSYS RGZPFM *CMD *USE
QSYS RMVM *CMD *USE
QSYS STRDBG *CMD *USE
QSYS QGPL *LIB *CHANGE
QSYS CRTPNLGRP *CMD *USE
QRPG CRTRPGPGM *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTRPGPGM *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTCBLPGM *CMD *USE
QSQL CRTSQLRPG *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTSQLRPG *CMD *USE
QSQL CRTSQLCBL *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTSQLCBL *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTBNDRPG *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTRPGMOD *CMD *USE
QSYS CRTBNDDIR *CMD *USE

Troubleshooting
If an error occurs during the installation process, one or more messages is sent to the job running the installation.

If an error occurs, check the job log of the job that executed the command. If the job was submitted to batch, display the
spooled job log. If the job was run interactively, either sign off with the *LIST option, or press F10 to see the low level
messages on the screen. Alternatively, you can issue the command:

DSPJOBLOG  OUTPUT(*PRINT)

Review the spool file of the job log.
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Possible Problems

The following is a list of possible cause for errors that can occur during the installation process:

• Not enough authority

This would suggest that the user profile used to clear an existing product or to run the Post-load commands did not have
QSECOFR authority. RECOVERY: Sign on with an authorized profile and retry the installation.

• Media error

If the restore fails due to a media error it is recommended that you contact your product supplier.

Installing from an IBM i DVD Drive

Using the CPYFRMSTMF Command

The following procedure replaces the procedure, “Copying Files to the IBM i Server.” Using the worksheets in the article,
“Installation Worksheets,” as a section to determine which SAVF files you need to transfer, enter a CPYFRMSTMF
command for each file:

1. Type the command CPYFRMSTMF and press the F4 key. Your screen must resemble the following example:
From stream file . . . . . . . . > ________________________________

To file member or save file  . . > ______________________________

 

Member option  . . . . . . . . . >  ______ *NONE, *ADD, *REPLACE

2. Type the values as shown in the following example:
From stream file . . . . . . . . > 'QOPT/XXXXXXXXX/Y1SY~1.SAV'

To file member or save file  . . > '/QSYS.LIB/TEMP2E.LIB/
Y1SY.FILE'Member option  . . . . . . . . . > *ADD        *NONE, *ADD, *REPLACE

a. The characters “XXXXXXXXX” in the previous example should be substituted for the DVD VOL-ID. 
The values shown in this example transfer the Y1SY.SAVF to the TEMP2E library.

3. Repeat the command for each of the save files you need:

Stream file Save file
YLUSLI~1.SAV YLUSLIB0.SAVF
Y1SY~1.SAV Y1SY.SAVF
Y1SYVE~1.SAV Y1SYVENG.SAVF
Y2SY~1.SAV Y2SY.SAVF
Y2SYVE~1.SAV Y2SYVENG.SAVF
Y2SYCB~1.SAV Y2SYCBL.SAVF
Y2SYRP~1.SAV Y2SYRPG.SAVF
Y2SYMD~1.SAV Y2SYMDL.SAVF
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Y2SYSR~1.SAV Y2SYSRC.SAVF

 

 

Installation Worksheets
Complete the following worksheets by writing in the library names you select for each of the CA 2E products that you are
installing. You need to make entries for all features that you plan to install.

Contents

Product Libraries

This table contains the list of product libraries needed for the product installation.

Product Library Shipped Library Valid Merge Library Selected Library
Name

CLRLIB
Completed?

RSTLIB
Completed?

CA 2E Licensed
Library

YLUSLIB0 Cannot be renamed YLUSLIB0   

Toolkit Base Library Y1SY None    
CA 2E Base Library Y2SY None    
CA 2E Null Model
Library

Y2SYMDL None    

CA 2E Source
Library

Y2SYSRC None    

RPG/RPGIV
Generator Library

Y2SYRPG Y2SY    

COBOL Generator
Library

Y2SYCBL Y2SY    

Valid Merge Libraries

A Valid Merge Library can contain objects from more than one shipped library. Also, please note the following:

• If the Valid Merge Library column contains the value “None” the library cannot be restored into another library.
• If the Valid Merge Library column contains Y1SY, the shipped library can be restored into Y1SY.
• If the Valid Merge Library column contains Y2SY, the shipped library can be restored into Y2SY.

All High Level Language (HLL) generator libraries can be merged. The Valid Merge Library column in the previous table
indicates the valid target product library to merge HLL generator libraries. At least one High Level Language (HLL)
generator must be installed.

If you are upgrading and are not sure what product libraries were previously merged, use the following commands to
determine your current configuration:

WRKOBJ  OBJ(*ALL/YFIXRPGRFA) OBJTYPE(*DTAARA)

If YFIXRPGRFA is found in Y2SY, then Y2SYRPG was merged into Y2SY.  If it is found in Y2SYRPG, then that library was not merged.

WRKOBJ  OBJ(*ALL/YFIXCBLRFA) OBJTYPE(*DTAARA)
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If YFIXCBLRFA is found in Y2SY, then Y2SYCBL was merged into Y2SY. If it is found in Y2SYCBL, then that library was
not merged.

National Language Support Libraries

Toolkit Developer National Languages

At least one of the Toolkit Developer National Language libraries must be installed. If in doubt, display the contents of your
National Language installation DVD.

For the 8.0 release, developer national languages other than English reside on a separate DVD and are not shipped
unless specifically ordered.

For national language libraries, only one language library can be merged into the base product library. Additional national
language libraries must be separate, external libraries.

DeveloperNational
Languages

NLL Code Shipped Library Valid Merge
Library

Selected Library
Name

CLRLIB
Completed?

RSTLIB
Completed?

Toolkit English ENG Y1SYVENG Y1SY    
Toolkit French
Multinational

FRN Y1SYVFRNM Y1SY    

Toolkit Japanese JPN Y1SYVJPN Y1SY    

If you are upgrading and are not sure which Toolkit Developer National Language libraries were previously merged, use
the following command to determine your current configuration:

WRKOBJ  OBJ(*ALL/Y1LNSYA) OBJTYPE(*DTAARA)

If there is a Y1LNSYA data area in Y1SY and it contains a value of *ENG, then Y1SYVENG has been merged into Y1SY.
If that data area is in Y1SYVENG, then that library was not merged into Y1SY.

NOTE
The National Language Library code (NLL) is an abbreviation used in the configuration instructions in the
installation articles.

CA 2E Developer National Languages

For national language libraries, at least one developer environment language must be installed. If in doubt, display the
contents of your DVD.

Developer national languages other than English are on a separate DVD and will not be shipped unless ordered.

For national language libraries, only one developer environment language library can be merged into the base product
library. Additional developer national language libraries must be separate, external libraries.

DeveloperNational
Languages

NLL Code Shipped Library Valid Merge
Library

Selected Library
Name

CLRLIB
Completed?

RSTLIB
Completed?

CA 2E English ENG Y2SYVENG Y2SY    
CA 2E Japanese JPN Y2SYVJPN Y2SY    
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If you are upgrading and are not sure which CA 2E Developer National Language libraries were previously merged, use
the following command to determine your current configuration:

WRKOBJ OBJ(*ALL/YMDLLNGSYA) OBJTYPE(*DTAARA)

If the YMDLLNGSYA data area is in Y2SY and contains a value of '*ENG', then the Y2SYVENG library was merged into Y2SY. If it is in Y2SYVENG, then this library was not merged.

Toolkit End User Environment National Languages

NOTE

The National Language Library code (NLL) is an abbreviation used in the configuration instructions in the
installation articles.

DeveloperNational
Languages

NLL Code Shipped Library Valid Merge
Library

Selected Library
Name

CLRLIB
Completed?

RSTLIB
Completed?

Toolkit Croatian HRZ Y1SYVHRZ None    
Toolkit Danish DAN Y1SYVDAN None    
Toolkit Dutch NDL Y1SYVNDL None    
Toolkit Finnish FIN Y1SYVFIN None    
Toolkit French
National

FRN Y1SYVFRN None    

Toolkit French
Multinational

FRN Y1SYVFRNM None    

Toolkit German
National

DTC Y1SYVDTC None    

Toolkit German
Multinational

DTC Y1SYVDTCM None    

Toolkit Italian ITA Y1SYVITA None    
Toolkit Norwegian NSK Y1SYVNSK None    
Toolkit
Portuguese

PTG Y1SYVPTG None    

Toolkit Slovenian SLO Y1SYVSLO None    
Toolkit Spanish ESP Y1SYVESP None    
Toolkit Swedish SVK Y1SYVSVK None    

CA 2E End User Environment National Languages

End user national language libraries contain the objects needed to generate your application in another language. End
user environment national language libraries cannot be merged into the base product library; they must be separate
libraries.
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NOTE
The National Language Library code (NLL) is an abbreviation used in the configuration instructions in the
installation articles.

End
UserNational
Languages

NLL Code Shipped Library Valid Merge
Library

Selected Library
Name

CLRLIB
Completed?

RSTLIB
Completed?

CA 2E Croatian HRZ Y2SYVHRZ None    
CA 2E Danish DAN Y2SYVDAN None    
CA 2E Dutch NDL Y2SYVNDL None    
CA 2E Finnish FIN Y2SYVFIN None    
CA 2E French
National

FRN Y2SYVFRN None    

CA 2E French
Multinational

FRN Y2SYVFRNM None    

CA 2E German
National

DTC Y2SYVDTC None    

CA 2E German
Multinational

DTC Y2SYVDTCM None    

CA 2E Italian ITA Y2SYVITA None    
CA 2E Norwegian NSK Y2SYVNSK None    
CA 2E
Portuguese

PTG Y2SYVPTG None    

CA 2E Slovenian SLO Y2SYVSLO None    
CA 2E Spanish ESP Y2SYVESP None    
CA 2E Swedish SVK Y2SYVSVK None    

Installing CA 2E Web Option
This section contains the following topics:

• Setting up and Configuring Web Option

Setting up and Configuring Web Option
This article contains the information to set up and configure Web Option.

 Contents 

  

Minimum System Requirements

Web Option has the following requirements:

• IBM i versions i 6.1 and higher are supported
• IBM i must be accessible across a network or through the Web (Internet/Intranet/Extranet), either directly, through a

firewall, or through a proxy server
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Supported Browsers

 CA 2E Web Option provides access to command keys on the browser interface using mouse-clicks and pressing keys on
the keyboard across the browsers listed below:

• Internet Explorer 8 and 9 version.
• Safari 6 or a later version for Mac.
• Safari 5.1.7 or a later version for Windows.
• Chrome 24.0 or a later version.
• Firefox 19.0 or a later version.

NOTE
 Internet Explorer version 8 and 9 are the only officially supported browsers. Check the compatibility matrix
on  Product page for the latest information.

Web Option Considerations

Web Option consists of the following shipped objects:

• An IBM i library known as the Web Option product library, or Y2WEB.
Y2WEB contains the Web Option non-data objects such as programs, service programs, and job descriptions.

• An IBM i library known as the Web Option LDO library, or Y2WEBVENG.
Y2WEBVENG contains the English Web Option LDO data objects such as files, message files, and commands.

The Y2WEB and Y2WEBVENG libraries are linked through the use of a data area in Y2WEB named YW2ELDORFA,
which contains the name of the Web Option LDO library that is currently being used. They are also linked through the
WEB2E_SVR job description in Y2WEB, which includes both Y2WEB and Y2WEBVENG in its initial library list. These
objects are used when Web Option environments are created.

 

NOTE

• CA Provides additional Web Option LDO libraries for languages other than English. These libraries are
named Y2WEBVxxx, where xxx is a three letter language code. For example, FRN for French and DTC for
German.

• Throughout this document, we use the default names Y2WEB and Y2WEBVENG in code samples and
command examples. However, because you can custom-name these libraries or might be using a different
language LDO library, be sure that you modify the samples and examples accordingly.

Web Option Environments

When installing Web Option for the first-time, create a Web Option Environment data library, known as the environment
library. The environment library is used to hold any user data that you create, such as HTML skeletons, screen cross-
reference data, and element customization data. The environment library is linked to the Web Option product and LDO
libraries through data areas in the environment library.

The combination of an environment library, LDO library, and product library is referred to as the Web Option
environment, and it has the same name as the environment library it contains.

In addition to the data areas in the environment library that link to the product and LDO libraries, the environment library
contains the WEB2E_SVR job description. WEB2E_SVR includes the Web Option libraries in the following order:

<environment-library>
<ldo-library>
<product-library>
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The Web Option runtime retrieves the data it requires to function from all three libraries, with any data in the environment
library overriding the data in the LDO library or the product library.

When you generate an HTML skeleton from a CA 2E model, you specify the name of the environment to use (by
referencing the YW2ELIB model value held in the CA 2E model). When you start a Web Option server, you specify the
name of the environment to start.

After you install Web Option and create the initial environment, you can create additional environments by using the
Create Web Option Environment (YCRTW2EENV) command. You might do this to have separate Development, Test, and
Production environments that divide out your development processes. Alternately, you can have different environments for
different areas of your business; for example, Marketing, Sales, Finance environments.

Each of these environments can have the same LDO and product libraries, so they would all use the same programs.
However, each environment uses its own environment library defaults to provide the look, feel, and functionality of the
web pages that it delivers. Each environment can be defined to be accessed using the same HTTP server or different
HTTP servers. This allows you to limit who can access each environment and from where - on your Intranet or outside
your corporate firewall, for example.

NOTE
 Throughout this document, we use the example environment library name of MYWEBENV for code samples
and command examples. You can name your Web Option environment libraries any way you want, but
remember to adjust the samples and examples accordingly to your library names.

Using Web Option with Other Languages

As shipped, the YW2ELDORFA data area in Y2WEB comes with the value Y2WEBVENG, indicating that the English LDO
library is used. Also, the WEB2E_SVR job description in Y2WEB includes Y2WEBVENG in its initial library list. When
Web Option environments are created, both objects are copied into the environment library and the WEB2E_SVR job
description in the environment library is changed to also include the environment library.

If you need to run Web Option with a language other than English, you can obtain the necessary Web Option LDO library
Y2WEBVDTC from CA and then follow these steps:

 To change an existing Web Option environment to a language other than English 

1. Change the YW2ELDORFA data area in the environment library to the new language:
CHGDTAARA DTAARA(MYWEBENV/YW2ELDORFA) VALUE(Y2WEBVDTC)

2. Change the initial library list (INLLIBL) of the WEB2E_SVR job description in the environment library to include
Y2WEBVDTC instead of Y2WEBVENG:
CHGJOBD JOBD(MYWEBENV/WEB2E_SVR)

You then need to change the global Web Option defaults (which apply to every environment that is subsequently created)
to use your language.

 To change the global Web Option defaults 

1. Change the YW2ELDORFA data area in the product library to the new language:
CHGDTAARA DTAARA(Y2WEB/YW2ELDORFA) VALUE(Y2WEBVDTC)

2. Change the initial library list (INLLIBL) of the WEB2E_SVR job description in the product library to include
Y2WEBVDTC instead of Y2WEBVENG:
CHGJOBD JOBD(Y2WEB/WEB2E_SVR)

3. Note the following:

1. – If you change the global Web Option defaults, any existing environments must be changed separately using these
previous steps.

– You must also change any other job descriptions you have changed (such as the QBATCH job descriptions in CA
2E models) to use the correct Web Option LDO library.
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Merging the Y2WEB and Y2WEBVENG Libraries

WARNING
 From Release 8.5 onwards, merging the Web Option product and LDO libraries must be performed after Web
Option is initialized or upgraded.

If necessary, you can merge the Y2WEBVENG library into Y2WEB. Merging helps reduce the number of libraries and
simplifies the setup on your IBM i.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Copy all the objects from the Web Option LDO library into the Web Option product library:
CPYLIB FROMLIB(Y2WEBVENG) TOLIB(Y2WEB) CRTLIB(*NO)

2. Delete the YW2ELDORFA data area in Y2WEB:
DLTDTAARA DTAARA(Y2WEB/YW2ELDORFA)

3. Change any job descriptions that you previously changed so that they no longer include the Y2WEBVENG library.
4. Locate the initial library list of the WEB2E_SVR job description in Y2WEB and verify that it no longer includes the

Y2WEBVENG library.

NOTE

The authority of the Y2WEB library must be set to *PUBLIC *CHANGE.

• The authority on YMLSSRC in Y2WEB must be set to have all Data Authorities and Object Authorities of
*OBJOPR, *OBJMGT, and *OBJEXIST

External Object Requirements

Web Option uses a number of objects that are not shipped in the Web Option product or LDO libraries, but are shipped
in the CA 2E Toolkit ("Toolkit") product library. The Toolkit and CA 2E also require these objects. Y2WEB contains the
data area YRQDOBJLIB (Required Objects Library), which holds the name of the library which contains these additional
objects.

This data area is shipped with a value of Y1SY. If your copy of the Toolkit product library is not named Y1SY, before
attempting to initialize or run Web Option, you need to change the YRQDOBJLIB data area with this command:

CHGDTAARA DTAARA(Y2WEB/YRQDOBJLIB) VALUE(toolkit-library-name)

If Web Option is running on an IBM i that does not have the Toolkit installed, create a new library on an IBM i where the
Toolkit is installed (for example, Y2WEBRQOBJ) and copy the following objects from the Toolkit product library into it:

YCMDPRCS1R  *SRVPGM            Command processing               
YCMPENCS1R  *SRVPGM            Compression/Encryption procedures
YDBCPRCS1R  *SRVPGM   RPGLE    DBCS processing                  
YERRPRCS1R  *SRVPGM            Error processing                 
YGNRPRCS1R  *SRVPGM            Generic procedures (I)           
YGNRPRCS2R  *SRVPGM            Generic procedures (II)          
YIFSPRCS1R  *SRVPGM            IFS procedures                   
YMSGPRCS1R  *SRVPGM            Messaging procedures             
YPRCDTA1S   *SRVPGM            Data processing             
YSORTS1R    *SRVPGM            Sort/search procedures      
YSTRPRC1S   *SRVPGM            String processing procedures

You need to copy this library to the IBM i where Web Option is to be used. Change the YRQDOBJLIB data area
in Y2WEB to have a value of Y2WEBRQOBJ. Also, change the WEB2E_SVR job description in Y2WEB to
use Y2WEBRQOBJ rather than Y1SY.
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If you do not have a license for the Toolkit, contact CA Support.

Install Web Option

For Web Option itself, there are two libraries that need to be installed on the IBM i. These libraries are shipped as Y2WEB
and Y2WEBVENG. In this document, where "Web Option library" or Web Option product library" is used this must be
taken to mean Y2WEB.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log on to the IBM i with a user profile that has both *ALLOBJ and *IOSYSCFG special authorities.
Your library list must include the following libraries (or their renamed or merged equivalents):
– Y1SY
– Y1SYVENG
– QTEMP
The order of the libraries is not important.

2. To restore the new version of the licensing library YLUSLIB0 and create and update the library YLUSLIB on your
system, follow the instructions in your licensing document containing the Web Option Authorization codes.
Note: If you have not received this authorization document, contact CA to obtain one. You cannot perform any further
installation and initialization steps until you are correctly authorized.

3. If a previous release of Web Option is already installed on your IBM i, ensure no one is using it and rename the
libraries (for example, to Y2WEBSAV and Y2WEBVSAV).

4. Change the YW2ELDORFA data area in the renamed product library to point to the renamed LDO library. Ensure
these renamed libraries are in your library list:
RNMOBJ OBJ(Y2WEB) OBJTYPE(*LIB) NEWOBJ(Y2WEBSAV)
RNMOBJ OBJ(Y2WEBVENG) OBJTYPE(*LIB) NEWOBJ(Y2WEBVSAV)
CHGDTAARA DTAARA(Y2WEBSAV/YW2ELDORFA) VALUE(Y2WEBVSAV)
ADDLIBLE LIB(Y2WEBSAV) POSITION(*LAST)
ADDLIBLE LIB(Y2WEBVSAV) POSITION(*BEFORE Y2WEBSAV)

5. Restore the shipped Web Option libraries using RSTLIB (Restore Library command):
RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y2WEB) DEV(device-name) RSTLIB(*SAVLIB)
RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y2WEBVENG) DEV(device-name) RSTLIB(*SAVLIB)

6. Add the restored Web Option libraries to your library list.
ADDLIBLE LIB(Y2WEB) POSITION(*FIRST)
ADDLIBLE LIB(Y2WEBVENG) POSITION(*BEFORE Y2WEB

The installation process that you perform depends on which of the following situations applies to you; choose only one of
the following sets of steps.

Install Web Option for the First Time

If you are installing Web Option for the first time, follow these steps.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Restore the /WEBOPT directory from the WEBOPT save file in Y2WEB with this command:
RST DEV('/qsys.lib/y2web.lib/webopt.file') OBJ(('/webopt'))

2. Use the Initialize Web Option (YINZW2E) command to run the Web Option initialization.
This creates all the required objects for Web Option to run correctly (such as user profiles and job descriptions). You
are prompted to create an initial Web Option environment data library.

3. Specify *NONE for the Current Web Option library (CURW2ELIB) parameter when you run the YINZW2E command:
YINZW2E CURW2ELIB(*NONE) W2ELIB(Y2WEB)
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As the command processes, you are given the opportunity to change some of the Web Option environment control
values and add a job schedule entry. When you are prompted for the YDBFCCS control value:

4. Change the value of Code page from DSPSYSVAL QCHRID.
Also, you are able to create all the necessary HTTP server objects to enable Web Option to run.

NOTE
 This command must be run interactively.

5. Change any 2E models so that the YW2ELIB model value refers to the environment library rather than the product
library:
CHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YW2ELIB) VALUE(MYWEBENV)

6. Change any CA 2E model job descriptions and library lists so that they include the environment library in the library list
above the new LDO and product libraries.

Web Option Menu

To access the Web Option menu, enter the following:

YGO MENU(MAIN) FILE(Y2WEB/YDSNMNU)

You can also enter YGO MAIN if Y2WEB is above any other library that contains a copy of the YDSNMNU file.

From this menu, you can run various web option commands and web option-related commands. You can also access a
Web Option Runtime submenu, which lets you perform various Web Option HTTP server and Web Option Server tasks.

Install the Web Option PC File

If you installed Web Option on your system for the first time, you must have restored the WEBOPT directory from the
WEBOPT save file shipped in Y2WEB prior to performing the Web Option initialization processing. If you are upgrading an
existing release of Web Option, you must have renamed your existing WEBOPT directory (to WEBOPT85, for example).
After restoring it, you must have copied any objects (that you require) into the new WEBOPT folder.

This directory is used for two purposes by Web Option:

• To hold a number of basic files required by Web Option at runtime: images for screen headers, the default JavaScript,
and Cascading Style Sheet files, for example.

• To hold temporary copies of HTML skeletons while they are being edited by a third party tool.

After installing, check the Permissions on each object in /WEBOPT.

 Perform these steps in Client Access 

1. Open File Systems for the AS400.
2. Locate the directory WEBOPT in the root directory in the IFS.
3. Right-click on each object in the directory and take the Permissions option.
4. Ensure that Public has at least Read and Write authority. If not, check the Read and Write boxes.
5. Click Apply.

You can edit this HTML file using a basic text editor, such as Notepad, or with a graphical HTML editor, such as
FrontPage. When you finish editing the HTML file, use the YPRCSKL command again to convert the edited HTML file
back into a skeleton member in YMLSSRC in Y2WEBVENG.

 Renaming WEBOPT 

If you choose to rename the WEBOPT folder, to webopt86, for example, you must complete the following steps:

1. Change the value of the Web Option value YMLSFLR to be '/webopt86/', using the YWRKW2EVAL command.
2. Change the following lines in your HTTP configuration to refer to WEBOPT86 instead of WEBOPT:

<Directory /WEBOPT/>
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AliasMatch ^/WEB2EDOC/(.*) /WEBOPT/$1

 Files created using PRCSKL 

After you generate a skeleton member in the YMLSSRC source file in your environment library, use the Process HTML
Skeleton (YPRCSKL) command to convert it to an HTML file in the WEBOPT folder for editing. The HTML file has
the same name as the skeleton member in YMLSSRC, but is suffixed with .HTM. For example, a skeleton member in
YMLSSRC named H0001025 is converted in WEBOPT to the file H0001025.HTM. 

Configure Web Option

After installing Web Option, depending on your settings, you might have to perform certain configuration tasks that verify
Web Option is working correctly. Certain defaults are assumed which might vary from machine to machine, such as the
main sign-on screen, the language used on the machine, and other factors.

Virtual Terminal Setup

Web Option uses virtual terminals to access the IBM i - when a user initially accesses the IBM i using Web Option, the
system assigns a virtual display device (normally called QPADEVnnnn, where nnnn is a number from 1 to 9999) to that
Web Option session.

If a virtual display device description already exists and is not active (that is, it is not currently being used by an interactive
job), Web Option uses that device description; otherwise, the system automatically configures a new virtual device (up
to the maximum allowed by the QAUTOVRT system value). Thus, the QAUTOVRT system value effectively controls the
maximum number of concurrent interactive jobs that are allowed. Consequently, if you are going to allow external users to
access your IBM i through Web Option using the internet, you may need to update QAUTOVRT to a higher number.

Be aware that the higher the number of virtual terminals that can be auto-configured, the greater the potential security
exposure of your system. For more details of the QAUTOVRT system value, see your IBM system manuals.

Although the shipped value of QAUTOVRT is 0, most systems have had this value set to a higher value (e.g. 999). To
change the QAUTOVRT system value, use the CHGSYSVAL command:

CHGSYSVAL SYSVAL(QAUTOVRT) VALUE(*NOMAX)

 Note: You must have *ALLOBJ authority to change the QAUTOVRT system value.

Sign On Page Setup

Certain special processing occurs within the Web Option runtime when the sign on screen is displayed. Therefore, it is
important that Web Option is able to correctly recognize the sign on screen when it appears.

As shipped, Web Option includes an HTML skeleton that matches the default IBM Sign On screen:

                                   Sign On                                      
                                               System  . . . . . :   SYSTEM01   
                                               Subsystem . . . . :   QINTER     
                                               Display . . . . . :   QPADEV0001 
                                                                                
                User  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   ___________________    
                Password  . . . . . . . . . . . .   ___________________    
                Program/procedure . . . . . . . .   ___________________    
                Menu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   ___________________    
                Current library . . . . . . . . .   ___________________    
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                                             (C) COPYRIGHT IBM CORP. 1980, 2007.

Web Option recognizes this screen because of the 7-character string on row 1, column 36 with a value of Sign On. If you
modified your IBM Sign On screen, you need to modify the screen cross-reference file or the shipped YSIGNON skeleton
to ensure that Web Option correctly recognizes it.

If your IBM Sign On screen does not include the text Sign On text at row 1, column 36, perform the following steps:

 To update your Sign On text 

1. Determine an alternate piece of text on your screen that uniquely identifies it.
For example, in the following sign on screen, the 13-byte string One C A Plaza at row 2, column 34 could be used:
System: SYSTEM01                 One C A Plaza             Subsystem: QINTER    
                            Islandia, New York 11749       Display:   QPADEV0001
                                                                               
          ccccccccc     aaaaaaaaaaa                                             
       cccccccccccccc aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa                                          
     ccccccccccccccccc aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa      User  . . . . . . .  ___________  
    cccccccccccccccccccc aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa    Password  . . . . .  ___________  
   ccccccc        ccccccc aa      aaaaaaaaa   Program/Procedure .  ___________  
  ccccccc          cccccc a        aaaaaaaa   Menu  . . . . . . .  ___________  
 ccccccc                           aaaaaaaa   Current library . .  ___________  
 ccccccc                           aaaaaaaa                                     
 ccccccc                         aaaaaaaaaa                                     
 ccccccc                    aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
 ccccccc                aaaaaaaaa      aaaa
 ccccccc              aaaaaaaa        aaaaa                                     
  ccccccc          c aaaaaaa         aaaaaa                                     
   ccccccc       ccc aaaaaa         aaaaaaa                                     
    cccccccccccccccc aaaaaa       aaaaaaaaa 
     cccccccccccccccc aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
       cccccccccccccc  aaaaaaaaaa  aaaaaaa 
          cccccccccc     aaaaaaa    aaaaaaa 
                                                                                
                                       (C) COPYRIGHT IBM CORP. 1980, 2007.     

2. Use the YCVTRCO (Convert between row/col/offset) command in Y2WEBVENG to convert the row/column of the
identifying text into an offset value:
YCVTRCO ROWCOL(02 034)

In this case, YCVTRCO returns a value of 0114.
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3. Use the YWRKF (Work with Database File) command to edit the YSCRXRFP Screen cross-reference file in
Y2WEBVENG:
YWRKF FILE(Y2WEBVENG/YSCRXRFP)

4. Change the record which has a SID value of SYS0000001 so that the Screen ID offset (SIDOFF), Screen ID data
(SIDDATA) and Screen ID length (SIDLEN) fields match the new screen identification data:
Screen ID offset: 0114
Screen ID data: One C A Plaza
Screen ID length: 13

NOTE
On the default signon screen, the USERID and PASSWRD fields are at row 6, column 53 (offset 0453) and row
7, column 53 (offset 0533) respectively. If your changed signon screen has these fields at different positions, you
must modify the YSIGNON skeleton to match these new positions.

 To modify the skeleton 

1. Determine the correct row/column to use for the two fields. To do this, from a green screen session, place your cursor
in the first position of each field and note the row/column numbers displayed in the bottom right corner of the display.

2. Use the YCVTRCO command to convert the row/column values for the USERID and PASSWRD fields on your
changed signon screen to offset values.

3. Use WRKMBRPDM on YMLSSRC in Y2WEB to modify the member YSIGNON (an HTML skeleton for the Sign On
screen). Find the source lines for the following html:
<input type=”text” name=”_F0453U” size=”10” value=”(_v0453)”>
<input type=”password” name=”_F0533U” size=”10”>

4. Modify the 2E tags, indicated in bold, to match the offsets of the USERID and PASSWRD fields.

Web Option Running Apache HTTP Server DBCS

For Web Option to function correctly with the Apache HTTP Server and DBCS, add the following directive at the top of the
HTTP server instance configuration file:

CGIDbcsOptimization Off

NOTE
 This server directive is not documented in the IBM documentation.

Non-English Web Option LDO libraries

If you are using a non-English Web Option LDO library, use the YWRKF command to display the contents of the record in
YSCRXRFP where Screen ID (SID) is SYS0000013 and Sequence number (SEQ) is 2:

YWRKF FILE(Y2WEBVENG/YSCRXRFP)

The Screen ID data (SIDDATA) field must match the value of the CAE0103 message in the QCPFMSG message file. This
record links the YAUTSBM skeleton to the Display Program Messages screen. The record also ensures this skeleton is
displayed only when the message being displayed is a warning message about multiple users signing on using the same
user profile. If it does not match, change the Screen ID data (SIDDATA) and Screen ID length (SIDLEN) fields to match
the CAE0103 value.

 CA 2E Model Changes

For any CA 2E models where you need to generate skeletons, change the model library list to include the Web Option
environment library, Web Option LDO library, and Web Option product library using the YADDLLE (Add Library List Entry)
command. Also, ensure all three libraries exist in the library list for the Job Description specified for the YCRTJOBD model
value (normally this is the QBATCH job description in the model library):
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YADDLLE LIB(Y2WEB) POSITION(*LAST) LIBLST(MYMDL) UPDJOBD(*YES)
YADDLLE LIB(Y2WEBVENG) POSITION(*BEFORE Y2WEB) LIBLST(MYMDL) UPDJOBD(*YES)
YADDLLE LIB(MYWEBENV) POSITION(*BEFORE Y2WEBVENG) LIBLST(MYMDL) UPDJOBD(*YES)
CHGJOBD JOBD(MYMDL/QBATCH)

Installing CA 2E Translator
For CA 2E Translator, there are 4 shipped save files that contain the following libraries:

YTRNPGM

YTRNDTA

YTRNSRO 

YTRNEXP

Restore these libraries to your machine using the RSTLIB command. For further setup and configuration instructions, see
the Administrating CA 2E Translator article.

Contents

Post-Installation Activities

After installing CA 2E Translator, you must set up a library list for CA 2E Translator users. The library list must contain the
following libraries in the sequence shown:

• qtemp
• trnpgmlib
• trndtalib
• trnsrolib
• qgpl

NOTE
The application libraries are not required; the CA 2E libraries may be used instead of the runtime objects library
trnsrolib.

Required new libraries must be set up (aplnsrclib if using msgcons and target environment libraries). See the System Set
Up Menu for instructions.

You must create the Literals message file in the generation library if you plan to use msgcons rather than the standard CA
2E MSGIDs. For more information, see Article A "Using Message IDs vs. Literals."

WARNING
use the shipped xxpmtmsg file; instead use the suggested default xxconmsg.

You must set up the job description qbatch in target environment libraries if you plan to use msgcons. This job description
is used in the recompilation of DDS device files after scanning (see Recompile device files on list under Screen and Print
Files Menu). The library list must include these libraries:

• Target environment library
• aplgenlib
• y1sy
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CA 2E Translator supports dbcs languages. Do the following to prevent the display of messages warning of the possible
presence of dbcs data:

Work with System Reply List Entries (wrkrpyle)

Do the following to add a system reply list entry:

addrpyle ('cpa4062' 'g')

WARNING
This step is required for all installations, not just those using dbcs languages.

Arrange for the CA 2E Translator libraries to be backed up to tape regularly.

The tasks from the System Set Up menu should be carried out as required.

Non-English Operating Systems

CA 2E Translator no longer uses a work file built over the printed message file. The modifications to the logical file,
(trmwrkl1) to include additional *Select/Omit clauses are no longer needed.

Toolkit National Language Libraries

Translation of a CA 2E-developed application must address two classes of text: text provided by the CA 2E product and
text input by the application developers.

Translated versions of CA 2E product objects are available from CA for many languages. These translations are shipped
in the National Language Support phase 1 (NLS1) libraries (y1syxxxx & y2syxxxx), which are also known as the LDO
(Language Dependent Objects) libraries.

NLS libraries currently available are:

• Dutch
• Finnish
• French
• German
• Hebrew
• Italian
• Japanese
• Norwegian
• Spanish
• Swedish
• Uppercase English

To create the required product runtime objects (ydupappobj), the application developer includes the NLS1 libraries
above the normal product libraries in his library list when running the command (the libraries are required for a complete
application translation).

Examples of text provided by CA 2E include the conditional values display screen, the help text display screen, and
various default messages.
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NOTE
CA 2E is not required for operation of CA 2E Translator. CA 2E is required for the member list processing (that
is, the initial build of the list of panels and the subsequent re-compilation in the case of hand-coded or CA 2E
panels compiled without MSGIDs). CA 2E is not required for translation.

Multiple Users

The translation programs used by ytrnusr can be used by several translators at the same time; however, the setup and
management programs are designed for single-user operation only.

Multiple Applications

The Translator may be used on more than one application simultaneously by setting up separate libraries to hold
application-specific information.

To translate multiple applications, follow these steps to set up another version of the trndtalib library:

1. Copy trndtalib as a new library.
2. Copy Translator user library list.
3. Edit the new list by replacing the old data library with the new library.
4. Change to new library list.
5. Set up new environment as described in the Post-Installation Activities section earlier in this article.

Program Fix Levels

Use dspdtaara to view the fix levels of CA 2E Translator data and program sets as follows:

Library Data Area
trnpgmlib trnpgmfix
trndtalib trndtafix

NOTE
The panels in an application can be translated all in one member list or in several lists. However, it is easier if all
of the panels on a list are translated before you start to work with another list.
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Upgrading
This article describes how to upgrade your existing CA 2E products with the new features in this release.

The instructions that follow assume that you will install the product by inserting the product installation DVD into a
networked-connected PC's DVD drive and transfer files to the IBM i server using FTP. If you want to install the product
from an IBM i DVD drive, see the article, Installing from an IBM i DVD Drive.

Use this box to search the content in the Upgrading section.

Upgrading

Before You Begin

Before you begin the installation, note the following:

• Print and complete the worksheets in the article Installation Worksheets. These worksheets will help you make
decisions regarding library names and other information as you install the new release.

• Back-up all of your existing product libraries because they will be cleared during the upgrade process.
• Ensure that you have the authorization codes for all of the CA 2E products you plan to install. Contact the CA

Technical Support if you need a copy of your authorization code(s).
• Ensure that no one is using any CA 2E product libraries during the installation. The CA 2E product libraries cannot be

on the library list of any interactive sessions. Use the Work Object Lock (WRKOBJLCK) command to verify that there
are no locks on the libraries.

More Information

• Upgrading the Software
• Upgrading Existing Design Models
• Upgrading from Releases Prior to Version 7.0
• Upgrading CA 2E Web Option

Upgrading the Software
Upgrading existing CA 2E product libraries involves the following procedures:

Signing On with Correct Authority

Sign on with the QSECOFR user profile. Set your logging level as follows:

CHGJOB LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) LOGCLPGM(*YES)

Moving Data and User Objects

Move data objects and user-modifiable objects, before installing the new product files. If you do not do this, the installation
processing will overwrite data and user objects in those libraries.

Follow these steps:

1. Determine the library name that contains the Toolkit data objects by using the WRKOBJ command:
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WRKOBJ *ALL/YLIBLST *FILE

If the Toolkit data objects are in the Toolkit product library, move them to a non-CA 2E library. For example, you could
create a library called TEMPLIB to act as a temporary holding library, and then execute the YMOVY1DTA command to
move your objects:

CRTLIB LIB(TEMPLIB)

 

YMOVY1DTA  FROMLIB(Y1SY) TOLIB(TEMPLIB)

2. Use the Create Duplicate Objects command (CRTDUPOBJ) to save the following user-modifiable objects to TEMPLIB
for future reference:

CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(YAUOOPT) FROMLIB(Y1SY) OBJTYPE(*FILE) TOLIB(TEMPLIB)

     DATA(*YES)

CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(YEDTCDERFP) FROMLIB(Y2SY) OBJTYPE(*FILE) TOLIB(TEMPLIB)

     DATA(*YES)

CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(YMDLPRFRFP) FROMLIB(Y2SYMDL) OBJTYPE(*FILE) TOLIB(TEMPLIB)

     DATA(*YES)

3. Clear the existing product libraries using the worksheets that you completed earlier in the article “Installation
Worksheets.” For example:
– Clear the Toolkit base product library (with the default name Y1SY) with the command:

CLRLIB LIB(Y1SY)

– Submit the clear commands to run as batch jobs, with the SBMJOB command:

SBMJOB CMD(CLRLIB LIB(Y1SY)) JOB(CLRY1SY) JOBQ(QBATCH)

     LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) LOGCLPGM(*YES)

4. Clear the Y2PTF library, and any other previous PTF libraries, if any exist on your system.

Copying Files to the IBM i Server

Follow these steps:

NOTE
If you are installing from the IBM i server's DVD drive, substitute the steps in Article D for this procedure.

1. Insert the 2E installation DVD into a network-connected PC's DVD drive.
2. Display the contents of the installation DVD to view the SAVF files you will copy to the IBM i server.
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<drive>:\> DIR/P

3. Create a temporary library on the IBM i server to hold the SAVF files:

CRTLIB LIB(TEMP2E)

4. Open a DOS command prompt.
5. Use FTP to copy the SAVF files from the installation DVD to the TEMP2E library using these commands:

FTP myIBM i     (where myIBM i is the name of the target server)

myuserid          (where myuserid is an IBM i user profile)

mypassword        (where mypassword is an IBM i password)

bin

lCD <drive>:\

CD TEMP2E

QUOTE SITE NAMEFMT 1

PUT y1sy.savf

Use additional PUT commands to transfer all the appropriate SAVF files to your IBM i server, using the completed
worksheets in the article ”Installation Worksheets” as a section.

QUIT     (The QUIT command closes the FTP session.)

EXIT     (The EXIT command closes the DOS session.)

Restoring Product Libraries

Follow these steps:

1. Enter one Restore Library (RSTLIB) command for each of the SAVF files in the TEMP2E library.
– Specify the Shipped Library Name for the SAVF parameter and the Library Name you have selected for the RSTLIB

parameter. See the examples that follow.
– To restore the Toolkit base product library to the Y1SY library:

RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1SY) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(TEMP2E/Y1SY) RSTLIB(Y1SY)

– To restore the Toolkit developer environment national language library and merge it with the Toolkit base product
library:

RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1SYVENG) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(TEMP2E/Y1SYVENG) RSTLIB(Y1SY)

– To submit the restore commands to run in batch, use the SBMJOB command:
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SBMJOB CMD(RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1SY) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(TEMP2E/Y1SY)

     RSTLIB(Y1SY)) JOB(Y1SY) JOBQ(QBATCH) LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) LOGCLPGM(*YES)

SBMJOB CMD(RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y1SYVENG) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(TEMP2E/Y1SYVENG) 

     RSTLIB(Y1SY) ) JOB(Y1SYVENG) JOBQ(QBATCH) LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) 

     OGCLPGM(*YES)

2. Review the job logs to verify that all objects were restored successfully, and then save the job log using the command:

DSPJOBLOG  OUTPUT(*PRINT)

Retain the resulting QPJOBLOG spool file. If you encounter errors, CA Technical Support may be able to use the job
log to assist in resolving the problem.

3. Remove the installation DVD from the PC's DVD drive.

Configuring the Software

Configure CA 2E for your development environment, before starting the software.

NOTE
If you have renamed or merged your product libraries, use the library name that you have selected in place of
the product library named in the following steps. You can disregard instructions that specify product libraries that
you did not install.

1. Sign on to the IBM i server as QSECOFR or equivalent, if you are not already signed on.
2. Set the logging level as follows:

CHGJOB LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) LOGCLPGM (*YES)

Configuring National Language Libraries

Follow these steps:

1. Reset the default national language for your product, if you require a default national language other than English:

CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Y1SY/YYLNSYA) VALUE (National-Language-code)

CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Y2SY/YPRDLNGSYA) VALUE (National-Language-code)

This value is shipped as *ENG.
This value is shipped as *ENG.
National language library (NLL) codes are listed on the worksheets in the article, “Installation Worksheets.” The value
in the data area must begin with an asterisk (*) and is followed immediately by the NLL code.

2. Reset the internal national language library name data area, if you merged a Developer Environment National
Language library into Y2SY. (For example, you might have merged Y2SYVENG into Y2SY).

CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Y2SY/YLNGxxxSYA)  VALUE(Y2SY)
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where xxx is the code for the national language library listed on the worksheet in the article, “Installation Worksheets.”

Authorizing the Product

Authorizing your product involves these procedures:

• Adding product libraries to the current library list
• Running the licensing routines and entering authorization codes

Adding to the Current Library List

Follow these steps:

1. Add your data objects library and the CA 2E product libraries to your current library list using the EDTLIBL command:

NOTE
QTEMP must be at the top of your library list.

1. a. QTEMP
b. Y1SYVxxx
c. Y1SY
d. Y2SYRPG
e. Y2SYCBL
f. Y2SYVxxx
g. Y2SY
h. QGPL

2. where xxx is the national language code on the worksheet from Article F. If you have multiple national language
libraries installed, position the English library below the other libraries.
For example, if you installed English only and restored Y1SYVENG into Y1SY and Y2SYVENG into Y2SY, your library
list would appear as follows:
– QTEMP
– Y1SY
– Y2SYRPG
– Y2SYCBL
– Y2SY
– QGPL

3. Resolve object locks on YLUSLIB. (This must be done before you can issue the YCRTLUSLIB command in the next
section.)

Running the Licensing Routines

Follow these steps:

1. Delete the YLUSLIBSAV library, if it already exists:

DLTLIB LIB(YLUSLIBSAV)

2. Create a backup copy of your current YLUSLIB:

CPYLIB FROMLIB(YLUSLIB) TOLIB(YLUSLIBSAV)

3. Verify that you restored the library YLUSLIB0 from your product DVD with the command:
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WRKLIB YLUSLIB0

4. Execute the command YCRTLUSLIB to update the existing YLUSLIB library.
5. Press the F4 key to prompt the YGRTLICAUT command so that you can key in the security code(s) you obtained from

the Total License Care team or web site. Enter one set of four digit numbers into each field and then press the Enter
key. This authorizes the product(s) on your server.

6. Use the Display Product Licenses command, YDSPLICPRD, to verify that your authorization was successful.
This command displays the list of licensed products, the release level, expiration dates, and the maximum number of
concurrent interactive jobs you are allowed.

7. Make a note of the expiration dates on the checklist.
8. Continue with the configuration activities.

NOTE
If you make an error while entering the authorization code, re-enter the authorization codes. If you receive an
error message when you attempt to use the product, contact Technical Support.

Updating Data and User Object Locations

Follow these steps:

1. If you moved your Toolkit data objects from Y1SY, move them back to Y1SY with this command.

YMOVY1DTA FROMLIB(TEMPLIB) TOLIB(Y1SY)

2. Update the Toolkit data objects with this command, if they reside in the Y1SY library:

YCRTY1DTA  LIB(Y1SY)

If your Toolkit data objects reside in a different library, update them with this command:

YCRTY1DTA  LIB(my-data-objects-library)

The upgrade processing automatically adds new Toolkit data objects and updates existing ones.
a. Do not put the objects into the QGPL library.
b. Consult your CA 2E application developers to determine which user-defined records need to be retained from

the files YEDTCDERFP, YAUOOPT, and YMDLPRFRFP. Once the records are identified, copy them to the
corresponding files in the new product libraries.

c. You cannot successfully complete this step by copying the entire files into the new product libraries. The user-
defined data must be copied manually.

Delete the temporary library you created:

DLTLIB LIB(TEMPLIB)

This step can be performed later, after all installation and configuration tasks are complete.
3. Remove previously installed PTF fix libraries from your interactive and batch job description library lists using the

command YWRKLIBLST and option 2.
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Authorizing the Toolkit Product

Follow these steps:

1. Authorize the Toolkit user profile and password extension functions with the command:

YSETY1AUT

This command enables the Toolkit User Profile and Password Validation functions.
2. Save the job log file using the command:

DSPJOBLOG  OUTPUT(*PRINT)

Retain the resulting QPJOBLOG spool file. If you encounter errors, CA Technical Support may be able to use the job
log to assist in resolving the problem.

Review 2E System Values

Review your CA 2E system values (see the following table), then use the YCHGMDLVAL command to change one or
more of these product defaults.

System values are defaults used during CA 2E model creation. The defaults for all system values except YACTSYM and
YDATFMT can be overridden in each user model. For more information about system values and YCHGMDLVAL.

 

System Value Shipped Value Description
YACTSYM |.| Symbols used for Action diagram

constructs
YDATFMT *MDY Date format for generated applications
YSYSCHG *NONE Default change control enabling library
YSYSDBF *DDS Default data definition language
YSYSHLL *RPG Default HLL generator
YSYSNPH *UIM Default language for NPT help text
YSYSPMT *OFF Default generation mode for device literals
YSYSSAA *CUAENTRY Default SAA format

Upgrading Existing Design Models
After upgrading to an existing version of CA 2E, run a conversion procedure to update your design models. Upgrading
your design models involves the following procedures:

• Signing on with correct authority
• Modifying library lists
• Running the upgrade utility

Signing On with Correct Authority

Follow these steps:

1. Sign on to the IBM i server as QSECOFR or equivalent, if you are not already signed on.
2. Ensure that you have a current backup of your data model.
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NOTE
When taking backup of your models, set the SAVLIB parameter for 'Save access paths' to *YES.

Modifying Library Lists

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the Null model data area contains the name of the CA 2E Null model library (Y2SYMDL).

DSPDTAARA  DTAARA(Y2SY/YNLLMDLRFA)

WARNING
If this data area references a user-modified null model, it must be re-referenced to the null model supplied
with the upgrade version or severe model corruption can occur.

CHGDTAARA  DTAARA(Y2SY/YNLLMDLRFA)  VALUE(Y2SYMDL)

2. Add the CA 2E Product libraries and any additional language and/or high-level language libraries that you may have
installed to your library list using the Edit Library command (EDTLIBL).
In general, the following libraries are necessary to run the CA 2E products:
– QTEMP 
– Y1SYVxxx
– Y1SY
– Y2SYRPG
– Y2SYCBL
– Y2SYVxxx
– Y2SY
– QGPL
where xxx is the national language code on the worksheet. If you have multiple national languages, position the
English library below the other libraries.
If your Toolkit data objects are not in Y1SY, position your Toolkit data library after Y1SY.
a. Only add the generator libraries that you have installed (Y2SYRPG and/or Y2SYCBL).

SBMJOB CMD(YAPYMDLCHG MDLLIB(model-library-name)) INLLIBL(*CURRENT)

     LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) LOGCLPGM(*YES)

Running the Upgrade Utility

Follow these steps:

1. Remove all models from your library list.
2. Upgrade each model individually by submitting a separate batch job for each model. The batch jobs should execute

one at a time in a single-threaded job queue:

SBMJOB  CMD(YAPYMDLCHG  MDLLIB(model-library-name)) INLLIBL(*CURRENT) +

 LOG(4 00 *SECLVL)  LOGCLPGM(*YES)
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3. Verify that each model was successfully upgraded by checking its batch job log. The command should complete with
an ending code of “0”. If it does not, contact Technical Support.

4. Execute the Duplicate Application Objects (YDUPAPPOBJ) command into the appropriate library or libraries.
You can find libraries that contain a set of CA 2E Application Objects with the command:

DSPOBJD  OBJ(*ALLUSR/YGO)  OBJTYPE (*CMD)

WARNING
You should not run YDUPAPPOBJ with Y1SY or any product libraries as the target.

For more information, see the YDUPAPPOBJ command.

Upgrading from Releases Prior to Version 7.0
This section describes changes to the CA 2E Null Model. Review the changes carefully before upgrading (to the latest
release) any existing CA 2E models with a release prior to Version 7.0.

Contents

New Objects within the CA 2E Null Model

The CA 2E Null Model for Version 7.0 included new internal system-defined fields and new messages as described in the
following sections.

New Internal SystemDefined Fields

A number of new internal system-defined fields were created for CA 2E Version 7.0. These fields allow additional
functionality (described in detail in the Release Summary document). All of the new fields, such as existing internal system
fields like *Job date, have three-character internal DDS names and textual names that begin with an asterisk (*).

WARNING
Before you upgrade from a previous version of the CA 2E products to the latest release, you must ensure that
user-defined fields do not duplicate the new field names shown in the table on the following page in this article.

If you have created fields in your model that have either the same textual name or the same DDS name as any of the
fields shown in the table, you must rename your existing fields. If necessary, you must also regenerate and recompile any
functions that use them prior to upgrading to the latest release.

Textual Name DDS Name Details
*ALLPARMS ALL Stand-alone field
*Relative record number RRN Stand-alone field
*Pgm STATUS STS Added to *Job data file
*Pgm Previous *STATUS PST Added to *Job data file
*Pgm *ROUTINE RVN Added to *Job data file
*Pgm *PARMS PRM Added to *Job data file
*Pgm Exception msgid MSI Added to *Job data file
*Pgm Program library PLB Added to *Job data file
*Pgm Exception data MSD Added to *Job data file
*Pgm File in error EFL Added to *Job data file
*Pgm Last file status EFS Added to *Job data file
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New Messages

The Null Model contains four new messages that the installation will add to your model during the upgrade processing.
The new messages are execute messages (EXCMSG) used as compilation messages for the RPGIV generator.

You must ensure you have not already created messages with these names. If you have, you must rename your
messages prior to upgrading to the latest release. The new messages are as follows:

Message Name Message ID Description
*CRTBNDRPG Y2U1022 Defaults for CRTBNDRPG command
*CRTSQLRPGI Y2U1023 Defaults for CRTSQLRPGI command
*CRTRPGMOD Y2U1024 Defaults for CRTRPGMOD command
*CRTCLMOD Y2U1026 Defaults for CRTCLMOD command (not yet

used)

Changes to Program Status Data Structure Files

Changes were made to the Program Status Data Structure files Y2PGDSP and Y2PGDSPK that affect the DDS names of
some of the fields within these files. The changes do not affect the structure of either of these files.

You may have Execute user source (EXCUSRSRC) or Execute user program (EXCUSRPGM) functions, or external
functions defined separately from a CA 2E model. If these functions make use of any of the old DDS field names on either
of these files, you need to change the source for those functions to reflect the field name changes. The changed field
names are as follows:

Y2PGDSP Old Name New Name Textual Name Y2PGDSPK Old Name New Name
##STCD ##STS *STATUS ZZSTCD ZZSTS
##STCP ##PST Previous *STATUS ZZSTCP ZZPST
##RTVN ##RVN *ROUTINE ZZRTVN ZZRVN
##PMCT ##PRM *PARMS ZZPMCT ZZPRM
##MSID ##MSI Exception msgid ZZMSID ZZMSI
##PGLB ##PLB Program library ZZPGLB ZZPLB
##MSDA ##MSD Retrieved exception data ZZMSDA ZZMSD
##ERFL ##EFL Name of file in error ZZERFL ZZEFL
##ERST ##EFS Status info of last file ZZERST ZZEFS

For example, if you have a user source function that refers to ZZMSDA, you must change it to refer to ZZMSD and
regenerate and recompile any functions that use this user source prior to upgrading to the latest release.

Upgrading CA 2E Web Option
  

Upgrade Web Option from r8.5

If you are currently running Web Option r8.5, follow these steps.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Save your existing copy of the /WEBOPT directory in the IFS; WEBOPT85, for example.
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2. Restore the new copy of /WEBOPT from the WEBOPT save file in Y2WEB and then copy any user-defined objects
from WEBOPT85 into WEBOPT:
RNM OBJ('/webopt') NEWOBJ('webopt85')
RST DEV('/qsys.lib/y2web.lib/webopt.file') OBJ(('/webopt'))
MOV OBJ('/webopt85/<object-name>') TODIR('/webopt') (repeat as required)

Use the Upgrade Web Option environment (YUPGW2EENV).
3. Specify the name of your existing Web Option environment data library and the name of the new, restored Web Option

product library and LDO library:
YUPGW2EENV W2EENV(MYWEBENV) W2ELIB(Y2WEB) LDOLIB(Y2WEBVENG)

This command upgrades your Web Option environment to the level of the new shipped Web Option product libraries.

NOTE
 This command must be run interactively.

4. Change any 2E models so that the YW2ELIB model value refers to the environment library rather than the product
library:
CHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YW2ELIB) VALUE(MYWEBENV)

5. Change any CA 2E model job descriptions and library lists so that they include the environment library in the library list
above the new LDO and product libraries.

Upgrade Web Option older than r8.5

If you are running a version of Web Option that is older than r8.5, follow these steps.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Save your existing copy of the /WEBOPT directory in the IFS; WEBOPT81, for example.
2. Restore the new copy of /WEBOPT from the WEBOPT save file in Y2WEB and then copy any user-defined objects

from WEBOPT81 into WEBOPT:
RNM OBJ('/webopt') NEWOBJ('webopt81')
RST DEV('/qsys.lib/y2web.lib/webopt.file') OBJ(('/webopt'))
MOV OBJ('/webopt81/<object-name>') TODIR('/webopt') (repeat as required)

Ensure that you do not accidentally overwrite the YSCRIPT.JS file, or any other files required by the Web Option
runtime.

3. Use the Initialize Web Option (YINZW2E) command to upgrade your version of Web Option and create an initial Web
Option environment library.

4. Specify the name of your existing Web Option product library (which you just renamed) for the current Web Option
library (CURW2ELIB) parameter:
YINZW2E CURW2ELIB(Y2WEBSAV) W2ELIB(Y2WEB)

5. Specify *COPY for the Data option (DTAOPT) parameter when you are prompted to create an environment library (the
Create Web Option environment (YCRTW2EENV) command is automatically prompted and run as part of the upgrade
process):
YCRTW2EENV W2EENV(MYWEBENV) W2ELIB(Y2WEB) LDOLIB(Y2WEBVENG) DTAOPT(*COPY)

6. Change the YDBFCCS control value Code page from DSPSYSVAL QCHRID when you are prompted.
7. Delete the Y2WEB and Y2WEBVENG libraries and re-restore them after the YINZW2E processing has completed and

you have created an environment library:
RMVLIBLE LIB(Y2WEB)
RMVLIBLE(Y2WEBVENG)
DLTLIB LIB(Y2WEB)
DLTLIB(Y2WEBVENG)
RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y2WEB) DEV(device-name) RSTLIB(*SAVLIB)
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RSTLIB SAVLIB(Y2WEBVENG) DEV(device-name) RSTLIB(*SAVLIB)

As part of the upgrade process, the old versions of the shipped skeletons such as YSIGNON, YERROR, and so on,
are copied into the new environment library.

8. Perform the following steps if you previously made any changes to the skeletons (such as changing the background or
links):
a. Rename the old Y* skeletons in MYWEBENV to e.g. Z* (for instance, change YSIGNON to ZSIGNON)
b. Copy the Release 8.7 YSIGNON skeleton from Y2WEBVENG into MYWEBENV
c. Make any required changes to this new copy of YSIGNON in MYWEBENV
 

NOTE
 If you did not make any changes to the Y* skeletons in r8.1, delete these skeletons from YMLSSRC in
MYWEBENV. By default, the shipped Y* skeletons in Y2WEB are used.

Following the upgrade process, the copy of the Web Option Control Values file YW2EVALRFP in the environment
library is empty. If you changed any of the control values at the previous release, you need to run the YWRKW2EVAL
command and change the displayed default values to match the previous values you used. Your previous values are
still available in the copy of YW2EVALRFP in Y2WEBSAV.

9. Change the HTTP server configuration to point to the YROUTER program in the environment library rather than in
Y2WEB:
a. End the Web Option HTTP server instance using the ENDTCPSVR command.
b. Run the Edit File (EDTF command) to edit the HTTP configuration file:

EDTF STMF('/www/y2websvr/conf/httpd.conf')

c. Page down until you find the following lines:
<Directory /QSYS.LIB/Y2WEB.LIB/>

d. Change it to reference the environment library:
<Directory /QSYS.LIB/MYWEBENV.LIB/>

e. Page down until you locate this line:
ScriptAliasMatch ^/WEB2E$ /QSYS.LIB/Y2WEB.LIB/YROUTER.PGM

f. Change this line to reference the environment library:
ScriptAliasMatch ^/WEB2E$ /QSYS.LIB/MYWEBENV.LIB/YROUTER.PGM

g. Press F2 to save your changes and press F3 to exit and restart the Web Option HTTP server instance using the
STRTCPSVR command.

NOTE
 If you are upgrading an r8.1 SP1 PTF1 Web Option library, you need to change any HTTP server
configurations that are used with Web Option to remove Y1SY8111 from the following line:

SetEnv QIBM_CGI_LIBRARY_LIST "Y1SY8111;Y1SY"

10. Change any 2E models so that the YW2ELIB model value refers to the environment library rather than the product
library:
CHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YW2ELIB) VALUE(MYWEBENV)

11. Change any CA 2E model job descriptions and library lists so that they include the environment library in the library list
above the new LDO and product libraries.
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Standards
This section describes CA 2E design, documentation, and programming standards for IBM iSeries. It also details
techniques and tools to support and facilitate the use of the standards, including CA 2E Toolkit and CA 2E products.

This section contains the following topics:

• Getting Started with Standards
• Naming Conventions
• IBM i General Design Standards
• General Coding Standards
• Coding Standards for Database Files
• Work Management Standards
• Standards for Testing
• Documentation Standards

Getting Started with Standards
This section describes CA 2E design, documentation, and programming standards for IBM iSeries. It also details
techniques and tools to support and facilitate the use of the standards, including CA 2E Toolkit and CA 2E products.

This section covers both expected minimum standards and good practice in applying programming standards for iSeries.

Contents

Related Information

Information that is available from either IBM manuals or CA 2E product sections is not repeated in this section.

iSeries Sections

Documentation you may want to refer to in the context of using this section is listed below. Relevant iSeries sections
include the following:

• IBM iSeries Programming: Control Language Programmer’s Section (SC21-8077-0).
• IBM iSeries Programming: Control Language Reference Volume 1 (SC21-9775-0), Volume 2 (SC21-9776-0), Volume 3

(SC21-9777-0), Volume 4 (SC21-9778-0), and Volume 5 (SC21-9779-0).
• IBM iSeries Programming: Data Description Specifications (SC21-9620-0).
• IBM iSeries Section to Programming Application and Help Displays (SC41-0011)
• IBM iSeries Defining Compatible Displays using DDS specifications (GC21-8136-0).
• IBM iSeries National Language Support Planning Section (GC41-9877-00)

Regarding performance considerations for iSeries, refer to the following:

• RPG III Reference Manual

General IBM Sections

IBM sections that contain general information include the following:

• IBM National Language Information and Design Section Volume 1 (SE09-8001-00) and Volume 2 (SE09-8002-00).
• IBM National Language Support Planning Section (GC41-9877)
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Conventions

This section uses the following conventions:

• Data entry text appears in caps for emphasis; however, you can enter the data in lower case.
• All terms (commands, access paths, files, and fields) refer to CA 2E unless otherwise indicated, such as OS/400 Save

Library (SAVLIB) command.
• The first reference to features that have abbreviated names includes both the full and abbreviated name; for example,

the Edit File (EDTFIL) function or National Language Support (NLS). Subsequently, only the abbreviated name
identifies the feature.

Terms Used in This Section

Descriptions of the acronyms used in this module are defined here in this article. In the text, both the full name and
acronym are given the first time the term is used. Thereafter, only the acronym, value, or term is used.

• ADT—Abstract Data Type
• API—Application Program Interface
• CPP—Command Processing Program
• CUA—Common User Access
• DBCS—Double Byte Character System
• FRF—Field Reference File
• IGC—Ideographic Support
• LTR—Left to Right
• MRI—Machine Readable Information
• NLS—National Language Support
• NPT—Non-programmable Terminal
• PDM—Programming Development Manager
• PASA—Program using Automatic Storage Allocation
• RTL—Right to Left
• SAA—System Application Software
• SDA—Screen Design Aid
• SBCS—Single Byte Character Set 

Introduction to iSeries Programming and Documentation Standards

The IBM midrange has grown to provide new and more powerful hardware (iSeries); additional High Level languages
(HLL) such as PL/1, COBOL/400, C/400, REXX, FORTRAN; additional iSeries capabilities such as SQL/400, UIM
Help, and Knowledge Tool/400; the system programming APIs; and new IBM tools such as Programming Development
Manager (PDM) are also offered. Equally significant is the widespread adoption of software design and implementation
tools, such as CA 2E products.

Although there is now more technology to cover, there are also some welcome developments that simplify the task. Both
the industry in general and, IBM in particular, now give greater attention to common standards; for example, IBM’s System
Application Architecture (SAA). IBM’s Common User Access (CUA) standard for user interface design has been rapidly
and universally adopted within the IBM world. The need for and value of software tools is becoming better understood.
Other helpful developments include the widespread understanding and adoption of object-oriented techniques and the
realization that objects are of use not just in full object-oriented programming environments but also in a more limited role
for design.
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Importance of Standards

The OS/400 has many standards, both explicit and implicit, with which you must conform to provide applications that are
robust, maintainable, and easy to use.

Standards can be viewed as actual productivity tools. By adopting good standards, you can simplify both your design and
development.

Standards reduce the amount of work you need to do to produce a given result. Those aspects of a specification that are
covered by your normal standards can be removed from the picture, leaving only the essentials specific to the problem in
hand to be solved. This can significantly reduce the amount time needed to communicate between people at all stages of
the development process: design, programming, testing, and user training.

Standards can also improve the quality of your software. Good standards should embody established techniques for
approaching commonly encountered development problems.

The inherent capabilities of IBM iSeries can be complemented by providing additional productivity tools that build upon
OS/400. This section provides you with indications of where such aids can be useful.

iSeries Standards

IBM’s midrange architecture provides many features and productivity aids that make using the computer easier for both
the developer and the end user: the computer can assist with its own use.

The fourth generation features of iSeries related to the use of standards include:

• Single level object addressing
- Correct use of libraries
- Use of effective naming conventions
- Use of verb-object syntax for commands and programs
- Use of an object-oriented design approach

• Consistent user interface
- User interface design standards
- Object-oriented design
- Use of commands
- Use of messages
- Use of help text

• Integral relational database
- Normalized file design
- Set of data modeling
- Performance conscious design
- File independence
- Database design and coding standards

• Development aids
- Online development techniques
- Use of design tools
- Testing techniques
- Naming conventions
- Automatic documentation techniques

• Advanced architecture
- Lessons for modularization
- Use of messages
- Work management standards
- Shipped system concepts

• High-level languages
- Coding standards
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- Lessons for modularization
- Use of APIs

• Integral security
- Correct use of user profiles
- Correct use of object authorities

The CA 2E standards consolidate the collective practical experience of many people who have used the midrange
architecture for application development. There are obvious limits as to how far practical experience can be reduced to
succinct principles; as a consequence, the level of discussion in this section varies from general to specific.

Enforcing Standards

Developing a standard is relatively easy; however, persuading people to follow it can be more difficult. You can implement
standards by either applying standards to yours and others’ work, or by getting software to apply the standards for you.

To implement standards through people:

• Develop sensible standards that you can explain and justify.
• Educate staff in the reason for using standards. Ensure that they realize that standards help make their work

understandable to each other.
• Provide a clear statement of what the standards are and give examples.
• Monitor that the standards are followed. Quality control can be assisted by the use of development tools such as the

CA 2E Toolkit utilities that will cross-reference and summarize systems to a level at which inspections can be made.
• Conduct periodic code reviews to check conformance and to identify new standards.
• When adopting a new HLL or other tool, allocate time to identify and establish appropriate standards for its use.

To implement standards automatically:

• Use code generation tools such as the CA 2E application generator wherever possible.
• Use change management and object manipulation tools to manage objects where necessary.
• Develop copybooks of standard code and use them whenever possible.
• Develop an online reference library.

Naming Conventions
A naming convention is a systematic method for allocating names to things. This article describes the CA 2E
recommended method for establishing your naming conventions.

Contents

Naming Conventions

Naming conventions assume a particular importance on iSeries for a number of reasons. The Single Level Object
Addressing of the OS/400 architecture means that the fundamental software entities exist within a flat hierarchy of only
two levels¾library and object. While this has many benefits, it also means that name conflicts are more likely, and that the
context in which an object is found does not necessarily give information about its purpose or nature.

The maximum lengths allowed for the names of most types of OS/400 entities are relatively short; ten characters is
standard. This means that where there are large populations of an entity, you need to plan to avoid conflicts.

One of the fundamental strengths of the OS/400 is its consistent user interface. In some cases, this requires that objects
be named to conform with OS/400’s implicit rules for naming objects that are visible to an end user.
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Natural Language

Do not use names just provide unique identifiers; use names to classify the identified objects in order to recognize them.
This is the basis of an OS/400 naming convention.

Objects

The OS/400 operating system is object-based; this means the fundamental software entities on the iSeries can be
understood and manipulated as objects existing within a uniform, simple conceptual framework. All OS/400 objects have
certain common properties; for example, a name, a creation date, an owner; and can be subjected to certain common
methods, such as saving, moving, and deleting.

Objects ensure better integrity and better modularization. The OS/400 objects also provide a simple intuitive way of
understanding system software. The statements of OS/400’s CL command language have highly uniform verb/object
syntax; for example Create Data area (CRTDTAARA), Delete data area (DLTDTAARA), Display data area (DSPDTAARA).
You may consider this as being similar to the imperative tense used for simple English commands such as "Read this"
or "Stop that." The distinction between objects and the methods that operate on them corresponds to the noun/verb
distinction found in natural languages.

By adopting a consistent syntax in its commands and other interfaces, OS/400 is able to harness our innate capabilities to
generalize rules and formulate new instances so that you can successfully use new software or cope with new situations.

As an illustration of what can be achieved with useful names, consider the following three lists of names that show three
different sets of unique names for the same set of objects:

List 1 List 2 List 3

ABC0001 PGM0001 DSPCUS

ABC0002 PGM0002 DSPCUSDTL

ABC0201 FIL0001 CUSDTA

ABC0210 FIL0010 ORDHDR

ABC0220 FIL0020 ORDDTA

In the first list, the names are meaningless. You must already know about object ABC0001 to know what it is and its
capabilities. Although you might be able to make use of rules like "objects with a range of 001 to 100 are programs" to
glean additional information, the rules are as arbitrary as the names. In the second list, you can tell the type of the object
from the name (PGM or FIL), but little else. In the third list, you can make an educated guess as to what each of object is,
provided that you are aware of normal OS/400 conventions.

In doing so, you are employing naturalistic mechanisms: the use of a limited vocabulary of "words" which always have
a similar meaning, (DSP-Display, DTA-Data), and the use of a simple syntax. The essence of the syntax is to use a
simple imperative verb word (DSP) followed by an object word (CUS) to indicate a procedural verb object (DSPCUS), as
opposed to an adjective (CUS) and a noun (DTA) to indicate a passive noun object (CUSDTA). A third point to note is that
the OS/400 convention for systematically deriving mnemonics from significant consonants is naturalistic as consonants
are generally more easily remembered.

Object-Oriented Approach

There is no reason why an object-oriented design approach should be limited to the entities of the OS/400 shipped
system. You can introduce your own entities and design applications in terms of operations performed upon them. For
instance, if you decide that ‘Customers’ and ‘Orders’ are design entities, you could provide the following functions:
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• DSPCUS: Display customers
• DSPORD: Display orders
• CHGCUS: Change customer details
• DSPCUSORD: Display customer’s orders.

NOTE
An object-based approach gives you underlying rationale for a naming convention on OS/400.

Not all of your design objects will necessarily result in a separate OS/400 object, but the same object-oriented design
principles can still be used when naming sub-entities such as fields and members. Because of the strictures of some of
the OS/400 HLLs such as RPG III, you may need to use additional compression rules; for example, reducing the standard
three-letter mnemonics to two.

Planning a Naming Convention

A naming convention for iSeries should do the following:

• be applicable to entities at all levels. OS/400 entities include all OS/400 object types, files, formats, fields, and
members

• be rule-based. It should be possible to generate a new name or to analyze an old one by a rule, rather than by
referring to a table or central log. The rules should be based on relevant categories of distinction; for instance,
properties of the entities being named that are important in distinguishing them from other entities of the same type.
You may want to distinguish between database files by both the file type (physical/logical) and the nature of the file’s
contents (transient/permanent); you will want to distinguish between programs by their function.

• encode as much useful information as possible within the names it generates about the role of the entity, and its
relation to other entities. Similarly, it should not contain irrelevant information.

• be easy to remember. Simplicity, consistency, and adherence to natural language principles will facilitate this.
• use the same name for an entity wherever it is used. For example, it should not be necessary to explicitly rename

fields to overcome the limitations of a particular HLL, such as with RPG III.
• be as compatible as possible with other standards, notably those inherent in the OS/400 shipped system. For example,

no object name should begin with the letter ‘Q’, which is reserved for IBM-supplied objects.

There are three separate interfaces in the OS/400 architecture with which you should be consistent:

• The Control Language
• The DDS Database description language
• The System displays and printouts

The CL command language interface in particular suggests certain naming practices; for example, use OS/400
mnemonics such as DSP for display wherever possible.

Follow an object-action system. Name objects that perform a function (commands and programs) according to the action
they perform upon an object or entity; use the form ‘verb + object’. For objects that have actions performed upon them (as
files, data areas, message queues), base their names on the significant entity that they represent; use the form ‘object’
or ‘adjective + object’. For example, Display Active Jobs (DSPACTJOB), Date format system value (QDATFMT), Batch
subsystem (QBATCH).

Allow the names generated by the convention to lend themselves to generic manipulation. This means adopting names
that give useful generic names for manipulation by CL commands. Also, ensure that names are tractable by the scan
functions of source editor utilities such as SEU and object manipulation tools such as IBM’s Programming Development
Manager (PDM). A generic name, indicated by an asterisk at the last position, encompasses the names of all entities,
which begin with the same character string. For example, AB* implies all entities whose names begin with the letters AB.

Because of the limitations of the CL generic name, it is almost impossible to come up with a naming convention that
completely satisfies this requirement. If you include indications of both an object’s type and its function in a name, one
must be given precedence. Since sometimes you may want to manipulate objects by type, yet at other times by functional
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group, there inevitably can be a conflict. The floating generic name (*XXX*) capabilities of PDM can be used for generic
manipulation on lower order parts of the name, provided you have adopted a convention that ensures related objects have
at least some related component to their names.

The following example gives two different schemes for naming programs and files

OS/400 Object Types
Group Object Type Description Number of Entities Seen by end user
CFG *ALRTBL- Alert table Few No
SEC *AUTL- Authorization list Several Yes
CFG *CFGL

OS/400 Entity and Object Types

The following table shows all of the OS/400 entities (both OS/400 objects and component elements) that need to be
named. The table also indicates whether each entity is common or scarce, and whether an end user might need to refer to
the entity by name, both of which may affect how the item needs to be named.

Group Object type Attr Description Number of entities Seen by end user
APP *FILE DSPF File - display Many No
APP *FILE MXDF File - display mixed Many No
APP *FILE CMNF File -

communications
Many No

APP *FILE BSCF File -
communications

Many No

APP *FILE DFUEXC File - display DFU Many No
APP *FILE TAPF File - tape Many No
APP *FLR! Folder Many No
APP-P *FNTRSC- Font resource Few Yes
APP-P *FORMDF- Form definition Many Yes
APP *GSS Graphics symbol set Few No
APP *IGCDCT! Ideographic

dictionary
Few Yes

WKM *JOBD Job description Several No
WKM *JOBQ Job queue Few Yes
APP *JRN Journal One No
APP *JRNRCV! Journal receivers Many No
APP *LIB Library Several Yes
CFG *LIND Line description Few Yes
APP *MENU Menu Many Yes
CFG *MODD Mode description Dew No
APP *MSGF Message file One No
WKM *MSGQ Message queue Several No (2)
CFG *NWID Network Interface

descr
Few No
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WKM *OUTQ Output queue Few Yes
APP-P *OVL Overlay Few No
APP-P *PAGDFN- Page definition Few No
APP-P *PAGSEG- Page segment Few No
WKM *PDG G Print descriptor Few No
APP *PGM C Program - C Many No
APP *PGM CLP Program - CLP Many No
APP *PGM CBL Program - Cobol Many No
APP *PGM DFU Program - DFU Many No
APP *PGM FTN Program - Fortran Many No
APP *PGM PLI Program - PL/1 Many No
APP *PGM RPG Program - RPG III Many No
APP *PGM QRY Program - Query Many Yes
APP *PNLGRP! Panel group Many Yes
CFG *PRDAVL- Product availability Few -
CFG *PRDDFN- Product definition Few -
APP *QMFORM- Print image Few No
APP *QMQRY Query Manager

Query
Few No

APP *QRYDFN! Query definition Many No
CFG *RCT - RC table Few -
APP *SAVF! Save file Few No
CFG *SBSD Subsystem

description
Few Yes

APP *SCHIDX! Search index Several No
APP *SPADCT! Spelling aid

dictionary
One Yes

CFG *SSND Session description Few No
APP *TBL Table Few No
APP *USRIDX- User index Many Yes (3)
SEC *USRPRF! User profile Several Yes
APP *USRQ- User queue Many No (3)
APP *USRSPC- User space Many Yes (3)

Other Entities
Group Object Type Attr Description Number of entities Seen by end user
*FILE MEMBER - Member 1;Many No (1)
*FILE FORMAT - Format 1;Many No(1)
FORMAT FIELD - Field Many No(1)
PGM FIELD - Field in HLL program Many No
MEMBER MENU - CA 2E menu Many Yes

JOB INT Interactive job Several
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JOB BCH Batch job Many
RDR Spool reader Few
WTR Spool writer Several

*MSGF MSGID - Message description Many No
*PNLGR HLPGRP - Help group Many No

• Items, such as database files and fields, are seen by end users if they are permitted to crate query reports.
• Job, reader, and writer names should be the same as the device descriptions.

Constraints on the Uniqueness of Names

The OS/400 system entities fall into a hierarchy that dictates the level at which names must be unique. Library names
must be unique within the system, object names unique by type within library, format names unique within file, and field
names unique within format.

The hierarchy of the common OS/400 entities is displayed in the following diagram:

Constraints on Naming Conventions

Each programming language has specific naming characteristics that are described in the following section.
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OS/400

OS/400 simple names may have a maximum of ten alphabetic characters: the first character must be alphabetic or a
special character such as ‘@’, ‘$’, or ‘#’. Embedded blanks are not allowed. This restriction applies to object names,
member names, format names, and field names in CL, command source, and DDS. The names of OS/400 objects, folder,
and document names may also contain an embedded period; for example ‘FRED.DOC’.

The user profile names used in networks should be eight characters or less, as some other architectures only support
eight-character names.

RPG III

RPG III field names may have a maximum of six characters.

File names in RPG III Calculation specifications may have a maximum of eight characters. This is also true in File
specifications, although a database override can be used to associate this eight-character name with an actual file
possessing a longer name.

A program call statement is executed more efficiently in RPG III if the name of the program being called can be coded as
a literal. This requires that program names are restricted to eight characters maximum.

Within an RPG III program, field names are global: they cannot be local to a particular subroutine, nor may they be
qualified by the name of the file or format with which they are associated. This means they need to be unique within the
program. In order to avoid having to rename fields, and also to be able to relate fields to formats, you may want to provide
an indication of the format in the field name.

COBOL

Characters other than the letters of the alphabet, digits, and the hyphen, for example &, #, @), are not allowed.

UIM

* # and ‘@’ are not allowed in label names.

Several psychological factors are also relevant. Human short-term memory has difficulty retaining more than seven (plus
or minus two) "chunks" of information. This is significant if unfamiliar names have to be remembered for short periods of
time; for instance, when noting down the name of a program that has crashed, or when looking up a code value for an
input display.

Remembering an arbitrary code such as ‘X1274ZF’ is more difficult than remembering a meaningful one of equivalent
length which can be "chunked" into a lower number of known components. For example, although ‘UDSPCUS’ is also
seven letters long, to someone familiar with OS/400 naming conventions it can be remembered as only three elements (U
+ DSP + CUS).

Where a name is made up of subcodes, the number of possible ambiguous interpretations is greatly reduced if the
subcodes always have the same starting positions and lengths. For instance, knowing that a name (CUSCDE) is made up
of two mnemonics, each three characters long, you stand a fair chance of guessing what it represents:

CUS + CDE = Customer code

If, on the other hand, it could also be made of any other combination of abbreviations, guessing is more difficult:

• C + US + CDE = Carolina USA code?
• CU + S + CDE = Customer salary code?
• CUS-C + DE = Customer complaints department?
• CU + SCD + E = Custom security code entry?

The most efficient (giving maximum recognizability for minimal size) form of mnemonic is three characters long, as in most
CL mnemonics.
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Consonants are generally more significant for distinguishing names than vowels. The information content of a consonant
(which distinguishes between from around twenty other letters) is greater than that of a vowel (which distinguishes from
about five other vowels).

Example:

Contrast: ..a. .oe. ..i. .a.?

with: wh . t d . . s th. s s . y?

It is easier to carry out pattern matching on items that are strictly comparable. A column of names is easier to scan if the
names are aligned as shown in the following example.

Program types: RPG CL PLI CBL BAS PAS (MI)

File types: PHY LGL DDM DSP MXD BSC CMN PRT DKT TAP CRD SAV

The structure of OS/400 sets basic restrictions on the uniqueness of names: to what extent should you apply further
restrictions? Should program names be unique not just within an application, but across all applications held on the
machine? Different versions of the same program, however, may have the same name but be in different libraries.

You usually want uniqueness at an object level for application objects, as it enables an object to be identified simply by
its name. At a lower level it is only useful in database entities, files, formats, or fields, which may be common to many
different applications.

It is also useful if message identifiers are unique, because once a message has been sent, there is generally no indication
of the message file from which it was obtained.

The OS/400 object hierarchy also has a bearing on the significance of names for making distinctions, both as to the nature
of the distinction, and as to the number of distinctions.

Nature of Distinctions

The name of an item should only contain information useful in distinguishing it from similar items. There is little point, for
instance, in adding ‘LIB’ to the end of names of libraries to indicate that they are libraries, because there are no other
objects on the same level whose type needs to be distinguished: every single library name would have LIB on the end of
it. On the other hand, it is useful to include an indication of an object’s attribute in its name in order to distinguish it from
other objects of the same type but different attribute; for instance two similar programs of different types UXCHDTR (RPG)
UXCHDTC (CLP).
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Number of Distinctions

When formulating a naming convention, the most critical factor to be considered is the number of items of a given type
that need to be named; in other words, how many distinctions need to be made between similar items. The following table
gives approximate figures for population sizes in a typical application system.

Application Objects

Entity Number of items
Libraries 1 - 10
Menus 10 - 100
Commands 10 - 100
Programs 100 - 1000
Device files 100 - 1000
Device formats 300 - 3000
Device fields 3000 - 30000
Message files 1 - 2
DBF files 10 - 100
DBF formats 50 - 200
DBF fields 200 - 1000
Panel groups 30 - 300
UIM Help groups 300 - 3000
Data areas 10 - 100
Data queues 0 - 10
Dictionaries 0 - 20
Folders 10 - 500
Documents 50 - 1000
Receivers 0 - 10
Save files 0 - 30
Virtual disks 0 - 30

Work Management Objects

Entity Number of items
User profiles 10 - 250
Control units 1 - 5
Lines 0 - 20
Devices 20 - 50
Sessions 0 - 10
Subsystems 5 - 20
Classes 5 - 20
Job descriptions 5 - 50
Job queues 5 - 20
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Output queues 5 - 50

Note: The largest populations are for device formats and fields: usually it isn’t worthwhile to give them unique names.

Object-action Naming

Under an object-action approach to naming, in line with an object-oriented approach to design, distinguish between:

• those items that implement a process; for example programs or commands. (Actions)
• those items that are operated upon by a process; for example, database files or data areas. (Objects)

This distinction can be seen in OS/400. Things upon which you operate (QPRINT, QBATCH, QINTER), are named
differently from the things you use to perform the operation, which are named after the operation itself; for instance DSP
(DSPSBS, DSPOUTQ), or CRT (CRTSBSD, CRTOUTQ).

Name all objects needed to implement a process after the process (programs and device files); and all objects that are
operated on by processes (subjects of actions) by what they represent.

This allows you to identify all the objects needed to run a given command or a HLL program, apart from application-wide
objects, which is assumed to be generally needed.

Why not name programs and device files the same name as the command that invokes them, since OS/400 object names
only need to be unique within object type? For example:

This is unviable, as the relationship between the object types is often not one-to-one. A single command may cause many
programs to be invoked or a single program may be called by several commands. It is, however, a useful approach to take
when naming work management objects, which are related on a one-to-one basis. For example, job description QBATCH
may submit jobs to job queue QBATCH that attaches to subsystem QBATCH that has a default class of QBATCH. In such
a case, using common names for related objects of different types indicates any horizontal linkage across the OS/400
entity hierarchy.

Recommendations

Use a variation of OS/400 and convention for those object types that are scarce, or that are referred to directly by the end
user.

- Use OS/400 type mnemonics to name such objects and use a single letter prefix to identify the application.

- Use the form verb/noun for action-based names.

- Use the form noun or adj/noun for subject based names.

- Use work management objects (QPRINT and QPGMR) as shipped.

• Use a separate systematic convention, outlined below, for entities that occur in large numbers and which are normally
referred to only by technical personnel.

IBM has adopted a similar approach for the system software of iSeries, as may be seen from the names of the objects in
the system library, QSYS, or other shipped libraries such as QGPL, QRPG, QIDU. Internal objects, such as programs, are
named, using systematic prefixes.
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CA 2E Naming Convention

The CA 2E naming conventions are described in this section.

For RPG III

CA 2E uses a systematic naming convention for application systems whose main language is RPG III. Overall, the naming
convention’s aim is to encode appropriate information about entity type, attribute, and application into the names of
objects and object components as shown in the following schematic example.

The convention is explained in more detail for each entity level: object, format, and field, in the following sections. Refer to
the appendix, "Naming Convention Examples," in this section for more examples.

Because of the severe length restrictions imposed upon names by RPG III, and to a lesser extent by OS/400, CA 2E has
adopted a positional coding structure; information is encoded by position as well as value.

Always use two-character mnemonics, rather than the usual three-character mnemonics of CL. This is so the same
mnemonic system can be used at all levels (for example, in RPG III field names as well as format and object names) .

For example:
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Naming Convention Variation

A possible variation on the preceding illustration is to put the object type code into the second position, rather than the
seventh. This gives a greater emphasis on object type, rather than functional group as a distinguishing attribute. For
example, ‘Y R M DS MN’.

For Objects

When naming OS/400 objects, the components are as follows:

• Application identifier (S AMMMMOX): S Identifies the user system.Only one letter is used since there will be relatively
few application systems, and the objects that compose the systems are in any case likely to be separated into different
libraries. For example:
I = Inventory management system

• Application Functional group (S A MMMMOX): A identifies the functional subsystem of the application.This letter is
used to group all objects belonging to a significant functional group within an application. It is possible that there is only
one functional group if it is a small application. For example:
T - Transaction entry subsystemO - Order entry subsystemA - Accounts subsystem

• Mnemonic (SA MMMM OX): MMMM is a mnemonic, normally made up of two elements (MM + MM), chosen according
to the rules described below. For example:
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SLBT = Select batch.CUDA = Customer dataDSCU = Display customers
• Type (SAMMMM O X): O, a single letter indicating both the OS/400 object type and the attribute. It can be any one of

the following:

Object Type Attribute
A Data area or physical file defining a data area
B BASIC program or display file used by BASIC program
C CLP program or display file used by CL program
J C program or display file used by C program
D DFU program or display file used by DFU program
H Panel group
$ Printer file used in common
K COBOL program or display file used by COBOL program
I PL/1 Program or display file used by PL/1 program
L Logical file
M DDM file
P Physical file
Q Query program
R RPG III program or display file used by RPG program
T Tape file

• Subtype (SAMMMMO X): X is an optional suffix, whose nature depends upon the object type.

As program suffixes, the following have special meanings:

As file suffices, the following have special meanings:
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For example, Display Customers display file: LUDSCUR#; Display Customers command processing program:
LUDSCUC@.

For Formats

When used to name OS/400 database and device file formats, the components of the naming convention are:

• Format type (F MMMMPP): F identifies the format type:

For example, customer database file format: @CUDAXC, displays customers display file format: @DSCU##.

• Format mnemonic (F MMMM PP): MMMM is a mnemonic constructed according to the rules described in the next
section.

• Format identifier (FMMMM II): II is a unique two-character format ID.

The format identifier for a physical file format should be unique to that file throughout the application, and preferably, the
system.

The following values are reserved:
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Device files should use a format identifier of #n for display devices and $n for printer devices. The identifier #Q is reserved
for message subfiles. The format identifier need not be shown on the actual format names of device files, since you may
want to use names that emphasize the role of the formats within a standard program type. Such formats will be few in
number and should be named using the OS/400 naming principles, but the names should still begin with a character to
indicate the format type. For example:

Give the format identifiers of database files letter combinations that do not usually occur in English; for instance JX, QP,
ZW, as it is then easier to scan for a field with SEU’s scan facilities and be certain of a unique match.

For Fields

When naming OS/400 database and device file fields, the components are:

• Format identifier (II NNNN): II is a unique two-character format identifier, as described previously.
• Field mnemonic (PP NNNN): NNNN is a mnemonic that identifies the field

HLLs Other Than RPG III

If your application system is developed in a language other than RPG III, such as COBOL, C or PL/1, and there is no
requirement to support RPG III programs, use a systematic naming convention that provides more meaningful names.
This mainly amounts to being able to use three-character mnemonics as shown in the following example:
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• Database format and field names may be up to ten characters long.
• Field names may be qualified by the format of the file from which they come. This means there is no need to include a

format identifier as part of the field name.

The explanations of subcodes are the same as for the RPG III systematic convention given earlier.

Note: It is still useful to indicate the file type (database, display, printer) on the format. A common variation is to place the
object type in either second position or last.

Mnemonics

A mnemonic is a symbolic abbreviation designed to be as memorable as possible; for instance DSP for Display, CHG for
change.

An efficient mnemonic should be as short as possible, but also as clear as possible. The mnemonic system used for CL
command names, in which mnemonics are generally three characters long and composed of the phonetically significant
consonants, is a good compromise between the conflicting goals of brevity and recognizability.

CA 2E Mnemonic System

Due to the space limitations of RPG III, the CA 2E convention uses a standard mnemonic of only two letters, rather than
the three characters of CL mnemonics.

Mnemonics should be made up of two-character components from a strictly limited vocabulary, for example, DT for date,
CD for code, and TX for text. The same set of mnemonics should be used at all levels, for example, for objects, source
members, format names, and fields.
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Mnemonics will generally be used in pairs. Wherever possible, combine mnemonics as ‘verb+object’ or ‘adjective+noun’.
For example, use DSRP for Display Report and MNCD for Menu Code.

A limited vocabulary of mnemonics should be used. This should be documented in the field dictionary for a system.

Certain mnemonics are reserved; for instance CD for code and TX for text.

Formulate New Mnemonics

When creating new mnemonics:

• Use a standard abbreviation if one exists, such as Co. or No.
• Use the first letter in each syllable or of each compound word, for example MV for MoVe, SF for SubFile.
• Make mnemonics unique and clear.
• Use approximate synonyms to keep the number of mnemonics down. For instance, maintain, change, alter, and

amend can all be described as change or CH.
• Think of the CA 2E two-character mnemonic as an abbreviation of the three-character OS/400 mnemonic. Try to keep

a one-to-one correspondence between two-and three-character mnemonics; for instance DS - DSP, CH - CHG, DA -
DTA.

CA 2E and Mnemonics

The CA 2Eapplication generator has a facility to generate entity names automatically if the CA 2E YALCVNM model value
has a value of *YES. Mnemonics are generated as follows:

• The first mnemonic is generated arbitrarily to be unique within entity type.
• The second mnemonic is derived from the entity types:

- Field data types (DTE - DT, CDE - CD, TXT -TX).
- File types (REF - RF, CPT - CP).
- Standard function types (EDTFIL - EF, DSPFIL - DF).

CA 2E Naming Convention Exceptions

The following OS/400 objects are exceptions to the CA 2E systematic naming convention:

• Objects that may be referred to directly and frequently by the non-technical user:
– User profiles: User profile names should reflect the user’s role. If there are many users, a common prefix to

indicate department and/or location may be useful. Reserve the prefix ‘Q’ for IBM profiles.
– Libraries: Library names should indicate the nature of the objects in the library. Reserve the prefix ‘Q’ IBM libraries

(QSYS, QRPG, QRPLOBJ).

EJB Option Runtime Example

This section contains mnemonics and naming convention for certain words.

Nouns, Adjectives, and Verbs

Strictly reserved: Nouns and Adjectives
Noun/Adjective Mnemonic Naming Convention
Library LIB LB
File F FL
Member MBR MB
Program PGM PG
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System SYS SY
Data DTA DA
Valid system name i.e. 10 character VN
Valid message i.e. 7,xxx9999 VM
Day, daily DAT DD
Month, monthly MM
Year, yearly YY
Date DTE DT
Code CDE CD
Number NBR NO
Time TME TM

Recommended Verbs
Verb (M-Z) Mnemonic Naming Convention
Add ADD AD
Allocate ALC AL
Analyse ANZ AZ
Answer ANS AW
Apply APP AP
Ask ASK AK
Build BLD BL
Call CALL CA
Cancel CN CN
Change CHG CH
Check CHK CK
Close/clear CLO/CLR CL
Compare CMP CM
Convert CVT CV
Copy CPY CP
Create/credit CRT CR
Deallocate DLC DA
Delay DLY\ DY
Delete DLT DL
Display DSP DS
Do DO DO
Document/declare DOC/DCL DC
Dump DMP DM
Duplicate DUP DP
Edit EDT ED
Eject EJC EJ
Encipher ENC
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End END EN
Execute EXC EX
Flag FLG FG
Format FMT FM
Generate GEN GN
Go GO GO
Grant GRT GR
Hold HLD HD
Initialize INZ IZ
Load LOD LD
Merge MRG MG
Monitor MON MN
Move MOV MV
Open OPN OP
Override OVR OV
Print PRT PR
Position POS Ps
Reclaim/receive RCL/RCV RC
Release, RLS RLS RL
Remove RMV RM
Rename RNM RN
Reorganize RGZ RZ
Replace RPL RP
Reroute RRT RR
Restore/resume RST/RSM RS
Retrieve/return RTV/RTN RT
Revoke RVK RV
Run RUN RU
Save SAV SV
Select SEL SL
Send SND SN
Start/set STR/SET ST
Submit SBM SB
Trace TRC ST
Transfer TFR TF
Update UPD UP
Vary VRY VR
Verify VFY VF
Wait WAI WT
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Work WRK WK

Recommended Nouns and Adjectives
Noun/adjective Mnemonic Naming Convention
Authorization AUT AU
Batch BT
Database file list DL
History HS
Job JOB JB
Job description JOBD JD
Journal JRN JR
Library list LIBL LL
Member list ML
Object OL
Program PGM PG
Panel PNL PN
Password PWD PW
Shop SH
Source SRC SR

Recommended Nouns and Adjectives
Noun/adjective Mnemonic Naming Convention
Space SPCC SP
Stock SK
Transaction TRN TR

Advantages of CA 2E Naming Convention

Using the CA 2E naming convention has several advantages:

• You can easily identify entities at any level:
– Names are made up from a restricted vocabulary of components, making it relatively easy to learn and remember.
– Strict use is made of positional information, so that a name can be clearly broken down into its components.
– Both object type and attribute are encoded in object names. This helps you to identify objects simply from their

names.
• On lists, objects are arranged by functional group. Anomalies can be spotted.

– Fields can be related to formats, and formats related to files.
• Field names are uniquely qualified by format, so inadvertent file updates do not take place. Declaring an external

file for use in an RPG III program automatically declares all the fields in the file to be available in the program.
If more than one file contains a field of the same name, this can lead to undesirable effects in a program that
accesses both of those files. For example, if you chain to a reference file while binding a transaction file record,
and if both files contain a field of the same name, the field on the transaction file could be unintentionally updated
with the field from the reference file. (Where field mapping is desired, fields can always be explicitly renamed.)

• You can easily manipulate objects and source such as:
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– Easy copying and inclusion from existing source.
– Easy manipulation of groups of entities by OS/400 and CA 2E 400 Toolkit utility commands. Since many commands

work on "generic" names, this is of considerable practical significance.
• You can benefit from greater productivity such as:

– You can create or analyze names with ease.
– You can include existing programs, source, and sections of source in new systems with greater ease.
– Programmers can understand unfamiliar code faster.

Enforcing A Naming Convention

The following techniques encourage the use of a naming convention:

• Define all database fields in a field reference file. Designate one person who is well versed in your standards to be
responsible for issuing field names in a field reference file.

• Provide a standardized skeleton source as a basis to start coding.
• Use tools such as CA 2E to generate names automatically, according to rules.
• Consider providing an exit program for the programmer’s menu using the EXITPGM keyword on the OS/400 Display

Programmer menu (DSPPGMMNU) command. This will check that the names given to source and object members
satisfy your naming convention.

The following techniques ensure that appropriate names have been used; use the OS/400 Display library (DSPLIB) and
Display object description (DSPOBJD) commands to obtain summary lists of object names.

Use the following CA 2E Toolkit documentation commands to check format and field names:

• Document program references (YDOCPGMREF) with LSTBYFMT(*YES).
• Document field references (YDOCFLDREF).
• Document file summary (YDOCF).
• Document program summary (YDOCPGM).

Naming Convention Examples

This section contains examples intended to illustrate the standard naming convention.

Examples

System letter:

• O: Omega workshops stock control system
• Y: CA 2E

Functional letter:

• M: Menu
• O: Order entry subsystem

Mnemonic:

• MB: member
• DS: display
• MN: menu
• SF: subfile
• CD: code

Objects:
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• YMMNDAP: Physical file
• YMMNDAL1: Logical file view 1 on YMMNDAP
• <%-2>YMMNDAL2: Logical file view 2 on YMMNDAP
• YYCONMA: Data area
• YMDSMNC: Main CL program for function M
• YMDSMNC#: Display file used by YMDSMNC
• YMDSMNC1: Subsidiary CL program called by YMDSMNC
• YMDSMNC2: Subsidiary CL program called by YMDSMNC
• YMDSMNR: RPG program
• YMDSMNR#: Display file used by YMDSMNR
• YDSPMNU: Command
• YMDSMNC@: Command processing program for YDSPMNU
• YMDSMNC#: Validity checker for YDSPMNU command
• YMMNCMH: Panel group used by menu commands
• YMMNPNH: Panel group used by menu panels
• YMMNENP: Menu hypertext help groups
• YYSYCMP: Standard command help groups
• YYSYPNP: Standard panel help groups
• YSCHIDX: Search index
• YMSGF: User message file
• YMENU: Menu task menu
• YCMDMNU: Menu of menu commands
• YDSPCMD: Menu of display commands
• YYFDRFP: Field reference file

Formats:

• @@MNDAYQ: DBF format for YMMNDAP
• #MNCD##: Panel format for an RPG program
• #MNDA##: Panel format for an RPG program
• #SFRC#1: Subfile record identifier
• #SFRC#2: Subfile record identifier
• #SFCT#1: Subfile Control record for #SFRC#1
• #SFCT#2: Subfile Control record for #SFRC#2
• $HDNG: Print file Heading record
• $MNDA: Print file Detail line

Fields:

• &SRCFILE: CLP Variable name used in a command
• &##MNCD: CLP Variable name from a display File
• YQMNCD: Field from dbf format @MNDAYQ
• ##MNCD: Field from dspf format #MNCD##
• WWMNCD: RPG work field based on YQMNCD
• $$MNCD: RPG Entry Parameter Field
• @@NM: RPG ARRAY name
• NM: RPG Array index
• W1: RPG alphabetic Work field 1 chars
• KMNDA1: KLIST KEY for format YMNDAL1
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Help panel groups:

• YDSPMNU/ALL: YDSPMNU Command group
• YDSPMNU: YDSPMNU Command overview
• YDSPMNU/MENU: YDSPMNU Command parameter
• ZSFCTZ1/PNL/INTRO: #SFCT#1 overview
• ZSFCTZ1/PNL/TOPINS: #SFCT#1 top instruction
• ZSFCTZ1/ZZMNCD: #SFCT#1/##MNCD field text

ZSFCTZ1/PNL/CMDINS: #SFCT#1 command keys

IBM i General Design Standards
This article describes the principles of a good design method and what information is needed to start designing. It also
provides suggestions for appropriate tools to use.

More Information

• Design Methods
• Design Standards for User Interfaces
• Design Standards for Display Files
• Design Standards for Printer Files
• Design Standards for Menus
• Design Standards for Help Text
• Design Standards for Commands
• Design Standards for Database Files
• Design Standards for Programs
• Design Standards for Internationalization

Design Methods
When you start to design your system, apply the following basic principles:

• Use the computer as much as possible:
- Many aspects of the design process can be done automatically.
- You can use the computer to index and organize the design.
- You can repeatedly modify the design with minimum effort.
- You can use any existing designs.
- You can easily document the design.
- The results of the design can be carried through to implementation without re-keying.
- You can improve the quality.
- Use CASE tools, generators, and word processors wherever possible.

• Present designs to the end user and reach agreement before programming starts. This is because:
- You must understand what the user wants; the only way you can verify user requirements is to restate your
interpretation for verification.
- It is cost effective to incorporate changes before programming has begun.

Contents

Use prototyping and modeling tools wherever possible:

• Use standards to reduce the complexity of the design problem. Omit features of appearance or performance from the
specification that are covered by standards. This allows you to:
- use existing design work
- achieve more consistent user interface
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- improve quality

Use design and generator tools that enforce standards:

• Ensure that all systems have a consistent user interface -- consistent internally within the application, with SAA CVA
standards, and with the OS/400 system interfaces that will be common to all applications. This:
- reduces the amount of work required to specify a system
- simplifies the process of learning how to use the system

Use automatic layout tools:

• Recognize that the design process is both iterative and experimental. It will require several passes to try out solutions,
explore connections, and allow for user feedback.

Use prototyping and modeling tools:

• Design in as modular a manner as possible so that you can develop and test each part of the system separately, and
so that you can repeatedly use commonly required functions.

• Use a systematic method for those processes that cannot be entirely computer-based, such as testing. The computer
can be used to organize the systematic method.

Contents of a Specification

A significant part of an application system should be implicitly defined by the OS/400 standards, the CA 2E standards, and
standards followed by your tools. To specify a system for user approval, you will need the following:

• A description of the data model, in particular the database files and what they represent. This may include entity
relation, dataflow, and other diagrams.

• A description of the user interfaces, in particular the layouts of menus, displays, reports, and a description of the
parameters of commands.

• Notes on the processing specific to the application, including calculation, long algorithms, and recovery considerations.

Design Tools

You should have tools to design your database, menus, panels, and reports; for example, the CA 2E application generator
and/or the CA 2E Toolkit utility design aids.

The CA 2E Toolkit utility design aids include interactive aids for specifying panel and report layouts, and for creating
menus.

The CA 2E application generator includes interactive aids for data modeling, automatic panel and report painting, and for
specifying processing.

 

Designs Prepared with Printed with Presented with
Menu designs YWRKMNU YDOCMNU YGO
Panel designs
Y1
Y2

YWRKPNL
YEDTMDL-edtscr

YDOCPNL
YDOCMDLFU
N

YDSPPN

Rpt designs
Y1
Y2

YWRKRPT/EDTR
PT
YEDTMDL-edtrpt

YDOCRPT
YDOCMDLFU
N

n/a

File layouts
Y1
Y2

STRSEU/EDTSCR
YEDTMDL-edtrpt

YDOCF
YDOCMDLRE
L

n/a
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Processing
Y1
Y2

EDTDOC
YEDTMDL-edtact

PRTDOC
YDOCFUN*

n/a

Designs Prepared with Printed with Presented with
Text
Y1
Y2

EDTDOC
YEDTMDL-edtact

EDTDOC
YDOCMDL*

YDSPHLP

Diagrams
Y1
Y2

YWRKRPT/YEDTR
PT CA 2E GUI

YDOCRPT
CA 2E GUI

n/a

The CA 2E Toolkit panel design and menu utilities provide an interactive simulation of the system from the specification
designs.

Design Standards for User Interfaces
There are some general principles for designing user interfaces that you should be familiar with.

User interface is a general term used to describe those aspects of a computer system which are visible to the user, and
with which the user interacts when using the system. To describe it, you need to consider both the static components,
such as keyboard layouts, panel and report designs, and the dynamic components, such as how programs should
respond to the user's actions.

IBM’s Common User Access (CUA) sets out detailed rules for the appearance and behavior of user interfaces both for
programmable and non-programmable terminals (NPT). The following sections summarize some of the design principles
behind CUA, as well as some specific rules for applying the principles to NPTs on iSeries.

Contents

Ease of Use

Consider the following for your ease of use:

• Make the interfaces consistent. If your interfaces are consistent, then having learned to understand one interface, the
user can understand related interfaces with little effort.

• Choose objects that are intuitive to the user. This requires that you base the design on conceptual entities, which are
familiar to the user.

• Choose operations on the objects that are intuitive. For example, use create, change, delete, and work with. Use
simple standard metaphors wherever possible.

• Follow object-action principles. Generally, the user should choose an object, and then an action.
• Allow backing out. It should be possible for the user to explore the system without serious consequences.
• Provide feedback to reassure the user at every step.
• Provide online help and search indices.

To make your system efficient to use, consider the following:
• Use as simple of a design as possible.
• Avoid the need for the user to recall information.
• Avoid modes.
• Provide basic and expert paths.
• Make the most common path the default path.
• Provide the system ready set up for use.
• Only provide additional facilities on a demand basis.
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Interface Consistency

IBM’s SAA divides consistency into three levels:

• Physical -- The actual layout of physical elements such as keyboards must be consistent. On the IBM midrange,
physical consistency is for the most part taken care of by the hardware.

• Syntactic -- The use of interface elements must be consistent. For example, the presentation language (e.g. panel
layout), the action language (e.g. F3=Exit) and CL syntax all need to be consistent. The SAA standards lay down rules
for many aspects of interface consistency. The OS/400 Section to Programming Application and Help Displays spells
out how you should interpret these for the iSeries.

• Semantic -- The meaning of the interface elements and their interactions must be consistent. For instance, Exit should
always take you back from a panel, without further update.

Note: Software productivity tools can play an important part in the successful implementation of consistent interface
standards by suggesting, supplying, and even requiring, standardized design defaults.

Aspects of a User Interface

The CUA elements of IBM’s SAA includes standards for the following aspects of interface behavior. You should strive for
consistency with these:

• panel management
• activity management
• keyboard layout and usage
• panel (display) interaction
• selection action
• messages and prompts
• color and emphasis
• help
• national language support
• terminology for end users

Transfer of Learning

We have an innate ability to generalize from related cases -- we use it to learn language. You apply this skill when using
computer interfaces as well. For example, if you know there is a Delete Program command to delete programs, and you
want to delete a new object type, say a ‘glob’, you will expect a Delete Glob command to remove it.

Try to choose operations that have intuitive metaphors. Most operations can be presented in terms of a relatively small
number of primitive operations, for example, creating, changing, deleting, moving, merging, and splitting, which are
intuitive to a user.

Modal Behavior

Users often need to switch between tasks. You should try to avoid constraining what a user can do next at any point.
In particular, avoid ‘modes’. A program exhibits modal behavior if it restricts the user to a limited range of responses
determined by what has taken place previously. A mode requires the user to carry out particular actions in steps to exit
from the mode. Although it is almost impossible to avoid modes on the iSeries because of the hierarchical call-invocation
model, you should still try to minimize their effect. Use flat hierarchies, enable the command line, and allow backing out.

Exploring and Backing Out

The easiest way to learn how a system works is to take the options and see what happens: exploring is a far more natural
learning mechanism than abstract conceptualizing, (for example, reading the instructions first). To allow the user to
explore safely:
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• Provide a ‘backing out’ capability to allow the user to retreat out of functions without affecting data.
• Stress the points of no return; for instance, by a confirm prompt or an exit menu.

In general, all update processing should take place immediately after the point of confirmation. There should not
be intermediate displays from which the only exit route is one that requires further updating of the database, as this
constitutes modal behavior. The commitment control facilities of OS/400 can be useful when designing to allow backing
out, as multiple updates can be grouped to take place on an all or nothing basis. For example:

Recall Versus Recognition

It is easier to recognize information than to recall it. For example, even though you may not necessarily be able to recall
a name on demand, you can still recognize the name among related names. Wherever there is a choice of values to be
entered, you should provide inquiry functions to display a list of the available options. The CL command prompter provides
an example of a program that includes an inquiry facility. Typically, F4 is used to provide an inquiry capability.

The following is an illustration of Inquiry Facilities:
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Novice and Expert Paths

The requirements of a frequent end user who uses a system are significantly different from those of a first-time end user
or of an occasional end user. The expert will retain much more knowledge about how to use the system and will want
highly efficient paths through normal tasks. The new end user will require more support. Therefore, you need to try to
design systems to have both a ‘fast path’ and a ‘slow path’. The slow path, typically involving menus and inquiry facilities,
should allow the end user to make use of inquiry facilities to reassure himself that he is doing the right thing. The fast path
system should allow for as fast of a transition as possible, both through and between transactions.

The layered prompting of OS/400 provides a good example of this. For example, the OS/400 Copy file command (CPYF)
can be called from a menu or entered directly. In either case, the command prompter can be used to section the user into
entering the appropriate values.

The following is an example of a Command Processing Program:
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Layered interface should be intelligent -- any choices made should section what is subsequently shown on more detailed
displays.
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Contextual Information

It is difficult to keep your attention focused for long periods of time. When using a complex system, end users may lose
track of where they are, especially if they suffer interruptions. You should provide information to remind users where they
are and what they are doing.

This should be standardized and in the same place (for example, titles and instruction areas on a panel) so that it can
be ignored unless needed. The most useful information to establish a context for is generally information about any
immediately related entities; for instance, the customer for whom an order is raised or the department to which an
employee belongs. The presence of such information makes it possible for the user to establish what he is doing at a
glance -- especially when returning after an interruption. Connections between panels should follow the structure of the
data so as to facilitate this.

Shipped Systems

Most people do not learn by studying abstract principles. Rather, they build up their knowledge gradually. The idea of a
shipped system can be used to make learning to use a system easier. A shipped system provides a workable environment
and sensible defaults for control values, so that a new user can immediately do useful work. OS/400 themselves provide
good examples of this -- the shipped system contains subsystems and output queues, which are ready for immediate use,
but which may be subsequently modified if desired.

iSeries User Interface Implementation Components

User interfaces for the native iSeries are made up of the following components:

• Commands -- The OS/400 Command Language (CL) provides a user interface that is rigorously consistent, both
in appearance and in behavior. It is worth using the CL command definition language wherever possible. When
defining commands, you should adhere strictly to the CL conventions. Some of these are discussed in the sections on
designing and coding commands, later in this section. However, commands are not suitable for all occasions; displays
are also needed.

• Display files -- Display files are used to define the panels the user sees. They should be specified as external files
using DDS. When defining display files, it is important to use a consistent layout, give standard weightings to the
display field attributes, and handle error reporting in a consistent manner. On iSeries, control features of the programs
driving the display, such as command key usage, cursor movement, and prompting for confirmation, should also be
standardized to follow the SAA CUA guidelines.

NOTE
For more information, refer to IBM's Defining iSeries (AS/400) Compatible Displays Using DDS
Specifications.

• Help text -- Help text is written using UIM help. Examples of how to do this are given in the IBM publication, The
Section to Programming Application Panel and Help Displays.

• Print files -- Print files should be specified as external files using DDS. The important considerations are to use a
consistent layout and to provide reference information to indicate how, when, and by whom the report was produced.

Design Standards for Display Files
Design standards for display files are described in this section. This section also provides general points for panel design.
Detailed rules for panel design are given in the iSeries (AS/400) Section to Programming Panels and Help Displays.

Contents

For the IBM Midrange

It is important that all panels in an application system are designed to the same standards. This makes panels much
easier to understand, user education much simpler, and improves appearance.
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On iSeries, the standards set out by the IBM SAA Common User Interface should be followed. These are described in the
Section to Programming Application and Help Displays and are exemplified by the OS/400 system displays.

CUA Panel Components

You should regard panels as being composed, not of the low level elements with which you define them (literal characters,
fields, indicators), but rather of higher-level logical components such as a title, a command key explanation line, a subfile
selector, and various fields, each with an accompanying piece of text. This makes it possible to establish equivalence, and
hence consistency, between different panel types and even different types of workstation; for example, between intelligent
workstation products and dumb terminals.

The generalized SAA CUA standard for panel layout for both NPT and IWS panels is as follows:

CUA Panel Layout:

Key:(1) On non-IWS, there is no border area.

(2) On non-IWS, the action bar corresponds to selection values.

(3) On non-IWS, the vertical Scroll Bar is implemented via +.

(S) = On IWS, this area displays the System Menu.

(M) = On IWS, this area is to maximize control.

(N) = On IWS, this area is to minimize control.
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The panel body is made up of instruction areas, explaining how to use the panel or data and fields. Each field may have a
label and if appropriate, an explanation of the allowed values.

iSeries Panel Layout Standards

The CUA panel layout standard can be interpreted either strictly, leaving off all ancillary data such as date, time, or
operator identification, or more leniently, keeping the CUA components in the standard places, while adding in the extra
information.

The following shows the standard display features for iSeries Basic:

The following shows the standard display features for iSeries Extended:
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Notes On Panel Design

Panel titles should use phrases of the form VERB/OBJECT whenever possible; for instance, Edit Customer, Add Order,
Deplete Stock.

Use a standard layout for the panel header and footer areas (lines 1, 2 and 23). The CA 2E Toolkit Edit Panel Design
(YEDTPNL) command and the CA 2E Edit Screen facility can automatically provide a standard default layout.

Use a standard flow of information and a standard layout for similar types of panel.

Place dot leaders to connect field text with fields. On iSeries, these should be double spaced and only end in a colon if the
field is protected. Leave as much space as possible to allow for expansion in translation. Align fields by using a standard
text length. For example:
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For input fields, provide right-hand side text to explain the allowed values. This should have the form, "general domain,
valuen=explanation". Indicate if a selection is available. Place the default value first as shown in the following image:

Use an indent of two spaces for subsidiary fields as shown in the following:

The overall aim is to give a greater emphasis to input-capable fields than to output-only fields, and the greatest emphasis
to input-capable fields for which an error has been detected, as shown in the following example:
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If the panel relates to other output, for example, a printed report, try and design so that the layouts are the same or very
similar. This gives the user the effect of "what you see is what you get."

Place text giving a summary definition of command key meanings at the bottom of the display (line 23, or lines 22 and
23). Precede each key explanation with Fn=. Double-space the key explanations without punctuation. If there are more
command key explanations than will fit on the available space, use F24 to display the extra values.

For example:

You may also use F11 to condition the introduction of extra detail fields.

Validation error messages should be displayed on line 24 of the display (usually as a one-line message subfile).

Using Command Keys

Use command keys to provide a quick means of invoking commonly required functions. If you are designing a system for
workstation types other than the standard models, check that the command keys are available.

Brief explanations of the functions of each command key should be provided on line 23 of each display. Command keys
should be referred to in a standard format: for the iSeries as "Fn=text". Command keys should be listed in ascending
order. For example:

The following standard meanings for command keys should be adhered to wherever possible:

Standard Command Key Meanings:

SAA Meaning Required SAA iSeries
Help Y F01 F01
Extended Help Help Help
Help index F02 F02
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Help on keyboard F11 F02
Help table of contents F09 F11
Display keys F23

F13 F24
SAA Meaning Required SAA iSeries
Exit function Y F03 F03

Y F03 F03
Y F03 F03

Previous display Y F12 F12
Exit application Y F12 F12
Refresh Y F12 F12
Refresh Y F05 F05
Refresh Y F05 F05
Prompt F04 F04
Retrieve command F04 F04
Switch forward F06
Switch back, IGCCNV F18 Pgup
Backward F07 Pgdn
Forward F08 Pgdn
Left F19 F19
Right F20 F20
Switch to action bar F10 F18
Command line F10 F18
Ideographic support F21 F18

Using Selection Columns

The subfile capabilities of OS/400 make it especially easy to provide programs that display a list of data items to the user,
one or more of which may be selected for further processing. This selection facility should be standardized.

When specifying selection options, you should consider several things. If there is a selection option column, include a
summary definition of the selection values, on the line above the subfile column headings. Precede each explanation with
n=. Double-space the explanations without punctuation. If there are more key explanations than will fit on the available
space, use F24 to display the extra values. Also, include a line above the definition line, containing the prompt text, which
is usually Type options, press Enter.

For example:

Standard meanings should be assigned to the values used to make such selections. One of the two following systems of
standard meanings should be adhered to wherever possible:
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Standard Meanings for Selection Values

Meaning Numeric system Alpha system
Select 1 X
Change 2 E
Copy, Hold 3 C
Delete 4 D
Display details 5 Z
Print, Release 6 P
Rename 7 R
Display attributes 8 Z
Work with entries 12 Z
Change text 13 Z

Note: There are some inconsistencies in the way that line selection values are used on iSeries. Where possible, use the
values used by the nearest equivalent system command.

Subfile Design

Subfiles normally should be used wherever there is a repeating data structure, especially if the number of repeating
groups is likely to exceed a full page. Remember the following when designing for subfile use:

• Although up to twelve subfiles can be active at a time, try to program to use only one (apart from a message subfile) as
this simplifies programming -- and the user interface.

• On subfiles, any column for selection values should be on the left hand side of the display.
• Positioning and subsetting values should be shown at the top.

Basic Panel Display Styles On iSeries

The CUA standard prescribes a limited number of types of basic panel design for non-programmable terminals, and each
one is appropriate for a particular purpose.

• Entry
• List
• Menu
• Help

You should base all your panel designs on these SAA CUA Types. In certain cases, SAA panel types can be combined to
make a composite panel.

The following is an illustration of Panel Display Styles:
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Common Panel Display Variants

In practice on iSeries, the fundamental CUA panel types are commonly used in a number of specific variants:

• Single object
- ADDOBJ: Entry panel, allowing the identifier and data for a single item to be added.
- DSPOBJ: Entry panel, showing data for a single item.
- CHGOBJ: Entry panel, allowing data for a single item to be changed.

• Repeated item
- WRKOBJ: List panel, showing repeated items of a given type. Allows items to be added (F6), changed (Opt=2), or
deleted (Opt=4). There will usually be a positioning field on top.
- WRKOBJTOP: List panel, showing repeated items. Allows items to be added (Opt=1), changed (Opt=2) or deleted
(Opt=4).
- SLTOBJ: List panel, showing repeated items, allowing one to be selected.
- RNMOBJ: List panel, showing identifiers of items to be renamed.

• Menus
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- CMDMNU: Menu panel showing commands and related menus.
- TSKMNU: Menu panel showing simple tasks.

Single Object

ADDOBJ (Add object). Used to add details for a new object. The details may run over several pages, with the rollup keys
being used to scroll between them. The following example illustrates an Add Object panel.

DSPOBJ (Display object). Used to display details for a given item. The details may run over several pages, with the rollup
keys being used to scroll between them. The following example illustrates a Display Object panel.

CHGOBJ (Change object). Used to changed details for a given existing item. The details may run over several pages, with
the rollup keys being used to scroll between them. The following example illustrates a Change Object panel.
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WRKOBJ (Work with). Used to work with items of a given type. Usually Change (Opt=2, shows a CHGOBJ) and Delete
(Opt=4) are allowed as options. F6 can be used to add (shows an ADDOBJ for the item type). Rename (Opt=7, Shows the
RNMOBJ panel) may also be enabled. The following example illustrates a Work with panel.

WRKOBJTOP (Work with Object, top entry allowed). Allows you to work with items of a given type. New items may be
added using an entry line at the top of the column (using Opt=1). Change (Opt=2, shows a CHGOBJ) and Delete (Opt=4)
are allowed as options. Rename (Opt=7) will usually be enabled. The following example illustrates a Work with Top panel.
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SLTOBJ (Select Object). Provides a selection display, allowing you to select an item from a list of allowed values. Always
called from another pane -- usually when F4 is pressed. Select (Opt=1) is the only allowed option. The following example
illustrates a Select Object panel.

RNMOBJ (Rename object display). Used to rename the identifier of given existing items. Invoked by taking rename
(Opt=7) from a Work with display. The following example illustrates a Rename Object display.

Design Standards for Printer Files
This section describes design standards for print files. Reports, like panels, should be designed to be consistent and easy
to follow. Since they will be used independently of the machine, reports should always include an indication of where and
when they were produced, as well as for whom.

Contents

Standard Report Design Layout

The following is a sample standard report design layout:
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Notes on Report Design

Remember the following points when designing reports:
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• If a report relates to a panel, for example if it provides a hard copy listing of a particular panel, then its layout should
resemble as closely as possible the panel from which the information is derived.

• Use a standard flow of information and a standard layout for similar types of reports.
• Design reports to minimize the amount of section attention required from an operator to change paper, align forms, etc.

For instance, try to use standard forms, and if a different form is required, avoid a change to the left paper feed tractor
to align the paper.

• Group related fields together. For instance, place Customer code with Customer name and Customer commencement
date.

• Provide explanations of code values alongside the code, essential for a user unfamiliar with the system (for example,
the equivalent of a slow path).

• Where descriptive text and field are on the same line, use a dot trailer and place a colon between the text and the field
that it describes. Leave adequate space for translation. For example:

• Design to minimize the number of print lines and carriage returns, but avoid "two up" reports if possible, as they require
extra programming. For example:

• Include the program name on reports in order to facilitate error correction.
• Number all report pages.
• Place the company name on all reports -- the name should be retrieved from a data area.
• Indicate the program of software release level on the report heading.
• If a report is based on particular selection criteria, print the criteria at the top of the report, so that it is clear how the

information on the report was derived, as shown in the following:
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If the items on shown on a report correspond to command parameters, show the keywords such as:

It may be useful to show the name of the main file and library used to produce the report -- the name of the library in
particular can be useful during testing. If it is a multi-member file, the member name may also be useful. The names can
be obtained from the file information data structure.

For example:

Design Standards for Menus
This section describes design standards for menus, including approaches to consider before you start, and suggests tools
to help you create menus.
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Contents

Menu Design Considerations

A large application system will allow the user to perform many different functions. The user must choose from a large
number of options. It is important to use the computer to organize and arrange the objects of the application system so
that they are easy to find and to understand. Menus provide a convenient means of doing so.

Every task in a proposed system should be allocated to a menu as part of the design process. Housekeeping and system
administration functions should be included -- you may need to create extra menus to accommodate such functions. An
object-based design approach can be used to determine which menus are appropriate. Menus to manipulate each object
type should be provided, as well as menus for similar operations across different object types.

Grouping Items On Menus

The allocation of tasks to menus has several purposes:

• Helps define user roles.
• Highlights when task initiation is to take place.
• Provides a checklist for the implementation of the design.
• Enables an interactive presentation of the system design to be made to the user.
• Provides a syntax free route for users who are not familiar with command languages.
• Provides a framework for documentation and for training.

NOTE
Even tasks that are not normally menu-driven may be grouped into a menu, for one or more of the above
reasons.

Appearance of Menus

Your application menus should follow the OS/400 user interface standards for menus, as seen on the OS/400 system
displays.

OS/400 has two variants of menu:

• Task menus. These menus show the tasks relating to a single subject; for example configuration. A command line is
optional.

• Command group menus. These menus show groups of commands or menus with a common verb (for example, DSP
or WRK) or a common subject (for example, OBJ). Standard subheadings are used and the command or menu name
is shown on the right. A command line is common.

Task menu with command line is displayed in the following example:
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A task menu with no command line is shown as follows:

A command group menu is shown as follows:
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Arranging Menus

In some cases, it will be more appropriate to group tasks into menus by function, such as Order Entry, and in others by
when they are invoked, such as Month End Processing.

You should provide several different menu arrangements of the functions so that users may use alternative search paths
to find ways to a function. For example:

• All commands in alphabetical order
• Commands by functional group, such as End of year commands or Order entry tasks
• Commands by subject, such as configuration commands
• Commands by verb, such as all commands beginning with DSP)
• Commands by object, such as all commands for manipulating folders

The disadvantage of using menus is that if there are a large number of functions in the application system, it may take
several steps to find your way to the appropriate menu. It is therefore desirable to provide a command line on menus that
will be used by experienced users.

The OS/400 and the CA 2E system menus provide examples of alternate menu arrangements.

Menus should not contain additional input-capable fields apart from the option input or command line.

Order of options

On command group menus, options should be arranged in alphabetical order by command.
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On task menus, options should be placed on menus in the order in which they are likely to be used. In particular, place
options to manipulate an entity in a sequence that follows the life cycle of the entity. For example, of the following two
possible arrangements, the second is better than the first:

Menu Names

Menu names are likely to be used by the end user, so they should be designed to be as meaningful as possible. You need
to ensure however, that the names do not coincide with those of OS/400 system menus, so we recommend that you use a
single-level prefix.

Names for command group menus should have the form: application prefix + CMD + mnemonic; for example, YCMDDSP
for a menu of all display (DSP) commands.

Names for task menus should be single nouns, preceded by an application prefix; for example, YDOCUMENT, YDEVICE.
Longer terms can be abbreviated using OS/400 style mnemonics; for example STKLVL: stock levels, ORDENT: Order
entry.

Tools for Creating Menus

Menus can be created with the CA 2E Toolkit Work with Menu (YWRKMNU) utility. The menu utilities provide a standard
layout.

The Toolkit menu display program can provide a number of commonly required facilities. For example, it can provide a
confirm prompt to check that the user really wishes to take an option, it can display Help text associated with an option,
and can submit a request to run in batch rather than interactively.

Design Standards for Help Text
This section describes design standards for Help text and includes a brief discussion of reasons for providing Help text. It
details Help Text standards for panels, commands, and menus. Information on search indexes is also provided.

Contents
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Help Text Design Considerations

It is important to provide Help text for all panels, menus, and commands of an application in order to make the
applications easy to use.

Because Help text is generally used mostly by new or inexperienced users, it is important that it is itself easy to use.

Use a standardized structure that can be related to the panel that it explains. Follow the OS/400 standards.

Use simple language. Avoid jargon, and explain what the panel and its fields are for, rather than how the program
internals work. Make sure that terminology on panels matches with that in the Help text.

Follow UIS standards for the use of emphasis.

Use boldface type for headings and allowed values. Use underline for default values and for hypertext links (automatic)
extended headings. UIM will do this automatically if you use the correct tags. Do not make an excessive use of emphasis,
as it is distracting to the reader.

Designing Help Text

Help text should be created and edited, using the UIM help manager. As well as being consistent with OS/400 System
panels, UIM allows windowing, hypertext links, a layered interface, search indexes, and is also fast.

OS/400 UIS conventions for Help text should be followed. These are specified in the OS/400 Section to Programming
Application and Help Displays. As well as overall rules, there are specific additional conventions for commands, menus,
and interactive panels.

Help text should have different entry points -- panel level, area level and field level. It should be possible to navigate
between different entries regardless of entry point. The UIM help manager will provide this function automatically.

A sample Help Text Panel Connection is shown as follows:
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Panel Help Text

All interactive programs should have operating instructions that should be displayed when the HELP key is pressed. The
help text should follow the UIS standards used on system panels and should contain:

1. Function: A synopsis of the purpose the program; for example, what the program does for the user, or for the
application system. This may contain hypertext links to related objects.

2. Option values: A brief description of any line selection functions (for example, 4=Delete).
3. Field descriptions: A description of all data items, including all allowed values and any input validation rules.
4. Notes and examples: Any special notes or additional comments that may be useful to the user.
5. Function keys: A short description of any command key functions (for example, F3=Exit).

Command Help Text

Help text should be provided for each command. The help text should follow the UIS standards used on system panels
and should contain:

1. Function: A synopsis of the purpose the command; for example, what the program does for the user, or for the
application system. This may contain hypertext links to related objects.

2. Parameter descriptions: each parameter should be described, along with any allowed values.
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Menu Help Text

Help text should be provided for each menu. The Help text should follow the UIS standards used on system menus and
should contain:

1. Function: A summary of the subject covered by the menu.
2. How to use the menu: A standard paragraph on how to use a menu should be provided
3. Option descriptions: Each option should be described, under a heading, giving the option number. The introduction

help group for the option object can be used. For example, if the option is a command, use the overview help text for
the command.

4. Function keys: A short description of any command key functions (for example, F3=Exit).

Search Indexes

Help panels assist users who already know how and why to start a command or program. Search indexes provide users
with a way of finding out how to do something in the first place. You should provide a search index for your application,
which should include

• Entries for each command and each menu
• "How" entries for commonly required operations
• "What" entries for fundamental concepts -- the objects and entities on the system
• OS/400 standard root keywords, for example How, What, Novice
• Entries for common synonyms, for example, "create, make, build"
• An entry on how to use the search index itself. You can reference the help group of the system menu

Design Standards for Commands
This section describes standards for designing CL commands. It lists reasons for using commands, and details standards
to use when specifying names, parameter key words, values, and prompt text for commands.

Contents

Why Use Commands?

Most user application systems will be menu driven. However, you should consider providing commands to invoke the main
programs in a system, for example those programs that are called as menu options. There are several reasons for this:

• Using commands can simplify and standardize design, and also reduce the amount of HLL programming required. The
command definition language should be regarded as a specialized HLL in its own right that is specially suited to both
validating input data and translating external values into internal values.

• Commands have a great capacity for enhancement and modification. Additional parameters can be added to
commands without affecting the existing usage of the command either by programs or menus.

• An expert user often finds it more efficient to use commands because it requires fewer transactions with the computer
to achieve a desired result. This is especially important in a remote environment, where it might be tedious to have to
follow a many-level menu tree to reach a particular menu option, and also for the experienced user.

• Commands are a good ‘hook’ on which to hang system documentation. In terms of the system architecture, each
command is the entry point to a function, and all the salient points about the use of that function may be summarized at
the command level. Help panel groups can be used to provide full help.

• The CL command syntax notation is available as a concise and rigorous notation for documenting commands. Apart
from brevity, the command syntax notation has the following advantages:
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– It is unambiguous.
– It is complete. It shows all permitted values for parameters.
– It provides visible defaulting. The actual options used are always explicitly stated.

• Commands are a "consistent user interface", with which most users of iSeries will already be familiar.
• Commands have an intuitive "verb-object syntax" that is easy to learn. It is interesting to observe that two thirds of the

400 or more OS/400 commands are constructed using a common vocabulary of just ten verbs. As a result, a user need
remember very little to be able to invoke a wide range of functions.

• Commands allow for both "fast" and "slow" user paths:
– A positional facility, and the provision of default values, gives expert users an efficient interface.
– Sophisticated prompting and syntax checking functions support the novice user -- commands are error tolerant, and

usually give meaningful diagnostics.
– Help text, prompt overrides, Prompt control, and dynamic choice text can provide further guidance.

• Commands, being the entry points to using the particular functions, are convenient objects on which to implement
security, for example to grant or revoke object authorities.

• Commands can be used to set the product library, for example to find the appropriate National languages version.

Note: The standards that should be applied to the design of commands are described below.

Naming Conventions

The article on naming conventions gives a suggested convention for commands -- commands are relatively scarce and
the end user may possibly see their names. Names should be meaningful and consistent with the conventions used in CL.
The following is a summary of the convention:

For example:

Note the following points when naming commands:
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• Names should not conflict with any existing OS/400 commands, nor with any commands that IBM may introduce into
OS/400 at a future date. For this reason, a prefix letter should be used.

• Use a "verb-object syntax": the command name should consist of VERB+NOUN or VERB+ADJ+NOUN, for instance,
CRTOBJ, RTVCLSRC, YCPYMNU. There should always be a verb.

• Use existing CL mnemonics wherever possible, both for verbs (for example, CRT, DSP, CPY) and for objects (for
example, PGM, OBJ, DTAARA). A complete list of keywords can be found in the section of the Control Language
Reference Manual for both machines.

• Follow the distinctions made by OS/400 in its use of pairs of antonymous mnemonics, for example:

 

Antonym -- Antonym Description
CRT -- DLT
ADD -- RMV

To create/delete an entity
To add/remove data within an entity

STR -- END
STR -- TRM

To start/end a function
To start terminate a process

SND -- RCV
HLD -- RLS

To send/receive data
To hold/release a function

SAV -- RST To save/restore a function
OPN -- CLO
ALC -- DLC
GRT -- RVK
CHG -- RTV

To open/close a function
To allocate/de-allocate
To grant/revoke a function
To set/retrieve an attribute

• Preserve the distinction made in OS/400 between verbs that operate on objects and verbs that operate on the contents
of objects:

 

Object Internal
CRT ADD
DLT RMV
CHG EDT
DUP CPY

• Preserve the distinction made in OS/400 between working interactively on a list of entities (WRK verb) and working
interactively on an individual entity (EDT or STR verb).

• Follow the distinction made in OS/400 between operating on an object and operating on the description of an object;
for instance, DSPSBS versus DSPSBSD.

Design Standards

Command syntax diagrams should be prepared for each command at the design stage. The diagrams should use the
OS/400 standards.

For more information on conventions, refer to the OS/400 Control Language Reference Section. For an example of
conventions, refer to the section, "Programming and Coding Examples," in this section.

Choosing Parameters

Command parameters should be ‘orthogonal’ -- each parameter should represent the values of only one variable. For
example, rather than have four values for a parameter OUTPUT (values: *PRT, *DSP *PRTDTL, DSPDTL), you should
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have two separate parameters, OUTPUT (values: *, *LIST) and DETAIL (values: *PRT, *DSP). This allows future values to
be added.

Keep the number of parameters to a minimum.

Do not place parameters specifying work management attributes (for instance job priority, switch settings, output queue)
on commands, unless the command is specifically concerned with the initialization of a job or jobs; for example, a special
version of the SBMJOB command. This is because it is generally preferable to control work management values through
the job. Where it is useful to have an override on a particular command, you should make the default value to be that of
the job (*JOB).

Order of Command Parameters

Use existing OS/400 syntax order whenever possible. For example, -- LIB/FILE MBR

JOBNBR/USER/JOB

Place the parameters that are needed to identify the object or entity operated on by the command before any other
parameters. For example, - EDTSRC FILE(X) OPTION(3).

Place the parameters that are most likely to be changed before the parameters that are unlikely to be changed; optimize
for frequency of use. On iSeries, you should use the PMTCTL(*PMTCTL) keyword to hide ancillary parameters from the
initial prompt displays -- such additional parameters will automatically appear after the main parameters, if displayed by
pressing F10. For example:

CRTPF FILE(QGPL/X) ........... AUT(*USE)

Place any required, for example, mandatory (MIN(0)) parameters, before any non-required parameters. Do not use the
reordering facility of the command definition language to place required parameters after non-required parameters.

If either TEXT or OUTPUT parameters are present, they should normally be placed after all other parameters.

Command Parameter Keywords

Use existing CL keywords, such as FILE, OUTPUT, or TEXT whenever possible, not FL, FIL, OUTPT, TXT.

For more information on all of the CL keywords, refer to Section F of the iSeries (AS/400) Control Language Section.

Keywords should be in the singular; for example FILE, not FILES.

If an entity type occurs more than once as a command parameter, distinguish between instances by an appropriate prefix
on the keyword; for example, FROMFILE, TOFILE, FROMLIB, TOLIB. If it is creating a copy, you should use NEWxxx; for
example, NEWOBJ.

Command Parameter Values

Supply default values for command parameters whenever possible. Default to the most commonly required value. For
example:

CPYSRCF TOMBR(*FROMMBR) MBROPT(*REPLACE)

If a parameter is optional, rather than allowing it to take a blank value, use a special value of *ALL or *NONE to specify
what the meaning of the default value is -- that is to say use ‘visible defaulting’.

Special values for command parameters should always begin with an asterisk, for instance *ALL, *LIST, *NONE, *YES,
*NO. A special value indicates a function or default action. Explicit values should not begin with an asterisk, for instance
the default name of a file that is to be used, such as QTXTSRC.

If a special value other than *ALL is used for the first element of a qualified name representing a library/object reference,
then it should be a single value. For example, REFOBJ(*PGM), not PGM(*LIBL/*PGM).
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Specify the most important values first so that they appear first in the CHOICE text that appears on the right-hand side of
iSeries commands. Specify the default value first.

Do not use *N as a special value, as it is reserved as the Null value for the CL command parser.

Where two values are opposites appearing in a list, use *NO as a prefix for the antonym. For example, *SRC/*NOSRC,
*SECLVL/ *NOSECLVL.

Where a special value relates to another parameter, it should be derived from the keyword for the based-on parameter, for
example:

FILE(file-name) MBR(*FILE)

JOBD(job-description-name) OUTQ(*JOBD)

If the values allowed for a parameter are conditional on the value entered for another parameter, you should use the CL
‘Dependent Definition’ (DEP) statement to cross-check the values. On iSeries, you can use the PMTCTL keyword to direct
the prompting of the second parameter.

If it is necessary to supply a default name for a library in which to create objects, the special value *CURLIB should be
used. For example, UCRTPF FILE(*CURLIB/X)

Use existing OS/400 special values where possible. For example:

Standard Values - Validation:
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Standard Values - Defaults:
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Standard Values - Libraries:

Standard Values - Authorities:
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Standard Values - User Classes:
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Standard Values - Assistance Levels:

Standard Values - Message Delivery:

Standard Values - Relational Operators:
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Standard Values - Data Types:
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Standard Values - Database:
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Standard Values - Locks:
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Standard Values - Compiler Options:

Command Parameter Text

Prompt text for iSeries command titles should be in lower case but with initial letters capitalized.

Prompt text for iSeries command parameters should use lower case and not end with a colon (the compiler will
automatically add trailing dots). The initial letter should be capitalized.

The prompts for objects should not have the word ‘name’ appended. For example, it would appear as ‘Program’, not
‘Program name’.
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For iSeries command parameter prompts, allowed values should be shown in the CHOICE text. The OS/400 command
compiler will add them automatically in the order in which they are coded. You should place the default value first in the
source so that it appears first.

If a parameter is returned to the calling program (in other words RTNVAL(*YES) is specified for it), include the keyword
and the length of the variable in the prompt text.

Prompt text should normally be stored in an external message file, to enable easy translation.

Required Parameters for Commands

Commands that are to be run in batch should not have optional parameters that will invoke functions requiring interactive
intervention; if a command can be used in batch, it should be usable in all circumstances.

Note: An example of where this rule is violated can be found in the CA 2E Toolkit Build object list (YBLDOBJLST)
command. It is possible to use the YBLDOBJLST command in batch, but if a value of FILTER(*YES) is specified, it will
crash when it attempts to prompt for filtering values.

If RTNVAL(*YES) is specified for a command parameter, MIN(1) should also be specified. If the command is for use
in CL programs and is to have a value returned to it, it should be compulsory. If MIN(1) is not specified, execution of
the command may result in the Command Processing Program (CPP) attempting to return a value to a non existent
parameter (there is no way of detecting a null pointer in a HLL CPP).

Design Standards for Database Files
A good database design is crucial for the success of any application system. To achieve such a design, you should be
aware of what database facilities are available on iSeries and use design techniques that help you take advantage of the
facilities.

This section provides some guidelines for designing databases for iSeries, including recommendations for data modeling
and normalization.

Contents

Design Goals

Your goal is to design databases that are:

• Comprehensive: Every item of information that is relevant to the organization should be recorded (provided that it is
cost effective to do so).

• Non-redundant: Every item of information should appear only once. This not only saves resources, but also ensures
that the data is concurrent; that the computer does not hold two conflicting versions of what should be the same item of
data.

• Consistent: There should be no mutually incompatible representations of information, nor conflicting rules about what
can be done with the data, so that system data integrity can be preserved. Data modeling can assist you to achieve
this aim.

• Efficient: The access times to retrieve or process data should meet the business requirements. Some consideration of
the processes that will operate upon the database is necessary to check that this aim is satisfied.

The Database of iSeries

The database of iSeries is based upon relational database principles. Relational databases are built on a body of formal
mathematical work on the optimal way of structuring data. An understanding of the principles of the relational theory is
vital for good database design.
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The iSeries Database as a Relational Database

In essence, the database of iSeries is relational -- data is kept in ‘flat’ tables and may be assembled into logical views. It
has facilities for building access paths to assemble, order, and select data. The database has built-in facilities for recovery
(via journaling and commit control), security, integrity, and concurrency control. It falls short however, of the full theoretical
implementation of a relational database in a number of ways.

For instance:

• The relational terminology of tables, columns, and rows is not used.
• A metamodel is not available to describe the database handler’s own facilities with the same mechanisms as the

database that it produces.

Much of the system information may, however, be materialized into an accessible format using the OUTFILE parameter on
the various OS/400 display commands. From V2R1, there are also APIs to retrieve some of the information. The SQL/400
interface to the database has SQL catalog facilities that may be queried, using SQL.

• The join facilities of the OS/400 database are limited -- they are read only, and limited to an equi-join. If fields from the
secondary join file are used as keys (for instance with the OS/400 Open query file (OPNQRYF)) command, then true
concurrency is not maintained.

• In the native interface, there are only limited facilities for manipulating sets of data within the database, and these are
not presented explicitly in terms of the operations of the relational calculus (Union, Intersection, Subtraction, Addition,
Select, Project, and Join) acting upon sets.

Selection can be specified in DDS (but is early binding).

A join can be specified in DDS (but is early binding). Fields from the secondary join file may not be used as key fields. The
HLL read equal statement (for instance RPG III ‘READE’,) gives what is in essence access to a set of data.

Set level operations are of significance in that they provide a greater level of economy in specifying programs -- in
relational languages such as SQL, a single statement may often serve to specify what would be in most HLL’s be a ‘Do
loop’ containing many lines of code.

The OPNQRYF command allows for dynamic joins and selections.

SQL/400 provides join specifications and a number of set level operations.

• There is not a full capability for field level security. It is possible however, to build logical views containing only a subset
of the fields in the file and to restrict authority differently to different views.

• There are only limited capabilities for specifying rules for preserving the integrity of the database. Any further rules
have to be incorporated explicitly in HLL code. For instance:
– to test that foreign keys (that is, non-key fields on a file which are themselves the keys of other files) match prime

key values
– to test that instances of referenced keys cannot be deleted if they are used in dependent relations ("referential

integrity")
• There is not proper support for a null value. This is significant because in a truly relational database, primary keys must

not be null ("Entity integrity must be preserved").
• In device file DDS, a blank value cannot be distinguished from a null value.
• Many features of the database are "early binding" -- facilities such as selection and key order are built into a compiled

object. Although this gives a better performance, it also limits the flexibility of the database.
• Relations are implicit -- from the presence of fields on files -- rather than explicit.

Overall, the database of iSeries can be characterized as relational, but ‘early binding’ -- information about how to use the
database information is incorporated at compile time rather than execution time.
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Data Modeling

The fact that iSeries has reasonably-sophisticated databases does not guarantee that you will automatically achieve a
sophisticated and reasonable database design. To achieve the design goals given above, you will need to discover the
correct structure of your data, in particular to examine it for all forms of redundancy. To do this, the techniques of data
modeling may be used. Data modeling provides a formal method for transforming business goals into a database design
as follows:

CA 2E includes a data modeling tool that enables you to design a database, and then implement it.

NOTE
A full discussion of how to turn a business model into a data model, or a data model into a database design,
is beyond the scope of these standards. There are, however, various points about the database of iSeries that
analysts new to the machine may find useful, and also a few guidelines that programmers new to analysis may
find helpful.

For more information on data modeling, refer to Defining a Data Model.

Useful Questions to Ask

The following are usually critical questions to decide when data modeling is important:

• Is this item a file or a field? (for example, a thing or a property of a thing?)
• How is this item identified on the computer? What is the prime key of the database file that represents the item? In

particular:
– Is it unique?
– Is it independent? (for example, the only key), or only unique within something else, (for example, subject to a

superordinate key)?
– Can it be changed? (in which case, it is probably not a key, or should not be used as a key).

Every file should be regarded as having at least one set of unique keys. For reference or master files (for instance a
‘Customer’ file, a ‘Product’ file), the unique key will usually be obvious. For transaction detail files (for example, Invoice
details) it may not be strictly necessary to have a unique transaction key. It may be sufficient to have the records kept in
arrival sequence, within major keys (for example, Invoice number). However, if you do this, it is more difficult to access a
detail line by itself.

Normalization

Normalization is a process that can be applied to data relations to ensure that they are structured in ‘normal form’. It can
be shown that relations in normal form will satisfy certain basic criteria, such as non-redundancy, which are desirable
when representing data on a computer.

There are in fact several different normal forms, each representing a stage of increasing rigor. Each successive stage
encompasses the previous stage, thus ‘Third normal form’ includes ‘Second normal form’, which in turn, includes ‘First
normal form’.
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The steps of normalization can be outlined in a non-technical language by using the term ‘field’ rather than the more
correct attribute as follows:

• To be in first normal form, every field must represent an atomic set of values. A field should not, for example, contain
both customer code and customer type (either concatenated or as alternatives).

• To be in second normal form, every non-key field in the table (for example, record) must depend on the prime key. For
example, properties of customer type should be on a separate customer type entity, and not be repeated on every
customer instance.

• To be in third normal form, every non-key field must be:
– mutually independent of the other non-key fields (it can, for instance, be updated independently of the other non-key

fields)
– fully dependent upon the prime key

Considerations for Database File Design

Even if you do not have a data modeling tool, it is beneficial to use data modeling techniques, and in particular, to design
in terms of a logical schema that represents the overall structure of your organization’s data. The logical schema can then
be translated into a physical schema that gives an efficient implementation.

On the first design pass, ignore interrogation requirements. An accurate business data model will normally permit sensible
interrogation. When the essential model is established, test it against interrogation requirements. In particular, you may
wish to introduce redundancy in order to achieve faster access. Where redundancy is introduced, only one occurrence of
the redundant fields should be regarded as definitive, and it should be made clear which occurrence this is. For instance,
in order to provide rapid response for telephone ordering, you might provide a current outstanding credit total for a
customer as a summary field, although it is theoretically possible to build the figure up from outstanding invoices and
orders.

• You will usually find that the user has a very good intuitive feel for the data that he handles. Ask for a critique of a non-
technical presentation of your data model.

• Never allow programming to proceed until you are entirely satisfied with your data model. The accuracy of the data
model in its relation to the business is by far the most important feature of a design.
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Design Tips for OS/400 Databases

Design strictly in terms of externally defined files; field offsets must not be conditional. Do not specify that a field is to
represent one data item in some circumstances and a totally different data item in other circumstances. Instead, introduce
a separate field.

Avoid repeating groups of items within a record. For instance, ‘Order quantity 1’, ‘Order quantity 2’ ‘Order quantity 3’. In a
database of fixed length records like that of iSeries, unnormalized data of any repeating group imposes a limitation on the
number of groups allowed. It also requires more complicated programming.

Do not concern yourself with design detail, in particular, field attributes such as lengths, edit codes, and allowed values,
until you have established what the contents of your data model should be. Then, create a field reference file (FRF) entry
for each field description, and refer every occurrence of the field to the FRF entry. For example, the FRF will contain a
definition for Customer number, to which Customer numbers in the Sales order, Sales ledger, and Sales analysis files will
refer. Every different type of date should have its own FRF entry: Date of birth, Expiry date, Order date. One of them may
one day need to be changed to a different format. Define total and accumulator fields as having the base field length + n
digits.

On your later design passes, consider interrogation requirements, especially if a rapid response is required. IBM gives
a performance sectionline of not more than 25 database accesses per transaction. The ‘Join’ operation may be used to
lessen the need to introduce redundancy to achieve performance.

General Points for Field Usage

Place key fields before other fields in the file. Place major keys (for example, keys fields which are also the keys of other
files) before minor keys.

Place other fields on the file in the order in which they generally appear on input and output displays. This makes the use
of software tools that create device file layouts directly from the database file (such as Query) easier.

Even if all the values for a code will be numeric, define the code field as being character rather than numeric. It will then
be possible to introduce character codes at a later date if the numeric code values have all been employed. It will be also
easier to program an enquiry function to display the allowed values for the field because a ‘?’ may be entered directly into
the code field -- OS/400 does not permit the entry of a ‘?’ into numeric fields.

Avoid the use of zoned numeric fields. The native storage format for numeric fields on iSeries is packed, so it is more
efficient to pack numeric fields.

Packed fields should be defined with an odd number of digits, even if this makes the field a digit larger than is actually
required. This is because:

• even-length packed fields are less efficient than odd-length fields
• no additional storage is required
• it is not possible in RPG III to define a packed field of even length within a data structure

Note: Blank or zero values should not generally be allowed for prime keys, since they represent a null value. If they are
required, try to assign some other value to represent a null value. For instance ‘-99999’ for a numeric field, ‘*NONE’ for an
alphanumeric field.

Categories of Database File

In designing application systems, it is often useful to differentiate between different types of files on the basis of the type
and latency of data the files hold. Different design considerations apply to each of the five categories of files discussed:
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• Reference data: master files and tables
• Transaction data
• Transaction summary data
• Archive files
• Work files

Note: Frequency of use and of turnover, which is the primary consideration in categorizing files in the above scheme, is
also the main criterion for selecting a backup strategy for saving data to an offline medium.

Note: Avoid designing files that have a ‘mixed’ function.

Reference Data Files

Reference data files contain system reference tables and codes, for example, a customer file, VAT code file, or address
file. The files are relatively small; their contents are relatively constant over time (they are "non-volatile"), and many
programs usually refer to the files in the system.

Do not mix reference and transaction summary data in the same file. The two types of data have different activity levels.
Except when actually being maintained, usage of reference files should be "read only".

Where the applicability of a reference file record is time dependent, for example, for a currency or a price rate,
cancellation of a record should be recorded via an "active date", or an "inactive date", not by a marker. Users will rarely
cancel a record at the precise time at which it becomes inactive. Consider an "active date" to permit items to be entered in
advance of their availability for processing.

Consider, where appropriate, providing an indication that the code defined by a record has been referenced by a
transaction. This helps to preserve the referential integrity of the database: a record in use may not be deleted. Users may
however create "provisional" records that are subsequently never referenced, and may be purged.

Transaction Data Files

Transaction files contain the main system data. They are generally large, and have a high turnover. They may well require
frequent archiving.

Certain reference data will attach to each transaction. Consider whether the historic or the current view, or both, is
relevant in subsequent interrogation. For example, does the sales manager need sales reported by the customer’s
representative at the time of the sale, or by the customer’s current representative? In the former case, the representative
must attach to the transaction; in the latter case, it should not.

Consider the latency of the data. A sales invoice record is current only so long as it is outstanding, however, the same
data may be required for sales analysis over a much wider time span. The same data thus services two different
information needs.

Transaction Summary Files

Transaction summary files contain summaries of the transaction files.

Introduce summary files to provide summary totals of transactions for rapid interrogation, for example customer’s
aged debt, and stock levels. They impose an overhead on processing, and may restrict interrogation possibilities if no
supporting detail is maintained.

Introduce summary files only when space or response considerations mitigate against maintaining and interrogating open
item transaction files.

Try to design summary files so that they can be rebuilt from the transaction files in the event of an error or a crash.
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Archive Files

Archive files are used to hold obsolete data, usually from the transaction files, but sometimes from the reference files as
well.

Archive files may be introduced to contain transactions no longer current. Before introducing such files, investigate the
user’s requirement carefully. It is attractive in principle to have two years’ sales history on line, but is there a valid business
need?

Wherever possible, archive files should use the same format as current transaction files. Interrogation programs may then
use either.

Work Files

Work files are used to facilitate processing.

Decide whether the work file will be required just for the job in hand (for example, for a print program), or whether it must
exist from job to job (for example, a batch entry work file). In the first case, it will probably be best to create a copy of the
file in QTEMP, while in the latter case, it would be better to use a work member within a permanent file.

Consider the recovery and cleanup implications. Can the work file be thrown away or not?

Work files can be useful for reducing the number of database accesses required to interrogate the database, especially
where data is to be selected on one access key but ordered on another. The method is not so much to use them as sort
files, but rather to provide project and/or join operations that simplify programming. Records can be extracted from the
database using the most efficient existing logical view (the OS/400 Copy file (CPYF) command is often sufficient to make
the extraction). A logical file may then be built upon the extracted data, and the data presented, using a simple report
program.

Access Paths

The following apply when defining access paths:

• Break up fields to the smallest component that will be required when creating keys to access the data. Data fields may
be required as components in several ways:
– for select and omit usage on access paths
– for key specification
– for program usage (though fields may be redefined in programs through the use of data-structures)

For example, if you have a stock code field made up of three parts, prefix/stem/suffix (ZXXXYYYY), and you know that
you will require the enquiries of all items with a given prefix, or suffix range, define the field as three parts.

• Do not add unnecessary key fields to the logical view, as the number of key fields determines the size of the logical
view.

• Numeric sub-fields that are to be concatenated back into a single key field (for example, possibly YY, MM, DD), should
be defined as zoned.

• Dates should always be in YYMMDD order, so as to give easy historical access.

Note: An alternate collating sequence or a field level translation table is needed to put lower case alpha characters into
true alphabetical order. IBM supplies a table to make the translation: QSYSTRNTBL.
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Access Path Performance Considerations

An excessive number of access paths can have a serious impact on performance. Note the following points:

• Access paths that are required only for occasional batch jobs (for example, for reports), should be specified with
delayed access path rebuild. A value of MAINT(*REBLD) on the OS/400 ‘Create file’ commands (CRTPF or CRTLF).

• Keep the number of immediate maintenance access paths on a given physical file within reason, for example, minimize
the number of operational indices.

• If a large number (IBM cites a value of more than 10 percent) of databases add are taking place in a batch procedure,
it is quicker to remove all non-essential access paths and add them back afterwards.

• An access path determines:
– The order that records are presented
– The criteria that are to be applied to select or omit records
– Which fields from the records are to be included. A particular use of this is to restrict access to particular fields on a

database file

For a given file, the number of useful ways of selecting or omitting the data is usually far greater than the number of useful
ways of ordering the data. For this reason, it is often a good idea to leave the selection to the programs that read the file,
or to use a ‘dynamic’ access path -- rather than building it into the access path permanently (‘static’ selection). This is
particularly true when the ‘cardinality’ of each key set (for example, number of records with the same key, or partial key,
that have to be read), is small.

• OS/400 will automatically share the access paths of files which have the same keys. If you are specifying select or omit
criteria using the database facilities, consider using ‘dynamic’ rather than ‘static’ selection, so as to allow sharing of
access paths.

Design Standards for Programs
Program design needs to be considered both generally, covering issues such as modularization, structured design,
encapsulation, and interface principles, and specifically, looking at issues such as code structure, choice of HLL, syntax,
naming conventions, and the use of data types.

Contents

Design Goals

You should try to design your programs so that they satisfy the following overall design goals.

Programs should be:
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• Correct: Above all, programs should do what they are meant to do. The simpler and clearer both the design and
specification are, the more likely this goal is to be achieved. The use of standard program types can help simplify the
specification of the design and reduce the likelihood of errors in the logic. More formally, programs should generally
follow structured principles, for example, be made up of constructs which can be transparently replaced with prime
structures.

• Transparent: Programs should be as readable and as understandable as possible. This requires that you structure
programs sensibly, avoid tricky programming, document properly, and use helpful names, notations, and standard
techniques.

• Modular: Programs should be as modular as possible, so that changes to any one part have a minimal effect on other
parts. You should also design to be independent of any system specific facilities.

• Robust: Programs should handle any routine errors sensibly without crashing. If a serious error occurs, they should
preserve the integrity of the database and collapse in a tidy manner; for example, not leave objects allocated or locked.

• Efficient: Programs should perform their function in a way that uses as little machine resource as possible.

Program Types

Just as there are types of buildings, the instances of which, although individually different, are within type all
fundamentally similar by the very nature of the purpose they are intended to fulfill, so are there program types, whose
structure is dictated by the underlying structure of the data on which they operate.

An effective use of program type can vastly increase productivity. If programs are written to be as data independent as
possible, then writing a program of an existing type to work on a new file is mainly a matter of changing the names of the
references to the external database. Changing names is a much less error prone process than changing logic.

Such an approach is carried to its logical conclusion in CA 2E, which has a number of standard program types. Each
program type is available to operate on any file in the database -- nominating a file and a function type is sufficient to
specify an entire program.

You should try to design your application using standard types, in as ‘pure’ or unmodified of a form as possible.

Choosing Standard Programs

The data structures upon which standard programs on iSeries are most commonly based are either those of iSeries
database from which the programs obtain data, or of the CUA panel types which the programs use to present the data
to the user. In many cases, both are relevant. In the commonly required cases, the data structure is either a record, a
repeating group of records, or a combination of the two.

The following table shows this:

CUA Program Type No. of Fmts OS/400 example CA 2E example
Single record display
Entry

1 DSPDTAARA DSPRCD

Multi-record display
List

n DSPOBJD DSPFIL

Multi-record display with
selection,
List

n DSPOUTQ SELRCD

Single record update
Entry

1 DFU single record EDTRCD

Mulit-record (header + details) 1 + n DSPSYSSTS EDTTRN
Single record report 1 DSPDTAARA PRTFIL
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Multi-record report - With level
breaks and/or totals

n DSPFD generic PRTFIL

 

Organizing Programs into Modules

Organizing the functions of your application system allows you to:

• insulate against change
• allow independent development and testing
• simplify the design
• make the system more robust

Modularization should serve to hide most of the internals of the module. The interface to each module should explicitly
reference all the information required to use the module, and be the only way of invoking the module.

Modules should be chosen according to a number of criteria. Each module should be concerned with one fundamental
task and should not carry out functions that are similar to or overlap with any other module -- it should be ‘orthogonal’.
Each module should have strong internal cohesion and weak coupling with other modules.

Coupling and Cohesion

In deciding how to modularize a system, pay attention to the concepts of coupling and cohesion -- only combine related
functions into a module, minimize the interfaces between modules; and do not pass complicated directives from one
module to another.

Coupling

Coupling is a measure of the interdependence of two modules. The closer two procedures are coupled, the harder it is to
design, test and rely on them as separate modules. We can identify a continuum of degrees of coupling, ranging from the
strong to the weak. Generally speaking, the weaker the coupling, the better.

Degrees of Coupling

The following displays an example of degrees of coupling:
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Cohesion

Cohesion is a measure of why particular components are grouped together in a module. There is a continuum of
increasing validity.

Degrees of Coupling

The following is another example of degrees of coupling:
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Program Modularization

The following practical rules can be applied to the modularization of programs:

• Do not combine unrelated or weakly related functions onto the same panels. For example, one panel, one task is
easier to understand, program, and maintain.

• Place commonly required functions into standard type subprograms; for example code validation, enquiry functions.
This allows faster, less error-prone coding.

• Both capability checking (whether a user is allowed to carry out a task) and entity manipulation (for example, the
creation and deletion of records representing entities) are generally best modularized into standard functions.

• Provide a single entry and exit point.
• Do not place repeatedly required subroutines in programs using automatic storage allocation (PASA), for example, CL

programs. The repeated re-initiation overhead is very high. Instead, use programs written in a language employing
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static storage allocation (PSSA), for example, RPG III, and do not close down the program when exiting from the
programs.

• Alternatively, it may be more efficient to place a sub-function that is to be repeatedly called into a subroutine (once per
record read when reading a large dbf).

• It is more important to have well structured, clearly written programs that are easy to understand and to maintain, than
to have programs optimized to the last byte and call. ("It is easier to make a working program fast than a fast program
work").

• Do not attempt too much in one program. A rule of thumb for RPG III programs is that programs start becoming
unwieldy at 1,200 lines, are quite large enough at 1,500, and are getting unmanageable at 1,700 lines. At 2,000 lines,
they are epic. (Ideally RPG III programs should be less than 700 lines).

Remember that RPG III and COBOL programs cannot be called recursively; for example, twice in the same invocation
stack for a job. This puts limitations on how programs can be linked together. For example, if a maintenance program ca
CAll an inquiry program, and the inquiry program ca CAll the maintenance program, the situation might arise whereby a
recursive call is attempted.

Note: You may achieve a logical or design modularization which may be implemented in a redundant manner; for instance
by the use of /COPY or %INCLUDE members in HLLs, or by the use of CA 2E internal functions.

The interface between any two programs can be regarded as a database format; it may be implemented as such, using
externally-described data structures in order to allow for change.

Error Recovery

When designing an application, you should consider what would happen when an error occurs, both normally (data
validation error), and abnormally (system crash).

The following are some principles that can be applied when designing for error recovery. Refer to the section on ‘System
Recovery’ for a general discussion of recovery considerations.

In the event of a crash, programs should always collapse to a safe point that is one where no special corrective
intervention will be required to synchronize the database. Commit control can be used to ensure that this happens, even
on transactions involving many updates to the database.

Decide what the recovery unit will be should a crash occur. A critical consideration is usually whether the whole file can
be regarded as recoverable as a single unit or not; this is normally equivalent to considering whether many users will be
using the file at the same time.

If the file may be regarded as a single recovery unit; for example, during its use for update by a batch process, the whole
file may be restored from a backup copy, taken at the start of the process.

If the whole file cannot be restored, say because of locks likely to be held by other users, (for instance as when one of
several interactive programs using a file fails), the recovery unit cannot be the whole file. Journaling can be used to select
a recovery unit within a file -- recovery units can range from the whole job down to an individual access to the database.
Commit control can be used to group individual database accesses into functionally useful recovery units (for example, a
whole batch of transactions).

Make programs restartable. Programs should be written so that when they are rerun after a crash, they pick up where they
left off, and resume processing.

You should be able to reassure yourself that a system is synchronized after a crash -- provide inquiry programs and
integrity checkers.

Error Handling

Good error handling design should serve to contain the damage from errors. Errors should be brought to the operator’s
attention, but the system should retain its integrity, and, if possible, continue.
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In general, you should aim for defense in depth. Assume things will go wrong at every level.

The default error handling features of OS/400 provide an excellent framework for error handling, and can be used as the
norm. The only design decision required is as to when, if ever, you should override the handling with your own processing.

Errors fall into three general classes:

• Application generated (for example, "record not found"), since you create the messages you are handling them by
definition.

• System generated, because of pathological errors (for example, decimal data errors, errors due to missing programs or
files). Do not attempt to handle pathological errors. Let the message handling capabilities of OS/400 force a request for
the operator’s attention.

• System generated because of routine errors (for instance, due to record locks). You will probably want to handle such
errors explicitly so that automatic recovery can take place and processing can continue.

One of the main differences between the design requirements of batch and interactive programs lies in the error handling.

For interactive programs, error handling is relatively straightforward. An error message can be issued, suggesting one or
more options, and the program can wait for immediate guidance. Where a partial update has taken place, it is possible to
indicate what has and what has not been implemented.

For batch programs, error handling is more complicated. You must allow for errors of varying levels of severity, ranging
from terminal errors, which require immediate and complete abortion of the process, to warning errors, which require the
program to take default action in order to be able to continue unattended. In any case, the operator needs to be alerted as
to the potential problems. You should also consider whether, if a fatal error occurs, subsequent jobs should be allowed to
continue.

OS/400 error handling imposes a certain overhead. You should code so that exception handling is invoked on the least
used path. For example, say that you are adding/updating records on a file. If the record will not normally already exist
on file, you should attempt to add the record, and monitor for an exception, in which case, you will chain and update the
record, rather than vice versa.

Record Locking

Always make allowance for the possibility of records being inaccessible due to locks by another job. In RPG III, this should
normally consist of testing the result indicator (col 56-57) on file access operations. The appropriate action to take will
depend upon the context.

For single record updates in interactive programs, it will normally be sufficient to abandon the update and report a ‘record
in use’ error message.

For multiple record updates in interactive programs, and all batch updates, you will either need to rollback and report a
‘record in use’ error message, or carry out whatever partial update is still feasible. In the latter case, you must be able to
report back what has, and what has not, been updated.

Note that file design may be used to reduce multiple record updates to what are effectively single record updates.
Potential lock situations can usually be designed out of an application. For instance, if an invoice maintenance program
requires a lock on the invoice header before it will allow editing of invoice details, it will probably not be necessary to
check for locks on the invoice detail records.

There are two basic strategies that can be adopted with regard to the locking of data records:

• Pre-allocation: A record that is to be updated is locked before the data to update the record is processed. The lock is
held until the update is completed. This method allows for simple programming and may be appropriate for interactive
programs, when the files that are being updated are not required for update by other processes at the same time.

• Rollback: A record that is to be updated is locked only for the instant of update. This generally removes problems of
contention. However, it requires an extra database read, and if the update is being done on the basis of existing record
values, it will usually require programming to check that a record has not been altered by another process between
the initial access and the actual update. If such an update has taken place, it will be necessary to report the error, and
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it may be necessary to execute a rollback to undo any associated updates that have already been completed on the
premise that a record could be updated (for example, update of a batch header before update batch records).

Subfile Processing

Subfiles should not load more records than they need, as to do so is slow and consumes storage. Use program controlled
roll up. Each consecutive page of the subfile should only be loaded when the ROLLUP key is pressed (this requires
allocation of an indicator to the subfile rollup key). An exception to this rule may occur when control totals for the subfile
contents need to be calculated or checked, so all the records must be read in any case.

For more information, refer to the section, Design Standards for Display Files.

The following technique can be used to give a fast performance when processing an input-capable subfile loaded from
database records, which requires subsequent update back to the database:

1. To load the subfile, use an input-only logical view of the database file to read the records in the desired order, a subfile
page full at a time.

2. Store the relative record numbers of the database records as hidden fields on each subfile record.
3. Use relative record processing with a second, arrival-sequence access path on the database file to update the

changed records from the subfile to the database.

Journaling for Audit Trail Purposes

The journal will contain a record of every update made to every file being journaled. This record is an ideal source for
any sort of audit trail report, for instance file maintenance reports. Such reports can be run retrospectively for any span of
time, provided that the journal receivers are on-line. Any of the selection criteria of the OS/400 Display Journal (DSPJRN)
command, such as user or job name, starting dates or ending dates, can be used to specify which entries or range of
entries are to be listed.
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The Journal as a Debug Aid

The journal can be used to trace the cause of anomalies in the database. Most notably, the updates made to the database
by a particular program can be examined in detail, or the program responsible for a particular update can be discovered.

Choice of Language

In which HLL language should you implement your application? Obviously there are some functions that are best coded in
a particular HLL because of the facilities available in that particular language.

Choice of language is important because it will affect:

• Productivity: This will depend upon the ease of use and the power of the language, and the familiarity of the developer
with the language.

• Reliability: The ease of use of a language will affect the quality and correctness of the implementation.
• Functionality: only certain functions are available in each language.

Criteria for Choosing an HLL

Apart from the availability of staff with the appropriate language skills, there are several criteria for assessing an HLL:

• Expressiveness: The extent to which the language makes obvious the intention of the programmer is important
both when writing and when maintaining programs. This will be affected by factors such as the data structures
available, the syntax and layout facilities, and the ability to use qualified names and other name restrictions. The
simplicity, conciseness, consistency and rigor of the language all contribute to its understandability, and hence its
expressiveness.

For example, RPG, because of its fixed format and limited data types, is particularly poor.

• Completeness: The extent to which all objects and operations of interest can be described. The more sophisticated the
capabilities of a language, such as the ability to support recursion, complex data structures, pointers, multi-dimensional
arrays, or floating point arithmetic data types, the more complete it is likely to be.

Again, RPG is weak. Basic C lacks straightforward database field manipulation types.

• Generality: Some languages are better at specialized functions. Languages may support functions in a number of
areas: I/O, mathematical functions, string handling, access to the Operating System, and data types.

RPG is good at database access but poor at string handling. CL is good at Operating System functions and string
handling, has excellent access to system facilities, but has very limited database capabilities. Only C and PL/1 support
pointer types, and so are the only viable languages for system programming.

• Openness: The ability to connect to other languages. This will be affected by the call mechanisms and parameter
passing capabilities of the language, and the basic data types supported. Other factors such as character set
dependencies and exception handling will also be relevant (such factors often tend to be machine dependent and so to
have implications for portability).

Most of the iSeries languages have broadly equivalent call mechanisms, although PL/1 supports more complex features.
System C provides the capability to access certain low level functions that are not available to other languages.

• Extensibility: The extent to which new objects and/or operations can be added to the language. This has important
implications for systems programming type applications. The capability to use macros or copy facilities, Abstract Data
Types (ADTs), and external calls can all be relevant.

The CL command definition language is a strong mechanism for extending CL. Once again, RPG III is weak and PL/1,
with internally described procedures and functions, is fairly strong. The C standard libraries and precompiler make it the
most extensible of the iSeries languages.

• Efficiency: How fast do programs using the compiler run.
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RPG is strong; COBOL and PL/1 are almost as good. C is at present particularly weak because of the additional overhead
of the runtime environment. REXX, an alternative to C, is interpreted and so also quite slow.

iSeries High Level Languages

CL -- CL is the best OS/400 language for simple access to system facilities, such as authority checking and message
handling. CL cannot handle database updates or complex display file handling. It has poor control structures (no
subroutines, no DO WHILE construct) and limited data types -- binary is not supported. It can be used recursively and has
good string handling.

CMD -- The CL command definition language is specially designed for defining call interfaces and can be used to reduce
the complexity of any validation required.

RPG III -- RPG III is compact, efficiently implemented, and good for batch processing and display file handling because it
has good I/O facilities. It has poor structural capabilities. It is difficult to write well modularized RPG III programs because
there is no ‘privacy’; all variables are global, and subroutine variables are not explicit. The variable naming capabilities are
very restrictive. The fixed format reduces expressiveness. Recursion is not allowed and the data structures (for example,
arrays) supported are limited.

COBOL -- COBOL ‘85 has more modern control structures than COBOL ‘74, but there are still some significant
shortcomings on the iSeries implementation. It is free format and therefore, quite expressive. It has reasonable I/O
facilities. It is not extendable and has poor exception handling. There is no recursion, no ADTs, and limited typing.

PL/1 -- Of the iSeries languages, PL/1 has the widest range of cated capabilities. It allows a block structure, recursion,
and is rich in its data types. It has good I/O, including some special features, good string handling, and good
expressiveness. It is also extendable through functions and has good exception handling -- though access to system data
is not always as good as RPG III. It has limited typing and is complex.

C -- Of the iSeries languages, C has the most powerful low-level capabilities. System/C can be used to access system
function not available in other languages. Like PL/1, it allows a block structure, recursion, and is rich in its data types. It
tends to be cryptic. It is also extendable through functions and has good exception handling.

Design Standards for Internationalization
This section describes some of the considerations for designing systems to run on other national language versions of
OS/400.

For more information on guidelines for using national language versions, refer to the IBM National Language Information
and Design Section, Volume 1.

For information on specific advice for iSeries efer to the iSeries (AS/400) National Language Support Planning Section,
Volume 2.

Contents

General Principles

The design aims for multinational support are to implement systems as follows:

• Different national language versions of the same system can be built without requiring programming changes.
• Different national language versions of the same system can coexist on the same machine with a minimum of

redundancy among the application objects.

To achieve this, all Machine Readable Information (MRI) information seen by the user, for example, text for panels, report
headings, menus, and Help text, must be held externally to the applications so that it can be translated into other national
languages and the translations can be retained through subsequent upgrades to the software. In addition, you should
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parameterize and retrieve all factors that may vary between countries, such as date display format and currency symbol,
at execution.

Ideally, you should be able to use just one set of HLL source, in conjunction with different sets of national language-
specific text objects, to build different national language versions of the software.

IBM uses the term enabled to describe an application product that has been designed with translation in mind, even
though it may not initially be translated. An enabled product (for example, OS/400) can then be implemented in any
particular language easily, usually without a coding change. An application that is not enabled will require a retrofit in order
to obtain a national language version.

MRI Translation

You can attempt two different degrees of translation:

• Translate End User Text: Only the text visible to the end user is translated -- device file output, messages, and Help
text. This is the normal requirement. If, however, the user will be using interrogation tools such as Query, you should
also translate the field text on database files.

• Total translation: You translate all the descriptive text for entities along with source comments and system
documentation. It is seldom commercially attractive to do this.

Translation Levels

There are three levels at which you need to consider the implications of a national language -- the physical, the syntactic
and the semantic.

Physical

At the Physical level are the purely mechanical factors needed to support specific languages -- different character sets,
multilingual keyboards, and storage codes. Generally, iSeries applications are insulated from direct consideration of these
factors by the capabilities of the hardware and the operating system. For instance, device configuration takes care of the
keyboard mapping, and various extended character sets are available for the different national alphabets.

It may simplify design if the restrictions of different keyboards are taken into account. For instance, avoid the use of
characters which are present in English but which are not common to all character sets (‘ ‘, @, # ), because on some
keyboards, they can only be keyed as hexadecimal values. There are also considerations to be taken into account if you
need to input or display data input in one character set at a device that uses another national character set, and if you
collate extended character sets.

For more information, see the discussion of the CHRID and ALTSEQ keywords in the OS/400 manuals.

Syntactic

At the Syntactic level, you have all the cosmetic aspects of an application that require conversion for a different NLS
version. This includes the main task of translation -- providing appropriate versions of text literals in the target NLS. Text
can be classified as syntactic rather than semantic as it is not ‘meaningful’. From the point of view of application design, a
literal is simply a label, albeit one which must follow the rules for its given language.

On iSeries, there are a number of specific software facilities that make the translation of text easier, such as externally-
described messages. It addition to the mechanisms to facilitate text translation, there is also operating system support
for variable properties such as currency symbols, decimal point characters, and date formats. You should design your
applications to use these facilities wherever appropriate. You should also design to parameterize those cosmetic aspects
not covered by the standard mechanisms. For instance, the values a user enters to indicate ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ tend to be
language dependent. One of the many reasons for following the SAA CUA standards for application user interfaces is that
the standards are to some extent language independent; for instance, they advocate the use of numbers to select items
(4= Delete), and have been devised with the possibility of a translation requirement in mind.
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Semantic

At the Semantic level, you have those aspects of application design that contain cultural or linguistic dependency which
varies by language; you must either parameterize these, or compartmentalize them into replaceable language-specific
modules.

An example might be a module to write out a check -- you have a check-writing program that spells out any amount in
grammatical English, for example "Two million three hundred and forty five dollars and six cents". The rules for stringing
numbers together are different in different languages, so to translate this into German, for example, will take more than a
word-for-word translation of the words used.

Any form of string processing tends to have cultural assumptions in it; for instance, extracting a zip code from an address
line (and zip codes themselves). Implicit assumptions are also often made in the use of different units of measurement
and conversion factors, currencies in particular -- not just in the symbols, but also in the precision of the units. For
example, useful amounts of lira and yen have too many zeros for a 15-digit RPG III numeric field, and they may need
to be stored in a truncated format. Calculations dependent on human law rather than natural law, for instance tax, are
also highly specific to particular countries. Certain applications tend to be so culture specific, for example payroll tax or
accounting rules, that it is almost impossible to "internationalize" them without coding entirely separate modules.

There are also national differences in the rounding method used; in the convention for showing a negative amount (‘-’,
‘CR’), and in the symbol used for a percentage (‘%’ or ‘pct’).

National Language Groups

National languages can be classified into three main groups according to the type of representation needed to store the
characters on a computer.

Single Byte Character Set (SBCS):

These are languages that can be represented with a simple, single byte character set (SBCS). For example, the letter ‘A’
can be stored as hex ‘C1’; ‘B’ can be stored as hex ‘C2’. The group can be subdivided into those languages which use a
Latin alphabet or an extension of it (for example, English, French, German, Italian, Swedish) and those languages which
use a non-Latin character set (for example, Greek, Russian, Thai) but which still use a small alphabet in a straightforward
way. In both cases, characters are always processed Left to Right (LTR) and there are no significant differences from
English in how characters are processed in general. When you translate into these languages, you need only the
alternative character sets that the hardware provides.

Bi-directional SBCS languages:

These are languages which can also be represented with a simple SBCS but for which the general direction of text is
right to left, for example, Hebrew or Arabic. Numbers and Latin character phrases are still written from left to right in such
languages, so rather than being simply Right to Left, the languages are bidirectional. Designing for bidirectional languages
introduces some additional considerations that will be discussed later. Incidentally, many of the Arabic languages have a
further complication still -- different forms of the letter are used according to the relative position of the letter in a word. As
a concept, this is just like the use of ‘f’ for ‘s’ in certain circumstances in old-fashioned English usage.

Ideographic languages:

Japanese, Chinese, and Korean require a Double Byte Character System (DBCS) implementation. DBCS languages
introduce extra problems from the point of view of application design, and require a special version of the hardware and
the operating system. Special considerations are discussed later on.

User Interface Design:

When designing displays and designs, you should leave as much space as possible to allow for translated versions of
text, which may be longer than the English versions.

• Place one field per line whenever possible.

For example, do not do the following:
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But rather:

• Pad out column heading literals to take up all the available space.

For example, do not do the following:
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• Pad out panel and report titles with blanks up to a standard length.

For example, do not do the following:

But rather:

• Place the base language version of the literal in the source as a TEXT.

Considerations for MRI (text) Translation

The fundamental principle for handling MRI is that all text literals should be isolated from the HLL code for the application,
whether for a program (RPG III, CL, COBOL, PL/1, C) or a device file (DSPF, PRTF) or a command (CMD). Some specific
programming requirements are given later on. There are several sorts of text that may need translating:

• Command prompt text: Although externally defined messages are supported by the PROMPT keyword of the CL
command definition language, the OS/400 command compiler compiles command text into command objects at
compile time -- it is "early binding". You will need separate sets of commands for each national language, which you
will probably want as the commands are used to set the product library.

An example of an early binding text:
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• Device file constant text. The DDS MSGCON and MSGID keywords allow the use of external message descriptions. In
effect, MSGCOn is early binding; MSGID is late binding. MSGID is preferred for panels as it gives greater flexibility, but
is not supported for print device files. (You may emulate MSGID for print files by defining fields and using a CL program
with the OS/400 Retrieve message description (RTVMSGD) command -- or the V2R2 OS/400 QMHRTVM API -- to
retrieve the text within the program).

An example of an early binding device text - PRTF MSGCON:

An example of a late binding device text - DSPF MSGID:
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• Execution message text. This text will vary at runtime, and so should be "late binding". All such messages should be
placed in a message file and retrieved as required by a standard CL message-sending program, or from V2R2, an
OS/400 message handling API QMHSNDPM.

Late binding text with explicit message sending:

Text in database file fields. Certain text items will probably be held in the form of database field values in database files,
for instance code descriptions. If such items need translation, conversion utilities will be needed to retain translations
through version upgrades.

Late binding text - database fields such as the following:
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• Help text. UIM Help text is compiled. Separate source is required for each national language. You should use message
descriptions with the text for headings and standard terms to ensure consistency and fast translation.

An example of an early binding device text - UIM help text:
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Since help text is created automatically for programs generated with the CA 2E application generator, translating the
application model and skeleton help text and regenerating is sufficient to translate end-user help text.

• Menu text. On iSeries, menus are normally display files and can be treated as normal device files for the purposes of
translation.

Necessary Multilingual Objects

For each national language in a multilingual application, you should have:

• A message file containing prompt text used for compiling device files and commands
• A message file containing execution messages
• A set of device display files, accompanied by the appropriate prompt message file
• A set of device printer files, compiled with the appropriate prompt message file
• A set of command definition objects, also compiled with the appropriate prompt message file
• A set of Help panel group objects compiled with the appropriate prompt message file
• A set of menu objects
• A set of database files containing any translated code descriptions
• A set of alternate collating tables, if necessary

Note: It may be useful to collect the commands necessary to create each message file into a CL program.

The following is a diagram of Use of Multi-lingual Objects:
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Using System Values

OS/400 has several system values available, which can be used to help with internationalization. Store date fields on file
in YMD format and convert them to local display format at execution, using the OS/400 QDATFMT and the QDATSEP
system values.

For more information on date handling, see the article, "General Coding Standards."
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You should normally use the system edit codes to edit monetary amounts so that the currency symbol shown is that
specified by the OS/400 QCURSYM system value. If you carry out your own editing (for instance, to cater for variable
decimal place fields), then you should retrieve the currency symbol from the QCURSYM system value.

Use the system edit codes to edit numeric fields so that the decimal point symbol shown is that specified by the OS/400
QDECFMT system value. If you carry out your own editing (for instance, to cater for variable decimal place fields), you
should retrieve the decimal point symbol from the QDECFMT system value.

Use the QIGC system value to condition any special processing required if ideographic support is present. Equally, it
can be used to condition special processing only available if ideographic support is not present. For example, there is no
support for the DUP key on ideographic workstations.

Use non-alphabetic characters such as @, $, #, carefully, since they are not readily available in some multi-national
character sets.

NOTE
For more information, refer to the information on the QCHRID OS/400 system value for further details.

Collating sequences in different alphabets may be slightly different especially for characters that are not found in the
standard English alphabet. This may be significant in inquiry programs that show items in name order. If necessary,
alternate collating tables should be used -- this will require different sets of logical files in each language version.

Another system-supplied mechanism that can be useful is the translation table. This is a 256-byte table that can be
used to control character mapping and usage in various circumstances, for instance in collating sequences, mapping of
characters at devices, or translation within a program. Table objects are created from simple source members using the
OS/400 Create Table (CRTTBL) command.

Tables can be especially effective when used in conjunction with the system supplied QDCXLATE program, which can be
used to translate any character string, using a specified table.

Do not use compile time arrays to hold messages. If for performance reasons you need to hold messages in core storage
(for example, because you send them many thousands of times in the course of a typical run), then you should load the
messages from an external source at the beginning of the run.

Don’t build up text strings in programs -- the syntax rules will be different in different languages. Don’t use text strings as
substitution variables in messages for the same reason.

If you have programs that override a display from a system-supplied device file and then process the subsequent output,
you should be aware that the output may have a different layout in different language versions of OS/400. You can get
around this in one of two ways -- either write your program so that it looks for the keywords rather than fixed positions, or
ship a copy of the English language file, renamed, and override to that, instead.

There are considerable variations in the standard paper sizes used in different countries. Never hard code the forms
length or overflow attributes of a printer file in RPG III programs. Instead, use the values stored as the print file attributes.
If necessary, these can be retrieved at runtime from a file information data structure.

To avoid coding text in programs, text can be stored in as messages in a message file and retrieved using the OS/400
Retrieve message (RTVMSG) command. For instance, if you have a CL program that creates an object, it should retrieve
the text to be given to the object from a message file:
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Make use of existing OS/400 messages whenever possible; that way, translation is done for you by IBM. Specifically, use
the technique of trapping and resending system and other application’s diagnostic and escape messages, rather than
originating your own. For example:

Writing Text for Translation

Remember that translators are principally linguists -- they may not necessarily be that familiar with either computer
concepts, or with the concepts of your application domain. Usually, they will not be native English speakers. For those
reasons, it is important that all text is worded as simply and as clearly as possible. There are a few stylistic principles you
can follow in order to make your MRI clearer and therefore reduce the chances of a mis-translation.

For example:

• Messages and other displayed phrases should be complete phrases and not be constructed from individual words or
other phrases. Consider the following example. You have four different states to report: Terminal operational, Terminal
offline, Control unit operational, and Control unit offline. One way of doing this would be to hold four short phrases
(Terminal, Control unit, Operational, Offline) and to permutate them as required to build up messages. However, in
French, this would not work because operational is declined (for example, takes a different suffix) according to gender
-- and control units are feminine. Thus, you need separate messages for Terminal operational and Unit de control
operationelle.

• Avoid abbreviations. For example, do not use Cust nm for customer name. Abbreviations generally do not appear in a
dictionary and are hard for a non-native speaker to decipher. Avoid telegraphic style as it is hard to understand.

• Avoid compound phrases. It can be very difficult to tell when the adjective stops and the verb starts, especially for a
non-native speaker. For example, does Record error mean an error has occurred on a record (for example, adjective
+verb) or does it mean Log the error somewhere? (for example, verb+noun). Likewise, would Program definition mean
a definition of a program or definition by a program? It is better to be as explicit as possible even if it takes slightly
more space.

• Avoid negative questions. It is often not clear what the answer means or even what the question is; for example, ‘Do
you not want to delete QSYS?’

• Avoid slang, jargon, idiom and humor. It may be hard for the translator to find the terms in a dictionary, and the humor
may be culture-specific.

Ideographic Support

Some special considerations apply to the design of applications with ideographic support, such as is needed for Japanese
versions.

For more information refer to the iSeries (AS/400) DDS Reference Section.
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It may be useful to know that the Japanese language has two separate phonetic alphabets, the Katakana and the
Hiragana, as well as a system of ideographic characters, the Kanji. The Katakana alphabet is used for foreign loan words,
such as computer terms. Thus, XX (obu-je-to) is object, YY (jo-bu) is job, etc. Hiragana is used for Japanese words; it is
possible to spell out every Kanji character in a Hiragana equivalent.

The Katakana phonetic alphabet is handled on a computer in much the same way as is a language such as Greek -- it
is merely a different mapping of codes to graphic symbols. The Kanji ideograms, however, require additional facilities
for implementation because there are so many of them. We can summarize further considerations under the following
headings:

• Using upper case
• Double Byte Character Support
• Using ideographic shifts
• Providing ideographic conversion (IGCCNV)
• Avoiding ideographic restrictions

Using Upper Case

Ideographic character (IGC) support requires a special version of OS/400 and special workstations. Ideographic
workstations support upper case English characters, but not lower case ones. Any lower case characters may appear
as semi-random garbage. This means that if you want to run your application on an ideographic workstation, even just in
English, you should translate all characters in an application to upper case.

The system program QDCXLATE can be used in conjunction with the system-supplied translation tables (QSYSTRNTBL
for the basic set, QCASE256 for the extended character set) to convert characters to their upper case equivalents.
There are some CA 2E utilities to assist with this, in particular a tool to convert a database file data to upper case. The
tool examines the database file object definition to find out which fields are alphanumeric. It also reads through the file,
converting all such fields in all records to upper case (QCASE256 can be used). The same utility can be used to convert
source members.

Files containing ideographic data that needs to be created or modified should have IGCDTA(*YES) specified for them.

DBCS Support

DBCS is used to represent ideographic characters. It is necessary to indicate when DBCS coding is being used in a string.
This is done using two special characters -- ‘Shift in’ (Hex 0E) and ‘Shift out’ (Hex 0F). Characters lying between these are
interpreted as being double byte.

For example, normally a string of the four hexadecimal codes 93, FA, 96, and 7B would code for four separate characters
l, v, o, and #, respectively. Enclosed within the shift characters, they would be treated as two ideographic characters:
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An implication for your application design is that space must be left on device files for the shift characters (one byte each),
which must always be used in pairs. Furthermore, not only do DBCS characters take more space to store, but they are
also physically larger on display; twice the size. However, since each character represents a whole word, fewer of them
are needed.

When printing ideographic characters mixed with alphanumeric characters, you may want to ensure that the characters
are of a uniform size, otherwise the mixture of large ideograms and small letters can look very untidy. There are some
special facilities to do this, in particular the DDS (IGCANKCNV) keyword ideographic alphanumeric conversion.

Be careful of string manipulation. If you have any procedures which take an arbitrary string and process it, for instance
to double up the apostrophes or look for a blank, a comma, or other punctuation mark, you should make sure that they
ignore characters lying between the shift in and shift out characters. A code that normally represents a punctuation
character may occur as part of a double byte character representing something else. For instance, 7D normally represents
an apostrophe (‘), but lying within a DBCS string (for example, ‘0E 45 7D 0F’) it is part of a different code (the DBCS for
the Kanji character for ‘Beauty’). You must also take care when truncating or substringing a DBCS character string. If you
simply chop the end off, you may lose one of the shift characters.

Although you may use DBCS characters within message text, you may not directly add the message descriptions from
the command entry program. The commands to add or change the message text should be placed in a CL member and
compiled into a program. SEU provides support for IGC characters.

Data areas containing ideographic data cannot be displayed using the OS/400 Display Data area (DSPDTAARA)
command.

Ideographic Shifts

Ideographic support provides additional keyboard shift types in DDS. Just as in non-ideographic DDS, you must specify
(for example) whether lower case characters may be entered into an alphanumeric field, so in ideographic DDS, you must
specify whether ideographic characters can be entered. On IGC machines, three possible additional keyboard shifts are
allowed: ‘J’ (ideographic characters only), ‘E’ (either alphanumeric or ideographic characters) and ‘O’ (both alphanumeric
and ideographic characters are allowed). Fields with an ‘E’ or ‘J’ shift must have an even length.

It is not possible to edit or compile DDS with IGC shifts (E, J, O) or IGC keywords (for example, IGCCNV) on a non-
IGC machine. However, a special keyboard shift is available on non-IGC machines - ‘W’ - which is equivalent to the ‘O’
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shift, i.e. it specifies that on an IGC machine, both alphanumeric and Kanji input will be allowed for the field. Certain DDS
keywords cannot be used in conjunction with ideographic fields, notably COLOR and LOWER.

On non-IGC machines, you should use the ‘W’ shift for fields for which ideographic characters will be allowed if the
application is run on an IGC machine.

The DUP key is not available for IGC shift fields or on Japanese keyboards.

Ideographic Conversion

The Japanese version of OS/400 has a special feature called ideographic conversion, which is used to assist with input
from a keyboard. If ideographic conversion is enabled, then when keying input into an ideographic field, the user may
press a command key to obtain a special input-capable field at the foot of the panel. The user may then type into this
field Katakana phonetic characters to spell out a word. The system will convert the word into a list of possible DBCS
characters. Typically, there will be only a few candidates, one of which can be selected.

Make this facility available on your displays by using the IGCCNV DDS file level keyword. The command key used to
produce the input-capable field should be F18 on iSeries.

Coding IGC Source

To avoid maintaining separate sets of source on non-IGC and IGC machines, the additional IGC information should be
coded as comments. The technique should be used for:

• Those DDS keywords which are only valid on an IGC machine
• Those IGC shifts which are only valid on IGC machines
• Those DDS keywords which are not valid with IGC fields

For example, the following DDS source would compile on a non-IGC machine, but is marked up so that simply by flagging
and unflagging the comments, it would be appropriate for an IGC machine.

Bi-directional Language Support

Those languages which are read generally right to left, such as Hebrew, present some special problems that make it
difficult to make one set of source and one set of program objects suffice for all languages.
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Right to Left Panel Layout

Use the DDS CHECK(RL) keyword to make the cursor move right to left within a field. It also defaults the keyboard shift
to the alternative (for example, Hebrew) alphabet. Literals should appear on the right of the fields that they describe. For
a full conversion, you should reverse the whole display layout and the overall cursor movement should be right to left and
top to bottom -- the DDS file level keyword CHECK(RLTB) specifies this. You will also need to position the cursor explicitly
at the top right hand field of the panel when you first display it.

A display which appears such as the following in English:

Should appear as follows in a bi-directional language:
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Reversing the fields like this requires an alternative set of DDS source and recompiling all programs which use the revised
display files.

Collating Right to Left (RTL) Fields

Bi-directional languages also raise some special considerations for ordering data. Consider what happens when you
create a logical view, using an alphanumeric field as one of the key fields -- records are collated using the characters in
the field in a left to right order. For bi-directional language words, this is back to front. It would be as if we ordered the
English list shown on the left below in the order shown on the right:
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There are three different techniques you can use to overcome this:

1. Hold a second copy of the field on the record with the characters reversed (requiring a modification to the database
and all programs that change the field’s values).

2. Always reverse the field on input or output. It is then stored in reverse, but displayed or printed in proper RTL order.
This requires modification to all programs that use fields. If you use this method, you should introduce a RTL ‘data
type’ and a standard routine to carry out the reversal.

Store the field in proper RTL order, and use the DDS substring (SST) keyword to reverse the order in the logical file.

General Coding Standards
This article describes coding standards applicable to all source types.

Contents

Coding Principles

Source code should contain all the information necessary to re-create the object. This should include information about
compile time overrides and object attributes.

• Source code should be edited and viewed interactively as much as possible. Source listings should only actually
be printed in special circumstances. Use the browsing and scanning facilities of the iSeries to examine source and
compilation listings. Adopt layout conventions that facilitate this approach.

• Use the machine to find syntax errors and basic mistakes. The editors and compilers of the iSeries give excellent
diagnostics, and can be used to find low-level syntax errors.

• Take an incremental approach to development. OS/400 provides an interactive development environment. Rather
than writing and testing programs as entirely separate steps, you can program from top, down. Write the main control
structure of a program first, compile and test it, and then add the detailed coding, such as field validation.

• Strictly regulate source versions. One version of the source should be regarded as definitive. If changes are required,
additional versions of the source should be copied to a separate development library and only be transferred back,
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together with the changed object, in a carefully controlled manner. For more information, refer to the section, Operating
Environment Standards, in this section.

• Contain documentation within the source so that it is updated along with the code, and available when looking at the
code. The documentation may be extracted and summarized using the CA 2E Toolkit Document Program (YDOCPGM)
command.

The CA 2E Toolkit Compile pre-processor utility provides several useful functions common to all source types, including
compiler overrides.

Standard Source File Names

OS/400 standard shipped system names for source files for each type of source (QCLSRC, QRPGSRC, QTXTSRC,
QDDSSRC, QCMDSRC, QCBLSRC, QPLISRC, QPNLSRC, QCSRC) should be used since they are the default values
on all the CL and CA 2E Toolkit commands that use source files; for example, the OS/400 Create physical file (CRTPF)
command or the CA 2E Toolkit Create Object (YCRTOBJ) command.

Consider the following points:

• PL/1 copybook members should be kept in a QPLICPY file.
• C standard members should be kept in a file H.

You can use the CA 2E Toolkit create source physical files (YCRTSRCPF) command to create a set all of these files in a
specified library, including descriptive text.

Source File Member Names

The name of each source file member should always be the same as the corresponding compiled object name. Thus, if
a program’s name is FRED, the source for the program should be in a member called FRED. This makes it easy to find
source and check to ensure the source has a matching object. If the object is a copy of another object, for instance, a
work file that is a duplicate of a permanent database file, create a dummy source member with the appropriate name that
contains the instructions for creating the duplicate object from the original object.

Standards for Text Descriptions and Titles

To allow for the automatic documentation and indexing of application systems, create and maintain all fields, formats, file
members, and objects with descriptive text. Use the TEXT parameter on the commands to define or create the respective
entities. The descriptive text of source members should be the same as the title line in the source. The descriptive text of
objects should be the same as the source member text. The text for commands should be the same as that of the prompt
text specified for the command (for example, as on the PROMPT keyword on the CMD statement).

The CA 2E Toolkit Compile pre-processor will update member and object text automatically from ‘Title’ source directives
(T*) entered as comments in the source.

Title Lines for Database Files

The text for database files should provide information about the access path. An index of the available access paths can
then be effectively obtained directly from a listing of the object descriptions (using the OS/400 Display object description
(DSPOBJD) or Display library (DSPLIB) commands), from a listing of the names of source members (made with the
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OS/400 Display file descriptions (DSPFD) command with an option of TYPE (*MBRLIST), or using the select facilities of
SEU (EDTSRC/STRSEU)).

Standard text lines for database files:

Examples of title lines for database files:

Title Lines for Execution Objects

The text for execution objects, for example, programs and device files, should contain the object name of the command by
which the objects are invoked, if any.

Examples of text lines for execution objects:
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Common Source File Coding Standards

The common coding standards for source files are described below.

Standard Banners in Source

The standard banner MUST be used in all source types. The purpose of the banner is to indicate the author and original
development date of the source, and the system to which it belongs. The banner, which should be entered as comment
lines flagged as Header (*H) source directives, can be automatically extracted by the CA 2E Toolkit Document Program
(YDOCPGM) command to form part of the system documentation.

Standard banner for fixed format types (RPG III, DDS, COBOL):

Standard banner for free format types (CLP, CMD, PL/1):
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Standard banner for tag types (UIM):

Copyright Notice in Source

All source should contain a copyright notice in the banner with the form (C) COPYRIGHT 20xx ‘Company name’.

Copyright Notice in Objects

You can use the following techniques to ensure that a copyright notice is present in the binary code of an object:

• Device files: Use a constant conditioned never to be displayed.

• RPG III programs: Use a compile time array:

• COBOL programs: Use a compile time array:
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• CL programs: Use a dummy command that is never executed:

Maintenance Comments in Source

If source is modified after the initial development, ‘maintenance’ source directives (M*) should be added as comment lines
to explain the reason for the change. Each comment line should give the date of the change, who made it, and a brief
description of the purpose of the change.

Example of maintenance comment statements:

Formatting Source Code

On modern computers, most source is edited at a workstation display. This means that source should be formatted to be
as readable as possible when viewed through the small (24 x 80) window of a workstation.

When you are formatting source code:

• Do not use an excessive number of blank lines
• Keep within 79 columns per line (71 for CLP, PL/1 and CMD source), so that there is no need to window to read source
• Do not leave obsolete source lines ‘commented out’; delete them. Where you must leave an obsolete source line, use

several asterisks to help highlight the fact that it is a comment line: it is easy to fail to notice that an executable source
line has been made into a comment. For example, it is easy not to notice that the Z-ADD statement in the following line
has been commented out:

The following would be slightly better:
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• Use section divider comments to mark off sections of source (see below).

Section Dividers in Source

To emphasize the logical subsections of code when viewing code at a workstation, it is helpful to have dividing lines
across the source. The same three-level system should by used in all source types. Examples are given in the section,
"Programming and Coding Examples," in this section.

Standard for section dividers of code:

DDS Coding Standards for Files

The following general standards apply to coding DDS for all file types (PF, LF, DSPF, PRTF):

• A field reference file should be used, with all database field definitions based on it.
• If specified, the DDS REFFLD keyword should be on the same line as the field name:

• Where possible, both formats and fields should be coded in order of usage/appearance. For instance: (1) key format,
(2) detail format, (3) confirm prompt.

The text specified for the DDS COLHDG keyword should be in lower case, as it is the origin of the field text seen on most
documentation, and should furthermore be broken up into component words, if possible.

HLL Coding Standards for Programs

Program coding standards are designed not only to make programs as readable as possible at a workstation, but also to
achieve a high degree of consistency in the way in which programs are structured and the style in which they are laid out.
This makes it much easier for different programmers to examine and maintain each other's work. It also makes it easier to
copy sections of code from one place to another.
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There are a number of general principles to which HLL code should adhere, regardless of the HLL used. Good code
should be:

• Clear: It should be obvious from the code what the code does.
• Consistent: Use the same standard techniques throughout.
• Modular: Function should be isolated into self-contained units that can be reused. Each module should have a well-

defined interface.
• Structured: Each module should be systematically built up from regular constructs.
• Robust: You should avoid coding in limits (for instance array size). You should anticipate possible errors and code for

a graceful collapse.

Program Layout

Program layout should be standardized. In order to reduce the time programmers need to spend looking for information,
place the same type of information in the same relative location within the source. For instance, entry parameter
definitions should be at the beginning, and general error handling at the end. The following is a generalized order for an
HLL program:

1. Title
2. Banner
3. Global declarations, Entry parameters
4. Mainline
5. Subroutines
6. Standard subroutines

Programs should be self-documenting. All programs should contain a synopsis of function as Header (H*) source
directives entered as comment lines at the beginning of the program. There should be comments through the program,
making the overall structure clear. The synopsis should be sufficient to establish the purpose of the program. The
synopsis will be extracted by the CA 2E Toolkit documentation utilities. For example:

It is particularly important to document the relationships between data structures. You normally need to understand
the structures used in a program in order to understand the program. When a structure is itself an element of another
structure, provide diagrams to illustrate the relationships, for example, in PL/1 source.

The following is an example of a pointer-structure diagram:
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Document programs with summary comments so that it is possible to determine what is being achieved, without going into
detailed code. For example:

The overall effect should be such that reading the comments should give an overview of the program: structured English
or pseudocode conventions may be useful.
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Code and document your programs so that they can be read top to bottom. For instance, consider the following two ways
of coding the same control structure:

The second way of coding the structure should be easier to follow because the test condition is at the beginning. This is
especially true if there is a significant amount of intervening code within the loop.

Always write documentation at the time of development. This is not only to ensure the documentation is written, but also
because writing the documentation as you go along should serve to clarify your thinking and make it easier for you to
program.

Documentation should always be concise and relevant. Too much documentation is almost as useless as too little. Avoid
repeating what is already evident from the context, and try to make comments add meaning, rather than just repeating the
obvious.

Document call interfaces carefully. The parameters, including allowed values for a program, should be documented so
that the program can be used with reading the internal documentation.

If a program is called from many different places, its entry parameters should be documented within the program source
by means of a dummy call. The correct code needed to invoke the program can then be included in the source of a calling
program by means of the "browse-copy" facilities of SEU.

The following is an example of coding dummy ENTRY call: RPG program "Dummy" call:
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Specify the names of called programs with literals. This will give better documentation. For example,

CALL PGM(‘XXUSX’)

and not:

CALL PGM(&PGM)

If a program name must be a variable, consider placing dummy statements with all the possible values coded as literals.
The dummy statements will cause the correct program linkages to appear in the output of the CA 2E Toolkit Document
program (YDOCPGM) and Document execution references (YDOCEXCREF) commands.

The following is an example of coding dummy call statements.

In RPG III:

In CL:
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Note: Keep subroutines small (two to three pages at most). Avoid heavy nesting (four or five layers at most). This can be
done by introducing routines, and/or using CASE constructs rather than nested IF THEN ELSES. Use spaces to make
code readable.

For example, not:

But rather:

Use parentheses to make clustering obvious. For example, ‘A=(B+1)*2’ is preferable to ‘A= B+1 * 2’.

Avoid tests on negative conditions. Double negatives are harder to follow.

Company Name -- The company name used on system reports, display panels, and other places should be picked
up from a data structure. The data structure should be called YYCOTXA, and have 30 characters. This allows for easy
changing in the event of legal changes, takeovers, etc.

RPG III code to include company data area:

CL code to include company data area:

Date Handling -- A lack of standardization in the format in which dates are displayed to users (YMD, DMY, MDY) is a
common source of confusion, especially in multinational application systems. When you are programming to handle dates,
meet the following objectives:

1. Ensure the format in which dates are displayed is consistent throughout the system
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2. Ensure the format can be changed without reprogramming.
3. Ensure that the database’s normal access path facilities can be used to retrieve records containing date fields in

historical order.

It should be noted that there is an OS/400 system value (QDATFMT) that specifies the display format for dates. Recourse
to this value should be made when handling dates for display or for entry.

Given the above considerations, the following standards should be adopted to ensure that dates are correctly handled:

• All dates should be stored on file in YMD format. In particular, the format CYYMMDD is recommended, where C = zero
for 20th century and one for the 21st century. This may be held in packed format (P7.0) (or as YY + MM + DD if read
equal on year or month is required). Note that IBM use the convention (where C is not specified) that when YY has a
value between 40 and 99, the year is between 1940 and 1999, while for YY between 00 and 39, the year is between
2000 and 2039.

• File dates should be converted to display format by a call to the System API QWCCVTDT. This can be used to convert
from YMD format to the format specified by QDATFMT.

• Display dates should be converted to file dates also by the QWCCVTDT API.
• Where UPDATE is referenced in an RPG III program, care should be taken to ensure it will always be in the correct

format, regardless of system date format (for example put a Y on the RPG III header specification to force it to YMD).

Program Interfaces -- Do not pass long lists of parameters between programs; instead, pass them as a single parameter.
Break up the single parameter into individual fields, using an externally defined data structure in the calling and receiving
programs. This is more efficient in execution (each parameter requires 512 bytes) and easier to change.

Coding for iSeries

If you have a requirement to maintain versions of the same application on iSeries, you should code to accommodate this
requirement.

For this you will need to:

• Avoid using machine specific features (for example native iSeries CL syntax)
• Parameterize or develop automatic conversion techniques for those aspects of the application which should be

different on each machine (for example, command key usage)

In general, it is easy to code DDS, RPG III and command source to be compatible on either machine, even in native
mode. CL is more problematic. Most of the considerations are given in the IBM ‘Migration Manual’. The following specific
tips may be useful.

DDS -- Do not qualify names that appear in DDS, for instance with the DDS REF, PRINT, or MSGCON keywords. Do not
even use *LIBL as the qualifier value.

Be consistent in your use of the following panel components:

• Command keys (for example, use F03 for Exit on iSeries)
• Command key explanations (for example, ‘F3=Exit F5=Refresh’ on iSeries)
• Field leader characters (for example, ‘Customer . . :’ on iSeries)
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RPG III -- There are no significant constraints on coding RPG III so that it can be run on either machine. If you need to
execute request strings dynamically, use QCAEXEC (which is present on both machines) rather than QCMDEXC, the
iSeries native program.

Commands -- Because of the slight differences between the OS/400 and CPF versions of CL, it is not always possible to
design commands that are 100% compatible with both OS/400 and CPF.

For commands where such differences occur, you should:

• Design a common command processing program
• Create an alternative version of the command, following iSeries conventions

Coding CL -- You may use the presence or absence of the data area Q5728SS1 in QSYS to determine whether or not
you are on iSeries (it only exists on iSeries). The result can be used to condition subsequent processing.

Coding Standards for Database Files
This article describes coding standards for database files. It details standards for coding both field reference files and
physical and logical files.

NOTE
Each application system should have a single field reference file, containing definitions for all the fields in all the
database files.

More Information

• Data Dictionary/Field Reference File
• Physical and Logical Database Files
• Coding Standards for Display Files
• Coding Standards for Printer Files
• Coding Standards for HLL Programs
• Coding Standards for CL Programs
• Coding Standards for RPG III Programs
• Coding Standards for COBOL Programs
• Coding Standards for PL/1 Programs
• PL/1 Coding Structures and Program Logic
• Command Coding Conventions
• Coding Standards for Messages
• Standards for Defining Messages
• Coding Standards for Help Text

Data Dictionary/Field Reference File
A data dictionary is a centralized repository of field and data definitions. It is intended to:

• Facilitate documentation -- all definitions are in only one place
• Minimize coding -- definitions need to be coded only once
• Facilitate change -- definitions need be changed in only one place

The function of the data dictionary may be achieved effectively on the IBM i by having a special physical file containing no
data. Such a file is generally known as a field reference file.

CA 2E can automatically generate a field reference file. However, since each CA 2E model is effectively a data dictionary,
you will probably only wish to have CA 2E generate a field reference file if the generated applications will be running on
a machine that does not have CA 2E installed. CA 2E has a model value YFRFVNM, which controls whether the code
generated by CA 2E for files refers to a field reference file or not.
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Standard for Field Reference Files

The following standard applies to field reference files:

• If you are using the CA 2E systematic convention, always call the file ssFDRFP, where ss is the System prefix and
contains a single format called @FDRF$$.

• The file should be structured into two parts: primary fields and secondary fields.

Referring to the Field Reference File in DDS

Files of all types, device and database, should reference the field reference file directly, not via another file. Logical files
are an exception to this rule: they always reference a physical file. This means that you can resolve all inquiries about a
field by looking directly in one place. It also simplifies the order in which you need to recompile objects.

The following example illustrates the use of field reference files.

CA 2E Standard Method:

From the point of view of expressing design dependencies, the second method is preferable. The first method is the
recommended CA 2E standard for purely pragmatic reasons.

Structuring the Field Reference File

A standard method should be used for organizing the field reference file for a hand-coded application. The method
provides a central dictionary of all fields with as little effort as possible. The method suggests that you divide the field
reference file into two sections: a short primary section containing definitions of field types (standard domains), followed
by a larger secondary section, which constitutes the main field dictionary. Both sections should be in alphabetical order to
facilitate inquiries and maintenance.
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Primary Reference Fields

The primary reference field section should contain definitions for standard data types used in the system; for example,
dates, names, indicators, and standard amount sizes.

Primary fields should not be referenced, except by secondary fields in the field reference file; for example, system files
should not refer to them directly.

The format identifier used for all primary fields should be ‘@@’.

Include a field for each of the dimensions used for system quantities; for example, pounds sterling, tonnes weight, meters,
and square meters.

Secondary Reference Fields

The secondary field section should contain definitions of all fields in the system database files.

When the field is of a standard type, for example, already defined as a primary field, the field should be defined by
reference to its primary field -- that is to say using REFFLD(*SRC). In such cases, only the column headings need to be
redefined.

Fields should only be defined with reference to a type field when there is a genuine dependence. A simple test of this is to
ask the question: If I were to change the definition of the based-on field, would I want the definition of the dependent field
to change as well?

When appropriate (for example, for total fields) use relative lengths (+-)n to increase or decrease field lengths with respect
to the based-on field.

Each field should be fully defined with edit codes/words, text, ranges, values, display attributes, etc. Use the DDS
COLHDG keyword rather than the TEXT keyword as it provides neater documentation.

NOTE

It is important that definitions are as full as possible, as they constitute the central reference information for the
whole database.

 

The format identifier for all secondary reference fields should be ‘$$’. (This may be controlled in CA 2E generated
databases by the YFRFPFX model value.)

Fields should be in alphabetical order within the section. They should be indexed by mnemonic. This provides a self-
updating list of the mnemonics that have been used.

Field Reference File Example

T* $$: Field reference file.
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 Z* CRTPF MBR(*NONE) SIZE(1 0 0) LVLCHK(*NO)

 *

H* SYSTEM            : Widget processing system

H* PROGRAMMER   : D.P. Thought

H* DATE             : 24/04/84

H* (C) COPYRIGHT 1987 Universal Sprocket Co

 * 

M* *NONE

* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

A   R @FDRF$$               TEXT(‘Data Dictionary’)

 * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

Primary Reference Fields "TYPE FIELDS"

* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

A                  $$              1         COLHDG(‘Mnemonic’)

 *

I* CD - Code

A                       $$CD    R                 REFFLD($$)COLHDG(‘Code’)

 A    @@CD                  1         COLHDG(‘Code’)

 A      @@CDMN                10                COLHDG(‘Menu name’‘(VN)’)

 A                                               CHECK(VN)

 A       @@CDVM                        7         COLHDG(‘Message id’‘(VM)’)

 X*                                                   ‘XXX9999’

A      @@CDVN                        10        COLHDG(‘System name’ VN)’)

 A                                                CHECK(VN)
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 I* DT - Dates

A    $$DT           R                REFFLD($$) COLHDG(‘Date’)

 A           @@DTDS                        6  0      COLHDG(‘Date’ ‘DD/MM/YY’)

 A                                               EDTWRD(‘  /  / 0’)

 *

A           @@DTDD                        2  0      COLHDG(‘Day’ )

 A                                              EDTCDE(Z)

 

 

A   @@DTFL                        6  0      COLHDG(‘Date’ ‘YY/MM/DD’)

 A                                               EDTWRD(‘  /  / 0’)

 A          @@DTMM                        2  0    COLHDG(‘Month’ ‘MM’)

 A                                              EDTCDE(Z)

 A       @@DTYY                        2  0      COLHDG(‘Year’ ‘YY’)

 A                                             EDTCDE(Z)

 *

X* SS - Status indicators/flags

A         $$SS            R                 REFFLD($$) COLHDG(‘Status' 

+ 'flag')

 A  @@SSDA                1   COLHDG(‘Data’ ‘+‘ sensitivity') 

A                                                 RANGE(‘0’ ‘9’)

 *

I* TX - Text

A         $$TX          R                 REFFLD($$) COLHDG(‘Text’)

 A           @@TXSY                        50        COLHDG(‘System text’)
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 A                                               REFSHIFT(W)

 *

* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

Secondary Reference Fields
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

I* AU - Authority

A $$AU R REFFLD($$) COLHDG(+

A ‘Authority’)

 A $$AUVN R REFFLD(@@CDVN)

 A COLHDG(‘Authority’ ‘type’ +

A ‘pgm (VN)’)

 *

I* CO - Company.

 A $$CO R REFFLD($$) COLHDG(‘Company’)

 A $$COTX 40 COLHDG(‘Company text’)

 *

I* DA - Data sensitivity flag

A $$DA R REFFLD($$) COLHDG(‘Data’)

 A $$DASS R REFFLD(@@SSDA)

 A COLHDG(‘Data sensitivity’ +

A ‘flag’ +

A ‘(‘’1-9’’,’’1’’=high)’)

 X* 1 = high, 9 = low

 *

I* DT - Date

A $$DT R REFFLD($$) COLHDG(‘Date’)

 A $$DTDS R REFFLD(@@DTDS)

 A COLHDG(‘Display ‘ ‘date’ +

A ‘(DDMMYY)’ )

 A $$DTFL R REFFLD(@@DTFL)

 A COLHDG(‘File ‘ ‘date’ +

A ‘(YYMMDD)’ )

 A $$DTYY R REFFLD(@@DTYY)

 A COLHDG(‘Year’ ‘(YY)’)

 I*

 * FD - Field

A $$FD R REFFLD($$) COLHDG(‘Field’)

 A $$FDDP 2 0 COLHDG(‘Decimal’ ‘places’)

 A $$FDLN 5 0 COLHDG(‘Field’ ‘length’)

 A $$FDRF 10 COLHDG(‘Referenced’ ‘field’)

 A $$FDTP 1 COLHDG(‘Field’ ‘type’)

 A $$FDVN 10 COLHDG(‘Field’ ‘name’)

 *

I* FL - File

A $$FL R REFFLD($$) COLHDG(‘File’)
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 A $$FLVN R REFFLD(@@CDVN)

 A COLHDG(‘File’ ‘name’ ‘(VN)’)

 *

I* JB - Job

A $$JB R REFFLD($$) COLHDG(‘Job’)

 A $$JBVN R REFFLD(@@CDVN)

 A COLHDG(‘Job’ ‘code’ ‘(VN)’)

 A $$JBDT R S REFFLD(@@DTDS)

 A COLHDG(‘Job’ ‘date’)

 A EDTWRD(‘ / / ‘)

A $$JBNO 6S 0 COLHDG(‘Job’ ‘number’ ‘(#)’)

 A $$JBTM R S REFFLD(@@TMHS)

 A COLHDG(‘Job time’ +

A ‘(HHMMSS)’)

 A EDTWRD(‘ : : ‘)

A $$JBUS R REFFLD(@@CDVN)

 A COLHDG(‘Job’ ‘user’ ‘(VN)’)

 *

I* JD - Job description

A $$JD R REFFLD($$) COLHDG(‘Job +

A description’)

 A $$JDVN R REFFLD(@@CDVN)

 A COLHDG(‘Job’ ‘description’ +

A ‘(VN)’)

 A $$JDLB R REFFLD(@@CDVN)

 A COLHDG(‘Job’ ‘description’ +

A ‘library (VN)’)

 *

I * JR - Journal

A $$JR R REFFLD($$) COLHDG(‘Journal’)

 A $$JRCD 1 COLHDG(‘Journal’ ‘entry’ +

A ‘code’)

 X* J = journal level info

X* F = file level info

X* R = record level info

X* C = commit level info

X* U = user generated info

A $$JRNM 8 COLHDG(‘Journal tp’ ‘name’)

 A $$JRLG 5S 0 COLHDG(‘Journal’ ‘entry’ +

A ‘length (#)’ )

 A $$JRSQ 10S 0 COLHDG(‘Journal entry’ +

A ‘sequence’ ‘number (#)’ )

 A $$JRTT 2 COLHDG(‘Journal’ ‘entry’

A ‘type’ )

 * See OS/400 manuals

* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

Physical and Logical Database Files
This article describes coding standards for database files.

Contents
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Database File Coding Standards File Level

Use level checking on files in order to detect errors arising from changes to the database definition -- for example, specify
LVLCHK(*YES) on the OS/400 CRTPF and CRTLF commands.

Create files that will continue to grow with SIZE(*NOMAX). Use the CA 2E Toolkit Compile preprocessor to do this
automatically every time you recompile.

Format Level

The names of formats in logical files should be the same as for the format in the underlying physical file, with the number
of the particular logical view appended, if necessary.

Field Level

All fields should be defined by reference to the field reference file.

Field names should be issued according to the CA 2E Systematic naming convention cited at the beginning of this
section.

Use the DDS COLHDG keyword to define the descriptions for all fields. Make use of lower case. The descriptions you
place on the field will be used in many places; for example, DFUs, queries, and documentation, so it is worth making them
as "cosmetic" as possible.

Pack all numeric fields. The IBM midrange HLLs handle packed numeric fields more efficiently than zoned numeric fields.
Note, however, that you cannot use the sub string function on packed numeric fields.

Make fields that hold text descriptions an even length, and specify a W shift. This ensures they can be used for
ideographic translations without the truncation of ideographic shifts.

Include, as the last part of the COLHDG information, the abbreviation, in brackets, for the dimension of the field (for
example, the units in which the field is held) or, if it has restricted values, the permitted values. For example:

The following are standard abbreviations for units:

Abr - Unit Abr - Unit Abr - Unit
YYMMDD - Date $ - Value VN - Valid name
YY - Year QT - Quantity VM - Valid msg
WW - Week # - Number  
MM - Month KG - Kilograms  
Day - DD M - Meters  
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Arrays

DDS does not provide support for arrays (for instance an OCCURS facility) because the relational model upon which it is
based does not allow arrays. Even if you group fields into arrays within HLL programs, you should still always define each
element as a discrete database field, otherwise it cannot be changed with DFU, or listed with Query. In other words, do
not define an array as a single field in the database and redefine it in a program.

Array fields should be given numbered names, for example PR01, PR02, PR03. In the field dictionary, the definition of all
elements should be based on that of the first element by using the DDS REFFLD keyword.

Database File DDS Example

Sample Physical File DDS

T* YQ    : Birth details (*NONE)                                      

Z*           CRTPF   MAXMBRS(*NOMAX) SIZE(*NOMAX)  

*                                                                 

H* SYSTEM             : Widget processing system  

H* PROGRAMMER         : E. Codd  

H* DATE                : 07/07/87 

H* (C) COPYRIGHT 1987 Universal Sprocket Co 

M* 12/12/89 HF Name at birth 

 * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

A                                                REF(YYFDRFP)   

A          R       @USDAYQ                 TEXT(‘YQ: Birth details) 

* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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* Gender code 

A                    YQSXCD  R       REFFLD($$SXCD) 

* Birth date

A                        YQBTDT  R       REFFLD($$BTDT)  

* Effective date

A                   YQEFDT  R       REFFLD($$EFDT) 

* Name at birth 

A                    YQBTNM  R       REFFLD($$BTNM)  

* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

Sample Logical File DDS

T* YQ: Birth details (0|BTDT|SEX). 

Z* CRTLF 

 *

H* SYSTEM          : Widget processing system 

H* PROGRAMMER  : Alfred E Neuman  

H* DATE                : 07/07/87    

H* (C) COPYRIGHT 1987 Universal Sprocket Co 

 * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

A                                                  UNIQUE

 * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

A            R @USDAYQ          PFILE(YMUSDAP)

 A                          TEXT(‘YQ: Birth details+ (0|BTDT|SX)’) 

A                                   

* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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 * Birth date 

A         K YQBTDT 

 * Gender code 

A           K YQSXCD 

 * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

Coding Standards for Display Files
This article describes standards for coding the DDS for display files. For more information, refer to the article, Design
Standards for Display Files, in the article, "IBM i General Design Standards".

Contents

Related Design Utilities

You can generate standardized DDS for panels directly from a CA 2E Toolkit utility panel design by using the CA 2E
Toolkit OS/400 Create DDS from Panel Designs (YCRTPNLDDS) command.CA 2E generates standardized DDS for
display files automatically.

SDA and RLU can be used to adjust designs.

File Level

This example shows the standard layout for all sources:

• Use the DDS CHGINPDFT keyword as a file level standard to set the display default attributes.
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If several formats are to be displayed at a workstation at the same time by overlaying, use a value of DFRWRT(*YES)
when creating the display file with the OS/400 Create display file (CRTDSPF) command. This prevents there being a flash
as the separate formats are overlaid, and is also more efficient.

• Use a value of RSTDSP(*YES) on the CRTDSPF command so that if a subprogram is called (for instance the Help
display), the panel is restored on return.

The CA 2E Toolkit Compile pre-processor can supply the necessary compiler overrides automatically:

The PRINT key should be allocated on all panels: it should normally be assigned to a print file called YPRTKEY$. This
allows you to separate out print key output, which is usually wanted locally and immediately, from other system print
output.

Use the DDS INDTXT keyword to document special indicators. You should also specify text for each command key and
each DDS SETOF statement.

NOTE

Wherever possible, use indicators in a standard manner; for example, 30 for HOME and 31-70 for field
indicators. Do not use the alphabetic indicators (KA-KG).

For more information on standard indicator usage, refer to the article, "Coding Standards for HLL Programs".

The alternative roll keys should be enabled so that scrolling can be done on workstations with roll keys.

Enable the HELP key so that UIM help operates. You should also enable ALTHELP. Declare a search index -- use the
system one if you do not have one for your application.
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Sub file sizes can be kept to a minimum by sizing them to be self- extending; for example, SFLSIZ = SFLPAG + 1.

A subfile should stay positioned to the page last displayed by the user, unless a validation error occurs, in which case it
should be positioned to the first page containing an error.

Make use of SFLNXTCHG with READC facility to reduce the number of records that must be re-read to validate a subfile.

Format Level

The following standards apply to coding Display file DDS at a format level:

• Use the DDS BLINK keyword as a record level standard -- this makes the cursor more visible.
• Use the DDS KEEP keyword on the last panel displayed by the program -- this prevents blank panels appearing

between programs.
• Make F03 a command action key (CA03, rather than a command function key (CF03). This saves the user from having

to enter values into fields to satisfy DDS validation checks, as specified by the VALUES and CHECK keywords, when
‘backing out’.

For example, with the following code, the user would have to enter a value of ‘Z’ or ‘X’ into field ##XX, even if he wished to
merely press F03 to exit:

• As a corollary, make the other command keys command function keys (CFnn). This ensures that the user has to enter
fields to meet DDS validation checks when proceeding normally.

• Use the standard subfile names to relate subfile control records with their subfile records. Use related names for the
two additional formats needed to show function key explanations and to show a ‘No items found message’.

Record:Control Description
#SFLRCD1: #SFLCTL1
#SFLRCDn: #SFLCTLn

First sub file
Nth sub file

#CMDTXTn:
#NODATAn:

Nth command key text
Nth no data format

#MSGRCD : #MSGCTL program Q message sub file.

Help Text

The following standards apply to coding Display file DDS help specifications at a format level:

• Use the DDS HLPARA with *NONE to provide an overall default area.
• Use the following names for the labels of help groups:
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• Use the format name plus the following special names for standard elements.

Standard help group names:

Otherwise, use the format and field name as the label of help groups. Replace any illegal characters (for example #), with
a ‘Z’.

Field Level

The following standards apply to coding Display file DDS at a field level:

• Define fields by reference to the field dictionary, using the DDS REFFLD keyword.

• Use relative positioning for device file field positioning; for example, ‘+n’, rather than absolute positioning (row n,
column m).

• Use DDS field editing and validation where possible. This is more efficient than program editing.
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Make fields that hold text descriptions an even length, and specify a W shift. This ensures they can be used for
ideographic translations without truncation of ideographic shifts.

Display File Coding Using MSGID

We recommend that you use MSGID for all your text literals. The following particular standards apply:

• Always make MSGID and MSGCON fields an even length. This ensures there will not be truncation of ideographic
shifts.

• Hard code the last colon or dot, if you are using MSGID or MSGCON for your literals. This allows you to reuse
messages, and ensure that translators do not introduce errors.

NOTE
If you are using MSGID for your literals, use the message description as the field name. The field name does not
appear in your program. You may need to append a letter to ensure that field names are unique.

For the panel title, column headings and other text elements, which occur on most panels, use standard names to identify
them.

Standard Text Element Field Names

The following are standard field names for text elements. (Ten characters are used so that they do not clash with RPG
program names.)

Allow padding space for translation. Make instruction and column heading lines the full length of the line.

Use the same message descriptions for help text headings as you use for field prompts.
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Display File Coding - Field Emphasis Standards

The use of emphasis (underline, high intensity, and color) should correspond to standard meanings. For the IBM i, the
display at tributes should follow the recommendations of SAA CUA.

The preferred standards are as follows:

Standard Field
Display Attributes

IBM i (CUA)
Field type HI UL PC RI CLR
Title Y WHT
Top instruction BLU
Label GRN
Data - Input capable:
Error

Y Y WHT

Data - Input capable Y GRN
Data - Output only GRN
RHS text GRN
Column heading Y WHT

NOTE

Both standards place maximum emphasis on error fields and minimum emphasis on the least important fields;
for example, constants.

Do not use blink (DSPATR(BL)), as it is more annoying to the user than helpful.

Fields that are in error should be highlighted in reverse image DSPATR(RI). The cursor should be positioned at the first
field in assigned to each input capable field.

Wherever possible, reset error indicators from the panel using the DDS SETOF(xx) keyword.

All panel text and column headings should normally use both upper and lower case. Field labels that appear on the same
line as the field they describe should have a trailer and end with a colon.

Display File Coding Standards - Field Editing

The following standards apply to field editing:

• Suppress signs on numeric fields where they are irrelevant; for example, on numeric codes, by means of the
appropriate edit code or edit word.

• Edit dates, using the DDS edit word facility EDTWRD(‘ / / 0’). This ensures that input capable fields, which are dates,
are blank when zero.

• Edit time fields with EDTWRD(‘ : : 0’). This ensures that input-capable fields, which represent times, are blank when
zero.

• Suppress leading zeroes when displaying amounts -- but print zero balances, since columns stand out better if they do
not contain holes. For example:
– The DDS PUTRETAIN keyword will normally be used with input-only fields, so the operator may see the last field

value entered.
– Right adjust with blank fill for numeric input fields; the DDS keyword CHECK(RB) should be used.

If a list of allowed values is specified for an input-capable field using the DDS VALUES keyword, set the MDT tag when
first displaying the field, so as to ensure that the field is checked (DDS validation is only applied if a field is changed).
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Display File DDS Example
 /*T: YEDTSCR - Screen selection display.
/*Z: CRTDSPF DFRWRT(*YES) RSTDSP(*YES)
*
H* SYSTEM : Universal Sprocket Company
H* PROGRAMMER : P Wilson
H* DATE : 16/06/84
H* (C) Copyright 1987 Universal Sprocket Company
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
M* 07/05/87 FRED Add sequence field selection
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
A REF(YYFDRFP)
A HELP
A ALTHELP
A ALTPAGEDWN
A ALTPAGEUP
A CA03(03 ‘Exit’)
A CF12(12 ‘Exit’)
A PRINT(LPRTKEY)
A HLPSCHIDX(WSCHIDX)
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Subfile of code & name details.
A R #SFRC#1 SFL
A 84 SFLNXTCHG
A #1SFSL 1 B 10 3VALUES(‘P’ ‘E’ ‘C’‘R’)
A CHECK(AB)
A #1SCSQ R B +2REFFLD($$SCSQ)
A CHANGE(46 ‘Prt Seq Changed’)
A 31 DSPATR(RI PC)
A N31 DSPATR(UL HI)
A #1SCTL 50W B +2LOWER
A CHANGE(47 ‘Title changed’)
A 32 DSPATR(RI PC)
A N32 DSPATR(UL HI)
A SASCVN R +2REFFLD($$SCVN) DSPATR(HI)
*
A SASCSQ R H REFFLD($$SCSQ)
A* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
A R #SFCT#1 TEXT(‘Screen selection’)
A BLINK OVERLAY
A SFLCTL(#SFRC#1)
A SFLPAG(09) SFLSIZ(11)
A INDTXT(80‘Clear subfile)
A INDTXT(81 ‘Display SFL Rcd’)
A INDTXT(82 ‘Condition SLFEND)
 
A 80 SFLCLR
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A N80 SFLDSPCTL
A N80 81 SFLDSP
A N80 81 82 SFLEND
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A N82 ROLLUP(27 ‘ROLL UP’)
A HOME(30 ‘HOME key.’)
*. . SETOFS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A SETOF(99 ‘Error - general’)
A SETOF(31 ‘Error on #1SCSQ’)
A SETOF(32 ‘Error on #1SCTL’)
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
* HELP TEXT
A HLPTITLE(‘Select screen’)
A H HLPARA(*NONE)
A HLPPNLGRP(‘ZSFCTZ1/PNL/INTRO
A YYEDSCH)
* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
* Header fields
A H HLPARA(03 02 03 80) 
A HLPPNLGRP(‘ZSFCTZ1/Z1SFSL’)
A YYEDSCH)
A H HLPARA(05 02 05 80) 
A HLPPNLGRP(‘ZSFCTZ1/SASCVN’)
A YYEDSCH)
A H HLPARA(07 02 08 80) 
A HLPPNLGRP(‘ZSFCTZ1/SASCSQ’)
A YYEDSCH)
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
* Subfile columns
A H HLPARA(10 03 19 06) 
A HLPPNLGRP(‘ZSFCTZ1/Z1SFSL’)
A YYEDSCH)
A H HLPARA(10 04 19 14) 
A HLPPNLGRP(‘ZSFCTZ1/Z1SCVN’)
A YYEDSCH)
A H HLPARA(10 15 19 80) 
A HLPPNLGRP(‘ZSFCTZ1/Z1SCSQ’)
A YYEDSCH)
* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
A #1SFRN 3 0H SFLRCDNBR(CURSOR)
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A O 1 2 ‘YSELPNL’ COLOR(BLU)
A PNLTTL 050 1 12 DSPATR(HI)
A ##USVN R 1 62 REFFL($$USVN)DSPATR(HI)
A +1DATE EDTCDE(Y)DSPATR(HI)
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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* Positioning value
A USR0020 30 3 3MSGID(USR0020 USRPMT)
* +1’.’
A ##SCVN R B +3REFFLD($$SCVN)
A CHANGE(41 ‘Seln screen’)
A UIS0005 20 +3MSGID(UIS0003 USRPMT)
* Subsetting value
A USR0022 30 4 3MSGID(USR0022 USRPMT)
* +1’.’
A ##SBVN R B +3REFFLD($$SCSQ)
A CHANGE(40 ‘Start seq’)
A UIS0010 20 +3MSGID(UIS0003 USRPMT)
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
* Top instruction
A PNLTX1MSID 078 6 2MSGID(UIS0008 USRPMT)
A TEXT(‘TYPE OPTION,PRESS E’)
A COLOR(BLU)
A PNLTX2MSID 078 7 2MSGID(WUT2110 USRPMT)
A TEXT(‘1=Select’)
A COLOR(BLU)
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
* Column Headings
A COLHD1MSID 078 9 2MSGID(WUT2111 USRPMT)
A DSPATR(HI)
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
A R #CMTX##1
A TEXT(‘Command key line’)
A OVERLAY
A HLPTITLE(‘Function keys’)
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
* Command key explanations
A H HLPARA(22 01 23 80) 
A HLPPNLGRP(‘ZCMTXZ1/BOTINS’)
A YYEDSCH)
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A 83N88 MOREMSID 10 28 70MSGID(UIS0016 USRPMT)
A TEXT(‘more’)
A DSPATR(HI)
A 83 88 BOTTOMMSID 10 22 70MSGID(UIS0017 USRPMT)
A TEXT(‘BOTTOM’)
A DSPATR(HI)
A CMDTX1MSI 078 23 2MSGID(WLL2191 WPMTMSG)
A TEXT(‘F3=Exit’)
A COLOR(BLU)
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
A R #NODA##1 TEXT(‘NO DATA’)
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A OVERLAY
A NODATAMSI 078 13 2MSGID(WUT2131 wPMTMSG)
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
 
* Error messages subfile.
A R #SFRC#Q SFL
A SFLMSGRCD(24)
A MSGKEY SFLMSGKEY
A ##PGVN SFLPGMQ
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Error messages subfile Control
A R #SFCT#Q TEXT(‘Program messages’)
A SFLCTL(#SFRC#Q)
A SFLPAG(1) SFLSIZ(15)
A OVERLAY
A SFLINZ SFLDSP SFLDSPCTL
A ##PGVN SFLPGMQ
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
 

Coding Standards for Printer Files
This article describes standards for coding print files. Standards for file, format, and field levels are described below.

Contents

Related Design Utilities

Standardized DDS for reports may be generated straight from an Toolkit utility report design by using the Toolkit Create
DDS from a Report Design (YCRTRPTDDS) command.

General Considerations

Certain general considerations apply to the coding of printer files.

Externally described print files should normally be used in preference to program-described files, because:

• They are easier to code and change.
• They may be standardized to a greater degree.
• They provide support for translation into other national languages (for example, by use of the MSGCON keyword).

The only circumstances under which it might be worth considering using a program-described print file are if:

• there are a large number of arrays to be output
• complex overflow processing is required and the RPG cycle is being used

Sometimes, a program need only create a report in particular circumstances. For example, a file maintenance program
might need to produce a report only if a change to the database was made. In such cases, you should make the opening
of the print file explicit (use the RPG III OPEN operation code), so that unnecessary empty spool files are not created.
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This example shows the standard layout for all source.

File Level

The following standards apply to coding printer file DDS at a file level:
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• If a report will normally be printed on a special forms type, include a ‘line up’ triangle to help the operator.
• If a report is produced at all by a program, it must have headings -- even if there is no data (print ‘** NO DATA **‘ in

such a case).
• Printed reports should end by printing ‘** END OF REPORT **’ as the last line in the report. This enables the user to be

confident of having all the pages of a report.

The following are the default printer file names:

QSYSPRT System prints, and system print key.
QPRINT Program described reports.
QPJOBLOG Job logs.
YPRTKEY$ Print key: a different file is used from QSYSPRT, so that print key

output (which is usually required locally) can easily be redirected
to a local printer.

NOTE

Printer files should normally be created with scheduling defaults of SCHEDULE(*FILEEND) and HOLD(*YES).
This means that they must be explicitly released on demand.

Format Level

The following standards apply to coding Printer file DDS at a format level:

• Use space before (SPACEB) in preference to space after (SPACEA), so that spacing only occurs if a format is actually
printed.

• Use the standard names for device formats when possible. They are as follows:

Standard Names Device Formats
ZRPTHDR Report headings.
ZPAGTOP Page top.
ZPAGHDR Page headings.
ZDTLHDRn Item headings.
ZDTLRCDn Item detail line.
ZDTLTTLn Item totals.
ZFINTTL Grand totals.
ZENDRPT ‘End of data’ format.

Use the same indicator to detect overflow in all printer file programs.

Field Level

The following standards apply to coding Printer file DDS at a field level:

• Define fields by reference to the field dictionary using the DDS REFFLD keyword:
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• Where printer file field names need to be different from the names of database or display device fields from which they
are derived, use a ‘$ for the first character, instead of the system prefix.

• Isolate text literals into message file descriptions.
• Use relative positioning for device file field positioning, that is, ‘+n’ rather than absolute positioning: this makes

changing code easier.

Device File Coding - Use of MSGCON

Use MSGCON for all text literals. The following particular standards apply:

• Always make MSGCON fields an even length. This ensures there will not be truncation of ideographic shifts.
• If you are using MSGCON for your literals, hard code the last colon of field labels. This allows you to reuse messages,

and ensure that translators do not introduce errors.

• Allow padding space for translation. Make instruction and column heading lines the full length of the line.

Printer File Coding Standards - Field Editing

The following standards apply to field editing:

• Suppress signs on numeric fields where they are irrelevant, for example, on numeric codes, by means of the
appropriate edit code or edit word.

• Edit dates using the DDS edit word facility, thus: EDTWRD(‘ / / 0’). This ensures that input-capable fields that are
dates, are blank when zero.

• Edit time fields with EDTWRD(‘ : : 0’). This ensures that input capable fields, which represent times, are blank when
zero.

• Suppress leading zeroes when displaying amounts -- but print zero balances, since columns stand out better if they do
not contain holes. For example,
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Printer File DDS Example
 /*T: YDOCF Document file.
  /*Z: CRTPRTF FORMSIZE( 88 132) OVRFLW( 80) LPI(8) CPI(15)
  /*Z: SCHEDULE(*FILEEND)  HOLD(*YES)
  *
 H* SYSTEM         : Widget processing system
 H* PROGRAMMER   : T. Codd
 H* DATE          : 7/20/84
 H* (C) COPYRIGHT 1987  Universal Sprocket Company
   * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
 M* MAINTENANCE: *NONE
   * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
 A                                                                                      
                                                         REF(YYFDRFP)
   * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
 A               R      $FLHD                           TEXT(‘File headings.’)
  A                                                      SKIPB(3) SPACEA(2)
  A                      YYCOTX  R               1REFFLD($$COTX)
  A                         42MSGCON(040 WFL4101 UPMTMSG)
  A                                                   TEXT(‘Document file’)
  A                                                       UNDERLINE
 A                        ##USVN  R               80REFFLD($$USVN)
  A                        ##JBVN  R               +1REFFLD($$JBVN)
  A                                                        +1DATE EDTCDE(Y)
  A                                                        +1TIME EDTWRD(‘0: : ‘)
 A                       42MSGCON(040 UIS0010 UPMTMSG)
  A                                                   TEXT(‘Page’)
  A                                                        +1PAGNBR EDTCDE(Z)
  A                                                      SPACEA(2)
  * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 * File
 A                                             1MSGCON(032 UIS0010 UPMTMSG)
  A                                                    TEXT(‘File’)
  A                                                        +1’:’
  A                       ATFLNM           10     +3
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  * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 * Library      
 A                                               1MSGCON(030 UIS0010 UPMTMSG)
  A                                                    TEXT(‘Library’)
  A                                                     +1’:’
  A                       ATFLLB           10     +5
  * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 * Text
 A                                            1MSGCON(032 UIS0010 UPMTMSG)
  A                                                    TEXT(‘Text’)
  A                                                        +1’:’
  A                       ATFLTX           50     +3SPACEA(1)
  
  * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
  * Type
 A                                            1MSGCON(032 UIS0011 UPMTMSG)
  A                                                    TEXT(‘Type’)
  A                                                        +1’:’
  A       40                                              +3’*PHY’
 A     41                                              36’*LGL’
 A     42                                              36’*DDSPF’ 
 A  43                                              36’*PRTF’
 A    44                                              36’*TAPF’
  * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 A                                                     1MSGCON(032 UIS0012 UPMTMSG)
  A                                                    TEXT(‘Created’)
  A                                                               +1’:’
  A                     $$FCDT          6  0     +3EDTWRD(‘  /  / 0’)
  A                       $$FCTM          6  0     +1EDTWRD(‘0 :  :  ‘)
 * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 * Column headings
 A                                           1MSGCON(080 UIS0072 UPMTMSG)
   * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
 A              R      $FDDA                   TEXT(‘Field details.’)
  A                                                      SPACEA(1)
  A                                               INDTXT(91 ‘DETAIL(*FULL)’)
  A                                                  1’|’
  A                        WHFDNM          10      2
 A                                                        12’|’
  A                       WHFLDT           1      15
 A                                                       17’|’
  A                       $$DCLN           3 1  20EDTCDE(4)
  A                                                       25’|’
  A                       WHFDDB           5 0    26EDTCDE(Z)
  A                                                     32’|’
  A       91              WHFDTX           50     33
 A       91                                              83’|’
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   * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
 A                 R      $ENDA                           TEXT(‘End of data.’)
  A                                                        SPACEA(1)
  A                                               INDTXT(91 ‘DETAIL(*FULL)’)
  * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
  A                                            1MSGCON(070 UIS0055 UPMTMSG)
  A                                                    TEXT(‘ENDOF REPORT’)
   * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
 

Printer Form Sizes

This section contains the printer form standard options.

Printer Form Standard Options

Standard
Print Forms
Specifications
Print Forms
Options

Standard A4 Short A4 Long

CMP UNCMP CMP UNCMP CMP UNCMP CMP
1st print line - - - - 3 3 3
Last print line 80 60 64 64 64 60 62
Length of form
(lines)

88 66 70 66 72 64 64

Lines per inch
(4 6 8 9)

8 6 8 6 8 6 8

Line spacing (1
2 3)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Forms type *STD *STD A4 A4 AL4 AL4 A5
Add. left
margin space

0 0 6 6 9 6 9

Char. per inch
(10 15)

15 10 15 10 15 10 15

Coding Standards for HLL Programs
This article describes coding standards for HLL programs, including CL, RPG III, COBOL, and PL/1.

The program coding standards should not only make programs as readable as possible at a workstation, but also achieve
a high degree of consistency in the way in which programs are structured and the style in which they are laid out. This
makes it much easier for different programmers to examine and maintain each other's work. It also makes it easier to copy
sections of code from one place to another.

Contents

General Principles

There are a number of general principles to use when coding, regardless of the HLL used. Good code should be:
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• Clear -- It should be obvious from the code what the code does.
• Consistent -- The same standard techniques should be used everywhere.
• Modular -- Function should be isolated into self-contained units, which can be reused. Each module should have a

well-defined interface.
• Structured -- Each module should be systematically built up from regular constructs.
• Robust -- Avoid coding in limits (for instance array size). Anticipate possible errors and code for a graceful collapse.

Coding Standards for CL Programs
Contents

All programs should follow the standard layout. For example:

Indent the program source to follow the logical structure of structured program constructs, such as IF, ELSE, and DO. For
example:
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All programs should use ‘H*:‘ source directives to document the main processing stages. These will then automatically
appear in the summary documentation and provide a program synopsis.

Declare entry parameters before all other parameters, and in the order that they appear in the PGM statement. Include a
text description of the variable against each DCL statement. Where a field is a data structure, show declarations of sub-
fields, indented, below that of the major field. If the parameter is an aggregate data structure, for instance a list parameter
passed by a command, document the structure as part of the comment:

Place general error handling at the end of the program. The standard error handling should trap and resend any exception
message.

This can be done as follows:

V2R2 of OS/400 has new message APIs that allow you to handle messages more efficiently. You should use them once
they are available. The following code carries out the same standard exception handling as shown above.
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Field Names in CL Programs

Variable names should be meaningful. Variables used in commands should be named after the relevant keyword with ‘&’
appended to the beginning; for example SRCFILE(&SRCFILE). Use OS/400 standard abbreviations where possible.

For more information, refer to the OS/400 Programmer’s Section.

Parameters passed between programs should, where possible, have the same name in the calling and the called
programs.

Calling program CL:

Called program CL:

Parameters passed to command processing programs should, where possible, have the same name as the parameter
keyword -- as specified by the PARM statements in the command source.

Command source:
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Called program CL:

Use three-character mnemonics to build CL program labels; for example, ‘ENDPGM:’, ‘SNDERR:’.

Where a parameter is a data structure passed from a command, for example, a qualified name, use a short name for the
parameter and give the sub fields full names.

Command source:

Called program CL:

CL Program Source Example

       PGM     PARM(&FL &MBR)
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    /*T: YDSPHLP Display Help Text - CPP  /

   /*Z:  CRTCLPGM  LOG(*NO)

  /*H: SYSTEM             : Widget processing system

        /*H: PROGRAMMER : G.Henry

 /*H: DATE                       : 24/04/84

        /*H: (C) COPYRIGHT 1984,92 The Widget corporation

 /*M: 01/04/92 R.Fess Change to V2R2 Message Handling

      /* Entry variables */

      DCL            &FL         *CHAR 20 /*  MENU FILE/LIB    */

          DCL             &FILE        *CHAR 10 /* MENU   FILE   NAME */

                DCL             &FLIB        *CHAR 10 /* LIBRARY       NAME */

         DCL            &MBR                *CHAR 10 /*  MENU FILE/MBR    */

  /* Work variables */

DCL &KEYVAR               *CHAR 4   /* MESSAGE KEY  */

DCL &ERRCDE               *CHAR 4 X’00000000’

   /*H: 0. Global monitor for errors. */

               MONMSG MSGID(CPF0000 YYY0000) EXEC(GOTO ERROR)

  /* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

       /*H: 1. Process input parameters .  */

              CHGVAR        &FILE   %SUBSTRING(&FL      1 10)

           CHGVAR        &FLIB   %SUBSTRING(&FL     11 10)

 /*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*/

       /*H: 1.1 Check library & file exist. */

                 IF (%SST(&FLIB 1 1 ) *NE ‘*’)CHKOBJ QSYS/&FLIB *LIB

           CHKOBJ OBJ(&FLIB/&FILE) OBJTYPE(*FILE) MBR(&MBR) +
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                                          AUT(*USE)

 /* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =*/

        /*H: 2. Call RPG program to Display help text */

            CALL          YDDSHPR         (&MBR &FILE &FLIB &MSGID)

 /* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = */

       /*H: 3. Send completion message. */

                 SNDPGMMSG  MSGID(&MSGID) MSGF(YMSG)+

                                         MSGDTA(&FILE||&FLIB||&MBR) +

                                  MSGTYPE(*COMP)

   /* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = */

ENDPGM: RCLRSC

     RMVMSG CLEAR(*ALL)   /* Remove irrelevant messages */

     RETURN

  /* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

        /*H: 99. ERROR HANDLING */

ERROR: RCVMSG           MSGTYPE(*EXCP)RMV(*NO) KEYVAR(&KEYVAR)

                                CALL QMHRSNEM(&KEYVAR &ERRCDE)/*RESEND */

                         MONMSG CPF0000

                            GOTO ENDPGM 

YCOPYRIGHT COPYRIGHT(‘G.Henry’) WIDGETCORP(WIDGETCORP) +

                                             DATE(240484)

 ENDPGM

Command Source Example

     CMD             PROMPT(YYY0052)
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   /*T: Display Help Text.              */   

        /*Z: CRTCMD PGM(YDDSHPC@)ALLOW(*INTERACT *IPGM *EXEC)*/

   /*Z:                                    PMTFILE(YYYYPMT)  */

      

  /* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = */

       /*H: SYSTEM             : Widget Processing System

        /*H: PROGRAMMER         : J. Sloan

        /*H: DATE                       : 24/04/85

        /*H: (C) COPYRIGHT 1985 WIDGET CORPORATION

        /* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = */ 

 

        /*H:    P. Help file name and library */

                  PARM KWD(FILE) TYPE(FL)                                                                                 PROMPT(YYF1001)FILE(*IN)MIN(1) + SNGVAL((*PRV))

  FL:              QUAL TYPE(*NAME) DFT(QTXTSRC)              /* File */

             QUAL TYPE(*NAME) PROMPT(YYL0001) /* Library */ +   

                                       DFT(*LIBL) SPCVAL((*LIBL))

        /* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . */

       /*H:    P. Help member name    */

         PARM             KWD(MBR) TYPE(*NAME) PROMPT(YYF1051) +

                                   DFT(*FILE)   SPCVAL(*FILE)

        /* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . */

       /*H:    P. Label            */               :

            PARM     KWD(MBR) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(30) PROMPT(YYL1011) +  

                         DFT(*NONE)   PMTCTL(*PMTRQS)
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Coding Standards for RPG III Programs
This article describes coding standards for RPG III programs.

These guidelines focus on designing programs that are easy to follow. The discussion is grouped under the following
headings:

• Program layout -- Basic conventions for documentation and spacing.
• Coding structures -- For historical reasons RPG III permits you to code many different ways (for instance with or

without the cycle, using indicators or IF statements). Some of the ways should be avoided.
• Naming standards -- Conventions for naming variables, formats, fields, arrays, and indicators in a consistent manner.
• Techniques -- Date handling, job information, file information, and calculation checks.

Contents

Program Layout

All programs should follow the standard layout. Use continuous lines to break the program up into its logical sections.
Three characters are assigned standard meanings:

Structured programming constructs should not cross subsection boundaries; that is, the following should not occur:

Subroutines must be preceded by one or two lines of text to indicate their function. This should follow the BEGSR
statement. Use SR in columns seven and eight of the BEGSR and ENDSR statements for greater readability, for example:

• Different specification types should be separated by ‘/EJECT’ statements. Subroutines should also be separated by /
EJECT‘ or ‘/SPACE 3’ statements.
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Each file must be followed by a comment statement, which states its contents. For logical files, the access path will
preferably be indicated. (Text should be the title line for the file). The comment should be after rather than before the
statement, as that gives a better effect on compilation listings:

Each input record/data structure should be followed by a comment statement to indicate such things as its function and
contents. For example:

Code files in order of frequency of use -- input primary or display files should appear first. Place ancillary files last.

RPG III Coding Structures and Program Logic

Except where there is a good reason for using the RPG cycle, programs should be fully procedural. Procedural programs
are generally easier to follow, as well as to debug. In addition, if you are using the RPG cycle, the input primary file
of an RPG III program, which updates the file, is allocated to the program with an exclusive update lock. This is not
recommended as it can prevent other users from accessing records on the file.

Structured programming operations should be used wherever possible; for example use IF rather than COMP. This is
because they are easier to follow than COMP statements and indicator comparisons, and therefore are less likely to
contain coding errors. The corresponding END and ELSE statements should indicate the matching operation in the
comment column (positions 61-79). The CA 2E Toolkit Tidy RPG III Source (YTDYRPGSRC) command can be used to
document structured constructs automatically.

Avoid explicit branching altogether, that is, the use of the RPG III GOTO, CAB, and TAG operations. If you do use explicit
branching, restrict it so that you only employ structured programming constructs, NEXT and PREVIOUS; that is, branch
only to the beginning or end of the current loop, never to an arbitrary point. The only legitimate use of the GOTO or CAB
statements should be to achieve an ‘ITERATE’ or a ‘QUIT’.
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Use of GOTO

Only use a GOTO statement to branch to a point within the same subroutine. Never use a GOTO statement to branch
from a subroutine to a point in the mainline code.

Use CAS operations in preference to nested IF/ELSE operations; they are easier to follow:

Avoid nesting structured programming operations too deeply -- for instance more than three or four levels of nesting in a
given subroutine level. If more are needed, use another subroutine.

Keep the amount of code within structured programming constructs as short as possible. RPG III comment lines may be
indented to follow the logical programming constructs:

Programs should be as structured as possible. A program is not ‘structured’ just because it only uses structured operation
codes. A structured program is one that is modularized in an efficient way, and built up out of the structured programming
constructs -- SEQUENCE, CONDITION (CASE) or ITERATION, and structured combinations thereof. The constructs
might even be implemented logically (for instance with GOTOs and TAGs used in a structured manner) rather than with
specific HLL structured operation codes.
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Avoid testing compound negative conditions when possible because they are harder to understand.

F3 (IBM i) should result in the user exiting completely from a program. Where a program calls several levels of
subprogram, each subprogram may need to test for the exit condition.

Calling Program Exit Conditioning Logic:

Called Program Exit Conditioning Logic:

The RPG III statements used to code the reading of a group of records from a file should be highly standardized.

A standard loop should be used because:

1. It stresses the device independence of the data. The file name, which is all that differs between different instances of
the loop, appears at the beginning of the code.

2. It serves as a standard construct that other programmers can instantly recognize as signifying the retrieval of a set
of records. Although RPG III only has operation codes that will process one record at a time (for example, READ/
READE), there is very often a requirement to process a whole set of records from a file (for example, all order records
for a given customer). The loop construct emphasizes the set nature of your processing, which is generally easier to
understand.

There are two ways of coding such a loop:

• Using two READs and a single DOW loop.
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• Using one READ:

Which standard loop is preferable? The second method is probably slightly more efficient because it requires only one
READ statement (each READ statement requires a large number of MI instructions to execute). However, the first loop is
‘less tricky’, and therefore, preferable. Here are two examples of using the loop:

Standard Loop Reading a Database File:
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NOTE

If appropriate, the SETLL and initial READE may be combined as a CHAIN.

 

Standard Loop Reading a Sub file:

Use the RPG III EXFMT operation code in preference to a separate WRITE and READ statements for display files
because it is more efficient.
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Standard RPG III Subroutines

System-wide subroutines should have names beginning with the letter ‘Z’. You may use the RPG III /COPY statement to
include the subroutines if you wish. The following are two common examples:

Message Sending Subroutine -- This subroutine calls an CA 2E Toolkit utility subprogram to send a message to the
calling program’s message queue. From V2R1 of OS/400 the QMHSNDPM API can be used instead.

Message Executing Subroutine -- This subroutine calls a CA 2E Toolkit utility subprogram to retrieve a request string
stored in a message file, and executes it.
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Format Names in RPG III

Where a format has to be renamed, for example, because it appears twice in a program, it should be renamed to a name
of the form @MMMMx, where @MMMM was the original format name, and x is the suffix of the logical file that is being
renamed. Field names can likewise be renamed from yyMMMM to yxMMMM.

File access operations, such as READ, CHAIN, and READ, should use the format name, rather than the file name.
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RPG III Field Names

Program field names should follow the rules laid out in the naming convention.

The names of fields should, wherever possible, be the same as those in the file from which they are obtained. This helps
to standardize the naming of fields, and also makes clearer the mapping of fields between files. If necessary, a different
prefix can be used to indicate that the field is a work field or a device field: for example, JJCUCD could give P1CUCD,
#1CUCD, and WWCUCD.

NOTE

Format identifier: ‘II’ is either the format identifier from a database or a device file or work prefix.

 

NOTE

Mnemonic: MMMM is a mnemonic constructed according to the rules given in the article on naming conventions.
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For the names of fields which act as accumulators, use an appropriate prefix + the mnemonic of the field being
accumulated. This helps to make mapping a field from format to format, clear.

There are some exceptions to the above rules:

• Arrays -- The names of arrays should begin with the character ‘@’, and otherwise consists of one, two or three letters,
for example @X, @LN, @PRC. This leaves space for an index.

• Array indices -- The names of array indices should, if possible, relate to the names of the arrays they index. For
example, they should contain the same letters and be prefixed by a ‘$’ instead of an ‘@’. They should also be short,
since indexed occurrences of arrays must fit into RPG III calculation specification fields. For example, $X might be the
name of the index for array @X, giving @X,$X as an occurrence, $LN for array @LN, giving @LN,$LN.

• Standard fields -- Fields that serve the same common role in many different programs may use a single three-
character mnemonic to indicate that they are standard fields; for instance, xxRTN - the return code.CA 2E uses this
technique.

• Parameter fields -- Fields that are parameters passed to other types of programs may, in order to keep the field
names the same in both programs, take the field name as it appears in the other program. For instance, in the
following example, ‘MSGID’ and ‘MSGDTA’ is a field name that does not conform to the normal RPG naming
convention. However, it is the name used in the CL message-sending program that is being called.

RPG III Subroutine and Label Names

Given that RPG III source code is edited on-line using a small (24 x 80) panel, it is important to make an effective use of
subroutine and label names. The subroutine and label naming conventions for RPG III described below are intended to do
two things:

1. Help distinguish between the major and minor sections of the code.
2. Indicate whether you need to scroll forwards or backwards to find a section of code.

Subroutine names and label names should take the following forms:

Hierarchy prefix -- ‘XX’ is a hierarchy level prefix, which is the same for all labels in a given subroutine, and is:

Subroutine mnemonic -- MMMM is a mnemonic describing the subroutine:
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The following are reserved standard subroutine mnemonics:
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Label Naming Convention

• Hierarchy prefix -- ‘XX’ is a hierarchy level prefix, as described above.
• Label number -- of the form ‘010’, see example below.

The following diagram illustrates the use of different subroutine and label prefixes at different levels.

Example of Use of Labels and Subroutine Names:

RPG III Parameter and Key Lists

The names of parameter lists should relate to the program they call. The names of key lists should generally relate to the
file with which they are associated.

The following naming convention should be used for key lists and parameter lists:

• List type: ‘P’ for a PLIST, ‘K’ for a KLIST.
• Mnemonic (MMMM):
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– For a PLIST, the mnemonic of the program being called
– For a KLIST, the mnemonic of the format being read

• Suffix (Q): A suffix used to distinguish between lists for the same format/program.

In standard programs, it may however, be more appropriate to name key lists after the role they perform; for example
KRST, KPOS.

NOTE

*ENTRY PLIST statements should be placed at the beginning of the calculation specifications. Other PLIST,
KLIST and DEFN statements should be placed at a point just before their first use. This facilitates the copying of
code from one program to another.

 

The *ENTRY PLIST should be labeled to indicate each field’s contents, and whether it is an input or output parameter, or
both.

RPG III Standard Indicators

The RPG III indicators (such as, 01-99) should be used as little as possible, as they are difficult to reconcile with
structured programming. The number of indicators available is in any case fixed, so it is best to reserve their use for the
places where you are obliged to use them. Ideally, indicators should only be used to:

• Communicate with external files
• Handle errors on database files

NOTE

Avoid using numeric indicators to condition code execution. Where branching is conditional on a test, it is clearer
to repeat the test, rather than use an intermediate indicator.
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Where you need to use a logical indicator, for example, because a test is too complicated to repeat easily, it is often better
to define your own variable and give it a meaningful name, rather than use one of the RPG III numeric indicators.

Try to give the same meaning to indicator usage throughout a system. This makes it easier to understand programs. Use
specific indicators for functions that are common to many programs, such as command keys, and use a different range
of indicators for functions that are specific to a particular program, or part of a program. Indicator usage should follow the
following convention:
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NOTE

The usage of certain indicators has been revised since the previous edition of these standards. The old values
are shown in brackets.

 

Using standard indicators in device files should be documented in the device files using the DDS INDTXT, SETOF, CAnn
or CFnn keywords; it should not need to be repeated in the RPG III program source.

Document the use of non-volatile indicators (for example, those which have a global scope rather than a local use). For
example, ‘*IN87 = Company is insolvent’.

Where an indicator is returned/required by a subroutine, document its meaning at the beginning of the subroutine.

Techniques in RPG III Programs

Handling Dates in RPG III

All dates should always be converted to YYMMDD or CYYMMDD format before being output to a database file.
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Remember that dates obtained from use of the RPG III TIME operation are in the format specified by the OS/400
QDATFMT system parameter, while the format of the RPG III UDATE field depends upon the H specification of each
individual RPG III program.

The program header specification should have a Y in column 39, to ensure that UDATE is present in YYMMDD format,
regardless of system date format.

RPG III Job Name/Operator ID

The user profile name and job name should appear on panels and reports.

Use the program status data structure, defined with an ‘S’ in column 18, to retrieve information about the operator, for
example, user profile name, job name, and job number. Never ‘hard code’ the user profile name or program name as a
literal.

An externally described file may define the program data structure:

Uses of the File Information Data Structure

Because it is so easy under OS/400 to redirect a file, either by use of the library list, or by an explicit override, confusion
can arise as to which file was actually used for a report or display. Consider including the file and library name on the
report or display -- the names can be obtained from the file information data structure.

The file information data structure can also be used to obtain the current line number, so that subfiles can be re-displayed,
while still positioned at the same place.

An externally described file may also define the file data structure.
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Calculation Checks

Always test that a divisor is not equal to zero before dividing with it.

Example of Testing Divisor Value:

• If a calculation result field for a report or display overflows, fill it with *HIVAL, such as 999s.
• Unless specifically told not to, always half-adjust when adding together two fields of different precision levels.

Coding Structures and Program Logic

Use structured programming operations where possible. For example, use IF/END-IF rather than GO/LABEL.

Make use of the THEN and CONTINUE noise words to emphasize the structure. For COBOL ‘85, use an inline
PERFORM statement if more than one statement lies within the THEN group, and use explicit scope terminators (such as
END-IF and END-PERFORM) on all multi-statement constructs.

Avoid explicit branching (the use of the COBOL GO operation) as much as possible. Where you do use explicit branching,
try to do so in a structured way, and to build up structured programming constructs, NEXT and PREVIOUS. In other
words, branch only to the beginning or end of the current loop, never to an arbitrary point. The only legitimate use of the
GO statements should be to achieve an ‘ITERATE’ or a ‘QUIT’.

RPG III Program Source Example

H/TITLE YEDTSCR - Screen name selection.
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H* SYSTEM : Universal Sprocket Co
H* PROGRAMMER : A Turing
H* DATE : 16/06/87
H* (C) Copyright 1989 Universal Sprocket Company
*
M* 20/07/04 PW Add copy screen option
M* 20/07/92 MS Revise Help handling to use UIM
*
H* SYNOPSIS : Display the titles of screens from within the
H* current DBF member
H* Permit selection of a single line, or exit.
H*
H* 1. RECEIVE ENTRY PARAMETERS :
H* 1.1 (O) SCREEN NAME.
H* 1.2 (O) MSGID OF RETURN MESSAGE.
H*
H* 2. LOAD AND DISPLAY FIRST PAGE OF SCREEN TITLES.
H* 3. PROCESS INPUT:
H* 3.1 IF START OPTION CHANGED RE-POSITION THE FILE AND
H* CONTINUE FROM 2.
H* 3.2 PROCESS COMMAND KEYS (EXIT, ROLLUP)
H* CMD5 = PROMPT INCLUDE SCREEN.
H* 3.3 PROCESS LINE ENTRIES.
H* 3.3.1 IF ‘X’, RETURN WITH SELECTED SCREEN NAME.
H* ALSO 1,2,3
H* 3.3.2 IF ‘C’, PROMPT COPY SCREEN.
H* 3.3.3 IF ‘R’, PROMPT RENAME SCREEN.
H* 3.3.4 IF ‘D’, DELETE SCREEN.
H* 3.3.5 IF ‘P’, PRINT SCREEN.
H* 3.3.6 IF ‘?’, DISPLAY SCREEN.
/EJECT
FYDSCSSR#CF E WORKSTN
F #1RR KSFILE #SFRC#1
* ##: Display file.
*
FYDSCDAL1IF E K DISK
F @SCDASA KRENAME@SCDASAI
* SA: SCREEN FILE (0|SCSQ|SCVN)
*
FYDSCDAP UF E K DISK
F @SCDASA KRENAME@SCDASAU
* SA: SCREEN FILE (0|SCSQ|SCVN)
*
/EJECT
E @OP 1 6 1 @RM 7 OPT/RQS MSGID
/EJECT
IPGMDS SDS
* PGM DS
I* PROGRAM ##PGVN
I 81 90 ##PGLB
I 244 253 ##JBVN
I 254 263 ##USVN
I 264 2690##JBNO
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/EJECT
IWMMSDA DS 50
* MESSAGE SUBSTITUTION DATA
I 1 20 WMFL
I 1 10 WMFLVN
I 11 20 WMLBV
I 21 30 WMMBVN
I 31 40 WMSCVN
I P 41 432WMSCSQ
/EJECT
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C *ENTRY PLIST * ENTRY LIST
** XALL ‘YSSCNSR’
C PARM $$SCVN 10 O:SEL SCREEN
C PARM $$FLVN 10 I:SCREEN FILE
C PARM $$LBVN 10 I:SCREEN LIB
C PARM $$MBVN 10 I:SCREEN MBR
C PARM #1XX O:TITLE OPTN
C PARM $RTCD 1 O:RETURN CODE
* Y:EXIT PROC
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* INITIALISE
C EXSR ZZINIT
*
* INITIALISE SF & LOAD A PAGE
C SETON 82*
C EXSR BAIZSF *ROLLUP/DOWN
C N81 SETOF 82
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*
* DISPLAY RECORDS UNTIL EXIT PRESSED
C DO *HIVAL
* DISPLAY SCREEN
C EXSR CAEXFM
*
* PROCESS RESPONSE FROM SCREEN
* CA01: CANCEL & EXIT
C 01 CAS KAEXKY CAS
* CF05: COPY SCREEN
C 05 CAS EGINSC
* SCREEN NAME ENTERED
C 41 CAS DASCVN
* SCREEN START NAME ENTERED
C 40 CAS BAIZSF
* CK27: ROLLUP ON CURRENT POSITION
C 27 CAS BBLDSF
* OTHERWISE READ CHANGED SFL RECORDS FOR SELECTION.
C 81 CAS EARDSF
C END SAC : KAEXKY
*
C END OD *HIVAL
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
/EJECT
CSR BAIZSF BEGSR
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* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* CLEAR SUBFILE, POSITION FILE
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* CLEAR SUBFILE
C SETON 80
C WRITE#SFCT#1
C SETOF 80
* RESET NO OF RECS IN SUBFILE & CURRENT POSITION
C Z-ADD*ZERO #1RR 50 81 SETOF 81
C Z-ADD*ZERO #1RRMX 50 SETOF 81
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*
* POSITION FILE
C ##NXSQ SETLL@SCDASAI 81 *
C 81 MOVE *BLANK SASCVN
* LOAD PAGE.
C EXSR BBLDSF
*
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
CSR BAEXIT ENDSR
/EJECT
CSR BBLDSF BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* LOAD SUBFILE WITH ONE MORE PAGE OF #1PGSZ RECORDS.
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* START AT PREVIOUS LAST RECORD
C Z-ADD#1RRMX #1RR
C SETOF 67*
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*
* READ UP TO A SF PAGE AT A TIME
C 1 DO #1PGSZ DO
C READ @SCDASAI 81 CODE ORDER
* FOR EACH RECORD READ :
C N81 DO DO
* CANCEL ROLLUP AS SUCCESSFULLY ACTIONED.
C SETOF 27*
* OUTPUT TO SUBFILE
C MOVE *BLANK #1XX
C Z-ADDSASCSQ ##SCSQ
C MOVELSASCDA ##SCTL
C ADD 1 #1RR 81 81=DSPSFLREC
C SETON 67
C WRITE#SFRC#1
C END OD : *N81
*
C N81 END OD 1 - #1PGSZ
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*
* DISPLAY ERROR MESSAGE IF NO RECORDS FOUND,
C 81 #1RR IFEQ *ZERO IF
C MOVE ‘YYY7104’ MSGID NO RECORDS
C EXSR ZASNMS
C ELSE XFI #1RR = 0
* DISPLAY MESSAGE IF ROLL UP & NO MORE TO ROLL-UP
C 27 SETON 55
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C END FI #1RR = 0
*
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*
SAVE POSITION SO LOAD CAN CONTINUE AT END POINT
C 67 DO
C #1RRMX ADD 1 #1SFRN *
C Z-ADD#1RR #1RRMX
C END OD 67
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
CSR BBEXIT ENDSR
/EJECT
CSR CAEXFM BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* DISPLAY SCREEN
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C DO *HIVAL
* DISPLAY MESSAGES & COMMAND KEY LINE
C WRITE#SFCT#Q MESSAGES
* DISPLAY SCREEN.
C EXFMT#SFCT#1 SFL CTL
*
* CLEAR MESSAGES PROM PROGRAM MESSAGE QUEUE
C EXSR ZBCLMS
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
/EJECT
CSR DASCVN BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* SPECIFIED SCREEN NAME ENTERD.
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C ##SCVN CABEQ*BLANK DAEXIT
C MOVE ##SCVN SASCVN
C MOVE ‘X’ #1XX
* EXIT PROGRAM WITH SELECTED SCREEN NAME.
C EXSR EBSLLN
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
CSR DAEXIT ENDSR
/EJECT
CSR EARDSF BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* READ & PROCESS A SUBFILE
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* SET NO CHANGE TO SFL ORDER.
C MOVE ‘N’ WWRLSF 1
*
C DO *HIVAL DO
C READC#SFRC#1 70
C N70 DO DO
* CHANGED LINE DATA
C 46
COR 47 EXSR EDCHLN
* ENTER/UPDATE SCREEN (EXIT PROGRAM)
C #1XX CASEQ’X’ EBSLLN CAS
C #1XX CASEQ’1’ EBSLLN
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C #1XX CASEQ’2’ EBSLLN
C #1XX CASEQ’3’ EBSLLN
C #1XX CASNE’ ‘ ECPROP
C END SAC #1XX = X
C WWRLSF IFEQ ‘N’
* CLEAR SELECTION LINE UNLESS SFL RE-LOAD PENDING.
C MOVE ‘ ‘ #1XX
C UPDAT#SFRC#1
C END FI WWRLSF=’N’
C END OD N70
C N70 END OD *HIVAL
*
* RE-LOAD SFL IF ORDER CHANGED.
C WWRLSF IFEQ ‘Y’ IF
* COPY COMP MESSAGES TO *PRV
C EXSR ZECMMS
* REDISLAY SUBFILE (DUE TO CHANGED CONTENTS).
C Z-ADD*ZERO ##NXSQ
C EXSR BAIZSF * RELOAD
C END FI WWRFSF=’Y’
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
CSR EAEXIT ENDSR
/EJECT
CSR EBSLLN BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* SELECT LINE & RETURN.
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* EXIT WITH SELECTED SCREEN
C MOVE SASCVN $$SCVN
C SETON LR*
C RETRN
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
CSR EBEXIT ENDSR
/EJECT
CSR ECPROP BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* PROCESS OPTION REQUEST.
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* SFL RELOAD NECESSARY.
C #1XX IFNE ‘P’ IF
C MOVE ‘Y’ WWRLSF
C END FI #1XX = ‘P’
*
C Z-ADD1 OP 30
C #1XX LOKUP@OP,OP 60*
C MOVE @RM,OP MSGID
* EXECUTE OPTION.
C EXSR FAEXOP
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
CSR ECEXIT ENDSR
/EJECT
CSR EDCHLN BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
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* UPDATE CHANGED LINE DATA.
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C KSCDAP KLIST
C KFLD SASCVN
C KFLD WKSCTP 1
C KFLD SASCSQ
C MOVE ‘1’ WKSCTP
C KSCDAP CHAIN@SCDASAU 60
C Z-ADD##SCSQ SASCSQ
C MOVEL##SCTL SASCDA
C UPDAT@SCDASAU
C 46 MOVE ‘Y’ WWRLSF
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
CSR EDEXIT ENDSR
/EJECT
CSR EGINSC BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* INCLUDE SCREEN
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* YCPYSCR COMMAND STRING MESSAGE.
* THIS STRING CONTAINS COMMAND PROMPTING INFO.
C MOVE ‘YSD0015’ MSGID
C MOVE *BLANK SASCVN
* EXECUTE OPTION.
C EXSR FAEXOP
C N60 DO DO
* COPY COMP MESSAGES TO *PRV
C EXSR ZECMMS
* REDISLAY SUBFILE (DUE TO CHANGED CONTENTS).
C MOVE *ZERO ##NXSQ
C EXSR BAIZSF * RELOAD
C END OD N60
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
CSR EGEXIT ENDSR
/EJECT
CSR FAEXOP BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* EXECUTE OPTION.
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* RETRIEVE COMMAND STRING.
C MOVE SASCVN WMSCVN
C Z-ADD##SCSQ WMSCSQ
C EXSR ZCRTMS
* EXEC COMMAND.
C CALL ‘QCMDEXC’ 60 *
A D* MSG MSGLEN
C PARM MSG I: RQST STR
C PARM MSGLEN W15N5 155 I: RQST LEN
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
CSR FAEXIT ENDSR
/EJECT
CSR KAEXKY BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
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* CK01:CANCEL AND EXIT
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* COMMAND CANCELLED (ESCAPE MESSAGE)
C MOVE ‘Y’ $RTCD
C SETON LR
C RETRN
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
CSR KAEXIT ENDSR
/EJECT
CSR ZASNMS BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* SEND MESSAGE TO PROGRAM Q
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C N99 CALL ‘YYPGMSC’ Send message
C PARM ##PGVN 10 I:PGM QUEUE
C PARM ‘*SAME’ ##PGRL 5 I:REL QUEUE
C PARM MSGID 7 I: MSG ID.
C PARM MSGDTA132 I:MSGDATA.
C PARM ‘*INFO ‘ MSGTYP 7 I:MSGTYPE.
C SETON 99
*
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
CSR ZAEXIT ENDSR
/EJECT
CSR ZBCLMS BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Clear message queue
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C CALL ‘YYCLMSC’ Clear message
C SETOF 99
*
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
CSR ZBEXIT ENDSR
/EJECT
CSR ZCRTMS BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* RETRIEVE MESSAGE.
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C CALL ‘YYRTMSC’ RTVM MESSAGE
C PARM MSGID 7 I:MESSAGEID.
C PARM WMMSDA MSGDTA 50 I:MSG DATA
C PARM MSG 132 O:MSG TEXT
C PARM MSGLEN 50 O:MSG LENGTH
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
CSR ZCEXIT ENDSR
/EJECT
CSR ZECMMS BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* COPY COMP MESSAGES TO *PRV CPP.
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C CALL ‘YYCMMSC’
C PARM ‘YDSCEDC@’W10X 10 I: PGM Q NAME
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
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CSR ZEEXIT ENDSR
/EJECT
CSR ZZINIT BEGSR
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* INITIALISATION
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C MOVE *BLANK $RTCD
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*
* SETUP MESSAGE SUBSTITUTION DATA.
C
C MOVE $$LBVN WMLBVN
C MOVE $$MBVN WMMBVN
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*
* GET COMPANY NAME.
C *NAMVAR DEFN YYCOTXA YYCOTX
C IN *NAMVAR
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*
* SUBFILE PAGE SIZE
C Z-ADD15 #1PGSZ 30 !!
* SUBFILE INITIAL RECORD AT
C Z-ADD1 #1SFRN SFL POSN
C Z-ADD*ZERO #1RRMX MAX RECNO
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*
C MOVE *BLANK SASCVN
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
CSR ZZEXIT ENDSR
** @OP,@RM OPTION/REQUEST MESSAGE ID.
?YSD0011
CYSD0010
RYSD0016
DYSD0007
PYSD0035
GYSD0024

Coding Standards for COBOL Programs
The majority of the guidelines given in this article are concerned with making the COBOL code easy to follow and
understand, and the intent clear. The article is grouped under the following headings:

• Program layout -- Basic conventions for documentation and spacing.
• Coding techniques -- Preferred methods for using structured coding techniques.
• Naming standards -- Conventions for naming variables (formats, fields, arrays, indicators) in a consistent manner.
• Techniques -- Date handling, job name/operator ID, calculation checks.

All examples presented use COBOL ‘85 syntax, unless otherwise stated.

Contents

Language Standards

Do not use COBOL language features identified as obsolete in the ANSI standard, as these elements will be deleted in
the next edition of the standard.

On the IBM i, use COBOL ‘85 in preference to COBOL ‘74.
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Numeric variables should be declared as signed, odd-length, COMPUTATIONAL (packed decimal). This gives a more
efficient implementation.

Program Layout

All programs should follow the standard layout (see example).

Although not all sections are mandatory, incorporating them into a default program skeleton together with additional
standard sections (such as exit program and display messages), provides a basis from which to continue coding.

Use continuous lines of comments to break the program up into its logical sections. Use the following convention:
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Examples of dividers:

NOTE

Structured programming constructs should not cross-subsection boundaries. For example, the following should
not occur:
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Subroutines (in other words COBOL SECTIONS, must be preceded by one or two lines of text to indicate their function.
This should follow the SECTION statement.

Code should be indented to indicate the structure. For example:
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NOTE

Different sections should be separated by the ‘/ ‘ compiler directive in the continuation area, which directs the
printer to advance to a new page. To identify this line further, a standard comment should follow this, for example
‘EJECT’.

 

Place each phrase of a file declaration on a new line. A comment statement, giving its full text name, must follow each file
declaration statement:

Place each phrase of a program call statement on a new line:
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A comment statement to indicate its function, contents, etc should precede each input record/data structure:

Code files in order of frequency of use. Generally, this will correspond to placing the most important file first. For
interactive programs, this will be the display file. For batch programs, this will be the main file being processed. Place
ancillary files last.

Structured Programming

Use structured programming operations where possible. For example, use IF/END-IF rather than GO/LABEL.

Make use of the THEN and CONTINUE noise words to emphasize the structure. For COBOL ‘85, use an inline
PERFORM statement if more than one statement lies within the THEN group, and use explicit scope terminators (such as
END-IF and END-PERFORM) on all multi-statement constructs.
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Avoid explicit branching (the use of the COBOL GO operation) as much as possible. Where you do use explicit branching,
try to do so in a structured way, and to build up structured programming constructs, NEXT and PREVIOUS. In other
words, branch only to the beginning or end of the current loop, never to an arbitrary point. The only legitimate use of the
GO statements should be to achieve an ‘ITERATE’ or a ‘QUIT’.

Use of GO

Only use a GO statement to branch to a point within the same subroutine. Never use a GO statement to branch from a
subroutine to a point in the mainline code. Although this can be accomplished using COBOL, it should be regarded as
being contrary to the basic tenets of structured programming.

Avoid nesting structured programming operations too deeply. For example, more than three or four levels of nesting in a
given section level. If more are needed, use another section.

Programs should be as structured as possible. A program is not ‘structured’ just because it only uses structured operation
codes. A structured program is one that is modularized in an efficient way and built up out of the structured programming
constructs -- SEQUENCE, CONDITION (CASE) or ITERATION, and structured combinations thereof. The constructs
might even be implemented logically (for instance, with GO statements used in a structured manner) rather than with
specific HLL structured operation codes.

The COBOL statements used to code the reading of a group of records from a file should be highly standardized.

A standard loop should be used because:

• It stresses the ‘device independence’ of the data. The file name, which is all that differs between different instances of
the loop, appears at the beginning of the code.

• It serves as a standard construct that other programmers can instantly recognize as signifying the retrieval of a set
of records. Although COBOL only has operation codes that will process one record at a time (such as READ), there
is very often a requirement to process a whole set of records from a file (for example, all order records for a given
customer). The loop construct emphasizes the ‘set’ nature of your processing, which is generally easier to understand.

READ loop - COBOL ‘85:
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Standard COBOL Subroutines

System-wide standard subroutines should have names beginning with the letter ‘Z’. You may use the COBOL COPY
statement to include the subroutines if you wish. Standard subroutines for the following functions are given below:

• Message Sending Subroutine -- This subroutine calls a CA 2E Toolkit program to send a message to the calling
program’s message queue.
V2R2 of OS/400 has a message sending API QMHSNDPM you should use instead.

• Message Executing Subroutine -- This subroutine calls a standard subprogram to retrieve a request string stored in
a message file and execute it. The program used to execute the string is the OS/400 QCMDEXC program.
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Naming Standards in COBOL

Where a format has to be renamed (such as when it appears twice in a program), it should be renamed to a name of the
form ZMMMMx, where ZMMMM was the original format name, and x is the suffix of the logical file that is being renamed.
Field names can likewise be renamed from yyMMMM to yxMMMM.

COBOL Field Naming Convention

Wherever possible, the names of fields should be the same as those in the externally described file from which they are
obtained. This helps to standardize the naming of fields, and also makes the mapping of fields between files, clearer. If
necessary, use a different prefix to indicate that the field is a work field or a device field. For example, JJCUCD could give
P1CUCD, Z1CUCD, and WWCUCD.

Format identifier -- ‘II’ is either the format identifier from a database or a device file, or else a work prefix.
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Mnemonic -- MMMM is a mnemonic constructed according to the rules given in the article about naming conventions.
Note that MMMM is not restricted to four characters in COBOL, but can be extended up to the limit of the operating
system to give more meaningful names.

For the names of fields which act as accumulators, use an appropriate prefix + the mnemonic of the field being
accumulated. This helps to make the mapping of a field from format to format, clear. For example:

Special cases:

• Program control variables. Fields which do not appear in any externally described file should be given meaningful
names prefixed by a ‘C-’; for example, C-CHANGE-MODE. Use a hyphen between words.

• Arrays. Indicate that a variable is an array by a suffix ‘-A’; for example XF-A.
• Array indices. The names of array indices should, if possible, relate to the names of the arrays they index; they should

contain the same letters without the suffix. For example, XF might be the name of the index for array XF-A, giving XF-
A(XF) as an occurrence.

• Standard fields. Fields that serve the same common role in many different programs may use a single three-character
mnemonic to indicate that they are standard fields; for instance, xxRTN - the return code. The CA 2E application
generator uses this technique.

• Parameter fields. Fields that are parameters passed to other types of programs may, in order to keep the field names
the same in both programs, take the field name as it appears in the other program.
For instance:
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COBOL Subroutine and Label Names

Given that COBOL source code is edited online using a small (24 x 80 or 24 x 132) panel, it is important to make an
effective use of subroutine and label names. The subroutine and label naming conventions for COBOL described below
are intended to:

• Help distinguish between the major and minor sections of the code
• Indicate whether you need to scroll forwards or backwards to find a section of code R
• Relate labels to section names

Subroutine names and label names should take the following forms:

Subroutine Naming Convention

• Hierarchy prefix -- ‘XX’ is a hierarchy level prefix, which is the same for all labels in a given subroutine:

• Subroutine mnemonic -- MMMM is a mnemonic describing the subroutine. The following are reserved standard
subroutine mnemonics:
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Labels should be named to stress the construct type according to the following convention.

NOTE

This article primarily applies to COBOL ‘74, which lacks consistency in its ability to handle the most commonly
used structured constructs. It is recommended that pseudo-constructs, with structured GOs, be used instead.

Label naming convention:

• Hierarchy prefix -- ‘XX’ is a hierarchy level prefix, as described above. (In ,CA 2E a suffix of Y or U is added to
indicate whether the construct is part of the fixed program logic or user-defined; for example BBY-, XXU-).

• Label number -- A four-digit integer to make the label unique.
• Construct type -- A keyword indicating the structured programming construct the label represents.
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COBOL Parameter and Key Lists

The following naming convention should be used for naming data structures that represent key lists in order to make the
association between the data structure and the file that it reads, clear:

• List type: ‘K’ for a KLIST.
• Mnemonic (MMMM): the mnemonic of the format being read.
• Suffix (Q): A suffix used to distinguish between lists for the same format/program. For example, if the format name was

ZABAFQQ, the key list would be KABAF.

In standard programs, it may be more appropriate to name key lists after the role they perform; for example, KRST and
KPOS when using restrictor and positioner keys.

COBOL Standard Indicators

Use the FILE-STATUS indicators to communicate with files. For each FILE-STATUS value, declare a Level 88 item with a
meaningful name. For example, declare level 88 items for use in testing indicators, for example:

• Use the SET statement to turn indicators on or off, for example:
– The DDS indicators (01-99, etc.) should be used as little as possible, as they are difficult to reconcile with structured

programming. The number of indicators available to program with is in any case fixed, so it is best to reserve their
use for the places where you are obliged to use them. Ideally, indicators should only be used to:
• communicate with external files
• handle errors on database files

One method you can use to do this is to declare those most commonly used indicators individually, with those remaining
being manipulated, using the above method.

Thus, try to give the same meaning to indicator usage throughout a system. This makes it easier to understand programs.
Use specific indicators for functions that are common to many programs, such as function keys, and use a different range
of indicators for functions that are specific to a particular program, or part of a program.

Usage of standard indicators in device files should be documented in the device files using the DDS INDTXT, SETOF,
CAnn or CFnn keywords. It should not need to be repeated in the COBOL program source.

Comment the use of non-volatile indicators -- those which have a gl isl scope rather than a local use; for example ‘IND(87)
= Company is insolvent’.

Handling Dates in COBOL

All dates should always be converted to YYMMDD or CYYMMDD format before being output to a database file.

For more information about data handling, refer to the article, "General Coding Standards".

NOTE

All Dates should always be converted to YYMMDD or CYYMMDD format before being output to a database file.

COBOL Job Name/Operator ID

The user profile name and job name should appear on panels and reports. You should never ‘hard code’ the user profile
name as a literal -- always get it from the data structure.

Since this information is readily available from the PGMDS of an RPG III program, one technique is to call a standard
RPG III subprogram to obtain information about the operator -- user profile name, job name, job number.

You should place the program name in a variable. This facilitates renaming or copying the program.

The program data structure may be defined using an externally described file. This helps to standardize its use.
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Calculation Checks

When carrying out calculations, always test that a divisor is not zero before dividing with it.

Example of testing divisor value:

• If a calculation result field for a report or display overflows, fill it with 999s.
• Unless specifically told not to, always half-adjust when adding together two fields of different precision levels.

COBOL ‘85 Program Example

PROCESS APOST. 
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
H/TITLE Edit customer file Edit file 
Z* CRTCBLPGM 
* 
H* SYNOPSIS : 
H* - Maintain database file using subfile display 
H* - Existing records may be updated or deleted, 
H* - Key changes are not allowed 
H* - Program operates in two modes: *CHANGE and *ADD 
H* - Multiple new records may be added by changing to add mode 
H* Generated by : COOL:2E Version: 8644 
H* Function type : Edit file Version: 0.1 
* 
H* Company : Universal Sprocket Company Ltd. 
H* System : Universal Sprocket Company Ltd. 
H* User name : P.Djikastra 
H* Date : 10/09/87 
H* (C) Copyright 1987 Universal Sprocket Company Ltd. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
M* Maintenance : 92/03/02 C.Hoare Change Help processing 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
PROGRAM-ID. UUB7EFK. 
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 
CONFIGURATION SECTION. 
SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-AS400. 
OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-AS400. 
SPECIAL-NAMES. OPEN-FEEDBACK IS OPEN-FEEDBACK-AREA, 
I-O-FEEDBACK IS I-O-FEEDBACK-AREA. 
/EJECT 
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. 
FILE-CONTROL. 
* 
SELECT UUB7EFK 
ASSIGN TO WORKSTATION-UUB7EFK-SI 
ORGANIZATION IS TRANSACTION 
ACCESS MODE IS DYNAMIC 
RELATIVE KEY IS ZZRR 
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FILE STATUS IS FILE-STATUS, MAJOR-MINOR-CODE. 
* DSP: Edit customer file Edit file 
* 
SELECT UUAIREL1 
ASSIGN TO DATABASE-UUAIREL1 
ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED 
ACCESS MODE IS DYNAMIC 
RECORD KEY IS EXTERNALLY-DESCRIBED-KEY 

FILE STATUS IS FILE-STATUS. 
* RTV: customer file Retrieval index 
* 
SELECT UUAIREL0 
ASSIGN TO DATABASE-UUAIREL0 
ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED 
ACCESS MODE IS DYNAMIC 
RECORD KEY IS EXTERNALLY-DESCRIBED-KEY 
FILE STATUS IS FILE-STATUS. 
* UPD: customer file Update index 
* 
I-O-CONTROL. 
* 
/EJECT 
DATA DIVISION. 
FILE SECTION. 
* 
FD UUB7EFK 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD. 
01 UUB7EFK-F. 
COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS OF UUB7EFK. 
* 
FD UUAIREL1 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD. 
01 UUAIREL1-R. 
COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS OF UUAIREL1. 
* 
FD UUAIREL0 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD. 
01 UUAIREL0-R. 
COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS OF UUAIREL0. 
/EJECT 
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 
* Job context 
01 JOB-CONTEXT. 
COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS OF Y2PGDSPK. 
* Job date/time 
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03 IJBDTTM. 
05 ZZJDT PIC S9(6). 
05 ZZJDTE REDEFINES ZZJDT. 
07 ZZJYY PIC S9(2). 
07 ZZJMM PIC S9(2). 
07 ZZJDD PIC S9(2). 
05 ZZJTM PIC S9(6). 
05 ZZJTME REDEFINES ZZJTM. 
07 ZZJHH PIC S9(2). 
07 ZZJNN PIC S9(2). 
07 ZZJSS PIC S9(2). 
03 ZZFQL PIC X(10). 
03 ZZFLB PIC X(10). 
03 ZZFFL PIC X(10). 
03 ZZFMB PIC X(10). 
01 ZZTIME. 
03 ZZHNS PIC S9(6). 
03 ZZHH PIC S9(2). 
* 
77 C-IND-OFF PIC 1(1) VALUE B’0’. 
77 C-IND-ON PIC 1(1) VALUE B’1’. 
* 
* 
01 FILE-STATUS PIC X(2). 
88 C-IO-OK VALUE ‘00’. 
88 C-EOF VALUE ‘10’. 
88 C-NO-MOD-SFLRCDS VALUE ‘12’. 
88 C-IO-ERR VALUE ‘21’ ‘24’ ‘30’ ‘34’ ‘90’ ‘91’ ‘92’ 
‘94’ ‘95’ ‘9A’ ‘9H’ ‘9I’ ‘9K’ ‘9M’ ‘9N’ ‘9P’. 
88 C-NO-RECORD VALUE ‘23’. 
88 C-RECORD-LOCKED VALUE ‘9D’. 
01 UNTIL-CONDITION PIC 1(1). 
88 CONDITION-FALSE VALUE B’0’. 
88 CONDITION-TRUE VALUE B’1’. 
01 FOREVER PIC 1(1) VALUE B’1’. 
88 C-FOREVER VALUE B’1’. 
01 W0RTN PIC X(7). 
01 Y1DBRC. 
COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS OF UUAIREL0. 
* Current/previous master file format fields for change 
* control 
* 
01 W0RSF PIC X(1). 
01 ZZRRMX PIC S9(5) COMP-3. 
* customer code 
01 WZAICD PIC X(6). 
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01 KPOS. 
* customer code 
03 AIAICD PIC X(6). 
01 KPOS-TMP. 
* customer code 
03 AIAICD PIC X(6). 
* Define Full Externally Described Keylist 
01 KPOS-EXT. 
* customer code 
03 AIAICD PIC X(6). 
01 WKIND0-A. 
03 WKIND0 PIC 1(1) OCCURS 3. 
01 WKIND1-A. 
03 WKIND1 PIC 1(1) OCCURS 3. 
01 ZZRROK PIC S9(5) COMP-3. 
01 CAIN89 PIC 1(1). 
01 CAIN81 PIC 1(1). 
01 ZAPGM PIC X(10). 
01 ZAPGRL PIC X(5). 
01 ZAFSMS PIC X(1). 
01 WKIPIN PIC X(1). 
01 W0DCF PIC X(1). 
01 W0NLR PIC X(1). 
01 WN30-A. 
03 WN30 PIC 1(1) OCCURS 30. 
01 IND-COUNT PIC S9(5) COMP-3. 
01 ZADFMF PIC X(10). 
01 DATA-AREA-NAME PIC X(10). 
01 ZZSFPG PIC S9(3). 
01 W0PMD PIC X(3). 
88 C-ADD-MODE VALUE ‘ADD’. 
88 C-CHANGE-MODE VALUE ‘CHG’. 
88 C-SELECT-MODE VALUE ‘SEL’. 
01 ZAMSID PIC X(7). 
01 ZAMSGF PIC X(10). 
01 ZAMSDA PIC X(132). 
01 ZAMSTP PIC X(7). 
01 ZZRR PIC 9(5) COMP-3. 
01 UUB7EFK-I-O-DSPF. 
COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS OF Y2IDSPFIO. 
* Subfile I/O feedback area 
* 
01 MAJOR-MINOR-CODE. 
COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS OF Y2IMAJMIN. 
* Display major/minor code for timeouts 
* 
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01 UUAIREL1-OPEN. 
COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS OF Y2IOPEN. 
* Open feedback area 
* 
01 UUAIREL0-OPEN. 
COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS OF Y2IOPEN. 
* Open feedback area 
* 
01 UUB7EFK-WS-O. 
03 ZSFLRCD-WS-O. 
COPY DDS-ZSFLRCD-O OF UUB7EFK. 
06 FILLER PIC X. 
03 ZSFLCTL-WS-O. 
COPY DDS-ZSFLCTL-O OF UUB7EFK. 
06 FILLER PIC X. 
03 ZCMDTXT1-WS-O. 
COPY DDS-ZCMDTXT1-O OF UUB7EFK. 
06 FILLER PIC X. 
03 ZMSGCTL-WS-O. 
COPY DDS-ZMSGCTL-O OF UUB7EFK. 
06 FILLER PIC X. 
03 ZCONFIRM-WS-O. 
COPY DDS-ZCONFIRM-O OF UUB7EFK. 
06 FILLER PIC X. 
01 UUB7EFK-WS-I. 
03 ZSFLRCD-WS-I. 
COPY DDS-ZSFLRCD-I OF UUB7EFK. 
06 FILLER PIC X. 
03 ZSFLCTL-WS-I. 
COPY DDS-ZSFLCTL-I OF UUB7EFK. 
06 FILLER PIC X. 
03 ZCMDTXT1-WS-I. 
COPY DDS-ZCMDTXT1-I OF UUB7EFK. 
06 FILLER PIC X. 
03 ZMSGCTL-WS-I. 
COPY DDS-ZMSGCTL-I OF UUB7EFK. 
06 FILLER PIC X. 
03 ZCONFIRM-WS-I. 
COPY DDS-ZCONFIRM-I OF UUB7EFK. 
06 FILLER PIC X. 
01 W0OPN PIC X(1). 
* Indicators 
01 INDICS. 
03 IND PIC 1(1) OCCURS 990INDICATOR 1. 
88 C-INDICATOR-ON VALUE B’1’. 
88 C-INDICATOR-OFF VALUE B’0’. 
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* 

/EJECT 
** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
LINKAGE SECTION. 
* Return code 
01 P0RTN PIC X(7). 
** * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING 
P0RTN. 
** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * 
MAINLINE SECTION. 
* Initialise 
PERFORM ZZINIT 
* 
* Initialisation 
MOVE ZZPGM OF JOB-CONTEXT TO ZZPGM OF ZMSGCTL-WS-O 
* Main loop 
PERFORM UNTIL NOT (C-FOREVER) 
* Initialise and load subfile page 
PERFORM BAIZSF 
MOVE ‘N’ TO W0RSF 
* Display screen until reload requested: 
PERFORM UNTIL NOT (W0RSF = ‘N’) 
* Display screen 
PERFORM CAEXFM 
* Process response: 
* EVALUATE 
* Cancel & exit program 
IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(03)) THEN 

PERFORM ZXEXPG 
* HOME: Request subfile reload 
ELSE IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(30)) THEN 
PERFORM FBRQRL 
* Display next sfl page 
ELSE IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(27)) THEN 
PERFORM BBLDSF 
ELSE 
* Process screen input 
PERFORM DAPRZZ 
* 
END-IF END-IF END-IF 
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END-PERFORM 
* 
END-PERFORM 
. 
MAINLINE-EXIT. 
EXIT. 
** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

/EJECT 
BAIZSF SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Initialise & Load subfile page 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Clear subfile 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(80) TO TRUE 
WRITE UUB7EFK-F FROM ZSFLCTL-WS-O 
FORMAT IS ‘ZSFLCTL’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-WRITE 
* Reset count of no of records in SFL 
MOVE ZERO TO ZZRRMX 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(81) TO TRUE 
* If CHANGE mode, then position file: 
IF (NOT C-ADD-MODE) THEN 
* customer code 
MOVE Z2AICD OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O TO WZAICD 
* Setup key 
MOVE Z2AICD OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O TO AIAICD OF KPOS 
* Initialise Full Externally Described Keylist 
* customer code 
MOVE LOW-VALUES TO AIAICD OF KPOS-EXT 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
KPOS-EXT TO 
FAIREA4 OF UUAIREL1-R 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
KPOS TO 
FAIREA4 OF UUAIREL1-R 
START UUAIREL1 KEY NOT EXTERNALLY-DESCRIBED-KEY 
FORMAT IS ‘FAIREA4’ 
END-START 

IF (C-IO-ERR) THEN 
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STOP RUN 
END-IF 
IF (C-EOF) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(82) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(82) TO TRUE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(91) TO TRUE 
READ UUAIREL1 NEXT 
FORMAT IS ‘FAIREA4’ 
END-READ 
IF (C-EOF) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(82) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
IF (C-IO-ERR) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(91) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
END-IF 
IF (C-IO-OK) THEN 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
FAIREA4 OF UUAIREL1 TO 
FAIREA3 OF Y1DBRC 
END-IF 
END-IF 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(82) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
* Load subfile page 
PERFORM BBLDSF 
*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
* If no records found, display error message 
IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(82) AND 
ZZRR = ZERO) THEN 
* Send message ‘*No data to display’ 
* Message ID 
MOVE ‘Y2U0008’ TO ZAMSID 
* Message file. 
MOVE ‘Y2USRMSG’ TO ZAMSGF 
PERFORM ZASNMS 
END-IF 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
. 
BAEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 

BBLDSF SECTION. 
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* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Load subfile page (write empty page if add mode). 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(84) TO TRUE 
* No SFLNXTCHG 
* Re-establish fields in read-ahead record 

IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(27)) THEN 
IF (C-INDICATOR-OFF(82) AND 
NOT C-ADD-MODE) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(90) TO TRUE 
READ UUAIREL1 PRIOR 
FORMAT IS ‘FAIREA4’ 
END-READ 
IF (C-EOF) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(90) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
IF (C-IO-ERR) THEN 
STOP RUN 
END-IF 
END-IF 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(90) TO TRUE 
READ UUAIREL1 NEXT 
FORMAT IS ‘FAIREA4’ 
END-READ 
IF (C-EOF) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(90) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
IF (C-IO-ERR) THEN 
STOP RUN 
END-IF 
END-IF 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
FAIREA4 OF UUAIREL1 TO 
FAIREA3 OF Y1DBRC 
END-IF 
END-IF 
* Setof record error indicators 
MOVE ALL B’0’ TO WKIND1-A 
MOVE ALL B’1’ TO WKIND1-A 
* Start at previous highest SFL record reached 
MOVE ZZRRMX TO ZZRR 
MOVE ZERO TO ZZRROK 
*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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* Load next page of SFL: 
PERFORM UNTIL NOT (C-INDICATOR-OFF(82) AND 
ZZRROK ZZSFPG) 
MOVE WKIND0(1) TO IND(32) 
MOVE WKIND0(2) TO IND(33) 
MOVE WKIND0(3) TO IND(34) 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(87) TO TRUE 
* Clear SFL fields 
PERFORM MAIZZ1 
* If change mode, load SFL fields 
IF (NOT C-ADD-MODE) THEN 
PERFORM MBFLZ1 
END-IF 
* Output to subfile 

ADD 1 TO ZZRR 
IF (ZZRR ZERO) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(81) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(81) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
ADD 1 TO ZZRROK 
* Set screen conditioning indicators 
PERFORM GADSA1 
WRITE SUBFILE UUB7EFK-F FROM ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
FORMAT IS ‘ZSFLRCD’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-WRITE 
IF (NOT C-ADD-MODE) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(82) TO TRUE 
READ UUAIREL1 NEXT 
FORMAT IS ‘FAIREA4’ 
END-READ 
IF (C-EOF) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(82) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
IF (C-IO-ERR) THEN 
STOP RUN 
END-IF 
END-IF 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
FAIREA4 OF UUAIREL1 TO 
FAIREA3 OF Y1DBRC 
END-IF 
END-PERFORM 
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*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
* Save highest SFL rec, so load can continue at end point 
IF (ZZRR ZZRRMX) THEN 
ADD 1, ZZRRMX GIVING ZZSFRC OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O 
MOVE ZZRR TO ZZRRMX 
END-IF 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
. 
BBEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 

CAEXFM SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Display screen 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Set screen conditioning indicators 
PERFORM GBDSA2 
* Update screen time 
ACCEPT ZZTIME FROM TIME 
MOVE ZZHNS TO ZZTME OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O 
* PUTOVR unless conditioned fields change 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(86) TO TRUE 

IF (IND(89) NOT = CAIN89 OR 
IND(81) NOT = CAIN81) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(86) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
MOVE IND(89) TO CAIN89 
MOVE IND(81) TO CAIN81 
WRITE UUB7EFK-F FROM ZMSGCTL-WS-O 
FORMAT IS ‘ZMSGCTL’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-WRITE 
WRITE UUB7EFK-F FROM ZCMDTXT1-WS-O 
FORMAT IS ‘ZCMDTXT1’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-WRITE 
WRITE UUB7EFK-F FROM ZSFLCTL-WS-O 
FORMAT IS ‘ZSFLCTL’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-WRITE 
READ UUB7EFK INTO ZSFLCTL-WS-I 
FORMAT IS ‘ZSFLCTL’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-READ 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
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ZSFLCTL-I OF ZSFLCTL-WS-I TO 
ZSFLCTL-O OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O 
* Update job time 
ACCEPT ZZTIME FROM TIME 
MOVE ZZHNS TO ZZJTM 
* Clear messages from program message queue 
MOVE ZZPGM OF JOB-CONTEXT TO ZAPGM 
MOVE ‘*SAME’ TO ZAPGRL 
CALL ‘Y2CLMSC’ USING 
ZAPGM 
ZAPGRL 
END-CALL 
* Reset first message only flag 
MOVE ‘Y’ TO ZAFSMS 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(99) TO TRUE 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
. 
CAEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 

DAPRZZ SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Process screen input 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Maintain subfile position where possible 
ACCEPT UUB7EFK-I-O-DSPF FROM I-O-FEEDBACK-AREA 
FOR UUB7EFK 
IF (ZZSFRC OF UUB7EFK-I-O-DSPF ZERO) THEN 
MOVE ZZSFRC OF UUB7EFK-I-O-DSPF TO ZZSFRC OF 
ZSFLCTL-WS-O 
END-IF 
IF (NOT C-ADD-MODE) THEN 

* Change of position specified? 
* EVALUATE 
* customer code 
IF (WZAICD NOT = Z2AICD OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O) THEN 
PERFORM FBRQRL 
ELSE 
CONTINUE 
END-IF 
END-IF 
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* Quit if reload requested 
IF (W0RSF = ‘Y’) THEN 
GO DAEXIT 
END-IF 
IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(81)) THEN 
* No data entered as yet 
MOVE ‘N’ TO WKIPIN 
* Confirm/update is not defered 
MOVE ‘N’ TO W0DCF 
* Process subfile records 
PERFORM DBPRSF 
* If error, exit: 
IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(99)) THEN 
GO DAEXIT 
END-IF 
* Defer confirm/update requested: 
IF (W0DCF = ‘Y’) THEN 
GO DAEXIT 
END-IF 
* If data entered 
IF (WKIPIN = ‘Y’) THEN 
* Prompt for confirm 
PERFORM DHPRCF 
* Exit if not confirmed 
IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(99)) THEN 
GO DAEXIT 
END-IF 
* Update DBF from subfile 
PERFORM EAPRSF 
* If error during update, exit: 
IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(99)) THEN 
GO DAEXIT 
END-IF 
END-IF 
END-IF 
* = = = = = Process function keys = = = = = 
* Switch between *ADD/*CHANGE modes 
IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(09)) THEN 
PERFORM FACHMD 
END-IF 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 

DAEXIT. 
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EXIT. 
/EJECT 

DBPRSF SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Process modified subfile records 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
READ SUBFILE UUB7EFK NEXT MODIFIED INTO ZSFLRCD-WS-I 
FORMAT IS ‘ZSFLRCD’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-READ 
IF (C-NO-MOD-SFLRCDS) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(92) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(92) TO TRUE 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
ZSFLRCD-I OF ZSFLRCD-WS-I TO 
ZSFLRCD-O OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
END-IF 
PERFORM UNTIL NOT (C-INDICATOR-OFF(92)) 
PERFORM DCPRSR 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(87) TO TRUE 
* Set screen conditioning indicators 
PERFORM GADSA1 
REWRITE SUBFILE UUB7EFK-F FROM ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
FORMAT IS ‘ZSFLRCD’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-REWRITE 
READ SUBFILE UUB7EFK NEXT MODIFIED INTO ZSFLRCD-WS-I 
FORMAT IS ‘ZSFLRCD’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-READ 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
ZSFLRCD-I OF ZSFLRCD-WS-I TO 
ZSFLRCD-O OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
IF (C-NO-MOD-SFLRCDS) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(92) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(92) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
END-PERFORM 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
. 
DBEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
DCPRSR SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Process subfile record 
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* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Setoff error indicators 
MOVE WKIND0(1) TO IND(32) 
MOVE WKIND0(2) TO IND(33) 
MOVE WKIND0(3) TO IND(34) 

* SFLRCD error 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(98) TO TRUE 
* NO SFLNXTCHG 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(84) TO TRUE 
IF (C-ADD-MODE) THEN 
* Check for null record 
PERFORM DDNLRC 
IF (W0NLR = ‘Y’) THEN 
GO DCEXIT 
END-IF 
* If not null record, continue 
END-IF 
* Data entered 
MOVE ‘Y’ TO WKIPIN 
* 84 SFLNXTCHG 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(84) TO TRUE 
* If delete request, bypass validation 
* Validate subfile record 
PERFORM DEV1RC 
* If SFLRCD invalid, note the fact 
IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(98) AND 
C-INDICATOR-OFF(99)) THEN 
MOVE ZZRR TO ZZSFRC OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O 
IF (ZZSFRC OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O ZERO) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(99) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(99) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
END-IF 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
. 
DCEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 

DDNLRC SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
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* Check for null record 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
MOVE ‘N’ TO W0NLR 
* customer code 
IF (Z1AICD OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O NOT = SPACES) THEN 
GO DDEXIT 
END-IF 
* customer name 
IF (Z1APTX OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O NOT = SPACES) THEN 
GO DDEXIT 
END-IF 
MOVE ‘Y’ TO W0NLR 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
. 
DDEXIT. 

EXIT. 
/EJECT 
DEV1RC SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Validate subfile record 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* customer code required 
IF (Z1AICD OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O = SPACES) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(98) TO TRUE 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(33) TO TRUE 
* Send message ‘*Value required’ 
* Message ID 
MOVE ‘Y2U0001’ TO ZAMSID 
* Message file. 
MOVE ‘Y2USRMSG’ TO ZAMSGF 
PERFORM ZASNMS 
END-IF 
* customer name required 
IF (Z1APTX OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O = SPACES) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(98) TO TRUE 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(34) TO TRUE 
* Send message ‘*Value required’ 
* Message ID 
MOVE ‘Y2U0001’ TO ZAMSID 
* Message file. 
MOVE ‘Y2USRMSG’ TO ZAMSGF 
PERFORM ZASNMS 
END-IF 
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* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
. 
DEEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 

DHPRCF SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Prompt for confirm 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Set screen conditioning indicators 
PERFORM GBDSA2 
* Update screen time 
ACCEPT ZZTIME FROM TIME 
MOVE ZZHNS TO ZZTME OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O 
* Force PUTOVR 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(86) TO TRUE 
WRITE UUB7EFK-F FROM ZMSGCTL-WS-O 
FORMAT IS ‘ZMSGCTL’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-WRITE 
WRITE UUB7EFK-F FROM ZCMDTXT1-WS-O 
FORMAT IS ‘ZCMDTXT1’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-WRITE 
WRITE UUB7EFK-F FROM ZSFLCTL-WS-O 

FORMAT IS ‘ZSFLCTL’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-WRITE 
MOVE SPACES TO ZZCFCD OF UUB7EFK-WS-O 
MOVE ‘N’ TO ZZCFCD OF UUB7EFK-WS-O 
* Save CMD keys 
MOVE INDICS TO WN30-A 
WRITE UUB7EFK-F FROM ZCONFIRM-WS-O 
FORMAT IS ‘ZCONFIRM’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-WRITE 
READ UUB7EFK INTO ZCONFIRM-WS-I 
FORMAT IS ‘ZCONFIRM’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-READ 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
ZCONFIRM OF ZCONFIRM-WS-I TO 
ZCONFIRM OF ZCONFIRM-WS-O 
* Restore CMD keys 
MOVE 1 TO IND-COUNT 
SET CONDITION-FALSE TO TRUE 
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PERFORM UNTIL (CONDITION-TRUE) 
MOVE WN30(IND-COUNT) TO IND(IND-COUNT) 
ADD 1 TO IND-COUNT 
IF (IND-COUNT 30) 
SET CONDITION-TRUE TO TRUE 
END-IF 
END-PERFORM 
* Update job time 
ACCEPT ZZTIME FROM TIME 
MOVE ZZHNS TO ZZJTM OF JOB-CONTEXT 
IF (ZZCFCD OF UUB7EFK-WS-O NOT = ‘Y’) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(99) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(99) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
DHEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
EAPRSF SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Update DBF from subfile records 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Initialise subfile reload flag 
IF (C-ADD-MODE) THEN 
MOVE ‘Y’ TO W0RSF 
ELSE 
MOVE ‘N’ TO W0RSF 
END-IF 
* Process all modified subfile records 
READ SUBFILE UUB7EFK NEXT MODIFIED INTO ZSFLRCD-WS-I 
FORMAT IS ‘ZSFLRCD’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 

END-READ 
IF (C-NO-MOD-SFLRCDS) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(92) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(92) TO TRUE 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
ZSFLRCD-I OF ZSFLRCD-WS-I TO 
ZSFLRCD-O OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
END-IF 
PERFORM UNTIL NOT (C-INDICATOR-OFF(92)) 
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* Process modified subfile record 
PERFORM EBPRSR 
MOVE SPACES TO Z1SEL OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
* Set screen conditioning indicators 
PERFORM GADSA1 
REWRITE SUBFILE UUB7EFK-F FROM ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
FORMAT IS ‘ZSFLRCD’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-REWRITE 
READ SUBFILE UUB7EFK NEXT MODIFIED INTO ZSFLRCD-WS-I 
FORMAT IS ‘ZSFLRCD’ INDICATORS ARE INDICS 
END-READ 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
ZSFLRCD-I OF ZSFLRCD-WS-I TO 
ZSFLRCD-O OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
IF (C-NO-MOD-SFLRCDS) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(92) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(92) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
END-PERFORM 
* If any errors, cancel reload 
IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(99)) THEN 
MOVE ‘N’ TO W0RSF 
END-IF 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
. 
EAEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
EBPRSR SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Process modified subfile record 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Set off error indicators 
* Clear errors 
MOVE WKIND0(1) TO IND(32) 
MOVE WKIND0(2) TO IND(33) 
MOVE WKIND0(3) TO IND(34) 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(98) TO TRUE 
IF (C-ADD-MODE) THEN 
* Process add request 

IF (Z1SEL OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O NOT = ‘D’) THEN 
PERFORM DDNLRC 
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IF (W0NLR NOT = ‘Y’) THEN 
PERFORM ECADRQ 
END-IF 
END-IF 
ELSE 
IF (Z1SEL OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O = ‘D’) THEN 
* Process delete request 
PERFORM EDDLRQ 
ELSE 
* Process change request 
PERFORM EECHRQ 
END-IF 
END-IF 
* If error occurred on update, note the fact 
IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(98) AND 
C-INDICATOR-OFF(99)) THEN 
MOVE ZZRR TO ZZSFRC OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O 
* Error on update 
IF (ZZSFRC OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O ZERO) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(99) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(99) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
ELSE 
CONTINUE 
END-IF 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
. 
EBEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
ECADRQ SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
* Process add request 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* USER: Create DBF record 
* 
* Create object - customer file * 
* 
PERFORM SACRRC 
IF (W0RTN NOT = SPACES) THEN 
* Write error detected 
* Screen errors 
MOVE WKIND1(1) TO IND(32) 
MOVE WKIND1(2) TO IND(33) 
MOVE WKIND1(3) TO IND(34) 
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* Format error 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(98) TO TRUE 
* Enable entry 

SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(87) TO TRUE 
* SFLNXTCHG 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(84) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
* DBF Write successful 
* Disable entry 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(87) TO TRUE 
* No SFLNXTCHG 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(84) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
ECEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
EDDLRQ SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Process delete request 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* USER: Delete DBF record 
* 
* Delete object - customer file * 
* 
PERFORM SBDLRC 
IF (W0RTN NOT = SPACES) THEN 
* Delete unsuccessful 
* Screen errors 
MOVE WKIND1(1) TO IND(32) 
MOVE WKIND1(2) TO IND(33) 
MOVE WKIND1(3) TO IND(34) 
* Format Error 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(98) TO TRUE 
* Enable entry 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(87) TO TRUE 
* SFLNXTCHG 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(84) TO TRUE 
* If record altered, reset subfile record 
IF (W0RTN = ‘Y2U0007’) THEN 
PERFORM MBFLZ1 
END-IF 
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ELSE 
* DBF Delete successful 
* Blank out record and protect from entry 
PERFORM MAIZZ1 
* Disable entry 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(87) TO TRUE 
* No SFLNXTCHG 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(84) TO TRUE 
* Reload subfile 
MOVE ‘Y’ TO W0RSF 
END-IF 

* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
EDEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
EECHRQ SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Process update request 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* USER: Change DBF record 
* 
* Change object - customer file * 
* 
PERFORM SCCHRC 
IF (W0RTN NOT = SPACES) THEN 
* DBF Update error detected 
* Screen errors 
MOVE WKIND1(1) TO IND(32) 
MOVE WKIND1(2) TO IND(33) 
MOVE WKIND1(3) TO IND(34) 
* Format Error 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(98) TO TRUE 
* Enable entry 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(87) TO TRUE 
* SFLNXTCHG 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(84) TO TRUE 
* Reset subfile record if changed record 
IF (W0RTN = ‘Y2U0007’) THEN 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
FAIREA3 OF UUAIREL0 TO 
FAIREA4 
PERFORM MBFLZ1 
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END-IF 
ELSE 
* DBF Update successful 
* Enable entry 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(87) TO TRUE 
* No SFLNXTCHG 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(84) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
EEEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
FACHMD SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Flip between *ADD and *CHANGE modes 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
IF (NOT C-ADD-MODE) THEN 
SET C-ADD-MODE TO TRUE 

ELSE 
SET C-CHANGE-MODE TO TRUE 
END-IF 
PERFORM FBRQRL 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
FAEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
FBRQRL SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Request subfile reload 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
MOVE ‘Y’ TO W0RSF 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
FBEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
GADSA1 SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Set display attributes for Subfile record 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
IF (C-ADD-MODE) THEN 
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SET C-INDICATOR-ON(89) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(89) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
* Protect keys if change mode or updated record 
IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(89) AND 
C-INDICATOR-OFF(87)) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(88) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(88) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
GAEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
GBDSA2 SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Set display attributes for Subfile control 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
IF (C-ADD-MODE) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(89) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(89) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
. 

GBEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
MAIZZ1 SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Initialise subfile record 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
MOVE SPACES TO Z1DBRC OF UUB7EFK-WS-O 
MOVE SPACES TO Z1SEL OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
MOVE SPACES TO Z1AICD OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
MOVE SPACES TO Z1APTX OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
MAEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
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MBFLZ1 SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Move FAIREA4 fields to subfile 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* customer code 
MOVE AIAICD OF FAIREA4 TO Z1AICD OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
* customer name 
MOVE AIAPTX OF FAIREA4 TO Z1APTX OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
* Hold current record image for change detection 
MOVE Y1DBRC TO Z1DBRC OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
MBEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 

MEIZZ2 SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Initialise subfile control 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
MOVE SPACES TO Z2AICD OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
MEEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
SACRRC SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Create object - customer file * 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
MOVE SPACES TO W0RTN 
* Move all fields to FAIREA3 
* customer code 
MOVE Z1AICD OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O TO AIAICD OF UUAIREL0-R 
* customer name 
MOVE Z1APTX OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O TO AIAPTX OF UUAIREL0-R 

* 
* Check for duplicate primary key 
START UUAIREL0 KEY = EXTERNALLY-DESCRIBED-KEY 
FORMAT IS ‘FAIREA3’ 
END-START 
IF (NOT C-NO-RECORD) THEN 
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SET C-INDICATOR-ON(90) TO TRUE 
MOVE ‘USR0028’ TO W0RTN 
* Send message ‘customer file EX’ 
* Message ID 
MOVE ‘USR0028’ TO ZAMSID 
PERFORM ZASNMS 
GO SAEXIT 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(90) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
* 
WRITE UUAIREL0-R END-WRITE 
IF (C-IO-ERR) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(91) TO TRUE 
* Write error detected 
MOVE ‘Y2U0004’ TO W0RTN 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(91) TO TRUE 
* DBF Write successful 
* Update saved record image 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
FAIREA3 OF UUAIREL0 TO 
FAIREA3 OF Y1DBRC 
END-IF 
* 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
SAEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
SBDLRC SECTION.

* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Delete object - customer file * 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
MOVE SPACES TO W0RTN 
* Move key fields to FAIREA3 
* customer code 
MOVE Z1AICD OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O TO AIAICD OF UUAIREL0-R 
* 
READ UUAIREL0 END-READ 
IF (C-NO-RECORD) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(90) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(90) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
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IF (C-IO-ERR) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(91) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(91) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
IF (C-IO-OK) THEN 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
FAIREA3 OF UUAIREL0 TO 
FAIREA3 OF Y1DBRC 
END-IF 
* 
IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(90)) THEN 
* Record already deleted 
MOVE ‘Y2U0009’ TO W0RTN 
* Send message ‘*Record no longer on file’ 
* Message ID 
MOVE ‘Y2U0009’ TO ZAMSID 
* Message file. 
MOVE ‘Y2USRMSG’ TO ZAMSGF 
PERFORM ZASNMS 
GO SBEXIT 
ELSE 
CONTINUE 
END-IF 
* 
IF (C-INDICATOR-ON(91)) THEN 
* Record locked 
MOVE ‘Y2U0004’ TO W0RTN 
GO SBEXIT 
ELSE 
CONTINUE 
END-IF 
* 
* Check for changed record 
IF (Z1DBRC OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O NOT = Y1DBRC) THEN 
MOVE ‘Y2U0007’ TO W0RTN 
* Send message ‘*Update not accepted’ 
* Message ID 
MOVE ‘Y2U0007’ TO ZAMSID 
* Message file. 
MOVE ‘Y2USRMSG’ TO ZAMSGF 
PERFORM ZASNMS 
* Use SETLL to release record lock 
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START UUAIREL0 KEY = EXTERNALLY-DESCRIBED-KEY 
FORMAT IS ‘FAIREA3’ 
END-START 
IF (C-NO-RECORD) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(90) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(90) TO TRUE 
IF (C-IO-ERR) THEN 

SET C-INDICATOR-ON(91) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(91) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
END-IF 
GO SBEXIT 
ELSE 
CONTINUE 
END-IF 
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DELETE UUAIREL0 END-DELETE 
IF (C-IO-ERR) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(91) TO TRUE 
* Delete error detected 
MOVE ‘Y2U0004’ TO W0RTN 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(91) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
SBEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 

SCCHRC SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Change object - customer file * 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
MOVE SPACES TO W0RTN 
* Move key fields to FAIREA3 
* customer code 
MOVE Z1AICD OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O TO AIAICD OF UUAIREL0-R 
* 
READ UUAIREL0 END-READ 
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IF (C-NO-RECORD) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(90) TO TRUE 
* Record not found 
MOVE ‘Y2U0009’ TO W0RTN 
* Send message ‘*Record no longer on file’ 
* Message ID 
MOVE ‘Y2U0009’ TO ZAMSID 
* Message file. 
MOVE ‘Y2USRMSG’ TO ZAMSGF 
PERFORM ZASNMS 
GO SCEXIT 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(90) TO TRUE 
IF (C-IO-ERR) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(91) TO TRUE 
* Record locked 
MOVE ‘Y2U0004’ TO W0RTN 
GO SCEXIT 

ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(91) TO TRUE 
IF (C-IO-OK) THEN 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
FAIREA3 OF UUAIREL0 TO 
FAIREA3 OF Y1DBRC 
END-IF 
END-IF 
END-IF 
* 
* Check for changed record 
IF (Z1DBRC OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O NOT = Y1DBRC) THEN 
MOVE ‘Y2U0007’ TO W0RTN 
* Send message ‘*Update not accepted’ 
* Message ID 
MOVE ‘Y2U0007’ TO ZAMSID 
* Message file. 
MOVE ‘Y2USRMSG’ TO ZAMSGF 
PERFORM ZASNMS 
* Use SETLL to release record lock 
START UUAIREL0 KEY = EXTERNALLY-DESCRIBED-KEY 
FORMAT IS ‘FAIREA3’ 
END-START 
IF (C-NO-RECORD) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(90) TO TRUE 
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ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(90) TO TRUE 
IF (C-IO-ERR) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(91) TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(91) TO TRUE 
END-IF 
END-IF 
GO SCEXIT 
END-IF 
* Move Non-key fields to FAIREA3 
* customer name 
MOVE Z1APTX OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O TO AIAPTX OF UUAIREL0-R 
* 
REWRITE UUAIREL0-R END-REWRITE 
IF (NOT C-IO-OK) THEN 
SET C-INDICATOR-ON(91) TO TRUE 
* Change error detected 
MOVE ‘Y2U0004’ TO W0RTN 
ELSE 
SET C-INDICATOR-OFF(91) TO TRUE 
* DBF Change successful 
* Update saved record image 
MOVE CORRESPONDING 
FAIREA3 OF UUAIREL0 TO 
FAIREA3 OF Y1DBRC 

MOVE Y1DBRC TO Z1DBRC OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O 
END-IF 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
SCEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
ZASNMS SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Send message to program’s message queue 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Send if message is first *DIAG or not *DIAG 
IF (ZAMSTP NOT = SPACES OR 
ZAFSMS NOT = ‘N’) THEN 
IF (ZAMSTP = SPACES) THEN 
* Signal first error message sent 
MOVE ‘N’ TO ZAFSMS 
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END-IF 
IF (ZAPGM = SPACES) THEN 
MOVE ZZPGM OF JOB-CONTEXT TO ZAPGM 
END-IF 
* If no message file specified use default 
IF (ZAMSGF = SPACES) THEN 
MOVE ZADFMF TO ZAMSGF 
END-IF 
CALL ‘Y2SNMGC’ USING 
* Program queue 
ZAPGM 
* Relative queue 
ZAPGRL 
* Message id 
ZAMSID 
* Message file 
ZAMSGF 
* Message data 
ZAMSDA 
* Message type 
ZAMSTP 
END-CALL 
END-IF 
* Clear all fields for default mechanism next time 
* Program queue 
MOVE SPACES TO ZAPGM 
* Relative queue 
MOVE SPACES TO ZAPGRL 
* Message id 
MOVE SPACES TO ZAMSID 
* Message file 
MOVE SPACES TO ZAMSGF 
* Message data 
MOVE SPACES TO ZAMSDA 

* Message type 
MOVE SPACES TO ZAMSTP 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
ZAEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
ZXEXPG SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
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* Exit program: Normal 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
MOVE SPACES TO P0RTN 
PERFORM ZYEXPG 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
ZXEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 

ZYEXPG SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Exit program: Direct 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
CLOSE UUB7EFK 
CLOSE UUAIREL1 
CLOSE UUAIREL0 
* Reset entry parameters as appropriate 
PERFORM ZZEXPM. 
* Exit program 

ZYEXPG-EXIT. 
GOBACK 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
ZYEXIT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
ZZEXPM SECTION. 

* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Return parameters from work fields 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
CONTINUE 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
ZZPEXT. 
EXIT. 
/EJECT 
ZZINIT SECTION. 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
* Initialisation 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
MOVE SPACES TO P0RTN 
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MOVE SPACES TO W0RTN 
MOVE ALL B’0’ TO INDICS 
* Setup job date/time 
ACCEPT ZZJDT FROM DATE 
ACCEPT ZZTIME FROM TIME 
MOVE ZZHNS TO ZZJTM OF JOB-CONTEXT 
* Retrieve job attributes 
CALL ‘Y2RTJBR’ USING 
JOB-CONTEXT 
END-CALL 
MOVE ‘UUB7EFK’ TO ZZPGM OF JOB-CONTEXT 
* OBTAIN DEFAULT MESSAGE FILE. 
MOVE ‘Y2MGFLA’ TO DATA-AREA-NAME 
CALL ‘Y2RTDAC’ USING 
DATA-AREA-NAME 
ZADFMF 
END-CALL 
* Signal first *DIAG message outstanding 
MOVE ‘Y’ TO ZAFSMS 
* Open files 
OPEN I-O UUB7EFK 
OPEN INPUT UUAIREL1 
ACCEPT UUAIREL1-OPEN FROM OPEN-FEEDBACK-AREA FOR UUAIREL1 
* Move main file information to JOB context 
MOVE CORRESPONDING OPENFA OF UUAIREL1-OPEN TO JOB-CONTEXT 
CALL ‘Y2QLNMR’ USING 
ZZFFL OF JOB-CONTEXT 
ZZFLB OF JOB-CONTEXT 
ZZFQL OF JOB-CONTEXT 
END-CALL 
OPEN I-O UUAIREL0 
ACCEPT UUAIREL0-OPEN FROM OPEN-FEEDBACK-AREA FOR UUAIREL0 
MOVE ‘Y’ TO W0OPN 
* 
MOVE ‘UUB7EFK’ TO ZZPGM OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O 
MOVE 12 TO ZZSFPG 
* SFLRCDNBR 
MOVE 1 TO ZZSFRC OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O 
* MAX RECNO 
MOVE ZERO TO ZZRRMX 
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
* If member empty, set to *ADD mode, else to *CHANGE mode 
IF (ZZNROP OF UUAIREL1-OPEN = ZERO) THEN 
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SET C-ADD-MODE TO TRUE 
ELSE 
SET C-CHANGE-MODE TO TRUE 
END-IF 
* Initialise subfile control 

PERFORM MEIZZ2 
* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
. 
ZZEXIT. 
EXIT.

Coding Standards for PL/1 Programs
These guidelines are concerned with making programs easy to follow. The section is grouped under the following
headings:

• Program layout -- Basic conventions for documentation and spacing.
• Coding structures -- Recommended standard procedures.
• Naming standards -- Conventions for naming variables, formats, fields, procedures, and label names in a consistent

manner.
• Techniques -- Date handling, job information, calculation checks.

Contents

Program Layout

All programs should follow the standard layout:
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Place the program name in a variable at the beginning of the program. This variable should have the same name for every
program, for example, @PGMID. Use this variable wherever the program name is needed (for example, on message
sending). This makes it easy to rename the program, or to copy code.

Use only one PL/1 statement per line. Use continuous lines to break the program up into its logical sections.

Three characters are assigned standard meanings:
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Structured programming constructs should not cross-subsection boundaries; that is, the following should not occur:

The END statement of a procedure should include the procedure name as a label. For example:

Procedures should be separated by ‘%PAGE’ directives.

Procedures should be prefaced by one or two lines of text to indicate their function. This should follow the PROCEDURE
statement.
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Use the following convention to emphasize the logic:

• PL/1 Keywords: Uppercase (such as PROCEDURE)
• Variable names (including file names): lowercase (such as ‘fred’)
• Procedure names: Lowercase, beginning with a capital letter (such as ‘Feedfred’)

Indent code to reflect the structured programming constructs. The standard indentation is three characters per level.

Declaration of Variables

Modularize variable declarations. At the main procedure level, only declare those variables that are true global variables.
Declare other variables within the appropriate block: do not give variables a wider scope than is necessary.
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It is generally preferable not to factorize variable declarations, as it makes it harder to scan for the existence of a particular
variable declaration.

Not:

But rather:

Include explanations of variables as comments on the DCL statement.

For structured variables, use level numbers, such as 1, 5, 10, and 15. This allows for subsequent insertion of new levels.

The prefix of a variable should denote its scope.

Each file declaration should be preceded by a comment naming the contents of the file. For logical files, the access path
will preferably be indicated. Declare the file and its related control data structures, such as record, key, and return code,
together. This facilitates the copying of code.
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It is essential to have the same file usage throughout all programs that will form a single run unit. If file usages conflict, an
execution time error is almost inevitable. For example, not as follows:

Copy Books

Use standard copy book members to declare standard structures. Standard structures for which there should be copy
books include:

• Indicators
• Open feedback areas
• File information feedback areas
• Sub file control variables

The following examples illustrate copy books for these structures.

Copy Book for Indicators:
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Copy Book for Open Feedback Area Variables:

Copy Book for I/O Feedback Area Variables - Display File
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Copy Book for I/O Feedback Area Variables - Print File
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Copy Book for Subfile Control Variables

PL/1 Coding Structures and Program Logic
Contents

Keep programs small and manageable -- 500-1000 lines is the maximum length recommended.

Structured programming operations should be used where possible. For example, use IF rather than GOTO. The
corresponding END and ELSE statements should indicate the matching operations by means of comments.
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Use SELECT structures in preference to nested IF/ELSE statements -- they are easier to follow:
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NOTE

Avoid nesting structured programming operations too deeply, such as more than four or five levels of nesting in
a given procedure level. If more are needed, use another procedure.

 

Programs should be as structured as possible. A program is not ‘structured’ just because it only uses structured operation
codes. A structured program is one that is modularized in an efficient way, and built up out of the structured programming
constructs - SEQUENCE, SELECTION (CASE) or ITERATION, and structured combinations thereof. The constructs might
even be implemented logically (for instance with GOTOs and labels used in a structured manner) rather than with specific
HLL structured operation codes.

Avoid testing compound negative conditions when possible -- they are harder to understand, for example, not:

The PL/1 statements used to code the reading of a group of records from a file should be highly standardized. A standard
loop:

• stresses the ‘device independence’ of the data. The file name, which is all that differs between different instances of
the loop, appears at the beginning of the code.

• serves as a standard construct that other programmers can instantly recognize as signifying the retrieval of a set
of records. Although PL/1 only has operation codes that will process one record at a time, there is very often a
requirement to process a whole set of records from a file, such as all order records for a given customer. The loop
construct emphasizes the ‘set’ nature of your processing, which is generally easier to understand.
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Standard Procedures

Use standard copy book members to declare standard procedures. Standard procedures for which there should be copy
books include:

• Message sending
• String handling

System-wide procedures should have names beginning with the letter ‘Z’.

Message Sending Procedure

This procedure calls a subprogram to send a message to the calling program’s message queue.
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Return string length:
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Convert char to char varying:
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Naming Standards

For display file formats, use ‘I’ as a suffix to indicate an input format, and ‘O’ as a suffix to indicate an output format,
because the contents of the two formats may be different.
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PL/1 Field Names

Program field names should follow the rules laid out in the naming convention.

The names of fields should, wherever possible, be the same as those in the file from which they are obtained. This helps
to standardize the field naming, and also makes the mapping of fields between files clearer. Any reference to a field
should normally be qualified by the name of the structure to which it belongs, wherever possible (for example, if not
subject to the restrictions of other HLLs).

Otherwise, build up externally defined names from three-character OS/400-style mnemonics:

ALWDLT FIL CUSCDE

Use suffixes to indicate the data type as appropriate:

VNM CHR PTR

Name control variables based on files and data structures by the based-on structure name and a suffix:

For the names of fields that act as accumulators, use an appropriate prefix or suffix appended to the name of the field
being accumulated. This helps to make the mapping of a field from format to format, clear. For example:

• Arrays -- It may be useful to give the names of arrays a suffix ‘_ARR’, such as ‘stkqty_arr’.
• Array indices -- The names of array indices should, if possible, relate to the names of the arrays they index. They

should contain the same letters, such as ‘stkqty_idx’.
• Parameter fields -- Fields which are parameters passed to the current program should be prefixed by a ‘$’, for

example:
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PL/1 Procedure and Label Names

Given that PL/1 source code is edited online using a small (24 x 80 or 24 x 132) panel, it is important to make an effective
use of procedure and label names. The procedure and label naming conventions for PL/1 described below are intended
to:

• Help distinguish between the major and minor sections of the code
• Indicate whether you need to scroll forward or backward to find a section of code

Procedure Naming Convention

Procedure names and label names should consist of meaningful mnemonics, connected by an underscore, and prefixed
by a label group to indicate the relative hierarchy:

• High-level procedures should have a single-letter prefix, such as ‘A_’, ‘B_’.
• 2nd level procedures should have a two-letter prefix, such as ‘AB_’, ‘AC_’, ‘BA_’.
• 3rd level subroutines should have a three letter prefix, such as ‘ABA_’, ‘BBC_’.
• General-purpose procedures should have a two-letter prefix: ‘Z’ label, such as ‘ZH_’.

PL/1 Standard Indicators

The indicators, such as 01-99, should be used as little as possible, as they are difficult to reconcile with structured
programming. The number of indicators available is fixed, so it is best to reserve their use for the places where you have
to use them. Ideally, indicators should only be used to communicate with external files.

Try to give the same meaning to indicator usage throughout a system and across all HLLs. This makes it easier to
understand programs. Use specific indicators for functions that are common to many programs, such as command keys,
and use a different range of indicators for functions, which are specific to a particular program, or part of a program.
Indicator usage should adhere to the following convention:
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Usage of standard indicators in device files should be documented in the device files using the DDS INDTXT, SETOF,
CAnn or CFnn keywords -- it should not need to be repeated in the PL/1 program source.
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Command Coding Conventions
This article discusses standards for coding user-defined commands, defining commands, and details standards for
command processing, validity checking, and prompt override programs.

For more information, refer to the section, "Programming and Coding Examples."

Contents

Layout of Command Definition Source

All command definition source should follow the standard layout.

Order of Parameters

When ordering parameters within commands, place the parameters that identify the object being operated on, first. For
example, on a ‘Create Library List Object’ command, place the identifier of the library list first. Often, this will be a key
parameter (KEYPARM(*YES)).

Always place required parameters before the other parameters. Do not use numeric reordering of prompting if the
parameter has a value other than MIN(0), as allowed for the PROMPT keyword on command definition statements. Doing
so gives undesirable results when using the command prompter with positionally specified parameters.

Place the parameters, whose values are most likely to be changed by the user, before the other parameters.

Use the MAXPOS keyword on the OS/400 Create Command (CRTCMD) command if you know or suspect that it will be
necessary to add additional parameters at a later date, and that the new parameters will need to be inserted in a position
before one of the existing parameters. In any case, specify MAXPOS for all commands with a lot of parameters.

Place any ‘Element definition’ (ELEM) and ‘Qualifier definition’ (QUAL) statements to define command parameters that are
lists, immediately after the first PARM statement they describe. This facilitates the copying of code from one member to
another. For IBM i commands, PMTCTL statements should also be placed adjacent to the PARM statement they control.
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Compiler Overrides

Use the CA 2E Toolkit Compile preprocessor to include any compile time overrides for the OS/400 Create Command
(CRTCMD) command in the source.

The compile time overrides should include:

• The name of the command processing program (CPP) (keyword PGM)
• The name of any validity checking program (keyword VLDCKR)
• Any mode or environment restrictions (keywords MODE and ALLOW)
• The names of any prompt or execution message files (keywords MSGF and PMTFILE)
• The name of any prompt override program (keyword PMTOVRPGM)
• The name of any help panel group. (keywords HLPPNLGRP and HLPID)

If there is a requirement to translate the application into other national languages, then prompt text should be obtained
from predefined messages in a message file:

Cross-reference Data

If the parameter specifies an object whose usage should be cross-referenced, such as a file, program or data area,
specify the object usage on the command definition statements PARM and ELEM, using the FILE, PGM or DTAARA
keywords. This will ensure that the output of the OS/400 Display Program References (DSPPGMREF) command is
correct. For example:
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Command processing programs (CPP)

A command-processing program is the program to which a command hands control once it has validated the entry
parameters. Command processing programs are normal CL or other HLL programs to which some extra considerations
should be applied.

You should ensure that your CPPs handle processing and messages in a manner that is consistent with standard CL
command usage. In particular:

• Processing to check for the presence of all required objects and the authorization to use those objects should be
carried out before any processing which changes any data or objects starts. This helps to ensure that the command
runs cleanly: either it functions completely, or not at all. The CL Check Object (CHKOBJ) command is a relatively fast
operation.

• If errors occur in a command-processing program, the errors should be retransmitted to the invoking program. An
escape message should be sent, preceded by diagnostic messages if appropriate. This will help the user to diagnose
the cause of the fault. Refer to the article on CL programming for an example.

• Command-processing programs should send a completion message, containing substitution data if relevant; for
example, "Object FRED deleted". The substitution data should be as specific as possible.

• Command processing programs should remove irrelevant messages from the log, in other words from the program
message queue of the receiving program. This can be achieved using the OS/400 Receive message (RCVMSG)
command.
For example:

Command processing programs that process generic lists of items should be structured so that:

• A diagnostic or a completion message is sent to the CPP for each item processed; for example "Object &1 already
exists - ignored".

• An overall completion message is sent to the program that invokes the command; for example "&1 objects successfully
processed, &2 errors".
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NOTE

It is particularly important to do this so that the user can determine which items the command has actually
processed.

 

Command Validity Checking Programs

A validity-checking program is a user-defined subprogram, which can be associated with a user-defined command. The
validity checker will be called by the final stage of execution of the OS/400 command prompter, before it hands over
control to the CPP -- it can be used to carry out any user-defined validation of the command parameters.

If used at all, validity checking programs should only carry out limited validation; for instance, any cross-checking of
parameters that cannot be achieved with the CL ‘Dependency definition’ (DEP) command definition statement. This
should only be necessary when checking the components of lists and qualified names.

Validity checkers should not check for the existence of objects or other entities, nor should they be used to invoke
selection functions. This is because the validity checker is invoked whenever the OS/400 command prompter or syntax
checker is invoked for the command, even if the command is not executed.

Validity checking programs should resend diagnostics, using the standard OS/400 message - CPD0006 in QCPFMSG.

If validity checking fails, the errors should be retransmitted to the invoking program (which is always the command
prompter) as diagnostics; and an escape message (CPF0002) should be sent to return control.

Example of code to resend a diagnostic to the prompter:

Prompt Override Programs

Prompt override programs (POP) should be provided for those commands that allow the changing of the attributes of
existing objects, in particular for ‘CHG’ commands. The object to be changed should be used as the keyword object. If a
‘retrieve’ (RTV) command exists for the object type, it should be used to obtain the object details.

The example shows a fragment of prompt override program for a command, YCHGLIBLST. The prompt override program
retrieves the details for any existing library list and uses them to override the existing values.

Example of a prompt override program - CMD source:
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Example of a prompt override program - CL source:
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NOTE

If a command string contains text parameters, the POP must double up any apostrophes in the text or else they
will cause errors.

NOTE

Help groups should be provided for all commands.

Coding Standards for Messages
This article describes design and coding standards for messages. It explains how messages are used and provides
standards for defining and sending messages.

The midrange architecture has fast, sophisticated message handling facilities you can use to send and receive messages
in your own HLL programs. Messages can be used both as an invocation/return control mechanism and to handle text.
This section mainly considers the latter.

OS/400 message descriptions provide a program - independent mechanism for storing natural language text fragments,
thus making it possible to translate a system without changing the non-text objects in a system. When you build an
application, you can use OS/400 messages in two different ways:

• As prompt messages: The text prompts used on commands, menus, panels, and reports, can all be isolated from the
device file and command source and stored as external message definitions. Prompt messages normally only require
first level text. (You may use the second level text for notes for translators).

• As execution messages: Execution messages are sent and received at execution. They both provide a control
mechanism to determine the subsequent processing and can be used to provide the user with a natural language
explanation of what has taken place or has gone wrong. They may have substitution variables and second level text.

Contents

Prompt Messages

Prompt messages are used to enable translation of the text into other National Languages and also to ensure consistency
in the use of a given term. In particular you will want to ensure that the prompt used in panels and in help text corresponds
exactly.

Prompt Types

There are a number of different types of text element that make up UIS conformant panels. You should ensure that each
type follows the correct UIS standards for its type. See the sections on design and coding for each object type for further
information on the rules.

The following is a summary of the different types of prompt commonly found in an application:

• Commands
– Command titles. Capitalized.
– Command parameter prompts. First letter capitalized.

• Panel elements
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– Panel titles. Capitalized, centered.
– Panel top instructions. There are a number of standard formulations, for example, ‘Type choices, press Enter’. Set

up standard definitions and reuse them where possible.
– Panel options. This should follow UIS layout standards (for example 4=Delete). Do not attempt to reuse messages

but instead, provide a separate message for each display. Use a single message for the whole line -- this makes it
easier for translators to abbreviate.

– Panel column headings. Again, do not attempt to reuse messages but instead provide a separate message for each
display. Use a single message for the whole line -- this makes it easier for translators to abbreviate.

– Field labels. Use an initial capital and pad any trailing blanks with periods. Do not use a ‘:’ Hard code it in the DDS.
– Field right hand side text. Capitalized, punctuated by commas.

There are a number of frequently occurring items (for example "Name, F4 for list"), which should be set up centrally and
reused when possible.

• Function key instructions. This should follow UIS layout standards (for example, F3=Exit). Do not attempt to reuse
messages but instead, provide a separate message for each display. Use a single message for the whole line.

• Help text
– Panel titles. Use the panel title with "- Help" appended. (Use the UIM &msg facility to define ("Help") as a reusable

message.
– Extended headings. Use the field labels prompts for the headings that appear in extended help display (UIM ‘:XH3’

tag).
– Panel options. Use standard messages for each function key label ("Delete", "Change", "Rename", etc.).
– Field value names. Use lower case with hyphens, for example, library-name. Use apostrophes to indicate a quoted

string for example ‘text-description’.
– Function keys. Use standard messages for each function key label ("Home", "Print", "Exit", etc.).

Execution Messages

The midrange architecture has fast, sophisticated message handling facilities you may use to send and receive messages
in your own HLL programs. You should take care to use messages in a manner consistent with the way OS/400 uses
messages.

Messages should be used by programs to provide a constant dialogue, so that for each step that a user takes an error, a
diagnostic or a completion message is given.

All program messages should be externally defined, and retrieved at run time from the system application message file.
Using external messages gives you:

• Easy translation into other national languages
• Substitution variables within messages
• Second level Help text
• Standardization of messages
• Easy correction of messages

NOTE

The OS/400 message severity conventions should be followed.

 

For more information, refer to the AS/400 CL Programmers Section.

As far as possible, make use of existing OS/400 messages -- doing so reduces the amount of work you have to do,
both in specification and to translate message text into other national languages. Programs should trap and resend the
messages they receive.
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If you need the diagnostic messages to appear as well on the calling programs queue, you can use the V2R2
QMHMOVPM API.

Message substitution variables should be used where helpful -- they can be particularly useful in conjunction with input
capable subfiles, as the variables can be used to distinguish which line in the subfile is in error. For example, on a subfile
panel that shows many products, ‘Product code &1 not found’ (where &1 is the missing product) will be more useful than
just ‘Product code not found’.

Add message:

Use in program:

Destination for Messages

The following general points should be observed about the destination of execution messages:

• Escape messages should be resent to the invoking program. This will cause them to ‘cascade’ back, unless a
particular program in the invocation stack monitors for them explicitly. OS/400 V2R2 provides message handling APIs
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that make this easy to do from HLL’s other than CL. Using the APIs, you may wish to pass an invocation number as a
parameter to indicate where the message should be sent.

• A final completion message should be sent to the invoking program. It will then appear in the job log.
• Status messages are, by definition, sent to the external message queue.
• Other message types -- diagnostic or informational -- should normally be left on the program queue to which they were

sent. They will then be available if the second level messages are displayed (for instance, by pressing F10 from the
OS/400 ‘Command entry’ display (QCMD) on the IBM i).

For example, suppose a command calls a command-processing program, which in turn calls several subprograms.

Diagram of Destinations for Messages:

If the program is a request-processing program, you should ensure that a copy of the request is placed in the log so that
the retrieve (F9) facility of other programs can be used to retrieve it.

Functions which process a number of items should return a count of the number of objects successfully processed as their
completion message. For example:

&1 Objects moved: &2 added, &3 replaced. &4 not moved.

Long running jobs should send status messages to report the job’s progress. For instance, ‘Records being copied to file
QTXTSRC’, ‘Work space is being loaded’, ‘Entire system is being backed up’. This can be done as follows:
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Retrieving Messages

Messages can also be used to store information required by HLL programs, such as file overrides, and program call
request strings. Message substitution variables can be used to substitute program variables into the request messages
before execution.

This technique provides great flexibility in implementation since the content of the retrieved message may be changed
at any time using the OS/400 Change Message Description (CHGMSGD) command. The drawback, apart from a slight
performance overhead, is that the system is less transparent to understand, and the called function cannot be cross-
referenced automatically.

The V2R1 API QMHRTVM can be used to retrieve message text directly into an HLL.

Standards for Defining Messages
Contents

Use separate message files for:

• Execution messages: All messages which are sent by an application at run time as *INFO, *COMP, *ESCAPE
*STATUS or *NOTIFY. Message text that is retrieved for use in programs should also be placed in this file.

• Prompt messages: Messages needed for panel, menu and command prompts.

If the default user message file ‘QUSRMSG’ is not used, then the execution and prompt message files should be called
xmmmMSG, and xyyyPMT respectively, where x is the system prefix, and ‘mmm’ the application mnemonic.

Message identifiers should follow this convention:

• Message prefix (MMm) is the same for all messages in the application system. The following are reserved values:
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The following additional convention may be used for the third letter of the message prefix, to indicate the message type.
This makes it easier to identify messages for which you may monitor.

Message number (nnnn) is a number issued sequentially. IBM i messages numbers may include the letters A-F.

CA 2E provides a facility for the automatic issuing of message identifiers -- a prefix may be set using the YMSGPFX
model value.
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Monitoring for Generic Message Groups

To facilitate monitoring for user-defined exception messages, you should:

• Use only one prefix for all the escape and notify messages in a system. For example, if all escape messages begin
with the letters ‘USE’, then it is possible to monitor for messages globally.

• Avoid using message identifiers that end in zeroes for escape, notify, and status messages.
• Use prefixes to allow for generic monitoring, for example, prefixes, which have similar numeric groups. For example:

A systematic use of message prefixes also facilitates documentation. For instance, if all escape messages begin with
‘USE’, then it is possible to list just escape messages, using the MSGID(*RANGE) facility of the OS/400 ‘Display message
description’ command (DSPMSGD). For example:

DSPMSGD MSGID(*RANGE) MSGF(QUSRMSG) RANGE(USE0000 USE9999)

You may use dummy messages to provide section headings within the message file.

Message Severity

Follow the OS/400 conventions for message severities.

Wording of Message Text

First Level

The first level text of a message should give a concise statement of what is wrong or what has happened. A substitution
variable can be used to relate the message to a particular entered value. For example:

"Invalid person code &1 entered"
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On IBM i, messages should be given in the form "A in B"; for example, "Object &1 not found in library &2".

Second Level

The second level text of error messages (escape, diagnostic, or notify) should give a more detailed explanation of the
cause of the error, suggest possible methods of recovery, and if appropriate, any additional sources of information. The
key words ‘Cause’, and ‘Recovery’ should be used to indicate the start of the respective sections. Messages should be
formatted using the &N and &B facilities to indent or start text on a new line.

Editing Existing Messages

OS/400 includes a command that enables you to edit the text and other attributes of an existing message. See the IBM
i Change Message Description (CHGMSGD). The OS/400 Merge Message File (MRGMSGF) command can be used to
carry out a limited copying of messages. There is also a CA 2E Toolkit command to copy a message description, Copy
Message Description (YCPYMSGD).

Message Handling by Interactive Programs

HLL interactive programs should use messages to provide notification of an error; completion or a warning in response to
each user request.

Messages should normally be placed on a program message queue sub file -- CL programs may send messages directly,
other HLL languages should use a standard CL message sending program or the V2R2 QMHSNDPM API.

The standard message handling technique can be illustrated as follows:

Thus, when an interactive HLL program needs to display a message at execution, it calls a message sender program,
passing a message identifier and any necessary message data. The message sender sends the message back to the
calling program’s message queue. Since the calling program has a message subfile based upon the message queue, the
message will automatically be displayed.
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Since HLL programs cannot send messages to their own message queues, the above technique requires the use of
standard CL subprograms to:

• send the messages. The program will need to be called once for each message that is to be sent.
• clear old messages. Before validating the input, any old messages will need to be cleared from the queue -- the

message-clearing program will need to be called once every time the display file is read.

The standard CA 2E message-sending program is as follows:

Source for the CA 2E Message Sender Program:

NOTE

For V2R2 onwards, you should use the QMHSNDPM API.

 

The standard CA 2E message-clearing program is as follows:

Source for the CA 2E Message Clearing Program:
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From V2R2 onwards, you should use the QMHRMVPM API instead.

If multiple validation errors are detected, only the error message for the first field in error on the panel should be output,
but all fields in error should be highlighted in reverse image. This is because sending an error message incurs a certain
overhead; and in any case, an initial error often has a knock on effect on subsequent fields.
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Associate an error indicator with each input capable field on the display. If an error is detected, this indicator should be set
on and an error message sent.

Message Handling by Batch Programs

Batch jobs should use messages both to record errors and to log processing stages.

Batch jobs in which a termination level error occurs should send an escape message -- this causes OS/400 to give an
indication of abnormal job termination.

Remove non-consequential messages from the logs of batch jobs. For instance, if you need to check that an object exists,
but can create the object if it does not, you can remove the Object not found message. The exception message will be the
most recent message on the program’s message queue.

Using the Message Handling API

V2R2 of OS/400 includes new message handling APIs for sending, receiving, and retrieving messages directly from HLL
programs (previously, CL had to be used for most operations). You should use the APIs in preference to CL subprograms
not only for performance reasons, but because the APIs allow you to identify the destination program message queues
by a relative invocation number. This makes it possible to send messages without knowledge of the program name of the
destination message queue. (CL only allows you to identify the program previous to the current or a named program, so
cannot it cope with recursion). Such a facility is important when writing reusable code routines.

For example, consider the following case of a standard subprogram D, called at the bottom of a program invocation stack
A, B, A (the second call is recursive). If program D needs to send a message back to the program that calls the topmost
invocation of program A, it can do so by using a relative invocation stack number. With CL this cannot be done.

Sending programs by relative invocation:
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QMHSNDPM call

Coding Standards for Help Text
This article describes coding standards for Help text. Discussion includes general considerations and coding help for the
commands, menus, panels, and search index.

Contents

General Considerations

When writing help text, keeping the following points in mind:

• Comply with UIS design standards for emphasis and layout.
• Achieve reusability. Structure your help groups and panel groups carefully, and make use of standard text fragments.
• Minimize the work required to translate help text. Modularize your help groups and use message descriptions.

For more information, refer to the OS/400 Section to Programming Application and Help Displays.

Help Text Modularization

You will want to structure your help text modules both to achieve maximum reuse of existing help groups and to minimize
the effect of any possible changes. However, avoid over-complex interdependencies that make it difficult to build or debug
a system. For database field dictionaries, a controlled ‘one-way’ system of reference is recommended. The following are
some recommendations for structuring your help text:

• Place common text definitions in one or two standard modules and all other modules reference them. Place standard
text fragments in one module, including any references to OS/400 help groups.

• Place standard definitions of application entities and concepts in a single dictionary panel group. This makes it easy to
reference definitions by hypertext links and from the search index.

• Place help text for related panels in a separate panel group.
• Place help text for related commands in a separate panel group. For example, help text for the commands to create,

change, delete, and edit a given object might all be placed in the same panel group.
• Restrict the use of UIM index (:ISCH) tags to a few source members so as to simplify the building and rebuilding of

search indexes.

Help Dependencies - Panel Group Cross-References:
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Under the above scheme, a search index can be built simply as follows:

• CRTPNLGRP PNLGRP(xSCHIDX)
• CRTPNLGRP PNLGRP(xxmmENH)
• CRTSCHIDX SCHIDX(xSCHIDX)
• ADDSCHIDXE SCHIDX(xSCHIDX) PNLGRP(xSCHIDX)
• ADDSCHIDXE SCHIDX(xSCHIDX) PNLGRP(xxmmENH)

Layout of Command Definition Source

All UIM panel source should follow the standard layout. Place help groups in the order in which they appear in panels and
commands. Place reusable text fragments at the end.
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Use comment lines to make the start of each help group clear.
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General Coding Techniques

Use the following general rules for coding UIM help:

• Use uppercase for UIM tags so that they stand out. Use lower case for labels, but use uppercase for the labels of
standard text fragments.

• Provide :XH3 entries so that there are headings in the extended help listing -- that is, when F2 is pressed.

• Use external message descriptions to ensure consistency between panel and command prompts and the headings
and labels shown in the help text. For example, the following command and command parameter definitions use a
number of message definitions.

Example of Use of &MSG/MSGID - Messages:

The message definitions are used for the command prompts.

Example of Use of &MSG/MSGID - Command Source:
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The command prompt message definition is used for the command overview help text definition.

Example of Use of &MSG - Command Summary, UIM Source:

NOTE

The command parameter prompt message definition is used for the parameter help text definition.

 

Example of Use of &MSG - Parameter Definition:
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Extended headings should have the form:

* For commands

For example:

* For command parameters

For example:

Make use of OS/400 system help group modules where possible. References to system modules should be placed in the
standard definition panel group member so they can be changed, if necessary.

Example of Use of Import - Parameter Definition:

Keep your own standard definitions in a ‘dictionary’ and reuse them wherever possible. This ensures consistency and
reduces the work required to translate a system. The dictionary should be the default import declaration. Avoid excessive
use of hypertext tags at it makes the help text hard to read. A list of ‘related topics’ after the introductory text is the most
concise.
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Coding Help Text for Commands

For each command, provide a help group, which gathers together all the parameters of the command. This help group can
be referenced by a search index and hypertext links.

Provide an introductory section for each command, beginning with the command’s name; for example, "The Change
Library List (WCHGLIBLST) command . . . . ‘
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For each parameter, state the keyword and prompt, and list the allowed values. The default value should be shown first,
(for example, *NONE), then other special values, (for example, *ALL), then the domain name (for example library-name,
member-name, ‘text’).

Coding Help Text for Panels

Provide an introductory section for each panel, beginning with the panel’s name, for example, ‘The Display Library List
(wchgliblst) panel’. This will be used as the default text for the panel. The name of this help group should have the form
‘Format name/PNL/INTRO’.
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For each input capable field, state the prompt and list the allowed values. The default value should be shown first, (for
example, *NONE), then other special values, (for example, *ALL). The name of the help group should have the form
‘Format/field name’.

If there is a selection column with options, provide a list of all allowed values. This should have a name of the form ‘format/
PNL/TOPINS’.
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Provide explanations of the function keys. This should have the form ‘format/PNL/CMDINS’. In most cases, you will be
able to reuse standard definitions.

Coding Help Text for Menus

Provide an introductory section for each menu, beginning with the menu’s name; for example "The Library List command
menu’. This will be used as the default text for the menu. The name of this help group should be the same as the menu
name.

Reference standard Help group explaining how to use the menu.

Reference standard Help group for the menu function keys.
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Designing Search Indexes

Help panels assist users who already know how and why to start a command or program. Search indexes provide users
with a way of finding out how to do something in the first place. You should provide a help index for your application.

Provide search index entries for the keywords that a user may use. Provide

• entries for each command and each menu
• "how" entries for commonly required operations
• "what" entries for fundamental concepts
• OS/400 standard root keywords, for example How, What, Novice

• entries for common synonyms; for example create, make, and build

• an entry on how to use the search index itself

Do not distribute UIM :ISCH tags throughout the source of your panel groups. Restrict them to the source of the search
index itself, and to the member or members containing standard entity definitions and hypertext tags. This means that you
can recreate the search index without having to remove or add back all the other panel groups as entries.

The search index itself will need to contain help groups with outward references to any commands it needs to reference.
Use dummy names with underscores for these help groups.
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Work Management Standards
This article describes the work management standards.

Contents

OS/400 Work Management

OS/400 Work Management allows you to control submitting, queuing and executing jobs, and spooling their output. Most
of the aspects of jobs that you want to control, such as job priority, job queue, and output queue, are parameterized, and
may be changed interactively. The CA 2E Toolkit utilities extend the flexibility of Work Management by allowing stored
library lists, menus, and additional user profile parameters.

General Principles

As general principles:

• Make use of shipped objects. They provide a good starting point.
• Record modifications to the shipped system in programs.
• Avoid coding Work Management parameters in programs. Doing so removes flexibility.

Shipped Work Management Objects

OS/400 is shipped with a default set of Work Management objects (for example, QBATCH, QPRINT, QINTER). If you
are a new user, use these to start and then modify them over time. The commands to make the modifications should be
stored in a CL program or a spool reader so that they can be reapplied at any time. This is necessary in particular for the
changes that are ‘undone’ by reinstalling new releases of the operating system; for instance, overrides to print files in
QSYS.

Such a program should includes changes to OS/400 system values made with the OS/400 Change System value
(CHGSYSVAL) command, although such changes are preserved when a new release of the operating system is installed.
These include:

• System date format (QDATFMT, QDATSEP), decimal symbol (QDECFMT), and currency symbol (QCURSYM)
• System part of library list (QSYSLIBL), which should normally include QSYS, QUSRSYS, QHLPSYS
• System user library list (QUSRLIBL), which should normally include QTEMP, QGPL, and the CA 2E Toolkit utility library
• Tuning parameters like Base pool size (QBASPOOL) and activity level (QBASACTLVL)
• Job accounting level (QACGLVL), if job accounting is being used
• Default print identification text (QPRTTXT).
• Changes to print file attributes

All files in the system library QSYS and other utility libraries should be given the default forms size for your installation. For
example:

CHGPRTF FILE(QSYS/*ALL) PAGESIZE(88 132) LPI(8) +

CPI(15) OVRFLW(80) RPLUNPRT(*YES)

The files used for compilation listings should be held (set to HOLD(*YES)), so that listings can be examined online, using
the browse scan facility of the OS/400 Start SEU (STRSEU) command. They should not normally need printing:

CHGPRTF FILE(QPDDSSRC)     SCHEDULE(*FILEEND)     HOLD(*YES)
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CHGPRTF FILE(QSYSPRT)  SCHEDULE(*FILEEND)     HOLD(*YES)

Job logs and program dumps should be directed to a separate queue. They can then be found easily, but will not normally
be printed.

For example:

CRTOUTQ OUTQ(QGPL/YQJOBLOG) DSPDTA(*YES) +

                       TEXT(‘Job logs & dump output’)

CHGPRTF FILE(QSYS/QPJOBLOG)  OUTQ(YQJOBLOG) HOLD(*YES)

CHGPRTF FILE(QSYS/QPPGMDMP) OUTQ(YQJOBLOG) HOLD(*YES)

CHGPRTF FILE(QSYS/QPSRVDMP) OUTQ(YQJOBLOG) HOLD(*YES)

CHGPRTF FILE(QSYS/QPDSPJOB) OUTQ(YQJOBLOG) HOLD(*YES)

Work Management Objects in QGPL

You might also wish to include in your program changes to subsystems which you have made -- for instance to have auto-
start entries, routing entries, and additional job queues, and changes to job descriptions, job queues, output queues and
classes.

OS/400 Shipped Authorities

You can revoke public rights to use certain commands, or to add objects to any of the libraries in the system library list.

NOTE
If you have specified that certain messages are to be logged in the system log, you should record this fact.

Naming Work Management Objects

Work management objects should generally be given meaningful names. Associated objects of different types can have
the same name; for instance QBATCH for a related job description, job queue, class and subsystem, or you might create
a user subsystem UBATCH, with associated job queue UBATCH, class UBATCH, and job description UBATCH.

Preserving Work Management Flexibility

As a matter of principle, avoid hard coding the work management parameters in your own programs, as this makes it hard
to alter them without reprogramming.

For instance, if you needed to produce two copies of a report in a program you could either:

• Code an Override print file (OVRPRTF) statement with COPIES(2)
• Change the print file attributes with the OS/400 Change Print file (CHGPRTF) command

NOTE
The latter solution is preferable, as it does not require a programming change to revise the number of copies
produced. (It does require that there be a separate print file for the report.) Alternatively, you could make the
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number of copies a run time parameter when executing the report. For example, use the OS/400 Override print
file (OVRPRTF) command with COPIES(&COPIES) specified.

Likewise, if you have a program that submits a job, do not hard code the job attributes (such as the job priority) on the
‘submit job’ statement. Instead, create a job description that has the desired attributes, and submit the job using the job
description. The job attributes for new jobs may then be changed at any time, simply by altering the job description.

Another technique that can be used is to store a command that may need to be changed as a message on a message
file, and to retrieve it at execution time for execution with the OS/400 execution program QCMDEXC. The message
description can then be modified at any time using the OS/400 Change message description (CHGMSGD) command.
This technique is used to implement the CA 2E EXCMSG function.

Job Descriptions

Job descriptions provide a convenient mechanism for controlling the execution attributes of a submitted job, including the
job queue to be used, and the execution priority.

Job descriptions for starting batch jobs should normally be created:

• With a logging level of LOG(4 00 *NOLIST). This is the default on IBM i. This ensures a maximum logging level if an
error occurs, but suppresses the log if the job completes normally.

• To use an automatic reply list, for example, with INQMSGRPY(*YES). This ensures that if the job crashes, subsequent
jobs in the queue are not held up. If subsequent jobs depend upon the successful completion of the first job, then the
application design should take this into account, either by a check for successful completion of the preceding step, or
by use of an exception message program to cancel the subsequent jobs.

NOTE
For job description names, the names QBATCH and QPGMR should be used where possible, and object
identification controlled by library list.

Queues

Job and Print Queue Names -- The default Work Management names QPRINT, QBATCH and QPGMR should be used
where possible, and object identification controlled by library list. Consider introducing a different output queue for each
forms type used.

Message Queues -- Display device message queues (created automatically by OS/400) will be given the same name
as the associated device. OS/400 will also automatically create a message queue for each user profile. Other message
queue names should describe their role. For example, ‘NGHTERRMSG’ - error messages from the overnight batch run.

Message queues can be particularly useful for providing log functions. For each application system, consider introducing
three message queues (xxxSYSOPR, xxxHSTLOG, and xxxCHGLOG), each with a particular role:

• An exception message queue to contain information about errors and exceptions. This is analogous to the OS/400
QSYSOPR message queue.

• A log message queue to contain audit information recording important processing stages; for example, end of period
processing.

• An object change log message queue. The CA 2E Toolkit Move object (YMOVOBJ) and Move object & source
(YMOVOBJSRC) commands may be used to send messages automatically to this log to record object changes when
objects are moved into the live system.

Print File Direction

There are several levels at which the location of printed spooled output may be controlled under OS/400. For
convenience, the levels are summarized below. Note that OS/400 has a number of additional capabilities, in particular the
PRTDEV parameter.
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Printing is affected by starting a writer to print from an output queue. Since a given printer can only be attached to one
output queue at a time, the location at which a spool file is printed is therefore effectively controlled by the output queue to
which the spool file is attached. This is determined by the following:

The print file attribute -- Print files have an attribute (OUTQ) that specifies a default output queue to be used when the
file is used, and which can be changed using the OS/400 Change print file (CHGPRTF) command. The attribute either
explicitly names a particular queue, or has a value of *JOB, which causes the output queue to be defaulted at the time of
printing to the output queue for the job that has created the spooled output. On AS/40,0 a value of *DEV may be used -- it
specifies that the printer device associated with the job should be used. The output queue used for a particular spool file
may be temporarily overridden for part or the entire job, using the OS/400 Override print file (OVRPRTF) command.

The output queue for the job -- The output queue for a job is set by the job description used to start the job. It may
be overridden by the Submit job (SBMJOB) command used to start the job, or from within the job using the Change job
(CHGJOB) command.

The output queue for the user profile -- A default output queue can be specified for each user profile. The output queue
for a job is set by the job description used to start the job. It may be overridden by the OS/400 ‘Submit job’ (SBMJOB)
command used to start the job, or from within the job using the OS/400 Change job (CHGJOB) command. This is
summarized in the following diagram.

Levels of Print File Redirection - IBM i:

Different levels of control are appropriate for different operational requirements. The four most common requirements for
printing spooled output are:

• To print it at a printer associated with a workstation, for example, the nearest location (for instance, print key output, or
on-demand reports)

• To print it at a printer associated with a user, regardless of where the user is (for instance, confidential, or on-demand
reports)

• To print it always at the system printer (as in the case of large reports), or at a particular printer (as in the case of
reports on special forms, or with special font requirements)

• To not print it at all (for example job logs, compilation listings)

The recommended standard is to use the defaulting mechanisms whenever possible so that print output can be redirected
generically. In particular, you should set the print file output queue of print files to OUTQ(*JOB), so that all print output
for a workstation can then be redirected simply by using the CHGJOB command. OUTQ(*JOB) is particularly suitable for
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meeting the first and second requirements above. The third and fourth requirements above can best be achieved using
the OS/400 Change print file (CHGPRTF) command.

Scheduling Print Output

If a batch job produces several different reports and you wish them all to be printed together, you should use the
SCHEDULE(*JOBEND) parameter to ensure this happens.

User Profile and Security Standards

The following section discusses information relevant to user profiles and security.

User Profiles

OS/400 user profiles allow you to achieve a precise modulation of who can do what on the machine. The standards
described below apply to the use of user profiles.

A user profile should be set up for each user -- even if the user will have the same initial menu as other users. It is
important that OS/400 user profiles are used because:

• The authorization checking for user profiles has a microcode level implementation that is very secure. User profiles are
therefore the most secure way of controlling what a user is allowed to do.

• Individual OS/400 user profiles are a necessity for the correct use of many OS/400 functions, including authorization,
audit trails, and accounting. It is important that use can be resolved down to as fine of a level as possible, for example,
the individual user. In other words, a user profile not only controls what a user may do, but it is also used to trace what
the user has done.

• The use of individual user profiles permits personal addressing by electronic mail and message sending software.
This is likely to be of increasing significance as your systems grow and you start to network them. For this reason, you
should take care to name profiles in a systematic way.

Classes of User Profiles

The above approach requires at least one profile per user. Additional profiles can be used to aggregate users into groups,
and therefore to simplify the granting of authorizations: we may classify profiles into two main classes:

Personal profiles -- Each personal profile represents an individual user, either an end user or a developer. These profiles
are the profiles to which individual users sign on.

Some special personal profiles representing standard roles are shipped in the system -- for instance ‘QSYSOPR’ (System
operator), ‘QSECOFR’ (Security officer). If the duties of a shipped profile are the responsibility of a single user, then they
can be used as shipped. If more than one person carries out the duties sub-profiles should be introduced to maintain
accountability.

Impersonal profiles -- impersonal profiles represent groupings. Users never actually sign on to them. Group profiles are
normally impersonal profiles.

Some impersonal profiles represent products rather than operational groups; for example QSYS, YSYS. These profiles
are granted the necessary rights for programs to adopt to carry out the functions of the product.

Group Profiles

There are many reasons to use group profiles:
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• It is easy to give new group members the necessary authorizations. Rights required by all members of the group can
be given just once to the group. New members automatically have the required rights.

• It is easy to add or change authorizations for all the members. Alterations to the rights required by all members of the
group can be made just once for the group. All members then automatically have the new rights.

• Common resources can be shared. For example, a project team working on the same objects can all manage the
objects.

• It makes the operational associations and responsibilities clear. The OS/400 cross-referencing tools can be used to
document departmental associations.

Naming Convention for User Profiles

The user profile name will appear on reports, dumps, and logs. For this reason, it is helpful for both operations and
problem shooting if, as well as uniquely identifying the individual user, it can indicate what the user’s role is, i.e. some
operational grouping. For end users the most significant grouping tends to be by department, or for developers by the
project on which they are working. A two-part convention is therefore recommended for user profile names:

Prefix -- Prefix one to four characters long indicating a department or project (see the section, End-user Profiles and
Development profiles in this article).

• Each prefix will generally correspond to a group profile.
• The prefix ‘Q’ should be reserved for IBM shipped files, for example, QSYS, QPGMR.
• A three-character mnemonic created according to the normal CL conventions is preferable; for example, ‘ACC -

Accounts’, ‘SLS -Sales’. However, this is not always practical if there are a large number of profiles or if it is useful to
encode additional information in the prefix.

Identifier -- One to six character unique identifiers of users.

• Ideally, such an identifier should be short, simple, extendable, and unique. Initials are more likely to succeed than
names or surnames.

• A null identifier is used on group profiles (for example, blank).
• Identifiers representing roles, for instance the group security officer, can be named using standard three character CL

mnemonics.

Examples:

• ACC\- -- Accounts department
• ACC_ES -- Accounts - Ernest Saunders
• ACC_RC -- Accounts - R.Calvi
• ACC_IB -- Accounts - Ivan Boesky
• ACCUSRPRF -- Accounts - Profile to copy for new users
• ACCSECOFR -- Accounts - Security officer/administrator
• YBOTHER -- Panacea product
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User Profile Names for Networks

If you run multi-machine networks, it is helpful if you can give the same profile the same name across all machines (IBM
midrange). To this end, the following considerations should be kept in mind:

• User profile names that are to be used in networks should not be more than eight characters long.
• Certain characters (for instance underscore ‘_’) may not be used in user profile names on some other architectures

machines with which you wish to communicate.

End User Profiles

There should be a separate profile for each end user. It is good practice to set up a group profile for each department and
make each end user profile belong to a group profile. General authorizations can then be granted to the group profile. The
group profile may also own the application objects.

The group profile should be created with PASSWORD(*NONE) so that no one can actually sign on to it. A common prefix
should be assigned to the group profile.

Individual profiles within the department should be indicated by initials or some other unique identifier.

On occasion, an end user may need to have access to another department’s applications through a separate profile. This
profile should be created with a different prefix for the department, but the same identifier. For example:

• ACC_IB Accounts - Ivan Boesky
• STK_IB Stock control - Ivan Boesky

For each group profile, it is worth considering having two special individual profiles:

• A ‘template’ profile that can be copied to create a new user profile. This profile should have a password of *NONE.
• An administrator/security officer profile with rights to enroll new users within the department.

Development Profiles

Development and live objects should be owned by different profiles:

• A group profile should be set up for each project. All objects for a system should belong to this profile while under
development.

• Each developer working on a project should have his own sub-profile.

Objects created by developer sub-profiles will be owned by the group profile. To do this, specify OWNER(*GRPPRF) on
the OS/400 Create User Profile (CRTUSRPRF) command. This makes it possible for all developers on a given project to
change any object belonging to the project.

Developers should not have update rights to live objects. This is so as to prevent inadvertent updates of a live object
or source member. There may also be confidentiality reasons as well. To achieve this, you will need to have a separate
profile to own the ‘live’ objects, described below. It will normally be appropriate for developers to have read rights to live
objects and source so that they may provide support.

A CL source member, which can be run through a spool reader or program reader, should be kept, that contains the object
authorizations necessary to make a system work; for instance, the file existence rights required for work files so that
members can be created. Use should also be made of the CA 2E Toolkit compile preprocessor utility, to code compile time
overrides in the source; for instance AUT(*ALL) where appropriate.

This practice allows:

• Transfer between machines
• Recreation of the system from source
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Shipment or Owning Profiles

Live objects should not generally belong to either an end user profile or the development profiles, but rather, should be
owned by a separate shipment profile. The profile may only be used by an administrator who is responsible for taking
tested objects from the developers and implementing them into a live system. The shipment profile is not used either for
development, or to run the application.

If security is a particular concern -- for instance in a financial environment -- then objects should be recompiled by the
administrator as part of the implementation process. The CA 2E Toolkit Create Object (YCRTOBJ) command may be of
use when recompiling many objects. The CA 2E Toolkit Change Object Ownership (YCHGOBJOWN) command may be of
use when changing the authorizations of many objects.

It should not be necessary to be signed on as QSECOFR to install or to administer an application. If you are preparing a
product for general shipment, you should ensure that the installation procedure does not require QSECOFR rights to run
-- many sites will not allow programs to be run under QSECOFR. You should, therefore, design an installation procedure
with detailed steps.

Before installing, ensure that prior to saving and shipping, all objects are owned by the shipment profile. For example, you
would enter the following command for the profile UDFTOWN.

YCHGOBJOWN OBJ(USHP/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) NEWOWN(UDFTOWN)

To install:

1. Sign on as QSECOFR.
2. Create the administrative, for example, owning profile.

CRTUSRPRF USRPRF(UDFTOWN) PASSWORD(*NONE) + TEXT(‘Widget System Owner profile’)
3. Manually grant it any essential rights, for example:

GRTOBJAUT OBJ(QSYS/CHGDTAARA) OBJTYPE(*CMD) SRPRF(UDFTOWN)
4. Sign on to a profile with restore rights and restore the objects. The objects will, therefore, be given to the shipment

profile UDFTOWN.

Security Officer Profile

You should try to use QSECOFR as little as possible. It should only be necessary to use it to administer profiles and to
resolve authorization problems.

The security officer should regularly change the QSECOFR password. In order to ensure that it is always possible to
obtain access to the machine as a security officer, you can use the following technique:

1. Create a special subprofile of QSECOFR, for example USECOFR.
CRTUSRPRF USRPRF(USECOFR) PASSWORD(NEVERMORE) INLPGM(QCL) + GRPPRF(QSECOFR)
Record the password to this profile in a secure place, for instance, in a safe at the bank. Do not use the profile except
in emergencies.

2. In the event of an emergency, (for example, loss or unavailability of QSECOFR), the profile can be used to determine
the QSECOFR profile, or to reset the password.

Implementation of Security

In a live system you will need to decide:

• Who owns the data objects, such as database files, data areas, and data queues
• Who owns the execution objects, such as programs, device files, and message files
• Who may use which objects
• Who has rights to control jobs and to examine spooled print output
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Operational Rights

The process of specifying authorizations can be extremely time consuming because of all of the many distinctions that can
be made. In practice, the default rights that OS/400 gives to new objects give sensible results in most cases. It is usually
sufficient to consider changing the default OS/400 operational authorization rights for only two sets of objects:

• Commands and entry-level programs -- Granting or revoking operation rights to the entry point to a function (usually a
command) prevents unauthorized users from invoking a function.

• Database files -- By granting or revoking data operational rights, you can protect data, even if the entry-level protection
is circumvented.

The operational rights to all other objects can be left in the public domain (the default).

A significant percentage of IBM i authority problems are caused by users not having the authorization to use certain
OS/400 Create commands. The commands commonly required to create temporary work objects are:

• Add Physical File Member (ADDPFM)
• Create Data Area (CRTDTAARA)
• Create Physical File (CRTPF)
• Create Duplicate Object (CRTDUPOBJ)

NOTE
In the shipped system, the commands do not have public operational authorization. Consider granting public
rights to the commands.

On IBM i, you can create an authorization list and attach it to each command. By adding a user profile name to the
authorization list, that user profile is immediately authorized to all the commands. Alternatively, the programs that
invoke the commands can borrow the rights of the program owner, rather than the user. This is achieved by specifying
USRPRF(*OWNER) when creating the program.

Generic Implementation of Security

As a general principle, you should implement security at a generic level, that is, by choosing appropriate groupings of
profiles and controlling rights at a library/profile level. Avoid implementing security at too detailed of a level.

Do not attempt to authorize every user explicitly to every object. Either authorize the group profile to the library containing
the object, or add the group profile to an authorization list attached to the object (IBM i only).

Management and Existence Rights

Object ownership should be retained by the project group profile. The project development sub-profiles should have
management and existence rights. This can be achieved automatically if the profiles are created with the correct attributes
(OWNER(*GRPPRF)).

Users do not normally require existence or management rights. Two exceptions are:

• Text files: Users will need management rights in order to add or remove members.
• Work files: Users will need management rights in order to add or remove work members.

Checking Authorization

Avoid explicit references to particular profile names in code, because it is then not possible to add new users without a
code change.

For example, the following would be bad practice:
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Instead, you should introduce an ‘authority holding’ object, such a data area, to which you may grant rights to one or many
users at any time without modifying the code. You may then test the user’s authorization to the object:

Security Exposure

Most of the likely points of security exposure are covered in the article on security in the IBM i (AS/400) CL Programmer’s
Section.

Standards can be adopted to protect from potential exposure on the following points:

• Old passwords. Passwords should be changed regularly. The password change date can be used to monitor this. Use
the OS/400 QPWDEXPITV command to enforce regular changing of passwords.

• Password validation. Validate new passwords:
– to be long enough to prevent systematic code breaking, that is, at least eight characters
– to have non-obvious values, that is, neither user profile names or other common values; for example FRED, IBM,

ME are all obvious values
• Allowed Signons. Set the OS/400 system value that controls the number of allowed signon attempts, QMAXSIGN to a

low value, for example, three.
• Sign on levels. You should use two-level password security. On IBM i, QSECURITY should be set to 30 or 40

rather than single-level password security. This makes it impossible for users to inadvertently discover each other's
passwords.

• Workstations left signed on. Use the OS/400 QINACTITV system value to force a time out after a specified number of
seconds.

• Programs that adopt rights. A particular potential exposure is presented by programs which, although they themselves
are secure, adopt owner rights created with USRPRF(*OWNER)) and call other programs. Infiltrators may attempt
to replace the called objects with their own "Trojan horses" that will have the adopted rights of the calling program.
Programming knowledge is needed to do this. If security is a paramount consideration, you should do the following:
– Make sure that debug capability is removed from programs that call the OS/400 QCMDEXC program.
– Create adopting programs with LOG(*NO) and ALWRTVSRC(*NO). This makes it harder to determine the exit

points for inserting "Trojan horses". On IBM i, you can delete the observability of such programs using the OS/400
Change Program (CHGPGM) command. This makes dump analysis impossible.

– Secure the library containing the called program by revoking object management rights to it. Also, either qualify the
program call statements by including a library name for the called program, or place programs called by the adopted
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program in the system part of the library list and revoke object rights to the OS/400 Change System Library List
(CHGSYSLIBL) command. You should probably do this in any case.

– Restrict the adoption of rights to the minimum duration. That is, place the statements for which rights must be
adopted in a small, separate subprogram.

– Override any files that are used with SECURE(*YES).

NOTE
Avoid creating programs that adopt the rights of profiles with QSECOFR rights.

• Input and media. Make sure that you apply adequate security measures to your offline backup media (tapes and
diskettes) and to printout.

• Use of PRTTXT. Use the PRTTXT keyword to ensure that all printouts have originating text on it, for example ‘IBM
RESTRICTED’.

Audit Trails

When security is particularly important, it is a good idea to design applications with an audit trail, so that all potentially
sensitive actions are recorded automatically. There are some particular techniques useful for creating audit trails:

• Use QHST. Specify that a particular message is to be copied to the log by specifying LOG(*YES) on the OS/400
Create Message Description (CRTMSGD) command. This causes a copy of the message to be placed on the QHST
message queue.

• Use a journal. Use a journal for an audit trail. Copies of sensitive requests can be written to the journal as user-defined
entries. Individual journal entries cannot be deleted. You should secure the journal and its receiver:
CRTJRNRCV JRNRCV(TRAIL) PUBAUT(*NONE)

Initial Programs and Menus

The following principles should be applied when setting up user environments:

• User systems should be menu driven, with Help text available for each interactive option.
• Wherever possible, the CA 2E Toolkit Go to Menu (YGO) command should be used to provide menus. In this way,

menus can be easily changed or updated. In addition, advanced functions can be provided in all menus, such as Help
text, direct menu calling, and command request entry.

• The CA 2E Toolkit User Access system should be used where possible to gain entry to the menu program. This
requires that user profiles are created or changed with the CA 2E Toolkit Create User Profile (YCRTUSRPRF)
command.

• The CA 2E Toolkit Initial Program (YINLPGM) command should be used as the initial program for user profiles to:
– Set the library list using a CA 2E Toolkit stored list
– Set the message queue to break
– Display an initial menu

Using Libraries

The following principles should be applied for the use of libraries under OS/400 and the organization of a development
environment on IBM i:
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• For a given application, separate the live data files, the application objects, and the source files into different libraries.
The national language dependent objects, such as commands and panel groups, may also need to be separated from
the other application objects.

• For each application, use a separate set of libraries; very large libraries are inefficient to use.
• Avoid having cross-library dependencies; for instance logical files based on physical files in different libraries, or

journal receivers attached to journals in another library.
• Keep development separate from the live systems. Separate user profiles, using object ownership and authorization to

enforce this.

NOTE
For more information on security standards, refer to the section, User Profile and Security Standards, in this
section.

• Make the live and the test environments as similar as possible.
• Establish libraries to be able to determine an object’s type, and its development status (new, under test, live), by which

library it is in.
• Use software tools for the routine housekeeping tasks involved in implementing new objects.
• Avoid explicit references to library names in code.
• Avoid qualified references to libraries. Do not hard code references to library names as it means that the library list

cannot be used to find objects.

Organizing a Development Environment

It is very important that you organize your development environment and your working methods systematically. Doing so
can:

• Significantly improve your productivity because:
– Less time needs spent coordinating and cross-checking
– Conflicting changes are avoided
– Additional personnel can assist with object management and librarian functions

• improve your product quality because:
– Version and level errors can be reduced.
– Component fixes can be handled efficiently.

• Make it possible for more developers to work on the same project because the dependencies are clearer.

Development Phases

Generally, you can distinguish between two different phases of development, each with different requirements:

• Initial development, such as feasibility studies, prototyping, early development. This tends to be both rapid and
tentative. It is usually not appropriate to apply a strict version control at this stage, as it may not yet be possible to
make relevant decisions such as the exact number and names of objects, and the dependencies are not apparent.
Such development should be contained within development libraries. Version control and component tracking need
only be introduced once the system is stable.

• Maintenance development. Once a version of an application is in use, it is of critical importance that all modifications
are carefully regulated. Full version control needs to be applied.

Operational Flow for Objects and Source

The following diagram shows a system for using libraries for development:
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NOTE
The contents of each of the libraries shown in the diagram are explained below.

Strict rules should be applied to how source and objects may be moved between libraries:

• Objects, together with their source, should only be moved along the routes shown by arrows.
• If an existing object needs to be changed, its source should be copied up to the development library, after checking

that there is no outstanding version already undergoing amendment, and recompiled there.
• It may be appropriate to have more than one development library. You must coordinate the libraries to ensure that no

component is undergoing modification in more than one library at a time.

Configuration Management

You should adopt working procedures, if necessary supported by a software tool, to follow a protocol such as the one
above. Use rigorous methods to perform the following tasks:
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• Identify component dependencies. That is, decide which components must be changed along with other components.
• Monitor component usage. That is, identify whether a component is already undergoing modification.
• Check out components into the development environment and record that they are in use.
• Progress components through testing.
• Move modified components back into the live production environment.
• Keep an audit trail of all such modifications.

CA 2E Toolkit Generic Move Utilities

The CA 2E Toolkit Move Object and Source (YMOVOBJSRC) command can be used to move objects and source from
the development to the live libraries. It will also carry out functions, such as preserving authorities, archiving previous
versions, separating source and objects, and creating a log of movements made.

Naming Convention for Libraries

Adopt a naming convention that distinguishes between the different library roles described above. For example:

xxxSYS Contains application objects that run the system; for example,
programs, display files, print files, message files, Help text, and
output queues.

xxxSYSlll Contains versions for language lll of objects needed to run the
system; for example, message files, panel groups, printer files,
commands, menus.

xxxDTA Contains objects containing data for a system; for example,
physical files and data areas, journals, receivers and logical files.
Job descriptions, with the appropriate initial library list, should also
be in this library.

xxxDTAnn Test pack copies of DATA library: TYPE(*TEST).
xxxSRC Contains source for xxxEXC, xxxDTA, and objects that are needed

only to create the system, not to run it.
xxxOLD Contains previous versions and source.
xxxDEV Contains source and objects under development. Library

TYPE(*TEST). If you use a multi-library method, then you will
need a more elaborate system (the CA 2E application generator
uses two libraries -- xxxMDL and xxxGEN, instead of a single
xxxDEV library).

xxxNEW Exchange library for receiving shipments.

System identifier -- xxx - Identifies the application system normally will be either two or three characters long, but may be
longer.

Test pack suffix -- nn - Suffix used to distinguish different sets of test data.

Library Types

Live production libraries should be of type *PROD. Development libraries should be of type *TEST: they may then be
safely used in conjunction with live data under debug if UPDPROD(*NO) is specified when using the OS/400 Start Debug
(STRDBG) command.

The above convention gives the following benefits:
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• Complete segregation of the live and test data
• A test environment that is as close to the live environment as possible
• Separate backup regimes for data, application objects, and source
• Control of implementation of changes, retention of the penultimate version, preservation of existing authorities
• Control of conflicts due to changes made off-site or on a parallel machine
• Different data test packs
• Eventual archiving of source
• Use of software tools to implement new versions

The following are examples of the library lists required to use the system described above.

Library List for a Programmer:

Library List for a Tester:

Library List for a Live User:
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Use of Libraries

Whenever objects, especially programs or files, are referred to by name in programs, the names should never be qualified
names.

For instance:

If this rule is not obeyed, the library list cannot be used to find objects. It will require a programming change to use a
different set of data, or a different version of a program. Apart from losing one of the most powerful capabilities of OS/400,
it will be very difficult to establish a test environment that is as close as possible to the live environment.

Where you need to specify a library, for example on a create command, use the current library *CURLIB as a default.

The CA 2E Toolkit utilities include library list manipulation facilities that can help avoid the explicit coding of library names.

Using Explicit References to Libraries

Avoid having explicit references to library names in programs and elsewhere, as this means that libraries cannot be
renamed without a programming change.

Use the PRDLIB facility on menus and commands to set the library list to include any necessary application execution
objects, such as programs and device files. Only set the PRDLIB on the live version of objects.

Use the CURLIB facility to set the library needed to find application data objects, such as database files and data areas.

If it is necessary to refer to a library name explicitly, you should retrieve the library name. The best technique is to retrieve
the library containing a named object, for example using the OS/400 Retrieve Object Description (RTVOBJD) command:
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Using QTEMP

If a job needs to create temporary work objects in order to execute, for example, message queues, data areas, or files, the
objects should be created in the job’s scratch library, QTEMP. This will ensure that:

• The work objects will automatically be cleared up when the job terminates, even if the job crashes
• The work objects will not conflict with the work objects of other similar jobs

Work objects should be duplicated into QTEMP by use of the OS/400 Create Duplicate Object (CRTDUPOBJ) command,
working on a model object kept in the system execution object library. Note that the CRTDUPOBJ command requires that
the name of the library containing the model object be specified -- the name of the originating library should not be ‘hard
coded’ as a literal, but retrieved, as above.

It may not be desirable to give the user rights to use the CRTDUPOBJ command, in which case a special ‘duplication
program’ may be created with USER(*OWNER), which will adopt the rights of a user profile that has the necessary
authorities.

You should allow for the possibility of the work object already existing in QTEMP. You do not need to delete the work
object explicitly when you finish.

The following code would create a work file UUWKFLP in QTEMP from a model library, by calling a program UUCRDPC,
which in turn, calls a program UULBNMR.
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Using QGPL

The general-purpose library QGPL should be used for user-defined or modified work management objects, such as output
queues, job queues, subsystems, and for other objects that may be common to all user applications on the machine. It
should not contain application objects.

Version Control

Objects and source should only be moved between libraries in a strictly controlled manner, so that if there are successive
changes outstanding, they are implemented serially.

Every source line has a change date on it. When copying source to the development library in order to make changes,
take care not to reset the source change dates; that is, do not copy a member by adding a new member and using the
SEU browse/copy function to include the old version.

A problem occurs if the programming for an application takes place on two different machines at the same time. If different
changes are made to the same program on both machines concurrently, transferring either version of the program to the
other machine may wipe out the other set of changes.

The problem can only be avoided completely by having a one-way flow of material, or by abstaining from changing
programs on both machines at the same time. Using development libraries can help control the problem of concurrent
updates as only a small number of objects need examining for potentially conflicting versions.

1. Frequent exchange of development libraries should be made to ensure that everyone is using the latest version of the
source.

2. A formal ‘import’ process should be used. The development libraries should be compared before merging to ensure
that concurrent changes have not been attempted. If they have, any discrepancies will need to be resolved manually.
The CA 2E Toolkit lists utilities that can be of use when comparing objects and source members.
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Object Versions

If you need to distribute new versions of the software developed on one machine around a number of ancillary sites, you
should use a formal method of version control.

The main goals of a formal change control system are to:

• Provide full upward compatibility
• Avoid errors arising from version conflicts after an upgrade
• Preserve existing user data in the distributed sites
• Inform the users of any changes

The level checking mechanism of OS/400 provides some version control facilities. This will ensure that file and program
levels are compatible. Level checking should always be used to provide a basic protection mechanism. For example,
LVLCHK(*NO) should not be specified on OS/400 create file commands.

Upward Compatibility

A prime objective of version control is ‘upward compatibility’. New versions of applications must always support existing
versions or provide a simple conversion route to the new version. Apart from the routine format level considerations,
particular considerations apply to different object types:

• Command parameters: Existing command parameter keywords and their default values should not be changed. New
keywords may be added (after all existing parameters, or past the limit for positional specification as indicated by the
MAXPOS keyword). New values for existing parameters may also be added.

• Program parameters: Existing program parameter interfaces should only be changed if:
– All references to the called program have also been changed.
– The change is to add new parameters to the end of the parameter list and the parameter use is optional. For

example:
• Escape messages. The escape messages sent by a program or command in a given set of circumstances

should not be changed, nor should the message identifiers of such message be changed (unless all existing
programs that call the sending program are also modified).

• Database files. If new versions of database files are provided, conversion routines for restoring existing data to
the new files should be supplied.

Version Numbers

Version control should be based on a version numbers included in a data area or database file in the shipped software
library. This number should be incremented for each functional change -- note that a single change may affect a number
of different objects. Therefore, documentation of any changes can be related to the fix level.

A check for prerequisite versions can be made, either manually or automatically, in order to prevent installing successive
releases in the wrong order. Operating system version levels can be checked by retrieving the relevant data area for:

• The IBM i V1R1, Q5728SS1 in library QSYS
• The IBM i V2R1, Q5738SS1 in library QSYS

Version Installation Procedures

The installation process should be as simple and as automatic as possible. Often, it will be sufficient merely to use the
OS/400 Restore Object (RSTOBJ) and Restore library (RSTLIB) commands -- whether this is the case will depend upon
the nature of the objects being shipped.

Execution objects, for example, items that do not contain data, such as programs, device files and message files, may
generally be restored on top of the existing versions. (N.B. device files cannot be in use while this is done.)
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Data objects, for example, items that contain data, such as database files and data areas, cannot generally be restored
directly without losing the user’s existing data. They must, therefore, either be installed under a different name and be
renamed after data conversion, or be installed to a different library and moved after data conversion.

It may also be necessary to rebuild any logical views that are based upon physical files that have been changed. In either
case, a conversion program will need to be run to copy and or convert data from the existing files. It should be possible to
run any data conversion procedures in one of two ways:

• On alternative data sets in different libraries
• On old data sets restored from diskette or tape. Conversion procedures should, if possible, be cumulative.

NOTE
To ensure upward compatibility, new software versions should include any necessary conversion programs.

OS/400 Installation Procedures

The following is the change mechanism used for IBM’s own products such as RPG III (QRPG):

1. All changed objects are given a name based on a serial number for shipment.
2. The numbered objects are restored on site with the OS/400 Load PTF (LODPTF) command, which checks that no

fixes have been omitted. The LODPTF command also restores a log of changes, which includes information about
dependencies.

3. The restored objects are installed by a separate command -- the OS/400 Apply PTF (APYPTF) command, which
renames or deletes the existing version and replaces it with the serially numbered object. This allows any required
data conversion to be run at the same time.

4. Complete new releases of programs are installed by a special command -- the OS/400 Load Licensed Program
(LODLICPGM) command, which can run conversion programs after restoring the new objects if necessary.

Backup and Recovery

NOTE
For more information on the available facilities, refer to the IBM i (AS/400) CL Programmers Section.

All approaches to securing data represent a compromise. The perfectly secure system would spend all of its time backing
up, and no time doing anything. The final decision as to how much data a system can afford to lose is a question of
judgment and cost effectiveness.

In discussing backup and recovery, it is useful to distinguish between two different types of computer failure:

• Catastrophic failure (for example fire or a disk head crash), where the online storage medium is likely to be physically
damaged. Catastrophic failure is likely to be rare, and to involve a considerable delay while new hardware is obtained.
The main concern for recovery is avoiding excessive loss of data. Recovery from catastrophic failure will invariably
involve restoring from offline copies. It is essential to keep off site copies of software to guard against catastrophic
failure.

• Non-catastrophic failure (for example a power cut or a program crash), where the hardware is undamaged, but data
may be lost or unsynchronized. Partial failure may be fairly frequent. Recovery is concerned with minimizing data loss
and with providing a means of rapidly resuming processing at a safe point with the minimum of expert intervention.
Recovery will not usually require restoring from offline copies.

Different recovery strategies are appropriate to each type of failure:

 

Type Cause Frequency Protection Measure
OBJECT LOSS Human error or program error Often On-line backup journaling
SYSTEM LOSS Hardware failure, power cut Seldom Off-line backup
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SITE LOSS Act of God,: flood, fire,
earthquake, etc.

Rare Off-site backup

In planning for the above, you should take into account both the relative probabilities and the cost of failure ("Risk =
Probability x Cost of failure"), and choose a cost-effective plan. This means understanding what is the largest acceptable
unit of loss: is it one day, one hour, or one transaction?

The speed of recovery required will also be relevant -- for a really speedy recovery you should journal access paths as
well as data.

Data Security

It is not just data loss that you need to be concerned about, but rather, the wider concept of data security. The two goals of
data security are:

• Lose as little data as possible.
• Keep the database synchronized. Transactions requiring the update of multiple database files should function on an

"all or nothing" basis.

OS/400 includes an integral system of transaction logging journaling that can help you to attain both of these targets.

Recovering from Non-Catastrophic Failure

If an interactive program crashes due to a non-catastrophic failure, it should always rollback to a safe point. The overall
aim should be for an operator to be able to simply restart whichever procedure was being used at the time of failure. No
explicit recovery procedures should need to be undertaken. This goal is essential to avoid having to provide continued
low-level support for a system.

Automatic recovery is relatively easy to arrange for transactions that involve the update of a single database file record,
as the update will have either succeeded or failed. A more difficult problem is presented when a single logical transaction
requires the update of several database file records on one or more files. Briefly, there are several possible approaches:

1. Design the database update processes so that whether or not the update is deemed to occur depends on a single
transaction. For example, add a status flag to a control or header record and update this last. Transactions that have
an incorrect status flag are ignored.

2. For batch procedures only, the entire database could be saved before running the procedure, so that the start position
can be restored in the event of a failure. Backup could be online; either to a save file or using the OS/400 Copy File
(CPYF) command.

3. Use the journaling and commit control facilities of OS/400 to synchronize the transactions automatically.

Recovering from Catastrophic Failure

Complete recovery can be made from a catastrophic failure by restoring the last full save, plus -- if journaling is being
used -- all journal receivers saved since the last full save. The updates contained in the journal receivers must then be
reapplied using the OS/400 Apply Journal Change (APYJRNCHG) command.

If some of your applications are more essential for the continued operation of your organization than others, consider
separating critical and non-critical systems into separate libraries so that the critical systems can be restored ahead of the
others.

Backing-Up

How often something needs backing up depends upon how often it changes. Broadly speaking, IBM i objects can be
grouped into four levels of volatility:

• Very low volatility. QSYS (the OS/400 system library), and other shipped program product libraries such as QIDU,
QRPG, QTXT, QOFC.
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Most of the IBM-supplied program product libraries do not change once installed except for new releases or PTFs,
and therefore, can be backed up once and for all. They should be resaved when PTFS are installed. Library QSYS
does however, contain some data that may change fairly frequently, such as authority and user profile information. This
should be saved at regular intervals using the OS/400 Save System (SAVSYS) command. Device configurations and
modifications to system values may also change quite frequently. Since saving QSYS is a tedious process (especially
when saved to diskette) and requires a dedicated machine, it is generally easier to save a record of the changes made to
QSYS rather than QSYS itself. Such changes should be kept in a CL program or spool reader. Recovery then consists of
restoring the last save of QSYS and rerunning the programs to modify it.

• Low volatility. QGPL (user work management objects) and live application execution objects.

Live application execution objects (programs, device files, message files, etc.) do not change unless a modification is
made to the system. Therefore, they only need backing up when a new version of the software is implemented.

• High volatility. Live application data objects and development application execution objects.

Live application data objects (database files, data areas, data queues) probably change every day, as do the objects in
development libraries. Therefore, they should be backed up regularly.

• Very high volatility. Journal receivers.

If journaling is used, then the data in the journal receivers of live applications will probably change the whole time -- from
moment to moment, as data is entered and processed. In high volume or data critical applications, journals should be
saved throughout the day or even be transferred continuously to a backup machine or machines.

Organizing Objects for Backup

To implement an efficient backup regime, organize your objects so that they are easy to manage from the point of view of
saving and restoring. To do this:

• Organize objects into libraries according to their volatility and functional relatedness. For example, place all volatile
data objects (files and data areas) for an application together in the same library.

• Place dependent objects in the same library. This simplifies the restore process. Place logical files in the same library
as the based-on physical files. Place journal receivers in the same library as the journal to which they attach.

• Use a naming convention for objects so that they can be identified and manipulated by type, if necessary.

Backing Up Live Application Systems

One of the goals of the library usage standards discussed is to separate objects into libraries by role. This helps to
minimize the amount of backing up that has to be done.

Execution objects and source for live application systems should be kept in separate libraries that need be backed up only
when a change is made to them.

The strategy adopted for backing up live application data objects, in particular, the choice of whether journaling, Save
Change Objects (SAVCHGOBJ) or Save Objects/Libraries (SAVOBJ) is used, will depend on the following considerations:

• Volume and volatility. Journaling incurs a performance overhead that may become critical on large volumes.
• Transaction complexity. Simple transactions may not need journaling.
• Batch/Interactive job mix. Journaling is less suitable for high volume batch applications.

Backing Up Development Systems

Because an application under development is subject to widespread change, the entire application should be saved
regularly. If a catastrophic failure occurs, not more than one day’s development work should be lost. Backing development
objects prevents loss of work through hardware failure and provides a measure of security against human error; for
instance, the inadvertent deletion of source, objects or data.
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Backing up programming changes should be done daily. This will normally involve saving the development library or
libraries.

Ancillary libraries, for example, test data or development tools, may only require an occasional backup.

Backup Methods

It is worth developing a simple system to manage and support your backups.

For each backup unit (library or generic library name, object or generic object name), it should be possible to specify a
save frequency (such as hourly, daily, weekly, monthly), a save method (SAVOBJ, SAVCHGOBJ, or SAVLIB), and whether
the save is offline or online (save to save file).

The system should section the operator in loading the appropriate media and should record which libraries have actually
been saved on which days, and to which media.

New libraries should be added to the system automatically or semi-automatically. Renaming or deleting libraries should be
ensured.

Using Media

Rotate the media versions. This both provides better protection, but also spreads the mechanical wear of the media more
evenly.

A cycle of at least two week’s versions should be used for offline media copies:

- Day 1 save to Set A- Day 2 save to Set B- Day 3 save to Set C- .....- Day 15 save to Set A- Day 16 save to Set B

When making saves, set the expiry date on the media (EXPDATE parameter on CL Save commands (SAVLIB, SAVOBJ,
SAVCHGOBJ, SAVSAVFDTA)) to be the expected date of reuse. This will cause an exception message to be sent to the
operator if he tries to use the media earlier than the scheduled date.

Media (diskettes or tape) should always be clearly labeled. The label should include:

• The library or objects saved
• A description of the library
• The date and time
• The method of saving (SAVOBJ, SAVLIB)
• The machine (IBM i) and OS/400 level
• The media sequence number; for instance "1 of 3", "2 of 3"

A catalog (obtained by using the OS/400 Display Tape (DSPTAP) command with OUTPUT(*LIST)) may usefully be stored
with the media.

Illustration of Media Label Contents:
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Standards for Testing
This article describes practical guidelines for informal testing techniques. It is important to make use of software tools to
organize and assist with the testing process. Some indication of possible tools is given in this article.

Contents

Types of Testing

Implementation testing can be divided into two stages:

• Program testing
• System testing

In addition, there is the requirement to report and correct bugs on systems that have been implemented.

Program Testing

Program testing is done by the programmer or developer. The developer is responsible for ensuring that the tested
program satisfies the following criteria:

• Performs all the functions described in the program specification
• Handles all non-pathological error conditions without crashing
• Meets the coding and user interface standards
• Is fully documented, including operating instructions

The usual unit for program testing is a single menu option -- this will often correspond to a command.

Black Box and White Box Testing

Most testing methodologies distinguish between black box and white box approaches to testing.

Black box testing assumes no knowledge of the internal mechanism of a program but merely considers the inputs and
outputs.

White box testing uses knowledge of a component’s internal working to focus upon critical paths. White box testing can
be used to simplify the test procedures and to also ensure testing covers conditions arising from any limitations of the
implementation, for example, array maxima.

Generally speaking, white box testing is most effective at a program stage; black box testing is more appropriate at a
system stage.

System Testing

System testing is done by a second party, usually either the analyst or a tester. The objectives of system testing are as
follows:

• To check that programs have been properly tested
• To check that links between different parts of the system work
• To check that the system design works, that is, to execute all of the programs in the system, with realistic data, in a

realistic order
• To check that each program has the correct effect upon the data it handles, that is, that the database is updated

correctly and that all calculations are correct
• To test for arising conditions due to interaction between different programs, or different invocations of the same

program, including record locking and deadly embraces
• To test for arising conditions due to large volumes of data, including level breaks, page overflow, and exceeded commit

maxima
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Test Sheets

Progress should be monitored by means of test sheets. A test sheet is a standard form, one per program (or rather
function), which will circulate between developer and tester until the program has been accepted. It includes a checklist of
standard points to test, plus space for comments and errors. Preferably, this will be online.

Test Techniques

To test a whole system successfully, you will need to "divide and conquer"; that is, split the system into modules that can
be tested independently. Do not try to test the whole until the parts are working.

Overall, it is important to recognize:

• A given test will nearly always need to be repeated many times
• A given test will be needed not only for initial development, but also later on to retest components after maintenance

changes

It is therefore worthwhile, prior to testing, to spend time both formally designing test plans and preparing any tools that will
assist with the process. For example:

• Programs to set up or generate test data
• Test harnesses and ‘scaffold’ programs to run individual programs that are normally run as part of a larger process
• Programs to reset initial test conditions
• Programs to document test data, for example, Queries
• Programs to evaluate test results

PC Tools Useful for Testing

There are several PC-based testing tools. They allow you to carry out regression testing. This is the rerunning of a test
case or battery of test cases after a change has been made, in order to verify that no inadvertent side effects have been
introduced.

The CA 2E Toolkit utilities include a number of tools that may be useful. When testing to display or change data in
database files or data areas, use the following CA 2E Toolkit commands:

• Work with Files (YWRKF) command
• Edit LDA (YEDTLDA) command
• Edit GDA (YEDTGDA) command
• Edit Data Area (YEDTDTAARA) command

To enter debug for predefined sessions, or at any point, use the following CA 2E Toolkit commands:

• Start Debug (YSTRDBG) command
• Set Break Program (YSETBRKPGM) command

To reset initial test conditions, use the CA 2E Toolkit Copy Files (YCPYF) command.

Using Test Plans

For programs that change the database or carry out calculations in a nontrivial way, test plans of predicted results should
be prepared. Test plans should combine as many test conditions as possible in as small of a volume of data as possible.

Using Test Data Packs

Test packs of data (for example, files and data areas) each corresponding to a set of test conditions, should be kept so
that tests can be rerun.
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Prepare a test pack of the data representing the initial state prior to running the test. Ideally, a test pack is a self-contained
library of files and data areas, or a set of physical files.

Take a ‘snapshot’ of the test pack as it is prior to running the test. This may be done in two ways:

• Using the OS/400 save commands (SAVLIB, SAVOBJ, SAVCHGOBJ). The saves may be made on-line to a save file.
• Using the CA 2E Toolkit Copy Files (YCPYF) utility. The Copy file utility saves a list of database files.

Run the test and examine the output data. If an error is found, correct it, restore from the ‘snapshot’, and rerun the test.
You may restore the snapshot either by using the OS/400 restore commands (RSTLIB, RSTOBJ) to restore from your
save file, or using the CA 2E Toolkit YCPYF command to restore from your set of physical files.

Manipulating Test Data

You should have tools for examining and altering test data.
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• You should have a means of looking at any database file that you are likely to change. The CA 2E Toolkit Work with
Files (YWRKF) command can be useful in this respect.

• The OS/400 interactive debug facility can be used to check calculation values during program execution.
• You should have a means of listing the data from the main database files before and after each test is run.

The Test Cycle -- When testing, you will be going through an iterative cycle of testing and error correction.

For each iteration, there will be an overhead involved in recompiling objects from corrected source and in resetting the test
data to the initial conditions. It is, therefore, important to adopt a working method that corrects as many errors as possible
during a given iteration. In other words, you should not necessarily stop at the first error you detect and attempt to correct
and reiterate it, but rather, continue in order to detect and correct as many other errors as possible.

There are several techniques you can use to resume a test run, despite the occurrence of errors:

• Use the OS/400 interactive debug facilities to correct any program variables that are preventing the completion of a
test.

• Use the CA 2E Toolkit Work with Files (YWRKF) command to correct any database fields that are preventing the
completion of a test.

• Use the CA 2E Toolkit edit data area commands (YEDTDTAARA, YEDTLDA, YEDTGDA, and YCHGDTAARA) to
correct any data areas that are preventing the completion of a test.

Error Reporting -- In a live system, locating the cause of a bug is often more difficult than actually fixing the bug. This
is partly because the sort of bugs that elude system testing tend to be obscure, and may only occur under certain
combinations of conditions, but also because they are often reported by the end user, who quite naturally may not be
adept at providing the information that helps to characterize a bug. It is important, therefore, to have an error reporting
procedure that helps to capture as much information about bugs as possible. The user should be trained in basic
recording techniques. Automatic techniques may also be used.

For any reasonably sized system, it is desirable to have a computer-based error reporting and problem determination
system:

• To record the occurrence of an error in a standard format
• To monitor the progress of fixes for the error
• To allow the cross-referencing of related errors
• As a database for a system support personnel (a ‘Helpline’ or ‘Hotline’ function)

iSeries has a number of facilities that can be used to assist with problem resolution. For example, the Question and
Answer database may be used as a basis for a computerized problem reporting system.

Problem Reporting Data -- Careful consideration should be given to the standard information recorded for each problem,
and the classifications under which they are filed.

Some items that are generally important are:

• Application or product name
• Product version number and fix level
• Operating system version number and PTF level
• Program or object name
• Command or menu option name
• User name, date, and time

Include circumstantial information, such as what the user was doing at the time.

Problem Reporting Procedure -- Standard practice should include the following:
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• Take a program dump if an escape message appears.
• Preserve the job log until the problem is resolved. A print of the log may be obtained either by pressing the PRINT

key while displaying the second level messages, or by taking the OS/400 Sign Off command (SIGNOFF) with
LOGOFF(*LIST).

• Print any associated displays using the PRINT key.

If you are operating on more than one machine, the Operating System version levels, including Program Temporary Fix
(PTF) levels, should be recorded. The OS/400 Display Program Temporary Fix (DSPPTF) command can be used to
examine the applied fixes.

Trapping Error Information Automatically -- Apart from its normal job of logging facilities, OS/400 has three particular
features that may be used to trap error information automatically:

• System reply lists. A default reply to exception messages can be specified for a job using the INQMSGRPY parameter
on the OS/400 Submit job (SBMJOB) or Change job (CHGJOB) commands.

• Break message programs. An exception-handling program can be specified for particular messages using the
DFTPGM parameter on the OS/400 Add Message Description (ADDMSGD) and Change Message Description
(CHGMSGD) commands. Apart from dumping, the default program could carry out additional processing, such as
notifying an operator. This facility can be used in conjunction with a system reply list so that the message-handling
program is only invoked for certain jobs.

• RPG III *PSSR Subroutines. Exception handling subroutines can be coded in RPG III source to achieve a similar effect
to break message programs.

Sample Test Sheet

TEST SHEET - COMMAND:

 

Command Diagram: __________ Developer: _____________

 

Documentation: __________ Checked by: _____________

Check date: _____________

Help Text: ____________

Parameters:

_______________ _________________________________

 

________________ _________________________________

 

________________ __________________________________

 

Errors:

________________ __________________________________

 

________________ __________________________________

 

________________ __________________________________
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________________ __________________________________

 

Notes:

______________________________________________________________

 

______________________________________________________________

 

______________________________________________________________

 

______________________________________________________________

 

Documentation Standards
The article details documentation principles. It provides information on documentation that is computer generated,
manually generated, and function oriented. It discusses Help text and provides standards for preparing text.

Contents

Considerations

Prescriptive and Descriptive Documentation -- It is useful to distinguish between prescriptive and descriptive
documentation.

Prescriptive documentation is needed before a system exists, in order to specify what it will be like. It may include
computer-based definitions such as prototypes or data models. Prescriptive documentation includes high-level system
definition documentation, such as a requirements specification or a component architecture overview.

Descriptive documentation is needed after a system exists to record what it does. There is considerable scope for
producing most descriptive documentation automatically from the objects and source that comprise an application. The
CA 2E Toolkit application documentation utilities mostly produce descriptive documentation, which is detailed here.

• Documentation Principles -- The following principles should be followed in preparing documentation:
– Use design and implementation tools that provide integrated documentation facilities.
– Use computer-based word processing and/or DTP facilities to prepare additional text documentation.
– As far as possible, make use of the computer in collating and ordering documentation.
– Ensure all objects and documentation have descriptive titles so as to facilitate the automatic preparation of indices

and cross-references.
– Use standards to reduce the amount of documentation. Too much documentation can be as bad as too little

documentation.
– Use computer-based tools that can create documentation from existing systems.
– Each program should have a functional synopsis that can be extracted to provide a summary of its function.

"Meaning" will still have to be provided by human intervention.
– Provide diagrams wherever possible.

After the system is implemented, the majority of documentation will probably only be required to cope with change, either
to the system or of personnel. Take a facultative approach to the actual production of your documentation\-\- -- that is
to say it should only actually be created when required, but the capability to produce it on demand should be built into
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the system. Software tools to produce facultative documentation should include scanning, cross-referencing, and list
handling facilities. Ideally, it should be possible to produce different views of the documentation to meet different types of
users’ needs, for instance, analyst, tester, and programmer. The computer should regenerate all but the highest level of
documentation automatically. This means that it will automatically stay up-to-date if changes are made.

The following diagram shows the organization of system documentation as a pyramid of levels: the commands used
to print the documentation at each level are shown in bold type in brackets. It should be possible to produce all of the
documentation up to the dotted line automatically.
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• Computer-Generated Documentation -- The following documentation can be generated for all application systems,
using the CA 2E Toolkit documentation utilities:
– File layouts: The CA 2E Toolkit Document File (YDOCF) command will generate file documentation from compiled

files, and will include information about fields, access paths, and dependent files.
– Menus: The CA 2E Toolkit Document Menu (YDOCMNU) command will generate documentation for CA 2E Toolkit

menus.
– Program summaries: The CA 2E Toolkit Document Program (YDOCPGM) utility will generate program

documentation, including information about parameters, required objects, and subprograms called. In order for the
utility to generate full documentation, ‘H*’ source directive lines must be used in the source as comments.

– Source listings: The CA 2E Toolkit Document Source (YDOCSRC) utility will provide compact source listings.
– Search listings: The CA 2E Toolkit Scan Source (YSCNSRC) utility will provide listings of occurrences of given

search strings in source.
– Cross-references: A variety of cross-references can be created using CA 2E Toolkit commands; for example,

program/file, menu/program.
• Manually Generated Documentation -- The following documentation should be prepared for all application systems:

– Program Synopses: The comment section at the beginning of the source of every program should contain a
statement of the purpose of the program and a summary of the functions carried out by the program.

– Command diagrams: A standard command diagram should be provided for each command. Use a word processor
to enter and to print command diagrams.

– Message text: Message text, including second level text, should be prepared using the OS/400 Add Message
Description (ADDMSGD) and Change Message Description (CHGMSGD) commands.

– Help text: Operator instructions should be prepared for each interactive program. Use UIM help to provide help
text. CA 2E will generate Help text automatically.

– Summary flowcharts: Flowcharts and other diagram types indicating the main flow of information through the
system should be prepared. The CA 2E Toolkit Work with Report (YWRKRPT) can be used to create simple
diagrams up to 198 characters wide.

– Technical overviews: Overviews should be written to describe the techniques used in the system, and to explain
any special subjects; for example, backup, recovery, and end-of-period procedures.

• Command Based Documentation -- A number of reasons were given earlier in this manual for arranging system
design around user-defined CL commands, each command being the entry point to an application function. Not
least among the reasons given was that CL commands provide a natural framework for arranging the operational
documentation for the application, as well as a notation for doing so. The framework has a flat structure that enables
the user to look up the operational details for invoking any task directly without having to locate it through a menu
hierarchy.

Documenting Commands

If commands are used to document a system, they should be documented in two separate ways:

1. With command diagrams for all commands, arranged in alphabetical order of command name. Each diagram should
contain the following sections:
– Function: A synopsis of the purpose of the command.
– Diagram: A command diagram prepared according to the OS/400 conventions.
– Parameters: A description of each parameter specifying the allowed values, including any defaults and special

values.
– Notes: Notes about any special considerations for using the command, and information about any prerequisite or

subsequent processing steps.
– Example: An instance of using the command.

2. With a Concepts Section that discusses each area of the application system and names the individual commands that
are relevant to that area. The concepts section provides an alternative access path for understanding the purpose of
individual commands in terms of the whole application system.
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For good models, refer to the OS/400 CL Reference Section (command diagrams) and the OS/400 Programmer’s Section
(concepts).

General Rules for Preparing Command Diagrams

The following rules apply to the layout of the diagram:

• Begin the syntax base line with the command name in upper case:-

• Start each continuation syntax base line with ‘> -- ’ and end it with ‘ -- >’.
• Show all parameter keywords in upper case on the syntax base line.
• Do not split parameter descriptions over two lines, if this can be avoided.
• List the parameters in the order in which they appear in the code for the command. Note that on IBM i, the order in

which the parameters appear on the panel may be altered by use of the PMTCTL keyword.

Example

If additional information about a parameter is required, enter a number enclosed in brackets against the parameter, and
explain it at the bottom of the diagram.

• Use ‘>’ before a parameter value to indicate that it is the default value.
• Use ‘-|’ and ‘|-’ to indicate a fork in a syntax base or branch line.
• Use ‘ -- -- ’ to indicate the termination of the syntax base line (for example, no ‘*’ or ‘’), and continue the line to the edge

of the diagram:

• For qualified object names, place ‘/’ after an element name to indicate qualification.
• Place a box containing a ‘P’, after the last permitted positional parameter:

• Place a box containing a ‘K’, after the last permitted keyword parameter.
• Draw a line across the diagram to indicate the last required parameter. Place the word ‘Required’ above this line on

the right-hand side. Place ‘Optional’ below this line. If all parameters are optional, place ‘Optional’ in the top left hand
corner of the box.
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• To indicate variables, use lower case and connect compound nouns with hyphens, for example, ‘library-list-name’.
Values should be of a data type, rather than a specific name, for example ‘date’ rather than ‘order- date’.

• For parameters that have a choice of values, place each value on a different branch line. If more than one value can
be specified, indicate this with an arrow below, and state the maximum number of allowed values. For example:

• State the environments in which the command may be used (interactive or batch) in a box at the bottom right-hand
corner of the command diagram. List the modules of the product for which the command is applicable, underneath the
command diagram. For example:

Command Diagram Example

The example below shows the layout of a typical command diagram.

YEDTLIBLST (Edit Library List)
Function

Calls an interactive program to edit or change a library list.

• The edited list may be stored away permanently as a CA 2E Toolkit library list.
• It may also be used to change the current job’s library list.

Command diagram, prepared, using OS/400 conventions:
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Parameters

LIBLST -- Qualified name of library list which is to be edited:

• *JOB: current job’s library list
• *USER: library list has same name as user
• *SELECT: display list of existing lists

Notes

Calls an interactive display to edit a library list. Press the HELP key while using the program for instructions.

Library lists are stored in file YLIBLST in the library specified by the LIBLST parameter.

It is recommended that you have only one library list file per installation. However, additional files can be created as
follows:

CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(YLIBLST) FROMLIB(pgmlib)  OBJTYPE(*FILE)  TOLIB(library-name)

Example

To edit the current job’s library list:

YEDTLIBLST

To edit a library list named BORGES:-

YEDTLIBLST LIBLST(BORGES)

Parameter Descriptions

The following rules apply to the description of command parameters, which should appear below the diagram.
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• The command parameters should be described individually in the same order as they are listed in the command
diagram. The parameter keyword should be in bold type.

• Parameter descriptions should begin with a statement of the type of value expected, for example, ‘Qualified name’,
‘Generic qualified name’, ‘Message identifier’, ‘Text description’, or ‘Compound list made up of the following three
elements’.

• Each special value should be described. The actual special value should be shown (for example, ‘*NONE’), followed
by the text description.

• The default special value should be shown first, and underlined.
• For multi-part parameters which have a single value as well, show the single value on a separate branch line from that

containing the multi-part parameter values (which may branch again to show a list of values):

 

The following rule applies to the notes on using the command:

• Notes should explain additional specific information that is required to use the command or understand its actions.
Information pertaining to particular parameters should normally appear in the parameter description, not in the notes.

The following rule applies to the examples of using the command which should appear at the end:

• Examples should cite at least one instance of using the command. Give a typical example or examples.

YEDTLIBLST LIBLST(BORGES)

Messages

OS/400 messages provide a highly flexible way of providing context-sensitive documentation. Messages should be
regarded as an integral part of the application system documentation.

The first level text of diagnostic messages should state what the problem is. The second level text should contain an
explanation of the cause of the problem and possible solutions.

The CA 2E Document Model Messages (YDOCMDLMSG) command provides a means of producing a message section
for your application.

Standards For Preparing Text Documentation
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Preparing Text

Use word processing and/or desktop publishing tools to write the additional text needed to support an application. Ideally,
you should have capabilities to do the following:

• Integrate manually written text with computer generated documentation in composite documents.
• Capture screen prints and report listings as text illustrations.
• Integrate documentation version control with program version control.

Structuring Documentation

When preparing documentation:

• Provide prefaces to give an indication of what is to come: at each level, structure your documentation into an
introduction followed by more sections of more detailed information.

• Provide indexes and a table of contents. At the beginning of each section, indicate the sections that follow. For online
help text, provide a search index.

• Be consistent in the use of titles, names, and indentation. As in the case of any other interface, it is consistency that
gives a professional appearance.

• Leave "white space".
• Provide diagrams where appropriate. The CA 2E Toolkit Convert Print Key (YCVTPRT) command can be used to

convert print key output to text source.
• Provide examples to illustrate what you are describing.
• Provide summaries to reinforce the most important points.
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Using Sub-documents

Break large documents into a number of smaller documents and create a master document to control their printing. This
gives you greater flexibility as follows:
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• It is quicker to load, edit, and replace a small document.
• The same sub-documents may be assembled in a number of different ways for different purposes.
• It is easier to find text within a small document.

The following points should be observed when writing specifications, program descriptions, and operator instructions.

• Split a complicated series of instructions into a series of numbered ‘cookbook’ steps. For example:
Not: "Adding a new client and his address is a multi-step process in which first the client is added using the new client
display (unless the client was already a supplier, in which case you use the conversion display); and then add the
address using the address display, although in the latter case the final step is not necessary."
But rather: "To add a new client:
a. Decide if the client is already a supplier.
b. If the client is not already a supplier:

- Add the client using the new client display.
- Add the client’s address using the address display.

c. If the client is already a supplier:
- Add the client using the conversion display."

• Use an active voice. For example:
Not:  "To display messages, the user should press F6."
But rather: "Press F6 to display your messages."

• Write in terms of what the user is trying to achieve. For example:
Not: "This program performs a database add via a validator subprogram to the customer header and detail files."
But rather: "This program lets you add new customers to the system".

• Work forwards in time. A simple narrative is usually more straightforward. For example:
Not: "Before you can do this, you must first add a record, before you add a record you must yourself be enrolled as a
user, before which you must decide who has enrollment rights."
But rather:  "To be able to do this you must first decide who has enrollment rights, secondly get him to enroll you, and
thirdly, add a record."

• Avoid jargon. It is legitimate to use a small vocabulary of specialist terms that a computer user may reasonably be
expected to know, such as workstation, cursor, and command key, but any other terms should be explained.
Not:  "The workstation terminal Help command function key provides WYSIWYG context-sensitive Help text by making
a call command request to invoke the interactive on-line Help facility, which has self-extending scroll-through sub file
and vectored entry. The Help display program is invoked as an interrupt using a put-override technique so that existing
modified input field values are not overlaid by a subsequent put/get."
But rather:  "When you press the HELP key the instructions for the current panel will be displayed. If there is more
than one page of instructions, they may be displayed by pressing the ROLL key. Any data that you have already
entered will still be there when you return from the Help Text display.

• Place new terms in italics when they are introduced so as to emphasize that they are jargon words: The sub file, a
special type of repeating data structure that can be used on displays, is a jolly clever idea."
Where specialist terms are introduced, use the same term consistently. Elegant variation is not required in computer
manuals.

• Be as specific as possible; use concrete terms rather than abstract ones. For example:
Not:  "Various utilities may be used to manipulate text".
But rather: "Both the Edit source and the Edit text command may be used to create or change Help text".

• Avoid compound phrases; they tend to be very ambiguous. For example:
Not:  "RECORD ERROR"
But rather:  Either, "A error has occurred on processing a record", or "Please log the occurrence of an error in the
appropriate place".

• Do not repeat what is already apparent from the context, nor that which could be more efficiently described centrally
(such as instructions on how to use a workstation, how to display second level message text).

• Provide examples and instances to illustrate the points you make. Counter-instances may also be useful. For example:
Not:
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But rather: For example: - "* Not: ........."
• Provide frequent sub-headings and captions to break up the text. Captions enable readers to "hone in" on the

information that they are looking for -- and to skip that which they are not.
• Ask yourself, ‘What are the questions which would be crossing the mind of someone reading this?’

Terminology

It is important that a consistent terminology be used throughout a system. For instance, decide whether you have screens,
panels, displays, or videos, workstations, VDUs, or terminals. The terminology laid down in IBM’s SAA should be used
whenever possible.

Presentation Conventions

The appearance of documentation is greatly improved if consistent standards are used for punctuation, emphasis, and
examples. The CA 2E internal standards are to use the following presentation conventions.

Control Language Commands in Text

Give references to commands, both OS/400 and user-defined, in the following format:

YDSPMNU MENU(FRED) FILE(FREDMENU) +

ALWCMDENT(*NO)

For example:

When quoting examples of CL code in text, always specify the parameter keywords in full, indicate a continuation with a
‘+’ sign, and use bold type for the entire command, For example, LVCHK(*NO), MAXMBRS(*NOMAX), SFLEND, MSGID.

References to parameter keywords should be in upper case and bold type; for example, LVLCHK(*NO),
MAXMBRS(*NOMAX), SFLEND, and MSGID.
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Use uppercase when referring to the name of an OS/400 object, whether shipped or user-defined; for instance QGPL,
QTXT, QPRINT, QBATCH, YINLPGM, YDSPHLP.

System Entities in Text

Refer to iSeries and OS/400 in upper case with a slash.

Give references to CA 2E relations in initial capital letters in bold type.

Give references to CA 2E object attributes in uppercase, for example DTE, STS, and RTV.

Give references to entities in initial capital letters, for example, Horse.

Displays and command keys in text

On iSeries, give references to displays in lower case and quotes, to be consistent with the display title on the panel.

• References to command keys should be in upper case and bold type, for example, HELP, ROLLUP, ENTER, F3.
• In text, spell out numbers under ten; for instance, nine turtle doves not 9 turtledoves; 13 characters not thirteen

characters.

Note that special conventions apply to the following diagram types:

• Command diagrams
• Article facing pages
• CA 2E relation syntax diagrams
• CA 2E relation examples

Headings should not have a period as punctuation.

Punctuation

The abbreviations e.g. and i.e. should be avoided. If you do use them for parenthetical information, use periods between
the letters. Do not write them as ie and eg. Terms such as for example and that is are preferred.

• When the word not is being used as a contrast, use boldface type. For instance:
Not: not like this.
But rather: not like this.

• Use a colon to indicate the start of a list of items.
• When a list consists of partial sentences or points, each on a different line, do not begin with a capital letter or end with

a full stop, for instance:
-- command diagrams
-- article facing pages
-- CA 2E relation syntax diagrams

Where points are numbered, enter numbering as 1. and 2. with the numbers followed by a period. This applies to sub-
points as well, which should be designated by letters a., b., and c. Avoid roman numerals, as they do not align properly.

UIM Help Text Example

This section contains sample source for UIM help text. There are separate examples for Command help, Panel help,
Search index, and Hypertext definitions.

Command Help (‘wlllcmH’)

PNLGRP SUBMSGF=’WPMTMSG’.
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    . *T: Library list Object - command help

  . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     . *H: SYSTEM            : Widget Processing System

      . *H: PROGRAMMER        : J. Sloan

      . *H: DATE              : 24/04/92

      . *H: (C) COPYRIGHT 1992 WIDGET CORPORATION

     IMPORT PNLGRP=wssycmh NAME=’*’.     <==Standard definitions 

     . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     :IMPORT PNLGRP=qhckmst1 NAME=’dspobjd/output’.

      :IMPORT PNLGRP=qhckmst1 NAME=’dspobjd/outfile’.

     :IMPORT PNLGRP=qhckmst1 NAME=’dspobjd/outmbr’.

        . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

    . * Primary help text for the commands

  . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

       . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     . wchgliblst help

       . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

     :HELP NAME=’wchgliblst/ALL’.        <==  Help group to          

 :IMHELP NAME=wchgliblst.            gather all parameters

       :IMHELP NAME=’wchgliblst/liblst’    together

        :IMHELP NAME=’wchgliblst/libl’.

     :IMHELP NAME=’wchgliblst/text’. 
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    :EHELP.

 . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     . * C. Change library list command overview

       :HELP NAME=’wchgliblst’.             <== Command overview

        &MSG(Wll5002). &MSG(uis1005).

   :P.The &MSG(Wll5002). (WCHGLIBLST) &MSG(uis0021).

       changes the contents of an existing

     :LINK PERFORM =’DSPHELP wlllenh/went/liblst wlllenh’.

       &MSG(Wll0301).:ELINK.

       :EHELP.

   . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     . * P. Library list name

        . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

    :HELP NAME=’wchgliblst/
liblst’.      <== Parameter                                                                       descriptions

    :IMHELP NAME=’liblst/liblst’.

       :P.Specifies the name and

       &MSG(Wlb0301). of the

       &MSG(Wll0301). that is to be changed

        :IMHELP NAME=’whsyhph/STDTXT/
REQVAL’. <==        Standard text                                                                   fragments

       :IMHELP NAME=’whsyhph/STDPARMVAL/LIB’.

      :EHELP.
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   . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     . * P. Library list libraries

   . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

     :HELP NAME=’wchgliblst/LIBL’.

       :IMHELP NAME=’liblst/LIBL’.

 :PARML.                               <==    Parameter values

        :PT.:PK DEF. *SAME:EPK.

 :PD.Do not change the

   &MSG(Wlb0015). stored in the

        &MSG(Wll0301).

      :EPARML.

        :IMHELP NAME=’liblst/LIBL/LIB’.

     :EHELP.

   . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     . * P. Text

     . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

     :HELP NAME=’wchgliblst/TEXT’.

       &MSG(WTX0001). (TEXT) &MSG(uis1005).

    :XH3(WTX0001). (TEXT)

   :P.Specifies a text description of the new

      &MSG(Wll0301).

      :PARML.

 :PT.:PK DEF. *DFTTXT:EPK.

       :PD.Default text is to be provided.
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     :PT.:PK.’&MSG(Wtx0201).’:EPK.

   :PD.Up to fifty characters of free format text, enclosed in

     apostrophes.

    :EPARML.

  :EHELP.

 . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

     . * Reused groups LIBLST

        . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

 . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     :IMHELP NAME=’liblst/liblst’.

       . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

     :P.Specifies the name and

       &MSG(Wlb0301). of the

       &MSG(Wll0301). containing the

       &MSG(Wlb0315). to use to provide the

        &MSG(Wlb0305). and the

      &MSG(Wlb0316). of the submitted

     &MSG(Wjb0301).

        :IMHELP NAME=’whsyhph/STDTXT/
POSVAL’.  <== Standard text                                                                         fragment

  :PARML.
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 :PT.:PK DEF. *NONE:EPK.

 :PD.No

  &MSG(Wll0301). is to be used.

       :EPARML.

        :IMHELP NAME=’liblst/liblstVAL/JOB’.

        :PARML.

 :PT.:PK(Wlb0201).:EPK.

  :PD.Name of

     &MSG(Wlb0301). containing the

       &MSG(Wll0301).

      :EPARML.

        :IMHELP NAME=’whsyhph/STDPARMVAL/LIB’.

      :EHELP.

   . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     . * LIBLST values

       . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

     :HELP NAME=’liblst/liblstval/job’.

  :PARML.

 :PT.:PK. *JOB:EPK.

      :PD.The

 &MSG(Wll0301)., name is the same as the

     &MSG(Wjb0305).

      :EPARML.

        :EHELP.
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   . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     . * LIBL preamble

       . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

    :HELP NAME=’liblst/libl’.

   &MSG(WLB0006). (LIBL) &MSG(uis1005).

    :XH3(WLB0006). (LIBL)

   :P.Specifies the libraries to be included in the

        &MSG(Wll0301).

      :IMHELP NAME=’whsyhph/STDTXT/PLUS’.

 :EHELP.

Panel Help (‘wlllpnh’)

 PNLGRP SUBMSGF=’WPMTMSG’.

. *T: Library lists - panel help

. * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

. *H: SYSTEM          : Widget Processing System

. *H: PROGRAMMER      : J. Sloan

. *H: DATE            : 24/04/85

. *H: (C) COPYRIGHT 1985 WIDGET CORPORATION

. * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

 IMPORT PNLGRP=WhSYHPH   NAME=’*’.      <==        Standard definitions 

     . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

     . * Primary help text for the panels
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    . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

       . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     . WDSPLIBLST panel help

 . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

     :HELP NAME=’zsflctl1/PNL/
INTRO’.  <== Overview for whole                 &MSG(Wll2101). &MSG(uis1005).              panel

                                                

  :ISCH roots=’relationship change panel wdspliblst’.                                                                 <==  SCHIDX entry

    :xh3 The &MSG(Wll2101). (DSPLIBLST) &MSG(uis0023).      

<==  Extended heading

        :P.The &MSG(Wll2101). (DSPLIBLST) &MSG(uis0023).

        shows the contents of a specified

       :LINK PERFORM =’DSPHELP wlllenh/went/liblst wlllenh’.

       &MSG(Wll0301).:ELINK.

       :IMHELP NAME=’whsyhph/STDTXT/ENTERRTN’.  <== Standard

    :EHELP.                                       fragment

      . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     . * Online Help Information for Display Options

 . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

    :HELP NAME=’zsflctl1/PNL/BOTINS’.

   :IMHELP NAME=’whsyhph/STDTXT/ENTERRTN’.

     :EHELP.
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   . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     . * Online Help Information for Function Keys

   . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

    :HELP NAME=’zsflctl1/PNL/CMDINS’.

   &MSG(uis1001). &MSG(uis1005).

   :xh3(uis1001).                     Function keys 

       :IMHELP NAME=’whsyhph/STD/F/F1HELP’.

        :IMHELP NAME=’whsyhph/STD/F/F3EXIT/END’.

    :IMHELP NAME=’whsyhph/STD/F/F12PREV’.

       :IMHELP NAME=’whsyhph/STD/F/ENTER’.

 :IMHELP NAME=’whsyhph/STD/F/HELP’.

  :IMHELP NAME=’whsyhph/STD/F/HOME’.

  :IMHELP NAME=’whsyhph/STD/F/PRINT’.

 :EHELP.

   . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     . * Library list name

   . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

     :HELP NAME=’zsflctl/zzllvn’.          Help text for panel

   &MSG(Wlb0001). &MSG(uis1005).            fields

 :xh3(Wlb0001).

  :P.The name of a

        &MSG(Wlb0301). in the list.

 :EHELP.
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     . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

    . * Text

        . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

     :HELP NAME=’zsflctle/zztxvn’.

       &MSG(Wtx0001). &MSG(uis1005).

   :xh3(Wtx0001).

  :P.The user text, if any, used to briefly describe the

  &MSG(Wll0301).

      :EHELP.

 . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     EPNLGRP.

Search Index (‘wschidx’)

PNLGRP SUBMSGF=’WPMTMSG’.

. *T: Library list Object - command help

. * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

. *H: SYSTEM     : Widget Processing System

. *H: PROGRAMMER : J. Sloan

. *H: DATE       : 24/04/92

. *H: (C) COPYRIGHT 1992 WIDGET CORPORATION

. * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

IMPORT PNLGRP=WHSYHPH NAME=’*’.        <== Standard definitions 
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:IMPORT PNLGRP=’wlllcmH’ NAME=’wcrtliblst/ALL’.   <==  Commands

:IMPORT PNLGRP=’WlllcmH’ NAME=’wchgliblst/ALL’.

:IMPORT PNLGRP=’WlllcmH’ NAME=’wdspliblst/ALL’.

:IMPORT PNLGRP=’WlllcmH’ NAME=’wchglibl/ALL’.

:IMPORT PNLGRP=’wlllpnH’ NAME=’Zsflctl1/PNL/INTRO’.

. * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

. * Root definitions

. * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’about’.about

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’change’.change changes changing

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’change’.CHG

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’command’.command commands commanding

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’command’.CL CMD

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’create’.create creates creating CRT

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’data’.library libraries

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’display’.display displays displaying

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’help’.help assist

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’how’.how

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’job’.job

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’jobd’.description

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’index’.index indexed indexing

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’index’.content contents

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’index’.list lists
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    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’index’.register registers

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’index’.table tables

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’index’.list lists

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’index’.IDX

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’liblst’.liblst

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’liblst’.library libraries

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’liblst’.list lists

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’library’.library libraries

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’library’.LIB

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’list’.list lists

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’list’.column columns

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’list’.database databases

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’list’.directory directories

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’list’.field fields

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’list’.file files

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’list’.item items

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’list’.directory directories

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’list’.library libraries

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’list’.log logs logging

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’list’.record records

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’list’.table tables

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’list’.series

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’LIBLST’.LIBLST

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’LIBLST’.library

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’LIBLST’.list
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    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’LIBLST’.object

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’LIBLST’.library libraries

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’LIBLST’.list lists

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’objtyp’.LIBLST

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’search’.search searches searching

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’search’.searching searched

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’search’.SCH

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’search’.find finding FND

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’search’.seek seeking

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’search’.quest question

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’search’.hunt hunting

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’search’.get getting

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’search’.locate locating

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’search’.look looking

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’search’.retrieve retrieving RTV

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’search’.review reviewing

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’submit’.submit submits SBM

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’topic’.topic  topics

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’topic’.category  categories

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’what’.what

    . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’wCHGLIBL’.wCHGLIBL

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’wchgliblst’.wchgliblst

    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’wCRTLIBLST’.wCRTLIBLST
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    :ISCHSYN ROOT=’wdspLIBLST’.wdspLIBLST

    . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

   :HELP NAME=’about_index_search_opr’.

    :ISCH ROOTS=’about index search help’.

    About index search

    :IMHELP NAME=’about_index_search’.

    :EHELP.

    . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

    . * References to command help groups

    . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

    . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

    :HELP NAME=’change_library_list’.

    :ISCH roots=’change job liblst LIBLST how command wchglibl’.

    &MSG(Wll5011). (WCHGLIBL) &MSG(uis1002). (&MSG(uis1003).)

    :IMHELP NAME=’wchglibl/ALL’.

    :EHELP.

    . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

    :HELP NAME=’change_library_list_object’.

    :ISCH roots=’change LIBLST liblst how command wchgliblst’.

    &MSG(Wll5002). (WCHGLIBLST) &MSG(uis1002). (&MSG(uis1003).)

    :IMHELP NAME=’wchgliblst/ALL’.

    :EHELP.

    . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
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    :HELP NAME=’create_library_list_object’.

    :ISCH roots=’create LIBLST liblst how command wcrtliblst’.

    &MSG(Wll5001). (WCRTLIBLST) &MSG(uis1002). (&MSG(uis1003).)

    :IMHELP NAME=’wcrtliblst/ALL’.

    :EHELP.

    . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

    :HELP NAME=’display_library_list_object’.

    :ISCH roots=’display LIBLST liblst how command wdspliblst’.

    &MSG(Wll5004). (WDSPLIBLST) &MSG(uis1002). (&MSG(uis1003).)

    :IMHELP NAME=’wdspliblst/ALL’.

    :EHELP.

    . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

    :EPNLGRP.

Hypertext Definitions (‘wlllenh’)

PNLGRP SUBMSGF=’WPMTMSG’.

  . *T: Standard hypertext definitions

      . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     . *H: SYSTEM            : Widget Processing System

      . *H: PROGRAMMER        : J. Sloan

      . *H: DATE              : 24/04/92

      . *H: (C) COPYRIGHT 1992 WIDGET CORPORATION

     . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
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     IMPORT PNLGRP=wssypnh NAME=’*’.     <==Standard definitions 

       . * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

     :HELP NAME=’wlllenH/WENT/LIBLST’.

   &MSG(wll0001). &MSG(uis1005).

   :ISCH roots=’LIBLST novice what’.                           <==Index entry

       &MSG(wll0001).

      :xh3(wll0001).

    :P.A &MSG(wll0301). (LIBLST)

        is a type of

    :LINK perform=’DSPHELP wlllenh/WENT/spcobj’.  <==cross refe

      &MSG(wSP0301).

      :ELINK.

 containing a list of libraries. It may also contain the                                                                 name of a

       &MSG(wlb0305). and the name of a

    &MSG(wJD0301).

      These stored values can be used to set the

      &MSG(wlb0315). of a

 &MSG(wjb0301). or

   &MSG(wjd0301). &period.

 The names of

    &MSG(wll0301).s

     must be unique within a given

   &MSG(wlb0301). &period.
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     :imhelp name=’whsyhph/STDTXT/
RELTOPIC’.  <== List of                                                                             related topics

  :ul COMPACT.

    :li.:LINK PERFORM =’DSPHELP wlllenh/went/liblst/HOW’.

       How to create or change a &MSG(wll0301).:ELINK.

     :li.:LINK PERFORM =’DSPHELP wlsyenh/went/liblst/use’.

       Using a &MSG(wll0301).:ELINK.

       :li.:LINK PERFORM =’DSPHELP wlllenh/went/liblst/xmp’.

       Example of using a &MSG(wll0301).:ELINK.

    :eul.

   :ehelp.

   . . . . . . etc

   :EPNLGRP.
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Defining Data Models
This section provides instructions on using CA 2E to design and maintain a data model.

The data model you define serves as a foundation for developing a correct database for your entire application system. It
describes the files, fields, conditions, and their relations. The data model also includes the validation rules and edit codes
to be used by your application system.

More Information

• Getting Started with CA 2E Data Modeling
• Developing a Conceptual Model
• Understanding Your Data Model
• Creating/Defining Your Data Model
• Maintaining Your Data Model
• Documenting Your Data Model
• Assimilating iOS Database

Getting Started with CA 2E Data Modeling
This article provides an overview of basic concepts of data modeling and how CA 2E (formerly known as Advantage
2E) handles data modeling. Its purpose is to help you understand data modeling and to prepare you for building and
maintaining a data model with CA 2E.

Contents

Understanding Data Modeling

Data modeling is a method of representing the real world. To CA 2E, data modeling is particularly important because a
data model is the basis of everything that is designed within CA 2E.

What is a Data Model?

A data model is a structured description of a set of data and its relationships, which represent the business of an
organization. A data model bears the same relation to the organization it models as a map does to the terrain it
represents.

A data model does not comprise in itself the true structure of an organization's business, but rather an acceptably
simplified view of it. This structure may be subjected to certain stringent tests to verify that it can be considered an
efficient, self-contained system.

Your data model should be comprehensive and consistent in order to accurately reflect the data and data interconnections
of the organization your application supports.

A properly defined and structured data model helps you design a correct database, which is essential to the successful
implementation of your application system.

The Life Cycle of Application Development

The life cycle of application development covers the tasks required to start, complete, and maintain an application. The
tasks start with planning and conclude with maintenance activities.
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To help eliminate errors and misunderstandings, you need a structured language to depict the requirements. It must be
something that everyone understands and can be interpreted in only one manner. You use data modeling to create this
structure.

Data modeling shows how things (entities) are related and interact with each other. Data modeling techniques are very
structured and defined so that an idea can be represented in only a single way. This approach enables you to eliminate
ambiguities.

CA 2E uses data modeling to capture and describe application specifications. These specifications reflect the user's
requirements. Once these requirements are represented by the data model and agreed to by the users, the other tasks
in the application life cycle will use this information to develop the application. With correct information in the data
model, many errors and changes will be eliminated in the later stages of the life cycle. This makes for a more efficiently
developed application.

Advantages of a Data-Driven Approach

With a process-driven approach, you define your functions and programs first and try to fit the data required into the
processes. With a data-driven approach, you begin with defining the data first. Each data element is defined once and
only once.

A data-driven approach eliminates data redundancy and sets the stage for normalizing the database, making it easier to
be accessed and maintained.

Defining a data model helps insulate the data structure from the process logic. That is, when process logic or flow
changes, the data structure or model does not need to change. Since process logic is more susceptible to change than
the data model, the structure is easier to maintain. Using an Order Entry example: if the Order information is defined by
the order entry transaction, the database is likely to change when the transaction changes. On the other hand, if the order
information is defined based on all the information that users think of regarding an order, the data structures are likely to
accommodate any set of transactions.

Your data model restricts the number of allowable operations and suggests processes that can operate on the data. Some
database functions are common to all entities regardless of their structure. For example, editing a Customer entity is the
same process as editing a Supplier entity although they have different entity attributes. Inquiry and reporting processes
are possible for all entities.

This set of processes leads to process structures that can become building blocks for larger, more complex processes. By
reducing or eliminating redundancy, processes are easier to manage and maintain.

The CA 2E Approach to Data Modeling

There are several different methodologies for creating and analyzing data models. These methodologies differ
considerably in the degree of rigor and formality of their approaches, and in the terminology used.

CA 2E takes a data-driven approach to data modeling: it uses the entity-relation (E-R) modeling method. An E-R model
lists the significant business objects of an organization and the relationships between these objects.

The objects are called entities. Each entity has its own properties, called attributes, that distinguish it from another
entity. For example, a company, person, or product is an entity; a company ID, a person's name, or a product code is an
attribute.

The company entity can be described and uniquely identified by its attribute; for example, company ID. Other examples of
unique identification might be a person by the person's name, or a product by a product code.

In CA 2E, an entity means a file, and an attribute means a field on the file. The associations between files or between a
field and its file are called relationships.

CA 2E uses the basic English verbs, Known by, Has, Refers to, and Owned by, to represent these types of relationships.
Relationships drive the design process. CA 2E is able to create the database for an application system entirely and
automatically from the types of relationships it recognizes in a data model.
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In addition, CA 2E uses what it knows about relationships and integrity rules stored in a data model to automatically
generate default programs to implement an application.

For more information about entities, attributes, and relationships, see the article "Developing a Conceptual Model."

For more information about types of CA 2E relations and their use, see Article 3, "Understanding Your Data Model."

The following example illustrates a CA 2E data model for a simple Order Entry application. The model identifies the
entities, and their relationships, and the types of the relationships using four basic relations.

To describe data models, CA 2E uses a simple data modeling language consisting of statements of the form:

<Subject Verb Object>

Example: A Customer has a Customer name

Example of a CA 2E Data Model

A Customer is Known by a Customer code

A Customer Has a Customer name

A Customer Has an Address

A Customer Has a Credit limit

A Product is Known by a Product number

A Product Has a Product price

An Order is Known by an Order number

An Order Refers to a Customer

An Order Has an Order status

An Order Has an Order date

An Order detail is Owned by an Order

An Order detail is Known by a Line number

An Order detail Refers to a Product

An Order detail Has an Order quantity

Developing a Conceptual Model
This article provides direction for developing a conceptual data model based on the analysis of business information and
requirements of your application project.

Before You Begin

You must be familiar with entity relationship diagramming conventions to present the relationships with an ERD.

Overview

You use the conceptual data model to identify and record the specific data elements needed to store and retrieve
information. The data and data connections described by your model will be used to create files in the database serving
your application system. Your conceptual model will be used to create a model later in CA 2E.

You can use a variety of design tools to develop your data model and bring it into CA 2E. If you use design tools, see
Considerations topic in this article.

In this article, you will
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• Identify the entities, attributes, and relations to represent the business information you want to describe in your data
model.

• Normalize your model to prepare for entering it into CA 2E.

When you have successfully completed these tasks, you are ready to use CA 2E to create a data model or to maintain an
existing one.

See the articles Understanding Your Data Model and Creating/Defining Your Data Model for more information.

See the article Introducing Data Modeling for more information about basic concepts on data modeling and examples of a
CA 2E data model.

Goals of Your Conceptual Model

Your conceptual data model should be built so that it can be effectively used to produce a CA 2E data model. This model
will then be generated as a database for your application.

Your conceptual data model should be:

• Comprehensive
Every item of information that is relevant to the organization should be recorded. Every item of information should
appear once and only once.

• Consistent
There should be no mutually incompatible representations of information, inconsistencies, or conflicting rules about
what can be done with the data.

More Information

• Identifying Entities and Attributes
• Domains
• Identifying Relations
• Normalizing Your Data Model

Identifying Entities and Attributes
Contents

This is the first task you perform to begin building a conceptual data model. The purpose of this task is to produce a list of
primary entities and the attributes for those entities.

This task consists of two steps:

• Step 1 shows you how to identify the primary entities for your model. This step also discusses generalization and
differentiation of the entities.

• Step 2 shows you how to identify the attributes for your primary entities.

Although you can identify the entities, attributes, and their relationships at the same time, it may be easier to follow the
steps and examples in the order they are listed.

To guide you through and give you a complete picture of the process, a sample of an Order Entry application and
examples will be used for this task.

The same examples will be used again in the next task, Identifying Relations.

Step 1 Identifying Primary Entities

The first task in building your conceptual data model is to review the data items from your analysis of business
information. Determine which are the most pertinent items and group them into primary entities.
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To determine primary entities, select the objects that are important to your business. The end users of your application
can be a good source to help you identify primary entities. They know what the entities are for their particular business
because they physically handle them everyday.

Customers place orders for products on order entry forms. The company sells products. Your application needs data to
process an order entry form to meet the business requirements. The following example shows a typical Order Entry form.

ABC Company                                           Customer Copy

Customer Code:

                                                     Phone:

Name

Address                                               Order Number

                                                    Date

Product Code          Description     Qty             Price           Total

___________            ___________      ___              _____           ______

___________            ___________      ___              _____           ______

___________            ___________      ___              _____           ______

___________            ___________      ___              _____           ______

 

For this Order Entry application, you would consider the following primary entities. They are represented as independent
boxes:

Customer Company

Order Product

The entities you have just selected (Customer, Company, Order, and Product) represent information that is pertinent to
this kind of business.

However, you realize there will be situations when some products being ordered may be out of stock. Those particular
products must be put on purchase orders, which will be placed with specific vendors or suppliers who supply them to the
company. Each vendor or supplier supplies a particular type of product, and you want to be able to distinguish between
products.

You now want to add more entities to represent your requirements:
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Customer Company

Order Product

Vendor Purchase
Order

Supplier Supply
Request

NOTE
Entities should be given precise and concrete names. For example, use Customer instead of Person, or Country
instead of Place. Use singular instead of plural form, such as Customer, not Customers.

You have identified and listed some entities you think are important to represent and describe the information needed for
your business application. At this point, the list of entities you produced is the first version of your data model.

Your entities should be constantly re-evaluated, reorganized, and redefined to ensure that they are really what you meant
them to be, and that they can be used as you intended.

Step 2 Identifying Entity Attributes

Attributes supply informational detail to the entity. An entity can have one or several attributes. Each instance of an entity
must contain values for all the attributes to define it. For possible values an attribute can take, see the topic, Domains, at
the end of this step.

Each attribute represents one characteristic of the entity.

Beginning with the Customer entity, you would consider the following its potential "attributes":

CUSTOMER
Customer Code
Customer Name
Customer Address
Customer Credit Limit
Customer Account Balance

For the Product entity, the attributes would be:

PRODUCT
Product code
Product Name
Product Type
Product Description

After identifying all the attributes for the primary entities of your Order Entry application, you have a list that looks like this:
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Entity Attributes
Customer Customer Code

Customer Name
Customer Address
Customer Credit Limit
Customer Account Balance

Product Product Code
Product Name
Product Type
Product Description

Order Order Code
Order Quantity
Order Line
Vendor ID
Customer Code
Product Code

Vendor Vendor ID
Vendor Name
Vendor Address

Foreign Vendor Foreign Vendor ID
Foreign Vendor Name
Foreign Vendor Address
Foreign Vendor Country
Foreign Vendor Duty Percentage

Purchase Order Purchase Order Code
Purchase Order Quantity
Purchase Order Line

Generalization and Differentiation of Entities

You can refine the information, represented as entities, in your data model as often as needed to meet your data
requirements while designing the database for your application. This topic explains how you use the two opposite
processes called "generalization" and "differentiation" to refine your identified primary entities.

Generalization and differentiation involve deleting or adding entities to your model. At this early design phase, these
processes affect the number of files that will have to be created for your application. Generalization and differentiation
mean naming and renaming the entities and attributes, and assigning and reassigning different attributes to different
entities.

With generalization, you combine two entities representing different types of the same thing into one entity. With
differentiation, you divide one entity into two separate ones because you decide the entity is actually representing two
different things, and should be divided.

Going back to the Order Entry example discussed earlier, you may want to review the Purchase Order and Supply
Request entities. Do you really need both Purchase Order and Supply Request? Are they both representing the same
thing: a customer's request for a product not in stock, which the company will have to purchase from a specific vendor or
supplier? If you decide they are, then they can be generalized and combined into one entity:

Purchase Order
= Purchase Order
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Supply Request

The Vendor and Supplier can also be generalized and combined into one entity, Vendor, in the same way. To discuss
differentiation, use the Order Entry example again and look at the Vendor entity.

Does Vendor represent all of the information about a vendor, or are there special vendors with special information? In this
case, a vendor from a foreign country requires special import and duty information that a native vendor does not require.
Because of this special information, you need to add a new entity:

Vendor
Vendor =

Foreign Vendor

Domains
The set of possible values an attribute can take is the domain of the attribute. When modifying your data and describing
attributes, it is important to think of their domains. Each instance of an entity must contain values for all attributes that
define the entity.

If an entity contains the attribute City, each instance of the attribute must draw its value from the domain of City. It cannot
draw its value from any other domain.

Two attributes may have common characteristics (the same length, data type, and valid values) but not share the same
domain. The attributes Customer Number and Order Quantity both may be 6-digit numeric fields. However, they draw their
values from different domains, a Customer Number domain and an Order Quantity domain.

Other attributes may have common characteristics and share the same domain. For example, Order Quantity and
Shipped Quantity are both 6-digit numeric fields. They share the same domain and draw from the same set of possible
values.

In relational modeling, you can compare attributes that share the same domain. You cannot compare attributes that do not
share a domain.

Identifying Relations
Contents

When you finish identifying the entities and attributes of your conceptual data model, you are ready to identify the
relations. The purpose of this task is to produce an Entity-Relationship diagram (ERD) of your data model, showing the
types of relationships that link the entities. The diagram eventually will be translated into a data model in CA 2E.

The following examples show how you can identify and represent relations in a data model. You can use any diagramming
methodology.

This task consists of these steps:

• Step 1 explains how to identify relationships between entities or between an entity and an attribute.
• Step 2 describes how to select a primary key for an entity.

Data Relationship Connections

In your data model, a relationship establishes a connection between one entity and another or between an entity and an
attribute. In the database, a relationship links a file to a file, or a file to a field (of the file).
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You can identify and categorize relationship types by studying the connection to see whether it falls into the following
categories, asking yourself questions such as:

• Optional -- Is the connection mandatory or optional?
– Does an order require a customer?
– Does a product require a description?
– Does a product require a price?

• Cardinality -- Is the connection a one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-many?
– How many customers can be on a single order?
– How many orders can a customer place?
– How many prices are there for a product?
– How many addresses can a customer have?

• Involution -- Does the connection exist between two different entities or from the same entity to itself?
– Are components a product, or are they themselves products in their own right?
– Is a manager an employee or is there a separate entity of just managers?
If Manager is an employee, then the relation "Employee Works for Manager" connects to the same entity. This is called
involution.

By answering those questions and using an ERD, you will be able to determine the relation types of your data.

All relationships in CA 2E data model descriptions are mandatory. You can make relationships optional at the process
level.

Step 1 Identifying Relations Between Entities

This step details relation cardinality, which is the number of entity instances for a relationship. This topic contains
examples that illustrate different types of data relationships.

Use these examples as guidelines to identify your entity-to-entity connections and draw an ERD for your data model.
Let us examine two separate entities in your model, Customer and Order, and find out what the significant connection
between them is.

You can tell that a relationship exists between these two entities because the customer places the order and the order is
placed by the customer, as illustrated in the following example of a common ERD.

This relationship is viewed from both perspectives: from a customer and from the order. Viewing a relationship from more
than one perspective is important because this gives you more information about the nature of the relationship.

With CA 2E relations, the implementation of the data model is one-way, except for the Extended by relation.

Examples of Relationships

The following examples show one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many relationships.

• One-to-One
In a one-to-one relationship, each instance of one entity is related to one, and only one, instance of another entity.
For example, to facilitate quick service, each salesperson in the company is assigned to one territory. Customers in a
territory are serviced by the salesperson assigned to that territory.
The relationship between the two entities Salesperson and Territory is a one-to-one relationship because each
salesperson is assigned to one territory and each territory has one, and only one, salesperson assigned to it.
The following ERD shows this one-to-one relationship.
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The following instance diagram shows a one-to-one relationship.

• One-To-Many
In a one-to-many relationship, one instance of an entity is connected with several different instances of another entity.
For example, a customer places more than one order with the company; an order is placed by a customer. The
relationship between the Customer entity and Order entity is a one-to-many relationship because a customer can place
more than one order with the company; however, an order can be associated with one, and only one, customer.
The following ERD shows a one-to-many relationship.

The following instance diagram shows a one-to-many relationship.

• Many-To-Many
In a many-to-many relationship, an instance of one entity is related to more than one instance of the other entity at a
time and vice versa.
For example, the relationship between the Order entity and Product entity is a many-to-many relationship because:
– An order can be placed for more than one product at a time.
– More than one product can appear on a single order.
– A product can appear on more than one order at a time.
The following ERD shows a many-to-many relationship.

Step 2 Selecting Primary Key (Unique Identifier) for an Entity

This step provides information for selecting primary keys for an entity.

• Primary Key or Unique Identifier -- An attribute or group of attributes assigned to an entity to uniquely define an
instance of the entity.

• Foreign Key -- An attribute or group of attributes of an entity that connects this instance with an instance of another
entity. In this way it defines the relationship between two entities. It consists of attributes defining the primary key of the
related entity.
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A primary key can either be a single attribute, a relationship, or a combination of attributes and relationships. Each entity
must have a single primary key. The entity can have several alternate keys.

For example, the Customer entity in your Order Entry model may have several instances representing different customers
(Customer A, Customer B, Customer C). An instance is equivalent to a record among other customer records in your
Customer database file. The primary key uniquely identifies each record.

You select Customer Code as the primary key for Customer entity:

ENTITY                   CUSTOMER

Attributes   K       Customer code

                   Customer name

                   Customer address

                        Customer credit limit

                   Customer account balance

Although you could have chosen Customer Name as a key instead, a code is a better choice to ensure uniqueness. It also
allows the customer's name to change without having to create a new customer record.

NOTE

 Avoid using keys whose values can change.

A primary key can also be used to implement the relationship between entities by forming a link between the entities.

For example, in the case of Customer and Order entities, the link is Customer Places Order. The relationship between the
two entities Customer and Order is recognized by the presence of the Customer Code in the list of attributes of the Order
entity.

Example:

CUSTOMER                          ORDER

K       Customer code           K       Order Code

Customer name                 Customer code

Customer address                   Order quantity

Customer credit limit             Order line

Customer account balance              Vendor ID

                               Product Code
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Customer Code is the primary key of the Customer entity; it does not play a role in identifying orders. However, Customer
Code is needed in the Order entity to identify which customer placed the order.

In this case, the Customer Code is used to represent the relationship between Order and Customer. It becomes a foreign
key in the Order entity file. The relationship means a single customer belongs to this order.

Implementing Entity To Entity Relationships

You implement entity relationships by using foreign keys.

• The primary key of one entity, when used in another entity, provides the link between the two entities.

To implement a one-to-one relationship:

• Make the primary key of one entity the primary key of the other entity.

Examples

One-to-One Relationship

Example:

     Person

K Person ID

       Person name

     Person address

      Stockholder

K    Person ID

Number of Shares

To implement a one-to-many relationship:

• Use the primary key of entity A as a foreign key in entity B.

One-to-Many Relationship

Example 1:
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 Company

K  Company code

    Company name

    Company president

 Division

K       Company code

K   Division code

   Division name

   Division president

 

Example 2:

      Company

K  Customer code

   Customer name

   Customer type

   Customer credit limit

   Customer account balance
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  Order

K    Order code

      Customer code

   Order quantity

  Order line

      Vendor ID

       Product code

 

To implement a many-to-many relationship between A and B:

• Create new entity C to contain the primary keys of A and B.
• Remove the relationship between A and B.
• Add a one-to-many relationship from A to C and B to C, where the primary keys of A and B compose the primary key

for C.

Many-to-Many Relationship

Example:

Change to:

Project                          Employee

K Project code                    K       Employee code

   Project name                            Employee name

   Product release                         Employee hire date

                        Project Team
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              K       Project code

            K       Employee code

 

See the article Understanding Your Data Model for more information about relations.

Normalizing Your Data Model
Contents

Normalization is the process of removing data redundancy and duplication from the entities and attributes of a model.

This process involves:

• Regrouping attributes
• Splitting entities
• Reassigning primary keys

Before starting the process you need to understand data relationships and familiarize yourself with definitions of terms on
key dependencies.

To understand the relationships among data items, you must determine which attributes of an entity are dependent on the
entity's other attributes. Each entity must have a unique key by which it can be uniquely identified. The key can be a single
attribute or group of attributes. A key must have two properties:

• In each instance of an entity, the value of the key must uniquely identify that instance.
• If the key is composed of more than one attribute, each of the attributes must be essential to the unique identification

of the entity.

Functional Dependence

Functional dependence describes the relation between the key and non-key attributes of an entity. An attribute of an entity
is functionally dependent on a key of that same entity if, for each value of the key, there is one and only one value of the
non-key attribute.

The non-key attributes are functionally dependent on Supplier Number because there is only one precise corresponding
value for Name, City and Postal Code for a particular value of Supplier Number.

Full Functional Dependence

Full functional dependence further qualifies the relationship when the entity key is composite; that is, composed of multiple
attributes. Full functional dependence occurs when non-key attributes are dependent on all the key attributes, not just
some of them.

The following is an example of functional dependence:

Supplier
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K        Supplier number

 Supplier name

   Supplier city

   Supplier postal code

Full functional dependence further qualifies this relationship. For example, this term states that the attribute(s) N of entity
T is fully functionally dependent on the attribute(s) K of entity T, if N is functionally dependent on every attribute of K but
not on any subset of K. This means that if an entity is uniquely identified by more than one attribute (a composite key),
each of its non-key attributes must be functionally dependent on the entire key. If an attribute is dependent on a subset of
the key, then such dependency indicates that the attribute belongs in an entity having that subset of the key as its unique
identifier.

In the following example, the non-key attributes are not fully functionally dependent on a composite key:

Supplier

K        Supplier number

K        Supplier status

 Supplier name

   Supplier city

   Supplier postal code

When the Supplier Status is introduced as part of the primary key, the other non-key attributes are not fully functionally
dependent on the key. The non-key attributes can be functionally dependent on just the Supplier Number. For example,
the Supplier Name is the same regardless of the Supplier Status value. The non-key attributes are functionally dependent
on the primary key but they are not fully functionally dependent on the whole key.

If the non-key attributes are functionally dependent but not fully functionally dependent, the primary key must be a
composite.

A composite key can have fully functionally dependent attributes. For example, you might want a composite key of
Date and Time, where both are necessary and required. All of the attributes will be fully functionally dependent on the
composite key:

Transaction

K       Transaction date

K       Transaction time
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        Transaction quantity

    Transaction type

        Transaction product

 

Normalization is the last task you perform to finalize your conceptual data model before entering it into . Now that you
have completed an ERD for your data model, you can begin this task.

The purpose of this task is to help you refine your entities and attributes to arrive at a third normal form by applying the
three normalization rules: first normal form (1NF), second normal form (2NF), and third normal form (3NF).

During normalization, an unnormalized entity can be analyzed, reorganized, and progressively transformed into new
entities. The process is reversible, therefore no information will be lost during transformation.

This task consists of the following steps:

• Step 1 covers creating first normal form (1NF).
• Step 2 covers creating second normal form (2NF).
• Step 3 covers creating third normal form (3NF).

Step 1 Creating First Normal Form (1NF)

First normal form (1NF) is the process of eliminating repeating data groups. This is done by representing data in the
form of more than one entity. The remaining part of the normalization process analyzes entities and attributes in terms of
functional dependence.

The rule states that for a primary key, there will be only one value for each non-key attribute.

Use the Order entity as an example. This is the Order entity before normalization:

Order

K    Order number

K   Customer code

   Customer name

   Customer phone number

   Customer address

        Customer postal code

    Order date

      Product code            }
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       Product description     } These attributes

      Product size            } can have up to

        Product quantity                } 4 sets of values.

     Product price           }

Order detail total     }

       Order total

 

Review the Order entity against the Order Entry Form, described under Step 1: Identifying Primary Entities.

This entity contains a repeating group of attributes: Product Code, Product Description, Product Size, Product Quantity,
Product Price, and Order Detail Total.

Remove this repeating group of attributes.

Your Order entity now contains only these attributes:

Order

K  Order number

K   Customer code

   Customer name

   Customer phone number

   Customer address

        Customer postal code

    Order date

 

Create a new entity and place the group of attributes you removed from the Order entity into this new entity:

Order Detail

K        Order number
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K   Product code

    Product description

     Product size

    Product quantity

        Product price

   Order detail total

Step 2 Creating Second Normal Form (2NF)

An entity is in second normal form (2NF) if it is in first normal form and every non-key attribute of this entity is fully
functionally dependent on its primary key.

The following entity is in 1NF but the non-key attributes are not fully functionally dependent on the primary key.

Supplier’s Inventory

K   Supplier number

K        Part code

       Supplier name

   Supplier status

 Supplier status description

     Part Quantity

SNumber PNumber Name Status Sstatus Desc Part Qty
111
111
111
245
245

05
10
15
05
10

Computer Store
Computer Store
Computer Store
Floppy Discount
Floppy Discount

105
105
105
100
100

Wholesale
Wholesale
Wholesale
Wholesale
Wholesale

100
210
534
498
021

You can see that the Supplier Name and Status are functionally dependent on Supplier Number only and not the Part
Number. Therefore, the Supplier Name and Status are not fully functionally dependent on the Supplier Number and Part
Number. The entity is not in 2NF.

The Supplier Status is functionally dependent on Supplier Number. This dependency means that a value of Supplier
Number requires a specific value of Supplier Status. If the Supplier Number is 111, the Supplier Status must be 105.
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Make the following changes to get the entity into 2NF:

Supplier

K      Supplier number

 Supplier name

   Supplier status

 Supplier status description

     

        Supplier’s Inventory

K   Supplier number

K        Part number

     Part quantity

Both entities are now in at least 2NF. Supplier's Inventory is in 3NF.

Step 3 Creating Third Normal Form (3NF)

An entity is in third normal form (3NF) if it is in second normal form (2NF) and each of its non-key attributes is not
dependent on another non-key attribute.

The Supplier entity is in 2NF and must be put into 3NF:

Supplier

K     Supplier number

 Supplier name

   Supplier status

 Supplier status description
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Supplier Status Description is functionally dependent on Supplier Status. Third normal form requires that the entity
Supplier be split into two entities: Supplier and Supplier Status. You define the entity Supplier as follows:

You then define Supplier Status, as follows:

Supplier Status

K    Supplier status

 Supplier status description

 

You can now maintain Supplier Status information separately. A change to a Supplier Status Description does not require
an update to the Supplier instance.

With third normal form, all attributes in an entity are fully functionally dependent on only the entire key of the entity.

CA 2E Basic Relations

CA 2E provides four basic relation types to describe data relationships: Owned by, Refers to, Known by, and Has.

A relationship expresses an association between two files, or between a file and a field. It constitutes the fundamental
links in a CA 2E data model. Such links enable you to explicitly assert the meaning of the connections within your data. A
file's list of relationships will be automatically resolved into the fields needed to implement that file.

File-to-field Relationships

To describe a file-to-field relationship, you may use:

• Known by to declare a field to be present on a file as a key field.
• Known by to declare a field to be present on a file as a data field.

File-to-file Relationships

To describe a file-to-file relationship, you may use:

• Refers to specify an association between two mutually independent files. It causes the key entries of the referenced file
to be included as foreign key entries on the referring file.
For example, if Order Refers to Customer, then the keys of Customer are included as foreign key entries in the Order
file:

  Order           Refers to               Customer

K Order code                      K       Customer code

   Order quantity                          Customer name

   Order line                              Customer address
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        Vendor ID                               Customer credit limit

   Customer code                           Customer account balance

        Product code

 

In CA 2E, a Refers to relationship has a one-to-many cardinality.

• Owned by to cause the key entries of the owning file to be included among the key entries of the owned file. It specifies
that the high order keys of the owned by file are the keys of the owning file.
For example, if Order is Owned by Company, then the key(s) of the Company file appears as the major key(s) on the
Order file:

  Order           Owned by                        Company

K  Company ID                      K       Company ID

K     Order code                              Company name

    Order quantity                          Company address

 Order line                              

        Vendor ID                               

        Product code

In , the Owned by relationship has a one-to-many cardinality: the (Owned by) Order entity is the child of the parent
(Company) entity.

Considerations

This topic covers some performance, assimilation, and design tool considerations that helps you when developing a CA
2E data model.

Performance

Since your data model's entities and attributes become files and fields in the database, the way you design your model
affects the number of times your application system needs to access information to carry out a business transaction.

A fully normalized database breaks the data down into more files than a partially normalized one does. It, therefore,
requires more input/output activities to access several files during processing.

For performance reasons, you may consider violating 3NF. You may define files that are frequently accessed as 2NF, such
as files with highly volatile records, inventory records, and work records. The 2NF files contain a level of redundancy.
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Existing Database

You can integrate your existing files or database into your CA 2E data model through a process called assimilation.
Existing files and field names are maintained to ensure that both new and existing systems can use the same files.

See the article "Assimilation" for more information on using existing i OS files.

Using Design Tools

Create your conceptual data model using a variety of design tools.

Example:

CA Xtras Gateway (GWY) provides a bi-directional bridge between SILVERRUN RDM and CA 2E data models lets you
import and export design specifications. This includes full support for the following CA 2E model objects: files, fields,
relation, and narrative text.

Understanding Your Data Model
This article introduces CA 2E files, fields, conditions, and relations, and how these relate to your conceptual model. CA 2E
files, fields, conditions, and relations are the basic building blocks you use to define and maintain your data model.

The data model you define serves as a foundation for developing a correct database for your entire application system. It
describes the files, fields, conditions, and their relations. The data model also includes the validation rules and edit codes
to be used by your application system.

More Information

• CA 2E Data Model
• Using Files
• Using Fields
• Using Conditions
• Using Relations

CA 2E Data Model
A CA 2E data model is made up of a number of design elements, or CA 2E model objects. These are building blocks that
can be put together according to certain rules to design your data model. For example:

• File
Contains a list of relations that are resolved into a list of file entries. A file represents an entity in the model.

• Field
Describes an item of data.

• Condition
Describes the values or set of values (domains) that a field may take.

• Relation
Describes a connection between two files or between a file and a field.

Contents

 

CA 2E Data Model Objects

CA 2E objects are not i OS objects. A CA 2E object exists only within a design model.CA 2E data model objects are
classified into different types: files, fields, conditions, and relations.

CA 2E objects are interrelated in a data model design as described below:
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• A file can reference either another file or a field through a relation.
• Conditions are attached to fields to specify the values that a field may take.

CA 2E objects are referred to by an object name.CA 2E object names must be unique. Specifically:

• A file name must be unique within the entire model.
• A condition name must be unique within the based-on field.
• A field name must be unique within the design model.

CA 2E makes no distinction between upper and lowercase characters in an object name. You can specify an object name
in different ways and CA 2E will treat them as being the same. For example:

• Order code
• ORDER CODE
• Order Code
• ORDer coDE

From Your Conceptual Model to a CA 2E Data Model

Your conceptual model contains the terms that have the following equivalents in a CA 2E data model:

Conceptual Model Data Model
Entity
Attribute
Relationship
Domain

File
Field
Relation
Field conditions;
Reference field types

 

Edit Database Relations Panel

You will use the Edit Database Relations panel, as shown below, to describe your data model to CA 2E. See the article
Creating/Defining Your Data Model for more information about this panel.
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The rest of this article describes CA 2E files, fields, conditions, and relations in detail.

Using Files
Contents

This topic provides conceptual information about files and a full description of the different file types, with examples of how
they are used.

CA 2E Files

A CA 2E file represents an entity within a CA 2E model;

Example:

An Order or a Customer. A CA 2E file is defined by CA 2E relations. CA 2E automatically resolves the relations to
determine which fields are to be present on a file. The presence of a field on a file is called an entry.

Properties of CA 2E Files

Each CA 2E file has a name and a file type. It also contains other descriptive details such as a documentation sequence
and whether the file is retrieved from an existing i OS file.
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In addition, each CA 2E file has two default messages associated with it. Default messages are created for each type of
CA 2E file. These messages appear when you attempt either to access a record that cannot be found in the file or to add
a record to a file for a key value that already exists.

File Name

CA 2E file names must be valid CA 2E names and unique within the model. A file name can contain up to 25
alphanumeric upper or lowercase characters including embedded blanks.

File Type

A file type is determined by the intended use of the file. File types are listed in the table below.

File Attribute Description Example
Database CPT

REF
Capture file
Reference file

Order entry file
Company file

Non-database STR Structure file Audit date and time stamp

Capture (CPT) and reference (REF) files are database files; data structure files are non-database files. Capture and
reference files are resolved into i OS files for implementation.

A structure file cannot stand by itself as an i OS file. It defines a structure of fields that can be included in more than one
file.

Reference (REF) Files

Reference (REF) files are master files that typically contain non-volatile information.

Examples of REF files include:

• Customer
• Product
• Area code
• Location code
• Currency

Capture (CPT) Files

Capture (CPT) files typically contain transactional data that is recorded regularly for use by your application.

The CPT file type is given to files that record high volumes of transactions and require constant update. CPT files
generally refer to reference entities for supporting information.

Examples of CPT files include:

• Order
• Transaction
• Ledger Entry

Default Functions for REF and CPT Files

REF and CPT files have different default functions. CA 2E automatically defines a number of standard functions for files
that you create for each of these two specific file types.
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Default Functions for REF Files

Function Associated Access Path
CRTOBJ - Create Object
DLTOBJ - Delete Object
CHGOBJ - Change Object

UPD
UPD
UPD

SELRCD - Select Record
EDTFIL - Edit File

RTV
RTV

 

Default Functions for CPT Files

Function Associated Access Path
CRTOBJ - Create Object
DLTOBJ - Delete Object
CHGOBJ - Change Object

UPD
UPD
UPD

 

STR Files

An STR file contains a group of fields. These fields can be incorporated into a number of other files through the use of the
Includes font relation. STR files define data structures that are used in several places in your data model. Because STR
files are not database files, access paths cannot be specified for them.

Example of an STR File: Audit Stamp

CA 2E File versus i OS File

A CA 2E file is similar to an i OS file in the sense that it is a list of fields. A CA 2E file is different from an i OS file because
it has relations specified for it. These relations specify referential integrity checks to be performed in the functions that use
the file. The i OS Database Manager does not perform referential integrity checks between database files.

CA 2E creates the necessary source code to perform referential integrity checking. This is validation of the relations
between files. As an example, use the entity Employee is Owned by the entity Company. When a Company Code is
associated with an Employee Code, CA 2E checks to ensure that the Company Code exists in the Company file.

CA 2E lets you specify whether or not these integrity checks should be performed. This is done by specifying whether the
relation is mandatory or optional. If the relation is mandatory, the end user will have to enter a valid value in the foreign
key field. If the relation is optional, the end user has a choice whether to enter a value; however, the value entered must
be valid.CA 2E also lets you specify your own checking process if you desire.

See the article Modifying Device Designs in for more information on mandatory and optional checking.

Using Fields
Contents

This topic provides conceptual information, a full description of different field types, and examples of how they are used
within your model.
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CA 2E Fields

A CA 2E field represents an attribute within a CA 2E model; for example, Customer Code, Order Number, or Product
Price.

Fields that are placed in a file from the resolution of CA 2E relations are called entries.

See the article Creating/Defining Your Data Model for more information.

Properties of CA 2E Fields

A CA 2E field has a field name and field type.

Field Name

A field name must be unique within the data model. It can contain up to 25 alphabetic characters in upper or lowercase,
and numeric characters, including embedded blanks.

The field name is the title of the field and not the implementation name that CA 2E assigns for each field.

Field Type

A field type indicates which specific types of values can be entered for a field.

CA 2E uses field types to:

• Determine default attribute values for the field such as length, validation, edit code
• Prevent operations from working with mixed field types
• Impose integrity checking rules for data input validation

Default field types are defined in the CA 2E shipped file, *Field Attribute Types. You can add your own field types.
Following are the shipped default field types.

• Alphanumeric Fields
– CDE (code)
– DT# (ISO date)
– IGC (ideographic text)
– NAR (narrative text)
– TM# (ISO time)
– TS# (ISO timestamp)
– TXT (descriptive text)
– VNM (system name)

• Numeric Fields
– NBR (number)
– VAL (value)
– QTY (quantity)
– PRC (price)
– PCT (percentage)
– DTE (date)
– TME (time)
– SGT (surrogate)

• Special Fields
– STS (status)
– REF (reference)
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See the article Maintaining Your Data Model for more information on user-defined field types.

Field Attribute Values

CA 2E provides a number of default attribute values for fields based on the field type given to that field:

• Basic attributes -- Characteristics such as length and implementation name. For example, by default, quantities
(QTY) are numeric and seven digits long.

• Text -- Several different types of text can be associated with a field. The text is used to document fields and title fields
on device designs.

• Validation attributes -- These attributes specify how data entered into the field is to be validated. Validation can
include attribute checking such as upper/lowercase checking, Modulus checking, valid name checking, and validation
through a check condition.

Overriding CA 2E Default Field Attributes

Some of the default values of the field types may be overridden, both at the field level and the device design level:

• Field values -- Describe the attributes of each individual field in the data model. They are used as the initial defaults
when new fields are created. You can change these values with the Edit Fields panel.

• Device field values -- Describe the attributes of each individual instance of the field on a device design. You can
override some attribute values, such as the field heading text and validation conditions, using the Edit Device Field
panel.

Field Usages

CA 2E fields may be categorized as database fields or function fields.

Database Fields

Database fields include:

• Key fields to identify files
• Attributes to represent non-key fields on a file

Database Field Usages

Type Description Example
CDE
ATR

Code (key)
Data attribute

Company code
Company name

Key database fields are given the usage type of CDE (code); attribute database fields have the usage type of ATR
(attribute). CA 2E automatically supplies the usage type according to how the field is first used in a relation. You can
change the usage type using the Edit Field Details panel.

If the field has a usage of CDE and is being associated with a file that has an attribute relation (Has), a warning message
is issued that the usage is different. This is also true if a field usage is defined as ATR, and the field is the referenced
object of a key relation (Known by, Qualified by).

Function Fields

A function field is only used in functions and does not reside in a database file.

You can add function fields directly to the field dictionary and then use them in device designs and action diagrams.
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Function fields have six different types of usages. A function field usage may be one of the standard types or a user-
defined function. Following are the function field usage types:

• CNT (count)
• DRV (derived)
• MAX (maximum)
• MIN (minimum)
• SUM (sum)
• USR (user-defined)

The SUM, MIN, MAX, and CNT field usage types provide standard field level functions. For example, SUM and CNT, for
summing and counting; MIN and MAX, for specifying a minimum or maximum numeric value.

The USR and DRV field usage types allow you to define your own function field.

For more information, see Using Function Fields, later in this article.

Defining a Field as a Data Area

Before entering your model, create a data area in the appropriate library by using the IBM Create Data Area
(CRTDTAARA) command. You can then add a field defined as a data area to the *Standard header/footer file. On the Edit
Field Details panel, specify the Type as TXT and the Default Condition as *DTAARA. Modify the four-character data area
name in the DATAARA field to match the name of your data area.

For the *Standard header/footer file, CA 2E automatically initializes the field with the information from your data area. The
data area must be in your library list when you execute your application.

To use an existing data area within your CA 2E applications, define an EXCUSRSRC function with an access path of
*NONE. Define a BOTH parameter using a USR work field. This USR field must have the same attributes and length as
the data area. In the EXCUSRSRC, add your own logic to access the data area and place the contents of the data area
into the parameter field.

Shipped CA 2E Field Types

The definitions for all CA 2E field types (shipped and user-defined) are included in a shipped file called *Field Attribute
Types. This file comes with the shipped version of CA 2E, but each model has its own copy. You can access this file from
the Edit Database Relations panel. Changes made here apply to the model, not to the product or other models.

Displaying Existing Field Types

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the *Field Attribute Types file by placing a Z against one of the file's relations on the Edit Database
Relations panel. The Display Field Types panel lists the field types.

2. Zoom into a specific field type by placing Z against the field type to view the default values
3. Press F9 from the Display Field Types panel to add your own user-defined field types.

See the article Maintaining Your Data Model for more information on defining and adding your own field types.
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The following table details the field types shipped with CA 2E.

Field Type Name Description Type InternalLength Example
CDE
DT#
D8
DTE
IGC
NAR
NBR
PCT
PRC
QTY
REF
SGT
STS
TM#
TME
TS#
TXT
VAL
VNM

Code
ISO Date
8-digit Date
Date
Ideographic text
Narrative text
Number
Percentage
Price or tariff
Quantity
Reference
Surrogate
Status
ISO Time
Time
ISO Timestamp
Descriptive name
Monetary value
Valid system name

A
A
P
P
A
A
P
P
P
P
-
P
A
A
P
A
A
P
A

6
10
8.0
7.0
20
30
5.0
5.2
7.2
5.0
-
7.0
1
10
6.0
26
25
11.2
10

Stock code
Order date
Order date
Date of birth
Kanji name
Comments
Number of employees
Profit margin
Unit price
Stock quantity
Field based on another
System key
Discontinued/Current
Time process starts
Transaction time
Transaction date/time
Product name
Stock value
File name

Field Type Default Characteristics

Each field type has its own default characteristics. For each individual type listed in this topic, the default characteristics
are specified. Following is an example of default characteristics for a field of type DTE.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxDT
Packed
6.0
7.0
N

-
N
N
N
N

Y
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Date

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod 10/11 check

N
-
-
-
-

N
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
N
-
N

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

Blank
4
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-
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Implementation name

This field type is the suffix used to identify a field when generating implementation names. CA 2E generates default
implementation names if you have specified that you want them to do so.

See the article Using your Development Environment for more information.

The field implementation name must be unique within your data model. This means that it can be used for only one field.

When the field name for each field is generated, the suffix specified here is appended to the generated prefix for that field.

For a field of type DTE, the suffix is DT. If you specify a suffix of MY for a user-defined field type, CA 2E generates an
implementation name of AAMY.

System data type

This field type is the data type allowed for a field in the i OS file. It can be alphanumeric or numeric.

System data type is the data type to be stored in a database file or displayed on device files. It can have one of the
following values:

A -- Alphanumeric

P -- Packed numeric

S -- Signed numeric (Zoned)

B -- Binary (not generated)

F -- Floating

A and S are data types to be displayed on device files. These values default according to the field type. For example, DTE
is numeric, TXT is alphanumeric. Values may only be changed for fields with numeric field types (DTE, NBR) or for user-
defined field types for which the programmer/designer is allowed to change the data type.

External length

This field type is the length of the field displayed or printed on a report. This is the number of characters or digits allowed
for the field on display panels or print files. Fields with decimal positions are entered as total number of digits, number of
decimal places. For example, for a field to contain 999.99, the length would be 5.2.

See the article Maintaining Your Data Model for more information on defining a field type with differing lengths between
external and internal fields.

Internal length

This field type is the length of the field when it is stored in a file. This is the number of bytes used to store a field in a file.
Fields with decimal positions are entered as total number of digits, number of decimal places. For example, for a field to
contain 999.99, the length would be 5.2.

Decimal places

This field type is the number of decimal places for numeric fields.

LHS text

This field type is the left hand side text used for the field heading. This is the text to be placed before the field on the same
line as its heading on a display panel or print format.

Example:

Size code -- BBBBBB
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Quantity -- BBBBBB

RHS text

This field type is the right hand side text used for the field heading. This is the text to be placed after the field on the same
line as its heading on a display panel or print format.

Example:

Size code -- BBBBBB (SMALL/MEDIUM/LARGE)

Column headings

This field type is the column heading text to be placed above the field on a display panel or print format.

Example:

Size code   Quantity

BBBB     9999.99

BBBB     9999.99

Keyboard shift

This field type specifies which keyboard shift is allowed for the field on panel files. It can have one of these values:

• Blank -- no keyboard shift
• X, A, N, W, I, D, M -- for alphanumeric fields
• N, S, Y, I, or D -- for numeric fields
• O, J, E, W, G, or A -- for ideographic fields

For more information on keyboard shift values, refer to the IBM DDS Reference.

Allow lowercase

This field type specifies whether the field values may be in lowercase. It can have one of these values:

Y -- lowercase allowed

Blank -- lowercase not allowed

Lowercase applies only to alphanumeric fields.

Mandatory fill

This field type specifies whether the field requires mandatory fill. This can have one of these values:

Y -- mandatory fill

Blank -- no mandatory fill

Valid system name

This field type specifies whether the field requires the valid system name check to be performed. Value entered for the
field must be a valid i OS system name.

A valid system name must start with a letter, no more than ten characters long, and contain only letters, digits, or one of
these characters "-", "#", "$", or "@".
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Modulus 10/11 check

This field type specifies whether the modulus 10 or 11 check is to be performed. The value entered for the field must meet
a modulus 10 or 11 check as specified by the DDS CHECK keyword. This can have one of these values:

• 10 -- apply modulus 10 check
• 11 -- apply modulus 11 check
• Blank -- do not apply modulus check

Modulus check applies only to numeric fields.

Default condition

This field type is the default value to be used for the field when adding records to the database if no value is supplied.

Note: The default condition does not specify a default value for fields on display files or reports.

Default condition has these values:

• * NONE -- no default condition
• condition name -- condition that supplies the default value
• * DTAARA -- indicates that the value of the field is to be retrieved from the data area specified in the DTAARA field.

This field will appear when you type *DTAARA in the Default Condition field and press Enter.

The name of the data area must be a valid system name. The data area name is used as an internal field name within CA
2E, in place of the generated code name. In a program, the generated code name is used. The field is loaded from the
data area at the start of the program.

An example of using data area name is the CA 2E shipped field *Company name. The value for this field is retrieved from
a data area called YYCOTXA:

Default Condition = *DTAARA

Dtaara = YYCOTXA

Implementation name = CMP

Check condition

This field type is the name of the list condition used to specify check values for the field. The value for Check condition is:

• *NONE -- no check condition
• Condition name -- used to check the input value of the field.

Translate values

This field type specifies whether value mapping is required to translate the display value entered for a field into a different
storage value, and vice-versa. This applies only to STS fields or user-defined fields for which value mapping has been
specified. Allowable values are:

• Y -- use value mapping
• Blank -- do not use value mapping

NOTE

 STS fields with translate values are implemented only in functions that have interactive displays; they are not
implemented in PRTFIL or CA 2E internal functions.

Field exit option

This field type specifies whether there is a field exit value. Allowable values are:
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• Y -- field exit is required
• Z -- right adjust, zero fill
• B -- right adjust, blank fill
• R -- right to left support for non-numeric fields

Edit codes

This field type specifies the edit codes for the panel input field, the display field, and the report field. The edit codes are
specific to CA 2E,and may not relate to DDS edit codes.

The following table lists edit codes and their allowable values.

Edit Code Description
- For date fields: mm-dd-yyyy or yyyy-mm-dd

For timestamp fields: mm-dd-yyyy-hh:mm:ss or
          yyyy-mm-dd-hh:mm:ss

/ For date fields: mm/dd/yyyy or yyyy/mm/dd
For timestamp fields: mm/dd/yyyy/hh:mm:ss or       
   yyyy/mm/dd/hh:mm:ss

# yyyy Month dd for date fields
1 Commas, no sign, 0.0
2 Commas, no sign, blank
3 No commas, no sign, 0.00
4 No commas, no sign, blank
5 Explicit, CR/DR
6 Commas, '*' as suffix
7 Commas, c as prefix, '-'
8 Commas, 'c' as prefix, '-'
9 Edit word for date field, '-' as separator
A Commas, CR, 0.00
B Commas, CR, blank
C No commas, CR, 0.00
D No commas, CR, blank
J Commas, '-', 0.00
K Commas, '-', blank
L No commas, '-', 0.00
M , '-', blank
P Edit word for phone number
R No commas, no sign, 0.00
S Edit word for U.S. social security number
T Edit word for time fields
W Edit word for long dates dd/mm/ccyy

Y Edit word for date fields
Z Zero suppression only
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Using Field Edit Codes

Edit codes are used to alter or customize panel or report design. You use edit codes to punctuate data fields for panel
entry, panel display and report output. CA 2E ships a number of edit codes that you can use. The shipped file is
YEDTCDERFP, residing in library Y2SY.

If you are using ENPTUI (enhanced NPT user interface) you can choose to mask input edit codes.

Starting in Release 6.0, the CA 2E DDS generator follows these rules:

• When resolving the edit word, if ‘field length+1’ results in an edit word with a zero in the left-most portion of the edit
word, an EDTWRD with a leading zero will be generated.

• If the above situation is not encountered, the edit word is generated without any changes.

This satisfies Date, Time, and Social Security number requirements where all leading zeros are needed. However,
existing limitation in the DDS generation of edit words still remain, including:

• Certain fields with long lengths and many decimal places fail at compile time when combined with certain EDTWRD
definitions.

• If the first character in an EDTWRD is a format character, as in a phone number, that character will not display for NPT
DDS. This limitation can be corrected by allowing for an integer to the left of the left-most format character and using
an edit mask.

See the article Modifying Device Designs in for more information on ENPTUI input edit code masking.

To obtain a list of edit codes, type a ? in any of the Edit code fields on the Edit Field Details panel. Depending on your
selection (screen input, screen output, or report output), the Display Edit Codes panel shows a list of codes available for
the selected field.

You can change the shipped edit code masks directly in the shipped file.

Description and Usage of Field Types

Code (CDE)

The following table describes the default characteristics of the CDE Field.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxCD
Alpha
6
as external
-

-
Y
N
-
-

Y
N
Y
-
-

N
N
N
-
-

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Code

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod 10/11 check

XANWIDM
N
N
N
-

N
Y
Y
Y
-

Y
Y
Y
Y
-

N
N
N
N
-

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-
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Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

Required
-
-
-

Y
-
-
-

N
-
-
-

Y
-
-
-

 

The CDE type is used for fields that represent codes. Fields of CDE type are alphanumeric and are typically keys to a file.
The valid set of values for a CDE field is controlled by their existence as the primary key to a database file.

Examples of CDE fields include:

• Product code
• Currency code
• Warehouse location code

Eight-digit Date

The following table describes the default characteristics of the D8# Field.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxDX
Packed
6.0
8.0
0

-
N
N
N
N

Y
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Date

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod 10/11 check

DYN
-
N
-
N

N
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
N
-
N

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

Y
4
/
/

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

 

The D8# type is one of three field types used for fields that represent dates. For compatibility with standards set by the
International Standards Organization (ISO), it is recommended that you use DT# for your date fields. You can use the
*MOVE built-in function to convert among date fields of type DTE, DT#, and D8#.

NOTE

 *MOVE converts the three date types to a field of type NBR differently.

Internal Format

D8# dates are stored internally in YYYYMMDD format in systems generated by CA 2E.
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The following table shows the internal format for April 5 for various years.

Date Internal D8# Format
April 5, 2106 21060405
April 5, 2006 20060405
April 5, 1906 19060405
April 5, 1806 18060405

The valid date range is January 1, 1801 to December 31, 2199. When no date is entered, the internal representation is
zero (0).

The internal format ensures that

• An historical view can be obtained. In this format dates can be ordered into ascending or descending order using the
database.

• The stored internal format is independent of the displayed external format, namely, independent of the date format
used in a particular country.

External Format

The external format for D8# fields and the valid range for entering dates depends on the input edit code you select for the
field.

• If the edit code has a 4-digit-year format (YYYY), the range of dates you can enter is the same as the internal format
range, namely, January 1, 1801 to December 31, 2199.

• If the edit code has a 2-digit year format (YY), the range of dates you can enter is restricted to a ‘floating’ hundred
years (00-99) starting from the year CA 2E specified by the YCUTOFF model value. The cut-off year can be any year
from within the range of 1900-1999 and its current value is retrieved at run time. The shipped default is 1940. In this
case a year greater than or equal to 40 is assumed to be in the 20th century; a year less than 40 is assumed to be in
the 21st century.

The external format for D8# fields for both input and output also depends on the setting of the Date Generation Validation
(YDATGEN) and Date Format (YDATFMT) model values. It can be *MDY, *DMY, or *YMD. Note that to enter, display, or
print date fields with a four-digit-year external format such as, MM/DD/YYYY, you need to change the appropriate edit
code to either / or - .

For more information on four-digit years and edit codes, refer to the table in the description of the DT# field type in this
article.

See the article Modifying Action Diagrams for more information on *MOVE and the date built-in functions.

Validation

D8# fields are automatically validated by CA 2E. Dates are automatically translated from external to internal format and
vice-versa. Dates are validated to be in the external format when entered on a panel and converted to internal format
when written to a file.

The date is not converted if its day, month, or year is out-of-range. Instead, the message "Invalid date" is issued and the
date is redisplayed in reverse image according to the output edit code.

Examples of D8# fields include:

• Date of birth
• Order date
• Creation date
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ISO Date

The following table describes default characteristics of the DT# field.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxDZ
Alpha
6.0
10
N

-
N
N
N
N

Y
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Date

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod 10/11 check

DYN
-
-
-
-

N
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
N
-
N

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

Y
4
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

 

The DT# type is one of three field types used for fields that represent dates. You can use the *MOVE built-in function to
convert among date fields of type DTE, DT#, and D8#.

NOTE

*MOVE converts the three date types to a field of type NBR differently.

See the article  Modifying Action Diagrams  for more information on this conversion and date built-in functions.

For compatibility with standards set by the International Standards Organization (ISO), it is recommended that you use
DT# for your date fields. Since the DT# field type meets ISO standards, date fields of this type are interpreted correctly for
SQL and Query Manager.

Internal Format

ISO dates are stored internally in YYYY-MM-DD format in systems generated by CA 2E. The following table shows the
internal representation for April 5 for various years.

Date Internal DT# Format
April 5, 2106 2106-04-05
April 5, 2006 2006-04-05
April 5, 1906 1906-04-05
April 5, 1806 1806-04-05

The valid date range is January 1, 1801 to December 31, 2199. If no date is entered, the internal representation is
0001-01-01.
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The internal format ensures that

• ISO dates can be ordered into ascending or descending order using the database.
• The stored internal format is independent of the displayed external format, namely, independent of the date format

used in a particular country.

External Format

The external format for DT# fields and the valid range for entering dates depends on the input edit code you select for the
field.

• If the edit code has a 4-digit-year format (YYYY), the range of dates you can enter is the same as the internal format
range, namely, January 1, 1801 to December 31, 2199.

• If the edit code has a 2-digit year format (YY), the range of dates you can enter is restricted to a ‘floating’ hundred
years (00-99) starting from the year specified by the YCUTOFF model value. The cut-off year can be any year from
within the range of 1900-1999 and its current value is retrieved at run time. The shipped default is 1940. In this case a
year greater than or equal to 40 is assumed to be in the 20th century; a year less than 40 is assumed to be in the 21st
century.

The external format for DT# fields for both input and output also depends on the setting of the Date Generation Validation
(YDATGEN) and Date Format (YDATFMT) model values. It can be *MDY, *DMY, or *YMD. Note

NOTE

To enter, display, or print date fields with a four-digit-year external format, such as MM/DD/YYYY, you need to
change the edit codes to either / or - .

The following table shows how the edit codes and the settings of the YDATGEN and YDATFMT model values affect the
way that dates are displayed and printed.

NOTE

 This table also applies to user-defined 8-digit date fields that have field type 'DT8'.

YDATGEN YDATFMT(Run time) Input Edit Code Output Edit Codes Date Displayed or
Printed As:

*MDY -- 4
/
-

Y
/
-

10/27/95
10/27/1995
10-27-1995

*DMY -- 4
/
-

Y
/
-

27/10/95
27/10/1995
27-10-1995

*YMD -- 4
/
-

Y
/
-

95/10/27
1995/10/27
1995-10-27

*VRY *MDY 4
/
-

Y
/
-

10/27/95
10/27/1995
10-27-1995

*VRY *DMY 4
/
-

Y
/
-

27/10/95
27/10/1995
27-10-1995

*VRY *YMD 4
/
-

Y
/
-

95/10/27
19/95/1027 (2)
19-95-1027 (2)
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NOTE

Due to limitations within DDS, you cannot produce this result at run time with YDATGEN set to *VRY and
YDATFMT set to *YMD. To display or print digit years in *YMD format you need to set YDATGEN to *YMD.

Validation

DT# fields are automatically validated by . ISO dates are automatically translated from external to internal format and
vice-versa. Dates are validated to be in the external format when entered on a panel, and converted to the internal format
before being written to a file.

The date is not converted if its day, month, or year is out-of-range. Instead, the message "Invalid date" is issued and the
date is redisplayed in reverse image according to the output edit code.

CA 2E generates ISO dates as the i OS Date type with DATFMT(*ISO) and assimilates i OS Date fields as type DT#.

Examples of DT# fields include:

• Date of birth
• Order date
• Creation date

Date (DTE)

The following table describes the default characteristics of the DTE field

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxDT
Packed
6.0
7.0
0

-
N
N
N
N

Y
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Date

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod 10/11 check

DYN
-
N
-
N

N
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
N
-
N

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

Blank
4
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

The DTE type is one of three field types used for fields that represent dates. For compatibility with standards set by the
International Standards Organization (ISO), it is recommended that you use DT# for your date fields. Use the *MOVE
built-in function to convert among date fields of type DTE, DT#, and D8#.

NOTE

*MOVE converts the three date types to a field of type NBR differently.
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Internal Format

DTE dates are stored on file by systems generated by CA 2E as follows.

• DTE dates greater than or equal to 1900 are stored on file in CYYMMDD format.
• DTE dates earlier than 1900 are stored on file as a negative value.

The following table shows the internal format for April 5 for various years.

Date Internal DTE Format
April 5, 2106 2060405
April 5, 2006 1060405
April 5, 1906 60405
April 5, 1806 939595 -

The valid date range is January 1, 1801 to December 31, 2199. When no date is entered, the internal representation is
zero (0).

The internal format ensures that

• An historical view can be obtained. In this format dates can be ordered into ascending or descending order using the
database.

• The stored internal format is independent of the displayed external format, namely, independent of the date format
used in a particular country.

External Format

The external format for DTE fields and the valid range for entering dates depends on the input edit code you select for the
field.

• If the edit code has a 4-digit-year format (YYYY), the range of dates you can enter is the same as the internal format
range, namely, January 1, 1801 to December 31, 2199.

• If the edit code has a 2-digit year format (YY), the range of dates you can enter is restricted to a ‘floating’ hundred
years (00-99) starting from the year specified by the YCUTOFF model value. The cut-off year can be any year from
within the range of 1900-1999 and its current value is retrieved at run time. The shipped default is 1940. In this case a
year greater than or equal to 40 is assumed to be in the 20th century; a year less than 40 is assumed to be in the 21st
century.

The external format for DTE fields for both input and output also depends on the setting of the Date Generation Validation
(YDATGEN) and Date Format (YDATFMT) model values. It can be *MDY, *DMY, or *YMD. Note that to enter, display, or
print date fields with a four-digit-year external format such as, MM/DD/YYYY, you need to change the appropriate edit
code to either / or - .

For more information on four-digit years and edit codes, refer to the table in the description of the DT# field type in this
article.

See the article  Modifying Action Diagrams  for more information for more information on *MOVE and the date built-in
functions.

Validation

DTE fields are automatically validated by CA 2E. Dates are automatically translated from external to internal format and
vice-versa. Dates are validated to be in the external format when entered on a panel and converted to internal format
when written to a file.

A date cannot be converted if its day, month, or year portion has an out-of-range value. If you enter an invalid date, the
message, "Invalid date" is issued and the date is redisplayed in reverse image according to the output edit code:
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• If the edit code has a four-digit-year format (YYYY), the invalid day and month portions are reproduced as they were
entered. An invalid year is replaced by the special value 9999 to indicate that the entered year is out of range.

• If the edit code has a two-digit-year format (YY), all date portions are reproduced with no change.

Examples of DTE fields include:

• Date of birth
• Order date
• Creation date

Ideographic Character Text

The following table describes the default characteristics of the IGC field.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxIG
Alpha
20
as external
-

-
N
-
Y
-

Y
N
Y
-
-

N
N
-
N
-

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
IGC Text

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod 10/11 check

O
-
N
N
-

N
N
Y
Y
-

Y
-
Y
-
-

N
-
N
-
-

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

N
-
-
-

Y
-
-
-

N
-
-
-

Y
-
-
-

The IGC type is used for fields that contain both ideographic and alphanumeric data. Ideographic data consists of
Japanese, Korean or Chinese characters. The fields have the default keyboard shift O.

The source generated for files containing IGC fields automatically contains the necessary keywords, such as IGCCNV.
Examples of IGC fields include:

• Customer name
• Customer address

For more information on keyboard shifts and ideographic enhancements, refer to IBM i DDS Reference, Appendix I.
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Narrative Text

The following table describes the default characteristics of the NAR field.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxNA
Alpha
30
as external
-

-
N
Y
-
-

Y
N
Y
-
-

N
N
N
-
-

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Text

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod 10/11 check

XANWIDM
Y
N
N
-

N
Y
Y
Y
-

Y
Y
Y
Y
-

N
N
N
N
-

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

N
-
-
-

Y
-
-
-

N
-
-
-

Y
-
-
-

Multi-Line Entry N N Y Y

The NAR type is used for fields that represent narrative text. NAR field attribute type should be used in contrast with the
TXT field type, which specifies a basic descriptive title for an (entity) file, such as Company name or Product name. The
NAR attribute type can be regarded as a catch-all to define data fields not covered by any other field types.

Examples of NAR fields include:

• Order comments
• Address lines

Number (NBR)

The following table contains Default characteristics of the NBR Field.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxNB
Packed
5.0
as external
0

-
N
Y
-
Y

Y
N
Y
-
Y

N
N
N
-
N

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Number

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
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Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod 10/11 check

NSYDI
-
N
-
N

N
-
Y
-
Y

Y
-
Y
-
-

N
-
N
-
N

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

Zero
4
3
3

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

The NBR type is used for fields that contain purely numeric data values. By default, NBR fields are for integers.

Numeric fields with characteristics such as VAL, QTY, PCT, PRC, should use these field types since they provide a more
precise specification. The NBR type can be regarded as a catch-all for numeric data fields that are not covered by other
types.

Examples of NBR fields include:

• Number of customers
• Number of records in file

NOTE

 When prompting on numeric fields, the ? cannot be used. The prompt function key (F4) allows prompting. The
YCUAPMT model value must be set to Y to enable F4 for prompting.

See the YCHGMDLVAL command in CA 2E Reference section for more information on changing model values.

Percentage (PCT)

The following table contains the Default characteristics of the PCT Field.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxPC
Packed
5.2
as external
2

-
N
Y
-
Y

Y
N
Y
-
Y

N
N
N
-
N

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Percent

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod 10/11 check

NSIDY
-
N
-
N

N
-
Y
-
Y

Y
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
N
-
N

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

Blank
4
3
3

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-
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The PCT type is used for fields that represent a percentage or a part of a whole expressed in hundredths.

Examples of PCT fields include:

• Percentage purity
• Percentage market share
• Percentage usage
• Profit margin
• Market index

Price (PRC)

The following table contains the Default characteristics of the PRC Field

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxPR
Packed
7.2
as external
2

-
N
Y
-
Y

Y
N
Y
-
Y

N
N
N
-
N

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Price

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod 10/11 check

NSIYD
-
N
-
N

N
-
Y
-
Y

Y
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
N
-
N

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

Blank
4
3
3

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

The PRC type is used for fields that represent a price such as a monetary rate or value per unit.

Price fields are typically used to represent a value per unit. PRC field type should be used in contrast with these field
types:

• Pure numeric value (NBR): if the number does not have a standard characteristic, such as Line number, a pure
numeric type should be used.

• Numeric fields with other standard characteristics (VAL, PCT): ensure that the field is a price and not a value.

Examples of PRC fields include:

• Retail price
• Manufacturing price
• Discount price
• Customs tariff
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Quantity (QTY)

The following table contains the Default characteristics of the QTY Field.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device FieldOverride
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxQT
Packed
5.0
as external
N

-
N
Y
-
Y

Y
N
Y
-
Y

N
N
N
-
N

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Quantity

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod 10/11 check

YNSID
-
N
-
N

N
-
Y
-
Y

Y
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
N
-
N

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

Blank
4
3
3

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

The QTY type is used for fields that represent quantities; that is, numbers of a given characteristic in standard units. A
clear specification of characteristics facilitates verification and use of the data model.

The units measured by a quantity depend on your business. For property it may be square feet, for garment retailing it
may be meters of fabric, for pharmaceuticals it may be milligrams. The criteria to be considered in assigning the attribute
QTY to a field is not what the actual quantity is but whether it is a quantity.

QTY field type should be used in contrast with the following other field types:

• Pure numeric value (NBR): if the number does not have a standard characteristic such as Line number, a pure numeric
type should be used.

• Numeric fields with other standard characteristics (VAL, PCT): you should ensure that the field is a quantity and not a
value.

Examples of QTY fields include:

• Yards of fabric (m)
• Floor space (sq.m)
• Gross tonnage (T)

Reference Field (REF)

The REF field type is used to specify that the definition of a field is based on the definition of another field. The name of
the referenced field must be specified in the definition. The referencing field is given the same attributes as the referenced
field but has a different field name.

The text, check and default conditions, and generation name are unique for each field. You can override these attributes.

The field length, data type, usage, and edit codes are shared. A REF field can inherit narrative (help text) from the
referenced field.
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You can specify different check and default conditions for the referenced and referencing fields.

For example, an existing STS field called State has all of the state abbreviations listed as conditions. If you need two
states for an Order, two fields can be created: Ship To State and Bill to State. Both of these new fields would be REF
fields, referencing the field State. They can now share the same conditions of the field to which they refer, State.

Defining a group of similar fields as REF fields, based on one particular field, ensures that all the fields in the group belong
to the same domain as defined in CA 2E.

CA 2E carries out domain checking to ensure that only a field of the right type and size is passed as a parameter to a
function.

REF fields do not share the same true domain. They do, however, share the same set of conditions. Where CA 2E
requires a field to be in the same domain, the field must be the parent field or a REF field referencing the parent.

Examples of REF fields include:

• Delivery quantity (REF Order quantity)
• Manager code (REF Employee code)
• Sub-area code (REF Area code)
• Array element 2 (REF Array element 1)

Defining Function Fields as REF Fields

If you define a function field with a usage type of SUM, CNT, MIN, or MAX as REF field, the input parameter to the field
function will be the referenced field.

See the article Defining Functions for more information on specific function fields.

See the article Modifying Device Designs for more information on adding, changing, or modifying function fields.

Surrogate (SGT)

The following table contains the default characteristics of the SGT field.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxSG
Packed
7.0
as external
0
N

-
N
Y
-
Y

Y
N
Y
-
Y

N
N
N
-
N

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Quantity

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod 10/11 check

N
-
N
-
N

N
-
Y
-
Y

Y
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
N
-
N

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

N
3
3
4

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-
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The SGT field type should be used to designate a field that is a system-assigned key. Surrogate is a numeric value.

Examples of SGT fields include:

• System key
• Alternate key

Status (STS)

The following table contains the default characteristics of the STS Field:

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxST
Alpha
1
1
-

-
N
Y
Y
-

Y
N
Y
Y
-

N
N
N
N
-

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Values list

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod10/11 check

XANWID
N
N
N
-

N
Y
Y
Y
-

Y
Y
Y
Y
-

N
N
N
N
-

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
N

N
N

Y
Y

Y
N

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

N
-
-
-

Y
-
-
-

N
-
-
-

Y
-
-
-

The STS field type is used for fields that are indicators or flags. Status fields can take a limited number of discrete values,
each of which has a meaning assigned to it.

The values for a status field and their meanings are specified through the use of specific field conditions allowed for status
fields. If a check condition is specified for a status field, it can only take the values specified by that condition.

For value mapped status fields, you can specify that a status field has a different internal length from its external length;
the value field is then mapped between the two values.

For more information on valued mapped status fields, refer to this topic, Field Type Default Characteristics, the Translate
values option.

A call to an inquiry program is automatically generated for status fields that appear as input capable fields in CA 2E
standard function panel displays. The inquiry shows the allowed values for a status field if you press F4 (prompt) or enter
? in the selection area of the panel.

Only conditions of type VAL or LST can be attached to status fields.

See the section Using Conditions for more information.

The following examples show fields of STS type and the conditions that can be attached to them:
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• Order status (Ordered, Paid, Held, and Canceled)
• Product Status (Active, Not active)
• Quality (Passed, Failed, Under test)
• Allow refund (Yes, No).

ISO Time (TM )

The following table contains the default characteristics of the TM# field.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxTA
Alpha
6.0
8
N

-
N
N
-
N

Y
N
N
-
N

N
N
N
-
N

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Time

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod10/11 check

DYN
-
-
-
-

N
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
N
-
N

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

Y
T
T
T

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

The TM# type is one of two field types used for fields that represent times. For compatibility with standards set by the
International Standards Organization (ISO), it is recommended that you use TM# for your time fields. Since the TM# field
type meets ISO standards, time fields of this type are interpreted correctly for SQL and Query Manager.

CA 2E automatically generates code to validate TM# fields.

ISO time is stored internally in HH.MM.SS format and externally as HHMMSS.

NOTE

 A value of 00.00.00 on the physical file represents zero, not a valid time.

CA 2E generates ISO times as the i OS Time type with TIMFMT(*ISO) and assimilates i OS Time fields as type TM#.

Examples of TM# fields include:

• Time of birth
• Time of order
• Time of creation
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Time (TME)

The following table contains the default characteristics of the TME field.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxTM
Packed
6.0
as external
0

-
N
N
-
N

Y
N
N
-
N

N
N
N
-
N

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
HH:MM:SS

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod10/11 check

NYID
-
-
-
-

N
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
N
-
N

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

Blank
T
T
T

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

The TME type is one of two field types used for fields that represent times. For compatibility with standards set by the
International Standards Organization (ISO), it is recommended that you use TM# for your time fields. You can use the
*MOVE built-in function to convert between date fields of type TME and TM#.

CA 2E automatically generates code to validate TME fields. TME times are always stored on file in HHMMSS format.

Examples of TME fields include:

• Time of birth
• Time of order

ISO Timestamp (TS )

The following table contains the default characteristics of TS# field.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxTS
Alpha
18.0
26
N

-
N
N
N
N

Y
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Timestamp

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
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Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod10/11 check

DYN
-
-
-
-

N
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
N
-
N

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

blank
4
/
/

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

The TS# type is used for fields that represent timestamps. Since the TS# field type meets standards set by the
International Standards Organization (ISO), timestamp fields of this type are interpreted correctly for SQL and Query
Manager.CA 2E automatically generates code to validate TS# field.

ISO timestamp is stored internally in YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN format. External formats are:

External Format Valid Edit Codes
MM-DD-YYYY-HH:MM:SS or
YYYY-MM-DD-HH:MM:SS
MM/DD/YYYY/HH:MM:SS or
YYYY/MM/DD/HH:MM:SS
MM/DD/YY/HH:MM:SS:NNNNNN

-
/
T and Y

NOTE

 A value of 0001-01-01-00.00.00.000000 on the physical file represents zero, not a valid timestamp.

The external format for TS# fields for both input and output also depends on the setting of the Date Generation Validation
(YDATGEN) and Date Format (YDATFMT) model values.

For more information on how edit codes and the settings of YDATGEN and YDATFMT affect the way in which timestamps
are displayed and printed, refer to the table in the description of the DT# field type in this article.

You can use the *MOVE built-in function to convert between timestamp fields and time and date fields.

CA 2E generates ISO timestamp as the i OS Timestamp type and assimilates i OS Timestamp fields as type TS#.

Examples of TS# fields include:

• Process ending date and time
• Transaction audit date and time
• Date and time of creation

Text (TXT)

The following table contains the default characteristics of the TXT field

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxTX
Alpha
25
as external
-

-
N
Y
-
-

Y
N
Y
-
-

N
N
N
-
-
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LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Text

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod10/11 check

ANWID
Y
N
N
-

N
Y
Y
Y
-

Y
Y
Y
Y
-

N
N
N
N
-

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

N
-
-
-

Y
-
-
-

N
-
-
-

Y
-
-
-

Multi-Line Entry N N Y Y

 

The TXT type is used for fields that represent text description. It can be used to define alphanumeric fields that are not
appropriate for type CDE or STS.

The TXT field should be used to provide a title for an object, such as on inquiries. The use of the TXT attribute should be
contrasted with the narrative text (NAR) type, which is used for additional descriptive comments.

Examples of TXT fields include:

• Customer name
• Currency name
• Member name
• Country name

Value (VAL)

The following table contains the default characteristics of the VAL field.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxVA
Packed
11.2
as external
2

-
N
Y
-
Y

Y
N
Y
-
Y

N
N
N
-
N

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Monetary value

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod10/11 check

NSYID
-
N
-
N

N
-
Y
-
Y

Y
-
Y
-
Y

N
-
N
-
N

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-
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Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

Blank
4
C
C

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
-

The VAL type is used for fields that represent a monetary value, such as an amount in units of a particular currency. The
VAL type should be used in contrast with the following field types:

• Pure numeric value (NBR): if the number does not have a standard characteristic such as Line number, a pure numeric
type should be used.

• Numeric fields with other standard characteristics (QTY, PCT): ensure that the field is a value as opposed to a quantity.

Examples of VAL fields include:

• Value of order ($)
• Value of stock holding ($)
• Customer credit limit ($)

Valid System name

The following table contains the default characteristics of the VNM field.

Field Type Attribute Shipped Default Value Default Override Field Details Override Device Field Override
Implementation name
System data type
External length
Internal length
Decimal places

xxVN
Alpha
10
as external
-

-
N
Y
-
-

Y
N
Y
-
-

N
N
N
-
-

LHS text (Column
headings)
RHS text

Field name
Name

N
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Keyboard shift
Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod10/11 check

XAI
N
N
Y
-

N
Y
Y
Y
-

Y
Y
Y
Y
-

N
N
N
N
-

Check condition
Translate values

*NONE
-

N
-

Y
-

Y
-

Field exit option
Edit codes: Input
Output
Report

N
-
-
-

Y
-
-
-

N
-
-
-

Y
-
-
-

The VNM type is used for fields that represent system entities including objects, formats, and field names. A valid system
name must

• Begin with a letter, $, # or @
• Contain no more than ten characters
• Contain only characters, digits, or the characters $, #, @, and underscore
• Contain no embedded blanks
• For i OS, must be uppercase
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This type is used for defining fields that must conform to the operating system's naming convention. For DDS, it is
implemented by using the CHECK(VN) keyword.

Examples of VNM fields include:

• Member name
• Job name
• User name

Using Function Fields

Function fields are used to hold data requiring calculated values such as order quantity, location space, or population size.
Function fields are given specific usage types. The usage types determine the allowable values of a function field.

Function fields specify work or calculation fields that can be used in CA 2E functions. Function fields can be placed on
device designs and defined to represent special derivatives like summations, maximum and minimum values.

Function Field Usages

Type Description Data Type Example
DRV
USR

User defined logic
User-defined field

Any
Any

Value = Price + Quantity
Control total

CNT
MAX
MIN
SUM

Count of records
Maximum value
Minimum value
Sum of fields

Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric

Number of lines on order
Largest item on order
Smallest item on order
Order total

Usage types of function fields are listed and described in the pages that follow.

See the article Defining Functions  for more information.

Count (CNT)

The CNT usage type is given to those function fields that contain a count of the number of records containing the field (to
be counted) over a series of records.

A function field of usage type CNT has two parameters:

• Result parameter, which is the derived field itself. This must be placed on a total format of any function that calls the
CNT function.

• Input parameter attribute to be counted. This must be present on the detail format of the calling function.

The series of records are defined by the standard function within which the field is defined. For instance, in a Print File
function, the CNT field could calculate the number of times a field occurs in the detail lines of the report, to be displayed in
the next total format.

Fields of type CNT must be numeric. If the function field is defined as a REF field, based on another field,CA 2E assumes
that the CNT field is a count of the number of records containing the based-on field. This method of definition cannot be
used if the field to be counted is not itself a numeric field.

Examples of CNT fields include:

• Number of employees on employee file
• Number of customers in company file for a company
• Number of items within warehouse
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Derived (DRV)

The DRV usage type is given to function fields that perform a user-defined calculation specified by an action diagram. The
field can then be used in any function where the calculation is required. This method of definition cannot be used if the
field to be counted is not itself a numeric field.

A DRV function field has one output parameter: the derived field itself. Input parameters may be specified for the function.

You can edit the action diagram and specify the parameters for the derived field.

Examples of DRV fields include:

• Order line value
• Discounted order value

Maximum (MAX)

The MAX usage type is given to function fields that contain the highest value found for a field over a series of records.

A function field of usage type MAX has two parameters:

• Result parameter -- The derived field itself. This must be placed on a total format of any function, which calls the MAX
function.

• Input parameter -- The field for which the highest value is to be determined. This must be present on the detail format
of the calling function.

The series of records are defined by the standard function within which the field is defined. For instance, within an Edit
Transaction function, a MAX field defined on the header could be used to calculate the maximum value of a field on the
subfile record.

Fields of type MAX must always be numeric. If the function field is defined as a REF field, based on another numeric field,
assumes that the based-on field is the field whose highest value is to be calculated. This method of definition cannot be
used if the field to be calculated is not itself a numeric field.

Examples of MAX fields include:

• Largest order item : maximum of order quantity
• Biggest warehouse location : maximum of location size
• Largest town : maximum of town size
• Highest line number : maximum of line number

Minimum (MIN)

The MIN usage type is given to function fields that contain the lowest value found for a field over a series of records.

A function field of usage type MIN has two parameters:

• Result parameter -- The derived field itself. This must be placed on a header format of any function, which calls the
MIN function.

• Input parameter -- The field for which the lowest value is to be determined. This must be present on the details format
of the calling function.

The series of records are defined by the standard function within which the function field is defined.

For instance, within an Edit Transaction function, a MIN field defined on the header could be used to calculate the
minimum value of a field on the subfile record.

Fields of usage type MIN must always be numeric. If the function field is defined as a REF field, based on another numeric
field,CA 2E assumes that the based-on field is the field whose lowest value is to be calculated. This method of definition
cannot be used if the field to be calculated is not itself a numeric field.
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Examples of MIN fields include:

• Smallest order item : minimum of order quantity
• Smallest warehouse location : minimum of location size
• Smallest town : minimum of town size

Summation (SUM)

The SUM usage type is given to function fields, which contain the sum of the values found for another field over a series
of records.

A function field of usage type SUM has two parameters:

• Result parameter -- The field containing the result of the summation.
This field must be placed on a total format of any function that calls the SUM function.

• Input parameter -- The field for which the sum is to be calculated. This must be present on the detail format of the
calling function.

The series of records are defined by the standard function within which the field is defined. For instance, in a Print File
function, the SUM field could calculate the sum of the values in a field from the detail lines of the report, which is to be
displayed in the next total format.

Function fields of type SUM must always be numeric. If the function field is defined as a REF field, based on another
numeric field,CA 2E assumes that it is the sum of the values in the based-on field that is to be calculated. This method of
definition cannot be used if the field to be calculated is not itself a numeric field.

Examples of SUM fields include:

• Total order value : sum of order line value
• Total warehouse space : sum of location space
• Total population size : sum of area population size

User-Defined (USR)

The USR usage type is given to any field that you wish to add to a function device design. You can make such a field input
capable if you wish.

It is your responsibility to initialize and process the USR fields in the action diagram.CA 2E performs basic field checking,
such as date validation.

Examples of USR fields include:

• Order total check value
• Command request string
• Next menu option

Using Conditions
Contents

A CA 2E condition both specifies the values or set of values that a field may take and indicates what those values mean.

Conditions are used to
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• Validate the entry of data
• Specify the select/omit criteria for access paths
• Specify processing conditions in action diagrams
• Condition the appearance of fields on function device formats
• Specify function parameter values when calling functions in action diagrams
• Specify default field values for adding records to a database

Properties of Conditions

Each condition has a name, a type, and an associated value. All the conditions associated with a single field must be
unique.

Condition Types

A condition type specifies the type of validation rule it imposes. CA 2E has four types of conditions, divided into two
categories: those that are used with status fields and those used with non-status fields.

The condition types allowed for status fields are:

• VAL (Value)
• LST (Value List)

The condition types allowed for non-status fields are:

• CMP (Compare)
• RNG (Range)

This table lists the valid condition types and the field types to which they can be attached. The use of the different types of
field conditions is described in the sections following the table.

ConditionType Description Example Field Type
CMP
RNG
VAL
LST

Compare using an operator
Valid range between two values
Value
List of value conditions

Greater than 5
0 - 20
A
Held, Paid, Unpaid

All others
All others
STS
STS

See the article Modifying Action Diagrams for more information on using conditions involving functions.

Status Field Conditions

The VAL (Value) and LST (Value List) are the two conditions allowed for use with status fields. You can use these
condition types to:

• Specify single (VAL) and multiple values (LST)
• Specify value mapping (VAL)

See the article Maintaining Your Data Modelfor more information on specifying value mapping and converting conditions
to values list for status fields.

Value (VAL) Condition

This condition type is used to specify single values that a status field may take.

Internal and External Values

You can specify two related values for a VAL condition:
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• Internal value -- The value held on the implemented database file to represent the condition
• External value -- The value entered by and displayed to the user in functions

CA 2E automatically generates source to translate between the two values. The internal and external values may have
different lengths. This value mapping facility may be used to facilitate translation into different national languages. Value
mapping only takes place if a value is specified for the Translate condition (cnd) values field on the Edit Field Details panel
and if a Check condition value is specified for the field.

If you add or modify values within that LST condition, you will need to recompile the functions that use the field. The
validation check will then include your changes.

The following table contains examples of VAL conditions.

Condition File Value Translate Condition Value Display / Input Value
Full-time Employee
Part-time Employee

F
P

N
N

F
P

Invoice status is 'Held'
Invoice status is 'Paid'
Invoice status is 'Delivered'

H
P
D

Y
Y
Y

HLD
PAD
DLV

If no Translate cnd values is specified, this condition is implemented using the VALUES keyword in the display file DDS.

If Translate cnd values is specified, this condition is implemented by HLL code specifying that the condition is to be
checked against a CA 2E-created database file.

See the article Maintaining Your Data Model for more information on conditions and converting condition values.

List (LST) Condition

This condition type is used for conditions that specify a list of values that a status field may take. Each LST condition is
made up of one or more VAL conditions.

When you specify this condition type, a special LST condition, *ALL values, is created as soon as a condition for the field
is defined.

LST conditions have a special use in specifying field value checking in Display Device type functions. If you specify a
Check condition for a field using the Edit Field Details panel or the Edit Screen Entry Details panel, CA 2E generates the
necessary code to ensure that any value entered is a valid condition in the list for all interactive functions that use that
field.

If you add or modify values within the LST condition, you will need to recompile the functions that use the field. The
validation check will then include your changes.

Condition List Inquiries

In generated functions, you can display the list of values available for a status field in either of two ways: enter ? in the
field, or place the cursor on the field and press F4. The F4 to prompt only works if the YCUAPMT model value is set to Y
(Yes).

See the YCHGMDLVAL command to change the value for YCUAPMT model value.

Examples of LST Conditions

The following five value conditions are attached to an Invoice Status field:
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• LST Condition -- All Values

Value Condition File Value
Invoice not yet due
Invoice due
Invoice paid
Invoice held
Invoice canceled

U
D
P
H
C

You may then define and create two different LST conditions; for example, Invoices Outstanding and Completed Invoices,
using a combination of the above VAL conditions:

• LST Condition -- Outstanding Invoices

Value Condition File Value
Invoice not yet due
Invoice due
Invoice held

U
D
H

• LST Condition -- Completed Invoices

Value Condition File Value
Invoice paid
Invoice canceled

P
C

 

Non-Status Field Conditions

The conditions that can be attached to non-status fields include the CMP (Compare) and RNG (Range).

Compare (CMP) Condition

This condition type is used for conditions that specify values that a non-status field may take, defined in terms of a fixed
value and an operator.

Valid Operators

• EQ -- Equal to
• NE -- Not equal to
• GT -- Greater than
• LT -- Less than
• GE -- Greater than or equal to
• LE -- Less than or equal to

Examples of CMP Condition:

Field name Condition name Operation Value
Order quantity
Credit limit
License date

Greater than 10
Less than $100.00
Less than expire date
(Enter as YYMMDD)

GT (>)
LT (<)
LT (<)

10
100
991203
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This condition is implemented using the COMP keyword in the display file DDS.

Range (RNG) Condition

This condition type is used for conditions that specify a range of values that a non-status field may take, in terms of two
fixed values between which the field value must lie, end points included.

Examples of RNG Conditions:

Field name Condition Name From To
Stock quantity
Transaction value

Between 10 and 100
GT -250 and LT 250

10
250-

100
250

This condition is implemented using the RANGE keyword in the display DDS file.

See the article Maintaining Your Data Model for more information on using conditions.

Using Relations
This topic provides conceptual information and a full description of CA 2E relations. It also explains and includes
examples of how different types of relations are used within your model.

Contents

CA 2E Relations

A CA 2E relation expresses an association between two files or between a file and a field. Relations constitute the
fundamental links in a data model. They enable you to make assertions about the meaning of the connections within your
data.

CA 2E uses basic English verbs to describe relations as shown in these examples:

 Customer   Known by                Customer code

 Customer  Has             Customer name

 Customer  Refers to       Salesperson

The Refers to relation indicates that a relationship exists between the two files (Customer-Salesperson); Known by and
Has indicate the relationship between the file and the field (Customer-Customer code, or Customer-Customer name).

Several relations can be specified for a single file. CA 2E automatically resolves the relations of a file into the fields that
are needed to implement that file. The fields that result from resolving a relation are called file entries.

Relation Types

There are eight types of relations. An understanding of the purpose of these relation types is central to understanding CA
2E.
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• Defined as
• Extended by
• Has
• Includes
• Known by
• Owned by
• Qualified by
• Refers to

Relation Usage Groups

Depending on how they operate within a data model, CA 2E relations are grouped under three different usage groups:

• Definition relations, which declare files to exist
• Key relations, which define the keys that identify a file by reference either to the keys of another CA 2E file or to a field
• Attribute relations, which declare the non-key fields that are present in a file by reference either to another file or to a

field

The use of specific CA 2E relations allows for the physical arrangement, selection, and retrieval of information based on
the arrangement of key fields in the database. The relations you choose determine which fields are to appear on which
file, whether a field is a key field or foreign key field, and whether certain fields can be shared between files.

You must use the appropriate CA 2E relation types to describe a file-to-file or file-to-field relation respectively.

CA 2E Relations

Usage Type Relation Used For
Definition Defined as File-to-file relationship
Key Owned by

Known by
Qualified by

File-to-file relationship
File-to-field relationship
File-to-field relationship

Attribute Refers to
Includes
Has

File-to-file relationship
File-to-file relationship
File-to-field relationship

Other Extended by File-to-file relationship

Examples of Relations Used in a Data Model

The following examples focus on the CA 2E relation types: Owned by, Known by, Qualified by, Has, and Refers to.

Example 1: Simple Sales Ledger

You have a number of customers who order your products. Each order can involve a number of different products but can
be issued to only one customer. Customer and Product are identified by Customer code and Product code respectively;
an order is identified by an Order number that is unique within the business. Each Order is made up of an Order header
and a variable number of Order detail lines, each of which is for a particular quantity of a particular Product.

The situation can be represented diagrammatically as follows:
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We could model this situation by using the CA 2E relation statements described below.

• A Customer could be described as follows:

FIL       Customer          REF   Known by          FLD   Customer code   CDE

FIL  Customer          REF   Has       FLD   Customer name   TXT

The key of the Customer file is the Customer code.

• A Product could be described as follows:

FIL        Product   REF   Known by          FLD   Product code    CDE

FIL  Product   REF   Has       FLD   Product name    TXT

FIL  Product   REF   Has       FLD   Product size    NBR

 

• An Order could be described as follows:

FIL Order  CPT  Known by        1 FLD           Order code      CDE

FIL Order  CPT Has     2 FLD           Order date      DT#

FIL Order  CPT       Has     3 FLD           Order status    STS

FIL Order  CPT       Refers to       4 FIL           Customer                REF

FIL Order Detail  CPT    Owned by        1 FIL           Order           CPT

FIL Order Detail  CPT        Known by        2 FLD           Order line no   NBR

FIL Order Detail  CPT        Has             3 FLD           Order quantity  QTY

FIL Order Detail  CPT        Refers to       4 FIL           Product         REF
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The previous relations result in the following entries in the files:

 Product   Customer
K Product code

Product name
Product size

 K Customer code
Customer name

     
 Order   Order Detail
K Order code

Order date
Order status
Customer code

 K
K

Order code
Order line no
Order quantity
Product code

Example 2: A More Complicated Product Structure

Your products have a more complicated structure than first imagined. Each Product belongs to a Product group that
serves as part of the product identifier. Each Product also has a Product type that is not part of the product identifier, but
has some extra information associated with it. We can refine the model to reflect this situation by adding a Product group
and a Product type file.

A Product group could be described as follows:

 

FIL Product group  REF    Known by        FLD     Product group code      CDE

FIL Product group  REF       Has     FLD     Product group name      TXT

A Product type could be described as follows:

FIL Product type  REF   Known by        FLD     Product type code       CDE

FIL Product type  REF        Has     FLD     Product type name       TXT

FIL Product type  REF        Has     FLD     Pack size               QTY

FIL Product type  REF        Has     FLD     Freight charge          VAL

 

The definition of a Product could then be amended by adding an Owned by relation to associate each Product with
Product Group and a Refers to relation to associate a Product type with each Product.
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FIL Product       REF     Owned by        Product group   FIL     REF

FIL Product          REF     Known by        Product code    FLD     CDE

FIL Product          REF     Has     Product name    FLD     REF

FIL Product          REF     Has     Product size    FLD     QTY

FIL Product          REF     Refers to       Product type    FIL     REF

We now have entries on two new files, the Product group and the Product type. A new entry for the Product group code
has been added wherever the Product file was referenced by other CA 2E files, in this case, on the Order details:

 Product Group   Product Type
K Product group code

Product group name
 
 

 K Product type code
Product type name
Pack size
Freight charge

 Product   Order Detail
K
K

Product group code
Product code
Product name
Product size
Product type code

 K
K

Order code
Order line no
Order quantity
Product group code
Product code

 

Specifying Relations

This topic provides information for using the eight CA 2E relation types and includes examples that illustrate and explain
how each individual type is used.

You specify a relation through the Edit Database Relations panel. Relations are specified as relation statements that have
the following format:

Subject              Relation                        Object

OBJ                       REL                     OBJ

Subject OBJ is the name of a file, REL is the name of a relation type, and Object OBJ is the name of a file or field.

File-to-file Relationships

The most important aspects of your data model are described by the relations that connect the files within the model.

To describe file-to-file relations you use:
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• Owned by
• Extended by
• Refers to
• Includes

File-to-field Relationships

File-to-field relations are used to explicitly state that a field is to be present on a file.

You can use these three types of CA 2E relations to describe a file-to-field relationship:

• Known by
• Qualified by
• Has

Describing and Using CA 2E Relations

This section specifies how each relation type is used and provides examples.

Defined as Relation

The Defined as relation declares that a file exists. For example, to say a file named "Product" exists:

Product            Defined as                      Product

 

A Defined as relation is present for each file.CA 2E implicitly creates the Defined as relation if the definition of the file was
not done using the Defined as relation in the first place.

The Defined as relation does not cause any field entries to be added to a file.

Examples of Using Defined as Relation

Example 1: Defining a Single Entity

Let us say that a rose is a rose, declared with the following relations:

FIL         Rose    REF     Known by        FLD     Any other name  CDE

FIL  Rose    REF     Has     FLD     Petals          TXT

FIL  Rose    REF     Has     FLD     Thorns          NBR

FIL  Rose    REF     Has     FLD     Rose Type       STS

 

This will automatically result in the following additional relation:

FIL        Rose    REF     Defined as      FIL     Rose    REF
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Example 2: Defining Several Entities (Top-down)

The Defined as statement constitutes the most basic way of declaring an entity to exist. If you are creating a new model
working top down, you may first declare all the entities that you think will be required to define your model. Example:

FIL Company   REF       Defined as      FIL     Company         REF

FIL Division  REF    Defined as      FIL     Division                REF

FIL Product   REF    Defined as      FIL     Product         REF

FIL Customer  REF    Defined as      FIL     Customer                REF

There must be a Defined as relation for every CA 2E file. If you make a reference to a non-existing file, a Defined as
statement is created automatically for the file.

Displaying Defined as Relations

Defined as relations are not normally shown on the Edit Database Relations panel. You can display Defined as relations
by entering DFN or ALL in the relation level (Rel lvl) field on the positioner line at the top of the Edit Database Relations
panel.

Deleting Defined as Relations

A Defined as relation cannot be deleted until all references to the file are also deleted.

Owned by Relation

The Owned by relation denotes a parent-child relationship. The primary key(s) of the owning file become part of the
primary key of the owned by file. For instance, if Order Detail is Owned by Order, the key of Order, Order code, is the high
order key of Order Detail.

The file of an Owned by relation must be of type REF or CPT. All the key fields of the owning file are incorporated as high
order keys in the owned file.

A file can have more than one Owned by relation. A file can have only Owned by relations to define its keys. It is not
necessary to have other key relations, such as Known by or Qualified by.

The Owned by relation allows you access to any of the fields on the owning file. If a field is accessed on the owning file, it
creates a virtual field on the owned file. Virtual field values can be used but cannot be updated.

An Owned by relation can have its description clarified by using the For text extension.

See the section Using for Text and Sharing with Relations for more information on using text and Sharing with Owned by
relations.

Examples of Using Owned by Relations

Example 1: Orders within Company

The Owned by relation may be used to specify the high order key of a file. Let us say that you operate a multi-company
sales ledger and that all orders are within company.

A Company could be defined as follows:
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FIL     Company         REF     Known by        FLD     Company code    CDE

FIL  Company         REF     Has     FLD     Company name    TXT

An Order could be defined as follows:

FIL     Order   REF     Owned by        FIL     Company         REF

FIL  Order   REF     Known by        FLD     Order code      CDE

FIL  Order   REF     Has     FLD     Order date      DT#

This specifies that the key of the Company file is the high order key of the Order file, which results in the following entries:

 Company   Order
K Company code

Company name
 K

K
Company code
Order code
Order date

Example 2: Orders within Company within Country

Owned by relations may be used to construct a hierarchy. In the example given above, the Owned by statement asserts
that the keys of Company are the high order keys of Order. If you later decide that a Company is only unique within
Country, then adding Country to the Company file with an Owned by relation will automatically add it to the Order file. The
presence of the relation stating Order is Owned by Company causes the automatic addition.

A Country could be defined as follows:

FIL    Country         REF     Known by        FLD     Company code    CDE

FIL  Country         REF     Has     FLD     Company name    TXT

Company could then be redefined as follows:

FIL       Order   REF     Owned by        FIL     Company         REF

FIL  Order   REF     Known by        FLD     Company code    CDE

FIL  Order   REF     Has     FLD     Company name    TXT

The definition of Order requires no change:

FIL       Order   REF     Owned by        FIL     Company         REF

FIL  Order   REF     Known by        FLD     Order code      CDE
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FIL  Order   REF     Has     FLD     Order date      DT#

This results in the following entries, where you can see the Country code has been introduced automatically onto the
Order file:

 Country File   Company File   Order File
K Country code

Country name
 K

K
Country code
Company code
Company
name

 K
K
K

Country code
Company code
Order code
Order date

 

Known by Relation

The Known by relation specifies that a field is the key field, or one of the key fields of a file. This means that records in the
file can be uniquely identified by the value of this field together with the values of any other key fields.

The field specified as the object of a Known by relation is added as a key field entry to the file containing the relation.

Examples of Using Known by Relation

Example 1: A Single Known by Relation - Company

Suppose you wish to identify companies by a company code.

A Company could be defined as follows:

FIL  Company         REF     Known by        FLD     Company code    CDE

FIL  Company         REF     Has     FLD     Company name    TXT

This results in the following entries:

 Company file
K Company code

Company name

Example 2: Multiple Known by Relations - Manager

There may be more than one Known by relation on a file. For example:

FIL   Event   REF     Known by        FLD     Date            DT#

FIL  Event   REF     Known by        FLD     Time            TM#

FIL  Event   REF     Has     FLD     Location                TXT

Note that the presence of more than one Known by relation on a file may indicate that an entity has been omitted from the
model. For instance, consider the following relations to define a Manager:
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FIL      Manager         REF     Known by        FLD     Manager type            STS

FIL  Manager         REF     Known by        FLD     Manager code            CDE

FIL  Manager         REF     Has     FLD     Manager name            TXT

FIL  Manager         REF     Has     FLD     Salary                  VAL

Neither Manager name nor Manager salary are properties of Manager type, which suggests that Manager type should be
an entity in its own right, and that Manager should be Owned by Manager type.

Qualified by Relation

The Qualified by relation can be used to qualify a file identifier by one or more variable factors such as the date, the time,
or a sequence number.

The Qualified by relation would typically be used for entities that represent a continuum of values. An example may be
prices or currency rates that come into effect on a given date and prevail for a while. The identification of such entities
may be qualified by a date.

Another common usage would be to describe step functions, such as volume discount breaks or tax ranges, which
similarly come into effect at a certain threshold and prevail until the next threshold is reached.

Qualified by relations are further specified to tell whether the record retrieval is to be *PREVIOUS, to retrieve the nearest
record less than or equal to the search value, or *NEXT, to retrieve the nearest record greater than or equal to the search
value.

NOTE

These values are mutually exclusive; you cannot specify both on the same file.

 

To specify these values, enter + in the subfile selector of the Qualified by relation, then press F5.

Qualified by relations are similar to Known by relations: they are resolved by adding the named field as a key field to the
file containing the relation. The Qualified by relation, however, has a special property: a reference to a file containing a
Qualified by relation may be redirected.

The field usage required for the field of a Qualified by relation needs to be ATR and not CDE.

See the article Creating/Defining Your Data Model for more information on redirection.

Examples of Using Qualified by Relations

Example 1: A Qualified File - Product Prices

Your company has a number of products:

FIL    Product REF     Known by        FLD     Product code            CDE

FIL  Product         REF     Has     FLD     Product description     TXT

Your product prices change from time to time. You may then describe a Product price file as follows:
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FIL      Product price   REF     Owned by        FIL     Product         CDE

FIL  Product price   REF     Qualified by    FLD     Effective date  DT#

FIL  Product price   REF     Has             FLD     Price           PRC

Thus for each change of Product price you would have a separate record, a state of affairs represented by the following
entries:

Example 2: Using a Qualified File - Product Prices

If you now wish to use the Product price in an Order detail file, you could define an Order file as follows:

FIL    Order   REF     Known by        FLD     Order number            CDE

FIL  Order   REF     Has             FLD     Order date              DT#

FIL  Order   REF     Has             FLD     Order status            STS

FIL  Order   REF     Refers to       FIL     Customer                        REF

And, define an Order detail file as follows:

FIL      Order detail    REF     Owned by        FLD     Order           CPT

FIL  Order detail    REF     Known by        FLD     Order line no   NBR

FIL  Order detail    REF     Has             FLD     Order quantity  QTY

FIL  Order detail    REF     Refers to       FIL     Product price   REF

This results in the following entries:

 Order detail file
K
K

Order number
Order line no
Order quantity
Product code
Effective date

The fields on the file are the same as if you had used a Known by relation instead of a Qualified by relation for the
Effective date. However, additional processing logic is created for the Qualified by relation.

The difference in using a Known by instead of a Qualified by relation is that you will have a code generated that refers to
the correct product price. The code is based not on an exact value match of the effective date but on the closest previous
value of the effective date.
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Extended by Relation

The Extended by relation declares a file to be an extension of another file. The relation records an association that is not
expressed by any other relation, and is, in particular, a one-to-one or one-to-none association between the identifiers of
two files.

When it is used with an existing Owned by relation, the Extended by relation has no effect on the entries of the file
being extended; it merely makes the fields from the extended file available for selection as virtual fields on the file being
extended.

A virtual field is logically present in a view of a file, though it physically resides in another file.

See the section Adding Virtual Fields to File to File Relations for more information.

A one-to-none relation denotes a relation where an instance exists in one file and the corresponding instance does not
exist in another file. For example, the Product file could be extended by the export details file. Some products may be
exported and some may not. This would mean that a product record may or may not have an associated record in the
export detail file.

NOTE

 It is not recommended that you use the Extended by relation unless the extending file is Owned by the
extended file, as unpredictable results may occur during source code generation.

 

Example of Using Extended by Relations

Your basic Customer information consists of the following fields:

FIL         Customer        REF     Known by        FLD     Customer code           CDE

FIL  Customer        REF     Has             FLD     Customer name           TXT

FIL  Customer        REF     Extended by     FIL     Customer detail         REF

You may enter additional details about Customers in another file called Customer detail:

FIL  Customer detail REF     Owned by        FIL     Customer                CDE

FIL  Customer detail REF     Has             FLD     Credit limit    VAL

FIL  Customer detail REF     Has             FLD     Managing Director       TXT

This results in the following entries:

 Customer file   Customer detail
K Customer code

Customer name
 K Customer code

Credit limit
Managing Director

If you wish to create a function that brings both Customer and Customer detail together, you need to build an access path
that contains fields from both files. If you were doing this on the Customer detail file, this would not present a problem
since you could specify virtual fields on the Owned by relation
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FIL    Customer detail REF     Owned by        FIL     Customer                CDE

     VRT     Customer name   TXT

FIL  Customer detail REF     Has             FLD     Credit limit    VAL

FIL  Customer detail REF     Has             FLD     Managing Director       TXT

However, if you wish to attach your function to the Customer file, you would not be able to obtain the customer details
unless you had an Extended by relation. Using the Extended by relation, you can specify virtual fields as follows:

FIL        Customer detail REF     Known by        FLD     Customer code           CDE

FIL  Customer detail REF     Has             FLD     Customer name   TXT

FIL  Customer detail REF     Extended by     FIL     Customer detail REF

                                             VRT     Credit limit    VAL

                                             VRT     Managing Director       TXT

Each Customer may have only one Customer detail record: there is a one-to-one correspondence between files.

There are two implementation reasons why you may consider using the Extended by relation rather than simply including
the data from the extended file in the basic file:

• To save space. If some data fields are only present on a minority of records, then it may be desirable to place the
rarely used fields into an Extended by file.

• To avoid recompilation of an existing system. If you wish to add fields to an existing file that is already used by a large
number of programs, you could avoid level check problems by placing the extra fields in another file owned by the
original file. An Extended by relation would make the new file details available from the based-on file.

NOTE
An Extended by relation effectively constrains an Owned by relation, which is normally one-to-many, to be a
one-to-one relationship. It is only appropriate to use the Extended by relation for cases where a one-to-one or
one-to-none relationship holds.

Refers to Relation

The Refers to relation specifies that a file references another file. A Refers to relation is resolved by including the
identifiers (keys) of the referenced file into the referring file as foreign key fields.

The Refers to relation allows access to any of the fields on the referred to file from the referring file. If a field is accessed
on the referred to file, it creates a virtual field on the referring file. Virtual field values can be used but cannot be updated.

A virtual field is logically present in a view of a file, though it physically resides in another file.

See the article Maintaining Your Data Model for more information on virtual fields.

A Refers to relation can have a For text extension to further clarify its description.

For more information on using For text and Sharing with Refers to relations, see the section Using For text and Sharing
with Relations.
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The Refers to relation can be contrasted with the Includes relation, which includes all fields from the referenced file, and
with the Owned by relation, which is resolved into key entries on the owned file.

NOTE

 Up to 60 Refers to relations can be placed on a file.

 

Example of Using Refers to Relations

Where Order detail refers to Product, Product may be defined as follows:

FIL      Product REF     Known by        FLD     Product code            CDE

FIL  Product REF     Has             FLD     Product name                    TXT

The Product could then be referenced elsewhere, for instance by an Order detail file:

FIL     Order detail    REF     Owned by        FIL     Order           CPT

FIL  Order detail    REF     Known by        FLD     Order line no   NBR

FIL  Order detail    REF     Has             FLD     Order quantity  QTY

FIL  Order detail    REF     Refers to       FIL     Product         REF

This results in the Product code being added to the Order detail file as a foreign key field:

 Product file  Order detail file
K Product code

Product name
K
K

Order code
Order line no
Order quantity
Product code

 

Has Relation

The Has relation declares a field to be present in a file as an attribute. Each field declared as a subject of a Has relation
for a file is included in the file as a non-key field.

Example of Using Has Relations

A company is defined as follows:

FIL  Company REF     Known by        FLD     Company code    CDE

FIL  Company REF     Has     1       FLD     Company name            TXT

FIL  Company REF     Has     2       FLD     Creation date   DT#
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FIL  Company REF     Has     3       FLD     Profit last year        VAL

FIL  Company REF     Has     4       FLD     No of employees NBR

 

These relationships will result in the following entries:

 Company file
K
 

Company code
Company name
Creation date
Profit last year
No of employees

For each CA 2E file, all the file-to-field relations must be unique. The same field cannot be declared twice in the same
file. A field can be declared in two different files. Although it can be declared with two different usages, this is not
recommended. For example:

FIL      Product         REF     Known by        FLD     Product code            CDE

FIL  Order Detail    REF     Has             FLD     Product code    CDE

Using a field as an attribute in one file and as an identifier in another file usually indicates that a relation is missing from
your model.

Includes Relation

The Includes relation states that a file is to include fields that have already been declared as being present in a structure
file. The Includes relation allows the use of a group of fields or "a data structure," in several different files.

Specifying an Includes relation causes all of the fields in the included file to be present as non-key fields in the including
file.

See the section Using Files for more information on structure files.

Examples of Using Includes Relations

You have an Audit stamp structure file that is made up of three components:

FIL   Audit stamp             STR     Has             FLD     Date            DT#

FIL  Audit stamp             STR     Has             FLD     Time            TM#

FIL  Audit stamp             STR     Has             FLD     User ID         CDE

You may wish to refer to the Audit stamp in a number of files.

For instance, a product file:
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FIL       Product REF     Known by        FLD     Product code            CDE

FIL  Product REF     Has             FLD     Product name                    TXT

FIL  Product REF     Has             FLD     Product quality         QTY

FIL  Product REF     Includes        FIL     Audit stamp                     STR

For instance, an order file:

FIL      Order   REF     Known by        FLD     Order number            CDE

FIL  Order   REF     Has             FLD     Order status                    STS

FIL  Order   REF     Includes        FIL     Audit stamp                     STR

This results in the following entries:

 Product   Order
K Product code

Produce name
Product quantity
Date
Time
User ID

 K Order number
Order status
Date
Time
User ID

 

Relation Sequencing

The relations that describe a file are resolved into entries in the order they are specified on that file.

The following table contains the default sequence order for CA 2E relations.

Usage group Relation
Definition Defined as
Key Owned by

Known by
Qualified by

Attribute Extended by
Refers to
Has
Includes

You can change this default sequence. You can control the order in which CA 2E resolves relations by using the sequence
field on the relation statements.

See the article Creating/Defining Your Data Model for more information on changing the sequence order of relations.
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Using For Text and Sharing with Relations

A CA 2E relation is specified in the form of a relation statement, consisting of the referencing file, a referenced file or field,
and the relationship between them. The relationships can be further clarified using a For text clause.

For Text

You can add a For text clause to a relation statement to further clarify the description of a relationship. Owned by and
Refers to are the only relations that can use For text.

To extend a relation, type a + in the selection field beside the Owned by or Refers to relation and press F5.

The For text helps document the meaning of a relation. The For text is also used to identify file entries that may be
duplicates of existing file entries based on a previously defined relationship.

If a given file refers to another file more than once, the For parameter can be used to distinguish between each reference.

CA 2E files cannot contain duplicate fields. To prevent duplicate fields from being added to a file from the resolution of the
Owned by and Refers to relations, CA 2E uses the following procedure:

• If the new entry arises from a relation that has For text, CA 2E uses the For text and the entry name to define the new
field.
Example: If Company code is the entry that arises from a relation that has Invoice in its For text, the new field will be
Invoice Company code, with a REF field type, referencing Company code.

• CA 2E then checks the field dictionary to determine whether Invoice Company code exists. If it does, CA 2E uses the
field. If it does not, creates the Invoice Company code as a new field to be added to the file, referencing the existing
field (Company code).

• If the new entry arises from a relation without For text,CA 2E uses the entry name and a surrogate number to define
the new field. The surrogate number is added as part of the entry name.

Example: If Company code is the new entry, the new field may be Company code 25642.

The new field has a field type of REF, referencing the existing field (Company code).

You may override this processing and modify the names of fields by using the Display Referenced Field Details panel.

Examples of Using For Text

You have two entities defined, Customer and Order. The Order is placed by one Customer but can be paid for by a
different Customer. The Order needs to have two references to the Customer entity to define the two Customers, one for
ordering and one for invoicing.

To clarify which Refers to relation is for invoicing Customer and which is for ordering Customer, use For text.

FIL   Customer        REF     Known by        FLD     Customer code   CDE

FIL  Customer        REF     Has             FLD     Customer name   TXT

FIL  Order   REF     Known by        FLD     Order code      CDE

FIL  Order   REF     Refers to       FIL     Customer                        TXT
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       For: Ordering                   Sharing: *ALL

FIL  Order   REF     Refers to       FIL     Customer                        REF

               For: Invoicing                  Sharing: *ALL

 

The resolved entries for the two entities will be:

 Customer
K Customer code

Customer name

 Order
K Order code

Customer code
Invoicing Customer code

Note that when a file A Refers to a file B more than once, the For text is applied only to the second and subsequent
Refers to relations. To change the first relation, type R (replace field) against the first relation on the Edit Field Entries
panel and define a new referenced field on the Display Referenced Field Details panel with the For text appended; in our
example, Ordering Customer code. The resolved entries for the Order file would then be:

 Order
K Order code

Ordering Customer code
Invoicing Customer code

 

Sharing

Sharing means you want to share or choose a specific instance or key value in the chain of relationships. This is not just
an implementation specification; it relates business requirements as well.

Sharing only takes place if the referenced entity has more than one key field; only the high order keys may be shared. The
low order key will always require a separate entry.

Take the following model for example:

Customer is Owned by Company

Order Refers to Customer For Ordering Customer

Order Refers to Customer For Invoicing Customer
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An Order refers to the Customer twice, first for Ordering Customer and then for Invoicing Customer. This requires two
entries in Order of Customer Code, one for Ordering and one for Invoicing.

For the Company Code entry, there is a choice. If the two customers (ordering and invoicing) must be customers of the
same company, then, to ensure this, the Company Code is shared for the two Refers to relations. That means there would
be only one Company Code entry in the Order file. If the two customers can be customers of different companies, then the
Company Code is not shared for the two Refers to relations. That is when two Company Code entries in the Order file are
needed, one for ordering and one for invoicing.

The Owned by and Refers to relations may imply that a key field should be added to a file when that field already exists on
the file because it was resolved from a preceding relation, causing duplicate entries.

You can control whether separate entries are created for a field in a file-to-file relation by checking the value specified for
the Sharing parameter on the relation statement. For example:

• If *NONE is specified for the Sharing parameter, a separate entry is added to the file for all the fields.
• If *ALL is specified for the Sharing parameter, the high order keys may be shared. The low order key will always have a

separate entry.
• If a file name is specified for the Sharing parameter, the entry is shared if it is present in the specified file and in both

the owned and owning files. A separate entry is added if the file name or *ALL is not specified in either of these files.

You can use the Default Sharing Type (YSHRDFT) model value to set the default sharing to *NONE or *ALL.

Example of Sharing

A Product Bill of Materials requires two Owned by relations from the Product file to the Assembly file. One relation
represents the Parent Product; the other represents the Component Product. The Product file is owned by the Division
file, which is owned by the Company file. You use Sharing to specify that the Components of a Product must be from the
same Company as the resulting or Parent Product but that the components can be from different divisions.

The Sharing text specifies that the two Owned by relations share the Company file record.

See the article Creating/Defining Your Data Model for more information on changing the sequence order of relations.

Use of For Text for a Parts Assembly

This example is intended to show the use of For text to distinguish between different entries of the same field on a single
file. This example includes the use of Sharing.

A Company is defined as follows:

FIL   Company REF     Known by        FLD     Customer code   CDE

FIL  Company REF     Has             FLD     Customer name   TXT

FIL    Division        REF     Owned by        FIL     Company         REF

FIL  Division        REF     Known by        FLD     Division code   CDE

FIL  Division        REF     Has             FLD     Division name   TXT

And each Company is split into divisions, thus a Division is defined as follows:

FIL  Division        REF     Owned by        FIL     Company         REF
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FIL  Division        REF     Known by        FLD     Division code   CDE

FIL  Division        REF     Has             FLD     Division name   TXT

Let us now introduce the products handled by the company and say that each Division produces different products or
parts. This means that a Part is to be defined as follows:

FIL     Part    REF     Owned by        FIL     Division                REF

FIL  Part    REF     Known by        FLD     Part code                       CDE

FIL  Part    REF     Has             FLD     Part name                       TXT

The above relations result in the following entries. Note that Part has both Company code and Division code in its key:

 Company file    Division file
K Company code

Company name
  K

K
Company code
Division code
Division name

   Part file   
  K

K
K

Company code
Division code
Part code
Part name

  

The basic description of an Assembly includes two separate references to a Part, one as Resulting Part and one as
Component Part. You can distinguish between the two by use of the For text:

FIL        Assembly        REF     Owned by        FIL     Part            REF

       For: Resulting                  Sharing: *ALL

FIL  Assembly        REF     Owned by        FIL     Part                    REF

       For: Component                  Sharing: *ALL

FIL  Assembly        REF     Has             FLD     Assembly qty            QTY
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After the first instance of the Part code field on the Part file, the For text will be prefixed to each additional instance to
create a unique entry name.

As a further consideration, you need to decide whether the Resulting parts and the Component parts belong to the same
Division and Company. Whether they do or not is indicated by the value specified for the Sharing field. As a default,
sharing is assumed. In this instance, it will be assumed that the Company and Division for both Component and Resulting
parts is the same. The Component part must be from the same Company and Division as the resulting part. This means
any fields that would be duplicated by the resolution of both Owned by relations will not actually be repeated.

The following entries result in:

 Assembly file
K
K
K
K

Company code
Division code
Part code
Component Part code
Assembly qty

Thus, the additional instances of Company code and Division code that may arise from the second Owned by relation
have been suppressed.

If the Component belongs to different divisions and companies than the "Resulting" part, we would specify that there is no
sharing of common keys; that is, specify a value of *NONE for the Sharing field. This causes any fields, whose presence
would be duplicated on the generated file by the resolution of both of the Owned by relations, to be repeated with different
names.

FIL       Assembly        REF     Owned by        FIL     Part            REF

       For: Resulting                  Sharing: *NONE

FIL Assembly        REF     Owned by        FIL     Part                    REF

       For: Component                  Sharing: *NONE

FIL Assembly        REF     Has             FLD     Assembly qty            QTY
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This results in the separate entries for the Resulting Company code, the Resulting Division code, and Resulting Part code,
as follows:

 Assembly file
K
K
K
K
K
K

Company code
Division code
Part code
Component Company code
Component Division code
Component Part code
Assembly quantity

A third variation may be the case where components can be from divisions different than those of the resulting assembly
but the resulting assembly and component must be for the same company. In this case you would specify that there is
sharing only of Company. This causes the duplicate reference to the Company code to be dropped.

FIL    Assembly        REF     Owned by        FIL     Part            REF

       For: Resulting                  Sharing: Company

FIL       Assembly        REF     Owned by        FIL     Part                    REF

       For: Component                  Sharing: Company

FIL       Assembly        REF     Has             FIL     Assembly qty            QTY

 

This results in the following entries:

 Assembly file
K
K
K
K
K
 

Company code
Division code
Part code
Component Division code
Component Part code
Assembly qty
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Adding Virtual Fields to File-to-file Relations

The fact that a relation exists between two files means that, given a record from one file, it is possible to look for a
corresponding record on the other file in order to obtain related data items.CA 2E allows you to specify which data items
are to be obtained through a file-to-file relation by allowing you to specify virtual fields. A virtual field is a field that is
present logically in a view of a file although it physically resides in another file.

Virtual fields can be specified on the following relations:

• Owned by
• Refers to
• Extended by

FIL         Order line              REF     Refers to       FIL     Product         REFT

                                            VRT     Product name    XT

where:

• Refers to -- Represents a File to file relation
• Product -- Represents a CA 2E file containing field
• Product name -- Represents a virtual field name

Virtual fields can be defined only in one direction on the relation. In CA 2E, the file that can contain virtual fields is the file
where the relation is defined. For example, Division is Owned by Company. Fields from the Company (owning file) can be
virtualized to the Division (owned file). Fields from Division cannot be virtualized to Company. Division contains the virtual
fields. Division is where the Owned by relation is defined.

A virtual field may itself be a virtual field on the referenced file.

You can specify virtual fields for relations using the Virtual Field Entries panel.

The example below shows how virtual fields are added to a relation:

• On the Order file we could have the Customer name as a virtual field:

FIL    Order   CPT     Known by        1 FLD   Order code      REF

FIL  Order   CPT     Has             2 FLD   Order date              CDE

FIL  Order   CPT     Has             3 FLD   Order status            TXT

FIL  Order   CPT     Refers to       4 FIL   Customer                        

                                          VRT   Customer name

• On the Order Detail file we could have both the Order information, including the Customer name and the Product name
as virtual fields:

FIL  Order detail    CPT     Owned by        1 FLD   Order           REF

       VRT   Order date      DT#
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       VRT   Order status    STS

       VRT   Customer code   CDE

       VRT   Customer name   TXT

FIL  Order detail    CPT     Known by        2 FLD   Order line no   CDE

FIL  Order detail    CPT     Has             3 FLD   Order quantity  QTY

FIL  Order detail    CPT     Refers to       4 FIL   Product REF

                                               VRT   Product name    TXT

• This results in the following entries on the files:

 Order   Order detail
K
V

Order code
Order date
Order status
Customer code
Customer name

 K
V
V
V
V
K
 
 
V

Order code
Order date
Order status
Customer code
Customer name
Order line no
Order quantity
Product code
Product name

See the article Maintaining Your Data Model for more information on how to add virtual fields to a relation.

Circularity

This topic addresses how circularity manifests itself and how to avoid virtualizing a field back onto the originating file.

If you can follow the path of relations from a file and end up returning to that file, you have an instance of circularity within
the model. This does not necessarily mean that the series of relations is invalid, but that you must check the sequence of
relations to ensure that the sequence will allow you to pass the virtual fields that you require. Circularity manifests itself in
the disappearance and duplication of virtual fields.

Although the following three relations are acceptable, they can lead to circularity:

• Parent Refers to child
A Refers to B, B Owned by A

• Use of the Extended by relation
A Extended by B, B Owned by A
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• Self-referral
Example: A Refers to A

Here is an example of a model containing these relations:

  Account details         Owned by                Customer                

        Account details Has             Account opened date     

  Customer                        Known by                Customer code   

        Customer                        Extended by             Account details 

        Customer                        Has                     Customer type   

Virtualizing against the Owned by relation would allow you to declare Customer type as a virtual field on the Account
details file, and you could declare Account opened date as a virtual field on the Customer file over the Extended by
relation. The file entries would now look like this:

 Account details         Customer code           Key             

                Customer type           Virtual

         Account opened date     Attributes

        Customer                        Customer code           Key

                             Account opened date     Virtual 

                                        Customer type           Attributes

If you then resynchronize the model, the virtual entry Account opened date no longer appears on the Customer file. During
resynchronization, the relations are expanded into file entries. When expansion occurs, the Account details file relations
will be expanded into entries before the Customer relations.
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The expansion of relations would occur in this sequence:

1. Expand the relation, Account details Owned by Customer. The Customer file is still to be expanded, which you must do
now before any virtual can be defined.

2. Expand the relation, Customer Known by Customer code. This results in the key entry Customer code on the
Customer file.

3. Expand the relation, Customer Extended by Account details. The Account details file is not to be expanded, as the
expansion started in step 1.
No entries that exist on Account details can be virtual fields on the Customer file, since the relation, Account details
Has Account opened date, has not been expanded.

4. Expand the relation, Customer Has Customer type. This results in the attribute entry, Customer type, on the Customer
file.
The expansion of Customer has finished, so it returns to Account details.

5. One entry exists on Customer that can be a virtual field on Account details: Customer type. This results in the field
Customer type becoming a virtual entry on the Account details file.

6. Expand the relation, Account details Has Opened date. This results in the attribute entry, Account opened date, on the
Account details file.

Expansion ends here. Two further steps are needed:

1. The Customer file must be expanded before the Account details file. You could do this by renaming the Customer
file so that it comes before Account details alphabetically. This is not always satisfactory or easy. It would be better
to add a file to the model that Refers to Customer, and itself has a name alphabetically lower than Account details.
For example, a file name beginning with an asterisk (*) would serve this purpose. This file does not need to exist
physically, because its sole purpose is to alter the expansion sequence within the model.

2. The Extended by relationship must be the last relation in the Customer file. You could do this simply by giving the
Extended by relation a sequence number.

The model relations would now look like this:

  *Force Sequence         Refers to               Customer

                

        Account details Owned by                Customer

        Account details Has             Account opened date

       Customer                        Known by                Customer code

   Customer                        Has                     Customer type   

                Customer                        Extended by             99 Account details

The expansion of relations would happen in this sequence:

1. Expand the relation, *Force sequence Refers to Customer. The Customer needs to be expanded now before any
virtual fields can be defined.

2. Expand the relation, Customer Known by Customer code. This results in the key entry, Customer code, on the
Customer file.
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3. Expand the relation, Customer Has Customer type. This results in the attribute entry, Customer type, on the Customer
file.

4. Expand the relation, Customer Extended by Account details. The Account details file needs to be expanded now
before any virtual fields can be defined.

5. Expand the relation, Account details Owned by Customer. The Customer file expansion started in step 1. One
entry exists on Customer that can be virtualized on Account details: Customer type. This results in the virtual entry,
Customer type, on the Account details file.

6. Expand the relation, Account details Has Account opened date. This results in the attribute entry, Account opened
date, on the Account details file.

The expansion of Account details has finished, so it returns to *Force sequence. No virtuals will have been specified on
the *Force sequence Refers to Customer relation. Expansion ends here.

If you find that virtuals have disappeared due to circularity in your model, you will also find that if you try to put them on
again they will appear twice in the file entries. If this happens, repeatedly remove the virtuals until they do not appear in
the file entries. Follow the steps above before adding them again.

Creating/Defining Your Data Model
This article describes:

• How to create a data model in CA 2E based on the conceptual model you developed earlier. You may have an ERD of
your conceptual model ready to enter into CA 2E.

• How to work with file entries that are resolved from the CA 2E relations that you use to describe file relationships in
your model.

See the article Developing a Conceptual Model for more information on how to produce an ERD.

Before You Begin

You should have created a design model, using the Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB) command, so that you can add
information to it before using this module.

See the following:

• The article Creating and Managing Your Model
• Administrating section for information on how to set up model values
• Building section for information on how to build access paths and information on how to build functions

More Information

• Using CA 2E Model Management Facilities
• Defining Your Data Model

Using CA 2E Model Management Facilities
Contents

CA 2E provides facilities to help you manage your model, including the Edit Database Relations panel and the Edit Model
Object List panel.

You can access a model as one of three different user types: designer, programmer, or user.

See the article Using Your Development Environment in the Administrating section for more information on types of users.
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Edit Database Relations Panel

The Edit Database Relations panel allows you to describe your data model to CA 2E. This is your starting point when
creating a new data model. From here you can branch off to other areas in CA 2E.

NOTE

 Although you use the Edit Database Relations panel to define files and relations, you can also use the Edit
Model Object List panel to handle many of the other functions provided by the Edit Database Relations panel.

At the Edit Database Relations panel, you can edit your data model, access information, or navigate through CA 2E by
using:

• Line selection values to perform model-related activities:
– Add narrative text to describe your model at file, field, or relation level.
N0, N, N1 -- narrative for model object
N2 -- narrative for referenced object; field or file
N3 -- narrative for Refers to with Sharing Relations. Available only on relations if sharing by an access path (not *None
or *All)
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– Display all relations beginning with the "object" (S1) and relations that include the "referenced object" (S2).
– Display all relations referring to the "object" or all relations beginning with the next file (T1, T2).
– Virtualize (V).
– Clarify a relation with For text (+ and F5)
– Delete a relation (D).
– Specify redirection (E0).
– Go to the Edit File Entries panel (E); to the Edit Database Functions panel (F); to the Edit File Details panel (Z1 or

Z); to the Edit Field Details panel (Z2).
• Function keys to define objects (F10), access online Help (Help key), the Data Dictionary (F7),CA 2E online map (F14)

or CA 2E Display Services Menu (F17).
• Application areas to group your model files into specific categories under specific areas defined by a unique

identification code. By specifying an application area code, you can choose to display or view only the part of the
model (files) you wish, or use with documentation commands.

NOTE
Alternatively, you can use model object lists to group together any combination of model object types; you
are not restricted to grouping files. In addition, CA 2E provides many powerful tools and commands to
operate on model object lists.

Edit Model Object List Panel

The Edit Model Object List panel is an interactive utility for working with lists of model objects. This panel serves as an
alternate entry point into your model where you can perform most functions available from the Edit Database Relations
panel other than editing relations and creating model objects. You can temporarily transfer to the Edit Database Relations
panel from the Edit Model Object List panel by entering YEDTMDL or Y2 on the command line. When you finish your
editing, press F3 to return to the Edit Model Object List panel.

The Edit Model Object List panel has a PDM-like interface and has the following main features.

• Multiple views of current model object list
– Object identification - object name, owner, type, and attribute
– Audit information - change date, time, user, and type, and impact processed indicator
– Implementation details - implementation name and date and time of last generation
– Impact analysis information - date, time, and action required

• Access to model profile
• Options to work with model objects
• Capability of switching between model object lists
• View of detailed description of any model object
• Options and function keys for impact analysis (usages and references)
• Use of user-defined options

For more information: 

• On the Edit Model Object Lists panel and model object lists, see the article Managing Model Objects in Generating and
Implementing section.

• On application areas, see the article Using Your Model in the Administrating section.
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Defining Your Data Model
The purpose of this article is to define and create files, fields, and relations based on the entities, attributes, and
relationships from your conceptual model. The files, fields, conditions, and relations are the CA 2E basic model design
objects that must be defined and created before you can build access paths and functions to operate on your model.

See the article Understanding Your Data Model for more information on files, fields, conditions, and relations.

This task consists of three steps:

1. Defining Files
2. Defining Fields
3. Entering Relations

Select one step at a time or to combine all three steps by entering CA 2E relation statements first.

Contents

Step 1 Defining Files

You define a file to CA 2E by describing its name and type and its relationship with other files and fields.

Object/Referenced Object File

A file represents an entity within your model; for example, Order. It is referred to as an object in a CA 2E data model.

All of your entity objects must be defined to CA 2E by a file name and file type. For each of the objects you define, CA 2E
creates a file. A file can be linked either to another file or to a field through a CA 2E relation. The file or field to which it
connects is called a referenced object. Referenced objects must also be defined to as either CA 2E a file or field.

A CA 2E file is defined by several different CA 2E relations. Each database (REF and CPT) file must have at least one key
relation. The relations are automatically resolved by CA 2E to determine which fields are to be placed on a file.

File Name

You define a file to CA 2E by describing its name and type. The file name must be unique within your data model. It can
contain up to 25 alphanumeric upper or lowercase characters including embedded blanks.

File Type

The file type must be one of the CA 2E valid file types. Depending on how it is intended to be used, a file can have a type
of capture (CPT), reference (REF), or structure (STR).

Capture and reference files are database files; structure files are non-database files. Whether a file is capture or reference
depends on the role of the fields that make up that file.

See the article Understanding Your Data Model for more information on using file types.

Capture Files

Capture files should contain regularly recorded transactional data that your application uses.

You should select a CPT file type for files that have a high volume of transactions and require constant update. An
example of a CPT type file is an Order file. An order file has many orders that are processed daily.

CA 2E provides three types of default functions for capture files. When you specify a file as a CPT type file, three internal
functions are created to allow you to create, change, or delete the records in the file. They are Create Object (CRTOBJ),
Change Object (CHGOBJ), and Delete Object (DLTOBJ).
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Reference Files

Reference files are master files containing basic data that your application uses.

You should select a REF file type for files that contain non-volatile information; for example, a Customer file. A customer
file contains detailed information about a customer such as name, address, telephone.

In addition to the three default functions created for a capture file, a reference file has two other functions that allow you to
maintain a file or select a record from a list. They are Select Record (SELRCD) and Edit File (EDTFIL).

Structure Files

A structure file contains a group of fields. These fields can be incorporated into other files by the use of the Includes
relation.

For example, you would give the STR type to the Audit Stamp file.

Audit Stamp    Has     Update date

             Has     Update time

             Has     User

            Has     Update program

Any file within the system that needs the field definitions of the Audit Stamp file can obtain them simply with an Includes
relation.

Order        Known by                Order number

            Has             Order date

              Refers to       Customer

                Includes                Audit Stamp

Structure file types can use the Has, Refers to, and Includes relations.

CA 2E lets you virtualize fields to an STR file on a Refers to relation. The virtual field in the STR file will not be available
as part of the structure when it is included in another file.

The Refers to relation is not moved to the file that includes the structure. There are no referential integrity checks
performed for this Refers to relation. The file entry resolved from the Refers to relation is available in the structure.

Structure files are also used to group fields from various files for passing parameters when building functions. When using
structure files, all fields of the structure are verified for required and optional checking on device designs.

For more information:

• On parameters, see the article Modifying Function Parameters 
• On using arrays as parameters, see the article Defining Arrays 
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Adding Files

Follow these steps:

1. At the Edit Database Relations panel, press F10.
The Define Objects panel displays. This panel allows you to create objects. You can define more than one object on
the subfile panel for a single Enter key.

NOTE
If you entered information on the Edit Database Relations panel, some information may appear on the Define
Objects panel.

2. Define a file:
a. Define the object as a file. In the Object type column, enter FIL.
b. In the Object name column, enter a name for the file.
c. In the Object attr column, specify the file type by doing one of the following:

• Enter CPT (capture), REF (reference), or STR (structure).
• Select the file type from a list of default attributes. In the Object attr column, enter ? and press Enter. From the

list that appears, select the desired file type.

This procedure automatically creates the Defined as relationship to declare the existence of the file.

NOTE

 The two-character identifying mnemonic lets you define a maximum of 684 files. If you exceed this number CA
2E displays a message instructing you to reset the Last Used File Prefix (YFILPFX) model value and to supply a
new object prefix for your model.

 

To do so run the following commands:
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YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YOBJPFX)

VALUE(new-object-prefix)

YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YFILPFX)

VALUE(*RESET)

NOTE

 The first of these commands causes all new objects to begin with the new object prefix. The second command
reinitializes the identifying mnemonic for files to AA. As a result, all subsequent file names will be unique

For more information on the YCHGMDLVAL command and model values, see the  CA 2E  Reference section.

Step 2 Defining Fields

A CA 2E field represents an attribute within a CA 2E data model. A field is the attribute that describes the characteristic of
an entity in your conceptual model; for example, Customer Code for Customer, Order Number for Order, or Product Price
for Product.

Field Name

A field name must be unique within the data model. It can contain up to 25 alphabetic characters in upper or lowercase,
and numeric characters, including embedded blanks.

Field Types

CA 2E provides a number of pre-defined field types that are suitable for different purposes such as values, prices,
quantities, and text. You can override the defaults later at the field level and again at the device level. In addition, you can
change the supplied defaults or add additional field types of your own.

You define a field to CA 2E by giving it a field name and field type. See the table of CA 2E Field Types that follows for a
description of the field types and how you can use them.

Reference Field

The Reference (REF) field type allows you to define one field in terms of another. Reference fields share the same
domain, which means that one field takes the same set of values of another field.

Field Types for Referenced Objects

The field type specifies all of the default characteristics for a field.

CA 2E uses field types to make default assumptions about properties of a field. It also uses field types to validate entries.

To describe fields, select one of the field types from the following table.
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The following table contains CA 2E field types.

Field Type Name Description Type Length Example
CDE
DT#
DTE
IGC
NAR
NBR
PCT
PRC
QTY
REF
SGT
STS
TM#
TME
TS#
TXT
VAL
VNM

Code
ISO Date
Date
Ideographic text
Narrative text
Number
Percentage
Price or tariff
Quantity
Reference
Surrogate
Status
ISO Time
Time
ISO Timestamp
Descriptive name
Monetary value
Valid system name

A
A
P
A
A
P
P
P
P
-
P
A
A
P
A
A
P
A

6
10
7.0
20
30
5.0
5.2
7.2
5.0
-
7.0
1
10
6.0
26
25
11.2
10

Stock code
Order date
Date of birth
Kanji name
Comments
Number of employees
Profit margin
Unit price
Stock quantity
Field based on another
System key
Discontinued/Current
Time process starts
Transaction time
Transaction date/time
Product name
Stock value
File name

Specifying Field Types

Follow these steps:

1. At the Edit Database Relations panel, access the Define Object panel. Press F10.
The Define Objects panel displays. This panel allows you to create objects. You can define more than one object on
the subfile panel for a single Enter key.
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NOTE
If you entered information on the Edit Database Relations panel, some information may appear on the Define
Objects panel.

2. Define a field:
a. Define the object as a field. In the Object attr column, enter FLD.
b. In the Object name column, enter a name for the field.
c. In the Object attr column, specify the field type by doing one of the following:

• In the Object attr column, enter the code for the field type; for example, CDE or TXT.
• Select the field type from a list of default field types. In the Object attr column, enter ? and press Enter. From the

list that appears, select a field type.
d. In the Field usage column, enter the field usage. The usage defines whether the field can be used as a key (CDE),

an attribute (ATR), or a function field.

See the article Understanding Your Data Model for more information about fields.

Step 3 Entering Relations

CA 2E has two types of relations, file-to-file relations and file-to-field relations, which together consist of eight relation
types. To define a relation you must use one of these eight relation types, described later in this topic.

You use CA 2E relations to declare the existence of a file and to describe the connection between files or between a file
and a field. The relations you enter for a file are resolved into the fields that are needed to implement that file. Because a
file consists of a list of relations, to completely define a file, you must enter all the relations that describe that file.

The Has, Known by, Owned by, and Refers to are CA 2E basic relations that cover most data modeling cases. CA 2E
automatically creates Defined as relations for each of the files you define.

CA 2E also resolves a primary key based on the relation types that you enter for a file. It requires a unique key for all
database files, which should be the smallest set of fields needed.
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Relation Sequencing

CA 2E uses default sequence order for relations. You can override the default sequence by entering different sequence
numbers into the Seq column of the Edit Database Relations panel.

The default order and sequence of relations is as follows:

Order/Level Sequence Relation
Key 1

2
3

Owned by
Known by
Qualified by

Attribute 4
5
6
7

Extended by
Refers to
Has
Includes

The two levels of sequencing are key level and attribute level. You cannot sequence key relations after attribute relations.
If you use the same sequence number on different relations within the same level, the order of these relations follows the
default ordering.

Sequence numbering follows the collating sequence order of importance. Blank is first, followed by 1, 2, 3, and so on.

NOTE

 You can add sequence numbers after all relations for the file have been entered. Blank sequence numbers
come before numbered sequence numbers.

The Refers to relation for involuted relations should appear after all other relations on the file if virtual fields are to be
specified for the relation.

The sequence number you use may have some consequence when you later add virtual fields to a file that references
itself.

CA 2E expands the relationship based on which file entries are known at the time the relation is resolved. If a field is to be
virtualized but has not been expanded or is not known to the file, the field cannot be virtualized.

For example, Employee Refers to Department and Employee Refers to Employee For Manager. If Department Name is
virtualized from Department and Department Name is also desired for Manager's Department, the Employee Refers to
Department relationship must be sequenced before the Employee Refers to Employee For Manager relationship.

A file-to-file relationship is expanded to place the fields that are the key of the related file on that file. In the above
example, if Department is keyed by Department Code, the relationship Employee Refers to Department is expanded to
show the Department Code as a foreign key on the Employee file. Department also has an attribute of Department Name
that is to be virtualized onto the Employee file. Upon expansion of the relationships, the virtual fields create file entries.
As a result, when the Employee Refers to Department relationship is expanded, the virtual field Department Name also
becomes a file entry for Employee.

When the relationship Employee Refers to Employee For Manager is expanded, the key of Employee is another file
entry such as Employee Code. For this relationship, you want to virtualize the field Department Name of the manager.
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Expanding the relationship Employee Refers to Employee For Manager will also include another field: Department Name
for Manager.

If the Employee Refers to Employee For Manager relationship is expanded before the Employee Refers to Department
relationship, the virtual field Department Name for Manager is not known as a file entry and will not be expanded as a
virtual field.

For more information about:

• Procedures, see the article on Relation Sequencing.
• Virtual fields, see the article Maintaining Your Data Model.

CA 2E Relation Types Charts

Use your conceptual model's ERD as a guide to determine the types of relations needed for your model's files, or consult
the CA 2E Relation Types charts that follow. The first chart describes the file-to-file relation types and the second chart
describes the file-to-field relation types.

The following table contains file-to-file relations.

Relation Description
Defined as Declares that the file exists
Owned by Specifies that the keys of the owning file are to become major key

fields of the owned by file
Extended by Declares the file to have a one-to-one or one-to-none relationship

with another file
Refers to Causes the key fields of the referenced file to be included as non-

key fields on the referring file
Includes Causes fields from the referenced file or included structures to be

included as attributes in the referencing file

The following table contains file-to-field relations.

Relation Description
Known by Declares the field to be present as a key field on the file
Qualified by Declares a field to be present on a file as a key field; is used with

continuous variables
Has Declares the field as a data field on the file

To enter relationships, use the Edit Database Relations panel:
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1. Enter the object name. The object name is always a file name.
2. In the relation column, enter the relationship.
3. Enter the referenced object name:

– For a file-to-file relation, enter a file name.
– For a file-to-field relation, you must enter a field name.

WARNING
WARNING! Do not use CA 2E shipped fields, those beginning with '*', for defining file-to-field relations.

Define all objects and referenced objects. If you do not define an object or referenced object, CA 2E highlights the name
and sends a message letting you know that it needs to be defined.

To define these objects, access the Define Objects panel by pressing F10. The Define Objects panel displays with some
information already entered.

For undefined objects, the object type is FIL and the file name is the object name. In the Object attr column, enter the file
type (CPT, REF, STR).

For undefined referenced objects:

The object type is based on the relation. If the relation is file-to-file, the type is FIL. If the relation is file-to-field, the type is
FIL or FLD.

• The object name is the referenced object name.
• If the object type is FLD and the relation is a Known by relation, the field usage is CDE. If the relation is a Qualified by

or Has relation, the field usage is ATR.

For the object attribute:
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• If the object type is FLD, enter the field type in the Object attr column.
• If the object type is FIL, enter the file type (CPT, REF, STR) in the Object attr column.

You can use this method for defining files, fields, and relations in combination with other described methods. If you enter
all information on the Edit Database Relations panel, CA 2E defaults the values to the Define Objects panel. Complete the
definition for the objects on the Define Objects panel.

See the article Understanding Your Data Model for more information on CA 2E relations and examples.

This topic provides detailed information for working with file entries.

File entries are resolved from CA 2E relations that you use to describe file relationships in your model. An entry indicates
the presence of a field on a file. A relation may imply that one or more fields are to be created for your file.

The entries, excluding virtual field entries, indicate the fields to be present in a physical file.

Levels of Entry

The entries of a file arise from three different levels at which you specify relations for the file:

• File level -- all those fields resulting from the resolution of file relations.
• Access path level -- all those fields resulting from the resolution of access path relations. They must be either inclusive

of or be a subset of the entries from the file relations level.
• Device file level -- those fields resulting from the resolution of device file relations. Entries resolved at this level are a

subset of the access path level entries, which may not include every relation of the file.
You can add additional entries to device designs for function fields.

Entry Types

Entries are classified into three categories depending on the types of relation from which they are resolved:

• Key field entries
• Attribute entries
• Virtual field entries

There are no entries resolved from definition, or Defined as, relations. A Defined as relation is used simply to define a file.

Key Field Entries

These entries arise from the resolution of CA 2E key relations, such as Owned by, Known by, and Qualified by.

For example, if you specify:

Customer is Known by Customer code

the Customer code field will be present as a key field on the Customer file.

Attribute Field Entries

These entries arise from the resolution of CA 2E attribute relations, which are Refers to, Has, and Includes.

For example, if you specify:

Customer Has Customer name

the Customer name field will be present as an attribute field on the Customer file.
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Virtual Field Entries

These entries arise from the specification of virtual fields on file-to-file relationships expressed by the Refers to, Owned by,
or Extended by relations.

For example, if you have the relation:

Order Refers to Product

where Product name is specified as a virtual, Product name will appear on the Order file as a virtual field.

See the articles Understanding Your Data Model, and Maintaining Your Data Model for more information on how to specify
virtual fields at file relations level.

Overriding Entries

You can override CA 2E default entries of a file with replacing, sharing, and redirection.

You can override default entries for those entries arising from certain relations: Owned by, Refers to, Extended by, and
Qualified by relations.

Replacing Entries

When more than one instance of a field is defined for a file, separate fields and names are created by default. CA 2E
automatically defines and creates the necessary additional field based on the existing field.

You can specify an alternative field to replace the one CA 2E supplies. The new field must have the same domain as the
one it replaces. It must be defined as a field of REF type, with a definition based on the replaced field.

If you already have a field defined that you would rather use, you can specify it on the Display Referenced Field Details
panel (Replace field). This panel shows all the eligible fields for an entry. From here, you can transfer to the Define
Objects panel to define new fields, based on the field to replace.

Sharing Entries

Key fields (identifiers) can be shared between file entries arising from the resolution of the Owned by and Refers to
relations.

All files that you use as targets of sharing must always be defined as relations above the relation you are defining. Never
share relations that are lower, and do not move shared relations lower.

Sharing is performed by matching the keys of the file named in the sharing parameter to the fields that already exist in
the file. Thus you can control the fields shared by proper sequencing of the relations. When you name a file in the sharing
parameter that is defined as a prior relation in the file, sharing uses the keys defined for that relation in preference.

Example:

Order Detail Refers to Item Master

 For: Ordered

   where Item No. (ordered) is the key

Order Detail Refers to Item Balance

 For: Shipped, Sharing: *NONE

   where Item No. (shipped) and Warehouse No.

   are the keys

Order Detail Refers to Shipping Instructions

 Sharing: Item Balance
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   where Item No. (shipped) and State Code

   are the keys

The explicit reference of Sharing Item Balance ensures that the Item No. of the item being shipped is used as the key
to the Shipping Instructions, rather than that of an item ordered even though the Ordered Item No occurs higher in the
entries.

See the article Understanding Your Data Model for more information on sharing entries between relations.

Redirection

Normal resolution of a CA 2E relation causes one or more fields to be added as entries to a file. You can override this
resolution by redirecting a relation entry. Redirecting means that you specify that the source of a field value, needed to
implement an instance of the relation, is to be supplied from another field of the same type already present on the file.

A source field may itself be either a virtual or non-virtual field. Advantages are as follows:

• There is less need to carry redundant fields on a record purely for the purpose of supplying keys to access another file.
• You can specify redirection of key fields to other instances of the same (base) field on a record.

Redirecting Entries

You can redirect entries resolved from a Qualified by relation or a Refers to relation.

Redirection of key fields resolved from a Qualified by relation provides a central mechanism for indicating to functions that
when records are to be retrieved from a file to satisfy a relation, the retrieval is to be done on the basis of a nearest match
rather than an exact match. For instance, you would use the prices in effect on a given date to price an order on that date
for each product.

Retrieval may be done on a basis of nearest less than or nearest greater than depending on the value specified for the
Sharing field.

The entry to be redirected must be sequenced after the relation entry that provides the source field for the redirection. You
can specify sequence numbers on the Edit Database Relations panel to override the default order of relations.

Never redirect relations that are lower or move these relations so they are lower. If relations are not sequenced properly
and you select a field for redirection, the selection will not take effect.

For more information on relation sequencing, see the article Creating/Defining Your Data Model.

Redirection of Qualifier Fields

A qualifier field is resolved from a Qualified by relation. Redirection of qualifier fields allows you to specify that a relation
between two files is satisfied not by an exact match of values, but by the nearest match. The redirected field gives the
search value.

This redirection is particularly useful when you deal with variables such as prices and discounts.

You can redirect entries arising from qualified fields to any other fields of the same attribute type that are present in the
referencing file. For example, dates can be redirected to other dates, numbers to other numbers, and values to other
values.

If the length of the overriding field is not the same as the redirected field, a truncated value is used.

For qualified redirection, a field that has been redirected is not dropped from the model file entry list or from the generated
physical file.

You can use qualified redirection only on fields defined as qualified keys on the referenced file by means of a Qualified by
relation.
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Example of Redirecting Qualifier Fields

A Product price could be defined as follows:

FIL Product price      REF     Owned by                FIL     Product                 REF

FIL Product price    REF     Qualified by    FLD     Effective date  DT#

FIL Product price    REF     Has                     FLD     Product price   PRC

When referring to the Product price in relations that describe other files, you may redirect the source of the Effective date
as follows:

FIL  Order detail   CPT     Refers to       4 FIL   Product price     REF

                 Order date           RDR  Effective date    DT#

Example of Redirecting a Reference to a Qualified File

When pricing orders, you always want the current price to be used. If product prices do not change every day, each
product price record represents not an individual price on a particular day, but a price that is current over a period. When
retrieving a price record you do not necessarily retrieve a record exactly matching the date; instead, you want the nearest
record. To achieve this, redirect the qualifier reference, using the Display Relation Entries panel. To access this panel,
place E0 against the Refers to relation on the Edit Database Relations panel. The following is a sample Display Relations
Entries panel.
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Fields may only be redirected to other fields on the access path that are of the same field type; for instance, both DT#
fields.

If Order date is redirected to Effective date, at execution time:

• The Order date is used to look for the price currently in effect. The price record found is that with the nearest date
previous to the Order date. Thus if an Order date of 11/29/93 is used to look for the price for Product 00002 in the
following table of prices, the price record in effect from the 11/15/93 would be found:
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• The date of the price is placed on the Order record.
Note that if new price records are added, such as 11/18/93, 22.75, pricing of the existing order is not affected unless it
is specifically repriced. However, new orders are priced at the new rate automatically.
Note also that, if product prices change every day, you would not need to redirect the reference since there would be a
record present for each product for each date. Each product price would then represent a discrete value rather than a
continuum of values.

Procedures for Working with Entries

This section includes step-by-step instructions for

• Displaying file entries
• Replacing file entries
• Displaying and redirecting relation entries
• Modifying For Text and Sharing entries

Display File Entries

Displaying the entries for a CA 2E file gives you a means of examining the fields that will be present in the physical file.
The physical file is used to implement your file CA 2E. To display file entries:

1. On the Edit Database Relations panel, enter E next to the file for which you want to display entries (for example,
Customer) and press Enter.
The Edit File Entries panel displays the entries for the file you selected.

2. To exit, press F3 and return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

The Edit File Entries Panel
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Replace File Entries

Follow these steps:

1. On the Edit File Entries panel, enter R next to the field you want to replace.
The Display Referenced Field Details panel appears listing all the fields with the same definition that are eligible fields
for an entry.

2. Select one of them.
A sample panel appears below.

3. Select the field you want by typing X next to it.
This field replaces the field you indicated in step 1.

Display Referenced Field Details Panel

From this panel you can transfer to the Define Objects panel to define new fields. The Define Objects panel will have
transferred to it all the required information. You have only to enter the field name.

Display/Redirect Relation Entries

You can display and redirect entries resolved from Refers to relations only.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Edit Database Relations panel, enter E0 next to the Refers to relation and press Enter.
CA 2E displays the Display Relation Entries panel. A sample panel appears below.
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2. Enter R next to the desired field to access the Edit Redirected Fields panel.
The Edit Redirected Fields panel shows, for a given relation entry, all the possible other entries to which the relation
entry can be redirected. You can select any one of the indicated fields to specify redirection to that entry. A sample
appears on the next page.

Display Relation Entries Panel

1. Enter X next to the field that you want to use to supply the value for redirection and press Enter.
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Edit Redirected Fields Panel

Modifying For Text and Sharing Entries

Follow these steps:

1. Position the Edit Database Relations panel by entering the file name in the Object positioner field at the top of the
panel and press Enter.

2. Place a plus sign (+) in the subfile select field next to the relation and press F5. You are allowed to expand Owned by,
Refers to and Qualified by relations.

3. The panel will be expanded to allow you to modify the For Text and Sharing entries.

Maintaining Your Data Model
This article provides detailed instructions for you on the various tasks needed to maintain a data model in CA 2E.

You perform the tasks described in this article to add more information to a newly created model or to modify an existing
one. If you are in the process of building a model, complete the tasks in the order they are listed:
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• Displaying File Entries
• Adding/Modifying Field Information
• Adding/Modifying Conditions
• Adding/Modifying Virtual Fields
• Related Procedures for Maintaining Your Model
• Creating User-Defined Field Types

Displaying File Entries
Based on the relations you entered in the Creating/Defining Your Data Model article, CA 2E creates entries for your files.
File entries are fields that are resolved from CA 2E relations for a file and used to implement that file. A relation may imply
more than one entry on a file.

You may want to view those entries now so that you can modify the fields or add new information to suit your model's
needs.

See the article Creating/Defining Your Data Model for more information about entries.

Edit File Entries Panel

You can view the entries of a selected file using the Edit File Entries panel. This panel shows the field names, field type,
the CA 2E implementation name for the field, the default CA 2E field length, and whether the field is a key field or an
attribute. It also shows the key sequence (Ksq). This sequence dictates the order in which the fields compose the primary
key. You cannot change any of this information while you are at this panel.

For more information on adding or changing fields, see the Adding/Modifying Field Information.

Display File Entries

Follow these steps:

1. On the Edit Database Relations panel, type E next to the file for which you want to display entries and press Enter.
The Edit File Entries panel displays.
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NOTE
CA 2E has created these entries for your Employee file as shown on the panel and indicated which entry is a
key field (K), an attribute field (A), or a virtual field (V).

A key field entry is resolved from the Owned by, Known by, and Qualified by relations. An attribute field entry is
resolved from a Has, Refers to , or Includes relation. The key order is indicated under the Ksq column.
CA 2E also gives each entry an implementation name and a default length according to the field type you entered for
these fields.

2. Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

You can document and obtain hard copy printouts of the files, fields, and relations that you entered for your model by
using CA 2E documentation commands.

See the article Documenting Your Data Model for more information on documenting your data model.

Adding/Modifying Field Information
This section lists the tasks to add new information or to modify existing information for the fields that CA 2E creates for
your model's files.

Contents

Using the Edit Field Details Panel

You can access the Edit Field Details panel in the following ways:

• From the Edit Database Relations panel, type Z2 on the relation with the field as the referenced object and press
Enter.
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The Edit Field Details panel displays.
• From the Edit Database Relations panel, do the following:

a. Press F7 to display all of the fields on the Edit Fields panel.
b. From this panel, select the desired field and access the details by typing Z next to the field, and pressing Enter.

• From the Edit Model Object List panel, enter option 2 for the selected field.

The Edit Field Details panel allows you to modify field information. The values for the field were originated from default
values of the field type. These values can be modified to change the characteristics of the field. The changes you make to
a particular field will be available throughout the model.

Press F10 to view the appearance fields instead of the field control information.

The following table lists the overrides for CA 2E default field values for field types.

Data Attribute Default Model Level Field Level Device Level
Field length
System data type
Keyboard shift

By type
By type
By type

Y
N
Y

Y
-
N

N
-
N

Implementation name
Text headings
Left hand side text
Right hand side text
Column headings

By type
By type
Field name
Field type`
Field name

-
-
-
Y
-

-
-
-
Y

N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Allow lowercase
Mandatory fill
Valid system name
Mod 10/11 check
Field exit option

By type
N
VNM only
N
By type

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
N

N
N
N
N
Y
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Check condition
Translate values

By type
STS only

-
N

Y
Y

Y
N

Edit codes: Input
     Output
     Report

By type
By type
By type

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Change Field Name and/or Type

Keep these points in mind when you rename fields:

• The text and column headings automatically change.
• You cannot rename two fields with the same name.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Edit Database Relations panel, press F7 to display the Edit Fields panel.
2. Zoom into the details of the field by entering Z next to the field and pressing Enter.

The Edit Field Details panel displays.
3. Press F8 to change the name or type. The cursor will be on the name entry area.

– To change the field name,
Type a new name over the current one and press Enter.

– To change the field type,
Key a new field type over the current one and press Enter. You may also place a ? to select from the list of field
types.

4. Press F3 to return to the Display Fields screen. The new field name and/or type you entered is shown on the panel.
5. Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

Change Field Length

You can change the length of a field from the Edit Field Details panel. Type the new length over the existing one and press
Enter.

NOTE

 You cannot change field length for DTE fields.

Add Narrative Text

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Edit Narrative Text panel in any of the following ways:
– On the Edit Field Details panel, press F20.
– Type N2 next to a relation, with the field from the Edit Database Relations panel as the referenced object.
– Use selection options 21 or 22 from the Edit Model Object List panel.

2. Add any text, notes, or descriptive information you want to include for the field at this panel.

This becomes the generated help text or design documentation.

For more information:

• About narrative text, see the article Using Your Model.
• On including narrative text in documentation listings, see the article Documenting Your Data Model.
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Change Field Text and Headings

You can modify the text and headings of a field from the Edit Field Details panel. The headings are used on reports and
panels as prompts for the field. They have initial values of the field name.

To change field text and headings from the Edit Field Details panel, type the new text over the existing text and press
Enter.

Change Valid System Name (VNM)

The Valid System Name value for fields of VNM type is modifiable. To change field Valid System Name (VNM), on the Edit
Field Details panel, enter one of the allowable values (Y or Blank).

See the article Using Your Model for more information on field types and how to modify field type values.

Adding/Modifying Conditions
A condition specifies the value or list of values a CA 2E field may take. You can add, change, or delete conditions using
the Edit Field Conditions and the Edit Field Condition Details panels.

Contents

Condition Types

A condition type specifies the type of validation rule it imposes.

Field conditions can be used to

• Validate the entry of data
• Select or omit data in access paths
• Specify processing conditions in a function that operates on the data

For more information about using conditions with access paths and functions, see the article Modifying Action Diagrams.

Select one of the following four types of conditions:

• VAL to specify single values
• LST to specify a list of values
• CMP to specify an arithmetic comparison for a field
• RNG to specify the range of valid values for a field

VAL and LST are used for status fields; CMP and RNG are used with non-status fields.

For this task, you will use conditions to

• Validate the entry of data
• Specify default values when adding records to a file

Using the Edit Field Conditions Panel

The Edit Field Conditions panel shows all the conditions that exist for a selected field.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Edit Database Relations panel, do either of the following:
– Type Z2 next to the relation with the field you want to add conditions.
– Press F7 to get a list of fields, then type Z next to the field to which you want to add conditions, then press Enter.

The Edit Field Details panel displays.
2. Press F9 to obtain the Edit Field Conditions panel.
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The Edit Field Conditions panel displays the conditions for the selected field.

Add New Conditions

When adding a condition, you must add the condition type, the meaning of the condition, and the value used to describe
the condition in the file.

1. From the Edit Field Conditions panel:
Type a name and a condition type (VAL, LST, CMP, or RNG) and press Enter.
The Edit Field Conditions Details panel displays.
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For STS fields:
– If type is VAL, and Translate condition value is Yes, enter the display and file (storage) values for the condition.
– If type is VAL, and Translate condition value is No, enter the file (storage) and mnemonic values for the condition.
– If type is LST, select the existing conditions for the list by typing + next to each selection. Deselect conditions that

are currently attached to the list but no longer required by typing - next to each selection.
– If type is LST, specify one of the following prompt functions. These functions provide a method to display and select

the allowed values list when F4 or ? is used for the field.
2. Condition Values Displayer
3. Drop Down List

For non-STS fields:
– If type is CMP, enter the compare operator and the compare value.
– If type is RNG, enter the From compare value and the To compare value.

NOTE

 You can add additional VAL, CMP, and RNG conditions while on the Edit Field Details panel.
4. Press F3 to return to the Edit Field Conditions panel.

The conditions you have added are shown on the panel.
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To Modify Existing Conditions

From the Edit Field Conditions panel, select a condition by typing Z next to the condition you want to modify and press
Enter. The Edit Field Conditions Details panel displays.

1. Change the name of the condition using F8 to make the field name modifiable.
2. Change the existing condition information and press Enter.

The Edit Field Conditions panel displays.

For VAL conditions, the value listed under File/From Value is stored in the file; the value under Display/To Value is what
appears on all panels and reports. For example:

• Text Description: Open Order
• File/From Value: O - stored in file
• Display/To Value: OPN - shown on panel
• Mnemonic - shown on panel

File/From Value and Display/To Value are often the same.

NOTE

 CA 2E automatically adds a special condition for the *ALL values LST condition of a STS field.

 

Using VAL and LST Conditions

VAL conditions on status fields describe a single condition for that field, such as Open or Invoiced. It is often desirable
to describe a set of these conditions and address them as a single condition. For example, Open, Picked and Shipped
conditions might constitute the condition Active. To do this, CA 2E provides the ability for a set of VAL conditions to be
grouped under a single LST condition.

By default, all VAL conditions are included in the special LST condition *ALL values. You may create other LST conditions
from any combination of VAL conditions.

LST conditions also permit the same VAL to be relabeled as a different condition. In this case, the LST has only one entry,
that of the VAL. This is particularly useful with subfile selectors and function keys where a single VAL (such as "A" or "F8")
may define different conditions on different panels.

To accomplish this you may consider changing all your VALs on the Subfile selector field SFLSEL to condition such as:

VAL
VAL

Condition
A
B

Value
A
B

and to then use a single entry list to define the actual condition. For example:

LST
LST
LST

Condition
Add
Activate
Allocate

Entry
A
A
A

 

Validating Field Entries Using Check Condition

To validate data entry for a field, CA 2E uses a check condition which initially defaults to *NONE. The default indicates that
any value is allowed for the field, even if conditions have been defined for it.
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You can override this default with one of the conditions you have added to a field to impose specific validation. The field
value will be validated against the condition for the field. If the value does not meet the criteria of the condition, an error
message will be displayed.

Note: Although you have defined conditions, if you leave check condition to *NONE, checking will not occur at this level. It
can still take place at the device level.

For STS fields, the check condition must be a LST condition.

Example:

Follow these instructions to specify the *ALL values condition to validate a status field.

• On the Edit Field Details panel, type *ALL values in the Check condition field and press Enter.
• You can also select a condition from a list of existing conditions by typing ? in the Check Condition field on this panel.

Changing Default Conditions

You use a default condition to provide a value to a field when there is no value entered for the field. The default condition
specifies the value to store for the field.

The allowable types for the Default condition are

• VAL for STS fields
• CMP with an *EQ operation for all other fields

The Default condition has a value of *NONE, defaulted by CA 2E. You can change the condition to any valid condition
available for the field.

1. On the Edit Field Details panel, you can either:
– Type the name of the condition to be used for the Default condition.
– Or select a condition from a list of conditions for that field with ? and press Enter.

2. Press Enter.

Changing Translate Condition Values

The Translate Condition values field is available only for STS fields. This is used to specify that the field has a display
value that can be different than the stored value. To give this capability to a STS field:

• You must provide a Check condition of LST for the field. Even if the Check condition is not correct at this time, you
must provide a dummy.

• You can then change the Translate Condition value from blank to Y.

To access the Edit Field Conditions panel and change Translate Condition values field:

1. From the Edit Database Relations panel:
a. Press F7 to access the Display Fields panel.
b. Type Z against the desired field to access the Edit Field Details panel.

2. From the Edit Field Details panel, type ? for the Check Conditions field and Y for the Translate Cnd Values field.
Placing a ? displays the Edit Field Conditions panel. If there have not been any conditions defined for the field, the
panel will not show any conditions. In this case, you need to define a condition of type VAL for the field.
This condition will be a single value condition since the translation of values has not yet been defined for the field. After
you create the condition, a new condition should appear, the *ALL values condition. It was created automatically by CA
2E.

3. Select the desired condition by typing X next to a LST Condition field on the Edit Field Conditions panel and press
Enter.

4. Press F9 from the Edit Field Details panel to display the Edit Field Conditions panel.
5. Create the desired condition by typing the name and type of the condition and press Enter.
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The condition of type VAL must have an internal and an external value.
6. On the Edit Field Conditions Details panel, enter the values and press Enter.

NOTE

 If an initial condition was created to form the *ALL values condition, this initial condition has the same internal
and external value. You can change or delete this condition if desired.

Converting Conditions to List of Values

CA 2E generates source code to call a select facility for any status fields that appear as input-capable fields on a function
device design. If you prompt a status field that requires data input, the select facility displays the allowed external values.

CA 2E provides the Display Values List panel.

For example, to display a list of values for the Credit Status field, press F4 while positioning your cursor on the Credit
Status field on the device file of a CA 2E generated program.

You will see the following panel:

Place 1 to select a value.

You can create the values list file from a CA 2E model using the Convert Condition Values (YCVTCNDVAL) command.

For more information on using the YCVTCNDVAL command see the  CA 2E Reference section.

Adding/Modifying Virtual Fields
You add virtual fields to a file-to-file relation, such as Refers to, to indicate which item of data can be obtained through the
relation. Virtual fields provide a way to view information from another related file without having the information physically
exist in the related file.
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Virtual Fields and Access Paths

Virtual fields are defined through relations to a file. These virtual fields are available to access paths built over the file.
However, additional virtual fields cannot be added at the access path level.

For more information on access path virtual fields, see the Modify Access Paths and Tailoring For Performance.

Example of Using Virtual Fields

Because the Order detail file Refers to the Product file, you can specify any Product detail, such as Product name or Pack
size, as a virtual field on the Order detail file. For example:

• If you define a Product as follows:

FIL
FIL
FIL

Product
Product
Product

REF
REF
REF

Known by
Has
Has

FLD
FLD
FLD

Product code
Product name
Pack size

CDE
TXT
QTY

Any file that has a Refers to relationship with a relation that refers to Product can include any non-key field of Product as a
virtual field. For example, an order detail line can include Product name and Pack size as virtuals:

FIL
 

Order detail CPT Refers to FIL
VRT
VRT

Product
Product name
Pack size

REF
TXT
QTY

By indicating a field on the Product file (referenced file) as a virtual field, you allow the system to make the data contained
in this particular field of the Product file available for functions that operate on the Order Detail file (referencing file).

In this case, the Order Detail file may include any of the non-key fields of the Product file as virtual fields.

When you specify virtual fields for a relation, CA 2E generates the necessary source to join the files that actually contain
the virtual field to the related file. For DDS, this process is usually implemented through the use of an i OS join logical file.
For SQL, a view over multiple tables is used. Because of i OS limitations, CA 2E generates special logic to support virtual
fields in SPN access paths.

You can only add virtual fields to relations that connect a pair of files through the relation types Owned by, Refers to, and
Extended by.

When you specify virtual fields for a file that references itself, sequence the Refers to as the last relation.

Virtualizing Virtual Fields

The fields you have chosen as virtual fields may themselves be virtual fields on the referenced file.

For more information see the article Creating/Defining Your Data Model.
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For instance, if in the above example Product Refers to Quality, with Quality name specified as a virtual field, then Quality
name may be a virtual field for Order detail as well.

FIL
FIL
 

Quality
Quality

REF
REF

Known by
Has

FLD
FLD

Quality code
Quality name

CDE
TXT

FIL
 
 

Product REF Refers to FIL
VRT

Quality
Quality name

CDE
TXT

FIL
 
 

Order detail REF Refers to FIL
VRT
VRT
VRT
VRT

Product
Product name
Pack size
Quality code
Quality name

CDE
TXT
QTY
CDE
TXT

You can specify as many levels of virtual fields as allowed by i OS for levels of database join. Depths of three or more are
not recommended.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Edit Database Relations panel, type V next to the file relation for which you want to add virtual fields and press
Enter.
The Edit Virtual Field Entries panel displays. This panel shows a list of fields of the referenced file.

2. Type + next to the field that you want to be a virtual field and press Enter .
You can add one or many virtual fields for a relation.
Pressing Enter confirms your selection. Note that an * (asterisk) has been placed in the selection column, indicating
the field is now a virtual field.
To remove a virtual field, type a - next to the selected field.

Related Procedures for Maintaining Your Model
Use the following procedures to perform maintenance tasks involving files, fields, conditions, and relations.

Note that the maintenance described in this subtopic can also be accomplished using options on the Edit Model Object
List panel.

For more information on the Edit Model Object List panel, see the article Managing Model Objects.

Contents

Files

Add Narrative Text

Follow these steps:

1. On the Edit Database Relations panel, type N next to the file. The Edit Narrative Text panel displays.
2. Fill this panel with the text, notes or any descriptive information you want to include.

For more information:

• On narrative text, see the Administrating section
• On how to include narrative text in documentation, see the article Documenting Your Data Model
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Change a File Name

Follow these steps:

1. On the Edit Database Relations panel, zoom into the file details by typing Z against any of the relations of the file.
2. On the Edit File Details panel, press F8, type the file name, and press Enter.

Change Enhance SQL Naming

Follow these steps:

1. On the Edit Database Relations panel, zoom into the file details by typing Z against any of the relations of the file.
2. On the Edit File Details panel, press F8=Change name, change the value for the Enhance SQL Naming option to Y or

N, and press Enter.

NOTE
Default value=N.

Delete a File

To delete a file, you must delete the Defined as relation for that file. Before you can delete a Defined as relation, you must
first delete all other references to the file. Use the positioning option to view all references.

Follow these steps:

1. Delete all relations, except a Defined as relation.
This includes all Owned by, Known by, Refers to, Has, Extended by, Qualified by, and Includes relations.
On the Edit Database Relations panel, type a D next to each of the relations of the file and press Enter.

2. Delete the Defined as relation (DFN).
When you delete the Defined as relation, CA 2E removes all the access paths and functions associated with this file.
– On the Edit Database Relations panel, enter DFN for the Rel lvl and press Enter.
– Type a D next to the Defined as relation and press Enter.

3. Optionally delete all fields that are now unreferenced.
From the Edit Database Relations panel:
– Press F7 to display the Display Fields panel.
– Press F11 to display unreferenced fields.
– Enter a D next to each of the fields to be deleted and press Enter.

4. Delete all messages for this file. This includes all user-created messages in addition to the default messages.
There are two default messages:
"File name" EX (record already exists)
"File name" NF (record not found)

5. On the Edit Database Relations panel, type an *m above the Object field to position to the *Messages file. Press Enter.
6. Type F against any Message field and press Enter.
7. On the Edit Message Functions panel, type D next to the message to be deleted and press Enter.

Fields

Delete a Field

Follow these steps:

1. From the Edit Database Relations panel, press F7 to display the Display Fields panel.
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1. A field can be deleted only if it is not referenced by any other field, file, or relation. Press F11 from the Display Fields
panel to display a list of unreferenced fields in your model.

2. Type D next to each of the fields to be deleted and press Enter.

Conditions

Delete a Condition

A condition cannot be deleted if it is referenced. You must first remove all the references where the condition is used
before you can delete a condition. A condition may have been used in other places such as in an access path or action
diagram.

On the Edit Field Conditions panel, type D next to the condition you want to delete and press Enter.

Relations

Add Narrative Text

Follow these steps:

1. On the Edit Database Relations panel, type N0 next to a relation. The Edit Narrative Text panel displays.
2. Fill this panel with the text, notes, or any description you want to include. Press Enter, F3 to exit.

For more information:

• On using narrative text, see the Administrating section.
• On how to include narrative in documentation, see the article Documenting Your Data Model.
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Change a Relation

You can change a relation by typing over that relation's statement on the Edit Database Relations panel. The file (object),
the relation, and the related file or field (referenced object) on the statement can be changed. CA 2E provides automatic
relation syntax checking to prevent entry of invalid statements.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Edit Database Relations panel, type a new object, relation, or referenced object (file or field) over the existing
name and press Enter.

2. Press F10 to define objects if the referenced object is not yet defined.

NOTE

 To change the file or field name, do not type over the name and define a new object. Zoom into the file or field
details and change the name.

Override Default Relations Sequence

You can change the sequence order of relations by entering a new sequence number using the Sequence field on the
relation statements.

For more information on sequencing redirected or shared relations, see the article Creating/Defining Your Data Model.

On the Edit Database Relations panel, type the new sequence number(s) in the Relation Seq column and press Enter.

Delete a Relation

To delete a relation, type D next to the relation to be deleted and press Enter.

NOTE

 Defined as relations can only be deleted if there are no references by other relations to the file it defines.

 

Example: File B cannot be deleted, that is the Defined as relation cannot be deleted, until the other relations have been
deleted. This includes relations that reference that file. If A refers to B, the file B cannot be deleted until the relation A
Refers to B is removed.

FIL
FIL

B
B

REF
REF

Defined as
Known by

FIL
FLD

B
b1

REF
REF

and also,

FIL
 
 

A REF Refers to FIL B REF

Deleting the Defined as relation removes all functions and access paths built over this file, including default functions and
access paths.

Creating User-Defined Field Types
CA 2E provides a wide range of default field types that cover many data requirements. If you need a field type that is not
defined within the CA 2E product, you can create your own. This topic provides instructions on defining and creating your
own field types in addition to the ones supplied by CA 2E's shipped file *Field Attribute Types.

Contents
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Included in this topic are examples for creating the following user-defined field types.

• Century Date Field Type
• Currency Field Type
• Real Percentage Field Type

Each specific CA 2E user-defined field type has a number of attribute values that will be assigned to any new fields given
that type. You can specify which of those values cannot be changed and which can be overridden at the individual field
level. You may also specify value mapping and validation routines centrally to the data model for your new field type.

NOTE
Only a user of type *DSNR may define new field types.

Name and Text

You must specify a 3-character mnemonic for the field type you define. You cannot duplicate existing field type
mnemonics.

You can also add explanatory text to a field. The text will appear next to the field name shown on the Display Object
Attribute panel.

You should define a unique 2-character mnemonic code, which will be used to generate field names for fields of the same
field type. The field name mnemonic will be defaulted to the first two letters of the 3-character field type.

Basic Attributes

You can specify default values for all basic field attributes. These are

• i OS data type
• Internal and external length
• Keyboard shift character
• Allow lowercase
• Check valid system name
• Mandatory fill required
• Modulus 10/11 check
• Values mapping

For more information refer to the Edit Field Type panel and the description of attributes that follows.

Internal and External Length

You can specify default values for both the internal and the external length of the field; these lengths may be different. You
can either specify fixed values or allow the user to supply both internal and external values. You can also calculate the
external length from the supplied internal length with a length conversion function.

For more information on field length calculation, see the following examples.

Mapping Functions

If a field is to be stored internally in a form different from the one in which it is displayed externally, then you can specify
mapping functions to describe how the values are to be translated.

These functions can be any CA 2E functions. They must be attached to the CA 2E shipped file *Field attribute types. The
functions must have at least one parameter. There are restrictions about how other parameters can be specified.

For each field, you can use mapping functions in each direction as described below.
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• External-to-Internal function: to specify how the entered value for the field is to be mapped to the internal value.
Validation may be included in this function.

• Internal-to-External function: to specify how the stored value is to be converted to the displayed value. You must
specify value mapping for the field type if you specify an internal-to-external function. To specify value mapping, enter a
Y in the Initial value column for Allow value mapping.

NOTE
If you use an EXCUSRSRC function, only define your work variables once, in the Internal-to- External function.

For more information on mapping functions, see Specifying Mapping Functions.

Defining New Field Types

You use the Edit Field Type panel to define new field types. This panel enables you to update the attributes for CA 2E field
user-defined types. This panel is display only for CA 2E system field types.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Edit Database Relations panel, type *F in the Object positioner area to display the *Field attribute types file.
Type Z against one of the relations for the *Field attribute types file to access the field types.
The Display Field Types panel displays.
This panel shows a list and the description of all the existing field types contained in the shipped file.

2. Press F9 to display the Edit Field Type panel, which is where you define a new field type. Enter all of the necessary
information to specify the characteristics of the field type. The options are explained following the panel.
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Edit Field Type Panel

Specifying Basic Attribute Values

This panel shows the attributes of the field type (DTX, as used for the first example) and highlights the two main columns
where you can change its values.

The first column, Allow user entry, indicates how the field type attributes will be displayed when a field of this type is
shown for editing on the Edit Field Details panel; the second column, Initial values, is for specifying the initial default
values allowed for that field type.

For example, you would select and change the values for the Internal data type of the DTX attribute as follows:

Attribute
Internal data type

Allowed user entry
O (I,O,H)

Initial value
P

For Allow user entry, O means the Internal data type attribute is to be displayed with a fixed value; I means it can be
modified; and H means it is to be hidden altogether.

For Initial value, P means you want Internal data type to have the value of Packed numeric.
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The following description of the attributes and default values shown for a field type on the Edit Field Type panel will
explain further how you define a new field type.

• Field type -- The field type for which the attribute values are to be specified.
• Text -- A short description of the field type, for example, "8-character date field."
• Right hand side text -- the default right hand side text for fields of this type.
• Internal data type -- The system data type of the field to be stored on a database file. It can have one of these values:

A: Alphanumeric
P: Packed numeric
S: Signed numeric (zoned)
B: Binary (does not get generated)
F: Floating (does not get generated)

• Internal length -- The number of bytes used to store a field in files. Fields with decimal positions are entered as: total
number of digits, number of decimal places. For example, for a field to contain 999.99, the length would be 5.2.

• External data type -- System data type of field to be displayed on device files. It can have one of these values:

A: Alphanumeric
S: Signed numeric (zoned)

• External length -- The number of characters or digits in a field on a panel or print file. Fields with decimal positions
are entered as: total number of digits, number of decimal places. For example, for a field to contain 999.99, the length
would be 5.2.

• Keyboard shift -- Specifies which keyboard shift is allowed for the field on panel files. It can have one of these values:

Blank no keyboard shift
X, A, N, W, I, D, or M: alphanumeric fields
N, S, Y, I, or D: numeric fields
O, J, E, W, G, or A: ideographic fields

For more information on keyboard shift values, refer to the IBM DDS Reference manual.

• Lowercase -- specifies whether the field values may be in lowercase. Lowercase applies only to alphanumeric fields. It
can have one of these values:

Y: lowercase allowed
Blank: lowercase not allowed

• Check valid system name -- specifies whether any value entered for the field must be a valid i OS system name. A
valid system name must start with a letter, no more than 10 characters long, and must contain only letters, digits or one
of these characters: "-", "#", "$", or "@".

• Mandatory fill -- specifies whether an entry if any must be made for every character of the field. This can have one of
these values:

Y: mandatory fill
Blank: no mandatory fill
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• Modulus check 10/11 -- specifies whether any value entered for the field must meet a modulus 10 or 11 check as
specified by the DDS CHECK keyword. Modulus check applies only to numeric fields. This can have one of these
values:

10: apply modulus 10 check
11: apply modulus 11 check
Blank: do not apply modulus check

• Allow value mapping -- specifies whether value mapping will be implemented for the field. If value mapping is 'Y', you
must specify an Int/ext function and an Ext/int function. If no value mapping is required, you can still specify an Ext/int
function to perform other validation.

This can have one of these values:

Y: field is to be value mapped
Blank: field is not to be value mapped

• Int/ext len conv -- specifies how external length is to be determined. This can have one of these values:

I: use internal length. This will force the External length value to
equal the Internal length value on the Edit Field Type screen.

C: invoke user program. The calculation will be performed by a field
length calculation program named YxxxLENR1C where "xxx"
is the 3-character name of the data type. You must supply this
program yourself.

V: if the field is valued mapped, allow user entry of the external
length. If it is not value mapped, use internal length.

Blank: allow user entry of the external length.

• Int/ext function -- This is the function that is to convert the internal value to external value for the field. It must be a
function attached to the *Field attribute types file.

• Ext/int function -- This is the function that is to convert the external value to internal value for the field and validate it if
required. It must be a function attached to the *Field attribute types file.

Specifying Mapping Functions

You can examine and change the value mapping functions in a model using the Edit Functions panel for the *Field
attribute types file. This panel shows the mapping functions attached to the field types file.

You can obtain the Edit Functions panel in two ways:

• Type ? for the Ext/int function or the Int/ext function fields on the Edit Field Type panel.
This will show you a list of functions for the *Field attribute types. Functions can be added on the Edit Functions panel.

• Type F next to a relation of the *Field attribute types on the Edit Database Relations panel.

When you define a function that is based on an access path containing fields of a user-defined field type, CA 2E
automatically does the following in the function definition:

• Include fields of the external field type on the device designs of the function.
• Include the field mapping functions at the appropriate points in the action diagrams.
• Pass the internal and external fields to the mapping function parameters.
• Specify that the internal fields are to be used to update the database.
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If value mapping is specified for a field type (in other words, Y is specified in the Initial value column of Allow value
mapping), both internal/external and external/internal functions must be defined and both must have two parameters. This
is to supply and return the internal and external values as appropriate.

If the external/internal function is being used for validation only, only one parameter needs be supplied: the external value.

Function type Firstparameter ParameterUsage SecondParameter ParameterUsage
External/Internal
Internal/External

EXT FLD
EXT FLD

I
O

INT FLD
INT FLD

O
I

The order in which you specify the parameters is important. Ensure the following:

• The external version of the field must always be the first parameter, regardless of usage. The field used to define the
external parameter should have a field type of NBR, CDE or TXT.

• The field used to define the internal parameter should always be the second parameter. You can specify additional
parameters after these two fields.

Specifying Additional Attribute Values

Use the Edit Field Type Defaults to specify the default initial values for some additional basic attributes of the field; for
instance, field exit options and edit codes. You can obtain this panel in either of two ways:

• For existing field types, enter Z next to the field type on the Display Field Types panel
• Press Enter when defining a new attribute type from the Edit Field Type panel.
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The Edit Field Type Defaults panel allows you to enter and change the following attributes of the field type:

• Internal length
• External length
• Data type
• Mnemonic code
• Keyboard shift
• Lowercase
• Mandatory fill
• Modulus 10/11
• Valid System Name (VNM)
• Field Exit options
• Edit codes

Example Defining a Century date Field Type (DTX)

Defines a century date field data type (DTX). Since the shipped DT# field type has the capabilities defined here, use this
example only to understand the steps needed to define your own field type. The DTX field type is to have the following
characteristics.

• Internal format packed numeric: CCYYMMDD, fixed length
• External display format numeric: DD/MM/CCYY, fixed length
• Value mapping to convert between the internal and external values
• Validation to check that entered dates are valid

The first step is to define the mapping functions needed for the DTX field type.

Type P next to the Check DTX and Convert DTX to display their parameters. Press Enter.
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Defining Parameters for the Mapping Functions

You use the Edit Function Parameter and Edit Function Parameter Detail panels to specify the parameters for mapping
functions.

The two mapping functions for the DTX field data type, Check DTX and Convert DTX, should have parameters defined for
them as follows:

FunctionName FIRST
PARAMETER

SECOND
PARAMETER

FunctionType Name Usage DataType Name Usage DataType
Check DTX Ext/Int Century

external
I NBR

8.0
Century
internal

O

Convert DTX Int/Ext Century
external

I O DTX
8.0

O NBR
8.0

Century
internal

I DTX
8.0

The fields Century internal and Century external are used only to define the parameters on the century data type mapping
functions. They can be defined with the Define Objects panel and should be of the same data type (packed, zoned,
alphanumeric, etc.) and size as the respective internal and external formats of the field data type. For the DTX field, both
internal and external formats are numeric. The Century internal field could itself be a field of type DTX.

If necessary, use the Define Objects panel to define fields of appropriate data types to use as parameter fields on the
mapping functions.

Defining the Mapping Functions

Having specified the parameters for the Check DTX and Convert DTX functions, you can describe the internal processing
of the functions themselves, using an action diagram of type Execute Internal Function. The Check DTX function would do
the following:

1. Check that the date entered is a valid date of the form DDMMCCYY.
2. Convert the external value of the DTX field, in DDMMCCYY format, into the internal value, in CCYYMMDD format.

The Convert DTX function has only to convert the internal value of the field, in CCYYMMDD format, to the external
value, in DDMMCCYY format.

Supplying Parameters to Mapping Functions

When a function uses a field with a mapped user-defined field type, calls to the mapping functions are included
automatically. The internal and external values are automatically supplied to the required parameters of the mapping
functions.

If you specify additional parameters on a mapping function, you must also decide from where the values for those
parameters are to be obtained in the functions, which use the field type.

For each parameter you can specify:

• The name of another field present in the same format as the field of the data type (FIL).
• A condition value of a field in the same format as the field of the data type (CND).
• The name of a field in the JOB context.
• A constant value (CON).

The source of field mapping function parameters can be specified at two levels:
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• File entry
• Function screen/report entry

You can also specify whether the values specified at file level may be overridden at a device design level.

To specify the context of the values for any additional parameters on the mapping functions, you use the Field Mapping
Function Parameters and the Screen Field Mapping Function Parameters panels.

The Field Mapping Function Parameters panel allows you to specify a default context for the mapping parameters.

The example of the Field Mapping Function Parameters panel below shows how to define the No. of decimals parameter
for mapping fields of data type CUR described earlier under "Specifying Additional Parameters for Mapping Functions."
Note that you can override the source of the parameter at a lower level.

Field Mapping Function Parameters Panel

To access this panel from the Edit Database Relations panel, use an E to obtain the Edit File Entries panel to display the
entries of the file that has a function containing the mapped user-defined field. Use an M against the entry to set up the
additional parameter to the mapped user-defined field type function.

For more information see Displaying File Entries at the beginning of this article.

For each mapping function parameter you can enter the context and the name of the field which is to supply the value to
the mapping function parameters. This value will be used in all functions based on the file unless it is overridden at the
device level.

A special context is available on this panel: FIL. This context indicates that the parameter field is to be found in the same
context as the mapped field, wherever it is being used, such as DTL or RCD on a screen, CUR on a report.
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You can also specify whether the source of the mapping function parameter is fixed or whether it can be overridden at the
panel or report level. The third alternative is to specify that an override is always required.

Specifying Additional Parameters for Mapping Functions

You can specify additional parameters on the mapping functions if you wish. For example, for the currency amount data
type you might specify that the number of decimal places was an additional input parameter to the mapping functions.
This parameter could then be used to control the positioning of the decimal place.

Mapping Function Parameters Panel/Report Entry Level

To override the parameters to a mapping function at panel or report level, you use the Screen Field Mapping Parameters
panel.

1. From the Edit Screen Entry Details panel, press F9 to obtain the Screen Field Mapping Parameters panel.
2. From the device design editor for a function panel, use F5 to get to the Edit Device Format panel. From here, Z (Zoom)

into the panel entry.
The Edit Screen Entry Details panel displays.

For a field of the currency data type, the No. of decimals parameter could be overridden since the parameter value was
not protected at the file level. Note that the context FIL, specified at the file entry level, is resolved into an appropriate
screen context; for example, for an EDTFIL function, RCD is the screen context.

Screen Field Mapping Parameters Panel
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Example Defining a Currency Field Type (CUR)

User-defined field types are useful where data requires some conversion before being displayed, or where a standard
conversion is required prior to storage.

The conversion process does not have to be two-way. For example, a user-defined type could be used to allow an
automobile registration number to be processed to convert all zeros to the letter O and all ones to the letter I to ensure
against confusion on inquiry screens. The original data could be stored in another field if necessary.

In the automobile registration number example there is no conversion from internal to external format since they are both
the same. The only parameter to the external to internal conversion function is the field to be converted.

The following example is somewhat more complicated to illustrate the power of user-defined field types. In it we will define
a currency field type. A company dealing with international customers who are charged and who pay in their own currency
would want to define a value field only once for a particular data item, rather than various fields or even separate files to
store the data.

The solution is to store the data in a neutral format and then convert it before display with the correct number of decimal
places and any other desired editing. Rather than require the developers to remember to call these conversion routines,
a user-defined data type allows the definition to be made once and is then automatically generated by CA 2E when
required.

Follow these steps:

1. First define the functions used for the field type on the *Field attribute types file. From the Edit Database Relations
panel, enter *F in the object positioner field to position on the CA 2E *Field attribute types file. Enter F next to the
*Field attribute types file name to display the functions that have been defined for this file.

2. Create the four following mapping functions that will be used by the currency field type as shown below. The access
path for each function type must be *NONE.
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3. For the purposes of this example, the following new fields are required. You can create them as part of the function
creation process.

4. Press Enter to define the fields and return to the Display Fields panel. Zoom into each field to display the Edit Field
Details panel.
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Enter details for the *external currency field as follows.

5. Enter details for the *internal currency field as follows.

6. Enter details for the no. of decimals field as follows.
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Note the assigned DDS field names for the fields you just defined. In this case, XBCD, ZZNB, and QHNB. You will
need these when you define the user source for the ext - > int src and the int - > ext src functions.

7. Define parameters to the Currency ext - > int EXCINTFUN function as shown below using the fields you just defined.
Ensure to define the *external currency field first. You can use a sequence number to ensure this.
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Zoom into each parameter to display the Edit Function Parameter Details panel. Assign the usage and role for the
Currency ext - > int function parameters as follows.

Parameter Usage Role
*external currency I MAP
*internal currency O MAP

• Define parameters to the Currency ext - > int src EXCUSRSRC function as shown below. Be sure to define the
*external currency field first. You can use a sequence number to ensure this.

Zoom into each parameter to display the Edit Function Parameter Details panel. Assign the usage and role for the
Currency ext - > int src function parameters as follows.

Parameter Usage Role
*external currency I MAP
*internal currency O MAP

• Define parameters to the Currency int - > ext EXCINTFUN function as shown below. Be sure to define the *external
currency field first. You can use a sequence number to ensure this.
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Zoom into each parameter to display the Edit Function Parameter Details panel. Assign the usage and role for the
Currency int - > ext function parameters as follows.

Parameter Usage Role
*external currency O MAP
*internal currency I MAP
no. of decimals I MAP

• Define parameters to the Currency int - > ext src EXCUSRSRC function as shown. Be sure to define the *external
currency field first. You can use a sequence number to ensure this.
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Zoom into each parameter to display the Edit Function Parameter Details panel. Assign the usage and role for the
Currency int - > ext src function parameters as follows.

Parameter Usage Role
*external currency O MAP
*internal currency I MAP
no. of decimals I MAP

• Edit the action diagram for the Currency ext - > int EXCINTFUN to call the EXCUSRSRC function for the external to
internal conversion.
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• Specify the details of the parameter interface.
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• The RPG source for the Currency ext - > int src EXCUSRSRC function is as follows. The process involves the removal
of any decimal point found in the data. Note that to reduce the complexity of the example no validation has been
included.

*CURRENCY
EXT - > INT SRC
*CONVERT
TO INTERNAL
FORMAT

C
C
C

*
*

Z-ADD15
Z-ADD14
MOVEA

#IXBCD X
Y
OUT

20
20

*STRIP OUT
DECIMAL POINT

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

X
OUT,X
*

DOUEQ1
IFNE
MOVE
SUB
END
SUB
END
MOVEA
MOV

’.’
OUT,X
1
1
INP
WRK14

INP,Y
Y
X
WRK14
#OZZNB

14

• Edit the action diagram for the Currency int - > ext EXCINTFUN to call the EXCUSRSRC function for the internal to
external conversion.
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• Specify the details of the parameter interface.

• Following is the RPG source for the Currency int - > ext src EXCUSRSRC function.
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*CURRENCY INT
- > EXT SRC

E
E
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

*
*
#IQHNB
*
#IQHNB

INP
OUT
MOVE
MOVE
Z-ADD
MOVEA
MOVEA
IFEQ
MOVE
MOVEA
ELSE
IFEQ
MOVE
MOVEA
MOVEA
ELSE

14
15
’ ’
#IZZNB
#IQHNB
WRK14
INP
1
’.’
INP,14
2
’.’
INP,13
INP,14

1
1
OUT
WRK14
WRK2N
INP
OUT
OUT,14
OUT,15
OUT,13
OUT,14
OUT,15

14
20

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

#IQHNB
#IQHNB

IFEQ
MOVE
MOVEA
MOVEA
MOVEA
ELSE
IFEQ
MOVE
MOVEA
MOVEA
MOVEA
MOVEA
END
END
END
END

3
’.’
INP,12
INP,13
INP,14
4
’.’
INP,11
INP,12
INP,13
INP,14

OUT,12
OUT,13
OUT,14
OUT,15
OUT,11
OUT,12
OUT,13
OUT,14
OUT,15

*CHANGE
LEADING
ZEROES TO
BLANKS

C
C
C
C
C
C

OUT,X
*
*

Z-ADD1
DOUNE
MOVE
ADD
END
MOVEA

’0’
’ ’
1
OUT

X
OUT,X
X
#OXBCD

20

1. Zoom into the *Field attribute types file from the Edit Database Relations panel to display a list of the currently defined
field types.
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2. Press F9 from the Display Field Types panel to add the new field type CUR. Specify attributes for the CUR field type
on the Edit Field Type panel as follows. Be sure to enter Y for the initial Allow value mapping value.

3. Press Enter to confirm the values you entered. Press F3 to specify additional attributes for the CUR field type on the
Edit Field Type Defaults panel as follows.
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4. To use the CUR field type, you need a Currency file as shown below. The records on this file will reflect the number of
decimal places required by the various currency types.
Any files that actually use the CUR field type must reference the Currency file. The no. of decimals field must be
virtualized across the Refers to relation.
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5. In order to map the value of the no. of decimals to the field type, display the entries on the file by entering E on the Edit
Database Relations panel as shown above. Enter M against the entry defined using the currency field type to define
the additional parameter to the mapped user-defined field type function.

6. This panel allows the designer to define from which context the actual parameters may be selected.
For more information on this process, refer to this topic, the Supplying Parameters to Mapping Functions subtopic, the
Mapping Function Parameters: Panel/Report Entry Level subtopic, and the online help.
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Example Defining a Real Percentage Field (PCX)

Following is an example that illustrates the creation of the real percentage field type (PCX) with external field length
calculation.

The example shows the steps required and all the panels involved in the order you would follow to create a user-defined
field type in CA 2E.

The percentage data type has different internal and external field lengths, the external field length being determined from
the length assigned to the internal version of the field. If the external field length is 5.2, the internal length becomes 5.4 to
account for automatic division by 100. A percentage entered or displayed as 45.55, will be stored internally as 0.4555.

The external length calculation is performed by a program which derives its name from the data type. For a data type
PCX, a program YPCXLENR1C must exist for this length calculation. Several parameters are required on this function.
The figure below shows a generic STR type file in CA 2E, defining what fields are required as parameters to the length
calculation program. This STR file should be defined on the Edit Database Relations panel as shown below. The file name
contains XXX indicating the values to be substituted for the data type mnemonic.
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Once you have entered the relations, press F10 to define the file and fields as indicated in the figure that follows.

The external fields that are referenced fields are referenced to their internal counterparts.

The function to perform the external field length calculation can be attached to the *Field attribute types file. Position
the Edit Database Relations panel at this file and go into the functions. Add one of the correct names, in this case
YPCXLENR1C, making it of type EXCEXTFUN, as below.
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Zoom into the function and change the source member name to that of the desired length calculation program
(YPCXLENR1C).

Attach parameters as defined by the structure file below, and give them the usage as indicated.

Attach parameters as defined by the structure file, shown below, and give the usage as indicated.
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The parameters should all have a usage of I except the External length, External no. of integers and External no. of
decimals. These are the parameters that the CA 2E calling function is expecting to be returned.

In this simple example, all the length conversion program will do is ensure that the number of decimal places externally is
two less than the number internally. Set up the action diagram for the function as below. Then exit and save the function.
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Create the Int/Ext and Ext/Int mapping functions now. These should be of type EXCINTFUN. In this case 'PCX Divide PCT
by 100' and 'PCX Multiply PCT by 100' have been created for the mapping functions (see previous figure for Edit functions
over *Field Attribute type file). Attach parameters to the functions, as indicated below. Defines both the PCX_External field
and the PCX_Internal field as NBR type fields. Their lengths are arbitrary.CA 2E will create fields of the appropriate length
at function generation time.
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Ext/Int mapping function parameters

The Ext/Int mapping function should contain action diagram statements to divide the percentage by 100. Set the
statement as below.
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Int/Ext mapping function parameters

1. The Int/Ext mapping function should contain action diagram statements to multiply the percentage by 100. Set the
statement as below.

2. Finally, create the data type. Zoom into the *Field Attributes types file and press F9 to add an object attribute.
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3. Enter Z against the PCX field type to display the Edit Field Type panel.
Create the data type as defined below, ensuring that the Int/Ext len conv field is set to C and that the correct mapping
functions are specified.

NOTE
The YPCXLENR1C program must exist before you confirm this step; otherwise you will receive an error
message.
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4. Press Enter to display the summary panel. Change the Mnemonic code to PCX. Fill the field exit options and edit
codes to complete the data type.

Documenting Your Data Model
This article covers the CA 2E documentation commands you can use to produce hard copy documentation of your data
model.

A document produced in this manner consists of details of the specific model's design objects that you want. The
documentation provides a historical record of the development of your data model.

Contents

Documenting Files, Fields, Relations, and Application Areas

Use the following procedures to document your model's files, fields, relations, and application areas. Use the appropriate
documentation command.

• Document Model Files (YDOCMDLF) command for files
• Document Model Fields (YDOCMDLFLD) command for fields
• Document Model Relations (YDOCMDLREL) command for relations
• Document Model Application Areas (YDOCMDLAPP) command for application areas

You can access these commands via the CA 2E Services Menu or by typing the command name directly from a command
line on your screen.
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CA 2E Documentation Commands

These are CA 2E documentation commands that you can use to document your data model's objects:

YDOCMDLREL model relations
YDOCMDLF model files
YDOCMDLFLD model fields
YDOCMDLAPP model application areas

All CA 2E documentation commands have several selection parameters and print options which allow you to:

• Select the type of information you want to be documented for the selected objects. For example, you can list files by a
specific application area code, list the relations by the desired level, or print relation entries.

• Decide whether to include user-defined text in the documentation for each selected object. For example, you can use
the PRTTEXT parameter to specify whether you wish narrative text to be included in the documentation listing, and if
so, which type of text (functional or operational).

For more information:

• On narrative text, see the article Using Your Model
• On how to add narrative text at file, field, or relation level, see the article Maintaining Your Data Model

Using Documentation Commands via Display Services Menu

Follow these steps:

1. On the Edit Database Relations panel, press F17 to go to the Display Services Menu.
2. Select the Documentation menu option and press Enter.

The Display Documentation Menu panel displays.
3. Select the appropriate option to document your model objects from this panel.

Depending on the option you selected, CA 2E displays one of the following panels:
– Document Model Files (YDOCMDLF)
– Document Model Fields (YDOCMDLFLD)
– Document Model Relations (YDOCMDLREL)
– Document Application Areas (YDOCMDLAPP)

4. Change any of the default parameters as you wish and press Enter.
A message displays indicating that the documentation is created.

NOTE
If you press Enter without changing the defaults, CA 2E assumes that you want all of these options for your
documentation.

You will be returned to the Display Documentation Menu.
To view the documentation online, see Viewing the Documentation procedure that follows.

5. Send your files to the printer according to your system configuration to obtain printouts.

Using Documentation Commands from a Command Line

Follow these steps:

1. Type YDOCMDLF (or YDOCMDLFLD, YDOCMDLREL, YDOCMDLAPP) and press F4. This will print the document
using the default values.
F4 shows parameter values.

2. Follow steps 3 through 4 of the procedure for using documentation commands via the Display Services Menu above.
3. From the Display Documentation Menu panel, type the option, and press F4 or Enter.
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NOTE
F4 allows you to change the default parameters on this panel. If you press Enter, CA 2E assumes that you
want all of the default options for your documentation.

A message displays indicating that the documentation is created.
You will be returned to the Display Documentation Menu.

4. Send your files to the printer according to your system configuration to obtain printouts.

Viewing the Documentation

Follow these steps:

1. From the Display Documentation Menu panel, press F8 to obtain a command line.
2. On the command line, enter the i OS Work with Job (WRKJOB) command. Select option 4 to display spool files

created. Documentation is in spool file YDOCMDLxxx, where xxx identifies the type of report.
3. Type 5 next to the file you want to view and press Enter.

 

Documentation Commands Output Listings

These are examples of the documentation produced from using the documentation commands.

YDOCMDLF (Docudel FilOCMDLFLD (Document Model Fields)

YDOCMDLREL (Document Model Relations)

YDOCMDLAPP (Document Model Application Areas)

 

 

Assimilating iOS Database
This article describes assimilation and provides instructions for assimilating i OS database files using the Retrieve
Physical Files into Model (YRTVPFMDL) command. It also lists the considerations and restrictions associated with this
process.

Contents

Understanding Assimilation

Assimilation is the technique of retrieving and using file definitions from existing i OS physical files to create CA 2E files.
The assimilated files then can be used in a CA 2E data model. You can add extra relations and define access paths and
functions for assimilated files the same as you would with other modeled files.

Assimilating database files allows you to develop new functions and access paths over an existing database defined
outside of CA 2E.

Degrees of Assimilation

Depending on your objectives, you can choose to carry out assimilation to these different degrees:
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• Assimilation as is
The existing database is preserved exactly as is. Field, format and file names remain the same. You will be able to use
the files with all your existing programs without a need for change or recompilation.
This degree of assimilation, however, may lead to restrictions in certain cases, particularly if the data model implied by
the existing database is incorrect or inconsistent.

• Assimilation with limited modifications
The existing database is preserved but model data structures can be rationalized or corrected where appropriate. You
will still be able to use most of your existing programs with only minor modifications.
You can take full advantage of CA 2E capabilities now because your files have been fully defined in the model and can
be used as any other modeled files. The greater the degree of assimilation that can be achieved, the greater the use
that can be made of CA 2E capabilities when generating programs.

For more information on normalization and considerations regarding normalized databases, see the article Developing a
Conceptual Model.

Using the YRTVPFMDL Command

You use the Retrieve Physical Files into Model (YRTVPFMDL) command to perform assimilation. Confirm that all
developers and programmers are out of the model. Execute the YRTVPFMDL command before entering the model.

The YRTVPFMDL command retrieves into a CA 2E design model all file and field definitions not already present in the
model. It creates a CA 2E file for each i OS physical file retrieved and a CA 2E field for each of the retrieved fields found
with a unique DDS name. The fields are connected to the file with Has relations.

The YRTVPFMDL command has several parameters that allow you to perform functions such as removing the DDS prefix
from field names, amending a retrieved field, and nominating a file that you want CA 2E to treat as a field reference file.

NOTE

 You can retrieve an i OS SQL table into your model by specifying the name of the associated i OS physical file
in the library for the SQL collection.

Parameters/Functions

Parameters for the YRTVPFMDL command are as follows:

• FILE specifies qualified generic name of the i OS physical file from which the description is to be retrieved.
• RMVFLDPFX specifies whether a prefix will be removed from the implementation field names in the retrieved file.
• REFFILE specifies the name of the file to be treated as the field reference file. No Has relations will be created for the

file. All fields will be added to the field dictionary.

For more information refer to the YRTVPFMDL command, the CA 2E  Reference.

Adding Extra Information to Assimilated Files

A file created through assimilation may not contain as much information as one of your normally modeled files. You may
have to add extra information to each of the assimilated files. For example, because the YRTVPFMDL command does not
identify the key fields of a file that it assimilates, you may have to identify the key fields of that file to CA 2E by changing
some of its relations from Has to Known by. Be aware that if the relations are not sequenced, the Known by relations are
placed before the Has relations. This changes the file format, making it different than the existing physical file. To keep the
same field sequence, you must resequence the physical file format entries as detailed in the next topic.

Editing i OS Physical File Format Entries

CA 2E stores default file format entries for fields on an assimilated file, including:
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• sequence of the field
• implementation name of the field on the physical file or the SQL column name on the table
• i OS data type of the field
• length of the field

You can view and change all of these defaults using the Edit Physical File Format Entry panel, which is available only for
assimilated files. To access this panel:

1. Zoom into the assimilated file from the Edit Database Relations panel. The Edit File Details panel displays.
2. Zoom into the PHY access path of the file. The Edit Access Path Details displays.
3. Zoom into the access path format entries. The Edit Access Path Format Entries panel displays.
4. Press F8 to get the physical file entries. The Edit Physical File Format Entry panel displays.

This panel enables you to enter and maintain details about the fields that belong to the format of an assimilated physical
file. It shows the name and type of format. If adding a relation causes a mismatch between the sequence of fields defined
to CA 2E and the existing physical file, change the sequence number defined on the Edit Physical File Format Entry
panel. For example, if a Known by relation causes the field to be defined as one of the first fields in the file, change the
sequence number defined on the Edit Physical File Format Entry panel.

Considerations

The following considerations are associated with assimilation. Resulting from the way CA 2E implements a data model,
considerations involve

• i OS field names and field naming in CA 2E
• Inconsistent implicit data model
• Date formats

Whether these considerations will prove restrictive depends on

• The extent to which you wish to preserve the existing database
• Names used in the existing database
• The extent of the "correctness" of the model as implied by the assimilated set of i OS files

To make this implied model explicit, assimilation tends to highlight any inconsistencies such as missing keys, redundancy,
conflicting field lengths, or the association of an attribute with the wrong entity.

Changing Field Name and Attribute Type

Prefix

If the names of your fields in each file already contain a prefix, you can tell CA 2E to remove the prefix by specifying a
value of *YES for the RMVFLDPFX parameter on the YRTVPFMDL command.

Duplicate Field Names

Existing i OS physical files may contain the same field name in several different files. For example, you may find a field
named Order Date that could well mean Customer, Purchase, or Shop Order Date. If you have this problem, you should
either:

• Use the REF field attribute to base the definition of one of the fields on that of the other, or
• Use the Edit Physical File Format Entry panel to establish a different field name for the field on the file.
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Inconsistent Implicit Data Model

If the data model implied by your existing database is incomplete or inconsistent, you may want to rationalize and correct
it before you can take advantage of using 's CA 2E's capabilities.

Examples of Inconsistency

Different field definitions. If you have used different attributes for a same field in different files, then you must
standardize the field definitions before you can establish a CA 2E relationship. For instance, if Customer code is defined
as five characters in one file and six in another, then you must make the length the same for both instances of this field.

Missing field entries. You may have omitted a field from a file that is necessary to resolve a relation, either by mistake or
because the omitted field is to be supplied procedurally.

In particular, you may have omitted key fields if you have used either relative record processing or purely arrival sequence
processing, neither of which are supported by CA 2E data modeling.

Date Formats

If you wish to use the CA 2E date field type (DTE), you may need to convert the date field's data and length to match the
internal stored format described by CA 2E. Dates of this field type are always stored on file in CYYMMDD format. CA 2E
provides automatic date validation and mapping into the local display format.

CA 2E assimilates i OS DATE fields as field type DT#.

For more information on date field types, see the article Understanding Your Data Model and IBM i Programming: Data
Description Specifications Reference.

Using Extended by Relations in Assimilated Files

You can use the Extended by relation to add more data to an assimilated file without actually changing the file. The
Extended by relation allows you to specify a one-to-one relationship between the existing file and a new, extended file
that contains the additional fields you want to add. You will get automatic validation and existence checking and be able to
define virtual fields from either file into the other.

Using Extended by relations also helps you save disk space because you can choose only to create records in the
extended file when and if the data is needed.

Example of Using Extended by Relations

You have assimilated your Customer master file and do not want to change it, but you want to add some credit history
data for those customers who finance their purchases.

In your data model, add the new relations as shown below:

Customer
Customer Credit History
Customer Credit History
Customer Credit History
Customer Credit History

Extended by
Owned by
Has
Has
Has

Customer Credit History
Customer Master
Avg Payment Days
Avg Payment Amount
Last Payment Date

The Extended by relation does not generate new fields in the Customer file so you do not have to change your programs.
You have to maintain only the Customer Credit History records associated with the Customer file.
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Assimilating Database

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve existing i OS physical files using the YRTVPFMDL command.
This command allows you to retrieve (the definitions of) one, several, or all i OS physical files in the database.
Specify a value for the RMVFLDPFX parameter of the command to indicate whether or not you want CA 2E to drop
the prefix from the DDS field names in the retrieved file. The purpose of using this parameter is to make sure the DDS
names match those of your existing programs.
For more information, see the section Changing Field Name and Attribute Type.

2. Identify key fields. Identify key fields to CA 2E by changing the relevant Has relations into Known by relations since
all fields are assimilated as Has relations.

3. Adding file-to-file relationships. Change or add new relations to explicitly indicate file relationships to include the
processing logic for the keys arising from Owned by or Refers to relations, and for referential integrity checking.
If adding a relation causes a mismatch between the sequence of the fields you defined to CA 2E and those of the
existing i OS physical file, you can change the sequence number using the Edit Physical File Format Entry panel.
Example: If a Known by relation causes the field to be defined as one of the first fields in the file, change the
sequence number using the Edit Physical File Format Entry panel.

4. Lock the physical file. Lock the physical file in your model to prevent inadvertently selecting the existing file
definitions for recompilation.

For more information about:

• Physical files, see the articles Adding Access Paths and Tailoring For Performance
• How to lock files, see the article Using Your Model
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Building Access Paths and Applications
This section provides instructions on:

• How to build, modify, delete and document access paths and how to create arrays.
• How to set up system default values, build functions, and edit device designs and action diagrams.

This section contains the following topics:

• Building Access Paths
• Building Applications

Building Access Paths
This section provides instructions on:

• How to build, modify, delete and document access paths and how to create arrays.
• How to build functions in CA 2E.

Each article is designed to provide the complete information needed to perform the tasks identified in the section. Review
these articles that relates to the specific task you want to perform.

• Getting Started with CA 2E Access Paths
• Adding Access Paths
• How to Modify Access Paths
• Deleting Access Paths
• Defining Arrays
• Generating and Compiling Access Paths
• Documenting Access Paths
• Tailoring for Performance of Access Paths

Getting Started with CA 2E Access Paths
The Building Access Paths section provides you instructions on how to use the CA 2E product. This article describes how
to build access paths and arrays in CA 2E.

Contents

Considerations

Before you build your access paths, read or review the material in the following articles:

• System Requirements
• Defining a Data Model

The following sections contain additional information relating to the generation of access paths and associated functions.

• Building Applications
• Generating and Implementing Applications

You may want to see the following IBM documentation in the context of using this section.

• IBM i DDS Reference Manual
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Acronyms and Terms Used in this Section

Descriptions of the acronyms and values used in this section are defined once, in this section. Thereafter, only the
acronym or value is used.

Acronyms

The following acronyms appear in this article:

ANSI American National Standards Institute
CBL COBOL
CL Control Language
DDL Data Definition Language
DDS Data Description Specifications
DML Data Manipulation Language
DRDA Distributed Relational Database Architecture
ESF External Source Format
FCFO First Changed, First Out
FIFO First In, First Out
HLL High level language
IBM International Business Machines Corporation
I/O Input/Output
LIFO Last In, First Out
ODP Open Data Path
RPG Report Program Generator
SAA Systems Application Architecture
SQL Structured Query Language

Values

The following values appear in this article:

CPT Capture file
PHY Physical access path
QRY Query access path
REF Reference file
RSQ Resequence access path
RTV Retrieval access path
SPN Span access path
UPD Update access path

More Information

• Understanding Access Paths
• Changing Model Values of Access Paths
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Understanding Access Paths
A CA 2E access path can be implemented as one or more i OS objects. Access paths can be created over files that have
been defined, but before the functions associated with the access path are created. The application uses access paths to
retrieve, sequence, or update data from the physical file. CA 2E creates default access paths for you when you define a
file in your model. However, you can create additional access paths for your file.

An access path defines the physical file and/or the logical views of that file. When you build one, you specify the following:

• The order in which you want to retrieve records from a file
• Which fields will be present
• Your select/omit criteria for deciding which records from the file will be retrieved by the access path

 Contents

• Recognizing the Basic Properties of Access Paths
• Recognizing Access Path Components

Recognizing the Basic Properties of Access Paths

There are six different types of access paths, each with a different purpose. These types are defined in this topic. Access
paths are allowed for both Reference (REF) and Capture (CPT) files. In addition, each access path must have a valid CA
2E name.

For more information about REF and CPT files, see Understanding Your Data Model.

Identifying Access Path Types

The following sections present a description of the six types of access paths.

Physical (PHY) Access Path

A PHY access path is a single-format file containing the fields derived from the resolution of all the relations on a file. This
access path type:

• Is unkeyed
• Has no virtual fields
• Is created automatically by CA 2E for every defined REF or CPT file
• Is not referenced directly by functions
• Allows no additional PHY access path to be created for a given CA 2E file
• Is created in a model if an existing physical file is retrieved into the model through assimilation

For more information about:

• Assimilation, see Assimilating iOS Database.
• Editing physical file format entries for assimilated files, see Modify Access Paths.

Examples

Every CA 2E file has one access path of type PHY, called Physical file by default. For example:

• Physical file for the Company file
• Physical file for the Product file
• Physical file for the Order file
• Physical file for the Order detail file
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Update (UPD) Access Path

A UPD access path specifies a uniquely keyed, single-format access path that describes a view to the function for
updating the file. This access path type:

• Is always keyed on the fields that identify the file. These entries arise from the resolution of the key relations.
• Has no virtual fields
• Is created automatically by CA 2E for every defined REF or CPT file

You can create additional UPD access paths, with the same keys as specified on the file, but which have a subset of the
fields defined by the relations. Additional UPD access paths are seldom required.

Examples

Every CA 2E file has a default CA 2E UPD access path that will be called Update index by default. For example:

• Update index for the Company file
• Update index for the Product file
• Update index for the Order file
• Update index for the Order detail file

You can create other CA 2E UPD access paths for use in functions that update only some fields from a file, for example:

• Company address update only
• Batch status only

Retrieval (RTV) Access Path

An RTV access path specifies a uniquely keyed, single- format access path that functions can use to retrieve records from
a file. This access path type:

• Is always keyed in exactly the same way as the UPD access path using the relations of the based-on file.
• Allows virtual fields on the access path.
• Is automatically created by CA 2E for every defined REF or CPT file.
• Defaults to the virtual fields of the based-on file's relations. These are then present on the access path's relations.
• Is associated with an UPD access path; CA 2E automatically makes this association.
• Can be edited or trimmed to drop some or all non-key fields from the record layout.
• Can define select/omit logic to select or omit records from the access path.
• Can be set not to pick up virtual fields.

You can create many RTV access paths for a given file. Each can contain a different combination of fields and/or virtual
fields and a different set of selection criteria, but all have the same key fields.

Examples

Every CA 2E file has a default RTV access path, created for it automatically by CA 2E, called Retrieval index by default.
For example:

• Retrieval index for the Company file

You can define other CA 2E RTV access paths for the same CA 2E file. For example:

• Company active index (selecting active records only)
• Company summary index (with a subset of the file relations)

Resequence (RSQ) Access Path

A RSQ access path specifies a uniquely or non-uniquely keyed, single-format access path you can use to describe to CA
2E functions how records are to be retrieved from a file. This access path type:
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• Must be created explicitly
• Defaults to those keys defined by the key relations for the based-on file, but allows them to be overridden to an

alternative key sequence that does not need to be unique
• Allows virtual fields to be specified on the access path
• Is associated with a RTV access path that points to an associated UPD access path
• Defaults to the virtual fields of the based-on file's relations. These are then present on the access path's relations

You can create many RSQ access paths for a given file. Each can contain a different combination of data fields and/or
virtual fields, a different set of selection criteria, or an alternative key order.

Examples

Company Known by Company code; RSQ by Company name

Order Known by Order no.; RSQ by Order date

Person Known by Person code; RSQ by Height

Query (QRY) Access Path

A QRY access path specifies a keyed, single-format access path you can use to describe to functions how records are to
be retrieved from a file. This access path type:

• Allows virtual fields to be specified as key and non-key fields on the access path
• Can use virtual fields as key fields
• Is available for use with the following function types: Display File, Select Record, Retrieve Object, Print Object, and

Print File
• Defaults to those keys defined by the key relations for the file, but allows them to be overridden to an alternative key

sequence
• Must be created explicitly
• Is associated with a RTV access path that in turn points to an associated UPD access path
• Defaults to the virtual fields of the based-on file's relations. These are then present on the access path's relations

You can create many QRY access paths for a given file. Each can contain a different combination of data fields and virtual
fields, a different set of selection criteria, and/or an alternative key sequence.

Example

Customer known by Customer code; Order refers to Customer and Customer name is a virtual field on Order. Using a
QRY access path, you can retrieve Order records in Customer name order.

Product known by product code; Order line refers to Product and Product name is a virtual field on Order line. Using a
QRY access path, you can retrieve Order line records in Product name order.

Company known by Company code; Employee owned by Company and Company name is a virtual field on Employee.
Using a QRY access path, you can retrieve Employee records in Company name order.

Span (SPN) Access Path

A SPN access path specifies a keyed multi-format access path. It can be used to describe to the edit and display
transaction functions how records are to be retrieved from a pair of related files. These files possess a common foreign
key. These files must be related by an Owned by or Refers to relation. The SPN access path must be created over the
owning or referred to file. This access path type:
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• Initially defaults to those keys defined by the key relations of the based-on files but can be overridden to an alternative
key sequence

• Allows virtual fields to be specified on the access path relations
• Must be created explicitly
• Is associated with a RTV access path that points to an associated UPD access path used to carry out any updates to

the based-on file
• Allows explicit selection of multiple access path formats
• Defaults to the virtual fields of the based-on file's relations; these are then present on the access path's relations.

Characteristics of Access Paths

The following table shows characteristics of CA 2E access paths:

Access Path Type Real Fields Key Fields Virtual Fields Virtual Keys
PHY (Physical) Yes No No No
UPD (Update) Yes Relation No No
RTV (Retrieval) Yes Relation Yes No
RSQ (Resequence) Yes User Yes No
QRY (Query) Yes User Yes Yes
SPN (Span) Yes User Yes No

Naming Access Paths

A name for an access path can be free format and up to 25 characters. Within a given file, the access path names must
be unique. Since each access path is implemented as a separate i OS object, each access path also will be given a
unique source member name (in the model) before source code can be generated for it. The member name becomes the
name of the object used to implement the access path.

CA 2E supplies a default name if the Allocate Name (YALCVNM) model value is set to *YES or *MNC.

For more information about:

• Naming implementation objects see, Setting Up the User Environment .
• The YCHGMDLVAL command, see YCHGMDLVAL.

Recognizing Access Path Components

This section explains the access path details, format entries, and path relations.

Access Path Details

Access Path Details are the various implementation options specified for access paths. These options include changing
source names and text, allowing selection criteria, and specifying generation mode, unique key sequence, access path
maintenance, and alternate collating sequence.

Access Path Format Entries

Access Path Format Entries show which fields are present on the access path, which of those fields are key fields for that
access path, and the order of those keys. SPN access paths have at least two formats. Other access path types can have
only one format.
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Access Path Relations

Access Path Relations are the set or subset of a file's relations that apply to a particular access path. The compulsory
relations for an access path are the key level relations. They must be present on all access paths for the file. Each file-to-
file relation on the access path can be associated with a different set of virtual fields.

Access Path Auxiliaries

Access Path Auxiliaries refer to:

• The three different i OS objects used to implement a query access path for DDS objects. They include a logical file, a
physical file, and a control language (CL) program.

• The SQL index created for an SQL-implemented access path with *IMMED index maintenance.
• The DDL index created for a DDL- implemented access path with *IMMED index maintenance.

Auxiliaries are not applicable for DDL type file as Views are not created for DDL type file and only Index with the same
name as the source member name is created.

For more information about auxiliaries, see:

•  Adding a Query (QRY) Access Path 
•  Modify Access Paths 

Narrative Text

Narrative text is user-added text associated with any CA 2E object. You can add narrative text to any access path you
create. After you create the access paths, add the narrative text to describe its definition and function. It is used in the
following places:

• Documentation of the model
• Interactive explanation of the model
• Generation of help text for functions
• Generation of program synopses

For more information about how to use narrative text, see:

•  Use Narrative Text 
•  Documenting Access Paths 

Understanding Generator Types

Within a CA 2E design model, you can use either of DDS, SQL or DDL to implement data definitions for all types of
access paths.

For more information about generator types, see the following:

•  Setting Default Options for Your Functions 
•  Using Your Development Environment 

This section explains how to set up options for the model values assigned to the access paths that you build and how to
change compiler overrides.

Model Values

Model-specific values control particular features of the interactive use of CA 2E, code generation, and implementation.

For more information about what a model value is, see Using Your Development Environment . 
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The model values you need when building access paths are:

YALCVNM The Allocate Valid Name (YALCVNM) model value specifies
whether DDS and SQL object names are to be allocated
automatically by CA 2E or by a specific standard you establish for
the CA 2E model.

YOBJPFX The Object Prefix (YOBJPFX) model value specifies the prefix to
be used when generating system objects.

YFILPFX The Last Used File Prefix (YFILPFX) model value contains the last
2-character identifying mnemonic CA 2E used when creating a
new file. These two characters occupy positions three and four of
the new file name, following the model object prefix.

For more information about object name prefixes, see the following topics:

•  How to Create and Manage Your Model 
•  Setting Up the User Environment 

YDBFGEN The Database Generation (YDBFGEN) model value specifies
the default method of source generation (DDS, SQL or DDL) for
database definition.

You can set your source generation type by doing the following:

• Setting the model value YDBFGEN at the time that you create your CA 2E model.
• Changing the model value YDBFGEN after creating the model.
• Changing the generation mode on a specific access path.
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For more information about setting the source generation type for your model, see How to Create and Manage Your
Model.

YSQLLIB The SQL Library (YSQLLIB) model value specifies the library
(collection) in which the SQL objects needed to implement an SQL
database should be placed.

 Note: Earlier, when CA 2E used to generate SQL/DDL artifacts,
the SQL collection mentioned in YSQLLIB was hard-coded into
the generated source. Upon compilation the objects were placed
in that SQL collection. The SQL/DDL generation has now been
modified to do the following

The YSQLLIB model value can now hold a normal library (non-
SQL collection).

The user is given the option to decide whether to generate the
hard-coded value present in the YSQLLIB model value, through
the YSQLCOL model value.

If the library/SQL collection is not generated into the source during
generation, when a compile is submitted to create the SQL/DDL
objects, the objects are created into the library/SQL collection
specified for the YSQLLIB model value.

YSQLVNM The SQL Naming (YSQLVNM) model value specifies whether to
use the extended SQL naming capability. You can specify one of
the DDS names (the shipped default), the names of CA 2E objects
in the model (extend SQL naming), or the long names of the CA
2E objects in the model along with the DDS or implementation
names.

 Note: If a table that has a valid system name (less than or equal
to 10 bytes in length), is generated with YSQLVNM model value
set as *LNG or *LNT, and when you set the Enhance SQL Naming
option on the Edit File Details panel to Y and then generate the
source, the table is created with (underscores) "_"s and "TABLE"
as suffix, so that the name of the table becomes more than 10
char long.

 Examples: 

CUSTOMER is generated as CUSTOMER_TABLE along with its
2E implementation name.

CUST is generated as CUST__TABLE along with its 2E
implementation name.

C is generated as C_____TABLE along with its 2E implementation
name.

YSQLLEN The SQL Naming Length (YSQLLEN) model value is a numeric
value that controls the length of the extended SQL name. Its
maximum value is 25. This model value is used only when
YSQLVNM is *SQL.

For more information about extended SQL naming, see Implementing SQL/DDL.

YDBFACC The Database Access Method (YDBFACC) model value lets you
specify whether to access data from a table or from a view when
an access path and the table over which it is based contain the
same fields.
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For more information about direct table access, see Implementing SQL/DDL.

You can set your model values when you create your model or change the model value with the YCHGMDLVAL
command. However, once you have set your model values, you can then override many of these defaults for a specific
access path using the access path detail options.

For more information about model values and how to set model values, see YCHGMDLVAL . 

Changing Model Values of Access Paths
Use the following information to change the model values for your access paths:

Contents

Allocating Names

This topic tells you how to control the names assigned to CA 2E objects by changing the names given to the source
member names when the access paths are built.

Allocating a Source Member Name for an Access Path

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the file.
At the Edit Database Relation panel, type Z next to any relation for the file and press Enter.
The Edit File Details panel displays.

2. Zoom into the access path.
Type Z next to the one you want to rename and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Details panel displays. 

3. Type the new source member name in the source member name option field and press Enter.

Controlling Auxiliary Names

CA 2E generates default values for access path auxiliaries for Query (QRY) access paths and SQL tables or views with
*IMMED maintenance capability.

For more information about:

• SQL generation, see Specifying Generation Mode later in this section.
• SQL naming and separate view and index creation, see Implementing SQL/DDL.

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the file.
At the Edit Database Relations panel, type Z next to the relation for the file and press Enter.
The Edit File Details panel displays.

2. Zoom into the access path.
Type Z next to the selected QRY (or SQL) access path and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Details panel displays with the details for the selected access path.

3. View the auxiliaries.
Press F7 to view the access path auxiliaries.
The Edit Access Path Auxiliaries panel displays.

4. Type the new source member names and press Enter.
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Creating an SQL Environment

Using SQL facilitates the portability of generated applications and is the only means of database access across machines
in Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA).

For more information about:

• SQL, see Implementing SQL/DDL.
• DRDA, see Modify Access Paths and the section Distributed Relational Database Architecture.

To create SQL tables and views or DDL indexes for your model, you need an SQL library known as a collection. This
collection contains the SQL objects, including the catalog, a data dictionary, a journal, and two journal receivers.

When creating an SQL environment, use one of the following:

• SQLLIB parameter on the YCRTMDLLIB command creates a collection library name with MDL replaced by SQL or a
name of your choosing.

• Create SQL Library (YCRTSQLLIB) command creates a collection and links it to a model.

Specifying Generation Mode

The choice of which generation mode to use is controlled by the Database File Generation (YDBFGEN) model value that
acts as an implementation flag. The default value is DDS. You can use the following procedure to assign a value to a
specific access path when it is built. The options are DDS, SQL and DDL.

Changing the Generation Mode at the Access Path Level

Follow these steps:

1. At the Edit Database Relations panel, type Z next to the relations for the file and press Enter.
The Edit File Details panel displays.

2. Type Z next to the access path whose generation mode you want to change and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Details panel displays.

3. Type the character that represents the new generation model value.
Options are:
– D for DDS
– S for SQL
– M for MDLVAL
– L for DDL

NOTE
If an access path specifies M for MDLVAL when it is generated, it will use the current value for the
YDBFGEN model value. If you want to override this value, enter D, S or L. The default is M.

4. Press Enter.

Changing Compiler Overrides

Within CA 2E, there are various properties of the i OS database files that you can modify by specifying compiler overrides.
The overrides are the parameters on the compiler commands.

CA 2E allows you to prompt for and store these overrides that are then automatically applied by the compile pre-processor
when you compile your programs.

Some of the overrides you can specify are:

• Physical files: i OS Create Physical File (CRTPF) command
• MAXMBRS, SIZE
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NOTE
MAXMBRS is a parameter that specifies the maximum number of members the file can hold.

• Logical files: i OS Create Logical File (CRTLF) command
• MAXMBRS, DTAMBRS

NOTE
Some of the compile parameters (MAINT, TEXT) are specified by the access path details. Override values
should not be specified for these values.

For more information about the i OS commands, see the IBM i CL Reference.

Adding Access Paths
This article describes how to build an access path.

Contents

Before Adding

When you create and define your file, CA 2E automatically creates the following three default access paths for the file:
physical, update, and retrieval. These default access paths have default values equal to those of the model values.
Generally, the access path options are set when you create your model. However, you can change the values for the
access paths at other times.

For more information about:

• How to change the model values or values for a specific access path, see the instructions in How to Modify Access
Paths.

• Model values, see the YCHGMDLVAL command in Reference section.

Adding access paths to your design model allows CA 2E to provide you with specific views of the data in the physical
files for your application. These views allow you to retrieve data in a format that most suits your needs with less system
overhead.

For more information about tailoring your access paths, see Tailoring for Performance of Access Paths.

Edit File Details

The Edit File Details panel is where you add new access paths to your model, modify existing access paths, or view the
list of the existing access paths for a selected file.

Follow these steps:

1. Type Z next to any relation for the selected file on the Edit Database Relations panel and press Enter.
(Or)
Alternatively, select option 2 from the Edit Model Object List panel.
The Edit File Details panel displays with a list of the access paths built over that file, the source member names, key
sequence, and implementation attributes:
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1. In the top half of this panel, view the details for the file.
2. In the bottom half of the panel, view the list of all access paths already defined for the file, including the three default

access paths (PHY, RTV, and UPD).

Adding an Access Path

A list of the available types of access paths follows:

• Physical (PHY)
• Update (UPD)
• Retrieval (RTV)
• Resequence (RSQ)
• Query (QRY)
• Span (SPN)

In addition to the three default access path types created when the file is defined, you can create additional update and
retrieval access paths or resequence, query, or span access paths using the instructions that follow.

To add any access path, except a PHY access path, use the following steps:

1. Type Z next to any relation for the selected file on the Edit Database Relations panel and press Enter.
The Edit File Details panel displays with a list of any existing (default) access paths for the file.

2. At the next available line on this panel (use the Roll Up key, if necessary), type the access path value type in the Typ
column and the name of the access path in the Access Path column and press Enter.
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Your options for the Typ column are UPD, RTV, RSQ, QRY, and SPN.
For more information about each access path type and when to use it, see Getting Started with CA 2E Access Paths.
CA 2E displays the following information for the new access path:
– Source member name in the Source Mbr field
– Unique and non-unique key selection in the Key field
– Maintenance selection (immediate, delay, and rebuild) in the Index field

3. Type Z next to the new access path and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Details panel displays.

At this point, you have defined an access path to the model.

For more information about making changes to the access paths, such as to the keys, or to add virtuals, see How to
Modify Access Paths.

For additional instructions that are commonly used when adding RSQ, QRY, and SPN type access paths, refer to that
material in the following sections.

Adding a Physical (PHY) Access Path

Unlike other access path types, you cannot add a physical access path to an existing file. The PHY access path
corresponds to an arrival sequence i OS physical file or an SQL table. When you create and define your file and then
zoom into the file from the Edit Database Relations panel, CA 2E automatically creates a PHY access path as one of the
three defaults.

For more information about creating and defining a file and instructions on assimilating a physical file, see Creating/
Defining Your Data Model and Assimilation sections in Defining a Data Model.

Adding a Resequence (RSQ) Access Path

Once you add the RSQ access path, follow the instructions in the preceding section, Adding an Access Path. At the Edit
Access Paths Format Entries panel, you can also identify the new key sequence order:
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Changing the Key Sequence

1. Remove the old key sequence order from the Key no. column.
2. Add the new key sequence order in the Key no. column. Ascending or descending sequence can also be specified for

each field in the key sequence.

NOTE
Lower key numbers indicate a higher key order or a major key. The key sequence numbering should be unique.

Adding a Query (QRY) Access Path

After you add the QRY access path, following the instructions in the preceding section, Adding an Access Path, CA 2E
creates and generates default values for three auxiliary objects for DDS only. Each object type has its own source, either
DDS or CL, that is held in the appropriate source file in the generation library. These objects include:

• Logical file, which is based on the physical file whose data is being referenced.
• Physical file, which never contains data and is used to define a record format and keys to any HLL program generated

for a function based on the QRY access path.
• CL program, which executes the Open Query File (OPNQRYF) command. This command is called at execution by any

program generated for a function based on the QRY access path.

Adding a Span (SPN) Access Path

The SPN access path is a multi-format view that allows views of two or more formats. The SPN access path can only be
specified over files with Owned by or Refers to relationships. The SPN access path must be created over an owning or
referred to file.

Once you add the SPN access path, following the instructions in the preceding section, Adding an Access Path, you can
also add the new format entries.
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Follow these steps:

1. Press F9 from the Edit Access Path Details panel to select formats.
The Display Access Path Formats panel displays where you select the format.

2. Type an X next to the primary format for the specified file and press Enter.

NOTE
You always select the Refers to or Owned by file first.

The Edit Access Paths Details panel redisplays which shows the format selection indicated by the number in the Seq
column next to the format.

3. Follow Steps 1 and 2 to select the secondary format.

NOTE
The keys of the second format must include all of the keys of the first format, in the same order. Any additional
keys on the second format must be sequenced after the first format keys.

You have now added the SPN access path.

To view the entries on the format and change the key order, at the Edit Access Path Details panel, perform the following:

• Type Z next to the format name of the format.
The Edit Access Path Format Entries panel displays with a list of the details (fields), field type, source name, type, key
number, alternate collating sequence, and reference count for your format.

• At the Edit Access Path Format Entries panel, type the different sequence for the key order numbers and press Enter.
CA 2E stores the key sequence.
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How to Modify Access Paths
This section explains how to modify an existing access path; it contains nine topics that identify where you can modify the
access paths.

After you add access paths to your model, you can modify the details, values, or options you selected. CA 2E provides
sensible defaults for the selections and protects the values that should not be changed. However, in creating your own
application, change some of the defaults based on your own organization's application design conventions. These
procedures walk you through the process.

Before You Begin

When an access path is created, it is created with defaults based on your model values. Some of the model values are
specifically used with access paths. By changing the options for one of these model values, it is possible to modify the
access paths if your application design warrants the changes.

For more information about:

• The types of access paths available in CA 2E, see Getting Started with CA 2E Access Paths
• The default values for access paths and instructions on how to change them, see the section "Setting Default Options

for Your Access Paths"
• How to add access paths to your model, see Adding Access Paths
• How to generate and compile an access path, see Generating and Compiling Access Paths

More Information

• Modify Access Paths
• Build Distributed Relational Database Applications
• Modifying Access Path Details
• Modifying Access Path Format Entries
• Modifying Access Path Relations
• Modifying Virtual Field Entries
• Choosing Select/Omit Criteria
• Change a Referenced Access Path
• Modifying Access Path Auxiliaries

Modify Access Paths
This article describes navigational techniques and aids used in the subfile selection area of the left margin of the panel
and the selection options found in the command text area at the bottom of the panels. This topic also identifies procedures
for adding and removing virtual fields, holding and locking access paths, and displaying access path references.

Contents

Navigational Techniques and Aids

CA 2E provides you with ways to navigate to different panels other than by using function keys. CA 2E identifies a number
of standard line selection values usually found in the command text area at the bottom of the panel.

For example, you can use Z to zoom into a file or D to delete. When you place one of these selections next to a file in the
subfile selection area of your Edit Database Relations panel and press Enter, CA 2E executes the action.

For more information about navigation, see the following:

• The Navigation Facilities section in Using Your Model
• Editing Model Object Lists
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Automatic Add Options

Each access path initially contains all of the relations for the file on which it is based, but none of the virtuals. If you add a
new relation to a file, the effect on the access path is controlled by the Automatic Add setting. Following are the three Auto
Add settings:

Setting Description
*Attr Only Only attributes are added (physical file changes).
*All Both virtuals and attributes are added.
*Held No changes are made to the access path. This prevents level

checking.

Changing the Auto Add Setting

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the file.
Type Z next to any relation for the selected file on the Edit Database Relations panel and press Enter.
The Edit File Details panel displays.

2. Toggle the Auto Add setting.
At the Edit File Details panel, type H next to the selected access path and press Enter.
The allowable Auto Add settings and defaults are as follows.

Access Path Atr Only Held All
PHY Default No No
UPD Default Yes No
RTV Default Yes Yes
RSQ Default Yes Yes
QRY Default Yes Yes

A refreshed panel displays with the indicator ALL, ATR ONLY, or HELD showing that the selected access path has
changed its Auto Add setting.

NOTE
The key relations (Known by, Owned by, and Qualified by) are added to the access path regardless of the Auto
Add setting. These relations must always be present on all access paths for the file.

If a relation is added to an access path and functions that use the access path already exist, the entries that result from
resolving the new relations are added to any device designs (reports and panels) used by the functions. For example, if
the entries are not key fields on the access path, they will be added as hidden fields to the device designs.

If they are key fields on the access path, they are added as input fields to the device designs. The device designs may
therefore require readjustment before they can be successfully regenerated.

For more information about readjusting the device designs, see Modifying Device Designs.

Trimming an Access Path

You can remove all virtuals from an access path using the Trim option.

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the file.
Type Z next to any relation for the selected file on the Edit Database Relations panel and press Enter.
The Edit File Details panel displays.
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2. Trim the Access Path.
At the Edit File Details panel, enter T next to the selected access path and press Enter. Repeat the action to confirm.

NOTE
You can also trim a format using the Edit Access Path Details panel.

If you trim an access path that has Auto Add set to ALL, Auto Add is reset to ATR ONLY.

Virtualizing an Access Path

You can add all virtual fields to an access path using the Virtualize option.

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the file.
Type Z next to any relation for the selected file on the Edit Database Relations panel and press Enter.
The Edit File Details panel displays.

2. Virtualize the Access Path.
At the Edit File Details panel enter V next to the selected access path and press Enter. You need to repeat the action
to confirm.

NOTE
You can also virtualize a format of an access path using the Edit Access Path Details panel.

If you virtualize an access path that has Auto Add set to Held, it will be reset to All.

Locking an Access Path

CA 2E supports two types of object locks: temporary and permanent.

Temporary Locks

Temporary locks are imposed automatically by CA 2E to prevent two users from working on the same object at the same
time. These locks are normally cleared by CA 2E when the object is no longer in use. Temporary locks hold the access
paths so that they can be changed only by one user at a time. This lock is automatically placed on each CA 2E object
while it is in use.

If you are using an object and leave the model abnormally, such as with a subsystem termination or power failure, a
temporary lock can be left on the object. This lock now prevents you from accessing the object. To remove this inactive
temporary lock, select L from the bottom of the Edit File Details panel to view the locks in your model. CA 2E automatically
removes the locks no longer required.

Permanent Locks

Permanent locks can be placed by the designer on any object to prevent any modification or generation of that object.
These locks stay in effect, even if the object and model are not in use, until they are removed by the designer. Permanent
locks can be placed on CA 2E objects. A permanent lock prevents users from changing a CA 2E object. For designers to
add and remove permanent locks, they must have *OBJOWN rights to the YMDLLIBRFA data area.

For more information about locks, see Lock Objects.

Displaying Usages for Access Paths

To view a list of where each access path is used in the model view the usages, as follows:

1. Access the Edit File Details panel.
2. Enter U or F next to the selected access path and press Enter.

The Display Model Usages panel displays with a list of all model objects that use the selected access path.
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For more information about usages, see the Impact Analysis section of the Managing Model Objects article.

Build Distributed Relational Database Applications
This topic discusses Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA). DRDA is IBM's architecture that provides
access to data distributed across various machines. The objective of DRDA is to provide the user, via a high-level
programming language, access to relational databases and files that reside on multiple machines.

Contents

Specifying Distributed Files

CA 2E lets you flag any files you create for DRDA on the Edit File Details panel. The distributed flag indicates whether
the file is distributed or local. The field has two values; Y means it is distributed and N means it is local. The default is N.
YGENRDB is the model value that specifies the relational database used when distributed functions are used. If it is set to
*NONE, the flag is ignored regardless of its content.

AY implies that any access paths that are based on this file can conceivably exist on a remote machine. Files initially
designed and created as Distributed N can be changed to Distributed Y, just as files created as Distributed Y can be
changed to Distributed N.

NOTE
Any functions built over this file must be regenerated and recompiled to contain the distributed functionality.

For more information about Distributed Relational Database Architecture see Distributed Relational Database
Architecture.

Modifying Access Path Details
This topic discusses use of the Edit Access Path Details panel including specifying unique/duplicate key retrieval
sequence, access path maintenance, alternate collating sequence, select/omit criteria, generation mode, and changing
source member text and names.

Contents

Access paths are implemented as separate i OS objects. You can specify various implementation options for each access
path such as the i OS object name for the logical file and whether the access path maintenance will be Rebuild, Delay, or
Immediate. CA 2E provides defaults for those options and protects the values that should not be changed.

For instance, i OS requires that immediate access path maintenance be specified if you specify the DDS UNIQUE
keyword. The values allowed for the implementation details depend on the access path. A table of i OS access path
implementation attributes follows.

Access Path Type (1) (2)
Unique or Dup Key
Sequence (DDS only)

(3)
Access Path Maint.

(4)
Alt Col (DDS only)

(5)
Selection

PHY Physical
UPD Update (default)
UPD Update
RTV Retrieval (default)
RTV Retrieval
RSQ Resequence
QRY Query
SPN Span

-
U
U/L/F/ /C
U
U/L/F/ /C
U/L/F/ /C
F
U/L/F/ /C

-
I
I,D,R
I
I,D,R
I,D,R
I,D,R
I,D,R

-
-
-
-
-
Yes
-
Yes

-
-
-
S/D
S/D
S/D
D
S/D
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The following legend applies for the access path types:
(1) Unique key status (DDS unique keyword or SQL unique keyword with create index statement). U indicates unique; if not unique,
see note (2). The default UPD and RTV access paths must be unique.
(2) Duplicate key sequence for DDS only (L=LIFO, F=FIFO,' '=undefined, C=FCFO)
(3) i OS access path maintenance (I=*IMMED, R=*REBLD, D=*DLY);
for QRY access paths (I=*FIRSTIO, D=*MINWAIT, R=*ALLIO). See the following table.
(4) Alternative collating sequence table for DDS only (DDS ALTCOL keyword)
(5) Selection type (S=static, D=dynamic) (DDS DYNSLT keyword)

The following table shows the effect of each of the Access Path Maintenance options depending on whether this option is
implemented in DDS, CL, SQL or DDL.

Edit Access Path
Details Panel
Maintenance Option

Method Used to
Implement the Access
Path Maintenance
Option

DDS
(Non-QRY Access Paths)

(1)
OPNQRYF
command
(QRY Access Paths)

SQL DDL

I (Immediate) *IMMED *FIRSTIO Create Index Create Index
D (Delay) *DLY *MINWAIT No Index No Index

R (Rebuild) *REBLD *ALLIO No Index No Index
(1) For QRY access
paths the access path
maintenance options
are implemented using
OPTIMIZE parameter
values on the i OS
OPNQRYF command.

For more information about parameters for the OPNQRYF command, see IBM i Control Language Reference.

Editing Access Path Details

You can display and change the details for a CA 2E access path using the Edit Access Path Details panel.
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You can display and edit the following details for an access path using the Edit Access Path Details panel.

• Unique/Duplicate Key sequence
• Access Path Maintenance
• Alternate Collating Sequence
• Select/Omit Criteria
• Generation Mode
• Source Member Name and Text

Specifying Unique/Duplicate Key Retrieval Sequence

CA 2E lets you determine if the key values of the access path are unique or duplicate and, if they are duplicate, what the
sequence would be.

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the file.
From the Edit Database Relations panel, type Z next to the selected file and press Enter. The Edit File Details panel
displays.

2. Zoom into the access path.
Type Z next to the selected access path and press Enter. The Edit Access Path Details panel displays.

3. Specify the key sequence.
Change the key sequence by entering the selected option in the Duplicate Sequence field and press Enter.
The possible options are:
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– U for unique (this requires Immediate maintenance).
– F for first in, first out (FIFO).
– L for last in, first out (LIFO).
– C for first changed, first out (FCFO).
– Blank means an unspecified sequence is used.

For more information about the unique/duplicate key sequence, see IBM i DDS Reference Manual and IBM i Database
Section.

Specifying Access Path Maintenance

CA 2E lets you select the type of maintenance for your i OS access paths. i OS maintains all access paths immediately,
while they are open, regardless of the maintenance option. However, when the file is closed, the access path maintenance
option specifies to i OS how the access path should be maintained.

The type of access path maintenance you specify depends on the number of records, the frequency of additions,
deletions, and updates to a file, and the frequency of opens. If you do not specify the type of maintenance, the default is
immediate maintenance.

Specify access path maintenance. At the Edit Access Path Details panel, enter or change the maintenance selection for
updating the records in the Maintenance field and press Enter.

The access path maintenance options are:

Option Description
I=*IMMED Immediate Maintenance. The i OS access path is maintained as

changes are made to its associated data, regardless of whether
the i OS file is open.
For QRY access paths, the OPNQRYF command's OPTIMIZE
parameter is set to *FIRSTIO, which minimizes time required to
open the file and to retrieve the first buffer of records from the file.

D=*DLY Delay maintenance. Any maintenance for the i OS access path is
done the next time the associated file is opened.
For QRY access paths, the OPNQRYF command's OPTIMIZE
parameter is set to *MINWAIT, which minimizes delays while
reading the file.

R=*REBLD Rebuild maintenance. The i OS access path is completely rebuilt
each time the file is opened.
For QRY access paths, the OPNQRYF command's OPTIMIZE
parameter is set to *ALLIO, which attempts to minimize total
processing time.

NOTE
Specify I (immediate maintenance) for all files that require unique keys in order to ensure uniqueness for inserts
and updates.

For more information about:

• Access path maintenance, see Tailoring for Performance of Access Paths and the IBM i DDS Reference Manual.
• The i OS OPNQRYF command, see IBM i Control Language Reference.

Specifying Alternate Collating Sequence

CA 2E lets you specify a keyword to direct the i OS program to use an alternative collating sequence table when
sequencing the records.
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A typical example is to use the i OS-supplied translate table, QCASE256, to make the collating sequence for both upper
and lower case the same. This creates an access path that suppresses unwanted upper/lower case discrepancies in the
collating sequence while preserving the upper/lower case differences in the data. Any field used as a key for this access
path should be similarly translated (uppercase only).

Specify Alternate Collating Sequence. At the Edit Access Path Details panel, enter or change the keyword name of the
alternative collating sequence table in the Alternating Collating Table field and press Enter.

Use the i OS Create Table (CRTTBL) command to create the table or use an existing i OS table, such as QSYSTRNTBL
or QCASE256.

Specifying Select/Omit Criteria

CA 2E allows you to specify select/omit criteria that filter your view of the records for the RTV, RSQ, SPN, and QRY type
access paths.

For more information about select/omit criteria, see the section Choosing Select/Omit Criteria in this section.

Specify select/omit criteria. At the Edit Access Path Details panel, enter or change the select/omit criteria at the Allow
Select/Omit field and press Enter.

Options are:

• S -- Static applies the selection and omission criteria as the records are added (stored)
• D -- Dynamic specifies the selection and omission of logical file records performed during processing, instead of when

the access path (if any) is maintained
• Blank -- No selection/omission criteria

NOTE
Dynamic must be specified if there are any virtual fields on the access paths. For QRY access paths, dynamic
will be defaulted if required.

Specifying Generation Mode

CA 2E lets you specify the mode in which you generate the source (Data Definition Language).

Specify Generation Mode. At the Edit Access Path Details panel enter or change the generation mode at the Generation
Mode field and press Enter.

Options are:

• D -- for DDS
• S -- for SQL
• M -- for Model value
• L -- for DDL

In CA 2E, some combinations of files and access paths that use different Data Definition Languages are permitted, while
some are not. For example, you cannot have a CA 2E SQL logical file over a CA 2E DDS physical file. The following table
outlines these rules:

CA 2E Logical Access
Path

CA 2E Physical Access
Path

DDS SQL DDL

DDS Yes No No
SQL Yes Yes Yes
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Changing Source Member Text and Names

CA 2E lets you change the source member names and text created.

Change the text or name. At the Edit Access Path Details panel, change the name in the Source Member Name field or
the text in the Source Member Text field and press Enter.

SQL and DDS Joins

To join information from tables/files, SQL uses inner joins and DDS uses outer joins. Outer joins are not part of the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard for SQL. If you switch an access path from DDS to SQL or vice
versa, be aware that the same records might not be included.

The following examples illustrate an SQL inner join and a DDS outer join, where the joins resolve to a different set of
records:
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In the preceding example, the customer record for Order # 002, Cust. # 2, does not exist in the Customer file. In the SQL
join file, the record for Order # 002 is dropped from the file. In the DDS join file, the record for Order # 002 is included in
the file. Note that the virtual field Cust. Name is filled with blanks in the DDS join file.

Copying an Access Path Generated with SQL or DDL

If you use the Copy Model Objects (YCPYMDLOBJ) command to copy an SQL or DDL generated access path or function
to a model that does not have an SQL environment, YCPYMDLOBJ runs successfully, but you need to create an SQL
collection for the receiving access path before you can generate source.

Modifying Access Path Format Entries
This topic provides information on identifying access path format text and keys and instructions on changing the key
sequence and editing access path format entries.

Contents

An access path format shows which fields are present in the access path. It also indicates which of those fields are key
fields for the access path, and the order in which the key fields appear.

SPN type access paths can have more than one format. Other types of access paths have only one format.

Identifying Access Path Format Text

An access path format can have up to fifty characters of descriptive text. The default text is a concatenation of the file
name and the access path name. The text appears in the Format Text field on the Edit Access Path Format Entries panel.

Identifying Access Path Format Keys

The keys of UPD and RTV access paths come from the key relations for the based-on file and cannot be changed.

The keys of the RSQ, SPN, and QRY type access paths are initially defaulted to the entries defined by the key relations
but can be changed. Keys can be sequenced in ascending or descending order.

For more information about the i OS limit on the number of keys that can be specified, see IBM i Database Section.

If an alternative collating table is specified for the access path, you can specify whether to use it to collate particular key
fields. You can use this panel to flag those keys that are to be alternately collated.

Changing the Key Sequence

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the file.
At the Edit Database Relations panel, type Z next to any relation for the selected file and press Enter. Alternatively, you
can use selection option 2 from the Edit Model Object List panel.
The Edit File Details panel displays.

2. Zoom into the access path.
Type Z next to the selected access path and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Details panel displays.

3. Zoom into the format.
Type Z next to the selected format and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Format Entries panel displays.

4. Change the key sequence.
Change the key order as appropriate by changing the numbers in the Key no. column.
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Numbers represent the order of the fields that make up a composite key. Ensure that the key sequence numbers are
unique. Low key order indicates the sequence of the major keys.

5. Generate the access path.
For the new specification to take effect, you must regenerate the access path.

For more information about how to generate an access path see Generating and Compiling Access Paths.

Editing Access Path Format Entries

The presence of a field on an access path format (an access path entry) is controlled by the relations specified for the
access path. By default, all the relations specified for the based-on file are declared to be present on an access path so
that all the fields from the file are initially present. By dropping particular relations from an access path, you can omit fields
from the access path's format.

To display and change the relations for an access path, use the Edit Access Path Relations panel. To display the fields
that are present on the access path format, use the Edit Access Path Format Entries panel.

You can use the Edit Access Path Format Entries panel to specify an alternative key order for RSQ, QRY, and SPN type
access paths. CA 2E lets you edit access path format entries using the Edit Access Path Details panel. Access path
formats are created automatically for all access path types except SPN. For SPN access paths you need to add formats
explicitly.

For more information about adding SPN access path format entries, see Adding Access Paths.

NOTE
Relations are present on an access path if they were added to the based-on file after a hold was specified on the
access path.

Editing Physical File Format Entries

The physical file format entries for an assimilated CA 2E physical access path can be edited using the Edit Physical File
Format Entries panel. You use the panel to specify override values to be used when generating source.

This panel allows you to specify:

• That the fields in a given database file have different implementation names from those used in the logical files based
over them

• That the fields occur in a different order from that shown on the Edit Access Path Entries panel

Altering Field Sequence or Implementation Name

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the file.
At the Edit Database Relations panel, type Z next to any relation for the selected file and press Enter. Alternatively, you
can select option 2 from the Edit Model Object List panel.
The Edit File Details panel displays.

2. Zoom into the physical access path of the assimilated file. Type Z next to the PHY access path and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Details panel displays.

3. Zoom into the format.
Type Z next to the format and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Format Entries panel displays.

4. Access the Edit Physical File Format Entries panel.
Press F8.
The Edit Physical File Format Entries panel displays.

5. Change the DDS name or the file sequence as appropriate and press Enter.
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Modifying Access Path Relations
This topic discusses required relations and provides instructions on editing access path relations.

Contents

The relations for an access path are composed of the set or subset of a file's relations that apply to a particular access
path. For a specific access path belonging to a given file, only some of the relations specified for the file need to apply.

In other words, a particular access path may not require all of the fields and relations from the file to be present on the
access path. Each access path may have its own subset of the file's attributes and relations. When you drop file-to-file
relations, such as Refers to, those key fields associated with the relation are dropped as are all associated virtual fields.
The following is an illustration of access path and file relations.

Figure 2: Access_path_and_file_relations

For more information about relations, see Using Relations.

Understanding Required Relations

The key level relations for a file (Known by, Owned by, and Qualified by) must be present on all access paths for the file.

A PHY type access path always contains all of the relations for the file on which it is based. On UPD and RTV type access
paths, define the entries resulting from the resolution of the relations as the keys of the access path. On other access path
types, the relations merely cause the fields to be present on the file, not necessarily as key fields.

For more information about how to define specific required relations, see the next section Adding Relations to a File.

Adding Relations to a File

Each access path initially contains all the relations for the file on which it is based. If a new relation is added to a file, it will
be added to the list of access path relations for each of the file's access paths provided that the access paths are not held.
Held access paths remain unchanged, as do any functions attached to them.

If a relation is added to an access path and functions already exist that use that access path, the entries that result from
resolving the new relations will be added to the function's device designs as follows:
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• If they are not key fields on the access path, they will be added as hidden fields to the device design.
• If they are key fields, they will be added as input fields to the device designs.

Editing Access Path Relations

CA 2E lets you display and edit access path relations with the Edit Access Path Relations panel. On this panel, you can
reinstate or drop relations from an access path.

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the file.
From the Edit Database Relations panel, type Z next to any relation for the selected file and press Enter. Alternatively,
you can use selection option 2 from the Edit Model Object List panel.
The Edit File Details panel displays.

2. Zoom into the access path.
Type Z next to the selected access path and press Enter.
The Edit Access Paths Details panel displays.

3. Select the access path relation.
Type R next to the selected access path and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Relations panel displays.

4. Specify the access path relations.
Type + (plus) or - (minus) next to the relations you want to reinstate or remove from the access path and press Enter.

Each access path initially contains all of the relations for the file on which it is based. If a new relation is added to a file, it
is added to the list of access path relations for each of the file's access paths except those access paths specified to be
held. Held access paths remain unchanged as do any functions attached to them.

Modifying Virtual Field Entries
This topic explains how to identify relations with virtual fields, specify file and access path relations, and tailor virtual fields
for access paths. A virtual field specified on a relation of a file is added, by default, to each instance of that relation on a
particular access path of the file.

Contents

Understanding Access Path Virtual Field Entries

An access path virtual field is a field that is logically, rather than physically, present on an access path. Although the field
does not reside on the based-on physical file, a view of it is available through the relations that exist for the access path.

It is possible to omit particular virtual fields from a particular access path. The virtual fields for an access path can be
selected only from among fields that have been specified as virtual fields for the file.

Example:

If Customer file has five fields (Customer no., Branch name, Branch no., Customer name, and Customer address), and if
Customer file Refers To Branch file with only Branch name field as a virtual field, only the Branch name field is available
as a virtual field on all access paths of Customer file.

Branch Known by Branch no.
Branch Has Branch name
Branch Has Branch address
Customer Known by Customer no.
Customer Has Customer name
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Customer Has Customer address
Customer Refers to Branch

The Customer Refers to relation adds the field Branch No. to the Customer file. Virtualization allows you to add the field
Branch name as a virtual field to the Customer file. You can include or drop this virtual field from any access paths over
the Customer file.

Identifying Relations with Virtual Fields

CA 2E lets you specify only virtual fields on the Owned by, Refers to, and Extended by relation types. Virtual fields can be
used only as read-only fields in standard functions. This read-only field is implemented as a join logical file or SQL view. It
checks on the generation mode and access path type.

Different access paths for a file can contain different combinations of relations, and each file-to-file relation on the access
path can have a different set of virtual fields associated with it.

For more information about files and relations, see Understanding Your Data Model and Creating/Defining Your Data
Model.

Specifying File and Access Path Relations

Specifying virtual fields is a two level process: For a field to be used as a virtual field, you must specify it as a virtual field
on both the file relations and the access path relations.

In the previous example, the field Branch address is not available as a virtual field on any access path of the Customer
file, as it is not specified as a field on the relations for the file.

For more information about:

• Specifying virtual fields on a file, see the Adding/Modifying Virtual Fields.
• Specifying virtual fields on an access path, see the Tailoring Virtual Fields for Access Paths section later in this section.

The following example shows how access paths can have subsets of the relations on the file:
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Figure 3: Access_paths_and_relation_subsets

Editing Virtual Field Entries

CA 2E lets you edit the virtual field entries on both the file and the access path. Field level virtual fields are specified using
the Edit Virtual Field Entries panel. Access path virtual fields are specified using the Edit Access Path Relation Virtual
Fields panel.

The file level panel declares that a field is available for use as a virtual field on any of the access paths for the file. The
access path level panel specifies that a virtual field is present on a particular access path.

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the file.
At the Edit Database Relations panel, type Z next to any relation for the selected file and press Enter.
The Edit File Detail panel displays.

2. Zoom into the access path.
Type Z next to the selected access path and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Details panel displays.

3. Zoom into the format.
Type Z next to the selected format and press Enter.
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The Edit Access Path Format Entry panel displays.
4. Specify virtual fields.

Press F7 and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Relations panel displays.

5. Select the virtual field entry.
Type V next to the selected relation and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Relation Virtual Field panel displays:

NOTE
The selected relation must be an Owned by, Refers to, or Extended by relation or you will not be able to
virtualize the field.

• Edit the virtual field entry.
Type + (plus) or  -  (minus) next to the field(s) you want to virtualize and press Enter.
A refreshed panel displays with your choices highlighted.

Tailoring Virtual Fields for Access Paths

It is important to consider the design of your application when specifying virtual fields. Ensure that the join logicals you
set up when you virtualize provide you with the data you need. This saves the operating system from having to do
unnecessary Input/Output (I/O) to other files.

For more information about tailoring virtuals, see the Using Join Logicals.

Choosing Select/Omit Criteria
This topic provides instructions about how to specify selection and conditions.

Contents
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Access path selection lets you specify that a particular access path retrieves only the records from the file that meet
specified select/omit criteria, such as those that contain specified values for particular fields.

For example, you have a personnel file containing records for both full-time and part-time employees. If you want to obtain
a view of only the part-time employees, you can define an access path with selection on an employee type field that
identifies part-time employees.

Understanding Select/Omit

CA 2E lets you specify selection using a select/omit set. A given access path may have none, one, or many select/omit
sets specified. If there is more than one set, the sets are ORed together.

After a record satisfies a select or omit set, it is either selected or omitted and further sets are not relevant. If a record
does not satisfy a select or omit set, it will be tested against subsequent sets. If a record does not satisfy any select or
omit set, it is omitted if the last set was a select set and selected if the last set was an omit set.

Each set is made up of one or more conditions that specify the actual values that a field may take. If there is more than
one condition, the conditions within a set are ANDed together.

Example:

If there are two conditions, both must be valid for the entire set to be valid. The access path suspended order is made of
two select/omit sets: Awaiting Confirmation and Passed Credit Check. Each of the select/omit sets are defined by one or
more conditions.

Specifying Selection

Use the Edit Access Path Select/Omit panel to specify selection and the names of the select/omit sets that make up the
selection criteria.

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the file.
At the Edit Database Relations panel, type Z next to any relation for the selected file and press Enter.
The Edit File Details panel displays.

2. Zoom into the access path.
Type Z next to the selected access path and press Enter.
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The Edit Access Path Details panel displays.
3. Select the format.

Enter S next to the selected format and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Select/Omit panel displays.

NOTE
The Allow Select/Omit access path option must be set to either S or D.

4. Specify selection.
Type S for select or O for omit in the S/O column and the text description to indicate the name for the selection criteria
set.

1. Zoom into the selection.
Type Z next to the selection to specify the conditions and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Conditions panel displays.

Specifying Conditions

Use the Edit Access Path Conditions panel to specify conditions (which are the actual field conditions that make up a
given select/omit set).

1. Specify the condition.
Enter the field and condition name for the selection in the appropriate column. If you do not know the field or condition
name, place a question mark in the appropriate column and press Enter.
The Display Access Path Format Entries panel or the Edit Field Conditions panel displays.

2. View the fields or conditions.
Type X next to the selected field or condition and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Conditions panel displays with the selections.

For more information about how to add conditions, see Adding/Modifying Conditions.
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Select/Omit in DDL Index

In CA 2E r8.7, a new generation mode *DDL is introduced. Using this generation mode, the existing DDS database can be
regenerated to have an SQL type database. You can still access the existing RLA functions that were built using the DDS
database without regenerating and recompiling them. Prior to CA 2E r8.7, the select/omit criteria was applicable to *DDS
and *SQL generation modes only. Henceforth, the select/omit criteria is applicable to the *DDL generation mode too.

Considering all the three generation modes, *DDS, *SQL, and *DDL, the following table displays the location where the
Select/Omit criteria get generated.

Generation Mode Allow Select/Omit
criteria Settings

 YDBFACC=T(TABLE) YDBFACC=G(DBFGEN)

DDS Static Select/Omit criteria in the
logical file

  

 Dynamic Select/Omit criteria in the
logical file

  

SQL Static  Select/Omit criteria in the
Program code

Select/Omit criteria in the
SQL View

 Dynamic  Select/Omit criteria in the
Program code

Select/Omit criteria in the
Program code

DDL Static  Select/Omit criteria in the
DDL index

 

 Dynamic  Select/Omit criteria in the
DDL index

 

As shown, when you regenerate the database as a DDL database, the select/omit criteria gets generated into the DDL
index as a WHERE clause. Any RLA function that uses the DDL database, can now access the same records that the
RLA function has accessed over the DDS database.

In DDL generation mode, irrespective of the "Allow select/omit criteria" settings being static or dynamic, the select/omit
criteria gets embedded in the DDL index. You do not have to regenerate and recompile the function. The select/omit
criteria are generated for all the access path types that DDL supports.

NOTE
The select/omit criteria, over DDL implementation supports RTV and RSQ access paths.

Change a Referenced Access Path
When an access path includes a relation that refers to another file, the relation always references an access path. This
access path is used by functions for validation and, by default, this is the access path RTV automatically created by CA
2E. You can, however, alter the relation so that a different access path is used. This enables you to specify selection
criteria for the relationship.

Using the F4 prompt function assignment, you can change the prompt function assigned to a file-to-file relation. If you
change the access path, then the prompt function will default to the SELRCD function for that access path.

For more information about function assignment, see the information at the end of this section.

In a database recording pedigrees, you could specify that Mothers be only female, and Fathers be only male by specifying
the access path selection on the relation.
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Figure 4: Access_path_selection

The relations you would need to specify the pedigree are as follows:

Then, having attached two conditions to gender, Male and Female, you can define two additional retrieval access paths on
the Animal file that select on each gender respectively.
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Having added the new access paths, you can return to the relations for the original retrieval CA 2E access path and
specify that the Refers to relations are to use the additional CA 2E access paths with gender-specific selection. Thus,
fathers must be male, and mothers must be female.

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the access path details.
Type Z next to the selected access path on the Edit File Details panel.
The Edit Access Path Details panel displays.

2. Go to the access path relations panel.
Type R next to the formats and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Relations panel displays:
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1. Select the Referenced Access Paths option.
Type A next to the relation and press Enter.
The Display File Access Paths panel displays.

2. Select the access path.
Type X next to the appropriate access path and press Enter.

F4 Prompt Function Assignment

CA 2E allows you to change the access path assigned to the file-to-file relation and to assign a new prompt function over
the access path. This can be done at the access path or function level. Function level overrides take precedence over
access path level overrides.

For more information about F4 prompt function assignment at the function level, see the SELRCD section Function Types,
Message Types, and Function Fields.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the instructions on the previous page to get to the Edit Access Path Relations panel.
2. Type S next to the selected file-to-file relation you want to assign to the access path and press Enter.

The Edit Function panel displays.
3. Type X next to the selected function and press Enter.

You can select any external function other than Print File (PRTFIL) and the function can be based over any access
path that is valid for the function type you select.

To cancel the function assignment and return to the default function:

1. Type T next to the selected relation.
2. Press Enter.

Modifying Access Path Auxiliaries
This topic provides instructions on editing access path auxiliaries.

Contents
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To implement QRY type access paths for DDS, use the i OS Open Query File (OPNQRYF) command. For SQL, use
dynamic SQL. In order to do this, CA 2E holds some additional information for QRY access paths and SQL tables and
views with *IMMED maintenance capability, which is shown on the Edit Access Path Auxiliaries panel. CA 2E generates
default values for the access path auxiliary display when the access path is created.

Understanding Access Path Auxiliaries

For SQL Access Paths with *IMMED Maintenance

When an access path that is implemented in SQL is created with *IMMED index maintenance, CA 2E also creates an SQL
index as an access path auxiliary. You can suppress generation of the SQL index and also retain *IMMED maintenance
capability.

For more information about SQL, see Implementing SQL/DDL.

For DDS Query (QRY) Access Paths

Use the following three types of i OS objects to implement a QRY access path in DDS:

• An i OS logical file based on the real physical file whose data is being referenced.
• An i OS physical file, which does not contain any data, but is used to define a record format and keys to any HLL

program generated for a function based on the QRY access path.
• A CL program that executes the OPNQRYF command. It is called at execution by any program generated for a

function based on the QRY access path.

Each object type has its own source, either DDS or CL, which is held in the appropriate source file in the generation
library.

All three of the auxiliary objects must be generated and compiled.

You can control the implementation names given to the auxiliary objects by controlling the names given to the source
members generated for them. If the YALCVNM model value is set to YES, CA 2E will automatically supply source member
names.

NOTE
The current implementation of DDL generation mode uses only *TABLE as data access method. Therefore,
QRY access path is not generated in DDL mode as it uses only SQL views.

For more information about access path auxiliaries and QRY access paths, see Getting Started with CA 2E Access Paths.

For DDL Access Paths with *IMMED Maintenance

When an access path that is implemented in DDL is created with *IMMED index maintenance, CA 2E creates only an SQL
index as an access path auxiliary.

For more information about SQL, see Implementing SQL/DDL.

Editing Access Path Auxiliaries

NOTE
Auxiliaries are not applicable for DDL type file as Views are not created for DDL type file and only Index
with the same name as the source member name is created. F7=Auxiliaries is not applicable for the DDL
implementation.

Use the Edit Access Path Auxiliaries panel to display and change the auxiliary details for a QRY (or SQL) access path
including changing source member names.
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Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the file.
At the Edit Database Relations panel, type Z next to any relation for the selected file and press Enter.
The Edit File Details panel displays.

2. Zoom into the access path.
Type Z on the selected QRY (or SQL) access path and press Enter.
The Edit Access Path Details panel displays.

3. View the auxiliaries.
Press F7.
The Edit Access Path Auxiliaries panel displays.

NOTE
To get the F7 option for auxiliaries, zoom into the access path by typing Z next to the access path.

4. Edit the auxiliaries.
Change any of the following details as appropriate:
– Source Member Name
– Source Member Text
– Index Name for SQL only. Enter *NONE to suppress generation of the SQL index.

5. Generate the access path.

For the new specifications to take effect, you need to regenerate the access path.

For more information about how to generate the access path, see the instructions in Generating and Compiling Access
Paths.

Deleting Access Paths
This section contains instructions on how to delete access paths from your application. You may want to delete access
paths created in error or those no longer needed.

Contents

Deleting an Access Path

Access paths can be deleted only if they are not referenced by any other function or access path. A cross-reference
panel, Display Access Path Reference, is available to show you where a given access path is used.

Follow these steps:

1. At the Edit Database Relations panel, type Z next to any relation for the selected file and press Enter.
The Edit File Details panel displays with a list of the access paths for the file.

2. Type D next to the access path you want to delete and press Enter.
The Delete Access Path panel displays.

3. Press Enter to validate the deletion.
An additional confirmation prompt displays before the access path is deleted. This prompt allows you to specify that
the source and object are to be deleted.
CA 2E does not allow you to delete the access path if it is referenced by any other function or access path.
You must eliminate the references before you can delete the access path. You can do so by determining the usage of
an access path.

4. Press Enter to confirm the deletion.
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Determining the Usage of an Access Path

Follow these steps:

1. Type U next to the selected access path on the Edit File Details panel and press Enter.
The Display Model Usages panel displays with a list of functions and other access paths that reference the selected
access path.

2. Type F next to the selected access path on the Edit File Details panel and press Enter.
The Display Model Usages panel appears with a list of the functions that reference the access path. A function built
over an access path is an example of a function using an access path.

For more information about the usage of access paths, see the Impact Analysis topic in the Managing Model Objects, and
YDSPMDLUSG (Display Model Usages) Command.

Defining Arrays
This section contains procedures for defining, editing, renaming, and deleting an array.

Contents

An array is a structure that stores sets of data within a function. The contents of an array are available only as long as
the function is active. The structure has a defined layout and each entry (element) of the structure has the same layout.
Define this layout with any set of fields from the model, such as attribute, code, and function fields.

Use arrays to:

• Improve performance where a function requires repeated access and use of a finite number of entries, such as table
lookups.

• Move between a field and a data structure.
• Sequence a finite set of data by a set of unrelated key fields.
• Programmers (*PGMR) and designers (*DSNR) can define arrays.

Understanding Arrays

The array has a defined layout and each entry (element) of the structure has the same layout. Define this layout with any
set of fields from the model, such as attribute, code, and function fields. The array must have a defined key that acts as
an index into the array. The key is any subset of the fields in the array structure, up to a maximum composite key length
of 990. Each key field in the composite key list acts as a different dimension to the array. The composite key is defined as
being either unique or non-unique.

CA 2E does not guarantee the sequence of equally keyed elements in a non-unique array. The key also is defined as
ascending or descending. This definition applies to the complete composite key. When determining the key sequence, CA
2E ignores the signs of any numerical fields in the key of the array.

Arrays can be used only by the *CVTVAR built-in function and the following four standard data function types:

• Create Object (CRTOBJ) to add an element
• Change Object (CHGOBJ) to change an element
• Delete Object (DLTOBJ) to delete an element
• Retrieve Object (RTVOBJ) to read an element or set of elements

For more information about how to use or clear the data from an array, see the Array Processing section in Database
Functions.
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Structuring Field Data Using Arrays

Since a single-element array is equivalent to a data structure, you can use the *CVTVAR built-in function and the ELM
context to apply a data structure to a field. This gives you a simple way to decompose a field into a structure and to
(re)compose a set of fields into a single field in a single operation.

Structure files (STR) provide a similar capability, but you need to be a designer (*DSNR) to define a structure file. Both
*DSNR and *PGMR can define arrays.

For more information about structuring field data and examples, see Understanding Built-In Functions (*CVTVAR), and
Understanding Contexts (ELM).

Passing Parameters

You can also use arrays to define a set of fields that are then used as a parameter entry to any function. This process
allows you to define a large number of parameters of any field type to a function without creating a structure file (a *DSNR
function).

Storing Data Between Calls

For programs that do not close down, arrays are initialized on the first call to the program. Subsequent calls do not clear
the array. The first call loads the array and subsequent calls retrieve that data. In addition, you can define an array to
store and restore any fields in the program between calls. The PGM context variable Initial Call can be used to distinguish
between first and subsequent calls. This variable is always set to *YES if the program closes down.

For more information about defining arrays, see Defining Arrays.

Defining an Array

This topic tells you how to create and fully define an array. This process includes selecting the fields for the array and
defining the relative order of the fields by assigning sequential numbers to key fields.

Follow these steps:

1. At the Edit Database Relations panel, type *a or *ARRAYS in the positioner field at the top of the panel and press
Enter.
The list of the CA 2E reserved files displays.

2. Type Z next to the *Arrays file and press Enter.
The Edit Array panel displays.

3. Type the name of the new array under the Arrays heading in the first blank line and press Enter.
The name must be a unique array name. This field becomes an output-only field.
The default line data for the new array displays, including the following information:
– Sequence -- Sequence of the key or composite key of the array in either ascending or descending order. The

default for this field is ASCEND.
– Unique -- Defines if the keys in the array must be unique or non-unique. Unique is the default.
– Elements -- Defines the maximum number (9999) of elements that this array can hold. An element is a full array

entry and not a field within that entry. The default is 100.

The following array sample could be used to accumulate Order Totals for each State/Branch combination:
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Selecting Field and Key Details for Your Array

1. Type Z next to the selected array and press Enter.
The Edit Array Details panel displays. This panel is where you specify the files and fields that are used to define the
layout of the array entry.

2. Specify the file or field that defines this part of the array entry layout.
3. Define the source of the field definitions. This source may specify file or *field.
4. If the source of the field is *FIELD, specify the actual field in the next column (or select by entering ?).
5. If the source of the field is a file, specify the access path of the file (or *NONE for all fields for the file) in the second

column.
a. Type Z next to the line and press Enter to select the required fields from the access path.

The Edit Array Entries panel displays with a list of fields for the selected access path or file.
b. Type + (plus) next to the fields you want to add to the array and press Enter.
c. Type  -  (minus) next to selected fields you want to drop from the array and press Enter.

6. Press F3 to exit panel.
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The Edit Array Details panel redisplays with a list of selected fields.
7. Press F7 to select the keys for an array.

The Edit Array Key Entries panel displays.
Note that you must define a key for an array even if the array holds a single element.

8. Type a number in the Key no. column that defines the relative order of the field in the composite key list. The lowest
value (1) is the major key or first dimension of an array.

You have created and defined your array.

NOTE
CA 2E does not support numeric keys that can have negative values.

Editing an Array

To edit an array, use the steps in the preceding Defining An Array topic to determine where to make the following types of
changes to your array.

Array Details:

• Sequence status
• Unique key status
• Elements

Fields Definitions:

• Selected files
• Selected access paths
• Selected fields

Key Order:

• Key and composite key

Type  - (minus) next to any selected + (plus) field you want to remove from the array on the Display All Fields panel.

In addition, use the following instructions to examine array usage and change the array name.

Viewing Function References

At the Edit Array panel, type F next to the selected array to examine the usage.

The Display Model Usages panel displays the functions that use the selected array.

Changing the Name of an Array

Follow these steps:

1. At the Edit Database Relations panel, type *a or *ARRAY in the positioner field on the top line of the panel and press
Enter.
The list of reserved files displays.

2. Type v next to the Arrays file.
The Edit Arrays panel displays with a list of the arrays in your model.

3. Type Z next to the array you want to rename.
The Edit Array Details panel displays with the name of the array and the array details.

4. Change output field to input field. Press F8.
The output-only field, Array Name, is changed to an input-capable field.

5. Type the new name of the array and press Enter to accept the change.
The panel redisplays with the new array name.
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NOTE
The array name must be unique; CA 2E does not accept duplicate names.

Deleting an Array

Follow these steps:

1. At the Edit Database Relations panel, type *a or *ARRAY in the positioner field on the top line of the panel and press
Enter.
The list of the reserved files displays.

2. Type Z next to the Arrays file.
The Edit Arrays panel displays with a list of the arrays in your model.

3. Type D next to the array you want to delete and press Enter.
A Delete Array window displays at the top of the panel that confirms the delete array request.

NOTE
You cannot delete an array if it is used by any function.

For more information about how to determine array usage, see the Editing an Array and Viewing Function References
topics in this section.

Generating and Compiling Access Paths
This section contains information on the results of generating a specific type of access path, depending on the generation
mode you selected, and provides instructions on how to generate and compile an access path.

You must first generate the HLL source code needed to implement access paths you created. Instructions for this are
provided earlier in this module. After you generate the access paths, you compile the source to produce executable i OS
objects, files, and tables.

Contents

Implementing

An access path closely corresponds to the i OS use of the term. You can specify an access path to various generation
modes, including values such as DDS, SQL or DDL. DDS generates physical and logical file and, SQL or DDL generate
indexes and table.

You must first generate the source members for the database files to implement the access paths. The generated source
needs to be compiled. You can generate source either interactively or in batch.

i OS Index Versus CA 2E Index

The type of index generated is determined by the source you select in the model value. CA 2E access paths are
generated as i OS objects. i OS access paths are generated as indexes and views.

Setting Your Options

You can specify various implementation options for each access path such as the i OS object name used for the logical
file and whether the access path maintenance is Rebuild, Delay or Immediate. CA 2E provides defaults for these options.

Changing Compiler Overrides from DDS to SQL or DDL

If you change your model from DDS to SQL or DDL, verify that the *MESSAGE shipped file contains the CA 2E shipped
compiler options. Any DDS overrides in effect during generation for an SQL or DDL implementation, will cause the
compile to fail.
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Identifying the Implementation Attributes

The following table shows the i OS implementation attributes for each of the access paths:

Access Path
Type

(1) (2)
Unique or Dup
Key Sequence
(DDS only)

(3)
Access Path
Maintenance

(4)
Alt Col (DDS
only)

(5)
Selection

SQLImplementationDDSImplementationDDLImplementation

PHY Physical - - - Table Physical File Table
UPD Update
(default)

I - - View and Index Logical File Index

UPD Update I/D/R - - View and Index Logical File Index
RTV Retrieval
(default)

I - S,D View and Index Logical File Index

RTV Retrieval I/D/R - S,D View and Index Logical File Index
RSQ
Resequence

I,D,R Yes S,D View and Index Logical File Index

QRY Query I/D/R (6) - D View and Index Physical File -
SPN Span

Generating and
Compiling

I,D,R Yes S,D Two Indexes
and two Views

CL Program
Logical File

-

The following legend applies for the access path types:

(1) Unique key status (DDS unique keyword or SQL unique keyword with create index statement). U indicates unique; if
not unique, see Note (2). The default UPD and RTV access paths must be unique.

(2) Duplicate key sequence for DDS only (L=LIFO, F=FIFO,' '=undefined, C=FCFO).

(3) i OS access path maintenance (I=*IMMED,R=*REBLD, D=*DLY). For QRY access paths, see item (6).

(4) Alternative collating sequence table for DDS only (DDS ALTCOL keyword).

(5) Selection type (S=static, D=dynamic) (DDS DYNSLT keyword).

(6) Causes the i OS OPNQRYF command to be called with the OPTIMIZE option equal to *FIRSTIO, *MINWAIT, or
*ALLIO, respectively.

For SQL, static selection is implemented through SQL Data Definition Language (DDL) statements. Dynamic selection is
implemented by Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements.

NOTE
If an SQL-generated RSQ access path has select/omit criteria and is defined as Unique with Static maintenance,
the key defined as unique must be unique over the entire file and not just with a subset of that file (as defined
by the select/omit criteria). The current implementation of the DDL generation mode is not valid for SPN access
path, QRY access path, access paths that have virtual fields, and multi-member files. In addition, the following
table shows which of the SPN access path / QRY access path / access paths that have virtual fields / multi-
member files are valid for SQL implementation.

YDBFGEN / YDBFACC SPN Access Path QRY Access Path Access Path with
Virtual Fields

Multi-Members

YDBFGEN = *SQL
YDBFACC = *DBFGEN

Y Y Y N
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YDBFGEN = *SQL
YDBFACC = *TABLE

Y Y (Source does not
contain SQL statements.
Function based on
access table)

Y N

Generating an Access Path

You must generate and compile the source members for your access paths before you can run your application.

Follow these steps:

1. At the Edit Database Relations panel, press F17.
The Display Services Menu appears.

2. Type 8 at the bottom of the screen and press Enter.
The Display All Access Paths panel appears with a list of all of the access paths in your model.

3. Type J next to each of the access paths you want to generate and press Enter.
The Display All Access Paths panel reappears with messages at the bottom of the panel that say the source
generation requests have been accepted.

NOTE
Selecting either J for batch generation or G for interactive generation generates your access paths. However,
selecting G has an impact on system performance. Generating interactively negatively impacts other
interactive users.

4. Press F3 to return to the Services Menu panel.

NOTE
An alternative to this procedure is to use option 14 (generate in batch) or 15 (generate interactively) from the
Edit Model Object List panel.

Limitation:

When you take the G / J option to generate the access paths from the Display All Access Paths panel or take the G / J
option to generate the access paths from the Edit File Details panel or take option 14 / 15 from the Edit Model Object List
panel against a *DDL-based access path and the access path has either of the four DDL limitations, the generation is
prevented. The access path source is not generated and no entry is added to the job list.

• The current implementation of the DDL generation mode is not valid for the following cases:
– Access paths that have virtual fields
– SPN access path
– QRY access path
– Multi-member files
Workaround for Virtual Fields, SPN, and QRY Access Paths: If the earlier generation mode is *DDS, revert to it and
regenerate the access path. You need not regenerate the functions that use this access path. If you want to have an
SQL type database, regenerate the access path using *SQL generation mode. The functions using this access path
must be regenerated.
Workaround for Multi-Member Files: If you want to have more than one member for the access paths, revert to
*DDS generation mode.

NOTE

If you want to change an access path, which is previously defined as *DDS with a MAXMBR compiler
override, to *DDL, you must revert to *DDS generation mode and must remove the compiler override, and
then change back to *DDL generation mode.

For more information about the Edit Model Object List panel, see the Editing Model Object Lists section in the Managing
Model Objects section.
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Documenting Access Paths
This article contains procedures on how to document your access paths.

Contents

CA 2E includes a number of commands to produce hard copy documentation of your design model. For access paths, this
documentation identifies the access paths in your model and provides a complete list of their details. This documentation
consists of CA 2E functional text. Functional text is entered by the designer to describe the purpose of the design object
and any restrictions and notes on the reason for design decisions.

Documenting an Access Path

The following two types of narrative text are allowed for each object entry:

• Functional text
Describes the purpose of the design object

• Operational text
Describes the function of an object to an end user

If no operational text is available, functional text is used in the generated help panels.

All the documentation commands have a PRTTEXT parameter that allows you to specify whether you want text to be
included in the listing and, if so, which type of text.

A maximum of ten pages of text of each type can be associated with each CA 2E object to explain the purpose of the
object within the design.

Creating the Documentation

Follow these steps:

1. On the Edit Database Relations panel, press F17.
The Display Services Menu panel displays.

2. From the Model Documentation options on the Display Services Menu panel, select an option and press Enter.
The Display Documentation Menu panel displays.

3. Select an option to document the access paths.
The Document Model Access Paths (YDOCMDLACP) panel displays.

4. Choose the documentation option you want from the following list of choices.
– Model files
– Application area code
– Print text
– Print access path details
– Access path type
– Begin new page
CA 2E creates a print file that contains your documentation.

Tailoring for Performance of Access Paths
When building access paths within your model, ensure to have the system design knowledge that enables you to obtain
the best system performance. Some issues regarding access paths could affect the performance of your application. This
section explains the issues for i OS logical files and relates them to the default values for access paths. Depending on
your design, consider the following topics.
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• Considering the Types of Data in the Physical File
• Minimizing the Number of Active Indexes
• Access Path Maintenance (Immediate, Delay, or Rebuild)
• Using Select/Omit Maintenance
• Using Join Logicals
• Using Multi-Format Access Paths
• Using Open Data Paths
• Creating Default Retrieval Access Paths

Considering the Types of Data in the Physical File
An access path is a view of the data in a physical file, in a given key sequence. In terms of performance, some of the
overhead of access paths has to do with the amount of work that the operating system (i OS) does to maintain those
views. Each time a record is added, deleted, or changed in the physical file, or when the data in the key of a record
changes, the operating system may have to update each CA 2E access path belonging to the PHY file. Consequently, the
more access paths you build, the more work the operating system may have to do for each record change.

For example, with non-volatile data files (master or table files of relatively unchanging data), the number of access
paths built over them is not as important as it is for the number of logical files built over volatile files (transaction files of
constantly changing data) because their access paths must be constantly updated. This implies that master files should
not contain a mix of master and volatile data. For example, balance-related information (volatile) should not be held in an
Item Master file (non-volatile).

For more information about the data modeling and normalization process, see Developing a Conceptual Model .

You can show the difference between the non-volatile and volatile data files using REF and CPT file types respectively.
The only difference between the REF and CPT file types is the automatic creation of an edit file and select record function
for REF files.

Minimizing the Number of Active Indexes
An access path is defined with key fields specified in a given order and/or with dynamic or static selection maintenance
specified. Together the keys and selection maintenance specify which records on a file are implemented as a logical file.
However, the operating system implements logical files by automatically creating what is called an active index. The active
index is part of the operating system's implementation of logical files. There is a separate active index for each set of key
and static selection maintenance.

Where possible, the operating system tries to share an active index between logical files. If logical files have the same
key fields and static selection maintenance, they may share an active index. If two similar logical files (same keys)
have dynamic select/omit maintenance, they may be able to share the same active index. However, if one (or both) has
different static select/omit maintenance, they cannot share an active index, and the operating system always creates
separate active indexes.

The Active Index

The following example shows separate active indexes:
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Figure 5: the active index1

It is important to minimize the number of active indexes because active indexes cause extra system overhead. Active
indexes sharing multiple access paths in the design model do not always equate to multiple indexes. For example, the
UPD and RTV access paths have the same active indexes.

Sharing Active Indexes

The following example shows a shared active index.
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The compilation sequence can affect the number of active indexes required.

In the previous example, if the compilation sequence is LGL1, LGL2, LGL3, one active index is created. Since the key
sequence for LGL2 and LGL3 are subsets of LGL1, they can share the same active index.

If the compilation sequence is LGL3, LGL2, LGL1, three active indexes are created because the key sequence for LGL2
and LGL1 are not subsets of LGL3.

 

Access Path Maintenance (Immediate, Delay, or Rebuild)
There are three types of access path maintenance options: immediate (IMMED), delay (DLY), and rebuild (REBLD).
These options determine how the operating system applies changes to the access paths. While a file is open, the system
maintains the access paths as changes are made to the data in the file. However, when the file is closed, the access path
maintenance option specifies to i OS how the access path should be maintained. It is important to pay close attention to
access paths in the design stage.

• IMMED maintenance means that the active index is maintained as changes are made to its associated data regardless
of whether the file is open.

• DLY maintenance means that any maintenance for the active index is done after the file member is opened and while
it remains open. Updates to the access path are collected from the time the access path is closed until it is opened
again. When it is opened, only the collected changes are merged into the access path.

• REBLD maintenance means that the active index is maintained only when the file is open, not when the file is closed;
the access path is rebuilt the next time the file is opened. When the file is opened again, the access path is totally
rebuilt. If one or more programs has opened a specific file member with rebuild maintenance specified, the system
maintains the access path for that member until the last user closes the file member.

The use of maintenance options applies only to RSQ and SPN access paths. The UPD and RTV access paths are defined
with a UNIQUE key; as a result, maintenance has to be IMMED. For QRY access paths, maintenance does not apply
because the access path is rebuilt at execution.
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There are considerations with each type of maintenance option. When you change a file, indexes with IMMED
maintenance are updated. However, when programs that open DLY and REBLD maintenance access paths are invoked,
changes are applied that then make the programs slower to load.

Use DLY maintenance with caution. If more than approximately 10% of the number of entries in the access path are
changed, the whole index will be rebuilt at the next open. This rebuild could occur during the use of a program that does
not use that index.

If the file records are non-volatile, you can always take the default IMMED maintenance. If the data is likely to change for
infrequently used access paths, you may use DLY or REBLD maintenance. However, keep in mind that for each different
type of maintenance, you will get a separate active index. Specify a REBLD access path if you already have an IMMED
maintenance access path with the same set of keys and select/omit sets.

The following is a comparison of IMMED, DLY, and REBLD maintenance as they affect opening and processing files:

Immediate Delay Rebuild
Fast open because the access path is
current.

Moderately fast open because the access
path does not have to be rebuilt, but it must
still be changed. Slow open if extensive
changes are needed.

Slow open because access path must be
rebuilt.

Slower update/output operations when
many access paths with immediate
maintenance are built over changing data
(the system must maintain the access
paths).

Moderately fast update/output operations
when many access paths with delayed
maintenance are built over changing data
and are not open (the system records the
changes, but the access path itself is not
maintained).

Faster update/output operations
when many access paths with rebuild
maintenance are built over changing data
and are not open (the system does not
have to maintain the access paths).

For more information about:

• The access path maintenance options, see Modifying Access Path Details.
• The effect of the access path maintenance options on performance, see IBM i Database Section.

Maintenance for Query (QRY) Access Paths

For Query (QRY) access paths, the access path maintenance option is approximated using the OPTIMIZE parameter on
the i OS Open Query File OPNQRYF command. The OPTIMIZE parameter indicates the optimization goal the system is
to use when satisfying the QRY access path specifications.

The following table gives a brief description of each OPTIMIZE parameter value and shows the corresponding access
path maintenance option:

OPNQRYF Command OPTIMIZE
Parameter Values (for QRY Access
Paths)

Corresponding Access Path
Maintenance Option

*FIRSTIO The system attempts to improve the time
required to open the file and to retrieve the
first buffer of records from the file.

*IMMED

*MINWAIT The system attempts to minimize delays
when reading records from the file.

*DLY

*ALLIO The system attempts to improve the total
time to process the whole query, assuming
that all query records are read from the file.

*REBLD

For more information about:
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• QRY access paths, see Recognizing the Basic Properties of Access Paths in Getting Started with CA 2E Access Paths
and Adding a Query (QRY) Access Path in Adding Access Paths

• The OPNQRYF command's OPTIMIZE parameter, see IBM i Control Language Reference

Using Select/Omit Maintenance
Select/omit maintenance filters records that match the specified selection or omission maintenance. The two types of
select/omit maintenance are: static and dynamic.

If the select/omit maintenance is dynamic, all records, regardless of the select/omit set, are included in the access path.
The system filters the records as the program reads them. The program returns only the records that match the select/
omit maintenance.

If the select/omit criteria is static, only those records that satisfy the select/omit maintenance are included in the access
path. As each record is added or changed, the system determines if it should be included in the access path. As the data
is read, no filtering is required since the access path maintenance has performed the filtering.

NOTE
In the DDL generation mode, irrespective of the select/omit criteria setting being static or dynamic, only those
records that satisfy the select/omit criteria are included in the access path.

For more information about the relation between static/dynamic maintenance and the generation modes, refer to Select/
Omit in DDL Index.

Because of this difference, any access path with static select/omit criteria usually has a separate internal active
index, whereas any access path with dynamic select/omit maintenance can share an active index with other similarly
keyed access paths even if the select/omit criteria differ. The provision and use of dynamic select/omits increases the
possibilities of sharing active indexes.

NOTE
For join logical files in CA 2E (files with virtual fields) with select/omit criteria, the static select/omit maintenance
cannot be used. Use the dynamic select/omit maintenance.

The type of data file is again important. For non-volatile (master or table) data files the logical files should, if possible,
have static select/omit criteria. The static select/omit maintenance requires an extra active index to be maintained. But
the frequency of change to the data is low and therefore maintenance does not occur often. For volatile (transaction) data
files, the type of select/omit criteria depends on the actual number of records being read and the frequency of use of the
active index.

If the active index is used infrequently or in batch, the overhead of having dynamic select/omit criteria may might be
acceptable.

Using Join Logicals
A join logical file is a logical view of the physical files upon which it is based. It also enables data from another physical
file or a related (or joined-to) physical file to be read. The join is performed when the records in the based-on physical are
read. One or more fields in the based-on physical are matched with fields in each joined-to physical and data from each
matched record is read. The join logical is composed of only one record format, which contains fields from the based-on
file and the joined-to physical files. The join fields are read-only capable and cannot be updated through the join logical.

An access path generates and compiles as a join logical if there are virtual field entries on the access path format entries.
The physical file that contains the virtual fields is joined to the primary files using the keys of the file-to-file relations to
provide the match. These relations can be Owned by, Refers to, or Extended by.

The operating system does the work. The join (matching records through common fields) is implemented using a machine
interface (I/O) routine to read from the joined-to physical files. You can define join logicals that join through several
physical files. The maximum number of physical files allowed in a join file definition (direct joins or chained joins) is 32.
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A field that is brought across more than six (or as few as three or four) chained joins actually loses the performance
benefit because it requires many I/O routines to obtain the data. Consequently, obtaining data across several joins is not
recommended.

The use of join logicals is efficient only when the data that is being read is actually needed. If the data is not required, the
operating system is doing unnecessary I/O to other files. In terms of internal active indexes, the join logical shares the
active indexes of the based-on file just as with access path types.

Maintenance can be specified as IMMED, DLY, or REBLD. Only dynamic select/omit maintenance can be specified on CA
2E join logical files. In terms of performance, this has some significant consequences:

• Where it may be better to have static select/omit maintenance, you can drop the virtual field so that it can be specified.
The additional data can be retrieved using your own reads to the secondary file.

• The operating system reads the joined-to data before applying the selection because the selection itself could be on
a joined-to virtual field. This compounds the performance problem particularly where there is I/O to several different
physical files.

Using Multi-Format Access Paths
Multi-format access paths are access paths with more than one record format. They are based on more than one physical
file and can read/write to several physical files.

The multi-format can be treated as though each format were a separate access path. The use of the physical files for
each format should collectively determine the type of maintenance for the access path. A select/omit maintenance can
be applied to each format that is best suited for the physical file, the effect on performance (hit-rate), and the number of
records being read. In terms of active indexes, each multi-format access path can share an active index. However, in
practice, this is unlikely. Therefore, treat each multi-format access path as if it creates an extra active index over each of
the physical files. CA 2E supports the multi-format logicals for the SPN access path.

Using Open Data Paths
An open data path (ODP) is the path through which all input/output (I/O) operations for the file are performed. ODPs can
be shared by more than one program in the same job but not between jobs.

The object is to be able to share ODPs and still have the applications work as before. Sharing the ODP reduces the
amount of main memory the job needs and reduces the amount of time it takes to open and close the file.

The amount of work the operating system does can be reduced by sharing the ODP among all the programs in the
jobs that use it. When a file is used more than once in the same job, it can be shared. Sharing an ODP should be done
with care. With each access path the position of the current record (the file cursor) is held only once on the ODP. It is
possible that one program accessing a file with a shared ODP can change the position in the file inadvertently, causing
unpredictable results in other programs in the job.

Sharing an ODP is not defined as a default for access paths. You must specify share ODP on the compiler override for a
given access path.

Creating Default Retrieval Access Paths
To improve the performance of your application, try dropping all of the virtual fields from the default RTV access path. You
can use this standard with every file you implement in CA 2E that contains virtuals.

Create an access path that can be used for validation and that does not have any virtual fields.

Follow these steps:

1. At the Edit Database Relations panel, type Z next to any relation for the selected file and press Enter.
The Edit File Details panel displays.
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2. Rename the default RTV access path for your file to the name Validation View.
3. Create a new RTV access path if you require one that contains virtuals.
4. Name the new RTV access path Retrieval Index.
5. Base any functions for the file over the new RTV access path that requires those virtual fields.
6. Create the validation view with a compiler override of SHARE (*YES).

For more information about compiler overrides, see Generating and Compiling Your Application.

CA 2E uses the default RTV Index Validation View for all file validations. This view also uses the index to determine which
fields in the file can be virtualized. The fields available for virtualization will default to only those fields present in the file
itself. Although it is not generally a good performance technique, you can virtualize fields that are themselves virtualized.
You can do this by adjusting the referenced access path of the relation to point to an untrimmed access path using the
Edit Access Path Relations panel.

Building Applications
This section provides instructions on:

• Getting Started with Functions
• Setting Default Options for Your Functions
• Defining Functions
• ILE Programming
• Web Service Creation
• IBM i Database Trigger Support
• Modifying Function Options
• Modifying Function Parameters
• Modifying Device Designs
• Modifying Action Diagrams
• Copying Functions
• Deleting Functions
• Generating and Compiling Functions
• Documenting Functions
• Tailoring for Performance of Functions
• Creating Wrappers to Reuse Business Logic
• Function Structure Charts
• How to Create a Deployable Web Service Using a Multiple-instance Array

Getting Started with Functions
This article provides an overview to Building Applications and helps you understand the CA 2E concepts for using
functions in your model.

This section provides you with instructions on building functions in CA 2E including:

• Setting system default values
• Defining, copying, documenting, generating and compiling, and deleting functions
• Modifying function options, function parameters, device designs, and action diagrams
• Tailoring functions for performance

Each article is designed to provide you with the information you need to perform the identified task. Review the entire
section or see the article relating to the specific task you want to perform.

Contents
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Understanding Functions

A function defines a process that operates on files and fields in your database. CA 2E allows you to link functions
together to create larger processes that become the building blocks of your application. You can link functions together
as components to define an application system. You can implement several separate functions as a single HLL program.
There are two ways to implement a function:

• External
Defines the function is implemented as a separate HLL program

• Internal
Defines the function is implemented as source code within the calling function

Function Types

There are a number of different function types that fall into the following four classes:

• Standard functions
• Built-In functions
• Function fields
• Message functions

Standard Functions

Standard functions specify entire programs or subroutines. User-defined processing can be specified to take place
at appropriate points within all standard functions. Standard functions are intended to provide ready-made building
blocks that, when put together, make up your application system. The standard functions are divided into the categories
described below.

Database Functions

Database functions specify basic routines for updating the database. There are four different database functions, each
defining a subroutine to either create, change, delete, or retrieve data. Database functions are implemented as part of an
external standard function. All database functions are internal functions. Once you define a database function you can use
it in many different functions.

The database functions are:

• Create Object (CRTOBJ)
• Change Object (CHGOBJ)
• Delete Object (DLTOBJ)
• Retrieve Object (RTVOBJ)

For more information on database functions, see Defining Functions.

Device Functions

Device functions specify interactive programs of a number of types and report programs. These programs consist of either
a panel design or report design and an action diagram. Device functions are external functions with the exception of Print
Object (PRTOBJ), which is an internal function. You implement device functions as programs that operate over databases.
The device functions are:
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• Display Record (DSPRCD)
• Display Record 2 panels (DSPRCD2)
• Display Record 3 panels (DSPRCD3)
• Prompt Record (PMTRCD)
• Edit Record (EDTRCD)
• Edit Record 2 panels (EDTRCD2)
• Edit Record 3 panels (EDTRCD3)
• Display File (DSPFIL)
• Edit File (EDTFIL)
• Select Record (SELRCD)
• Display Transaction (DSPTRN)
• Edit Transaction (EDTTRN)
• Print File (PRTFIL)
• Print Object (PRTOBJ)

For more information on device functions, see Defining Functions.

User Functions

User functions specify additional building blocks of user-written processing. User functions provide a means of
incorporating user programs and subroutines into CA 2E generated applications. Their processing steps can be specified
with action diagrams or user-written HLL. They can be implemented as inline code (internal functions) or calls to separate
programs (external functions). The user functions are:

• Execute Internal Function (EXCINTFUN)
• Execute External Function (EXCEXTFUN)
• Execute User Program (EXCUSRPGM)
• Execute User Source (EXCUSRSRC)

For more information on user functions, see Defining Functions.

Built-In Functions

Built-in functions execute common low-level functions such as arithmetic operations, character string manipulations, and
control operations such as commitment control and program exit. Built-in functions are specified within action diagrams
and are implemented as inline source code within calling functions.

The following table consists the list of built-in functions:

Function Meaning
*ADD Add
*COMMIT Commit
*COMPUTE Compute
*CONCAT Concatenation
*CVTVAR Convert Variable
*DATE DETAILS Date Details
*DATE INCREMENT Date Increment
*DIV Divide
*DIV WITH REMAINDER Divide with Remainder
*DURATION Date Duration
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*ELAPSED TIME Elapsed Time
*EXIT PROGRAM Exit Program
*MODULO Modulo
*MOVE Move
*MOVE ALL Move All
*MOVE ARRAY Move array subfield
*MULT Multiply
*QUIT Quit
*ROLLBACK Rollback
*RTVCND Retrieve Condition
*RTVFLDINF Retrieve Field Information
*SET CURSOR Set Cursor
*SUB Subtract
*SUBSTRING Substring
*TIME DETAILS Time Details
*TIME INCREMENT Time Increment

For more information on built-in functions see Modifying Action Diagrams.

Function Fields

A function field is a field whose value is not physically stored in the database, but is derived from other fields or files.
Function fields are always associated with only one result parameter, the derived field itself, along with a variable number
of input parameters that are used to derive the calculation.

CA 2E also provides a number of ready-made function fields such as summing or counting that you can call from within
a function. Once the function field is defined, CA 2E automatically incorporates its associated processing logic when it is
used. The function fields are:

• Sum (SUM)
• Maximum (MAX)
• Minimum (MIN)
• Count (CNT)
• Derived (DRV)
• User (USR)

For more information on function fields see Defining Functions.

Message Functions

Message functions define messages that you want to appear at a workstation using special CA 2E facilities, or they define
other variables for use by the function. Message functions are specified in a similar way to other function types, but are
implemented using i OS message descriptions and are sent by a call to a standard CL subroutine. Their implementation
as i OS message descriptions allows them to be changed for translation to another national language without affecting
the calling program. They can make direct references to fields in your data model. You can also use Message functions to
execute i OS command requests. The message functions are:
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• Send Error Message (SNDERRMSG)
• Send Information Message (SNDINFMSG)
• Send Complete Message (SNDCMPMSG)
• Send Status Message (SNDSTSMSG)
• Retrieve Message (RTVMSG)
• Execute Message (EXCMSG)

For more information on message functions see Defining Functions.

Basic Properties of Functions

CA 2E functions have the following properties.

Function Names

The name of each function can contain up to 25 characters including any embedded blanks, and must be unique within a
given file.

Function Components

Functions generally consist of the following components: function options, parameters, device designs, and action
diagrams.

Function Options

Function options enable you to customize the features of your functions including database changes, display features, exit
control, commitment control, exception routines, generation options, and environment options.

For more information on function options, see Modifying Function Options.

Parameters

Parameters specify which field values will be passed into the function at execution and which fields will be returned from
the function on completion. In addition, parameters are used to define local variables for the function.

For more information on parameters, see Modifying Function Parameters.

Device Designs

Device designs specify the visual presentation of the two types of devices used by functions:

• Panel (display)
• Report

For more information on device designs, see Modifying Device Designs.

Action Diagrams

Action diagrams specify the processing steps for the program function logic. This is a combination of default (CA 2E
supplied) logic and optional user-defined processing logic.
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The following table shows which component applies to each function type:

Function Class Parameters Device Design Action Diagrams Function Options
Device Functions
Database Functions
User Functions

Y
Y
Y

Y
N
N

Y
N
Y,N (1)

Y
Y,N
Y,N (3)

Messages
Function Fields

Y
Y

N
N

N
Y, N (2)

N
N

Built-in Functions Y N N N

1. \EXCINTFUN and EXCEXTFUN have action diagrams. EXCUSRSRC and EXCUSRPGM do not have action
diagrams.

2. Only DRV function fields have action diagrams; all other function fields do not.
3. EXCUSRSRC is the only user function that has no function option.

For more information on action diagrams, see Modifying Action Diagrams.

Default Device Function Processing

A default device function generates and compiles into a working program with a default device design and a default action
diagram. Additional logic is required only to achieve the specific functionality required for the application. User points are
provided in the default action diagram where the logic can be inserted. You can also make changes to the default device
design, parameters, and function options.

In addition to the working program, default device design, and action diagram, CA 2E provides default processing such as
file-to-file validation, database checking, and prompt logic.

For more information:

• On the action diagram editor, see Modifying Action Diagrams.
• On editing the device design, see Modifying Device Designs.
• On standard functions, see Defining Functions and Modifying Function Options.

Functions and Access Paths

Functions that operate on a file are always attached to the file by an access path. Records are automatically read from
the file using the access path, which specifies the order and selection criteria in which records from the file are processed.
Since the access path can be based on several files, a function can process data from more than one file. In addition,
a generated program can be composed of several functions, each processing different access paths. Default panel and
report formats are derived from the function’s access path.

Additional Processing

CA 2E automatically supplies additional processing logic when building functions in your model including integrity
checking, validating data entered in the fields, and linking functions.

Integrity Checking

CA 2E automatically includes logic to perform domain and referential integrity checking in the default processing of the
interactive function types.
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Domain Integrity Checking

Domain integrity checking ensures that when a field is used in place of another field, these fields are similar. This is
enforced by ensuring that the fields share the same reference fields. Fields that have the same domain have the same set
of allowed values for conditions.

When assigning parameters to a function within the action diagram editor, CA 2E verifies that the field you are passing
and the field that is specified as the input parameter have the same domain. Fields of the same type and length do not
necessarily have the same domain. Domains can be shared by fields through referencing (REF). If the domains do not
match, you receive a warning message. To ignore the warning, press Enter.

Referential Integrity Checking

This check ensures that the relations specified in the model are satisfied. For example, if you specify the relation Order
Refers to Customer, the HLL source code generated to implement a maintenance function on the Order file includes
a read to the Customer file to check that a record for the specified Customer Code exists. You can adjust the actual
referential integrity checking that is performed in any given function.

For more information on relations, see Understanding Your Data Model.

Field Validation

Validation attributes specify how data entered into the field is to be validated. Validation includes both the attributes
supported by i OS, such as uppercase lowercase checking, modulus checking, i OS valid name checking, and validation
through a check condition. You can define additional field validation logic for any field type and automatically incorporate it
in any function using the field.

For more information about field type, see Using Fields.

Linking Functions

CA 2E automatically links certain functions together. For external update functions, CA 2E automatically links to the
database functions that update data. CA 2E also automatically provides the linkage to functions that allow lookup
capabilities. You can use action diagrams to specify further links between functions.

For more information on action diagrams, see Modifying Action Diagrams.

When HLL code is generated to implement several connected internal functions, such as functions that are implemented
as inline code, the HLL used to generate the functions is determined by the source type of the external function, which
calls the internal function or functions.

If you connect Execute User Source (EXCUSRSRC) functions together with other functions, you must ensure that the
connected functions all have the same HLL implementation types (that they are all RPG or all COBOL functions.)

Although CA 2E does not impose any limitation on the recursive linking of external functions, some high-level languages
do. For example, the same RPG program may not appear twice in a job's invocation stack. This means that you should
avoid having a function calling itself, either directly or via another function.

Building Block Approach

Building an application is a matter of defining or choosing the right functions and putting them together to meet your
requirements. CA 2E functions serve as the components for applications. When implemented, several functions may work
together as a single HLL program. Functions can also call other functions, based on default connections or action diagram
specifications.

The process of designing your application should include the step of breaking down your operations into simple building
blocks. Each CA 2E function performs a unique, defined task. Correlating your operations with these functions is called
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function normalization. The structure of CA 2E provides the means for normalizing functions and for constructing more
complex functions from the simple building blocks.

Function normalization encourages the use of a single function to perform a single defined action. More complex functions
can then be constructed by linking together lower level functions. This approach allows for development and testing to be
incremental and reduces the overall development and maintenance effort.

For example, to construct a routine to calculate the days between two dates you should first construct a function to
convert a date into one absolute day number. You can then use this function to convert the from and to dates to an
equivalent numeric value. Then you can use subtraction to yield the difference. This same low level function can also be
used in other functions that add, drop, or subtract days from a date, without the need to redevelop or repeat logic.

The CA 2E building block approach gives you categories of functions, and each category has a specific implementation as
follows:

• Standard device functions -- Specify interactive or report programs. These functions have device designs attached to
them. These functions work together with the database functions to view, add, change, or delete data in your files.

• Internal functions -- Are implemented as source code within calling functions.
• External functions -- Are implemented as HLL programs such as batch processing and device functions.
• Built-in functions -- Execute common low-level functions and such tasks as arithmetic operations and commitment

control.
• Function fields -- Specify how to calculate derived fields. A derived field is any field with a value that is calculated

from other fields when accessed in a routine, rather than physically stored in the database.
• User-written functions -- Specify user-written processes with either action diagrams or RPG or COBOL subroutines

or programs.

For more information:

• About adding functions, see Defining Functions.
• About action diagrams, see Modifying Action Diagrams.

Top-Down Application Building

If you are developing a new application, a top-down approach is a good way to design the functions for your application.
This approach, which assumes that your data model and access paths are defined, includes

• Identifying the functions to be called from points in processing
• Working top-down to define functions and function parameters as needed
• Specifying top level constructs and the logic flow of user points
• Filling in user point details

For more information about:

• The functions you will select for your application, see Defining Functions.
• Getting the best performance from your application, see Tailoring for Performance of Functions.

Setting Default Options for Your Functions
This article identifies the model values specific to functions and shows you how to change them, how to change the
default names that assigns to functions, and function key defaults.

More Information

• Model Values Used in Building Functions
• Changing Model Values
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Model Values Used in Building Functions
This topic covers the model values used by functions. Function options can affect the device design and processing
defaults. Model values are shipped as defaults for the Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB) command.

Many function options are derived from model values. If you find that you often change these options at the function level,
you may want to review the settings in your model and change them at the model level.

Contents

YABRNPT

The YABRNPT value is only for NPT generation, and enables you to choose between creations of Action Bars or DDS
Menu Bars for a given function. The default is DDS Menu Bars for models created as of r5.0 of COOL:2E. For existing
models upgraded to r5.0, the default is Action Bars.

We recommend that you migrate to DDS Menu Bars over time since DDS Menu Bars make use of the new OS/400
ENPTUI features, which allow the menu bars to be coded in the DDS for the display file. The Action Bars require that an
external program be called to process the action bar. As a result, the DDS Menu Bars are faster, have more functionality,
and create more efficient functions.

For more information about NPT user interface options, see ENPTUI for NPT Implementations.

YACTCND

The Action Diagram Compound Symbols (YACTCND) model value defines the symbols used in editing and displaying
compound condition expressions.

The format for modifying this design option is:

YCHGMDLVAL  MDLVAL(YACTCND)  VALUE('& AND | OR ^ NOT  ( ( ) ) c c')

For more information about compound conditions, see Entering and Editing Compound Conditions in the section
Modifying Action Diagrams.

YACTFUN

The Action Diagram Compute Symbols (YACTFUN) model value defines the symbols used in editing compute
expressions, which include + - * / \ ( ) x. You are only likely to change these defaults if you have national language
requirements. The binary code values for these symbols can map to different values, depending on the code page in use.
For example, a forward slash (/) on the US code page would map to a cedilla in a French National code page.

For more information about compute expressions, see Entering and Editing Compound Conditions in the section
"Modifying Action Diagrams."

YACTSYM

The Action Diagram Structure Symbols (YACTSYM) model value defines the symbols used in action diagrams. The
shipped default is *SAA. The Action Diagram Editor and the Document Model Functions (YDOCMDLFUN) command use
this design option.

YACTUPD

The Action Diagram Update (YACTUPD) model value defines the default value for the Change/create function option on
the Exit Function Definition panel. The shipped default is *YES. The value *CALC sets the Change/create function option
to Y only when a change to the function’s action diagram or panel design is detected.
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YALCVNM

The Automatic Name Allocation (YALCVNM) model value indicates whether should automatically allocate DDS and object
names. The shipped default is *YES.

For more information about name allocation, see Naming Control in the Setting Up the User Environment topic.

YBNDDIR

Specifies a binding directory that can resolve the location of any previously compiled RPGIV modules. Use this model
value while compiling RPGIV programs with the CRTBNDRPG command.

For more information about binding directories, see the section The YBNDDIR Model Value in ILE Programming.

YCNFVAL

The Confirm Value (YCNFVAL) model value determines the initial value for the confirm prompt. The shipped default is
*NO.

For more information about function options, see Modifying Function Options.

YCPYMSG

The Copy Back Messages (YCPYMSG) model value specifies whether, at program termination, outstanding messages on
the program message queue are copied to the message queue of the calling program. The shipped default is *NO.

For more information about function options, see Modifying Function Options.

YCRTENV

The Creation Environment (YCRTENV) model value determines the environment in which you intend to compile source is
the iSeries. The shipped default is the iSeries.

For more information about:

• Controlling design, Setting Up the Model Environment in the section Using Your Development Environment
• Environments, see Managing Your Work Environment

YCUAEXT

The CUA Device Extension (YCUAEXT) model value determines whether the text on the right side text is used for device
designs. The shipped default is *DEFAULT, which results in no right text and no padding or dot leaders.

The YCUAEXT value, *C89EXT (for CUA Text), provides CUA design features on top of those which the model value
YSAAFMT provides, such as defaulting and alignment of right side text, padding or dot leaders to connect fields with field
text, and prompt instruction lines on all device function types.

For more information about field attributes and right side text defaults, see Device Design Conventions and Styles.

YCUAPMT

The CUA Prompt (YCUAPMT) model value controls the CUA prompt (F4). If enabled, this design option enables end
users to request a list display of allowed values by pressing F4. The value *CALC provides additional F4 functionality
by processing the CALC: user points in the function where F4 is pressed -- for example, to provide Retrieve Condition
functionality.

The default value for YCUAPMT is *MDL. This value directs to enable the CUA prompt at the model level if the YSAAFMT
model value is *CUATEXT or *CUAENTRY.

For more information about:
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• Setting display defaults, see Modifying Device Designs.
• On the *CALC value, see the YCHGMDLVAL command

YCUTOFF

The Year Cutoff (YCUTOFF) model value specifies the first of the hundred consecutive years that can be entered using
two digits. It is specified as 19YY, which represents the hundred years: 19YY to 20YY-1. Values between YY and 99 are
assumed to be in the 20th century; namely, 19YY to 1999; values between 00 and YY-1 are assumed to be in the 21st
century; namely 2000 to 20YY-1. The default is 1940. The YCUTOFF value is retrieved at run time and applies to all date
field types: DTE, D8#, and DT#.

YDATFMT

The Date Format (YDATFMT) model value works in conjunction with the model value YDATGEN. If YDATGEN is *VRY.
The setting for YDATFMT determines the order of the date components at run time; for example, MMDDYY or DDMMYY.

YDATGEN

The Date Validation Generation (YDATGEN) model value determines the type of date editing source code generates.
With YDATGEN set to *VRY, you can change the date format for an application with the YDATFMT model value. No
recompilation of functions is necessary.

YDBFGEN

The Database Implementation (YDBFGEN) model value defines the method for database file generation and
implementation: DDS, SQL or DDL.

YDDLDBA

The Database Access Method (YDDLDBA) model value specifies a method of accessing the database (RLA or SQL)
when a function's Generation Mode option is set to A(ACPVAL) or M(MDLVAL), which resolves to DDL type.

• *RLA

Specifies that the external function generates with RLA access.

• *SQL

Specifies that the external function generates with SQL access.

NOTE
To generate or regenerate a function with RLA code for DDL database, set the YSQLVNM model value to *DDS
or *LNG or *LNT, or *LNF and set the YDDLDBA model value to *RLA.

YDFTCTX

The Parameter Default Context (YDFTCTX) model value specifies the default context to use for a given function call in the
action diagram editor when no context is supplied: LCL or WRK. The shipped default is *WRK.

YDSTFIO

The Distributed File I/O Control (YDSTFIO) model value, together with model value YGENRDB, provides DRDA support.
The shipped default value is *NONE, indicating that will not generate distributed functionality.

For more information about DRDA, Distributed Relational Database Architecture.
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YERRRTN

For RPG-generated functions, the Error Routine (YERRRTN) indicates whether will generate an error handling routine
(*PSSR) in the program that implements the function. The shipped default value is *NO.

NOTE
For EXCUSRPGM functions, this value specifies whether an error-handling routine should be generated in the
calling program to check the value of the *Return code on return from the EXCUSRPGM (if the EXCUSRPGM
does not have the *Return code as a parameter, this check will not be generated).

YEXCENV

The call to a CL program that implements an EXCMSG function uses an OS/400 program. The Execution Environment
(YEXCENV) model value determines the default environment, QCMD (OS/400), in which Execute Message (EXCMSG)
functions execute.

For more information about:

• EXCMSG functions, see Function Types, Message Types, and Function Fields
• QCMD and QCL, Managing Your Work Environment

YGENCMT

The time required to generate a function can be significantly improved if comments are not required for the generated
source code. The YGENCMT model value lets you specify whether or not comments are placed in the resulting generated
source code. You can specify that all comments (*ALL), only header comments (*HDR), or no comments (*NO) be
generated. The shipped default is *ALL.

YGENHLP

The Generate Help Text (YGENHLP) model value allows you to specify whether help text is generated for a particular
function. You can specify generation of the function only (*NO), help text only (*ONLY), or both the function and help text
(*YES). This value can be overridden at the function level. The shipped default is *YES.

YGENRDB

The Generation RDB Name (YGENRDB) model value provides the DRDA support for specifying a default database.
When you execute the CRTSQLxxx command, this database is used in creation of the SQL package. The default value
for YGENRDB is *NONE, which means that DRDA compilation is not enabled.

For more information about DRDA, see Distributed Relational Database Architecture.

YHLLGEN

The HLL to Generate (YHLLGEN) model value identifies the default HLL type for new functions. The HLLGEN parameter
on YCRTMDLLIB sets this model value.

NOTE
To default to the value for model value YSYSHLL, select *SYSHLL for the parameter HLLGEN.

YHLLVNM

The HLL Naming Convention (YHLLVNM) model value determines the HLL conventions for new function names. The
HLLVNM parameter on YCRTMDLLIB sets this model value. The default is *RPGCBL, allocation of names that both RPG
and COBOL compilers support.

For more information about converting HLLs, see HLL Implementation Considerations.
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YHLPCSR

The Generate Cursor Sensitive Text (YHLPCSR) model value gives you the option of generating your function with cursor-
sensitive help. That is help- specific to the context (cursor position) from which the end user requests it. The shipped
default is Y (Yes).

YLHSFLL

The Leaders for Device Design (YLHSFLL) model value refers to the symbols to usedas leaders between text and input or
output fields on panels. The shipped default value is *SAA, for SAA default left-hand filler characters. You can change any
of these characters using the YCHGMDLVAL command.

YLVLCHK

The Generate IDX with LVLCHK(*YES) (YLVLCHK) model value specifies whether an Index (SQL or DDL), when
generated with the RCDFMT keyword in it, is created with LVLCHK(*YES). The possible values are *NO and *YES. The
shipped default is *NO.

If YLVLCHK is specified as *NO, then existing defaults around LVLCHK are retained when an SQL or DDL index is
generated and created. The existing defaults for the LVLCHK attribute in the case of SQL and DDL are as follows.

• When a table or view is generated and created, it is generated with LVLCHK(*YES), irrespective of the existence of the
RCDFMT keyword.

• When an index (SQL or DDL) is generated and created without the RCDFMT keyword, it is created with
LVLCHK(*YES).

• When an index (SQL or DDL) is generated and created with the RCDFMT keyword, it is created with LVLCHK(*NO).

If YLVLCHK is specified as *YES (in addition to YSQLFMT set as *YES), upon subsequent generation and creation of an
index (SQL or DDL), the index is created with LVLCHK(*YES).

NOTE

If YLVLCHK is set to *YES (along with YSQLFMT set to *YES), upon re-generation of the access path, an
additional line "Y* CHGLF LVLCHK(*YES)" is generated into the header portion. This informs YEXCSQL to
create the corresponding index with LVLCHK(*YES). For any other combination of YLVLCHK and YSQLFMT,
there is no change to the existing processing.

YNPTHLP

The NPT Help Default Generation Type (YNPTHLP) model value determines the type of help text to generate for NPT
functions. All functions are NPT unless the functions are being generated for a GUI product. The types are UIM or TM.
The shipped default for YNPTHLP is *UIM.

For more information about UIM support, see Objects from UIM Generation in the section Implementing Your Application.

YNLLUPD

The Null Update Suppression (YNLLUPD) model value sets the default for whether CHGOBJ functions update or release
the database record if the record was not changed. This can be overridden with a matching function option. The shipped
default is *NO.

• *NO
CHGOBJ functions do not check whether the record has changed before updating the database. In other words, null
update suppression logic is not generated in CHGOBJ functions.

• *AFTREAD
CHGOBJ checks whether the record changed between the After Data Read and Data Update user points.

• *YES
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CHGOBJ checks whether the record changed both after the Data Read and after the Data Update’ user points.

For more information about:

• CHGOBJ database function, see Database Functions.
• Suppressing null updates, see PGM in the Understanding Contexts section.

YOBJPFX

The Member Name Prefix (YOBJPFX) model value specifies the prefix (up to two characters) uses to generate object
names. The shipped default is UU. If you change this prefix, do not use Q, #, and Y because they are reserved characters
for .

For more information about naming prefixes, see Naming Prefixes in the Creating a 2E Design Model section.

YPMTGEN

The Prompt Implementation (YPMTGEN) model value specifies whether the text on your device designs is generated,
implemented, and stored in a message file, making it available for national language translation. The shipped default
value is *OFF. The parameter PMTGEN on the YCRTMDLLIB command initially sets the YPMTGEN model value.

For more information about:

• National Language Support, see National Language Support
• YCRTMDLLIB, see YCRTMDLLIB

YPMTMSF

The Prompt Message File (YPMTMSF) model value specifies the message file into which device text message IDs are
stored. retrieves the messages from this message file at execution time.

For more information about National Language Support, see National Language Support.

YPUTOVR

The DDS Put With Override (YPUTOVR) model value is a function generation option. It enables you to specify use
of the DDS PUTOVR keyword in the generated DDS. This keyword, in effect, reduces the amount of data that needs
transmission between the system and its workstations. Its use can improve performance, particularly on remote lines.

YRP4HSP

Used by the RPGIV Generator for the contents of the Control (H) specification for objects of type *PGM. The allowed
values are any RPGIV H-specification keywords, for example:

• DATEDIT(*YMD) DEBUG(*YES)
• DATFMT(*YMD)

NOTE
If you need to enter a value that is longer than 80 characters, you should use the command YEDTDTAARA
DTAARA(YRP4HSPRFA).

YRFSACT

The Refresh Action Diagram on Entry (YRFSACT) model value specifies whether the YCHKFUNACT processor must be
called during Action Diagram load to refresh the Action Diagram. The possible values are *NO and *YES. The shipped
default is *NO.

For more information about what is changed when an Action Diagram is refreshed, see the details of the YCHKFUNACT.
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YRP4HS2

Used by the RPGIV Generator for the contents of the Control (H) specification for objects of type *MODULE. The allowed
values are any RPGIV H-specification keywords, for example:

• H DATFMT(*YMD)
• DATEDIT(*YMD) DEBUG(*YES)

NOTE

If you need to enter a value that is longer than 80 characters, you should use the command YEDTDTAARA
DTAARA(YRP4HS2RFA).

YRP4SGN

The RPGIV generator includes some source generation options that you can set at a model level. These options are in the
model value YRP4SGN in a data area called YRP4SGNRFA (RPGIV source generation options). YRP4SGNRFA is a 16-
character data area.

For more information, see the section Model Value YRP4SGN in ILE Programming.

YSAAFMT

The SAA Format (YSAAFMT) model value controls the design standard for panel layout. This standard can be CUA.
*CUAENTRY is the shipped default.

The DSNSTD parameter on the YCRTMDLLIB command controls the initial YSAAFMT value. You can override the header
or footer for a function from the Edit Function Options panel. You can also change the value of YSAAFMT using the
YCHGMDLVAL command.

For more information about:

• Using YSAAFMT options, see Device Design Conventions and Styles
• YSAAFMT values, see YCHGMDLVAL

YSFLEND

The Subfile End (YSFLEND) model value controls whether the + sign or
More. . . is displayed in the lower right location of the subfile to indicate that the subfile contains more records. This
feature is available for all subfile functions. The shipped default is *PLUS. To change to *TEXT everywhere, change the
model value and regenerate your subfile functions.

The setting of YSFLEND is resolved in the following areas:

• Generated applications
• Device designs
• Animated functions
• Function documentation (YDOCMDLFUN)

YSHRSBR

The Share Subroutine (YSHRSBR) model value specifies whether generated source code for subroutines are shared and
whether the subroutine’s interface is internal or external. This model value and its associated function option are available
on the CHGOBJ, CRTOBJ, DLTOBJ, RTVOBJ, and EXCINTFUN function types.
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YSNDMSG

For new functions, the Send Error Message (YSNDMSG) model value specifies whether to send an error message for
only the first error found or for every error. In either case, outstanding messages clear when the end user presses Enter.
The shipped default value is *NO, do not send all error messages; send only the first error message.

YSQLCOL

The Generate SQL Collection/Library Name (YSQLCOL) model value specifies whether a hard coded SQL Collection/
Library name should be generated for tables, indexes and views. The possible values are *YES and *NO. The shipped
default is *YES.

If YSQLCOL is specified as *YES, the SQL Collection/Library specified for the YSQLLIB model value is generated into
the tables, indexes and views, by default, as is the case now. Subsequently when YEXCSQL is executed to create
tables, indexes and views, they are created into the hard coded SQL Collection/Library. If YSQLCOL is specified as
*NO, the SQL Collection/Library specified for the YSQLLIB model value is not generated into the tables, indexes and
views. However, when YEXCSQL is executed subsequently, the tables, indexes and views are generated into the SQL
Collection/Library specified for the YSQLLIB model value.

NOTE
If YSQLCOL is set to *NO and the access paths are generated, another change that can seen in the source,
apart from the absence of hard coded SQL collection/Library name is, the previously generated Z* line "Z*
YEXCSQL NAMING(*SQL)" is now generated as "Z* YEXCSQL NAMING(*SYS)".

YSQLFMT

The Generate SQL RCDFMT clause (YSQLFMT) model value specifies whether the RCDFMT keyword must be
generated for SQL tables, views, and indexes. The possible values are *NO, and *YES. The shipped default is *NO.

If YSQLFMT is specified as *NO, the record format is the same as the table, index, or view name (if YSQLVNM (*DDS)
is specified) or will be generated by the system (if YSQLVNM(*SQL) is specified). If YSQLFMT is specified as *YES, the
RCDFMT value is calculated using the same rules as are used when DDS files are generated.

NOTE
If the generation mode is *DDL, the RCDFMT keyword is generated irrespective of the value of the YSQLFMT
model value.

WARNING
If YSQLFMT is set to *YES or *NO and a DDL index is generated and created, the index is created with
LVLCHK(*NO). If YSQLFMT is set to *YES and an SQL index is generated and created, the index is created
with LVLCHK(*NO). If YSQLFMT is set to *NO and an SQL index is generated and created, the index is created
with LVLCHK(*YES).

If you want to change the LVLCHK attribute of the index to LVLCHK(*YES), the model value YLVLCHK must be set to
*YES, and the corresponding index-related access path must be regenerated and re-created. Upon regeneration of the
access path, an additional line "Y* CHGLF LVLCHK(*YES)" is generated in the header portion, which informs YEXCSQL
to create the corresponding index with LVLCHK(*YES).

NOTE
If YSQLFMT is set to *YES, YLVLCHK is set to *YES and RUNSQLSTM is used to create an index (SQL
or DDL), the index would still be created with LVLCHK(*NO). The current functionality does not cater to the
RUNSQLSTM command. Tables and Views (SQL) and Tables (DDL) are created with LVLCHK(*YES) by default,
irrespective of the YSQLFMT model value. Therefore, YSQLFMT and YLVLCHK model values have no effect on
tables and views regarding the LVLCHK attribute.
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YSQLLCK

The SQL Locking (YSQLLCK) model value specifies whether a row to be updated is locked at the time it is read or at the
time it is updated. The default is *UPD, lock rows at time of update.

YSQLVNM

The SQL Naming (YSQLVNM) model value specifies whether to use the extended SQL naming capability. The valid
values are:

• *DDS
Use DDS names. The shipped default.

• *SQL
Use the names of the CA 2E objects in the model.

• *LNG
Use the long names of the CA 2E objects in the model along with the DDS or implementation names.

• *LNF
Use the long field names of the CA 2E objects in the model along with the DDS or implementation names.

• *LNT
Use the long table names of the CA 2E objects in the model along with the DDS or implementation names.

NOTE
To generate or regenerate a function with RLA code for DDL database, set the YSQLVNM model value to *DDS
or *LNG or *LNT, or *LNF and set the YDDLDBA model value to *RLA.

Examples:

• CUSTOMER is generated as CUSTOMER_TABLE along with its 2E implementation name.
• CUST is generated as CUST__TABLE along with its 2E implementation name.
• C is generated as C_____TABLE along with its 2E implementation name.

YSQLWHR

The SQL Where Clause (YSQLWHR) model value specifies whether to use OR or NOT logic when generating SQL
WHERE clauses. The default is *OR.

For more information about the YSQLLCK and YSQLWHR model values, see the article "SQL Implementation" in Getting
Started.

YWSNGEN

The Workstation Generation (YWSNGEN) model value defines whether interactive functions operate on non-
programmable terminals (NPT) or on programmable workstations (PWS) communicating with an iSeries host. For
programmable workstations, you also specify the PC runtime environment. YWSNGEN can be overridden by a function
option. The possible values are:

• *NPT
Generates functions for non-programmable terminals (NPT) communicating with an iSeries host system.

• *GUI
Generates functions for non-programmable terminals together with a Windows executable running in a Windows
environment under emulation to the host.

• *JVA
Generates functions for non-programmable terminals together with a Windows executable running in a Windows
environment under emulation to the host and a Java executable running in a Windows environment using a Web
browser with emulation to the host.

• *VB
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Generates functions for non-programmable terminals together with a Visual Basic executable running in a Windows
environment under emulation to the host.

User Interface Manager (UIM)

Three model values provide options for UIM help text generation:

• The Bidirectional UIM Help Text (YUIMBID) model value provides national language support of languages with both
left-to-right and right-to-left orientations

• The Default UIM Format (YUIMFMT) model value provides paragraph or line tags
• The UIM Search Index (YUIMIDX) model value provides search for the index name derived from Values List prefix

Window Borders

Three model values provide design options for the appearance of the border on windows:

• The Window Border Attribute (YWBDATR) model value provides shadow or no shadow
• The Window Border Characters (YWBDCHR) model value provides dot/colon formation
• The Window Border Color (YWBDCLR) model value provides CUA default (Blue) or another color

For more information about Modifying Windows, see Editing Device Designs.

Changing Model Values
This topic summarizes changing model values for a function of your model.

Contents

Function Level

You can override model value settings that determine function options at the function level from the Edit Function Options
panel. You can reach this panel by zooming into the function from the Edit Functions panel, then pressing F7 (Options)
from the Edit Function Details panel.

The model values that have corresponding fields on the Edit Function Options panel are:

Values Meaning
YABRNPT Create Action Bars or DDS Menu Bars for NPT generation
YCNFVAL Initial value for the confirm prompt
YCPYMSG Copy back messages
YDBFGEN Generation mode
YDSTFIO Distributed file I/O control
YERRRTN Generate error routine
YGENHLP Generate help text
YNPTHLP Type of help text to be generated
YPMTGEN Screen text implementation
YSNDMSG Send all error msgs (messages)
YSFLEND Subfile end
YWSNGEN Type of workstation

For more information about:
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• Options applicable to each function see Function Types, Message Types, and Function Fields
• Step-by-step procedures, see Specifying Function Options

Model Level

You can change the setting of a model value for your model by executing the Change Model Value (YCHGMDLVAL)
command. Be sure to use YCHGMDLVAL, rather than the OS/400 command, Change Data Area (CHGDTAARA).
Changing model values involves more than changing data areas; many internal model changes are made by
YCHGMDLVAL.

You should always exit from your model entirely when changing model values. Although the command can appear to run
successfully while you are in the model, there is no guarantee that a full update has taken place.

For more information about using the YCHGMDLVAL command, see YCHGMDLVAL.

Changing a Function Name

Follow these steps:

1. Select the file. From the Edit Database Relations panel, type F next to the desired file and press Enter.
The Edit Functions panel appears, listing the functions for that file.

2. Zoom into the function details. Type Z next to the desired function and press Enter.
The Edit Function Details panel appears, showing the function name at the top.

3. Request to change the function name. Press F8 (Change name).
The function whose name you want to change appears underlined on the panel.

4. Change the function name. Type the desired name. If you want, you can change any other underlined names to better
correspond to the new function name .

5. Press Enter, then F3 to exit.

Function Key Defaults

This topic lets you assign the standard function key usage of your design standard. You can specify additional function
keys in action diagrams or modify existing function key default values.

For more information about function keys, see Modifying Device Designs.

The following table shows the shipped device design defaults for the iSeries.

Meaning iSeries default
*Help F01/HELP
Prompt F04
Reset F05
*Change mode request F09
*Change mode to Add F09
*Change mode to Change F09
*Delete request F11
*Cancel F12
*Exit F03
*Exit request F03
*Key panel request/*Cancel F12
*IGC support F18
Change RDB F22
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*Previous page request F07/ROLLDOWN
*Next page request F08/ROLLUP

The default is determined by the design standard selected. The iSeries default is used if the YSAAFMT model value is set
to *CUATEXT or *CUAENTY.

Defining Functions
This article describes the basic implementation of functions in CA 2E. The information describes the various function types
and gives a functional overview of what is involved in the function development process.

More Information

• Navigational Techniques and Aids
• Database Functions
• Device Functions
• User Functions
• Messages
• Function Fields
• Function Types, Message Types, and Function Fields

Navigational Techniques and Aids
CA 2E provides certain fast path panels that allow you to display the existing functions in a design model. In this manner,
you have access to the functions attached to the design model files and can perform various operations on all functions in
the model from a single panel. The Display All Functions panel lists the existing functions in a design model.

Contents

Display All Functions

You access the list by pressing F17 to get to the Services Menu from which you select the Display All Functions option.
You can use the positioner fields in the top portion of the display to scan for a particular file name, function name, function
type, or implementation (or generation) name. You can further filter the functions on display by specifying one application
area. Also, you can use any of the various command line options and function keys to:

• Access the function’s action diagrams, device designs, report structures, parameters, and narrative text
• Display function usage, associated access paths, and locks
• Delete and document functions

The following is an example of the Display All Functions panel.
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Getting to Shipped Files and Fields

The CA 2E shipped files contain all of the default shipped data such as built-in functions, arrays, field types, job data,
messages, program data, standard headers and footers, and template functions. The shipped files hold information that
you use or reference in the application during the function building process.

For example, you can change the default values for fields such as return codes or confirm prompts or you can change the
default functions for headers and footers.

Follow these steps:

1. At the Edit Database Relations panel, type * followed by blanks on the Objects field (subfile positioner field for objects)
and DFN at the relations level to show a list of files only and not the file relations. Press Enter.
The list of shipped files appears.
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2. Optionally, specify a portion of the particular file’s name.
For example by typing *St and leaving the Rel level field blank the list starts from the *Standard header/footer shipped
file’s relations.

Database Functions
CA 2E provides you with standard functions including the database functions.

Contents

Understanding Database Functions

Database functions provide the means of performing actions on the database. There are four different database functions
each defining a HLL subroutine that creates, changes, deletes, or retrieves data. Database functions are implemented as
part of an external standard function.

The four database functions are:

• Create Object (CRTOBJ) -- Defines a routine to add a record to a file. It includes processing to check that the record
does not already exist before writing to the database.

• Change Object (CHGOBJ) -- Defines a routine to update a record on a file. It includes processing to check that the
record already exists before updating the database record.

• Delete Object (DLTOBJ) -- Defines a routine to delete a record from a database file. It includes processing to check
that the record is still on the file before deleting it.

• Retrieve Object (RTVOBJ) -- Defines a routine to retrieve one or more records from a database file. Processing can
be specified for each record read by modifying the action diagram for the function.

A default version of the Create Change and Delete database functions is defined for all database files (REF and CPT).
You must create the Retrieve Object function if you need it.
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The following table includes the standard database functions:

Function Purpose Access Path
CRTOBJ Add a single record UPD, PHY
CHGOBJ Update a single record UPD, PHY
DLTOBJ Delete a single record UPD,PHY
RTVOBJ Read a records or record RTV,RSQ,PHY

All the CA 2E database functions have action diagrams that you can use to specify additional processing before and after
the accessing the database.

Internal Database Functions and PHY Access Paths

This section contains the fields, functions, and PHY access paths.

*Relative record number Field

The *Relative record number field is a 9.0 numeric field with the internal name RRN. When a program uses a physical file,
a relative record number (RRN) field is assigned to that file. The *Relative record number field can be a key to access a
specific record in that file, regardless of the contents of each field in that record. A different RRN field is assigned to each
physical file that a program uses.

In the CHGOBJ, CRTOBJ, and DLTOBJ internal database functions built over a PHY access path, the RRN is available in
the DB1 context and can be manipulated to retrieve or update a specific record.

Internal Database Functions

This section describes what happens when the following internal database functions are created over physical (PHY)
access paths: Retrieve object (RTVOBJ), Change object (CHGOBJ), Delete object (DLTOBJ), and Create object
(CRTOBJ).

• Retrieve object (RTVOBJ)
A RTVOBJ created over a PHY access path has one *Relative record number (RRN) parameter by default:

Parameters Usage Role (default) Default
*Relative record number I RST/POS (POS) Y
Any other fields Any none none

This *Relative record number parameter can be used as a "key" to the physical file as follows:

RRN as a Restrictor Parameter (I, B, or N) to a PHY RTVOBJ -- If the RRN for a RTVOBJ function built over a PHY
access path is a Restrictor parameter, only the record with RRN equal to the parameter value is read.

RRN as a Positioner Parameter (I, B, or N) to a PHY RTVOBJ -- If the RRN for a RTVOBJ function built over a PHY
access path is a Positioner parameter, only records with RRN greater than or equal to the parameter value are read.

RRN as an Output Parameter from a PHY RTVOBJ -- If the RRN for a RTVOBJ function built over a PHY access path is
an Output parameter, all records in the access path are read, starting with record 1. The RRN of the last record read from
the file is passed as the parameter value.

RRN as a Neither Parameter to a PHY RTVOBJ -- If the RRN for a RTVOBJ function built over a PHY access path
is a Neither parameter, the RRN first used to access the file is the current value of the Neither parameter. The Neither
parameter is accessible from the RTVOBJ in the PAR context. Although the parameter is initialized to 1 in the RTVOBJ,
it can be changed to any numeric value in the User Exit Point USER: Initialize routine. The value following that User Exit
Point is used to access the file initially.
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Deleting the RRN Parameter to a PHY RTVOBJ -- If the default RRN parameter is deleted, two outcomes are possible:

• If USER: Process data record User Point contains user logic, all records in the access path starting with record 1 are
read.

• If USER: Process data record User Point does not contain user logic, only record 1 is read.

NOTE
You can add other parameters besides RRN to PHY RTVOBJ functions, but RRN must be passed first.

The following is a quick reference table for processing the *Relative record number parameter:

Usage Role Initialized in RTVOBJ? Record Processing Value Returned
I RST No Single None
I POS No Single or multiple* None
B RST No Single RRN of last record read
B POS No Single or multiple* RRN of last record read
N RST Neither PAR Single None
N POS Neither PAR Single or multiple* None
O n/a 1 Single or multiple* RRN of last record read
Not used n/a 1 Single or multiple* None

Depends on processing in the USER: Process data record User Exit Point.

Change object (CHGOBJ)

In a normal CHGOBJ, the processing includes these steps:

1. USER: Processing before data read.
2. Load key fields to record format.
3. Access file to check if record exists.
4. USER: Processing if data record not found.
5. If record not found, send error message and quit.
6. If record locked, send error message and quit.
7. USER: Processing after data read.
8. Load non-key fields to record format.
9. USER: Processing before data update.
10. Update record.
11. If update failed, send error message and quit.
12. USER: Processing after data update.

In a CHGOBJ built over a PHY access path, the processing includes these steps:

1. Load key and non-key fields to record format.
2. USER: Processing before data update.
3. Update record.
4. If update failed, send error message and quit.
5. USER: Processing after data update.

The following notes apply to these situations:

• The pre-update file access is not generated. This is normally generated as an RPG CHAIN or as a COBOL READ
statement.

• Any action diagram code in the following User Points is ignored, and no code is generated for them:
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– USER: Processing before data read
– USER: Processing if data record not found
– USER: Processing after data read

• A CHGOBJ created over a PHY access path can be attached only to a RTVOBJ built over the same PHY access path.
This is because of the i OS requirement that a record to be changed must have been read previously.

Delete object (DLTOBJ)

In a normal DLTOBJ, the processing includes these steps:

1. USER: Processing before data update.
2. Access file to check if record still exists.
3. If record already deleted, send error message and quit.
4. If record locked, send error message and quit.
5. Delete record.
6. If delete failed, send error message and quit.
7. USER: Processing after data update.

In a DLTOBJ built over a PHY access path, the processing includes these steps:

1. USER: Processing before data update.
2. Delete record.
3. If delete failed, send error message and quit.
4. USER: Processing after data update.

The following notes apply to these situations:

• A DLTOBJ created over a PHY access path is created with no parameters. You must ensure that the record to be
deleted was read in a RTVOBJ built over the same PHY access path. Thus, the DLTOBJ should be inserted only in the
USER: Process data record User Exit Point in the RTVOBJ.

• The pre-delete file access is removed. This is normally generated as an RPG CHAIN or as a COBOL READ statement.
• Any code in the USER: Processing if data record already exists User Point is ignored.
• A DLTOBJ built over a PHY access path can be attached only to a RTVOBJ built over the same PHY access path.

Create object (CRTOBJ)

In a normal CRTOBJ, the processing includes these steps:

1. Load parameters to record format.
2. USER: Processing before data update.
3. Access file to check if record already exists.
4. USER: Processing if data record already exists.
5. If record already exists, send error message and quit.
6. Write record.
7. USER: Processing if data update error.
8. If write failed, send error message and quit.
9. USER: Processing after data update

In a CRTOBJ built over a PHY access path, the processing includes these steps:

1. Load parameters to record format.
2. USER: Processing before data update.
3. Write record.
4. USER: Processing if data update error.
5. If write failed, send error message and quit.
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6. USER: Processing after data update.

The following notes apply to these situations:

• The pre-create file access is removed.
• Any code in the USER: Processing if data record already exists User Point is ignored.
• A CRTOBJ built over a PHY access path cannot be used in any function that also contains a RTVOBJ built over the

same PHY access path. This is because the file definition requirements of a PHY access path used for CRTOBJ
are different from those used for CHGOBJ, DLTOBJ, or RTVOBJ. However, the Action Diagram Editor registers an
error only if you attempt to attach the CRTOBJ to a RTVOBJ directly. If you attach a CRTOBJ to, for example, an
EXCEXTFUN that also contains a PHY RTVOBJ, the Editor does not register an error, but the function compilation will
fail.

Using Functions Built Over PHY Access Paths

This is a quick reference table with information about functions built over PHY access paths:

Database Function Attaching to: Allowed by Compiler? Action Diagram Editor Error?
Retrieve object CRTOBJ over same PHY

access path
No Yes

Retrieve object Other function Yes n/a
Change object RTVOBJ over same PHY

access path
Yes n/a

Change object Other function No Yes
Delete object RTVOBJ Yes n/a
Delete object Other function No Yes
Create object RTVOBJ over same PHY

access path
No Yes

Create object Other function containing
RTVOBJ

No No

Create object Other function Yes n/a

Consider the following points when using functions built over PHY access paths:

• Because some error checking has been removed from these functions, the application designer must ensure that
applications using these functions do not run at the same time as other functions that use these files. Otherwise, locks
may be placed on records that these functions need to read.

• CHGOBJ and DLTOBJ functions built over a PHY access path can be used only in a RTVOBJ built over the same PHY
access path. This ensures that the record to be changed or deleted has just been read in the RTVOBJ.

• A CRTOBJ function built over a PHY access path can be used only in a function that does not contain a RTVOBJ,
CHGOBJ, or DLTOBJ built over the same PHY access path. We suggest that you create an Execute external function
(EXCEXTFUN) with the same parameters as the CRTOBJ, include only the CRTOBJ in that function, and access the
PHY CRTOBJ by using that function.

• Although the generators create code differently for the RTVOBJ, CHGOBJ, DLTOBJ, and CRTOBJ functions, the
action diagram for each function does not change. This may cause confusion, because User Points are visible in the
action diagram and statements can be entered in them, but those User Points may not be generated.

Array Processing

To add, delete, modify, or retrieve entries in a particular array over which they are defined, use the following database
functions:
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• Create Object (CRTOBJ)
• Delete Object (DLTOBJ)
• Change Object (CHGOBJ)
• Retrieve Object (RTVOBJ)

A DLTOBJ with no parameters clears an array.

Although arrays are not implemented as database files, CA 2E allows you to use the same techniques as database files
when working with arrays.

NOTE
You must define a key for an array even if the array holds a single element.

Device Functions
In addition to the database functions, CA 2E also provides the following standard device functions:

Contents

Understanding Device Functions

Device functions are interactive panels or reports. Panel device functions present the interactive user interface between
the end user and the application. Report device functions provide a method of defining a written presentation of data. All
device functions, with the exception of PRTOBJ, are implemented as external functions. PRTOBJ is an internal function.

Defining Device Functions

CA 2E provides comprehensive interactive design facilities that allow you to specify a panel or report layout. CA 2E
interactive device design editor allows you to define field attributes, positioning, conditioning, user function keys, and
panel or report literals for interactive display or written presentation.

You access this interactive editor from the Edit Functions, Edit Function Devices, or the Display All Functions panels.

The device standard header device functions are:

• Define Screen Format (DFNSCRFMT) -- This function allows you to define a standard screen header and footer for
use by other functions that have screen designs attached to them

• Define Report Format (DFNRPTFMT) -- This function allows you to define a standard report header and footer for your
Print File report functions

The single-record device functions are:

• Prompt Record (PMTRCD) -- Defines a program to prompt for a list of fields defined by a specified access path. The
validated values can be passed to any other function.

• Display Record (DSPRCD) -- Defines a program to display a single record from a specified database file. If no key is
supplied, a key panel prompts for a key.

• Display Record 2 panels (DSPRCD2) -- Defines a program that is identical to the DSPRCD function, except that it
allows the database record details to extend to two separate display device pages.

• Display Record 3 panels (DSPRCD3) -- Defines a program that is identical to the DSPRCD function, except that it
allows the database record details to extend to three separate display device pages.

• Edit Record (EDTRCD) -- Defines a program to maintain (add, change, and delete) records on a specified file, one at
a time. If no key is supplied, a key panel prompts for a key.

• Edit Record 2 panels (EDTRCD2) -- Is identical to the Edit Record function, except that it allows the record details to
extend to two separate display pages.

• Edit Record 3 panels (EDTRCD3) -- Is identical to the Edit Record function, except that it allows the record details to
extend to three separate display pages.
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The multiple-record device functions are:

• Display File (DSPFIL) -- Defines a program to display the records from a specified file, many at a time, using a subfile.
The subfile is loaded a page at a time when you press Rollup or F8.

• Select Record (SELRCD) -- Defines a program that displays the records from a specified file, many at a time, using
a subfile. The program allows you to select one of the records. The selected record is returned to the calling program.
This function is called from a function that requested a selection list.

• Edit File (EDTFIL) -- Defines a program to maintain the records on a specified file, many at a time, using a subfile. The
subfile is loaded a page at a time when you press Rollup or F8.

The single- and multiple-record device functions are:

• Display Transaction (DSPTRN) -- Defines a program to display the records from a specified pair of database files.
The pair must be connected by an Owned by or Refers to relation.

• Edit Transaction (EDTTRN) -- Defines a program to maintain the records on a specified pair of header and detail files.
The pair must be connected by an Owned by or Refers to relation.

The printer device functions are:

• Print File (PRTFIL) -- Defines a program to print records from a specified access path.
• Print Object (PRTOBJ) -- Defines a particular report fragment which prints the records from a specified access path at

any point within a Print File function. Print Object functions can be embedded within other Print Object functions.

Device Functions’Standard Features

All HLL programs that implement device functions use standard techniques for each of the following aspects of interactive
programs.

Standard Features -- User Interface

Diagnostic messages -- If an error is detected in a CA 2E generated program, a message is sent to the program’s
message queue. All interactive programs have a message subfile to show the pending messages on the program’s
message queue. This message handling technique makes full use of the sophisticated message handling capabilities of
i OS, allowing both second level text and substitution variables. It also ensures that applications can be translated easily
into other national languages.

Highlighting of errors -- Any field found to be in error is highlighted in reverse image. The cursor is positioned at the first
of these fields.

On-line Help text -- All the interactive programs generated by CA 2E include processing to call a program to display Help
text when the Help key or F1 is pressed.

Print key -- The print key is enabled to allow panel prints. The name of the print key spool file can be controlled with the
YPKYVNM model value.

Selection columns -- Subfiles that allow selection of individual items always have the selection column on the left.

Function key usage -- Function key usage is standardized to follow CUA standards: for example, F3 is exit.

For more information on function key usage, see Function Key Defaults in Changing Model Values.

Positioning facilities -- When appropriate, programs that use subfiles have a positioning field on the subfile control
record that you can use to control which records are shown in the subfile.

Standard Features -- Processing Techniques

Single Page Subfile (SFL) load up -- Programs that use SFLs only load the SFL on a demand basis. Normally, this
means only when the Rollup key or F8 is pressed. This makes their performance more efficient. However, the device
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function types that need to read all of a restricted number of records (namely the EDTTRN and DSPTRN functions) reads
more than a page of records at a time if appropriate.

Concurrency checking and record locking -- Programs that update the database do not generally hold a lock on the
database while the changes to the database are being entered and validated; that is, between reading an existing record
and updating it. Instead, they include processing at the point of update to check that records were not altered by other
users since the record was first accessed by the updating program. This approach prevents locking out any concurrent
users or batch processes who or which may also need to update the file.

Overflow handling -- CA 2E generated report functions include exception handling to cope with page overflow. You can
specify whether headings are reprinted or not.

Device Function Program Modes

Each of the programs specified by CA 2E standard device functions operate in one or more modes, depending on the
function type. Program modes give the user a simple way of controlling program behavior.

The following table shows the program modes by function type.

Function Type *ADD *CHANGE *SELECT *DISPLAY *ENTER
PMTRCD  - - - Y
DSPRCD1,2,3 - - - Y -
DSPFIL - - - Y -
EDTRCD1,2,3 Y Y - - -
EDTFIL Y Y - - -
SELRCD - - Y - -
DSPTRN - - - Y -
EDTTRN Y Y - - -

NOTE
Program modes do not apply to report functions.

Classification of Standard Functions by Type

The following table lists the standard function types.

Function Type Abbreviation Class Imp Dev Action
Diagram

Params Function
Option

Retrieve Object RTVOBJ dbf int - Y Y Y
Change Object CHGOBJ dbf int - Y Y Y
Create Object CRTOBJ dbf int - Y Y Y
Delete Object DLTOBJ dbf int - Y Y Y
Define Screen
Header

DFNSCRDSN dfn scr int - - - Y

Define Report
Header

DFNRPTDSN dfn rpt int - - - Y

Prompt and
Validate

PMTRCD dev scr ext Y Y O Y

Display Record DSPRCD dev scr ext Y Y O Y
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Display Record
(2 panels)

DSPRCD2 dev scr ext Y Y O Y

Display Record
(3 panels)

DSPRCD3 dev scr ext Y Y O Y

Edit Record EDTRCD dev scr ext Y Y O Y
Edit Record (2
panels)

EDTRCD2 dev scr ext Y Y O Y

Edit Record (3
panels)

EDTRCD3 dev scr ext Y Y O Y

Display File DSPFIL dev scr ext Y Y O Y
Select Record SELRCD dev scr ext Y Y O Y
Edit File EDTFIL dev scr ext Y Y O Y
Display
Transaction

DSPTRN dev scr ext Y Y O Y

Edit
Transaction

EDTTRN dev scr ext Y Y O Y

Print File PRTFIL dev rpt ext - Y O Y
Print Object PRTOBJ dev rpt int Y Y O Y
Execute
Internal Funct.

EXCINTFUN usr int - Y O Y

Execute
External Funct.

EXCEXTFUN usr ext - Y O Y

Execute User
Program

EXCUSRPGM usr ext - - O Y

Execute User
Source

EXCUSRSRC usr int - - O -

dbf = database
file dev =
device
dfn = define
 

ext = external
int = internal
O = Optional

   rpt = report
scr =screen
usr = use

  

User Functions
CA 2E provides you with standard user functions as described in the following sections:

Contents

Understanding User Functions

User functions provide the means of implementing additional user processing within an existing function or as an
independent implementation used in conjunction with an existing function. There are four basic user functions: Execute
External Function, Execute Internal Function, Execute User Program, and Execute User Source.

Function Action Diagram Implementation
EXCEXTFUN Yes External
EXCINTFUN Yes Internal
EXCUSRPGM No External
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EXCUSRSRC No Internal

Defining Free-Form Functions

Free-form user functions provide the means of specifying actions that can be used within a function or called from a
function to perform a series of procedures. These functions do not conform to any predefined structure and the contexts
of these functions are entirely composed of actions. You define these function types at the Edit Functions panel. The
processing logic for these functions is defined with the Action Diagram Editor.

The free-form functions are:

• Execute Internal Function (EXTINTFUN) -- This function allows you to specify a section of an action diagram for
repeated use in other functions.

• Execute External Function (EXCEXTFUN) -- This function allows you to specify a HLL program using an action
diagram.

Defining User-Coded Functions

User coded functions are functions that are user-written in a HLL. They can be called from another function or embedded
within a function.

The user-written coded functions are:

• Execute User Program (EXCUSRPGM) -- This function allows you to describe the interface to a user written HLL
program so that it can be referenced by functions. Parameters can be specified on the call.

• Execute User Source (EXCUSRSRC) -- This function specifies either:
– User-written HLL code to perform an arbitrary function that is to be included within the source generated by CA 2E

for an HLL program.
– Device language statements, for example, DDS that can be applied to a device function to customize the

associated device design.

You define these function types at the Edit Functions panel. The user-coded functions are called or referenced by any
function. However, they do not have an associated action diagram. You can edit the source directly from within CA 2E.

An EXCUSRPGM function generally is an existing program that you integrate into your application. This process typically
requires you to rename the default name for the function to the name of the existing user program. DDS names must
match for EXCUSRPGM or source copied into functions.

EXCUSRSRC function types must be of the same HLL source type as that of any functions that call them.

Messages
CA 2E provides you with standard message functions. They are described below.

Contents

Understanding Messages

An i OS message file is an i OS object that contains individual message descriptions. A message description is a unit
within the message file that contains specific information. The message description includes the message identifier, the
message text, and other details about the message. You specify substitution variables that allow data to be inserted within
the text when the message is used.

The message functions allow the user to:
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• Define messages of varying types
• Specify different message files to which the message is attached
• Specify substitution variable parameters
• Change message identifiers

Basic Properties of Messages

CA 2E provides default system names for messages and provides the means to override the message file names and
message identifiers. CA 2E provides six message types: completion, error, execution, information, retrieval, and status.
Parameters can be defined for message functions. Parameters correspond to fields or files.

CA 2E provides default messages that correspond to default logic processing inherent in CA 2E external functions. These
messages include default existence and not found messages created for all files.

The message functions are:

• Send Error Message (SNDERRMSG) -- This function specifies that an error message be sent to a calling function.
Normally, this function is used to provide diagnostic messages arising from user validation.

• Send Information Message (SNDINFMSG) -- This function specifies that an informational message be sent to the
message queue of a calling program.

• Send Completion Message (SNDCMPMSG) -- This function specifies that a completion message be sent to the
function that called a standard function. Typically, completion messages are used to indicate that a process completed
successfully.

• Send Status Message (SNDSTSMSG) -- This function specifies that a status message be sent to a calling function.
Normally, this function is used to provide information about the progress of a long-running process.

• Retrieve Message (RTVMSG) -- This function specifies that message text be retrieved from the message file into a
function.

• Execute Message (EXCMSG) -- This function specifies that a request message be executed. The request can be any
CL command.

Defining Message Functions

You define your message functions using the instructions given below.

Specifying Message Functions Details

Message functions are defined at the Edit Message Functions panel.

1. At the Edit Database Relations panel, type *M in the Object field and press Enter to get to the message subfile.
The *MESSAGES file appears.

2. Type F next to a relation for the selected file.
The Edit Message Functions panel appears.

3. Press F9 to define a new message.
4. Go to a blank subfile line on the Edit Message Functions panel.
5. Enter the message function name and message type from one of the available option types described previously. If

you are uncertain of the type of message, type ? in the Type field to display a list of valid values.

NOTE
You can define and modify messages while editing an action diagram.
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Specifying Parameters for Messages

A parameter is used within the text portion of a message. During generation, the parameter’s value displays. Parameters
can be specified for a message function using the following instructions:

1. Use the previous instructions to get to the Edit Message Functions panel.
2. Type P next to the selected message function.

The Edit Function Parameters panel appears.
3. Define the parameter.

NOTE
When the data type of a parameter allows value mapping, such as all date and time fields, the parameter
is generally converted to its external format before the message is sent. However, due to limitations within
i OS, the parameter data for the TS# data type is passed in its internal format, namely, YYYY-MM-DD-
HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN.

A parameter can be defined for a message function to allow substitution of the parameter’s value into the text portion of
the message identifier.

For example, to insert a field’s value in an error message when the credit limit is exceeded for a customer, enter the
following:

Credit limit exceeded for &1.

The parameter value &1 is inserted into the message text at execution time. You must then define &1 as an input
parameter value to the message function. If this is an error message, it also causes the field associated with the
parameter &1 to display using the error condition display attribute for the field. By default, this is reverse image.

Specifying Second-Level Message Text

Second-level text defines a full panel of information that you can choose to display for any message that is issued. It is
also used to define the text of messages to executed on a platform-by-platform basis. To specify second-level message
text:

1. Use the previous instructions to get to the Edit Message Functions panel.
2. Type Z next to the selected message function.

The Edit Message Function Details panel appears.
3. Press F7.

The Edit Second Level Message Text panel appears.
4. Specify the second-level message text.

Function Fields
CA 2E provides function fields. They are described in the following sections.

Contents

Understanding Function Fields

Function fields are special types of fields that you can use in device designs and action diagrams. The attributes of
a function field are typically based on other fields. In addition, to specify the field definition you can optionally specify
processing for a particular function field based on the function field usage.
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Basic Properties of Function Fields

There are six different types or usages of function fields. The following four usages provide standard field level functions:

• Sum (SUM)
• Count (CNT)
• Maximum (MAX)
• Minimum (MIN)

The other two fields enable you to define your own function fields, either with or without a user-specified calculation to
derive the field. These function field usage types are:

• Derived (DRV)
• User (USR)

Function field parameters specify which field values are passed into the function at execution time and, inversely, which
field is returned from the function as the result field.

Derived (DRV) function fields must have one output parameter and can have many input parameters.

Maximum (MAX), Minimum (MIN), Count (CNT) and Sum (SUM) function fields have only one output parameter (the field
itself) and only one input parameter that defines a field on which the calculation is based.

USR usage function fields have no associated parameters. These fields are typically used as work fields in an action
diagram.

DRV usage function fields have associated action diagrams. A free-form action diagram shell (such as for EXCINTFUN) is
associated with the derived function field to specify processing steps.

Design Considerations

Function fields can be pulled into a panel display or a report. The function fields appear on the device design. However,
the special characteristics inherent in each function field type allow you to specify unique processing.

For example, a user could specify a SUM function field to sum a computed total for all of the detail lines on an EDTTRN
function called Edit Orders display. The SUM field is used to compute a value from an occurrence of a field in a detail
format, with the result placed in the summation field in a header format.

NOTE
The totaling function fields, MIN, MAX, SUM, and CNT are only valid for header or detail display functions such
as Display Transaction and Edit Transaction as well as print functions (Print Object and Print File).

Defining Function Fields

Function fields are defined in the same way that database fields are defined by using the Define Objects panel. You can
access this panel by pressing F10 on the Edit Database Relations panel or by pressing F10 on the Display All Fields
panel.

Because you can access the Display All Fields panel while editing an action diagram or device design, you can define
function fields while performing other activities.

For more information on defining function fields, refer to this module, in Modifying Device Designs.

Function fields that require the specification of parameters are DRV, SUM, MIN, MAX, and CNT. The function field that
requires an action diagram is DRV.

For more information on function fields, refer to this module, in Modifying Action Diagrams.
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Function Types, Message Types, and Function Fields
The CA 2E function types, message types, and function fields are listed in alphabetical order on the following pages with a
detailed description of each:

Contents

For more information on the specific user points for these function types, see Understanding Action Diagram User Points.

Database Function

CHGOBJ The Change Object (CHGOBJ) function defines a routine to update a record in a file. The CHGOBJ function
includes the processing to check that the record exists before updating the database record.

There are no device files associated with the CHGOBJ function. However, it does have action diagram user points. This
function must be attached to an update access path.

Note: For more information on PHY, see the section Internal Database Functions and PHY Access Paths in Database
Functions.

The default CHGOBJ function is used to update all fields in the database record. If you want to change only a subset of
the fields on the file, you must define a new CHGOBJ function specifying each field to be excluded as a Neither parameter
or define a CHGOBJ based on a different access path containing only those fields.

A CHGOBJ function is provided for every database file and is based on the primary update access path. It is inserted in
the Change DBF Record user point in edit functions that update changed records.

NOTE
When a CHGOBJ is inserted in the Change DBF Record user point, code is generated to check if the record
was changed (by another user) before the record is updated. However, if a CHGOBJ is inserted in any other
user point of any function type, this checking is not generated.

All fields on the access path must be provided as Neither, Input, or Both parameters and cannot be dropped.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
All fields from access
path

I - Y R

Any other fields Any - - O

The following table shows the function options available.

Option Default Value Other Values
Null Update Suppression M(YNLLUPD) N, Y, A
Share Subroutine M(YSHRSBR) N, Y

Null Update Suppression Logic

The null update suppression logic generated in CHGOBJ functions determines whether to update the database record as
shown in the following steps:

1. Before the After Data Read user point, CHGOBJ saves an image of the original data record and initializes the *Record
data changed PGM context field to ‘ ‘.

2. CHGOBJ performs the following checks.
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– Compares the saved image and the current image of the record to determine whether the data record has changed
– Checks whether logic in the preceding user point explicitly set the *Record data changed PGM context field to *NO

in order to force suppression of the data update
If the images differ and the *Record data changed field is not *NO, CHGOBJ sets the *Record data changed field to
*YES.

NOTE
Where and how often the previous checks are done within the CHGOBJ depends on whether YNLLUPD is
*AFTREAD or *YES. If *YES, check is done both after the After Data Read and after the Before Data Update
user points. If *AFTREAD, the check is done only after the After Data Read user point.

3. Before updating the database record, CHGOBJ checks the *Record data changed PGM context field. If it is *YES, the
database record is updated, otherwise the record is released.

For more information about:

• YNLLUPD values, see the YCHGMDLVAL command.
• The *Record data changed field and an example, see, the PGM section in Understanding Contexts.

It is possible to change the primary key of a file using CHGOBJ. However, this is only valid for RPG/DDS and this
generally violates relational database principles. Changing the primary key should be performed using DLTOBJ function
followed by a CRTOBJ function. In COBOL or SQL, a primary key change must be performed in this way.

For a given based-on access path, if you want to update all database fields in some functions but only a subset of fields
in other functions, create a second CHGOBJ function by copying the default CHGOBJ function. On the second CHGOBJ,
specify the fields you do not want to update as Neither (N) parameters. Only fields specified as Input (I) parameters are
updated in the database record. Use the second CHGOBJ instead of the default CHGOBJ in the functions where you
want to update the subset of the database fields.

For more information about:

• How to use a DLTOBJ function, see DLTOBJ later in this article
• The user points for the CHGOBJ function, see Modifying Action Diagrams.

CNT Function Field

The Count (CNT) function field is a field usage type used within certain functions (EDTTRN, DSPTRN, PRTFIL, and
PRTOBJ) to define a count of a set of records. The CNT function field must be based on one of the fields in the record
format.

In order for CNT to determine which records to count, you must point it to a record on the device. To do this, CNT must
reference one of the fields in the record. The actual field selected and the values in that field do not affect the result of the
CNT function. The CNT field itself must be a numeric field.

CNT function fields always have two parameters:

• A result parameter -- This is the actual field itself containing the results of a summation. You must place the field on a
totaling format of the function that uses the CNT function field.

• An input parameter -- This represents a summation of the number of instances or occurrences of the field being
passed. Your input parameter must be on a field on the detail or subfile record format of the function using the CNT
function field.

NOTE
If you reference this function field to another field, that field defaults to the input parameter of the CNT function
field.

Examples of Count fields:

• Number of employees in a company
• Number of order lines in an order
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CRTOBJ Database Function

The Create Object (CRTOBJ) function defines a routine to add a record to a database file. The CRTOBJ function includes
the processing to check that the record does not already exist prior to being written to the database. There are no device
files associated with the CRTOBJ function; however, it does have action diagram user points.

A CRTOBJ function is provided by default for every database file. All CRTOBJ functions are attached to an Update (UPD)
access path, or can be attached to a Physical (PHY) path.

NOTE
For more information on PHY, see the section Internal Database Functions and PHY Access Paths in Database
Functions.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
All fields from access
path

I - Y R

Any other fields Any - - O

The following table shows the function options available.

Option Default Value Other Values
Share Subroutine M(YSHRSBR) N,Y

All fields from the UPD access path must be declared as parameters to the CRTOBJ function. To exclude certain fields
from being written, you should specify them as Neither parameters. These fields are not automatically initialized. If you
use Neither parameters, you should initialize the fields with blank or zero.

If the UPD access path to which the CRTOBJ function is attached does not contain all of the fields in the based-on file, the
missing fields are set to blank or zero. You can change this by specifying a value on the Default Condition field of the Edit
Field Details panel.

For more information on user points, see Modifying Action Diagrams.

DFNSCRFMT Device Function

The Define Screen Format (DFNSCRFMT) function defines a standard panel header and footer for use by other functions
that have panel designs attached to them.

There are three default Define Screen Format functions shipped as standard header/footer formats for the device function
panel design:

• *STD SCREEN HEADINGS (CUA) function follows the SAA CUA Entry Model standards
• *STD CUA WINDOW function follows CUA standards for window panels.
• *STD CUA ACTION BAR function follows CUA standards for action bar panels

You can modify these shipped versions as well as add your own DFNSCRFMT functions for use in specific function panel
designs. You can use the Edit Function Options panel of any panel function to change the DFNSCRFMT function used for
that particular function.

When a model is created, the defaults depend on the value given to the DSNSTD parameter on the Create Model Library
command, YCRTMDLLIB.

Use the function options for the DFNSCRFMT functions to set the defaults to be used by newly created device functions.

Attach the DFNSCRFMT function to the physical (PHY) file access path of the *Standard header/footer file. This function
type does not allow parameters. It does not have an action diagram.
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If you define an additional DFNSCRFMT function, all the fields from the *Standard header/footer file are available on both
formats of the function. You can rearrange or suppress these fields.

By default, the header and footer formats are as follows:

• For CUA Entry panels, the title is at the top and the command area at the bottom; for CUA Text, the panel includes an
action bar. You can change the location of the command area using the Edit Screen Format Details panel.

• The fields that can be included in the design of a DFNSCRFMT function are included in the CA 2E shipped file,
*Standard header/footer.

Header and footer formats have instruction lines that are hidden by default.

The following is an example of a CUA Entry Standard panel.

The following is an example of a CUA Text Standard panel.
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The following is an example of a CUA Text Standard window.
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For more information on the function options available, see Identifying Standard Header/Footer Function Options.

DFNRPTFMT Device Function

The Define Report Format (DFNRPTFMT) function defines a standard report header and footer for your Print File report
functions.

A default DFNRPTFMT function is shipped with CA 2E to define standard header/footer formats for device function report
designs. You can modify the shipped version or add your own DFNRPTFMT functions for use in specific function report
designs. Any new report device function created by CA 2E uses the shipped DFNRPTFMT function by default, unless you
nominate a different default. To use your own DFNRPTFMT, you can change the DFNRPTFMT for any report function
using the Edit Function Options panel.

The fields that can be included in the design of a DFNRPTFMT function are included in the CA 2E shipped file called
*Standard header/footer.

Attach the DFNRPTFMT function to the physical (PHY) file access path of the *Standard header/footer file.

This function type does not allow parameters. It does not have an action diagram.

By default, the header format for the report starts on line one. This value can be changed using the Edit Device Format
Details panel.

The shipped standard report page header is for a report that is 132 characters wide. To define a DFNRPTFMT function
with a different report width, specify a different value for the PAGESIZE parameter on the overrides to the i OS Create
Print File command (CRTPRTF) for the function. You do this using the overrides prompt available from the Edit Function
Details panel (F19 function key).
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Use the function options for the DFNRPTFMT function to set the default header to be used by newly created report
functions.

The fields of the header are shown in this example in two lines (in practice, the header extends beyond the limit of one
panel).

NOTE
Any changes that you want to make to a report header and footer of a report function must be made by
modifying the DFNRPTFMT function associated with the function. The header fields of report formats shown on
the report function itself are protected.

For more information on the function options available, see Identifying Standard Header/Footer Function Options.

DLTOBJ Database Function

The Delete Object (DLTOBJ) function defines a routine to delete a record from a database file. The DLTOBJ function
includes processing to check that the record is still on the file before deleting it. You can add processing to a DLTOBJ
function such as processing that performs a cascade delete of any associated records.

The DLTOBJ function does not have device files or function options. However, it has action diagram user points.

A DLTOBJ function is provided for all files. By default, it is normally inserted into the Delete DBF Record user point in all
edit functions.

NOTE
When a DLTOBJ is inserted in the Delete DBF Record user point, code is generated to check if the record has
been changed (by another user) before the record is deleted. However, if a DLTOBJ is inserted in any other user
point in any function type, this checking is not generated.

The DLTOBJ function must be attached to an Update (UPD) access path, or can be attached to a Physical (PHY) access
path. The primary key(s) of the UPD access path must be declared to the Delete Object function; other parameters can
also be added.
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NOTE
For more information on PHY, see the section Internal Database Functions and PHY Access Paths in Database
Functions.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Key fields from access
path

I - Y R

Other fields Any - - O

The following table shows the function options available.

Option Default Value Other Values
Share Subroutine M(YSHRSBR) N, Y

You can add your own checks to the action diagram of the DLTOBJ function to ensure that no record is deleted that is
referenced elsewhere in the database, ensuring referential integrity. You would use a Retrieve Object function to check for
the existence of referenced records.

For example, you can allow Customers to be deleted from the Customer file but only if the Customer is not referenced in
an order on the Order file. You could modify the DLTOBJ function for the Customer file to include this check by calling a
Retrieve Object function on the Order file. If an Order is found that references the Customer, the condition Error is moved
to the program’s *Return code and tested on return to the Delete Object function:

  >  USER: Processing before DBF update
  : -- 
  : Retrieve object  -  Order *                                             <<<
  : .-CASE<<<                                                             <<<
  : |-PGM. *Return code is Error <<<                                      <<<
  : |, -- QUIT<<<                                                            <<<
  : ,-ENDCASE<<<                                                          <<<
  ' -- 
 

Array DLTOBJ

You can use a DLTOBJ to delete one element of an array or to clear the contents of an array. To clear the entire array,
define a DLTOBJ over the array and delete all parameter entries from the DLTOBJ. When this special type of DLTOBJ
executes, it clears the associated array.

DRV Function Field

The Derived (DRV) function field usage is a special field used within functions to perform a user-defined action to derive
the result field. An empty action diagram is initially associated with the function field.

A DRV field always has one output parameter: the derived field itself. You can specify as many additional input
parameters as required.

Example of a Derived Function Field

An example of a DRV field is a total value field that contains the result of the calculation of the Quantity multiplied by Price
fields. Other examples include retrieval of data from an access path.
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For example, rather than having a virtual field in a file, you could use a derived function field that includes a RTVOBJ to
read the file and return a value to the field.

Example of a Compound Condition with Derived Fields

A DRV function field can be used to encapsulate a compound condition. The result would be a true/false condition. This
can be used in an action diagram or to condition a device field. Similarly, DRV function fields can be used to encapsulate
a compute expression.

• Derived fields are equivalent to a function call that returns a single variable.
• Derived fields can be used in any function type and are not restricted to device functions.

For more information on function fields, see Function Field presented earlier in this article.

DSPFIL Device Function

The Display File (DSPFIL) function defines a program to display a list of records from a specified file using a subfile. The
subfile is loaded one page at a time when the scroll keys are pressed.

The DSPFIL function also allows you to select specific field values within a file by using fields in the subfile control area
of the panel. For each field on the subfile record, an associated input-capable field is, by default, present on the subfile
control area of the panel design.

Effects of Parameters

Restrictor Parameters are only for key fields. Specifying restricted key (RST) parameters to the DSPFIL function restrict
the records that are written to the subfile for display. Only records from the based-on access path with key values that
match exactly these values appear. Restrictor parameters are output only.

Positioner Parameters are only for key fields. The effect of positioner key fields is that only records from the based-on
access path with key values greater than or equal to the specified positioner key values appear in the subfile. Any key
field that is defined to the DSPFIL function as an Input/Mapped parameter acts as a positioner for the subfile display.

Selector Parameters are only for non-key fields. The effect of selector fields is that only records from the based-on access
path with data values that match the precise value specified on the selector field display. You can define the specific
criterion for the selector field on the Edit Screen Entry Details panel.

The choices of selector criteria are:

• Equal to (EQ)
• Not equal to (NE)
• Less than (LT)
• Less than or equal to (LE)
• Greater than or equal to (GE)
• Contains (CT)
• Greater than (GT)

Any non-key field that is defined as an Input/Mapped parameter acts as a selector for the subfile display. You should drop,
not hide, any fields from the control format that you do not want to use as selectors. You should drop all positioners and
selectors from the device that you do not require for your function or additional processing can occur that is not required.

A DSPFIL function can be attached to a Retrieval (RTV), Resequence (RSQ), or Query (QRY) access path. The access
path determines which records are displayed by this function. Further selection of records can be made by specifying
whether a record is selected in the appropriate point in the action diagram. The QRY access path lets you specify virtuals
as key fields. There is no default update processing on this function.
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If you modify the action diagram of a DSPFIL function to call a subsidiary function that adds or changes the records on the
subfile, the changes do not display unless you force a subfile reload. This can be done by moving the condition *YES to
the Subfile Reload field in the PGM context.

You cannot use a DSPFIL function to change or update records unless you add the specific logic to do so.

The DSPTRN function differs from the DSPFIL function in that DSPTRN loads an entire subfile. The DSPFIL function
loads only one page of a subfile at a time. For this reason, the SUM, MAX, MIN, and CNT function fields are only valid in
the DSPTRN function.

NOTE
For the same reason, SUM, MAX, MIN, and CNT are also valid in the Edit Transaction (EDTTRN) function
and not in the Edit File (EDTFIL) function. To do this type of calculation with a DSPFIL function, you can use a
RTVOBJ function to read the records and accumulate the calculation into a work field.

The following is an example of a Display File.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Return code B - Y R
Part/fully restricted key I RST - O
Key fields I MAP - O
Other fields Any -/MAP - O

Any key field defined to the DSPFIL function as an Input/Mapped parameter acts as a positioner for the subfile display.
Any non-key field defined as an Input/Mapped parameter acts as a selector for the subfile.
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The following table shows the function options available.

Options Default Value Other Values
Subfile selection Y N
Subfile end M(YSFLEND P,T
Send all error messages M(YSNDMSG) Y, N
Confirm prompt N Y
Confirm initial value M(YCNFVAL) Y, N
Post confirm pass N Y
If action bar, what type? M(YABRNPT) A, D
Commit control N (*NONE) M(*MASTER), S(*SLAVE)
Generate error routine M(YERRRTN) Y, N
Reclaim resources N Y
Closedown program Y N
Copy back messages M(YCPYMSG) Y, N
Generation mode A D, S, M
Screen text constants M(YPMTGEN) L, I
Generate help M(YGENHLP) Y, N, O
Help type for NPT M(YNPTHLP) T, U
Workstation implementation M(YWSNGEN) N(NPT), G(GUI), J(JAVA), V(VB)
Distributed File I/O Control M(YDSTFIO) S, U, N

If the DSPFIL function is attached to an CA 2E access path with a multipart key, the display can be restricted on the major
key by passing this key as a restrictor parameter. The effect of this on the display is to move the restricted key field(s) and
the associated virtuals onto the subfile control and to hide them on the subfile record.

*Reload Subfile

If you modify the action diagram of the DSPFIL function to call a subsidiary function that adds to or changes the records
on the subfile, the changes are not displayed unless you force a subfile reload. This can be achieved by moving the
condition *YES to the *Subfile reload field in the PGM context; for example:

    > USER: command keys
  
    .-CASE                                                                <<<
    | -CTL.*CMD key is *Change to 'ADD’                                   <<<
    | Add new records function                                            <<<
    | PGM.*Reload subfile = CND.*YES                                      <<<
    ’-ENDCASE                                                             <<<
 

Post-Confirm Pass Function Option

A Post-Confirm Pass function option is available for this function and can be used to process the subfile records twice.
Such a situation might arise if you have added function fields to the screen, which would be validated in the first (pre-
confirm) pass. If you then wanted to use these values in further processing, you could specify this in the post-confirm
pass.
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For more information about:

• Post-confirm pass, see DSPTRN later in this article
• On user points, see Modifying Action Diagrams

DSPRCD Device Function

The Display Record (DSPRCD) function defines a program to display a single record from a specified database file. If you
do not supply a key value to the function during execution, or if you supply only a partial key, a key value panel prompts
you for the key value(s). After supplying the key value(s), the remaining fields in the record appear. All or some of the keys
can be supplied as restrictor parameters. If the parameter list contains all the key fields as restrictors, the key panel is
bypassed.

All fields on the DSPRCD panel design are output capable only, by default.

You can attach a DSPRCD function to Retrieval (RTV) or Resequence (RSQ) access paths. The access path determines
which fields and which records are available for display. There is no default update processing in this function.

The DSPRCD function executes in *DISPLAY mode only. There are two display panels for this function type: a key panel
which prompts for the key values and a detail panel which displays the remaining fields as defined by the device design
and the access path.

Design Considerations

For a single record display panel such as DSPRCD, CA 2E places the fields on the panel design in the following manner.

• Key fields from the based-on access path are placed, one field per line, on both key and detail panels
• Non-key fields from the based-on access path are placed, one field per line, on detail panel designs

The following is an example of a Key panel.
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The following is an example of a Detail panel.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Return code B - Y R
Part/fully restricted key I RST - O
Other fields Any -/MAP - O

Parameter fields with a role of Map, which cannot be mapped to any existing field are placed on the display before the
other fields.

The following table shows the function options available.

Options Default Value Other Values
Confirm prompt N Y
Confirm initial value M(YCNFVAL) Y, N
Send all error messages M(YSNDMSG) Y, N
If action bar, what type? M(YABRNPT) A, D
Commit control N(*NONE) M(*MASTER), S(*SLAVE)
Generate error routine M(YERRRTN) Y, N
Reclaim resources N Y
Closedown program Y N
Copy back messages M(YCPYMSG) Y, N
Generation mode A D, S, M
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Screen text constants M(YPMTGEN) L, I
Generate help M(YGENHLP) Y, N, O
Help type for NPT M(YNPTHLP) T, U
Workstation implementation M(YWSNGEN) N(NPT), G(GUI), J(JAVA), V(VB)
Distributed file I/O Control M(YDSTFIO) S, U, N

For more information about:

• Function options see Setting Default Options for Your Functions
• User points see Modifying Action Diagrams

DSPRCD2 Device Function

The Display Record (2 panels) (DSPRCD2) function defines a program that is identical to the Display Record function
except that it allows the database record details to extend into two separate display device panels. You can use the scroll
keys to move between the panels of details. This function type would be suitable to use with files that contain many fields.

The DSPRCD2 function executes in *DISPLAY mode only. There are three display panels associated with this function
type: a key panel that prompts for the key values, and two detail panels which display, by default, all of the fields from the
based-on access path. On any panel, you can hide any fields that you do not want to appear. In addition, the same field
can appear on more than one detail panel.

This panel is used to display a record that has more fields than currently fit into a single panel. All of the considerations
that apply to Display Record also apply to DSPRCD2.

The following is an example of Key panel.

The following is an example of Detail Panel 1.
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The following is an example of Detail Panel 2.
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NOTE
For more information, see the Knowledge Base article The working and limitations of EDTRCD2, EDTRCD3,
DSPRCD2 and DSPRCD3 function types.

DSPRCD3 Device Function

The Display Record (3 panels) (DSPRCD3) function defines a program that is identical to the Display Record function
except that it allows the database record details to extend into three separate display device panels. You can use the
scroll keys to move between the panels of details. This function type is suitable to use with files that contain many fields.

The DSPRCD3 function executes in *DISPLAY mode only. There are four display panels associated with this function
type: a key panel that prompts for the key values, and three detail panels that display, by default, all of the fields from the
based-on access path. On any panel, you can hide the fields that you do not want to appear. In addition, the same field
can appear on more than one detail panel.

This panel is used to display a record that has more fields than currently fit into a single panel.

All of the considerations that apply to Display Record also apply to DSPRCD3.

The following is an example of a Key panel.

The following is an example of a Detail panel 1.
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The following is an example of a Detail panel 2.

The following is an example of a Detail panel 3.
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NOTE
For more information, see the Knowledge Base article The working and limitations of EDTRCD2, EDTRCD3,
DSPRCD2 and DSPRCD3 function types.

DSPTRN Device Function

The Display Transaction (DSPTRN) function defines a program that displays the records from two distinct but related
database files. The files must connect by a file-to-file relation. The relation that connects the files must be an Owned by or
a Refers to relation.

The DSPTRN function has two distinct record formats:

• A header or master record format that corresponds to the owned by or referred to file and is in the subfile control
portion of the panel

• A detail record format that corresponds to the owned by, referred to, or referring file and appears as a subfile

The DSPTRN function loads the entire subfile, and is suitable for using SUM, MIN, CNT, and MAX function fields.

A typical use of DSPTRN is to display an Order Header at the top of the panel with a subfile of the associated Order
Details below.

The key fields in the header format are input-capable. All non-key fields in the header format are by default output only, .

All fields in the detail format are by default output capable.

If no key, or a partial key is supplied to the DSPTRN function, the key fields from header format appear, prompting you for
the remainder of the key in order to identify the file.

The DSPTRN function must be attached to a Span (SPN) access path. The SPN access path connects two record
formats with a common partial key. There is no default update processing for this function type.

In order to be able to create a Span access path:
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• An Owned by or Refers to relation must exist between the header and the detail files
• The SPN access path must be created over the owning file or the referred to file
• The access path must be created explicitly to the SPN access path

The following is an example of a DSPTRN panel.

The panel has the default design for a single and multiple style panel.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Return code B - Y R
Part/fully restricted key
hdr key

I RST - O

Other fields Any -/MAP - O

The following table shows the function options available.

Options Default Value Other Values
Subfile selection Y N
Subfile end M(YSFLEND) P, T
Send all error messages M(YSNDMSG) Y, N
Confirm prompt N Y
Confirm initial value M(YCNFVAL) Y, N
Post-confirm pass N Y
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If action bar, what type? M(YABRNPT) A, D
Commit control N(*NONE) M(*MASTER), S(*SLAVE)
Generate error routine M(YERRRTN) Y, N
Reclaim resources N Y
Closedown program Y N
Copy back messages M(YCPYMSG) Y, N
Generation mode A D, S, M
Screen text constants M(YPMTGEN) L, I
Generate help M(YGENHLP) Y, N, O
Help type for NPT M(YNPTHLP) T, U
Workstation implementation M(YWSNGEN) N(NPT), G(GUI), J(JAVA), V(VB)
Distributed file I/O Control M(YDSTFIO) S, U, N

For more information on function options, see Setting Default Options for Your Functions.

If no key, or a partial key is supplied to the DSPTRN function, the key fields from the header format (which are input-
capable) display. These fields prompt for the remainder of the key so that the header record to display can be identified. If
the parameter list contains all of the key fields as restrictors, this step is bypassed.

NOTE
The current implementation of DDS to DDL conversion does not allow RLA functions using Span (SPN) access
path and based on the DDS database to work, when the database is converted from DDS to DDL.

Post-Confirm Pass Function Option

A Post-Confirm Pass function option is available for this function, and can be used to process the transaction a second
time to carry out additional processing. Such a situation might arise if you have added derived function fields to the control
record, calculated in the pre-confirm pass that you want to use in further calculations for each subfile line. You could
specify these further calculations in a post-confirm pass.

For example, a function field of type SUM can be added to the header format of a Display Transaction panel to total a
value displayed in the detail lines. If a line-by-line percentage of this total is required, it cannot be achieved in one pass.
Calculation of the SUM field is only completed at the end of the first (pre-confirm) pass, for example:

 > USER:  Header update processing
 : -- 
 : Total detail lines                                                       <<<
 ' -- 
 

 > USER: Subfile record update processing
 : -- 
 : WRK. Pct total = CTL. Total detail lines * RCD. Pct                        <<<
 : RCD. Pct total = WRK. Pct total / CON. 100                                 <<<
 ' -- 
 

For more information on user points, see Modifying Action Diagrams.
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Automatic Line Numbering

A common requirement when using Edit Transaction functions is to have line numbers for the subfile records issued
automatically.

For example, Order and Order Line files could be defined as follows:

 FIL   Order   CPT   Known by   FLD   Order            CDE
 FIL   Order   CPT   Has        FLD   Order date       DTE
  
 FIL   Order line   CPT   Owned by   FIL   Order            CPT
 FIL   Order line   CPT   Known by   FLD   Order date       DTE
 FIL   Order line   CPT   Refers to  FIL   Product          REF
 FIL   Order line   CPT   Has        FLD   Order quantity   QTY
 

If an EDTTRN type function called Edit Order is created over the Order and Order Line files, you might want the order line
numbers issued automatically. This can be done as follows:

1. Change the Edit Order function:
a. Use the Edit Device Design panel to add a function field of type MAX to the order header format (F19), the Highest

Line number. This field should be defined as a REF field, based on the line number, so that it calculates the highest
line number used so far. Neither the MAX field nor the line number fields need appear on the screen, but can be
hidden.

b. Use the Edit Action Diagram panel to change the call the Create Order Line function so that the Highest Line
number field from the CTL context is passed to the Order Line number parameter of the CRTOBJ function.

2. Change the Create Order line function:
a. Use the Edit Function Parameters panel to change the Order Line number parameter to be a Both parameter

rather than Input parameter so that the incremented value is returned to the Highest Line number field.
b. Use the Edit Action Diagram panel to increment the Highest line number field by one before writing to the

database. Return the incremented value to the order line number parameter after writing the record to the
database.

For more information on user points, see Modifying Action Diagrams.

EDTFIL Device Function

The Edit File (EDTFIL) function defines a program to maintain records in a file, many at a time, using a subfile. The subfile
is loaded a page at a time when you press the scroll keys.

For each key field on the subfile record, there is an equivalent field on the subfile control header format. Key fields can be
used as positioner parameters in the subfile control format to specify which fields are displayed in the subfile. The subfile
has, by default, all records in the access path as input-capable.

Effects of Parameters

If the high order keys are restrictor fields (RST), only records with keys matching the parameters display.

• If the high order keys are mapped positioner fields (POS), subfile records display on the first subfile page starting with
the key values that you entered. If the subfile control field is output only or hidden, it functions as a restrictor field.

• Parameter fields that have a role of MAP are placed on the subfile control format and not on the subfile record format.

An EDTFIL function can be attached to a Retrieval (RTV) or a Resequence (RSQ) access path.

If specified in the function options, an EDTFIL function contains calls to the Create Object, Delete Object, and Change
Object functions. To remove functions associated with these actions, change the function options. You can also modify the
default functions called from the Edit File by editing the action diagram.
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For more information on function options, see Modifying Function Options.

If the EDTFIL function is in *ADD mode, an empty subfile appears. If it is in *CHANGE mode, a page of records from
the based-on access path appear as modifiable fields. You can change the default function logic for this function type by
modifying the action diagram, and changing the function options. In the resultant program, you can alternate between
*ADD and *CHANGE mode by pressing F9.

The following is an example of an EDTFIL panel.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Return code B - Y R
Part/fully restricted key I RST - O
Other fields Any -/MAP _ O

The following table shows the function options available.

Options Default Value Other Values
Create record Y N
Change record Y N
Delete record Y N
Dynamic program mode Y N
Subfile selection Y N
Subfile end M(YSFLEND) P, T
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Send all error messages M(YSNDMSG) Y, N
Confirm prompt Y N
Confirm initial value M(YCNFVAL) Y, N
If action bar, what type? M(YABRNPT) A, D
Commit control N(*NONE) M(*MASTER), S(*SLAVE)
Generate error routine M(YERRRTN) Y, N
Reclaim resources N Y
Closedown program Y N
Copy back messages M(YCPYMSG) Y, N
Generation mode A D, S, M
Screen text constants M(YPMTGEN) L, I
Generate help M (YGENHLP) Y, N, O
Help type for NPT M(YNPTHLP) T, U
Workstation implementation M(YWSNGEN) N(NPT), G(GUI), J(JAVA), V(VB)
Distributed file I/O Control M(YDSTFIO) S, U, N

For more information about:

• Function options see Setting Default Options for Your Functions
• User points see Modifying Action Diagrams

EDTRCD Device Function

The Edit Record (EDTRCD) function defines a program that maintains records in a specified file, one record at a time.

The EDTRCD function executes in either *ADD or *CHANGE mode. There are two display panels for this function type: a
key panel that prompts for the key values and a detail panel that displays all the fields from the based-on access path.

The EDTRCD function has the following default logic:

• It accepts the key panel (or key values if the key panel was bypassed) and checks for record existence
• In *ADD mode, it displays a panel with blank input-capable fields if the record does not exist
• In *CHANGE mode, it retrieves the record through a RTV or RSQ access path and displays the record as modifiable,

input-capable fields

If no key value, or a partial key value, is supplied as a restrictor parameter, the key panel prompts for the remainder of
the key. By specifying the elements of a composite key as restrictor (RST) parameters, the key panel is bypassed and the
function exits when the record is changed and Enter is pressed.

The EDTCD function is in *CHANGE mode when first called unless there are no records existing in the file. If you set
the function option Dynamic program mode to Y, the function automatically chooses the correct mode. You can toggle
between *ADD and *CHANGE modes by pressing F9 on the key panel.

An EDTRCD function can be attached to a Retrieval (RTV) or a Resequence (RSQ) access path.

By default, an EDTRCD function contains calls to the CRTOBJ, DLTOBJ, and CHGOBJ functions based on the function
options.

You can disable these calls by changing the function options.

The following is an example of a Key panel.
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The following is an example of a Detail panel.
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The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Return code B - Y R
Part/fully restricted key I RST - O
Other fields Any -/MAP - O

The following table shows the function options available.

Options Default Value Other Values
Create record Y N
Bypass key screen N Y
Exit after add N Y
Change record Y N
Delete record Y N
Dynamic program mode N Y
Send all error messages M(YSNDMSG) Y, N
Confirm prompt Y N
Confirm initial value M(YCNFVAL) Y, N
If action bar, what type? M(YABRNPT) A, D
Commit control N(*NONE) M(*MASTER), S(*SLAVE)
Generate error routine M(YERRRTN) Y, N
Reclaim resources N Y
Closedown program Y N
Copy back messages M(YCPYMSG) Y, N
Generation mode A D, S, M
Screen text constants M(YPMTGEN) L, I
Generate help M(YGENHLP) Y, N, O
Help type for NPT M(YNPTHLP) T, U
Workstation implementation M(YWSNGEN) N(NPT), G(GUI), J(JAVA), V(VB)
Distributed file I/O Control M(YDSTFIO) S, U, N

For more information about:

• Function options, see Setting Default Options for Your Functions
• User point, see Modifying Action Diagrams

EDTRCD2 Device Function

The Edit Record (2 panels) (EDTRCD2) function is identical to the Edit Record function except that it allows the record
details to extend to two separate display panels. You can use the scroll keys to move between the pages of detail. This
function type is suitable for files containing many fields.

The EDTRCD2 function executes in either *ADD or *CHANGE mode. There are three display panels for this function type:
a key panel that prompts for the key values, and two detail panels that display, by default, all of the fields from the based-
on access path. On any panel, you can hide fields that you do not want to appear. In addition, the same field can appear
on more than one detail panel.
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All of the considerations that apply to the Edit Record function also apply to EDTRCD2.

The following is an example of a Key panel.

The following is an example of a Detail panel 1.
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The following is an example of a Detail panel 2.
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Note: For more information, see the Knowledge Base article The working and limitations of EDTRCD2, EDTRCD3,
DSPRCD2 and DSPRCD3 function types.

EDTRCD3 Device Function

The Edit Record (3 panels) (EDTRCD3) function is identical to the Edit Record function except that it allows the record
details to extend to three separate display panels. You can use the scroll keys to move between the panels of detail. This
function type is suitable for files containing many fields.

The EDTRCD3 function executes in either *ADD or *CHANGE mode. There are four display panels for this function type:
a key panel that prompts for the key values and three detail panels that display, by default, all of the fields from the based-
on access path. On any panel, you can hide fields that you do not want to appear. In addition, the same field can appear
on more than one detail panel.

All of the considerations that apply to the Edit Record function also apply to EDTRCD3.
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The following is an example of a Detail panel 1.
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The following is an example of a Detail panel 2.
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The following is an example of a Detail panel 3.
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Note: For more information, see the Knowledge Base article The working and limitations of EDTRCD2, EDTRCD3,
DSPRCD2 and DSPRCD3 function types.

EDTTRN Device Function

The Edit Transaction (EDTTRN) function defines a program that maintains the records on a specified pair of header and
detail files. The files must be connected by a file-to-file relation. The relation that connects the files must be an Owned by
or a Refers to relation.

The EDTTRN function has two distinct record formats: a header, or master record format that corresponds to the owning
or referred to file and is in the subfile control portion of the panel; and a detail record format that corresponds to the owned
by, or referring file, and appears as a subfile. The EDTTRN function loads the entire subfile, and is suitable for using SUM,
MIN, CNT, and MAX function fields.

The EDTTRN function has the following default function logic:

• In *ADD mode, the header keys are accepted as parameters, if provided. By specifying the keys as restrictor (RST)
parameters, the key fields are output only on the panel. The panel appears with blank input-capable fields in the
header master file and detail subfile record formats. You can then enter data in the header record format and the detail
record format subfile for validation.

• In *CHANGE mode, the header keys are accepted as parameters. If no key, or a partial key is supplied to the EDTTRN
function, the key fields from the header format display to prompt for the remainder of the key. If the parameter list
contains a fully restricted key, this step does not occur.

• All detail records matching the header record keys are loaded into the subfile. The panel displays the header record
file and the first page of the detail file as a subfile. You can add, change, or delete subfile records as you want. After
successful validation the file is updated.
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An EDTTRN function includes calls to the CRTOBJ, DLTOBJ, and CHGOBJ functions by default for both header
and detail formats. These default functions are included in the action diagram for the function. To remove this default
processing, you change the function options. These functions use the associated Update (UPD) access path update.
There can be six separate calls to these internal functions: three calls for the header format file; three calls for the detail
format file.

The EDTTRN function must be attached to a Span (SPN) access path. The SPN access path connects two record formats
with a common partial key.

In order to be able to create a Span access path:

• An Owned by or Refers to relation must exist between the header and the detail files
• The SPN access path must be created over the owning file or the referred to file
• The access path formats must be added explicitly to the SPN access paths

The typical use of an EDTTRN is to display an Order Header at the top of the panel with a subfile of the associated Order
Detail below.

The EDTTRN function differs from the EDTFIL function in that the EDTTRN function loads an entire subfile. The EDTFIL
function only loads one page of a subfile at a time.

The following is an example of an Edit Transaction panel.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Return Code B - Y R
Part/fully restricted key
hdr key

I RST - O
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Other fields Any -/MAP - O

The following table shows the function options available.

Options Default Value Other Values
Create transaction Y N
Change transaction Y N
Create record Y N
Delete record Y N
Delete transaction Y N
Dynamic program mode N Y
Subfile selection Y Y, N
Subfile end M(YSFLEND) P, T
Send all error messages M(YSNDMSG) Y, N
Confirm prompt Y N
Confirm initial value M(YCNFVAL) Y, N
If action bar, what type? M(YABRNPT) A, D
Commit control N(*NONE) M(*MASTER), S(*SLAVE)
Generate error routine M(YERRRTN) Y, N
Reclaim resources N Y
Closedown program N Y
Copy back messages M(YCPYMSG) Y, N
Generation mode A D, S, M
Screen text constants M(YPMTGEN) L, I
Generate help M(YGENP) Y, N, O
Help type for NPT M(YNPTHLP) T, U
Workstation implementation M(YWSNGEN) N(NPT), G(GUI), J(JAVA), V(VB)
Distributed file I/O control M(YDSTFIO) S, U, N

For more information on function options, see Setting Default Options for Your Functions.

Automatic Line Numbering

A common requirement when using Edit Transaction functions is to have line numbers for the subfile records issued
automatically.

For example, Order and Order Line files could be defined as follows:

 FIL Order       CPT Known by    FLD Order       CDE     
 FIL Order       CPT Has     FLD Order date  DTE     
 FIL Order line  CPT Owned by    FIL Order       CPT 
 FIL Order line  CPT Known by    FLD Order date  DTE 
 FIL Order line  CPT Refers to   FIL Product     REF 
 FIL Order line  CPT Has         FLD Order quantity  QTY     
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If an EDTTRN type function called Edit Order is created over the Order and Order Line Files, you might want the order line
numbers issued automatically. This can be done as follows:

1. Change the Edit Order function:
a. Use the Edit Device Design panel to add a function field of type MAX to the order header format (F19), the Highest

Line number. This field should be defis a REF field, based on the line number, so that it calculates the highest line
number used so far. Neither the MAX field or the line numbers fields appear on the screen, but can be hidden.

b. Use the Edit Action Diagram panel to change the call the Create Order Line function so that the Highest Line
number field from the CTL context is passed to the Order Line number parameter of the CRTOBJ function.

2. Change the Create Order line function:
a. Use the Edit Function Parameters panel to change the Order line number parameter to be a Both parameter rather

than Input parameter so that the incremented value is returned to the Highest Line number field.
b. Use the Edit Action Diagram panel to increment the Highest Line number field by one before writing the database.

Return the incremented value to the order line number parameter after writing the record to the database.

For more information on user points, see Modifying Action Diagrams.

NOTE
The current implementation of DDS to DDL conversion does not allow RLA functions using Span (SPN) access
path and based on the DDS database to work, when the database is converted from DDS to DDL.

EXCEXTFUN User Function

The Execute External Function (EXCEXTFUN) allows you to specify a high-level program using an action diagram. You
can also use an EXCEXTFUN as a user-defined *Notepad function that can serve as a repository of standardized action
diagram constructs that you can easily copy into the action diagrams of other functions.

For more information on user-defined *Notepad functions, see Using NOTEPAD in the article "Modifying Action Diagrams"

The function is implemented as a separate program and has its own action diagram. The function can be created with an
access path of *NONE. You can submit an EXCEXTFUN function for batch processing from within an action diagram.

The EXCEXTFUN has no default logic. It presents an empty action diagram. Any function or set of functions of any type
can be included in an EXCEXTFUN and compiled so that it can be executed as a program.

For documentation purposes, the EXCEXTFUN can be optionally attached to Retrieval (RTV), Resequence (RSQ), or
Update (UPD) access paths.

A good practice is to have only a single action diagram construct with an EXCEXTFUN. This single construct is a call to
an internal function (EXCINTFUN) that contains all the functionality required. Both functions define the same parameters.
This way, you can choose to reference an EXCEXTFUN (function you can call) or EXCINTFUN without duplicating the
action diagram constructs.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Return code B - Y R
Other fields Any - - O

Parameters of role Varying (VRY) are allowed for this function type.

The following table shows the function options available.

Options Default Value Other Values
Send all error messages M(YSNDMSG) Y, N
Confirm prompt Y N
Confirm initial value M(YCNFVAL) Y, N
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Commit control N(*NONE) M(*MASTER), S(*SLAVE)
Generate error routine M(YERRRTN) Y, N
Reclaim resources N Y
Closedown program Y N
Copy back messages M(YCPYMSG) Y, N
Generation mode A D, S, M
Overrides if submitted job * F
Workstation implementation M(YWSNGEN) N(NPT), G(GUI), J(JAVA), V(VB)
Distributed file I/O Control M(YDSTFIO) S, U, N

For more information on function options, see Setting Default Options for Your Functions.

Using Batch Processing

The following information is an example of how to use an EXCEXTFUN to process records using a batch process:

Assume the following:

• Each Order has a status containing a condition that reflects the current processing stage of the order
• Orders for which payments have yet to be received have an Order Status of Unpaid
• Each Order also has an associated Customer Code identifying the customer who placed the Order, and an Order Total

Value indicating the amount due for the Order
• The requirement to process all unpaid Orders and to update the corresponding customers unpaid value (held in the

Customer file) with the total amount owed by the customer
• Each Order, once processed, has its status changed to Processed

Use the RTVOBJ function, Process All Unpaid Orders, to process the records in the Order file. The access path attached
to the RTVOBJ determines the order in which the records on the order file are read.

Assume that the Retrieval access path of the Order file is keyed by Order Number. It would not be advisable to use this
access path for the RTVOBJ as there is no need to process all the Orders in the Order file.

Consequently, you can create and use alternative access paths such as the following:

1. A Retrieval (RTV) access path with select or omit criteria selecting only Unpaid Orders.
2. A Resequence (RSQ) access path keyed by Order status and Customer code.

The second access path is preferable because a restrictor parameter of Order Status with a supplied condition EQ Unpaid
for the RTVOBJ has the equivalent select or omit effect on the records retrieved.

Furthermore, having the Customer code as the secondary key presents Unpaid Order records for each Customer in
sequence. This allows the change of Customer code to indicate the end of a list of Order records belonging to a customer.

This allows the total unpaid value for a Customer to be accumulated and the corresponding Customer record updated only
when all Unpaid Orders for that Customer are processed resulting in a significant reduction in database I/O.

The logic required in the RTVOBJ, Process All Unpaid Orders, is as follows:

  .> USER: Process Data record
  .. -- 
 ...-CASE
 .. |-DB1.Customer code EQ WRK. Saved Customer code
 .. | Continue to accumulate ...
 ..| WRK.Cust. value unpaid Orders = WRK.Cust. value unpaid orders
 .. |                                + DB1. Order total value
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 .. |-*OTHERWISE
 .. | Update Cust.unpaid value  -  Customer *
 .. | | Customer code             = WRK.Saved Customer code
 .. | B Cust. value unpaid Orders = WRK.Cust. value unpaid Orders
 .. | Save new customer code ...
 .. | WRK.Saved Customer code = DB1.Customer code
 .. | Reset accumulator ...
 .. | WRK.Cust. value unpaid Orders = DB1.Order total value
 ..  '-ENDCASE
 .. Set Order status to ‘P’ (Still unpaid but Customer updated) ...
 .. Change Order  -  Order *
 ..        | Order number             = DB1.Order number
 ..        | Customer code            = DB1.Customer code
 ..      | Order status            = CND.Unpaid(Customer updated)
 ..        | Order total value        = DB1.Order total value
 .' -- 
 

Since the value for a customer is only updated for a change in Customer, the last customer record must be accounted for
as follows:

 . USER: Exit processing
 .. -- 
 .. Update last Customer ...
 .. Update Cust. unpaid value - Customer *
 ..    I  Customer code              = WRK.Saved Customer code
 ..    B  Cust. value unpaid orders = WRK.Cust. value unpaid order
 .' -- 
 

The CHGOBJ Change Order is the default CHGOBJ for the function with no additional user logic.

The CHGOBJ Update Cust. unpaid value has the following user logic to ensure that the total value is accumulated onto
what is already present for the customer on file as follows:

 > USER: Processing after Data read
  . -- 
  . Add to Customers unpaid value ...
  . PAR. Cust. value unpaid Orders = PAR.Cust. value unpaid Orders
  .                    + DB1.Cust. value unpaid Orders
  ' -- 
 

Once the functions and logic have been defined, the RTVOBJ, Process All Unpaid Orders, can be embedded within an
EXCEXTFUN Batch process, Unpaid Orders as follows:

 > Batch process unpaid orders
  . -- 
  .  Restrict to process only UNPAID orders (i.e. Order status = 'U') ...
  .  Process all unpaid orders - Orders *
  .     I   RST Order status= CND.Unpaid
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  ' -- 
 

After generating and compiling the EXCEXTFUN, it can be executed in batch using the i OS SBMJOB or equivalent
command. You can choose to execute this command from another function, such as a PMTRCD acting as a menu, by
using the Execute Message function to submit the function to batch.

For more information about:

• Submitting jobs from within an action diagram, see Submitting Jobs Within an Action Diagram
• Using the Execute Message function, see EXCMSG Message Function later in this article

EXCINTFUN User Function

The Execute Internal Function (EXCINTFUN) allows you to specify a portion of an action diagram that can be used
repeatedly in other functions. You can also use an EXCINTFUN as a user-defined *Notepad function, which can serve
as a repository of standardized action diagram constructs that you can easily copy into the action diagrams of other
functions.

For more information on user-defined *Notepad functions, see Using NOTEPAD.

The EXCINTFUN is implemented as inline source code (or a macro function) within the source code of the calling
function. That is, whenever you make a call to this function type, it is embedded in the source code of the calling function
at the point where you made the call.

You cannot attach an EXCINTFUN to an access path. When defining this function type specify *NONE for the access
path.

You might use the EXCINTFUN to perform a calculation routine that will be used repeatedly within a function or several
functions.

Try to encapsulate as much of each action diagram as possible in the EXCINTFUN rather than in native code. This
encourages functional normalization and improves maintainability. In addition, it improves the time it takes to load the
action diagram of the referencing functions.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Any field Any - - O

The following table shows the function options available.

Options Default Value Other Values
Execution location W S
Generate as subroutine? N Y
Share subroutine M(YSHRSBR) N, Y

Example

An example of EXCINTFUN could be in performing a calculation, such as working out a percentage that you want to call
several times in different functions. You could:

1. Define an EXCINTFUN, attached to a database file, with access path *NONE.
2. Define input parameters of the function, such as Number and Total and the output parameters, such as Percentages.
3. Define actions required in the supplied action diagram.
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EXCMSG Message Function

The CA 2E Execute Message (EXCMSG) function allows a request message to be executed by the calling function. A
request message is generally a CL (control language) command.

You enter the request string in the second-level text of the message function. The command can be executed in the
iSeries native environment.

The EXCMSG function is attached to a special CA 2E shipped system file called *Messages.

To implement the EXCMSG function, you define an EXC type message function. Once you define the command to
execute, you insert a call to the EXCMSG function from a user point within the action diagram of a calling function. The
EXCMSG function is then implemented as a call to a CL program supplied by CA 2E.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameter Usage Role Default Option
Return code B - Y R
Message id I - Y R
Message data I - Y R
Field to receive message
text

I - - 0

The following table shows other properties.

Options Default Value Other Values
Message severity 20 00-99
Second level text - System request

The EXCMSG function is implemented by a call to a CL program. The default environment is controlled by the model
value YEXCENV, but can be overridden for individual Execute Message functions. The text of the message can be
tailored to the environment.

It is not possible to use the i OS override commands: Override Database File (OVRDBF), Override Display file
(OVRDSPF), and Override Print File (OVRPRTF) with the EXCMSG function because the resulting overrides are only in
effect in the invocation level of the implementing CA 2E CL program.

If you use the i OS commands OPNDBF and OPNQRYF as the request message text, you must specify a value of
TYPE(*PERM) for these commands in order to prevent the closure of the file on return from the implementing CA 2E CL
program.

You can invoke the i OS command prompt by pressing F4 after entering the command string. Although CA 2E allows you
to use message substitution data variables, (&1, &2), within the string, i OS does not accept these values within the string.
To overcome this restriction replace the ampersand (&) symbol with an at (@) symbol.

Advantage of SBMJOB over Execute Message

Alternatively, you can submit EXCEXTFUN, EXCUSRPGM, and PRTFIL functions for batch execution from within an
action diagram. This method has the following advantages:

• Numeric parameters can be passed
• The complexities of constructing the submit job command string are hidden
• References to submitted functions are visible by CA 2E impact analysis facilities.

For more information on submitting jobs from within an action diagram, see Submitting Jobs Within an Action Diagram.
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Specifying EXCMSG

To specify an EXCMSG function, define an EXC type message function:

1. At the Edit Message Function Details panel, type Z and press F7 to access second level text.
The Edit Second Level Message Text panel appears.

2. Specify the name of the command to execute. If you are unsure of parameters, you can prompt for the names by
pressing F4.

EXCUSRPGM User Function

The Execute User Program (EXCUSRPGM) function allows you to specify the connection to a user-written high-level
language program that is called by CA 2E functions. You can specify parameters on the call to this function. You can also
submit an EXCUSRPGM function for batch processing from within an action diagram.

You can attach the EXCUSRPGM function to any access path or you can specify *NONE for the access path. You should
normally attach the EXCUSRPGM function to a file containing some or all of the function parameters.

You cannot specify Neither (N) type parameter for this function type; however, you may specify Varying (VRY) role
parameters. There is no *Return Code parameter for this function type unless you explicitly define it.

There is no action diagram or device design associated with this function type.

When you create an EXCUSRPGM function, CA 2E assigns a source member name for the program. You can override
this to be the name of the HLL program that you want to call. You need to do this if the program already exists and you are
now defining it to the model.

You should declare all the parameters required by your EXCUSRPGM function. Parameters can be declared in the normal
fashion using the Edit Function Parameters panel. However, you should first determine the domain of the parameter fields
in your user-written program to ensure that they correspond to the parameters of your calling function.

Example

The EXCUSRPGM function can be used to call IBM supplied programs such as the QDCXLATE program to translate a
string.

The program translates a given string of a given length to uppercase using the QSYSTRNTBL table. A system-supplied
table carries out lowercase to uppercase conversion.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Any field required by
program

I/O/B -/VRY - O

The following table shows the function options available.

Options Default Value Other Values
Execution location W S
Generate error routine M(YERRRTN) Y, N
Overrides if submitted job * F

EXCUSRSRC User Function

The Execute User Source (EXCUSRSRC) function specifies either:
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• User-written high-level language source code is to be included within the source code generated by a calling function.
• Device language statements, for example, DDS that can be applied to a device function to customize the associated

device design.

For more information on device user source, see Device User Source.

The HLL source code of the EXCUSRSRC function must be the same as that of the calling function; that is, a function
implemented in RPG can only call an EXCUSRSRC function that is RPG.

You can attach the EXCUSRSRC function to any access path, or you can specify *NONE for the access path. You should
normally attach the EXCUSRSRC function to a file containing some or all of the function parameters. If there are no
suitable files, it may be worth considering defining a dummy file using a Defined as relation.

For example:

 FIL    User source    REF    Defined as    FIL    User source    REF
 

Overall User Source Considerations

You cannot specify Neither (N) type parameters for this function type. The following table shows the allowed parameters.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Any field I/O/B - - O

No action diagram, device design, or function options are associated with this function type.

Although the EXCUSRSRC function provides flexibility, for ease of maintenance, you should use action diagram
programming whenever possible.

The HLL source is held in the source member that CA 2E assigns. CA 2E provides a source member name which you can
override with the name of the source member that you want to call. Change the source name at the Edit Function Details
panel.

The source member must reside in the appropriate source file. The source file must be in the library list of any job that
generates source for CA 2E functions that call the EXCUSRSRC function. The files are as follows:

• For RPG functions, the source member must reside in the file QRPGSRC.
• For COBOL functions, the source member must reside in the file QCBLSRC or QLBLSRC.

Parameters must be passed in accordance with the instance code that you generate in the EXCUSRSRC function. To
define parameters for the user source:

• Define the EXCUSRSRC function and optionally attach it to an existing access path or else specify *NONE for the
access path.

• Type P next to the function from the Edit Functions panel and define the parameters accordingly.

For more information on defining parameters, refer to this module, in the article, Modifying Function Parameters.

Substitution Variables

The following substitution variables let you embed source generation information into user source that is then resolved
into the actual values in the final program source. One use of this feature is to define generic preprocessing programs.

Variable Name Description
*MBR Program source member name
*FILE Program source file name
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*LIB Program source file library name
*TYPE Source type (*RPG/*COBOL)

RPG Source Considerations

You can include all RPG specification types in the source member, except an H specification. CA 2E sorts the different
specification types into their appropriate positions within a program:

• CA 2E codes the source in the normal order for RPG specifications, which is:
– H specification (obtained from model values YRPGHSP for RPG, YRP4HSP for RPGIV Program, and YRP4HS2 for

RPGIV Module)
– F and K specifications
– E specifications
– I specifications
– C specifications
– O specifications

• CA 2E treats the first RPG calculation specifications, which are not part of a subroutine, as the instance code. If there
are repeated calls to an EXCUSRSRC function, CA 2E generates the code on every call to the function at the point
indicated by the action diagram.

CA 2E automatically inserts any C-specifications that follow a subroutine, but are not part of a subroutine, in the ZZINIT
subroutine.

The order of specification is

• Instance code C-specifications
• C-specifications for subroutines called by instance code
• Initialization C-specifications

Parameter fields are only recognized in the factor one, factor two, and result positions of the RPG calculation
specifications that form part of the instance code.

Parameters must take the form #UMMMM where U is the parameter usage defined on the function (I, O, or B), and
MMMM is the mnemonic name (DDS name) of the formal parameter. For example:

 C            #IORVL    ADD       #BLNVL      #OTLVL
 

CA 2E checks usage of parameters within the instance code both for correspondence with the formal parameter and for
use within the user RPG code. For example if field ORCD is alphanumeric, CA 2E would not allow the following:

 C                     Z-ADD        ZERO       #BORCD
 

The letter U is reserved as the initial letter for user-specified field names and subroutine names in user-written source. If
you use other prefixes, you may find they conflict with CA 2E generated names in certain instances.

If your EXCUSRSRC function contains an ICOPY statement, ensure that the source member to be copied does not
contain a subroutine. CA 2E generates the EXCUSRSRC code as a subroutine in your function. The ICOPY includes the
other subroutine inside the EXCUSRSRC subroutine. This causes compile errors as a subroutine cannot be embedded in
another subroutine.

If you use RPG indicators, you must ensure that they do not conflict with those used elsewhere in the program. To ensure
that your usage of indicators in user-written source code does not conflict with the use made of them in CA 2E generated
code, you should save the current indicator values at the start of user-written code and restore them at the end. For
example, to save and restore indicators 21 to 40:
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 C        MOVEA*IN,21     UWIN 20            * Save
 C
 C        .....user code.....
 C
 C        MOVEAUWIN       *IN,21             * Restore
 

COBOL Source Considerations

You can include all COBOL statement types in the source member, except LINKAGE SECTION code and additional
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING statements. CA 2E places the different divisions and sections in the user source in their
appropriate positions within a program.

You must begin the code for each division or section according to the standard COBOL conventions. For example:

  + + + + - A 1       B.. ... 2 ... ... 3
                   WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
                   01  VAR-1   PIC 9999 COMP.
                   01  VAR-2   PIC 9999 COMP.
  
                   PROCEDURE DIVISION.
                   MOVE VAR-1 TO VAR-2
                   PERFORM    ROUTINE
                   MOVE VAR-2 TO VAR-1
 

In the generated code, Relevant Area B code normally follows that code generated by CA 2E from the user source
function but do not assume it does. You will find that FILE-SECTION entries, in particular, precede entries generated for
other function types. Code is thus considered to be divided by anything found in Area A.

CA 2E treats Area B code between a PROCEDURE DIVISION Area A statement (or the beginning of the member)
and the next Area A statement (or the end of the member if sooner) as instance code. If there are repeated calls to an
EXCUSRSRC function, CA 2E generates this code on every call to the function, at the point indicated by the action
diagram. CA 2E includes all other code in the generated program only once, if it is a section.

CA 2E does not actually incorporate the following Area A statements from user source into the generated code because
they are all present in the generated code already. If they are specified in EXCUSRSRC code, they serve only to show
where the subsequent Area B statements (that is, all preceding next Area A statements or the end of the member if
sooner) should be placed:

 + + + + + - A 1     B.. ...2 ... ...3
                  IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
                  ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
                  CONFIGURATION SECTION.
                  INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
                  FILE-CONTROL.
                  I-O CONTROL.
                  DATA DIVISION.
                  FILE-SECTION.
                  WORKING-STORAGE-SECTION.
 

CA 2E decodes and places Area A statements as follows:
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• SPECIAL-NAMES: Area A statements are decoded and the constituent SPECIAL NAMES, if any, are placed in the
correct place in the generated code. The actual words SPECIAL NAMES are omitted, as they are already present in
the generated code.

• COMMITMENT CONTROL FOR: Area A statements are decoded and the constituent file names placed in the correct
place in the generated code. The actual words COMMITMENT CONTROL FOR are placed in the generated code,
unless they are already present because of use of commitment control by another function.

• CA 2E assumes that a user source section headed USR-INIT. consists of code to be placed in the ZZINIT
(initialization) SECTION. The USR-INIT. heading is omitted from the generated code.

• Sections in the user source that follow a DECLARATIVES Area A statement are placed, with their Area A section
headings, in the correct place in the generated code. The actual words DECLARATIVES and END DECLARATIVES
are placed in the generated code, unless they are already there because of another function using this COBOL facility.

• All other code sections, with their Area A headings, are placed in the generated code following all non-user source
generated sections.

If an EXCUSRSRC function contains code for more than one section, remember that these sections are not consecutive
within the host program; they are only required to be syntactically correct within their own section or division. If you use
the COBOL syntax checker when editing user source, you may incur errors because the syntax checker assumes that
the code present in the source member constitutes a complete COBOL program, and that the sections and divisions
encountered are consecutive within the source. Both these assumptions are false for the source of an EXCUSRSRC
function.

The COBOL user source must be correct within the context of the source into which it is inserted. If you are generating
COBOL 85, it must follow COBOL 85 conventions; if you are generating COBOL 74 it must follow COBOL 74 conventions.
Keep these points in mind:

• For COBOL 85, CA 2E generated code contains explicit scope terminators such as END-IF and END-PERFORM.
Within inline code, you must use scope terminators rather than full stops. In code that is part of another division or
section and contextually independent, either full stops or scope terminators can be used.

• Because explicit scope terminators are not available in COBOL 74, you cannot use them in EXCUSRSRC functions.

You can include an EXCUSRSRC function written in COBOL 74 within a function generated in COBOL 85, provided the
COBOL 74 code does not include any language elements that are invalid in COBOL 85. First copy the COBOL 74 source
to the COBOL 85 source file (QLBLSRC) and do one of the following:

• Convert the source according to the previous conventions. This means replacing appropriate full stops with scope
terminators.

• Enclose the EXCUSRSRC function call within an action diagram sequence construct (IS - insert sequence) so that it is
implemented as a contextually independent subroutine.

You can place parameter fields at any point in the instance code. You cannot split them across a source record boundary.
Parameters must be of the form USR-PARM-U-MMMM where U is the parameter usage defined in the function (I, O or B)
and MMMM is the mnemonic name (DDS name) of the formal parameter. For example:

  + + + + - A 1       B .. ... 2 ... ... 3
                  ADD USR-PARM-I-ORVL TO USR-PARM-B-
                  LNVL
                  GIVING USR-PARM-O-TLVL
                  END-ADD
 

CA 2E checks the usage of parameters within the instance code, the U part of the name, for correspondence with the
formal parameter. The letter U is reserved as the initial letter for user-specified field and section names in user-written
source. If you use other prefixes, you may find they conflict with CA 2E generated names in certain instances. If you use
COBOL indicators, you must ensure that they do not conflict with those used elsewhere in the program.
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EXCUSRSRC Function Example

Say you want to define a user-written HLL function called Get customer credit limit into another CA 2E standard function.
The EXCUSRSRC function has three parameters:

IOB Parameter GEN Name
I Customer code CUCD
I Trial value TRQT
O Trial limit TRLM

To specify this function you might do the following:

1. Define the three-parameter fields as fields using the Define Objects panel.
2. Define an EXCUSRSRC function using the Edit Functions panel. The function can be attached to any file with an

access path value of *NONE.
3. Specify the three parameters for the EXCUSRSRC function using the Edit Function Parameters panel.
4. From the Edit Function Details panel for the EXCUSRSRC function, change the program name for the function to the

name of the source member containing the user-written code.
5. Code the EXCUSRSRC function in the nominated source member.

Refer to the following examples of RPG and COBOL and then proceed to Step 6.
The following example shows RPG EXCUSRSRC.

 ** Get customer credit limit                      ) <- IGNORED
 ** Company      : Universal Sprocket Co           )
 ** System       : Widget processing system        )
 ** Author       : YOU                             )
 FUUCUCRLOIF       E    K    DISK                  ) <- OTHER SPECIFICATIONS
  * Customer credit limits                         )
  
  * Set up parameters                              ) <- INSTANCE CODE
 C                  MOVE #ICUCD  UACUNB            )
 C                  Z-ADD#ITRQT  UATRQT            )
 C                  EXSR UACRLM                    )
 C                  Z-ADDUACRLM  #OTRLM            )
 CSR UACRLM         BEGSR                          ) <- SUBROUTINE
 *================================================ )=============================
 * Get credit limit                                )
 *================================================ )=============================
 C                  MOVEA*IN,60  UWIN  1           ) *Save
 * Set of record error indicators.                 )
 C      UACUNB      CHAIN @ CUCRQQ              60 )
 C      *IN60       IFEQ '0'                       )
 C      UATRQT      ADD QQCRLM   UACRLM            )
 C      END                                        )
 C         _       MOVEA UWIN    *IN,60            ) *Restore
 *================================================ )=============================
 CSR    UAEXIT      ENDSR                          )
  
 * Initialization for credit test                  )
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 *================================================ )=============================
 C                  Z-ADD*ZERO   UACRLM            ) <- ZZINIT code
 *================================================ )=============================
 

The following example shows COBOL EXCUSRSRC.

 +++++ -A 1 B .. ... 2 ... ... 3
   ** Get customer credit limit                             ) <- IGNORED
   ** Company      : Universal Sprocket Co                  )
   ** System       : Widget processing system               )
   ** Author       : FRED                                   )
      INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                                 ) <- OTHER
      FILE-CONTROL.                                         )     SPECIFICATIONS
        SELECT UUCUCRL0                                     )
        ASSIGN TO DATABASE-CBABREL1                         )
        ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED                             )
        ACCESS MODE IS DYNAMIC                              )
        RECORD KEY IS EXTERNALLY-DESCRIBED-KEY              )
        FILE STATUS is FILE-STATUS.                         )
   * Customer credit limits                                 )
   FILE-SECTION.                                            )
   FD UUCUCRL0                                              )
      LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD.                           )
   01 UUCUCRL0-F.
    COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS OF UUCUCRL0.
  
   WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.                                 ) <- NEW VARIABLES
   01 UWIN  PIC X.                                          )
  
   PROCEDURE-DIVISION.                                      ) <- INSTANCE CODE
   * Set up parameters                                      )
    MOVE USR-PARM-I-CUCD TO UACUNB OF YCUCRQQ               )
    MOVE USR-PARM-I-TRQT TO UATRQT OF YCUCRQQ               )
    PERFORM UACRLM                                          )
    MOVE UACRLM OF YCUCRQQ TO USR-PARM-O-TRLM               )
  
   * Get credit limit                                       ) <- SUBROUTINE
   UACRLM SECTION.                                          )
    MOVE IND(60) TO UWIN                                    )
   * Set of record error indicators.                        )
    READ UUCUCRL0                                           )
     FORMAT IS ‘YCUCRQQ’                                    )
    END-READ                                                )
    IF C-NO-RECORD                                          )
       MOVE C-IND-ON TO IND(60)                             )
    ELSE                                                    )
       MOVE C-IND-OFF TO IND(60)                            )
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    END-IF                                                  )
  
    IF IND(60) = C-IND-ON                                   )
       ADD UATRQT OF YCUCRQQ, QQCRLM                        )
        GIVING UACRLM OF YCUCRQQ                            )
       END-ADD                                              )
    END-IF                                                  )
 

1. In the action diagram of the function from which you want to call the Get customer credit limit function, insert an action:

> USER: User defined action
: -
: Get customer credit limit * < < <
'-

Supply the required parameters for the action using the Edit Action Details panel. For example:

The following table shows an example of the code generated for the call. These are the names of the values passed to the
parameters.

IOB Parameter GEN Name Variable GEN Name
I Customer code CUCD Customer code CUCD
I Trial value TRQT Order value ORQT
O Trial limit TRLM Customer credit limit CULM

CA 2E generates the following RPG and COBOL code for the particular call:
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 UAEXIT.                                           )
 EXIT.                                            )
  
 * ZZINIT code.
 USR-INIT SECTION.                                 ) < - ZZINIT CODE
 MOVE ZEROES TO UACRLM OF YCUCRQQ                 )
 The following example shows EXCUSRSRC - RPG call.
  
 * Get customer credit details
 * Set up parameters
 C               MOVE # 1CUCD        UACUNB
 C               Z-ADD #2ORQT        UATRQT
 C               EXSR UACRLM
 C               Z-ADDUACRLM         #1CULM
 The following example shows EXCUSRSRC - COBOL Call.
  
 +++ -A 1 B.. ... 2 ... ... 3
    * Get customer credit details
    * Set up parameters
           MOVE Z1CUCD OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O TO UACUNB OF YCUCRQQ
           MOVE Z2ORQT OF ZSFLCTL-WS-O TO UATRQT OF YCUCRQQ
           PERFORM UACRLM
           MOVE UACULM OF YCUCRQQ TO Z1CULM OF ZSFLRCD-WS-O
 

CA 2E includes the other source code statements for the EXCUSRSRC function into the source of the calling function
without modification.

MAX Function Field

MAX (maximum) is a special type of field usage that is assigned to function fields containing the result of a computation of
the highest value for a particular field.

The MAX field usage uses a special built-in routine that computes the value of the function field based on the input
parameter. For instance, within an Edit Transactions function type, you could define a MAX function field on the header
record file to calculate the highest value of orders that appear in the detail file. You must define the input and result
parameters associated with the MAX function field. The MAX function field would calculate the resultant value on
initialization and call to the function.

MAX function fields have two, and only two, parameters:

• A result parameter -- This is the MAX function field itself. You must place this field on the totaling format of any
function (Display Transactions or Edit Transactions) that calls the MAX function field.

• An input parameter -- This specifies the field for which MAX determines the highest value. This field must be present
on the detail record format of the calling function.

Function fields of usage MAX must always be numeric. If the function field is defined as a referenced (REF) field based on
another numeric field, CA 2E assumes that the based-on field is the field whose maximum value is calculated.

Examples

The following are usage examples of the MAX function field:
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• Largest order item: maximum of order quantity
• Highest line number: maximum of line number

Function Field

MINMIN (minimum) is a special type of field usage assigned to the function fields containing the result of a computation of
the lowest value for a particular field.

The MIN field usage uses a special built-in routine that computes the value of the function field based on the input
parameter. For instance, within an Edit Transactions function type, you define a MIN function field on the header record
file to calculate the lowest value of orders appearing in the detail file. You must define the input and result parameters
associated with the MIN function field. The MIN function field calculates the resultant value on initialization and call to the
function.

MIN function fields have two, and only two, parameters:

• A result parameter -- This is the summed MIN function field itself. You must place this field on the totaling format of
any CA 2E function (Display Transactions or Edit Transactions) that calls the MIN function field.

• An input parameter -- This specifies the field for which MIN determines the lowest value. This field must be present
on the detail record format of the calling function.

Function fields of usage MIN must always be numeric. If the function field is defined as a referenced (REF) field based on
another numeric field, CA 2E assumes that the based-on field is the field whose minimum value is calculated.

Example

The following are usage examples of the MIN function field:

• Smallest order item: minimum of order quantity
• Lowest line number

MTRCD Device Function

PThe Prompt Record (PMTRCD) function defines a program to prompt for a list of fields defined by a specified access
path. You can pass the validated fields as parameters to any other function whether it is interactive, batch, a user-defined
function to print a report, or an i OS message function such as Execute Message.

There is no default action for this function type. If you want to call another function once you validate the PMTRCD fields,
you must specify this in the action diagram.

The fields that appear, by default, on PMTRCD are based on the file/access path over which the function is built. You can
drop all panel format relations and fields and use your own function fields and subsequent validation on the function as an
alternative to validating fields with file relations.

You can attach a PMTRCD function to a Retrieval (RTV) or a Resequence (RSQ) access path. There is no update
processing for this function unless you specifically include it in the action diagram. A Prompt Record function does not
validate the existence of a particular record from the underlying access path. It will, however, validate panel level relations
and date and time fields.

The PMTRCD function executes in *ENTER mode only and there is only one display panel for this function.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Return code B - Y R
Fields from access path Any -/MAP - O
Any other fields Any -/MAP - O
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The following table shows the function options.

Options Default Value Other Values
Repeat prompt N Y
Confirm prompt Y N
Confirm initial value M(YCNFVAL) Y, N
Send all error messages M(YSNDMSG) Y, N
If action bar, what type? M(YABRNPT) A, D
Commit control N(*NONE) M(*MASTER), S(*SLAVE)
Generate error routine M(YERRRTN) Y, N
Reclaim resources N Y
Closedown program Y N
Copy back messages M(YCPYMSG) Y, N
Generation mode A D, S, M
Screen text constants M(YPMTGEN) L, I
Generate help M(YGENHLP) Y, N, 0
Help type for NPT M(YNPTHLP) T, U
Workstation implementation M(YWSNGEN) N(NPT), G(GUI), J(JAVA), V(VB)
Distribute a file I/O Control M(YDSTFIO) S, U, N

For more information on function options, see Setting Default Options for Your Functions.

The following is an example of Prompt and Record panel.

For more information on user points, see Modifying Action Diagrams.
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PRTFIL Device Function

The Print File (PRTFIL) function defines a program to print the records from a specified access path. The PRTFIL function
prints all records in a single file hierarchy of the based-on access path and provides header and total formats for key
fields. You can submit a PRTFIL function for batch processing from with an action diagram.

Most considerations that affect PRTFIL also affect Print Object (PRTOBJ).

Default Processing

The following describes default processing:

• You can specify up to 24 levels of totaling.
• You can print records from more than one access path by embedding Print Object functions within this function type.

You can view the overall structure of the report in the Edit Device Structure panel.
• You can attach a PRTFIL function to a Retrieval (RTV), a Resequence (RSQ), or a Query (QRY) access path. The

Query access path allows you to specify virtuals as key fields. You can omit certain records from printing by setting the
*Record Selected Program field to No.

Device Considerations

The following are device considerations:

• The default design for a PRTFIL function includes standard header, top of page, first page, detail final totals, and footer
formats.

• If there is more than one key field, CA 2E creates a header and total format for each additional key level. By using the
Edit Report Formats panel, you can drop unwanted formats except detail standard header/footer formats.

• The formats belonging to any embedded PRTOBJ functions are present on the PRTFIL device design; however, you
cannot alter them. You can only specify the indentation level of the embedded PRTOBJ formats within the report
structure.

Parameter Considerations

Effect of restrictor parameters:

• If you furnish all the keys of the access path to which a PRTFIL function attaches as restrictor parameters to the
function, only the record with the given key or keys prints.

• If you furnish only some of the keys (such as the major keys) as restrictor parameters, all of the records with the given
key print.

• If you furnish none of the keys of the access path as restrictor parameters, all of the records on the access path print.

Effect of positioner parameters:

• If you furnish all of the keys of the access path to which a PRTFIL function attaches as positioner parameters to the
function, only the records with a key value greater than or equal to the given key or keys print.

• If you furnish only some of the keys (such as the major keys) as restrictor parameters, but some or all of the remaining
keys are passed as positioner values, only those records with keys equal to the restrictor values and greater than or
equal to the positioner values print.

• If none of the keys of the access path are supplied as positioner parameters, all of the records in the access path
within the specified restrictor group print.

Level breaks:
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• CA 2E defines a level break whenever a major key value changes.
• On a level break, the Print File resets the fields in the associated controlling Header format and its associated Total

format. The fields are reset to blank, zero, or values from the DB1 context as appropriate. The total number of formats
for the PRTOBJs and PRTFILs cannot exceed 104 if generated in RPG and 96 if generated in COBOL.

• You can remove a level break and the associated processing by dropping the associated header and total formats.
Totals automatically accumulate at the higher levels.

• If you hide the formats, the processing remains in the execution but the output is suppressed from the report.
• You can add a maximum of 24 PRTOBJ functions to one PRTFIL function.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Return code B - Y R
Key fields I RST/POS - O
Other fields Any /MAP - O

The following table shows the function options available.

Options Default Value Other Values
Send all error messages M(YSNDMSG) Y, N
Commit control N(*NONE) M(*MASTER), S(*SLAVE)
Generate error routine M(YERRRTN) Y, N
Reclaim resources N Y
Closedown program Y N
Copy back messages M(YCPYMSG) Y, N
Generation mode A D, S, M
Screen text constants M(YPMTGEN) L, I
Overrides if submitted job * N
Distributed file I/O ControL M(YDSTFIO) S, U, N

For more information on function options, see the article, "Setting Default Option for Your Functions."

The following is an example of a Print File.
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For more information on user points, see Modifying Action Diagrams.

PRTOBJ Device Function

The Print Object (PRTOBJ) function defines an embedded report that prints the records from a specified access path at
any point within a PRTFIL function. You also can embed PRTOBJ functions within other PRTOBJ functions.

A PRTOBJ function is an internal function, much like the EXCINTFUN, RTVOBJ, CHGOBJ, or (DLTOBJ) functions, in that
the high level language source code generated to implement the function is included as source code within the Print File
function that calls it.

You can attach a PRTOBJ function to a Retrieval (RTV), a Resequence (RSQ), or a Query (QRY) access path.

Most considerations that affect PRTFIL also affect PRTOBJ.

Device considerations:
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• The default device design for a PRTOBJ report design includes first page, detail, and final total formats. The standard
header and footer formats and the external features of the report (for example, page size, compiler overrides) are
determined by the embedding PRTFIL function.

• If there is more than one key field, CA 2E creates header and total formats for each additional key level. You can drop
unwanted formats using the Edit Report Formats panel.

Default logic:

• The PRTOBJ function reads one, several, or many records according to the entry parameters that you specify for it.
The same parameter considerations that apply to PRTFIL functions also apply to this function type.

• You can specify totaling with a PRTOBJ function in the same way as for PRTFIL function types (from the CUR context
to the NXT context). If you want to return a total to the calling function, you must return it as a parameter

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Return code I RST/POS - O
Other fields Any -/MAP - O

There are no function options available for this function.

The following is an example of a Print Object.
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RTVMSG Message Function

The Retrieve Message (RTVMSG) function specifies a process that retrieves message text. You can then use the
message text to perform any number of processes such as moving a character string (or strings) from a database file into
a field. You could also concatenate two discrete character strings from different fields and place them in the same work
field or some other text field in another file.

The RTVMSG function is attached to a special CA 2E system file called *Messages.

Default logic:

• CA 2E implements the RTVMSG function via a high-level language program call to a CL program (Y2RVMGC).
• The RTVMSG function returns a message to the calling program (that is, the program that called the RTVMSG

function). You would have to declare the field that is to receive the returned message data as an output parameter to
the RTVMSG function.

Specifying RTVMSG

To specify a RTVMSG function, define a RTV type message function. Go to the Edit Message Function Details panel (type
Z). On the message text prompt, specify the specific text along with system parameters that are derived as part of the text
string.

RTVOBJ Database Function

The Retrieve Object (RTVOBJ) function specifies a routine to retrieve one or more records from a database file.
Processing can be specified for each record read, by modifying the action diagram for the function.

The RTVOBJ function attaches to a Retrieval (RTV), Resequence (RSQ), or Query (QRY) access path, or Physical (PHY).
The QRY access path lets you specify virtuals as key fields. There are no function options or device designs available for
RTVOBJ.

For more information on PHY, see the section Internal Database Functions and PHY Access Paths in Database
Functions.

The RTVOBJ function reads one, all, or a selection of the records or array entries according to the specified entry
parameters.

If you need data to be returned from the RTVOBJ to the calling function, you must perform moves within the RTVOBJ user
points. The best way to implement this is to use *MOVE ALL from a DB1 context to a PAR context if the record is found.
The fields to be passed back to the calling function must be specified as output parameters on the RTVOBJ.

NOTE
*MOVE ALL only performs moves for fields with matching names.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Key fields from access
path

I RST/POS Y R

Other fields Any - - O

The following table shows the function options available.

Options Default Value Other Values
Share Subroutine M(YSHRSBR) N, Y
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Effects of Restrictor Parameters

If all the keys of the access path to which a RTVOBJ function attaches are supplied as restrictor parameters, only the
record with the given key or keys is read.

If only some of the keys (major keys) are supplied as restrictor parameters, all of the records with the given key are read.

If none of the keys for the access path are supplied as restrictor parameters, all of the records in the access path are read.

Effects of Positioner Parameters

If all the keys of the access path to which the RTVOBJ function attaches are supplied as positioner parameters to the
function, only the records with a key value greater than or equal to the given key or keys are read.

If only some of the keys (major keys) are supplied as restrictor parameters, but some or all of the remaining keys are
passed as positioner values, only those records with keys equal to the restrictor values and greater than or equal to the
positioner values are read.

If none of the keys of the access path are supplied as positioner parameters, all of the records in the access path within
the specified restrictor group are read.

For more information on user points, see Modifying Action Diagrams.

Effects of No Parameters

If no keys of the access path are supplied as parameters, there are two possible outcomes:

• All records in the access path are read if the USER: Process Data Record user point contains user logic.
• Only the first record is read if the USER: Process Data Record user point does not contain user logic.

SELRCD Device Function

The Select Record (SELRCD) function defines a program to display the records from a specified file using a subfile. The
program enables the end user to select one of the records and the key of the selected record is returned to the calling
program.

For each field on the based-on access path, an associated input-capable field is present on the subfile control record. You
can use these fields to control how records from the database are displayed. There are three types:

• Restrictor parameters for the subfile (protected key fields).
• Positioner parameters for the subfile (unprotected key fields).
• Selectors (non-key fields). You can specify the operation (Equal to, Contains, Greater than) by which the selection is

made, using the Edit Screen Entry Details panel.

The SELRCD function type differs from the Display File function type. Records are similarly displayed as a list or subfile,
but the SELRCD function includes processing to return the key values to the panel of the calling function whenever you
select an item with a line selection option of 1 (CUA Entry) or / (CUA Text) action bar.

You can attach a SELRCD function to a Retrieval (RTV), Resequence (RSQ), or Query (QRY) access path. The QRY
access path lets you specify virtuals as key fields.

Effect of parameters:

If you define a partially restricted key to a SELRCD function, the SELRCD function displays a subset of the total number
of records. If you do not restrict the keys, you can use them to position the subfile display. To do this, enter the character
string required to position the display after the ? in the relevant code field.

Design considerations:

The SELRCD function executes in *SELECT mode only. There is only one display panel for this function type. There is no
default update processing for this function.
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When you type a ? or user prompt (F4) for a key or foreign key field, CA 2E calls the prompt function assigned to this file-
to-file relation. The SELRCD function based on the access path used to validate the value entered becomes the default
prompt function.

CA 2E determines the appropriate default prompt function to call for a key or foreign key field as follows:

1. Determine the referencing access path of the relation associated with the field. By default, this is the primary Retrieval
access path of the referencing file.

2. Select, by name, the first SELRCD built over that access path.
3. If no SELRCD is found, no call is generated.

The F4 prompt function assignment enables you to select another function to override the function assigned to the
access path relationship. This assignment can be made at the access path or function level. You can select any external
function except Print File and the function can be based over any access path that is valid for the function type you select.
Function level assignments take precedence over access path level assignments.

For more information on instructions for assigning F4 prompt functions, see Editing Device Designs and Building Access
Paths in the article "Modifying Device Designs," and Change a Referenced Access Path.

The following table shows the parameters available.

Parameters Usage Role Default Option
Return code B - Y R
Key fields B MAP Y R
Other fields B RST - O
non-key fields I MAP - O
Other fields Any -/MAP - O

If there are output or both parameters, these are passed back automatically if the fields are present in the subfile record.

The following table shows the function options available.

Options Default Value Other Values
Subfile end M(YSFLEND) P, T
Send all error messages M(YSNDMSG) Y, N
If action bar, what type? M(YABRNPT) A, D
Commit control N(*NONE) M(*MASTER), S(*SLAVE)
Generate error routine M(YERRRTN) Y, N
Reclaim resources N Y
Closedown program Y N
Copy back messages M(YCPYMSG) Y, N
Generation mode A D, S, M
Screen text constants M(YPMTGEN) L, I
Generate help M(YGENHLP) Y, N, O
Help type for NPT M(YNPTHLP) T, U
Workstation implementation M(YWSNGEN) N(NPT), G(GUI), J(JAVA), V(VB)
Distributed file I/O Control M(YDSTFIO) S, U, N

For more information on function options, see Setting Default Options for Your Functions.

The following is an example of a SELRCD.
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For more information on user points, see Modifying Action Diagrams.

SNDCMPMSG Message Function

The Send Completion Message (SNDCMPMSG) function specifies that a completion message is sent to the function that
called a function. A completion message indicates completion of a particular task.

The SNDCMPMSG function causes a message to be returned to the message queue of the program that occupies the
previous higher position in the invocation stack of the program that invokes the SNDCMPMSG function.
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Figure 6: SNDCMPMSG_function

The SNDCMPMSG function is attached to a special CA 2E system file called *Messages.

CA 2E implements the SNDCMPMSG function using a shipped user program called Y2SNMGC.

Example

In this example, you have a Display File function that calls a separate Print File function to print out some details. You
might then send a completion message from the Print File function to indicate that the print is complete. This could be
done by modifying the action diagram of the Print File function as follows:

> USER: Process end of report
: --
:Send completion message - 'Print of details complete' <<<
' --

The message then appears automatically on the message subfile of the Display File function.

SNDERRMSG Message Function

The CA 2E Send Error Message (SNDERRMSG) function is used to send an error message to the message queue of the
calling program. An error message indicates that an error occurred arising from validation of user-entered data.

The SNDERRMSG function causes a message to be sent to the program message queue of the program that calls the
SNDERRMSG function. All standard functions have message queue subfiles and display messages at the bottom of the
panel.
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Figure 7: SNDERRMSG_function

The SNDERRMSG function is attached to a CA 2E shipped file called *Messages.

When you call a SNDERRMSG function, you can use any input-capable fields that you defined as input parameters, as
message substitution data. These parameter fields do not need to appear in the text of the message.

When you call a SNDERRMSG function, input-capable fields on your function’s device design, which you defined as Input
or Neither parameters to the SNDERRMSG function, appear highlighted and in reverse image unless Flag Error is set
to N on the Edit Function Parameter Details panel for the device function. The cursor is positioned at the first error field,
unless overridden by the *SET CURSOR function. The program does not proceed past the validation subroutine until you
correct the error.

When you call a SNDERRMSG function, the program encounters more than one error, all input-capable fields in error are
highlighted. Depending on what you specified for the function option Send All Error Message, the program sends only the
first error or all errors.

Consider the following example. If you have a device function that requires a calculated total value to be checked against
an entered total value, and an error message sent if these totals do not agree, you would do this by:

Defining an error message.

Modifying the action diagram of the device function to call the SNDERRMSG function in the appropriate circumstances as
shown next.

 > USER: Validate totals
 : - -
 :  .-CASE                                                                 <<<
 :  | -CTL. Calculated total NE CTL. Entered total                         <<<
 :  | Send error message - do not agree'                                   <<<
 :  '-ENDCASE
 '- -
 

The device function repeatedly redisplays the fields until the error is corrected.

SNDINFMSG Message Function

The Send Information Message (SNDINFMSG) function is used to send an information message to the message queue of
the calling program. An information message informs or provides information concerning a particular task.
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The SNDINFMSG function causes a message to be sent to the program message queue of the program that invokes the
SNDINFMSG function.

Figure 8: SNDINFMSG_function

The SNDINFMSG function is attached to a CA 2E shipped file called *Messages.

Consider the following example. If you have a CA 2E device function that calculates a control total as part of the validation
and the calculated total value differs from an entered total value, you may want to send an information message as a
warning that the end user can choose to ignore.

To do this, you first define an information message in the normal way and modify the action diagram of the device function
as follows:

 >   USER: Validate totals
 : -- 
 : .CASE                                                                  <<<
 : |  -CTL. Calculated total NE CTL. Entered total                        <<<
 : |      Send  information message - 'Totals disagree'                   <<<
 : 'ENDCASE
 ’ -- 
 

SNDSTSMSG Message Function

The Send Status Message (SNDSTSMSG) function is used to send a status message to the message queue of a calling
function. A status message provides information concerning the progress of a long-running task.

The SNDSTSMSG function causes a message to be returned to the program message queue of the job that invokes
the SNDSTSMSG function. The SNDSTSMSG function type is only valid for interactive jobs and causes the message to
display at the base of the panel during a long-running interactive job.

The SNDSTSMSG function is attached to a CA 2E shipped file called *Messages.

Example

You might have a function to execute End of Year processing that is a long-running process. Before starting the main body
of the function, you could send a status message to indicate that it is in progress; for example:
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 > USER:
 : -- 
 : Send status message - 'End of year processing running'                 <<<
 ' -- 
 

SUM Function Field

The Sum function field is a special field usage used within functions to contain the result of a computation of the sum of
values of another field.

Function fields of type SUM must be numeric. If the function field is defined as a reference (REF) field that is based on
another field, the SUM field contains a summation of the values of the referenced field. The referenced field must also be
numeric.

Function fields of type SUM always have two parameters:

• A result parameter: This is the actual field itself containing the results of a summation. You must place the field on a
totaling format or subfile control format of the Display or Edit Transaction that calls the SUM function field.

• An input parameter: This is the field whose sum will be calculated. This field must exist on the detail format of the
function using the SUM function field.

The following are examples of Sum fields:

• Total order value: the sum of order lines
• Total warehouse space: sum of location space

USR Function Field

The USR (User) field usage is reserved for any work fields that you need on a device design or in an action diagram. A
USR function field can be input-capable or output only. USR function fields are usually defined as REF fields to existing
database fields.

There is no default processing for USR function fields. You must initialize, validate, or specify any special processing for
the field. However, CA 2E performs basic field type validation such as date validation if the field is a DTE type field.

The following are examples of User fields:

• Command request strings
• Menu options
• Work fields used on the panels or in the function’s action diagrams

Default Prototype Functions

The Default prototype function is available for *Template functions. It is available only for functions created over the
*Template file and is available for all function types (CHGOBJ, EDTFIL, and so on). This function facilitates the use of
*Template functions. When new functions are created, the use of a specific *Template function is enforced.

NOTE
In previous versions, users had to select *Template functions (by using F21) explicitly while creating new
functions. There was no enforcement of *Template usage.

If a function x based on the *Template file that has the Default prototype function function option set to Y, then any function
of x type subsequently created over any user-defined (non-system) file in the model automatically uses function x as their
prototype, rather than using the system default.

NOTE
New functions created over the *Template file always use the system default at the time of creation.
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For all functions based over the *Template file, only one function of each type can have the Default prototype function
function option set to Y. Any user with DSNR authority can change the Default prototype function option.

ILE Programming
This articles describes the ILE programming in the form of 2 HLL codes, RP4 and CBI. The RP4 HLL functions are
generated by the RPGIV generator. The CBI functions generate CBL ILE code using the standard shipped COBOL
generator.

Contents

Choosing RPGIV as the Default Language

To create a new model with RPGIV as the default language, use the YCRTMDLLIB command as follows:

YCRTMDLLIB…HLLGEN(*RPGIV)

This value becomes the model value YHLLGEN. In addition, the default binding directory YBNDDIR is created in the
generation library.

To make RPGIV the HLL generator for an existing function, change the value on the Edit Function Details panel to RP4.

ILE Features That Affect CA

The IBM integrated Language Environment (ILE) includes many enhancements and changes over the Original Program
Model (OPM) that controls and supports RPG and COBOL programs.

This section contains brief descriptions of the ILE features that the CA 2E RPGIV ILE generator uses for program creation
and program calling.

NOTE
The RPGIV generator includes processing that can use such ILE features as bound (static) calls, activation
groups, binding directories, and more. These features provide functionality that is not available for RPG or
COBOL programs. A full understanding of ILE is therefore necessary for using the RPGIV generator. See the
documentation from IBM or another source.

Program Creation

In OPM, program creation consists of compiling source code into runnable program objects (*PGM). A program object is
created from a single source member using the Create RPG Program command (CRTRPGPGM).

By contrast, in ILE, program creation consists of:

• Compiling source code into nonrunnable module objects (*MODULE)
• Binding (combining) one or more modules into a runnable program object (*PGM)

One way to create an RPGIV program object is using the CRTBNDRPG command. This command creates a temporary
module that is bound into a program object and later deleted. This is the quickest and simplest way to create an ILE
program.

Another way to create an RPGIV program object is using separate commands for compilation and binding. In this two-step
process, you create a module object with the Create RPG Module command (CRTRPGMOD). This command compiles
the source statements into a nonrunnable module object, which must be bound into a program object with the Create
Program command (CRTPGM).
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ILE also lets you bind other objects using a binding directory. A binding directory is essentially a "list" of modules that
may be needed when the program runs. When the CRTBNDRPG command specifies a binding directory, the compiler
or binder searches the binding directory to see if the program being compiled accesses any modules in the directory.
If it does, the compiler or binder binds them to the program. A binding directory can reduce program size because the
modules or service programs in a binding directory are used only when needed.

For more information about the binding directory, see the section The YBNDDIR Model Value later in the topic.

CA 2E lets you define a function as either a module or a program. During the source generation and compilation steps,
the RPGIV ILE generator ensures that references to bound objects are correct and creates either a program object
(*PGM) or a module object (*MODULE). Created modules can be bound to created programs during compilation, either
explicitly or through the default CA 2E binding directory.

Program Calling

In ILE, you can write applications in which ILE RPG/400 programs and OPM RPG/400 programs interrelate by using the
traditional dynamic program call. The calling program specifies the name of the called program on a CALL statement. The
name of the called program is resolved to an address at run time, just before the calling program passes control to the
called program. The program name may be known to the program only when the call is made (perhaps if the program
to be called is a variable value). Because of this, the dynamic call uses considerable system resources, and repeated
dynamic calls can reduce the performance of the calling program.

You can also write ILE applications that interrelate with faster static calls. Static calls are calls between procedures. A
procedure is a self-contained set of code that performs a task and then returns to the caller. An ILE RPG/400 module
consists of an optional main procedure followed by zero or more subprocedures. Because the procedure names are
resolved at bind time (that is, when you create the program), static calls are faster than dynamic calls.

Example: The CA 2E generator uses static calls where possible. Suppose a model contains the following external
functions Function PGM -- generated in RPGIV, compiled as a program object (*PGM):

Function MOD -- generated in RPGIV, compiled as a module object (*MODULE)

Function MOD2 -- generated in RPGIV, compiled as a module object (*MODULE)

Function RPG -- generated in RPG or COBOL, compiled as a program object (*PGM)

In a model with the functions just listed, the following call situations occur:

1. Function PGM calls Function MOD, using the Call Bound Procedure statement (CALLB).
2. Function MOD calls Function MOD2, using the CALLB statement.
3. Function RPG calls Function PGM, using the Call Program statement (CALL).
4. Function PGM calls Function RPG, using the CALL statement.
5. Function RPG calls Function MOD, using the CALL statement. In this case, however, the call fails because RPG

programs cannot call module objects using a dynamic call.

Generating RPGIV Source

The process to invoke source generation is the same as for RPG:

• Enter a G next to the function to generate the source interactively.
• Enter a J next to the function to generate the source and compile the object in batch.

After the source is generated, you can view or edit it by entering an E next to the function. The source file is QRPGLESRC
and the source type is RPGLE.
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Control (H) Specifications

The RPG generator uses the contents of the YRPGHSP model value as the Control (H) specification for the generated
RPG source. The RPGIV generator, however, uses the contents of two separate model values:

YRP4HSP -- Control (H) specification for objects of type *PGM

YRP4HS2 -- Control (H) specification for objects of type *MODULE

You can add extra H lines using user source; see the section RPGIV User Source. This is because the H-specification is
keyword-based and can take more than 80 characters.

NOTE
You can change the model values YRP4HSP and YRP4HS2 with YCHGMDLVAL, but they are too long to be
displayed on the Display Model Values panel.

Compiling RPGIV Source

As stated earlier, you can compile generated RPGIV source into a program object (*PGM) with CRTBNDRPG or a module
object (*MODULE) with CRTRPGMOD. To accommodate this choice between object types, the Edit Function Details
panel has two new options, O and T:

SEL: E-STRSEU, O-Compiler Overrides, T-ILE Compilation Type (*PGM/*MODULE)

Option O

The O option controls the compiler overrides. Use this option if you want additional binding directories (to use IBM APIs,
for example). Because the CRTBNDRPG and CRTRPGMOD commands have different default values, changing the
object type with the T option deletes any compiler overrides for the previous object type.

Option T

The T option toggles between PGM (*PGM) and MOD (*MODULE) as the object type created when the source is
generated and compiled. This option is available only for a target HLL that is ILE compatible, like RPGIV. The current
object type is shown at the left of the subfile line. During generation, the change is limited to the compiler overrides in the
source (the Z* lines). Here are more details about the compile options:

• PGM -- The IBM Create Bound RPG Program command (CRTBNDRPG) compiles the generated source into a
program object (*PGM). The command creates a temporary module, binds that module into a program, and then
deletes the temporary module.
The defaults for this command are in the *CRTBNDRPG message in the *Messages file:

CRTBNDRPG PGM(&2/&1) SRCFILE(&3/
QRPGLESRC) DFTACTGRP(*NO) BNDDIR(&YBNDDIR) DBGVIEW(*SOURCE) CVTOPT(*DATETIME) ACTGRP(*CALLER) OPTIMIZE(*BASIC)

• MOD -- The IBM Create RPG Module command (CRTRPGMOD) compiles the generated source into a module object
(*MODULE). You must then bind that module into an ILE program, possibly with other modules.
The defaults for this command are in the *CRTRPGMOD message in the *Messages file:

CRTRPGMOD MODULE(&2/&1) SRCFILE(&3/QRPGLESRC) DBGVIEW(*SOURCE) CVTOPT(*DATETIME)
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RPGIV User Source

Functions generated with source type RP4 should include only user source of the type RP4. This user source lets you
take advantage of some features of the RPGIV language that are not currently available in the CA 2E model generated
source. An example is the use of pointer variables.

RPGIV user source must reside in QRPGLESRC. The rules for naming parameter variables in RPGIV user source are the
same as for RPGIII user source. You can include all RPGLE specification types in the source member. CA 2E sorts the
specification types into their appropriate positions within a program.

CA 2E codes the source in the normal order for RPGLE specifications:

1. H specification
Any H specification lines that you add are placed after the default H specification lines generated for the owning
function source. The H specifications are taken from the YRP4HSP and YRP4HS2 model values.

2. F specifications
3. D specifications
4. I specifications
5. C specifications
6. O specifications
7. P specifications, including any contained D and C specifications.
8. Arrays

CA 2E treats the first RPG calculation specifications, which are not part of a subroutine, as the instance code. For
repeated calls to an EXCUSRSRC function, CA 2E generates the code on every call to the function at the point indicated
by the action diagram.

CA 2E automatically inserts into the ZZINIT subroutine any C specifications that follow a subroutine but are not part of a
subroutine. The order of specification is:

1. Instance (mainline) code C specifications
2. C specifications for subroutines called by instance code
3. Initialization C specifications

NOTE
In version 7.0, parameter fields (fields prefixed with #O, #I and #B) are recognized only in the Factor One, Factor
Two, and Result positions of the RPGLE calculation specifications that are part of the instance code. They can
be in upper, lower, or mixed case. They are not currently recognized in free-format expressions.

The following example shows an RPGIV function called Get Key that is defined into EXCUSRSRC Function another CA
2E standard function. The EXCUSRSRC function has three parameters:

IOB Parameter GEN name
I Job date JDT
I User name USR
O Encoded file key ABVN

The sample shows user source coded as a prototyped procedure with several distinct sections of code:

• The procedure prototype (D specifications)
• Inline code (to execute the procedure)
• Procedure code (including more C and D specifications)

 * PROCEDURE PROTOTYPE                              ) Inserted into     
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D Get_Key       PR      10                  ) inline D-specs    

D Job_Date              7   0 VALUE             )   

D Job_User              10    VALUE             )   

 *

 * USER_DEFINED FIELDS 

D Key_Date      S       7   0   

D Key_User      S       10  

D Enc_Val       S       10  

 *

 * IN-LINE PROCESSING

 *

 * Use job date and user name as input parameters to Get_Key proc. 

C       Move        #ijdt       Key_Date            )   

C       Move        #iusr       Key_User            ) Inserted into     

C       Eval        Enc_Val = Get_Key(Key_Date:Key_User)        ) inline C-specs    

 *                                      )   

 * Return encoded value as parameter from user source function      )   

C       Move        Enc_Val     #oadvn              )   

 *                                      )   

 *

 * PROCEDURE DEFINITION                         )   

PGet_Key        B                           )   

 *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - *            )   

DGet_Key        PI          10              )   

D Job_Date                  7   0 VALUE         )   
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D Job_User                  10    VALUE         ) Inserted into 

 *                                      ) source after  

D Job_Date_Ptr      S           *               ) all C-specs and   

D Job_Date_Char S           7     Based(Job_Date_Ptr)   ) all system-   

D File_Key      S           10              ) generated 

 *                                      ) procedure code    

C       Move    Job_Date    Job_Date_Char               )   

C       Eval    File_Key =  %Subst(Job_User:3:2) +          )   

C                   %Subst(Job_Date_Char:3:3) +     )   

C                   %Subst(Job_User:6:2) +          )   

C                   %Subst(Job_Date_Char:1:3)       )   

C       Return  File_Key                        )   

P           E                           )   

The user source procedure code does not need to conform to the CA 2E model naming conventions. Field names used
only in the procedure can have the full 14-characters that the RPGIV language allows. Also, #I and #O must be within C
specification lines and not within free-format expressions like the EVAL statement.

Model Value YRP4SGN

The RPGIV generator includes some source generation options that you can set at a model level. These options are in the
new model value YRP4SGN in a data area called YRP4SGNRFA (RPGIV source generation options). YRP4SGNRFA is a
16-character data area, and a copy is created in each version 7.0 model library. The 16 characters are:

• Character 1 -- This character determines whether the RPGIV source is in upper case, lowercase or mixed case:
– U -- upper case (default)
– L -- lowercase
– M -- mixed case (first letter in upper case)
– If Character 1 is L or M, subroutine names and internal TAG labels are upper case.

• Character 2 -- This character determines the color of the comments in the generated RPGIV source:
– G -- green (default)
– W -- white
– R -- red
– P -- pink
– B -- blue

• Characters 3 - 16 -- These are not used in version 7.0, but are available for future use.
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The default value, which is UG, means that the RPGIV source is upper case with green comments. If you change the
value to MW, the source would be mixed case with white comments. Therefore, RPG would generate a field name as
WUABVN, but RPGIV generates it as Wuabvn. Likewise, op-codes such as EVAL, IF, and SETOFF are Eval, If, and
Setoff.

RPGIV Generator Notes

The RPGIV ILE generator lets you create ILE programs and modules from generated RPGIV source. However, for version
7.0 of CA 2E, note the following details and limitations:

• Unlike the RPG and COBOL generators, the RPGIV generator is available free of charge to any customer who already
has a fully licensed CA 2E model. For administration purposes, however, it is licensed separately, and you must
specifically request the license.

• Although the RPGIV generator options can create both *PGM and *MODULE objects, the CRTPGM and
CRTSRVPGM commands are not currently available to create an ILE program or service program.

• The CRTBNDRPG and CRTRPGMOD default commands are held as the *CRTBNDPRG and *CRTRPGMOD
messages Y2U1022 and Y2U1024 respectively in the *Messages file. If you wish, you can change the default
parameters or add new parameters.

Service Program Design and Generation

In the CA 2E model, a function type called Service Program (*SRVPGM) is defined. Service Programs can be copied,
deleted, renamed, and so on, just like any other function. Service Programs have no parameters or action diagram, and
they can be defined over any file. A Service Program has an associated source member, whose name is automatically
allocated, but which can be changed. The source member name will be used for the final *SRVPGM object name.

Once a Service Program is created, a developer can, through a series of screens, define which existing module functions
should be bound into the Service Program. Additionally, they can define one or more external (non-2E) *MODULE objects
to be bound into the Service Program. For each bound module, the developer can specify which exported procedures
from the module should also be exported from the Service Program.

When the Service Program is generated, a source member is created which includes both the export list, as well as
several compile preprocessor directives which define how the *SRVPGM object should be created.

Service Program Overview

Within the CA 2E product, external functions can be defined with an object attribute of either PGM or a MOD. When
compiled, these functions become one of two i OS object types-respectively, a *PGM (executable program) or a
*MODULE (non-executable module).

A *PGM object can be directly called, either from a command-line or from another program (assuming the correct
parameters are passed). By contrast, a *MODULE object must first be 'bound' into an executable program.

Earlier releases of CA 2E provided the following ILE-specific functionality:

• An external function could be given an attribute of MOD (instead of PGM). This function would compile into a i OS
*MODULE rather than a *PGM.

• All MOD functions are automatically added to the 2E model's default binding directory YBNDDIR during the
compilation process.

• The default compilation command for ILE programs forces the compiler to search YBNDDIR for called bound modules.
• Calls to a MOD function would be generated (in RPG) as a CALLB (call-bound) rather than a CALL.

Note: Developers could then define certain external functions (typically ones that would never be called from a command
line, such as SELRCD's) as modules. Any programs that called these functions (EDTFIL's, etc.) would include a copy of
the module object. In ILE terms, this is known as bind-by-copy.
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For example, the following diagram shows the use of three PGM functions calling two MOD functions and the resulting
*PGM objects containing copies of the *MODULE objects:

Figure 9: PGM_MOD_functions

This has a number of benefits:

• Fewer *PGM objects required at runtime can simplify application deployment.
• Calls to bound modules are typically quicker than calls to other programs, due to significantly reduced object pointer

resolution overhead.

However, if a module is bound into a program and the code within the module function needs to be changed, the
*MODULE must be recompiled and then any programs that bind that module must be changed to include the new copy
of the module-typically this would be done by regenerating/recompiled the PGM function in a 2E model, although the i OS
UPDPGM command can be run from outside the model environment.

Note: Although there are fewer *PGM objects, they are larger than if they did not contain a copy of the module.

Service Program Functions

The new Service Program Support allows developers to create service program functions, which are functions that equate
to i OS *SRVPGM objects and can be thought of as containers for one or more *MODULE functions. As with modules,
you cannot directly call service programs. However, when a program function is compiled into a *PGM object, if it finds the
service program (which contains the module) in the binding directory before it finds the module itself, it performs a bind-
by-reference, wherein it simply contains a reference (link) to the module object in the service program and does not itself
contain a copy of the module object. At runtime, the program resolves (calls) to the copy of the module contained in the
service program (so the service program needs to be available).

Using service programs in this manner provides the benefit of improved performance, due to one-time object resolution,
but ensures that a change in any of the modules contained in the service program does not require a change in the calling
program, as detailed in the following diagram.
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Figure 10: Service_program_functions

Edit Function Details Panel

This existing panel displays when you take option Z (Details) against a function. For a Service Program, this screen
contains certain Service Program-specific fields, subfile options, and function keys, as you can see in the following
example:
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The Signature field displays the current signature for the Service Program. It can take the following values:

• *SRVPGM - The signature is the *SRVPGM object name
• *GEN - The signature is system-generated
• User-defined - the signature is a user-specified 16-byte string

NOTE

The signature is determined at generation time (or in the case of *GEN, at compile-time).

You can take option M (Modules), to display the list of modules currently bound into the Service Program (and to add
more modules if you authority).

You can also take option P (Procedures) against the Service Program, to display the list of procedures which will be
exported from the *SRVPGM object (and, if you have sufficient authority, to reorder that list).

Use function key F9 to make the Signature field input-capable

There is one function option for a Service Program function - Add to Binding Directory. This determines whether or not
this service program should automatically be added to the model's default binding directory. Whether set to Y or N, all
constituent modules will be removed from the default binding directory when the service program is created.

Setting this to N can be useful where you create multiple service programs that contain one or more of the same modules,
which therefore export the same procedures, since this would give rise to errors when subsequently compiling programs.
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Adding Modules and Procedures

The Service Program Modules panel is called when option M is taken from the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS panel (above).

• Service Program Modules

From this screen, you can see which modules are currently bound into the Service Program. This list may include both
2E modules and external (non-2E) modules.
You can also press F6 to go to the SELECT MODULE screen

• Select Module
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You can select one or more modules to bind into the Service Program, by using subfile option X (displayed) or 1 (not
displayed, but active anyway). This automatically makes all the procedures from the module exported from the Service
Program. Alternatively, you can take option P against a module and select which procedures they would like to export
from the Service Program.
You can also press F6 to display the SELECT EXTERNAL MODULE screen

• Select External Module
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You can select one or more external (non-2E) modules to bind into the Service Program. The initial screen is displayed
empty, and you can specify subfile control criteria so sub-select the modules to display. As with the SELECT MODULE
screen, option P is available to sub-select procedures from within the module to export from the Service Program.

• Service Program Exports
The Service Program Exports panel is displayed when option P is taken from the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS panel:
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This allows you to display the list of procedures which are exported from the *SRVPGM object, and if necessary, re-
order them.
Note: Although this is only a requirement where, due to modules being removed and added, the list may have
changed-typically, once a Service Program has been generated and compiled into a *SRVPGM object, this list would
never be changed).

• Service Program Generation Mode
When option G or J is taken against a Service Program, the generation program creates/updates the source member
(in file QSRVSRC) in the 2E model generation library (*GENLIB). This source member contains both the export list
associated with the *SRVPGM object, as well as several compile preprocessor directives which will be used by the CA
2E Toolkit to actually create the *SRVPGM object. These include the following (in order):
a. The actual CRTSRVPGM command, specifying the bound modules and also specifying the same source member

as the export list definition member
b. An ADDBNDDIRE command, to add the*SRVPGM object to the YBNDDIR binding directory (Only if function option

Add to Binding Directory is set to Y)
c. Multiple RMVBNDDIRE commands (one for each 2E module bound into the Service P), to remove that module

from the YBNDDIR binding directory.
d. When you compile a Service Program function using the YSBMMDLCRT command, the 2E model generation/

compile processing executes the YEXCOVR command against the source member. This command invokes the
Toolkit compile preprocessor, which processes the compile directives in the source member.

An example of an Service Program source member is as follows:

/*Y: CRTSRVPGM SRVPGM(HEWRO0185G/UUDPSPS) +                          */

/*Y: MODULE(HEWRO0185G/UUAFSRR HEWRO0185G/UUDOXFR) +                 */
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/*Y: EXPORT(*SRCFILE) SRCFILE(HEWRO0185G/QSRVSRC) OPTION(*DUPVAR +   */

/*Y: *DUPPROC *NOWARN) BNDDIR(QC2LE YBNDDIR) TEXT('The address +     */

/*Y: service program is cool!')                                      */

/*Y: ADDBNDDIRE BNDDIR(HEWRO0185G/YBNDDIR) OBJ((HEWRO0185G/UUDPSPS + */

/*Y:  *SRVPGM)) POSITION(*FIRST)                                     */

/*Y: RMVBNDDIRE BNDDIR(HEWRO0185G/YBNDDIR) OBJ((*LIBL/UUAFSRR +      */

/*Y: *MODULE))                                                       */

/*Y: RMVBNDDIRE BNDDIR(HEWRO0185G/YBNDDIR) OBJ((*LIBL/UUDOXFR +      */

/*Y: *MODULE))                                                       */

             STRPGMEXP  PGMLVL(*CURRENT) SIGNATURE(*GEN)

             EXPORT     SYMBOL('UUAFSRR')

             EXPORT     SYMBOL('UUDOXFR')

             ENDPGMEXP

Processing this source member results in the UUDPSPS service program being created in library HEWRO0185G and
being added to the top of the YBNDDIR binding directory, with *MODULE objects UUAFSRR and UUDOXFR being
removed from the same binding directory.

NOTE
The shipped defaults for the CRTSRVPGM, ADDBNDDIRE, and RMVBNDDIRE commands can be customized
by doing the following:

1. CRTSRVPGM - the defaults for this command are held in a shipped model message, *CRTSRVPGM, with message id
Y2U1033:

*CRTSRVPGM                 EXC   Y2U1033   Y2USRMSG

2. ADDBNDDIRE - the defaults for this command are held in message Y2R0130 in Y2MSG.
3. RMVBNDDIRE - the defaults for this command are held in message Y2R0137 in Y2MSG.

The YBNDDIR Model Value

The new model value YBNDDIR specifies a binding directory that can resolve the location of any previously compiled
RPGIV modules. Use this model value while compiling RPGIV programs with the CRTBNDRPG command. The default
CRTBNDRPG command contains the following parameter:

BNDDIR(&YBNDDIR)
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During the pre-compiler process, the value &YBNDDIR is replaced with the value specified for the YBNDDIR model value,
even if the value specified in the YBNDDIR model value is *NONE.

Specifying *NONE

A value of *NONE for the YBNDDIR model value causes the following:

• No static binding takes place during RPGIV program compilation. RPGIV programs use:

CRTBNDRPG...BNDDIR(*NONE)

• RPGIV modules must be explicitly bound to a generated RPGIV program. Change the compile overrides for that
RPGIV program function by taking option O from the Edit Function Details panel. In addition, specify a binding
directory that already has an entry for each module.

Specifying a Value Other Than *NONE

A value other than *NONE for the YBNDDIR model value causes the following:

• The compiler attempts to bind any called modules by checking the binding directory for each called module. RPGIV
programs use:

CRTBNDRPG...BNDDIR(binding-directory)

• RPGIV modules generated with the CRTRPGMOD command have the following Y* (pre-compiler) line inserted before
the Z* (compile parameter) lines:

Y* ADDBNDDIRE BNDDIR(binding-directory) OBJ((source-member *MODULE))

This adds an entry for the *MODULE function to the specified binding directory at compile time. Any external functions
compiled later with CRTBNDRPG…BNDDIR that call a *MODULE function use the Call Bound Procedure statement
(CALLB). This improves performance. However, make sure that a called module is compiled before the program that calls
it, otherwise the compilation will fail because no entry for the module will be in the binding directory. If several objects are
compiled at once, the job list processing ensures this.

NOTE

If you use YCHGMDLVAL to change YBNDDIR to a value other than *NONE, the command processor
determines whether a binding directory of that name already exists in the generation library. If it does not, a
directory is created with PUBLIC(*CHANGE) authority.

Web Service Creation
This article describes the mechanism to expose CA 2E server-side programs via web services, and to model this
exposure.

Contents

The runtime functional deliverable is an automatically created and deployed Web Service(s); its operations invoke 2E
server-side ILE service programs.

The feature creates a Web Service containing one-to-multiple operations, where each operation corresponds to a single
procedure in a module within a 2E ILE Service Program. Note that CA 2E Service programs can also contain modules
developed outside of a 2E model.
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Approach

IBM's i 6.1 and higher provides a Web Services Server.

IBM states, "The Web services server provides a convenient way to externalize existing programs running i OS®, such as
RPG and COBOL programs, as Web services."

The IBM Web Administration Interface provides a web-based, wizard like approach to creating and deploying a Web
Service that can invoke an RPG ILE or COBOL ILE program.

The CA 2E support reduces the reliance on the Web Administration Interface Web Services wizard, with a programmatic
invocation of the IBM shipped scripts which perform the pertinent Web Service administration tasks:

• Install a Web Service (i.e. automatically create and deploy).
• Uninstall a Web Service

Install and uninstall Web Service administration tasks are available as new 2E commands.

Additionally, a CA 2E user can model Web Services within a 2E model enabling 2E facilities such as impact analysis to be
applied to web services.

Installation Requirements

To enable Web services provider and requestor support you must install the products that are listed in the following link for
i6.1 and higher:

http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/i/software/iws/support.html

To see the list of installed products on your machine, you should run the following command: 

GO LICPGM

Then select option 10.

RPG and COBOL source must be is compiled with the PTF's listed below to include the information necessary to generate
Web services programs or service programs.

Required IBM PTFs

In order to correctly support CA 2E (particularly Web Service Support) you need to ensure that you have the latest IBM
Cumulative Package and Latest HTTP Group PTFs installed.

• i6.1
5761SS1 - SI34865

For more information on PTFs, see the IBM website.

PCML in Module

At i6.1 and higher, after the PTF's are installed, but before the module source is compiled by CA 2E, the following
statements must exist in the module source. The PGMINFO statement does not have to be manually added at i6.1 and
higher.

• RPG
H PGMINFO(*PCML:*MODULE)

• COBOL
PROCESS OPTIONS PGMINFO(PCML MODULE)"

NOTE
2E does not automatically generate these PGMINFO source lines.
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An easy method to accomplish generation of PGMINFO into i6.1 and higher source is to create an EXCUSRSRC
member containing the PGMINFO statement and then include that statement in the AD of the module, as in the following
examples:

1. "PCML PGMINFO" is a function of type EXCUSRSRC.

2. Source member for the EXCUSRSRC function contains "H PGMINFO(*PCML : *MODULE)".
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3. AD of function EXCEXTFUN shows a call to the user source.
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The generated source for the module shows the included PGMINFO line:
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NOTE
At i6.1 and higher, it is not necessary to add the PGMINFO statement, but you must ensure that the Compiler
Overrides for the Module have the PGMINFO parameter set to PGMINFO(*PCML *MODULE).

In addition to modifying CA 2E functions using EXCUSRSRC to include the keyword PGMINFO(*PCML : *MODULE), the
YRP4HS2 model value can be used to alter H spec generation (for an RP4 module) on a model-wide basis.

YRP4HS2 (*MODULE) ships with a value of 'H DATFMT(*YMD) DATEDIT(*YMD) DEBUG(*YES)'.

Changing the value, as below, ensures any generated module is generated with contained PCML:

YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YRP4HS2) VALUE('H DATFMT(*YMD) DATEDIT(*YMD) DEBUG(*YES)

PGMINFO(*PCML : *MODULE)')

Architecture

The fundamental components of this solution are the new 2E commands that encapsulate programmatic invocation of
IBM's Web Service Administration scripts.
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IBM ships the following scripts.

Script Purpose
installWebService.sh Create and deploy a Web Service
listWebServices.sh List Web Services deployed to a Web Services Server
startWebService.sh Start a deployed Web Service
stopWebService.sh Stop a deployed Web Service
uninstallWebService.sh Uninstall a deployed Web Service
createWebServicesServer.sh Create Web Services Server*
deleteWebServicesServer.sh Delete Web Services Server*
startWebServicesServer.sh Start Web Services Server*
stopWebServicesServer.sh Stop Web Services Server*

NOTE
It is not the intention of this phase of the CA 2E Web Service support to mimic all functionality available within
the Web Administration interface. This release allows a Web Service to be modeled and to be installed to/
uninstalled from a Web Services Server.

Two new 2E commands mirror and invoke functionality of two of the scripts:

2E command Purpose
YCRTWS Create and deploy a Web Service (installWebService.sh)
YUNSWS Uninstall a deployed Web Service (uninstallWebService.sh)

NOTE
The Web Service Administration interface (and therefore) scripts cannot operate on a remote environment; i.e.
all WS work is for local machine.

A new 2E function type of Web Service (WEBSRV) is available within the model.
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A function of type Web Service cannot be generated and does not have an action diagram. Its purpose is to serve as
an umbrella for any number of Web Services Instances. A Web Service instance corresponds to a web service that is
or can be deployed to a Web Services Server. The function of type web service has a customized EDIT FUNCTION
DETAILS panel. This panel stores the default name of any created web service instance, as well as the 2E file/function
that represents the target Service Program to be exposed.
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The EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS panel provides option F10 to invoke YCRTWS.
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The EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS panel also provides option F16 to invoke WEB SERVICE INSTANCES PANEL:
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Web Services Limitations

This feature relies on the Web Services Server which is part of the IBM i operating system. Only 2E service programs
generated as RPG ILE or COBOL ILE are candidates for exposure. The Web Service client portion is not created by this
feature.

IBM states: "There are a few limitations within the Web services server regarding the deployment of services. To retrieve
the most current information on restrictions, refer to the document located at /QIBM/ProdData/OS/WebServices/V1/server/
docs/readme.txt."

The YCRTWS and YUNSWS commands require the user issuing command to have special authorities *ALLOBJ and
*IOSYSCFG. This is due to the underlying IBM IWS scripts requiring those special authorities.

One of these limitations you need to be aware of is this: When a module is defined with a RCD parameter definition, in
the generated source a data structure is used as the parameter for the *ENTRY PLIST. If some of the fields on the RCD
parameter data structure are not being used as parameters, then due to an IBM limitation in the PCML generation, in the
IBM Test client interface you will see redundant parameters (or subfields) named "_unnamed_1", "_unnamed_2", etc.
These can be ignored and do not cause any problems.

Full details of the restrictions can be viewed in IBM documentation.
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NOTE

To call a deployed web service on a web services server, the user ID that is on the Properties for the web
service needs to satisfy the following criteria: 1. The user ID must have the necessary authority to this program
object and any other additional program objects. 2. The server profile QWSERVICE must have *USE authority to
the user ID.

Sample Flow

This section shows an example of how you might use these new features in CA 2E. Some settings and selection might
vary depending on your system configuration.

To define and deploy a Web Service from CA 2E

1. Identify a Service Program that has module operations you want to expose via a web service.

2. Create a new Web Service type function.
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3. Zoom into the Web Service function to Edit Function Details.
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4. Specify the Web Service Name and Select Service Program.
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NOTE
On Service program file and Service Program function allows user to choose file, as in the following
example:
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NOTE
Users can also choose function, as in the following example:
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5. EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS
Auxiliary details populated.
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NOTE
Any number of Web Service Instances can be created from the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS panel. Each Web
Service will be associated with the 2E Web Service function in the panel header.

All the associated Web Services can be viewed using F16 to invoke the WEB SERVICE INSTANCES panel.
To create a Web Service Instance with a different Web Service name, you should change the Web Service Name on
Edit Function Details, then press F10.

NOTE
If any of the instances have been installed to a server and the Installed Flag is set to Y, then the Web Service
Name, Service Program File and Service Program Function all become Output only. This is to ensure that
the Web Service details in the model, and the installed Web Service Instance, are in synch.

6. Create the Web Service Instance (YCRTWS)
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NOTE
See the section New Commands for the command parameter descriptions.

7. Work with Web Service Instances:
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A machine name of *CURRENT indicates that the Web Service instance is to be deployed on the local machine. If you
enter any other machine name other than the local one, the Installed flag will always be set to ?, since the machine is
not available.
You can only take option I - Install for a Web Service Instance with Machine = *CURRENT. To install Web Service
instances to a remote machine, you must use the Web Service Remote Deployment feature. For further details of this
please refer to the corresponding section in this article.

8. Use option I to install a modeled Web Service to a Web Services Server.
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9. Use option U to uninstall a modeled WS from a Web Services Server.
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10. Use IBM Web Administration interface to start/stop/test deployed Web Service.

http://{your_machine}:2001
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Commands

In addition to the install/uninstall functionality in the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS and WEB SERVICE INSTANCES panels,
the 2E Web Service commands can be invoked from the command line using the commands listed below:

Command Function
YCRTWS Installs a Web Service instance.
YUNSWS Uninstalls a deployed Web Service instance.

YCRTWS (Create Web Service Instance)

The Create Web Service Instance (YCRTWS) command is used to install a web service to the IBM Web Services Server
that contains an operation to invoke the RPG ILE or COBOL ILE program specified.

• Update model? (UPDMDL)
Specifies if and how the model is updated.
– *ADD

New WS instance is added to the model (it must not already exist).
– *NO

The model is not updated at all.
– *UPDINSSTS

For a WS instance that already exists, the Installed status is updated.
• Install to server? (INSTALL)

– *YES
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The WS is installed to a Web Services Sever. The WS instance name must be unique to the specified Web Services
Server.

– *NO
The web services server is not updated at all.

• 2E WS model file (MDLFIL)
– Model-file-name

Specify the name of the 2E WS model file that owns the 2E WS model function.
• 2E WS model function (MDLFUN)

– Model-function-name
Specify the name of the 2E WS model function to which the web service instance will be associated.

• Machine (MACHINE)
Specifies the name of the machine onto which the web service instance will be deployed.
– *CURRENT

Refers to the local machine.
– name

Specify the machine name. This can be the local machine or a remote machine. The machine name is not validated
and the machine need not exist on the local, or indeed any network.

• SERVER (char (10))
The name of the web services server in which the service will be installed.
– server-name

Specify a web services server name.
• SERVICE (char(25))

The name of Web service to be installed.
– *PGMOBJ

The program object name will be used.
– service-name

Specify the name of the web service to be installed.
• PGMOBJ (*PNAME)

The path to the ILE program or service program.
– server-name

Specify the path to the ILE program or service program.
• USRPRF (*VNM)

The user profile that the Web service will run under.
– *USRPRF

The web service will be created to run under the user profile that is invoking the YCRTWS command.
– user-profile

Specify the user profile that the Web Service will run under.
Note: This user profile is granted access to all the Web service files and directories. If the service user ID is different
from the server user ID, the server user ID must be given *USE authority to the service user ID.

– *SRVID
The Web services server user ID is used to run the service.

• RTLIBL
A list of libraries, that will be added to the library list prior to invoking the Web service.
– library-list

Specify the list of libraries.
– *NOCHG

No user-specified libraries will be added to the run-time library list.
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YUNSWS (Uninstall Web Service)

The Uninstall Web Service (YUNSWS) command is used to uninstall a web service from the IBM Web Services Server
that contains an operation to invoke the RPG ILE or COBOL ILE program specified.

The command can also update the installed status of the WS in the model or delete the modeled service entirely.

• Update model?
This specifies if and how the model is updated.
– *DELETE

The WS instance is deleted from the model.
– *NO

The model is not updated at all.
– *UPDINSSTS

For a WS instance that already exists, the Installed status is updated
• Uninstall from server? (UNINSTALL)

– *YES
The WS is uninstalled from the Web Services Sever.

– *NO
The web services server is not updated at all.

• Web Services Server
The name of the web services server from which the service will be uninstalled.
– server-name

Specify a web services server name
• Web Service

The name of Web service to be uninstalled.
– service-name

Specify the name of the web service to be installed.
• Stop Service?

An indication whether the service should be stopped before an uninstall.
– *YES

The service is stopped before uninstall.
– *NO

The service is not stopped before uninstall. An error will be returned if the service is active.

Running YUNSWS will delete or update the record in YWSICTLRFP file, providing UPDMDL is not *NO.

Web Service Remote Deployment

With Web Service Support in 2E, it is possible to bundle up Web Service instances that need to be ported and deployed
to a remote machine. To do this you will need to use the Web Service Remote Deployment feature. Use the following
commands to utilize this feature:

• YPOPWSIPDD (Populate WSIPDD file)
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Populates a Web Service Instance Portable Deployment Data file (WSIPDD). Once populated, a WSIPDD file can be
moved to a remote machine, where the related YEXCWSIPDD (Execute WSIPDD) command can process the file to
deploy web service instances on that remote machine.

NOTE

• Portable deployment does not require CA 2E or 1E to exist on the remote machine on which the
YEXCWSIPDD command is running. However, the YEXCWSIPDD command does require certain application
objects to exist on the machine on which the command is running. These objects can be created in a target
library using the YDUPAPPOBJ command parameter, *WS argument. The YEXCWSIPDD command takes a
WSIPDD file as an input.

• To run this command the YCA/CAWS/UserData and YCA/CAWS/ProdData/YQSHLOG folders need to exist
in the IFS. Take extra care with this in the case where the command is being used on a remote machine that
does not have 2E installed.
For more information on how to restore the YCA structure, see the section "Web Services Support" in the
Installation Section.

The YPOPWSIDD command takes a model list as input. The model list is processed and for each function of type Web
Service, additional processing occurs (items in the list that are not Web Service functions are ignored). For each Web
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Service function, all its web service instances are processed. Where a web service instance is not excluded due to filtering
arguments on the YPOPWSIPDD command, an instance record will be created in the target WSIPDD file.

NOTE

The target WSIPDD file is always called YWSIPDDRFP, but the location is specified on the WSIPDDLIB
parameter.

 

The Target parameters on the YPOPWSIPDD command allow the modelled web service instance data to be overridden
when populated to the WSIPDD file.

• YEXCWSIPDD (Execute WSIPDD file)

This command executes a Web Service Instance Portable Deployment Data file (WSIPDD), to deploy web service
instances. The WSIPDD file should have been populated by the CA 2E YPOPWSIPDD command. Typically the WSIPDD
file is then moved to a different machine to be executed by the YEXCWSIPDD command.

NOTE

Portable deployment does not require CA 2E or 1E to exist on the remote machine, on which the YEXCWSIPDD
command is running. However, the YEXCWSIPDD command does require certain application objects to exist
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on the machine on which the command is running. These objects can be created in a target library using the
YDUPAPPOBJ command (see the *WS argument for the DUPOPT) parameter. The YEXCWSIPDD command
takes a WSIPDD file as an input. The input WSIPDD file is always called YWSIPDDRFP, but the location is
specified on the WSIPDDLIB parameter.

For each record in the WSIPDD file with an ACTION flag of 'I' a web service instance will be deployed by the YCRTWS
command. The Target parameters on the YEXCWSIPDD command allow the WSIPDD web service instance data to be
overridden when deploying.

NOTE

If a web service instance is successfully deployed as a result of the YEXCWSIPDD command instance record's
Action flag is updated to BLANK. The YINZWSIPDD command can be used to reset the WSIPDD Action flag.

• YINZWSIPDD (Initialise WSIPDD file)

The YINZWSIPDD command can be used to reset the Action flag on records in a WSIPDD file. See the YEXCWSIPDD
command for more information.

To bundle up and deploy your remote Web Service instances

1. Create the Web Service Application objects using YDUPAPPOBJ
There are a number of objects that need to be created in order to use Web Service Remote Deployment. These
should be created by running the YDUPAPPOBJ command as follows:
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You can either create these objects into the Model Generation library, or into a new library to be used for deployment.
2. Build a model list containing all the Web Service functions whose modeled Web Service instances you want to

portably deploy.
3. Use the YPOPWSIPDD (Populate WSIPDD file) command to populate the target YWSPDD file.

See the command description above for details.
4. Copy the library that contains the WSIPDD file (this will be the library that you created your WS application objects

into) to the remote machine.
5. On the remote machine, use the YEXCWSIPDD (Execute WSIPDD file) to deploy each of the Web Service instances

in the portable deployment file. See command description above for details.

The YEXCWSIPDD command calls the YCRTWS command for each record in the portable deployment file, which installs
the WS Instance on that machine. If a Web Service already exists on the machine, the deployment for that Instance
record will fail, and the Action field will be left as 'I'.

IBM i Database Trigger Support
This article provides details on IBM iDatabase trigger support.

In the i OS operating system, a trigger is a set of actions that execute automatically when a program performs a specified
change operation on a specified database file. The change operation can be an insert, update, delete or read high level
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language (HLL) statement in an application program. You can design triggers to do almost anything -- some uses for
triggers include:

• Enforcing business rules
• Validating input data
• Writing to other files for audit trail purposes

Some benefits of using triggers are:

• Faster application development: Because triggers are stored in the database, actions performed by triggers do not
have to be coded in each database application

• Global enforcement of business rules: A trigger can be defined once and then reused for any application using the
database

• Easier maintenance: If a business policy changes, it is necessary to change only the corresponding trigger program
instead of each application program

• Improve performance in client/server environment: All rules are run in the server before returning the result

More Information

• Implementing Triggers
• CA 2E Model Support
• Model to Run-Time Conversion
• Run-Time Support

Implementing Triggers
A trigger is attached to a file using the IBM Add Physical File Trigger (ADDPFTRG) command. This command specifies
the database change operation that must occur for the trigger to fire. It also specifies the time the trigger should fire
relative to the database change operation (before or after the database change has occurred). A trigger program defines
the set of actions to perform when the trigger is fired. Trigger programs are named in the ADDPFTRG command.

Contents

When an application program makes a change to the data in a database file, i OS Data Management (DM) checks for the
existence of a trigger for the file. If a trigger exists, DM then calls the specified trigger program. The application program
never explicitly calls the trigger program.

IBM defines the parameters that must be passed by DM to all trigger programs as follows:

• Parameter 1: Trigger buffer
• Parameter 2: Trigger buffer length

The trigger buffer parameter consists of a fixed-length portion and a variable-length portion. The fixed-length portion
contains various fields that describe the trigger. The fixed-length portion contains a series of offset/length pairs that define
where the old record format (ORF) and the new record format (NRF) are stored within the variable-length portion.

The variable-length portion contains the ORF and NRF values themselves as well as null-byte maps for each record
format. The trigger buffer length parameter defines the overall length of the trigger buffer parameter. With these
parameters, the trigger program has access both to information about the trigger itself and also full details of the data
being updated, deleted, inserted, or read.

In addition to performing additional processing to that defined in the application program that is changing the database, a
trigger can actually cancel the database change and signal to the application program that the change was unsuccessful.
Under some circumstances, the trigger can also change the data that is being written to the database, overriding the data
used in the update statement in the application program.
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Typical Trigger Implementation

User-written trigger programs typically perform semi-generic processing to retrieve the file-specific ORF and NRF from
the trigger buffer and move them into named structures prior to performing trigger-specific processing. This retrieval
processing often involves relatively high complexity. Such processing can require the use of relatively esoteric functionality
like pointer-based variables and dynamic memory operations not normally found in most HLL programming.

As a result of IBM’s implementation of triggers (and particularly the way in which DM passes parameters to the trigger
program), developers typically write separate trigger programs for each database file. A single trigger program may be
used for more than one trigger on that file, however.

This implementation also makes it difficult to test trigger programs, since any test-harness must exactly duplicate the
trigger buffer parameter specific to the file to which the trigger is attached.

In addition, the actual insertion of a trigger into the database (either initially or following a change in a trigger) requires
multiple file locks on the database file and on all related access paths, often requiring the database to be taken offline
during trigger implementation.

The following diagram shows the structure of a typical (non-CA 2E) trigger showing how the various components interact.

Figure 11: Typical_trigger_structure

The processing flow is as follows:

1. Application program (APP) executes a database change statement (an INSERT, DELETE or UPDATE), resulting in a
low-level call to i OS Data Management (DM).

2. DM calls the trigger program (TRG) specified for the trigger.
3. TRG performs user-defined processing and then returns control to DM.
4. If DM receives an error code from TRG (indicating that an error occurred during the processing in TRG), it does not

update the file and instead sends the error code back to APP. Otherwise, it updates the file and returns control to APP.

CA 2E Trigger Implementation

The CA 2E trigger implementation replaces multiple user-written, file-specific trigger programs with a single, generic file-
independent Trigger Router that you can specify as the trigger program for any trigger over any database file. The Trigger
Router uses a rule-based system held in a Trigger References File to call one or more further Trigger Functions that
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have previously been created in the CA 2E model. These functions are called either directly or asynchronously through a
separate Trigger Server. You can specify each Trigger Function to perform any user-defined processing.

The parameters passed from the Trigger Router to a Trigger Function are simplified file-specific individual parameters.
They represent the various elements of the trigger buffer parameter that was passed from DM to the Trigger Router. This
simplification allows a test-harness to be generated in CA 2E very easily.

This implementation is also flexible enough to allow additional trigger functionality to be added, changed and tested very
easily, simply by creating new Trigger Functions and updating the Trigger References File to link the Trigger Function to
the trigger.

NOTE
If the Trigger Router routes a Trigger Function to the Trigger Server, the server cannot return an error code to
the Trigger Router (and thence to the application program). Consequently, any processing within such Trigger
Functions must be non-critical, since any failure within this processing will not be able to roll back the database
change.

The following diagram shows the structure of a CA 2E trigger showing how the various components interact.
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Figure 12: CA_2E_trigger_structure

The processing sequence for a CA 2E trigger is as follows:

1. An application program (APP) executes an INSERT, UPDATE or DELETE statement, resulting in a low-level call to i
OS Data Management (DM).

2. DM calls the Trigger Router (RTR) specified for the trigger.
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3. RTR checks the Trigger References File to see if there are any Trigger Functions (FUN) to call for this trigger. There
may be more than one FUN that should be called for a trigger. For each FUN record, if the FUN calling method is
'CALL', process steps 3.1. through 3.3. If the FUN calling method is 'DTAQ', process steps 3.4. through 3.5.
a. RTR calls FUN directly, passing the pre-determined setoff parameters specific to the database file being processed
b. FUN performs user-defined processing and returns control to RTR. If processing is unsuccessful, FUN returns

error code to RTR
c. If RTR receives an error code from FUN, it does not process any more FUN records, but returns the error code to

DM. Otherwise, RTR returns to step 3 to process any subsequent FUN records in the Trigger References File
d. RTR places an entry on the Trigger Data Queue. The data queue entry contains the same parameters as would be

passed in a CALL to FUN.
e. RTR returns to step 3 to process any subsequent FUN records in the Trigger References File.

4. If DM receives an error code from TRG, it does not update the file and instead sends the error code back to APP.
Otherwise, it updates the file.

There are three separate sections to the CA 2E trigger support:

• CA 2E Model Support
• Model to Runtime Conversion
• Run Time

CA 2E Trigger Limitations

Triggers are only supported when the physical files on which trigger is implemented, are present in the generation library,
denoted by model value (YGENLIB).

1. When we convert the database from DDS to DDL or SQL, the access path objects get recreated in SQL collection
library, denoted by the model value YSQLLIB. However, because of a limitation in trigger processing algorithm, the
trigger functionality can only be implemented on access paths present in generation library, denoted by the model
value YGENLIB. Therefore, trigger implementation fails when you convert the database from DDS to DDL or SQL and
the SQL collection library is different from the Generation Library.

The following lists the steps that you must perform for the trigger functionality to work after converting the database from
DDS to DDL/SQL:

1. Ensure that the SQL collection library is same as the Generation library, (that is, both model values YSQLLIB and
YGENLIB hold the same value) before regenerating your access paths as DDL or SQL. This ensures that the DDL/
SQL type access paths objects are recreated in the same library where the original DDS-based access paths existed.

2. After converting the database to DDL or SQL, delete the trigger reference by using YWRKTRGREF command and
choosing option 4=Delete against the access path that is being converted from DDS to DDL/SQL.

3. Rerun the YCVTTRGDTA command.

CA 2E Model Support
Model Support provides the ability, within the CA 2E model environment, to create and change Trigger Functions, to
assign triggers to CA 2E database file definitions, and to manage Trigger Functions. This section contains information
about:

• Administrative Tasks
• Creating Trigger Functions
• Editing Trigger Functions
• Using Trigger Commands

Contents
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Performing Administrative Tasks

Initially, an administrator must run the YDUPAPPOBJ command specifying DUPOPT(*ALL) CRTOPT(*ALL). This
command copies the required application objects (including an empty copy of the Trigger References File YTRGCTLP)
into any existing application libraries. No further administration tasks are required.

Creating Trigger Functions

You can create a Trigger Function by specifying either "Trigger Function" or "TRGFUN" for the Function Type, in
exactly the same way that you would create any other CA 2E function. When you enter a Trigger Function using the
Action Diagram Editor (ADE), you can include any processing that you would include in any other non-interactive
function (including calling any other non-interactive function). You have access to all the *Trigger Control Data and ORF
parameters as input-only, and the NRF and return code parameters as input/output.

When you create a Trigger Function (TRGFUN), the CA 2E model automatically creates a file-specific parameter list for
the function. The Trigger Router passes the list to the function as follows:

1. Return code.
2. Trigger Control Data structure (from the *Trigger Control Data system file).
3. Old record format (ORF) structure (from the owning file).
4. New record format (NRF) structure (from the owning file).

The Trigger Control Data structure contains fields retrieved from the parameters passed by Data Management to the
Trigger Router, as well as some derived fields, as follows:

Field Description
*Trigger File Database file being updated
*Trigger File Library Library of database file being updated
*Trigger File Member Member of database file being updated
*Trigger Event Database change event which caused trigger to fire
*Trigger Time Trigger time relative to database change
*Trigger Commit Level Commitment control level of database file being updated
*Trigger Timestamp Timestamp of trigger firing
*Trigger Record Length Length of database file record format
*Trigger Job Name Name of job which updated database file
*Trigger Job User User of job which updated database file
*Trigger Job Number Number of job which updated database file
*Trigger App Program Program which updated database file
*Trigger App Library Library of program which updated database file

NOTE
The *Trigger Job fields are included to allow asynchronous Trigger Function calls to determine the name of the
job that actually changed the database file, rather than using the job fields from the Trigger Server. The *Trigger
App Program and *Trigger App Library fields allow Trigger Functions to make processing decisions based on
the application program that caused the file change. In r 8.1, the *Trigger App Library is not currently used and is
passed as blank to the Trigger Function.

Editing Trigger Functions

Once you create a Trigger Function, you can edit it using the Action Diagram Editor. From the EDIT FILE DETAILS panel,
you can access a new EDIT FILE TRIGGER DETAILS panel to link Trigger Functions to a specific trigger for the owning
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file. This cross-reference link information is held in a CA 2E model file called YFILTRGRFP (MDL File Triggers) in an
internal model-level format.

Press F18 from Edit File Details screen to get Edit File Trigger Details screen. Use this screen to link Trigger Functions to
triggers based on the owning file.

EDIT FILE TRIGGER DETAILS

File name  . . . . . . . .: cat

Attribute  . . . . . . . .: REF

Source Library . . . . : UUA1SAMPLE

Distributed  . . . . . : N

Assimilated physical . . .:

 

D=Delete  F=Action Diagram

?        Time       Event     Cmt         Seq     Function

          A/B      D/I/R/U    Ctl 

                              Y/N

_          A          D        N           1      Trg fun  -  after, del________   

_          A          I        N           1      Trg fun 2  -  after ins_______

_          _          _        _           __      ___________________________

_          _          _        _           __      ___________________________

_          _          _        _           __      ___________________________

_          _          _        _           __      ___________________________

_          _          _        _           __      ___________________________

_          _          _        _           __      ___________________________

_          _          _        _           __      ___________________________
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 F3=Exit   F4=Prompt   F5=Refresh

Within the Display Model Usages screen, any trigger references specified in the model are displayed with reason
*TRGREF. Any Trigger Functions are linked to a trigger on the file over which they were created from the EDIT FILE
TRIGGER DETAILS screen. 

Gen Objs :     1         Display Model Usages               Model:  <name>

Total  . :     2                                            Level :  001

Object . :  Trg fun  -  after, del        Owner .: cat

Type . . :  FUN     Attribute . . :  RPG       Exclude system objs . *YES

Scope  . .  *NEXT___    Filter . .  *ANY___    Current Objects only . *YES

Object . . __________________________   Type . .____      Reason . .  *FIRST_

 

2=Edit    3=Copy    4=Delete object   5=Display   8=Details   10=Action diagram

13=Parms  14=GEN batch                15=GEN interactive      16=Y2CALL

 

 

Opt  Object                Typ Atr Owner                    Lvl Reason

__   cat                   FIL REF                          001 *TRGREF

__   Trg                   FUN RPG cat                      000 *OBJECT
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F3=Exit   F5=Refresh   F9=Command line   F12=Previous          F15=Top level

F16=Build model list   F21=Print list    F22=File locks        F23=More options

Editing Trigger Parameters

When a new TRGFUN (Trigger Function) is created, the parameters are automatically derived from the based on file. If
a database change occurs, however, it is necessary to visit the parameter details screen for the affected file. This action
automatically corrects the parameters for the function as shown in the following example. No other action is needed.

  EDIT FUNCTION PARAMETER DETAILS        <model name>                           

 Function name. . : Trg fun  -  after, del    Type : Trigger function         

 Received by file . : cat                   Acpth: Physical file            

 Parameter (file) . : cat                   Passed as: RCD                  

                                                                              

    ?  Field                      Usage   Role   Flag error                   

       cat code                       I     MAP                                

       cat date                       I     MAP                                

       cat status                     I     MAP                                

                                                                

                                                           

                                                             

                                                            

                                                            

                                                             

 SEL: Usage: I-Input, O-Output, B-Both, N-Neither, D-Drop.   

   Role: R-Restrict, M-Map, V-Vary length, P-Position. Error: E-Flag Error.

 F3=Exit                                                  

Parameter ‘cat status’ has been added for this trigger function.         
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Using Trigger Commands

The following section details the commands that affect Trigger Functions, Trigger Servers, and Trigger References.

Convert Trigger Data (YCVTTRGDTA)

The Convert Trigger Data (YCVTTRGDTA) command allows users to convert data from the CA 2E model internal file
YFILTRGRFP into data in the run-time Trigger References File YTRGCTLP. The parameters for the YCVTTRGDTA
command are:

• Library for Data Model (MDLLIB)
This parameter is the name of a library containing the name of a design model from which the condition values are
converted. The possible values are:
– *MDLLIB\- -- Use the first model library found in the library list
– *CURLIB -- Use the current library to invoke the job

• Library for Generation (GENLIB)

NOTE

This library must contain the trigger runtime objects. These can be duplicated into the library by specifying
the library as the target of the YDUPAPPOBJ command specifying DUPOPT(*TRG).

This parameter is the name of the library into which the command places converted values. The possible values are:
– *TRGLIB -- Use the trigger runtime library named by the YTRGLIB model value in the model library.
– *GENLIB- Use the source generation library named by the YGENLIB model value in the model library.
– *CURLIB -- Use the current library to invoke the job
– library-name - Specify the library into which converted values are placed.

• Triggers to Convert (CVTOPT)
This parameter determines which trigger references should be converted from the model specified in the MDLLIB
parameter into run-time trigger reference data in the YTRGCTLP trigger reference file in the library specified in the
GENLIB parameter.
– *NEW -- Only converts trigger references that do not currently exist in the run-time YTRGCTLP trigger reference file
– *ALL -- Converts all trigger references in the model specified in the MDLLIB parameter into run-time trigger

reference data. If any of the trigger references already exist in the YTRGCTLP trigger reference file, they are
overwritten.

– *MDLLST -- Checks the model list specified in the MDLLST parameter and only converts trigger references for
Trigger Functions specified in the model list that were explicitly selected. If any of the trigger references already
exist in the YTRGCTLP trigger reference file, they are overwritten.

• Model Object List (MDLLST)

NOTE

This parameter is ignored unless CVTOPT(*MDLLST) is specified.

This parameter is the qualified name of the model object list to use. Trigger references are converted for any Trigger
Functions existing in the list and that were explicitly selected. Any other object types in the list, or any Trigger
Functions that were not explicitly selected, are ignored.
Possible model object list name values are:
– *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension

record for the current user is used as the model object list name.
– *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the model object list

name.
• model-object-list-name

The name of the model object list to use.
Possible library values are:
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– *MDLLIB -- Special value meaning that the first model library in the current library list is used as the library for the
object list

– library-name -- Name of the model library that contains the model object list

Start Trigger Server (YSTRTTRGSVR)

The Start Trigger Server (YSTRTTRGSVR) command allows you to start one or more Trigger Server jobs. Once started,
these jobs monitor the YTRIGGERQ data queue in the library specified in the command. The YSTRTRGSVR command
parameters are as follows:

• Trigger Data Queue Library (TRGLIB)
Specifies the name of the library containing the CA 2E Trigger Data Queue, YTRIGGERQ. If a Trigger Data Queue
does not exist in the specified library, one is created.

• Job Description (JOBD)
This parameter specifies the job description to use for the CA 2E Trigger Server job(s).
A Trigger Server runs as a continuous batch process until it is ended with the End Trigger Server (YENDTGRSVR)
command. Hence, the processor overrides the job description you choose to use JOBQ(QSYS/QSYSNOMAX), to
ensure that the Trigger Server is submitted using a job queue that allows multiple active jobs. All other job definition
attributes are taken from the job description specified in this parameter.
The possible values are:
– *USRPRF

The job description for the user profile used by the job that is currently running is used for the trigger server job.
– job-description-name

Specify the name (library-name/job-description-name) of the job description used for the trigger server job.
• Number of Servers (NBRSVR)

Specifies the number of Trigger Server jobs that should be started by this command. All Trigger Server jobs use
the same job description (as specified in the JOBD parameter) and will all monitor the same Trigger Data Queue
YTRIGGERQ in the library specified in the TRGLIB parameter.
Since the Trigger Data Queue is a FIFO (first-in, first-out) data queue, if multiple Trigger Server jobs are running
concurrently, each trigger request will be selected from the Trigger Data Queue by the first available Trigger Server job.
There is thus no guarantee of the order in which the trigger requests will be processed, because this depends on many
factors affecting the speed at which each Trigger Server job runs.
Consequently, if trigger requests must be processed in the same order in which the original trigger fired, you should
process the trigger requests synchronously as a direct call by the Trigger Router, or you should ensure that only a
single Trigger Server job monitors a specified Trigger Data Queue.
Running more than one Trigger Server job concurrently can improve system performance where many asynchronous
trigger requests can appear at once. However, it will not affect the performance of the job in which the trigger was fired.
The values are:
– *DFT

A single Trigger Server job is started to monitor the Trigger Data Queue in the library specified in the TRGLIB
parameter.

– *MAX
9 Trigger Server jobs are started to monitor the Trigger Data Queue in the library specified in the TRGLIB
parameter. The maximum number of Trigger Server jobs that can be started is 99, but we retained the value for this
parameter as 9 to preserve existing functionality.

– Number-of-trigger-server-jobs
Between 1 and 99 Trigger Server jobs can be started to monitor the Trigger Data Queue in the library specified in
the TRGLIB parameter.

• Clear Data (CLEAR)
Specifies whether data should be cleared from the Trigger Data Queue prior to starting the Trigger Server job(s).
The possible values are:
– *YES
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Any data queue entries on the YTRIGGERQ Trigger Data Queue are removed before the specified number of
Trigger Server jobs are started

– *NO
Any data queue entries on the YTRIGGERQ Trigger Data Queue are not removed before the specified number of
Trigger Server jobs are started. Consequently, they are processed immediately when the Trigger Server jobs start

End Trigger Server (YENDTRGSVR)

The End Trigger Server (YENDTRGSVR) command allows users to end one or more previously started Trigger Server
jobs. The parameters to the YENDTRGSVR command are as follows:

Trigger data queue library (TRGLIB) -- Specifies the name of the library containing the CA 2E Trigger Data Queue
YTRIGGERQ

Work with Trigger References (YWRKTRGREF)

The Work with Trigger References (YWRKTRGREF) command allows users to display, add, delete or change Trigger
Reference data. This is the data held in the Trigger References File that links specific database triggers to one or more
Trigger Functions. Data is initially placed into this file because the YCVTTRGDTA command was run.

The YWRKTRGREF command parameters are as follows:

• Trigger File (TRGFIL)
Specifies the name of the physical file you want to edit CA 2E trigger references. The possible values are as follows:
– *ALL -- Display all CA 2E trigger references
– trigger-file-name - Display the CA 2E trigger references for the specified file only

Reload Trigger References (YRLDTRGREF)

The Reload Trigger References (YRLDTRGREF) command forces the Trigger Router (YTRIGGER) to reload its internal
memory with the latest data from the Trigger References File (YTRGCTLP).

• Trigger Reference Data in the Trigger Router
When the Trigger Router is first invoked within a job (because a trigger fired and the Trigger Router defined as the
trigger program), it loads the data from the Trigger References File into internal memory. On subsequent invocations
within the same job, it uses the data it stored in memory rather than re-accessing the Trigger References File.
This processing ensures the best possible performance because file I/O to the Trigger References File is performed
only once during a job, rather than every time the Trigger Router is invoked. However, if changes are made to the data
in the Trigger References File, these changes will not be reflected in the data used by the Trigger Router.
If you have made changes to the data in the Trigger References File you can execute this command to ensure that the
next time the Trigger Router is invoked, it will use the changed data.

NOTE
As each job has its own instance of the Trigger Router (with its own internal memory), you must run this
command within the job that caused the Trigger Router to be invoked.

Model to Run-Time Conversion
This process converts a CA 2E model trigger definition into a trigger reference held in the Trigger References File. The
Trigger Router interrogates this file when a trigger fires to determine which Trigger Functions to call.

You can convert model data in the MDL File Triggers file YFILTRGRFP into run-time data in the Trigger References File
YTRGCTLP. This conversion process involves expanding model references into CPF (i OS) object names. The conversion
process can also include the actual creation of the triggers over the database files (specifying the Trigger Router as the
trigger program in each case).
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A copy of the Trigger References File is shipped in the CA 2E base product library and can be copied into each
application library using the CA 2E YDUPAPPOBJ command.

Run-Time Support
This section covers all of the run time aspects of trigger support within CA 2E-generated application programs, including
the implementation of the Trigger Router, Trigger Server and Trigger References File.

There are two elements to the CA 2E trigger run-time support:

Trigger Router

When an application program updates a database file and the file has a trigger attached to it that specifies the Trigger
Router as the trigger program, the Trigger Router checks for any records in the Trigger References File for the trigger. For
each record found, it takes the appropriate action by directly calling the specified Trigger Function or sending a request
for the Trigger Function to be called by the Trigger Server, by passing the Trigger Function parameters as an entry in the
Trigger Data Queue.

If the Trigger Router is called but no matching record exists for the database file in the Trigger Reference File, the Trigger
Router checks the value of the YTRGERR data area. If the YTRGERR data area has a value of *WARN, a message
is sent to the job log stating that the Trigger Reference File data is missing. If the YTRGERR data area has a value of
*ERROR, the Trigger Router will throw an error and the database file transaction will not continue.

The Trigger Router is implemented specifying ACTGRP(*CALLER) and USRPRF(*OWNER), according to IBM
recommendations. All *PUBLIC access to the Trigger Router is *EXCLUDE.

Trigger Server

When the Trigger Server starts, it looks for entries to appear on the Trigger Data Queue. When an entry appears (placed
there by the Trigger Router), the Trigger Server calls the specified Trigger Function and then returns to monitor mode.

DISPLAY CONVERT MODEL DATA MENU

              1. Convert model messages to database file.

              2. Convert condition values to database file.

              3. Convert distributed files to database file.

              4. Convert trigger data to database file.

Option:  _
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F3=Exit   F6=Messages   F8=Submitted jobs   F9=Command line

Trigger Runtime Externalization

The 2E trigger support allows you to define a separate trigger runtime library, using the YDUPAPPOBJ command. This
simplifies the copying of all trigger-related objects from your development machine to a production machine. The trigger
runtime library contains all the objects required for trigger support.

The model value YTRGLIB (Trigger runtime library) is used to specify the name of the library in which the model trigger
references are copied using the YCVTTRGDTA command. Before running the YCVTTRGDTA command, you must copy
the trigger runtime objects into the YTRGLIB library using the YDUPAPPOBJ command, specifying DUPOPT(*TRG). You
can assign a special value of *GENLIB to YTRGLIB model value to specify that the model source generation library will be
used. By default, YTRGLIB is shipped with a value of *GENLIB.

NOTE

Multiple models can use the same trigger runtime library.

Modifying Function Options
This article identifies the specific features of the standard function options that allow you to customize the functions in your
model. This article also instructs how to specify these options.

Understanding Function Options

When a new function is defined, default options are set according to the function type and the model values. However, if
your application requires it, you can change the default. You use the Change Model Value (YCHGMDLVAL) command to
set the default value for certain options.

More Information

• Specifying Function Options
• Identifying Standard Function Options
• Identifying Standard Header/Footer Function Options

Specifying Function Options
Function options are specified using the Edit Function Options panel. The options available depend on the function type.

NOTE
Some function options cause a corresponding section of the function’s action diagram to be omitted or included.

Choosing Your Options

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the file. At the Edit Database Relations panel, type F next to the selected file and press Enter. The Edit
Functions panel appears.

2. Zoom into the function. Type Z next to the selected function and press Enter. The Edit Function Details panel appears.

NOTE
You can also display this panel by entering option 2 for the selected function on the Edit Model Object List
panel.
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3. Press F7 to select options. The Edit Function Options panel appears.
You can press F10 to toggle between a display of options available for the selected function and all available options.
The current value of each function option is shown highlighted.
Press F5 to view a list of the available standard header/footer functions. You use this display to explicitly assign a
standard header/footer function to your function.

4. Select your options. Make your function option selections and press Enter. The Edit Function Details panel reappears.

Identifying Standard Function Options
The standard function options control the features of the standard functions.

Contents

Database Changes

The database changes function options determine whether the program provides add, change, and delete capabilities.
You can select a combination of these features.

For edit type functions, all three features default to Yes. This means that, by default, all edit type functions allow add,
delete, and change capabilities.

Create

This option specifies whether the function allows you to add new records to the database files on which the function is
built.

• If Y is specified, the user can add database records with the function
• If N is specified, the user cannot add database records with the function

Change

This option specifies whether the function allows you to change existing records on the database files on which the
function is built.

• If Y is specified, you can change database records
• If N is specified, you cannot change database records

Delete

This option specifies whether the function allows you to delete existing records from the database files on which the
function is built.

• If Y is specified, you can delete database records with the function
• If N is specified, you cannot delete database records with the function

Display Features

The display features function options determine whether a function should include such features as a subfile selector
column or a confirm prompt after data entry.

Confirm

This option specifies whether the function prompts for confirmation before updating the database files. A confirmation
prompt appears at the bottom of the panel on which you can specify yes or no.
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• If Y is specified, the function prompts the user for confirmation before updating the database files
• If N is specified, the function updates the database files without prompting for user confirmation

Initial Confirm Value

This option specifies the initial value that the confirmation prompt shows. This may be Y or N. The end user only needs to
press Enter to accept the default value for newly created functions as specified by the YCNFVAL model value. This option
only applies if the Confirm option is set to YES.

• If Y is specified, the initial confirmation prompt value is Y
• If N is specified, the initial confirmation prompt value is N
• If M is specified, the YCNFVAL model value is used

NOTE
If you have a National Language version of the product, the initial values reflect the national language version.

Standard Header/Footer Selection

Press F5 at the Function Options panel to select a non-standard header/footer for your function's device layout.

If Action Bar, What Type?

If the selected header/footer has an action bar, this option specifies the type of action bar to display. This option is
available only for NPT generation.

• If A is specified, display a CA 2E action bar.
• If D is specified, display a DDS menu bar.
• If M is specified, the YABRNPT model value determines the type of action bar to display. Valid model values for

YABRNPT are A or D.

Subfile Select

This option specifies, for functions that have subfiles, whether the subfile is to have a selection column on the left side of
the function.

• If Y is specified, the subfile has a selection column
• If N is specified, the subfile does not have a selection column

NOTE
If Yes is specified for the Delete option, a subfile selection column must be specified.

Subfile End Implementation

This option specifies, for functions that have subfiles, whether the + sign or More. . . displays in the lower right location of
the subfile indicating that the subfile contains more records.

• If P is specified, a + sign indicates that the subfile contains more records. This is the shipped default.
• If T is specified, More. . . indicates that the subfile contains more records. Bottom displays to indicate that the last

subfile record is displayed.

Dynamic Program Mode

This option specifies whether the function automatically determines the initial mode of execution (add or update). This is
based on whether records are present in the file. If there are any restrictor parameters or selection criteria, the records
present are checked against the criteria.
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• If N is specified, the initial program mode is fixed
• If Y is specified, the initial program mode is set dynamically

Exit After Add

This option specifies whether the function exits after addition of a new record.

Exit After Add is available only on Edit Record (EDTRCD, EDTRCD2, and EDTRCD3) functions.

• If Y is specified, you exit the program after successfully adding a record. You can use this option when the EDTRCD
function is called from another function

• If N is specified, you do not exit the program after adding a record, except when Bypass Key Screen = Yes and the key
is defined as an Input Restrictor parameter

Repeat Prompt

This option specifies whether the prompt redisplays after user processing of accepted prompt values.

Repeat Prompt is available only on Prompt Record (PMTRCD) functions that have validation of prompt and user data.

• If Y is specified, the prompt redisplays
• If N is specified, the prompt does not redisplay

Bypass Key Screen

If all key fields are supplied as restrictor parameters, this option specifies whether the key screen is bypassed (not
displayed) before the detail panel . The Bypass Key Screen function option is available only on Edit Record (EDTRCD,
EDTRCD2, and EDTRCD3) functions.

• If Y is specified and all key fields are non-blank at function execution time, the key screen is bypassed
• If N is specified, the key screen is not bypassed

NOTE

• Whenever the full key is passed into any EDTRCD, the key screen is bypassed even when Bypass Key
Screen is N. The key fields do not need to be restrictor parameters for this to happen.

• If Bypass Key Screen is specified, all key field values must be supplied as restrictor parameters to bypass
the display of the key screen. If key field values are not supplied as restrictor parameters, the key screen
displays even though this option is Yes.

Post Confirm Pass

This option specifies whether the function is to re-read the database file and to update the subfile after confirmation; for
example, to calculate line values based on totals.

If post confirm pass is specified, an additional user point is added to the function.

• If Y is specified, the function carries out a post confirm pass of the subfile.
• If N is specified, the function does not carry out a post confirm pass of the subfile.

Send All Messages Option

This option specifies whether an error message is sent to the message subfile at the bottom of the panel for the first error
found, or for each error found. In either case, any outstanding messages are cleared each time Enter is pressed.

• If Y is specified, send all error messages to the message subfile at the bottom of the panel.
• If N is specified, send only the first error message.
• If M is specified, use the value of the YSNDMSG model value. Valid model values for YSNDMSG are *YES and *NO.
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Exit Control

The exit control function options determine the execution characteristics of a program, such as:

• Whether or not it terminates or remains invoked but inactive
• Whether or not it reclaims resources as it terminates
• Whether messages are copied back to the calling program on termination

Reclaim Resources

This option specifies whether the i OS Reclaim Resources (RCLRSC) command is to be invoked when the program
completes execution.

The command closes down any other programs and/or files that have been called and/or opened by the program, and
reallocates their storage.

Reclaim Resources is valid only on external functions (functions implemented as programs in their own right). It is ignored
for functions implemented in COBOL since this command is not valid for COBOL programs.

• If Y is specified, reclaim resources are invoked.
• If N is specified, reclaim resources are not invoked.

Closedown Program

This option specifies whether the RPG Last Record Indicator is set on when the program finishes execution.

• If Y is specified, all files are closed and the program is shut down
• If N is specified, all files remain open and a subsequent call is faster and performs a full program initialization

NOTE

• In either case, all internal variables are initialized to blanks and zeros on each call. If closedown is N, arrays
are not cleared. This permits arrays to be used to store WRK variables. The PGM context variable *INITIAL
CALL is available to determine if this is a first time subsequent call.

• COBOL has no direct equivalent of the RPG Last Record Indicator. The top-level program initiates the Run
Unit. All programs called from this top program remain in the Run Unit until the top-level program itself closes
down.

Copy Back Messages

This option specifies whether any messages outstanding on the program’s message queue are copied to the previous
program’s message queue when the program terminates. The default value for new functions is specified by the
YCPYMSG model value.

• If Y is specified, messages are copied back to the calling program’s message queue.
• If N is specified, messages do not copy back to the calling program’s message queue.
• If M is specified, the model default is used. Valid model values for YCPYMSG are *YES and *NO.

Commitment Control

These function option values determine the commitment control regime for a program.

Using Commitment Control

This option specifies whether the program that implements the function runs under i OS Commitment Control and, if
so, whether it contains the main commit points. i OS commitment control provides a means of automatically grouping a
number of database updates into a single transaction for the purposes of recovery: either all or none of the updates take
place.
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If you link together several functions as one transaction group, CA 2E determines where the commit points are located.

• If M (*MASTER) is specified, the program runs under commitment control. This program is the controlling program
and contains the commit points. The program ensures that commitment is active by calling a CA 2E supplied program,
Y2BGCTL. It also includes the appropriate commit points.

• If S (*SLAVE) is specified, the program runs under commitment control. No automatic start or commit points are
included. You can add commit points by using the COMMIT built-in function. Commit operations can be performed by a
calling program (typically *MASTER) function.

• If N (*NONE) is specified the program does not run under commit control.

NOTE
Any physical (PHY) file updated by programs running under commitment control must be journaled.

For more information about commitment control and journaling files, see the i OS Programmers Section.

Exception Routine

The routine determines how program exceptions (errors) are handled for a program. This option applies only to RPG. It is
not supported by COBOL/400.

Generate Exception Routine

This option specifies whether code for an exception handling routine (*PSSR) should be generated in the program that
implements the function. This provides an opportunity for you to add user-defined exception handling. The default value
for new functions is specified by the model value YERRRTN.

• If Y is specified, source code is generated that implements an error handling routine. In this case, all files in the
program open explicitly using the OPEN operations. The *PSSR routine contains a call to the CA 2E supplied program,
Y2PSSR. The source for this program is in QRPGSRC in Y2SYSRC and can be adjusted to supply specific error
handling.

• If N is specified, source code is not generated for an error handling routine.

Generation Options

The generation options determine the generation mode and panel text constants for the program.

Generation Mode

This option specifies the method of database access used for the functions. Generation mode is determined by the model
value YDBFGEN. You can override this value at the function level.

• If D is specified, the database access method is DDS.
• If L is specified, the database access method is DDL.
• If S is specified, the database access method is SQL.
• If A is specified, the access path generation value of the primary access path of the function is used.
• If M is specified, the value of the model value YDBFGEN is used. Valid model values for YDFGEN are *DDS, *SQL

and *DDL.

Generate Help

This option specifies whether help should be generated.
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• If Y is specified, help text is generated for this function.
• If N is specified, no help text is generated for this function.
• If O is specified, only generate help text for this function; do not generate any of the function’s other components. You

can only specify O for functions with Help Text for NPT set to U (*UIM).
• If M is specified, the value of the model value YGENHLP determines whether Help is generated for this function. Valid

model values for YGENHLP are *YES, *NO, and *ONLY.

Help Type for NPT

This option specifies the type of help text associated with this function when it is generated as an NPT function.

• If T is specified, the help text is Text Management (TM). Help text is created in a source member and processed by the
Display Help program.

• If U is specified, the help text consists of links from the Display File source to an i OS Panel Group compiled from
source containing the i OS User Interface Manager (UIM) tag language.

• If M is specified, the model value YNPTHLP determines the type of help text generated. Valid model values for
YNPTHLP are *UIM and *TM.

Generate as a Subroutine

This option specifies, for the EXCINTFUN type, whether to implement the function inline or as a subroutine.

• If Y is specified, the EXCINTFUN is implemented as a subroutine.
• If N is specified, the EXCINTFUN is implemented inline. This is the default.

Share Subroutine

This option specifies whether the generated source for an internal function (subroutine) is to be shared. This applies to
CHGOBJ, CRTOBJ, DLTOBJ, RTVOBJ, and EXCINTFUN functions types.

• If Y is specified, generated source for subroutines is shared. In other words, source code is generated the first time
an internal function is called and the source is reused for all subsequent calls to the function. The interface for the
subroutine is externalized.

• If N is specified, source code is generated each time an internal function is called. The interface for the subroutine is
internal.

Screen Text Constants

This option specifies the generation mechanism used for screen text.

• If L is specified, panel literals are hard coded in the device source.
• If I is specified, panel literals are placed in a message file. For the iSeries, they are accessed through the DDS MSGID

keyword.
• If M is specified, the value of the YPMTGEN model value is used. Valid model values for YPMTGEN are *OFF,

*LITERAL, and *MSGID.

Execution Location

This option specifies where the function is executed. This option is only valid for EXCINTFUN and EXCUSRPGM.

• If S is specified, execute the internal function or user program on the server
• If W is specified, execute the internal function or user program where the user point is found
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Overrides if Submitted Job

This option specifies the source of SBMJOB parameter overrides when you submit a job for batch execution from within
an action diagram. This option applies only to EXCEXTFUN, EXCUSRPGM and PRTFIL function types.

• If * is specified, use the default overrides defined by the ‘*Sbmjob default override’ message attached to the
*Messages file in Y2USRMSG

• If F is specified, use the override defined for the function
• This feature does not support function calls that contain multiple-instance array parameters.

Environment

The environment options determine the environment in which source code is generated for the program.

Workstation Implementation

This option specifies whether interactive CA 2E functions are to operate on non-programmable terminals (NPT) or on
programmable workstations (PWS) communicating with an iSeries host. For programmable workstations, you also specify
the PC run-time environment.

• If N is specified, the generated code operates on a non-programmable terminal (NPT) attached locally to the host
computer.

• If G is specified, CA 2E functions are generated for non-programmable terminals together with a Windows executable
running in a Windows environment under emulation to the host.

• If J is specified, CA 2E functions are generated for non-programmable terminals together with a Windows executable
running in a Windows environment under emulation to the host and a Java executable running in a Windows
environment using a Web browser with emulation to the host.

• If V is specified, CA 2E functions are generated for non-programmable terminals together with a VisualBasic
executable running in a Windows environment under emulation to the host.

• If M is specified, use the value of the YWSNGEN model value to determine the type of workstation. Valid model values
for YWSNGEN are *NPT, *GUI, *JVA, *VB.

NOTE

The values *GUI (G), *JVA (J), and *VB (V) require an interface to GUI products.

Distributed File I/O Control

This option specifies the kind of I/O control to generate for the function. This enables you to use DRDA to access files on
multiple remote relational databases (RDBs). This option only applies if the function is generated using SQL or DDL for
the Generation Mode.

NOTE
SQL access can be used in Generation Mode even if the access paths are generated using DDS.

• If S is specified (Synon Control), DRDA is used. The function is driven by the configuration entries (RDBs) of the
function’s default Retrieval access path. The table of the distributed files is created by executing the YCVTDSTFIL
command. The configuration entries are added/modified using the YWRKDSTFIL command.

NOTE
Synon Control is not applicable for Print files and Execute External functions. When Synon Control is
specified for these two functions, User Control is used.

• If U is specified, (User Control), DRDA is used. The function contains distributed functionality/ capabilities but is not
automatically driven by the configuration table entries. The initial relational database that the application is connected
to are the current relational database unless overridden by action diagram logic that modifies the PGM context field
*Next relational database.
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This field can be used within Synon Control to override the default processing.
• If N is specified, do not generate any distributed functionality for this function. This is equivalent to *NONE for the

YDSTFIO model value.
• If M is specified, use the value of the YDSTFIO model value to determine the type of distribution I/O control access.

Valid model values for YDSTFIO are *NONE, *USER, and *SYNON.

For more information on DRDA, see Distributed Relational Database Architecture.

Null Update Suppression

This option specifies whether the CHGOBJ function type suppresses the record update when the before and after images
of the record are the same. Use this function option to override the YNLLUPD model value.

• If N is specified, CHGOBJ always updates the record.
• If Y is specified, CHGOBJ checks whether to suppress database update both after the After Data Read and after the

Before Data Update user points. The record is updated if the before and after images of the record differ.
• If A is specified, CHGOBJ checks whether to suppress database update after the After Data Read user point. The

record is updated if the before and after images of the record differ.
• If M is specified, use the YNLLUPD model value to determine whether CHGOBJ is to update the record if the before

and after images are the same. The valid model values for YNLLUPD are *NO, *AFTREAD, and *YES.

Identifying Standard Header/Footer Function Options
When you create a function with a device design, CA 2E assigns a default standard header/footer. You can override this
default for any function by pressing F5 from the Edit Function Options panel to display a selection list of all standard
header/footer functions.

Contents

The default standard header/footer is determined by the function options defined for the functions in the standard header/
footer shipped file.

For more information and a list of the standard header/footer functions, see Standard Headers/Footers.

Follow these steps:

1. At the Edit Database Relations panel, type *S in the object field to display the list of shipped files beginning with those
that begin with S.

2. Type F next to the *Standard header/footer file to display the list of all standard header/footer functions for the file.
Each function contains function options and a header and footer format for a function panel design.

3. Type Z next to the standard header/footer function you want to view.
4. Press F7 to display the Edit Function Options panel for the selected function.

Standard Header/Footer Function Options

The function options defined for each standard header/footer function apply to the functions to which the standard header/
footer function is assigned.

CA 2E ships predefined standard header/footer functions, but you can also create and customize your own. The easiest
way to do so is to make a copy of one of the standard header/footer functions and modify the copy.

132 Column Screen

This option specifies whether the display terminal, at which the display is shown, is 132 characters wide.
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• If Y is specified, the terminal supports 132-character displays
• If left Blank, the terminal supports 80-column displays

NOTE
For a device function to allow 132 columns, its standard header/footer must have this option set to Y.

Enable Selection Prompt Text

This option specifies whether a default prompt message should appear on the device design for function keys and subfile
selection text.

• If 1 is specified, a one-line prompt message appears for both function keys
• If 2 is specified, a two-line prompt message appears for both function keys
• If left Blank, the prompt messages are absent

Allow Right to Left/Top to Bottom

This option specifies whether bi-directional support is incorporated in the function.

• If Y is specified, cursor movement for input-capable text fields is right to left and top to bottom on the panel
• If left Blank, cursor movement is from left to right and top to bottom in input-capable fields

Function Options for Setting Header/Footer Defaults

The following function options determine the type of header/footer that is defined and the implicitly- selected default for
that header/footer type.

• Use as default for functions
• Is this an Action Bar (Y), and the Default (D)
• Is this a Window (Y), and the Default (D)

The implicitly-selected default header/footer assigned to your functions is indicated on the Edit Function Options panel as
follows.

¬ Implicitly set by mdl default

If you assign another standard header/footer function to your function, it is indicated on the Edit Function Options panel as
follows.

¬  Explicitly selected

NOTE
CA 2E may automatically change implicitly-selected header/footers if you change the YSAAFMT model value or
the YWSNGEN model value.

For more information on implicitly-selected header/footers, see Design and Usage Considerations and the Examples later
in this article.

Use As Default for Functions

This option applies only if the model value YSAAFMT is *CUAENTRY and the model value YWSNGEN is set to *NPT. It
specifies whether this standard header/footer is assigned to functions as the implicitly-selected default.
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• If Y is specified, this standard header/footer is assigned to functions as the implicitly-selected default
• If left Blank, this standard header/footer is not assigned to functions as the implicitly-selected default

Is This an Action Bar

This option specifies whether the function to which this standard header/footer is assigned contains an action bar.

• If Y is specified, the function contains an action bar.
• If N is specified, the function does not contain an action bar.
• If D is specified, the function contains an action bar. In addition, if the YSAAFMT model value is set to *CUATEXT, all

panel-based function types other than SELRCD has this standard header/footer assigned as the implicitly-selected
default.

Is This a Window

This option specifies whether the functions to which this standard header/footer is assigned contains a window.

• If Y is specified, the function contains a window.
• If N is specified, the function does not contain a window.
• If D is specified, the function contains a window. In addition, if model value YSAAFMT is set to *CUATEXT, SELRCD

functions has this standard header/footer function assigned as the implicitly-selected default.

Design and Usage Considerations

Following are points to consider if you want to customize or change the way CA 2E assigns standard header/footers for
your functions.

• A standard header/footer function can be an action bar, a window, or neither. It cannot be both an action bar and a
window.

• To create a standard header/footer function with neither an action bar nor a window, set both the following function
options to N.
– Is this an Action Bar
– Is this a Window

• There can be only one default standard header/footer function for each header/footer type. In other words,
– Only one standard header/footer function can have the Use as default for functions option set to v.
– Only one standard header/footer function can have the Is this an Action Bar option set to D.
– Only one standard header/footer function can have the Is this a Window option set to D.
If you set a new standard header/footer to be a default, CA 2E automatically resets the corresponding function option
for the previous default header/footer function so it is no longer the default.

• All existing functions that have implicitly- selected header/footers are always assigned to the default header/footer. If
you modify the default header/footer, CA 2E immediately reassigns the implicitly-selected header/footers. This also
occurs if you change the YSAAFMT model value and may occur if you change the YWSNGEN model value or the
Workstation Implementation function option for a function. See the examples at the end of this topic.
To prevent this, you can explicitly select the same or another standard header/footer for any function using the Edit
Function Options panel.
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Examples

Suppose the YSAAFMT model value is set to *CUAENTRY and the YWSNGEN model value is set to *NPT. In addition,
suppose the standard header/footer function options are set as follows:

Standard Header/Footer
Functions

Use as default for function
options

Is this an Action Bar option? Is this a Window option?

Header/Footer1 Y N N
Header/Footer2 blank D N
Header/Footer3 blank N D

Example 1

With these settings, all functions created have Header/Footer1 specified as the implicitly-selected default.

Example 2

If you change the YSAAFMT model value to *CUATEXT, all functions other than SELRCD have Header/Footer2 assigned
as the implicitly-selected default. SELRCD functions will have Header/Footer3 assigned as the implicitly-selected default.

Example 3

If you change the YSAAFMT model value to *CUATEXT, create a new Header/Footer4, and set it to be the default action
bar, the standard header/footer function options changes as follows:

Standard Header/Footer
Functions

Use as default for function
options

Is this an Action Bar option? Is this a Window option?

Header/Footer1 Y N N
Header/Footer2 blank Y N
Header/Footer3 blank N D
Header/Footer4 blank D N

NOTE

CA 2E has automatically reset the Is this an Action Bar option for Header/Footer2 to Y. All functions other than
SELRCD have Header/Footer4 assigned as the implicitly-selected default. SELRCD functions still have Header/
Footer3 assigned as the implicitly- selected default.

Modifying Function Parameters

Understanding Function Parameters

Function parameters specify which fields can be passed between the calling and the called functions. Each call can pass
different values in these fields, but the definitions of the fields themselves remains the same. You assign the parameter
roles, which direct the function to use that parameter m in a specific way.

More Information

• Identifying the Basic Properties
• Defining Function Parameters
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Identifying the Basic Properties
Parameters have the following basic properties:

• Name
• Usage
• Role
• Flag error status

Contents

Name

Function parameters are defined by reference to the field from which they receive or to which they return a value.

Usage Type

A parameter’s usage definition determines how the parameter is allowed to be used. Parameters can be used in one
of four ways depending on how they are received from or returned to the function. The direction of movement is always
viewed from outside the function whose parameters are being defined. The usage types are as follows:

Input Only

A value is passed into the function when the function is called, but the function does not change this value and the same
value is returned.

Output Only

A value is returned from the function for the parameter when the function completes. Any initial value passed in this
variable is set to blank or zero at the start of the function.

Both (Input/Output)

A value is passed into the function for the parameter when the function is called and a value, possibly different, is returned
to the calling function when the function completes processing.

Neither

No value is passed into the function for the parameter nor is a value returned for the parameter when the function ends.
Neither parameters are available for use as local variables within the function.

NOTE
Neither parameters are, in some instances, preferable to WRK context variables. WRK context variables are
global to the function and can be updated inadvertently from internal functions within the main external function.
The local nature of Neither parameters avoids this potential problem.

The following table shows the types of function parameter usage.

Parameter type Passed in Returned MAP
Input Y N Y
Output N Y N
Input/Output Y Y Y
Neither N N Y
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Flag Error Status

Flag error status specifies whether a calling function should indicate that an error, which occurs in the called function, is
associated with the parameter field. If so, the field is highlighted on the display of the calling function if the parameter field
in the called function returns a non-blank return code.

Flag error status applies only to the following function types:

• SNDERRMSG (send error message)
• EXCMSG (execute message)
• Any external function

Send Error Message specifies that an error message be sent to a calling function. The Send Error Message function is
attached to a CA 2E shipped file called * MESSAGES.

For more information on function types and external functions, see Defining Functions.

By default, all parameters of the called function that ended in error are highlighted if they appear on a display. You can
override this to suppress error flagging for a parameter by altering the default attributes for fields in error on the Edit
Screen Field Attributes panel.

Identifying Default Parameters

Certain standard functions have predefined default parameters. When you create any of the function types, the
appropriate default parameters are automatically created.

Function Default Parameters Usage
CHGOBJ All fields from update index of based-on file I
DLTOBJ Key fields from update index of based-on

file
I

RTVOBJ Key fields from the associated access path I
SELRCD Key fields from the update index of based-

on file
B

Key:

I = Input Only Usage
B = Both Input and Output Usage

Identifying the Return Code

All standard function types other than EXCUSRPGM and EXCUSRSRC have an implicit parameter, the return code. The
return code is used to inform the calling program of the circumstances under which the called program is exited. The
return code is not shown on the Edit Function Parameters panel but is automatically declared in the generated source
code as the first parameter.

Therefore, when calling your application program from a menu or a command line you must always specify a parameter
for the return code. This parameter must be the first parameter.

For example, when calling a function from a command line:

CALL  ABCDEFR ' '
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NOTE
You can also use the Call a Program (Y2CALL) command to call the function. This command is especially useful
if the function’s parameter interface is complex or has changed. It determines the parameters, including the
return code, required by a function directly from details contained in the model. You can provide values for all
input-capable fields and you can reuse these values for subsequent calls.

For more information on the Y2CALL command, seeY2CALL (Call a Program) Command.

You can retrieve or change the value of the return code parameter within the action diagram of a function by referencing
the PGM context field *Return Code. This field can be set by CA 2E to one of its defined conditions, such as, *Record not
found. The conditions that are supplied for the *Return Code field are:

• *Data update error
• *Normal
• *Record already exists
• *Record does not exist
• *Substring error
• *User Quit requested

You can test against any of these supplied conditions or you can add other conditions to the list.

The best way to check for not equal to *NORMAL can be done using a CASE condition with an *OTHERWISE or by using
a compound condition.

For example:

 - 

. .-CASE

.  -PGM.*Return Code is *NORMAL

.  Print Customers - Customer *

.  -*OTHERWISE

.  Print Customers Credit - Customer *

.  -ENDCASE

; - 

Understanding the Role of the Parameter

The role of a parameter specifies how the parameter is used in the function into which it is passed. Each category of
parameter role applies to certain standard function types. The parameter roles are as follows:

Map Parameter

This parameter is automatically moved to a corresponding field on the receiving function’s panel design. If the field does
not exist on the device design, it is added to it. Specifying fields as mapped Neither parameters is a way of adding fields
to a panel design without the need for passing them into the function. The Map option is ignored for reports and functions
that do not have an associated device design.
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NOTE
If you make a change to the parameter entry on the Edit Function Parameters Detail panel, the entry defaults to
the Map role.

Restrictor Parameter

This parameter is used to restrict the records from a database file that can be displayed, changed, or printed by the
function. Restrictor parameters must be key fields on the access path to which their function attaches and can only be
used hierarchically; that is, major to minor key sequence.

A minor key can only be a restrictor parameter if all keys major to it are also restrictor parameters. Restrictor parameters
are automatically mapped and default to output on the panel, but may be changed to input on DSPFIL, SELRCD, and
EDTFIL function types.

For example, a function that displays a list of records (such as DSPFIL) could allow the user to select a particular record
with a line selection option. The keys of the selected record could be passed as restrictors to another function (such as
EDTRCD). The called function then process only the selected record.

Using Restrictor Parameters

The following examples show the effect of using restrictor parameters on single-record display styles and on multiple
record display styles.

For example, if a Division is defined by the following relations:

FIL  Company   REF  Known by   FLD  Company code     CDE

FIL  Company   REF  Has        FLD  Company name     TXT

FIL  Division  REF  Owned by   REF  Company          FIL

FIL  Division  REF  Known by   FLD  Division code    CDE

FIL  Division  REF  Has        FLD  Division name    TXT

FIL  Division  REF  Has        FLD  No of employees  NBR

Single-Record Panel Design Without a Restrictor

If an Edit Record function is specified to edit the Division file without a restrictor parameter being declared, the default
device design for the key panel would appear as follows. All of the key fields are input capable.
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Single-Record Panel Design with a Restrictor

If the Company code is specified as a restrictor parameter, the Company code no longer appears as an input-capable field
but becomes protected, as it is assumed that its value is being provided as an entry parameter:
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Multiple-Record Panel Design without a Restrictor

The effect of a restrictor on a multiple-record (subfile) panel design is similar. Consider that an Edit File function edits a
Division file. If no restrictor parameter is specified, the default device design appears as follows:

Each subfile record contains all the fields from the underlying Division file.

Multiple-Record Panel Design with a Restrictor

If a Company Code field was specified as a restrictor parameter, the Company Code field no longer appears on each
individual subfile record but would instead be shown on the subfile control record. The Company Code field is protected,
as it is assumed that its value is being provided as an entry parameter.
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NOTE
You can override the restrictor on this panel to be input capable.

Virtual Fields and Restrictors on Subfiles

Some special considerations arise for subfile displays when there are virtual fields on the subfile record associated with a
relation for which all of the keys are specified as restrictor parameters.

The following examples show the effect of restricting and not restricting a subfile’s virtual fields onto the header format.
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Different results are obtained if the virtual fields are present in the access path of the function due to the virtualization of
fields that are virtualized in a related file. For example, Customer Name is a virtual on Order Header and is re-virtualized
to Order Detail. Two possible differences are:

The virtual fields are restricted: They are removed from the individual subfile records and are placed on the subfile
control with the restricted fields. This happens if the virtual fields associated with the keys also are restricted.

The virtual fields are not restricted: They remain on the individual subfile records. This happens if the fields are defined
as virtual fields on the access path of the function file but are not present on the access path of the referenced file that is
restricted.

The access path combinations for restrictor parameters are:
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A1 to B1

Field b2 is present on both the referencing (A1) and referenced (B1) access paths. Virtual fields are restricted in functions
based on access path A1.

A1 to B2

Field b2 is present on the referencing access path (A1), but not on the referenced access path (B2). Virtual fields are not
restricted in functions based on access path A1.

Example of Virtual Restrictor Usage

In the following example, the Customer Name is specified as a virtual field on the Order Header and is revirtualized to the
Order Detail file.

Order Header          Known by            Order No

Order Header          Refers to           Customer

                      VRT                 Customer Name

Order Detail          Known by            Order Line No

Order Detail          Refers to           Item

                      VRT                 Item Description
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                      VRT                 Customer No

                      VRT                 Customer Name

This example creates a device design over Order Detail, where Order No. is a restrictor as follows.

Device Design with Restricted Virtual Fields

If the Customer Name field is not present on the access path of the referenced file, Customer Name is no longer being
included on the subfile control.

However, if Order No. is not a restrictor, the device design would be as follows.
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Device Design Without Restricted Virtual Fields

Positioner Parameter

This parameter is used to position a function to start reading records from a database file at a particular record. Positioner
parameters can be used by themselves or in conjunction with restrictor parameters. They must be key fields on the
access path to which their function attaches and can only be used hierarchically.

For example, a minor key can only be a positioner parameter if all major keys to it are also positioner or restrictor
parameters. Positioner parameters are automatically mapped and can be either Output or Both on the panel.

The following table is an example of the use of positioner parameters.

FIL   Company   REF   Known By   FLD   Company code     CDE

FIL   Company   REF   Has        FLD   Company name     TXT

FIL   Division  REF   Owned by   REF   Company          FIL

FIL   Division  REF   Known By   FLD   Division code    CDE

FIL   Division  REF   Has        FLD   Division name    TXT

FIL   Division  REF   Has        FLD   No of employees  NBR
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If you define a PRTFIL function based on a retrieval access path over the division file (such as, with keys Company Code
and Division Code fields) and if you want to specify selection you could either:

• Make both Company Code and Division Code positioner parameters in order to read all records starting at specified
values for both key fields

• Make Company Code a restrictor but Division Code a positioner parameter in order to read all records for a specified
Company file starting at a given division

Vary Parameter

This parameter can have a varying length. The vary parameter is useful when interfacing with user-written subroutines
and programs. Domain checking is ignored.

Vary parameters are valid on functions that generate an external high-level language program, that is RPG or COBOL.
You need to ensure that the parameters function properly if the domains do not match.

Allowed Parameter Roles

The following table shows the allowed parameter roles for the standard functions.

Function Map Restrictor (Keys Only) Positioner (Keys Only) Vary
PMTRCD Y Y - -
EDTRCD(1,2,3) Y Y - -
DSPRCD(1,2,3) Y Y - -
SELRCD Y Y1 - -
DSPFIL Y Y1 - -
EDTFIL Y Y1 - -
EDTTRN Y Y - -
DSPTRN Y Y - -
PRTFIL * Y Y -
PRTOBJ * Y Y -
RTVOBJ - Y Y -
CRTOBJ - Y - -
CHGOBJ - Y - -
DLTOBJ - Y - -
EXCEXTFUN - - - Y
EXCINTFUN - - - -
EXCUSRSRC - - - Y
EXCUSRPGM - - - Y
Notes:
* Denotes that the map is allowed but does not add the parameter to the device design.
1  Indicates that you can override the restrictor parameter, which is normally output only, to be input capable.

Defining Function Parameters
To define a parameter for a function, specify the field that is passed to or from the function with one of these two
procedures:
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• Specify the parameters from the Edit Function Parameters panel.
• Specify the parameter in the action diagram when you specify the link between the functions.

Contents

Defining Parameters with the Edit Function Parameters Panel

The Edit Function Parameters panel defines the parameters that are passed to the function by the calling function. How
the parameter is used in the called function depends on the called function’s type or the processing specified by that
function. Parameters can either be defined as a list of specific fields or as selections of fields from a list of access paths,
arrays, or files.

Follow these steps:

1. View the functions. From the Edit Database Relations panel, type F next to the selected file, and then press Enter.
The Edit Functions panel appears.

2. View the parameters, type P next to the selected function, and then press Enter.
The Edit Function Parameters panel appears:

Use one of the following methods to specify the parameters:

To specify an individual field

1. Type *FIELD or *F in the File/*FIELD column.
2. Type the name of the field in the Access path/Field/Array column.

By entering ? this field can be used for prompting.
The Passed field defaults to FLD.
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To specify a set of fields from a file, access path, or array:

1. Type the name of the file in the File/*FIELD column. For arrays, type *Arrays (or *A).
By entering ? this field can be used for prompting. A * defaults to the name of the file over which the function is built.

2. Type the name of the access path or array name in the Access path/Field/Array column.
By entering ? this field can be used for prompting.

NOTE
If you use *NONE as the access path then all fields, actual and virtual, are associated with the file are
available for selection. This removes the need to tie the parameter entry to a specific access path and can
reduce the impact of a change to the definition. This approach is particularly relevant when a subset of fields
is selected.

3. Type the value that the field is passed as:
– FLD

Each specified field is passed as an individual parameter. This must be specified for *FIELD or *NONE parameter
lines.

– RCD
A single parameter with the length of the specified access path is passed. The parameter contains space for all the
fields associated with the access path, which can individually be specified as parameters.

– KEY
A single parameter with the length of the combined keys of the specified access path is passed. The parameter
contains space for all the key fields that can be individually specified as parameters.

4. Enter Y or leave a blank value for the A (Pass as Array) field.
The following situations apply when using the A field:
– If the function is not EXCEXTFUN or EXCUSRPGM, the field is not available.
– The new ‘A’ (Pass as Array) field is available for all EXCEXTFUN and EXCUSRPGM parameters. However, if Y is

specified for a parameter that is not an array based on the *Arrays file, or when the parameter is passed as FLD,
then an error message is sent.

– Y is only valid when the parameter is an array based on the *Arrays file, and only when the parameter is passed as
RCD or KEY.

– When you model in the action diagram of function A a call to function B, if a parameter is passed as an array on A it
must be passed as an array on B.

– No fields can be dropped on a parameter being passed as an array.
– Though the usages of the subfields on a parameter passed as an array can be mixed, the usages must be

compatible, such that the calling function can call the called function
5. Define the specific fields that are to be passed from the file, access path, or array on the Edit Function Parameter

Details panel.
– For both *FIELD and other parameter entries, define the role and usage of the parameter.
– You can adjust the sequence of the entries by keying sequence numbers on each parameter line.

Non-unique Sequence Numbers

Sequence numbers do not need to be unique for a function where the Duplicate Parameters Option is set to N.

Identifying Functions with a Non-unique Parameter Sequence

Use the YCHKFUNPAR command to analyze a model and identify all functions that exhibit specific parameter interface
problems. For example, when you have non-unique sequence numbers on the parameter interface of a function where the
function option Duplicate Parameters is set as Y.
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Resolving Function with a Non-unique Parameter Sequence Number

Follow these steps:

1. Access the EDIT FUNCTION PARAMETERS panel and change the sequence numbers to be unique.

2. Access the Action Diagram of the function and ensure that all parameter contexts are modified appropriately to point to
the correct parameter.

Invalid Duplicate Parameter fields

When a function has its Duplicate Parameters option set to N, each parameter field should be unique, regardless of the
usage. The only exception is that a field can appear once for Input and once for Output.

There are two scenarios where a violation of this restriction and exception can occur:

• Earlier, the user was only warned after violating the change, rather than being prevented from the violation.
• Now it is possible to create a function with an invalid parameter interface. This can occur when you turn the

DUPLICATE PARAMETERS function from Y to N, and any (previously valid) duplicate parameters are not modified
appropriately.

In the following example, the function Verify Item has two identical parameters: Item, Retrieval index, passed as RCD
with seq=1 (PR1) and seq=2 (PR2). The subfields on the Item file are: Item code, Item description, Item Price and Item
barcode, which are all passed as Both on PR1 and PR2.

Because the Duplicate Parameters Option is set to Y, this is a valid operation:
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If the Duplicate Parameters Option is changed from Y to N, then the parameter interface becomes invalid. However, you
will not receive a warning or error message.

Identifying Functions with Invalid Duplicate Parameter Fields

Use the YCHKFUNPAR command to analyze a model and identify all functions that exhibit specific parameter interface
problems. Identifying invalid duplicate parameter fields on the parameter interface of a function where Duplicate
Parameters is set to N is one of the issues where YCHKFUNPAR is helpful.

Rectifying Functions with Invalid Duplicate Parameter Fields

To rectify a function with invalid Duplicate Parameter fields, you must modify the function so that it does not violate the
restriction and exception.

When a function has the Duplicate Parameters option set to N, each parameter field should be unique, regardless of the
usage. The only exception is that a field can appear once for Input and once for Output.

There are two approaches to rectify this situation:

• Change the function option Duplicate Parameters to Y.
Note: While this approach immediately makes the parameter interface valid, you must update any reference to PAR
context in the action diagram to refer to the appropriate duplicate parameter PR1 through PR9 context.

• Leave the Duplicate Parameters setting as is, but modify the usages of parameter fields so that the restriction and
exception are not violated, which is detailed in the following examples.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify Item has Duplicate Parameters set to Y.
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After the Duplicate Parameters function option has been changed to N, no warning is sent. However, the parameter
interface is invalid because subfields appear on two different parameters with usage Both, as shown in the following
example:
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2. Complete one of these steps:
– Remove the second parameter entirely.
– Change the usages of the first parameter to input and the usages of the second parameter to Output.

3. Specify Input for all the fields on the first parameter:

4. Specify Ouput for all the fields on the second parameter:
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This parameter interface is now valid.
5. Visit the action diagram and ensure that the parameter contexts are properly selected.

Defining the Parameter’s Usage and Role

After you specify the parameter, you can define the parameter’s usage and role on the Edit Function Parameter Details
panel.

The following situations with the functions EXCEXTFUN and EXCUSRPGM apply to this panel:

• When the function is not EXCEXTFUN or EXCUSRPGM, or when the function is EXCEXTFUN or EXCUSRPGM but
parameter is not passed as an array, RCD (ARRAY) or KEY (ARRAY), then Number of Elements is not available.

• When the function is not EXCEXTFUN or EXCUSRPGM, the Passed as field cannot have values of KEY (ARRAY) or
RCD (ARRAY).

• When the function is EXCEXTFUN or EXCUSRPGM and the parameter is not passed as an array, then the Passed as
field cannot have values of KEY (ARRAY) or RCD (ARRAY).

• When function is EXCEXTFUN or EXCUSRPGM, parameter is passed as an array(A=’Y’), and the Edit Function
Parameters panel indicates Passed=RCD, then the Passed as field is RCD (ARRAY).

• When function is EXCEXTFUN or EXCUSRPGM, parameter is passed as an array(A=’Y’), and the Edit Function
Parameters panel indicates Passed=KEY, then the Passed as field is KEY (ARRAY).

• When function is EXCEXTFUN or EXCUSRPGM and parameter is passed as an array (RCD or KEY), then the
Number of elements displays the number of elements, as defined on the array being passed. You can view and modify
the array’s definition in the *Arrays file.

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the parameter, type Z next to the selected parameter, and then press Enter.
The Edit Function Parameter Details panel appears:
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NOTE

• If you entered a file, access path, or an array, those fields are listed on this panel. If the function has more
than eight parameters, a parameter selection field displays in the header.

• When Passed as=RCD (ARRAY) or =KEY (ARRAY), Number of elements displays the Number of
elements, as defined in the array being passed.

2. Enter the selected usage type in the Usage column, next to the parameter you are defining. The options are:
– I (Input)
– O (Output)
– B (Both)
– N (Neither)
– D (Drop)

3. Enter the selected type of role in the Role column, next to the parameter you are defining. The options are:
– R (Restrict)
– M (Map)
– V (Vary length)
– P (Position)

Parameter Usage Restrictions

When the function option Duplicate Parameters is set as Y, a parameter field can appear on a function’s parameter
interface. This can occur anytime from none (zero) to numerous times with any parameter usage.

However, when the function option Duplicate Parameters is set as N, the following situation applies:
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• For a given function, each parameter field must be unique. In other words, a field can only appear once regardless of
usage (I,O,B, or N). The exception to this situation is when a field can be defined separately once for input and once
for output, so it can appear two times.

NOTE

An attempted violation of this restriction and exception causes the error message Y2V0214 - Parameter is
duplicate to be sent.

Parameter Usage Matrix

When you have multiple items, certain combinations valid and certain combinations are invalid. For invalid combinations,
processing does not allow arrays to be passed in the PAR context, where any subfield has usages on the Calling and
Called program when the Compatibility is *Invalid, as shown in the following usage compatibility matrix:

Calling Called Compatible
N N Valid
N I Valid
N O Valid
N B Valid
I N Valid
I I Valid
I O *Invalid
I B *Invalid
O N Valid
O I *Invalid
O O Valid
O B *Invalid
B N Valid
B I Valid
B O Valid
B B Valid

Defining Parameters While in the Action Diagram

While in the action diagram, you can change the parameters of the function you are editing using the following
instructions. This is useful when adding additional parameters while in the action diagram.

Follow these steps:

1. At the Edit Database Relations panel, type F to view the selected function. The Edit Function panel appears.
2. View the Action Diagram. Type F next to the selected function. The Edit Action Diagram panel appears.

In the Action Diagram, press F9. The Edit Function Parameters panel appears.
3. Define the parameter. Use the instructions in the two previous topics to define the parameter and specify the role and

usage.
4. Press Enter to accept the changes.

Press F3 to exit and return to the action diagram. The action diagram redisplays with your changes.

For more information on action diagrams, see Modifying Action Diagrams.
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Specifying Parameters for Messages

A parameter can be used within the text portion of a message. During execution, the parameter’s value displays.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the previous instructions to get to the Edit Message Functions panel.
2. Type P next to the selected message function. The Edit Function Parameters panel appears.
3. Define the parameter.

NOTE
When the data type of a parameter allows value mapping, such as all date and time fields, the parameter
is typically converted to its external format before the message is sent. However, due to limitations within
i OS, the parameter data for the TS# data type is passed in its internal format, namely, YYYY-MM-DD-
HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN.

A parameter can be defined for a message function to allow substitution of the parameter’s value into the text portion of
the message identifier.

For example, to insert a field’s value in an error message when the credit limit is exceeded for a customer, enter the
following:

Credit limit exceeded for &1.

The parameter value &1 is inserted into the message text at execution time. You must then define (&1) as an input
parameter value to the message function. If this is an error message, it also causes the field associated with the
parameter (&1) to display using the error condition display attribute for the field. By default, this is reverse image.

Using Arrays as Parameters

You can create elements in an array that are similar to parameter definitions, and you can pass certain parameters as an
array. For example, multiple instances of data can be passed within the parameter.

By passing a parameter as an array, multiple instances of data can be passed in or out in a single call to a function.
For example, if a customer record structure is defined in the Customer array on the *Arrays file, you can use that array
to define a parameter to an EXCEXTFUN or EXCUSRPGM being passed as RCD (ARRAY). Anywhere from a few to
thousands of customer records can be passed in that one parameter in one single function call.

Arrays are defined over the *Arrays file and can be defined to contain any subset of the fields in the model. Arrays can
also be specified as parameters to any function. Using arrays allows you to define any subset of fields as parameters to
any function. Do this by creating an array definition with the appropriate field and specifying it as a parameter entry. This
process is similar to using structure files for parameter lists but unlike structure files, it is under the control of *PGMR.

NOTE

• With this process, you use the array to supply a parameter definition and not the data.
• When generating functions using SQL, an array used to define the parameters for CHGOBJ or CRTOBJ

must have the fields defined in the same order as the update access path.

You can pass an array as a parameter using one of two methods:

• Multiple-instance array parameter: Describes when a parameter is passed as an array (when the Pass as Array flag
is set to 'Y'). The parameter contains multiple instances of data, where each instance contains all the fields which are
individually specified as parameters using the parameter details display.

• Single-instance array parameter: Describes when a parameter defined using an array is not passed as an array
(when the Pass as Array flag is not available or is set to blank). The parameter contains all the fields which are
individually specified as parameters using the parameter details display.
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For more information about arrays, see Defining Arrays.

Multiple-Instance Restrictions

When passing a multiple-instance array the following restrictions apply:

• Only EXCEXTFUN and EXCUSRPGM allow parameters to be passed as a multiple-instance array.
• Parameters can only be passed as a multiple-instance array when the parameter structure is defined using an array

based over the *Arrays file.
• Parameters can only be passed as a multiple-instance array when they are being passed as RCD or KEY.
• No fields can be dropped on a parameter being passed as multiple-instance array.
• Do not allow a multiple-instance array parameter in a function call, either in ARR nor PAR context, except when calling

an EXCEXTFUN or EXCUSRPGM, that has a multiple-instance array parameter. Additionally, the call must be from the
top level action diagram of an EXCEXTFUN function.

• The Submit job (SBMJOB) feature and Y2CALL command do not support function calls that contain multiple-instance
array parameters

When working with two functions, function A and function B, for example, you can model in the action diagram of function
A a call to function B, where B has a parameter interface passed as an array. In this case these additional restrictions
apply:

• Function A must be of type EXCEXTFUN, and function B must be of type EXCEXTFUN or EXCUSRPGM.
• The parameter context must be PAR, ARR, or PR1 through PR9 for Duplicate Parameters, and the array name must

exactly match on the parameter definition of A and B.
• If a parameter is passed as a multiple-instance array on A it must be passed as an array on B.
• The multiple-instance array parameter must be passed as RCD on both A and B, or KEY on both A and B.
• Although the usages of the subfields on a parameter passed as an array can be mixed, the usages must be

compatible, such that the calling function can call the called function.

Modifying Device Designs
The article introduces the CA 2E device designs, to explain default device designs, conventions, and styles. This article
also identifies how to modify device designs for panels and reports.

Understanding Device Designs

A device design specifies the layout of fields and constants on panels or report designs that are associated with a
function. There are two types of device designs:

• Panel designs, which specify the layout of fields and constants for interactive functions
• Report designs, which specify the layout of fields and constants for report functions

Both types of device designs are similar in overall structure and are modified with similar editors. However, some features
apply to each specific device design.

If a CA 2E function has a device design associated with it, a default design is created by CA 2E when you create the
function. You can then modify this design.

CA 2E animation provides a direct link between CA 2E and CA 2E Toolkit prototyping functions. This includes converting
CA 2E device designs to Toolkit panel designs, full access to all Toolkit editing and simulation functions, and the ability to
return directly to your CA 2E model. In addition, existing Toolkit navigation, narrative, and data are preserved when you
download a new version of a panel design.

The device design for a function on the iSeries is implemented as a single i OS device file, a display file for panel designs
or a print file for report designs.
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A device design specifies the following:

• Which fields are present on the panel or report
• The position of fields and constants on the panel or report
• The circumstances under which particular fields are displayed
• Whether the field is input capable or protected (interactive panels only)
• Whether the field is optional or required (interactive panels only)
• The display attributes and editing of fields on the panel or report

More Information

• Basic Properties of Device Designs
• Panel Design Elements
• National Language Design Considerations
• Device Design Conventions and Styles
• System 38
• Standard Headers/Footers
• Function Keys
• Changing the Number of Function Key Text Lines
• Editing Device Designs
• ENPTUI for NPT Implementations
• Editing Report Designs
• Device User Source

Basic Properties of Device Designs
The three basic properties of device designs are design standard, formats, and fields.

Contents

Design Standard

The overall layout of the design is determined by the standard header/footer selected and the function type. Each device
function is associated with a standard header/footer function of type Define Screen Format (DFNSCRFMT) or Define
Report Format (DFNRPTFMT). These functions cannot stand-alone. You can only generate and compile the functions
to which they are attached. These header/footer functions should only be defined on the CA 2E shipped file *Standard
Header/Footer.

The standard header/footer functions specify a standard layout for device headers and footers. You can create your own
version of these functions that you attach to the *Standard header/footer file using the Edit Functions panel and associate
them with your device functions using the Edit Function Options panel for each device function. To create a new header/
footer, you can copy and modify an existing one or add a new one.

When you define a new device function, a header/footer is automatically assigned to it according to defaults specified by
your model values or settings on the header/footer functions.

For more information on standard header/footers, see the Standard Header/Footer topic later in this topic.

Presentation Convention for CA 2E Device Designs

The appearance of fields on the device designs as illustrated in this article is denoted by the following symbols.

Symbol Definition
I Input capable alphanumeric field
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O Output only alphanumeric field
B Update alphanumeric field
3 Input capable numeric field
6 Output only numeric field
9 Update numeric field

For example, on a panel design:

                       Enter Orders

            Customer . . IIII OOOOOOOOOOOO

O    Code      Name           Quantity    Price

I    BBBBBB    OOOOOOOOOOO    99999.99    666.66

I    BBBBBB    OOOOOOOOOOO    99999.99    666.66

I    BBBBBB    OOOOOOOOOOO    99999.99    666.66

And on a report design:

                  Print Orders

Customer . :  OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

    Code     Name          Quantity    Price

    OOOOOO   OOOOOOOOOOO   66666.66    666.66

    OOOOOO   OOOOOOOOOOO   66666.66    666.66

    OOOOOO   OOOOOOOOOOO   66666.66    666.66

                              Total:  6666.66

NOTE
The symbols used in these examples are for this module only and do not represent the actual method used in
CA 2E.
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Default Device Design

CA 2E provides default device designs based on the function options, standard header/footer, function type, and access
path. The first time you enter the device design, CA 2E defaults the design for you according to the function type, access
path, model values, and function options.

Device Design Formats

A function’s device design is created from a number of device design formats, each of which specifies part of the device
design. Each format is created from the fields of the based-on access path and their associated text. Each format has:

• Device file format details -- For each format, you specify format level information, for instance, descriptive text and
information as to how to position the format relative to the other formats on the design. In the case of report design
formats, overflow criteria are specified. CA 2E supplies appropriate defaults for this information.

• Device file format entries -- The format entries constitute a list of all the fields that appear in that format on the
display panel along with information on how these fields are to appear. Fields are positioned by default on the display
in the order in which their entries appear on the access path. You can change the order of entries, the positioning, and
remove or add entries.

Device Design Fields

CA 2E gets fields for a default device design from the following three sources:

• Header/Footer associated with a device function
• Access Path to which the function attaches
• Function parameters

Header/Footer Associated with a Device Function

The header/footer associated with a device function can contain a number of different fields including panel title, job, and
user. These fields are on the CA 2E shipped file *Standard header/footer. You can add relations to this file if you need
additional fields but you are responsible for filling the fields with data.

Access Path to Which the Function Attaches

All fields in the access path are included on the device design by default when the function is first created. If fields are
added to the access path once the function is created, they are available as hidden fields in the appropriate format and
can be set to input or output. They can then be moved to the appropriate place on the device design.

NOTE
Virtual fields are output only.

Function Parameters

Function parameter fields with a role of mapped are included on display device designs.

If these parameter fields correspond to access path entries, the parameters are mapped into the existing entry. If they do
not correspond, a new entry is added to the panel.

You can also add the following types of fields to the individual device designs:

• Function fields
• Constants
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Panel Design Elements
The panel design usually consists of certain basic elements. These elements are based on whether you use a multiple
record function (EDTFIL, DSPFIL, or SELRCD), a single Record Function (EDTRCD 1,2,3, DSPRCD 1,2,3, or PMTRCD),
or a transaction function (EDTTRN or DSPTRN).

Contents

The elements are listed below:

• Multiple Record Function
– Standard Header
– Subfile Control
– Subfile Records
– Standard Footer

• Single Record Function
– Standard Header
– Key Screen
– Detail Screen
– Standard Footer

• Transaction Function
– Subfile Standard Header
– Control
– Subfile Records
– Standard Footer

The following is a table of CA 2E display function formats.

Function Type HDR FTR SFLCTL SFLRCD DTL
PMTRCD Y Y - - Y
DSPRCD Y Y - - Y
EDTRCD Y Y - - Y
DSPFIL Y Y Y Y -
EDTFIL Y Y Y Y -
SELRCD Y Y Y Y -
DSPTRN Y Y Y Y -
EDTTRN Y Y Y Y -

Panel Body Fields

The fields that appear by default on the panel body are derived from the access path on which the device function is
based and from the function parameters. You can add further fields.

When laying out default panels, CA 2E treats different types of fields in different ways:

1. Parameters. The role of the parameters has a significant effect on how they are used on the default device design.
For more information about parameters, see the article, "Modifying Function Parameters."

2. Key fields in the based-on access path. For most of the standard function types there are constraints as to how key
fields can be used. In some cases (for instance, the EDTRCD key panel), they must be input capable; in others (such
as on DSPFIL subfile records), they must be protected. In DSPFIL, EDTFIL, and SELRCD function types, positioner
fields are also provided on the subfile control record for each key field.
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3. Non-key fields in the based-on access path. There are fewer restrictions as to how non-key fields can be used. In the
DSPFIL and SELRCD function types, selector fields are also provided on the subfile control record for each non-key
field.

General Rules for Panel Layout

The following information identifies features common to all display styles.

The first two lines of the panel designs contain a title and a status information defined by an associated DFNSCRFMT
function. When you create a new model, four layouts are provided automatically:

• CUA Entry standard
• CUA Text Subset -- Action Bars
• CUA Text Subset -- Windows

Lines twenty-three or twenty-two contain text explaining the meaning of any function keys. The format of this text depends
on the value of the YSAAFMT model value, either CUA Entry or CUA Text.

Messages appear on line twenty-four. Message clearing and resending is controlled by the function options.

Panel Layout Subfiles

For subfile record fields, Column Heading text is used; for other fields, the Before text is used.

A subfile selector field, *SFLSEL, is added to the beginning of the subfile record for device designs that include subfiles,
providing the appropriate function option is specified.

Text that explains the meaning of the selection values is provided if appropriate. The positioning of this text depends on
the value of the Enable Selection Prompt Text function option on the associated standard header function. This can follow
the CUA convention of text placed above the subfile text. If the Selection Prompt text is chosen to be above the subfile,
extra fields, such as *PMT, *SELTXT, are added automatically to the display.

Panel Layout Field Usage

Any fields that are restrictor parameters are given an output-only usage.

For more information on restrictor parameters, see the article, "Modifying Function Parameters."

If the function is an Edit function (EDTRCD, EDTFIL, EDTTRN), the non-key fields from the access path on which the
function is based are input capable on the panel unless they are virtual fields or specifically protected. The key fields from
the access path are only input capable when records are being added.

If the function is a Display function (DSPRCD, DSPFIL, SELRCD, DSPSTRN), the fields from the access path are output
only.

Any fields used to control the positioning of a subfile display appear on the subfile control record at the top of the display.
These fields are input fields.

Virtual fields are added to the device design immediately after the real fields with which they are associated. Virtual fields
are always output only.

If a field is added to an access path, it is added to the panel design as a hidden field.

Default Layout of a Single-Record Panel Design

For single-record style panels (EDTRCD, DSPRCD, PMTRCD), CA 2E lays out the fields on the panel design as follows:
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• Key fields from the based-on access path are placed, one field per line, on both key and detail panels.
• Non-Key fields from the based-on access path are placed, one field per line, on detail panel designs.
• When the YCUAEXT model value is set to *DEFAULT, virtual fields are placed on the same line as the real field with

which they are associated. When the YCUAEXT model value is set to *CUATEXT, the virtual fields indent three spaces
on the following line.

• Map function parameter fields that cannot be mapped to any existing field are placed on the display before the other
fields.

If there are more fields than will fit on a panel, the design may run over onto additional pages.

Default Layout of a Multiple-Record Panel Design

For multiple-record style panels (EDTFIL, DSPFIL, SELRCD), CA 2E lays the fields out on the device display as follows:

• Non-restrictor fields from the format of the based-on access path are placed on each subfile record, one field after
another on the same line. Any fields, which are defined as restrictor parameters are omitted from the subfile record and
are, instead, placed on the subfile control record.

• Key fields from the access path that are also restrictors are placed on the subfile control record.
• For each key field in the based-on access path, a positioner field is placed on the subfile control record. This field can

be used to position the loading of the subfile to start at a particular database record.
• In DSPFIL and SELRCD function types, for each non-key field in the based-on access path, a selector field is placed

on the subfile control record. The nature of the selection can be specified using the Edit Screen Entry Details panel.
• Map function parameter fields that cannot be mapped to an existing field are placed on the panel, one field per line,

before the other fields.
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If there are more fields than will fit on a panel, the design can extend past position 80 to 132, provided you have the
appropriate terminals. If you require a 132 display, you need to set the function option for 132 on your standard header/
footer.

Default Layout of a Single- and Multiple-Record Panel Design

For single- and multiple-record style panels (EDTTRN, DSPTRN) that must attach to an SPN access path possessing two
formats, CA 2E lays out the fields on the device design as follows:

• The common major key or keys of the two formats of the based-on access path are placed on the subfile control record
• Fields from the first format of the access path are placed on the subfile control record one after another, on the same

line
• All fields from the second format of the access path, apart from the shared key, are placed on each subfile record, one

field after another on the same line.
• Parameters that cannot be mapped to existing fields are placed on the subfile control record, one after another on the

same line.
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National Language Design Considerations
You should consider the following points when creating device designs and layouts for applications that are used to
support National Languages:

• Allow 25% to 50% additional space in your device design for National Language Support (NLS.
• Avoid the use of multi-column headings
• Do not use abbreviations or symbols
• Follow CUA standards
• Do not clutter panels; if necessary, use additional panels

The following design considerations can be affected when you develop your application with NLS:

• DBCS considerations
• Bi-directional considerations
• Presentation functions
• Help Text

NOTE
When designing applications for National Languages, be sure to set the model value YPMTGEN to *OFF until
you are ready to generate your final production model. This provides you with a performance benefit during
function design. Once you are ready to generate your final model, you can set it to *MSGID.

Device Design Conventions and Styles
These are the display conventions that are used to create default panel designs for functions are:

• CUA Text
• CUA Entry

Contents
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The display conventions affect various features of the panel design including:

• Position of the panel title and fields used on the panel header
• Default function keys (such as F3 for Exit)
• Position and style of the function key and subfile selector text
• Default display attributes of the fields in the screen body
• Style of dot leaders used to connect fields with their field text
• Use of windows and action bars

You can choose either CUA Entry or CUA Text using the YSAAFMT model value. CA 2E generates the:

• CUA Entry standard when you set this value to *CUAENTRY
• CUA Text subset when you set this value to *CUATEXT, and System/38 standard when you set this value to *S38

CUA Text

Selecting CUA Text as a default enables you to generate applications with windows and action bars. Action bars use their
associated pull-down menus. The CUA Text standards provide panels (which have action bars) and windows (which do
not have action bars) for the generated application by default.

NOTE
Another term for action bar is menu bar.

Windows

A window is an area of a panel with visible boundaries in which information appears. Windows do not have an action bar.
Windows can overlap on the panel, one panel superimposed on another. Only the topmost window is active.

When you set the model value YSAAFMT to *CUATEXT, newly created device functions default to action bars and
windows for generated applications. Only Select Record (SELRCD) functions default to a standard window header/footer
but you can make any other function a window by selecting a window header/footer for it from the function options.

CUA Text Window
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Action Bar

An action bar appears at the top of a panel and provides a set of choices and actions across the top of the panel. The
choices allow end users access to the actions available from the panel. Depending on the function, CA 2E provides logical
defaults for action bar choices, action bar mnemonics, pull-downs, associated descriptive text, and pull-down accelerator
keys.

When you set the YSAAFMT model value to *CUATEXT, all newly created interactive device functions default to action
bars, with the exception of SELRCD. SELRCD functions default to the window header/footer.

CUA Text Action Bar

CUA Entry

CUA Entry is a standard header/footer device format. Selecting a CUA Entry header/footer gives you a panel that is
designed to comply with IBM’s CUA ‘89 Entry Model recommendations. The default header/footer for CUA Entry is *Std
Screen Headings (CUA).
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CUA

System 38
Contents

CUA Device Design Extensions

CUA device design extensions consist of the following additional CUA design features which are controlled by setting the
model value YCUAEXT to *C89EXT:

• Automatic defaulting and alignment of right-hand side text -- For input capable fields in the generated application,
CA 2E automatically supplies and aligns right-hand side (RHS) explanatory text. RHS text does not appear on panel
fields. For the application user, this text indicates the allowed values. The text appears aligned and to the right of the
field, as shown below.
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• Padding of field constant or literal trailers (dot leaders) for left-hand side text -- CA 2E automatically adds
padding characters to the end of field left-hand side (LHS) text labels for panel appearance and to facilitate translation
into other languages. The amount of padding depends on the label length, as described below. The resulting length is
rounded to an even number.

Field length Percentage
0-12 100%
12-29 50%
30-59 30%
60+ 0%

• Display of prompt instructions for device functions -- With *C89EXT, prompt instructions appear for all device
functions.

Prompt Instructions Function Type
Type options, press Enter. EDTFIL, EDTTRN, DSPFIL, DSPTRN, SELRCD
Type choices, press Enter. EDTRCDn key, DSPRCD key, PMTRCD
Type changes, press Enter. EDTRCDn detail
Press Enter to continue DSPRCDn detail

• Indenting of virtual fields -- For the initial layouts of Display Transaction (DSPTRN) and Edit Transaction (EDTTRN)
header formats, and for Prompt Record (PMTRCD), Display Record (DSPRCD), and Edit Record (EDTRCD) detail
formats, CA 2E makes space for right-hand side text by moving the virtual fields associated with a foreign key to the
next line and indenting them three spaces, as illustrated below.
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Rightmost Text

CA 2E automatically supplies and aligns RHS explanatory text for input capable fields in the generated application. RHS
text does not appear for display fields. For the application user, this text indicates the data field type and the type of data
that should be entered, such as text, number, and allowed values. The text appears aligned and to the right of the field.
RHS text appears when the YCUAEXT model value is set to *C89EXT.

Panel Defaults for Rightmost Text

The defaults for RHS text are based on field attribute type and a number of CUA design considerations such as role, entry
type, field validation, and usage. The defaults are automatic for new fields.

If the role of the field is to position information such as that of some fields on Display File (DSPFIL), Edit File (EDTFIL),
and SELRCD functions, a special value of Starting Characters is used for the RHS text. If the field is a foreign key field,
then F4 for list is appended when YCUAPMT is set to *YES.

If a check condition is defined for the field, the RHS text is built from the allowed values according to the condition type,
the value length, and the number of values allowed.

For example, for a Status (STS) field with a List (LST) check condition with the two Value (VAL) conditions Male and
Female, the RHS text default is M = Male, F = Female.

The panel RHS flag defaults for a field according to the field‘s usage, as described in the following table:

Type RHS Text Style Substitution Values
CMP &1 &2

Example:
*GT 5

&1 = *Relational operator
&2 = Value

RNG &1 - &2
Example:
1001-4005

&1 = From value
&2 = To value

LST (1) &1 = &2, &3 = &4
Example:
M = Male
F = Female

&1 = Value1
&2 = Condition1
&3 = Value2
&4 = Condition2

LST (2) Value, F4 for list -
LST (3) &1, &2, &3, &4...

Example:
*ADD, *CHG, *DLT

&1 = Value 1,
&2 = Value 2,
&3 = Value 3,
&4 = Value 4,

RHS text aligns two spaces after the longest field. CA 2E aligns RHS text when you create a new panel and when you
request field realignment at Edit Device Design. A field on the Edit Device Design panel allows you to override the number
of default spaces between a field and the right-hand side text.

The CA 2E field defaults for RHS text are based on field attribute types, as described below. The defaulting is automatic
for new fields.

CA 2E Field Attribute Right-Hand side text Default
CDE Alphanumeric code value Code
DT# ISO Date Date
DTE Date in system date format Date
NBR Pure numeric value Number
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PCT Percentage or market index Percent
NAR Narrative text Text
QTY Quantity Quantity
STS Status Value
TM# ISO Time Time
TME Time in HHMMSS format HH:MM:SS
TS# ISO Timestamp Timestamp
TXT Object text Text
VAL Monetary value Monetary value
VNM Valid System name Name
PRC Price or tariff Price
IGC Ideographic text IGC Text

Standard Headers/Footers
CA 2E provides a file containing standard header/footer fields to which any functions defining headers and footers for
use by device functions can be attached. CA 2E ships five default functions with this file. Four of them are Define Screen
Format (DFNSCRFMT) functions. The other default header/footer is a Define Report Format (DFNRPTFMT) function,
which defines report design headers. These default functions are:

• *Standard Report Heading
• *Standard Screen Heading
• *Std CUA Action Bar
• *Std CUA Window
• *Std Screen Heading (CUA)

You can modify these shipped versions as well as add your own DFNSCRFMT and DFNRPTFMT functions for use in
specific function panel designs.

NOTE
The default date field on the standard header/footer uses the date format as defined in the job description of the
person executing the application. The date on the header does not use the CA 2E model values YDATFMT and
YDATGEN to determine the run-time format. The date format for this field can be controlled by the individual job
description or the i OS QDATFMT system value.

Function Keys
CA 2E identifies a number of standard function key definitions, for example Exit, Rollup, and Delete. The standard
functions refer to these definitions rather than to any particular function key. A function key is then assigned to each
meaning. This makes it possible to change the user interface of an application simply by reassigning the function keys and
regenerating the functions.

Contents

When you create a new model with the command Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB), the initial values for assigning
the function keys are controlled by the DSNSTD parameter.

You can also specify alternative values for standard function key meanings. For example, you could specify F7 as the Exit
function key.
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The following standard function key meanings are used in the default device designs:

Meaning ISeries Default
*Help F01/HELP
Prompt F04
Reset F05
*Change mode request F09
*Change mode to Add F09
*Change mode to Change F09
*Delete request F11
*Cancel F12
*Exit F03
*Exit request F03
*Key panel request/*Cancel F12
*IGC support F18
Change RDB F22
*Previous page request F07/ROLLDOWN
*Next page request F08/ROLLUP

NOTE
For CUA Text, you can use F10 to activate the action bar.

Additional function keys can be specified using the Action Diagram Editor. For functions with an action bar, the command
text defaults from the action bar accelerators.

For more information on action diagrams, see Modifying Action Diagrams.

IGC Support Function Key

The Ideographic Character (IGC) support condition assigns a function key to invoke i OS ideographic support using the
DDS IGCCNV keyword. Note that this information is optional if your keyboard has an IGC mode key.

NOTE
Code is only generated for the IGC support function key if the model value (YIGCCNV) is set to 1.

The following table shows the default function keys by function type:

Function
TypeISeries

*EXIT
(F01)(F03)

*PREV
(F02)(F12)

*ADD
(F09)(F09)

*CHG
(F09)(F09)

*DLT
(F11)(F11)

HOME,
ENTER,HELP

ROLLUP,
ROLLDOWN

PMTRCD Y - - - Y -
DSPRCD Y - - - - Y -
DSPRCD2 Y Y - - - Y Y
DSPRCD3 Y Y - - - Y Y
EDTRCD Y - Y Y Y Y -
EDTRCD2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
EDTRCD3 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
SELRCD Y - - - - Y Y
DSPFIL Y - - - - Y Y
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EDTFIL Y - Y Y - Y Y
DSPTRN Y - - - - Y Y
EDTTRN Y - Y Y Y Y Y

Function Key Explanations

Each panel design includes one or two lines of explanatory text for the function keys on the footer format. The text is built
from the function key conditions referenced in the action diagram of the function (that is, references to conditions attached
to the *CMD key field). Text for the HELP, HOME, and ROLLUP keys is omitted.

The number of lines of text (one or two), and the positioning of the function key explanations can be changed by altering
the device design of the Standard header function associated with the device function.

The format of the text depends on the value of the model value YSAAFMT. It can follow the CUA (F3=Exit) conventions.

The text of the explanations can be changed for the function using the Device Design Editor. A default set of explanations
is provided for the default function keys for each function type.

Specifying Function Keys

Function keys are defined in CA 2E as field conditions attached to the *CMD key field. All the allowed values are
predefined in the shipped system. Refer to the section on the CA 2E environment to see how command key values are
assigned.

For more information:

• On CTL context, and an example of the use of function keys, see Understanding Contexts.
• On assigning function key values, see Changing the Number of Function Key Text Lines later in this article.

Subfile Selector Values

The same meaning is given to each subfile selector value across all function types. The options that are actually enabled
depend on the function type. The following standard meanings are used in the default device designs:

*SFLSEL Condition Meaning CUA Entry Shipped Values CUA Text Shipped Values
*Delete#1 Delete 4 -
*Delete#2 4 -
*Zoom#1 Show details for this item 5 -
*Zoom#2 5 -
*Select#1 Select this item 1 -
*Select#2 1 -
*Selection char value Select item(s) for action - /
*Selection char value 2 - /

NOTE
For CUA Text, delete and zoom are on the action bar.

Additional subfile selector values can be specified using the Action Diagram Editor.

Subfile selector values are specified as field conditions attached to the *SFLSEL (subfile selector) field. For functions with
an Action Bar, the subfile selection text defaults from the Action Bar accelerators. The standard values are present in the
shipped system.
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NOTE

The length of the *SFLSEL field can be either one or two characters; it is shipped with a length of one. Any
developer can override the model-wide length for a particular function on the Edit Screen Entry Details panel. A
designer (*DSNR) can change the model-wide length of the *SFLSEL field using the Edit Field Details panel.

For more information:

• On the RCD context and the use of subfile selections, see Understanding Contexts.
• On how to change the values assigned to subfile selector values, see Subfile Selector Value Explanatory Text later in

this article.

The following table shows the default selection options by function type:

Function Type *SELECT *DELETE
SELRCD Y -
DSPFIL - -
EDTFIL - Y
DSPTRN - -
EDTTRN - Y

Panel Design Explanatory Text

Panel designs can include two sorts of explanatory text:

• Explanations of the standard function key meanings
• Explanations of the standard subfile selector value meanings, such as 4-Delete on CUA Entry; Delete is an Action Bar

choice on CUA Text

An initial version of this text is built automatically for each device design from the action diagram of the device function.
You can then modify it.

The way the explanation text strings are built and the positions in which they are placed on panel designs depend on the
interface design standards that you use. A number of variations are possible, controlled by the factors described below.

Positioning of the Explanatory Text

CA 2E lets you position explanatory text for function keys and subfile selector values.

Function Key Explanatory Text

Function key explanatory text is always placed in the position specified for the *CMDTXT fields on the standard header
function (DFNSCRFMT) associated with the function whose device design you are editing. You can change the current
standard header function using the function options display. One or two lines of text can be specified. If two lines of text
are allowed but only one is needed, the text is placed in the lower of the two lines.

You can control whether the explanatory text appears by changing the usage of the *CMDTXT1 and *CMDTXT2 fields on
the associated standard header function‘s device design.

Subfile Selector Value Explanatory Text

Subfile selector value explanatory text is only built if there are subfile selector values for the function.

You have a choice of two different positions in which to place any subfile selection explanatory text: you can either place it
as part of the function key explanation text (normally at the bottom of the display), or you can place it as a separate line on
the subfile control record (CUA standard).
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The position at which subfile selector value explanatory text is placed depends on whether you specify that the *SELTXT
fields on the subfile control field are to be displayed.

• If the *SELTXT field or fields (up to two lines are permitted) are visible, the explanation text appears at the position
indicated by them on the subfile control format.

• If the *SELTXT fields are hidden, the selection value explanation text appears at the position indicated by the
*CMDTXT field or fields as specified by the associated standard header function. If there is only one line of *CMDTXT,
the subfile explanation text appears on the same line. If there are two lines of *CMDTXT, then subfile explanation text
appears on the first line and the function key explanations on the second.

Whether the *SELTXT fields are available on panel designs is controlled by:

• Enable selection prompt text function option on the associated standard header function
• Usage (hidden H or output O) of the *SELTXT fields on the device display

This is shown by the following table.

DFNSCRFMT Device Design Resulting Position
of Text

CMDTXT1 usage CMDTXT2 usage Enable pmt txt SELTXT1 Usage SELTXT2 Usage
- - N - - No text explanations
O - - - Selection and

command text in
*CMDTXT1 field

O O 1 - - Selection in
*CMDTXT1,
Command text in
*CMDTXT2

O - 1 O - Command text in
*CMDTXT1
Selection in
*SELTXT1

O - 2 O H Command text in
*CMDTXT1
Selection in
*SELTXT1

O O 2 O O Command text in
*CMDTXT1&2
Selection in
*SELTXT1&2

The selection text fields (*SELTXT1& *SELTXT2) can be preceded by a third field, the selection prompt field (*PMT)
contains an explanation of how to use the explanation fields.

For example: Type: option, press Enter.

Form of the Explanatory Text

To build the text, CA 2E examines the action diagram to determine how the function keys and subfile selection values are
used. It then uses the condition name associated with each function key condition or selection value condition found to
create a text string according to the design standard specified by the model value YSAAFMT.

CUA Entry Format

If the YSAAFMT model value has the value *CUAENTRY, text has the form:
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 nn=Action nn=Action
 Fn=Function Fn=Function
 

For example:

 D=Delete
 F3=Exit F9=Change mode
 

CUA Text Format

If the YSAAFMT model value has the value *CUATEXT, text has the form:

 / = Select(1)
 Fn = Function Fn = Function
 

For example:

 / = Select
 F3 = Exit F9 = Change mode
 

Specifying Panel Design Explanatory Text

For functions that can operate in more than one mode, there can be two versions of the explanatory text, one for each
mode in which the function can operate. You can change or add to the explanatory text for the different modes using the
Edit Screen Design Command Text panel that is available from the Edit Screen Design panel.

Changing the Number of Function Key Text Lines
You can specify alternative values for standard function key meanings. For functions with an action bar, the function key
text defaults from the action bar accelerators.

Each panel design includes one or two lines of explanatory text for the function keys on the footer format. The text is built
from the function key conditions referenced in the action diagram of the function, for example, references to conditions
attached to the *CMD key field. Text for the HELP, HOME, ROLLUP, ROLLDOWN, and ENTER keys is not displayed on
the panel design.

The number of lines of text (one or two) and the positioning of the function key explanations can be changed by altering
the device design of the standard header function associated with the device design.

Function key explanatory text is always placed in the position specified for the *CMDTXT fields on the standard header
function Design Screen Format (DFNSCRFMT) associated with the function whose device design you are editing. You
can specify one or two lines of text. If you specify two lines and only one line is needed, the text is placed in the first line.

To change the number of function key text lines:

1. Go to the Function Options panel for the header/footer default.
2. Change the enable selection prompt text field (number of selection prompt text lines).
3. Change the usage of the *CMDTXT1 or *CMDTXT2 accordingly.

NOTE
You are changing the standard header/footer default. All footers associated with this default are affected.
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Table of Panel Design Attributes

Screen Design Attribute Initially Set By Changed by Override on Standard
Header/Footer

Override on Function

Default header/footer and
Action Bars and Windows

DSNSTD parameter of
YCRTMDLLIB

Default option on header/
footer or YCHGMDLVAL
for YSAAFMT

N Y

Position of selection text Dependent on default
Standard header/footer

Altering Standard header/
footer

Y N

Style of function key
and selection text
explanations

DSNSTD parameter of
YCRTMDLLIB

YCHGMDLVAL for
YSAAFMT

N Y

Default function keys DSNSTD parameter of
YCRTMDLLIB

Change LST conditions
for *CMDKEY in model
or YCHGMDLVAL for
YSAAFMT

N N

Fixed display attributes DSNSTD parameter of
YCRTMDLLIB

YEDTDFTATR N Y

Dot leaders DSNSTD parameter of
YCRTMDLLIB

YCHGMDLVAL for
YLHSFLL,YCUAEXT

N N

Right-hand side text YCUAEXT set to *CUA89 YCHGMDLVAL for
YCUAEXT

N N

Virtual Field Indenting YCUAEXT set to *CUA89 YCHGMDLVAL for
YCUAEXT

N N

Prompt YCUAPMT set to *MDL YCHGMDLVAL for
YCUAPMT

N N

Editing Device Designs
The default device designs that are created when the functions are defined can be modified to suit specific needs. This
topic provides you with information on how to make changes to the default device designs.

Contents

For more information on prototyping your CA 2E device design using Toolkit, see the  Implementation Section and Toolkit.

Editing the Device Design Layout

CA 2E lets you edit the layout of your device design to display the information that you need to see. Only 80 characters of
the panel design can display at a time. This means there are times when all fields in a record cannot be displayed. There
are function keys that allow you to shift the panel horizontally, moving left to right, to realign or to display the selected
fields of your record that exceed the 80-character design layout.

Depending on where you are in CA 2E, you have more than one option for getting to your device design. Use one of the
following sets of instructions.

NOTE
These instructions are only provided here, in the beginning of this article. Other instructions in this article
assume that you are at the device design level.
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From the Edit Database Relations Panel

Follow these steps:

1. View the list of functions. Type F next to the selected relation and press Enter.
The Edit Function panel appears.

2. Type S next to the selected function and press Enter.
The device design for the selected function appears.

From the Open Functions Panel

Type S next to the selected function and press Enter.

The device design for the selected function appears.

From the Edit Function Details Panel

Press F9.

The device design for the selected function appears.

From the Edit Model Object List Panel

Type 17 next to the selected function and press Enter.

The device design for the selected function appears.

Changing Fields

You can change the usage of a field on a device and conditionally set the display attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the field. At the device design, place the cursor on the selected field and press F7.

NOTE
The selected field must be a field in the first subfile record excluding the subfile select field.

The Edit Screen Format Relations panel appears.
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NOTE
Use the Edit Report Format Relations panel for report designs.

2. Change the format relations. Select one of the following options to change the format relations and press Enter. An
explanation of each option is provided.
– O = optional
– R = required
– N = no error
– U = user checking
– S = select alternate prompt function
– T = cancel alternate prompt function selection

For more information on the format relations options, see the Editing Device Design Formats section later in this article.

CA 2E optional F4 prompt function assignment enables you to override the function assigned to the access path
relationship at the access path and function levels. Using F4 prompt function assignment you can assign any external
function other than Print File to the relation. The relation must be a file-to-file relationship.

To Assign the Override at the Function Level:

1. At the Edit Screen Format Relations panel, type S next to the selected relation and press Enter.
The Edit Function panel appears.

2. Type X next to the selected function and press Enter.

To Cancel the Override Selection type T next to the selected relation to turn off the selection override. CA 2E now
overrides the default function assigned to the access path relationship.

For more information on F4 prompt function assignment, see SELRCD.

To Change the Field’s Format Details

1. Select the field. At the device design, place the cursor on the selected field and press F5.
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The Edit Screen Format Details panel appears.

Or,
Place the cursor on the selected field and press Enter.
The Edit Report Entry Details panel or the Edit Screen Entry Details panel appears, depending on the function type.
F10 toggles between the detail format and tabbing sequence panels.
This panel allows you to see the sequence in which fields are displayed and if you are using ENPTUI, to adjust the
sequence as you prefer. For further information, see the section on ENPTUI later in this article.
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NOTE

You can modify I/O usage on this panel, which allows you to hide the field.
2. Change the format details. Select one of the following options to change the format details and press Enter. An

explanation of each option is provided below.
– I = input
– O = output
– H = hide
– - = drop
The panel is refreshed and your selection is reflected in the Ovr (Override) field.

Hiding/Dropping Fields

To hide or drop fields from your device design you need to change the device field entry properties of the device design
fields.

NOTE
Only fields on the control key format or fields on the Prompt Record (PMTRCD) function type can be dropped.
Record/detail fields can only be hidden. If the option is available for a field, it is generally better to drop a field
rather than to hide one. Hidden fields generate associated processing while dropped fields do not. You can use
access paths with dropped fields to achieve the same result.

Setting the Subfile End Indicator

The Subfile End (YSFLEND) model value controls whether the ‘+’ sign or
More. . .’ appears in the lower right location of the subfile to indicate that the subfile contains more records. This capability
is available for all subfile functions. The setting can be overridden with the associated function option. The possible values
are:
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• *PLUS -- A ‘+’ sign indicates that the subfile contains more records. This is the shipped default.
• *TEXT -- ‘More. . .’ indicates that the subfile contains more records. ‘Bottom’ displays to indicate that the last subfile

record is displayed. Use of *TEXT prevents the last character of the last line of the subfile from being overridden by the
'+'.

Existing functions default to *MDLVAL. To change to *TEXT everywhere, change the model value and regenerate your
subfile functions.

Editing Device Design Function Keys

While you are in your device design, you can move or rearrange the order of the fields on your display using the following
function keys.

• F1 moves the field 40 positions to the left.
• F2 animates the panel using Toolkit.
• F3 exits the panel.
• F4 moves the field 40 columns to the right.
• F5 edits device format details of the format where the cursor is positioned.
• F6 cancels the pending operations.
• F7 displays the Edit Device Design Format Relations panel.
• F8 moves the selected field to the cursor position.
• F9 wraps text onto the next line starting from the field on which the cursor is positioned.
• F10 moves text one column to the right.
• F11 removes the line on which the cursor is positioned.
• F12 aligns text below the cursor position.
• F13 fast exits the panel.
• F15 moves panel window to the left margin.
• F16 moves window to the right margin.
• F17 displays a list of device formats.
• F18 displays the Edit Field Attributes panel.
• F19 adds new function fields to the device design.
• F20 edits the function field on the device design.
• F21 adds a line above the cursor position.
• F22 moves text one column to the left.
• F23 adds a constant field to the device design.
• F24 aligns all fields under the cursor position.

Modifying Field Label Text

Follow these steps:

1. View the field text details. At the device design, place the cursor on the field you want to modify and press Enter.
The Edit Screen Entry Details panel appears.
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2. Modify the labels for the selected field.

Changing Display Length of Output-Only Entries

From the Edit Screen Entry Details you can override the display length of any output-only entry by entering a value in the
Override length field. An entry is considered output-only if its I/O Usage is O.

NOTE
You can also use this method to override the model-wide length of the input capable  *SFLSEL (subfile selector)
entry for a function.

Override length field guidelines:

• The value you enter must be shorter than or equal to the actual length of the entry. The current display length is shown
in the Display length field.

• If you enter 0 or leave the Override length field blank, the display length defaults to the value shown in the Display
length field. For *SFLSEL, if the Override length field is 0 or blank, the display length defaults to the model-wide length.

• If data for the entry is longer than the display length, the data is truncated.
• If you change the I/O usage for the entry to I (input), you cannot change the entry’s display length.

Displaying Device Design Formats

View the design formats. Press F17.

The Display Screen Formats panel appears.

Editing Device Design Formats

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the formats. Place the cursor on the selected field on the format and press F5.
The Edit Screen Format Details panel appears.
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NOTE
If there is more than one format, CA 2E shows you all choices. Select the format you want to edit.

2. Modify the format details.

Viewing and Editing Format Relations

Each of the database fields present on a function’s device format is there because of a relation. Each relation in the
access path to which the function attaches gives rise to a device design relation. Each of these relations is resolved into
one or more field entries in the device format.

By default, all of the relations on an access path are present on the device design. Depending on the function type, you
can override the defaults to drop particular relations. Dropping relations has the effect of dropping the panel field entries
resulting from the resolution of the relation.

File-to-file relations, such as Refers to, can also lead to referential integrity checking. This check is implemented as a
Read to the Referred to file in order to ensure that a valid key was specified. You can improve performance by dropping
or using these checks for functions where this check is not required. This would typically be on those functions that do
not update the associated foreign key. The Edit Screen Format Relations panel is used to adjust how these relations are
processed.

Follow these steps:

1. View the details. At the device design, place the cursor on the field you want to modify and press Enter.
The Edit Screen Entry Details panel appears.

2. View the format relations. Press F7 to view the relations.
The Edit Screen Format Relations panel appears.

NOTE
Use the Edit Report Format Relations panel for report designs, which you reach through the Edit Report
panel.

When CA 2E generates a program to implement the function, it normally includes source code to check that all of the
relations are satisfied. For a particular relation on the device design you can specify that this enforcement of the device
design relations should not take place. You can specify five different degrees of enforcement:

1. Required Relations

The relation is always enforced. Any field arising from the relation must be entered with a non-zero or non-blank value. If
the relation is a file-to-file relation, a record must exist for each field on the referenced file.

2. Optional Relations

The relation is only enforced if a value is entered for any of the fields that resolve the relation.

3. Dropped Relations

The relation will be dropped. The field arising from the relation is omitted from the format altogether. Dropped relations are
only allowed for Print File and Prompt Record functions.

4. User Relations

The relation will not be checked. Fields arising from the relation are still present on the format. You can add your own
validation for the relation at an appropriate point in the action diagram.
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5. No-Error Relations

The relation is checked (under the same conditions as for optional). If no record is found, no error is flagged. The relation
is used only to retrieve information, if present.

The following table identifies the relations and how they can be set using the Edit Screen Format Relations panel.

Function Type REQUIRED OPTIONAL DROPPED USER NO-ERROR
PMTRCD Any Rel Any Rel Any Rel Any Rel File to File
DSPRCDn Any Rel  None Any Rel  
EDTRCDn Any Rel Non-key None Any Rel File to File
SELRCD Any Rel  None Any Rel  
EDTFIL Any Rel Non-Key None Any Rel File to File
SELRCD Any Rel  None Any Rel  
DSPFIL Any Rel  None Any Rel  
DSPTRN (2) Any Rel Non-key None Any Rel File to File
EDTTRN Any Rel  None Any Rel  

Adding Function Fields

Follow these steps:

1. View the function fields. At the device design, place the cursor to the left of where you want to add the function field
and press F19.
The Edit Function Field panel appears.
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2. Add the function fields. Type the name of the field that will be added or choose the selected function field from a list by
entering: ?.
If you are adding a new function field, use ? to display all fields and F10 to create a new one. During this selection
process, you can define any new function field for use in this or any other function.

Modifying Function Fields

You can change the definition of an existing function field while in the device design. Remember that this changes the
definitions of the field for all functions using this definition.

1. At the device design, place the cursor on the selected field and press F20.
The Edit Function Field panel appears.

2. Type a ? next to the field name and press Enter.
The Display Fields panel appears.

NOTE
If you know the name of your function field you can type it after the ?. This positions the cursor on that
function field when the panel appears.

3. Zoom into the field and modify the edit field details.
4. Press F3 to exit the field details and return to the device design.

Deleting Function Fields

Follow these steps:

1. At the device design, place the cursor on the selected function field and press F20.
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The Edit Function Field panel appears.
2. Delete the function field. Press F11.

NOTE
Deleting a function field immediately removes the field from your device design, even if you exit the device
design without saving your changes.

Deleting a derived function field and exiting without saving does not remove the function field from the action diagram.

Adding Constants

You can add constants to the device format using the following instructions:

Add the constant. At the device design, place the cursor on the field after which the constant is to appear and press F23.

The Edit Screen Constant or Edit Report Constant panel appears.

Deleting Constants

You can remove a constant using the following instructions:

Delete the constant. At the device design, place the cursor on the constant press Enter, and then press F11. The Edit
Screen Constant panel appears.

NOTE
Deleting a constant immediately removes the constant from your panel design, even if you exit the panel design
without saving your changes.

Modifying Action Bars

Depending on the function, CA 2E provides logical action bar defaults for action bar choices, action bar mnemonics, pull-
downs, and associated descriptive text, and pull-down accelerator keys.

The standard (*STD CUA) action bar header/footer default choices are described next.

CUA Text Standard Action Bars

Depending on the function, CA 2E provides logical action bar defaults for action bar choices, action bar choice
mnemonics, pull-downs and associated descriptive text, and pull-down accelerator keys.

The *STD CUA Action Bar header/footer default choices are described below.

File

The File choice is for actions that apply to the primary conceptual object to which the panel applies. The following actions
are used for one or more panels:

Action Meaning
New Switch to add mode
Open Switch to change mode
Reset Reset panel
Delete Delete the object instance
Cancel Return to previous panel
Exit Leave without update
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Function

The Function choice is for actions that apply to the whole panel or interface object. When the action bar definition panel
is loaded, each *CMDKEY condition that is referenced in the function’s action diagram and not already in the action bar
definition is loaded as a Function pull-down choice. The following action is used for one or more panels:

Action Meaning
Actions *CMDKEY conditions loaded from the action diagram

Selector

The Selector choice is for actions that apply to a part of the panel or interface object. When the action bar definition is
loaded, each *SFLSEL condition referenced in the function’s action diagram and not already in the action bar is loaded as
a Selection choice. The following actions are used in one or more panels:

Action Meaning
Delete item Delete the defined item or items
Selectors *SFLSEL conditions loaded from the action diagram

Help

The Help choice is for actions associated with Help. The following actions are used in one or more panels:

Action Meaning
Help Help for the part of the panel where the cursor is located
Ex help Help for the whole panel
Keys help Help for accelerator keys
Help index Help index

You can override the action bar defaults, using the Action Bar Editor and the following instructions.

1. Go to the Action Bar Editor. Move the cursor to the action bar at the top of the panel and press Enter.
The Action Bar Editor appears.
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2. Select the option you need to make your modifications. The first panel, Work with Choices, allows you to modify action
bar choices. From this panel, you can access other panels on which you can modify the pull-down choices. These
panels are as follows:
– A -- Work with Actions of a Choice
– F7 -- Work with Actions
– Z -- Edit a Choice (panel displays details)
– N -- Edit Narrative

Modifying Windows

A window can range in size from 5 columns by 5 rows, not including the borders, to just less than the full size of the
display. When implementing DDS windows, i OS adds two columns on each side of your window and one additional
row. The columns protect the display attributes of the underlying panel. The additional row is reserved for i OS system
messages. Therefore, the application program window appears slightly larger than when viewed in the panel design.

Attribute Values
Width 76
Depth 22
Location A for Auto (the program automatically places the window).

The other option for Location is U (the window location is defined
by the programmer). To locate the window, use the Row, Column,
and Corner settings. The corner that you specify is placed in the
displacement specified from the top left of the screen.

Row 1
Column 1
Corner TL
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In the following example, the window’s displacement is specified by naming the row and column at which a particular
corner is to be positioned, for example, top left (TL), top right (TR), bottom left (BL), or bottom right (BR).

NOTE
You do not see the displacement when editing the device design.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Windows Options. From the device design, place the cursor on the function title and press Enter.
The Edit Function’s Windows Options panel appears.

2. Modify the defaults to meet your requirements.

Modify the defaults to meet your requirements. Modifying Display Attributes and Condition Fields

The display attributes of a field are initially set by default to the model standards. These attributes define how a field is
displayed; for example, if it is input, output, or in error. You can change the model standards and the controlling condition
using the Edit Default Device Field Attributes (YEDTDFTATR) command.

Follow these steps:

1. At the device design, place the cursor on the selected field and press F18.
The Edit Screen Field Attributes panel or Edit Report Field Attributes panel appears.
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2. Modify the attributes or conditions.

NOTE
If you enter Y for Apply to field text and if the condition to display the field as output is true, the LHS text, RHS
text, or column heading associated with the field assumes the output field attributes you assigned for the field.

Fields can be switched to another set of display attributes depending on the condition. This includes switching to output
only or to non-display. If you need to condition the field based on a complex or compound condition, you should consider
adding a derived function field that sets a true/false condition field to the panel as a non-display field.

This change should yield a true/false status condition. The associated action diagram can contain a compound condition.
Using this technique, any combination of parameters and conditions can be encapsulated as a single status condition and
used to condition a panel field.

Usages Display Printer
O Y Y
I Y -
B Y -
H Y Y

Display Attributes Display Printer
HI Y -
UL Y Y
RI Y -
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CS Y -
BL Y -
ND Y Y

Editing Panel Design Prompt Text

Panel designs can include two types of explanatory text:

• Explanations of the standard function key meanings (such as, F4 prompt, under the CUA Entry standard)
• Explanations of the standard subfile selector value meanings (such as, 4-Delete on CUA Entry, Delete is an action bar

choice on CUA Text)

An initial version of this text is automatically built for each device design from the action diagram of the device function.
You can modify it if needed.

The way the explanation text strings are provided and the order in which they are placed on panel designs depends on the
interface design standards you use.

Function Key Text

Function key selection text is always placed in the position specified for the *CMDTXT fields on the standard header
function Define Screen Format (DFNSCRFMT) associated with the function of the device design you are editing. You can
change the current standard header for the function using the Function Options panel. One or two lines of text can be
specified. If two lines of text are specified, but only one is needed, the text is placed in the lower of the two lines.

You can control where the text appears by changing the usage of the *CMDTXT1 and *CMDTXT2 fields on the associated
standard header function’s device design.

Subfile Selector Text

Subfile selector value explanatory text is built only if there are subfile selector values for the function.

You have a choice of two different positions in which to place any subfile selection explanatory text:

• Place the text as a separate line on the subfile control record (CUA standard).
• Place the text as part of the function key explanation text. Typically at the bottom of the display (System 38 standard).

To manually change the text, use the following step to refresh the text from any action you take in the action diagram:

Place the cursor on any line of explanatory text and press Enter. The Edit Command Text panel appears.

The position at which subfile selector value explanatory text is placed depends on whether you specify that the *SELTXT
fields on the subfile control fields display on the associated standard header/footer.

1. If the *SELTXT fields (up to two lines are permitted) are visible. The descriptive text appears at the position indicated
on the subfile control format.

2. If the *SELTXT fields are hidden, the selection value explanation text appears at the position indicated by the
*CMDTXT fields as specified by the associated standard header function. If there is only one line of *CMDTXT, the
subfile explanation text appears on the same line. If there are two lines of *CMDTXT, subfile explanation text appears
on the first line and the function key explanations on the second.

NOTE
If you hide these fields on any device design then they are hidden and the associated text is not moved or
adjusted.

Whether or not the *SELTXT fields are available on screen designs is controlled by the Enable Selection Prompt Text
function option of the associated standard header function and the usage (hidden - H or output - O) of the *SELTXT
fields on the device display.
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The selection text fields (*SELTXT1 and *SELTXT2) can be preceded by a third field, the selection prompt field
(*SELPMT), which tells you how to use the explanation fields.

For example: Type option, press Enter.

Selector Role

For fields that are selectors on the control formats of DSPFIL and SELRCD functions, you can specify the nature of the
selection in terms of a relation operator. This can be one of the following:

• Relational Operator (EG, NE, LT, LE, GE, GT) -- Selects records with field values that satisfy a test specified by the
operator and the selector field value.
For example: GT 10, EQ IBM, LT 100

• Start Operator (ST) -- Selects records with field values that start with the specified value (character fields only).
For example: A selector field value of TXT would select TXTDTA and TXTSRC but not QTXTSRC.

• Contains Operator (CT) -- Selects records with field values that contain the specified value for the field (character
fields only).
For example: A selector field value of TXT would select QTXTSRC, FREDTXT, and TXTDTA.

If a value is entered for the selector field, selection is only applied at execution time. If a value is entered in more than one
selector field, the selection criteria are logically ANDed together.

For example, on the following DSPFIL function example, three different types of selector role are specified.
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Add SFLFOLD/SFLDROP to a Subfile Function

You can automatically add Subfile Fold (SFLFOLD) and Subfile Drop (SFLDROP) functionality to your generated subfile
functions. SFLFOLD/SFLDROP lets you define a command key for the function so that it can be used to toggle between
folded mode and dropped mode. In folded mode, the subfile displays as it does in the screen designer, with each subfile
record taking up more than one display line. In dropped mode, the operating system automatically truncates each subfile
record so that only the data fields that appear on the first display line are displayed. This means that twice as many subfile
records are displayed.

SFLFOLD/SFLDROP functionality is only applicable to multiline subfiles. That is, subfiles where one subfile record
extends over more than one line on the screen. It is available for the following function types:

• DSPFIL - Display file
• DSPTRN - Display transactions
• EDTFIL - Edit file
• EDTTRN - Edit transactions
• SELRCD - Select record

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the device design for a subfile function.
2. Verify that the subfile record extends over more than one display line.

3. Press F17 to display the DISPLAY SCREEN FORMATS panel and select option Z (Details) against the Subfile Control
format to display the EDIT SCREEN FORMAT DETAILS panel.

Enter the desired command key to use for SFLFOLD/SFLDROP, toggling in the Command Key for SFLFOLD field.
Valid values are 03, 05 - 11, or 13 - 24. All other keys are reserved for other use by CA 2E.
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NOTE

• It is your responsibility to ensure that the selected command key does not interfere with a command key that
is already in use for this screen. The 05 command key is usually selected for the *CMD key field *Reset list
condition. However if 05 is not used in the *Reset list condition, then the 05 command key is available to be
used for SFLFOLD/SFLDROP toggling.

• If this field is left blank, SFLFOLD/SFLDROP functionality is not enabled for this function. Because automatic
checking is not done to ensure that the selected command key is not used by the function, it is your
responsibility to ensure that the specified SFLFOLD/SFLDROP key does not clash with a command key used
by the function.

In the following example, 06 has been chosen as the SFLFOLD/SFLDROP command key:

1. Return to the main screen design page, move the cursor to the command key text, and press Enter to display the EDIT
COMMAND TEXT panel.

2. Press F5 to refresh the display. The text for the specified command key is added automatically.
Edit or remove the text: the Fold/Truncate text is retrieved from message identifier Y2F5361 in message file
Y2ALCMSG, which can be edited to globally change the default text. Whether this text is displayed or not, the
SFLFOLD/SFLDROP functionality is still enabled for the function.
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When the function is generated, code is automatically included in the DDS for the display file and in the source for
the program to set and check the subfile mode before and after the screen is displayed. The subfile mode is available
programmatically through the *Subfile mode field in the PGM context. It has an internal DDS name SFM, and has the
following conditions:

*Folded            VAL     0       0

*Truncated     VAL     1       1

3. Within the action diagram, setting the PGM.*Subfile mode field prior to the screen being displayed causes the screen
to be displayed in the desired format (folded or dropped). By default, a screen displays in folded mode. Pressing the
specified SFLFOLD/SFLDROP command key when the screen is displayed does not return control to the program but
simply causes OS/400 to redisplay the screen in the alternate format (folded or dropped). Upon return from the display,
because you have pressed another command key or the Enter key, the value of the PGM.*Subfile mode field can be
rechecked to see if the mode has been changed since the screen was displayed.

Example SFLFOLD/SFLDROP

In the previous procedure, when the screen is initially displayed, it displays as follows, where only four records are
displayed, each showing the full subfile record:
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Pressing F6 redisplays the screen, showing only the first line of each subfile record, with up to 12 records partially
displayed. The following panel demonstrates this screen:
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ENPTUI for NPT Implementations
The enhanced non-programmable terminal user interface (ENPTUI) within CA 2E, provides options for:

• Menu bars
• Drop-down selection fields
• Cursor progression
• Entry field attributes
• Multi-line entry
• Edit mask

The environment required to implement ENPTUI features includes:

• V2R3 of i OS or V2R2 of i OS with PTFs.
• An InfoWindowII workstation with a workstation controller that supports an enhanced data stream. Alternatively, V2R3

of Rumba/400 supports the ENPTUI features. ENPTUI functions are ignored or display with varying degrees of quality
on other terminals.

Contents

For more information on display and terminals, see IBM’s Manual Creating a Graphical Look with DDS SC4101040.

Creating Menu Bars

You can generate DDS menu bars instead of CA 2E Action Bars with ENPTUI. To indicate whether to generate the run-
time action bars or DDS menu bars for NPT, use the model value:

YABRNPT

This model value is used for NPT generation only and can be overridden at the function level with function options. The
Panel Design Values panel from the Display Model Values panel (YDSPMDLVAL) displays this model value.

Valid values are:

*ACTBAR = Create CA 2E Action Bars, default for models created prior to COOL:2E Release 5.0.

*DDSMNU = Create DDS Menu Bars, the default for models created after COOL:2E Release 5.0.

You are advised to migrate to DDS Menu Bars if you have upgraded a model from a release of COOL:2E earlier than 5.0.
This is because DDS Menu Bars make use of the new i OS ENPTUI features that allow the menu bars to be coded in the
DDS for the display file. The CA 2E Action Bars require an external program to be called to process the action bar. As a
result, the DDS Menu Bars are faster, have more functionality, and create more efficient CA 2E functions.

NOTE
If you use DDS menu bars, you need to use the User Interface Manager (UIM) to define help for your actions
and choices.

The Edit Function Option panel has the following function option:

If action bar, what type?: (M-MDLVAL, A-Action bar, D-DDS menu bar)

The default value is M, representing MDLVAL.

For DDS Menu Bar:
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• Choices and actions are white
• The color of a selected choice or action is the same color as the menu bar separator line
• The color of the menu bar separator line is the color assigned in YWBDCLR (Window border color)
• A separator line is required for menu bar generation
• If a choice has no actions attached, it does not display

Unlike CA 2E Action Bars, menu bar selections may not have the same sequence number. CA 2E currently allows NEW
and OPEN to each have a sequence number of 1. It is not required that this be changed. However, if you do not change it,
the generators reassign the sequence number to 2 for NEW.

Assigning Sequence Numbers for Actions

An example of sequence number assignments from the Work With Actions of a Choice panel follows:

Opt    Sequence    Action    Usage    CUA Model

           1       Open                   A

           2       New                    A

           3       Reset                  A

           99      Exit                   A

Gaps in the numbering sequence of actions create a blank line between action choices in the pull-down menu. For
example, the menu resulting from this example displays a gap between the Reset and Exit choices. This i OS feature
allows you to group options, but you can eliminate an unwanted gap by renumbering the actions sequentially.

Working with Choices

If there are more choices than can display on a single line, they wrap to the next line. The display menu choices can take
up as many lines as needed. The remainder of the device design is displaced downwards. However, CA 2E Action Bars
horizontally scroll the choices without affecting the remainder of the device design.

• The maximum number of lines that can be devoted to the display of choices is twelve including one line for the menu
bar separator

• The minimum number of lines required for a DDS Menu Bar is three
• CA 2E Action Bars require two lines for display

NOTE
If you change a function from action bar to menu bar it may fail to generate due to the displacement of the
device by the additional lines required for the menu bar display.

Specifying a Drop-Down Selection Field

When a STS field is assigned as a drop-down list, a Window is created in the display file. The window contains a single
choice field (SNGCHCFLD radio button selection), where the choices for the control equal the available condition values.

NOTE
If the number of values attached to a condition changes, you must regenerate the function.
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The condition name associated with each condition value appears in the pop-up window. After you select a value, the
window closes and the external value for the selected condition is placed in the prompted field.

The drop-down list is positioned on the screen with its top left corner in the first character of the status field. If there is not
enough room on the screen, the drop down list moves left and up until it fits on the screen.

NOTE
The drop-down list can only be prompted using F4 (or equivalent assignment); you cannot prompt with a
question mark.

The following is an example of a drop-down list:

When you prompt Allow Credit with the F4 key, the previous window displays and overlays other fields. When a value is
selected, the window is removed.

You can designate a STS (status) field as a drop-down list at the condition level, the field level, and the screen entry level,
as in the partial screen examples that follow:
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• Condition level is the highest level from which you can specify a drop-down list with inheritance by every field that
shares this condition

• Field level assignments override condition level assignments
• Screen level assignments override field level assignments

On the Field level, F10 toggles between the field control information and the appearance fields.

To specify,

1. From the Edit List Condition panel, the Edit Field Details panel or the Edit Screen Entry Details panel, place your
cursor in the Prompt Type field.

2. Enter *DDL to specify a Drop-Down List.

NOTE
The Prompt Type field only displays if the field is STS.

The field may be prompted with a ? to get a list of valid values. Valid values for Prompt Type at the Condition, Field or
Screen level are:
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*Drop Down List (or *DDL)

*Condition Values Displayer (or *CVD) is the

default value

Defaulting of Prompt Type

If you do not specify a Prompt Type from the device design:

• The default value is the value assigned at the field level
• If there is no value assigned at the field level, the default is taken from the condition level assignment
• If no condition level assignment is set, the default prompt is the Condition Value Displayer

The Prompt Type displays as:

• Normal intensity when displaying the default assigned at a previous level
• High intensity if the default is overridden

Some Specifics of Drop-Down Lists

Some things to keep in mind when specifying a drop down selection list are:

• Status fields with more than 22 condition values do not generate as drop-down lists, since they are too large for the
display.

• There is a maximum of 99 drop-down lists associated with a single program.
• For EDTRCDn and DSPRCDn functions, if the same status field appears on more than one screen, then all instances

should be the same prompt type. That is, either all condition value displayer or all drop-down list. Each instance of the
field should also be assigned the same check condition whether condition value list or drop-down list is used.

Mnemonics

You can assign mnemonics using the Edit Field Condition Details panel. They are also displayed on the Edit Field
Conditions panel. When assigning a mnemonic, note that:

• The character chosen as the mnemonic must be a single-byte character present in the condition name
• The character must not be duplicated within the same status field
• Blank and greater than (>) characters cannot be used as mnemonics
• DBCS mnemonics are not supported by DDS

National Language

For national language applications (NL3), the condition value text is translatable at run time. The size of the Drop-Down
List window is large enough to hold the maximum length condition value name, which is 25 (for nonNL3 applications, the
window is only as wide as is necessary to display the longest condition value name within the given check condition).
Just as with the condition value displayer, the condition values file must be translated. Mnemonics are not available in
national language applications unless translators embed the mnemonic indicator ‘>’ in the translated text. If this is done,
the translator must be careful not to duplicate mnemonics within a single check condition.

Assigning Cursor Progression

Cursor progression assignments give you the ability to assign a tabbing sequence between fields that are logically
grouped together within generated functions. For each field within a record format, you can assign its position within the
tabbing sequence. For back tabbing, cursor progression assignments are reversed.
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NOTE
The last field displayed within a format should be the highest field in the tab sequence order. This is a design
suggestion, because if not designed in this way, tabbing within the generated function loops within a single
format.

To edit the cursor progression assignments, press F10 from Edit Screen Format Details panel. This panel is shown earlier
in this article in the Editing Device Designs section.

You can assign tabbing sequence and change the order in which fields display from the Edit Screen Format Details panel.
"F8 = move", from the device design editor, was the only way to change the order in which fields displayed. When you
use F8 to move a field, that field is assigned a new display sequence number equal to that of the target field plus 0.01.
Therefore, if you key in new display sequence numbers, you should key in only integer values.

Cursor Progression and Subfiles

For RCD context, valid values for tabbing sequence number are 0 and 1.

• Value 0 means that no specific tabbing requirements are to be generated and the cursor should progress to the next
field in the same subfile record.

• Value 1 means that when TAB is pressed in the indicated field then the cursor should advance to the same field in the
next subfile record.

All functions are created with default tabbing sequence numbers of 0 to indicate default tabbing: left to right, top to bottom.

Setting an Entry Field Attribute

The Entry Field Attribute allows attributes to be assigned to a field and used when the cursor enters that field by tabbing
or with a pointing device (mouse). You can only set these attributes for input capable fields. They are maintained on the
Edit Screen Field Attributes panel shown earlier in this article, in the row labeled Entry. The default setting is blank for no
attribute change.

NOTE
Entry Field Attributes are ignored if the field is converted to output or, at run time, if the first character in the input
field is protected by an edit mask.

You can use the YEDTDFTATR command to set a default for Entry Field Attribute.

Assigning Multi-Line Entry

Any alphanumeric field with a length greater than one may be designated as a multi-line entry field (MLE). MLEs are long
text fields that are wrapped into a text box. Assignments made at the field level are inherited by all screen entries based
on this field. Multi-line entry fields cannot be specified for STS type fields or for any field in the RCD context, that is, it
cannot be used on a subfile.

Examples of how to specify that a text field display as an MLE follow.

1. From the Edit Field Details - Field Control panel, press F10 to access the appearance panel. This panel shows the
line:
Display as Multi Line Entry: Height: Width:
The multi-line entry field displays in normal intensity if it uses the default value from the field definition and displays in
high intensity if the default has been overridden.

2. Specify either height or width. When you specify one, the other is calculated for you. Height is the number of rows;
width is the number of columns.
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If a field is an MLE, then on the device design editor the field displays with a length equal to the column width assigned to
the MLE.

All parts of the MLE display on the device design editor; however, it is the responsibility of the designer to ensure that no
fields are overwritten by the additional lines of the MLE. Positioning of other fields is relative to the first line of the multi-line
entry field.

For workstations that are not attached to a controller that supports an enhanced data stream, the different parts of the
continuation field are treated as separate fields for editing, but when enter is pressed, a single field is returned to the
program.

Using an Edit Mask

Edit Mask allows input capable fields to contain format characters that are ignored. For example, in the formatted phone
number field, "(_ _ _)_ _ _-_ _ _ _", when the user enters data, the cursor skips the protected format characters. If Mask
input is set to Y then each non-blank character in the selected edit code is masked. The value 0 is not masked. If the field
containing the edit mask is initially displayed with no data, then the masked characters do not display but the cursor still
skips over the protected positions. When the field is redisplayed with data, the masked characters appear.

If the first character in an EDTWRD is a format character, as in the phone number example, that character does not
display for NPT DDS. This is a limitation of DDS that can be corrected by allowing for an integer to the left of the left-most
format character, for example, ‘0(  )  -  ‘; in this case you also need to increase the field length by one. Alternatively, you
can create your own EDTCDE definition using the i OS Create Edit Description (CRTEDTD) command.

NOTE

Do not mask fields that represent a quantity or value. If an attempt is made to mask a numeric quantity,
unpredictable results occur. For example, masked characters are not returned to the application, so the decimal
place is lost if it is masked. The edit mask feature is intended for numeric fields that are always formatted in the
same manner, such as phone number, social security number, part number, date, and time.
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The edit mask option is maintainable at the field and screen levels.

NOTE
The edit mask option is ignored when the workstation is not attached to a controller that supports an enhanced
data stream.

1. Set the field level value for the mask input option on the Edit Field Details panel.
2. Enter Y in the field:

Edit Codes.....: Mask input edit code (Y,’ ‘)
The default value is blank, for do not mask. F10 toggles between the field control information and the appearance
fields.

3. The Edit Screen Field Attributes panel is used to override the field level assignment.
4. To reset to the field level default, enter a blank for Mask Input and press Enter.

The data displays in:

• Normal intensity if it is displaying the default assigned at the field level
• High intensity if the default is being overridden

Edit Mask - ZIP + 4 Example

To edit Zip+4 zip codes with a hyphen in front of the additional four digits:

Specify an EDTWRD in YEDTCDERFP with the format:

'_ _ _ _0-_ _ _ _'. This displays as: '_ _ _ _ _-0000'.

If you indicate that this field should be masked, all blank characters, except 0, are masked. The cursor jumps over the - as
data is keyed into the field. Without the 0 in the EDTWRD definition, the zip 12345- would display as 1-2345.
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Editing Report Designs
CA 2E provides a default device design for printed reports. However, you can modify the device designs to suit your
specific needs. The following topics provide you with information on how to modify the report structure and formats.

Contents

CA 2E provides you with two distinct steps in defining a report. They are:

• Specification of the individual report design. A default report design is provided automatically for each print function,
such as each PRTOBJ or PRTFIL function that you define. You can then modify the design.

• Inclusion of the individual report designs within an overall device structure. You specify how this is to be done by
explicitly connecting the functions together and specifying the parameters to pass between the functions.

You can modify the device design at the format and field level:

• Modify the device design at the format level to
– Suppress (by either dropping or hiding) formats
– Modify the spacing between formats
– Specify whether the format is to be reprinted on overflow
– Modify the format indentation

• Modify the device design at the field level to:
– Rearrange the order of fields
– Drop fields or field text
– Add extra fields and or text
– Modify field text

NOTE
You cannot override the output field length.

Standard Report Headers/Footers

The top and bottom lines of the report designs are defined by the DFNRPTFMT function. The name of the standard
header function associated with each function is shown on the Edit Function Options panel. Unless you explicitly selected
a particular header/footer, this defaults to the default header/footer function. The shipped standard report page header is
132 characters wide, but can be changed to an alternate width.

Understanding PRTFIL and PRTOBJ

There are two different types of report functions: Print File(PRTFIL) and Print Object(PRTOBJ).

• The PRTFIL function is an external function type that specifies a complete report in itself
• PRTOBJ is an internal function type that specifies a segment of a report for inclusion within another report function.

NOTE
Page headings and footers are always defined by the PRTFIL function.

PRTFIL

Each PRTFIL function specifies the layout and processing you use when printing records from an access path. It specifies
the indentation of any embedded PRTOBJ functions within the overall report design. It specifies all global properties of the
report such as page size and page headings.
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• A print file function must be based on a Retrieval(RTV), Resequence(RSQ), or Query(QRY) access path.
• Calls to embedded PRTOBJ functions are inserted at the appropriate points in the action diagram of the embedding

function.
• Each PRTFIL function has its own default report design that can be edited. Embedded PRTOBJ report designs are

shown as part of the PRTFIL report design but are protected and cannot be edited directly. Only the indentation
(distance of embedded design from the left-hand margin of the report) can be changed.

A PRTFIL function and its embedded PRTOBJ functions are implemented as a single i OS printer device file (PRTF) plus
a single HLL program.

PRTOBJ

Each PRTOBJ function specifies the layout and processing you use when printing records from an access path.

• A PRTOBJ function must be based on a Retrieval (RTV), Resequence (RSQ), or Query (QRY) access path.
• The access path can contain several key fields, giving rise to several formats in the report design layout, and several

key breaks in the logic of the action diagrams for the function.
• Each PRTOBJ function has its own default report design that can be edited.
• Page headings are not specified.

Modifying Report Design Formats

Report designs are made up of report design formats. When you first create a report by nominating an access path and a
report function type, CA 2E automatically defines the appropriate formats for the report design. There are eight different
report design formats. A typical report includes some or all of the following formats.

• The Report Heading Format -- Includes the title, originator, and page information, defined by a Define Report Format
(DFNRPTFMT) function. There is one Report Heading format per Print File function. This appears at the beginning of
the report and on each page of the report. The information on this format is common to all report designs that share the
same DFNRPTFMT function. This format cannot be dropped or hidden.

• The Top of Page Heading Forma -- Includes the information to be repeated on each page. By default, this format is
empty. There is one Top of Page Heading format per PRTFIL function. The information on this format is specific to the
individual report. This format is not available for PRTOBJ.

• The First Page Heading Format -- Includes the information to be printed before the first level heading or detail records
for a given print function. By default, this format is empty. There is one First Page Heading format per report function
(PRTOBJ or PRTFIL) only printed once per report function.

• The Level Heading Format -- \-Contains fields appropriate to the key level. There is one key field per report function
(PRTOBJ or PRTFIL). By default, this format is printed before the first detail or subheading within a level break. If the
access path contains only one key field, this format is omitted.

• The Detail Format -- Contains fields from the based-on access path. There is one Detail format per report function
(PRTOBJ or PRTFIL). By default, this format is printed for every record read. This format cannot be dropped, only
hidden.

• The Level Total Format -- Contains fields appropriate to the key level. There is one level total format per level break
per report function (PRTOBJ or PRTFIL). By default, this format is printed after the last detail record or subtotal within a
level break. If the access path contains only one key field, this format is omitted.

• The Final Total Forma -- Contains totals of previous total levels. By default, this format contains only the constant Final
Totals; user fields must be added for totaling. By default, this format is printed after the last level total format.

• The End of Report Format (report footer) at the end of the report -- Is defined by a Define Report Format
(DFNRPTFMT) function type. There is one End of Report format per PRTFIL. This format is printed after all other
formats in the report. This format is not available for PRTOBJ.

These format types are present on PRTFIL and PRTOBJ functions.
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The following example shows the general appearance of a report design, including report design format types and page
headings.

You use the Display Report Formats panel to view which formats are present in the report device design. This is where
you determine the available formats, if they are printed, the positioning and overflow treatments, and zoom into the format
details. To access the Display Report Formats panel, press F17 from the report device design.

Automatic Choice of Report Formats

A single detail format is automatically defined containing all the fields from the underlying access paths.

Additional header and total formats are automatically defined for each key level present in the access path as follows:

• If the access path is not unique, header and total formats are defined for each key level present.
• If the access path is unique, header and total formats are defined for each key level present except for the lowest.

Report Header, Top of Page, First Page, and End of Report formats are provided automatically as follows:

• A First Page format is defined for both PRTOBJ and PRTFIL functions.
• A Report Header, Top of Page, and End of Report format are defined only for PRTFIL functions.
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Formats are ordered relative to each other as follows:

• Formats appear in hierarchical order of level: overall headings, level break headings, detail record, level totals, and
overall totals.

• Level headings appear in key order, as specified by the access path on which the report design is based.
• Each format starts on a new line. A default number of spaces are used between each format.
• Formats are indented.

             HDR  Report headings
             TOP  Topof page headings
             1PG  First page headings
 

             xHD  Level n headings
              . .
              xHD  Level 2 Headings
               xHD  Level 1 headings
                RCD  Detail format
               xTL  Level 2 totals
              xTL  Level 2 totals
              . .
             nTL  Level n totals
             . .
             ZTL  Final report
             EOR  End of report
 

Automatic Choice of Report Fields

Fields within a format are laid out left to right across the page in the order in which they appear in the access path. All
fields from the access path are available on all formats but can be hidden or dropped by default.

Fields will, by default, be present or dropped at a given format level according to the following rules:

• Key fields are present on their respective heading and total formats and all lower level formats.
• Non-key fields that are virtual fields are present on a format if all the fields resulting from the resolution of the virtual

field’s defining relation are also present on the format. That is, if the necessary key fields to retrieve the virtual field are
also present. Any such virtual fields are also present on all lower level formats.

• Key fields that are virtual fields are present together with their associated real fields if the print function is based on
a Query access path. That is, the real fields resulting from the resolution of the virtual field’s defining relation. These
fields are also present on all lower formats.

• Non-key fields that are neither virtual fields nor fields associated with a virtual key are present only on the detail record.

Fields will, by default, be hidden or shown at a given format level according to the following rules:
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• Key fields (including virtual keys) are, by default, hidden except on the respective heading and total formats which they
control.

• Non-key fields that are virtual fields are shown on the format containing their controlling key fields, if any. If a virtual
field is present on a higher-level format then, by default, it is hidden on the detail level format.

• Non-key fields associated with a virtual key are shown on the format containing their associated virtual keys. They are
hidden on the detail format.

• Non-key fields which are neither virtual fields nor fields associated with a virtual key are, by default, shown on the
detail format.

Access Path Entries KHD RCD KTL
K Key field (real) O H O
K Key field(Virtual) O H O
Virtual field O H O
Fld associated with virtual key O H O
Detail field - O -
Key O: Present and shown by default
H: Present but hidden by default
- : Dropped by default

Field text is obtained as follows:

• If a field is present on a detail record, the Column Heading text is used as the text heading for the field
• If a field is present on a heading or total format, the Before text is used as the label for the field.

The following example shows a report device design made up of eight formats:
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Defining Report Designs

There are two steps involved in defining a report with CA 2E.

• Specification of the individual report design: a default report design is provided automatically for each print function
such as each PRTOBJ or PRTFIL, that you define. You can then modify the design.

• Inclusion of the individual report designs within an overall device structure. You specify how this is done explicitly, by
connecting the functions together and specifying the parameters to pass between the functions.

You can modify default report layout at both the format and field level. Each of these steps is identified as follows.

You can modify the device design at the format level to:

• Suppress (by either dropping or hiding) formats
• Modify the spacing between formats
• Specify whether the format is to be reprinted on overflow
• Modify the format indentation

You can modify the device design at the field level to:

• Rearrange the order of fields
• Drop fields or field text
• Add extra fields or text
• Modify field text

When adding extra fields you can specify totaling between formats.
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Suppressing Formats

By default, a report design has all of the appropriate formats present. You can suppress a report format in one of two
ways:

• Hiding
• Dropping

Hiding

Hiding a report format causes the printing of the format to be suppressed. The format is still logically present. This means
that any fields belonging to the format are available for processing, and any level break processing takes place.

Dropping

Dropping a report format causes the format to be omitted completely. Any fields belonging to the format are no longer
available for processing. Level break processing, such as printing embedded PRTOBJ functions still takes place.
Generally, it is better to drop a format rather than hide it, if the format is not required on the report.

NOTE
Function fields and constants cannot be copied between formats.

Format Format Drop Format Allow Drop Format
Default

Hide Format Allow Hide Format
Default

Report Heading HDR N - N -
Top of page heading TOP Y N Y N
First page heading 1PG Y N Y N
Level heading KHD Y N Y N
Detail format RCD N - Y N
Level total KTL Y N Y N
Final total ZTL Y N Y N
End of report EOR N - N -

Modifying Spacing Between Formats

CA 2E lets you specify, as part of your device design, any page overflow handling.

Specifying Print on Overflow

You can specify print overflow at the format level on the Display Report Format Details panel including

• How many lines to skip before the format is printed, or a start line
• Whether the format is to start on a new page
• Whether the format is to be reprinted on overflow

The following table displays the print control defaults.

Format Format Start
Line

Space
Before

Start
New Page

Reprint
Overflow

Alw Dft Alw Dft Alw Dft Alw Dft
Report heading
Top of page heading
First page

HDR
TOP
1PG

Y 1
Y -
Y -

Y -
Y 1
Y 1

R Y
N -
N -

R Y
N -
N -
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Level heading
Detail
Level total

KHD
RCD
KTL

Y -
Y -
Y -

Y 1
Y 1
Y 1

Y N
Y N
Y N

Y N
N -
N -

NOTE
R = Required

Changing Indentation

Report design formats can be indented. Indentation controls the position on the printed report of the starting point of a
format. You can control indentation at two levels:

• Individual format level: Specify an indentation on each format.
• Function level: Specify an indentation for a PRTOBJ function, then all formats belonging to the function are indented by

the specified amount. For example, the baseline of the function is indented.

Absolute

The indentation of a format is relative to the left-hand margin of the whole report and is unaffected by changes to the
indentation of other formats around it. Absolute indentation applies to formats only.

Relative

The indentation is relative to the baseline of the report function that you are currently editing. Function indents are always
relative; format indents can be relative or absolute.

Modifying Indentation

To modify indentation for formats, use the Edit Report Format Details panel. To modify indentation for embedded PRTOBJ
functions, use the Edit Function Indent panel. You can get to both panels through the Display Report Formats panel by
pressing F17 on the embedded PRTOBJ function. You can only modify the format indentation for the formats that belong
to the function whose design you are editing. The format indentation of formats belonging to embedded PRTOBJ functions
can only be altered by editing the design for the individual PRTOBJ function.

The following is an example of the indentation formats.
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Defining the Overall Report Structure

Individual report segments are combined into an actual report by means of a device structure. A device structure specifies
which PRTOBJ functions are to be embedded in the report and at which points:

• You can link one or more print object functions before or after all report format types except the header, footer, and top-
of-page formats.

• A call to each embedded PRTOBJ function is added to the action diagram of the embedded function.
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The following table shows the allowed points for embedded PRTOBJ calls.

Format Embed Before Embed After Indentation
Allow Default

Report Heading HDR - - - -
Top of page heading
First page heading

TOP
1PG

-
Y

-
Y

-
Y

-
0

Level heading
Detail format
Level total

KHD
RCD
KTL

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

+3
+3
-3

Final total
End of report format

ZTL
EOR

Y
-

Y
-

Y
-

0
-

Modifying the Overall Report Structure

Individual report segments (formats) can be combined into an actual report using a device structure. This is only required
if you have a combination of a PRTFIL with one or more embedded PRTOBJs. A device structure specifies which
PRTOBJ functions are called in the print file of another PRTOBJ and at which points.

• Link one or more PRTOBJ functions before or after all report format types except the header, footer, and top-of-page
formats.

• A call to each embedded PRTOBJ function is added to the action diagram of the function. This must be a PRTFIL or
another PRTOBJ.

Defining Print Objects Within Report Structure

The overall structure of report designs can be edited using the Edit Device Structure program. This structure is accessible
from the Edit Functions and Display All Functions panels by typing the line command T next to the calling PRTFIL or
PRTOBJ. You can use the structure editor to:

• Link in additional PRTOBJ functions before or after each of the report formats
• Change, delete, move, or copy PRTOBJ calls within a report structure

NOTE
If parameters are to be passed between print functions, these parameters must be declared through the action
diagram of the embedding function. For example, you must go to each function call in the appropriate action
diagram.

Using Line Selection Options

When editing the overall structure of the report designs on the Edit Device Structure panel, use the following line selection
options.

Value Description
IA Insert After
IB Insert Before
D Delete
Z Zoom into the structure of embedded PRTOBJ
C Copy: B-Before, A-After
M Move: B-Before, A-After
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Linking Print Functions

Embedding PRTOBJ functions is subject to the following rules:

• You can insert PRTOBJ functions before or after some of the formats in a report function. More than one PRTOBJ
function can be inserted at each point.

• Indentation of embedded PRTOBJ report segments (function indentation) is relative with respect to the baseline of the
function. However, the indentation of formats within the PRTOBJ function may be absolute with respect to the left-hand
margin of the complete report. The function indentation is a property of the calling function. Thus, the same PRTOBJ
function can be used in two different PRTFIL functions with a different function indentation in each.

• You can embed PRTOBJ functions within other PRTOBJ functions.
• A PRTOBJ function can be used in more than one other PRTFIL or PRTOBJ function. A given PRTOBJ function can

appear more than once in a given PRTFIL function but it cannot be called recursively. For example, a PRTOBJ function
must not call itself either directly or indirectly.

Zooming into Embedded Print Objects

When editing report design structures, such as linking one or more functions or inserting subsidiary PRTOBJ functions,
Zoom into the structure of the embedded PRTOBJ. At the Edit Device Structure panel, type Z next to the selected function
to zoom into the structure.

NOTE
When editing the device design of a PRTFIL or PRTOBJ that contains an embedded PRTOBJ, the design of the
combined functions displays. Moreover, you can only change the formats and entries of the function itself and
not those associated with the embedded functions.

The following example shows an outline of linking report functions.
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Using Function Fields on Report Design

You will want to accumulate the results of calculations upwards through each level break. You can use function fields to do
this.

Function field types include four standard types that provide predefined functions to carry out calculations between two
adjacent levels of a report. The predefined types are:

• SUM -- Accumulates a value from the current level into a total field on the next level.
• CNT -- Accumulates a count of the number of instances of a field on the current level (that is, records containing the

field) into a field on the next level.
• MAX -- Places the largest value of a field on the current level into a field on the next level.
• MIN -- Places the smallest value of a field on the current level into a field on the next level.

You can specify that the input to a calculation (for example, an accumulation) is the respective field from the previous
level. You do this by means of the CUR and NXT contexts. If the function field definition is based on the field, CA 2E
defaults the context automatically.

For more information on CUR and NXT contexts, see Understanding Contexts.

The following example shows the use of CUR and NXT contexts in Reports:
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Report Design Example

To design reports with CA 2E, consider the structure of the data, and choose the appropriate function combinations that
map to the structure. The following two-part example illustrates this by showing:

• A simple PRTFIL report design. (Example 1)
• The same PRTFIL report design with embedded PRTOBJ functions

(Example 2)

Each part of the example shows the following:
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• Relations and underlying structure of the data
• Resulting access path entries
• Resulting report formats
• Fields present on the report formats
• Resulting report layout

Example 1 Simple Report Design

Relations

Consider the following relations to model customer information by geographical region:

 FIL   Country   REF   Known by   FLD   Country code     CDE
 FIL   Country   REF   Has        FLD   Country name     TXT
 

 FIL   Area      REF   Owned by   FIL   Country          REF
                                  VRT   Country name     TXT
 FIL   Area      REF   Known by   FLD   Area code        CDE
 FIL   Area      REF   Has        FLD   Area name        TXT
 

 FIL   Customer  REF   Owned by   FIL   Area             REF
                                  VRT   Country name     TXT
                                  VRT   Area name        TXT
 FIL   Customer  REF   Known by   FLD   Customer code    CDE
 FIL   Customer  REF   Has        FLD   Customer name    TXT
 FIL   Customer  REF   Has        FLD   No of machines   NBR
 

If you wanted to produce a report of customers by geographical region, you would need the following information:

Access Path Entries

A Retrieval access path built over the Customer file might contain the following entries:

NOTE
If you use a RSQ or QRY access path, you would specify the keys yourself.

Access Path Entries Type Key
Country code
Country name
Area code
Area name
Customer code
Customer name
No of machines

A
V
A
V
A
A
A

K1
K2
K3
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Default Report Formats

A report design built over the access path shown in the preceding topic would contain the following report design formats:

Format Type PRTFIL Fields
STD report header
Top of page
First page format

HDR
TOP
1PG

Y
Y
Y

DFNRPTFMT
User
User

Country code
Area code
Detail line
Area code
Country code

1HD
2HD
RCD
3TL
4TL

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Country
Area
Customer
Area
Country

Final totals
End of report

ZTL
FTR

Y
Y

User
DFNRPTFMT

Report Design Fields by Format

The device design formats would, by default, contain the following fields:

Access Path
Entries

Report
Formats
1HD 2HD RCD 3TL 4TL

K1
K2
K3

Country code
Country name
Area code
Area name
Customer code
Customer
name
No of machines

A
V
A
V
A
A
A

O
O
-
-
-
-
-

H
H
O
O
-
-
-

H
H
H
H
O
O
O

H
H
O
O
-
-
-

O
O
-
-
-
-
-

Key O: Present
and shown by
default
H: Present
but hidden by
default
- : Dropped by
default

Consequently, the default report structure would be:

 HDR Page headings
 

 1PG First page
 

    1HD Country code header
 

   2HD Area code header
 

   RCD Customer details
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   3TL Area code totals
 

  4TL Country code totals
 

  ZTL Final totals
 

 FTR End of report
 

The default report design might then appear as follows:

Function Fields

You can also add to the report device design a total count of the number of machines on each format. To do this, you use
the function fields as follows:

1. Define a function field Total Number of Machines of the type SUM, based on the No of Machines field.
2. Add this field to the Area, Country, and Final Total formats accepting the default parameters.
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To add the function fields to accumulate the number of customers you can:

1. Define a CNT function field, Count No. of Customers, with Customer Code field as the input parameter.
2. Add the CNT field to the Area Total Format.
3. Define a SUM function field, Total of customers, based on the Count No. of Customers field.
4. Add the SUM field to the Country and Final Total formats, accepting the default parameters.

Modified Report Layout

You can modify the default report layout as follows:

• To add explanatory information on the page headings (for example, *TOP SECRET)
• To suppress certain fields, or field text (for example, the Country Code field and the text on the Area Name field) and

the fields displayed by default on the total formats.

The modified report layout might appear as follows:
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Example 2 Extended Report Design

You can extend the example report design shown earlier by embedding additional PRTOBJ functions. For example, you
could have additional entities and PRTOBJ functions based on them as follows:

• County (within Area)
• Distributor (within Country)
• Address (by Customer)
• Orders (for Customer)

County Report Segment

If Area is divided into County as shown by the following relations:
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 FIL   Country  REF  Known by   FLD   Country code   CDE
 FIL   Country  REF  Refers to  FIL   Area           REF
 FIL   Country  REF  Has        FLD   Country name   TXT
 

Then to provide a sublisting of the counties for each area, you need a RSQ access path with the following entries:

Access Path Entries Type Key
County code
Country code
Area code
County name

A
A
A
A

K3
K1
K2

NOTE
This access path should be specified so that it has a unique key order.

A Print Counties in Area PRTOBJ function would be based on this access path. Country Code and Area Code would be
made restrictor parameters so that only counties for a given area would be printed:

PRTOBJ Function ACP Keys on Access Path USG
Counties in area RSQ 1. Country code

2. Area code
3. County code

RST
RST

County Default Report Design

This creates a default layout for the report design as follows:
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County Modified Report Design

By dropping the formats, the suppression of headings would appear as follows:

Distributor Report Segment

If in each country there are distributors as defined by the following relation:

Distributor Relations
 FIL   Distributor  REF  Owned by      FIL   Country           REF
 FIL   Distributor  REF  Known by      FLD   Distributor code  CDE
 FIL   Distributor  REF  Has           FLD   Distributor name  TXT
 

 FIL   Area         REF  Refers to     FIL   Distributor       REF
 

   For: Default                       Sharing: *ALL
 

To provide sublistings of the following, we need a PRTOBJ on Distributor (Distributors in Country) and a PRTOBJ on Area
(Default Area Distributor), both based on the Retrieval access paths of the respective files.

Examples:

• The distributors for each country
• The default distributor’s details for each area

Distributor Access Path Entries

Access Path Entries Type Key
Country code
Distributor code
Distributor name

A
A
A

K1
K2

Area Access Path Entries

Access Path Entries Type Key
Country code
Area code
Distributor code
Area name

A
A
A
A

K1
K2
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Country code would be made a restrictor parameter on the Distributors in Country function so that only distributors in the
given country would appear. Both Country code and Area Code would be made restrictors on the Default Area Distributor
function so that only the details for the specified distributor would print.

Distributor PRTOBJ Functions

PRTOBJ Function ACP Keys on Access Path USG
Distributors in country
(Distributor file)

RTV 1. Country code
2. Distributor code

RST

Dft area distributor (Area file) RTV 1. Country code
2. Area code

RST
RST

Distributor Modified Report Design

This function gives a layout, after modification, for the Distributors in Country report design as follows:

A layout, after modification, for the Default Area Distributor report design as follows:

NOTE
Only one distributor will be printed as the function is fully restricted. The device design shows three lines for the
detail line format.

Address Report Segment

If each Customer has an Address as defined by the following relations:

 FIL   Address   REF   Owned by  FIL   Customer       REF
 FIL   Address   REF   Has       FLD   Address line 1 TXT
 FIL   Address   REF   Has       FLD   Address line 2 TXT
 FIL   Address   REF   Has       FLD   Post code      TXT
 

Then to provide a sublisting of the address for each customer, you would need a RTV access path with the following
entries:
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Address RTV Access Path Entries

Access Path Entries Type Key
Country code
Area code
Customer code
Address line 1
Address line 2
Post code

A
A
A
A
A
A

K1
K2
K3

The Print Customer Address print function would have Country Code, Area Code, and Customer Code as restrictor
parameters so that only the address for the given customer prints.

Address PRTOBJ Functions

PRTOBJ Function ACP Keys on Access Path USG
Customer address RTV 1. Country code

2. Area code
3. Customer code

RST
RST
RST

Address Modified Report Design

This gives a layout, after modification, for the Customer Address report design as follows:

NOTE
Only one address is printed as the function is fully restricted. The device design shows three lines for the detail
line format.

Order Report Segment

If, for each Customer, there can exist Orders as defined by the following relations:

 FIL   Order   CPT   Known by   FLD   Order number   CDE
 FIL   Order   CPT   Refers to  FIL   Customer       REF
 FIL   Order   CPT   Has        FLD   Order date     DTE
 FIL   Order   CPT   Has        FLD   Order value    VAL
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To provide a sublisting of the orders for each customer, you would need an RSQ access path with the following entries:

Order RSQ Access Path Entries

Access Path Entries Type Key
Order number
Country code
Area code
Customer code
Order date
Order value

A
A
A
A
A
A

K1
K2
K3
K4

The Customer’s Orders function would be restricted on Country Code, Area Code, and Customer Code.

Order PRTOBJ Functions

PRTOBJ Function ACP Keys on Access Path USG
Customer’s orders RSQ 1. Country code

2. Area code
3. Customer code
4. Order date

RST
RST
RST

Order Function Fields

You make a further modification to the Print Customer Orders function to accumulate the total order value and print it. You
can also return the total value so that it can be accumulated by area and country.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a SUM function field, Total Order Value, based on the Order Value field.
2. Add this field to the Final Totals format, accepting the default parameters. All intermediate formats must be dropped.
3. Specify the Total Order Value as an output parameter for the PRTOBJ function, so that the values can be summed into

the Area, Country, and Final totals of the PRTFIL function.
4. In the action diagram of the PRTOBJ function, move the calculated Total Order Value into the PAR context.

Order Modified Report Design

You would obtain a layout, after modification, for the Customer’s Orders report design as follows:
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Overall Device Structure

Having created all of the separate PRTOBJ functions as described previously, you would then insert them, using the
device structure editor, into the basic default structure of the PRTFIL function. The following illustration shows the device
structure editor with inserted PRTOBJs and the parameters specified for each PRTOBJ.

NOTE
In the actual device structure editor, parameters are not shown.

Parameters to PRTOBJ Functions

To supply parameters to the PRTOBJ functions called by the PRTFIL Print Customers, you must edit each function call in
the PRTFIL action diagram. In most cases, the default parameters can be accepted.
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Function Fields

Follow these steps:

1. Define a USR field, Detail Line Order Value, based on the Order Value field on the Customer’s Orders PRTOBJ
function.

2. Attach this field to the Detail line format of the PRTFIL function, and hide it.
3. In the action diagram for the PRTFIL function, specify that the output parameter Total Order Value from the PRTOBJ

function be moved into this USR field.
4. Define a SUM function field Accumulated Order Value based on the Order Value field.
5. Add this SUM field to the Area, Country, and Final Total formats, supplying appropriate parameters.

Overall Report Design

The separate functions shown previously would be combined to give the following overall result:
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Device User Source
The device user source feature provides the ability to patch device designs of display and report functions in order to
deploy operating system functionality that is not yet supported by CA 2E. For straightforward patches such as, inserting
one or two data lines at the beginning of a generated source extent, you type the data lines in the device user source
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member that implements the patch. A set of special merger commands is provided for complex patches such as, applying
a change to a specific location in the generated source based on a condition.

Contents

When to Use Device User Source

Device user source contains customized device language statements. Use device user source when:

• You require a feature that is not supported by CA 2E; for example, you need the following functions of the Advanced
Printer Function (APF):
– Print logos
– Special symbols
– Large characters
– Bar codes
– Bar charts
– Vertical and horizontal lines that can be used to form boxes

• You require a facility introduced in the current i OS release that has not yet been implemented in CA 2E; for example,
HTML support.

• The way an existing feature is implemented is not suitable for your use; for example, change appearance of an
indicator to blinking or reverse image.

• You need to insert special anchors to support your pre-processor.

Understanding Device User Source

The term device user source refers to both:

• An EXCUSRSRC function that contains device language statements that can be applied to a device function to
customize the associated device design

• The user-defined device language statements contained in the EXCUSRSRC function

User source attached to a device function is automatically reapplied each time the device function is regenerated.

Since DDS is the most commonly used device language, you can also use the more specific term DDS user source to
refer to the EXCUSRSRC function and the user-defined DDS.

User-defined device code must use the same device language used by the device function to which it is applied. In
addition, it is your responsibility to ensure that it follows the syntax rules of the device language.

The device EXCUSRSRC function may also contain special instructions called merger commands that specify how device
user source is added to or substituted for automatically generated source for the device design.

The user-defined device source is stored as a separate member of the source file associated with the device language; for
example, QDDSSRC in the generation library.

Attachment Levels

When you apply device user source to a device design property, it is said to be attached. The word property in this case
refers to a specific instance of a device, screen, report, format, or entry. You can specify the attachment of device user
source to the following types (levels) of device design properties:

• Device (device-level attachment)
• Screen/Report (screen- or report-level attachment)
• Format (format-level attachment)
• Entry (entry-level attachment)
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Multiple device user source functions can be attached to a property. However, a specific device user function can be
attached to a given property only once.

The term extent is used to refer to the set of source statements that describe a device design property in the generated
source member.

Special Field-Level Attachment

A field-level attachment provides an efficient way to apply a device entry change to all or most panels and reports that
contain a particular field. In other words, when you attach device user source to a field, it is automatically attached to all
derived device entries based on that field.

Defining a Device User Source Function

From the Edit Function panel, define an EXCUSRSRC function with access path *NONE.

Zoom into the function. From the Edit Function Details panel, reset the device language, for example, to DDS.

Type E against the file to enter DDS source or merger commands.
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The commands beginning with ) are special merger commands that are executed during source generation. Because
merger commands do not follow DDS (or other device language) syntax, an error message displays and you need to set
the ‘Return to editing’ option to N on the Exit Function Definition panel.

Save the source member. Device user source is merged when the function it is attached to is generated. Following is an
example of device user source merged with generated source for the subfile control format of an Edit File function.
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Attaching Device User Source to a Device Design

Go to the device design where you want to attach the device function. In this example, Edit Horse.

1. Do one of the following depending on the part of the device design where you want to attach the device user source.
– For device-level, press F3.
– For screen-/report-level, press F17.
– For format-level, position the cursor on the selected format and press F5.
– For entry-level, position the cursor on the selected entry and press Enter.
Press F11 on the panel that appears to access the Attach Device Functions panel. In this example, we chose format
level.
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NOTE
A device user source function was previously attached to this format.

Press F9 to display the Attach Device Function window and attach the device user function just created.
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Specify the device user function just created and press Enter.

The Attached Device Functions panel reappears showing both attached device user functions.
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From this panel you can:

• Use the E option to edit device user source
• Use the D option to detach device user source
• Use the + and - options to temporarily disable the selected device user source

The sequence numbers specify the order in which the device user functions are attached to the device design. Sequence
numbers are automatically assigned and can be changed. However, they must be unique for a level. The subfile is sorted
by sequence number when the display is reloaded.

Sequence numbers:

• Range from 0.01 to 999.99
• Are incremented by 1.00 when automatically assigned
• Press F3 to exit. The attached device user source is automatically applied to the subfile record of the Edit Horse device

design whenever it is regenerated.

Entry-Level Device User Source

Device user source can be explicitly attached at the entry level or be implicitly attached through inheritance from the field
level.
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Explicitly Attaching Entry-Level Device User Source

From the Edit Screen Entry Details panel for the entry press F11 to display the Attached Device Functions panel. Press
F9. The Attach Device Function panel displays where you can proceed as discussed in the section Attaching Device User
Source to Device Design.

You can use the D option to detach the entry-level device user function that is explicitly attached. You can also use the +
and - options to enable and disable the entry-level attachment.

NOTE
When the sequence number for an explicitly attached entry-level device user function is assigned, numbers that
are an even multiple of ten are skipped to avoid conflicts with field-level sequence numbers.

Attaching Device User Source to a Field

This example shows how to attach device user source to a field, which is then inherited by all device entries derived from
this field.

1. Go to the Edit Field Details panel for the field to which the device function is to be attached. In this example, Edit
Horse.
Press F11 to display the Field-Level Device Functions panel. Use this panel to attach device user source to a field.

Press F9 to display the Attach Device Function window. Specify the device user function just created for the Horse name
field and press Enter.
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The Field-level Device Functions panel redisplays showing the attached device user function.

The sequence numbers specify the order in which the device user source is applied to the field. Field-level sequence
numbers are:

• Integers from 1 to 999
• Incremented by 10 when automatically assigned
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Press F3 to exit. The device user source is now implicitly attached to derived entries for the Horse name field on all device
designs.

NOTE
If a device user function is already attached at the entry level when you attach the same function at the field
level, the field-level attachment for that entry is effectively ignored.

Working with Inherited Entry-Level Attachments

Go to a device design where the entry is used. In this example, Edit Horse.

Position the cursor on the entry derived from the field where you attached the device user source; in this example, Horse
name. Press Enter to display the Edit Screen Entry Details panel.

Press F11 to display the Attached Device Functions panel for the Horse name entry. The device user source you attached
to the Horse name field is shown in the list of device user functions attached to the Horse name entry.
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Overriding an Inherited Entry-Level Attachment

You can override an automatically attached device user source at the entry level in two ways:

• Disable the attached device user source at the entry level using the - option. This blocks the inheritance from the field
level.

• Explicitly attach the device user source at the entry level using the R (rescope) option.

NOTE
You cannot use the D option on this panel to detach a device user function that was inherited from the field-level.

The + and - options are available for all device properties. You can use them to release or temporarily hold any explicitly
attached device function. In addition, for the entry level you can use them to allow or prevent the inheritance of device
user source from the field level.

1. If you do not want the inherited device user function applied to this Horse name entry, type - against it and press Enter.
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The device user function is no longer highlighted and the * is reset to - indicating that the function is disabled. When
you generate the Edit Horse function, the device user source is not applied to the Horse name entry.

2. To re-enable the field-level device user source, type + against the function and press Enter. The * is redisplayed to
indicate that the device user source is again inherited from the field level.

3. To make the entry-level user source independent of the field-level user source type R (Rescope) against it and press
Enter. This explicitly attaches the same device user function to the entry, overriding the inheritance of the device user
source attached at the field level.
You can now detach the device user source at the field level without affecting the entry-level attachment.
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To reinstate the automatic field-level attachment, detach the entry-level attachment by typing D against it and pressing
Enter.

Substitution Variables

The following substitution variables let you embed source generation information into Device User Source that is then
resolved into the actual values in the final display file source.

Variable Name Description
#*MBR Display file source member name
#*FILE Display file source file name
#*LIB Display file source file library name
#*TYPE Display file source type (DDS)
#*ENT Dependent on the attachment level as follows:

Device: Display file name
Screen/Report: blank (not supported)
Format: Record format name
Entry: Entry (field) name

Merger Commands for Device User Source

Device user source consists of DDS (or other device language) source statements and special merger commands
specifying how to update the automatically generated source for the device design.
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Each time a property of a device design is generated a special program, Device User Source Merger (the merger), is
invoked to merge any device user source attached to the property. The merger interprets all encountered commands and
updates the original generated source according to the requested actions.

Merger commands provide basic features available in classic line-editing word processors. The main concept of such
tools is the current line a floating anchor around which the original text is updated. Two types of merger commands
are required to complete similar tasks within a device user source function: one to position to the line in the source and
another to edit the line.

Several device user source functions can be attached to a device property. When the first one is applied, the current
line is the first line in the generated extent (default). As a result of the positioning instructions coded in the device user
function, the location of the current line is changed. For subsequent device user source functions, the current line is
not reset back to the beginning of the extent. This lets you separate positioning commands from editing commands in
different device functions. Such granulation of a requested action makes each device function less specific and increase
its reusability and efficiency.

The available merger commands are:

no operation OVERLAY (Table Text Center)REPLACE
* or # PAINT (Table Text Center)SCAN
FIND POSITION (Table Text Center)SKIP
INSERT QUIT (Table Text Center)UPDATE
MARK (Table Text Center)

Command Syntax

A merger command has the following structure:

) [<command verb> [<parameter> = <value>]. . .]

where:

) In column 1, identifies this as a merger command line rather than
a source code line.

command verb Identifies the main action. In general, each command has a three-
letter abbreviation, which is shown preceded by | in the following
command descriptions, for example: {INSERT | INS}.

parameter Clarifies the main action.
value Is a degree of the clarification and can be up to 60 characters.

The following syntax rules apply:
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• One or more blanks are required as delimiters between the major structural parts.
• Each merger command must be coded on one line.
• Command text is not case sensitive unless otherwise noted.
• If a parameter value contains a blank, enclose it in either ' (single quotes) or " (double quotes).
• If a parameter value contains an apostrophe (single quote), either enclose it in " (double quotes) or enclose it in

' (single quotes) and duplicate the apostrophe.
• Any number of blanks are allowed between the parameter, equal sign, and value.
• Parameter names for all merger commands can be abbreviated using the first letter; for example, COLUMN= can be

abbreviated as C=.
• Two special comment parameters, * and #, let you insert comments anywhere on a merger command. They are

available on all merger commands and can appear multiple times on the same command. For example,

 )  # Conditional change for DSPFIL processing (full-line comment)
 

 ) SCAN  * =  ‘Verify type’  FOR = TYPE:DSPFIL # = To_set_condition
 

 ) SKIP THROUGH = next  * = "Check condition"  IF = failed LAST= scan
 

     <device user source data lines comprising the patch>
 

 ) QUIT # = ‘Exit, because the job done’
 

 ) MARK TAG = next
 

Alphabetical List of Merger Commands

or # (Full-line Comment)
(asterisk) or # (pound sign) indicate that the entire line is a
comment.

(asterisk) or (pound sign) indicate that the entire line is a comment.

) { * | # } [< comment >]

Full-line comment commands are not counted by the SKIP command.

No Operation

The No Operation command consists of only a ) in column one. It is counted when skipped using the SKIP command.

)

Use it for auxiliary purposes such as to indicate the end of a template group for the OVERLAY command.
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FIND

FIND searches the generated source for the search string specified by the TEXT operand. The search starts from the
current line and stops on the first occurrence of the found text or on the last line in the current device source extent. The
search string is case sensitive.

) {FIND | FND} TEXT=<text>

INSERT

INSERT adds text after the current line. The added text starts immediately after the command and is interrupted by any
line with ) in column 1.

) {INSERT | INS}

If the insert is successful, the current line is set to the last line added. If no lines were inserted, the current line remains
unchanged.

MARK

MARK defines a label that can be referred to on the SKIP command to delimit a group of skipped commands. Place the
MARK command after the last command to be skipped in the device user source. The label need not be unique; the
choice is up to you.

) { MARK | MRK } TAG = < tag name>

OVERLAY

OVERLAY uses the following user source lines as a template group to overlay the corresponding columns of the current
line in the generated source. Each template line can potentially change columns 1 to 72. In case of a conflicting override
by several templates, the result of the last one remains in effect.

By definition, characters in the generated source line that correspond to a blank character in the template line are not
changed. To replace a character in the source line with a blank, assign a character to represent a blank on the template
using the BLANK parameter. This character overlays the corresponding character in the source line with a blank.

) {OVERLAY | OVR} [BLANK = <character>]

Examples

The following lines substitute H for the character in column 10 of the current line in the generated source. All other
characters are left unchanged.

) OVERLAY H

The following lines substitute a blank for the character in column 9 and an H for the character in column 10 of the current
line in the generated source. All other characters are left unchanged.

) OVERLAY BLANK=%
%H
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PAINT

PAINT modifies the color of all generated lines for the given extent when the basic DSPF/PRTF source member is viewed.
Painting the original device source extent clearly identifies the related generated source and is recommended before you
create and attach device user source functions. Only lines produced by the CA 2E device generator are affected by this
command.

) {PAINT | PNT} COLOR={CLEAR(CLR) | RED |
GREEN(GRN) | WHITE(WHT) |
TURQUOISE(TRQ) | YELLOW(YLW) |
PINK(PNK) | BLUE(BLU) }

CLEAR removes any previous color. The abbreviation of a color in parentheses is equivalent to the main name.

NOTE
For all colors, the PAINT command paints only unchanged lines within the processed extent. For example,
suppose an extent of source lines was painted yellow and then its second line was changed using the UPDATE
command. If the entire extent is then painted blue later in the device user source, line two remains yellow
whereas all others appear in blue.

POSITION

POSITION explicitly changes the current line to the requested location:

) {POSITION | POS} [TO={NEXT | FIRST | LAST}]

In case of a conflict with the requested value, the current line location remains unchanged; for example, specifying
LINE=NEXT for the last line.

QUIT

QUIT unconditionally stops processing of the device user source. No parameters other than comments are available

) {QUIT | QIT}

REPLACE

REPLACE substitutes one or more lines in the generated source with source statements in the device user source
function. The deleted lines are not physically removed but are commented out and painted in red. They are excluded from
the normal processing and are invisible to any subsequent FIND commands.

The inserted lines are the ones located between the REPLACE and the next command.

) {REPLACE | RPL} LINES={1 | <1 - 999>}

The actual number of lines after the current line may be less than the specified <number>. The added lines are always
inserted AFTER the current line.
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SCAN

SCAN searches the current line for the string specified by the FOR parameter.

) {SCAN | SCN} [FOR = <text>]
[OCCURRENCE = {FIRST |
LAST | <nn>}]

where: <text>
<nn>

Can be up to 60 characters long
and is case sensitive.
Is the occurrence (up to 70) of
the FOR text being scanned for.

SKIP

SKIP skips a specified group of subsequent commands in the device user source depending on whether the search run
by the command identified by the LAST parameter failed or was successful. The skipped group begins with the command
following the SKIP command and ends with the command identified by the COMMANDS or THROUGH parameters.

) {SKIP | SKP} [COMMANDS = {ALL | <nn>}]
[THROUGH = <tag name>]
[LAST = {FIND | SCAN }]
[IF = {FAILED | SUCCESSFUL}]

where: nn
<tag name>

Is the number of commands to
skip
Is a label within the device user
source defined by the MARK
command to delimit the group of
commands to be skipped.

Notes

Which commands to skip is determined by the COMMANDS and THROUGH parameters. These parameters are mutually
exclusive:

The COMMANDS parameter skips either a specified number of merger commands (<nn>) or all remaining commands
(ALL) in the device user source.

• The THROUGH parameter specifies the label that delimits the end of the group of commands to be skipped. The label
is defined by the MARK merger command, which must appear after the SKIP command. If the label is not unique, the
first occurrence is used.

When to skip a group of commands is determined by the LAST and IF parameters.

• The LAST parameter specifies whether the SKIP command action depends on the result of the previous FIND (line
search within entire generated extent) or SCAN (column search within the current line) command. FIND is the default.

• The IF command specifies whether the SKIP command action depends on the success or failure of the command
identified by the LAST parameter.

Possible results are:

Value FIND SCAN
FAILED SKIP the specified commands if the TEXT

value was not found in the current extent in
the generated source.

SKIP the specified commands if the FOR
value was not found on the current line.
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SUCCESSFUL SKIP the specified commands if the TEXT
value was found in the current extent in the
generated source.

SKIP the specified commands if the FOR
value was found on the current line.

• Full-line comments are not counted while skipping.
• Inserted data lines are considered as part of the preceding merger command and are not independently counted.

UPDATE

UPDATE replaces a portion of text in the current line. It first locates the text to be updated within the current line using the
SUBSTRING and COLUMN parameters. It then replaces this text with the text specified by the BY parameter. If the length
of the text to be updated differs from the length of the replacement text (the default length), use the LENGTH parameter to
specify the number of characters to be replaced.

) {UPDATE | UPD} [SUBSTRING = <updated text>]
[COLUMN = {1 | * | <nn> }]
BY = <updating text>
[LENGTH = [assign the value for
mm in your book]]

where: nn
*
mm

Is the column number where
text to be updated starts. The
default is 1.
The column located by the
previous SCAN.
Is length of text to be replaced;
defaults to length of text
specified by the BY parameter.

Notes

If SUBSTRING is omitted, the COLUMN parameter indicates the beginning of the text to update.

If SUBSTRING is specified, scanning starts from the position defined by the explicit or default value of the COLUMN
parameter.

If SUBSTRING is specified and the scan for it failed, the current line is not updated.

To replace multiple occurrences of the specified text in the current line, first use SCAN to locate the beginning of the
specified occurrence of the replaced text. Then use UPDATE with COLUMN=*, which sets the column position to the
position referred to by the last SCAN.

Device User Source Example

This example shows how to:

• Attach device user source to a field, which is then inherited by all device entries derived from this field.
• View and work with attached device user source from a device design
• View attached user source in the generated source of a device function; for example, a Print File (PRTFIL) function.

Create a field; for example, DDS BARCODE (CODEABAR).
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The following steps show how to attach a device user source function to this new field. Type Z against the field.

Press Enter to display the Edit Field Details panel.
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Press F11 to display the Field-Level Device Functions panel.

Press F9 to define and attach the device user source function.
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Specify the file to which the new function is attached, in this case File B, and create a new EXCUSRSRC function. Type Z
against the new function.

Press Enter.

Type DDS instead of the current HLL name and press Enter. Note that the Type option changes from ‘Execute user
source’ to ‘Edit device user source.’ Type E against the function to invoke SEU for the source member.
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Type the DDS source statements that you want applied to device entries derived from the DDS BARCODE (CODEABAR)
field.
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Exit and save the function. On the Edit Functions panel, select the device user source function.
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Press Enter.

From this panel you can
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• Use the E option to edit the device user source
• Use the D option to detach a device user function
• Press F3 to exit to the Field-Level Device Functions panel. The device user source function, Insert BARCODE

keyword, is now implicitly attached to derived entries for the DDS BARCODE (CODEABAR) field on all device designs
and is applied the next time the device designs are regenerated.

• Press F3 to exit the Edit Field Details panel.
Enter the device design of an existing PRTFIL function.

As an example, you can add DDS BARCODE (CODEABAR) as a function field to the device design (press F19).
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Position the cursor on the DDS BARCODE (CODEABAR) entry and press Enter to display the Edit Report Entry Details
panel.

Press F11 to view the device user source attachments for the entry.
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1. Press F3 to exit.
View the generated result.
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Copying Functions That Contain Attached Device User Source

Device-level device user source is always copied even if the target file (ACP) is not the same as the source file.

Screen, report, and format level device user source is copied unless the corresponding entity in the target function is
excluded due to a change of function type.

Entry-level device user source is copied unless the corresponding entry in the target function is excluded due to an access
path change.

Reference Field

A reference field inherits all device user source attached to the original field when it is created. Subsequent changes to
device user source attached to the original field are not reflected in the reference field.

Documenting Functions

The listing produced by the Document Model Functions (YDOCMDLFUN) command indicates whether functions contain
device user source. Specifying either *BASIC or *FULL for the PRTDEVDTL parameter provides a separate summary of
attached device user source functions.
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Guidelines for Using Device User Source

The following guidelines will help you decide which attachment level to specify when attaching device user source.

Attachment Levels Are Not Hierarchical

Before attaching Device User Source, it is important for you to understand what each of the four device user source
attachment levels cover.

• Device (device-level attachment)
• Screen/Report (screen- or report-level attachment)
• Format (format-level attachment)
• Entry (entry-level attachment)

The attachment levels do not form a hierarchy. For example:

• Attaching a section of device user source at format-level does not enable it over a field within that format.
• Attaching device user source at device-level only has relevance at device-level, not at any lower level.

NOTE
This discussion does not apply to the field attachment level, which provides a generic way to apply user source
to all derived entries for a field.

Understanding Extents

When using device user source, it is helpful to think of the CA 2E generated source as a collection of independent source
text extents rather than as a single source member. When device user source is merged with the CA 2E source, it is
merged with an extent, not with the source member as a whole. You select the appropriate extent when you specify the
attachment level.

The following points are important to keep in mind regarding extent:

• Each extent contains a different section of code that corresponds to one of the attachment levels.
• Each extent is entirely separate from every other one.
• One attachment level can be resolved into several non-contiguous extents. For example, a multi-line column header

can result in up to four extents.

NOTE
The following examples for DDS are true for SDF as well.

After all device user source is merged, the result is a DDS source file suitable for input to the DDS compiler.

Example:

A typical PMTRCD display file might consist of the following extents, in top-down order:

Extent Description
Device extent
Format extent (key screen record format)
Entry extent (key screen 1st field entry)
Entry extent (key screen 2nd field entry)
Format extent (detail screen record format)
Entry extent (detail screen 1st field entry)
Entry extent (detail screen 2nd field entry)
Entry extent (detail screen 3rd field entry)
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Entry extent (detail screen 4th field entry)
Entry extent (detail screen 5th field entry)
Screen extent (detail screen 5th field entry)

A common error is to attach device user source for a DDS field (entry-level extent) to the DDS record (format-level extent)
that contains the selected field. If the device user source contains a FIND merger command to locate the selected field,
the field is not found since the scope of a FIND is restricted to the specified extent and the format extent contains only
record data definition lines.

By definition, FIND sequentially checks all available lines after the current one and stops at the last one making it the new
current line. The search has actually failed, but if SKIP is not used, the following INSERT command places the patch after
the current line, for example, at the end of DDS format definition and not in the DDS field definition as intended.

Visualizing Extents

If it is not clear which attachment levels to use for a particular change, you can make a self-educating demonstration for
each external function type. To do so, produce:

• A set of device user source functions, one for each attachment level. Each function contains only a PAINT command
and comments defining the boundaries of the extent.

• A set of simple samples of each external function type, containing no more than one or two fields per format.

You then attach the device user source functions to your sample external functions to cause the device source comprising
each extent to display in a separate color. The color indicates the attachment level to which the extent belongs.

In the future when you are attempting to attach device user source to one of your complex functions you can use these
sample, painted functions as a reference to help you locate the correct attachment point for your patch within the device
design of the function.

The following steps are basic recommendations for painting generated device source.

1. Define DDS and SDF files of STR type. For better maintainability, keep all painting functions (see examples below)
built over the two files accordingly.

2. Create ‘painting’ device user source functions, one per attachment level (Device, Screen/Report, Format, and Entry)
and per device language (DDS, SDF).

3. Name the ‘painting’ functions to reflect the attachment level that is to be painted.
4. Type in similar user source that inserts the boundary comments (<<<...>>>) and paints the entire extent in a selected

color. Use unique colors for each device user source function within the scope of device language.
5. Attach ‘painting’ device user source functions to all available attachment points of the selected external function. In

order to cover Header/Footer entities, create a special version of the Header/Footer function in advance, and paint it
as you would paint any external function.

6. Generate the selected external functions and enjoy seeing the fully painted device source produced by CA 2E. This
should assist you in understanding what extents are and how to use the power of the device user source feature.

Examples of ‘Painting’ Functions

Device User source function ‘Paint FIELD source’ built over DDS file:

     * <<<<<<<<< The beginning of FIELD extent >>>>>>>>>>
 

 ) POSITION TO=LAST
 

     * <<<<<<<<< The end of FIELD extent >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
 

 ) PAINT COLOR=BLUE
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Device User source function ‘Paint FORMAT source’ built over SDF file:

 # <<<<<<<<< The beginning of FORMAT extent >>>>>>>>>>
 

 ) POSITION TO=LAST
 

 # <<<<<<<<< The end of FORMAT extent >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
 

 ) PAINT COLOR=RED
 

Contents of Extents

Device Extent

The Device extent covers the T*, Z*, and H* lines that are automatically generated for CA 2E source, plus any file-level
lines that are automatically generated, such as the definition of the print key, help key, and so on. In other words, it covers
every source line from the top of the source member to the first record format definition line. For example,

 T* Test EDTRCD2 for DDS SRC Edit record(2screens)
 Z* CRTDSPF
 Z* RSTDSP(*YES)
 H* MEMBER-ID: UUAXE2R#
 *
 H* Generated by :SYNON/2 Version: 1037
 H* Function type:Edit record(2 screens)
 *
 H* Company      :RMHR6MDL
 H* System      :RMHR6MDL
 H* User name    :RMH
 H* Date       :01/23/98 Time :15:42:00
 H* Copyright    :RMHR6MDL
 *================================================================
 M* Maintenance  :
 *================================================================
 A                    INDARA
 A                    PRINT(YPRTKEY$)
 A                    ALTHELP(CA01)
 A                    ALTPAGEXCUSRPGM(CF07)
 A                    ALTPAGEDWN(CF08)
 A                    CHGINPDFT
 A                    HELP
 A                    HLPTITLE(‘Test EDTRCD2 for DDS SRC-
 A                    - Help’)
 A                    HLPPNLGRP(‘UUAXE2RH’ UUAXE2RH)
 A*Window borders definition
 A                    WDWBORDER((*COLOR BLU)
 A                    )
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NOTE
Device user source containing format-level data, like non-standard command key usage, such as CA01(03
‘Exit’), should normally be attached to a record format. However, if the device user source applies to all formats
within the file it can be attached at device-level.

Format Extent

The Format extent covers only those sections of the DDS source file that refer to format-level code, such as Command
key definition, SETOFs, Help specifications, and cursor location specifications. It does not cover any of the fields that exist
within that format. For example,

 A     R #RCDKEY            TEXT(‘KEY SCREEN’)
 A                          SETOF(98 ‘Force input format’)
 A                                 BLINK OVERLAY
 A                                 INDTXT(86 ‘Enable PUTOVR’)
 A 86                       PUTOVR
 A 04
 AO 25                      CSRLOC(ZZCSRW XXCSCL)
 A                                INDTXT989 ‘’ADD’ mode’)
 A* Command keys
 A                                VLDCMDKEY(29 ‘Valid command key’)
 A                                CA03(03 ‘Exit.’)
 A                                CF09(09 ‘Change mode.’)
 A                                CF05(05 ‘Reset.’)
 A                                CF04(04 ‘Prompt.’)
 A* SETOFFS.................................
 A                                SETOF(99 ‘Global error flag’)
 A                                SETOF(31 ‘Invalid: #1ADCD’)
 * ..................................
 * Help specifications
 A      H                   HLPARA(*NONE)
 A                                HLPPNLGRP(‘INTRO’ UUAXE2RH)
 A      H                   HLPARA(*NONE)
 A                                HLPPNLGRP(‘KEY’ UUAXE2RH)
 A      H                   HLPARA(*NONE)
 A                                HLPPNLGRP(‘FUNCK" UUAXE2RH)
 A      H                   HLPARA(*NONE)
 A                                HLPPNLGRP(‘DATAK’ UUAXE2RH)
 A                                HLPEXCLD
 * .................................
 * Reposition cursor to where?
 A       ZZCSRW     3 OH     TEXT(‘Cursor row’)
 A       ZZCSCL     3 OH     TEXT(‘Cursor Column’)
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Entry Extent

The Entry extent covers only those sections of the DDS source file that describe the characteristics of specific device
entries (fields) within a format. For example,

 A       #1ADCD     3 B 415 TEXT(‘Key code’)
 A                                  CHECK(FE)
 A N25                      OVRDTA
 A 31                       DSPATR(R1)
 A N31                      DSPATR(UL)
 A 31
 AON31N98N99                DSPATR(PC)
 A N25                      OVRATR
 

Screen Extent

The Screen extent covers the message subfile and confirm prompts that appear at the base of each screen. For example,

 .*=========================================================================
 .     R #CONFIRM          TEXT(‘Prompt confirm’)
 .                                 VLDCMDKEY(29)
 .                                 OVERLAY PROTECT PUTOVR CLRL(*NO)
 .               24 64     ‘CONFIRM.’
 .      ##CFCD    1  H     TEXT(‘*CONFIRM’)
 .      V#CFCD    1  B 24 73       TEXT(‘*CONFIRM : External Image’)
 .                                 CHECK(ER)
 .                                 DSPATR(HI UL)
 . 96                      ERRMSGID(Y2U0014 Y2USRMSG)
 .               24 75     ‘(Y/N)’
 .*=========================================================================
 .     R #MSGRCD           TEXT(‘Program messages’)
 .                                 SFLCTL(#MSGRCD)
 .       MSGKEY            SFLMSGKEY
 .       ##PGM             SFLPGMQ
 .*=========================================================================
 .     R #MSGCTL           TEXT(‘Program messages’)
 .                                 SFLCTL(#MSGRCD)
 .                                 SFLPAG(01) SFLSIZ(03)
 . 86                      OVERLAY PUTOVR
 .                               SFLINZ SFLDSP SFLDSPCTL
 . 25
 .ON25                     SFLEND
 .      ##PGM              SFLPGMQ
 .*=========================================================================
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Device Source Extent Stamp (DSES)

The number and content of generated extents for a particular device entity varies from one function type to another. Prior
to Release 6.1, separate device user source functions were required to produce a similar change to functions of different
types.

To resolve this problem and expand the power of device user source, the generators insert an identifying comment before
each extent that is part of a device entity that has device user source attached. The comment contains the following
information: attachment level, header/footer type, program name, and function, entity, screen, format, and entity types.
This comment is called the Device Source Extent Stamp (DSES) and consists of the following components.

NOTE
Not all extents have all components.

Component Description Valid Values
A@L:n Attachment level; read as Attached at

Level:
E (entry), F (format), S (screen), R (report),
and D (device)

HDR:nnnnn Header/Footer type POPUP, F/SCR, PRINT
FUN:nnnnnnnnnn Program name For example, UUABEFR
TYPE:nnnnnnn Function type EDTRCD, DSPTRN, PRTFIL, etc.
SCR#:n
RPT# :n

Screen/Report number 1, 2, 3,4

FMT:nnn Format type RCD, CTL, HDR, FTR, etc.
ENT:n Entity type F (field description)

1, 2, 3, L, R (column headers)
Special field values: P (program name), !
(screen title, $ (selection text), # (command
key text)

By specifying values contained in the DSES on a SCAN command, you can conditionally test whether or not the
processed extent should be modified. For example, to attach user source to a field description rather than to a field
column header, scan for ‘ENT:F’ rather than ‘ENT:1’ or ‘ENT:L’.

NOTE
DSES is always the first line in any extent. To ensure that the current line is positioned at the DSES, include a
POSITION TO=FIRST command in the user source.

The DSES is not protected from change, so be careful not to modify it accidentally.

Examples of Device Source Extent Stamp

This shows DSES for several contiguous extents along with comment boundaries of each extent (<<<...>>>) that were
embedded by the attached ‘painting’ functions.
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This shows the device source header including pre-processor directives *Y, *Z, and so on. The stamp does not have
screen-, format- and entry- components.

This shows the Detail Screen 3 (SCR#:4) containing the Confirm prompt window description.

This shows the Prompt Key Details format (FMT:KEY) on the Prompt Key screen (SCR#:1).
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This shows the Date atr (DT8) field of the Detail Format 2 format (FMT:2ND) on the Detail Screen 2 screen (SCR#:3)
presented by two extents describing Left Hand Side Text (ENT:L) and the field itself (ENT:F), respectively.

This shows the same field belonging now to the Detail line format (FMT:RCD) on the only report (RPT#:1) of the function
(TYPE:PRTFIL) with selected Standard Report Header/Footer (HDR:PRINT).

Modifying Action Diagrams
This article describes the components that make up an action diagram, how to use the action diagram editor, and how to
edit a function’s action diagram.
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• Understanding Action Diagrams
• Naming a Function as an Action
• User Points
• Understanding Constructs
• Understanding Built-In Functions
• Understanding Contexts
• Understanding Conditions
• Understanding Shared Subroutines
• Understanding the Action Diagram Editor
• Using NOTEPAD
• *, ** (Activate/Deactivate)
• Protecting Action Diagram Blocks
• Using Bookmarks
• Submitting Jobs Within an Action Diagram
• Viewing a Summary of a Selected Block
• Using Action Diagram Services
• Additional Action Diagram Editor Facilities
• Exiting Options
• Understanding Action Diagram User Points
• Understanding Function Structure Charts

Understanding Action Diagrams
Action diagrams record the basic constructs that make up a procedure. The action diagram is used to specify the
procedural steps that make up a CA 2E function. These procedural steps encompass a list of actions; each action can
either be a call to another function or a number of low-level built-in functions.

Contents

Depending on where you are in CA 2E, use one of the following sets of instructions to get to the action diagram of a
function. These instructions are only provided here, in the beginning of this article. Other instructions in this article assume
that you are already at the Edit Action Diagram panel.

When a parameter is being passed as an array there is a single subfile line that indicates an array being passed.

NOTE

If the called function’s parameter interface is modified to toggle the parameter Passed as Array field from Y to
blank, the behavior of the EDIT ACTION - FUNCTION DETAILS changes accordingly to match.

The Edit Database Relations Panel

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the function. At the Edit Database Relations panel, type F next to any relation for the file.
The Edit Functions panel appears.

2. Go to the action diagram. Type FF next to the selected function.
The Edit Action Diagram panel appears.

The Open Functions Panel

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the action diagram.
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2. Type F next to the selected function at the Open Functions panel, and then press Enter.
The Edit Action Diagram panel appears.

The Edit Function Details Panel

Follow these steps:

• If you are at the Edit Function Details panel, press F5 to display the Edit Action Diagram panel.

The Display All Functions Panel

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Display Services.
2. From within CA 2E, press F17.

The Display Services Menu appears.
3. Go to the list of all functions, select the Display all functions option, and then press Enter.

The Display All Functions panel appears.
4. Go to the action diagram.
5. Type F next to the selected function and then press Enter.

The Edit Action Diagram panel appears.

Specifying an Action in an Action Diagram

Follow these steps:

1. Specify where in the action diagram you want the action to execute.
2. Specify the function details for the new action.

Adding an Action

Follow these steps:

• Specify IA against the line in the action diagram where you want to add the action:
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Specifying a Function as an Action

Follow these steps:

• Enter F against the line just added:
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Alternatively, you can add or specify a function as an action in one operation by entering IAF in the subfile selection
column.

Naming a Function as an Action
This provides a subsidiary display on which you can specify the name of the function that constitutes the action. The
display is preloaded with a ? in the Function file and Function fields to facilitate inquiries for these fields.

Contents

For the File, you may enter one of the following special values. If the Function is specified as ?, you will be prompted to
specify a function name based on the File.

• *
Use the specified function based on the current file.

• ?*
Prompts for all system files.

• Blank
Uses the specified built-in function.

• *A
Uses the specified function based on the *Arrays file.

• *F
Uses the specified function field.

• *M
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Uses the specified function based on the *Messages file.
• *I

Uses the function whose source member name is specified in the Function field.

• *T
Uses the specified function based on the *Template file.
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Specifying Parameters for an Action Function

If there are any parameters for the called function, you can specify which fields from which contexts within the calling
function are to be passed as parameters. To do so, press F9.
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If the function has more than eight parameters, a parameter selection field appears in the header. Press F15 to display
undefined parameters. Press F15 again to display only those parameters that are defined with a context other than NLL.
Press F15 again to display all parameters.

NOTE
Changes do not occur when pressing F15. The ENTER key must be pressed to confirm any changes to an
action.

When Action Function parameters are undefined, the default model context appears in the upper right corner where you
can change it. For example, if the model default is the WRK context you can change the value to LCL or NLL context and
press F10=Default parms.
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Calling a Function with a Parameter Passed as Array

When there is only one item passed as array, as in the above example, Ctx defaults to PAR.

For more information about parameter usage, see Parameter Usage matrix in Defining Function Parameters.

User Points
The majority of the CA 2E standard functions have default action diagrams. The exceptions are Execute User Source
(EXCUSRSRC) and Execute User Program (EXCUSRPGM). Portions of the action diagram are essential to the program’s
function, and as such, are not alterable. However, you can insert logic into the action diagram to add processing that is
specific to that function.

The areas that you can modify in the action diagram are called user points. The user points vary for each standard
function and are accessed according to the function. User points are identified in the action diagram of a function by
arrows, made up of a chevron and two dashes, in the right margin of the Edit Action Diagram panel.

To list and access the user points in an action diagram, press F5 to display the available user points for the function.

The Action Diagram User Point window appears.
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If the user points contain user-defined action diagram statements, they are identified by three chevrons in the right margin
of the window.

For more information about individual user points for each function type, see Understanding Action Diagrams User Points.

Understanding Constructs
Constructs are the basic building blocks of an action diagram. By combining different types of constructs, you define the
procedural logic of an action diagram.

The action diagram allows those basic constructs, action and condition, to be combined into other types of constructs. The
combination constructs are as follows:

Contents

CA 2E executes all actions in a bracket construct in order, from top to bottom.

The following is an example of the presentation convention for action diagrams.

  > Process subfile                          <==TITLE

  .--                                        <==SEQUENCE

  : Read next changed SFL record

  : .=REPEAT WHILE                           <==ITERATION

  : |-Changed record found on SFl            <==CONDITION
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    |

  : | .-CASE

    |

  : | |-RCD. *SFLSEL *Zoom                   <==CONDITION

  : | |>USER DEFINED SELECTION                            <<<

  : | |.--                                                <<<

  : | |:.Display user details                <==ACTION    <<<

  : | |:PAR: Date |: ‘Date of Birth’

  : | |’--                                                <<<

  : | |-*OTHERWISE                           <==CONDITION

  : | |>USER DEFINED LINE VALIDATION                      <<<

  : | |.--                                                <<<

  : | |:.-CASE                                            <<<

  : | |:|-RCD.Date of birth * GT JOB.Job date             <<<

  : | |:|.Send error message ‘Invalid DOB’   <==ACTION

  : | |:|PAR: Date|:’Date of Birth’

  : | |:’-ENDCASE                                         <<<

  : | |’--

  : | ‘-ENDCASE

  : |   Update SFL record

  :     Read next changed SFL record

  : ‘-ENDWHILE

  ‘--
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Sequential

Sequential statements are the simplest of the constructs. They specify a list of actions or other constructs that are
executed in the order in which they are written. The logic that you insert in a sequential statement is normally executed as
a subroutine within the HLL program.

Sequential statements are denoted by brackets that enclose dotted lines.

  . -- 

  : ...

  : ...

  : ...

  ‘--

Conditional

Conditional constructs allow actions to be conditionally executed within the action diagram logic. Conditional constructs
generally conform to nested IF THEN ELSE logic statements or SELECT sets. Conditional constructs are called CASE
blocks because they are denoted by CASE and ENDCASE statements. Conditions that are more complex can be
constructed using compound conditions. You use CASE blocks to execute actions based on the condition being tested.
Actions within a condition construct are generated as inline code.

Condition constructs are denoted by brackets that enclose broken vertical bars.

  .-CASE

  |-Order status is Held

  | ...

  | ...

  | ...

  ‘-ENDCASE

Iterative

Iterative constructs represent repetitive logic that executes when a specific condition is true. The iterative statement is
denoted by REPEAT WHILE and ENDWHILE statements. CA 2E implements the iterative construct as an HLL subroutine.
You must define a controlling condition within the iterative loop to determine whether the logic is to be repeated.

NOTE
The actions within the iterative construct are executed only while the initial condition is true. This may require a
preceding action to set the initial condition.

Iterative constructs are denoted by brackets that enclose solid vertical lines.
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  .=REPEAT WHILE

  -Order status is Held

  ...

  ...

  ...

  ‘-ENDWHILE

Capabilities of Constructs

You can nest constructs. For example, you can insert a conditional CASE construct within a REPEAT WHILE construct;
in this manner you test for a conditional value while the controlling condition is executed. You can nest sequential actions
within any other construct.

  .=REPEAT WHILE

  | |-END OF CURRENT CUSTOMERS NOT REACHED

  | |...Read customers

  | |...

  | |.-CASE

  | |-Order value is *LT 100

  | | ...

  | | ...

  | ‘-ENDCASE

  | ...

  ‘-ENDWHILE

You can exit a construct at any point within the processing logic by means of either one of two built-in functions: *QUIT or
*EXIT PROGRAM.

• The *EXIT PROGRAM built-in function allows you to leave the current HLL program or CA 2E external function.
• The *QUIT built-in function allows you to leave the current subroutine logic of the sequential construct block or CA 2E

internal function.
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There are consequences for using *QUIT and *EXIT PROGRAM within constructs. Other constructs are implemented as
inline code within the current subroutine. The *QUIT built-in function allows you to leave the current subroutine logic of the
construct block. The *EXIT PROGRAM built-in function allows you to leave the current HLL program.

  . -- SEQUENCE

  :  .Order status is Held

  :  ...Review order

  :  .-CASE

  :  |...Order value is RELEASE

  :  |  <--*QUIT

  :  ‘-ENDCASE

  :  ...

  ‘--

For more information on user points, see Understanding Action Diagram User Points.

Understanding Built-In Functions
CA 2E built-in functions specify low-level operations that you can use within the user points in action diagrams to
implement a specific field manipulation or to control an action within the action diagram.

Contents

Follow these steps to insert a built-in function at an action diagram user point:

1. Enter IAF next to the location in the action diagram where you want to insert the function. The Edit Action - Function
Name window appears.
– Leave the Function File option blank to default to the *Built in functions file.
– Enter ? for the Function option and press Enter to display a list of the built-in functions. Alternatively, you can enter

the name of the built-in function.
2. Select the built-in function you want. The Edit Action - Function Name window appears. Press Enter to display the Edit

Action - Function Details window and enter parameters for the built-in function you selected.
3. Press Enter to continue editing the Action Diagram.

Each of the built-in functions are listed alphabetically and described on the following pages.

Add

The *ADD built-in function specifies an arithmetic addition on two operands.

There are three parameters for this function type:

• Two input parameters, which are the two operands.
• One output parameter, which is the *Result field containing the result of the addition
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All three parameters must be a numeric field type such as PRICE or QUANTITY.

CA 2E implements the *ADD built-in function as an ADD statement for all generators.

Example

This is an example of the *ADD built-in function

  > USER: Process detail record

   .--

   :  WRK.Cost = RCD.Cost + RCD.Tax       <<<

   ‘--

Commit

The *COMMIT built-in function enables you to add your own commit points to a program that is executing under i OS
commitment control. Commitment control is a method of grouping database file operations that allow the processing of a
database change to be either fully processed (COMMIT) or fully removed (ROLLBACK).

There are no parameters for this built-in function.

CA 2E implements the *COMMIT built-in function as an RPG COMMIT statement, and as a COBOL COMMIT statement.

Example

The following is an example of the *COMMIT built-in function.

  >  USER: Create DBF record

 

  .--

  :  .Call EDTRCD function                             <<<

  :  .-CASE:                                           <<<

  :  | -PGM.*Return code is Not blank                  <<<

  :  |  Rollback                                       <<<

  :  |  <--QUIT                                        <<<

  :  ‘-ENDCASE                                         <<<

  :  Call EDTTRN function                              <<<

  :  .-CASE:                                           <<<
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  :  | -PGM.*Return code is Not blank                  <<<

  :  |  Rollback                                       <<<

  :  |  <--QUIT                                        <<<

  :  | -*OTHERWISE                                     <<<

  :  |  Commit                                         <<<

  :  ‘-ENDCASE                                         <<<

  ‘--                                                  <<<

For more information about commitment control, see Commitment Control in Identifying Standard Function Options.

Compute

The *COMPUTE built-in function enables you to define a complex arithmetic expression using the following mathematical
operators on a single compute expression line.

Operator Operation Definition
+
-
*
/
\

*ADD
*SUB
*MULT
*DIV
*MODULO

addition
subtraction
multiplication
division
modulo

For more information on these operations, see, Understanding Built-In Functions *ADD, *SUB, *MULT, *DIV, and
*MODULO subtopics earlier in this article.

There is one output parameter, the *Result field of the object type FLD, associated with this function type. It contains the
result of the computation expression.

NOTE
You can define several additional parameters as needed by the details of the compute statement.

By default, intermediate results for each operation are contained in *Synon (17,7) Work fields. You can override the work
fields with any valid field in the action diagram to contain intermediate results.

NOTE
The precision of the intermediate result fields affects the overall precision of the *COMPUTE expression.
For example, the default fields are defined with a length of 7 decimal digits. Any rounding you specified for a
multiplication or division operation occurs only in the following cases:

• The intermediate result has more than 7 decimal digits
• The operation is last in the *COMPUTE expression and the length of the final result field has fewer decimal digits than

the calculation requires

To force rounding, ensure that intermediate and final result fields have the appropriate number of decimal digits.
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Defining a Compute Expression

Enter the built-in function *COMPUTE or press F7 on the Edit Action Function Details panel to convert an existing
arithmetic built-in function to a compute expression. This action causes the Edit Action-Compute Expression panel to
display.

On the Edit Action - Compute Expression panel the *Compute expression appears as an input-capable character field.
Specify the arithmetic expression using the correct mathematical formula.

CA 2E writes the correct field contexts and expressions under the compute line. You must then use the F or FF line
commands to edit the function name or the function details associated with each pair of terms and operations in the
expression.

For more information on the line commands, see Understanding the Action Diagram Editor.
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NOTE
Encapsulating the compute expression in a derived field allows the expression to be easily re-used in several
functions.

Concatenation

The *CONCAT built-in function provides the means of joining or concatenating two discrete strings of data into a single
string.

For more information on concatenating numeric data without conversion to character data, see the Convert Variable
section later in this article.

There are four parameters for this function type.

• Three input parameters: a character field, *String 1 of usage VRY which is the first string to be joined; a character
string, *String 2 also of usage VRY which is the second string to be joined to *String 1; and a numeric field, *Number of
blank, that determines the number of blanks between the two strings.
The following three conditions are supplied with the *Number of blanks
parameter.

Condition Result
*None No blanks between the two strings
*One Single blank between the two strings
*All Retain all trailing blanks of the first string

• One output parameter, which is the *Resulting string or the string that comprises the two joined strings
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CA 2E implements the *CONCAT built-in function as an RPG CAT statement. In COBOL CA 2E implements the *CONCAT
function as a STRING statement.

The following example shows a concatenation function that concatenates the fields Name and Last Name and does not
put any blanks between the two strings:

The following example shows how the concatenation appears in the Action Diagram:
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Convert Variable

The *CVTVAR built-in function specifies that the value of one CA 2E field is to be moved to another field of a different
type; that is, the two fields do not have to be of the same domain. CA 2E converts the field values according to the
assignment rules of the HLL language in which you create the function.

An example of the use of this function might be to move a numeric code, stored in a CDE field, into a NBR field.

NOTE

To convert among date (DTE, DT#, TS#), time (TME, TM#), and number (NBR) data types, use the *MOVE built-
in function instead.

You can also use the *CVTVAR built-in function with the ELM context to move data between a field and a data
structure. In CA 2E a data structure is equivalent to a single element array. This provides a method for decomposition or
(re)composition of field data in a single operation.

For example, you can use this technique to compose a complex data string into a single parameter required by a system
API (Application Interface Program) or a third party application. Conversely, you can use this technique to decompose and
recompose a telephone number or postal code.

For more information on the ELM context field, see Understanding Contexts.

There are two parameters associated with the *CVTVAR function type:

• One input parameter (*FACTOR2) -- The field of any attribute or domain that is to be moved.

NOTE

Fields with a context of CND or CON are not appropriate for the *CVTVAR input parameter.
• One output parameter -- The *Result field, also of any attribute or domain, into which the field is to be moved.
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By default, CA 2E implements the *CVTVAR built-in function as an RPG MOVEL statement when moving from a numeric
field into an alphanumeric field. CA 2E uses an RPG MOVE statement when moving from an alphanumeric field into a
numeric field. CA 2E implements the *CVTVAR function as a COBOL MOVE statement.

If the *Result field is longer than the moved field the result field is blanked out or converted to zeroes prior to the move.
Any excess characters are converted to blanks or zeros.

NOTE

If you move an alphanumeric field to a numeric field, COBOL does not convert spaces to zeroes. This can cause
decimal data errors.

Example 1

This example shows how to move a number into a code field.

Example 2

This example shows how to decompose a field (Customer postal code) into a structure defined by an array.
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Date Details

The *DATE DETAILS built-in function returns information about a given date; for example, day of week, length of month, or
whether it is in a leap year. You specify the kind of information you need using the *Date detail type parameter.

NOTE

You should check the return code set by this function in order to catch any errors encountered.

There are seven parameters for this function type:

• Six input parameters:
– *Date is the date for which information is to be returned. A field of type NBR is interpreted as the number of days

since January 1, 1801 (day one).
– *Date detail type specifies the kind of information returned for the *Date field. See the table at the end of this topic.
– *Excluded days of week specifies days that are normally excluded from the operation; for example, weekends.
– *Date List name specifies the name of an existing date list. Date lists let you override selection rules set by the

*Excluded days of week parameter for particular dates; for example, holidays. The specified date list needs to be in
the *Date Lists array when the built-in function executes.

– *Date List autoload specifies whether the function automatically loads the date list into the *Date Lists array when it
executes.

– *Select days/dates lets you reverse the selection determined by the *Excluded days of week and *Date List name
parameters. The default is to provide date details for included days only.

• One output parameter, *Date detail. This field contains the requested information for the input date. Its meaning is
determined by the *Date Detail Type.

For more information on the selection input parameters, see the Selection Parameters for Date Built-In Functions subtopic
later in this article.
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The possible values for the *Date detail type and the effect of each on the meaning of the output field are summarized in
the following table:

*Date Detail Type Values Effect on the *Date Detail Parameter
*ABSOLUTE DAY The result is the number of days that have elapsed since January

1, 1801 (the day one) for the given date.
*DAY OF YEAR The result is an integer from 1 to 366, specifying the number of

selected days that have elapsed since the beginning of the given
year.

*DAY OF MONTH The result is an integer from 1 to 31, specifying the number of
selected days that have elapsed since the beginning of the given
month.

*DAY OF WEEK The result is an integer from 1 to 7, specifying the number of
selected days that have elapsed since the beginning of the given
week. The days of the week are numbered sequentially beginning
with 1=Monday.

*SELECTED? The result specifies whether the given date was selected. See the
*Select Days/ Dates parameter.
1=the date was selected.
0=the date was not selected.

*MONTH The result is an integer from 1 to 12, specifying the month of the
given date.

*MONTH LENGTH The result is an integer specifying the number of selected days in
the month for the given date.

*YEAR The result is the year of the given date, in the format YYYY.
*LEAP YEAR? The result specifies whether the given date is in a leap year.

1=the date is in a leap year.
0=the date is not in a leap year.

*YEAR LENGTH The result is the number of selected days in the year for the given
date.

NOTE
The result in *Date detail reflects only selected days unless you specify *ABSOLUTE DAY, *MONTH, *YEAR, or
*LEAP YEAR for *Detail type.

Example

Suppose you want to calculate the day of the week an order was placed. For example, if the order date was, August 4,
1994, the result is Thursday. Following are parameter specifications for the *DATE DETAILS built-in function that produce
this result. Scroll to view the *Selected days/dates parameter.
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To insert this *DATE DETAILS built-in function into the action diagram, press Enter.

Selection Parameters for Date Built-In Functions

This topic gives details about the selection parameters for the *DATE DETAILS, *DATE INCREMENT, and *DURATION
built-in functions. It also discusses the related *Date list autoload parameter. The selection parameters are
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• *Excluded days of week
• *Date List name
• *Select days/dates

NOTE

For the *DATE INCREMENT and *DURATION built-in functions, you can specify a value other than *NO or
NONE for the selection parameters only if the *Duration type parameter is *DAYS.

*Excluded Days Of Week

This parameter is a condition field or derived field of type STS. Use this parameter to specify days that are normally to be
excluded from an operation; for example, weekends or days not worked by part-time employees.

Each value you specify for this parameter consists of seven digits. Each digit can be 1 or 0 and corresponds to a day of
the week beginning with Monday. A 1 indicates that the day is to be included in the operation; a 0 indicates that the day is
to be excluded.

The possible values are shown in the following table.

*Excluded Days of Week Values Description and Examples
*NO Include all days of the week. The value is 1111111.
*SUNDAY Exclude Sundays. The value is 1111110.
*SATURDAY Exclude Saturdays. The value is 1111101.
*SATURDAY,
SUNDAY

Exclude Saturdays and Sundays. The value is 1111100.

User-defined You define which days of the week to include and exclude; for
example, if your department works Tuesday through Saturday,
define a condition with value 0111110.

You can modify the selection rule set by this parameter using the other two selection parameters.

• Use *Date List name to exclude or include particular dates.
• Specify *EXCLUDE for *Select days/dates to reverse the effect of the selection; in other words, to select excluded

days.
• *Date List Name

This parameter specifies the name of an existing date list.

Date lists let you override the selection rules set by the *Excluded days of week parameter for particular dates; for
example, holidays. A date list consists of a unique name, a list of dates, and a 1 or 0 for each date to indicate whether to
include or exclude the date. To use a date list, specify its name on the *Date List name parameter.

NOTE

You can specify dates for different years on the same date list.

The default for *Date List name is NONE; in other words, no date list is specified. This value is required in the following
cases.

• The *Duration type parameter is other than *DAYS on the *DATE INCREMENT and *DURATION built-in functions.
• The *Date detail type parameter is *ABSOLUTE DAY, *MONTH, *YEAR, or *LEAP YEAR on the *DATE DETAILS built-

in function.
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When a date built-in function uses a date list executes, it expects to find the specified *Date List name in the *Date Lists
array. This array and the function needed to create it are shipped with CA 2E. Each element of the array is comprised of
the following fields:

Field Name Type  
*Date List Name
*Date absolute day
*Date flag

VNM
NBR
STS

Key
Key
Atr

For more information on arrays, see Defining Arrays.

To load a date list into the *Date Lists array you can do one of the following:

• Write instructions in the action diagram to load the information into the array before executing the built-in function.
• Specify *YES for the *Date list autoload parameter. The *Date list autoload parameter determines whether the function

is to automatically load the specified date list into the *Date Lists array, if it does not find the name in the array. The
possible values are
– *YES: The specified *Date List name is automatically loaded from the *Date List Detail file into the *Date Lists array

when the built-in function executes. You can specify *YES only when *Date List name is other than NONE.
– *NO: You need to provide instructions in the action diagram to load the date list into the *Date Lists array before

executing the built-in function.

To create date lists for use with the *Date list autoload capability, you can use the Work with Date List function that is
shipped with CA 2E in the *Date List Header file. The information you enter is stored in the *Date List Header and *Date
List Detail files.

The *Date List Header and *Date List Detail physical and logical files are supplied in the generation library in addition to
being defined in the model. If you want to maintain these files, you need to regenerate and compile them.

NOTE

• You need to generate and compile the Work with Date List function into your generation library. You invoke it
using its implementation name.

• Before you can compile functions with *Date list autoload set to *YES, you need to generate and compile the
PHY, RTV, and UPD access paths for the *Date List Detail file.

Suppose Company ABC is closed for business on certain holidays. The following example shows a date list, created using
the Work with Date List function that excludes those holidays.
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You can create a similar date list to include days that are not considered normal business days. For example, suppose the
employees of Company ABC are required to work on a Saturday for the company inventory. The date list would contain an
entry like the following.

70994 1     Company Inventory Day

You can reverse the effect of the selection rule set by a date list by specifying *EXCLUDE for the *Select days/dates
parameter; in other words, you can select excluded days instead of included days.

*Select Days/Dates

This parameter lets you reverse the selection set by the *Excluded days of week and *Date List name parameters.
Normally, only included days are selected and considered by a date built-in function. This parameter lets you select
excluded days instead.

The possible values for this parameter are shown in the following table.

*Select Days/ Dates Values Effect on the Output of the Date Built-In Function
*INCLUDED Select only days that are either

Flagged as included on the *Date List.
2. Not excluded by *Excluded days of week and not flagged as
excluded on the *Date List.
This is the default.
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*EXCLUDED Select only days that are either
Flagged as excluded on the *Date List.
Excluded by *Excluded days of week and not flagged as included
on the *Date List.
This lets you reverse the default selection.

*NO The default is automatically changed to *NO when the built-in
function does not require selection; for example, when *Duration
type is not *DAYS or when *Date details is *ABSOLUTE DAY. If
the built-in function requires selection, you cannot specify *NO.

Date Increment

The *DATE INCREMENT built-in function lets you add a quantity to a given date. You specify the kind of quantity to add
using the *Duration type parameter. Note that you should check the return code set by this function in order to catch any
errors encountered. This function is the converse of the *DURATION function.

The *DATE INCREMENT built-in function performs the operation:

*Date1 = *Date2 + *Duration

There are eight parameters for this function type:

• Seven input parameters
– *Date2 specifies the beginning date. If it is of type NBR, it is interpreted as the number of days since January 1,

1801 (day one).
– *Duration specifies the quantity to be added to the beginning date. Its meaning is determined by the value of

*Duration type.
– *Duration type specifies the meaning of the quantity to be added to the beginning date. See the table at the end of

this topic.
– *Excluded days of week specify days that are normally not to be included in the sum.
– *Date List name specifies the name of an existing date list. Date lists let you override selection rules set by the

*Excluded days of week parameter for particular dates. The specified date list needs to be in the *Date Lists array
when the built-in function executes.

– *Date list autoload determines whether the function is to automatically load the specified date list into the *Date
Lists array when the function is executed.

– *Select days/dates lets you reverse the date selection determined by the *Date List name and *Excluded days of
week parameters. The default is to select included dates.

• One output parameter, *Date1, which specifies the result date. If it is of type NBR, it is interpreted as the number of
days since January 1, 1801 (day one).

For more information on the selection input parameters briefly described here, see the Selection Parameters for Date
Built-In Functions section, earlier in this article.

The possible values for *Duration type and the effect each has on the meaning of the *Duration parameter are shown in
the following table.

*Duration Type Values Effect on the *Duration Parameter
*DAYS Number of selected days to add to the specified date (*Date2).

This is the default.
*MONTHS Number of full months to add to the specified date (*Date2). Partial

months are ignored.
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*YEARS Number of full years to add to the specified date (*Date2). Partial
years are ignored.

*YYMM Number of years and full months in YYMM format to add to the
specified date (*Date2); partial months are ignored. For example,
1011 means 10 years and 11 months; 1100 means exactly 11
years.

*YYMMDD Number of years, months, and days in YYMMDD format to add
to the specified date (*Date2). For example, 100923 means 10
years, 9 months, and 23 days; 110000 means exactly 11 years.

Example

Suppose you want to calculate the next interest payment date for a loan where an interest payment is due every 20 days,
not including weekends. For example, if the last payment date was, August 4, 1994, the next interest payment is due,
September 1, 1994. Following are parameter specifications for the *DATE INCREMENT built-in function that produce this
result. Scroll to view the *Date list autoload and *Selected days/dates parameters.

To insert this *DATE INCREMENT built-in function into the action diagram, press Enter.
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For more information on *DATE INCREMENT, see Calculation Assumptions and Examples for Date Built-In Functions at
the end of this section.

Divide

The *DIV built-in function specifies an arithmetic division of one field by another. You can specify the shipped field
*Rounded to determine whether the result of the division is half-adjusted or not; CA 2E provides two conditions for this
purpose.

There are four parameters for this function type:

• Three input parameters which are the dividend (*FACTOR1), the divisor (*FACTOR2), and the *Rounded field.
• One output parameter which is the *Result field containing the result of the division.

*FACTOR1, *FACTOR2, and the *Result field must all be numeric field types.

CA 2E implements the *DIV built-in function as an RPG DIV statement and as a COBOL DIVIDE statement.

Example

This is an example of how to use the *DIV built-in function.

  > USER: Process detail record

  .--

  : - CTL. Average value = WRK.Total val/WRK.Total <<<

  no.

  ‘--
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Divide with Remainder

The *DIV WITH REMAINDER built-in function specifies an arithmetic division of two fields with the remainder being stored
in an additional field.

There are four parameters for this function type:

• Two input parameters, which are the dividend (*FACTOR1) and the divisor (*FACTOR2).
• Two output parameters which are the *Remainder field and the *Result field containing the result of the division.

All parameters must be numeric field types.

CA 2E implements the *DIV WITH REMAINDER built-in function as an RPG MVR statement, and as a COBOL DIVIDE
statement followed by a COBOL MOVE statement.

Duration

The *DURATION built-in function calculates the elapsed time between a beginning date and an ending date.

NOTE

You should check the return code set by this function in order to catch any errors encountered. This function is
the converse of the *DATE INCREMENT built-in function.

The *DURATION built-in function performs the operation:

*Duration = *Date1  -  *Date2

The result is positive if *Date1 is after *Date2; it is negative if *Date1 is before *Date2.

There are eight parameters for this function type:

• Seven input parameters
– *Date2 and *Date1 specify the beginning and ending dates, respectively. When either date is of type NBR, it is

interpreted as the number of days since January 1, 1801 (day one).
– *Duration type specifies the meaning of the result of the operation. See the table at the end of this topic.
– *Excluded days of week specifies the days to exclude from the operation; for example, weekends or days not

worked by part-time employees.
– *Date List name specifies the name of an existing date list. Date lists let you override normal selection rules set by

the *Excluded days of week parameter for particular dates. The specified date list needs to be in the *Date Lists
array when the built-in function executes.

– *Date list autoload determines whether the function automatically loads the specified date list into the *Date Lists
array when the function is executed.

– *Select days/dates lets you reverse the selection determined by the *Excluded days of week and *Date List name
parameters. The default is to select included dates.

• One output parameter, *Duration. The meaning of this parameter is determined by the value of *Duration type.

NOTE

The *Date list, *Excluded days of week, and *Select days/dates parameters affect only days/dates after the
beginning date. If the ending date is before the beginning date, these parameters affect only days/dates after the
ending date.

For more information on the selection input parameters, see the Selection Parameters for Date Built-In Functions section,
earlier in this article.
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The possible values for *Duration type and the effect each has on the meaning of *Duration are shown in the following
table.

*Duration Type Values Effect on the *Duration Parameter
*YEARS The result is given as a number of full years; partial years are

ignored.
*MONTHS The result is given as a number of full months; partial months are

ignored.
*YYMM The result is given as a number of years and full months in YYMM

format; partial months are ignored. For example, 1011 means 10
years and 11 months; 1100 means exactly 11 years.

*YYMMDD The result is given as a number of years, months, and days
in YYMMDD format. For example, 100923 means 10 years, 9
months, and 23 days; 110000 means exactly 11 years.

*DAYS The result is the number of selected days. This is the default.

Elapsed Time

The *ELAPSED TIME built-in function calculates the elapsed time between a beginning time and an ending time. It is the
converse of the *TIME INCREMENT built-in function.

The *ELAPSED TIME built-in function performs the operation:

*Elapsed Time = *Time1  -  *Time2

The result is positive if *Time1 is after *Time2; it is negative if *Time1 is before *Time2.

There are four parameters for this function type:

• Three input parameters
– *Time2 and *Time1 specify the beginning and ending times, respectively. When either time is of type NBR, it is

interpreted as the elapsed time since 0 a.m.
– *Time unit specifies the meaning of the *Elapsed time output parameter.

• One output parameter, *Elapsed time. The meaning of this parameter is determined by the value of *Time unit.

The valid values for *Time unit and the effect each has on the meaning of *Elapsed time are shown in the following table.

*Time Unit Values Effect on the *Elapsed Time Parameter
*SECONDS The result is given as an integer specifying the number of elapsed

seconds.
*MINUTES The result is given as the number of elapsed minutes; partial

minutes are ignored.
*HOURS The result is given as the number of elapsed hours; partial hours

are ignored.
*HHMM The result is given as the number of elapsed hours and minutes in

HHMM format.
*HHMMSS The result is given as the number of elapsed hours, minutes, and

seconds in HHMMSS format.
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Exit Program

The *EXIT PROGRAM built-in function specifies an exit from a program.

The only parameter for this built-in function is the *Return code. You can use the *Return code parameter to inform the
calling program of the circumstances under which the program was exited.

CA 2E supplies the *Return code field from the PGM context as an input parameter, by default. You can also supply
alternate conditions to the *Return code field, other than those supplied by default, such as *Record does not exist.

CA 2E implements the *EXIT PROGRAM built-in function as a call to a CA 2E supplied exit subroutine, ZYEXPG. This
issues an *EXIT PROGRAM in COBOL or in RPG. If closedown program is specified, RPG also sets on the LR indicator.

Example

The following is an example of the *EXIT PROGRAM built-in function.

  >  Fast exit                                            <<<

  . -- CASE:                                                 <<<

  |-CTL. *CMD key is CF13                                 <<<

  |  *Exit program  -  return code CND. *User QUIT request  <<<

  ‘--ENDCASE

Modulo

The *MODULO built-in function specifies the remainder of a division of two fields. The *MODULO function provides more
control over the remainder precision and is a single value field as opposed to the *DIV With Remainder, which returns two
values. This allows this function to be used in *COMPUTE functions.

There are four parameters for this function type:

• Three input parameters which are the divisor, the dividend of the division operation, and a *Quotient definition field.
The latter specifies the field domain to be used in defining the intermediate work field generated by *MODULO to
contain the quotient of the intermediate division operation.

• One output parameter, a *Result field that contains the result of the entire *MODULO function.

NOTE

The final result of the *MODULO operation depends greatly on the field domain defined for both the *Quotient
definition field and the *Result field. For example, suppose you want to calculate the modulo for the following
expression:

5.30 / 2.10 = 2.5238
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The following table shows three different modulo values (*Result) for this operation due to the field length defined for the
*Quotient definition field and the *Result field.

Length of *Quotient Definition
Field

Length of *Result Field Quotient
(Work Field VValue)

Modulo
(*Result value)

4.0 6.4 2   1.1
4.2 6.4 2.52    .0080
4.2 6.2 2.52    .00

You can use the *MODULO built-in function as a sub-function to the *COMPUTE built-in function, thereby determining the
remainder of a division operation within the compute expression.

CA 2E implements the *MODULO built-in function using similar code to *DIV (with remainder).

Example

This is an example of the *MODULO built-in function.

>USER: Process detail record

.--

:  WRK.MODULO Field = RCD.EXT Price\RCD.Quantity      <<<

’--

Move

The *MOVE built-in function specifies that the value of one field is to be moved to another.

There are two parameters for this function type:

• One input parameter, which is the field that is to be moved (*FACTOR2).
• One output parameter, which is the *Result field into which the field is moved.

For all but date and time fields, the moved and result fields must either both be numeric or both be alphanumeric field
types. Refer to Considerations for Date and Time Field Types at the end of this topic for details about date and time
conversions.

NOTE

If CND is specified for the context of *FACTOR2 and the field is a status field, the condition must be a VAL
condition. If the field is not a status field and CND is specified, the condition must be a CMP condition with an
operation of EQ.

CA 2E implements the *MOVE built-in function as an RPG Z-ADD statement for numeric fields and as a MOVEL
statement for alphanumeric fields; in COBOL CA 2E implements the *MOVE function as a MOVE statement.

Example

This is an example of the *MOVE built-in function.

> USER: Process subfile record
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.--

:   Execute another function                   <<<

:   PGM. *Reload subfile = CND. *Yes           <<<

’--

Move Array

The *MOVE ARRAY built-in function lets you move multiple instances of an array. To specify an array subfield, specify the
Array Subfield name, Array Name, and Array Index (Element Number).

Use *MOVE ARRAY in the following ways:

• Move the value of one array subfield into another array subfield, either in the same array or a different array.
• Move the value of an array subfield into a field in a non-array context, for example, WRK or LCL.
• Move the value of a field in a non-array context or a constant value or a valid condition into an array subfield.

NOTE

In all these cases, the special value *ALL can be used in place of a field name. *ALL pertains to all fields in the
specified array.

For more information and examples, see the *MOVE ARRAY Examples.

When using the *MOVE ARRAY function, the array must be a multiple-instance array, using the ARR context, or a
parameter context where the parameter is defined as a multiple-instance array parameter.

Scenario cross-reference

For a working scenario using the *MOVE ARRAY built-in function, see How to Create a Deployable Web Service Using a
Multiple-instance Array.

Move Array Parameters

The *MOVE ARRAY built-in function uses the following parameters.

NOTE
The first three parameters define the target field, and the last three parameters define the source field.

• *Result
The target field or the special value *ALL

• *Array
The array in which the target field exists (if it is an array subfield)

• *Array index
The index number which specifies the element of the array in which the target field exists (if it is an array subfield)

• *Factor 2
The source field or the special value *ALL

• *Array
The array in which the source field exists (if it is an array subfield)

• *Array index
The index number that specifies the element of the array where the source field exists (if it is an array subfield)

Within the Action Diagram, the syntax of each group of three fields is as follows (when *Array and *Array index are
specified):
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array-context.array(array-index-context.array-index).array-subfield

NOTE
Unlike most function calls, some of the parameters, and their contexts, to the *MOVE ARRAY built-in function
can be blank, as shown in the following examples.

Move Array Examples

Use *MOVE ARRAY in the following situations:

• Move an array subfield within a specified element of an array into another array subfield, either in the same array or a
different array.
In this example, the Product price subfield in the element of the Product Array, which the current value of the Order line
field specifies, is set to the value held in the Item price subfield in the first element of the Item Array:

This Action Diagram statement displays as:

ARR.Product Array(WRK.Order line).Product price =

ARR.Item Array(CON.1).Item price

• Move an array subfield into a field in a non-array context, for example, a field in the WRK context.
In this example, the Product price field in the WRK context is set to the value held in the Item price subfield in the
element of the Item Array specified by the current value of the Order line field:
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This Action Diagram statement displays as follows:

WRK.Product price = ARR.Item Array(WRK.Order line).Item price

Move a field or value (including conditions and constants) in a non-array context into an array subfield.
In this example, the Product price subfield in the element of the Product Array specified by the current value of the
Order line field is set to a value of 12.50:
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This Action Diagram statement displays as follows:

ARR.Product Array(WRK.Order line).Product price = CON.12.50

Move Array Usage

If you specify the ARR context, in addition to the code required for the *MOVE ARRAY function, CA 2E generates code
to define the required array structures. Therefore, you can define these arrays automatically by using the *MOVE ARRAY
function. When you generate a *MOVE ARRAY statement, CA 2E generates additional code that checks for array
indexing errors.

Multiple instance arrays in 2E are 1-based; the first element in an array is element 1. You cannot specify a constant value
(CON context) less than 1 or greater than the maximum number of elements in the array in the Action Diagram Editor.
However, if you specify a runtime field value less than 1 or greater than the maximum number of elements in the array in
the *Array index field, you receive an error.

If an array indexing error occurs, the PGM.*Return code field is set to a condition value of '*Array index error', which
corresponds to the Y2U0068 message in the Y2USRMSG message file. This error can be monitored for as in the
following example:

WRK.Product price = ARR.Item Array(WRK.Order line).Item price

.-CASE
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¦-PGM.*Return code is *Array index error

¦ <-- *QUIT

'-ENDCASE

If *Result or *Factor 2 is not an array subfield, the following restrictions apply to that field:

• The related *Array and *Array index fields must be blank.
• The context specified must be one that would be valid in a *MOVE statement.

– The valid contexts for *Result are PGM, LCL, WRK and NLL (including any valid parameter context, if the function
has an appropriate output parameter).

– The valid contexts for *Factor 2 are PGM, JOB, LCL, WRK, CND and CON. This context includes any valid
parameter context, if the function has an appropriate input parameter.

If *Result or *Factor 2 is an array subfield then the following restrictions apply to that field.

• The related *Array and *Array index fields cannot be blank.
– The *Array index can be a positive integer constant with a value greater than 0 and less than or equal to the number

of elements in the array, or refer to a numeric variable with no decimal places.
– The *Array index cannot itself be a subfield of a multiple-instance array.

• The context specified for *Result or *Factor 2, and the related *Array, must be one of the following contexts:
– ARR

Valid for both *Result and *Factor 2.
– PAR

Valid for *Result if the specified field exists as an Output, Both or Neither parameter field on a multiple-instance
array parameter. Valid for *Factor 2 if the specified field exists as an Input, Both or Neither parameter field on a
multiple-instance array parameter.

– PRn
n is an integer 1 - 9.
Same validity as PAR, but used where the function has duplicate parameters.

If *ALL is specified for either *Result or *Factor 2, the following restrictions apply:

• Certain context-specific restrictions apply when you specify here *ALL is specified:
– If you specify *ALL for *Result, also specify *Factor 2 and vice-versa.
– If you specify *ALL for *Result, you cannot specify CND and CON as the context for *Factor 2.
– If you specify *ALL for *Factor 2, you cannot specify NLL as the context for *Result.

• Code is only generated to move a field if all the following conditions apply:
– The field exists in both the *Factor 2 context and the *Result context
– If the *Factor 2 context is a parameter context, the field must have a usage of O, B or N
– If the *Result context is a parameter context, the field must have a usage of I, B or N

• Any target fields (or target array subfields) that exist in the *Result context, but do not exist in the *Factor 2 context, are
not changed.

NOTE
The same field type validation rules apply to *MOVE ARRAY as to *MOVE, in terms of moving numeric fields to
non-numeric fields.

From the main Action Diagram Editor screen, you can use the subfile option I=M to insert and prompt the *MOVE ARRAY
built-in function.
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Considerations for Date and Time Field Types

The following table summarizes conversions the *MOVE and *MOVE ARRAY built-in functions handle automatically for
fields that represent dates and times.

To From NBR DTE D8#(DT8) * DT# TME TM# TS#
NBR + + + 1 + 3 7
DTE + + 0 0 - - 5
D8# (DT8) * + 2 + 0 - - 5
DT# 2 0 0 + - - 5
TME + - - - + 3 6
TM# 4 - - - 4 + 6
TS# 8 9 9 9 10 10 +
* Conversions for the shipped D8# and the user-defined DT8 (8-digit
internal representation) data types are identical.
Explanations of codes used in this table:
+ No conversion.
- Does not apply.
0 Type conversion between internal formats.
1 Convert from CYYMMDD.
2 Convert to CYYMMDD
3 Insert delimiters.
4 Remove delimiters.
5 Convert date-to-date part of timestamp, time part is set to 0.
6 Convert time-to-time part of timestamp, date part is not affected.
7 Move numeric value as 6-digit nanoseconds part of timestamp.
  (Timestamp format is yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn.)
8 Move 6-digit nanoseconds part of timestamp to numeric field.
  (Timestamp format is yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn.)
9 Move date part of timestamp to date field.
10 Move time part of timestamp to time field.

• Since no conversion is provided, you can move numeric date fields to and from a NBR field to save or set up internal
representations of DTE (CYYMMDD) and 8#/DT8 (YYYYMMDD) fields. This is useful, for interfacing with a 3GL file.
The following moves are valid:

Valid Moves

 DTE NBR DTE

 D8# NBR D8#

NOTE

: It is not valid to use a NBR field as an intermediary between DTE and D8# (DT8) since these require a
conversion. The following section contains the list of invalid moves.

Invalid Moves

The following moves are not valid:

DTE NBR D8#

D8# NBR DTE
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When you move a constant into a date, time, or timestamp field, the required format for the constant depends on the type
of the target field. The required formats are shown in the following table.

Required Format for Constant Target Date/Time Field
CYYMMDD or YYMMDD
YYYYMMDD
YYYY-MM-DD
HHMMSS
HH.MM.SS
YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS

    DTE
    D8# (DT8)
    DT#
    TME
    TM#
    TS#

For more information on the date and time field types, see Using Fields.

Move All

The *MOVE ALL built-in function specifies that all of the fields from one context are to be moved to another context by
name. You can specify up to four source contexts.

NOTE

You cannot use CON, CND, and WRK contexts as *Result contexts for this built-in function.

There are potentially five parameters for this function type:

• Up to four input parameters, which are the four source contexts that can be moved.
• One output parameter which is the *Result context field. For each field in the result context, CA 2E examines the

source contexts in the order in which you specify them in the *MOVE ALL action, to determine instances of the same
field.

NOTE

Function fields are not included by *MOVE ALL. You must explicitly move function fields to a new context using
the *MOVE built-in function.

The *MOVE ALL built-in function performs a series of moves from one context to another, mapping fields by name.

CA 2E implements the *MOVE ALL built-in function as an RPG Z-ADD statement for numeric fields and as a set of
MOVEL statements for alphanumeric fields. In COBOL, CA 2E implements the *MOVE function as a set of MOVE
statements.

Example

In this example, for a given function, the PAR and DB1 contexts contain slightly different groups of fields as listed in the
following table:

PAR. Customer code
PAR. Customer name
PAR. Credit limit
PAR. Start date
PAR. Customer group

DB1. Customer code
DB1. Start date
DB1. Customer name

All of the fields in the PAR context could be initialized by a single statement. This is done by inserting a *MOVE ALL
function with the following parameters on the Edit Action - Function Details window:
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In other words:

.--

: PAR = DB1, CON By name                    <<<

’--

This is equivalent to:

> USER: Process DBF record

:--

:PAR. Customer code = DB1.Customer code     <<<

:PAR. Customer name = DB1.Customer name     <<<

:PAR. Start date = DB1.Start date           <<<

:PAR.Credit limit = CON.*ZERO               <<<

:PAR. Customer group = CON.*BLANK           <<<

’--
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Multiply

The *MULT built-in function specifies an arithmetic multiplication of two fields.

The *Rounded field allows you to specify whether the result of the multiplication is to be half-adjusted. Specify the
condition *ROUNDED for rounding; specify the condition * for no rounding.

Rounding consists of adding 5 (-5 for a negative result) one position to the right of the last decimal position specified for
the length of the result field. As a result, rounding occurs only when the number of decimal positions in the result value
exceeds the number of decimal positions in the result field length.

There are four parameters for this function type:

• Three input parameters which are the two fields that are to be multiplied *FACTOR1 and *FACTOR2, and the
*ROUNDED field.

• One output parameter the *Result field.

FACTOR1, FACTOR2, and the *Result field must all be numeric.

CA 2E implements the *MULT built-in function as an RPG MULT statement. In COBOL, CA 2E implements the *MULT
function as a MULTIPLY statement.

Example

This is an example of the *MULT built-in function.

  > USER: Process detail record

  .--

  : RCD.Line value = RCD.Quantity * RCD.Price     <<<

  ‘--

Quit

The *QUIT built-in function specifies an exit from an action diagram sequence construct or user point; when you specify
the *QUIT function, all subsequent steps in the construct (or subroutine) are bypassed.

When you specify the *QUIT function within a sequential construct, CA 2E defines a branch to the end of the subroutine.

If you use the *QUIT function outside of a sequential construct, CA 2E defines a branch to the closest, most recently
nested, subroutine which, in many instances, is the user point. To limit the action of *QUIT, you can enclose actions within
a sequential construct.

There are no parameters for this built-in function.

CA 2E implements the *QUIT built-in function as a GOTO statement for both RPG and COBOL.

Example

In the following example, the step Update database is not executed if errors occur:

  .--

  : ..Validate fields
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  : ..Validate relations

  : .-CASE

  : |-If errors

  : | <--QUIT

  : ‘-ENDCASE

  : ..Update database

  ‘--

Retrieve Condition

The *RTVCND built-in function specifies that the name of a given condition is to be retrieved into a function field. This can
be of particular use if you want to show the full description of a condition next to the condition on a panel or report.

The convert condition values command (YCVTCNDVAL) creates a file that stores the condition data. This file is in the
generation library whenever you execute it.

There are two parameters for this function type:

• One input parameter, which is the status field name
• One output parameter, which is the work field into which the condition is retrieved

Both parameter fields are of usage type vary (VRY).

Example

To specify that the description of the current value of the Gender field should be shown in the Gender Name field of an
EDTRCD function, you could add a Gender Name field to the function’s device design, and insert the following action in
the function’s action diagram:

  > USER:

  .-

  : DTL.Gender name = Condition name of DTL.Gender  <<<

  ‘-

You can provide Retrieve Condition functionality with F4 prompting by setting the CUA Prompt (YCUAPMT) model value
to *CALC and inserting the *RTVCND built-in function at a CALC: user point in the action diagram.

Rollback

The *ROLLBACK built-in function allows you to add your own rollback points to a program that is executing under i OS
commitment control. Commitment control is a method of grouping database file operations that allows the processing of a
database change to be either fully processed (COMMIT) or fully removed (ROLLBACK).
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There are no parameters for this function type.

CA 2E implements the *ROLLBACK built-in function as an RPG ROLBK statement and as a COBOL ROLLBACK
statement.

For more information on the commit built-in function, see the example with the information on COMMIT in the start of this
topic.

Retrieve Field Information

The *RTVFLDINF built-in function specifies that the meta-information about a field is to be retrieved into one or more
fields.

Meta-information about a field consists of information about the field itself (the field textual name, the DDS name of the
field, the field length, and so forth.), irrespective of the current value of the field. This can be of use if you want to build
SQL statements to retrieve information from the file containing the field or if you want to write your own utilities to retrieve
information about model objects (for instance, for documentation).

The parameters for the *RTVFLDINF function are:

• There is one input parameter (*Field name). This is the 25-character name of the field for which you want to retrieve
meta-information. You can specify any valid field context for this parameter, except LCL. Screen contexts (for example,
DTL) are allowed, as is the DB1 context.

• Output parameters as follows:
– *Field name
– *Field DDS name (see Note 1)
– *Field internal DDS name (see Note 2)
– *Field text
– *Field surrogate
– *Field domain surrogate (see Note 3)
– *Field attribute code (see Note 4)
– *Field external data type
– *Field external length
– *Field external integers
– *Field external decimal positions
– *Field internal length
– *Field internal integers
– *Field internal decimal positions
– *Field contextual name (see Note 5)
– *Field internal data type
– If any output parameter is specified using the NLL context, no code is generated for them.

NOTE

1. If the field passed in the input parameter specified with the DB1 context, this returns the name of the field on
the file, including the 2-character file prefix. If the field is passed in any other context, this returns the name of
the field with the appropriate 2-character program prefix (WU for a field in the WRK context, and so forth).

2. This is the (typically 4-character) name of the field as it appears in the model, without any prefix.
3. If the field passed in the input parameter is a REF field, this parameter returns the surrogate number of

the field to which it is referenced, otherwise it returns the same value as is returned in the *Field surrogate
parameter.

4. This is the 3-character field attribute, for example, VNM, TXT, CDE, NBR and so on. If the field is a REF field,
the attribute of the referenced field is used.
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5. This is the name of the field as it is used in the program. For RPG programs, if the field is specified in the
DB1 context, this value is the same as the *Field DDS name, except that it has the rename prefix applied to
it instead of the file prefix. For all other contexts, this parameter has the same value as the *Field DDS name.
For COBOL programs, this field contains the fully qualified name of the field as it is used in the program.

Set Cursor

The *SET CURSOR built-in function allows you to explicitly position the cursor on any field on the device design by
specifying the field name and the context to which it belongs. In addition, the *SET CURSOR built-in function allows you to
control cursor positioning based on the occurrence of errors.

There are two input parameters for this function type:

• Field name on which the cursor is positioned
• *Override error field that is conditional and can take a value of *YES or *NO. It determines whether cursor positioning

takes place based on the occurrence of an error

For more information on device designs, see Device Designs.

NOTE

You cannot use *SET CURSOR to override cursor positioning due to errors generated by display files such as
values list errors on status fields. These errors are implemented below the level of the application program in the
display device or file.

The following is an example of the Set Cursor function.

In this example, if the Customer Status field is Active, move the cursor to the Customer Name field.

The following diagram shows the parameters for the example.
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Substring

The *SUBSTRING built-in function allows you to extract a portion of a character string from one field and insert it into
another.

There are five parameters for this function type:

• Three input parameters which are a character string, *String 1, denoting the character substring that is to be extracted,
the *From position field denoting the position from which the extraction of the character string occurs, and the *For
length field denoting the length of the character substring to be extracted.

• Two output parameters which are the *Resulting string into which the extracted substring is inserted and a *Return
code to determine the result of the attempted insertion. Return code is an implied parameter and is set to condition
*NORMAL when insertion completes successfully.

The *For Length field has two special conditions: *FLDLEN which indicates that the entire length of the field or constant is
to be used and *END which means that the extraction occurs from the position of the *From position field to the end of the
field or constant.

CA 2E implements the *SUBSTRING built-in function in RPG using the SUBSTR statement in COBOL using the STRING
statement. For COBOL 85, it uses a reference modification and for COBOL, 74 it is uses string manipulation.

The following is an example of a substring function.

This example extracts the first six characters from the Full Name field.
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The following diagram contains the parameters for the previous example.

Subtract

The *SUB built-in function specifies an arithmetic subtraction on two operands, *FACTOR1 and *FACTOR2.

There are three parameters for this function type:
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• Two input parameters which are the two operands, *FACTOR1 and *FACTOR2.
• One output parameter which is the *Result field containing the result of the subtraction.

All three parameters must be numeric field types.

CA 2E implements the *SUB built-in function as an RPG SUB statement and as a COBOL SUBTRACT statement.

Time Details

The *TIME DETAILS built-in function returns information about a given time. You specify the type of information you need
using the *Time Detail parameter.

There are three parameters for this function type:

• Two input parameters
– *Time is the time for which information is to be returned. If it is of type NBR, it is interpreted as the elapsed time

since 0 am.
– *Time detail type determines the meaning of the output parameter, *Time detail.

• One output parameter, *Time detail, returns the requested information for the specified time.

The possible values for the *Time detail type parameter and the effect of each on the meaning of the result are
summarized in the following table.

*Time Detail Type Values Effect on the *Time Detail Parameter
*SECONDS An integer from 0 to 59 specifying the number of seconds in the

specified time (*Time).
*ELAPSED SECONDS An integer containing the number of elapsed seconds since 0 am

for the given time (*Time).
*MINUTES An integer from 0 to 59 specifying the number of minutes in the

specified time (*Time).
*ELAPSED MINUTES An integer specifying the number of elapsed minutes since 0 am

for the specified time (*Time).
*HOURS An integer from 0 to 23 specifying the number of hours in the

specified time (*Time).
*HHMM The number of hours and minutes represented by the given time

(*Time) in HHMM format.
*HHMMSS The number of hours, minutes, and seconds represented by the

given time (*Time) in HHMMSS format.
*PM? An integer that indicates whether the given time is am or pm. The

possible values are 1=pm and 0=am.

Time Increment

The *TIME INCREMENT built-in function lets you add a quantity to a given time. It is the converse of the *ELAPSED TIME
built-in function.

The *TIME INCREMENT built-in function performs the operation:

*Time1 = *Time2 + *Elapsed Time

There are four parameters for this function type:

• Three input parameters
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– *Time2 specifies the beginning time. If it is of type NBR, it is interpreted as the elapsed time since 0 am.
– *Elapsed time specifies the quantity to be added to *Time2.
– *Time unit specifies the meaning of the *Elapsed time input parameter. Refer to the table at the end of this

description.
• One output parameter, *Time1, specifies the ending time. If it is of type NBR, it is interpreted as the elapsed time since

0 am.
The number of hours in the sum is factored by 24 to produce an integer from 0 to 23. In other words, if the number of
hours is 24 or greater, the hours are divided by 24. The final number of hours in the *Time1 parameter is the remainder
of the division. For example, if the sum is 64 hours and 32 minutes, the result in *Time1 is 16 hours and 32 minutes
(64/24=2 + a remainder of 16).

The possible values for the *Time unit parameter and the effect of each on the meaning of *Elapsed time are shown in the
following table.

*Time Unit Values Effect on the *Elapsed Time Parameter
*SECONDS An integer specifying the number of seconds to add to the

specified time (*Time2).
*MINUTES An integer specifying the number of minutes to add to the

specified time (*Time2).
*HOURS An integer specifying the number of hours to add to the specified

time (*Time2).
*HHMM The number of hours and minutes, in HHMM format, to add to the

specified time (*Time2).
*HHMMSS The number of hours, minutes, and seconds, in HHMMSS format,

to add to the specified time (*Time2

Calculation Assumptions and Examples for Date Built-In Functions

Since months and years do not contain equal numbers of days, date calculations involving these units are adjusted to
conform to common sense standards rather than to pure mathematical accuracy. This section presents assumptions
made to the output results for the *DATE INCREMENT and *DURATION built-in functions. A set of examples explain
possibly confusing results and show recommended function usage.

CA 2E makes the following assumptions to provide consistent results for the *DATE INCREMENT and *DURATION
functions independent of the input value:

• Duration between "today" and "today" equals 0 days.
• Duration between "today" and "tomorrow" equals 1 day.
• Since mathematical necessity requires that either the Start date or the End date not be counted when calculating date

duration or date increment, CA 2E does not count the Start date (*Date2).
Note that this is significant only when you have explicitly excluded specified dates from calculations using selection
parameters or a date list.

Business and Everyday Calendars

Since the calculation units (months/years) are not always equally long, the idea of a business calendar and an everyday
calendar are introduced here to help explain the results produced by the *DATE INCREMENT and *DURATION built-in
functions.
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Business Calendar

If you specify *DAYS for the *Duration Type parameter, CA 2E bases its calculations on a user-defined "business"
calendar. You define a business calendar using the *Excluded Days of Week and *Date List Name parameters to specify
working days, non-working days, holidays, and other special days for your business.

The resulting "day-centric" calculations are always mathematically accurate because all units (days) are equally long. In
other words, date calculations based on a business calendar are easily understood.

Everyday Calendar

If you specify a value other than *DAYS for the *Duration Type parameter, CA 2E bases its calculations on an "everyday"
calendar in which all seven days of each week are included in the calculations. Date Lists and *INCLUDED/*EXCLUDED
selections are not used by definition; so all issues associated with these parameters can be ignored.

The resulting "month-centric" calculations are not always mathematically accurate because the units involved are not
equally long. The results of such calculations are often approximate because CA 2E adjusts them to common sense
standards rather than to mathematical accuracy. For example, December 31, 1995 (*Date2) incremented by 2 months
(*Duration) returns a result of February 29, 1996 (*Date1) rather than the arithmetically correct February 31, 1996!

The remainder of this section gives examples of specific assumptions CA 2E makes to adjust results to common sense
standards and to produce consistent results.

*DATE INCREMENT Rules and Examples

*DATE INCREMENT performs the following operation:

Start date + Increment = End date

• If a Start date is incremented by one unit (month/year), the End date is the same day in the next unit.

Start date Increment End date
January 05, 1996 1 (*MONTH) February 05, 1996
January 05, 1996 1 (*YEAR) January 05, 1997

• If a Start date that is the last day of a month is incremented by one unit (month/year) and the next unit (month/year) is
shorter than the current one, the End date is adjusted to the last day of the next unit.

Start date Increment End date
March 31 1996 1 (*MONTH) April 30, 1996
February 29, 1996 1 (*YEAR) February 28, 1997

As a result, the End date for the one-unit increment case is always within the contiguous unit, which can be the next or
previous unit depending on the sign of the increment.

• The one-unit (month/year) increment case can be generically expanded to any combination of month(s) and/or year(s)

Start date Increment End date
May 31 1996 4 (*MONTH) September 30, 1996
December 30, 1993 102 (*YEAR) February 28, 1995
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• When the Start date is the last day of the unit (month/year) it is always associated with the last rather than with the
same day of the End unit.

Start date Increment End date
February 29 1996 - 1 (*MONTH) September 30, 1996
December 30, 1993 102 (*YEAR) February 28, 1995

Start date Increment End date
February 29, 1996 - 1 (*MONTH) January 31, 1996

(not January 29)
February 29, 1996 2 (*MONTH) April 30, 1996

(not April 29)

• The *DATE INCREMENT result can be reversed for any day other than the last day of the month by simply changing
the sign of the increment. Following is an example where the operation is reversible.

Start date Increment End date
January 13, 1996 1 (*MONTH) February 13, 1996
February 13, 1996 - 1 (*MONTH) January 13, 1996

Following is an example where the operation is not reversible.

Start date Increment End date
Jnuary 29, 1996 1 (*MONTH) February 29, 1996
February 29, 1996 - 1 (*MONTH) January 31, 1996

• The most confusing effect deriving from processing the last day of a month is that different Start dates (usually close to
the last day of the Start month) give the same End date (always the last day of the End month) when incremented by
the same unit.

Start date Increment End date
January 29, 1996 1 (*MONTH) February 29, 1996
January 30, 1996 1 (*MONTH) February 29, 1996
January 31, 1996 1 (*MONTH) February 29, 1996

This is a good example of the approximate calendar calculations mentioned previously.

NOTE

The everyday calendar can be widely used for business purposes. For example, to process a bank statement
when the billing cycle is defined as a time interval between the first and the last day of every month.

When the increment unit is composed of days, months, and years (*YYMMDD), then calculation is broken into two steps.
First, the Start date is incremented by the months/years. Second, the adjusted intermediate date is incremented by days.

Start date Increment End date
November 29, 1993 10315 (*YYMMDD) March 15, 1995
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Following are the steps used to produce this result; namely, the Start date is incremented subsequently by 1 year, then by
3 months, and then by 15 days:

 Start date Increment End date
1. November 29, 1993 1 (*YEARS) November 29, 1994
2. November 29, 1994 3 (*MONTHS) February 28, 1995 (Note that

the last day is adjusted.)
3. February 28, 1995 15 (*YYMMDD) March 15, 1995

NOTE

The (*YYMMDD)' increment may not always be equal to (*DAYS); for example, if days were excluded from the
calendar using a Date List or a selection parameter. However, the (*YEARS) and the (*MONTHS) always equal
(*YYMMDD) and the (*YYMMDD).

*DURATION Rules and Examples

*DURATION performs the following operation:

End date - Start date = Duration

The *DURATION function result is often not as obvious and easily predictable as the *DATE INCREMENT result. For
example, what is the duration expressed in *MONTHS between Start date (December 31, 1995) and End date (February
29, 1996)? The function returns two months even though three months are involved in the calculation. This is another
example of the Everyday calendar’s approximation.

The remainder of this section gives examples of specific assumptions CA 2E makes to adjust results to common sense
standards and to produce consistent results.

• The *DURATION function counts a month if the number of covered days is greater than or equal to the number of days
in the End date month. A Duration month is defined as the number of days in the End date month. Note that the first
day of a duration interval is never counted.

Start date End date Duration Actual Days
December 31, 1995 January 31, 1996 1 (*MONTHS) 31
December 19, 1995 January 23, 1996 1 (*MONTHS) 35
December 28, 1995 January 23, 1996 0 (*MONTHS) 26
January 31, 1996 February 29, 1996 1 (*MONTHS) 29

• The *DURATION function counts a year if any twelve consecutive months are covered. This is the definition of a
Duration year. Note that the first day of a duration interval is never counted.

Start date End date Duration Actual Days
December 31, 1995 December 31, 1996 1 (*YEARS) 365
December 31, 1996 December 31, 1997 1 (*YEARS) 365
June 30, 1996 June 30, 1997 1 (*YEARS) 365
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• For the *YYMMDD duration type, DD represents the number of days not included in either the Duration year (YY) nor
the Duration month (MM).

Start date End date Duration Actual Days
November 12, 1995 March 23, 1997 1 (*YEARS) 497
November 12, 1995 March 23, 1997 16 (*MONTHS) 497
November 12, 1995 March 23, 1997 104 (*YYMM) 497
November 12, 1995 March 23, 1997 10410 (*YYMMDD) 497

Following are the steps used to produce this result.

1. Calculate years. From within the range of dates, identify any whole years consisting of 12 consecutive whole months.
For example, December 1, 1995 to November 30, 1996 = 1 year.

2. Calculate months. From within the remaining dates, identify any whole months; in this example, December 1996 +
January 1997 + February 1997 = 3 months.

3. Calculate days. All that remains from the original date range are parts of the first and last months in the range; namely,
November 12, 1995 to November 30, 1995 (18 days) and March 1, 1997 to March 23, 1997 (23 days). The total
number of remainder days is 41 (18 + 23 = 41). Since 41 days is greater than the Duration month of 31, add one
month to the total number of months (3 + 1 = 4 months).
Recall that the DD portion of the *YYMMDD duration type represents the number of days not included in either the
Duration year (YY) or the Duration month (MM). In other words, Remainder days (DD) - Duration month = 10 days (41
  -  31 = 10).

The final result in *YYMMDD format is 10410.

• The *DURATION function calculates one month if both the Start and End dates represent the same day in contiguous
months.

Start date End date Duration Actual Days
December 1, 1995 January 1, 1996 100 31
January 1, 1996 December 1, 1995 - 100 - 31
February 12, 1995 March 12, 1995 100 28
February 12, 1996 March 12, 1996 100 29

Application of this rule sometimes causes different, but close, Start and End dates to return the same duration.

Start date End date Duration Actual Days
May 19, 1996 June 20, 1996 102 32
May 20, 1996 June 20, 1996 100 (2) 31
May 21, 1996 June 20, 1996 100 30
May 22, 1996 June 20, 1996 029 29
(1) The End month, June, has 30 days; so the Duration month
in this example is 30. DD=Actual Days - Duration month=02.
(2) The arithmetic result 101 is adjusted to 100 since the Start
  and End dates represent the same day in contiguous months.
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• The *DURATION function calculates one year if both Start and End dates represent the same day and month in
contiguous years.

Start date End date Duration Actual Days
December 8, 1995 December 8, 1996 10000 366
February 1, 1995 February 1, 1996 10000 365
February 1, 1996 February 1, 1995 - 10000 - 365

Application of this rule sometimes causes different, but close, Start and End dates to return the same duration.

Start date End date Duration Actual Days
February 28, 1995 February 29, 1996 10000 366
February 28, 1995 February 28, 1996 10000 (1) 365
(1) This result was adjusted since the Start and End dates represent the same day and month in contiguous years.

Understanding Contexts
A CA 2E context is a grouping of the fields that are available for use at a particular processing step in an action diagram.
A context specifies which instance of a particular field is to be used. Fields can be referenced for use as parameters in
functions and in conditions to control functions.

Contents

 

Different contexts are available at different points of the action diagram depending on the function type, the stage of
processing, and the particular nature of the user point; that is, whether a subfile control format or a record detail format is
being processed.

Each type of context is identified by a three-letter CA 2E code. For example, PAR for parameter fields, CON for constant
fields, and WRK for work fields. The following pages describe the context types and their usage.

Database Contexts

DB1

The Database One (DB1) context contains the fields that are in the first, or only, format of the access path to which a
function is attached.

Any field in the access path format is available for processing in the DB1 context.

The DB1 context is available to all function types that perform update or read functions on a database file after reading
and before writing to the database file. Those functions are CRTOBJ, CHGOBJ, DLTOBJ, and RTVOBJ.

In the generated source code, the generated names of fields from the DB1 context are prefixed by the format prefix of the
appropriate DBF file.

For example, if the following relations are present in an access path for the Company file:

FIL   Company  REF   Known by   FLD  Company code   CDE

FIL   Company  REF   Has        FLD  Company name   TXT
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Company name is present in the DB1 context of functions using that access path and can be used in action diagrams
(where access to the database is allowed), for example:

WRK.  Company name = DB1.  Company name               <<<

DB2

The Database Two (DB2) context contains the fields that are in the second format of the access path to which a function is
attached.

Any field in the second access path format is available for processing in the DB2 context.

The DB2 context is available only to functions that are attached to a Span (SPN) access path; the DB2 context applies to
the detail file (or second format) in the SPN access path. The DB2 context is available only within an EDTTRN function to
access the secondary format.

In the generated source code, the generated names of fields from the DB2 context are prefixed by the format of the
appropriate DBF file.

Consider the following example. A Span (SPN) access path is created for Order and Order Detail and the second (detail)
format for Order Detail contains the following relations:

FIL   Order detail   CPT  Owned by   FIL   Order           QTY

FIL   Order detail   CPT  Refers to  FIL   Product         REF

FIL   Order detail   CPT  Has        FLD   Order quantity  QTY

Order Quantity is present in the DB2 context of functions using that access path. It may be used in the action diagram
where access to the database is allowed, for example:

WRK. Order quantity = DB2. Order quantity         <<<

ELM

The ELM context contains the fields defined for the last-accessed element of a specified array. This context is valid only in
the *CVTVAR built-in function and may be specified for either the input or output parameter.

Since a single element of an array is equivalent to a data structure, you can use the ELM context

• To decompose a field into a structure. A move of an element of an array to a field constitutes a move of the array’s
structure to the field.

• To group a set of fields into a single field.

NOTE

You must define a key for an array even if the array holds a single element.

Move from a Field to a Structure

The array is the output of the *CVTVAR function.
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• To ensure that the array index is not corrupted by the move, the array must be defined as a single-element array.
• The *CVTVAR function is implemented as a MOVEL operation from the field to the data structure (array). Blanks are

moved to the array element before the data is moved.

Here is an example of how this operation might look in an action diagram.

Move from a Structure to a Field

The array is the input of the *CVTVAR function.

• The *CVTVAR function moves the last accessed array element of the named array to the named field. In this case, the
array may contain multiple elements.

• The *CVTVAR function is implemented as a MOVEL operation from the associated data structure (array) to the field.

Here is an example of how this operation might look in an action diagram.
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Device Contexts

KEY

The Key (KEY) context contains the fields that are on the key panel display of the device functions that have key panels.
These keys apply to the record functions: Edit Record (EDTRCD 1,2,3) and Display Record (DSPRCD 1,2,3).

All the key fields on the access path to which the function is attached are available in this context, along with any
associated virtual fields. If you map parameters to the device panel (as mapped or restrictor parameters), they are also
available in this context.

The shipped field *CMD key is present in this context only in the exit program user point. It is also present in the detail
format. You cannot add function fields to a key panel.

Consider the following example. An Edit Record function is defined for an Employee file, using an access path that has
keys defined as follows:

FIL  Company   REF  Known by   FIL    Company code   CDE

FIL  Company   REF  Has        FLD    Company name   TXT

 

FIL  Employee  REF  Owned by   FIL    Company        REF

FIL  Employee  REF  Known by   FLD    Employee code  CDE

FIL  Employee  REF  Has        FLD    Employee name  TXT
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Company name is a virtual field on the Employee file through the Owned by relation. The fields available in the KEY
context of the action diagram for the function are:

*CMD key

Company code

Company name

Employee code

DTL

The Detail (DTL) context contains fields on the display panels of device functions that have single, non-subfile detail
panels such as EDTRCD, or multiple, non-subfile panels such as EDTRCD2.

All of the fields from the access path to which the function is attached are available in the DTL context. If you map
parameters to the device panel as mapped or restrictor parameters, they are also available in this context.

The shipped field, *CMD key, is present in this context. If you add any function fields to the detail panel display, these
fields are available in the DTL context.

The DTL context is available in the action diagrams of PMTRCD, EDTRCD, and DSPRCD. This context is only available
after the key has been successfully validated.

Consider the following example. An Edit Record function is defined on a Stock Item file using an access path, which
includes the following relations:

FIL  Stock item  REF  Known by  FLD  Stock item code  CDE

FIL  Stock item  REF  Has       FLD  Stock item qty   QTY

FIL  Stock item  REF  Has       FLD  Item price       PRC

Stock Item, Qty field and Item Price Field are present in the DTL context for that function and could be used in the action
diagram; for instance:

WRK. Stock value = DTL. Stock item * DTL. Item price     <<<

2ND

The Second Detail panel (2ND) context contains the fields that are on the second detail panel display of a device function
that has a multi-part panel design attached to it, such as EDTRCD2 and DSPRCD2.

All of the fields from the access path to which the function is attached are available in the 2ND context. If you map
parameters to the device panel as mapped or restrictor parameters, they also are available in this context.

The 2ND context is only available in the action diagrams of the following function types:
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• Edit Record 2 panels
• Edit Record 3 panels
• Display Record 2 panels
• Display Record 3 panels

3RD

The Third Detail panel (3RD) context contains the fields that are on the third detail panel display of a device function that
has a multi-part panel design attached to it, such as EDTRCD3 and DSPRCD3.

All of the fields from the access path to which the function is attached are available in the 3RD context. If you map
parameters to the device panel as mapped or restrictor parameters, they also are available in this context.

The 3RD context is only available in the action diagrams of the following function types:

• Edit Record 3 panels
• Display Record 3 panels

CTL

The Subfile Control (CTL) context contains the fields that are in the subfile control record of the device functions that have
a subfile panel display such as Display File or Edit Transaction.

The fields available in the CTL context depend on the function type, the access path used by the function, and whether
you have specified restrictor parameters for the function. The *CMD key shipped field and any parameters specified as
mapped or restrictor parameters are present on the CTL context.

If the function is attached to a SPN access path, the CTL context contains all of the fields from the header format on the
access path.

If the access path is a RTV or a RSQ and the function is:

• Display type (Display File or Select Record), all of the fields on the access path are available in the CTL context unless
any of those fields have been dropped from the panel subfile control format. The key fields can be used as positioner
parameters, the non-key fields can be used as selectors.

• Edit type (Edit File), all of the key fields on the access path are available in the CTL context unless any of those fields
have been dropped from the panel subfile control format. These fields can be used as positioner parameters. For
key fields, which are restrictor parameters for the function, any associated virtual fields are also present on the CTL
context.

If you defined any key fields as restrictor parameters, any virtual fields are also available in the CTL context.

The CTL context is available in the action diagrams of all functions that have a subfile panel display:

• Display File (DSPFIL)
• Display Transaction (DSPTRN)
• Edit File (EDTFIL)
• Edit Transactions (EDTTRN)
• Select Record (SELRCD)

The CA 2E shipped field *CMD key provides the means of specifying that a specific piece of logic is to be executed
whenever the user presses a particular function key. The *CMD key is a status (STS) field and already has defined
conditions for many possible function or control key combinations.

For more information about the list of the default function keys, see this module, in the article, "Modifying Device Designs."

Consider the following example of the use of the *CMD key.
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To specify the use of a function key to call another program, you should insert the relevant processing at the appropriate
point in the action diagram, for example:

  > USER: Process command keys

  .--

 

  :  .-CASE                                    <<<

  :  |-CTL. *CMD key is CF06                   <<<

  :  | Print detailed report                   <<<

  :  ‘-ENDCASE

 

  ‘--

Consider the following example of the indirect use of a *CMD key.

If you want to be able to remap the function keys of your application to another standard, you should use LST conditions
in place of direct function key conditions. For example, you could:

1. Define a LST condition called Display Print.
2. Condition your action diagram using this condition.

Assign a function key such as F6 to the Display Print condition.

  > USER: Process command keys

  .--

 

  :  .-CASE                                    <<<

  :  |-CTL. *CMD key is Display print          <<<

  :  | Print detailed report                   <<<

  :  ‘-ENDCASE

 

  ‘--
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RCD

The Subfile Record (RCD) context contains the fields that are in the subfile record of device functions that have a subfile
panel display such as Display File or Edit Transaction.

The fields available in the RCD context depend on the function type and the access path used by the function. The
*SFLSEL shipped field is present on the RCD context unless you specifically remove it from the function options. Mapped
parameters specified as mapped or restrictor parameters are present on the RCD context.

If you have a SPN access path, the RCD context contains all of the fields from the detail format on the based-on access
path.

If you have a RTV or RSQ access path, all of the fields from the based-on access path are available in the RCD context.

The RCD context is available in the action diagrams of all functions that have a subfile panel display:

• Display File (DSPFIL)
• Display Transaction (DSPTRN)
• Edit File (EDTFIL)
• Edit Transaction (EDTTRN)
• Select Record (SELRCD)

The shipped *SFLSEL (subfile selector) field provides a selection column field for subfiles. You can optionally remove this
field from the panel design using the Edit Function Options panel. The *SFLSEL field is a status (STS) field and is shipped
with some predefined conditions.

For more information about a list of SFLSEL conditions, see Function Keys.

These conditions can be displayed and changed by pressing F9 at the Edit Field panel of the *SFLSEL field. If you always
see the *SFLSEL conditions using list conditions, you are able to reuse a single selection code for multiple purposes.

CUR

The Current Report Format (CUR) context contains all of the fields that are in a report format of a Print File or Print Object
function.

The report functions have header and total formats for each key level in the based-on access path, except for the lowest
level key, as well as a final total format. For example, an access path with three key fields, would have three total formats:

      Headings for level 1 (1HD)
        Headings for level 2 (2HD)
          Detail record, level 3 (RCD)
        Totals for level 2 (3TL)
      Totals for level 1 (4TL)
    Final totals (ZTL)

The detail record format contains all of the fields from the based-on access path while the heading and total formats for
each level contain the key field for that level and any associated virtual fields. These fields are available in the action
diagram where the processing for a particular format occurs in the CUR context. In addition, any function fields that you
have added to the report format are available in the CUR context.

The CUR context differs from the NXT context in that the NXT context contains fields that are present in the report format
representing the next level break in the report. The CUR context specifies fields that are being processed at a given point
in the action diagram while the NXT context specifies fields being processed in the following format.

The CUR context is only available in the action diagrams of the following function types:

• Print File (PRTFIL)
• Print Object (PRTOBJ)
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For example, in a report to print out an Order, if Order Qty and Product Price are fields present on the access path to
which the Print File function is attached and Order Line Val is a function field attached to the Detail Record (RCD) format,
the following processing might be inserted in the action diagram at the point where detail records are processed:

  > USER: Process detail record

  .--

  : CUR.Order line val = CUR.Order qty * CUR. Product price

  ‘--

NXT

The Next Report Format (NXT) context defines a context relative to the CUR context for report functions. The NXT context
contains fields that are in the next active report format (not dropped format) that is one level break lower. You could use
the NXT context to specify the placement of the result of a function field (SUM, MIN, MAX, or CNT) on the appropriate
report total format. You can only use the NXT context for result fields.

The NXT context is only available in the action diagrams of the following function types:

• Print File (PRTFIL)
• Print Object (PRTOBJ)

For example, in a report to print out an Order: if the Order detail format contains the field, Order Line Value, and Total
Order Value is a SUM function field based on this field, the same function field can be attached to two different formats:

• The Order detail format to sum into the Order totals format (for the Order no. key level).
• The Order total format to sum into the Final totals format.

In both cases, the instance of the input field is from the CUR context while the result field is placed on the NXT context.

Figure 13: CUR_NXT_context
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The function field is inserted into the action diagram of the report function at the points where each format is processed.

  > USER: Process Order detail

  .--                                                   <<<

  : Total order value

 

  :     O   Total order value  NXT   Total order value

  :     I   Order line value   CUR   Order line value

 

  ‘--

  > USER: Process Order no. totals

  .--                                                   <<<

  : Total order value

 

  :     O   Total order value  NXT   Total order value

  :     I   Order line value   CUR   Order line value

 

  ‘--

The parameters for each call to the function field can be accessed using the Edit Action - Function Details window. For
example, Order Line Value is input from the CUR context and Total Order Value is output to the NXT context:
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If a report format is dropped from a CA 2E report design (using the Edit Design Formats panel), the NXT context retains
its meaning. Any fields in the context are automatically assumed by CA 2E to be on the next highest format level. Thus,
in the previous example: if the Order Totals format was dropped, the Order Line Value function field would be assumed to
total directly onto the Final totals format.

Literal Contexts

CND

The CA 2E Condition (CND) context enables you to specify that a particular field condition value is to be supplied as a
field value in one of the following ways:

• As a parameter to a function.
• As the condition that controls a conditional or iterative construct in the action diagram.

All field conditions that are attached to a field are available in the CND context for that particular field.

The CND context is available in the action diagrams of all function types. You can use the CND context for function
parameter and action diagram condition fields. However, you cannot use the CND context for result fields; that is, you
cannot move another field value into a condition context field.

To use a CND context field as a parameter, you specify that the conditions attached to the field be passed as a parameter
value to a result field.

To use a CND context field as a condition, you specify processing in a CASE construct if a particular field condition is
attached to a field. For example, if CND *Return code is *User QUIT requested, then *Exit program.
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The following example shows both uses of the CND context.

As a parameter:

The CA 2E supplied status field *Return code has several conditions attached to it; for example, *User QUIT requested.
Any one of the conditions can be used as a parameter on the Edit Action - Function Details window:

This is shown in the action diagram as:

  PGM. *Return code = CND. *User QUIT request   <<<

As a condition:

If *User QUIT requested is the name of a condition attached to the *Return code field, then an example of conditioning a
CASE statement might be:

  . -- CASE                                       <<<

  : PGM.*Return code is *User QUIT requested   <<<

  : Exit program                               <<<

  ‘ -- ENDCASE

CON

The Constant (CON) context contains any constant or literal values that you want to specify.

You only use CON context values to specify input values to fields. There are also some restrictions associated with the
usage of this context:

• You cannot use the CON context with status (STS) fields. You should use the CND context with STS fields.
• Numeric constants must be less than or equal to ten characters in length, including the decimal point and sign. A

maximum of five characters is allowed after the decimal point.
• Alphanumeric constants must be less than or equal to twenty characters in length.
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The CON context is available in the action diagrams of all function types.

To specify that a numeric field Order Quantity is to be set to a value of 15:

This is shown in the action diagram as:

  DB1.Order quantity = CON.15.00                   <<<

System Contexts

JOB

The Job (JOB) context contains system fields that supply execution time information about the job that executes the
HLL program implementing a function. You cannot add additional fields to the JOB context. You would use this context
primarily to define system data to a particular field, such as job date, user name, or job execution start time.

You can only use JOB context fields for input to other functions. They cannot be changed.

The fields that appear in the JOB context are provided in a shipped file called *Job Data.

Field Attr Role
*USER VNM System name of job user
*JOB VNM System name of job
*PROGRAM VNM System name of HLL program
*Job number NBR Job number
*Job submitted/start date DTE Date job submitted
*Job exec start date DTE Date job started executing
*Job exec start time TIME Time job started executing
*Job date DTE Time and date job started executing
*Job year NBR Current year of job date
*Job month NBR Current month of job date
*Job day NBR Current day of job date
*Job time TME Current time of job date
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*Job hour NBR Current hour of job date
*Job minute NBR Current minute of job date
*Job second NBR Current second of job date
*Function main file name VNM System name of function’s main file (1)
*Function main file lib VNM System name of lib. containing file (1)
*Function main file mbr VNM System name of file member (1)
*Function main lib/file CDE Function’s main library and library file (1)
*Current RDB For DRDA
*Local RDB For DRDA
(1) Not valid for SQL   

The JOB context is available in the action diagrams of all function types.

PGM

The Program context (PGM) contains system fields that control the execution of a function. An example of a PGM field
would be *Program Mode which determines the program mode in which a program executes.

The fields that appear in the PGM context are defined in a system file called *Program Data.

The PGM fields are:

Fields Attr condition DSP Value
*Program mode STS *ADD

*AUTO
*CHANGE
*DISPLAY
*ENTER
*SELECT

ADD
AUTO
CHANGE
DISPLAY
ENTER
SELECT

*Return code STS *NORMAL
*User QUIT requested

*BLANK
Y2U9999

*Record data changed STS *NO
*YES

N
Y

*Record selected STS *NO
*YES

N
Y

*Reload subfile STS *NO
*YES

N
Y

*Scan limit NBR - -
*Defer confirm STS *Defer confirm

*Proceed to confirm
Y
N

*Print format STS *Do not print format
*Print format

N
Y

*Continue transaction STS *NO
*YES

N
Y

*Next RDB VNM - -
*cursor filed VNM - -
*cursor row NBR - -
*cursor column NBR - -
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*Re-read Subfile Record STS *NO
*YES

N
Y

*Initial call STS *NO
*YES

N
Y

*Sbmjob override string TXT - -
*Sbmjob job name VNM - -
*Sbmjob job user VNM - -
*Sbmjob job number CDE - -
*Synon work field (15,0) NBR - -
*Synon work field (15,2) NBR - -
*Synon work field (15,5) NBR - -
*Synon work field (17,5) NBR - -
*Synon work field (17,7) NBR - -
*Synon work field (17,9) NBR - -

The Display value can be translated to other national languages if appropriate.

You can use the fields in the PGM context to control processing within function.

*Program Mode

The *Program Mode field specifies the current mode of a program. This field can be used to provide an override to the
default initial mode of CA 2E functions and to condition processing according to the current mode.

For example, when you first enter an Edit File or Edit Record function, the program is in *CHANGE Mode unless there are
no records in the file to be edited. In this case the program is in *ADD Mode. If you want the end user to be in *ADD Mode
regardless of the presence of records in the file, you can override the default in the User Initialization part of the action
diagram for the Edit function using the built-in *MOVE function such as:

  PGM. *Program mode = CND.*ADD      <<<

*Return Code

The *Return Code field contains a return code that is passed between all standard functions. This field may be used to
communicate with the calling and called functions.

You can add extra conditions to the *Return Code field. A special facility is provided on the Edit Field Conditions panel for
this field, which allows you to define conditions by selecting from existing message functions. The conditions created have
the same name as the selected message function (for example, user quit requested) and have the message identifier
used to implement the message (USR0156) as a condition value.

If you want to specify a fast exit (for example, pressing F15 when using a function that is called by another function exits
you from both functions), the *Return Code field would be used in the PGM context as follows:

1. In the called program you would use the *Exit Program built-in function to specify an exit from the program when F15
is pressed. The parameter for this function is the *Return code field which you would specify as the condition *User
QUIT requested:

  . -- CASE                                                   <<<
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  | -- CTL.*CMD key is CF15                                   <<<

  |  Add new records function                              <<<

  |  *Exit program  -  return code CND. *User QUIT requested <<<

  ‘ -- ENDCASE

1. In the calling program you would specify, immediately after the call to the subsidiary function, that if the return code
returned corresponds to the condition *User QUIT requested, quit the (calling) program:

Execute subsidiary function

  . -- CASE                                                  <<<

  | -- PGM. *Return code is *User QUIT requested             <<<

  | *Exit program  -  return code CND. *User QUIT requested <<<

  ‘ -- ENDCASE

*Reload Subfile

The *Reload Subfile field specifies that a subfile is to be reloaded before redisplay. CA 2E standard functions normally
only reload subfiles if it is required by the default processing. You can use this field if you want to force a subfile reload.

For example, if a Display File function calls a subsidiary function that adds records to the database, you may want the
subfile to be reloaded on return so that the new records are included in the display. To force a subfile reload, you should
move the condition *YES to the *Reload subfile field immediately after the call to the subsidiary function; this causes the
subfile to be reloaded on return to the Display File function.

  . -- CASE                                              <<<

  | -- CTL.*CMD key is CF09                              <<<

  | Add new records function                          <<<

  | *PGM. *Reload Subfile = CND. *Yes                 <<<

  ‘ -- ENDCASE

*Record Data Changed

The *Record Data Changed PGM context field specifies whether the data for the current record has changed. The value
*Yes means the record data has changed; the value *No means that the record data has not changed; it is initialized to ‘
‘ (blank). The database record is updated only when the value of this field is *Yes.

NOTE

Checking for unchanged record data is done only if the Null Update Suppression function option is Y or A.
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You can access the *Record Data Changed field from all functions that contain an embedded CHGOBJ function, such as
EDTFIL and EDTTRN. It is valid only in the Data Read and Data Update user points in the action diagram of CHGOBJ
functions; other uses give invalid results. Two ways to use this field are:

• You can test its value to conditionally perform actions that depend on whether data has been changed as shown in the
example following.

• You can manually set this field to conditionally force or suppress a database record update.

The following example illustrates a common technique for setting an audit stamp. The field, Timestamp, is set to the
current date and time only if other fields within the record have been changed. In other words, if the value of the *Record
Data Changed field is *Yes, then the audit stamp is written to the file.

The Timestamp field has the following characteristics:

• It is of type TS#.
• It is on the update access path for the CHGOBJ function.
• It is a Neither parameter on the CHGOBJ function, which means it is not passed into the routine and must be set by

the action diagram code within CHGOBJ.

  > USER: Processing before Data update

  . --                                                          <<<

  :.> Only set the Timestamp field if other data has changed <<<

  :. -- CASE                                                    <<<

  :| -- PGM.*Record Data Changed is *Yes                        <<<

  :| DB1.Timestamp=JOB.*Job date                             <<<

  :| DB1.Timestamp=JOB.*Job time                             <<<

  :’ -- ENDCASE                                                 <<<

  ‘ -- 

For more information about the CHGOBJ function, see Database Functions.

*Record Selected

The *Record Selected field specifies that a record read from the database is to be processed. In CA 2E standard functions
that read multiple records from the database, for instance to load a subfile, you can add user-defined processing to
specify which records are to be included. The record selected field allows you to indicate whether a record is to be
included or omitted.

For example, if you want to add your own selection criteria to the loading of the subfile in a Display File or Edit File
function, you should insert it into the USER: Initialize Subfile Record from DBF Record part of the Load Next Subfile Page
routine in the action diagram for the function. For instance, if you want to specify that records with a zero date field are to
be omitted:

> Load next subfile page
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       REPEAT WHILE

     -Subfile page not full

     PGM. *Record selected = CND. *YES

     Move DBF record fields to subfile record

     > User: Initialize a subfile record from DBF record

      .

      . -- 

      : .-CASE

      . | -DB1.Date of birth is *ZERO

      : | PGM. *Record Selected = CND. *NO

      : .-ENDCASE

      ‘ -- 

        .-CASE

        | PGM. *Record Selected is YES

        | Write subfile record

        ‘-ENDCASE

      Read next DBF record

      ENDWHILE

*Scan Limit

The *Scan Limit field specifies a limit to the number of records that are to be read at a time. If additional selection is
applied when reading records from the database (for instance, on the previous *Record selected field), then a limit can be
specified on the number of records that can be unsuccessfully read.

The default value for the Scan Limit is 500. For example, to specify that the Scan Limit is to be 100, use the built-in
function *MOVE to set the *Scan Limit field to this value in the USER: Initialization exit point of an action diagram:

  PGM. *Scan limit = CON. 100                     <<<
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*Defer Confirm

The *Defer Confirm field only applies to functions where a confirm prompt is available. In such functions there are likely
to be occasions when you want to suppress the confirm prompt and subsequent processing. On these occasions, *Defer
Confirm causes the panel to be redisplayed as if the user had replied No to the confirm prompt. The effect is the same,
even if the confirm prompt option is not specified on the Edit Function Options panel.

For example, in an Edit File function, if a line is selected with a Z, you would probably not want to display the confirm
prompt on returning to the Edit file display. To prevent the program from displaying the confirm prompt, move the condition
*Defer Confirm to the *Defer Confirm field. This causes the confirm and update part of the processing to be skipped.

  . -- CASE                                           <<<

  | -- RCD.*SFLSEL is *Zoom                           <<<

  | Display details function                       <<<

  | *PGM. *Defer confirm = CND. *Defer confirm     <<<

  ‘ -- ENDCASE                                        <<<

*Print Format

The Print Format field specifies whether a format from a report is to be printed. The *Print Format option only applies to
Print File and Print Object functions. There may be instances when you want to select more records from the database file
for processing by the function (controlled with the *Record Selected field) than you want to be printed.

For example, if you want a Print File function to print either a detailed or a summary report, depending on the value of an
input parameter to the function, you can control which formats are printed in the two reports by means of the *Print Format
field.

  > USER: On print of detail format                   <<<

  .--                                                 <<<

  : . -- CASE                                            <<<

  : | -PAR.Report type is Summary                     <<<

  : | -*PGM.*Print format = CND.*Do not print format  <<<

  : ‘ -- ENDCASE                                         <<<

  ‘--                                                 <<<

*Continue Transaction

The *Continue Transaction field is applicable for transaction functions such as EDTTRN and DSPTRN that have input
restricted key fields. This field can be used to perform the equivalent of reload subfile for these two functions without
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returning to the key panel. This can be done within the action diagram of the function by inserting the following code in the
*EXIT PROGRAM user point:

This piece of action diagram logic enables the subfile of an EDTTRN or DSPTRN to be reloaded and the subfile
redisplayed without having to return to the key panel.

  > USER: Exit program processing                   <<<

  . --                                                 <<<

  : . -- CASE                                          <<<

  : |-CTL.*CMD key is *Exit                         <<<

  : |-OTHERWISE                                     <<<

  : | PGM.*Continue transaction = CND.*No           <<<

  : | <--QUIT                                       <<<

  : ‘ -- ENDCASE                                       <<<

  ‘ -- 

*Next RDB

The *Next RDB field is applicable for functions with distributed functionality. If the value of *Next RDB is not blank, the
value is used to establish a connection prior to performing database access.

For more information about using DRDA, see Distributed Relational Database Architecture.

*Cursor Field

IS Comparison Operator You can use the IS comparison operator to determine whether the
cursor is positioned on a specific field on the panel by comparing
the PGM

Cursor Field to the field. You can use the IS comparison operator
in any condition statement.

 

The following is an example of the IS comparison operator. This example shows A test that determines if the cursor is
positioned on the Customer Status field.
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Use the PGM *Cursor Field to test for cursor position on subfile fields with the RCD context. In this case, both the field and
the subfile record must match the cursor position for the test to be true. This is implemented automatically by CA 2E.

When testing for cursor position on subfile records, the logical place to insert the CASE statement in the action diagram
would be

USER: Process subfile record (or equivalent user point.)

Some additional logic is required to test for a cursor position in the DSPFIL, EDTFIL, and SELRCD function types. This is
discussed under the example for PGM *Re-read subfile record field.

PGM *Cursor Field is available for reference only. For example, you are not able to move conditions or values into this
field.

*Cursor Row and *Cursor Column

The *Cursor Row and *Cursor Column field always contains the relative numeric row and column that the cursor is
currently on. As with *Cursor Field, these fields are available as reference fields only.

*Re-Read Subfile Record

The *Re-read Subfile Record field can be used to force the reprocessing of subfile records whether or not they have been
changed. This is particularly useful when testing for cursor position on a subfile within the DSPFIL, EDTFIL, and SELRCD
function types.

Differences in Subfile Processing Between EDTTRN and DSPTRNs Compared to DSPFIL, EDTFIL, and SELRCDs

The EDTTRN and DSPTRN functions load all records in a subfile before the panel appears. They also re-process all
records in the subfile when the user requests validation of the data.
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In the example described under PGM *Cursor field, this means that the CASE statement is tested for every subfile record
and is able to determine the exact subfile record and field on which the cursor is currently positioned.

The DSPFIL, EDTFIL, and SELRCD functions load records one page at a time.

They only re-process records that have been modified or touched by the end user. This processing enables these
functions to perform efficiently and ensures that records that have not been modified are not processed. This means that
the USER: Process Subfile Record (or equivalent user point) is examined for EDTTRN and DSPTRN functions for every
record in the subfile.

Since DSPFIL, EDTFIL, and SELRCD functions only process changed records, the CASE statement is only tested for
those records that have been flagged as modified.

In order for the cursor position to be detected on subfile records in these function types, you must change the subfile
record or you must flag the subfile record to be re-read in any event.

To achieve the latter, another field PGM *Re-read subfile record can be used.

To ensure that subfile records are re-processed, the PGM *Re-read Subfile Record field should be set to *Yes as follows:

PGM.*Re-read Subfile Record = CND.*YES

<--QUIT

If the DSPFIL had no post-confirm pass, the following additional action diagram logic would be required at the end of
User: Process Subfile Record (pre-confirm) user point. This would ensure that the subfile records are re-processed again
if the subfile was re-loaded after the processing pass of the records.

You can condition the setting of *Reread Subfile record based on a set of conditions. This could be used to pre-select
records that meet certain status criteria.

For example:

  > USER: Process subfile record (Pre-confirm)

  .--

  :. -- CASE

  :|-RCD.Order value is GT CTL.Customer Max Order Value

  :| PGM.*Re-read subfile record = CND.*No

  :| Send information message  -  Order & 1 will not be accepted

  :|-*OTHERWISE

  :| WRK.Highlight field = CND.*YES Order Value

  :’ -- ENDCASE

  ‘--
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*Synon Work field (15,0) to (17,9)

These fields are available as numeric fields and have the lengths as specified in their description. These fields can be
used as computational work fields.

*Synon Work field (17,7) is the default value intermediate result field that is used when a compute expression is initially
created.

*Initial Call

The *Initial Call field allows you to detect whether the function is being invoked for the first or subsequent times.

This field is only of use if the function option Closedown Program has been set to *No in which case the value of PGM
*Initial Call is *Yes. For subsequent calls to this function the value is *No.

COBOL programs also use this field. Nested COBOL programs remain under the control of the calling program. The
*Initial Call field is set to *YES the first time a nested COBOL program is called. Subsequent calls set the field to *NO.

In order to execute logic that is only performed once when a function is first invoked, the following action diagram logic
can be inserted:

  >USER: Initialize program

 

  . -- CASE

  |-PGM.*Initial Call is *Yes

  | Load Product Info array  -  Product

  ‘ -- ENDCASE

The field PGM *Initial Call is available for reference only and is set to *No by the function automatically.

*Sbmjob override string

The *Sbmjob field provides dynamic overrides of SBMJOB parameters when a job is submitted for batch processing
from within an action diagram. Only EXCEXTFUN, EXCUSRPGM, and PRTFIL functions can be submitted for batch
processing from an action diagram.

NOTE
This feature does not support function calls that contain multiple-instance array parameters.

*Sbmjob job name, *Sbmjob job user, *Sbmjob job number

These PGM context fields facilitate additional processing for jobs submitted from an action diagram; for example, handling
spool files, follow-on updates, lock manipulation, and any other processing that requires submitted job information.

Function Contexts

PAR

The Parameter (PAR) context contains the fields that you define as parameters for the current function. This includes the
function whose action diagram you are currently editing.
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You can specify function parameters using the Edit Function Parameters panel. When you define a field as a function
parameter, CA 2E automatically adds the field to the PAR context of the function, but availability of the fields associated
with the PAR context is user-point dependent.

If you define parameters for a particular function, then the PAR context is available at all points in the action diagram of
that function.

Consider the following example. If you create a Display file function on a Horse file, you could specify Horse code as an
input parameter and Race date and Race time as output parameters:

The Horse code could then be used as an input field and the Race date and Race time as output fields at appropriate
places in an action diagram. For example:

  CTL.Horse code = PAR.Horse code                    <<<

 

  PAR.Race date = DTL.Race date                      <<<

  PAR.Race time = DTL.Race time                      <<<

LCL

The LCL context provides the ability to define variables that are local to a given function. It is available in all situations
where the WRK context is available and all fields defined in the model are presented for selection.
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Although neither parameter provide a method of defining local work variables, this method requires additional effort and is
not as flexible.

The LCL context provides an alternative to the WRK context and avoids two major pitfalls of the latter. Since the WRK
context is global

• A WRK field can inadvertently be changed by an internal function
• It encourages the dangerous practice of using WRK fields to communicate among functions without using parameters

Set the Parameter Default Context (YDFTCTX) model value to *LCL to use LCL rather than WRK as the default context
for parameter defaulting in the action diagram editor.

The model-level default context is displayed in the Subfile Control area when an action has undefined parameters. This
field can then be changed prior to pressing F10. Available default contexts are:

• LCL - All parameters use the LCL context.
• WRK - All parameters use the WRK context.
• NLL - Output parameters use the NLL context.
• Both and Input parameters use the LCL context.

Special Considerations

Internally, the generators create a new field for each function in which a LCL field is declared. As a result, although the
LCL context defines fields that are local to a particular function, another function can change the value of the field. For
example, a LCL field passed to another function as a Both parameter can be changed by the called function.

A given program can have up to 9999 LCL parameters.

For internal functions that are not implemented as shared subroutines, only one LCL variable is generated; in other
words, all instances of the internal function share the same local variable. Thus, the LCL context is only logically local to a
particular function.

NLL

The NLL context is available in all situations as a target for output parameters. The generators process this context by
allocating a field from a separate sequence of field names. Such fields are local to a particular function in the same way as
LCL context fields.

If you change an Output parameter that is supplied using the NLL context to Input or Both, the action diagram editor
displays a message when the function parameters are prompted.

Benefits

You can safely discard output parameters without worrying about whether they are overwriting a work or local field used
elsewhere.

You can trim your model of unnecessary functions; for example, a suite of RTVOBJ functions, each of which returns a
different output, can be replaced with a single general purpose RTVOBJ.

You do not need to define special fields to use as discard targets.

Since the NLL context is output-only, it can be used repeatedly to receive output from multiple functions.

Generic RTVOBJ

The NLL context encourages use of a single general purpose RTVOBJ rather than a suite of RTVOBJ functions, each of
which returns a different output.
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When this function is called from within the action diagram of another function, set the output parameters you want
returned to an appropriate context and set all others to the NLL context.
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WRK

Work (WRK) context fields are useful to contain work variables for interim calculations or for assigning work data or strings
in interim processing.

You can use any field in the data dictionary as a work field. You can add other user-defined fields to the WRK context by
adding them to the data dictionary using the Define Objects panel.

The WRK context is available at all points in the action diagram of all function types. WRK context variables are global to
the external function and so can be changed at any point by any function.
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Figure 14: Two_external_functions

As shown in the previous example of two external functions, if you include internal functions within an external function an
umbrella effect allows the internal and the external function to share the same work field. Consequently, any changes to
that external function’s work field could cause changes to the internal functions.

This means that any actions or functions within the external function can change any WRK variable without being passed
as a parameter. You should only use WRK variables when there are no intervening function calls that could change the
values.

NOTE

The LCL context provides a method of defining local work variables.

For example, you could use a work field to keep a count of the number of records processed:

  WRK.Counter = WRK.Counter + CON.1           <<<

ARR

ARR is similar to the WRK context but is used only for a multiple-instance array parameter. This context is only available
on a function call statement in the Action Diagram of functions of type Execute External Function.

By passing a parameter as an array, multiple instances of data can be passed in or out, in a single call to a function. For
example, if a customer record structure is defined in the Customer array on the *Arrays file, that array can be used to
define a parameter for an Execute External Function (EXCEXTFUN) or Execute User Program (EXCUSRPGM) being
passed as RCD (ARRAY). Anywhere from a few to thousands of customer records can be passed in that one parameter in
one single function call.

Multiple-instance Arrays and the ARR Context

Arrays are a standard component of the 2E model that you might have utilized in the past. An array is a structure,
comprised of multiple fields (array subfields), that has a specified number of elements. Arrays are defined in the *Arrays
file.

Earlier, there were three ways to use an array:
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• Through the use of CHGOBJ, CRTOBJ, DLTOBJ, and RTVOBJ functions built over an array to process data in the
array, treating the array as if it were an access path, where each element of the array equates to a record.

• As a structure that can be used to pass parameters to a function.
• With the *CVTVAR built-in function, you can compose a single string from an array structure of multiple fields. You can

also decompose a single string into its constituent fields.
For more information about these functions, see Building Applications Section and Reference section.

With the second and third uses, only a single instance of the array structure was referred to - the array was being used
only as a structure definition, in other words.

Now we increased the ways you can use arrays:

• Treat an array as a multiple instance structure. In other words, as a true array with multiple elements within the Action
Diagram. In this case use the new *MOVE ARRAY function - individual fields in a variety of contexts can be copied into
array subfields in a specified instance of the array and vice-versa.

• Pass a multiple-instance array as a parameter to a function. By passing a parameter in this way, you can pass multiple
instances of data in or out as a single parameter, in a single call to a function.

WARNING
As a CA 2E developer, you need to understand the architectural distinction between the two mechanisms to
manipulate array data, despite the ability to use a common structural definition:

• Data can exist and be modified in an array by using database functions (Create Object  - CRTOBJ, Delete Object  -
DLTOBJ, Change Object  - CHGOBJ, and Retrieve Object  - RTVOBJ) based over the *Arrays file. However, this array
data cannot be accessed by the *MOVE ARRAY function.

• Conversely, data can exist and be modified in a multiple-instance array parameter (in the PAR context) and in the ARR
context by using the *MOVE ARRAY function. However, that array data cannot be accessed by database functions
(Create Object  - CRTOBJ, Delete Object  - DLTOBJ, Change Object  - CHGOBJ, and Retrieve Object  - RTVOBJ)
based over the *Arrays file.

To make this new functionality possible, we created a new array-related context, ARR context. The ARR context is similar
to the WRK context, but is used to define a multiple-instance array. Similar to fields in the WRK context, arrays in the ARR
context are initialized during program initialization.The ARR context is available in the following circumstances:

• For use with the *MOVE ARRAY built-in function.
• When passing a multiple-instance array to a function that has a multiple-instance array parameter.

Enhanced Array Support

Earlier, you could define a parameter to a function to be passed as a FLD, RCD, or KEY.

• FLD - Each field specified as a parameter on the parameter details display is passed as an individual parameter.
• KEY - A single parameter, where the length is derived from the keys of the specified access path or array, is passed.

An externally defined data structure is used to define the parameter.
• RCD - A single parameter, where the length is derived from the specified access path or array format, is passed. The

parameter contains all the fields which are individually specified as parameters using the parameter details display. An
externally defined data structure is used to define the parameter.

You can now pass certain parameters as an array.

By passing a parameter as an array, multiple instances of data can be passed in or out, in a single call to a function. For
example, if a customer record structure is defined in the Customer array on the *Arrays file, that array can be used to
define a parameter to an Execute External Function (EXCEXTFUN) or Execute User Program (EXCUSRPGM) being
passed as RCD (ARRAY), any amount of customer records can be passed in that one parameter, in one single function
call.

The Edit Function Parameters Panel and the Edit Function Parameter Details Panel were updated to accommodate this
enhancement.
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Enhanced Array Support Terms

To assist you with understanding this enhancement, we use two new descriptive terms throughout the CA 2E
documentation:

• Multiple-instance array parameter
Describes when a parameter is passed as an array (when the "Pass as Array" flag is set to 'Y'). The parameter
contains multiple instances of data, where each instance contains all the fields which are individually specified as
parameters using the parameter details display.

• Single-instance array parameter
Describes when a parameter defined using an array is not passed as an array (when the Pass as Array flag is not
available or is set to blank). The parameter contains all the fields which are individually specified as parameters using
the parameter details display.

Enhanced Array Support Restrictions

This new functionality has a number of fundamental restrictions:

• Only functions of type Execute External Function (EXCEXTFUN) and Execute User Program (EXCUSRPGM) allow
parameters to be passed as array.

• Parameters can only be passed as array when the parameter structure is defined using an array based over the
*Arrays file.

• Parameters can only be passed as array when they are being passed as RCD or KEY.
• No fields can be dropped on a parameter being passed as an array.
• Does not allow a multiple-instance array parameter in a function call, in both ARR and PAR context, except when

calling an EXCEXTFUN or EXCUSRPGM which has multiple-instance array parameter. Additionally, the call must be
from the top-level action diagram of an EXCEXTFUN.

• The Submit job (SBMJOB) feature and Y2CALL command do not support function calls that contain multiple-instance
array parameters.

When working with two functions, function A and function B, for example, you can model in the action diagram of function
A a call to function B, where B has a parameter interface passed as an array. In this case these additional restrictions
apply:

• Function A must be of type EXCEXTFUN, and function B must be of type EXCEXTFUN or EXCUSRPGM.
• The parameter context must be PAR or ARR and the array name must exactly match on the parameter definition of A

and B.
• If a parameter is passed as an array on A it must be passed as an array on B.
• The parameter must be passed as RCD on both A and B, or KEY on both A and B.
• Though the usages of the subfields on a parameter passed as an array can be mixed, the usages must be compatible,

such that the calling function can call the called function.
• In general, the 2E tool prevents the use of modeling scenarios that cannot be successfully generated.

Performance Considerations for Multiple-Instance Array Parameters

When using multiple-instance array parameters (MIAPs), the following performance-related considerations apply:

• General performance considerations when using MIAPs
Even though a MIAP can have many instances, only a single pointer is passed by the operating system to the
program, as is the case with a non-MIAP parameter. Therefore, in terms purely of the parameter being passed as a
normal parameter or as a MIAP, there is no additional performance hit to using MIAPs.

• Performance considerations in programs that use MIAPs
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Any Neither parameters that are passed to a function are explicitly initialized in the ZZINIT subroutine in that function.
In the case of a MIAP parameter containing Neither subfields, this initialization occurs for every field, in every element
in the MIAP.

• Performance considerations in programs that call other programs that use MIAPs
When one program calls another and passes a structure parameter (RCD or KEY), CA 2E generates code in the
calling program to initialize the intermediate structures used to pass the parameters to the called program, to load
those structures from the variables specified in the Action Diagram and to unload those structures into the return
variables. This code is generated whether the parameter is defined as a MIAP or as a normal parameter.
– When the parameter is defined as a MIAPs
– If all the MIAP subfields are defined with the same usage (I, O, B or N), then the generator loads the entire array

structure into and out of the intermediate structure using a single MOVE. By contrast, if the MIAP subfields have
different usages, each field must be moved separately. Since the MOVE is repeated for every element of the
MIAP, this can affect your performance. Additionally, the amount of code generated for a MIAP with varying-usage
subfields can be significantly greater.

– As with fields passed as parameters in non-MIAPs, MIAP subfields with a usage of Neither are explicitly initialized
prior to the call - this occurs even if all the subfields have a usage of Neither.

– As with fields passed as parameters in non-MIAPs, if any of the MIAP subfields are ISO-type fields (DT#, TM# or
TS#), code is automatically generated to explicitly initialize them, whether or not they are passed with the same
usage as all other subfields within the MIAP.

To ensure the best possible performance when using MIAPs, follow these guidelines as closely as you can:

1. All subfields within a MIAP should be defined with the same usage (I, O or B).
2. MIAP subfields with a usage of Neither should be avoided.
3. ISO-type MIAP subfields should be avoided.

Generated Source

Using either multiple-instance array parameters or the related *MOVE ARRAY built-in function results in additional fields
and structures (and the code to initialize and process them) to be generated in your source. These fields and structures
can significantly increase the size of the source member. Therefore you can control the level of in-line source commenting
through the YGENCMT model value, as follows:

• *STD
A single comment line is generated for each multiple-instance array definition, control structure definition and
initialization

• *ALL
A comment line is generated for each multiple-instance array subfield definition, control structure subfield definition and
initialization

NOTE

This is the only difference between YGENCMT(*STD) and YGENCMT(*ALL); switching between these two
values does not affect any other comment generation within your source code.

Enhanced Array Support Usage

The following sections show how you can use the Enhanced Array Support in CA 2E panels.

Edit Function Parameters Panel

The new functionality allows you to specify, in the Edit Function Parameters panel, that a parameter should be passed as
an array, rather than passed as a single-instance structure.
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This is done using the new ‘A’ (Pass as Array) field as follows:

• Enter Y when the parameter should be passed as array.
• Leave this field blank when the parameter is a single-instance structure.

The following situations apply when using the 'A' (Pass as Array) field:

• If the function is not an EXCEXTFUN or an EXCUSRPGM, the field is not available on this panel.
• Specifying 'Y' is only valid when the parameter is an array based on the *Arrays file, and only when the parameter is

passed as RCD or KEY.

Edit Function Parameter Details Panel

For EXCEXTFUN and EXCUSRPGM only, there are two new values for the Passed as field:

• RCD(ARRAY) = Parameter is defined using RCD structure and passed as array.
• KEY(ARRAY) = Parameter is defined using KEY structure and passed as array.

When Passed as has a value of RCD (ARRAY) or KEY (ARRAY), the new Number of elements field displays the number
of elements defined for the array being passed. You can view and modify the array definition by visiting the *Arrays file. If
you use option D to drop any fields, an error message displays.
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Edit Action Diagram Panel

When a parameter is not passed as an array the behavior of the Edit Action Diagram panel remains the same as previous
versions of CA 2E. However, where a parameter is being passed as an array, there is a new single subfile line that
indicates an array being passed.

NOTE

If the called function’s parameter interface is modified to toggle the parameter Passed as Array field from Y to
blank, the behavior of the EDIT ACTION - FUNCTION DETAILS changes accordingly to match.
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• IOB
A, indicating an Array.

• Obj Typ
ARR, indicating array.

• Ctx
Only PAR or ARR is allowed.

NOTE

This is an input capable field. ARR is always valid as a choice when the called function’s parameter is
passed as an array. However, if you select PAR, but the definition of the array on the calling function is
incompatible with the definition of the array on the called function, a warning is sent (after PAR is selected)
and the change to PAR cannot be saved/completed.

• Object Name
Item, indicating the name of the array.

NOTE

This field is ouptut only.

The array’s subfields and their usages are NOT shown on this panel. But you could examine Function B’s parameter
interface (and detailed usage) via F9=Edit Parms.

This screen shows what the function call will look like for passing an array called Item:

When a parameter is being passed as an array,the context defaults to ARR if F10=default parms is used. If the context
is changed to PAR, the panel validates that the selected array is available in the PAR context and that all array subfields
have compatible usages.

NOTE

MIAPs do not automatically get defaulted to PAR/PRn context, even when they are available. Your choices for
populating MIAP parameters are:
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• Manually specify ARR context which is always valid.
• Manually specify PAR/PRn contexts if available.
• Prompt for available contexts.
• Use F10 to default MIAPs to use ARR context.

Understanding Conditions
A condition specifies the circumstances under which an action, a sequential statement, or an iterative statement is to be
executed. Conditions define a particular value for a field. The following examples demonstrate how conditions control
processing.

Contents

A condition controlling a simple action would be an instance where, if a field’s condition is met, a simple action takes
place.

  . -- CASE

  |-RCD.*SFLSEL is *SELECT

  | Display record details

  ‘ -- 

A condition controlling a sequence of actions would be an instance within a CASE construct where, if a field’s condition is
met, a sequence of actions executes.

  . -- CASE

  |-RCD.*SFLSEL is *SELECT

  |  .--

  |  : Display record details

  |  ‘--

  ‘ -- -ENDCASE

A condition controlling an iterative constant would be an instance within a REPEAT WHILE construct where while a field’s
condition is met, a simple action takes place

  .= REPEAT WHILE

  |-RCD.Status is Held

  |  Display record details
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  ‘ -- -ENDWHILE

Similarly, you could define multiple conditions within the same CASE construct to test for various conditions and the
actions to take.

  . -- CASE

  | -RCD.*SFLSEL is *SELECT

  | Display record details

  | -RCD.*SFLSEL is *Delete

  | Delete record details

  | -*OTHERWISE

  | Update record details

  ‘ -- ENDCASE

Condition Types

Condition types allow you to define a particular type of processing based on some form of conditional criteria that you
specify in the logic of your action diagram. CA 2E specifies four different condition types that can be used within an action
diagram.

Values (VAL) Conditions Type

The Value Conditions (VAL) type is used for conditions that specify a value that a field can receive. You only use the VAL
condition type with status (STS) fields.

You specify two related values for a value condition: an internal value that is held in the database file and against which
the condition is checked; and an external value that the user enters on the external function application panel. CA 2E
generates the necessary code to interpret the values. The internal and external values can have different lengths; you can
use the value mapping facility to facilitate translation between the disparate values.

To use value mapping you must specify Y for the Translate field on the Edit Field panel.

For more information:

• About the conditions file and the Convert Condition Value command (YCVTCNDVAL) used to convert the file, see
YCVTCNDVAL (Convert Condition Values) Command.

• About VAL, see Using Conditions.

Values List (LST) Condition Type

The Values List (LST) Condition type is used for conditions that specify a list of values that a status field can receive. Each
condition list consists of one or more value (VAL) conditions.

You can only use the LST condition type for fields of type status (STS). For fields of type STS, CA 2E creates a special list
condition *ALL VALUES whenever you define field conditions.
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If you specify a value for the Check Conditions prompt on the Edit Field Details panel or the Edit Entry Details panel, CA
2E generates code to ensure that any value that you enter is one of the allowed values.

CA 2E generates, by default, the code necessary to display a list of values for fields of type status (STS) whenever you
type ? in the field or press F4 with the cursor positioned on the field. However, CA 2E only generates the code for the list
display if the field is of type STS and if you have defined a check condition for the field.

For more information about LST, see Using Conditions.

Compare (CMP) Condition Type

The CA 2E Compare (CMP) condition type is used for conditions that specify a scope of values that a field can receive.
The scope of values is defined in terms of a fixed value and an operator. The fixed value is a CA 2E field; the operator is a
symbol expressing some form of Boolean logic.

The following is a valid list of operators:

Value Description
*EQ equal to
*NE not equal to
*GT greater than
*LT less than
*GE greater than or equal to
*LE less than or equal to
*IS for comparison to PGM *Cursor field

NOTE

You can use the CMP condition type for field types other than STS.

Examples

Order quantity is GT 10

• Credit limit is LT 1,000.00

For more information about CMP, see Using Conditions.

Range (RNG) Condition Type

The Range (RNG) condition type is used for conditions that specify a range of values that a field can receive. The range of
values is defined in terms of two fixed values between which the value must lie including starting and end points. You can
use the RNG condition type for field types other than STS.

Example

Order quantity is between 10 and 100

• Transaction value is GT 25 and LE 250

For more information about RNG, see Using Conditions.

Compound Conditions

CA 2E compound conditions provide you with the ability to use complex condition expressions in any context where a
simple action diagram condition is used.
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Use Boolean logic operations as AND or OR in condition tests. There are three aspects of compound condition
expressions:

1. The ability to AND together or OR together condition tests.
For example: (a AND b AND c), (a OR b OR c)

2. The ability to parenthesize and mix logical operators.
For example: (a AND b) OR (c AND d)

3. The ability to test negation.
For example: (a AND b) OR NOT c

CA 2E provides the following default logical operators for use with compound conditions:

Value Description
& AND operator
| OR operator
( left parenthesis
) right parenthesis
! NOT operator

These operators can be modified by changing the YACTCND model value using the YCHGMDLVAL command.

Defining Compound Conditions

Follow these steps:

1. Zoom into the user points. At the Edit Action Diagram panel, press F5 to view the user points for the function.
The Edit User Exit Points window appears.

2. Zoom into a selected user point. Type Z next to the selected user point and press Enter.
The next level of the action diagram appears.

3. Insert a CASE condition. Type v at the selected point and press Enter.
The new case appears.

4. Zoom into the condition. Type FF next to the new condition and press Enter.
The Edit Action - Condition Window appears.

5. Define the compound condition. Press F7.
The Edit Action - Compound Condition panel appears.

6. Enter the compound condition using the logical operators mentioned previously.

NOTE

On the Edit Action - Compound Condition panel you have an input-capable, 240-character field.
7. Enter the condition variables on the input-capable line.

CA 2E creates the undetermined condition statements on the lower portion of the panel. At this point, you can enter F
against the condition to display the Edit Action - Condition panel at which point you can specify the condition.
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NOTE

Once you define a compound condition in the action diagram, type F next to the condition. CA 2E displays the
Edit Action - Compound Condition panel.

Understanding Shared Subroutines
The main objective of shared subroutines is to optimize the generation of internal functions that are implemented as
subroutines. The first instance of generated source for the function is reused for all subsequent calls to the function
within an action diagram instead of being repeatedly regenerated. These changes apply to CHGOBJ, CRTOBJ, DLTOBJ,
RTVOBJ, and EXCINTFUN function types.

Contents

Some advantages of shared subroutines are:

• The volume of source code is reduced and therefore programs generate faster.
• Fewer subroutines result in smaller and therefore faster executing programs.
• Moving the interface outside shared subroutines facilitates changes required for ILE (Integrated Language

Environment) generation.

Externalizing the Function Interface

When the interface to a subroutine is inside the subroutine, each time it is called a new version of the subroutine is
required. To externalize the function interface, a unique internal work field is assigned for each parameter field and the
interface is generated as Move statements before and after the subroutine call. The names of the internal work context
fields are generated in a similar fashion to that of Neither parameters. This provides up to 10,000 unique field names in a
given program.

When an internal function is called:

1. The function’s Input and Both parameters are moved to the new internal work context prior to the call.
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2. Within the called function, this internal work context is used instead of the original PAR context.
3. Output and Both parameters are moved back to the return context after the subroutine call.

NOTE

The Moves required before and after calling a subroutine increase overhead somewhat. If a function has more
parameters than executable statements, then reusing the subroutine increases the number of source lines
generated.

You control the sharing of subroutines using the Share Subroutine (YSHRSBR) model value and its associated function
option. The table shows the valid values; function option values are shown in parentheses. The default is *NO.

Value Description
*YES (Y) Share generated source for subroutines. Generate source code

the first time an internal function is called and reuse the source
for all subsequent calls to the function. The interface for the
subroutine is externalized.

*NO (N) Generate source code each time an internal function is called. The
interface for the subroutine is internal.

The YSHRSBR model value and function option are available on the CHGOBJ, CRTOBJ, DLTOBJ, RTVOBJ, and
EXCINTFUN function types.

In addition, the Generate as subroutine? function option is provided for the EXCINTFUN function type to indicate whether
to implement the function in-line or as a subroutine. The default is not to generate as a subroutine.

Using Shared Subroutines with EDTFIL, EDTTRN, EDTRCD

By default, the EDTFIL, EDTTRN, and EDTRCD(n) functions contain a call to the CHGOBJ and DLTOBJ functions of
the owning file. When they are generated as subroutines, they include a section of code that checks whether the record
about to be deleted or changed has been changed by another user since being displayed to the screen. However, if the
same CHGOBJ or DLTOBJ functions are inserted elsewhere in the action diagram of an EDTxxx function, this code is not
generated. Consequently, if the CHGOBJ or DLTOBJ functions are marked for sharing, any EDTxxx function that contains
both the default instance and more than one further instance of that internal function generates two separate subroutines
-- one used only at the default user point containing the previous code and one for use at all other points that does not
contain this code.

Understanding the Action Diagram Editor
The action diagram editor lets you modify the default processing logic that is automatically supplied for a function. It also
provides the ability to add, change, or delete actions at appropriate points in the structure of a function. These points are
called user points.

Contents

Selecting Context

To select a context use the steps in the previous topic, Defining Compound Conditions, and the following steps:

1. From the Edit Action - Condition panel enter the context you want to select or a question mark ? in the Context field
and press Enter.
The Display Field Contexts panel appears.

2. Depending on the type of function you are editing and the point in the action diagram, select the context.
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Entering and Editing Field Conditions

With the action diagram editor you can add, modify, and delete conditions.

Adding Conditions

Follow these steps:

1. From the Edit Action - Condition panel type ? in the Condition field and press Enter.
Or, do the following:
From the Edit Database Relations panel type Z2 next to the file to field relation for which you want to define conditions.
The Edit Field Details panel appears.

2. From this panel, change any of the field attributes and add any narrative text.
3. Press F9 to view the field conditions.

The Edit Field Conditions panel appears.
4. Enter a new condition. Type the name of the condition in the Enter Condition field and the condition type, VAL or LST

for status fields or CMP and RNG for non-status fields and type Enter.
The Edit Field Condition Details appears.

5. If your field is of type status, type the internal file value associated with the condition name. For instance, P for the field
condition Paid.

6. If your field is of any type other than status and the condition type is range (RNG), type the From and To range.
7. If your condition type is Compare (CMP), type the comparison operator (EQ, GT) and the comparison value.

Deleting Conditions

Follow these steps:

1. From the Edit Field Conditions panel, type D next to the condition that you want to delete and press Enter.

NOTE

If the field condition is used in the function logic processing of any function, you are not able to delete it until
you resolve the function references.

2. Press U to view a list of references for your field condition.

Line Commands

The line commands available for use with the action diagram editor appear above the panel subfile and are listed and
described next and on the following pages. You can prompt for the complete list of line commands by typing ? in the line
command positioner field. The F as a suffix on the command prefills any fields with question marks for prompting.

I (Insert)

There are several insert line (I) commands that you can use in the action diagram editor to insert constructs. You can use
the insert line command to insert constructs in action diagram shells or even within other constructs.
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• IA (IAF) -- Inserts an action within a construct or in an action diagram shell.
• IC (ICF) -- Inserts a condition within a CASE construct.
• IE(IEF) -- Inserts a *EXIT PROGRAM built-in function.
• II (IIF) -- Inserts an iterative construct within a REPEAT WHILE construct.
• IS (ISF) -- Inserts a blank sequential construct.
• I* (I*F) -- Inserts a comment at any point within the user point.
• IM (IMF) -- Calls a message function at a particular point within the action diagram. When you enter IM in the action

diagram user point, the Edit Message Functions panel appears.
• IO -- Inserts an otherwise clause.
• IQ(IQF) -- Inserts a *QUIT built-in function.
• IX (IXF) -- Inserts a new condition within the CASE construct.
• I+ (I+F) -- Calls the *ADD (add) built-in function. This takes you to the Edit Action - Function Details panel.
• (I-F) -- Calls the *SUB (subtract) built-in function. This takes you to the Edit Action - Function Details panel.
• I= (I=F) -- Calls the *MOVE (move) built-in function. This takes you to the Edit Action - Function Details panel.
• I=A -- Calls the *MOVE ALL (move all) built-in function. This takes you to the Edit Action - Function Details panel. You

can also use I = = .
• I=M -- Calls the *MOVE ARRAY (move array subfield) built-in function. This takes you to the Edit Action - Function

Details panel.

M or MM (Move) (A or B)

The move (M) line command allows you to move a construct to a point that you designate within the action diagram shell,
either A (after) or B (before).

The move block (MM) line command allows you to move a block of constructs to a point that you designate within the
action diagram shell, either A (after) or B (before). The MM line command must be paired with another MM line command
at the same construct level.

This command does not edit the field context for the new user point.

C or CC (Copy) (A or B)

The copy (C) line command allows you to copy a construct to a point that you designate within the action diagram shell,
either A (after) or B (before).

The copy block (CC) line command allows you to copy a block of constructs to a point that you designate within the action
diagram shell, either A (after) or B (before). The CC line command must be paired with another CC line command at the
same construct level.

This command does not edit the field context for the new user point.

D or DD (Delete)

The delete (D) line command allows you to delete a construct.

The delete block (DD) line command allows you to delete a block of constructs. The DD line command must be paired
with another DD line command at the same construct level.

N (Narrative)

The narrative (N) line command lets you edit the object narrative for the selected function or message.
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PR (Protect)

The protect action diagram block (PR) line command lets you protect a selected action diagram block. Requires *DSNR
with locks authority.

For more information on protecting action diagram blocks, see this article, Protecting Action Diagram Blocks.

R (References)

The references (R) line command displays references for the function or message referenced by the selected action
diagram entry. For functions, references are expanded to the first external function; for messages, references are
expanded to the next level.

NOTE

The changes to the action diagram are not reflected in the references until the function is updated.

U (Usages)

The usages (U) line command displays usages for the function or message referenced by the selected action diagram
entry.

NOTE

The changes to the action diagram are not reflected in the usages until the function is updated.

V (View Summary)

The view summary (V) line command displays a summary of selected block.

S (Show)

The show (S) line command allows you to reverse the effect of hiding a construct.

H (Hide)

The hide (H) line command allows you to hide a construct. The construct executes in the normal fashion. However,
instead of displaying all lines in the construct, only one line displays indicating that the construct has been hidden.

Z (Zoom)

The zoom (Z) line command allows you to focus in on a particular construct and display all ancillary parts of the construct.
This command also allows you to navigate your way through embedded constructs or into an action diagram of an
embedded function.

Adding an Action -- IA Command

The following example shows the effect of adding a new action (IA):
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Figure 15: IA_command

Deleting Constructs -- D Line Commands

Non-protected constructs can be deleted by placing a D against the line.

Figure 16: D_line_command

Moving a Construct -- M and A Line Commands

Non-protected constructs can be moved from one position in the action diagram to another. To move a construct, place an
M against the construct that is to be moved, and an A against the line of the action diagram after which the construct is to
be moved.
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Figure 17: M_and_A_commands

Function Keys

The following is a list of function keys that are used within the Action Diagram Editor.

Function Description
F3 Returns the cursor to the position of the previous zoom. If no

previous zoom, exits the action diagram.
F5 Display user points
F6 Cancel pending move operations
F7 Scan backward
F8 Creates a bookmark for the current cursor location in the action

diagram and adds it to the list of bookmarks. See F20.
F9 Edit Function Parameters
F12 Enzyme, one block at a time.
F13 Exit the action diagram
F14 Display CA 2E Map
F15 Open Function Panel
F16 Toggle change date
F17 Display Action Diagram Services panel to search for function,

field, change date or any syntax error found in the action diagram.
F18 Access or leave Notepad
F19 Edit device design
F20 Display bookmarks. Select a bookmark to quickly position to that

point in the action diagram.
F21 Toggle implementation names and function types.
F23 View more line commands
F24 View more command keys.
ENTER Execute line commands
HELP Display help text
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ROLLUP Show next page of work area
ROLLDOWN Show previous page of work area

Using NOTEPAD
Contents

The notepad utility allows you to copy constructs from one action diagram to another. When using Open Functions, this
utility lets you save the contents of a diagram to a work area and copy those contents elsewhere.

NOTEPAD Line Commands

The Notepad line commands are described next.

NI (NOTEPAD Insert)

The notepad insert (NI) allows you to insert the contents of a notepad at a point after the line on which the cursor is
positioned.

NA or NAA (NOTEPAD Append)

The notepad append (NA) line command allows you to copy the contents of a construct to a notepad and to append them
to the existing contents of the notepad.

The notepad block append (NAA) line command allows you to copy the contents of a block of constructs to a notepad and
to append them to the existing contents of the notepad. The NAA line command must be paired with another NAA line
command at the same construct level.

NR or NRR (NOTEPAD Replace)

The notepad replace (NR) line command allows you to first clear the contents of the notepad, and then to replace the
existing contents of the notepad with a new construct.

The notepad block replace (NRR) line command allows you to first clear the contents of the notepad, and then to replace
the existing contents of the notepad with a new block of constructs. The NRR line command must be paired with another
NRR line command at the same construct level.

You can toggle between the notepad action diagram from the action diagram you are editing by pressing F18.

User-Defined *Notepad Function

You can specify the file and name of a user-defined *Notepad function in the model profile. This function can be either an
EXCINTFUN or EXCEXTFUN function type. A user-defined *Notepad function can serve as a repository of standardized
action diagram constructs that you can easily copy into the action diagrams of other functions.

Use the Edit Model Profile (YEDTMDLPRF) command or the Edit Model Profile option on the Display Services Menu to
specify a user-defined *Notepad function.
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If you do not specify a user-defined *Notepad function, the shipped non-permanent *Notepad function is used by default.
The shipped *Notepad function is also used if the function specified in the model profile does not exist or if you select it as
the primary function to be edited.

Multiple developers may use the same user-defined *Notepad function. The first developer to access the function has an
update lock on it and can update it on exit.

*, ** (Activate/Deactivate)
The activate/deactivate line command (*,**) allows you to deactivate or activate a construct or block of constructs. The
* line command is used to toggle the active/deactive flag for a construct. Deactivated constructs do not generate any
associated code, nor does any otherwise active construct that is nested. Deactivating a construct is similar to wrapping
an always false CASE structure around the construct. The action of the * line command depends on the status of the
construct.

If the construct is currently active, * deactivates that construct. This then displays using the attributes of COLOR(WHT),
DSPATR(HI). In addition, deactivated constructs have a *** symbol displayed to the right of the action diagram line.

If the construct is currently deactivated, * reactivates that construct. The method of display is now dependent on the
activation status of its parent constructs. If any of its parent constructs (within which it is nested) are currently deactivated,
the construct still displays as if it were deactivated but the symbol on the right will be a *. This indicates that the construct
has inherited the deactivation status of its parent construct.
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NOTE

The display of the * symbol for inherited deactivation is preserved for zooms into hidden structures within the
same action diagram. However, it is not preserved for zooms into other action diagrams. These are deactivated
only for use within the parent function. They are not generated within that function, but because they are not
inherently deactivated, the deactivation is not indicated while editing them.

If a nested construct is currently deactivated when its parent construct becomes deactivated, its own deactivation status is
not changed and it remains deactivated. If it is currently active, it inherits the deactivation status of its parent.

If a nested construct is currently deactivated when its parent construct becomes reactivated, its own deactivation status is
not changed and it remains deactivated. If it is currently active, it no longer inherits the deactivation status of its parent and
it is reactivated.
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If a pair of **s is used, these must be defined at the same construct level. Each construct at the same level as the **
has its associated active/deactive flag toggled. This can lead to some constructs being deactivated and some being
reactivated. Constructs nested within these constructs are not updated but still inherit the deactivation of their parent
constructs.

Protecting Action Diagram Blocks
This feature lets a *DSNR with locks capability (*ALL authority to YMDLLIBRFA) prevent all developers from editing,
copying, moving, deleting, or inserting statements within the protected action diagram block. You can protect a single
action, a case block, an iteration block, a sequence block, or a comment.

An important use for this capability is to protect standardized areas in the action diagrams of your function templates.

For more information about function templates, see Function Templates.
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Protecting a Block

Follow these steps:

1. In the action diagram, type PR against the block you want protected. The Edit Block Protection panel appears for the
selected construct or block.

Note that the type of the block or construct appears; in this example, it is CAS for case block. The type can be ACT,
CAS, ITR, SEQ, or TXT.

2. If you specify a Block title, it displays in the action diagram for case, iteration, and sequence blocks. You can specify
up to 74 characters. The Block title does not display for actions and comments; however, you can search for Block title
text for all protected blocks using the Action Diagram Services panel.

3. Specify the type of protection you want the block to have:

Protection Type Description Valid Blocks
Hide If Y, the protected block is hidden. Case

Iteration
Sequence

Allow Copy, Move or Delete If N, developers are prevented from
copying, moving, or deleting the block.

All

Allow Edit If N, developers are prevented from editing
or inserting a block.

All

Allow Insert If N, developers are prevented from
inserting blocks within the protected block.

Note: To insert a block, both Allow Insert
and Allow Edit must be set to Y.

Case
Iteration
Sequence

   4.  Press Enter and then F3 to exit.

NOTE

Only the specified block is protected, not blocks embedded within.

Protected blocks appear as if they were part of the action diagram prototype.
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Using Bookmarks
A bookmark is a record of a location in the action diagram that you can use later to quickly return to the marked location.
You can create any number of bookmarks in an action diagram.

To create a bookmark, place the cursor on the line in the action diagram where you want the bookmark and press F8.

Each bookmark you create is added to a list of bookmarks. Press F20 to display a list of the existing bookmarks for the
action diagram.

Type X against a bookmark to select it and return to the marked location in the action diagram; type D against a bookmark
to delete it. Press Enter.
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By default, a bookmark is identified on the bookmark list by its text from the action diagram. This can result in similar or
identical entries in the bookmark list. For example,

To distinguish such entries, edit the text by typing over the existing bookmark text. For example,

If you delete the action diagram entry associated with a bookmark, the bookmark is deleted. Otherwise, changes to the
action diagram are not reflected in the bookmark list.

You can maintain a separate list of bookmarks for each open function.

You can choose to save bookmarks when you exit a function. To do this, ensure that the option on the EXIT FUNCTION
DEFINITION panel called Save bookmarks is set to ‘Y AND the Change/Create Function flag is set to Y. If you don’t set
these flags to Y on exit, then the Bookmark list disappears when you exit the function.

Submitting Jobs Within an Action Diagram
This feature lets you specify within the action diagram that a function is to be submitted for execution in batch using the
Submit Job (SBMJOB) command. You can override the SBMJOB command parameter defaults at the model, function, or
action diagram level or dynamically at run time. In addition, references to the submitted functions are visible using CA 2E‘s
impact analysis facilities.

Contents

Notes:
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NOTE

• Only EXCEXTFUN, EXCUSRPGM, and PRTFIL functions can be submitted for batch execution using this
method.

• This feature does not support function calls that contain multiple-instance array parameters.

Inserting a SBMJOB in an Action Diagram

Go to the location in the action diagram of the function where the SBMJOB is to be inserted and type IAF. Press Enter to
display the Edit Action - Function Name window.

Type the file and name of the function to be submitted for batch execution and press Enter. If the function you specified is
an EXCEXTFUN, EXCUSRPGM, or PRTFIL function, the Submit job option appears. Type Y to indicate that the function
is to be submitted for batch execution.

Press Enter to display the Overrides option.
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The Overrides option specifies the source of the SBMJOB parameter overrides to use for this call.

Value Description
* Model level
F Function level
L Action diagram (local) level

Type the appropriate value.

• If you specified L for Overrides, press F7 to specify local SBMJOB command parameter overrides for this function.
When finished, press Enter.

• Specify parameters for the referenced function. Each parameter is formatted and added to a command string that is
ultimately invoked as the CMD parameter of the Submit Job (SBMJOB) command.

NOTE

Performance degrades if you specify many individual parameters on the call. As a result, it is recommended
that you use RCD or KEY parameters only, rather than FLD specifications.

Press Enter.
The action diagram displays with the completed action.

NOTE

The SBMJOB: prefix indicates that the referenced function will be submitted for batch execution.

Complete your work on the action diagram and save the function.
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Defining SBMJOB Parameter Overrides

You can override the parameters of the Submit Job (SBMJOB) command at three levels at source generation time and
dynamically at run time. You can override any parameter except CMD.

Source Generation Overrides

Model level -- The model level override is stored in a system supplied message called *Sbmjob default override attached
to the *Messages file. Edit this message to define model level overrides. Function and local overrides default to the model
level.

• Function Level -- The F7 function key on the Edit Function Options panel lets you edit parameters for the SBMJOB
command at either the model or the function level.

The Overrides if submitted job function option specifies the source of the SBMJOB parameter overrides and which
level of overrides you are editing when you press F7. The values are:

Value Description
* Model level. Use the default overrides defined by the *Sbmjob

default override message attached to the *Messages file in
Y2USRMSG. Press F7 to edit the model level overrides.

F Function level. Use the override defined for this function. You
define or edit the function level default using F7 on the Edit
Function Options panel. If not specified, it defaults to the model
level override

To specify a function level override, set the function option to F and press F7 to edit the SBMJOB command parameters.
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NOTE

You also need to specify F for the Overrides option on the Edit Action - Function name window in the action
diagram for the function level overrides to take affect. You can also edit the function level overrides at that point.

• Action Diagram (Local) Level -- The Edit Action - Function name window provides two additional options for
EXCEXTFUN, EXCUSRPGM, and PRTFIL functions:
– Submit job indicates whether the referenced function is to be submitted for batch execution:

Value Description
Y Submit the function to batch
N Process the function interactively

Overrides specifies both the source of SBMJOB command parameter overrides and which override level you are editing
when you press F7. Note that this parameter displays only if Submit job is set to Y.

Value Description
* Model level override. Use the model level override string stored in

the *Sbmjob default override message. Press F7 to edit the model
level overrides.

F Function level override. Use the override specified by the
Overrides if submitted job function option for the referenced
function. You can edit the function option overrides by pressing
F7.

L Action diagram level override. Use the override that has been
defined for this call. Press F7 to enter or edit local overrides.

To specify an action diagram level override set the Overrides option to L and press F7 to edit the SBMJOB command
parameters.

NOTE

Local overrides do not update the action diagram until you save the function on exit. Function and model level
overrides are updated immediately. If later you change the function that is to be submitted to batch, any local
SBMJOB parameter overrides you previously specified are retained.

Dynamic Overrides

To provide a dynamic override to SBMJOB command parameters at run time, move the keywords and parameter values
into the new PGM context field *Sbmjob override string. If this field is not blank at run time its contents are merged into the
*Sbmjob default override message, overriding any existing values.

The *Sbmjob job name, *Sbmjob job user, and *Sbmjob job number PGM context fields facilitate additional processing for
the submitted job; for example, handling spool files, follow-on updates, lock manipulation, and any other processing that
requires submitted job information.

Advantage of SBMJOB Over Execute Message

Some advantages of using the SBMJOB feature over Execute Message to submit commands or programs for batch
execution are:

• Numeric parameters can be passed.
• The complexities of constructing the submit job command string are hidden.
• References to submitted functions are visible by CA 2E impact analysis facilities.
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Viewing a Summary of a Selected Block
Type V against an action diagram block to view a summary of its contents. The Action Diagram Summary window
appears:

NOTE

You can also access the Action Diagram Summary window using the V option on the User Exit Points window.

The summary lets you quickly select a portion of a large or complicated action diagram for editing. Within the summary,
you can easily zoom to a lower level (Z) and select a block for editing (X).

The action diagram is summarized by hiding combinations of blocks. The last line of the summary construct shows the
type and number of blocks contained within that portion of the action diagram; for example, the following indicates that the
Case block contains three (ACT=3) actions:

_  . .-CASE

_  . |-RCD.*SFLSEL is *Zoom#1

_  . ‘-ENDCASE  * Contains hidden blocks  . . . : ACT= 3

_  ‘--
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Use the following function keys to hide or show selected types of blocks

Function Key Description
F2 Hide and show actions
F4 Hide and show Case blocks
F6 Hide and show Iteration blocks
F8 Hide and show Sequence blocks
F10 Hide and show Comments

Using Action Diagram Services
Action Diagram Services lets you perform searches on functions, files, or fields in the Action Diagram Editor. This utility
also allows you to search according to date and for any constructs that contain errors. You can specify the direction of the
scan, the location where the scan is to start, and the amount of detail to display for a successful scan.

Contents

In addition, you can use this panel to toggle full screen mode in the action diagram and call functions from within an action
diagram.

Scanning for Specified Criteria or Errors

Access Action Diagram Services by pressing F17 from the Edit Action Diagram panel. The Action Diagram Services panel
appears.

  Action Diagram Services                           SYNMDL                              

                                                                               

 Type choices, press ENTER.                                                    

   Find option  . . . . . . .  :   1 1=Criteria, 2=Error                      

   Occurrences to process . .  :   1 1=Next, 2=All, 3=Previous                

   Display find in context  .  :   2 1=Exact, 2=Block, 3=User point           

   Find function file name  .  :                Name, *ALL         

   Find function name . . . . .:                Name, *ALL         

   Find field name  . . . . .. :                Name, *ALL         

                   Contex. . . :       Usage . .:   (I/O/B/U)          

   Search for date  . . . . :  :  5/06/13  CYYMMDD                            

   Compare  . . . . . . . . .  :     1=Less than, 2=Less than or equal to,    
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                                     3=Equal to,  4=Greater than or equal to, 

                                     5=Greater than                           

   Scan in titles and comments .:                              Ignore case . : Y  

   Scan for implementation name :                                              

   Reset change dates . . . .   :     (Y/N)          Share find criteria . . : N  

   Full screen mode  . . . . .  :  N  (Y/N)          Auto-scan functions . . : N  

   Call function  . . . .  . .  :                                              

                                                                               

 F3=Exit   F7=Find   F9=Command line   F11=Conditions   F12=Cancel   F16=Y2CALL

1. To perform a search for specified find criteria, type option 1 in the Find Option field.
To specify the criteria of the search:
a. In the Find Function File Name field, type the name of the file, *ALL if you want to search all files, or ? if you are

uncertain of the file name.
b. Type the name of the field in the Find Field Name field. To perform a search on the field and/or context or usage,

enter the field name and the context type. You can enter the field name without entering the context; however, you
cannot enter the context or usage without specifying a field name.

c. Enter the date in YYMMDD format in the Search for Date field.
d. For a specific date comparison, select one of the options for the following criteria:

2. Less than (for a date prior to the date).
3. Less than or equal to (for a date prior or equal to the search date)
4. Equal to (for a date equal to the search date)
5. Greater than or equal to (for a date after or equal to the search date)
6. Greater than (for a date after the search date)

a. To scan only in block titles and comments, type the text to scan for in the Scan in titles and comments option. The
wildcard character ? indicates a generic scan; a leading ? is not valid.

b. To search functions and messages for a specified source member name or message identifier respectively, type
the implementation name for the Scan for implementation name option. To make the resulting action diagram
display clearer, press the F21 key when the search is successful.

7. To perform a search for syntax errors in the action diagram, from the Action Diagram Services panel, type 2 for the
Find option.

8. To search for matches to the specified criteria or errors in the action diagram, press F7 to scan forward. To scan
backwards, type 3 for the Occurrences to process option.

9. Share find criteria is a Y or N option specifying whether the find criteria entered on this screen are shared between
open functions. If set to N, each open function uses its own find criteria, which are initialized when the function is first
opened and are retained while the function remains open.
If set to Y, all open functions share a single set of find criteria. Changes made to the find criteria (using this screen)
when accessed from one open function are retained and used for all other open functions.
N Open functions each use their own set of find criteria.
Y Open functions share a single set of find criteria. 
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NOTE

If this screen is accessed from a function and this value is set to Y, and another function is subsequently
opened, you can use F7 (Scan) immediately in that function without the need to re-access this screen.

10. Auto-scan functions: This flag is only valid if Share find criteria is set to Y. This flag determines whether the specified
scan should be performed on a function as soon as the function is edited. This flag is automatically set to Y if the F7
key is pressed to exit this program and this program was called from the OPEN FUNCTIONS panel. The autoscan
functionality applies to any open functions, including the function being edited when this program was called (if any) as
well as to any functions that are subsequently zoomed into.
N The specified scan will not be performed automatically on return from this program -- the user must press F7 when
editing the action diagram of the function to start the scan.
Y The specified scan is automatically performed on return from this program.

NOTE

Error checking is also available outside Action Diagram Services using the Check Function Action Diagram
(YCHKFUNACT) command or option 38 on the YEDTMDLLST panel. If any errors are found, the action diagram
is loaded and positioned to the first error.

Calling Functions Within an Action Diagram

The Call function option lets you call an external function from within an action diagram.

Calling an External Function

Type the name of the function to be invoked on the first line of the Call function option. This defaults to the function you
are editing.

Type the name of the file the function is attached to on the second line. Press Enter.

Press F16 to invoke the Call a Program (Y2CALL) command. Adjust any parameters and press Enter to invoke the call.

Calling an Internal Function

Since an internal function cannot be called directly, you need to select an external function that calls it.

1. Type ? for the Call function option and press Enter. The Select External Function panel displays showing usages for
the function you are editing. External functions are highlighted.

  Action Diagram Services                                SYNMDL  

                           

 Type choices, press ENTER.                                                    

   Find option  . . . . . . . . . :  1  1=Criteria, 2=Error                      

   Occurrences to process . . . . :  1   1=Next, 2=All, 3=Previous                

   Display find in context  . . . :  2   1=Exact, 2=Block, 3=User point           

   Find function file name  . . . :                Name, *ALL         

   Find function name . . . . . . :                Name, *ALL         
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   Find field name  . . . . . . . :                Name, *ALL         

                   Context  . . . :       Usage  . . . :   (I/O/B/U)          

   Search for date  . . . . . . . :  5/06/13  CYYMMDD                            

   Compare  . . . . . . . . . . . :      1=Less than, 2=Less than or equal to,    

                                         3=Equal to,  4=Greater than or equal to, 

                                         5=Greater than                           

   Scan in titles and comments .  :                  Ignore case . : Y  

   Scan for implementation name   :                                              

   Reset change dates . . . . . . :     (Y/N)        Share find criteria . . : N  

   Full screen mode  . . . . .  . :  N  (Y/N)        Auto-scan functions . . : N  

   Call function  . . . . . . . . :  Edit Horse                                            

                                     Horse      

                                                                               

 F3=Exit   F7=Find   F9=Command line   F11=Conditions   F12=Cancel   F16=Y2CALL

1. If the display of usages is extensive, use the function keys to position the display to the appropriate function.
For more information about the use of the function keys for this panel, see the online help.

2. Use the selection options to select a function from one of the three displayed columns, which are numbered from left to
right. Press Enter.
The Action Diagram Services panel redisplays with the selected function’s name and file displayed for the Call function
option.
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3. Press F16 to prompt the Call a Program (Y2CALL) command. Adjust any parameters and press Enter to invoke the
call.

Additional Action Diagram Editor Facilities
CA 2E makes the following additional facilities available to you while you are in the action diagram.

Contents

Editing the Parameters

To modify your current action diagram parameters, press F9 from the Edit Action Diagram panel. CA 2E displays the Edit
Function Parameters panel. To return to the action diagram press F3.

Toggling to Device Designs

To toggle to the device design associated with the current action diagram, press F19. To return to the action diagram,
press F3 and then F5.

Full Screen Mode

In full screen mode, no subfile option or function keys display on the Edit Action Diagram panel and the subfile page
is expanded to fill the space. The Action diagram full screen option in the model profile sets the default mode. You can
override this value for any function using the Full screen mode option on the Action Diagram Services panel. Use this
option to return to normal mode.

The following illustration is an example of the action diagram in full screen mode:
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Toggling Display for Functions and Messages

The F21 function key lets you toggle the information displayed for functions and messages. For functions, the
implementation name and function type display; for messages, the message id and message type display.

For example, the following is the default display for a function.
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You have the ability to open, edit, and maintain several functions simultaneously.

Starting Edits for Multiple Functions

To open multiple functions for a file simultaneously, use either of the following panels.

• Edit Functions panel -- Enter O for each of the functions you want loaded.
Note: If you enter O for a function on the Edit Functions panel, any subsequent F or S subfile select option you enter is
interpreted as O.

• Edit Model Object Lists panel -- Enter 30 for each of the functions you want loaded.

When all the functions you selected are loaded, the Open Functions panel appears and you can begin editing. You do not
need to wait while the next function you want to edit is loaded.
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Starting an Edit for Another Function

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Open Functions. At the Edit Action Diagram panel of the function that you are currently editing, press F15.
The Open Functions panel appears. From the Open Functions panel you have the ability to perform any edit functions
on open functions, including changing parameters, accessing diagrams, editing source, displaying usages and
references, editing narrative, and changing the device design.

2. At the Open Functions panel, type the file name and the function name in the File and Function fields. If you
are uncertain of the names type ? in the field prompts. Enter * in the File field to default to the first file in the list.
Additionally, you can use function implementation names(GEN names) if that is more convenient. To open a function
using the implementation name, enter the characters * and then i or I (*I or *i) in the File field and then enter the
implementation name in the Function field. Implementation names are not case sensitive.
If the function is not already on the open function list, CA 2E loads the action diagram of the open function and you can
perform any necessary editing.
If it is already on the list, you are returned to the function. You can press F15 at any time during the edit to view the
open functions on the Open Function panel.

NOTE

Pressing F15 to display the Open Functions panel disrupts the zoom sequence of any open function. Each
zoomed function appears as a separate open function and you do not automatically return to the calling
function on exit. You instead, return to the Open Function panel from which you must explicitly reselect the
calling function.

3. Once you perform any editing changes, press F3 to exit, and save the function. You return to the Open Functions
panel.
The function whose action diagram you modified and saved no longer appear on the Open Functions panel, as it is no
longer open.
Only those functions you opened and have not exited remain open and appear on the Open Functions panel.
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Copying from One Function’s Action Diagram to Another Using NOTEPAD

Follow these steps:

1. At the Edit Action Diagram panel, specify the construct or block of constructs that you wish to append to the Notepad
by entering the appropriate Notepad line command; NA, NAA, NR, or NRR.

2. Press F15 to access the Open Functions panel and type F against the function to which you want to copy.
3. Access the appropriate user point in the selected function and press NI to insert the contents of the Notepad.

Modifying Function Parameters

From the Edit Action Diagram panel press F15 to access the Open Functions panel and type P against the function whose
parameters you wish to modify.

The Edit Function Parameter panel appears.

Switching from Action Diagram Directly to Function Device Design

From the Edit Action Diagram panel, press F15 to access the Open Functions panel and type S against the function
whose device design you want to access.

The device design for the function appears.

Exiting Options
There are several options for exiting a function in an action diagram.

Contents

Exiting a Single Function

At the Edit Action Diagram panel, press F3 to exit a single function. Alternatively, at the Open Functions panel, type X
against an open function.

The Exit Function Definition panel appears.
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The default value for the Change/Create Function option depends on the setting of the Default Action Diagram Exit
Update (YACTUPD) model value; it does not depend on whether you changed the function unless YACTUPD is set to
*CALC. As a result, if you want to save your changes, be sure this value is Y before you press Enter.

If YACTUPD is set to *CALC, the Change/create function option is set to Y only when a change to the function’s action
diagram or panel design has been detected.

Exiting All Open Functions

At the Open Functions panel, press F3 to exit all open functions.

The Exit Function Definition panel displays for each function on the open function list. This allows you to process each exit
individually.

Exiting a Locked Function

If you are working in Open Functions with a function that is locked or open to another user of type *PGMR, you can still
make changes to the function. However, when you exit the function to save the definitions you can only apply changes to
the locked function once it is released.

Interactive Generation or Batch Submission

Follow these steps:

1. Submit a function to batch generation. At the Exit Function Definition panel, specify Y on the Submit generation field.
Alternately, at the Edit Functions panel or at the Display All Functions panel, place a J against the function, or use
option 14 from the Edit Model Object List panel.

2. Generate a function interactively. At the Edit Functions panel or the Display All Functions panel, place a G against the
function.
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Understanding Action Diagram User Points
Each function type that includes an Action Diagram contains protected control logic and a set of user points unique to
the function. CA 2E restricts modification of the function’s logic to these user points. It is essential that the user know
the consequences of any logic that is specified in the user points since it has a direct bearing on the performance and
functionality of the function.

Contents

The following information includes examples of the types of logic appropriate for various user points:

Many of the user points are self-explanatory and the user will know intuitively what type of processing should be specified.
The following information is intended for illustrative purposes only. This information is meant to serve as a section to
aid the user in deciding where to insert function logic as well as what type of logic to insert to affect a certain type of
functionality.

Change Object (CHGOBJ)

USER Processing if Data Record Not Found

By default, the program context return code field (PGM.*Return code) is set to *DBF record does not exist. If necessary,
insert a move at this point to set return code to *Normal.

For processing that requires the creation of a DBF record, if the record based on the input key parameters is not found,
you can insert a CRTOBJ function here and use the input values of the fields passed into this function (from the PAR
context) as input parameters. This is the preferred method for doing this since it involves considerably fewer I/O resources
than using a RTVOBJ to read a record and the executing a CRTOBJ or CHGOBJ based on the result of the read.

USER Processing After Data Read

At this user point, data has been read from the file but not overlaid by data from incoming parameters. You can use this
user point to compare for differences in the before and after images of records. You can then use this comparison to effect
updates to the file.

USER Processing Before Data Update

At this user point, data has been moved from the incoming parameters to the file fields. This is often used to set a date/
time stamp in the record.

USER Processing After Data Update

You can use this user point to perform updates to related files. For example, to increment totals based on the differences
computed in the USER: Processing After Data Read user point.

Create Object (CRTOBJ)

USER Processing Before Data Update

Insert logic here to increment key values of records that you want to add. For example, to add records to a file with a
sequential key: Retrieve the last written key value (for example, order line number) and increment it by one to obtain the
key value of the next record to be written.

USER Processing if Data Record Already Exists

By default, the program context field return code (PGM.*Return code) is set to *DBF record already exists. If necessary,
insert a move at this point to set the field value to *Normal.
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USER Processing if Data Update Error

By default the program context field return code (PGM.*Return code) is set to *DBF update error. Insert a move at this
point to set the field value to *Normal if necessary.

USER Processing after Data Update

You can use this user point to update any associated file with cumulative totals, or to automatically create extension
records.

Delete Object (DLTOBJ)

USER Processing Before Data Update

CA 2E performs referential integrity checking on the data input of an application. If you want to delete data, you must
perform your own checking in the action diagram. If you want to prevent the deletion of a record with references to it,
insert a call here to a RTVOBJ function based on the file to be checked, (that is, any file that refers to this file). Build the
RTVOBJ function over a RSQ access path that is keyed by the foreign key fields. If a record is found, set the return code
to *User QUIT requested; if a record is not found, set the return code to *Normal. Check the return code; if the return code
is *Normal, quit the function and send an error message if necessary.

To perform a cascading deletion of subordinate file records, insert an EXCEXTFUN function containing separate RTVOBJ
function calls for each file that potentially contains records to be deleted. For each RTVOBJ, define restrictor parameters
based on the higher key order of the super ordinate file. This retrieves all possible records to delete. Insert a DLTOBJ
function to delete each record in the USER: Process DBF Record user point of the RTVOBJ function.

USER Processing Before Data Read

Display File (DSPFIL)

USER Initialize Program

Initialize work fields from passed parameters or from other database file reads with this user point. Implement security
checking and specify an *EXIT PROGRAM action if the user is not authorized.

The program context scan limit field, PGM.*Scan limit, is set to 500 by default. If you want to change this value, do so
here.

USER Initialize Subfile Control

Initialize subfile control fields from passed parameters that are not mapped or from other database file reads.

USER Initialize Subfile Record from DBF Record

Insert logic to execute further record selection processing. Set the program context field record selected to no,
PGM.*Record selected = *NO for records that do not meet the criteria. This procedural level processing is useful when
the majority of the records are to be selected but you do not want to build, or cannot build, the select/omit criteria into the
access path. If you want all subfile records to be reprocessed after validation, insert the program context reload subfile
field here (PGM.*Reload subfile = Yes).

NOTE

An action to insert a *QUIT function in this user point inhibits the subfile load but does not properly condition the
roll indicator.
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Check for hidden fields in the subfile control as well as the operators on the subfile fields (particularly CT (contains) for
alphanumeric fields) to ensure that proper records display.

Function fields of type CNT, MAX, MIN, and SUM are not allowed for this function type; however, you may want to keep
running totals of subfile fields. To do this, you can add a function field to the subfile control of type USR and calculate it at
subfile load time. This function type only loads a single page at a time; therefore, any calculations should be performed at
the single record level or using the cumulative totals of the subfile record.

CALC Subfile Control Function Fields

Calculations associated with a derived function field are inserted in this user point.

USER Process Subfile Control (Pre-Confirm)

Insert references to function keys (using the CTL.*CMD key) here if you want to execute the function key without regard to
the validity of detail screen format. You should implement these calls before confirmation of panel processing. If you want
subfile data records to be processed and validated prior to executing function keys, you should place the processing in the
USER: Process Command Keys user point.

Based on the results of these calls (such as adding a record), you may want to set the program context reload subfile to
yes, (PGM.*Reload subfile = *YES), to refresh the panel with any changed data.

Implement checks of key processing F13 or other function keys that cause the action *EXIT PROGRAM to be executed.

CALC Subfile Record Function Fields

Calculations associated with a derived function field are inserted by CA 2E in this user point. You can add any other
actions at this user point. This user point is executed when subfile record is loaded or initialized and when it is processed
as a changed record. This means that this user point is useful for activities that need to be performed at both of these
times.

USER Process Subfile Record (Pre-Confirm)

Insert subfile selections (using the RCD.*SFLSEL key) here if you want to execute the subfile selections without regard
to the validity of subfile records. You should implement these calls before confirmation of panel processing. If you want
subfile data records to be processed and validated prior to executing subfile selections, you should place the processing
in the USER: Process Command Keys user point.

Any validation for other fields on the subfile record should go here.

Same considerations as for the previous USER: Process Subfile Control (Pre-confirm).

USER Process Subfile Record (Post-Confirm)

This user point is present only if you specify the function option for a post confirm pass. You can use this user point to
implement any processing on the subfile record after editing and confirmation steps.

USER Process Subfile Record (Post-Confirm Pass)

Insert logic here to implement processing for each subfile record that has been modified or flagged for additional
processing.

USER Process Command Keys

This user point executes after all other processing and confirmation steps have completed. You can insert function key
processing at this point or perform any operations that are related to the panel as a whole.
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USER Exit Program Processing

Insert function key processing with a user-specific return code to execute an *EXIT PROGRAM (F3 in *CUAENTRY; an
action in *CUATEXT). The *EXIT PROGRAM logic is executed here whenever the F3=Exit function key is pressed or an
Exit action is executed.

Display Record (DSPRCD)

Processing for the DSPRCD2 and DSPRCD3 function types is similar to DSPRCD; they differ only in the number of
panels processed.

USER Initialize Program

Initialize work fields from passed parameters or from other database file reads. Implement security checking and specify
an *EXIT PROGRAM action if the user is not authorized.

USER Load Detail Screen from DBF Record

Initialize detail fields from passed parameter fields that are not mapped or from other database file reads.

USER Process Key Screen Request

Returns processing to key panel.

CALC Detail Screen Function Fields

Calculations associated with derived function fields in the detail format appear here.

USER Validate Detail Screen

Insert references to function keys, using the CTL.*CMD key, here if you want to execute the function key. You should
implement these calls before confirmation of panel processing. If you want the data record to be processed and validated
prior to executing function keys, you should place the processing in the USER: Process Command Keys user point.

If you are using some sort of pre-emptive function control or fast path processing, be sure to check relevant return codes
facilitating this processing upon return from any called functions.

Implement checks of key processing F15 or other function keys that cause the action *EXIT PROGRAM to be executed.

USER Perform Confirmed Action

Insert any processing you want to occur after you press Enter.

USER Process Command Keys

This user point is always executed unless exit processing is requested (F3 in *CUAENTRY; an action in *CUATEXT). You
can insert an *EXIT PROGRAM action at this point if you want to exit after DBF updates.

USER Exit Program Processing

Insert function key processing with a user-specific return code to execute an *EXIT PROGRAM action (F3 in
*CUAENTRY; an action in *CUATEXT). The *EXIT PROGRAM logic is executed here whenever the F3=Exit function key
is pressed or an Exit action is executed.
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Display Transaction (DSPTRN)

USER Initialize Program

Initialize work fields from passed parameters or from other database file reads. Implement security checking, and specify
an *EXIT PROGRAM action if the user is not authorized.

USER Initialize Subfile Record

Initialize fields in the subfile record format, if necessary.

USER Validate Header Non-key Fields

Insert references to function keys, using the CTL.*CMD key, here if you want to execute the function key without regard
to the validity of subfile records. You should implement these calls before confirmation of panel processing. If you want
subfile data records to be processed and validated prior to executing function keys, you should place the processing in the
USER: Process Command Keys user point.

If you are using some sort of pre-emptive function control or fast path processing, be sure to check relevant return codes
facilitating this processing upon return from any called functions.

Implement checks of key processing; F15 or other function keys that cause the action *EXIT PROGRAM to be executed.

USER Validate Header Non-key Relations

Implement subfile control field-to-field validation or other processing dependent upon prior logic.

USER Validate Subfile Record Fields

Insert references to subfile selections, using the RCD.*SFLSEL key or equivalent CUA action here if you want to
execute the subfile selections without regard to the validity of subfile records. You should implement these calls before
confirmation of panel processing. If you want subfile data records to be processed and validated prior to executing subfile
selections, you should place the processing in the USER: Process Command Keys user point.

If you are using some sort of pre-emptive function control or fast path processing, be sure to check relevant return codes
facilitating this processing upon return from any called functions.

Implement checks of key processing F15 or other function keys that cause the action *EXIT PROGRAM to execute.

USER Validate Subfile Record Relations

Implement subfile record field-to-field validation or other processing dependent upon prior logic.

CALC Subfile Record Function Fields

Calculations associated with derived and subfile function fields (SUM, MIN, MAX, and CNT) in the subfile record appear
here. You can add any actions at this user point. This user point is executed when the subfile record is loaded or initialized
and when it is processed as a change record. This means that this user point is useful for activities that need to be
performed at both of these times.

NOTE

Although subfile function fields operate on subfile record fields, you must place them in the subfile control format
of the device panel.

CALC Header Function Fields

Calculations associated with derived function fields in the subfile control appear here.
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USER Validate Totals

DSPTRN, like EDTTRN, gives you an extra user point before you press Enter. This allows you to perform useful
validations; in particular, relational checks between a DBF field and a function field. An example is, a comparison between
a customer’s credit limit and his outstanding balance plus an order total in an Order Entry function. You can then set the
program context defer confirm field to not confirm, PGM.*Defer confirm = *Do not confirm, if the validation fails and you do
not want DBF updates to occur.

USER Header Update Processing

If you want to perform your own header record DBF updates, you should insert your own DBF function objects here.

USER Subfile Record Update Processing

If you want to perform your own detail record DBF updates, you should insert your own DBF function objects here.

USER Process Command Keys

This user point is always executed unless exit processing is requested (F3 in *CUAENTRY; an action in *CUATEXT). You
can insert an *EXIT PROGRAM action at this point if you want to exit after DBF updates.

USER Exit Program Processing

Insert function key processing with a user-specific return code to execute an *EXIT PROGRAM action (F3 in
*CUAENTRY; an action in *CUATEXT). The *EXIT PROGRAM logic is executed here whenever the F3=Exit function key
is pressed or an Exit action is executed. To reload the subfile and remain in the function, you can set the program context
continue transaction field to no, PGM.*Continue transaction = *NO, and insert a QUIT statement here.

Edit File (EDTFIL)

USER Initialize Program

Initialize work fields from passed parameters or from other database file reads. Implement security checking and specify
an EXIT PROGRAM action if the user is not authorized.

You can set the program context program mode field (PGM.*Program mode) to *ADD or *CHANGE. You can test this
value at any time in order to perform conditional processing. If you want to change the mode in the action diagram after
the panel displays, you must also set the program context reload subfile field to yes (PGM.*Reload subfile = *YES).

USER Initialize Subfile Header

Initialize subfile control fields from passed parameters fields that are not mapped or from other database file reads.

USER Initialize Subfile Record (New Record)

This user point is executed if records do not exist (PGM.*Program mode = *ADD).

USER Initialize Subfile Record (Existing Record)

This user point is executed if records exist (PGM.*Program mode = *CHANGE).

Insert logic to perform further record selection processing. Set the program context field record selected to no
(PGM.*Record selected = *NO) for records that do not meet the criteria. This procedural level processing is useful when
the majority of the records are to be selected but you do not want to build or cannot build the select/omit criteria into the
access path.
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NOTE

An action to insert a QUIT function in this user point may produce unpredictable results.

Check for hidden fields in the subfile control as well as the operators on the subfile fields (particularly CT [contains] for
alphanumeric fields) to ensure that proper records display.

Function fields of type CNT, MAX, MIN, and SUM are not allowed for this function type; however, you may want to keep
running totals of subfile fields. To do this, you can add a function field to the subfile control of type USR and calculate it at
subfile load time. This function type only loads a single page at a time; therefore, any calculations should be performed at
the single record level or by using the cumulative totals of the subfile record.

CALC Subfile Control Function Fields

Calculations associated with derived function fields are inserted in this user point.

USER Validate Subfile Control

Insert references to function keys (using the CTL.*CMD key) here if you want to execute the function key without regard
to the validity of subfile records. You should implement these calls before confirmation of panel processing. If you want
subfile data records to be processed and validated prior to executing function keys, you should place the processing in the
USER: Process Command Keys user point.

If you are using some sort of pre-emptive function control or fast path processing, be sure to check relevant return codes
facilitating this processing upon return from any called functions.

Based on the results of these calls (adding a record, for instance), you may want to set the program context reload subfile
to yes (PGM.*Reload subfile = *YES) to refresh the panel with any changed data.

Implement checks of key processing (F15 or other function keys that cause the action *EXIT PROGRAM to be executed).

USER Validate Subfile Record Fields

Insert subfile selection calls to other functions using function keys that are specified in the record context subfile select
field (RCD.*SFLSEL) and not in the USER: Process Command Keys user point described following.

Based upon the results of these calls (for example, zooming to change a record in a subordinate file), you may want to set
the program context reload subfile field to yes, PGM.*Reload subfile = *YES, to reflect changes in the subfile records.

CALC Subfile Record Function Fields

Calculations associated with derived function fields in the subfile record appear here. You can add any other actions at
this user point. This user point is executed when the subfile record is loaded or initialized and when it is processed as a
change record. This means that this user point is useful for activities that need to be performed at both of these times. You
may see use User: Validate Subfile Record Relations user point instead since it has a similar pattern of execution.

USER Validate Subfile Record Relations

Implement field-to-field validation or other processing that is dependent upon prior logic in this user point. This user point
is executed at both the initial subfile load and at changed record processing. If you have no need of repeating changed
record processing, include the logic in the Initialize Subfile Record user point instead.

If, for the purposes of validation, you do not want to execute the Update Database user points, you must set on the
program context defer confirm field (PGM.*Defer confirm = *DEFER CONFIRM). Processing returns to the top of the loop
that processes the panel.
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USER Create Object

CA 2E inserts object creation logic at this point if the function option for object creation is set to yes (Y).

USER Delete Object

CA 2E inserts object deletion logic at this point if the function option for object deletion is set to yes (Y).

USER Change Object

CA 2E inserts object modification logic at this point if the function option for object modification is set to yes (Y).

USER Extra Processing After DBF Update

Place additional action diagram logic is this user point if you have additional files that need to be updated. For instance,
if you are adding a record, you may want to include additional Create Object functions for files that are not automatically
linked to this file.

USER Process Command Keys

This user point is always executed unless exit processing is requested (F3 in *CUAENTRY; an action in *CUATEXT). You
can insert an *EXIT PROGRAM action at this point if you want to exit after DBF updates.

USER Exit Program Processing

Insert function key processing with a user-specific return code to execute an *EXIT PROGRAM action (F3 in
*CUAENTRY; an action in *CUATEXT). The *EXIT PROGRAM logic is executed here whenever the F3=Exit function key
is pressed, or an Exit action is executed.

Edit Record (EDTRCD)

Processing for the EDTRCD2 and EDTRCD3 function types is similar to EDTRCD. They differ only in the number of
panels processed.

USER Initialize Program

Initialize work fields from passed parameters or from other database file reads. Implement security checking, and specify
an *EXIT PROGRAM action if the user is not authorized.

USER Initialize Detail Screen (New Record)

This user point is executed if the record does not exist, PGM.*Program mode = *ADD.

USER Initialize Detail Screen (Existing Record)

This user point is executed if record to maintain exists, PGM.*Program mode = *CHANGE. Initializes detail fields from
passed parameter fields that are not mapped, or from other database file reads.

USER Process Key Screen Request

Returns processing to the key panel.

USER Delete Object

CA 2E inserts object deletion logic at this point if the function option for object deletion is set to yes (Y).
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USER Validate Detail Screen Fields

Insert references to function keys here using the CTL.*CMD key if you want to execute the function key without regard to
the validity of subfile records. You should implement these calls before confirmation of panel processing. If you want the
data record to be processed and validated prior to executing function keys, place the processing in the USER: Process
Command Keys user point.

If you are using some sort of preemptive function control or fast path processing, be sure to check relevant return codes
facilitating this processing upon return from any called functions.

Implement checks of key processing (F15 or other function keys that cause the action *EXIT PROGRAM to be executed).

You should avoid calling another function from a panel that updates the record you are maintaining since you are likely to
receive the error message, Record Has Been Updated by Another User, when this function attempts a database update.
This is because the record image on the database has changed since it was last saved.

CALC Detail Screen Function Fields

Calculations associated with derived function fields in the detail format appear here.

USER Validate Detail Screen Relations

Implement field-to-field validation or other processing that is dependent upon prior logic in this user point.

If, for the purposes of validation, you do not want to execute the update database user points, you must set on the
program context defer confirm field, PGM.*Defer confirm = *DEFER CONFIRM. Processing returns to the top of the loop,
which processes the panel.

USER Create Object

CA 2E inserts object creation logic at this point if the function option for object creation is set to yes (Y).

USER Change Object

CA 2E inserts object modification logic at this point if the function option for object modification is set to yes (Y).

USER Process Command Keys

This user point is always executed unless exit processing is requested (F3 in *CUAENTRY; an action in *CUATEXT). You
can insert an *EXIT PROGRAM action at this point if you want to exit after DBF updates.

USER Exit Program Processing

Insert function key processing with a user-specific return code to execute an *EXIT PROGRAM action (F3 in
*CUAENTRY; an action in *CUATEXT). The *EXIT PROGRAM logic is executed here whenever the F3=Exit function key
is pressed, or an Exit action is executed.

Edit Transaction (EDTTRN)

USER Initialize Program

Initialize work fields from passed parameters or from other database file reads. Implement security checking, and specify
an *EXIT PROGRAM action if the user is not authorized.
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USER Initialize Screen for New Transaction

This user point is executed if the header record does not exist, PGM.*Program mode = *ADD. Initialize fields in the control
format, if necessary.

USER Initialize Screen for Old Transaction

This user point is executed if the header record exists PGM.*Program mode = *CHANGE. Initialize fields in the control
format, if necessary.

USER Validate Header Key Fields

Executed if the program context field program mode field is Add, PGM.*Program mode = *ADD.

USER Validate Header Key Relations

Executed if the program context program mode field is Change, PGM.*Program mode = *CHANGE.

USER Load Existing Header

The existing header record format is loaded into the subfile control format.

USER Initialize Subfile Record (Old Record)

Initialize fields in the subfile record format, if necessary. This user point is executed if the program context program field is
Change PGM.*Program mode = *CHANGE.

USER Initialize Subfile Record (New Record)

Initialize fields in the subfile record format, if necessary. This user point is executed if the program context program mode
field is Add, PGM.*Program mode = *ADD.

USER Validate Header Non-key Fields

Insert references to function keys (using the CTL.*CMD key) here if you want to execute the function key without regard
to the validity of subfile records. You should implement these calls before confirmation of panel processing. If you want
subfile data records to be processed and validated prior to executing function keys, you should place the processing in the
USER: Process command keys user point.

If you are using some sort of pre-emptive function control or fast path processing, be sure to check relevant return codes
facilitating this processing upon return from any called functions.

Implement checks of key processing (F15 or other function keys that cause the action *EXIT PROGRAM to be executed).

USER Validate Header Non-key Relations

Implement subfile control field-to-field validation or other processing dependent upon prior processing logic.

USER Validate Subfile Record Fields

Insert references to subfile selections here (using the RCD.*SFLSEL key or equivalent CUA action) if you want to
execute the subfile selections without regard to the validity of subfile records. You should implement these calls before
confirmation of panel processing. If you want subfile data records to be processed and validated prior to executing subfile
selections, you should place the processing in the USER: Process command keys user point.

If you are using some sort of pre-emptive function control or fast path processing, be sure to check relevant return codes
facilitating this processing upon return from any called functions.
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Implement checks of key processing (F15 or other function keys that cause the action *EXIT PROGRAM to be executed).

USER Validate Subfile Record Relations

Implement subfile record field-to-field validation or other processing dependent upon prior logic.

CALC Subfile Record Function Fields

Calculations associated with derived and subfile function fields (SUM, MIN, MAX, and CNT) in (or which operate on) the
subfile record appear here. You can add any other actions at this user point. This user point is executed when the subfile
record is loaded or initialized and when it is processed as a new change record. This means that this user point is useful
for activities that need to be performed at both of these times.

NOTE

Although subfile function fields operate on subfile record fields, you must place them in the subfile control format
of the device panel.

CALC Header Function Fields

Calculations associated with derived function fields in the subfile control appear here.

USER Validate Totals

EDTTRN provides you with an extra user point before the DBF update user points. This user point allows you to perform
useful validations, in particular, relational checks between a DBF field and a function field. For example, a comparison
between a customer’s credit limit and his outstanding balance plus an order total in an Order Entry function. You can then
set the program context defer confirm field to do not confirm (PGM.*Defer confirm = *Do not confirm) if the validation fails
and you do not want DBF updates to occur.

USER Create Header DBF Record

CA 2E inserts default object creation logic if the transaction creation function option is set to yes (Y).

USER Change Header DBF Record

CA 2E inserts default object modification logic if the change transaction function option is set to yes (Y). You may
substitute for this, which would be useful in the event where the header format is output only (determined by you) and you
want to suppress the header record. Replace the Change object function at this point with a dummy internal function that
performs no essential function.

USER Delete Header DBF Record

CA 2E inserts default object deletion logic if the transaction deletion option is set to yes (Y).

USER Create Detail DBF Record

CA 2E inserts default object creation logic if the detail line creation function option is set to yes (Y).

USER Change Detail DBF Record

CA 2E inserts default object modification logic if the change transaction function option is set to yes (Y).

NOTE

EDTTRN updates all records in the subfile, whether you have changed them or not.
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USER Delete Detail DBF Record

CA 2E inserts default object deletion logic if the detail line object deletion function option is set to yes (Y).

USER Process Detail Record

If you have substituted dummy functions for any of the DBF updates, you want to insert your own DBF objects at this
point.

USER Process Command Keys

This user point is always executed unless exit processing is requested (F3 in *CUAENTRY; an action in *CUATEXT). You
can insert an *EXIT PROGRAM action at this point if you want to exit after DBF updates.

USER Exit Program Processing

Insert function key processing with a user-specific return code to execute an *EXIT PROGRAM action (F3 in
*CUAENTRY; an action in *CUATEXT). The *EXIT PROGRAM logic will be executed here whenever the F3=Exit function
key is pressed, or an Exit action is executed. To reload the subfile and remain in the function, you can set the program
context continue transaction field to no (PGM.*Continue transaction = *NO) and insert a QUIT statement here.

Print File (PRTFIL) - Print Object (PRTOBJ)

USER Initialize Program

Initialize work fields from passed parameter fields, constants or other database file reads.

USER Record Selection Processing

Implement further logic to restrict records that are to be printed. Set the program context record selected field to no
(PGM.*Record selected = *NO) to prohibit records from being printed. This should not be done as the primary means
of record selection (use select/omit criteria on the access path instead) but rather to filter out based on some functional
criteria, a small percentage of the records that you want to exclude from the access path.

USER Process Top of Page

This format is only available for PRTFIL.

USER Null Report Processing

This user point is executed if no records exist to print on the report.

USER On Print of File nnn Key xxx Format

For each field in the key of the access path over which the function is built there is a format to print the required level
headings for the key field (control break). Each format has user points to total and format fields before, during, or after the
format print.

NOTE

Print object calls are placed immediately before or after the On Print user point.

USER On Print of Detail Format

CA 2E formats fields from the DB1 file context into the Current (CUR) context of the format.
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USER On Print of End of Report Format

This format is only available for PRTFIL.

Prompt and Validate Record (PMTRCD)

USER Initialize Program

Initialize work fields from passed parameters or from other database file reads. Implement security checking and specify
an *EXIT PROGRAM action if the user is not authorized.

USER Load Screen

Format the detail panel from parameters, shipped file (PGM or JOB) values, or reads to other database files.

USER Process Command Keys

Insert calls to other functions using the functions keys that are specified in the control context function key field
(CTL.*CMD key).

If you are using some sort of pre-emptive function control or fast path processing, be sure to check relevant return codes
facilitating this processing upon return from any called functions.

Implement checks of pre-emptive key processing in a user point (F15 or other function keys in *CUAENTRY; an action in
*CUATEXT) that execute an *EXIT PROGRAM action.

USER Validate Fields

If you use PMTRCD as a sub-menu, you normally have a function field of type USR on the panel that allows you to enter
valid options. You may also have other USR type fields to process information that is validated against the database.
Implement any validation, including existence checking, on these fields in this user point.

CALC Screen Function Fields

Calculations associated with a derived function field are inserted in the subfile record at this point.

USER Validate Relations

Check for field dependencies: the value of one field is conditioned on the value of another field(s); for example, a range
where the first number must be less than or equal to the second.

USER User Defined Action

If your PMTRCD is a sub-menu, insert calls to appropriate functions based on user-entered data at this point.

If you are using some sort of pre-emptive function control or fast path processing, be sure to check relevant return codes
facilitating this processing upon return from any called functions.

USER Exit Program Processing

Place pre-emptive key processing requiring exit processing (F3 in *CUAENTRY; an action in *CUATEXT) to execute an
*EXIT PROGRAM action with a user-specific return code since this user point is always executed when exit is requested.
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Retrieve Object (RTVOBJ)

USER Initialize Routine

Unless reading a single record for existence checking or retrieving values, much of your processing is specified from
within the calling function itself. In this user point, you should initialize work fields, counters, and calculation fields.

USER Processing if Data Record Not Found

The program context return code field is set to *Record Does Not Exist. In many instances this is the default processing;
however, you should set the return code field to *Normal. Do this with a move statement.

It is good practice to insert a *MOVE ALL built-in function specifying (CON.*BLANKS) if any data is retrieved by the
RTVOBJ function.

NOTE

If user logic exists in this user point and the record is not found, then user logic in USER: Exit processing is
ignored.

USER Process Data Record

When reading for a single record with a partially restricted key, you must insert a *QUIT statement in this user point when
you have found the requested record. If you are performing an existence check, you should insert a *QUIT statement once
you have found the record since you do not want to read the entire file. DB1 fields must be moved to the PAR context to
return field values to the calling function. If your fields match, you can use the *MOVE All statement to execute this. You
must explicitly format other fields with a *MOVE statement. The parameters for which you want to return field values must
be specified as O (Output) or B (Both) parameters.

When reading with a fully restricted key, if the record is found and there is no user logic in this user point, processing
stops. You must have user logic in this user point if you want to read more than one record.

RTVOBJ is often used to direct a batch process. Insert any functions in this user point that are required to implement your
processing: EXCEXTFUN, EXCINTFUN, CHGOBJ, CRTOBJ, and other RTVOBJ.

USER Exit Processing

You may have defined work fields that store data values while the next record is being processed. This user point is
executed when processing has completed. Use the DB1 context carefully in this user point since you have not read
another record and unpredictable results may occur.

NOTE

User logic in this user point is not executed if user logic exists in user point USER: Processing if Data Record
Not Found and no record is found.

Select Record (SELRCD)

USER Initialize Program

Initialize work fields from passed parameters or from other database file reads. Implement security checking and specify
an *EXIT PROGRAM action if the user is not authorized.

The program context field *Scan Limit (PGM.*Scan Limit), which is used for establishing the number of records to read, is
set to 500 by default. If you want to change this value, do so here.
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USER Load Subfile Record from DBF Record

You can insert function field processing at this point, such as field and file descriptions that are accessed using a RTVOBJ
to another file.

USER Process Subfile Control

Insert references to function keys (using the CTL.*CMD key) here if you want to execute the function key without regard
to the validity of subfile records. You should implement these calls before confirmation of panel processing. If you want
subfile data records to be processed and validated prior to executing function keys, you should place the processing in the
USER: Process command keys user point.

If you are using some sort of pre-emptive function control or fast path processing, be sure to check the relevant return
codes facilitating this processing upon return from any called functions.

Based on the results of these calls (adding a record, for instance), you may want to set the program context reload subfile
field to yes (PGM.*Reload subfile = *YES) to refresh the panel with any changed data.

Implement checks of key processing (F15 or other function keys that cause the *EXIT PROGRAM action to be executed).

USER Process Selected Line

The function exits at this point if you have selected a subfile record.

USER Process Changed Subfile Record

If relevant, insert subfile selections (using the RCD.*SFLSEL key) here if you want to execute the subfile selections
without regard to the validity of subfile records. You should implement these calls before confirmation of panel processing.
If you want subfile data records to be processed and validated prior to executing subfile selections, you should place the
processing in the USER: Process Command Keys user point.

Similar considerations as for DSPFIL.

CALC Screen Function Fields

Calculations associated with a derived function field are inserted in this user point.

USER Process Command Keys

This user point is always executed unless the function key or action associated with the *Exit field is requested.

USER Exit Program Processing

Place pre-emptive key processing requiring exit processing (F3 in *CUAENTRY; an action in *CUATEXT) to execute an
*EXIT PROGRAM action with a user-specific return code here since this user point is always executed whenever exit
processing is requested.

Understanding Function Structure Charts
The CA 2E function structure charts provide you with a visual orientation of the user points with respect to other
processes, and will help you learn the processing offered by each function type. The function charts appear in Article A at
the end of this module.

Work your way through each chart as necessary. Evaluate each user point with respect to the rest of the function until you
locate the correct point at which you want to introduce your processing logic.
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Copying Functions
This article explains how to copy existing functions to create new ones. In general, CA 2E allows you to copy a function
to another function of the same type. In addition, a copy with a change of function type is permitted between certain
combinations of function types. This is called cross-type copying. You can also create new functions by copying
customized template functions.

As an alternative to the process discussed in this article, you can create versions of functions and messages. Some
benefits of using versions are:

• You can test changes on a version of a function or message without interfering with the functionality of the existing
model.

• When you finish testing a new version of a function or message and make it active in the model, the original model
object remains unchanged and can easily be made active again if needed.

• Only the currently active version of a function or message displays on CA 2E editing panels. As a result, the panels are
not cluttered with inactive versions.

More Information

• Creating a New Function from One That Exists
• Cross-Type Copying
• Function Templates

Creating a New Function from One That Exists
You can create a new function from an existing one in the following ways:

Contents

From the Edit Functions Panel

Follow these steps:

1. Type C next to the function you want to copy and press Enter. The Copy Function panel appears.
2. Specify the new function by typing the function, file, and access path names of your new function. If you want to

change the function type, use F8.
3. Press Enter to copy the function.

NOTE
Because copying between files and access paths is not exact, you should revisit the action diagram and device
design of the copied function.
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From a Template Function

A template function is a customized function that you can copy to create a new function. All internally-referenced functions
are automatically mapped to the target file if they are based on the internal *Template file. In other words, the copy facility
creates new referenced functions based on the target file if they do not already exist, selecting or creating needed access
paths. The result is a set of functions that are as close as possible to a completed version of the functions as if they had
been hand-coded.

From the Exit Panel

Follow these steps:

1. Exit the Edit Action Diagram panel of the function you want to copy. The Exit Function Definition panel appears.
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2. Specify the function you want to create. Type Y in the Change/Create field. You can change any underlined field,
including Function Name, Access Path Name, and File Name.

3. Press Enter.
This creates your new function.

Cross-Type Copying
For certain function types, you can copy a function of one type to another type of the same style. To change to another
type, press F8 at the Copy Functions panel. When you press F8, CA 2E automatically changes the function type in the To
Type field.

Contents

The functions available for crosstype copying include

From/To To/From
DSPRCD1 DSPRCD2
DSPRCD2 DSPRCD3
EXCEXTFUN EXCINTFUN
EDTFIL DSPFIL
EDTTRN DSPTRN
EDTRCD DSPRCD
EDTRCD2 DSPRCD2
EDTRCD3 DSPRCD3
EDTRCD1 EDTRCD2
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EDTRCD2 EDTRCD3
PMTRCD DSPRCD1
PMTRCD EDTRCD1
PRTFIL PRTOBJ
PRTFIL RTVOBJ

What Copying Preserves

In copying functions, CA 2E preserves the

• Action diagram (where the user points match)
• Function options

NOTE
When you copy EXCUSRSRC and EXCUSRPGM functions, only the CA 2E model information is copied.
The user portion of code is not copied and the HLL type defaults to the current setting of the HLL to Generate
(YHLLGEN) model value.

Output/Input Fields

When you cross-type copy the display/edit functions listed previously, CA 2E changes the output or input capability of
fields as follows:

• Edit to display type function all fields are output capable, except key and positioner fields
• Display to edit type function all fields are input capable, except the key field

What to Revisit

Cross-type function copying results in a message to tell you that device design and action diagram changes may be
required. Review function options, particularly when copying from display to edit type functions.

Device Design

For device functions, the copy process defaults to the device design for the function type. You can edit the default device
design for the newly created function, as appropriate to your requirements. For example, you may want to make specific
function keys available to the function.

To change the function keys from the device design:

1. Place your cursor on the function key and press Enter. The Edit Command Text panel appears.
2. Press F5 (Refresh). CA 2E refreshes the function text data with the correct default function key data from the action

diagram.

NOTE
Depending on the type of copy, the device design may not be preserved.

Action Diagram User Points

The action diagram for the new function may refer to fields that do not exist in the file to which the function was copied
or there may be invalid context references. You can use the Find Error option from the Action Diagram Services panel to
locate such errors. You can then correct the errors in the action diagram.

NOTE
You can use the Notepad facility of the Action Diagram Editor to copy sections of action diagrams between
functions.
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After revisiting the action diagram and the device design, generate the function.

Function Templates
A function template usually contains customized actions that you want new functions in your model to contain. Two
suggestions for using function templates are:

• Create a work wit’ suite of functions for maintaining reference (REF) files in your model
• Establish and enforce standards for your organization or department that can automatically be applied when a new

function is created

Contents

Understanding Function Templates

Any standard function based on the *Template file is known as a template function. A template function can be a primary
function or a function internally referenced by a primary function.

When you copy a template function, CA 2E uses the source function as a template to create a new function based on a
target file you specify. Function names and access paths are automatically adjusted for the target file.

There is no limit to the complexity of the suite of functions copied. The primary function must be based on the *Template
file, but internally-referenced functions can be based on the *Template file or they can be based on normal user-defined
files.

Run-time messages list new objects created and indicate where user intervention may be required in the second level
text.

Two action diagram features aid the creation of template functions:

• The PR (protected structure) selection option lets you protect blocks that comprise standard areas of the action
diagram you do not want developers to remove or change

• You can specify *T for Function file on the Edit Action - Function Name window to select from among existing template
functions.

NOTE
Function templates facilitate the process of creating new functions or suites of functions. There is no inheritance;
as a result, changing the template has no effect on functions that were previously created from the template.

Creating a Template Function

This process applies both to the primary template function and to any functions the primary function references that also
to serve as template functions.

1. There are two ways to create a template function:
– Go to the Edit Functions panel for the *Template file and create a new function.
– Go to the Edit Functions panel for a model file and copy an existing function to the *Template file. This is best if you

already have customized functions that can serve as templates.
2. Adjust or create the function as you would any other function:

a. Name the function. When naming a template function you can place *Template in the name where you want the
target file name to appear; for example, Work with *Template data translates to Work with Customer data for the
Customer file.

b. If the function requires an access path, specify an appropriate one based on the *Template file.
c. Add standardized actions to the action diagram.
d. Specify parameters for internally-referenced template functions using the following two fields defined for the

*Template file:
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e. *Template key defn -- If this field is a parameter on a referenced function, it is replaced by the target file’s key
fields.

f. *Template record defn -- If this field is a parameter on a referenced function, it is replaced by the target file’s non-
key fields.

NOTE
In both cases all fields are used.

3. Save the template function.

Special Considerations for EDTTRN/DSPTRN Template Functions

Create a span (SPN) access path over the *Template file without formats.

Create the EDTTRN or DSPTRN function over the *Template file and specify the span access path you just created.

When you copy the EDTTRN/DSPTRN template function to a target file to create a new function, the copy process selects
an existing span access path. If a span access path does not exist over the target file, a new span access path is created
without formats. You need to add the formats manually.

Using a Template Function to Create a New Function

The following is an outline of one way to create new functions based on a template function.

1. Go to the Edit Functions panel for the file on which the new functions are to be based.
2. Press F21 (Copy a *Template function). The Edit Functions panel displays all functions based on the *Template file.
3. Type X to select the function to be used as the template and press Enter.
4. The Copy Function panel appears.

Another way to create a new function from a template function is to go to the Edit Functions panel for the *Template file
and type C next to the template function you want to use.

NOTE
For the primary function, the validation performed by the Copy Function panel for copies from the *Template file
is identical to that performed for an ordinary file. Specifically, the access path must exist and the new function
must not exist.

You are responsible for verifying and completing the definition of the newly-created target functions.

Copying Internally-Referenced Template Functions

This section describes how the enhanced copy facility processes functions that are called from within the primary (top-
level) function. For each called function, the copy process automatically names new functions, selects or creates access
paths, and defaults key and non-key parameters.

This table summarizes the process of copying internally-referenced functions.

Source Function based on: Target Function based on: Result
*Template file Model file If a matching function based on the target

file exists, it is used. Otherwise, a new
function based on the target file is created.
For each new function, the copy process
names the function, selects or creates
an access path over the target file, and
defaults key and non-key parameters.

*Template file *Template file Normal copy. Use this to update your
template functions.
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Model file *Template file Normal copy. This is a way to set up your
first template functions if you already have
functions containing customized actions.

Model file Model file Normal copy. Any parameter requirements
of these functions are accommodated
by the copy process, by the parameter
defaulting mechanism, or require developer
intervention.

Creating and Naming Referenced Functions

The copy process first searches the target file for a function with a name matching that of the template function. Note
that if the source function name contains *Template, it is replaced with the name of the target file before the search for
matching names; for example, ‘Change *Template’ translates to ‘Change Customer’ for the Customer file.

NOTE
If the DBF functions (CHGOBJ, CRTOBJ and DLTOBJ) attached to the *Template file contain user-defined
processing, you need to change their default names; otherwise, the default functions on the target file are used.
This is true even if the default DBF functions are not yet been created for the target file.

• If a matching function is found, it is used if its function type is compatible based on the following table and if the
function is current and not archived.

Template Function Type Compatible with These Target Function Types
EXCINTFUN
EXCEXTFUN
EXCUSRPGM

All except PRTOBJ

  
CHGOBJ
CRTOBJ
DLTOBJ

EXCINTFUN / EXCEXTFUN / EXCUSRPGM DSPRCDn /
EDTRCDn / PMTRCD

  
RTVOBJ EXCINTFUN / EXCEXTFUN / EXCUSRPGM
  
DSPRCDn
EDTRCDn
PMTRCD

EXCINTFUN / EXCEXTFUN / EXCUSRPGM
DSPRCDn / EDTRCDn / PMTRCD
CHGOBJ / CRTOBJ / DLTOBJ

  
PRTFIL EXCINTFUN / EXCEXTFUN / EXCUSRPGM
PRTOBJ Not compatible with any other type

Notes:
1. EXCINTFUN, EXCEXTFUN, and EXCUSRPGM are compatible with all other types (except PRTOBJ, which is incompatible with all
other types.
2. The internal functions (except RTVOBJ and PRTOBJ) are compatible with the single record display functions.
3. The subfile function types are fully compatible with each other.

If the type is not compatible, a new function of the same type as the template function is created over the target file.

• A new function is created if the target function:
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– Does not exist
– Is not current
– Is an archived object
– Is an incompatible function type
The copy process automatically assigns names to new functions. If necessary the surrogate number of the new object
is attached to the function name to make it unique.

NOTE
It is important to set the names of *Template functions and avoid changing them because subsequent copies
to the same target file create new functions if the original functions cannot be found by name.

Assigning Access Paths for Referenced Functions

When the copy process is unable to match an existing function based on the target file, it creates a new function. During
this process it often needs to select an appropriate access path also based on the target file. It does this as follows:

1. It tries to find and use an access path of the same name and type (RTV, RSQ, UPD, and so on).
2. If there is no match by name, it selects the default access path of the same type.
3. If a default access path of the same type does not exist, it selects the first access path of the same type alphabetically

by name.
4. If unable to find an access path of the same type, it creates a new one. A message displays when a new access path

is created.

NOTE
Since new access paths default to the primary key, you may need to edit new access paths prior to source
generation.

If a new span (SPN) access path is created, it is created without formats.

Defaulting Parameters for Referenced Functions

The copy process defaults parameters for internally-referenced functions that are based on the *Template file using the
two fields defined for the *Template file:

• *Template key defn -- If this field is a parameter on the referenced function, it is replaced with the target file’s key fields.
• *Template record defn -- If this field is a parameter on the referenced function, it is replaced with the target file’s non-

key fields.

NOTE
In both cases all fields are used. As a result, for the *Template key defn field, if this is used as a RST parameter
for a template function, the new function is a fully restricted function based on the target file with each key field
specified as a restrictor.

Device Designs

You need to edit all device design functions to complete the design.

Deleting Functions
This article explains how to delete a function, which includes removing references to it from other objects in the design
model.
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Follow these steps:

1. Find where the function is used. To make the inquiry, starting from the Edit Database Relations panel:
a. Go to the function for the file. From the Edit Database Relations panel, type F (next) to the specific file, and press

Enter.
The Edit Functions panel displays, listing the functions for that file.

b. Select the function for which you want to find references. Type U (next) to the specific function and press Enter.
The Display Function References panel appears, listing all the functions that call the function.
Note: You can also reach the Display Function References panel from the Display Access Path Functions panel
and the Display All Functions panel. You can also determine which model objects reference the function using the
Edit Model Object List panel or the Display Model Usages (YDSPMDLUSG) command.

2. Remove the references from the action diagrams. Go into the action diagrams of the functions that call the function
you want to delete and remove the logic that calls the function.

3. Delete the function. From the Edit Functions panel, type D next to the function you want to delete and press Enter.
If the function has associated source, a confirm prompt gives you the option of deleting it along with the function once
you press Enter.

4. Press Enter again at the confirm prompt. The function and associated source, if any, is deleted.

 

Generating and Compiling Functions
This article tells you how to submit a request to generate and compile a function from any one of various CA 2E panels.

Contents
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Requesting Generation and Compilation

This article takes you step by step through requesting generation/compilation from various CA 2E panels. Once you
initiate the request, you can submit it from the Display Services Menu.

You can request generation/compilation of functions from one of the following four panels:

• Display Services Menu (one or more functions)
• Edit Functions panel (one or more functions)
• Exit Function Definition panel (one function at a time)
• Edit Model Object List panel (one or more functions)

The Display Services Menu

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Display all functions option. The Display All Functions panel appears.
2. Select the functions you want to generate. Type J next to each function you want to generate, and press Enter.
3. Exit. Press F3. The Display Services Menu appears.
4. Submit generations and compilations of all the source members you selected. On the Display Services Menu either:

– Select the Submit model create request (YSBMMDLCRT) option. Press Enter to display the source members you
selected or press F4 to change parameter defaults before displaying the list.

– Select the Job list menu option to display the Job List Commands Menu. Select the YSBMMDLCRT option.
A job list of the source members you requested for generation and compilation appears on Submit Model Generations
and Creates panel.

5. Review the list before confirming. Press Enter. If the list includes functions you do not want, you can drop (D) or hold
(H) them.

6. After you press Enter, the panel redisplays with the confirm prompt set to Y for Yes. Press Enter to confirm the list. CA
2E then submits the generation and compilation jobs.

7. As CA 2E processes the jobs, progress messages appear at the bottom of the panel. Press F5 to refresh the panel for
the most current status. Or you can press F3 to exit to the Display Services Menu.

The Edit Functions Panel

The Edit Functions Panel displays when you enter F next to a file on the Edit Database Relations panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Request generation. Type J next to the specific functions and press Enter.
2. Go to the Display Services Menu. Press F17, which takes you to the Display Services Menu.
3. Submit the generation request as detailed earlier in the From the Display Services Menu topic, steps 4-5.

The Exit Function Definition Panel

The Exit Function Definition panel displays when you exit the Edit Action Diagram panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Initiate a generation request. In the Submit Generation field, type Y (Yes).
Y in this field is equivalent to entering J next to the function from the Edit Functions panel.

2. Press Enter.
The Edit Functions panel appears, with the message, "Source generation request for (name of object) accepted." The
object name is a name such as UUAEEFR.

3. Go to the Display Services Menu. Press F17. This takes you to the Display Services Menu.
4. Submit the generation request as previously described in the From the Display Services Menu topic, Steps 4-5.
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The Edit Model Object List Panel

You access the Edit Model Object List panel by entering YEDTMDLLST at a command line.

1. Select the model object list containing the functions you want to generate. For example, enter the model object list
name for the List option, or enter ? or *S to display a list of all model object lists in your model. You can press F17 to
display the Subset Model Objects panel and request that only functions display.

2. Request generation. Enter selection option 14 for each model object you want generated. This invokes the Create Job
List Entry (YCRTJOBLE) command to add the select model objects to the job list. You can specify parameters on the
command line. Press Enter.

3. Press F19 to display a menu of job-list-related commands. Enter 1 to invoke the Submit Model Create
(YSBMMDLCRT) command. See the previous From the Display Services Menu description, Steps 4-5.

Compile Preprocessor

The compile preprocessor is a program that can be automatically invoked to run as a preliminary step on batch compiles.

Documenting Functions
This article explains how to document a function. The Document Model Functions (YDOCMDLFUN) command allows you
to print a detailed list of the functions within a model. You can invoke the command from the Display Services Menu or
call it from the i OS command line. How you set YDOCMDLFUN parameters determines the level of detail on your listing,
including whether narrative text is included.

Contents

Printing a Listing of Your Functions

To print a listing of your functions starting from the Display Services Menu:

1. Access the Display Services Menu. At the Edit Database Relations panel, press F17. The Display Services Menu
appears.

NOTE
You can also access the Display Services Menu by entering the following at a command line.

YEDTMDL ENTRY(*SERVICES)

2. Go to the Display Documentation Menu. Select the option, Display documentation menu. The Display Documentation
Menu appears.

3. Select functions. Type 5, Document model functions, and press Enter. The Document Model Functions
(YDOCMDLFUN) command panel appears.

4. Set the specific criteria, and press Enter. On this panel you can specify the types of functions and whether you want to
list details as function options, parameters, and device designs. CA 2E creates a print file containing the listing.

Including Narrative Text

Use the parameter PRTTEXT on the YDOCMDLFUN command to include functional or operational text. Up to ten pages
of narrative text can be associated with each CA 2E object. The narrative text can include:

• Functional text, to explain the purpose of the design object
• Operational text, to explain the function of an object for the end user
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NOTE
In generating help panels, CA 2E uses operational text. If no operational text exists, CA 2E uses the functional
text.

Comparing Two Functions

The Compare Model Objects (YCMPMDLOBJ) command compares the action diagrams of two functions. This lets you
identify any changes made to one version of a function for retrofitting to another version. You can request a printed report
of any mismatches encountered. You can also use this command to compare two message functions or two files.

Tailoring for Performance of Functions
This article provides guidelines for improving the iSeries performance of applications that CA 2E generates. Two major
aspects covered here are program size and links between programs.

Contents

Building an Application

There are two approaches to the structure in building an application:

• Vertical, in which each program calls another at a lower invocation level. Avoid using this structure, as it is inefficient.
• Horizontal, in which a driver program calls whichever program is needed. This structure affords more control of the

programs.

The following example compares both structures.
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Using Display File, not Menu Options

On systems where end users are likely to work with the same objects for long periods, consider using a Display File
(DSPFIL) function as the driver program. This program displays existing objects and prompts the end user for action
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through subfile selection (except add which is F9). Using menu options, the application has to open and close files
frequently, which slows performance. A DSPFIL provides a better performing solution.

NOTE
You can also use an Execute External Function (EXCEXTFUN), Execute User Program (EXCUSRPGM), or
Prompt Record (PMTRCD); whichever is appropriate, as the driver program.

Determining Program Size

Determining the right size for programs is relative to your business needs. Some applications benefit from large, complex
programs to simplify navigation for the user. However, keeping programs small has several advantages including:

• Reusable components (code dedicated to the data it processes)
• Easier maintenance
• Simpler debugging
• Quicker generation and compilation
• Less code duplication
• More flexibility for grouping processes

Large programs are prone to dead code, used only once or not at all. Breaking processes into smaller programs allows
you to identify such areas of code. You can selectively invoke them or remove them following completion.

Your panel design requirements should determine how you create the main function. However, within a given transaction
from this program, several functions can be executed. You can make some of these functions the function type,
EXCEXTFUN, to encapsulate functions or to isolate seldom executed functions.

Optimizing Program Objects

Optimizing program objects can significantly improve performance. Use the i OS commands, Create COBOL or RPG
Program (CRTCBLPGM or CRTRPGPGM) and Change Program (CHGPGM), as follows:

 CRTxxxPGM PGM(library-name/program-name) +
   SRCFILE (library-name/source-file-name) +
   GENOPT(*OPTIMIZE)
 

NOTE
This is done by altering the parameters on the command in the *Messages file.

 CHGPGM PGM(library-name/program-name) +
   OPTIMIZE(*YES)
 

For more information on the create commands and optimization parameters, see Application System/400 Programming:
Control Language Reference.

Fine Tuning

In tuning the performance of your application, consider these recommendations:

• Restrict the use of subfile control selectors to essential fields, especially on large files. Drop those that are not
required. This applies to SELRCD, DSPFIL, and EDTFIL functions.

• Minimize the use of virtual fields. That is, use access paths with the least virtuals possible, since using them involves
more processing. Where possible, direct processing to read one file instead of join logicals over multiple files. If
appropriate, use the Retrieve Object (RTVOBJ) function instead.

• Consider the amount of Refers to referential checking:
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– Drop unused relations using the Edit Format Relations panel in the device design editor
– Set relations to user checking where a field is required but referential checking is not

• Drop fields from panel formats if the application does not need them, rather than hiding the fields.
• If you need to validate many files, consider the use of Share Open Data Path when an access path is used frequently

by several successive programs with fully restricted key access.
• Create native objects; that is, model value YCRTENV is set to QCMD (iSeries creation environment).

There are also closely related aspects to tailoring access paths.

Selecting the Function Type

Edit Transaction (EDTTRN) and Display Transaction (DSPTRN) function types load the entire subfile within the limits of
any restrictor parameters, if any. On the other hand, Edit File (EDTFIL) and Display File (DSPFIL) function types load one
page at a time. If the relationships between detail and header records do not require the EDTTRN or DSPTRN function
types, use an EDTFIL or a DSPFIL function type instead.

The PMTRCD function type has less in-built functionality than the Edit Record (EDTRCD) or Display Record (DSPRCD). If
you do not require this functionality, PMTRCD is a better choice.

Specifying the Right Level of Relations Checking

CA 2E ensures that all device design relations are satisfied. As a rule of thumb, use no more referential integrity checking
than necessary, this includes dropping a relation if it is not being used. You can drop relations either at the access path,
field, or function level.

Action Diagram Editing

For a specific function, you can further adjust relation checking:

• If you specify Optional as the level of relation checking, the relation is enforced if end users enter a value in the field.
This means that you do not need to add your own validation to the action diagram. Doing so creates unnecessary
processing.

• If you specify No Error as the level of relation checking, CA 2E always checks the relation but issues no error if the
relation fails the check.

NOTE
The No Error option is useful for distributed applications.

• If you specify User as the level of relation checking, you must add your own validation for the relation in the action
diagram.

Construct Resolution in Code

CA 2E-generated code is typically more consistent than custom-created code. However, you can achieve similar
functional results with differing action diagram constructs. The constructs result in different source code and object
programs, which may have different performance characteristics. This is potentially true of the way CA 2E generates
internal functions.

CA 2E implements each reference to an internal function as a different set of code, often inline code. This approach
can improve performance. Parameters passed to internal functions are embedded directly in the code at the point of
reference, making each instance of the internal function unique.

Using Single Compound Conditions

It is common to repeat a function in a multiple condition CASE structure. For example:

   . -- CASE
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   | -- CTL.Order Header Status is *Open
   | internal-function
   | -- DTL.Order Detail Status is *Unprocessed
   | internal-function
   | -- CTL.Order Value is *LT CTL.Credit Limit
   | internal-function
 

Because each internal function is implemented as separate inline code, the code will be repeated, creating a large source
module.

However, instead of repeating the function reference, you can use a single compound condition. This eliminates the need
to repeat the function references and reduces the number of source lines generated. For example:

   . -- CASE
   | --  (c1 OR c2 OR c3)
   | | --  c1 CTL.Order Header Status is *Open
   | | --  c2 RCD.Order Detail Status is *Unprocessed
   | | --  c3 CTL.Order Value *LT CTL.Credit Limit
   | internal-function
   ' --  ENDCASE
 

Selecting the Proper User Points

When you need to add functionality to an action diagram, study the appropriate function structure chart and information on
user points and select the user point to execute at the correct time for your needs.

Using the incorrect user point in an action diagram can make the repetition of code at another user point unnecessary.

Assume the following:

• An EDTFIL is required to maintain Customers
• Customers who have a negative balance need to be highlighted when the EDTFIL presents Customer records to the

user
• The WRK context field HIghlight Customer is used to indicate that the Customer record should be highlighted

In order for the appropriate Customer records to be highlighted when the records are initially loaded, the following
processing could be placed in the USER: Initialize subfile record (existing record) user point:

   .  > USER: Initialize subfile record ( existing record)
   . . -- 
   . . WRK.Highlight Customer = CND.No
   . . .-CASE
   . . | -RCD.Customer balance is LT 0
   . . |  WRK.Highlight Customer = CND.Yes
   . . '-ENDCASE
   . ' -- 
 

To further ensure that the records continue to be highlighted after the records are loaded, the same processing would also
need to be inserted in the USER: Validate subfile record fields user point.

The duplication of logic in both these user points can be avoided by placing the processing in the USER: Validate subfile
record relations user point. This user point is executed both at function load and later when the records are revalidated.
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The selection of this user point reduces the amount of code generated thereby improving the efficiency of the resulting
program.

Creating Wrappers to Reuse Business Logic
CA 2E lets you easily retrieve user-written business logic, such as validation routines, and place them into separate
functions by using wrappers. These functions can then be accessed by other CA 2E functions or by external procedures
such as CA Plex functions.

The process has two parts:

1. Select the action diagram statements that you want to place into other functions.
2. Select a function type and name. An automated process copies the statements and places them in a new function with

an automatically generated parameter interface.

Contents

Selecting Action Diagram Statements

You can select the action diagram statements from a User Point or from the Notepad.

From a User Point

1. While editing the action diagram of a function, press F5 to view the User Exit Points.
2. Enter W next to the User Point that contains all the statements you want to place in another function by using a

wrapper.
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3. Go to the section Selecting Function Name and Type.

 From the Notepad
In some cases, it may not be desirable or necessary to use a
wrapper on an entire User Point. The User Point may contain
statements that you do not want in the new function. Or perhaps
the final function needs additional statements that are not required
in the original function.

You can edit User Point action diagram statements, place the whole User Point in a wrapper, and then exit the function
without saving to preserve the original User Point. An easier and more flexible approach, however, is using the Action
Diagram Editor Notepad.

NOTE
Because EXCEXTFUN and EXCINTFUN have no User Points, use Notepad to place statements from these
types of functions in a wrapper.

Use the Notepad commands N, NA, NAA, NI, NR, and NRR to put the required statements into the Notepad.

1. Press F18 to view the *Notepad.
2. Press F5 to select all the statements in the Notepad.
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Selecting Function Name and Type

After selecting the action diagram statements for the wrapper, you must assign a function name and type.
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The default values that appear in the Create Wrappered Function panel depend on whether you started the procedure
from a User Point or from the Notepad:

• From a User Point
The default Function File, which will own the new function, is the same file that owns the function that contained the
User Point. The default Function name is the first 25 characters of the User Point name.

• From the Notepad
The default Function File is ?, therefore you must choose the function name. The default Function name is blank.
In either case, the default Function type is E for EXCEXTFUN, but you can change it to I to create an EXCINTFUN.

The final step is to press Enter. An Execute External Function or Execute Internal Function is created. The selected
statements are copied from the Notepad or the User Point into the newly created function.

Automatic Parameter Interface Generation

The function placed in a wrapper creates parameters automatically based on the field contexts used in the original action
diagram statements. Some contexts do not require conversion; these contexts are LCL, NLL, ARR, PGM, JOB, and CON.

All other contexts are converted and passed into the new function as duplicate parameters. EXCEXTFUN and
EXCINTFUN functions do not have associated screens or database fields, so the action diagram cannot refer to contexts
such as RCD, CTL, DB1, and DB2.
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For each field in an unavailable context, the wrapping process creates an entry on an array. A new array is created for
each function placed in a wrapper. This array is then defined on the parameter listing for the function passed as RCD.

Each new unavailable context is associated with another parameter entry of the same array. Each array is passed as a
duplicate parameter context, from PR1 to PR9. The first unavailable context on the action diagram statements is assigned
to PR1. The next context not already assigned to the array is passed as the PR2 parameter context, and so on. LCL, NLL,
PGM, JOB, and CON are never substituted.

The parameter usage for each field on each parameter listing is calculated from how the CTX field is used in the action
diagram statements of the function.

The following illustrations show how the field contexts are converted to the PR1 to PR9 contexts.

Original Contexts

Edit Customer is a function of the type EDTFIL.

In this example, the code in USER: Validate subfile record fields is placed in a wrapper. This example shows parameter
substitution, not application design.
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This code populates CTL.Customer Code with RCD.Customer Code, sets RCD.Customer Code to CON.A, and checks
whether CTL.Billing Location is equal to WRK.Delivery Location. If it is, WRK.Customer Check Flag is set to Y and
PGM.*Sbmjob receives the override string CON.*BLANK.

1. Press F5 to select User Points, and enter W for the relevant one.
2. Choose the function name Update Override String.

The function and the parameter interface are created and contexts are substituted for any contexts unavailable to the
EXCEXTFUN. CTL is the first unavailable context, so an array is created for this function. The array name consists of the
first 22 characters of the function name plus PAR at the end.

The Newly Created Function

The Newly Created Array

A new array "USER: Validate subfile PAR" is created. It contains an entry for each field in the original function in a context
that is not available in the newly created EXCEXTFUN.
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The Parameter Definitions

The array then establishes parameters on the created function. It is passed once for each context that is being
substituted. The Pgm Ctx and Par Ctx columns show the original and substituted contexts.
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The Control Context

Two fields were used in the CTL context in the original action diagram: Customer Code and Billing Location ID. Thus both
fields are specified as parameters for the first array entry.

Notice how the usage matches the usage of the fields in the original action diagram. If the field was used as a target of an
operation, the usage defaults to Output. If the field was used as input to an operation, the usage defaults to Input.

After conversion, the former CTL context is now the PR1 context.
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The Record Context

For the RCD context entry, only one field is specified as a parameter. The usage B (Both) matches the usage of the field
in the original action diagram. The field Customer Code was used as both input and as the target of a *Move statement.

After conversion, the former RCD context is now the PR2 context.
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The WRK Context

The WRK context entry matches the usage of the field in the original action diagram statements.

After conversion, the former WRK context is now the PR3 context.
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The New Action Diagram

The new action diagram looks like the old one except for the substituted contexts.

If a reference to an RCD context had appeared first, instead of the CTL context, then the order of substitution would be
different. PR1 would have been RCD.

The newly created function can now be used and called in the usual manner.
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Function Structure Charts
This article contains examples of the CA 2E function structure charts. The structure charts provide you with a visual
orientation of the user points with respect to other processes. They will help you learn the processing offered by each
function type. Work your way through each chart as necessary. Evaluate each user point with respect to the rest of the
function until you locate the correct point at which you want to introduce your processing logic.

Each structure chart is designed to be read from top to bottom and from left to right. The user points are shown in boxes
outlined in bold. A box with a bold outline in its lower right corner indicates that the chart continues on the next page.

Contents
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Change Object
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Create Object
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Delete Object
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Display File (Chart 1 of 5)
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Display File (Chart 2 of 5)
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Display File (Chart 3 of 5)
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Display File (Chart 4 of 5)
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Display File (Chart 5 of 5)
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Display Record (Chart 1 of 5)
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Display Record (Chart 2 of 5)
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Display Record (Chart 3 of 5)
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Display Record (Chart 4 of 5)
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Display Record (Chart 5 of 5)
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Display Record - 2 Panels (Chart 1 of 7)
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Display Record - 2 Panels (Chart 2 of 7)
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Display Record - 2 Panels (Chart 3 of 7)
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Display Record - 2 Panels (Chart 4 of 7)
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Display Record - 2 Panels (Chart 5 of 7)
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Display Record - 2 Panels (Chart 6 of 7)
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Display Record - 2 Panels (Chart 7 of 7)
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Display Record - 3 Panels (Chart 1 of 8)
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Display Record - 3 Panels (Chart 2 of 8)
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Display Record - 3 Panels (Chart 3 of 8)
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Display Record - 3 Panels (Chart 4 of 8)
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Display Record - 3 Panels (Chart 5 of 8)
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Display Record - 3 Panels (Chart 6 of 8)
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Display Record - 3 Panels (Chart 7 of 8)
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Display Record - 3 Panels (Chart 8 of 8)
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Display Transaction (Chart 1 of 6)
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Display Transaction (Chart 2 of 6)
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Display Transaction (Chart 3 of 6)
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Display Transaction (Chart 4 of 6)
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Display Transaction (Chart 5 of 6)
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Display Transaction (Chart 6 of 6)
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Edit File (Chart 1 of 7)
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Edit File (Chart 2 of 7)
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Edit File (Chart 3 of 7)
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Edit File (Chart 4 of 7)
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Edit File (Chart 5 of 7)
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Edit File (Chart 6 of 7)
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Edit File (Chart 7 of 7)
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Edit Record (Chart 1 of 5)
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Edit Record (Chart 2 of 5)
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Edit Record (Chart 3 of 5)
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Edit Record (Chart 4 of 5)
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Edit Record (Chart 5 of 5)
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Edit Record - 2 Panels (Chart 1 of 9)
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Edit Record - 2 Panels (Chart 2 of 9)
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Edit Record - 2 Panels (Chart 3 of 9)
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Edit Record - 2 Panels (Chart 4 of 9)
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Edit Record - 2 Panels (Chart 5 of 9)
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Edit Record - 2 Panels (Chart 6 of 9)
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Edit Record - 2 Panels (Chart 7 of 9)
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Edit Record - 2 Panels (Chart 8 of 9)
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Edit Record - 2 Panels (Chart 9 of 9)
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Edit Record - 3 Panels (Chart 1 of 10)
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Edit Record - 3 Panels (Chart 2 of 10)
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Edit Record - 3 Panels (Chart 3 of 10)
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Edit Record - 3 Panels (Chart 4 of 10)
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Edit Record - 3 Panels (Chart 5 of 10)
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Edit Record - 3 Panels (Chart 6 of 10)
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Edit Record - 3 Panels (Chart 7 of 10)
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Edit Record - 3 Panels (Chart 8 of 10)
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Edit Record - 3 Panels (Chart 9 of 10)
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Edit Record - 3 Panels (Chart 10 of 10)
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Edit Transaction (Chart 1 of 8)
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Edit Transaction (Chart 2 of 8)
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Edit Transaction (Chart 3 of 8)
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Edit Transaction (Chart 4 of 8)
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Edit Transaction (Chart 5 of 8)
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Edit Transaction (Chart 6 of 8)
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Edit Transaction (Chart 7 of 8)
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Edit Transaction (Chart 8 of 8)
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Prompt and Validate Record (Chart 1 of 2)
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Prompt and Validate Record (Chart 2 of 2)
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Print File (Chart 1 of 5)
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Print File (Chart 2 of 5)
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Print File (Chart 3 of 5)
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Print File (Chart 4 of 5)
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Print File (Chart 5 of 5)
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Print Object (Chart 1 of 5)
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Print Object (Chart 2 of 5)
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Print Object (Chart 3 of 5)
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Print Object (Chart 4 of 5)
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Print Object (Chart 5 of 5)
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Retrieve Object
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Select Record (Chart 1 of 4)
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Select Record (Chart 2 of 4)
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Select Record (Chart 3 of 4)
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Select Record (Chart 4 of 4)

How to Create a Deployable Web Service Using a Multiple-instance Array
This process explains how an experienced CA 2E Application Developer can use CA 2E web service support with
enhanced array support to make an invocation and retrieve an order. This process includes the order header and multiple
order detail lines.

WARNING
The coding examples are designed to illustrate enhanced array support and are not production-ready. For
example, the examples do not contain any user-added error handling.

WARNING
As an experienced CA 2E Application Developer, you want your result to be a deployable 2E Web Service that
uses Enhanced Array Support to return multiple-instances of data in a single invocation. In this scenario, we use
an Order Header and Order Detail file, and the order has a single order header and multiple detail lines.

The following illustration shows how you complete the process:
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Follow these steps:

1. Define the Files
2. Define the Order Details Array
3. Create an Execute External Function
4. Retrieve the Order Header and Order Details
5. Set the EXCEXTFUN function to a module
6. Generate and compile the module
7. Create a Service Program
8. Add the module to the Service Program
9. Generate and compile the Service Program
10. Create a web service function
11. Deploy the Web Service instance

NOTE
This procedure uses individual *MOVE ARRAY statements. As you become familiar with the process, the
*MOVE ARRAY, *ALL function helps make your work more efficient.

Define the Files

We assume the following basic file definitions for the process:

NOTE
The field types are not critical to this scenario, so you can define field type as you see fit.

Order Header Files

If your screen shows the Order Header File as:

Order header                      Known by                        Order Number

Order header                    Has                     Customer Name

Order header                   Has                     Order Date

Then the Order Header Records look like this example:

Order Number Customer Name Order Date
10001 John Doe 123111
10002 Jane Doe 022811

Order Detail File

If your screen shows the Order Detail File as:

Order detail                      Owned by                        FIL Order Header
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Order detail                        Known By                        FLD Line Number

Order detail                 Refers to                       FIL Product

Order detail                     Has                     FLD Quantity

Then the Order Detail Records look like this example:

Order Number Line Number Product Code Quantity
10001 1 BH 101
10001 3 IP5 103
10002 1 BH 201
10002 3 LH 203

NOTE
Product code refers to the product file. For example, LH refers to Little Hammer and BH refers to Big Hammer.

Product File

FIL Product                   Known by         FLD Product code       

FIL Product                   Has              FLD Product description

FIL Product                   Has              FLD Product price date 

FIL Product                   Has              FLD Product price      

Product code Product description Product Date Product Price
BH Big Hammer 20010101 23.45
LH Little Hammer 20101010 18.97
IP5 Ice Pick 20020202 299.00

Define the Order Details Array

We assume the following array definition for the process.
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NOTE
The Element number field should be of type NBR.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an array named Order Details over the *Arrays file.
2. Take option Z to open the EDIT ARRAY DETAILS screen.
3. Define the Order details array with the retrieval index structure of the order detail file and additionally an Element

number field (Type NBR), as follows:

4. Press F7 to access the EDIT ARRAY KEY ENTRIES panel and define Element number as the key to the array.

Create an EXCEXTFUN to Retrieve the Order Header and Order Details

The function EEF RTV ORDER, EXCEXTFUN type, based over the Order Detail file takes an input parameter of an order
number and returns order information as output parameters as follows:

• The order header is represented by a single-instance output parameter.
• The order detail lines are represented by a multiple-instance output parameter.

This section describes how to define the EXCEXTFUN to include parameter interface and action diagram business logic,
including calls to other functions. After you complete the steps in this section, your Action Diagram should match these
example screens:
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WARNING
As a CA 2E developer, you need to understand the architectural distinction between the two mechanisms to
manipulate array data, despite the ability to use a common structural definition:

• Data can exist and be modified in an array by using database functions (Create Object - CRTOBJ, Delete Object -
DLTOBJ, Change Object - CHGOBJ, and Retrieve Object - RTVOBJ) based over the *Arrays file. However, this array
data cannot be accessed by the *MOVE ARRAY function.

• Data can also exist and be modified in a multiple-instance array parameter (in the PAR context) and in the ARR
context by using the *MOVE ARRAY function. However, that array data cannot be accessed by database functions
(Create Object - CRTOBJ, Delete Object - DLTOBJ, Change Object - CHGOBJ, and Retrieve Object - RTVOBJ) based
over the *Arrays file.
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NOTE
The function EEF RTV ORDER (Order Detail) relies on four other internal functions, as listed in the following
table.

Function Name Function Type Based over file
RTV ORDER HEADER RTVOBJ Order header
RTV ORDER DETAIL RTVOBJ *Arrays
CRT ORDER DETAIL CRTOBJ *Arrays
LOAD ORDER DETAIL ARRAY RTVOBJ Order detail
EEF RTV Order EXCEXTFUN Order detail

You need to build the required internal functions and the external function EEF RTV ORDER (Order detail):

NOTE
The file the functions is based over is shown in parentheses.

Follow these steps:

1. RTV Order Header (Order Header)
2. RTV Order Detail (*Arrays)
3. CRT Order Detail (*Arrays)
4. Load Order Detail Array (Order detail)
5. EEF RTV Order (Order detail)

Retrieve the Order Header

This section explains how you retrieve information about an order header record, given an order number.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the RTV ORDER HEADER: Parameter interface as follows:

2. Define the function parameter details as follows:
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3. Configure an action diagram: RTV ORDER HEADER as follows:
This example shows User Points that are not empty.

4. Save and exit the function.

 

RTV Order Detail (*Arrays)

This section describes how you retrieve the data for a single element in the Order Details array. You need to configure the
RTV ORDER DETAIL to retrieve the data for a single element in the Order Details array.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure the RTV ORDER DETAIL: Parameter interface as follows:

2. Define the parameter details as follows:
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3. Configure the RTV ORDER DETAIL: Action Diagram as follows:

4. Save and exit the function.

CRT Order Detail (*Arrays)

This section describes how you configure the CRT ORDER DETAIL to populate the data for a single element in the Order
Details array.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure the CRT ORDER DETAIL: Parameter interface as follows:

2. Define the parameter details as follows:
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NOTE

The CRT ORDER DETAIL contains no user-added processing in the action diagram.
3. Save and exit the function.

Load Order Detail Array (Order detail)

This section explains how to define a function to populate the Order Detail array. The processing runs through the
database to find all order detail lines for a given order number. Each detail line is added as a single element in the Order
Details array.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a function called LOAD ORDER DETAIL ARRAY, and configure the parameter interface as follows:

NOTE
Define the field Total elements as type NBR.

1. Define the parameter details as follows:
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2. Configure a LOAD ORDER DETAIL ARRAY: Action Diagram as follows:

3. Call to the CRT ORDER DETAIL as follows:
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4. Save and exit the function.

EEF RTV Order (Order detail)

This section describes how you define the external function EEF RTV Order (Order detail) including the parameter
interface and action diagram business logic. The EEF RTV Order (Order detail) retrieves information about an order.
Given an input of an order number, the function retrieves information about the order header, and all of the order detail
lines. The order detail lines are represented using a multiple-instance array parameter.

The key concept is to populate the multiple-instance array parameter (PR3) with order detail lines from the database.
Typically, you can obtain database information using a function of type RTVOBJ. However, the RTVOBJ cannot directly
access the (PR3) parameters of the EEF. A multiple-instance array parameter can only be defined on functions of Execute
External Function and Execute User Program.

A RTVOBJ call might be placed in a loop to retrieve one order detail line at a time into the, LCL context for example, and
then the information could be moved from the LCL context to an element of the multiple-instance array (PR3) on the EEF.
However, multiple calls to a RTVOBJ based over a database access path is undesirable from a performance point of view.
Moreover, if the order detail lines do not exist with some contiguous key or positioned, additional code will have to ensure
that each order detail line is retrieved.

We address this issue as follows:
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From the AD of the EEF call a RTVOBJ, named LOAD ORDER DETAIL ARRAY, based over a database access path
(Order detail) one time, and for each order detail record, create an element in an array.

NOTE
The array has the same structure as the order detail record, but has an additional key field of Element number.

Once the Array is created, a loop in the EEF can step through the array and call a RTVOBJ, named RTV ORDER DETAIL,
based over the Order Detailsarray to recall one element at a time to the LCL context.

The data in the LCL context that represents a single order detail record can then be populated into multiple-instance array
parameter (PR3) of the EEF that represents the order detail lines. This move from the single-instance LCL context to a
multiple-instance context can be achieved with the *MOVE ARRAY function.

This approach has the benefit that the processing is faster than multiple RTVOBJ (database) calls and the looping through
the array in memory overcomes any gaps between order detail line numbers.

The EXCEXTFUN function type can be deployed as a *MODULE, which allows it to be bundled into Service Program and
deployed as a web service. Thus a single invocation of the web service can retrieve all the information regarding the order
header and all order detail lines.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a function called EEF RTV Order and define the parameter interface as follows:

NOTE

– EEF RTV Order has function option Duplicate parameters set to Yes.
– PR3 is defined as a multiple-instance array parameter.
– PR1

Indicates the input parameter for the Order number, passed as a field (FLD), from which the Header and Detail are
retrieved.

– PR2
Indicates the output parameter for the Order Header, passed as a record format (RCD), which is populated with the
single-instance data for the Order Header.

– PR3
Indicates the output parameter for the Order details array.
Note: This parameter is marked as being a multiple-instance parameter, so multiple order detail records can
be contained within this one parameter. If the A(Pass as Array) field is marked as Y, before usages have been
specified on the EDIT FUNCTION PARAMETER DETAILS panel for the fields of this parameter a warning message
will be sent: Y2V0717 A (Pass as Array) cannot be set to 'Y'.However, you may leave the field set to Y and zoom
into the parameter to specify usages.

1. Define the parameter details as follows:
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2. Configure the EEF RTV ORDER : Action Diagram as follows:

NOTE

– Function calls that are not self-evident are shown in the following examples.
– The Count field should be defined as type NBR.
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3. Initiate a call to the RTV ORDER HEADER as follows:
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4. Initiate a call to LOAD ORDER DETAIL ARRAY as follows:

5. Initiate a call to RTV ORDER DETAIL as follows:
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6. Save and exit the function.

Set the EXCEXTFUN to a Module

CA 2E automatically creates the EXCEXTFUN function type as PGM (Program), so you must change the type to MOD
(Module).

Follow these steps:

1. From EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS take option F against the Order detail file to access the EDIT FUNCTIONS
screen.

2. Take option Z (Details) against EEF RTV ORDER for the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen.
3. Change the Target HLL to RP4 or CBI. Take option T (T-ILE Compilation Type) to change the object type to MOD.
4. Press enter to save the changes and press F3 to return the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.

The EXCEXTFUN has all the necessary configuration and details, so you must then generate and compile before you can
use it.

Generate and Compile the Module

With the EXCEXTFUN fully configured, you must compile the module.

NOTE
Before generating the module, your model must be set up to include PCML in the module. For more information,
see the section “PCML in Module” in the Building Applications section for details

Follow these steps:

1. Take option J (Generate) on the new EEF RTV ORDER function.
2. Press F17 for the Services Menu, and take Option 1 (Submit Model Create Request).
3. Locate the EEF RTV ORDER function and press Enter.

NOTE
Depending on your processing speed, the compile can complete quickly or take several minutes.

4. Verify that the compile completed correctly.
5. Press F3 until you return the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
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This procedure completes your work on the EXCEXTFUN module. Next, you create a Service Program for use with the
module.

Create a Service Program

In the CA 2E model, you define a Service Program (*SRVPGM) function type, which you will then use with the module.
You can customize the source member name, which is then used for the final *SRVPGM object name.

Follow these steps:

1. From EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS take option F against the Order detail file to access the EDIT FUNCTIONS
screen.

2. Create a Service Program and complete the fields as follows:
– Function:

Order srvpgm
– Function Type:

Service Program
– Access path

*NONE

A Service Program does not contain parameters or an action diagram, so you must add the module in the following
procedure.

Add the Module to the Service Program

You now have your EEF RTV ORDER module and your Order srvpgm Service Program. Combine the two by adding the
module to the Service Program.

Follow these steps:

1. Take option F against the Order detail file from EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS to access the EDIT FUNCTIONS
screen.

2. Take option Z (Details) on the new service program Order srvpgm.
3. Take option M (Modules).
4. Press F6 (add) to add a module.
5. Take option X (Select) against the EEF RTV ORDER module.
6. Press F3 to access the SERVICE PROGRAM MODULE screen.

Verify that the module is listed.
7. Press F3 until you return the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.

The combined Service Program and module are not usable until you generate and compile them in the following
procedure.

Generate and Compile the Service Program

The combined module and Service Program are not usable until you generate and compile.

Follow these steps:

1. Take option F against the Order detail file from EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS to access the EDIT FUNCTIONS
screen.

2. Take option J (Generate) on the Order srvpgm Service Program.
3. Press F17 for the Services Menu, and take option 1 (Submit model create).
4. Press Enter to submit the job, which generates and compiles the source.
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NOTE
Depending on your processing speed, the compile can complete quickly or take several minutes.

5. Press F3 until you return to the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.

This gives you a usable, compiled Service Program that includes the EEF RTV Order module you created. Next, create a
Web Service Function that includes the compiled Service Program.

Create a Web Service Function

The CA 2E Web Service uses the Service Program you created in the previous procedures to create a Web Service
Function. This function contains one-to-multiple operations, where each operation corresponds to a single procedure in a
module in an ILE Service Program.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.
2. Add a new Web Service function type by competing the following fields:

– Function
Order websrv

– Function type
Web Service

– Access Path
*NONE

3. Press Enter to save, and then take option Z (Details) for the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen.
4. Complete the details fields as follows:

– Web service name
GetOrder

– Service program file
Order Detail

– Service Program Function
Order srvpgm

5. Press Enter to save, and then F3 until you return the EDIT FUNCTIONS screen.

The result is a modeled Web Service Function, but it is not available to invoke until you complete the following procedure
to deploy Web Service Function on your Web Server.

Deploy the Web Service Instance

From the newly created Web Service Function, you can deploy a Web Service instance. Use the YCRTWS (Create Web
Service Instance) command to install the web service to the IBM Web Services Server.

 

NOTE

• Before you deploy the Web Service Instance, verify that the Runtime Library List contains all of the libraries
that are required to support the runtime business logic.

• Here we use the EDIT FUNCTION DETAILS screen, but you can also invoke YCRTWS from the command
line and then configure the appropriate parameters.

 

Follow these steps:

1. Take option F against the Order detail file from EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS to access the EDIT FUNCTIONS
screen.
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2. Take option Z against the web service Order websrv.
3. Press F10 (Create Web Service Instance) and complete the fields as follows:

– Update Model
*ADD

– Install to Server
*YES

– Web Services Server
YourServerName (the actual name for you Web Server)

4. Press Enter to save and deploy.

The Web Service Function is now available for users to call from your Web Server. Test the Web Service before notifying
your users.

NOTE
Use the IBM Web Administration interface to start, stop, and test the deployed Web Service.

*MOVE ARRAY (*ALL)

Four individual *MOVE ARRAY statements are used in the example code for EEF RTV Order (Order detail) to move data
from a field in the LCL context to a field in a multiple instance array parameter. This is a good illustration of how you can
use *MOVE ARRAY. However, you can use *MOVE ARRAY, *ALL support for a more efficient approach.

You can replace the multiple *MOVE ARRAY statements with a single *MOVE ARRAY statement, specifying *ALL for the
*Result and *Factor fields. You do not have to change the action diagram if you then add or remove fields from the array;
a simple regeneration and recompilation works.

The following EDIT ACTION DIAGRAM panel shows how you can use *MOVE ARRAY (*ALL:)
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The following EDIT ACTION DIAGRAM - FUNCTION DETAILS panel shows more detail on how you can use *MOVE
ARRAY (*ALL:):
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Generating and Implementing
This section describes model objects, model object lists, and impact analysis and provides instructions and
recommendations to successfully generate, compile and implement a CA 2E application.

• Managing Model Objects
• Generation and Implementation An Introduction
• Preparing for Generation and Compilation
• Generating and Compiling Your Application
• Implementing Your Application
• National Language Support
• Distributed Relational Database Architecture
• CA 2E Objects Required for Compilation and Execution
• Change Control Facilities Reference Tables

Managing Model Objects
This article describes the change control facilities provided by CA 2E for managing changes to your model.

Contents

Components of CA 2E Change Management

The primary components of CA 2E Change Management are:

• Configuration Management:
– Controlling access to the CA 2E model and its component objects
– Setting up environments to facilitate the integrity of production, development, and test models
– Controlling access to Change Control processes

• Impact Analysis:
– Determining the impact of a proposed or actual change to the design objects in a CA 2E model
– Ensuring the integrity of a set of changes by inclusion of dependent objects

• Change Control:
– Tracking changes to objects in your CA 2E model
– Administering changes to, and relationships between, objects within and across CA 2E models

Overview of CA 2E Change Control Facilities

CA 2E change control facilities are a set of features and functions that are supplied with CA 2E for managing CA 2E
design objects that include:

• Capability of building lists of CA 2E design objects, known as model object lists, for auditing and input to specialized
model list commands.
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– Impact analysis
– Component change processing

• Model cross references
• Support for versioning of functions and messages
• Redirection of functions and messages
• Copying model objects between models
• Centrally recorded model object information

You can use these change control facilities:

• As tools to work with and manage your CA 2E design objects.
• To manually control changes to your design model.
• With CA 2E Change Management (CM) Option to provide an integrated, automated change management solution.

Change Management of CA 2E Environments with CM

CM is fully-integrated with CA 2E and offers a total solution for automated change management in your CA 2E
environment. CM manages changes for:

• CA 2E design objects such as, access paths, functions, and fields. These are also known as model objects.
• Implementation objects such as, generated source and compiled objects. These are also known as traditional or 3GL

objects.

CM has extensive capabilities for controlling your entire operation including the following:

• Check out and promotion of CA 2E design objects using model object lists
• Automated control of versions for functions and messages
• Automated archiving and roll-back of functions and messages
• Authority to model object lists
• Control of access to CA 2E
• panels
• Authority to access, view, or edit model object types

For more information on using CM to manage changes in your CA 2E environment, see the CA 2E  Change Management
User Guide.

Summary of CA 2E Change Management Features

The following table summarizes CA 2E change management features. For each feature, the table shows whether the
feature is provided as part of CA 2E's change control facilities or by CM and where to find more information about the
feature.

Feature Change Control Facility CM Change Management Where Documented
Work with Model Objects Utility Yes Yes This article, Working with Model

Object Lists section
Model User Profile Yes Yes This article, Model Profile

section
Impact Analysis Utilities Yes Yes This article, Model Object Audit

Information section
Model Object Change Tracking
Model Object List Processing Yes Yes This article, Model Object Lists

section
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Redirect Function References Yes Yes This article, Working with
Versions of Functions and
Messages section, Making a
Version Current section

Versions of Functions and
Messages

Yes Yes This article, Working with
Versions of Functions and
Messages section

Session List Yes Yes This article, Model Object Lists
section, Session Lists section

Global Browse-only Access to
Model

Yes Yes Administrating section

Copying Model Objects
Between Models

Yes Yes This article, Editing Model
Object Lists section, Copying
Model Objects section,
Administrating section, and the
Reference sections

Check Out No Yes CM User Guide

Automated Version Control No Yes CM User Guide

Access Control No Yes CM User Guide

Automated Rollback of
Functions and Messages

No Yes CM User Guide

Automated Concurrent
Development

No Yes CM User Guide

Authority to Model Object Lists No Yes CM User Guide

Promotion Capabilities No Yes CM User Guide

Analysis of Context of Change
and Rollback

No Yes CM User Guide

New Features of CA 2E r8.7 and Implementer 11.0 + PTC Patch 948724

CA 2E r8.7 with Implementer 11.0 and PTC patch 948724 now allows you to do the following tasks:

• Promote *DDL-based objects from one environment to another.
• Convert between *DDS and *DDL generation modes for objects in Production. You can check out *DDS PFs / LFs,

convert them to *DDL tables / indexes and promote the new *DDL objects. You can check out *DDL tables / indexes,
convert them to *DDS PFs / LFs and promote the *DDS objects to Production.

During the promotion request creation involving *DDL objects, a *DDL table takes the YSQLPF object code and a *DDL
index takes the YSQLLF object code.

CM does not support "promotion with compile" for SQL-based access paths. The only way to promote them is with
"promotion with moving as a 3GL object." When attempting to promote *DDL objects, this same process is followed.

For more information, see the Implementer 11.0 documentation for patch 948724 https://support.ptc.com/appserver/cs/
view/solution.jsp?n=CS176520.

Limitations:

• For CM Promotion of DDL Objects (Not Switched from DDS):
– If the database is implemented with YSQLVNM = *SQL, irrespective of generation mode as *SQL/*DDL, the

promotion of "physical file"/"table" access paths is not successful.
• For CM promotion of DDL objects (DDS to DDL Conversion):
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– When attempting a *DDS to *DDL / *DDL to *DDS conversion, you must generate the *DDS / *DDL objects into the
same object library.

– The new CM functionality only caters to *DDS to *DDL / *DDL to *DDS conversions. *DDS to *SQL / *SQL to *DDS
conversions are not supported. We recommend you not to carry out a *DDS to *SQL / *SQL to *DDS conversion.

Model Objects

Model object is another term for a CA 2E design object such as an access path, a function, or a field.

Supported Model Object Types

Following are the types of model objects that are supported in your model.

Model Object Object Type
Access Path ACP
Application Area APP
Array ARR
Condition CND
File FIL
Field FLD
Function FUN
Message MSG

Some model objects, such as external functions and access paths, have corresponding implementation objects, namely,
generated source and the compiled object. Model objects having implementation objects are sometimes referred to as
generatable objects.

Naming and Identifying Model Objects

Within a model, a model object is identified by either of the following:

• Object Surrogate Number -- A 7-digit number assigned automatically by when the object is created. For example:
OBJSGT(1100897)
Note that it is generally more efficient to use the surrogate number when possible. You can obtain it using the Retrieve
Model Object (YRTVMDLOBJ) command.

• Model Object Name -- Consists of the owner, name, and type you assign when creating a model object.
The following table shows the components of the model object name for each of the supported model object types.

Model Object Model Object Object Owner Name Object Name Object Type
Access Path name' path name' *ACP
Application Area *NONE area code' *APP
Array *ARRAYS name' *ARR
Condition 'field name' 'condition name' *CND
File *NONE name' *FIL
Field *NONE name' *FLD
Function name' name' *FUN
Message *MESSAGES name' *MSG
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For example, the following shows the model object name for the Display Product Details function that is owned by the
Product file:

OBJNAM(Product 'Display Product Details' *FUN)

Model Object Description

CA 2E maintains an object description for each model object. Each description contains information such as the object's
name and type, the surrogate number, the date and time the object was last changed, and various change management
flags.

The object descriptions for all model objects are centrally maintained in the All Objects list, also known as the *ALLOBJ
list. Each time an object is changed, regenerated, or imported, CA 2E automatically updates the model object's
description in the All Objects list to reflect the change.

For more information on the *ALLOBJ list and model object descriptions, see the All Objects Model Object List section, in
this article.

Model Object Lists

Model object lists provide a method of grouping CA 2E model objects. A model object list is a named set of references (or
pointers) to model objects within a model. Each reference within a model object list is called a list entry.

Each list entry contains information about a model object at the time the list entry was created. In other words, a model
object list provides an historic snapshot of a model or a group of model objects. Each list entry contains the following:

• Model object surrogate number
• Model object name consisting of the owner, name, and type of the object
• Date and time the model object was created
• Date and time the model object was last changed

NOTE
Since model object lists provide an historic record, a model object list can contain list entries that see objects
that have been deleted from the model.

Each model list entry also contains a flag selection value that you can set and use for filtering on model object list
commands. For example, you can process only model list entries flagged as selected or just those flagged as in error.

For more information:

• On model object list commands and the flag selection value, see the Commands to Manipulate Model Object Lists
section in this article, and the CA 2E  Reference section.

• On commands to create, change, and delete model list entries, see the Commands to Manipulate Model Object Lists
section in this article.

The following diagram illustrates the model object list and its relation to the CA 2E model.
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As shown in the diagram, model object lists can include model objects of different object types. You can use a model
object list to group related objects into a set in the same way application areas let you group files. This enables you to
manipulate or process a set of model objects with a single command or to easily process a series of tasks required as a
result of a change to your model.

For example, suppose you need to change the length of a key field such as Customer number. The following list suggests
a way to use model object lists to simplify the change process and ensure that all necessary tasks are done:

1. Use impact analysis to automatically build a list of all model objects affected by the change.
2. Use the list of affected model objects as a guide to making the necessary related changes to the identified objects.
3. Convert the list of affected model objects to a job list and submit the list for generation and compilation.
4. Use the same list as a release or PTF and promote it through test and QA to the end user sites.

NOTE
With CM, this promotion can occur automatically; for example, to multiple remote locations.

These steps are explained in more detail throughout this article.

All Objects Model Object List

As shown in the diagram at the beginning of this section, every model contains a special All Objects model object list,
or All Objects list for short. The primary purpose of the All Objects list is to provide a central location for model object
information and to record change data; for example, date, time, and the user profile of the developer who made a change.

The All Objects list contains a dynamic reference for each supported model object in the model; in other words, whenever
a model object is updated, its model object description, or detail, is also updated. When referring to the All Objects list in
commands, it has the special name *ALLOBJ.

For more information on the All Objects list, see the All Objects List section in this article.

Session Lists

A session list is a model object list to which all objects you change, add, or delete during a session can be logged.
Note that logging changes to a session list is optional.
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The session list persists across your model sessions; in other words, the session list is cumulative until you clear it. This
lets you keep track of changed objects between model sessions. As a result, you will probably want to clear your session
list periodically so that it contains only recently changed objects. You can clear your session list using option 9 on the
Work with Model Lists panel.

Naming and Activating Session Lists

You assign a name to your session list in the following ways:

• Specify a session list name when entering your model using the Edit Model (YEDTMDL) command. The default name
is the one stored on the model profile.

• Specify a session list name on the model profile using the Edit Model Profile (YEDTMDLPRF) command. The default
name is the name of your i OS User Profile. Note that this change does not take affect until the next time the model is
loaded.

You activate automatic logging of changes to the session list by setting the Log changed objects option in your model
profile to Y (Yes).

For more information on the model profile, see the Model Profile section in this article.

Using Session Lists

The following are suggestions for ways to use session lists to manage your model.

Administering Your Model

Following are examples of ways you could use session lists to manage your model.

• Assign the same default session list to all developers working on the same change to the model. The shared session
list will contain a record of each model object changed by any member of the development team assigned to the
project.

• Set up a separate session list for each development project. When you enter the model, specify the session
list assigned to the project on which you plan to work.

Using Session Lists with Model List Commands

You can use model list commands to process the model objects contained on your session list. You can use the Edit
Model Profile (YEDTMDLPRF) command to set your default model object list for commands (*MDLPRF) to be the same
as your session list.

Example

Suppose you need to regenerate all external functions that use model objects contained in the session list. You can
produce a list of these functions by using the Display Model Usages (YDSPMDLUSG) command. The following command
creates a model object list (list-name) consisting of all model objects that use any object contained on your default model
list (*MDLPRF), up to and including the first external function:

 YDSPMDLUSG  MDLLST(*MDLPRF)+
  OUTPUT(*MDLLST)+
  OUTMDLLST(list-name)+
  SCOPE(*EXTFUN)
 

You can then convert the resulting output list to a job list for generation and compilation using the Convert Model List
(YCVTMDLLST) command.

The following are more examples of ways you can use session lists with model list commands:
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• Produce a printed record of changes to your model for a specific development project by using the session list for the
project as input to the Document Model Object List (YDOCMDLLST) command.

• Flag selected entries on the session list to copy using the Filter Model Object List (YFLTMDLLST) command or Edit
Model Object List for copy (YEDTCPYLST) panel. Then promote the change to a target model by using the session list
as input to the Copy Model Objects (YCPYMDLOBJ) command.

• Delete a session list related to a completed development project by using the Delete Model Object List (YDLTMDLLST)
command.

• Create an empty session list by using the Index Model Object List (YINXMDLLST) command.

For more information on model list commands, see the Commands to Manipulate Model Object Lists section in this article,
and the CA 2E  Reference section.

Referencing Model Object Lists in Commands

You specify model object lists on commands using qualified names. For example, you would specify the named model
object list, LISTA in MYMDL, as MDLLST(MYMDL/LISTA). You would specify the All Objects list as MDLLST(MYMDL/
*ALLOBJ).

How Model Object Lists are Stored

Each model object list name must be unique within a model. Model object lists are actually stored as members in the
following physical files within the model library.

• YMDLOBJRFP -- Consists of a single member containing all supported objects in the model. This is the All Objects
list.

• YMDLLSTRFP -- Consists of multiple members, each of which contains a named model object list.

Model Object List Authority

Users of the model need to have a minimum of i OS *CHANGE and *OBJMGT authority to the YMDLLSTRFP file. This is
the default authority for user, *PUBLIC.

Although you cannot assign authority on individual model object lists, you can prevent users of the model from deleting or
adding lists by removing *OBJMGT authority on the YMDLLSTRFP file.

NOTE
List level authority is provided by CM.

All Objects List

Every model contains a special All Objects model object list. The All Objects list provides a central place for model
object information and contains a dynamic model object description for each supported model object in the model. When
referring to this list in commands, it has the special name *ALLOBJ.

The primary purpose of the All Objects list is to record information related to changes to model objects; for example,
the date, time, and name of the developer who made the change. As you create, delete, update, and generate model
objects, the All Objects list is also updated to reflect these changes. The All Objects list also contains information for
impact analysis, versions of functions and messages, and CM.

The All Objects list differs from a named model object list in a number of important ways. The following table summarizes
these differences:

All Objects List (*ALLOBJ) Named Model Object Lists
Consists of a dynamic object description for each model object in
the model.

Consists of static (unchanging) references to all, or a subset of,
model objects in the model. These references are known as list
entries.
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A model object's description is updated automatically each time
the object is changed, imported, regenerated.

A model object's list entry does not change when the model object
changes. It provides a persistent historic record of the object at the
time the list entry was created.

Actions to the All Objects list see the actual model objects; you
add entries only by creating new model objects.

Actions to named lists affect only the model object list entries and
not the actual model objects.

Does not contain model object descriptions for deleted model
objects and displays only the current version of functions and
messages.

Can contain references to deleted model objects and non-current
versions of functions and messages.

You cannot update the All Objects list or model objects using
model list commands.

You can update named model object lists and model list entries
using model list commands.

Model Object Description

Each object in your model contains an object description in the All Objects list. Each description contains detailed
information about the model object, such as the object's name and type, the surrogate number, the date and time the
object was last changed, and various change management flags. CA 2E maintains the model object descriptions and
automatically updates an object's description each time the object is changed, regenerated, or imported.

To view a model object's description, use either selection option 8 on the Edit Model Object List panel or the Display
Model Object Description (YDSPMDLOD) command.

The following two commands let you retrieve and change information within a model object description:

• Retrieve Object Description (YRTVMDLOBJ) command
• Change Model Object Description (YCHGMDLOBJ) command

Model List Commands and the Model Object Description

You can use model object description fields in combination with model list commands. This provides a powerful tool for
creating utilities to filter and analyze your model. Examples appear throughout this article. Some of the fields most suited
to this purpose are:

• Object Type
• Object attribute
• Various dates and times
• Impact processed indicator
• Action required indicator
• Change type
• Group surrogate
• Current version indicator

The remainder of this section groups the model object description fields by function and provides suggestions for using
them.

For more information:

• On model list commands, see the CA 2E Reference section.
• On definitions of each model object description field, see the section Change Control Facilities Reference Tables in this

article.

Basic Model Object Information

When you create a model object, CA 2E records the following information in the model object description:
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• Model object surrogate
• Object name
• Object type and attribute
• Copy name
• Creation date and time
• Model object surrogate of the owning object
• Object name of the owning object
• Function type

If the model object is a version of an existing function or message, CA 2E also records the following information:

• Group surrogate number
• Current object indicator
• Version type

The basic information maintained for each model object uniquely identifies the model object in the following two ways:

• Model object surrogate
• Model object name consisting of three fields:

– Name of owner of object
– Object name
– Object type

Use either of these to identify a model object on the model object list commands.

For more information on these model object identifiers, see the Model Objects section in this article.

Date and Time Information

CA 2E maintains the following dates and times for each model object as audit stamps for various processes:

• Creation date and time
• Date and time the model object was last changed
• Component change processed date and time
• Generation date and time
• Import date and time
• Check out date and time (applies only to CM)

You can use these date fields in Command Language programs to create lists of model objects requiring specific actions;
for example, editing, generation, or copying to another model.

Change Information

When you change a model object, the date, time, and user are logged. In other words, CA 2E automatically updates the
following fields in the model object's description:

• Change date and time
• Change user
• Change type
• Impact processed indicator
• Component change processed date and time

CA 2E uses the Change type during component change processing to identify other objects in the model affected by the
change. The Component change processed date and time are set to the date and time the change occurred.

Press F11 from the Edit Model Object List panel to view this information for any model object list.
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For more information:

• On Change type and changing model objects, see the Model Object Audit Information section in this article.
• On component change processing, see the Impact Analysis section in this article.

Component Change Processing Information

Component change processing ensures the integrity of your model whenever you change a model object. It does this by
identifying which other model objects are affected and the type of change required for the affected objects.CA2E sets and
maintains the following fields in the model object description as part of component change processing:

• Action required indicator
• Impact processed indicator
• Component change processed date and time
• Change type

Press F11 from the Edit Model Object List panel to view this information for any model object list.

You can check the Impact processed indicator to determine whether to run the Apply Component Changes
(YAPYCMPCHG) command.

The Action required indicator identifies whether a model object that uses a changed object needs to be edited (EDT) or
regenerated (GEN). You can use model list commands to examine and filter objects in your model based on the setting of
this indicator.

For more information on component change processing, see the Impact Analysis section in this article.

Generation Information

When a model object is successfully generated, CA 2E automatically updates the following fields in the model object's
description:

• Generation date
• Generation time

Press F11 from the Edit Model Object List panel to view this information for any model object list.

Check Out Information

If you are using CM, CA 2E automatically updates the following fields in the model object description whenever you check
out a model object for a change:

• Check out date and time
• Check out user
• Check out status
• Check out list

Press F11 from the Edit Model Object List panel to view this information for any model object list.

For more information on check out using CM, see the CA 2E  Change Management User Guide.

Commands to Manipulate Model Object Lists

The model list commands are similar both in style and function to the CA 2E Toolkit object list commands. You can
use them to manage your model objects or as API (Application Program Interface) building blocks to automate the
manipulation of model objects. See the end of this section for examples.
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Change Control Facilities Commands

This section lists the change control facilities commands. They are grouped according to the entity on which the command
operates; namely:

• Model object lists
• Model object list entries
• Model object description
• Job lists
• Model profile
• Versions of functions and messages

Some commands use model object lists for input, output, or both. A model object list you specify as input must exist
before you execute the command; if you specify a model object list as output, CA 2E automatically creates it if it does not
already exist.

The model profile contains the name of a default model object list name to be used for commands. This list is often
referred to as the default list. Whenever you specify the value *MDLPRF for a model object list on a command, CA 2E
automatically uses the model object list specified on your model profile.

For more information:

• On the change control facilities commands, see the CA 2E Reference section.
• On model profiles, see the Model Profile section in this article.

Model Object List Commands

Following are change control facilities commands that operate on named model object lists:

Facility Command Description
Create YBLDMDLLST Build a Model Object List

YINXMDLLST Index a Model Object List
Edit YEDTMDLLST Edit Model Object List
Edit YEDTCPYLST Edit Model List for Copy
Display YDSPMDLLST Display a Model Object List
Object Dependencies YDSPMDLUSG Display Model Usages

YDSPMDLREF Display Model References
Clear YCLRMDLLST Clear a Model Object List
Delete YDLTMDLLST Delete a Model Object List
Filter YFLTMDLLST Filter a Model Object List
Check and Refresh YCHKMDLLST Check Model Object List
Copy YCPYMDLLST Set Model Object Copy Name
Copy YCPYMDLOBJ Set Model Object Copy Name
Copy YSETCPYNME Set Model Object Copy Name
Print YDOCMDLLST Document a Model Object List
Execute YEXCMDLLST Execute a Model Object List
Compare YOPRMDLLST Operate on Two Model Object Lists
Convert YCVTMDLLST Convert a Model Object List to a Job List
Work with YWRKMDLLST Work with Model Object Lists
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Model Object List Entry Commands

Following are change control facilities commands that operate on list entries in named model object lists:

Facility Command Description
Create YADDMDLLE Add a Model Object List Entry
Change YCHGMDLLE Change Model List Entry
Delete YDLTMDLLE Delete a Model Object List Entry

Model Object Description Commands

Following are change control facilities commands that operate on the contents of an object's model object description in
the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ):

Facility Command Description
YCHGMDLOD Change Model Object DescriptionChange
YCHGMDLOBJ Change Model Object

Retrieve YRTVMDLOBJ Retrieve Model Object Description
Display YDSPMDLOD Display Model Object Description
Impact analysis YAPYCMPCHG Apply Component Changes

For more information on a model object description, see the All Objects List section in this article and the section titled
"Change Control Facilities Reference Tables" in this section.

Job List Commands

Following are change control facilities commands that operate on job lists and job list entries:

Facility Command Description
Create YBLDJOBLST Build Job List
YCRTJOBLE Create Job List Entry
Display YDSPJOBLST Display a Job List
Convert YCVTMDLLST Convert Model List to Job List
YCVTJOBLST Convert a Job List to Toolkit Object List
Check and Refresh YCHKJYSBMMDLCRTOBLE Check Job List Entries
Submit Submit Create Request from Model

For more information on job lists, see the article titled "Preparing for Generation and Compilation" in this section.

Model Profile Commands

Following are change control facilities commands that operate on the model profile:

Facility Command Description
Change YCHGMDLPRF Change Model Profile Details
Edit YEDTMDLPRF Edit Model Profile
Retrieve YRTVMDLPRF Retrieve Model Profile Details
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For more information on model profiles, see the Model Profile section in this article.

Version Commands

Following are change control facilities commands that operate on versions of functions and messages:

Facility Command Description
YCRTMDLVSN Create Model VersionCreate
YCRTOBJVSN Create Model Version

Delete YDLTMDLVSN Delete a Model Version
Compare YCMPMDLOBJ Compare Model Versions
Redirect YRDRMDLOBJ Redirect Model Object
Select YSLTVSN Select Model Object Version

For more information on versions, see the Working with Versions of Functions and the Messages sections in this article.

Using Change Control Facilities Commands

You can use model list commands for generic manipulation of model objects, to process model objects in batch, and to
create your own utilities.

Example 1

You can use the following set of commands to compare model objects within a model at two different times; for example,
before and after a development project:

1. Use the Build Model List (YBLDMDLLST) command to create a list of all objects in the model by specifying the All
Objects list (*ALLOBJ) as input and a named model object list as output.
 YBLDMDLLST OBJNAM(*ALLOBJ)+
 MDLLST(list-name1)
 

The output list contains information about each object that existed in the model at the time you ran this command;
namely, each list entry contains the Create date and time and the Change date and time of the corresponding model
object.
At some later stage in the development cycle you can build another list of all model objects and compare the new list
with the original list as shown in the following steps.

2. Build a new list of all objects in the model, specifying another model object list as output.
 YBLDMDLLST OBJNAM(*ALLOBJ)+
 MDLLST(list-name2)
 

3. Compare this list with the original list and create a third model object list containing the differences between the two
input model object lists.
 YOPRMDLLST MDLLSTA(list-name1)+
 LSTOPR(*DIFF) MDLLISTB(list-name2)+
 TOMDLLST(list-name3)+
 OPRTYPE(*OBJSGT)
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Example 2

You can use the following set of commands to compare model objects between two models:

1. Use the Build Model List (YBLDMDLLST) command to create a list of all objects in a model by specifying the All
Objects list (*ALLOBJ) as input and a named model object list as output.
 YBLDMDLLST OBJNAM(*ALLOBJ)+
 MDLLST(list-name1)
 

2. Build another model object list for the second model. Example: NEWMDL.
 YBLDMDLLST OBJNAM(*ALLOBJ)+
 MDLLST(NEWMDL/list-name2)
 

3. Copy the model object list just created to the original model. Ensure that the surrogate number of each list entry
matches that of the corresponding model object in the original model.
 YCPYMDLLST+
 FRMMDLLST(NEWMDL/list-name2)+
 TOMDLLST(OLDMDL/list-name2)+
 TOUPDOPT(*RFSSGT)
 

4. Filter out any errors. This creates a list of model objects that exist in the new model but do not exist in the original
model.
 YFLTMDLLST FLAGVAL(*ERROR)+
 MDLLST(NEWMDL/list-name2)+
 OUTLST(list-fail)
 

5. Now compare the two lists in the target model and save the differences in another model object list.
 YOPRMDLLST MDLLSTA(list-name1)+
 LISTOPR(*DIFF) MDLLSTB(list-name2)+
 TOMDLLST(list-diffs)+
 OPRTYPE(*OBJSGT)
 

6. Print the output lists for a permanent hard copy record of the differences between the two models.
 YDOCMDLLST  MDDLST(NEWMDL/list-fail)
 YDOCMDLLST  MDLLST(OLDMDL/list-diffs)
 

Example 3

You can use the following series of commands to form part of a nightly process to prepare a model for the following day:

1. (Optional) Run the Synchronize Model (YSNCMDL) command to ensure that the model is synchronized.
2. Run the Apply Component Changes (YAPYCMPCHG) command to ensure that the

impact of any changes to model objects are reflected throughout the model.
3. Run the Filter Model Object List (YFLTMDLLST) command over the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ) to select model objects

having the Required action indicator set to *EDT. Specify EDTLST as the output model list for programmers to edit the
following day using YEDTMDLLST.

4. Run the Filter Model Object List (YFLTMDLLST) command over the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ) to select model objects
having the Required action indicator set to *GEN. Specify GENLST as the output model list.
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5. Run the Convert Model Object List (YCVTMDLLST) command over the GENLST model list to prepare a job list to
generate objects that require generation as a result of a change to a component object.

6. Run the Submit Model Create Requests (YSBMMDLCRT) commands. Specify the job list created in the previous step
to generate and compile changed objects.

7. Run the Document Model Object List (YDOCMDLLST) command to document the EDTLST and GENLST model lists
for administrative purposes.

More Information

• Editing Model Object Lists
• Model Object Audit Information
• Working with Versions of Functions and Messages
• Generation and Implementation An Introduction
• Preparing for Generation and Compilation
• Generating and Compiling Your Application
• Implementing Your Application
• National Language Support
• Distributed Relational Database Architecture
• CA 2E Objects Required for Compilation and Execution
• Change Control Facilities Reference Tables

Editing Model Object Lists
The Edit Model Object List (YEDTMDLLST) panel is an interactive utility for working with model object lists, including the
All Objects list (*ALLOBJ), and model object list entries. 

Contents

This utility has a PDM-like interface and has the following main features:

• Multiple views of current model object list (you can cycle through these by pressing F11.):
– Object identification -- Object name, type, attribute, and owner
– Implementation details -- Implementation name, date and time of last generation, and if applicable, the function or

message type
– Component change information -- Date, time, and action required
– Audit information -- Change date, user, and type, and the impact processed indicator
– Check out information -- Checked out date, model object list name, user, and status

NOTE

This alternate view contains data only if the Change Control (YCHGCTL) model value contains a valid
library name. The data is set by CM.

• Choice of displaying model object list entries sorted by:
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– Object name within object type
– Object name within object type within owner
– Implementation name within object type

• Command line
• Function key to repeat a subfile select option
• Select model objects for processing by a command specified on the command line
• Access to model profile
• Options to work with model objects
• Capability of switching between model object lists, including the All Objects list
• View of detailed description of any model object
• Options and function keys for impact analysis (usages and references)
• Use of user-defined options

This panel serves as an alternate entry point into your model. You can perform most functions available from the Edit
Database Relations panel other than editing relations and creating model objects. You can temporarily transfer to the Edit
Database Relations panel from the Edit Model Object List panel by entering YEDTMDL or Y2 on the command line. When
you finish your editing, press F3 to return to the Edit Model Object List panel.

Edit Model Object List Panel

You can use the Edit Model Object List panel to operate on both named model object lists and the All Objects list
(*ALLOBJ); however, some functions can be used only for named model object lists.

You can access the Edit Model Object List panel in the following ways:

• Enter YEDTMDLLST from a command line. You can prompt the command or accept the defaults.
• Use selection option 2 from the Work with Model Lists (YWRKMDLLST) panel.
• Select the Work with Model Lists or Edit model list options on the Display Services Menu.

The following is an example of the Edit Model Object List display for the All Objects list:
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For more information on the Edit Model Object List panel, see the Working with Model Object Lists section in this article.

Many of the subfile select options and function keys shown on this panel are also available on the following interactive
panels:

• Display Model Usages
• Display Model References
• Display Model List
• Work with Versions
• Edit Model List for Copy (YEDTCPYLST)

Selecting Another Model Object List

You can select another model object list in the following ways:

• Enter the name of the model object list for the List option in the header and press Enter.
• Enter one of the following special values for the List option in the header:

– *ALLOBJ to edit the All objects list.
– *SSNLST to edit your session list
– *MDLLST to edit the default model list for commands

• Display the Select Model Object List panel by entering *SELECT or *S for the List option in the header, or press F4
with the cursor positioned on the List option.
This panel lists all named model object lists in your model. Enter * for the List option to also list special lists such as,
*SSNLST. Type 1 in the subfile selector to select a model object list and press Enter.

• If you accessed the Edit Model Object List panel using the Work with Model Lists panel, you can press F3 or F12 to
return to that panel, select another model list using option 2, and press Enter.
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NOTE

If you have specified subsetting criteria for a model object list, the subsetting is retained when you select another
list.

For more information on subsetting a model object list, see the Grouping and Navigation Aids section in this article.

Subfile Select Options

You can enter a one- or two-character option for the subfile selection field to perform a large variety of actions on the
selected model object or model list entry. Some values are restricted according to certain object types; others are
appropriate only when editing a named model object list and not when editing the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ).

User-defined Subfile Select Options

You can define your own subfile select options associated with a command string. User options must be alphabetic;
numeric options are reserved for use by CA 2E .

For more information on defining your own subfile select options, see the Performing User-Defined Tasks on Model List
Entries section in this article.

CA 2E Subfile Select Options

The following table lists the options supplied by CA 2E.

Note: Some of these options operate on the actual model objects and others operate on entries of a named model object
list. Be sure to note this distinction when reading the following descriptions and when using the subfile select options.

Option Action Meaning Where Documented
1 Select Tag the entry in the current list

for selective processing by list
commands in conjunction with
flag value selection (FLAGVAL).
Sets the list entry's Object
Select flag.

CA 2E Reference section

2 Edit Edit the selected model object.
The CA 2E panel displayed
depends on the type of the
model object selected.Edit the
selected model object. The
panel displayed depends on
the type of the model object
selected.

This section, Editing Model
Objects

3 Copy Create a copy of the selected
model object. This applies only
to model objects of type FUN
and MSG.

This section, Copying Model
Objects

4 Delete list entry Delete the model list entry from
the current model object list. A
confirmation panel is displayed.

This section, Deleting a Model
Object or a Model List Entry

5 Display Display model object. This section, Viewing Model
Objects
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8 Details Display the model object
description for the selected
model object and optionally
change the model
object's Copy name. The
information displayed depends
on the type of the model object.

This section,
Viewing Model Objects and the
YDSPMDLOD command section
in the CA 2E  Reference section

9 Deselect Removes the list entry's Object
Select flag (FLAGVAL). This is
the opposite of Select.

CA 2E Reference section

10 Action Diagram Invoke the Action Diagram
Editor for the selected function.
This applies only to model
objects of type FUN.

Building Applications

11 Add to alternate list Add the list entry to another
model object list; the default
is the list specified in your
model profile. Invokes the
YADDMDLLE command; you
can specify another list on the
command line.

This section, Adding Objects to
a Model Object List, and CA 2E
Reference section

13 Parameters Edit parameters for the selected
model object. Displays the
Edit Function Parameters
panel. Applies only to functions,
messages, conditions, or arrays.

Building Applications

14 Generate source in batch Generate the access path
or external function in batch
mode. Invokes the YCRTJOBLE
command to add the object
to the job list. You can specify
parameters on the command
line; example, JOBLST.
Note: Limitations exists around
the *DDL implementation. Refer
to the *DDL Limitations section
at the end of this table.

CA 2E Reference section

15 Generate source interactively Generate the source for an
access path or external function
interactively. Invokes the
YCRTJOBLE command to add
the object to the job list. You
can specify parameters on
the command line; example,
JOBLST.
Note: Limitations exists around
the *DDL implementation. Refer
to the *DDL Limitations section
at the end of this table.

CA 2E Reference section
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16 Y2CALL Call the selected function's
implementation object using
the Y2CALL command.
Y2CALL determines the
parameters required by an
external function directly from
details contained in the model.
You can provide values for all
input-capable fields and you
can reuse these values for
subsequent calls.

This article, Working with
Versions of Functions and
Messages section and CA 2E
Reference section

17 Device design Invoke the device design editor
for the selected model object.
Applies only to model objects of
type FUN.

Building Applications

18 Device structure Invoke the structure design
editor for the selected print
function. Applies only to model
objects of type FUN and
attribute PRTFIL or PRTOBJ.

Building Applications

19 Work with versions Work with versions within the
model for the selected model
object. Applies only to model
objects of type FUN and MSG.

This article, Working with
Versions of Functions section
and the Messages section and
CM User Guide

20 Access path Display the Display File Access
Paths panel for the selected
model object. Applies only to
model objects of type FUN.

Building Applications and
Building Access Paths

21 Narrative for object Display the Edit Narrative Text
panel for the selected model
object.

Administrating section

22 Narrative for owning object Display the Edit Narrative Text
panel for the model object that
owns the selected model object.

Administrating section

23 Start SEU Start SEU for the selected
model object. Available for
model objects of type ACP and
FUN only.

--

24 Delete model object Delete the model object from
the model. This applies only to
the following object types: ACP,
ARR, APP, CND, FUN, MSG;
you cannot delete a FIL or FLD
in this way.

This section, Deleting a Model
Object or a Model List Entry

25 Document function Invokes the YDOCMDLFUN
command for the selected
model object. Applies only to
model objects of type FUN.

Building Applications and the
CA 2E  Reference section

26 Redirect Make the selected version
active (current) in the model.
Applies only to model objects of
type FUN and MSG.

This article, Working with
Versions of Functions and
Messages section and the CM
User Guide

28 Check out Check out the model object for
change. Available only with CM.

CM User Guide
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30 Open function Open all functions selected with
option 30 and then Display the
Open Functions panel. Applies
only to model objects of type
FUN.

Building Applications

31 Locks for object Display locks currently set for
the selected model object.

Administrating section

32 Locks for object owner Display locks currently set for
the owner of the selected model
object.

Administrating section

33 Refresh entry Refresh the model object list
entry from its model object
description in the All Objects list
(*ALLOBJ).

This section, Viewing Model
Objects

34 Compare objects Invoke the Compare Model
Objects (YCMPMDLOBJ)
command. Applies only to model
objects of type FUN and MSG.

CA 2E Reference section

38 Check action diagram Scans for error in the selected
function, and if errors are found,
loads the action diagram at the
first error.

Building Applications

81 References for object Display all references within the
model for the model object.

This article, Model Object Cross
References section

82 References for owning object Display all references within
the model for the owner of the
model object.

This article, Model Object Cross
References section

91 Usages for object Display all usages within the
model for the model object.

This article, Model Object Cross
References section

92 Usages for owning object Display all usages within the
model for the owner of the
model object.

This article, Model Object Cross
References section

/ Merge object with command Process the selected object with
the command on the command
line. Serves as a temporary
user-defined option.

This section, Command Line

Limitations When Compiling *DDL-based Access Paths:

• When you take option 14 / 15 from the Edit Model Object List panel against a *DDL-based access path and the access
path has either of the four DDL limitations, the generation is prevented. The access path source is not generated and
no entry is added to the jobs list.

• The current implementation of the DDL generation mode is not valid for the following cases:
– Access paths that have virtual fields
– SPN access path
– QRY access path
– Multi-member files
Workaround for Virtual Fields, SPN, and QRY Access Paths: If the earlier generation mode is *DDS, revert to it and
regenerate the access path. You need not regenerate the functions that use this access path. If you want to have an
SQL type database, regenerate the access path using *SQL generation mode. The functions using this access path
must be regenerated.
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Workaround for Multi-Member Files: If you want to have more than one member for the access paths, revert to
*DDS generation mode.

NOTE

If you want to change an access path, which is previously defined as *DDS with a MAXMBR compiler
override, to *DDL, you must revert to *DDS generation mode and must remove the compiler override, and
then change back to *DDL generation mode.

Function Keys

The following table lists the function keys available on the Edit Model List panel. Note that some options are not available
for the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ).

Function Key Action Meaning Where Documented
F1 Help Display additional information

about the display or option
selected.

--

F3 Exit -- --
F4 Prompt Prompt a command line or

option.
This section, Command Line

F5 Refresh Updates the panel with current
information.

--

F6 Build list Add selected model objects
from *ALLOBJ to the model
object list being edited. Applies
only to named model object
lists.

This section, Adding Entries to a
Named Model Object List

F7 Position to Lets you position the
display to a specified model
object type, name, owner, and/
or implementation name.

This section, Positioning a
Model Object List

F8 Reverse retrieve of previous
commands

After use of F9, retrieve
previous commands in reverse
order.

This section, Command Line

F9 Retrieve previous command Retrieve the most recent
command you entered from the
command line. Press repeatedly
to cycle through all commands
you entered during the current
session. i OS standard.

This section, Command Line

F10 Execute list Perform a specified action on
each entry in a model object list.
This invokes the YEXCMDLLST
command and you can specify
parameters on the command
line. Applies only to named
model object lists.

This section, Executing a Model
Object List, and the CA 2E
Reference section
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F11 Alternate view Display the following alternate
views in sequence:
1. Basic Information
2. Implementation Information
3. Component Change
Information
4. Change Information
5. Check out Information

This section, Viewing Model
Objects

F12 Cancel Return to previous menu or
panel.

--

F13 Repeat Repeat the last selection
option specified beginning with
the last selected model object to
the end of the model object list.
Press F5 to undo the repeat.

Examples appear within this
section

F14 Filter Filter the displayed model object
list. Invokes the YFLTMDLLST
command. You can specify
an output list for the results;
otherwise, the displayed list is
changed based on the filter. For
named model object lists only.

This section, Filtering a Named
Model Object List

F15 Check list Check model object list entries
for existence, checked out, and
lock information, and remove
checked entries. Invokes the
YCHKMDLLST command;
you can specify parameters
on the command line. Applies
only to named model object
lists. For example, use this to
refresh list entries with detail
from *ALLOBJ.

CA 2E Reference section

F17 Subset Display only a specified subset
of a model object list based on
criteria you specify. Similar to
subsetting capability of PDM.

This section, Subsetting a Model
Object List

F18 Change model profile Update settings in a specified
model profile. Invokes
YEDTMDLPRF command.

This article, Model Profile
section, and CA 2E  Reference

F19 Job list commands Displays a menu of job list
commands to aid in creating and
submitting job lists.

This section, Selecting Job List
Commands

F20 Usages Displays the Display Model
Usages (YDSPMDLUSG) panel.
Applies only to named model
object lists.

This article, Impact Analysis
section

F21 Print Invokes the Document Model
List (YDOCMDLLST) command;
you can specify parameters on
the command line. Applies only
to named model object lists.

Reference section
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F22 References Displays the Display Model
References (YDSPMDLREF)
panel. Applies only to named
model object lists.

This article, Impact Analysis
section

F23 More options Display more subfile select
options.

--

F24 More keys Display more function keys. --

Command Line

You can use the command line on the Edit Model Object List panel in the following ways:

• Enter or prompt , Toolkit, or i OS commands
• Override the parameters and/or the command invoked by a subfile selection option
• Execute a command that operates on a selected model object
• Enter special command line values to retrieve previously executed commands

Merging Entries with Commands

Many subfile selection options are executed using commands. You can use the command line to override any of the
parameters or the command itself. To do so, enter the override details on the command line before you press Enter or F4.

Example 1

Following is an example of overriding command parameters on the command line. Note that when you override a
parameter value you need to specify both the parameter keyword and the parameter override value.

Suppose the functions contained in the MYMDLLST model object list have generated successfully and just require
compilation. Create a job list entry for each model object using selection option 14, which invokes the YCRTJOBLE
command.

1. Enter 14 for the first model object entry.
2. Press F13 to repeat the option for all list entries. Note the message at the bottom of the panel that states that option 14

was repeated to the end of the list.
Note: You can press F5 to undo the repeat action.
Type the CRTOPT(*COMPILE) parameter on the command line as shown to indicate compilation only.
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3. Press Enter.

Press F19 to display a list of job list commands and to submit the job list for compilation in batch.

Example 2

This example uses the "/" selection option to merge model list entries with a command not associated with a subfile
selection option. This option serves as a temporary user-defined selection option.

Suppose you want to view the model object descriptions for the owners of one or more model objects. To do so you
will use the Display Model Object Description (YDSPMDLOD) command.

1. Enter "/" against each model object whose owner's model object description you wish to view. To select all model
objects to the end of the list, type "/" on the first model object you want to select and press F13 as in the first example.
Type YDSPMDLOD OBJSGT(@YW) on the command line. Note that @YW is a substitution variable that specifies the
surrogate number of the owner for each of the selected model objects.
For more information on substitution variables, see the Performing User-Defined Actions on Model List Entries section
in this article.
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2. Press Enter.

The model object description for the owners of the selected model objects will be displayed one at a time. In this example,
the model object description for the Customer file and the Branch file are displayed.

Retrieving Commands

All commands executed in the current job, whether executed from a CA 2E or an iOS panel, are placed in a common
command sequence. The F9 and F8 function keys let you step backward and forward through this command sequence.

Using Special Command Line Values to Retrieve Commands

A set of special values that you enter on the command line lets you search for commands containing specified characters
and control the contents of the command sequence. You can enter these values in upper or lower case letters and in most
cases the space between the special command line value and the following text is optional.

The following table lists the special command line values and their functions:

Special Values Abbreviations Function
*SCANF [n] string *SF or >> Starting from the first command in the

command sequence, retrieve the first
command containing the specified string.
Specify n to retrieve the nth matching
command.

*SCANL [n] string *SL or << Starting from the last command in the
command sequence, retrieve the first
command containing the specified string.
Specify n to retrieve the nth matching
command.
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*FIRST [n] string *F or > Starting from the first command in the
command sequence, retrieve the first
command beginning with the specified
string. Specify n to retrieve the nth
matching command.

*LAST [n] string *L or < Starting from the last command in the
command sequence, retrieve the first
command beginning with the specified
string. Specify n to retrieve the nth
matching command.

- command n/a Execute the specified command, but do not
add it to the command sequence.

+ command n/a Add the specified command to the
command sequence, but do not execute it.

*CLEAR n/a Clear the commands at this invocation of
the command line.

When you specify a search string, do not include "*" at the end of the string. You can however specify a '?' as a wild
character in any position. To repeat the last search you entered, specify '*' instead of a search string. You can repeat the
search in either chronological or reverse chronological order. These concepts are all shown in the following examples.

Examples

To retrieve the first previous command that begins with the characters 'wrk', type the following on the command line and
press Enter.

*LAST WRK

Note that *last wrk, *L wrk, and < wrk all give the same result.

You can repeat the last search you entered by specifying '*' instead of the search string. To retrieve the next previous
command beginning with 'wrk', type the following on the command line and press Enter.

*FIRST *

To retrieve the third command from the beginning of the command sequence containing the characters 'uuae', type the
following on the command line and press Enter.

>> 3 uuae

Note that *scanf 3 uuae, *SF 3 uuae, and >>3UUAE all give the same result.

To retrieve the next command containing 'uuae', in other words to repeat the search, type the following on the command
line and press Enter. Note that in this case the first matching command, not the third, is retrieved.

>> *

You can also use the '*' to repeat the search in reverse chronological order as follows. To retrieve the first previous
command containing 'uuae' type the following on the command line and press Enter.
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<< *

You can use one or more '?' to specify a wild character in the search string. To find the first previous command containing
'uu' followed by any two characters followed by 'srr', type the following on the command line and press Enter.

<<uu??srr

To retrieve the first previous command containing the numbers '397', type the following on the command line and press
Enter.

<< 1 397

Note that you need to include the '1' to indicate the first occurrence. This is needed to distinguish between the optional
numeric value and the numeric search string.

Typing <<1397 gives the same result.

To execute a command but not place it in the command sequence, type the following on the command line and press
Enter. This is useful to prevent commands you will not need again from cluttering the command sequence.

 -  dspmsg

Note that  - dspmsg gives the same result.

To place a command in the command sequence but not execute it, type the following on the command line and press
Enter. This is useful to prepare complicated or partially complete commands that you can retrieve later.

+cpyf fromfile(myfile) tofile(yourfile)

Full Screen Mode

If you are authorized to change your model profile, you can display the Edit Model Object List panel in full screen mode.
In full screen mode the selection options and function keys are not displayed, leaving more room for displaying model
objects.

To activate full screen mode, first press F18 from the Edit Model Object List panel to display the Edit Model Profile panel.
Set the Full screen mode option to Y and press Enter. To return to regular mode, press F18 again and reset the Full
screen mode option to N.

For more information on model profiles, see Model Profile section in this article.

Grouping and Navigation Aids

The Edit Model Object List panel provides a variety of tools to help you work with the objects in your model. These include
the capability to:
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• Subset a model object list.
• Position a model object list.
• Filter a model object list.
• Transfer control to various CA 2E editing panels.

The following sections describe these in more detail.

Subsetting a Model Object List

To display a subset of the model objects in the current list, press F17 from the Edit Model Object List panel. The Subset
Model Objects panel displays:

NOTE

• If you are editing *ALLOBJ, you can also specify whether to display non-current versions of functions and
messages.

• If you select another model object list, any subsetting you specified is also applied to the new model list.

Example

To display only Edit File functions on the Edit Model Object List panel type *FUN for the Type option and type EDTFIL for
the Function type option. Press Enter twice. Note that the original model object list is not changed by this operation.

Positioning a Model Object List

You can position the model list displayed to a specific object type, owner name, object name, or implementation name.
Press F7 from the Edit Model Object List panel to display the positioner window.
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Use the F11 key to toggle among the four positioning options. To position the model object list, enter values in the
appropriate positioner window and press Enter. Note that you can specify partial names for all options except the Type
option.

Example

To position the model object list to the model object whose Implementation name is UUACSRR, press F11 until the
‘Position by Implementation name’ window displays, type UUACSRR.

Press Enter.
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You can use this, for example, to solve a problem in program applications where you only know the implementation name
of the program in which an error occurred. You would then use impact analysis to identify all programs called by the
program in error.

NOTE

In this case, the Edit Model Object List panel redisplays with the alternate view showing implementation
information rather than object type, attribute, and owner. You can switch to other views by pressing F11.

Display Order of Model Objects

CA 2E displays model objects using one of the following key sequences depending on the values you enter in the
positioner window.

1. Implementation name -- The model objects are listed by implementation name, beginning with the implementation
name you entered.

2. Owner name/type/object name -- The model objects are listed by owner, for each owner by type, and for each type by
object name, beginning with the model object that matches the values you entered.

3. Type/object name -- The model objects are listed by type, and for each type by object name, beginning with the model
object that matches the values you entered.

4. Object name/type -- The model objects are listed by object name, and for each object name by type, beginning with
the model object that matches the values you entered.

The following table shows how the display order will be keyed depending on the values you enter in the positioner window.
A message displays at the bottom of the panel when the key sequence changes.

Values Entered in Positioner Window Display is Keyed by
All fields blank Object name and Type (the default)
Implementation name Implementation name; see 1 above.
Owner name Owner, Type, Object name; see 2 above.
Owner name and Type Type and Object name; see 3 above.
Owner name, Type, and Object name Type and Object name; see 3 above.
Type Type and Object name; see 3 above.
Type and Object name Type and Object name; see 3 above.
Object name Object name and Type; see 4 above.

Filtering a Named Model Object List

The filtering panels available from the Edit Model Object List panel provide a powerful tool for selecting, omitting, and
testing various criteria for objects in your model.

NOTE

The displayed model object list will be changed based on the filter unless you specify an output model object list.
If you do not specify an output list, model object list entries not selected by the filter are by default deleted from
the displayed list.

To apply the filtering tools to the current model object list, press F14. The Filter Model Object List panel displays. Press
F10 to display the additional parameters.
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This is the first of three screens of filtering options. You can also change the input model object list and specify an output
model object list on this screen. Scroll down for additional filtering options.

The following panel displays:
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Scroll down to the third filtering screen:
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For more information:

• On the YFLTMDLLST command, see the CA 2E  Reference section.
• On the filtering options, see the All Objects List section in this article and the section titled "Change Control Facilities

Reference Tables" in this section.

Editing Model Objects

Each of the following options on the Edit Model Object List panel access a CA 2E editing panel appropriate to the selected
model object:

• Edit (option 2) -- A general editing option that you can use for any model object type. The specific CA 2E panel
invoked depends on the object type of the selected model object as shown in the following table:

Object Type CA 2E Panel
ACP Edit Access Path Details
APP Edit Application Areas
ARR Edit Array Details
CND Edit List Condition for LST

Edit Field Condition Details for VAL
FIL Edit File Details
FLD Edit Field Details
FUN Edit Function Details
MSG Edit Message Function Details

• Action Diagram (option 10) -- Calls the Edit Action Diagram panel for model objects of type FUN.
• Parameters (option 13) -- Calls the Edit Function Parameters panel for model objects of type FUN.
• Device Design (option 17) -- Calls the device design editor for model objects of type FUN.
• Device Structure (option 18) -- Calls the structure design editor for PRTFIL/PRTOBJ functions.
• Access Path (option 20) -- Calls the Display file access paths panel for model objects of type FUN.
• Narrative/object (option 21) -- Calls the Edit Narrative Text panel for any model object type.
• Narrative/owner (option 22) -- Calls the Edit Narrative Text panel for the owner of the selected object.
• Open Functions (option 30) -- Calls the Open Functions panel for model objects of type FUN.

Viewing Model Objects

For any model object you can view both its edit panel in display-only mode and its model object description. This section
explains both.

Viewing a Model Object's Edit Panel

From the Edit Model Object List panel, enter 5 to view the edit panel for a selected model object. This option is a general
display option that you can use for any model object type. The specific CA 2E panel displayed depends on the object type
of the selected model object. The panel displayed is the same as the panel displayed for edit option 2 but in view-only
mode.

For more information on the panel displayed for each model object type, see the Editing Model Objects section in this
article.
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Viewing a Model Object Description

From the Edit Model Object List panel, enter 8 to display a model object's description from the All Objects list. You can
also use the Display Model Object Description (YDSPMDLOD) command. The following panel displays:

A standard set of information is displayed for each type of model object. Additional information displayed varies according
to the type of model object.

NOTE

If the information for a model object list entry does not match the model object description for the corresponding
model object, CA 2E sets the Object select field for the list entry to 8 on the Edit Model Object List panel. You
can use subfile select option 33 to refresh the model object list entry.

For more information:

• On the model object description, see the article titled "Change Control Facilities Reference Tables" in this section.
• On model object list entries, see the Model Object Lists section in this article.

Creating Model Object Lists

Model object lists can be created in the following ways:

• Explicitly. For example:
– Enter the name of a new list in the header of the Edit Model Object List panel.
– Press F6 on the Work with Model Lists panel.
– Use the CREATE parameter on the Edit Model Object List (YEDTMDLLST) command.
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In each case CA 2E automatically creates a new list with no entries.
• Automatically within a session. For example, you can specify a default session list or model list for commands in your

model profile.
• Implicitly using model object list commands. For example, specify a non-existing output list on commands such as,

YFLTMDLLST or YDSPMDLREF.

For more information on creating a model object list using the Work with Model List panel, see the Working with Model
Object Lists section in this article.

Adding Entries to a Named Model Object List

This section explains how to add entries to the current model object list and how to add entries from the current model
object list to an alternate model object list. In addition to these two methods, many model object list commands let you add
entries to input or output model object lists; for example, the YDSPMDLUSG and YDSPMDLREF commands.

Adding Entries to the Current Model Object List

Press F6 from the Edit Model Object List panel to select and add model objects from the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ) to the
named model object list on which you are currently working. This function key is not available for *ALLOBJ.

CA 2E displays the Select Model Object panel, listing all model objects from the All Objects (*ALLOBJ) list. You add model
objects by entering selection option 1 for all model objects to be added and pressing Enter. The panel continues to display
so you can continue selecting objects. Function keys are provided for positioning and subsetting the list.

Adding Entries to an Alternate Model Object List

Use selection option 11 from the Edit Model Object List panel to add selected model objects from the current model object
list to an alternate model list. The default output list is the model object list specified in your model profile. This option
invokes the Add a Model Object List Entry (YADDMDLLE) command. You can either prompt the command by pressing F4
or you can specify another model object list on the command line.

Example

Suppose you want to add model list entries from model list MYMDLLST to model list CUSTOBJ. Enter option 11 for
each model object you want added to the CUSTOBJ list. In this example, enter 11 for the Customer file and press
F13 to repeat the option to the end of the list. You can either press F4 to prompt the command, or you can enter the
MDLLST(CUSTOBJ) parameter on the command line to specify the target list as shown:
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Press Enter. The selected objects are added to the CUSTOBJ model object list.

Deleting a Model Object or a Model List Entry

The Edit Model Object List panel provides two deletion options:

• Option 24 -- Deletes the actual model object from the model
• Option 4 -- Deletes a model object list entry from the currently displayed named model object list.

CA 2E displays a confirm panel for each model list entry that you selected for deletion.

If an entry on a named model object list refers to a model object that has been deleted from the model, CA 2E sets the
Object select field for the list entry to X on the Edit Model Object List panel to indicate that the corresponding model object
no longer exists. (The Object select field is between the Subfile selector and the Object field.)

 

NOTE

You cannot delete files (FIL) or fields (FLD) using option 24.

 

You cannot delete a model object if it is used by other objects in the model. Use the impact analysis tools on the Edit
Model Object List panel to determine the usages for the model object to be deleted. For example, enter selection option
91 for the model object you want to delete; CA 2E displays a list of the model objects that use it, including an indication of
the way in which it is used.

For more information on impact analysis tools and model object usages, see the Impact Analysis section in this article.
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Selecting Job List Commands

The Edit Model Object List panel provides a menu of job list commands as an aid to preparing and submitting your model
object lists for generation and creation. Press F19 to display the Job List Commands Menu window:

Enter the appropriate menu option on the command line to prompt the selected command. Many of the parameter defaults
for the job list commands are set in your model profile.

Copying Model Objects

This section discusses change control facilities for creating copies of functions and messages and copying model objects
between model object lists and between models.

Creating Copies of Functions and Messages

A copy of a function or message can be either an entirely separate model object or a version.

Selection option 3 on the Edit Model Object List panel lets you copy functions (FUN) and messages (MSG). This creates a
new and independent model object. You will be prompted to enter the following information for the new model object.

• For MSG, you can change the object name and type. The following values for type are interchangeable: INF, ERR,
STS, CMP. When copying a RTV or EXC message the type cannot be changed.

• For FUN, you can change the object name, access path, and file. For certain functions, you can also change the
function type by pressing F8.

NOTE

If you change access path, file, or function type, you will probably need to edit the function options, device
design, and action diagram to obtain a working function.
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• Another way to create a copy of a function or message is to create a version using the Create Object Version
command (YCRTOBJVSN). All the versions of a function or message form a version group.CA 2E automatically keeps
track of the members of a version group.

For more information on versions, see the Working with Versions of Functions and Messages section in this article.

Copying Entries Between Model Object Lists

Use the Copy Model Object List (YCPYMDLLST) command to copy list entries from one model object list to another. The
input and output model object lists may be in different models. If the output model object list exists before the copy, you
can either replace the model object list or add the copied objects to it. In addition, the copied list entries can be refreshed
in the output model object list. You may selectively copy using the flag selection (FLAGVAL) parameter.

Performing User-defined Actions on Model List Entries

This section describes how to:

• Use substitution variables.
• Define user-defined subfile select options associated with a command string.
• Execute a model object list in order to perform an action on each entry of the model list.

Copying Model Objects Between Models

Use the Copy Model Object (YCPYMDLOBJ) command to copy model objects between models. This command requires
an input model object list of the model objects you want to copy. This can be an existing model object list (for example,
your session list) or you can create one using one of the model object list commands, such as the Build a Model Object
List (YBLDMDLLST) command.

In addition, you need to explicitly select the model objects to be copied from the input model object list. Use one of the
following to select model objects:

• Use the Edit Model Object List for Copy panel, which you invoke using the Edit Copy List (YEDTCPYLST) command.
This panel has many of the same options and function keys as the Edit Model Object List panel.
Type 1 against the model objects you want to select for copying. To select all list entries, type 1 for the first model
object displayed, press F13 to repeat the selection for all list entries, and press Enter. An '*' will appear in the Copy
Select field of each selected model object.
Use option 9 to deselect a selected model object. Option 7 lets you rename a model list entry for the purpose of
copying to avoid conflicts with objects with the same owner/name/type in the target model.
Use the edited model object list as input to the YCPYMDLOBJ command.

• Set the OUTCPYOBJ parameter to *SELECTED on one of the following commands:
– Build a Model Object List (YBLDMDLLST)
– Add a Model Object List Entry (YADDMDLLE)
– Filter a Model Object List (YFLTMDLLST)

• Set the CPYOBJ parameter to *SELECTED on the Change a Model Object List Entry (YCHGMDLLE)

NOTE

To prepare a list for copying, you should use only the model object list commands; for example, YBLDMDLLST,
and/or the YEDTCPYLST command. The Build Copy List (YBLDCPYLST) command is available only for
backward compatibility with previous releases of and should not be used.

Selected model objects will contain a "*" in the Copy Select field on the Edit Model Object List for Copy panel. After you
run the YCPYMDLOBJ command, any implicitly selected model objects will contain a "!" in the Copy Select field. To view
the implicitly selected objects before copying, run the YCPYMDLOBJ command in *PREPASS mode.

For more information on the YCPYMDLOBJ process, see the  Administrating section.
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Using Substitution Variables

The following substitution variables let you symbolically pass various list entry attributes to the command or user-option
that is to operate on the model object list. You can use these substitution variables with the Execute a Model Object List
(YEXCMDLLST) command, on the Edit Model Object List panel Command line, and with user-defined options.

The prefix for the substitution variables may be either '&' or '@'. If you are using PDM to maintain your user option list, you
need to use '@' as the prefix. You can also specify an alternate character in the Toolkit data area, YPEXCHA.

Substitution Variable Corresponding Model Object Attribute
&YN Object name
&Y@ Object surrogate
&YT Object type
&YA Object attribute
&YO Object owner name
&YW Object owner surrogate
&YY Object owner type
&YR Object group surrogate
&YM Model list name
&YI Object implementation name
&YP Object promotion type
&YS Object SEU type
&YU User name
&YL Model library name
&YG Change type
&YF Function type
&YZ Assimilated file

NOTE

If you are unable to enter '@' into the command parameter (for example, if it is numeric), you can either
use the RQSDTA parameter on the YEXCMDLLST command and enter the command as a string, or you
can specify RQSDTA(*USROPT) and specify a PDM user-defined option.

Enclose the &YN, &YO substitution variables in quotes since they can result in text containing blanks.

Defining and Editing User-defined Options

You can define your own subfile select options associated with a command string. User-defined options must be
alphabetic; numeric options are reserved for use by CA 2E. You can use these options on the Edit Model Object List panel
and you can specify them as the action to be performed on the Execute a Model Object List (YEXCMDLLST) command.

A user-defined option consists of one or two characters to be associated with a command string. This command string
may contain embedded substitution variables that see attributes of the model object list entry. The variables supported are
the same as those listed above for the Execute Model Object List (YEXCMDLLST) command.

User-defined options are contained in the User-Defined Options (QAUOOPT) file that is shipped with Toolkit. The default
names for the user option library, file, and member are contained in your model profile and can be changed. Use PDM to
create and edit user-defined options in the file/member specified in the model profile.
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NOTE

You should copy the User-Defined Options file to a user library (for example, your model library) in order to
preserve user-defined options when installing a new release of Toolkit.

The following table lists examples of user-defined options:

Option Command
YC CHGCURLIB @YL
OD YDSPMDLOD OBJSGT(@Y@)
YS DSPSPLF FILE(@YI) JOB(@YI)
JL DSPJOBLOG
SL SBMJOB ??CMD(SAVLIB LIB(&N))
WS WRKSBMJOB
DF YDOCMDLFUN MDLFILE('@YO') MDLFUN('@YN')
  

NOTE

You can use the / option on the Edit Model Object List panel as a temporary user-defined selection option.

For more information on the / selection option, see the Command Line section in this article.

Executing a Model Object List

Press F10 from the Edit Model Object List panel to prompt the Execute a Model Object List (YEXCMDLLST) command.
This command causes a specified action to be performed on each entry of the model object list. The action can either be a
command or a user-defined option.

NOTE

F10 is not available for the *ALLOBJ list.

The substitution variables listed at the beginning of this section let you symbolically see attributes of the model list entries
and pass them to the command or user-option that is to operate on the model object list.

For more information on the YEXCMDLLST command and its parameters, see the CA 2E  Reference section.

Example

The following is a control language program showing a method of using model list commands, substitution variables, and
the YEXCMDLLST command. Note that this is for illustration only and CA does not warrant usability or functionality of the
program.
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Model Object Audit Information
CA 2E automatically maintains the following audit stamps in the All Objects list for each model object:
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• Creation date and time
• Change date and time
• Component change processing date and time
• Generation date and time
• Import date and time
• Check out date and time

For more information about the meaning of these audit stamps, see the article Change Control Facilities Reference
Tables.

Contents

Tracking Changes to Model Objects

Whenever you change a model object,CA 2E updates the following information in the model object's description in the All
Model Objects list:

• Date and time the object was changed
• User profile of the developer making the change
• Type of change
• Impact processed indicator

To view change information, press F11 on the Edit Model Object List panel until the change information as shown in the
following panel displays:

 

NOTE
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For a named model object list, the Change date is the date the list entry was created and may not reflect the
model object's current status. You can use F15 to update the model object list to contain current information
from the All Objects list; this invokes the Check a Model Object List (YCHKMDLLST) command.

 

A model object is not considered to be changed in the following circumstances:

• The object is accessed as if to edit but no changes are actually made.
• The object has been copied from another model and has not been changed since copying.

Determining the Change Type

The change type describes the way in which a change to a model object affects other objects that use the changed object.
Its purpose is to retain the integrity or functionality of both model objects and implementation objects. It is used primarily
during component change processing, a process that ensures that the effect of a change is distributed throughout the
model.

CA 2E determines the change type using a shipped table that assigns a change type to each position on a CA 2E panel
where you can possibly change a model object.

For more information:

• On component change processing, see the Impact Analysis section in this article.
• On the shipped table of change types, see the article Change Control Facilities Reference Tables.

Following is a list of change types and their definitions. Only private and public changes invoke component change
processing.

• Object Only (*OBJONLY) -- A change that affects only the model object and does not require regeneration. The
change has no effect on model objects that use the changed object.

• Generation Required (*GEN) -- A change that affects only the model object and requires that the changed object
be regenerated to effect the change in its implementation object. This change type is used only for access paths and
external functions. The change has no effect on model objects that use the changed object.

• Private (*PRIVATE) -- A change to an object that requires regeneration of the external functions and access paths that
use it to effect the change in the implementation objects.
For example, if you change a file on the Edit Database Relations panel, you need to regenerate all external functions
and access paths that use the file. Or, if you change the action diagram of an internal function, you need to regenerate
all external functions that call it.

• Public (*PUBLIC) -- A change to a model object that changes its interface with the model objects that use it. This
change also requires the following additional processing:
a. Model objects that use it may need to be edited.
b. External functions and access paths that use it need to be regenerated.
For example, if you change the parameters of an internal function, you need to edit all functions that call the changed
function and then regenerate all external functions that contain it.

The four change type values just presented were listed in order of increasing significance:

1. Object Only
2. Generation Required
3. Private
4. Public

In other words, if you make multiple changes to an object, a higher-numbered change overrides a lower-numbered
change, and not vice versa. For example, a public change overrides a private change, but a generation required change
does not.
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Impact Analysis

CA 2E's impact analysis facilities let you determine the impact of a proposed or actual change to model objects in a CA
2E model and ensure the integrity of a set of changes by identifying and including dependent objects. CA 2E impact
analysis facilities include:

• Automatic update of audit stamps for various processes including creation, change, copy, and generation.
• Commands and processes to identify model objects that will be affected by a change, including a distinction between

changes that:
– Also affect using objects and require editing.
– Are internal to the object and require regeneration of using external functions and access paths.

• Support for where-used and referenced objects.
• Expansion across model object types; for example:
• Field, to File, to Access Path, to Function.
• Recursive and multiple-level expansion.
• Filters and controls.
• Full integration with other CA 2E edit and generation facilities.
• Output either to a custom display or to model object lists.

Introduction

This discussion of CA 2E's impact analysis tools are divided into the following sections:

• Model Object Cross References -- Discusses commands and interactive panels you can use to determine usages
and references for any model object.

• Simulating Changes to Model Objects -- Shows how to simulate a change to a model object to determine the impact
of the change on other model objects.

• Component Change Processing -- Discusses component change processing, an automated impact analysis tool that
determines how a change to a model object affects other objects in the model and also records whether the affected
objects need to be edited or regenerated.

Model Object Cross Reference Facilities

Model object cross reference facilities consist of a set of commands and interactive panels you can use to determine
usages and references for any model object.

The process of determining either usages or references for a model object is known as expansion. Using model cross
references facilities, you can expand usages or references for a model object across model object types to any depth.

Understanding Model Object Usages

The usages for a model object are all the model objects that use it (or all model objects it is used by). In other words,
usages for a given model object are the model objects that require it in order to be complete and are external to the model
object. A model object's usages are sometimes referred to as using objects. The following diagram shows the possible
usages for each CA 2E model object type:
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For example:

• Database fields (FLD) can be used by database files (FIL) or functions (FUN). In turn, files can be used by access
paths (ACP) and application areas (APP).

• Access paths (ACP) can be used by messages (MSG), arrays (ARR), functions (FUN), and other access paths (ACP).

Note: There is no direct relationship between fields (FLD) and access paths (ACP). In other words, a change to a field
does not directly affect the access paths that use it.

For more information on the note and the possible ways a given model object type can be used by other model objects
types, see the CA 2E  Reference Section.

Understanding Model Object References

The references for a model object are the model objects that are referenced by the object, or that the original model object
refers to internally. In other words, references are the model objects the referring model object requires in order to be
complete or to exist. The following diagram shows the possible references for model object types. Note that application
areas (APP) have no references.
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For example:

• Database fields (FLD) can reference conditions (CND) or other fields (FLD).
• Functions (FUN) can reference messages (MSG), arrays (ARR), other functions (FUN), fields (FLD), and access paths

(ACP).

For a table of ways a model object can reference other model objects, see the  Reference section.

Interactive Impact Analysis

The model object cross reference facilities provide the following two interactive panels:

• Display Model Usages
• Display Model References

Both interactive panels provide a variety of controls and filters including recursion, scope, selection, and positioning to
help you analyze your model and determine the impact of proposed changes.

Following is the header for the Display Model Usages panel showing the fields for controlling the expansion of usages.
One way to display this is to use option 91 from the Edit Model Object List panel. The header for the Display Model
References panel is similar.
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NOTE
Some of the following screenshots in this section do not show the Include Inactive Code field.

The following discusses each of the controls and filters provided on this panel. Note that the Object and Type fields are
positioners; all other fields are record selectors. Also, all values, including your changes, are carried forward each time
you invoke this panel.

Using the Level Number

The Level number in the upper-right of the screen shows the number of panels displayed to get to the current panel. In
other words, it is the number of times you have invoked the Display Model Usages and/or the Display Model References
panel. You can press F15 at any level to return to Level 001.

Using the Gen Objs and Total Counts

The Total specification in the upper-left of the screen shows the total number of model objects displayed; the Gen objs
specification shows the number of access paths and external functions (model objects that require generation) included
in the total. These counts include all model objects expanded, including those you explicitly exclude from the resulting
display or report using selection options on this panel.
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Using the Object and Type Positioner Specifications

Use the Object and Type specifications to position the objects displayed to a specified model object, model object type,
or both. These appear only when Reason is *FIRST or *ENTRY. In this case, the model objects are displayed sorted by
object name and type.

NOTE
*ENTRY is a special Reason code reserved for use by CA 2E.

Using the Include Inactive Code Specification

This field allows you to control the identification or suppression of objects that have been commented out (deactivated) in
an Action Diagram.

Include inactive code *YES

When Include inactive code is set to *YES, the usage and reference expansion generally behaves as it does at previous
releases.

An additional field Wrn (Warning) in the subfile record indicates, with an '*' in the second character of the field, when the
corresponding Action Diagram call is deactivated (commented out). Additionally, any object that appears in the usage/
reference report only by virtue of deactivated code is also marked with an '*'.

NOTE
The first character of the field Wrn (Warning) in the subfile record is currently unused.

Include inactive code *NO

When Include inactive code is set to *NO, the usage and reference expansion will consider the deactivated (commented
out) status of action diagram calls. This has 2 major effects:

1. Any deactivated action diagram calls within the reference/usage expansion of a target object will be ignored.
2. No objects will be included by virtue of the deactivated call to the object. In other words, the commented out function is

not expanded.
3. No objects will be included by virtue of the deactivated call to the object. In other words, the commented out function is

not expanded.

Include inactive code *IGN

When Include inactive code is set to *IGN, the usage and reference expansion behaves exactly as it does at previous
releases, and there is no differentiation between active code and deactivated (commented out) code - i.e. all code is
treated as active, even if it is commented out.

The additional field Wrn (Warning) in the subfile record is not relevant when this option is used.

Examples

The two examples in this section depict the new impact analysis for objects containing deactivated (commented out) code.
Consider the following scenario:

• Function_A calls Function_B.
Function_A also calls Function_C.
Function_B calls Function_C.

• Function_B's call to Function_C is deactivated (commented out)
• Function C is analyzed for usages.
• Example 1 -- Include Inactive Code = *YES
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*Scope  . .  *NOMAX  Reason . .  *ALL*  

Opt Object                  Typ Atr Owner                   Lvl Reason  WRN

    Function_C              FUN RPG 17009615                000 *OBJECT

    Function_B              FUN RPG 17009615                001 *ACTION  *

    Function_A              FUN RPG 17009615                002 *ACTION  *

    Function_A              FUN RPG 17009615                001 *ACTION

NOTE
Function_B's record has a '*' in character 2 of the WRN field, to indicate that the action diagram call
to Function_C has been deactivated (commented out). Hence the Function_A (LVL 002) which calls
Function_B) is also marked with a '*' in the WRN field. However the Function_A (LVL 001) which calls
Function_C directly) is not marked with a '*' in the WRN field.

• Example 2 -- Include Inactive Code = *NO

*Scope  . .  *NOMAX  Reason . .  *ALL* 

Opt Object                  Typ Atr Owner                   Lvl Reason  Wrn 

    Function_C              FUN RPG 17009615                000 *OBJECT

    Function_A              FUN RPG 17009615                001 *ACTION

NOTE
Because Function_B's call to Function_C is deactivated (commented out)* Function_B is not included in the
usages report and not expanded, therefore Function_A (LVL 002) is also not included.

• Example 3 - Include Inactive Code = *IGN

*Scope . . *NOMAX Reason . . *ALL*
Opt Object Typ Atr Owner Lvl Reason WRN
Function_C FUN RPG 17009615 000 *OBJECT
Function_B FUN RPG 17009615 001 *ACTION
Function_A FUN RPG 17009615 002 *ACTION
Function_A FUN RPG 17009615 001 *ACTION

NOTE
These are the same results that you would see with 8.1 SP2. They also look the same as with Include Inactive
Code=*YES but the WRN field is not used, since there is no differentiation between active and deactivated code.

Using the Exclude System Objects and Current Objects Only Specifi

Using the Scope Specification

The Scope specification lets you limit or control the number of levels or depth of the expansion; in other words, it indicates
when the expansion process is to stop. The default is *NEXT when you access the panel using subfile selection options;
the default is *NOMAX if you use a command to access the panel.
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The more you can limit the expansion, the faster the process and the easier to interpret the results. Specifying Scope
is especially useful when expanding low-level model objects or model objects that are used frequently by other model
objects; for example, conditions (CND), fields (FLD), files (FIL), and access paths (ACP). It is not as critical to limit
expansions for functions (FUN) and messages (MSG).

Following are the possible values for Scope:

Value Meaning
*NOMAX No limit on the expansion. The maximum level is 999.
*NEXT Expand only to the next level. This allows you to step through the

expansion one level at a time.
*GENFUN Expand objects up to and including the first external function.

Applies only to usages.
*GENOBJ Expand objects up to and including the first object requiring

generation; for example, an external function or access path.
Applies only to usages.

*EXTFUN Expand objects up to and including the first external function after
the first level. For references, this value is intended for use only
with functions. It is a combination of Scope and Filter since only
functions are included.

*INTFUN Expand objects up to and including the first internal function after
the first level. For references, this value is intended for use only
with functions. It is a combination of Scope and Filter since only
functions are included.

Object type Expand objects until an object of the specified type is
encountered. For example, *ACP, *FUN. Use this only when
appropriate for the object type you are investigating. Applies only
to usages.

Using the Scope Specification

The Scope specification lets you limit or control the number of levels or depth of the expansion; in other words, it indicates
when the expansion process is to stop. The default is *NEXT when you access the panel using subfile selection options;
the default is *NOMAX if you use a command to access the panel.

The more you can limit the expansion, the faster the process and the easier to interpret the results. Specifying Scope
is especially useful when expanding low-level model objects or model objects that are used frequently by other model
objects; for example, conditions (CND), fields (FLD), files (FIL), and access paths (ACP). It is not as critical to limit
expansions for functions (FUN) and messages (MSG).

Following are the possible values for Scope:

Value Meaning
*NOMAX No limit on the expansion. The maximum level is 999.
*NEXT Expand only to the next level. This allows you to step through the

expansion one level at a time.
*GENFUN Expand objects up to and including the first external function.

Applies only to usages.
*GENOBJ Expand objects up to and including the first object requiring

generation; for example, an external function or access path.
Applies only to usages.
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*EXTFUN Expand objects up to and including the first external function after
the first level. For references, this value is intended for use only
with functions. It is a combination of Scope and Filter since only
functions are included.

*INTFUN Expand objects up to and including the first internal function after
the first level. For references, this value is intended for use only
with functions. It is a combination of Scope and Filter since only
functions are included.

Object type Expand objects until an object of the specified type is
encountered. For example, *ACP, *FUN. Use this only when
appropriate for the object type you are investigating. Applies only
to usages.

Using the Filter Specification

The Filter specification lets you limit the type of model objects displayed; it does not affect which objects are included in
the expansion. You can specify this before beginning the expansion or afterward to help you analyze the results of the
expansion.

Following are the possible values for Filter:

Value Meaning
*ANY Select all types of model objects; no filtering is done. This is the

default.
*DBFFUN Select only database functions.
*ERR Select only error usages; i.e., usages by deleted objects.
*EXTFUN Select only external functions.
*GENFUN Select only generatable functions.
*GENOBJ Select only generatable objects; for example, access paths and

external functions.
*INTFUN Select only internal functions.
Object type Select only model objects of the specified type; for example, *ACP,

*FUN.

Using the Reason Specification

Using the Reason code you can display just those model objects that were included on the display for a specified reason.
The Reason code indicates the way in which the displayed object is used by, or referenced by, the expanded model
object. For example, if you expand usages for a field (FLD), a reason of *FILENT for a file (FIL) indicates that the field is
an entry attribute of the file.

Each time you change the Reason field, usages or references are expanded again for the original model object.

Following are the possible values for Reason:

Value Meaning
*FIRST Select just the first using or referenced object. In this case, the

model objects are sorted and displayed by object name and type.
This is the default.
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*ALL Include all usages or references and display the Reason code for
each. In this case the model objects are displayed in the order in
which they are encountered by the expansion process. As a result,
the level numbers shown reflect the relationships between the
listed objects. On the corresponding printed report the levels are
shown indented to highlight the relationships more clearly.

Reason code Select just those model objects that use or reference the original
model object in the way indicated by the value specified. Two
examples follow this table.

Following are two examples of specific Reason codes:

• Suppose you have expanded usages for a field. Enter *ACTION in the Reason field to display just those functions
where the field is used in an action diagram action.

• Suppose you have expanded references for a function. Enter *BASED in the Reason field to display the access path
on which the function is based.

Working with Usages Interactively

You can work with usages interactively from the Edit Model Object List panel in the following ways:

• Use option 91 to expand usages for a selected model object. The Display Model Usages panel displays showing
usages for the selected model object. Note that the Scope field is set to *NEXT.

NOTE
This is the recommended method to work with usages interactively.

• Press F20 to prompt the Display Model Usages (YDSPMDLUSG) command for the named model object list you
are editing. In this case usages are not expanded for the model list entries before the Display Model Usages panel
displays. Instead, the list is converted as explained in step 1 of the following example. Note that the Scope field is set
to *NOMAX.

Example

This example demonstrates the Display Model Usage utility and the use of the Scope specification. The concepts shown
also apply to references.

1. From the Edit Model List panel press F20 to display usages. The Display Model Usages command is prompted from
which you can specify whether the output is to be displayed (*), printed (*PRINT), or copied to a model object list
(*MDLLST).
Note: Although this is not the recommended method to work with usages interactively, it is included in this example to
explain the converted list displayed on the first panel. Starting at step 2, this example shows both methods of working
with usages.
If you select to display usages, begins by displaying the contents of the list you specified, updated to reflect the current
state of each model object from *ALLOBJ. This is indicated by *ENTRY in the Reason column for each model object.
The name of the originating model object list is shown in the Converted List field in the upper-left of the screen. Note
that the original list is not changed by this process.
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The converted list of model objects displayed differs from the contents of the original model object list in the following
ways:

• By default, only model objects that are currently active in the model are displayed. Non-current versions are not
displayed. See the Working with Versions of Functions and Messages section in this article for more information on the
current version.

• Details from the All Objects list are displayed for each model object; for example, if the name of the actual model object
differs from that of the model object list entry, the model object name is displayed. In other words, the display reflects
the current state of the model.

• Model objects that appear on the model object list, but have been deleted from the model, are not displayed. Any list
entries that see the deleted objects are ignored.

NOTE
Your model object list is not changed by this operation.

You can now use the selection options on any of the model objects displayed. To see additional options, press F23.

• To display all usages for the internal function, Retrieve Customer, type selection option 91 against Employee and press
Enter. The following panel displays:
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Note the values displayed in the Lvl and Reason columns for each object and how they relate to the diagram that follows.
Lvl 000 indicates the object whose usages are shown. This object is used by the Lvl 001 objects, which in turn are used
by the Lvl 002 objects. The Lvl 000 object is included so you can edit the originating object as well as the using objects.

• When a model object is used by many other model objects, it is not always easy to determine the usage structure
when Scope is set to *NOMAX, which displays all levels of usages. Instead, you can set Scope to *NEXT to step
through the usage expansion one level and one model object at a time.
Press F15 to return to the Level 001 panel. Change the Scope option to *NEXT and press Enter. Next, enter 91 for
Employee and press Enter.
The following panel displays.

NOTE
From here on the process shown in this example is the same for both methods of working interactively with
usages; namely, whether you pressed F20 or typed selection option 91 against a model object.
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This panel shows only the Lvl 001 model objects that use the Employee file.

• Enter 91 for the Order file to expand usages to the next level for just that model object. The following panel displays:
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1. To expand usages for ‘RSQ by Employee name’ access path instead, press F12 to return to panel Level 002 and enter
91 against that object. The following panel displays, indicating that the ‘RSQ by Employee name’ access path is used
only by the ‘Display Employees by Name’ function.
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Working with References Interactively

You can work with model object references interactively from the Edit Model Object List panel in the following ways:

• Type 81 against a model object to expand its references. The Display Model References panel displays references for
the selected model object. The Scope field is set to *NEXT.

NOTE
This is the recommended method to work with references interactively.

• Press F22 to prompt the Display Model References (YDSPMDLREF) command for the named model object list you
are editing. In this case references are not expanded for the model list entries before the Display Model References
panel displays. Instead, the list is redisplayed with all model objects updated based on information in the All Objects
list. The Scope field is set to *NOMAX.

For more information on the panel displayed as a result of using F22, see the Working with Usages Interactively section in
this article.

Example

You can use the Display Model References panel to solve problems in program applications. Suppose you only know the
implementation name of the program in which an error occurred.

Use the Edit Model Object List panel over the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ). Press F7 to display the positioning windows.
Press F11 until the Position by Implementation name window displays:
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Enter the implementation name to position the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ) to the function in which the error occurred. Enter
selection option 81 for the function to display references for that function. The following panel displays:
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1. On the Display Model References panel:
a. Type *EXTFUN for the Scope option to limit the expansion to include only referenced functions down to and

including the first external function call.
b. Type *ACTION for the Reason option to include only action diagram references.
c. Press Enter.
The expanded references are all the functions that comprise the program in which the error occurred. This is a useful
starting place for the developers whose task it is to fix the problem.

2. Press F16 to build a model object list containing a list of the functions displayed on your screen. Assign a name to the
list that will be meaningful to the development staff.

3. To produce a printed copy of the list use one of the following methods:
– Press F21 to produce a report that indents the reference levels in order to highlight the relationships among the

functions more clearly.
– Press F9 for a command line and enter the following command to produce a keyed report.

YDOCMDLLST MDLLST(list-name)

The development staff can use either the online model object list or the printed copy as an aid to solving the problem.

Accessing Model Object Cross Reference Facilities

Following is a list of ways you can access model object usages and model object references facilities:

• From the Edit Model Object List panel or the Edit Model List for Copy (YEDTCPYLST) panel, use the following options
to display usages or references for any model object displayed:
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– 81=References by Object
– 82=References by Owner
– 91=Usages by Object
– 92=Usages by Owner

• Use the following function keys from the Edit Model List (YEDTMDLLST) panel to display usages or references for a
named model object list.
– F20=Usages
– F22=References
You will be prompted to enter the type of output you want: display, print, or to another model object list.

• Use the Display Model Object Usages (YDSPMDLUSG) or the Display Model Object References (YDSPMDLREF)
command to display, print, or expand usages or references for a named model object list. You can use these
commands interactively or in batch. If using the command interactively, you can then use options 81, 82, 91, and 92.

• Use option U on various panels; such as, Edit File Details and Edit Function Details to display usages for a model
object. This displays the Display Model Usages panel from which you can use options 81, 82, 91, and 92.

Working with Model Object Cross References in Batch

Following are examples of using the Display Model Usages (YDSPMDLUSG) and the Display Model References
(YDSPMDLREF) commands in batch:

• To add all usages for all objects in model object list WRKLST (in library MYMDL) to model object list OUTLST,
including usages up to and including the first external function, use:

YDSPMDLUSG MDDLST(MYMDL/WRKLST) + 

 SCOPE(*EXTFUN) OUTPUT(*MDLLST) +

 OUTMDLLST(OUTLST) OUTLSTUPD(*ADD)

• To print a list of access paths and external functions that are referenced by model objects existing on model object list
MYLIST, use:

YDSPMDLREF MDLLST(*MDLLIB/MYLIST)+

 OUTPUT(*PRINT) FILTER(*GENOBJ)

Simulating Changes to Model Objects

Simulating a change to a model object lets you see how a proposed change impacts other objects in the model before you
actually make the change. Simulation identifies which other model objects need to be edited or generated as a result of
the proposed change and is an important tool for planning model changes.

When you change a model object, the only objects that can be affected by the change are those that use the changed
object. As a result, a major part of simulating a change consists of expanding usages for the object to be changed.

NOTE
The process described here is the same as that used during component change processing when you actually
change a model object. However, instead of just displaying the results of the change, component change
processing updates the All Objects list for the model objects affected by the change to indicate the additional
processing needed.
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For more information on component change processing, see the Component Change Processing section in this article.

To simulate a change to a model object, follow these steps.

1. Determine whether the proposed change is a private or public change to the model object.
a. A private change implies that access paths and external functions using the changed object be regenerated in

order to implement the change in the application system objects.
b. A public change implies that first level objects using the changed object may need to be edited and that access

paths and external functions using the changed object need to be edited and/or regenerated.
The type of change depends on which attributes of a model object are changed and is derived internally by CA 2E.
For more information:
– On all possible changes and the associated change type for each, see the article titled "Change Control Facilities

Reference Tables" in this section.
– On change type, see the Model Object Audit Information section in this article.

2. To simulate a private change, enter option 94 for the object you want to change on either the Display Model Usages
panel or the Display Model References panel.
In this case,CA 2E expands usages for the object to be changed up to the first external function in each sequence of
usages. Suppose the object to be changed is the Change Order Detail function.
The following panel displays:

Note that only those objects that need to be generated to implement the proposed change are displayed, not all usages.
GEN in the Action column indicates that the model object will need to be regenerated when you make the proposed
change.

To simulate a public change, enter option 95 for the object you want to change on either the Display Model Usages panel
or the Display Model References panel.
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As for a private change,CA 2E expands usages for the object to be changed up to the first external function in each
sequence of usages. In addition, it identifies objects that need to be edited as a result of the proposed change. Suppose
the object to be changed is the Change Order Detail function.

The following panel displays:

Note that only those objects that need to be edited or generated to implement the proposed change are displayed, not
all usages. EDT and GEN in the Action column indicate that the corresponding model object needs to be either edited or
regenerated when you make the proposed change.

• Press F16 to build a model object list containing a list of the model objects impacted by your proposed change. A
window displays where you specify a model object list name and whether to replace or add entries if the model list you
specify already exists. If the model list does not exist,CA 2E automatically creates it.

NOTE
The entries of a model object list always reflect the current state of model objects at the time the list is created
unless you refresh them. As a result, the Action required field for entries of the new list will reflect the results of a
previous run of component change processing and not the results of the simulation. To get a permanent record
of the simulation, press F21 to print the results.

Component Change Processing

Component change processing is an automated impact analysis tool that determines how a change to a model object
affects other objects in the model and records whether the affected objects need to be edited or regenerated. Objects that
use the changed object are referred to as using objects; the changed object is considered to be a component of its using
objects.
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Component change processing is optional and can be run interactively, by request, or in batch. You control it using the
model profile and the Component Change Processing (YCMPCHG) model value.

The simulation options available on the Display Model Usages and Display Model References panels simulate the actions
of component change processing. You can experiment with these options to become familiar with the process.

Understanding Component Change Processing

When you change a model object, CA 2E records the type of the change in the All Objects list for the model object.
Since the only model objects that can be affected by the change are those that use the changed object, a major part of
component change processing consists of expanding usages for the changed object.

If the change was a public or private change, CA 2E expands usages for the changed object, identifies the using objects
affected by the change, and updates the detail for the affected using objects in the All Objects list to indicate whether they
need to be edited or regenerated.

Specifically, CA 2E determines the impact of a change on other model objects according to the following criteria:

• Object type of the changed object
• Change type of the changed object
• Object type of the using object
• Level of usage at which the using object was encountered.

For more information on change type, see the Model Object Audit Information section in this article.

Impact on the All Objects List

Following is the information CA 2E sets and maintains in the All Objects list as part of component change processing:

• Impact processed indicator -- Set for the changed object and indicates whether component change processing has
been run for the last change to the object. In other words, it indicates whether the change is reflected on using objects.

• Component change processed date and time -- This has two possible meanings:
• - For a changed object, this is the same as its change date and time.

– - For an object that uses a changed object, this is the date and time component change processing was run for the
change.

• Action required indicator -- This indicates whether the using object needs to be edited (EDT) or regenerated (GEN).
Note that:

• - For GEN, if the using object is an access path or external function, CA 2E automatically resets this indicator to blank
when the object is successfully regenerated.
– - For EDT, if the object is an access path or external function, CA 2E automatically resets this indicator to GEN

when you edit it. For all other model objects, CA 2E resets this indicator to blank when you edit the object.

After you perform the necessary editing, CA 2E performs component change processing again to ensure that the new
change is reflected in regenerated and any newly created using objects. As a result, it is recommended that you edit
the model object at level 001 first and then proceed upward to edit model objects at continually higher usage levels.
This prevents a model object from being flagged EDT more than once. At the end of the process, all objects that require
regeneration will be flagged GEN.

• Change type -- CA 2E does not reset a model object's Change type as a result of running component change
processing for the change. It is not reset until you change the model object again. As a result, the Change type always
reflects the most recent change to the model object.

You can use the information recorded by component change processing to build model object lists and to create utilities to
automate the required additional processing and to help you administer your model.
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Examples

Since component change processing can run interactively as you make changes or can be postponed, you can check
the Impact processed indicator to determine whether you need to run the Apply Component Changes (YAPYCMPCHG)
command.

You can use the Filter Model Object List (YFLTMDLLST) command over the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ), specifying
an output list, to build a model object list of just those objects that require editing. You can then give the list to the
programming staff to make the required changes.

Similarly, you can build a list of the objects that need to be regenerated, convert the list to a job list using the Convert
Model List to Job List (YCVTMDLLST) command, and use the result as input to the Submit Model Create Requests
(YSBMMDLCRT) command.

For more information and an example of a Command Language program that uses component change processing, see
the Running Component Change Processing in Batch section in this article.

Viewing the Results

You can view the results of component change processing or check what additional processing is required using the Edit
Model Object List panel over the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ).

• Press F11 to display alternate views. For each model object you can view the Component change date and time, the
Required action indicator (GEN or EDT), and the Impact processed indicator.

• Enter option 8 for any model object to view its current detail on the All Objects list.

Simulating a Change

You can also use the simulation options (94 and 95) on the Display Model References and Display Model Usages panels
to view the results of component change processing. These options let you see the impact of a proposed private or public
change on other objects in the model before you actually make the change. The resulting display identifies which other
model objects need to be edited or generated as a result of the proposed change.

For more information on simulating component change processing, see the Impact Analysis section and the Simulating
Changes to Model Objects section, both in this article.

Setting the YCMPCHG Model Value and the Model Profile

Component change processing is controlled by a combination of details stored on the model profile for the individual
developer and the Component Change Processing (YCMPCHG) model value.

Component Change Processing Model Value

The processing of component changes is primarily controlled by the Component Change Processing (YCMPCHG) model
value. It can have one of the following values:

• *UNLIMITED -- This value lets all developers control the setting of the Component change processing option in their
model profile.

• *LIMITED -- This value indicates that only developers with *DSNR authority can change the Component change
processing option in their model profile.

• *GEN -- This value causes component change processing to be invoked automatically during each YGENSRC job
submitted for a given model. It ensures that changes are kept up-to-date without incurring the overhead associated
with running component change processing interactively. This value also gives *LIMITED capability to change the
model profile option.

• *NONE -- This value turns off automatic component change processing, both interactive and as a result of YGENSRC
jobs. This value also gives *LIMITED capability to change the model profile option.
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NOTE
To run component change processing in this case you need to use the Apply Component Changes
(YAPYCMPCHG) command.

Model Profile Settings

The Component change processing option on the model profile controls whether component change processing runs
interactively and automatically as you make changes. Its value has no effect if the YCMPCHG model value is set to
*NONE. The possible values are:

• Y -- This value turns interactive component change processing on. Using objects are flagged when a model object is
changed.

• N -- This value turns interactive component change processing off. Using objects are not flagged when a model object
is changed. You can use the YAPYCMPCHG command later to apply component changes throughout the model.

For more information on the model profile in general, see the Model Profile section in this article.

Using These Settings to Administer Your Model

Because component change processing requires expansion of usages, it can be costly in processing time. This is
especially true when designers (*DSNR) use it interactively. An administrator can use the YCMPCHG model value and the
model profile as follows to prevent certain developers from running component change processing interactively, and as a
result, minimize interactive overhead:

• Set the YCMPCHG model value to *LIMITED.
• For *DSNRs, set the model profile option to N; for *PGMRs, set it to Y.

NOTE
If you do not run component change processing interactively, be sure to run the Apply Component Changes
(YAPYCMPCHG) command regularly; for example, overnight in batch. This keeps the model changes to be
processed down to a manageable level.

When a model object is changed and component change processing is not performed immediately, CA 2E sets the Impact
processed indicator to N to indicate this. You can check this indicator to decide when to run the YAPYCMPCHG command
by filtering the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ) to determine which and how many objects require processing.

Performance Considerations

The amount of overhead incurred by running component change processing interactively generally depends on:

• The size and complexity of the model.
• The type of editing to be done.

For example, a *DSNR working in a large model negatively affects the system when running component change
processing interactively. On the other hand, a *PGMR making changes in a relatively isolated area of the model could
effectively use interactive component change processing to quickly identify model objects affected by his changes. Both
types of users can use the simulation options to gauge the effect of changes.

Experience will show the impact of running component change processing interactively; however, following are a few
suggestions for estimating the likely effect. The amount of interactive overhead depends on:

• The type of the model object you are editing. Changes to low level model objects such as, conditions, fields, and files
increase interactive overhead because the expansion process includes more objects.

• The significance of the object in the model. For example, an important internal function that is used by many other
internal functions may cause a large number of objects to be expanded and as a result increase interactive overhead.

• The frequency with which you apply component changes. Running component change processing frequently
minimizes the amount of work required each time it is run.
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Methods of Running Component Change Processing

Following is a list of the ways you can run component change processing.

• Interactively and automatically as you make changes. This occurs when the YCMPCHG model value is set to a value
other than *NONE, and the Component change processing option on the model profile is set to Y.

• Using the Apply Component Changes (YAPYCMPCHG) command. If you do not run component change processing
interactively, it is useful to run this command in batch to ensure that the effects of changes have been distributed
throughout the model.
The YAPYCMPCHG command requires *PGMR capability. By default you can run this command only within an
interactive or batch program to prevent excessive use of interactive resources. You can change this default using the
Change Command (CHGCMD) command.

• By request, using the simulation options on either of the following commands:
– Display Model Usages (YDSPMDLUSG)
– Display Model References (YDSPMDLREF)
This is useful for seeing how a proposed change will affect other model objects. Results are only displayed; the All
Objects list for the model objects affected by the change is not updated.

• Using the Submit Model Creates (YSBMMDLCRT) command or interactive generation. This occurs automatically if the
YCMPCHG model value is set to *GEN.

Running Component Change Processing in Batch

You can use the following series of commands to form part of a nightly process to prepare a model for the following day.
You can also use these commands interactively to generate lists and process the required changes.

1. YSNCMDL -- Optionally included to ensure that the model is synchronized.
2. YAPYCMPCHG -- Ensures all changes to model objects are reflected on the objects that use the changed objects.
3. YFLTMDLLST -- Run this over the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ), select model objects having the Required action

indicator set to *EDT, and output to the EDTLST model list for programmers to edit the following day using
YEDTMDLLST.

4. YFLTMDLLST -- Run this over the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ), select model objects having the Required action
indicator set to *GEN, and output to the GENLST model list.

5. YCVTMDLLST -- Run this over the GENLST model object list to prepare a job list to generate objects that require
generation as a result of a change to a component object.

6. YSBMMDLCRT -- Specify the job list created in the previous step to generate and compile changed objects.
7. YDOCMDLLST -- Use to document the EDTLST and GENLST model object lists for administrative purposes.

For more information on model list commands, see the Commands to Manipulate Model Object Lists section in this article,
and the  Reference section.

Component Change Processing Scenario

Suppose we have the scenario shown in the following diagram. This example shows the details of component change
processing that take place as a result of both a private and a public change to an access path.
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The arrows indicate the usage sequence for the functions that use the access path. The numbers in the small boxes
indicate the usage level of each object relative to the access path at level 0.

The following section shows the difference between a private and public change to Access Path.

Private Change to Access Path

Suppose you intend to change the source member name for Access Path using the Edit Access Path Details panel. CA
2E considers this to be a private change to Access Path. As a result, CA 2E:

1. Expands all usages of Access Path until the first external function on any given sequence of usages is encountered.
These are shown with darker borders and the word GEN.
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NOTE
That all usage levels beyond the first external function are ignored; in this case, PMTRCD, EXCEXTFUN 1,
and EXCINTFUN 3 are not included in the expansion.

2. Sets the Required Action Indicator for the affected external functions to GEN in the All Objects lists.

Public Change to Access Path

Suppose you intend to add or remove a relation for Access Path using the Edit Access Path Relations panel.CA 2E
considers this to be a public change. As a result CA 2E :

1. Expands usages of Access Path until the first external function on any given sequence of usages is encountered as it
did for the private change. However, for a public change the level at which each using object occurs is significant.

2. Sets the Required action indicator to EDT in the All Objects list for all using objects that occur at level 1 to indicate that
they require editing as a result of the change. Specifically:
– Public change to Access Path is a private change to EDTFIL and it needs to be edited (Required Action=EDT).
– Public change to Access Path is a public change to RTVOBJ, because it is used for a parameter definition, and it

needs to be edited (Required Action=EDT).
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These are shown in the diagram by the letters EDT and the small box containing a 1.

1. Checks the model objects at level 2. The result depends on the way in which the level 1 object uses Access Path.
In this example the RTVOBJ function uses Access Path as the based on access path and for parameter definition.
Specifically:
– Public change to RTVOBJ is a private change to EXCEXTFUN 2; it needs to be edited to accommodate the change

to RTVOBJ's parameters (Required Action = EDT).
– Public change to RTVOBJ is a private change to EXCINTFUN 4 and it needs to be edited (Required Action = EDT).
These are shown in the diagram by the letters EDT and the small box containing a 2.

2. Repeats the process for the model objects at level 3. The private change to EXCINTFUN 4 is a private change to the
external DSPFIL function and it needs to be generated (Required Action = GEN).

3. Repeats this process for each usage level until an external function is encountered.

When you perform the required actions (EDT or GEN), CA 2E automatically resets the Required action indicator as
follows:
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• For GEN, when an access path or external function is successfully regenerated,CA 2E automatically resets it to blank.
• For EDT, if the object is an access path or external function, after editing it is reset to GEN. For all other model objects,

it is set to blank.

After you perform the necessary editing, component change processing is invoked again to ensure that the change is
reflected in regenerated and newly created using objects. As a result, it is recommended that you edit the model object
at level 1 first and then proceed upward to edit model objects at continually higher usage levels. This prevents a model
object from being flagged EDT more than once. At the end of the process, all objects that require regeneration will be
flagged GEN.

For more information on how CA 2E distributes the impact of a change throughout the model, see the article Change
Control Facilities Reference Tables.

Model Security

CA 2E lets you access a model as one of three user types: designer, programmer, or user. Your user type determines the
limitations placed on you when you access and edit the model.

• A designer (*DSNR) can change any aspect of the model, both data relationships and functional specifications. If the
Open Access (YOPNACC) model value is set to *YES, multiple designers and programmers can use the model at the
same time; otherwise, only one designer can use the model.

• A programmer (*PGMR) can change functional specifications, but cannot change database files or fields. Multiple
programmers can use the model at the same time. However, a programmer cannot use the model at the same time as
a designer if the Open Access (YOPNACC) model value is set to *NO.

• A user (*USER) can only view the model and cannot change it. However, a *USER can edit model object lists.

In addition, certain designers have additional locking authority (*DSLK). This authority lets the designer change the Open
Access (OPNACC) model value and place permanent, exclusive locks on functions and access paths that can only be
removed by a designer.

You can view the authority you have to a model by accessing the CA 2E product menu and specifying the model; namely:

YSTRY2 model-name

A message at the bottom of the screen shows your authority level.

A designer or programmer can access the model in view only mode by setting the View only option to Y in the model
profile.

For more information on user authority and the YOPNACC model value, see the Administrating section.

Model Profile

The model profile lets you define defaults for various processes and file specifications for an interactive session. For
example, the model profile contains defaults for the following:

• Log changes mode
• View-only mode
• Full screen mode for the Edit Model Object List panel
• Component change processing
• Name of session list
• Name of user option library and file
• Default model object list name for commands
• Generation and creation library

There is a model profile for each user for each model. When a new user is granted access to a model, CA 2E
automatically creates a model profile for the user. The defaults for a session are taken from the model profile.
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Changing a Model Profile

You can change the model profile in the following ways if you are authorized to do so:

• Press F18 from the Edit Model Object list panel.
• Use the Edit Model Profile (YEDTMDLPRF) command.
• Use the Change Model Profile (YCHGMDLPRF) command.

Suppose you pressed F18 or used the YEDTMDLPRF command. The following panel displays:

These default settings establish the basic working environment for your interactive session. You can reset these to modify
your environment for the current session; for example, to use full screen mode on the Edit Model Object List panel or to
access the model in view only mode.

Scroll down to view the second screen of the Edit Model Profile panel containing the Submit Model Create Default Values.
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These values establish the default generation and creation environment for the current session and are used to preload
job list commands; for example, the Submit Model Create (YSBMMDLCRT) command. In addition to changing values on
this screen, you can modify the default values when you invoke the command by specifying other parameter values on the
interactive command prompt or on the batch command.

The third screen of the Edit Model Profile panel contains the Submit compilation option and the name of the GUI folder for
CA 2E Thin Client.

How Model Profiles are Stored

A default model profile is shipped with the null model, Y2SYMDL, in the YSYS record of file YMDLPRFRFP. When you
create a new model, this default model profile is automatically copied to the YSYS record of file YMDLPRFRFP in the new
model library. You can edit either of these model profiles to create a default model profile tailored to your environment.

Managing Model Profiles

Managing Model Profiles

Following are suggestions for ways you can use model profiles to manage your model.

• As already mentioned, you can create a default model profile suitable for your environment by editing the model profile
in the null model or by editing the model profile associated with a particular model.
– To change the model profile defaults for new models, edit the default model profile in the null model. Note that this

will be overwritten when you receive a new version of CA 2E.
– To change the model profile defaults for new users of a model, edit the default model profile in the model library.

• You can tailor model profile settings for particular developers or groups of developers using the Edit Model Profile
(YEDTMDLPRF) command. Some examples are:
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– Assign developers to different session lists based on the project to which they are assigned.
– Restrict certain developers to view only mode.
– Turn component change processing off for all designers (*DSNR) to avoid interactive overhead.
– Set a different generation and creation environment for each ongoing project.

• You can use the Retrieve Model Profile Details (YRTVMDLPRF) command to retrieve model profile settings for a
specified user profile. As with other change control facilities commands, you can use this within control language
programs to build utilities and model object lists to help manage your model.

Working with Versions of Functions and Messages
A version is a model object that is a copy of either a function (FUN) or a message (MSG) in the same model. A function or
message can have an unlimited number of versions. Three benefits of using versions are:

• You can test changes on a version of a function or message without interfering with the functionality of the existing
model object.

• When you finish testing a new version of a function or message and make it active in the model, the original model
object remains unchanged and can easily be made active again if needed.

• Only the currently active version of a function or message is displayed on CA 2E editing panels. As a result, the panels
are not cluttered with inactive versions.

More Information

• Understanding Versions
• A Reason Not to Use Versions
• Working with Versions
• Viewing a Version Group
• Creating a Version
• Making a Version Current
• Example
• Cautions
• Non-current Versions
• Other Uses for Redirection
• Using Versions
• Testing an External Function
• Testing Messages and Internal Functions
• Comparing Versions
• Deleting Versions

Understanding Versions
Understanding Versions

Versions of the same model object form a version group. Each version in a version group is a unique model object; the
term version is used to identify them as being related.

In any group of versions, one and only one of the model objects in the group may be current. The current version is the
version that is active in the model; it is the model object that is used by other objects in the model and is the model object
that appears on CA 2E editing panels.

If you use CM, each version also has one of the following version types. If you do not use CM, all versions have version
type DEV.
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• DEV -- Development
• PRD -- Production
• ARC -- Archive

All versions in a group have the same Copy name. This value is used to initialize the Copy name stored on the model list
that the Copy Model Objects (YCPYMDLOBJ) command uses to copy objects between models. Initially the Copy name for
a version group is the same as the name of the original model object. You can change the Copy name for all versions in
a group using the Change Model Object Description (YCHGMDLOD) command on any one of the versions. New versions
will automatically be given the same Copy name as the other members of the group.

For more information:

• On version types, see the CA 2E  Change Management User Section.
• On the YCPYMDLOBJ and YCHGMDLOD commands, see the Reference section.

The following diagram illustrates basic concepts relating to versions. The original object in this diagram is the Edit
Customer function; it has three versions. These four functions comprise the version group for Edit Customer.

Note the following concepts shown by this diagram:

• When you create a version you can assign a name to the version or you can let CA 2E automatically generate it.
– Edit Customer 1100460 is an example of a version name that was automatically generated by CA 2E.
– Edit Customer VSN3 is an example of a version name that was assigned by the developer.

• The two versions, Edit Customer 1100460 and Edit Customer VSN2, were created directly from the Edit Customer
function; Edit Customer VSN3 was created as a version of Edit Customer VSN2.

• All versions in the group have the same Copy name, in this case Edit Customer. If you change the Copy name for any
version in a group using the YCHGMDLOD command, the Copy name is automatically updated for all versions in the
group.

• Each version, including the original function, is a distinct model object and therefore has a unique:
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– Object surrogate number.
– Object name; e.g., Edit Customer, Edit Customer VSN2, Edit Customer 1100460.
– Implementation name.

• Edit Customer VSN3 is labeled as CURRENT and is the version displayed on CA 2E editing panels.

A Reason Not to Use Versions
When you make a version of a function current in the model,CA 2E globally changes all the model objects that referenced
the original function to reference the version instead. If not all of the referencing model objects need the changed
functionality, you should create a new function rather than a version. After updating and testing the new function, you
would then need to update references to the new function manually.

Working with Versions
From the Edit Model Object List panel, enter 19 in the subfile selector to work with versions for the selected function or
message. The following panel displays:

All versions in the version group are displayed in reverse chronological order; the most recently created version appears
at the top of the list of entries. The current version is highlighted and has an asterisk to the right of the Subfile selector and
a Status of Current.

This panel supports a wide range of subfile selection options and provides alternate views for each version. The options
with similar selection values perform the same function as those on the Edit Model Object List panel. For example, from
this panel you can:
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• Create a version
• Edit a version
• Make a version current
• View detail for a selected version
• Perform impact analysis
• Generate a version
• Delete a version

For more information on the subfile select options, see the Editing Model Object Lists section in this article.

Viewing a Version Group
The following views are available from the Work with Versions panel. Press F11 to display the views sequentially.

• Object Data -- This view shows various object information including, model object name, implementation name, version
type, and status for each version. The current version is highlighted and has an asterisk to the right of the Subfile
selector and a Status of Current.

• Creation Data -- This view shows the date and time each version was created.
• Change Data -- This view shows the date, time, and user name for the last change to each version.
• Check Out Data -- This view shows the check out date, list, user, and status for each version. This view applies only if

you use CM.

Creating a Version
You can create a new version of a function or message by using the:

• Work with Version panel
• Create Model Version (YCRTMDLVSN) command from within a control language program
• Create Object Version (YCRTOBJVSN) command outside control language programs

The new version will be a copy of the original function or message, but will have a different object name, object
surrogate number, and implementation name. The object name for the version must be unique within the owning file; the
implementation name must be unique within 3GL object type in the model. The new version is given the Copy name used
by the version group to which it belongs.

To create a version from the Work with Versions panel:

Enter selection option 3 for the version you want to use as the source for the new version. You can select any version
listed; it does not need to be the current version. The following panel displays:
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1. Determine the To model object name. You can either let CA 2E generate a new name for the new version, or you can
override this default.
The name CA 2E generates is the original name suffixed by a 7-digit number; the original name is truncated if the new
name is longer than 25-characters. For example,
– Edit Branch 1459353
– Edit Customer Addr1541577
 

NOTE
You can define your own naming convention for automatic name generation using the exit program
YOBJNAMR1C.

2. Determine currency. You can make the new version current by specifying *YES for the Make model object current
option. The default is not to make the new version current so you can edit and test the new version before you make it
current.
If you do not make the version current at this time, you can do so later using option 26 on the Work with Versions
panel or by using the Redirect Model Objects (YRDRMDLOBJ) command.

3. Determine whether to transfer the object name. You can request that CA 2E exchange the name of the original
function or message with the name of the new version by entering *YES for the Transfer object name option. As a
result, the name assigned to the original object will be the name indicated by the To model object name option. The
default is not to exchange the names.

4. Press Enter to create the new version and return to the Work with Versions panel.

CA 2E adds the new version to your session list and creates a model object description for the new version. The Copy
name assigned to the new version will be the Copy name currently being used for the group to which the new version
belongs.
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You can view the model object description for a non-current version using selection option 8 on the Edit Model Object
List panel when editing your session list or any named model object list containing the version. By default only current
versions are displayed when you edit the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ). To display non-current versions, press F17 and set
the Current objects only option on the Subset Model Objects panel to *YES.

Making a Version Current
The current version in a version group is the one used by other model objects in the model. The current version has the
following characteristics:

• Only one version can be current at a time
• Only the current member of a group appears on CA 2E editing panels
• You can select only current versions from selection panels
• You can only reference a current version, for example, in an action diagram construct

A version group need not have a current version. In that case, the only impact is that the function or message will not be
visible on CA 2E editing panels. Since a non-current version can appear as an entry of a model object list, you can still
view, edit, and work with the versions in the group.

When you make a version current, CA 2E:

• Identifies the model objects that directly use (see) the existing current object. These are the level 001 using objects
discussed in the Impact Analysis section.

• Changes all references for the identified using objects to see the new current version.
• Exchanges the implementation names of the existing current version and the new current version. This is the message

identifier for a message (MSG) and the source member name for an external function (FUN).
• Optionally exchanges the model object names of the existing and new current versions.

This process is also referred to as redirection because it redirects all model objects that see the existing current version to
see the new current version.

Example
Suppose Internal Function A2, a version of Internal Function A, has been edited and tested and you want to make it
current. This diagram shows the other objects in the model that see Internal Function A. Note that no model objects see
Internal Function A2.
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When you make Internal Function A2 current, all model objects that had referred to Internal Function A are changed to
use Internal Function A2. This is shown in the following diagram. Note that other model objects no longer see Internal
Function A.
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If you find errors in Internal Function A2 you can make Internal Function A current again using the same process.

To make a version current:

From the Work with Versions panel enter 26 for the version you want to make current or execute the Redirect Model
Object (YRDRMDLOBJ) command from the command line. The following panel displays:
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1. Indicate how CA 2E is to handle the object names of the two versions. By default,CA 2E exchanges the name of the
original current version and the name of the new current version.
Be sure to document the exchange of model object names since this could be confusing to others. Also, note that
model object list entries that see these versions are not automatically updated to reflect the exchange of names. You
can refresh the affected model object lists by pressing F15 from the Edit Model Object List panel to invoke the Check
Model Object List (YCHKMDLLST) command.
You can change the default if you set the Transfer object name option to *NO.

2. Indicate whether redirection is to be considered a significant change to the model. By default, considers redirection
to be a public change. If you set the Change type option to *PUBLIC or *PRIVATE, updates component change
processing data in the All Objects list for the new current version. If you specify *NONE, component change
processing is not performed.

For more information:

• On Change type, see the Model Object Audit Information section in this article.
• On component change processing, see the Impact Analysis section in this article.

Cautions
When you make a version current, all objects that use the previously-current version are affected. Use this feature with
care to prevent unexpected results. The following are some points to consider:

• You can determine the impact of making a new version current in advance using CA 2E's impact analysis tools to
view the level 001 usages for the existing current version. For example, use selection option 95 on the Display Model
Usages panel to simulate a public change.

• If some of the using objects require the original functionality (in other words, if they need to continue using the existing
current version), you cannot introduce your changes by making the new version current. Instead:
a. Copy the new version to create a new model object, not a version.
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b. Edit the action diagrams of the using objects that require the new functionality to see the new copy.
• To implement and test an internal function or message it must be used by an external function. In other words, it must

be made current. Before you make it current, be sure to advise other developers so that your changes to the internal
object are not inadvertently incorporated into a change to an application program.

Non-current Versions
The versions within a version group that are not current:

• Can be included as entries on a model object list.
• Can be edited like any other model object.
• Are subject to the same locking restrictions as other model objects.
• Can be documented, copied and deleted.
• Have unique implementation names and can be generated and called (external functions only).

For more information on calling non-current versions of external functions, see the Testing an External Function section in
this article.

Other Uses for Redirection
In addition to redirecting usages within a version group to make a version current, you can use the Redirect Model Objects
(YRDRMDLOBJ) command in the following ways:

• Redirect the usages of functions and messages that are not versions if they are both of the same type. For example,
you can redirect usages from a DSPFIL function to an EDTFIL function, but you cannot redirect from a function (FUN)
to a message (MSG).

• Redirect usages to a version in another version group. In this case, both versions must be the current version in its
own version group.
The "from" object remains current after the transfer and the implementation name is not transferred. This ensures that
there is a current member in the "from" group.

For more information on the Redirect Model Objects (YRDRMDLOBJ) command, see the  Command Reference section.

Using Versions
Following is the basic process for using a version of a function or message.

1. Create a version.
2. Edit the version.
3. For an external function, generate the source and create the program object.
4. Test the version. See the sections following this list for more information.
5. When you are satisfied with your changes, make the version current.
6. If errors occur, make the previous version current again.

Testing an External Function
To test a non-current generatable version, first generate the source and create the program object. Since the version is
not current, the program object will not have the correct name and cannot be called by other program objects. To test the
program object, use one of the following methods:

• Use the Call a Program (Y2CALL) command. This command determines the parameters required by an external
function directly from details contained in the model. You can provide values for all input-capable fields and you can
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reuse these values for subsequent calls. This command is especially useful when the parameter interface is complex
or if it has changed. You can also retrieve and display output parameters when the called program terminates.
You can also invoke the Y2CALL command using option 16 on the Edit Model Object List, the Display Model Usages,
and Display Model References panels.

• If the program interface is the same as for the current version, you can rename the program object in a separate test
library, add the test library to your library list, and test the new functionality.

Testing Messages and Internal Functions
To implement and test an internal function or message, it must be used by an external function. However, only current
versions are used by other model objects. Making a version current before testing it can cause unexpected results. To test
an internal function or message, follow these steps:

1. Make a copy of the version using the Copy option on the Edit Model Object List panel. This creates a separate function
(FUN) or message (MSG).

2. Use CA 2E's impact analysis tools to identify the external functions that use the existing current version of the internal
model object.

3. Create a version of one (or more) of the using external functions.
4. Change the action diagram of the version of the using external functions to see the new copy of the internal model

object.
5. Test the changes using the Call a Program (Y2CALL) command to execute the version of the using external function.

You can also invoke the Y2CALL command using option 16 on the Edit Model Object List, the Display Model Usages,
and Display Model References panels.

6. When you are satisfied with your changes, make the version of the internal function or message current. Also, delete
the copy of the internal function or message and the version of the external function.

Comparing Versions
Use the Compare Model Objects (YCMPMDLOBJ) command to compare two versions; for example, to identify changes
in one version in order to retrofit them to another version. You can use this command to compare functions, messages, or
files (FIL). You can invoke this command from a command line or by using selection option 34 on the Edit Model Object
List panel.

Deleting Versions
You can delete versions using option 4 on the Work with Versions panel or the Delete Model Version (YDLTMDLVSN)
command. A version is a separate model object and you can delete it as you would any other model object; in other
words, if it is not used by other model objects. As a result, you can always delete a non-current version since by definition
it is not used by other model objects.

NOTE
If you try to delete a current version that is not used by other model objects, CA 2E makes the version non-
current. Then, repeat the delete operation to delete the now non-current version.

Generation and Implementation An Introduction
This article gives you an overall understanding of how the CA 2E generation and compilation process works and what you
need to do to set up your application for end users.

NOTE
 The information in this article is for RPG- and COBOL-generated applications.
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Contents

What Happens During Generation and Compilation?

The CA 2E generators allow you to generate CA 2E designs in the HLL you select: COBOL, RPG, or both.

You can generate source for a CA 2E access path or function interactively or in batch (see the Performance
Considerations section in this article). The CA 2E generators:

• Produce source from the design that you defined in your CA 2E design model.
• Maintain linkages between files, fields, functions, panels, and reports.
• Preserve the integrity of CA 2E database objects.

The type of source generated depends on the object type for which you issue a request for generation. The object types
include:

• Access path -- Produces DDS or SQL for the access path
• Function -- Produces:

– HLL program source for external functions, which can include embedded SQL data manipulation language (DML)
statements.

– Device file DDS for device functions.
– Help text for interactive functions (TM or UIM).

• Field reference file -- If used, produces DDS for the field reference file

When you submit a request for generation/compilation, the CA 2E generator automatically does the following:

• The member names to be generated are placed in a job list.CA 2E maintains the list during generation and
compilation. You can review the list for the status of each item throughout the process, as well as edit the list.

• Source is produced and placed in the appropriate source file in the generation library, according to the object type and
HLL that you have chosen. You can name these source files on the Edit Generation Types panel.
You can override the library for source generation on the Submit Model Create (YSBMMDLCRT) command or by
changing the model profile of the user submitting the request.

• The generated source is compiled from the source file according to the object type or HLL that you have chosen.

The following diagram summarizes this process:
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Implementation

Once you have generated, compiled, and tested your functions and access paths, you are ready to set up your application
and move it into production. Implementation is the process of setting up your application for end users. Your tasks might
include the following:
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• Using CA 2E Toolkit menu facilities, create menus for end-user access to your application.
• To run your application in an environment without the CA 2E product libraries, duplicate necessary CA 2E shipped

objects into the library for execution objects. Use the Duplicate Application Objects (YDUPAPPOBJ) command or the
Create Generation Objects(YCRTGENOBJ) command.

• Set up test standards and verify that your application works as designed.
• Using Toolkit move commands (and compile commands, as needed) transfer source files, generated application

objects, and/or data objects from your development library to the execution library.

You can manage many of these operations using  Change Management (CM).

For more information:

• On CA 2E commands, see the  Command Reference section.
• On Toolkit menus and move commands, see the  Toolkit  section.
• On CM, see the Change Management User section.

Performance Considerations

This section offers tips on efficient generation and compilation.

Batch or Interactive Source Generation?

You have the option to generate source interactively or in batch. Generating in batch allows you to generate many
source members together and to have less impact on others using the system. It also permits you to continue to work in
your model on other tasks while the generation job is active. Generating interactively is an intensive process that may
negatively impact other interactive users.

Generate Several Objects at a Time

Because there is some overhead in starting any generation job, it is better to submit several access paths and/or functions
to generate at one time.

Separate Source and Object Libraries

By default, generated source and compiled objects are contained in the library specified by the GENLIB parameter on
the Submit Model Create (YSBMMDLCRT) command. You can use the SRCLIB parameter on this command to specify a
separate source library. The source library specifies the library into which source is to be generated or that contains the
source for a create object request.

If the GENLIB and SRCLIB parameters specify the default value, *MDLPRF, you can also control the specification of the
source and object libraries by changing the model profile of the user submitting the request.

Message ID Generation for National Languages

The model value YPMTGEN determines whether constants on devices are generated as messages. You can use the
Change Model Value (YCHGMDLVAL) command to change the YPMTGEN model value. If you set YPMTGEN to *MSGID,
the generator generates message file descriptions for literal constants. Because generating these descriptions takes time,
you may want to block the process during development by setting YPMTGEN to *OFF.

When you finish the development and system test phases, your application is ready for final testing. Then set YPMTGEN
to *MSGID if you are externalizing the device text constants for National Language Support (NLS). You must then
generate and compile your functions.
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Suppressing Help Text

By suppressing help text generation until after all of your modifications to a function are complete, you save generation
time. To turn off help generation for the model, set the YGENHLP model value to *NO using the YCHGMDLVAL command.
You can also override this model value at the function level using the Generate help function option.

When ready to generate help text for a specific function, you can set the help text function option to Y (*YES) or O
(*ONLY) for that function, then generate/compile.

• *YES -- Generates and compiles help and other function components.
• *ONLY -- Generates and compiles only the UIM help text for the function. Use the *ONLY option only when all

development on the compiled function is complete.

Suppressing Comments in Source Code

The time required to generate a function can be significantly improved if comments are not required for the generated
source code. The YGENCMT model value lets you specify whether or not comments are placed in the resulting generated
source code.

The possible values for the YGENCMT model value are:

• *ALL -- All comments are generated into the source for a function
• *HDR -- Only header comments are generated
• *NO -- No comments are generated
• *STD -- The same as *ALL

Reorganizing Model

By running the Reorganize Model (YRGZMDL) command, you can reduce the amount of storage needed for the model
library by removing old data. Use the RGZOPT(*MDL) option on this command. Running the YRGZMDL command
regularly for a model and job lists, based on how often they change, is a good strategy.

Deleting Compile Listings

All compilations result in listings. You may want to keep a listing if errors occurred. You can delete unwanted spool files
from the output queue. The Toolkit compile pre-processor also provides an option to cancel any spool file listings except
the latest.

NOTE
For more information on using the Toolkit compile pre-processor, see the  Toolkit Section.

Preparing for Generation and Compilation
This article provides guidelines for preparing model and environment settings to verify before generating and compiling,
and how to set up and use your job list.

Contents

Verifying Your Generation Library Setup

CA 2E generates source into source files in the generation library (GENLIB) specified by the YGENLIB model value on the
Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB) command. In general, your GENLIB contains:
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• Source files
• Message files
• Data areas (for example, date format)
• CA 2E-shipped objects (for example, values list display)
• Journal and journal receiver
• The objects you created
• You can create additional generation libraries using the Create Generation Objects (YCRTGENOBJ) command.
• If you change the model value YGENLIB using the YCHGMDLVAL command, you must update the YMPHLBA data

area in the new library. This data area contains the name of the library into which Help text is generated. This value is
usually the name of the Generation library.

• CA 2E also creates an SQL collection in the SQL library (SQLLIB), if specified by the SQLLIB parameter on the
YCRTMDLLIB command.

The SQL library can be created at the same time as the model. If it was not, you can set up an SQL library using the
Create SQL Library (YCRTSQLLIB) command. This command also updates the YSQLLIB model value with the SQL
library name.

Defining Source File Names

For your GENLIB, you can define the names of source files at Edit Generation Types. In the shipped product, the names
default to i OS default names for each source type. The defaults are:

• DDS - QDDSSRC
• RPG - QRPGSRC
• COBOL'74 - QCBLSRC
• COBOL'85 - QLBLSRC
• SQL DDL - QSQLSRC
• CLP - QCLSRC
• Text Management Help text - QTXTSRC
• UIM Help text - QPNLSRC
• For CA 2E Thin Client:

– Application Definition Format (ADF) - YADFSRC
– Screen Definition Format (SDF) - YSDFSRC
– SDF Instruction Format (SIF) - YSIFSRC
– Windows Help (RTF) - YRTFSRC

Changing Other System Parameters and Model Values

This section covers the standard source banner and execution displays.

Other implementation options include switching from DDS to SQL and from standard CUA header/footers to windows and
action bars (CUA Entry to CUA Text Subset).

Changing Text in Standard Source Banner

All CA 2E-generated source contains a standard banner, along with a title line and compiler override line. These lines
include the information needed for the CA 2E Toolkit compile pre-processor to compile objects. The banner consists of:

• Generated by
The version data

• Type
Such as Edit File or Retrieval Index

• Company name
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From the YCMPTXT model value
• System

From the YMDLTXT model value
• User name

The user profile name
• Date

Includes the job date and time
• Copyright

From the YCMPTXT model value

CA 2E retrieves the text for the standard banner in all source types from the messages file Y2MSG. If you want different
text in the banner, you can change the message text for these messages using the i OS Work Message Description
(WRKMSGD) command.

For more information on WRKMSGD, see the Application System/400 Programming: Control Language Reference.

The following table lists the messages used in the standard source banner. These messages are stored in Y2ALCMSG in
the language dependent object (LDO) library, Y2SYVENG.

MSGID Message Text Shipped Values Variable
Y2F8463 'Generated by :&1 Version: &2' CA generator and version

identifier
Y2F8464 'Function type :&1 Version: &2' YCMPTXT
Y2F8465 'Company :&1' YMDLTXT
Y2F8466 'System :&1' Job user
Y2F8467 'User name :&1' Job date/time
Y2F8468 'Date :&1’ Time: &2' YCMPTXT
Y2F8469 'Copyright: &1’

NOTE
You will need to re-apply any changes to the banner after each CA 2E product upgrade.

Execution Displays

CA 2E provides the following model values for changing certain execution data, using the YCHGMDLVAL command:

• YDATFMT -- Date display format. If YDATGEN is MDY, YMD, or DMY, YDATFMT is ignored. If YDATGEN is VRY, CA
2E checks the value of YDATFMT to determine which to use.

• YCMPTXT -- Company text on displays.
• Y2MGFLA -- Message file name.

For more information on YCHGMDLVAL, see the CA 2E Reference section.

NOTE
Always use the YCHGMDLVAL command to change model values, rather than using the i OS Change Data
Area (CHGDTAARA) command. Changing model values involves more than changing data areas.

Changing Message File Names

When creating a model,CA 2E automatically creates a message file to contain the descriptions that implement execution
message functions. The message file resides in your GENLIB as specified by the YGENLIB model value. You can change
the message file name that was set at model creation by the MSGVNM parameter on the YCRTMDLLIB command. To
change the default message file name, use the YMSGVNM model value with the YCHGMDLVAL command.
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Reviewing and Changing Compiler Overrides

You may want to change program and device file properties by specifying compiler overrides.CA 2E stores the values
you specify in the source as Z* comments.CA 2E automatically applies the overrides during compilation, using the Toolkit
compile pre-processor.

For example, the SEU source listing for an Edit Customer program might include these lines:

10   H/TITLE Edit Customer Edit file
20   H         Y
30   Z* CRTRPGPGM
40   Z* USRPRF(*OWNER)
50
60   H* SYNOPSIS:
70   H* -Maintain database file using subfile display
*
160  H* Company     : Your Company
170  H* System      : Your System
180  H* User name   : YOU
190  H* Date        : 07/16/15      Time : 14:39:17
200  H* Copyright   : Your Copyright

The Toolkit compile pre-processor offers many options, such as invoking CL commands and storing compiler directives in
source.

For more information on the pre-processor, see the Toolkit Concepts Section.

For Functions

The compiler overrides you select depend on the object type but might include:

• Printer device files
Using the i OS Create Print File (CRTPRTF) command to specify form characteristics and spool file scheduling, such
as OUTQ(MYOUTQ)

• Display device files
Using the i OS Create Display File (CRTDSPF) command, parameter WAITRCD (workstation timeout)

• RPG programs
Using the i OS Create RPG/400 Program (CRTRPGPGM) command, with parameter USRPRF set to *OWNER to
adopt authority

• COBOL programs
Using the i OS Create COBOL Program (CRTCBLPGM) command, with parameter USRPRF set to *OWNER to adopt
authority

For Access Paths

Some overrides you can specify for access paths are:

• Physical files, using the i OS Create Physical File (CRTPF) command with such parameters as:
– MAXMBRS

Maximum number of members the physical file can hold
– SIZE

Initial number of records in each member of the file
• Logical files, using the i OS Create Logical File (CRTLF) command with such parameters as:
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– MAXMBRS
Maximum number of members the logical file can hold

– DTAMBRS
The physical files and members containing data associated with the logical file

NOTE
Do not override values that are already specified by access path details, such as MAINT and TEXT. You can
review these values on the Access Path Details panel.

For more information on IBM i commands, see IBM’s Application System/400 Programming: Control Language Reference.

Viewing and Changing Shipped Source

CA 2E shipped source files, stored in files in the Y2SYSRC library, include user-modifiable programs and execution
support programs that you can tailor to your needs. You can replace any of these shipped programs with your own.

WARNING
Make sure you copy the source before changing it.

User-modifiable Shipped Programs

A set of shipped CL programs controls name allocation. Each program names an object type. For example, the program
YALCPHYR1C names physical files.

NOTE
You can change the allocation character that each object type uses from the Edit Generation Types panel.

Execution Support Programs

The following table shows the shipped programs that support execution time processing:

File Program Description Details
QRPGSRC Y2VLLSR Values list display

Y2VLLWR Values list display for windows
YVLSPX + VLLSR. The DDS
for the display is shipped
in QDDSSRC in member
Y2VLLSR#. The messages
describing the display details
are in the message file
Y2USRPMT.

QRPGSRC Y2PSSRR RPG error handling (*PSSR) See the Error Routine and
Features in RPG not in COBOL
sections in this article.

QRPGSRC Y2CLMSG CLRMSG Clear messages from a program
message queue.

QRPGSRC Y2SNMGC SNDxxxMSG Error, status, information, and
completion messages.

QCLSRC Y2EXMCC EXCMSG Execute a message.
QRPGSRC Y2RVMGC RTVMSG Retrieve a message.
QCLSRC Y2BGCMC Commitment control If not already active, start

commitment control.
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NOTE
The message handling routines are shipped as RPG programs using i OS Message Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs). These replace the original CLP routines. The names have been left with a C extension for
compatibility with old applications.

More Information

• Managing Your Work Environment
• Using Job Lists
• HLL Implementation Considerations

Managing Your Work Environment
This section covers settings for your work environment. Based on IBM i facilities, the information here is tailored for users.

Contents

CA 2E is designed to make use of some of the IBM i subsystem facilities. For successful generation and implementation,
an understanding of these IBM i facilities is important. The following information will give you an understanding of how to
create and change the subsystem description for use with CA 2E.

NOTE
All jobs on the IBM i run in a subsystem. You may want to define a subsystem to run similar kinds of jobs, such
as interactive or batch.

For more information on IBM i subsystem facilities, see IBM's Application System/400 Programming: Work Management
Guide.

You can display the subsystem definition with either the i OS Display Subsystem Description (DSPSBSD) or Work with
Subsystem Description (WRKSBSD) commands.When you run the DSPSBSD command, the following panel displays:
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To focus on the job queue and routing entry descriptions, let us use, as an example, the QBATCH subsystem for batch
jobs. YSBMMDLCRT uses QBATCH by default. You can change this default and create a different subsystem of CA 2E-
related activity.

Job Queue Entries

The Job queue entries on the Display Subsystem Description panel displays every job queue that QBATCH uses. When
you select option 6, the Display Job Queue Entries panel displays:

Take note of these two fields:

• Seq Nbr (sequence number) -- Defines the order in which QBATCH selects the job queues that can start jobs.
• Max Active (maximum active) -- Defines how many jobs from the corresponding Job Queue you can run at the same

time. Ensure that this value is 1 for the job queue (JOBQ) you specify in each model's job description (JOBD).

Routing Entries

The Routing entries, on the Display Subsystem Description panel defines how CA 2E is to start a job in QBATCH. When
you select option 7, the Display Routing Entries panel displays:
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CA 2E compares the routing data from the job description to each Compare Value in the list as follows:

• If there is a match,CA 2E calls the associated program.
• If there is not a match,CA 2E uses the last routing entry with the value *ANY. In this example, the job has a routing

entry of YCRTOVR, which matches sequence number 4444 and calls the program YBRTPRC.

Initially, the generation job, YGENSRC, uses the Class assigned to the routing entry of YCRTOVR. The program
YBRTPRC is associated with the routing entry of YCRTOVR; program YBRTPRC is the pre-processor for YGENSRC.
The last step in pre-processing assigns new routing data and issues the i OS Reroute Job (RRTJOB) command. This
command reroutes the job, depending on the YCRTENV model value setting. If model value YCRTENV is set to QCMD
(IBM i mode), routing data is set to QCMDB.

The subsystem compares the new routing data with the Compare Values in the routing entries list.

• If a match is made on QCMD38, job control passes to the QCL program.
• If a match is made on QCMDB or *ANY, job control passes to the QCMD program.

If you want to change the run priority of YGENSRC, modify the Class associated with each of the following routing entries.

• Compare Value YCRTOVR
• Compare Value QCMD and/or QCMD38, depending on your model creation environment (YCRTENV)

To determine the Class, look at the details for the routing entry associated with YCRTOVR. On the Display Routing Entries
panel, enter 5 beside the routing entry. This Display Routing Entry Detail panel displays (for this example, the Class is
QBATCH).
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Let us return to the Display Routing Entries and enter 5 beside the routing entry associated with *ANY. The Display
Routing Entry Detail panel displays, with Class QBATCH.
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The run priority defines the job priority (1 through 99). A value of 1 for the run priority gives a job the highest priority in
competing for machine resource with other jobs.

To display the Run priority of each program, you can invoke the Display Class Information panel from an i OS command
line by entering:

DSPCLS Class

where Class is the value shown on the Display Routing Entry Detail panel for that routing entry.

Verifying Your Work Environment Setup

To successfully generate and compile your application, verify how your work environment is set up.

Two types of subsystem configuration are possible on the IBM i: QBASE and QCTL. QCTL is recommended for the
controlling subsystem.

Before you can verify the settings in your work environment, identify:

• The value of your controlling subsystem; from an i OS command line, type DSPSYSVAL QCTLSBSD and press Enter.
• The model job queue from the model job description. Enter DSPJOBD QBATCH (or your job description name), and

record the job queue attached to this JOBD.

The steps below cover both configurations:

• If your controlling subsystem is QBASE and the job queue name in your model job description is QBATCH, follow all
the steps.

• If your controlling subsystem is QCTL, or if you are using a job queue other than QBATCH, begin with step 7.
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NOTE
To perform the following steps, sign on as QSECOFR or as a user profile that belongs to the same group profile
as QSECOFR.

To manage your work environment:

Steps 1-6 apply only to QBASE subsystem or non-QBATCH job description.

1. Verify that the job queue entry QGPL/QBATCH exists:
a. On the command line, type WRKSBSD QBATCH. Press Enter.
b. To display the subsystem description, enter 5 at the Work with Subsystem Description panel.
c. Verify that QBATCH exists in QGPL at the Display Job Queue Entries panel.

2. If needed, create job queue entry QBATCH2, in library QGPL, for subsystem QBATCH. At a command line, type the
following command string and press Enter.

CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(QBATCH) FROMLIB(QGPL) +

OBJTYPE(*JOBQ) NEWOBJ(QBATCH2)

NOTE
QBASE has a job queue named QBATCH. If your job queue is also named QBATCH (the default), the
submitted job will go to the QBATCH job queue in QBASE.

3. Stop subsystem QBATCH. Type the following command string and press Enter:

ENDSBS QBATCH

4. Add job queue entry QBATCH2 to subsystem QBATCH. Type the following command string and press Enter:

ADDJOBQE SBSD(QBATCH) +

 JOBQ(QGPL/QBATCH2)

5. Restart subsystem QBATCH. Type the following command string and press Enter:

STRSBS QBATCH

Now that you have reviewed and changed your subsystem, complete steps 6-9 to make sure it works correctly in CA
2E.

6. In every model, change the job description to use the job queue name QBATCH2. For each model, type the following
command string and press Enter:

CHGJOBD JOBD(model-library-name/QBATCH+

or your-job-description-name) +

JOBQ(QGPL/QBATCH2)
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NOTE
You should check any job descriptions explicitly referenced in the model profiles for the model. You can edit
the model profile for a user using the Change Model Profile (YCHGMDLPRF) command or by pressing F18
from the Edit Model Object List panel.

For more information on compiling right after generation, see the Sending Generations and Compilations to Separate
Queues section in this article.

7. In every model, do the following:
a. Verify that the job description library list is correct for the model. Type one of the following command strings, as

appropriate, and press Enter to access the Display Job Description panel:

DSPJOBD JOBD(QGPL/QBATCH)

DSPJOBD JOBD(model-library-name +

8. You should check the library list for the model using the Edit Library List (YEDTLIBLST) command. You can determine
the model's library list using one of the following:

9. The Display Model Value (YDSPMDLVAL) command to display the YLIBLST model value.
10. The Library list options on the Designer (*DSNR) Menu. Enter:

YGO DSNR *Y2

to display this menu.
Suggested list:

11. QTEMP (must be at top of library list)
12. Generation library
13. Library for SQL collection (optional)
14. Model library
15. QGPL
16. National Language Support libraries (Y1SYVxxx and Y2SYVxxx) (optional)
17. CA 2E product (Y2SY)
18. Toolkit product (Y1SY)

a. Verify that the routing data value in the model job description is YCRTOVR. To verify the value, locate it on the
Display Job Description panel. If needed, you can enter the following command string to change the routing data
value:

 CHGJOBD +

JOBD(model-library-name/QBATCH) +
 RTGDTA('YCRTOVR') You should check any job descriptions explicitly referenced in the model profiles for the model.

NOTE
YCRTOVR must be in capital letters.

19. Verify that the routing entries are correct in the subsystem to which you will submit the CA 2E jobs. The subsystem
must contain a routing entry with a value of YCRTOVR to match the routing entry in the job description the model
uses. Perform the following to verify routing entries:
a. Type WRKSBSD QBATCH (or your subsystem name) and press Enter to access the Work with Subsystem

Descriptions panel.
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b. To display the subsystem description, at Work with Subsystem Descriptions type 5 and press Enter. The Display
Subsystem Description panel displays.

c. To display routing entries, at the Display Subsystem Description panel select option 7. Your subsystem should
contain the following routing entries.

Sequence Number Program Library Compare Value Start Position
1111 YBRTPRC Y1SY 'YCRTOVR' 1
9999 QCMD QSYS *ANY  

1. If needed, change or add routing entries using either the i OS command, Change Routing Entry (CHGRTGE) or Add
Routing Entry (ADDRTGE), as appropriate. Be sure to terminate the subsystem before adding a routing entry.

Moving Toolkit Data Objects from Y1SY

Some of the Toolkit commands use database files or data areas to store user data, such as library lists, user profile
extension attributes, and design defaults. Unless you specified a separate data object library when you installed the
product, these data objects reside in library Y1SY. You can select to put them in another library.

To move data objects from the existing Toolkit library Y1SY to another library, type the following command string:

YMOVY1DTA FROMLIB(YSY) TOLIB(NEWLIB)

Sending Generations and Compilations to Separate Queues

If you set up jobs so that generations and compilations go to the same queue, all generations must complete before any
compilation can begin. If you want a job to compile immediately after it generates, you can send compilations to a different
queue than generations. The queue must contain the Toolkit compile pre-processor.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the job description in your model into your generation library.
2. Change the job queue of the job description in the generation library to the one you want to use for compilation.
3. When you execute the YSBMMDLCRT command, change CRTJOBD to the job description that you set up for

compilation.

NOTE
You can execute the YSBMMDLCRT command from an IBM i command line, by selecting option one on
the Display Services Menu, or by pressing F19 from the Edit Model Object List panel to display the Job List
Commands Menu.

Understanding Job Lists

When you request generation, CA 2E places the names of members to be generated on a job list. The same job list
controls generation and compilation. You can review this job list during generation to monitor the process and edit the job
list. CA 2E assigns a status to each member on the list. If errors occur, CA 2E flags the specific members in error. Once
source is generated for the members, CA 2E automatically submits a request to compile the generated source. A sample
of this process follows the brief descriptions below.

Upon receiving your generation request, CA 2E places the members on a job list with a stage flag. The stage flag
indicates the next processing step to be performed on the members. This initial flag is based on whether your request is
batch or interactive.
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• GEN -- Batch source generation and creation is requested. When batch source generation is completed, the GEN flag
changes to CRT.

• CRT -- Interactive source generation is completed and batch creation is requested.

The processing sequence for batch or interactive mode depends on the value of parameter SBMCRTOPT on the
YSBMMDLCRT command.

• *GENOK -- Default. Submits generated source for compilation only after the source is successfully generated.
• *IMMED -- Submits source members for compilation with the job that generates source.

After you submit a request, you initiate processing by executing the YSBMMDLCRT command. Once source has been
successfully generated,CA 2E changes the stage flag to CRT and submits the source for compilation.

NOTE
Submission of your request may be deferred until the source generation for related members is complete. If so,
a member temporarily may be displayed as CRT *GENSRC.

CA 2E removes from the pending list the members that successfully generate and compile. If members fail to compile, an
error message is displayed. You can access source for the members and the compile listings from the job list to identify
the problems.

CA 2E assigns each member in the job list one of the following statuses which changes throughout generation:

• *SBM -- Indicates a job has been submitted to control batch generation and/or submission of compilation.
• *GENSRC -- Shows that source generation for a member is in progress.
• *JOBQ -- Shows that generated source for a member has successfully been submitted for compilation;CA 2E deletes

existing versions of i OS objects in the generation library.
• *ACTIVE -- Indicates that the member is being compiled.
• *ERROR -- Flags an error at any time during generation and compilation.

NOTE
If you specify CRTJOBD(*NONE) on the YSBMMDLCRT command to indicate that compilation is not required,
the process stops after generation.

Sample Job List Series

When you request batch generation, the stage flag (Act) is set to GEN.

After submission,CA 2E assigns a status to each job on the job list. Immediately after submission, the status is *SBM.

As CA 2E generates source for a job, the job's status is *GENSRC.
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When CA finishes generating the job and submits it for compilation, the activity changes to CRT and the status changes to
*JOBQ.

When compilation is in progress, the status changes to *ACTIVE.

When the job is successfully compiled,CA 2E drops it from the top of the job list.

If an error occurs during generation, the status changes from *GENSRC to *ERROR.

Batch Generation

The following diagram shows the batch generation stages for both *GENOK and *IMMED. Notice that members have a
GEN stage flag during generation, which changes to CRT once generation, is successful.CA 2E automatically submits
members for compilation that have a CRT stage flag.
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Interactive Generation

The following diagram shows the stages for interactive generation for both *GENOK and *IMMED.
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Job Descriptions for Batch Generation and Compilation

A job description describes the environment in which a job runs. Parameter JOBD on the YSBMMDLCRT command
specifies what job description name CA 2E will use when you submit the job to batch. The value *MDLVAL retrieves the
job description name from model value YCRTJBD, usually the QBATCH job description.

Each model has a unique JOBD containing:

• Job queue, which can be any valid IBM i JOBQ
• Routing data, which must be set to YCRTOVR
• Other job attributes, such as the Initial library list and Message logging (Level, Severity, and Text)

You can specify separate job descriptions for generation and compilation, using the JOBD (generation) and CRTJOBD
(compilation) parameters on the YSBMMDLCRT command. Both job descriptions default to the YCRTJBD model value.

For compilation, the initial library list of the job description should contain the name of the generation library, specified by
model value YGENLIB, and any other libraries containing objects required for compilation, such as the HLL compilers.

Use the Toolkit Edit Library List (YEDTLIBLST) command to maintain both the library list of your model and the associated
job description.
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NOTE
Your interactive library list is not used.

Using Job Lists
Contents

This section helps you set up and use the job list for generating and compiling your application.

For more information on CA 2E commands covered in this section, see the CA 2E  Reference section.

Using More Than One Job List

As a good practice, we recommend programmers or designers using a model to have a job list. You can specify a job list
name using the JOBLST parameter on these commands:

• Edit Model (YEDTMDL) command. JOBLST names the list into which CA 2E places requests.
• Submit Model Create (YSBMMDLCRT) command. JOBLST names the list from which CA 2E takes requests.

The value *USER for JOBLST specifies a list with the same name as the user profile of the job invoking the command.

Editing Job Lists

You can edit a job list from the Submit Model Generations & Creates panel. For example, you may want to put a hold on
certain members, then release them later.

Note: You can also edit a member's source from Submit Model Generations & Creates by entering E (STRSEU) by the
member.

You can access the Submit Model Generations & Creates panel in the following ways:

• From the Display Services Menu, select the option Submit model create request (YSBMMDLCRT)
• Execute the YSBMMDLCRT command from an i OS command line, setting the EDIT parameter to *YES
• From the Edit Model Object List panel, press F19 and select the YSBMMDLCRT option from the Job List Commands

Menu

Building Job Lists

Using the Build Job List (YBLDJOBLST) command, you can create a generic list of objects in a model and use the list
to submit regenerations and/or recompilations. You can execute the YBLDJOBLST command from the Display Services
Menu. Select the Job list menu option, and then select the Build Job List for Model option.

You can select a job list by specifying:

• Application area
• Generic name of CA 2E files that have the dependent access paths and/or functions to be included
• Generic name of access paths to be included
• Type(s) of access paths to be included
• Generic name of functions to be included

You can specify whether the activity status of the access path and function entries in the list will be *GEN (require
generation and compilation) or *CRT (require compilation only). The parameters of the YBLDJOBLST command are:

• ACPACT -- Access path activity flag
• FUNACT -- Function activity flag
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Alternatively, you can use the Convert a Model Object List (YCVTMDLLST) command to convert an existing model object
list into a job list. You can execute this command from the Edit Model Object List panel by pressing F19 and selecting the
YCVTMDLLST option from the Job List Commands Menu.

For more information:

• On model objects lists, see the article titled "Managing Model Objects" in this section
• On the YCVTMDLLST command, see the CA 2E  Reference section.

Managing Multiple Job Lists

When you request generation/compilation from within a model,CA 2E adds entries automatically to a default job list.
Specify the job list using the Edit Model (YEDTMDL) command. This is the same command you use to enter the model; it
defaults to *User. If you create multiple job lists, make sure the default job list you are using is the one you want.

Checking Job Lists

Using the Check Job List Entry (YCHKJOBLE) command, you can check the entries in an existing job list to see if source
members and/or objects with the same names already exist in a library. You can use this command to sort your job list and
drop objects that already exist.

You can execute the YCHKJOBLE command in the following ways:

• Display Services Menu. Select the Job List Menu option and then select the Check Job List for Model option.
• Edit Model Object List panel. Press F19 and select the YCHKJOBLE option.

Parameter UPDLST on the YCHKJOBLE command specifies one of the following actions to take if the object or source
does not exist:

• *RMVOK -- Removes the member from the job list if the object and/or source already exists.
• *RMVERR -- Removes the member from the job list if the object and/or source does not exist.

Reorganizing Job Lists

Use the Reorganize Model (YRGZMDL) command with the RGZOPT(*JOBLST) option to remove the accumulated
obsolete job lists data.

HLL Implementation Considerations
When converting from one programming language to another, consider the differences between the languages and the
impact on your user source.

Contents

Features in RPG Not in COBOL

This section covers differences between RPG and COBOL implementation.

Numeric Parameter Passing

In calling a program and passing numeric parameters to that program, RPG programs first move the parameters to
packed variables. RPG programs receive any numeric parameters as packed, and then move them to the associated
fields. This ensures that the interface for numeric parameter passing is always packed numeric.

COBOL programs pass numeric parameters using the same definition as the field. If the definition is signed numeric
(unpacked), COBOL programs pass the parameter in that way. Similarly, COBOL programs receive numeric parameters
according to their definition in the model as packed or signed.
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When a COBOL program calls an RPG program with numeric parameter passing, a parameter mismatch error occurs if
the COBOL program defines one of the parameters as signed numeric (unpacked).

Exception Monitoring on Program Calls

For RPG implementation, you can monitor a CALL statement to detect exceptions, such as when a called program cannot
be found. If an RPG program calls an uncompiled program, an error occurs but processing continues.

For COBOL,CA 2E generates code in the calling function to ensure that the run unit does not terminate.

Closedown Program

For RPG, Closedown Program settings have these results:

• Y -- Causes RPG to generate a Set on Last Record indicator (LR). This indicator closes all files and ensures a full
initialization on the next call.

• N -- Drops the LR indicator and issues a RETRN. The return allows for a faster subsequent call.

For COBOL, Closedown Program settings have these results:

• Y -- Issues explicit CLOSE operations to each file.
• N -- Drops CLOSE operations.

CHGOBJ to Alter Key Values

If you have a model originally implemented in RPG that you want to generate in COBOL, review use of the Change Object
(CHGOBJ) function type, described here, and proceed to the steps for converting from RPG to COBOL in this article.

A CHGOBJ function implemented in RPG can include code to update key values. However, an equivalent COBOL
implementation cannot, since the COBOL REWRITE statement does not allow key value changes.

If you need to change the value of one or more keys using a COBOL program, do not use a CHGOBJ function. Instead,
when you define the function that specifies the COBOL function, use separate Delete Object (DLTOBJ) and Create Object
(CRTOBJ) functions.

If necessary, you can use an Execute Internal Function (EXTINTFUN) function to provide a dummy CHGOBJ function.

For example, a function that changes the value of a key field in the database has different implementations:

• For RPG implementation, the program could consist of an RTVOBJ function that calls a simple CHGOBJ for each
record read.

• For COBOL implementation, the program must consist of separate DLTOBJ and CRTOBJ functions.

For more information on how to change key values using a COBOL program, see Building Applications.
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Error Routine

For RPG implementation, if you request an error routine, CA 2E generates a *PSSR routine.CA 2E generates any
database files in the resulting program, treating each file as user-controlled and specifying a *PSSR routine. The
initialization routine includes explicit file opens.

COBOL has no *PSSR routine.

Header Specification

The CA 2E generator obtains an RPG header specification from the model value YRPGHDR.CA 2E uses this header to
generate source for RPG programs.

Converting a Model from One HLL to Another

This section gives you some general guidelines for changing HLLs and addresses RPG to COBOL conversions.

User Source Considerations

In changing from one HLL to another, ensure that your user source is in the same HLL as the function that calls it and that
the naming convention you use is compatible between HLLs.

NOTE
If you ever plan on changing the HLL, specify *RPGCBL for model value YHLLVNM.

User Source in Same HLL as Calling Function

An Execute User Source (EXCUSRSRC) function must be the same HLL source type as the function that calls it. For
example, the EXCUSRSRC included in a COBOL function must also be COBOL. If you are converting an RPG application
to COBOL, you must convert the EXCUSRSRC functions to COBOL.

Note: If the EXCUSRSRC you are converting accesses a data area, be aware that COBOL has no equivalent to the IN
and OUT statements in RPG, since COBOL does not support direct access to data areas.

Compatible Names Between HLLs

If you change from one HLL to another, verify that the naming convention you use is compatible for both HLLs. There is
not necessarily a one-to-one correspondence between HLLs. For example, COBOL does not accept special characters,
and RPG does.

For more information on naming, see the  Administrating section.

Converting from RPG to COBOL

Follow these steps:

1. If you plan to create more files, fields, or functions, use the YCHGMDLVAL command to change the following model
values.
– Generation Type for new functions, using the command string:

YCHGMDLVALMDLVAL(YHLLGEN) +VALUE(*CBL)

YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YHLLVNM) +

VALUE(*RPGCBL)
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– HLL(s) naming convention for new names, using command string:

NOTE
If you think you might ever create objects in both RPG and COBOL, set the model value YHLLVNM to
*RPGCBL. If your model was initially created with the naming convention set to *RPGCBL, skip steps 2, 3,
and 4.

2. Replace the generation type data in your model library with the COBOL generation types. To replace the data, enter:

CPYF +

FROMFILE(2E-NL-library/YGENTYPPDP) +

TOFILE(your-model/YGENTYPRFP) +

FROMMBR(CBL) TOMBR(*FIRST) +

MBROPT(*REPLACE)

To find out the National Language library (2E-NL-library) name, enter:

DSPDTAARA +

DTAARA(2E-product-library/YLNGxxxSYA)

3. Replace the device format data in your model with COBOL formats. To replace the data, enter:

CPYF +

FROMFILE(2E-NL-library/YDEVFMTPDP) +

TOFILE(your-model/YDEVFMTRFP) +

FROMMBR(CBL) TOMBR(*FIRST) +

MBROPT(*REPLACE)

4. For existing functions and files, run the Convert Model Names (YCVTMDLVNM) command before regenerating them
in COBOL. This command changes existing names to valid COBOL names and creates a report of old names and
corresponding new names. To rename function and file names, enter:

YCVTMDLVNM MDLLIB(your-model-library)

5. Add the COBOL library, Y2SYCBL, to your model and model job description library lists. Be sure to exit and save the
changes and update the batch job description. To add the library, enter:

YEDTLIBLST LIBLST(your-model-library/*JOB)

6. Delete previously submitted items from the job list for Submit Create Requests from Model (YSBMMDLCRT). You
cannot change the source type of a function already on the list.
For more information on deleting items from job lists, see the Using Job Lists section in this article.
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7. Change the source type of existing functions to CBL. Enter the model and change the source type. Use either of the
following methods to display the Edit Function Details panel:
– Go to the Display Services Menu and select the Display all functions option. Zoom into each named object on the

list.
– On the Edit Model Object List panel specify option 2 for each function on the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ).
Note: The model value YHLLCBL determines whether you generate COBOL/74 or COBOL/85.

8. Generate and compile as follows:
– If the access path format names begin with @, the RPG default, generate and compile all access paths as well as

functions. This changes the RPG @ prefix to a COBOL prefix.
– If you have created a set of access paths with COBOL compatible names, generate and compile only the functions.

For more information:

• On implementation names, see the Administrating section.
• On CA 2E commands, see the Command Reference section.
• On recompiling physical files, see the article titled Generating and Compiling Your Application
• On editing the All Objects list, see the article titled Managing Model Objects

Converting from COBOL to RPG

Follow these steps:

1. If you plan to create files, fields, or functions, use the YCHGMDLVAL command to change the following model values:
– Generation Type for new functions, using the command string:

YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YHLLGEN) +VALUE(*RPG)

YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YHLLVNM) +

VALUE(*RPGCBL)

– HLL(s) naming convention for new names, using the command string:

NOTE
If you think you might ever create objects in both RPG and COBOL, set model value YHLLVNM to
*RPGCBL.

2. Delete previously submitted items from the job list for Submit Create Requests from Model (YSBMMDLCRT). You
cannot change the source type of a function already on the list.

3. Enter the model and change the source type of existing functions to RPG.
a. Go to the Display Services Menu and select the option Display all functions.
b. Zoom into each named object on the list.

4. Generate and compile the functions.

For more information:

• On deleting items from job lists, see the Using Job Lists section in this article.
• On implementation names, see the Administrating section.
• On CA 2E commands, see the Command Reference section.

Generating and Compiling Your Application
You must generate and compile the source members for your access paths and functions before you can test your
application programs. This article covers generating the source for the DDS database files or SQL tables and views, RPG
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or COBOL programs, DDS display files or printer files, and Help text. It explains how to compile the generated source into
objects that will implement the access paths and functions for your application programs. This article also covers common
errors and regeneration/recompilation.

Contents

Requesting Source Generation

You can request batch or interactive source generation for access paths and functions.CA 2E automatically keeps a job
list of the members to be generated and compiled in batch or to be generated interactively and not yet compiled.

NOTE
If you want to generate and compile in another HLL, change the function's attribute before you generate the
function.

Working from the Display Services Menu

The steps below give you one way to generate specific source members, starting from the Display Services Menu:

1. From the Display Services Menu, display all access paths or functions:
– Select the option Display all access paths.

The Display All Access Paths panel displays.
– Select the option Display functions.

The Display All Functions panel displays.
Note: For functions, ignore items with **N/A under the GEN name column. They are internal functions and will not
generate. You can filter these items out of your display by typing *EXT in the Type column, so that only external
functions will display.

2. Request generation:
– For batch, type J beside each item you want to generate, then press Enter.
– For interactive, type G beside each item you want to generate, then press Enter.

3. Exit to the Display Services Menu. Press F3 (Exit).
4. Submit generations and compilations of all the source members you selected. On the Display Services Menu, you can

do this in two ways:
– Select the Submit model create request (YSBMMDLCRT) option. Press Enter to display the source members you

selected or press F4 to change parameter defaults before displaying the list.
– Select the Job list menu option to display the Job List Commands Menu. Select the YSBMMDLCRT option.
A job list of the source members you have requested for generation and compilation appears on the Submit Model
Generations & Creates panel.
Review the list before confirming, make any changes desired, and press Enter. If the list contains items you do not
want, you can drop (D) or hold (H) them. The following panel shows a sample list:
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To drop or hold items:
– If you hold any part of a function, such as a program, a device, or help, you must hold all the parts.
– If you drop any part of a function, also drop the function itself. Generation will fail for a function that uses a device if

you do not generate the function and device together.
After you press Enter on the Submit Model Generations & Creates panel, the panel re-displays with the confirm prompt
set to Y for confirmation.

5. Confirm the list. Press Enter.
CA 2E submits the generation/compilation jobs. Messages display at the bottom of the panel to let you know what
work is under way, such as:
– "Job YGENSRC being prepared." YGENSRC is the generation job.
– "Existing objects are being deleted."
– "Joblist successfully processed."

6. You can review the list or exit the panel for the status of members as follows:
– Refresh for the most current status by pressing F5.
– If you want to exit, press F3. This takes you to the Display Services Menu.
– To go to the i OS Work with Submitted Jobs (WRKSBMJOB) panel from the Display Services Menu, press F8.

WARNING
CA 2E orders generation of physical files, logical files, and functions automatically. If you disturb the order by
moving dependent items among queues or deleting entries, the job may fail. The logical files must be built over
physical files. Therefore, the physical files must be created first.

Each member on the job list initially has a *SBM (submitted) status. As CA 2E generates a member, the status changes to
*GENSRC (source member being generated), *ACTIVE, or *JOBQ (source submitted for compilation). A source member
no longer appears on the list when its compilation is completed unless the compilation fails and the status changes to
*ERROR. For errors, you must resubmit both the display file and RPG or COBOL members.
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Using YBLDJOBLST to Submit Jobs

Another way to submit functions and access paths for generation/compilation is to use the Build Job List (YBLDJOBLST)
command before running the YSBMMDLCRT command.

For more information on the YBLDJOBLST command, refer to the CA 2E Reference section.

Converting Condition Values

Run the Convert Condition Values (YCVTCNDVAL) command to update the condition values list file. This command
moves the values you defined against status fields from the model library to the generation library.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the option Convert model data menu from the Display Services Menu.
2. Select the option Convert condition values to database file from the resulting menu

Note: The condition values file should not be in use when running the YCVTCNDVAL command.

For more information:

• On steps for converting condition values, refer to the Enabling Execution Environments section in this article.
• On converting condition values for multi-language support, refer to the Changing a Model Language section in the

"National Language Support" article in this section.

Generating Your Field Reference File

CA 2E provides the option of using a field reference file, applicable only to DDS, when generating source for an access
path and a display file. Because the internal files in CA 2E act as a field reference file, there is not really any need for this
external field reference file for CA 2E-generated applications. However, it can be useful when a non-CA 2E application
uses CA 2E-defined fields.

If the model uses a field reference file, the DDS for files are generated to use field referencing from this central definition
of fields rather than specifying full field definitions in the source.

Before you can generate a field reference file:

• Verify that model value YFRFVNM specifies a name. You must have a field reference file specified for your model.
If model value YFRFVNM is *NONE, you cannot generate this file. You can change this setting from *NONE to
generate the field reference file and change it back to *NONE provided you do not generate any other files in the
interim. Changing model value YFRFVNM has no effect on the model. To change the value of YFRFVNM, use the
YCHGMDLVAL command.

• The field reference file must be in a library on the library list.

To generate DDS source for a field reference file, from Display Fields, select one the following:

• For batch generation, press F21.
• For interactive generation, press F9.

Note: If you are adding a field reference file to an existing model, you must generate its source before submitting functions
for generation/compilation.

Two other model values are available for generating a field reference file.

• YFRFTXT -- Specifies which file text to use to describe the field reference file.
• YFRFPFX -- Specifies which prefix to give fields in the field reference file.
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Enabling Execution Environments

CA 2E provides the option of using a field reference file, applicable only to DDS, when generating source for an access
path and a display file. Because the internal files in CA 2E act as a field reference file, there is not really any need for this
external field reference file for CA 2E-generated applications. However, it can be useful when a non-CA 2E application
uses CA 2E-defined fields.

If the model uses a field reference file, the DDS for files are generated to use field referencing from this central definition
of fields rather than specifying full field definitions in the source.

Before you can generate a field reference file:

• Verify that model value YFRFVNM specifies a name. You must have a field reference file specified for your model.
If model value YFRFVNM is *NONE, you cannot generate this file. You can change this setting from *NONE to
generate the field reference file and change it back to *NONE provided you do not generate any other files in the
interim. Changing model value YFRFVNM has no effect on the model. To change the value of YFRFVNM, use the
YCHGMDLVAL command.

• The field reference file must be in a library on the library list.
To generate DDS source for a field reference file, from Display Fields, select one the following:

• For batch generation, press F21.
• For interactive generation, press F9.

Note: If you are adding a field reference file to an existing model, you must generate its source before submitting
functions for generation/compilation.

Two other model values are available for generating a field reference file.

• YFRFTXT -- Specifies which file text to use to describe the field reference file.
• YFRFPFX -- Specifies which prefix to give fields in the field reference file.

Field Condition Values for Status Fields

Field condition values are values end users can enter in input-capable status fields on a panel. To make condition values
available to users of your application when they request prompting, you must convert them from the model library where
you define them to the generation library where they will be used. The conversion process creates a database file in
the library you specify and, if needed, a display file and display program for showing the values on the file. When users
prompt a status field that has a check condition,CA 2E displays a list of allowed values.

NOTE
You can change the names of the display file, display program, and condition values file using the model value
YVLSPFX.

Converting Field Condition Values

Follow these steps:

1. Make sure the file that contains your condition values, xxVLLSP (where xx is the value list prefix), is not in use.
2. Invoke the YCVTCNDVAL command from the Display Services Menu or enter it on an i OS command line as follows:

 YCVTCNDVAL MDLLIB(model-library) +
 GENLIB(generation-library)
 

NOTE
Be sure to use the appropriate library list containing the generation library into which you want to convert
your condition values; that is, use the appropriate model library list.

3. Press Enter to execute the YCVTCNDVAL command.
CA 2E converts the values to a database file. If you invoked the command from the Display Services Menu, CA 2E
returns to that menu. The following message displays:
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Condition values from model model name converted to library library name.

Converting Condition Values in a Multi-model Environment

There are two ways to convert condition values in a multi-model environment with a common generation library:

• Assign unique prefixes to the condition values list file in each model by using the YCHGMDLVAL command for model
value YVLSPFX. When you convert the conditions,CA 2E creates separate condition files and condition display
programs for each model.

• If you want to create only one condition file and display program in the common generation library, put all conditions
into a common model before conversion. To create a common model, use the Copy Model Object (YCPYMDLOBJ)
command.

Converting Model Messages

You can recreate all the message descriptions from a model in a single step using the Convert Model Messages
(YCVTMDLMSG) command.

There is generally no need to run this command because changes to message functions in the model are automatically
applied to the associated message file in the generation library.

Two reasons you might use this command are:

• To merge the message files for two applications
• To create messages in a separate library

Note: If you want to use the CA 2E shipped default messages, such as *No value selected, in an environment that does
not include the CA 2E product libraries, use the Duplicate Application Objects (YDUPAPPOBJ) command.

CA 2E-shipped default messages reside in the message file, Y2USRMSG. User-generated run time messages reside
in the file specified by the Message File Name (YMSGVNM) model value. The YCVTMDLMSG command creates both
message files automatically if necessary.

Troubleshooting and Verifying Results

CA 2E sends completion messages for successfully generated source. If errors occur, CA 2E:

• Places a comment line in the generated source with E in column 6
• Flags the item on the job list with *ERROR

For compilation errors, you can look at the spooled file.

The following sections cover finding errors for action diagrams, generation, and compilation. You can display a full
explanation of the error using the i OS Display Message Description (DSPMSGD) command. This command looks up the
message description of the message in the message file Y2MSG. For example, you might get the following message:

You would look up message Y2V0124 by typing in the following command string and pressing Enter:
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 DSPMSGD RANGE(Y2V0124) MSGF(Y2MSG)
 

Finding Errors Before Generation

You can find errors in the action diagram that would cause generation errors by using the Action Diagram Services panel.

The action diagram editor finds errors such as:

• Missing parameters
• Invalid context
• Invalid domains
• Undefined conditions
• Undefined actions

NOTE
On the display of errors, you can press F7 to scroll to the next error, and type 3 for the ‘Occurrences to process’
option to scroll to the prior error.

The action diagram editor only finds syntax errors in the current action diagram. It does not find any errors present in
embedded internal functions, unless you zoom into those functions first. The action diagram editor does find errors in
hidden structures within the same action diagram.

To position to a function or message within an action diagram having a specified source member name or message
identifier, respectively, type the implementation name in the ‘Scan for implementation name’ option.

Error analysis capability is also available outside the action diagram as follows:

• The new Check Function Action Diagram (YCHKFUNACT) command processes a list of model objects and produces
a listing of functions that contain errors. For functions containing errors, the Option parameter specifies whether to print
a report (*PRINT) or load the action diagram of the first function containing an error (*EDIT). The action diagram is
positioned at the first block that contains an error.

• Subfile option 38 on the YEDTMDLLST panel scans for errors in the selected function. If any errors are found, the
action diagram is loaded and positioned to the first error.

Finding Errors After Generation

To find errors that occurred during either batch or interactive generation:

1. Access the Source Entry Utility (SEU). On the Submit Model Generation & Creates panel, place E in front of the
program object in error.

2. Enter an 'E* Y2' search string. On the SEU positioner line, type 'E* Y2' and press F16. The editor goes to the line
beginning with E* (message ID) on which the error is located in the compiled source. Press F16 again to continue the
search.

3. Look for the prior user point in error. User points are identified by the USER comment line. You can use F16 (find) and
the string USER to locate the incomplete action diagram statement(s) that caused the error(s).

4. Exit SEU and return to the function's action diagram to make the needed corrections.

Interactive Generation Errors

If you need more information, you can look for interactive generation errors as follows:

1. To look at the generation source file, YGENSRCRFP, in QTEMP, use the Toolkit Work with Database File Data
(YWRKF) command. Enter:
 YWRKF FILE(QTEMP/YGENSRCRFP)
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2. Scroll through the file to display the point in the action diagram where generation stopped.
3. Return to the action diagram to make the needed corrections.

Finding Errors After Compilation

To find compilation errors, display the compiled listing and job log, using one of the following approaches.

From the Display Services Menu

Follow these steps:

1. Press F8 (Display submitted jobs).
2. On the Work with Submitted Jobs panel, type 8 (Spooled files) next to the job, and press Enter. The job will have the

same name as the associated source member.
3. On the Work with Job Spooled Files panel, type 5 (Display) next to both the compile listing and job log. Press Enter.
4. On the job log, scan for errors of severity 30 or above. This may show you what the problem is. If not, go to the

compile listing.
5. On the display of the compile listing, type B (bottom) in the Control field at the top of the screen. Press Enter.
6. Note the message ID for the error message.
7. Use F16 (find) for that ID (without the *) to locate the action diagram statement in error.

Display the Compile Listing

Follow these steps:

1. Access SEU on the Submit Model Generation & Creates panel, place E next to the program object in error. Press
Enter.

2. Select copy/browse mode. Press F15 (Browse options).
3. Display the compile listing. Select Option 2 (Spool file) and press Enter.

The compile listing displays at the bottom of the split panel.
4. Find each error. Enter *ERR on the find line at the bottom of the panel and press F16 (Find/Repeat find).
5. Press Help on the message displayed at the bottom of the SEU display.

You can then revisit the action diagram to correct the error(s).

For more information on using SEU, refer to IBM's Application System/400 Application Development Tools: Source Entry
Utility User's Guide and Reference.

Using Job Logs

For your initial review of the job log, look for:

• What the library list entries are when the problem occurs.
• The error message ID and its text

Resetting Job Log Severity Level

You can set the logging level for interactive and batch jobs as follows:

• For an interactive job, if the logging level is not low enough to isolate the problem, change the level and resubmit
the job. To lower the job log severity level from an i OS command line, execute the i OS Change Job (CHGJOB)
command. Suggested parameters are:
 CHGJOB LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) LOGCLPGM(*YES)
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• For a batch job, you can change the logging level for the job description (JOBD) using the i OS Change Job
Description (CHGJOBD) command. Suggested parameters are:
 CHGJOBD +
 JOBD(library-name/job-description- name) +
 LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) LOGCLPGM(*YES)
 

For more information on the CHGJOB command, refer to IBM's Application/System 400 Programming: Control Language
Reference.

Accessing an Interactive Job Log

If necessary, you can access an interactive job log. From an i OS command line, type one of the following and press
Enter:

 DSPJOBLOG
 SIGNOFF LOG(*LIST)
 

For more information on the DSPJOBLOG command, refer to IBM's Application/System 400 Programming: Control
Language Reference.

Working with the Output Queue

Use the i OS Work with Output Queue (WRKOUTQ) command to access the output queue for the spool files. This queue
is the OUTQ on your JOBD:

1. Type the following and press Enter:
 WRKOUTQ OUTQ(library name/output queue)
 

2. Find the job (name of the program) and use option 5 (Display) to display the spool file.

For more information on the WRKOUTQ command, refer to IBM's Application System/400 Programming: Control
Language Reference.

Debug Aids

The Toolkit provides utilities to streamline debugging. These utilities are a set of commands that allow you to change the
data on a database file directly, set up debug sessions from directives stored in program source, and take synchronized
snapshots of the contents of a list of files. These commands include:

• Work with Database File Data (YWRKF)
• Start Debug and Add Auto Breakpoints (YSTRDBG)
• Copy Files (YCPYF)
• Set Break Program (YSETBRKPGM)
• Display a Program Message Queue (YDSPPGMQ)

The CA 2E documentation utilities are also useful in debugging. You can use them to identify implementation objects
impacted by changes you make as a result of debugging.

NOTE
If you use the i OS debug facilities, ensure that you end debug before entering the model.

More Information
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• Regenerating and Recompiling

Regenerating and Recompiling
This section describes considerations for regeneration and recompilation, and the facilities provided by CA 2E for your
assistance.

Contents

Impact Analysis

You can use CA 2E's impact analysis tools to determine the impact of a proposed or actual change to a model object and
to ensure that all dependent objects are edited, regenerated, and compiled. These tools include:

• Automatic update of date and time for various processes, including creation, change, copy (for example, import from
another model), and generation, for each model object.

• Commands and processes to identify dependent model objects. These include:
– Multi-level model object usages
– Multi-level model object references
– Simulation of a proposed change
– Component change processing

• Distinction between changes that require editing of using objects and changes that are internal and require
regeneration of using external functions and access paths.

• Full integration with CA 2E edit and generation facilities.

What to Generate/Compile When You Change a Model Object

If you change a model object after generation and compilation, generate and compile the dependent access paths and
functions. What needs to be compiled depends on what you change.

For more information on how changes to a model object affect other types of model objects, refer to the Impact Analysis
section of the "Managing Model Objects" article in this section; the article titled "Change Control Facilities Reference
Tables" in this section; and the YDSPMDLUSG and YDSPMDLREF sections of the CA 2E  Reference section.

Changes Requiring Generation/Compilation

Following is an overview of dependent model objects that require generation and compilation as a result of changing
various model object types:

If You Changed You Must Generate and Compile
Function options The function
Device design The function
Action diagram The function

Note: For a non-generated (internal) function, all functions
referencing that function must be generated/compiled.

Function message If parameters in a message are changed, all functions using
the message. If no parameters have changed, no generation or
compilation is needed.

Function parameters The function and any other functions that use it.
Note: If you changed or added parameters, you must first revisit
each reference to the function in the action diagram, supplying the
new parameters. Use Find Error within an action diagram to find
where the new parameters are missing.
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Access paths All functions using the access path and all associated access
paths.
Note: Use function references (F next to an access path).

Condition value All functions referencing the condition value.
Notes:
If the condition value is used in select/omit logic on an access
path, generate/compile that access path.
If only the condition value is changed, you do not need to
generate/compile the function(s) using the access path.
If you change the values list prefix, you must generate/compile all
programs that call the values list display program

YDATGEN
model value

Compile all functions.
Note: Set YDATGEN to VRY (display/enter date in MDY), then
you can make changes at execution time.

Relation If the relation is changed:
All access paths and all functions using those access paths.
All access paths that include the changed relation as a foreign
key. For example, if the key of a referred to file changes, the files
that refer to the relation are affected. This, in turn, triggers function
changes.
All files, all access paths, and all functions using those files.
If the relation is added or deleted, all files using the relation, all
access paths, and all functions using those files.

The only time you do not need to regenerate access paths and functions following a change to a file (FIL) is if the access
path does not include the changed relation.

The following table shows some examples of changes to files that determine whether you need to generate and compile
functions.

File Format Before Field Length Format After Field Length Recompile Function?
A FLD1

FLD2
3.0
2

FLD1
FLD2

3.0
2

No

B FLD1
FLD2

3.0
4

FLD1
FLD2

3.0
2

Yes

C FLD1
FLD2

3.0
2.0

FLD1
FLD2

3.0
2

Yes

D FLD1
FLD2

3.0
2

FLD1
FLD2
FLD3

3.0
2
5

Yes

E FLD1
FLD2
FLD3

3.0
5
2

FLD1
FLD2

3.0
2

Yes

 

Finding Where CA 2E Objects are Used

The CA 2E usage and reference facilities and several Toolkit convert commands help you identify which objects are used
by the object you are looking at, and which objects you need to compile with this one.
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Model Object Usages

The CA 2E Where Used facilities within your CA 2E model tell you where a model object is used. You can work with
model usages as follows:

• From the Edit Model Object List panel, enter option 91 for a specific model object or press F20 to display the Display
Model Usages panel for the model object list you are editing.

• Enter the Display Model Usages (YDSPMDLUSG) command at a command line.
• Enter U against an object where this option is available to display level 1 usages.

In each case, the Display Model Usages panel displays. This panel provides a variety of controls and filters including
recursion, scope, and positioning to aid you in analyzing the effect of an actual or proposed change.

When you request usages for a model object,CA 2E displays a list of model objects that use it. Following are examples of
model usages according to model object type:

• Physical (PHY) access path type -- All references to the access path by other non-physical (built over or joined to)
access paths

• Other access path types -- Physical access path(s) to which the access path refers
• Function -- All functions that reference the function
• Field -- Files, functions, and other fields that refer to the field
• Condition -- In an access path to specify selection criteria, in an action diagram, for a field to control the validation and

default values
• File -- Owning file and application area
• Array -- All functions based on the array or using it for parameter definition

For more information on model usages by model object type, refer to the YDSPMDLUSG section of the CA 2E  Reference
section.

From the Display Model Usages panel you can request generation/compilation of any of the listed items. You can also edit
details such as access path attributes for access paths or action diagrams for functions.

For example, to find out which access paths are dependent on the physical file access path of a specific file in a database:

1. From Edit File Details for the file, enter U against the PHY access path. The Display Model Usages panel displays,
listing:
– Access paths built directly over the specified file
– Any access path with file-to-file relations to the specified file that result in a join

2. Find where the listed access paths are used. Enter 91 against each access path.
3. Find the functions that use an access path. Enter F against each access path. The Display Model Usages panel

displays.

Model Object References

You can also display a list of the model objects a model object refers to from the Display Model Usages panel or Edit
Model Object List panel using option 81 or by entering the Display Model References (YDSPMDLREF) command at a
command line.

For more information on usages and references, refer to the Impact Analysis section of the "Managing Model Objects"
article in this section.

Finding Unreferenced Model Objects

The Document Unreferenced Objects (YDOCURF) command produces a model object list of model objects that are
unreferenced in a specified model. The OBJTYP parameter specifies up to six special values that select the object types
to be analyzed by the command.
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Note: A model object that is identified by the YDOCURF command as unreferenced within a model may be referenced
from outside the model by menus, messages, user defined programs, and so on.

For more information on the YDOCURF command, see the Reference.

Toolkit Convert Commands

Two Toolkit commands, Convert Database Relations (YCVTDBR) and Convert Program References (YCVTPGMREF),
allow you to list items you want to compile as follows:

• YCVTDBR -- Lists files dependent on physical file(s). You can compile any of the listed files using the Toolkit Create
Object (YCRTOBJ) command.

• YCVTPGMREF -- Lists programs that reference a file or format. To compile, first you convert specified items using
the Toolkit Convert Object List (YCVTOBJLST). You then run the YCRTOBJ command. The YCVTOBJLST command
creates the member list used by the YCRTOBJ command.

For more information on the parameters for these commands, refer to the CA 2E  Toolkit Reference Section.

Multi-Programmer Environments

To be able to compile objects that another programmer or designer created, you must be authorized to those objects. One
way to achieve this is to use an appropriate group profile.

For more information on setting up authority, refer to the Signing on with the Correct User Profile section of the "Creating
and Managing Your Model" article of the Administrating section and the Locking Objects and the Open Access sections of
the "Using Your Model" article of the Administrating section.

Retaining Data When You Recreate Physical Files

You can compile a physical file that contains data without losing the data.CA 2E provides model values to name the
libraries.

• YOLDLIB -- Name of the library into which you want old physical files archived.
• YCPYLIB -- Name of the library from which you want physical file data copied during the generation process.

Note: Usually, these two model values are the same because you store data in a library and then copy the data back from
the same library.

To compile, retaining the data in a physical file:

1. Before you compile the physical file, designate library names for model values, YOLDLIB and YCPYLIB, using the
YCHGMDLVAL command. Type the following command strings, pressing Enter to execute each one:
a. YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YOLDLIB) +

 VAL(old-library-name)
b. YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YCPYLIB) +

 VAL(copy-library-name)
2. When you execute the YSBMMDLCRT, specify the libraries for OLDLIB and CPYLIB parameters.CA 2E will use your

library names as defaults. The respective values are:
– *OLDLIB -- Library name from YOLDLIB.
– *CPYLIB -- Library name from YCPYLIB.

Note: When you execute the YSBMMDLCRT command from the Display Services Menu, the default for both *OLDLIB
and *CPYLIB is *NONE.

Implementing Your Application
This article provides guidelines for implementation of your application.
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CA 2E Toolkit Menus

You can create menus for end user access to your application with Toolkit menu facilities. When you create menus or
make changes, additions, and copies, the menus are ready to use immediately; no compilation is needed.

This topic offers some step-by-step guidelines.

Creating and Maintaining Menus

Follow these steps:

1. From any command line, enter:

YGO *Y1.

The Toolkit Utilities Main Menu displays.
2. From the Toolkit Utilities Main Menu, enter the Design Aids option.

The Toolkit Design Aids menu displays.
3. From the Toolkit Design Aids menu, enter the Menu Commands option.

The Toolkit Menu Commands menu appears.
4. From the Toolkit Menu Commands menu, enter the YWRKMNU Work with Menus option.

The Work with Menus panel displays.
5. Provide the menu name and library name and click Enter.

The Work with Menu Details panel displays.
6. To insert lines on your menu, enter the Insert Mode option.

While in this mode, Toolkit inserts a blank line each time you press Enter.
7. Enter the information you want:

– Prefix -- A word or two that categorizes options (optional).
– Opt -- The character or number the user enters to select the menu. N in this field automatically numbers the

options.
– Description -- Title as you want it to display on the menu.

8. Press Enter twice to end insert mode.
9. Type Z (Details) against each menu option you have defined.

The Work with Menu Options panel displays for the first option.
10. From the Work with Menu Options panel, change any defaults as needed. You can invoke the command prompter by

pressing F4 (Prompt), typing Z (Details) against any option, and pressing Enter.
Notes:
– For Option type choices:

- PGM allows use of ? (question mark) for the name of a program.
- CMD requires that you enter an IBM i command in the Option to be executed field.

– In the Library field, entering *MDL enables the menu to list all functions in the model. From here, you can select
one. This automatically sets the parameter list for the function.

– In the Option to be executed field, if you enter a function,CA 2E automatically adds a return code parameter.
11. Exit and save:

a. From Work with Menu Options, press F3 (Exit) twice. The Work with Menu Details panel displays, followed by the
Exit Work with Menu panel.

b. From Exit Work with Menu, enter the option Exit and replace menu.
The Toolkit Menu Commands menu displays.
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Displaying Your Menu

Follow these steps:

1. From the Toolkit Menu Commands menu, key in the option YGO Go to Menu, and press F4 (Prompt).
The Go to Menu (YGO) panel displays.

2. Provide the menu name and the library name.
3. On the display of your menu, you can:

– Execute compiled programs.
– Edit the menu by typing *M (the Work with Menu Details panel displays.)

Note: To be able to execute Toolkit menu options, you must be authorized to the program or command that the option
calls.

Setting Up Color Menus

Follow these steps:

1. On a command entry line, typemand press F4 (Prompt).

YGO

The Go to Menu (YGO) panel displays.
2. Select *EXTENDED for User options, and press Enter.

Calling a Program

You can execute a compiled program using:

• Toolkit menus.
• The CA 2E Call a Program (Y2CALL) command. This command determines the parameters required by an external

function directly from details contained in the model. You can provide values for all input-capable fields and you can re-
use these values for subsequent calls.

• This command is useful especially when the parameter interface is complex or if it has changed.
• The ‘Call function’ option on the Action Diagram Services panel.
• The i OS CALL command:

CALL program ' '

where:
– Program -- Is the name of the source member for the function's program.
– ' ' (single quoted space) -- Is a required dummy parameter that represents the standard return code parameter.

Note: Other parameters may be required. Passing of the parameters depend on how you define them in the function.

To find the name of the program you want to execute, use one of the following methods:

• For the CALL and Y2CALL commands, go to the Display Services Menu and use the option, Display all functions. Note
the source member name of the program you plan to execute.

• From the Toolkit Work with Menu Options panel, enter the following values:

Option Value
Option type PGM
Option to be executed ?
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Library *MDL

A selection list of functions displays. Note the source member name (DDS name) of the function you want to execute.

Note: All CA 2E generated external functions have at least one parameter, a return code. In the following logic, checking
is being done to show the program ended normally:

Execution Environments

This section gives guidelines for preparing your application for execution.

Duplicating Shipped Application Objects

You can run your application independently of the CA 2E product libraries. To run your application without the product
libraries in your library list or to distribute your application to another system, copy shipped application objects into
the library for execution objects.CA 2E provides the Duplicate Application Objects (YDUPAPPOBJ) command for this
purpose. The YDUPAPPOBJ command also provides options to copy the called programs needed to support action bars,
help, and Toolkit menus.

Duplicating Execution Objects

To duplicate generated execution time objects into a non- CA 2E environment, use the Create Generation Objects
(YCRTGENOBJ) command. You can optionally invoke the YDUPAPPOBJ command from the YCRTGENOBJ command.

Testing

As CA 2E provides the structure for your application, your testing can focus on any logic you have added to action
diagrams and the relations between functions. In developing your test plan, be sure to include:

• Test data with known input and output.
• Steps for regression testing.

Before You Begin

Before testing, verify:

• That the application's message file, or a copy of it, is present in a library in the application's library list.
• That all required CA 2E execution modules are present. This is automatically true if you are testing in the same

environment in which you developed the application.
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What to Test

Critical details to test in your application:

• Do function calls work?
– Can every function be called?
– Can every function that is supposed to call another function do so?
Note: You can set up a menu, using Toolkit menu facilities, to test function calls.

• Do all the function keys work? If a function key is enabled but does not show on the panel, or does not work and
does show on the panel, go to the device design and select the command to refresh the function keys from the action
diagram.
– Ensure the YCUAPMT model value is set to *YES or *CALC.
– Does the F4=Prompt work for fields in which values should be checked?
– If F4 does not work, the check values entry for the field may specify the default *NONE. Set the value to *ALL

values or an appropriate LST condition.
– If F4 works but you do not get the right list of values, run the Convert Condition Values (YCVTCNDVAL) command.
– If F4 in a key field does not give you a Select Record (SELRCD), the SELRCD probably did not exist when you

generated the function. You can create the SELRCD and regenerate the application that needs it.
• Are before/after image errors occurring? The file definitions in the model may differ from the compiled versions of the

file. Regenerate the files and the functions built over those files.
• Are level checks occurring? Files may have been changed but the functions were not regenerated and compiled

successfully.
• Is no data being returned for a Retrieve Object (RTVOBJ) function? You may need to code a *MOVE ALL built-in

function from a Database File 1 (DB1) into a Parameter (PAR) context.
• Is an error occurring although the program continues? The program is not properly checking for and handling a return

code.

Moving Objects

To carry out testing in a different library than development, move lists of new versions of programs and their source into
the test environment. The two approaches for moving objects with CA 2E facilities are:

• Change Management (CM)
• Toolkit generic move commands

Note: Before moving objects and source members, ensure to convert condition values.

CA 2E CM Overview

CM, an automated change management system for the IBM i, includes features that control access and modifications
to CA 2E model objects, source code, and executable objects. CM automates and tracks the flow of source and objects
between development, test, and production libraries. You define the libraries, including the rules by which you want CM to
govern them. CM also implements your IBM i and model object security.

CM's automatic Check Out of model objects that you intend to change protects against conflict with the work of other
developers.

The CM Check In feature supports moving objects. This feature includes the following processes:

• Create Request
Determines the source and objects for migration, maintaining integrity between CA 2E design objects and source-
based objects.

• Precompile
Promotes the model objects.

• Compile Request
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Generates and compiles the requested source-based objects.

NOTE
Compile Request is an optional process. You can move objects using CM that were compiled with CA 2E.

• Move Request
Moves successfully compiled objects to the target library, including the related logical files for physical files.

• Distribute Request
Distributes programming changes to a remote or local target library.

For more information on CM, refer to the Change Management User Section.

Toolkit Generic Move Commands

Move commands have generic versions in Toolkit, which move the source for objects. These generic commands also
allow you to log the movement of objects and source, to archive previous versions of source/objects, and to preserve
object authorities. You can move all objects or selectively move only new or existing objects.

Note: Toolkit protects your data by requiring an archive library when you move physical files.

The following are the generic move commands:

• YMOVM
Move Members. Use to move a list of source members, including archiving if specified.

• YMOVOBJ
Move Objects. Use to move a list of objects, including preserving authorizations if specified.

• YMOVOBJSRC
Move Objects and Source. Use to move a list of objects and corresponding source members, including preserving
authorizations if specified.

UIM Help Text

The native i OS User Interface Manager (UIM) provides support for defining and running panels, dialogs, and online help
information. UIM is a tag-based language related to other tag languages, such as the OS/2 Information Presentation
Facility (IPF) and ANSII Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML).

UIM Panel Groups

CA 2E generation optionally supports UIM help. CA 2E creates the help text with control codes (tags) into a source
member to be compiled into an object. This object is called a panel group (*PNLGRP). Each panel group contains help
panels called help modules. If you generate UIM help, you must install the panel group, with the display and function, for
production.

Before generating and compiling UIM help text for the first time, you must execute the YCVTCNDVAL command. This
process will update the Y2USRMSG message file with the UIM message IDs that are used in the generated source.

Note: Because UIM is a tag-based language, do not start a line of narrative text with a period (.). The compiler will
assume it is part of a tag and the compile will fail with error CPD5B41 - Control word is missing.

The help modules are referenced in the DDS display file source, using the HLPPNLGRP keyword. These are associated
with specific areas on the panel using the HLPARA keyword.

When end users request help:

• i OS automatically selects and displays the appropriate help module, dependent on the cursor location.
• i OS support allows for automatic selection of an appropriate window size, shape, and location for the help, and

automatically reformats the help text to fit.
• End users can access all help modules enabled for a format, either at the record or file level.
• Additional facilities are available, such as printing help text and accessing help for help.
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Additional UIM tags are available for your use, including:

• Hypertext links to other panel groups by selection of specific fields on a panel
• Indexed lookup by word or synonym
• Display attributes, headings, and column and list numbering
• Import of modules from other panel groups at execution time

For more information on tailoring your help using additional UIM tags, refer to IBM's Application System/400 Guide to
Programming Displays.

NOTE
If you have Text Management (TM) help text that you have modified outside of CA 2E, you can convert it to UIM
help text by using the Convert Help Text to UIM Panel (YCVTTMUIM) command. You can then use the resulting
panel group with existing functions without the need to generate again.

Documenting Your Generated Application

To generate technical documentation, the Document Model Functions (YDOCMDLFUN) command uses the operational
text (or functional text if no operational text is available) from your model.

• Function text
Creates an introduction to the function.

• Device design text
Creates an introduction to the panel.

• Field text
Creates a description of each field on the panel.

• Condition text
Creates a description of each allowed value for a field.

NOTE
The Edit Object Text panel initially shows functional text.

The following two types of text are allowed for each CA 2E object:

• Functional text that the designer enters to describe the object's purpose; this text may include restrictions and notes on
design decisions.

• Operational text that the developer enters to describe functions, panels, fields, and conditions for end users.

CA 2E includes commands to produce hard copy documentation of your model, including dependencies between objects.
You can invoke these commands from the Display Services Menu or call them directly.

You can add functional or operational text using the Edit Object Text panel. For access:

• Type N (narrative text) next to the item you want to document. The Edit Narrative Text (Functional) panel displays.
• Press F20 (operational text) to go to the Edit Narrative Text (Operational) panel.CA 2E incorporates the text you enter

on this panel into the help text for the generated function.

On Toolkit documentation commands, refer to the CA 2E Toolkit Reference Section under commands that begin with the
letters YDOC.

National Language Support
CA2E offers you more than one way to generate applications in different national languages:

• If your whole application is to appear in one language, do the following:
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– Obtain the appropriate national language module from CA.
– Translate your model.
– Design each panel in the target language (refer to the Changing a Model Language section in this article).

• If your application is to appear in more than one language, such as an application for an international bank with clerks
in different countries who access a central database, you will want to show different translated versions of each
function.

This article describes how to generate in other national languages.

Contents

Understanding NLS Implementation

CA2E provides NLS support that allows applications generated by CA 2E to be language independent. This is done by
removing hard-coded constants from panels and reports and placing them in message files. These message files can then
be translated into several languages with the appropriate language resolved at execution time. This allows a single set of
generated programs and panels to support multiple languages at execution time.

You can implement advanced NLS for a model, function, or field using external message identifiers. Using external
messages, you can change from one national language to another, using the same set of application objects.
Implementation of *MSGID at the field level would override implementation at the function level, as would function-level
implementation override model-level implementation.

When you specify externalized screen constants for a model, function, or field,CA 2E converts screen text literals into
messages (MSGID DDS keywords). There can be up to five messages for a literal, depending on the definitions: three
for column headings, one for right-hand text, and one for left-hand text.CA 2E puts the messages in the message file
specified by model value YPMTMSF at generation time. The generated application retrieves the messages from the
message file at execution time.

NOTE
The default message file is xxPMTMSG in the generation library (GENLIB), where xx is the model object prefix
defined by YCRTMDLLIB.

To facilitate maintenance of multi-language environments,CA 2E provides an exit program that automatically creates
translated copies of prompt messages for each supported national language when you copy an NL-enabled device
function.

Translating a Generated Model

This section addresses tasks you need to do before generating your application in another national language.

Choosing Implementation Level

You select the level at which to externalize constants before generating your application. Each level allows specific
controls as follows:

• Model level
Full application control of the generating options. Set model value YPMTGEN to *MSGID using the YCHGMDLVAL
command.

• Function level
Control of the function. On the Edit Function Options panel in the Screen Text Constants field, enter M (MSGID).

• Field level
Flexibility for each constant on a panel or report. At Edit Screen Entry Details in the Screen Text field, enter M
(MSGID).
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The message ID allocation is a single character prefix followed by six generated characters (xYYYYYY). You can modify
the single character prefix from Edit Generation Types.

NOTE
If you do not have the national language library for your generated language, you will need to translate the
message file Y2USRMSG in your translated objects library after YCVTCNDVAL execution, CA 2E-generated
help text, and any user-defined help.

Placing Language-Specific Objects in Libraries

After generating your application in the desired language, place the language-specific objects in separate libraries as
follows:

• All application objects, such as programs, display files, and printer files, should go in one library
• Externalized, translated objects, such as messages, menus, and help text files, should go in several language-specific

libraries

To change the language of an application from one language to another, change the library list to refer to the library that
contains the language-specific objects.

Changing a Model Language

Using the CA 2E command Apply Translation to Model (YAPYTRNMDL), you can convert the default model language-
specific objects from one language to another. This includes such objects as confirm prompts, function keys, shipped files,
and conditions.

NOTE
Remember, once you convert a model to another national language using YAPYTRNMDL, the default model
language is also changed. All subsequent generation will be in the new language.

YAPYTRNMDL does not convert user-modified data. If you use the same model for more than one language, you will
need to maintain a set of the following files for each language:

• Condition values
• User messages
• Prompt messages (externalized message IDs)
• Help text
• Panel literals

You can change to another language by following the steps below.

Follow these steps:

1. Restore the language libraries Y1SYVnnn and Y2SYVnnn from the product tape, where nnn is the language-specific
code.

2. If the following libraries exist on your machine, add both language libraries above them on the model job description
library list.
– Y1SY and Y2SY
– Y1SYVENG and Y2SYVENG

3. Verify that the data area YLNGnnnSYA in library Y2SY exists and contains the name of the national language library
Y2SYVnnn. If not, create the data area as follows:

CRTDUPOBJ FROMLIB(YLNGENGSYA) +

  FROMLIB(Y2SY) OBJTYPE(*DTAARA) +
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  TOLIB(*SAME) NEWOBJ(YLNGnnnSYA)

4. Change the value of the data area YLNGnnnSYA in Y2SY to Y2SYVnnn as follows:

CHGDTAARA DTAARA(Y2SY/YLNGnnnSYA) +

  VALUE(Y2SYVnnn)

5. To convert default model language objects, run the YAPYTRNMDL command as follows:

YAPYTRNMDL MDLLIB(model-library) +

  LNG(*nnn)

6. Enter the model to verify that the translation was successful.
7. Execute YCVTCNDVAL.

NOTE
The YAPYTRNMDL command does not change panel literals defined by Edit Database Relations or Edit
Functions such as field names and panel titles. However, you can externalize these to messages for translation.

Translating User-Modified Data

To translate user-modified data:

• For database files, use one of the following:
– Toolkit Work with Database File Data (YWRKF) command
– IBM i file editing utilities

• For user messages, you can use IBM i message editing utilities.
• For Help text, use the Source Entry Utility (SEU)
• For condition names, you can use the YWRKF command on Y2VLLSP, created by the YCVTCNDVAL command.

Translate only the user-defined condition names. You can drop all the fields on the file field, using the YWRKF
command, except Condition text and External value. Translate the contents of these two fields to get titles and
condition names in the desired language.

Generating Help Text

To generate default Help text in another language, place the product libraries for the language higher in the library list than
the language from which it was originally generated.

Before generating, be sure to save the original Help text file.

The field names in the generated Help are the ones named in your model's database relations. You can edit the field
names in the generated Help to match the column headings of screen fields.

Remember, you will need to translate any operational or functional text you have added.

Managing Multi-Language Environments

To facilitate maintenance of multi-language environments,CA 2E provides an exit program that automatically creates
translated copies of prompt messages for each supported national language when you copy an NL-enabled device
function. The exit program works whether the copy is within a model or between models using the Copy Model Objects
(YCPYMDLOBJ) command.
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Overview

An NL-enabled function is a device function in which screen or report literals are generated as external prompt messages,
which can then be translated into other national languages. Prompt messages are stored in a prompt message file named
by the YPMTMSF model value. The prompt message file for each national language is stored in a separate library. Which
national language messages are retrieved at execution time depends on which library is highest on the library list.

To implement the exit program, the following objects are supplied in Y2SYSRC:

• Source for the exit program (YPRCMSGR1R).
• Database files consisting of two physical files with a logical file over each.

When these objects are compiled and the program object for YPRCMSGR1R exists in the library list, the exit program is
called automatically whenever an NL-enabled function is copied.

National Language Database Files

The following physical files (Y2NLSPP and Y2MSMPP) and their corresponding logical files (Y2NLSPP and Y2MSMPP)
are supplied in Y2SYSRC. You need to compile them before you can compile the exit program.

National Language Support File (Y2NLSPP)

This file contains the following details about each national language supported by your application:

• Language code
• Description
• Library that contains the national language prompt message file

Before using the exit program, add a record to this file for each national language you support. For example:

• Use the Toolkit Work with Database File Data (YWRKF) command to add records.
• Retrieve the Y2NLSPP file into your model using the Retrieve Physical Files into Model (YRTVPFMDL) command and

design a maintenance program for the file in your model.

Message Mapping File (Y2MSMPP)

This file contains mapping details for each prompt message involved in the copy of an NL-enabled function. In addition to
the base language code for the model, it contains the following details for each prompt message:

Existing Message New Message
Message Id Message Id
Function surrogate Function surrogate
Message file name Message file name
Model name Model name
Generation library name Generation library name

NOTE
You do not need the Message Mapping File if all national language message files are located on the same
computer. 

Exit Program (YPRCMSGR1R)

When the program object for YPRCMSGR1R exists in the library list, it is called automatically whenever an NL-enabled
function is copied within a model or copied to another model using the YCPYMDLOBJ command. Before calling the exit
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program, the copy function allocates new prompt message ids for any prompt messages defined in the source function.
The new message is a copy of the original prompt message in the base language for the model.

The YPRCMSGR1R exit program is written in RPG and is comprised of two separate subroutines. You can modify or add
code to the exit program to customize it for your use or comment out either subroutine to suit special requirements. See
the program source for details on its entry parameters.

Note: If you change the source, save it in a library other than Y2SYSRC.

AAPRMM Subroutine

The AAPRMM subroutine writes a record to the Message Mapping File for each prompt message when copying an NL-
enabled function. You can use this to log data for processing later; for example, if your NL prompt message files are
located on different computers.

BAADMS Subroutine

For each new prompt message created during copy of an NL-enabled function, the BAADMS subroutine creates a
translated prompt message in each NL prompt message file. In other words, BAADMS iterates through the NL support
file and creates a duplicate of each new base-language message, already translated into the corresponding national
language, and stores it in the NL prompt message file. As a result, the new function is immediately prepared for use in
multiple national language environments.

To create a new prompt message in the NL prompt message file, BAADMS internally calls a copy program
(YCPYMSGR3I) that:

1. Uses the message id of the original base-language message to retrieve the message details (the translated message)
of its counterpart in the NL prompt message file. If this message id does not exist in the NL prompt message file, a
new message will not be created.

2. Creates a new prompt message in the NL prompt message file that consists of the message id allocated for the new
base-language message and the retrieved translated message.

Using the Exit Program

The following are suggestions for using the exit program:

• Before you use the exit program, you need to:
– Compile the physical files, the associated logical files, and the exit program.
– Save the compiled objects in a library in your library list.
– Add a record to the NL Support File for each supported national language.

• You need to generate the NL-enabled function before copying it in order to create the prompt messages.
• Each national language prompt message file needs to be stored in a separate library, since each message file has the

name specified by the YPMTMSF model value.
• Before copying an NL-enabled function, ensure that the NL prompt message files are synchronized; in other words,

ensure that the message ids in the base-language prompt message file also exist in each NL prompt message file.
• You do not need the Message Mapping File if all NL prompt message files are located on the same computer. In that

case, you can comment out the call to the AAPRMM subroutine and the new messages will be created immediately
using the BAADMS subroutine.

• If your national language message files are located on different computers or if you wish to defer the copying of the
messages for performance reasons, use the following process:
a. Comment out the call to the BAADMS subroutine so only the AAPRMM subroutine is called. AAPRMM adds

records to the Message Mapping file (Y2MSMPP) but does not copy the prompt messages to the NL prompt
message files.

b. Write a program similar to the BAADMS subroutine that reads records from the Y2MSMPP file and calls the
YCPYMSGR3I program for each record read.
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c. Add Y2MSMPP, Y2MSMPL0, and the new program object to the library list on the target computer.
d. Run the new program on the target computer to copy the prompt messages to the correct prompt message files.

• Following are two suggestions for using the exit program with the YCPYMDLOBJ command. Experiment to determine
the best method for your needs.
– Place the Y2NLSPP and Y2MSMPP files and the associated logical files in the library list for the source model.
– Create a prompt message file name for the target model using the YPMTMSF model value. This name can differ

from that specified for the source model. Store the NL prompt message files for the target model in the same
libraries as used for the source model.

Double Byte Character Set (DBCS) Applications

Languages containing characters that are ideographic such as Japanese, Chinese, and Korean are called double byte
character set (DBCS) languages. A DBCS character is minimally four bytes long, two bytes for the character plus two
shift-control characters. Each DBCS character, or string of DBCS characters, must be delimited by shift control characters.
The i OS DBCS operating system has special system defaults to standardize handling of DBCS data.

Creating Applications

You can create applications for both single byte character set (SBCS) and DBCS from the same model or from separate
models that you maintain in parallel. For either approach, in creating a DBCS application,CA 2E provides the model value
YIGCCNV for Ideographic Character (IGC) support in DDS.

If model value YIGCCNV is 1 and the display includes an input-capable, IGC-type field, CA 2E:

• Generates an IGCCNV keyword in the DDS assigned to the function key specified by the *IGCCNV function key
condition.

• Implements special processing for IGC-based languages, such as string handling and compile overrides.

Note: Model value YIGCCNV is automatically set to 1 when an IGC language is loaded.

SBCS Machine to Create a DBCS Application

If your model is to be single byte, model value YIGCCNV is set to 0, the default condition; however, you may want
to create an application for both single and double byte use. An SBCS system cannot create source, device files, or
database files with IGCDTA parameters. This approach requires:

• Recreating these files on a DBCS machine with a parallel model.
• Ensuring that all device constants and input-capable fields to contain ideographic data are no less than four bytes long,

the minimum requirement for a DBCS character.
• Ensuring that all text fields have the IGC field attribute which cannot be compiled on an SBCS machine.
• Externalization of messages is also recommended.
• Changing any data in lowercase English to upper case, using the following Toolkit commands:

– YRTVMSGF -- Retrieve Message File
– YTRNPF -- Translate Physical File Data
– YTRNSRCF -- Translate Source File Data

• Porting the model to a DBCS machine for compilation and execution.

Note: If you use the YCPYMDLOBJ command to copy from the source to another model, convert text fields needing the
IGC attribute.

DBCS Machine to Create an SBCS Application

By setting model value YIGCCNV to 1 in the source model, you define your model as DBCS. If you do this, you can
generate an application that is both SBCS- and DBCS-enabled on the same machine. You can attach both DBCS and
SBCS workstations to this machine, with English lower case installed as a secondary operating system.
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With an English upper case DBCS operating system:

• System defaults are set to create all source, device files, and database files with ideographic character (IGC) enabling,
assuming that you specified database fields with DBCS data types.

• The system value QIGC is set to 1, meaning the system expects to process IGC data. You cannot change this value.
• You can restore source and database files created with the IGCDTA parameter on an SBCS machine. However, you

cannot restore source or database files containing ideographic data.

Bi-directional Languages

Bi-directional languages are languages from the Middle East, such as Arabic, in which text is read from right to left and
numbers are read from left to right. CA 2E allows you to specify right-to-left cursor positioning for input-capable text fields.

Set the Field Exit option to R for the field details on device designs.

Distributed Relational Database Architecture
This article introduces the Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA) and covers DRDA support in CA 2E.

Contents

What Is DRDA?

DRDA is IBM's SAA architecture that provides access to data distributed across various systems and platforms. DRDA
provides the user, via a high-level programming language, access to relational databases on different systems and
platforms and the files that reside on the systems. DRDA is implemented using SQL/400 and the SQL CONNECT
statement. Used with embedded or interactive SQL, the CONNECT statement defines the relational database (machine)
to be accessed.

Note: While DRDA is implemented using SQL statements, these statements can also operate on DDS access paths, with
the exception of Span access paths. To use DRDA with a DDS file only requires that the function be set to generate SQL.
This permits most functions to use DDS access, while only those that require DRDA functionality will be generated as
SQL COBOL or SQL RPG.

DRDA support at the Remote Unit of Work (RUOW) level is available with i OS Version 2 Release. This phase of IBM
support allows for connecting an application requester (the system executing the program) to an application server (the
system where data is being accessed).

As supported in CA 2E, DRDA allows the user to specify that a file is distributed and allows CA 2E functions to access
the distributed data. DRDA has the constraints applied to the DRDA level of RUOW implemented under i OS Version 2
Release 1.1. The application accesses data on a single machine at a time. At present, support for DRDA is provided for
DB2 and i OS platforms.

RUOW restrictions and constraints should be reduced as IBM releases the two higher levels of DRDA, Distributed Unit of
Work (DUOW) (i OS Version 3 Release 1) and Distributed Request (DR).

Remote Unit of Work

For Remote Unit of Work:

• Within a single unit of work, users or applications can read and update one system at a time using multiple SQL
statements.

• There is one Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) per unit of work.
• There is one unit of work manager or recovery unit.
• The application controls the commit/rollback of data.
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At the RUOW level, distribution of processing is limited to a Logical Unit of Work (LUOW) between two systems, the
application requester or master, and the application server or slave.

Only one LUOW can be active for each job, restricting the application requester to making contact with one system at
a time. However, within the program it is possible for the application requester to contact several different application
servers. The program controls commit and rollback, and you must make provisions for them at the program level.

NOTE
Since the RUOW applies at the job level (routing step), any changes of RDBs within any program will change
the RDB of the whole job stack.

Distributed Unit of Work

For Distributed Unit of Work:

• Within a single unit of work, users or applications can read and update data on multiple systems. Each SQL statement
can access one system.

• There are several RDBMS’s per unit of work.
• There is one RDBMS per request.
• There are several unit of work managers.

Distributed Unit of Work (DUOW) permits the same capability and functionality as RUOW, but allows the system
connections to take place on an implicit basis. In other words, the SQL CONNECT statement is not required. The program
still controls commit and rollback, and you must still make provisions for them at the program level.

Distributed Request

For Distributed Request:

• This level of DRDA has the highest degree of transparency. Users or applications can, within a single unit of work, read
and update data on multiple systems. Each SQL statement can access multiple systems.

• Multiple requests per unit of work are allowed.
• There can be more than one RDBMS per request.
• There can be several RDBMS’s per unit of work.
• There can be several unit of work managers.
• One of the unit of work managers coordinates commit/rollback.

Using a Distributed Request (DR), you will be able to access multiple RDBMS’s at the same time. The systems update the
files. A DR allows the user to perceive all files across all systems as being part of one unified database.

CA 2E Implementation of DRDA

CA 2E's DRDA support makes it possible for you to generate applications that access files distributed over many systems.
CA 2E functions can be created with distributed file I/O control set to CA 2E. With this option, the relational databases
accessed by the function are controlled by a distributed file configuration table that you can maintain.

The use of a table to control access permits changes to the relational database (RDB) configuration without the need
to change application code. This means that you can put the same program objects on several IBM i distributions, with
different configuration tables on each one.

CA 2E's DRDA support provides the following features:
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• Design of applications for distributed data processing
• Access of the same file name across multiple systems (not as a unified database)
• Implementation-level Distributed File Configuration Table
• CA 2E-generated iteration loops or user-defined control for error handling for CONNECT failure
• User access for specification of the RDB name used in the SQL CONNECT statement
• Access to either DDS or SQL files

Shipped Defaults

In keeping with CA 2E's implementation independent design capabilities, you do not have to modify the design of
a function to use DRDA. To generate a DRDA application from an existing design, you set generation options and
regenerate the functions, but the design remains the same.

CA 2E ships the default values for the new model values, file options, and function options. You explicitly set DRDA
functionality. If you do not specify distributed processing functionality for your model, DRDA functionality does not affect it.

By setting certain flags, you can select how you wish to generate and implement your distributed applications. The
shipped defaults for the options that drive CA 2E distributed function creation are:

• New model values:
– YGENRDB (*NONE - no DRDA compilation enabled)
– YDSTFIO (*NONE - no generation of distributed functionality)

• Distributed flag: Distributed - N (No); flag for each CA 2E file in the model
• Function option: Distributed File I/O control - M (MDLVAL); YDSTFIO model value

Use of these defaults is described later in this article.

Steps to Implement DRDA

The following two steps are required to implement DRDA:

1. For data modeling:
– Set a flag on a CA 2E file to indicate that it is distributed (refer to the Using Shipped DRDA Values section in this

article).
– Set the Distributed File I/O control function option for the function to either S (CA 2E) or U (User) control. Set this

option from Edit Function Options, using the Distributed File I/O Control field.
2. If you specified S (CA 2E) control for the function, enter the file locations in the Distributed File Configuration Table.

This entry associates the file with the name of the application server and, optionally, the collection name in which it is
located, allowing a different configuration at each location on which the application is implemented.

Creation (compilation) of the program is via an extended form of CRTSQLxxx (where xxx = HLL language). Use the
YGENRDB model value as the RDB in the CRTSQLxxx command.

Running CRTSQLxxx results in:

• An application program, which resides on the application requester.
• An SQL package, which resides on the application server and contains the SQL statements for accessing the AS

database.

Development Environments for DRDA in CA 2E

Using only one machine, you can design and create DRDA applications that are production ready. You can exercise
program logic without the use of another machine by simply configuring the files as having one RDB, the local RDB. The
generated SQL CONNECT statements are executed and the connection is made to the local system.
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By changing the Distributed File Configuration Table, you can modify the collection and relational database names easily,
without having to generate or compile the applications again. However, you do need a distributed machine to fully test the
distributed data functions of the generated code.

Perform the following tasks to create the correct recommended environment:

1. First create RDB entries in the RDB Directory, using the i OS Work with Relational Database Directory Entries
(WRKRDBDIRE) command. The only entry required for one machine is the local RDB name. This same RDB name
should be used as the model value for YGENRDB.

2. For a multiple machine environment, describe each RDB in the directory of both the local and remote machines. Each
RDB will have SQL collections (libraries) containing the distributed files (tables and views).

3. Using save/restore or communication facilities, such as Send Network File (SNDNETF) or Send SMT Objects
(SNDSMTOBJ), distribute SQL packages to the RDBs. Note that the package must reside in a library with the same
name as the library of the application program that defined it.
For example, PGMA resides in a library called DRDAGEN; therefore, the SQL package of the same name (PGMA)
also needs to reside in DRDAGEN.

4. Establish appropriate security and communication requirements for the IBM i.

For more information:

• On the i OS commands mentioned above, see IBM's Application System/400 Programming: Control Language
Reference.

• On DRDA security and communication requirements, see IBM publications on SNA, such as SNA Concepts and
Products.

Using Shipped DRDA Values

This section specifies DRDA model values and flags.

DRDA Model Values

The model value YDSTFIO (Distributed File I/O control) is input-capable and has the following values:

• *SYNON -- Synon Control
• *USER -- User Control
• *NONE -- No distributed functionality will be generated

If the Distributed File I/O Control function option is M (MDLVAL) for a function, that function inherits the value set for
YDSTFIO. Set this option from the Edit Function Options panel.

The model value YGENRDB (Generation RDB Name) is the RDB name used in the i OS CRTSQLxxx command for
compiling the CA 2E-generated distributed function. The RDB name indicates the RDB to which the SQL package will be
distributed. The RDB name should be the name of the local RDB as defined in the IBM i RDB directory. If the name is not
the local RDB, the SQL package is created as part of the compile, and the IBM i will try to move the package to the RDB
specified in the CRTSQLxxx command, unless communications limitations prevent it from doing so.

If you use the shipped default value *NONE for YGENRDB, the model is not enabled to compile DRDA applications.
Even though code may be generated that contains distributed functionality, there is no RDB to compile against. You must
specify an RDB to compile DRDA applications.

Distributed Flag

A new field, Distributed, on the Edit File Details panel, allows you to flag a CA 2E file as distributed. The field can have the
following values:

• N -- No. Default.
• Y -- Yes.
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This flag affects the creation of the Distributed File Configuration Table. Entries for access paths built over CA 2E files
are either added (Y) or removed (N) from the table. To do this, execute the Convert Distributed Files to Configuration
(YCVTDSTFIL) command.

The entries in the Distributed File Configuration Table can then be modified using the Work with Distributed Files
(YWRKDSTFIL) command.

Use of these commands is described in detail later in this article.

NOTE
If you generate a program with DRDA-distributed code but compile it using the model value YGENRDB set
to *NONE, the program compiles. However, at execution the program will be unable to perform the connects.
Appropriate error messages will be issued. You can override the YGENRDB value for a specific program by
using a compiler override to specify a different value for the RDB keyword on the i OS commands, Create SQL
RPG/400 Program (CRTSQLRPG) and Create SQL COBOL/400 Program (CRTSQLCBL).

For functions to be distributed with S (CA 2E) for Distributed File I/O Control, the default action diagram of those functions
will show the availability of the *Change RDB function and, depending on the function type, the *Previous page function.
For example:
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Function Options

This section outlines how to use the Distributed I/O option.

Accessing Multiple Systems with the Same File Name

Due to constraints of Remote Unit of Work, the S (CA 2E) Distributed I/O option only applies to the primary access path of
the function. There is no CA 2E control for file I/O operations contained within embedded internal functions.

When a function uses the S (CA 2E) Distributed I/O option, initial connections to the primary view of the function will use
the configuration table entries specified in the configuration table for that primary view.

Since the scope of a connect affects all files and programs in the current routing step, modifying the RDB for the main file
may affect any underlying processing to other database files within the master function and to any other functions called
from that master function.
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All functions generated under S (CA 2E) control enable function key F22 for their device designs. The default value of
this key is stored in a *Change RDB command key list, and can be modified in the model. Function key F22 calls the
shipped CA 2E program Y2CRDBR (Change RDB), which appears in a window. The program displays all RDBs in the
configuration table for the primary view and allows application users to switch to an RDB by merely selecting one of the
entries. This program indicates to users which RDB they are currently connected to.

For example:

Functions with Subfiles

The three functions, EDTFIL, DSPFIL and SELRCD, have subfiles. For these functions, if the end user tries to continue
scrolling past the end of the subfile, S (CA 2E) Distributed file I/O control causes an automatic connection to be made to
the next RDB at the end of subfile for the RDB. Similarly, if the end user rolls beyond the top of the subfile, a connection
will be made to the previous RDB. If a Rollup or Rolldown beyond the current extent is attempted, and the current RDB is
the last (or first) in the configuration list, a message appears stating that there are "No more RDBs to connect to".

These automatic connections are subject to a confirm prompt if confirm prompting has been requested for the function.
This confirm prompt appears with a message, "Confirm Connect to Next/Previous RDB," as a request to confirm the
connection, not the changes. Any changes are lost if not previously confirmed by the end user.

End users can respond N to the confirm prompt to return without connecting, and press Enter to confirm any changes they
may have made.
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The subfile functions, EDTTRN and DSPTRN, do not have the roll functionality. This is because they have an inherent key
screen concept similar to the EDTRCD and DSPRCD functions. Further, an EDTTRN function has infinite roll forwards,
as you can add records at the end of an EDTTRN function. A DSPTRN function, while having a defined roll boundary,
currently has rolling controlled by i OS, because the whole subfile is built before it is displayed.

NOTE
All functions with panels, including EDTTRN and DSPTRN, have the F22-Change RDB function under CA 2E
Distributed file I/O control.

DRDA Control Fields

Within the action diagram, the programmer has access to the following three fields that control DRDA functionality:

• JOB.*Current RDB -- The name of the currently attached RDB, maintained by CA 2E. This field can be added to the
device design as a function field to inform application users which RDB they are currently connected to.

• PGM.*Next RDB -- A user-modifiable field. If nonblank prior to the next data access, this field will be used to connect
to the named RDB before access. While the application will respond to the values in this field, whether CA 2E or User
control is requested, its primary use is for functions generated with User control.

• JOB.*Local RDB -- -CA 2E -maintained field for the name of the local RDB where the application is executing. This
field has a value if the application is connected locally either when invoked or in processing.

With U (User) control, connects are still generated. The application user can modify the RDB by placing values in the
PGM.*Next RDB parameter, but there is no F22 support, nor is there any rollup/rolldown support for functions with
subfiles. Users receive a message to let them know the connection failed.

Functions such as PRTFIL and EXCEXTFUN, which have no panels, can only be specified as having User Distributed I/O
control. Specifying S (CA 2E) control is accepted but ignored and U (User) control is used.

Referential Integrity

Due to an RUOW constraint,CA 2E does not generate CONNECT statements prior to referential integrity checks
and therefore validates relations on the RDB to which the user is currently connected. The i OS is unable to switch
connections to another RDB in the middle of an SQL FETCH routine. This is fully consistent with the RUOW assumptions
that each RUOW is constrained to a single RDB. If a user attempts to switch to another RDB in the middle of a SQL
FETCH loop, DRDA closes all cursors and the application fails.

Commands for DRDA

YCVTDSTFIL Convert Distributed Files to Configuration

The YCVTDSTFIL command allows you to create entries for distributed files in the Distributed File Configuration Table.
The command preserves the entries in the table already made for a file in the following ways:

• If the file is distributed and has an entry in the Distributed File Configuration Table, no new entry is required.
• If the file is distributed and there is no entry in the Distributed File Configuration Table, an entry is created with the

YGENRDB model value as the default RDB name.
• If the file exists in the Distributed File Configuration Table and is not Distributed, all entries for that file are removed

from the Distributed File Configuration Table.

The YCVTDSTFIL command creates the physical file and logical files required for the Distributed File Configuration Table
if they do not already exist in the named generation library. It uses the i OS Create Duplicate Object (CRTDUPOBJ)
command and copies the template objects from Y2SY.

The YCVTDSTFIL command can be run outside of the model. To access the Display Convert Model Data Menu from the
Display Services Menu, select the option Convert condition values to database file. From the Display Convert Model Data
Menu, you can select the option to run the YCVTDSTFIL command.
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NOTE
There are two approaches to removing distributed functionality.

• Change generated, distributed files to Distributed = N. Generate and compile the functions to remove distributed
functionality. Entries in the Distributed File Configuration Table will be removed when you execute the YCVTDSTFIL
command.

• As an alternative to changing the Distributed option for a file from Y to N, you can modify the Distributed File
Configuration Table and change the RDB name to be the name for the local RDB. By manipulating the Distributed File
Configuration Table, you can avoid changing the generated code, the SQL CONNECT is to the local system, and you
do not have to generate the code again.

YWRKDSTFIL Work with Distributed Files

Two CA 2E files, *Configuration Table and *Distributed File, are present in every model. These files contain functions and
access paths shipped for DRDA. When generated, they form the set of objects that make up the configuration table editor
environment.

NOTE
The YWRKDSTFIL command operates outside the model environment. Security for this command, and
associated functions and objects, are your responsibility.

You can copy the functions shipped with *Distributed File and *Configuration Table files and make modifications to the
copied versions as required. You can also create functions and customize them to your own standards and requirements.
You may even want to create an NLS version of the editors by generating NLS applications in CA 2E.

The YCVTDSTFIL and YWRKDSTFIL commands and the shipped RDB loader (Y2LRDBR, Load RDBs for View) use
the access paths described in the model built over the *Distributed File and *Configuration Table files. Any changes that
impact these access paths may cause these functions to behave incorrectly. The source for Y2LRDBR and the associated
display file is shipped in Y2SYSRC.

NOTE
CA does not recommend adding any fields to either the shipped *Distributed File or *Configuration Table files,
nor directly modifying the system functions and access paths.

To begin to use the shipped configuration table editor, generate and compile the following:

• *Distributed File Access Paths:
– Physical file -- Y2DSTFP
– Update index -- Y2DSTFL0
– Retrieval index -- Y2DSTFL1
– *DSTFNM/*TYPE/*TABVIEWNM -- Y2DSTFL2
– Dist. File - Config Tbl -- Y2DSTFL3255

• Functions:
– Work With Config Table -- Y2CFGTR
– Work With Dist. File -- Y2DSTFR

• *Configuration Table Access Paths:
– Physical file -- Y2CFGTP
– Update index -- Y2CFGTL0
– Retrieval index -- Y2CFGTL1
– *TABVIEWNM/*SEQ/*RDBNM -- Y2CFGTL2

Once you generate and compile these objects, run the YCVTCNDVAL (Convert Condition Values) command, then the
YCVTMDLMSG (Convert Model Messages) command for your model.

You can then use the YWRKDSTFIL command to invoke the configuration table editor. This command displays a list of the
access paths enabled for distribution. These entries are created with the YCVTDSTFIL command and displayed on the
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Work With Distributed Files panel. On this panel, files are identified as tables or views. A table in SQL is equivalent to a
physical file, and a view is similar to a logical file.

You can work with the tables and/or views from this panel. You may wish to define the distributed nature of data at the
table level (physical file) or to differentiate the distribution of that at the view (logical file) level.

While you are not required to do so for DRDA support, you can reference the access paths by any valid CA 2E functions.

NOTE
You cannot remove any of the distributed file table entries, except by running the YCVTDSTFIL command.

Working with Configuration Table Entries for Tables

To work with a Configuration Table entry, take option 5 against the table. The Work with Configuration Table Entries panel
displays.

RDB Name

You can add or remove RDB locations for a table. Each RDB name must be unique for a table, regardless of sequence
number. You can only add a new RDB for a table. Once you add an RDB, it is propagated to all the views based on the
table.

Once you remove an RDB, it is removed from all the views associated with that table. This ensures referential integrity in
the configuration table database.

NOTE
You can only add RDBs directly for views if the RDB exists as an entry for the corresponding table. This
prevents any view from being specified on an RDB when its corresponding table is not specified.

Once you add an RDB entry, modifying it at the table level will not cause the views to be updated, as you may have
customized certain views.

Seq

The Sequence Number (Seq) on the Work with Configuration Table Entries panel indicates the order in which to process
the locations for that particular access path.

The Work with Configuration Table Entries panel automatically resequences in increments of ten. RDBs are initially
ordered by the allocated sequence number, then alphabetically within sequence number. This is the order in which the
RDBs are retrieved and cycled through in the generated applications which you specify for Distributed I/O control.

Collection

The Collection is optional and serves as a reference. Its presence is compatible with expected enhancements in i OS
DRDA support.

Working with Configuration Table Entries for Views

To work with a Configuration Table entry for a view, place 5 against the view. The same Work with Configuration Table
Entries panel displays.

You can only create RDBs for views already present as RDBs for the corresponding tables. You can remove any RDBs on
which the view may not reside. You can also alter the sequence of access for the view.
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CA 2E Objects Required for Compilation and Execution
This article lists the CA 2E objects required either to compile or execute applications generated with CA 2E. Source for the
required objects is in the shipped library, Y2SYSRC. To compile or execute applications in jobs that do not have the Y2SY
library present in their library lists, duplicate the objects to the application libraries.

This article also lists the Toolkit objects required to display Help text (Display Help, YDSPHLP) and menus (Go to Menu,
YGO).

• Required CA 2E Objects
• Toolkit Required Objects

Required CA 2E Objects
This article lists the CA 2E objects required either to compile or execute applications generated with CA 2E.

More Information

• Required Objects for RPG Compilation
• Required Objects for COBOL Compilation
• Required Objects for Execution

Required Objects for RPG Compilation

Type Sys Object Name Obj Type Obj Att Description
Cmp Y2I#DSP *FILE PF RPG III File inf data

structure (DEV)
Cmp Y2I$DSP *FILE PF RPG III File inf data

structure (DEV)
Cmp Y2IUDSP *FILE PF RPG III File inf data

structure (UPD)
Cmp Y2I1DSP *FILE PF RPG III File inf data

structure (UPD)
Cmp Y2PGDSP *FILE PF RPG III PGM STS data

structure

Required Objects for COBOL Compilation

Type Sys Object Name Obj Type Obj Att Description
Cmp Y2IOPEN *FILE PF COBOL
Cmp Y2IDSPFIO *FILE PF COBOL Display file IO

area (DEV)
Cmp Y2IPRTFIO *FILE PF COBOL Print file IO area

(DEV)
Cmp Y2IMAJMIN *FILE PF COBOL Major/Minor

codes (DEV)
Cmp Y2PGDSPK *FILE PF COBOL PGM STS data

structure
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Required Objects for Execution

Type Sys Object Name Obj Type Obj Att Description
Exc Y2USRMSG *MSGF Default messages

(Y2xnnnn)
Exc Y2CLMSC *PGM RPG Clear a message queue
Exc Y2CPMSC *PGM CLP Copy a message queue
Exc Y2EXMGC *PGM CLP Retrieve and execute a

message QCL
Exc Y2EXMSC *PGM CLP Retrieve and execute a

message QCL
Exc Y2EXMCC *PGM CLP Retrieve and execute a

message QCMD
Exc Y2RVMGC *PGM RPG Retrieve a message
Exc Y2RVMSC *PGM CLP Retrieve a message QCL
Exc Y2SNMGC *PGM RPG Send a message
Exc Y2SNMSC *PGM CLP Send a message QCL
Exc Y2VLLSR *PGM RPG Values list display
Exc Y2VLLWR *PGM RPG Values list display

window
Exc Y2BGCMC *PGM CLP Begin a commitment

control
Exc Y2RCRSC *PGM CLP Reclaim resources
Exc Y2QLNMR *PGM RPG Qualify a name CPF

syntax (.)
Exc Y2RTDAC *PGM CLP Retrieve a data area
Exc Y2RTJBR *PGM RPG Retrieve job attributes
Exc Y2RVCNR *PGM RPG Retrieve condition name
Exc Y2RVCNR *PGM RPG Retrieve condition name
Exc Y2WSTOC *PGM CLP Workstation time out:

Program
Exc Y2WSTOC# *FILE DSPF Workstation time out:

Device file
Exc Y2WSTOM *MSGQ Workstation time out:

Message queue
Exc Y2PSSR *PGM RPG *PSSR exception handler
Exc YCMDEXEC *PGM CLP Platform-independent

user command execution
Exc YWRTLCI *PGM PLI Calculate DDS window

location
Exc YWRTLCI2 *PGM PLI Calculate DDS window

location subprogram
Exc YWWDDRR *PGM RPG Retrieve cursor location

for automatic positioning
of window
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Exc YWWDCKI *PGM RPG Retrieve device type
subprogram

Exc YWWDDR# *FIL DSPF User-defined data stream
for YWWDDRR

Toolkit Required Objects
The following table includes the objects required to run Toolkit menu and help utilities on the IBM i:

Object Type Text
YDDSHPC@ *PGM YDSPHLP/YDSPMNU Display Help Text

CPF
YDDSHPR *PGM YDSPHLP/YDSPMNU Display Help Text
YDMNGOC *PGM YGO Go to a menu. Execute an option
YDMNGOC@ *PGM YGO Go to a menu CPP
YDMNGOI *PGM YGO Go to (display) menus
YDMNNSR *PGM YWRKMNU/YDSPMNU Menu selection

display
YDMNSOI *PGM YDSPMNU Retrieve user profile signoff

option
YSRTOLC@ *PGM YRTVOBJLIB Retrieve Object Library
YYCKAUC *PGM YDSPMNU Check object authority
YYCVBNR@ *PGM YCVTBIN Convert binary (2B) to decimal

(5.OP)
YYQLN2R *PGM Qualify a name
YYRCMSC *PGM Receive a request message from specified

program message queue
YYRTMGC *PGM Retrieve a message from a message file
Y1PGMSC *PGM YDSPHLE/YDSPMNU Send message to

a given message queue
Y1USRMSG *MSGF Y1 Execution messages
Y1USRPMT *MSGF DDS MSGCON Message prompts for

shipped source
YDDSHPR# *FILE PRD YDSPHLP Display help text
YDMNGOI# *FILE PRD YGO Go to menus
YDNMWKR# *FILE YWRKMNU/YDSPMNU Display screens
Y1USRTXT *FILE Y1 LDO ENG P1 Help Text

Members:
YDMNGOI
YDMNNSR

YCVTBIN *CMD Convert binary (2B) to decimal (5.OP)
YDSPHLP *CMD YDSPHLP Display help text
YGO *CMD YGO Go to a menu
YMHPFLA *DTAARA YGO Name of help text file
YMHPLBA *DTAARA YGO Name of help text file library
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YYSLV1A *DTAARA Selection value mapping

Change Control Facilities Reference Tables
This article contains the following change control facilities reference tables:

• Model Object Description -- This table describes the most significant fields contained in the model object description
for each design object in a CA 2E model.

• Default Change Types for Component Change Processing -- These tables list the default change type for each
possible change you can make to a model object. There is a separate table for each model object type.

• Component Change Processing Propagation Table -- This table shows the effect of each change type on objects
that use the changed object.

Contents

Model Object Description

CA 2E maintains a model object description for each object in your model and automatically updates the model object
descriptioneach time the object is changed, regenerated, or imported.

Use selection option 8 from the Edit Model Object List panel to view the model object description for an object. A standard
set of information is displayed for each model object type; for example, name, type, surrogate, and so on. Additional
information displayed depends on the model object type as shown in the following table:

Object Type Information Displayed Examples
ACP Attribute PHY, RTV, UPD

Source Member Name and description
Source Details Date/time of last successful generatio
Auxiliaries Implementation object name and

description
APP Application Area Code Three-character name
ARR - -
CND Atrribute VAL, LST
FIL Atrribute REF, CPT
FLD Usage ATR, CDE, USR

Atrribute STS, DTE, TXT
Implementation Name DDS name

FUN Function Type CRTOBJ, EXCINTFUN

Access Path Name and description
Source Member Name and description
Source Details Date/time of last successful generation
Attribute (SEU Type) RPG (if appropriate)

MSG Atrribute INF, ERR, STS

Implementation name Message identifier
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CA 2E--Definitions of Model Object Description Fields

The following table lists the most significant fields contained in the model object description. You can use model object
list commands to analyze your model and create model object lists and reports based on values in the model object
description.

Field Meaning
FunctiModel object surrogate number (OBJSGT) A number that uniquely identifies an object in a model; it is

assigned automatically when the model object is created. CA 2E
uses the object surrogate to identify objects internally. You can use
the surrogate on model object list commands as an alternate to
the owner/name/type identifier.

Object name (OBJNAM) Descriptive name of the model object assigned by the developer.
This is the name part of the object's owner/name/type identifier.

Object type (OBJTYP) The model object's type; for example, ACP for access path.
Possible values are:
ACP
APP
ARR
CND
FIL
FLD
FUN
MSG
This is the type part of the object's owner/name/type identifier.

Object attribute (OBJATR) The model object's subtype; the value depends on the object type.
For example, for an object of type ACP, RTV means Retrieval
access path. This field is blank for APP and ARR object types.

Surrogate of the owning object (OWNSGT) The model object surrogate for the owner of the model object; for
example, for an access path or function, this is the surrogate of
the owning file (FIL). Not all objects have owners.

Name of owner of object (OWNNAM) Descriptive name of the owner of the model object. This is the
owner part of the object's owner/name/type identifier.

Function type (FUNTYP) The type of function for model objects of type FUN; for example,
DSPFIL for Display file and RTVOBJ for Retrieve object.

Implementation name (IMPNME) The implementation or 3GL name for the model object. The value
depends on the object type; it is blank for ARR and CND.
ACP -- Source member name
APP -- Application area code
FIL -- Format prefix
FLD -- DDS name
FUN -- Program source member name or blank
MSG -- Message ID

Copy name (CPYNME) The Object name of the corresponding model object in a target
model. It is used by the YCPYMDLOBJ command when copying
model objects between models. For new objects, the Copy name
is initially the same as the Object name; for new versions (FUN
or MSG), the Copy name is initially the same as that used by the
version group to which it belongs.

Creation date and time (CRTDTE/CRTTME) The date and time the model object was created.
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Change date and time (CHGDTE/CHGTME) The date and time the model object was last edited. CA 2E
updates this field automatically. It is not updated when:
The model object is accessed as if to edit, but no changes are
actually made.
The model object has been copied from another model or model
object and has not been changed since copying.

User profile of developer that changed the object (CHGUSR) The name of the user profile that last updated the model object.

Change type (CHGTYP) The type of the most recent change to the model object. It is used
by component change processing to identify other objects in the
model affected by the change. The possible values are:
PUB -- Public
PVT -- Private
GEN -- Regenerate
OBJ -- Object only

Impact processed indicator (IPCPRC) This field indicates whether component change processing has
been run for the last change to the model object. It is set by
component change processing.

Component changed processing date and time (COMPDTE/
COMPTME)

The meaning of this field depends on whether the model object
itself or a component of the model object was changed.
For a changed object, this is the same as its Change date and
time.
For an object that uses a changed object (a component changed),
this is the date and time component change processing was run
for the change.

Action required indicator (ACTRQD The type of change required to the model object as a result of a
change to one of its components.
GEN -- Generation required
EDT -- Edit required

Generation date and time (GENDTE/GENTME) The date and time the model object was last successfully
generated.

SEU Type (SEUTYP) The system SEU type of the model object; for example, RPG or
PF. It contains a value only for source-based model objects.

Import date and time
(IMPDTE/IMPTME)

The date and time the model object was last copied from another
model using the Copy Model Object (YCPYMDLOBJ) command

Group surrogate number (GRPSGT) For a model object that is not a version of another model object,
this is the same as the Model object surrogate. For a version of
a model object, this is the group surrogate number of the model
object from which the version was created. All versions of a model
object have the same value in this field and together comprise a
group of versions.

Current object indicator (CUROBJ) For a version of another model object, this indicates whether the
version is the one being used by other model objects in the model;
in other words, whether the version is current. Only one version of
a group of versions can be current.
A model object that is not a version of another model object is
always current.

Version type (VSNTYP) The version type for the model object. Only one version in a group
can be of type PRD. This value is always DEV unless you are
using Advantage 2E CM. The values are:
DEV -- Development
PRD -- Production
ARC -- Archive
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Archive surrogate number (ARCSGT) The model object surrogate of the archive object that this object
replaced when it was promoted. This field contains a value only for
archive versions. This field is used only for Advantage 2E CM.

Check out date and time (CHKDTE/
CHKTME)

The date and time the model object was last checked out for
a change. This field contains a value only if you are using
Advantage 2E CM.

Check out user (CHKUSR) The name of the user profile that checked out the model object
for a change. This field contains a value only if you are using
Advantage 2E CM.

Check out status (CHKSTS) Status information used by Advantage 2E CM.
Check out list (CHKLST) The name of the model object list to which the model object has

been checked out. This field contains a value only if you are using
Advantage 2E CM.

Promotion type (PRMTYP) The promotion method for the model object; namely, whether the
object is new to the target environment and whether the model
object is to be promoted. This field contains a value only if you are
using Advantage 2E CM.
*CHG -- The object is to replace an existing version in the target
*ADD -- The object is to be added to the target
*GEN -- The object is to be generated from the target; the design
object is not to be promoted
*DLT -- The object is to be deleted from the target

Default Change Types for Component Change Processing

Component change processing ensures the integrity of your model by identifying which other model objects are affected
and the type of change required whenever you change a model object. CA 2E uses the default change type table
internally to set the change type in the object description for the changed model object. You can use model object list
commands to analyze your model based on this change type setting.

For more information on component change processing, refer to the Impact Analysis section of the “Managing Model
Objects” article in this section.

The tables in this article list the possible changes that can be made to each model object type and the default change type
for each change. There is a separate table for each supported model object type. Each entry in each table corresponds to
a position on a CA 2E panel where you can change a model object.

In cases where these tables cannot be used to determine the change type, the Override column in the table explicitly
specifies the change type. A change type of *CREATE or *DELETE in the Override column are special cases of *PUBLIC.
As a result, they do not require component change processing because there are no using objects.

Access Paths - ACP

Panel Change Change Type Override
Edit Access Path Auxiliaries Query physical name *PRIVATE

Query physical text *OBJONLY

Query program name *PRIVATE
Query program text *OBJONLY

Edit Access Path Conditions Sequence number *GEN

Field *GEN
Condition *GEN
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Edit Access Path Details Access path name *OBJONLY

Allow select/omit *GEN
Generation mode *PRIVATE

Source member name *PRIVATE
Source member text *OBJONLY
Duplicate sequence *GEN
Unique key *GEN
Maintenance *GEN
Alternate collation table *PRIVATE
Format text *OBJONLY
Format name *PRIVATE
Assoc. retrieval access path *PRIVATE
Sequence number *PUBLIC

Delete Access Path Delete Access Path *DELETE
Edit Access Path Format Entries Key number *PUBLIC

Ascending/descending *GEN
Alt. Coll. Sequence *PRIVATE

Display Access Path Formats Add new format for SPN access
path

*PUBLIC

Edit Physical File Sequence *GEN

DDS name *PRIVATE
Type *PRIVATE
Length *PRIVATE

Edit Access Path Relations Add/remove relations *PUBLIC

Referenced access path *PRIVATE
Select record function *PRIVATE

Edit Access Path Select/Omit Select/omit details *GEN

Sequence *GEN
Text description *OBJONLY

Edit Access Path Relation
Virtual Fields

Add/remove virtual fields *PUBLIC

No Panel Default access path creation
program

*CREATE

Arrays-ARR

Panel Change Change Type Override
Edit Array New array details *CREATE
Delete Array Delete array *DELETE
Edit Array Details Number of elements *PRIVATE

Sequence *PRIVATE
Unique *PRIVATE
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File/field *PRIVATE
Access path/field *PRIVATE
Sequence *PRIVATE
Array name *OBJONLY

Edit Array Entries '+' Select field *PRIVATE

'-' Drop field *PRIVATE
Edit Array Key Entries Key number *PRIVATE

CA 2E--Conditions - CND

Panel Change Change Type Override
Display Field Domain Conditions Delete condition *DELETE
Edit Field Condition Details Create condition *CREATE

Condition name *OBJONLY
Relational operator *PRIVATE
Internal value *PRIVATE
External value *PRIVATE

Edit List Condition Create condition *CREATE
'+' Add condition *PRIVATE
'-' Remove condition *PRIVATE
Change condition name *OBJONLY

CA 2E--Files - FIL

Panel Change Change Type Override
Define Objects New file/field

Record not found MSG
Record exists MSG

Edit File Entries Replace field *PUBLIC
Edit File Details File name *OBJONLY

Attribute *OBJONLY
Document sequence *OBJONLY
GEN format prefix *PRIVATE
Distributed *PRIVATE
Enhance SQL Naming *GEN

CA 2E--Fields - FLD

Panel Change Change Type Override
Edit Field Details Field name *OBJONLY

Document sequence *OBJONLY
Type *PUBLIC
Ref type *NONE
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Ref field *PUBLIC
Field usage *OBJONLY
Internal length *PUBLIC
Internal decimals *PUBLIC
Data type *OBJONLY
Gen name *PUBLIC
K'bd shift *PRIVATE
Lowercase *PRIVATE
Old DDS name *OBJONLY
Text *OBJONLY
Left hand side text *OBJONLY
Right hand side text *OBJONLY
Column headings *OBJONLY
Default condition *OBJONLY
Check condition *OBJONLY
Mandatory fill *OBJONLY
Valid system name *OBJONLY
Modulus 10/11 *OBJONLY
Edit codes Screen I/P *OBJONLY
Screen O/P *OBJONLY
Report *OBJONLY
Translate condition values *OBJONLY
External Length *PUBLIC
External decimal *PUBLIC
DDS name *PUBLIC
Prompt function *OBJONLY
Display as multi-line edit *OBJONLY
NPT height *OBJONLY
NPT width *OBJONLY

Display Unreferenced Fields Delete unreferenced fields *DELETE
Field Mapping Function
Parameters

Ctx *OBJONLY

Field *OBJONLY

Permit override *OBJONLY

CA 2E--Functions - FUN

Panel Change Change Type Override
Display All Functions Change access path *PRIVATE
Edit Functions Function *OBJONLY

Function type *OBJONLY
Access path *PRIVATE
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Edit Function Details Function name *OBJONLY

Source name *GEN
Target HLL *GEN
Text *OBJONLY

No panel Default functions for a new file *CREATE
Edit Screen Format Relations Select record override function *PRIVATE
Edit Screen Constant Lines before *PRIVATE

Spaces before
Screen text
Length
Constant

Edit Function Field Delete function field *PRIVATE
Screen Field Mapping
Parameters

Source context *PRIVATE

Source field *PRIVATE
Create Model Version From & to functions *OBJONLY

Edit Function Options Subfile select *GEN
Header/Footer *GEN

Edit Function Parameters (see
note below)

File/field *PUBLIC

Access path/field *PUBLIC
Passed as *PRIVATE
Sequence *PRIVATE

Note: The changes to the Edit Function Parameters panel apply also to arrays (ARR) and fields (FLD).

CA 2E--Messages - MSG

Panel Change Change Type Override
Edit Message Function Add message *CREATE

Change message *PRIVATE
Delete message *DELETE

Copy message New message *CREATE
Edit Function Parameters File/field *PUBLIC

Access path/field *PUBLIC
Passed as *PRIVATE
Sequence *PRIVATE

Create Model Versions From & to messages *OBJONLY
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Component Change Processing Propagation Table

Component change processing ensures the integrity of your model by identifying which other model objects are affected
and the type of change required whenever you change a model object. The component change processing propagation
table shows the effect of *PRIVATE and *PUBLIC changes to a model object on other objects that use the changed object.

Changed
Object Type

Change
Type

Using
Object Type
ACP ARR CND FIL FLD FUN MSG

ACP *PUBLIC *PUBLIC *PUBLIC *PUBLIC *PUBLIC
*PRIVATE *PRIVATE1 *PRIVATE *PRIVATE

ARR *PUBLIC *PRIVATE2
*PRIVATE *PRIVATE

CND *PUBLIC *PRIVATE *PUBLIC *PRIVATE2
*PRIVATE *PRIVATE *PRIVATE *PRIVATE

FIL *PUBLIC *PUBLIC *PUBLIC
*PRIVATE *PRIVATE

FLD *PUBLIC *PUBLIC *PRIVATE *PUBLIC *PUBLIC *PRIVATE2
*PRIVATE *PRIVATE

FUN *PUBLIC *PRIVATE *PRIVATE *PRIVATE
*PRIVATE *PRIVATE *PRIVATE

MSG *PUBLIC *PRIVATE *PRIVATE
*PRIVATE

NOTE

1. The using access path is flagged *PRIVATE only when you change a physical access path.
2. If the change affects the parameters of the using function, the using function is flagged *PUBLIC instead of

*PRIVATE.
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Administrating
This section details the administrative tasks that you perform to create, manage, and use your model environment.

Use this box to search the content in the Administrating section.

Administrating

More Information

• Getting Started with CA 2E Administration
• Prototyping an Application
• How to Create and Manage Your Model
• Using Your Model
• Using Your Development Environment
• Setting Up a Multi-Modeling Environment
• Implementing SQL/DDL

Getting Started with CA 2E Administration
This article describes the libraries that represent CA 2E and the development environment. A description of the installation
and upgrade process is also provided as well as an introduction to the Toolkit prototyping facilities.

Contents

CA 2E Product Libraries

The CA 2E product libraries contain the files and objects you must use products. The product libraries include the CA 2E
base product library (Y2SY) and the Toolkit base product library (Y1SY).

NOTE
All object names begin with the letter "Y."

In addition to Y2SY and Y1SY, CA 2E ships base product libraries that contain appropriate default national language
libraries, the High Level Language (HLL) source generators, the CA 2E null model, and a library containing some source.

NOTE
At many sites, you see only Y1SY, Y2SY, Y2SYMDL, and Y2SYSRC listed on your computer. The remaining
libraries were merged into the base product libraries during installation.

The following table provides a complete list of the CA 2E product libraries:

Ship Name Library or Folder Suggested Restore Library or Folder
Y1SY Toolkit base Y1SY
Y1SYVnll1 Toolkit LDOs Y1SY
Y2SY base Y2SY
Y2SYVnll1 LDOs Y2SY
Y2SYMDL null model Y2SYMDL
Y2SYCBL COBOL generators Y2SYCBL
Y2SYRPG RPG generators Y2SY
Y2SYSRC source Y2SYSRC
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YLUSLIB0 Security Library YLUSLIB02
Notes "nll" refers to the national language; for example, ENG for English or JPN for Japanese.

The Security Library must be restored to the YLUSLIB0 library.

The supplied source for CA 2E resides in source files in the Y2SYSRC library. The source for Toolkit resides in the
Y1USRSRC file in the Y1SY library. You can obtain a list of these members with the i OS Work with Members Using PDM
(WRKMBRPDM) command.

The YCRTLUSLIB command that runs during product installation automatically updates or creates the YLUSLIB library.

CA 2E Development Environment

The CA 2E development environment is the model within which:

• The development team creates the application objects.
• The objects are generated.
• The objects are tested individually to determine whether they function correctly and efficiently.

Development Libraries

Each CA 2E model must reside in a single library that is called the "model library." Each model must also have a
generation library that is associated with it. The model and generation library are also, when necessary, associated with a
Structured Query Language (SQL) collection. The collection is a separate library similar to the generation library.

Generation Library

The generation library holds the CA 2E generated source, compiled objects, and help text. You can move generated
objects from the generation library to any other library. And you can move the generation library to an environment that
does not contain CA 2E product libraries.

The Model Library

Each model library holds the database files that make up the model. The associated generation library contains the
source CA 2E generates for the model and the compiled objects from that source. Think of the model library and the
generation library as a pair. The model library also contains other necessary i OS objects and a CA 2E job description. If
the developer generates SQL or DDL, the model library also refers to an SQL collection.

The Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB) command creates the libraries that comprise a model.

SQL Collection

CA 2E lets you use SQL in place of or with DDS in data definition statements. You use SQL to define tables, views, rows,
and columns, rather than IBM i physical files, logical files, records, and fields.

You can implement SQL at both the system level and the model level. If you:

• Implement SQL at the system level, all new models default to SQL.
• Implement SQL at the model level, all access paths, and functions default to SQL. Within a model, you can also

specify SQL for individual access paths and functions.

The i OS operating system contains the execution objects necessary to execute applications you generate with SQL.
However, if you want to generate and compile applications that use SQL, you must have:

• IBM’s SQL/400 program products installed.
• The QSQL library that is loaded on your IBM i.
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To use SQL in a model environment, an SQL collection, equivalent to an IBM i library, must be associated with the model
library. The YCRTMDLLIB command can automatically create the SQL collection. This command includes the SQLLIB
parameter which lets you create the collection for a particular model.

You can create an SQL collection for an existing model with the Create SQL Library (YCRTSQLLIB) command.
This command updates the YSQLLIB model value for the associated model. You then use the Change Model Value
(YCHGMDLVAL) command to update the YDBFGEN model value to SQL.

DDL Collection

CA 2E lets you use DDL in place of or with DDS in data definition statements. You use DDL to define tables, indexes,
rows, and columns, rather than IBM i physical files, logical files, records, and fields. There is no view generation when
DDL is used as generation method.

You can implement DDL at both the system level and the model level. If you:

• Implement DDL at the system level, all new models default to DDL.
• Implement DDL at the model level, all access paths, and functions default to DDL. Within a model, you can also

specify DDL for individual access paths and functions.

The i OS operating system contains the execution objects necessary to execute applications you generate with DDL.
However, if you want to generate and compile applications that use DDL, you must have:

• IBM’s SQL/400 program products installed.
• The QSQL library that is loaded on your IBM i.

To use DDL in a model environment, an SQL collection, equivalent to an IBM i library, must be associated with the model
library. The YCRTMDLLIB command can automatically create the SQL collection. This command includes the SQLLIB
parameter which lets you create the collection for a particular model.

You can create an SQL collection for an existing model with the Create SQL Library (YCRTSQLLIB) command.
This command updates the YSQLLIB model value for the associated model. You then use the Change Model Value
(YCHGMDLVAL) command to update the YDBFGEN model value to DDL.

NOTE
In earlier releases of CA 2E, it was only possible to create SQL/DDL related tables, views, and indexes into SQL
Collections. However, the access path generation process has now been modified to enable creation of SQL/
DDL tables, views, and indexes into normal libraries, in addition to SQL Collections.

NOTE

The SQL/DDL generation has now been modified to do the following tasks:

• The YSQLLIB model value can also hold a normal library (non-SQL collection).The user is given the option
to decide whether to generate the hard coded value present in the YSQLLIB model value into the generated
source, through the YSQLCOL model value.

• If the library/SQL collection is not generated into the source during generation, when a compile is submitted
to create the SQL/DDL objects, the objects are created into the library/SQL collection that is specified for the
YSQLLIB model value.

Prototyping an Application
Toolkit prototyping facilities let you interactively present a simulated system design. End-users can preview the prototyped
system at a workstation.

Toolkit prototyping includes:
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• Realistic display attributes.
• Specification of sample data values for fields.
• Function key and value-dependent branching between panels.
• Direct attachment of panels to Toolkit or CL menus.
• No compilation.
• A link with CA 2E that lets you return to CA 2E after prototyping.

The prototyping facilities use the following Toolkit commands:

• YDSPPNL -- Display Panel Design command displays prototype panel values and sets up sample data.
• YWRKMNU -- Work with Menus command creates menus to display prototype panels

NOTE
Specify the YDSPPNL command as the menu action, with the desired Toolkit panel design as the option.

• YGO -- Go to Menu command displays menus.

Contents

Creating Prototype Panels

You can create prototype panels in the following ways. Each method converts CA 2E function device designs from a CA
2E design model into Toolkit panel designs.

• Use the CA 2E Convert Model Panel Designs (YCVTMDLPNL) command.
• Use the CA 2E animate options.

CA 2E Animation provides a direct link between CA 2E and Toolkit. This includes converting device designs to Toolkit, full
access to all Toolkit panel editing and simulation functions, and the ability to return directly to your model.

Toolkit panel designs reside in a panel design file in a nominated library. The default is your model library. You create
panel design files using one of the following options:

• The Toolkit Create Design File (YCRTDSNF) command.
• The CA 2E animate options. If the panel design file does not exist when you convert a model panel, it is created for

you.

Naming Prototype Panels

The YCVTMDLPNL command and the animate options create one or more prototype panel designs for each function with
a device design. Each prototype panel is given the name of the source member for the program object, as specified in the
Edit Function Details panel. For multiple panel designs, each design name includes a numeric suffix. For example,

• An EDTFIL function with a source member name UUJQEFR results in UUJQEFR1 as the name of the prototype panel.
• An EDTRCD function with a source member name UUJQE1R results in UUJQE1R1 for the key panel and UUJQE1R2

for the detail panel.

Using CA 2E Device Design Animation

CA 2E animation provides a direct link between CA 2E and Toolkit prototyping facilities. This lets you interactively simulate
your CA 2E system design using Toolkit and easily return to your CA 2E design model.

You animate a CA 2E device design in the following ways:

• Press F2 from the CA 2E device design editor.
• Enter A to animate a selected function from the following CA 2E panels:

– Open Functions
– Edit Function Devices.
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The CA 2E Animate Function Panels panel displays.

Animate Function Panels               SYMDL                                    

                                                                               

 Convert Model Panel. : Y (Y-Yes, N-No)  Convert all panels : Y (Y-Yes, N-No)  

   Replace Navigation : N (Y-Yes, N-No)                                        

   Replace Action Bar : N (Y-Yes, N-No)                                        

   Clear Narrative. . : N (Y-Yes, N-No)                                        

   Clear Test Data. . : N (Y-Yes, N-No)                                        

                                                                               

 Panel Name(s). . . . : *SRCMBR   *SRCMBR, *SELECT, *panel, name               

   File . . . . . . . : YDSNPNL   Name                                         

   Library. . . . . . : *MDLLIB   *MDLLIB, *GENLIB, *LIBL, name                

   Member . . . . . . : *FILE     *FILE, name                                  

                                                                               

 Display. . . . . . . : Y (Y-Yes, N-No)                                        

   Display Option . . : 1 1-DSPDTA, 2-DSPATR, 3-CHGDTA, 4-WRKPNL               

                                                                               

   Return to this device design . . . . . . : N (Y-Yes, N-No)                  

                                                                               

                                                                               

Enter=Execute   F3=Exit                                                        

The Animate panel is the bridge between CA 2E and Toolkit. Use it to specify:
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• Whether to convert the CA 2E device design to a Toolkit panel design.
• Animation of CUA panels, action bars, and window definitions.
• Whether to keep or replace information that is associated with the Toolkit panel design, such as test data and

command key and action bar definitions.
• The name and location of the Toolkit panel design.
• Whether to transfer control to Toolkit.
• Where to return within CA 2E.

Converting a CA 2E Device Design to Toolkit

You can convert a CA 2E device design into one or more Toolkit panel designs. By default, this process retains the
existing Toolkit panel design’s command key and action bar navigation, narrative, and data even when you download a
new version of the panel design.

You convert a CA 2E device design in either of the following ways:

• Use the CA 2E Convert Model Panel (YCVTMDLPNL) command.
• Enter Y for the Convert Model Panel option on the CA 2E Animate Function Panels panel.

If you enter N for the Convert Model Panel option, control is transferred to Toolkit without converting the CA 2E device
design.

NOTE
To convert multiple CA 2E device designs to Toolkit panel designs in one step in batch, use the YCVTMDLPNL
command.

Conversion is needed in the following cases:

• A panel design corresponding to your CA 2E device design does not exist in Toolkit.
• You changed the CA 2E device design and must update the Toolkit panel design to reflect the changes. It is good

practice to synchronize the Toolkit panel design with the corresponding CA 2E device design.
• You want to replace the command key or action bar navigation, narrative, or test data you previously defined for the

Toolkit panel design.

Converting Multi-Screen Functions

By default, if you convert a multi-screen function, such as Edit Record, all panels are converted. The panels are
automatically linked together so that you can scroll among them within Toolkit.

If you animate from a CA 2E device design by pressing F2, you can choose to convert only the panel that is displayed by
setting the Convert All Panels option to N.

Replacing Toolkit Navigation and Data

By default, the conversion retains any command key, action bar, narrative, and data that is entered for the Toolkit panel.
The Replace and Clear options let you replace this information. If you are using the CA 2E Animate Function Panels
panel, these options are effective only when the Convert Model Panel option is Y.

Replace Navigation and Replace Action Bar

Use these options to specify whether to keep or replace the command key or action bar navigation you defined for the
Toolkit panel design. The default is N (keep the Toolkit navigation).

If you enter Y, the navigation you defined in Toolkit is replaced with the standard CA 2E command key functionality; for
example, F3=*EXIT, F12=*PRV. Any function-to-function navigation you defined in the action diagram creates a Toolkit
navigation with the value *SAME.
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NOTE
If you have not assigned a function key for exit on your Toolkit panel design and you do not enter Y to replace
navigation, CA 2E automatically assigns the default, F3, for exit.

Clear Narrative and Clear Test Data

Use these options to keep or clear any narrative or test data you entered for the Toolkit panel design. The default is N,
retain the Toolkit information.

Transferring Control to Toolkit

You transfer control to Toolkit in the following ways:

• Enter Y for the Display option on the CA 2E Animate Function Panels panel.
• If you simply want to convert your CA 2E device design to Toolkit and do not need to display the prototype, enter N to

return to CA 2E. This is useful to keep your Toolkit panel design and CA 2E device design synchronized.
• Use the Toolkit Work with Panel Design (YWRKPNL) or the Display Panel (YDSPPNL) utilities. You cannot return

directly to CA 2E using this method.

Working with a Toolkit Panel Design

You can work with your Toolkit panel design in one of the following ways:

• Enter 4 for the Display Option on the Animate Function Panels panel.
• From the Toolkit YWRKPNL utility, specify the panel you want to edit. For example, specify *SELECT for the panel

name and enter 1 next to the appropriate panel name.
The Toolkit Work with Panel Title Details panel displays.

YDSCTLR                                                                        

                       Work with Panel Title Details                           

                                                                               

  Panel. . . . . : UUAJEFR1     Next panel. . . :                              

                                                                               

  Title. . . . . : Edit Customer                                               

                                                                               

 Print Sequence. :                                                             

                                                                               

 Fixed Header. . :   (Y, blank)                                                

 Fixed Footer. . :   (Y, blank)                                                

 Window. . . . . :   (Y, blank)                                                
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 Action Bar. . . :   (Y, blank)                                                

                                                                               

 Option. . . . . : 1 1-Panel, 2-Narrative, 3-Command keys,                     

                     5-Window, 6-Action Bar                                    

                                                                               

 Synon/2E related program name . . . . . . . . . : UUAJEFR                     

                                                                               

F3=Exit                                                                        

You can use this panel to:

• Edit the panel design.
• Enter or edit narrative.
• Define command key and action bar navigation.
• Define a window.

The Related Program Name option is the source member name of the device design that created this Toolkit panel. It is
the link that allows control to be transferred back to CA 2E. This option is blank if the panel was not converted from CA 2E
or was converted before CA 2E r5.0.

NOTE
More than one Toolkit panel can refer to the same source member

Editing the Panel

To edit your Toolkit panel design enter 1 from the Work with Panel Title Details panel. Your Toolkit panel design displays in
monochrome. If you want to edit your design in color use the CA 2E device design editor.

Defining Command Keys

To define command key navigation for your Toolkit panel design enter 3 from the Work with Panel Title Details panel. The
Work with Panel Command Key Usage panel displays.

NOTE
If you are working with an action bar design, assign *ABAR to the function key that is to activate the action bar.

Building a Window Prototype

The Window option is automatically set to Y on the Work with Panel Title Details panel when you convert a CA 2E window
device design. Press 5 to edit or display the window definition.

                                                                              

               +-----------------------------------------+                    

               |                                         |                    
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               | Default Location . . : *CALC (‘‘,*CALC) |                    

               |         Row. . . . . :   1              |                    

               |         Column . . . :   2              |                    

               | Window Size          :                  |                    

               |         Height . . . :  22              |                    

               |         Width. . . . :  76              |                    

               |                                         |                    

               | F2=Exit F12=Titles screen               |                    

               |                                         |                    

               +-----------------------------------------+                    

You can specify the location of the window in either of the two following ways:

• Enter specific values for Row and Column.
• Enter *CALC for the Default Location. This causes the upper left-hand corner of the window to display wherever the

cursor is located at the time the window is requested. The Row and Column options are ignored.

Define the size of the window by entering values for the Height (in lines) and Width (in characters) options.

Press F12 to continue working with the panel design; press F3 to exit.

Building an Action Bar Prototype

The Action Bar option is automatically set to Y on the Work with Panel Title Details panel when you convert a CA 2E
action bar device design.

1. Enter 6 to edit the action bar definition.
The Toolkit Edit Choices panel displays.

YDSCABC  CHANGE                                              MM/DD/YY HH:MM:ss

                            Edit Choices                                      

                                                                              

Panel Name . . . . . :  UUAGEFR1                                              

  File . . . . . . . :  YDSNPNL                                               

  Library. . . . . . :  SYMDL                                                 

  Member . . . . . . :  YDSNPNL                                               
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Choice Sequence .      (position)                                             

                                                                              

Type options, press Enter.                                                    

A=Actions  D=Delete                                                           

                                                                              

? Sequence Mnemonic Text                                                      

    1      E        File                                                      

    4      U        Function                                                  

   99      H        Help                                                      

                                                                              

                                                                              

F3=Exit  F4=Prompt  F9=Go to ‘Add’ mode  F12=Titles screen                    

2. Press F9 to add new choices in the action bar menu choices. Enter A to edit the actions for an existing menu choice.
The Toolkit Edit Actions panel displays.

YDSCABA   CHANGE                                              MM/DD/YY HH:MM:ss

                               Edit Actions                                    

                                                                               

Panel Name. . . . : UUAGEFR1                                                   

                                                                               

Choice Sequence . :   3                                                        

Choice Text . . . : Work with spool files                                      

                                                                               

Action Number .     (position)                                                 
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Type options, press Enter.                                                     

C=Command String  D=Delete                                                     

                                                                               

?  Number  Text                     Next Panel                                 

    2      Open                     *SAME                                      

C   3      Work with spool files    *EXEC                                      

   90      Exit                     *EXIT                                      

                                                                               

                                                                               

F3=Exit  F4=Prompt  F9=Go to ‘Add’ mode                                        

3. The Next Panel column indicates the result of selecting the corresponding action. For example, Next Panel can
contain:
– The name of the CA 2E panel to call when the action is selected.
– *EXIT, which means to exit the panel when the action is selected.
– *EXEC, which lets you execute a command when the action is selected. To edit the command string for *EXEC,

enter C for the subfile selector; the following screen displays:

                                                                              

            +-----------------------------------------------------+           

            |                                                     |           

            |                 Edit Command String                 |           

            |                                                     |           

            | Panel name. . . . : UUAGEFR1                        |           

            |                                                     |           

            | Choice. . . . . . : File                            |           

            | Action. . . . . . : Work with spool files           |           

            |                                                     |           

            | Command string ...                                  |           

            | WRKSPLF                                             |           
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            |                                                     |           

            | F3=Exit  F11=Delete                                 |           

            |                                                     |           

            +-----------------------------------------------------+           

NOTE
When defining command key navigation, assign *ABAR to the function key that is to activate the action bar. If
you converted a action bar device design, the command key assigned to *ACTIONS is automatically assigned
*ABAR for the Toolkit command key navigation.

Defining Color

Toolkit panel designs display in full color. Any color assignments you make within CA 2E are automatically converted to
Toolkit. This is the recommended method for assigning color to Toolkit panel designs.

NOTE
Constants separated by a single space are treated as the same constant; as a result, constants share the color
assignment given to the leftmost constant.

Alternatively, you can assign colors as you edit your panel design within Toolkit. To do so, position the cursor on the blank
before the field to which you want to assign a color and press F16.

The following screen listing the available colors and attributes displays:

                                                                              

               £ Blue          q Highlight                                    

               £ Green         q Reverse Image                                

               £ Pink          q Underline                                    

               £ Red           q Blink                                        

               £ Turquoise     q Column Separator                             

               £ White         q nondisplay                                   

               £ Yellow                                                       

                                                                              

               F3=Exit  F12=Titles screen                                     

On some terminals this screen will appear as shown below.
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      1        1. Blue            Highlight                                   

               2. Green           Reverse Image                               

               3. Pink            Underline                                   

               4. Red             Blink                                       

               5. Turquoise       Column Separator                            

               6. White           nondisplay                                  

               7. Yellow                                                      

                                                                              

               F3=Exit  F12=Titles screen                                     

NOTE
The mono display attributes display with an input field instead of a check box to the left of the attribute. You
select attributes by entering a slash ( / ) in the corresponding input field. The slash is the default selection
character; it is contained in the IBM i message, CPX5A0C, in the QCPFMSG file in the QSYS library.

Not all attributes are available for each color. The following table lists the valid combinations supported by DDS.

Color CLR CS BL UL HI RI ND
Green GRN       
      X  
     X1   
     X1 X  
    X    
    X  X  
    X X1   
       X
White WHT       
      X  
    X    
Red RED       
      X  
   X     
   X   X  
    X    
    X  X  
   X X    
       X
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Turquoise TRQ X      
  X    X  
  X      
  X  X  X  
Yellow YLW X      
  X    X  
  X  X    
        
Pink PNK       
      X  
    X    
    X  X  
Blue BLU       
      X  
    X    
       X

"X1" indicates that the green highlight is white.

NOTE
Highlight is only allowed for green, Blink is only allowed for red, and column separators are required for
turquoise and yellow.

Entering Sample Data

To display your Toolkit panel design to enter sample demonstration data, use one of the following:

• Enter 3 for the Display Option on the CA 2E Animate Function Panels panel. You can return to CA 2E by pressing the
Home key from any Toolkit panel design. See the Returning to CA 2E section in this article for details.

• Use the Toolkit YDSPPNL command and specify *CHGDTA for the Option parameter.

All fields of your panel design will be available for input and the data you enter is retained on exit.

Displaying Prototype Panels

To display Toolkit panel designs to demonstrate your system design, use one of the following:

• Enter 1 for the Display Option on the CA 2E Animate Function Panels panel. You can return to CA 2E by pressing the
Home key from any Toolkit panel design. See the Returning to CA 2E section in this article for details.

• Use the Toolkit Display Panel Design (YDSPPNL) command and specify *DSPDTA for the Option parameter.
• Use the Toolkit YWRKPNL utility and select option 8.

Any sample data you entered previously is displayed. You can enter data in all input fields; however, any data you enter is
not retained on exit.

Returning to CA 2E

If you used CA 2E animation to transfer to Toolkit, you can return directly to the CA 2E panel or device design from which
you started the animation. You return from Toolkit in one of the following ways:
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• If you are editing your Toolkit panel design, press F3 to return to . You will be given an opportunity to save any changes
you made.

• If you are simulating your application and have defined navigation, press the key you assigned as an exit key (usually
F3) to return to CA 2E.

• If you are using Toolkit to work with your panel design, for example, viewing it, simulating it, or entering data, press the
function key assigned for exit or Home to return to CA 2E.

NOTE
See the documentation for your terminal or computer to learn which is the Home key on your system. In
addition, the Home key is designed to position the cursor on the first input-capable field on the screen. As a
result, if the cursor is elsewhere on the screen, you need to press Home twice to return to .

The function to which you return depends on the value specified for the Return to this Device Design option on the
Animate Function Panels panel when you transferred control to Toolkit:

• If the value was N, the default, you return to the function corresponding to the last Toolkit panel design you accessed.
As a result, the corresponding function is loaded automatically into Open Functions.

• The function loaded is the function whose implementation name appears in the related program name field on the
Work with Panel Title Details panel. You can edit the implementation name using this panel. This name automatically
defaults when you convert a panel.

• If the value was Y, you return to the function from which you invoked the animation.

NOTE
If you invoked Toolkit using Toolkit commands, you cannot return directly to CA 2E.

How to Create and Manage Your Model
This article describes the tasks associated with creating a model and provides procedures to use the Create Model Library
(YCRTMDLLIB) command. It also describes how to use some of the CA 2E commands and i OS commands to manage
models.

More Information

• Creating a CA 2E Design Model
• Managing CA 2E Models

Creating a CA 2E Design Model
Each CA 2E design model is held in a set of i OS database files that must reside in a single library. A machine can hold
many models, each in a different library. The YCRTMDLLIB command creates:

• A model library.
• The model library’s objects.
• A Toolkit library list for the model.
• An associated library (the generation library).

NOTE
The generation library holds the source CA 2E generates from the model and other i OS objects.

Each model library you create and its associated generation library are a pair. The model library contains a model value,
YGENLIB, that names the associated generation library. The design model can also have an SQL collection.

The YCRTMDLLIB command also contains parameters that set some of the model values for the new model.

 Contents 
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Before You Create a Model

Before you create a model, make sure you:

• Understand how YCRTMDLLIB command parameters affect model values.
• Place the Toolkit and CA 2E libraries in your library list.
• Sign on with the correct user profile.

Setting Model Values

The YCRTMDLLIB command includes parameters that specify certain model values for the new model, such as the HLL
in which programs will generate. The parameters define other model values, such as the prefix for object names. You
can accept the default values for these parameters or you can change the default to customize the model for a particular
environment.

Before you change a model value default, make sure you understand its purpose and identify the impact that your change
will have on the model environment. This section describes the following model values:

Default target HLL Model library name
Design standard Naming prefixes
Generation library name National language
HLL naming convention Open access
Message file name SQL/DDS/DDL generation

Model Library Name

The model library contains the CA 2E design model and application design.

You define the name of the model library with the MDLLIB parameter. You must include this parameter when you execute
YCRTMDLLIB.

Select the name for the model carefully. Other parameters, such as GENLIB and SQLLIB, default to options that allow CA
2E to build the names for libraries from the prefix of the model library.

Use the following conventions:

• Begin the model library name with an identifying prefix of up to seven characters.
• Follow the prefix with the characters "MDL."

Identifying prefixes might include the owner of the model, the application, or application level. For example, you might use
INVMDL for an inventory model.

Generation Library Name

The model generation library contains CA 2E generated source and compiled objects.

You specify the name for the generation library with the GENLIB parameter. You can create the name yourself or you can
accept the default and allow to create the name from the model library name according to the following rules:

• If the model library name contains the characters "MDL," CA 2E drops these characters and replaces them with
"GEN." For example, if you name the model library "INVMDLR40," CA 2E creates the name "INVGENR40" for the
generation library.

• If the model library name does not contain "MDL," CA 2E appends "GEN" to the model name. For example, if the
name of the model library is "INVNTRY," creates the name "INVNTRYGEN" for the generation library.

• If the model name is more than seven to nine characters in length,CA 2E truncates the suffix. If the model name is ten
characters or more,CA 2E sends an error message on model creation.
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Open Access

When you enter a CA 2E model you specify one of the following three user types:

• *DSNR (Designer)
• *PGMR (Programmer)
• *USER (User)

The user type you specify determines when you can access the model and what types of changes you can make.

The Open Access parameter OPNACC lets you specify whether multiple designers (*DSNR) and programmers (*PGMR)
can work in the model at the same time. This parameter sets the YOPNACC model value. The values for this parameter
and the implications of each are as follows:

•  *NO -- Restricts access to the model to only one *DSNR at a time. If a designer is working in the model, programmers
and other designers are denied access to the model.

•  *YES -- Allows multiple designers and programmers to work in the model concurrently. enables file and field locking to
prevent two designers from updating the same file or field at the same time.

Design Standard

The Design Standard is the default set of values a model uses for CA 2E panel design requirements, such as function key
usage and field display attributes.

Parameter DSNSTD sets the default values for all features that affect design standards. These include:

• The default standard headers and footers for primary and secondary panels.
• The default function keys.
• The initial value for the YLHSFLL model value. This value controls the appearance of field text leaders on panel

designs.
• The YCUAPMT model value. This value controls whether CUA Prompt -- F4 (Display a list of allowed values) -- is

enabled.
• The YCUAEXT model value. This value provides additional CUA device design compliance.

You can set DSNSTD to one of the following:

•  *CUATEXT -- Sets the defaults to IBM Systems Application Architecture (SAA) Common User Access (CUA) Text
Subset of the Graphical Model

•  *CUAENTRY -- Sets the defaults to IBM SAA CUA Entry model standard
•  *S38 -- Sets the defaults to System/38 design standard

SQL/DDS/DDL

 CA 2E provides two methods for generating files:

• SQL, IBM’s SAA common programming interface for database access on all SAA platforms.
• DDS, the database access method native to the IBM i platform.

The YSYSDBF system value sets the default database access method. Model value YDBFGEN defaults to the system
value. Parameter DBFGEN lets you override the value for YDBFGEN to *DDS or *SQL for a particular model.

Implementing SQL

If you implement SQL, each model library list and associated job description must reference an SQL collection. Parameter
SQLLIB creates and sets the name of the SQL collection.

If you accept the default option *DBFGEN, CA 2E looks at the value for the DBFGEN parameter and, if it is set to *SQL,
creates the collection and builds a name from the model library name according to the following rules:
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• If the model library name contains the characters "MDL," CA 2E drops these characters and replaces them with the
"SQL." For example, if you name the model library "INVMDLR40,"CA 2E creates the name "INVSQLR40" for the SQL
collection.

• If the model library name does not contain "MDL," CA 2E appends the characters "SQL" to the model name. For
example, if the name of the model library is "INVNTRY," CA 2E creates the name "INVNTRYSQL" for the SQL
collection.

• If the model name is seven to nine characters in length,CA 2E truncates the suffix. If the model name is ten characters
or more in length,CA 2E sends an error message.

Implementing DDL

If you implement DDL, each model library list and associated job description must reference an SQL collection. Parameter
SQLLIB creates and sets the name of the SQL collection.

If you accept the default option *DBFGEN, CA 2E looks at the value for the DBFGEN parameter and, if it is set to *DDL,
creates the collection and builds a name from the model library name according to the following rules:

• If the model library name contains the characters "MDL," CA 2E drops these characters and replaces them with the
"SQL." For example, if you name the model library "INVMDLR40,"CA 2E creates the name "INVSQLR40" for the SQL
collection.

• If the model library name does not contain "MDL," CA 2E appends the characters "SQL" to the modelname. For
example, if the name of the model library is "INVNTRY," CA 2E creates the name "INVNTRYSQL" for the SQL
collection.

• If the model name is seven to nine characters in length,CA 2E truncates the suffix. If the model name is ten characters
or more in length,CA 2E sends an error message.

NOTE
 Irrespective of the value of the YSQLFMT model value and if the generation mode is *DDL, the RCDFMT
keyword is generated.

NOTE
Limitations:

• The current implementation of the DDL generation mode is not valid for the following cases:
– Access paths that have virtual fields
– SPN access path
– QRY access path
– Multi-member files

•  Workaround for Virtual Fields, SPN, and QRY Access Paths: If the earlier generation mode is *DDS,
revert to it and regenerate the access path. You need not regenerate the functions that use this access path.
If you want to have an SQL type database, regenerate the access path using *SQL generation mode. The
functions using this access path must be regenerated.

•  Workaround for Multi-Member Files: If you want to have more than one member for the access paths,
revert to *DDS generation mode.

NOTE
If you want to change an access path, which is previously defined as *DDS with a MAXMBR compiler override,
to *DDL, you must revert to *DDS generation mode and must remove the compiler override, and then change
back to *DDL generation mode.
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Implementing SQL/DDL and DDS in the Same Model

 CA 2E lets you implement both SQL/DDL and DDS within a design model. For example, if you normally use DDS but
want to create a model that uses both DDS and SQL, you would create the model as follows:

1. Set the SQLLIB parameter value of the YCRTMDLLIB command to *GEN. CA 2E generates the SQL collection library
and builds a name according to the rules described in the previous section.

2. Ensure that the value for the parameter DBFGEN is set to *DDS.
3. Set other model parameters as needed and create the model.

The model library list contains the SQL collection library, listed below the generation library. If you want to use SQL to
implement certain CA 2E access paths in the model:

1. Set the access path details to SQL.
2. Edit the model library list so that the SQL library is listed above the generation library.
3. Update the related job description.

NOTE
 When you use both DDS and SQL in the same model, CA 2E imposes restrictions.

Naming Prefixes

Unless you specify otherwise,CA 2E automatically allocates names for all field and object names you define.CA 2E uses
naming prefixes for the names of application objects, values list objects, and message IDs. These prefixes are derived
from model values. Parameters in the YCRTMDLLIB command let you set these model values explicitly.

Application Objects

 CA 2E requires that an application object prefix be added to the beginning of all member names that contain source
generated by CA 2E.

Parameter OBJPFX sets the model value for the application object prefix. CA 2E uses this parameter only if autonaming is
used. The default prefix is “UU.” If you define another prefix:

• Use characters that identify the user system, such as “IM” for inventory management system.
• Do not use the following characters. CA 2E reserves them for specific types of application objects:

– Q (IBM objects)
– (IBM S/36 environment objects)
– Y (CA 2E and CA Xtras objects)

Values List Objects

The condition value file, accessed at program execution, stores status field values. The values list object prefix defines the
first two characters of the names in the condition value file and the value selection program, called when the user enters a
question mark (?) or uses F4 to prompt a status field.

The parameter VLSPFX sets the prefix for the objects in the values list file.

Message IDs

The message identifier prefix defines the first three characters of message names generated by CA 2E .

Parameter MSGPFX sets the value of the message prefix. You can set this value to *USR or *NONE:

• If you accept the default value, *USR, CA 2E prefixes each message name with the characters "USR."
• If you set the value at *NONE, you must manually prefix message IDs.
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Message File Name

The message file contains message descriptions that generates. The message file name indicates where CA 2E stores
messages for execution time access.

Parameter MSGVNM sets the name for the message file. This name is based on the value of the MSGPFX parameter:

• If you specify the value *USR or *NONE for the message prefix,CA 2E assigns the name QUSRMSG to the message
file.

• If you specify another value for the message prefix, creates the message file name using the value of the object prefix
and the message prefix, and the characters "MSG," as follows:
  object prefix + message prefix + MSG

For example:
    IM + CTL + MSG = IMCTLMSG

Default Target High Level Language

The YSYSHLL system parameter sets the default for the high level language (HLL) in which to create program source.
The HLLGEN parameter sets YHLLGEN, the model value for the HLL in which to create program source for the model
you are creating. When you create a model,CA 2E sets the default for HLLGEN to the YSYSHLL value. You can explicitly
set this parameter to generate source code for this model in RPG or COBOL. You can override the default for any specific
function.

NOTE
 CA 2E supplies RPG and COBOL separately. You will be able to generate only the languages for which your
site is licensed.

High Level Language Naming Convention

The HLL you use for the model determines the naming restrictions that apply to names generated by CA 2E.

Parameter HLLVNM sets the YHLLVNM model value, which dictates naming conventions for names generated by CA 2E.
You can accept the default value of *RPGCBL or you can set this value for the model.

Advanced National Language Support

Advanced National Language Support (NLS) lets you implement panel literals using external message IDs. These
messages are stored in an i OS message file. By externalizing messages, you can maintain several language versions of
the same application.

You can implement Advanced National Language Support at the model, function, or field level. The field level overrides
the function level. The function level overrides the model level.

The device prompt generation option, PMTGEN, controls the model value YPMTGEN, which sets the externalized
panel constants feature. If you implement Advanced National Language Support at the model level, you need to set this
parameter to *MSGID (implement using external message IDs). The default for this parameter is *OFF (do not implement
using external message IDs).

If you want to partially implement Advanced National Language Support, you can set the default to *LITERAL. You can
then choose to externalize some model text at the function or field level.

Signing on with the Correct User Profile

The user profile you sign on with to create a model must be authorized to use CA 2E and the following i OS commands:
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•  CRTLIB -- Create a library
•  CRTPF -- Create a physical file
•  CRTLIB -- Create library
•  CRTPF -- Create physical file
•  CRTDTAARA -- Create data area
•  CRTSRCPF -- Create source file
•  CRTJOBD -- Create job description
•  CRTDUPOBJ -- Create duplicate object
•  CRTJRN -- Create journal
•  CRTJRNRCV -- Create journal receiver
•  CRTDTADCT -- Create data dictionary

The user profile used to create the model owns the model. This user can transfer ownership of the model to another user
profile and can grant another user profile the authority to use the model.

Changing Your Library List

The library list of the profile you are using to create the model must include the CA 2E and Toolkit libraries. You can add
them to your interactive library list with the i OS Add Library List Entry (ADDLIBLE) command.

For more information about the ADDLIBLE command, see Volume 2 of the i OS CL Reference.

Creating a Model

You create a model library by entering the YCRTMDLLIB command and its required parameter, MDLLIB, followed by any
optional parameters for model values you want to set explicitly. If you do not set a model value explicitly, the system uses
the default parameter value to create the model library.

For example, to create a model (INVMDL) for an inventory control system that uses SQL to define CA 2E access paths
and explicitly defines the descriptive text for the model, the object prefix, and the values list prefix:

1. Enter the command with the appropriate parameters:
YCRTMDLLIB  MDLLIB(INVMDL) +
   GENLIB(INVGEN) SQLLIB(INVSQL) + 
   SYSTEXT(inventory-control-system) +
   OBJPFX(IN)  VLSPFX(IN)  DBFGEN(*SQL)

This example includes the following optional parameters:
–  SQLLIB(INVSQL) -- Sets the name of the library into which the SQL collection for database implementation is to

be placed.
–  SYSTEXT(‘Inventory Control System’) -- Sets the model text value (YMDLTXT).
–  OBJPFX(IN) -- Sets the application object prefix for all member names that contain source generated by CA

2E from the model.
–  VLSPFX(IN) -- Sets the values list object prefix added to names for all objects used to implement the CA 2E values

list facility.
–  DBFGEN(*SQL) -- Sets the default method for implementing CA 2E access paths as database objects to SQL.

2. When you complete the parameters, execute the command by pressing Enter.CA 2E builds the model library using the
parameters you specified. When the command finishes, the panel displays the following message:
Model library (INVMDL) created
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Creating the Model in Batch Mode

Creating a model generally requires at least 20 minutes. You may want to execute the YCRTMDLLIB command in batch
mode using the i OS SBMJOB command. Creating the model in batch mode causes minimum impact on interactive jobs
running on the system. When you submit the job, you can specify that you want the job log to provide you with a complete
report when the job finishes.

For example, to create a model in batch mode and specify that messages and loggable CLP commands be logged in the
job log, you would enter the following:

SBMJOB  CMD(YCRTMDLLIB MDLLIB(MYMDL)) + LOG(4  00  *SECLVL)  LOGCLPGM(*YES)

This example includes the following optional parameters:

•  LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) -- Specifies the message logging values that determine the number and type of messages
logged in the job log.

•  LOGCLPGM(*YES) -- Specifies that loggable CLP commands are to be logged to the job log.

You can also prompt this command by entering the command and pressing F4. For example:

SBMJOB  CMD(YCRTMDLLIB  MDLLIB(MYMDL))

For more information about the SBMJOB command, see Volume 5 of the i OS CL Reference.

Prompting YCRTMDLLIB

You can also create a model by letting the system prompt you for the model values you want to use.

1. Enter YCRTMDLLIB and press F4. A prompt asks you to enter a name for the model.
2. Enter the name for the model and press Enter.

The Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB) panel displays the parameters with their default settings.
                                             Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB)       
               
                                                                              
Type choices, press Enter.                                                    
                                                                              
Library for data model             MYMDL_____    Name, *NONE                  
Library for generation             *GEN______    Name, *NONE, *GEN            
Library for SQL collection         *DBFGEN___    Name, *DBFGEN, *NONE, *GEN   
System text or *SYSTEXT            *MDLLIB___                                 
Design standard                    *SYS______    *SYS, *CUAENTRY, *CUATEXT... 
Prefix for app. objects            UU________    Name                         
Prefix for value list objects      Y2________    Name, *OBJPFX                
Prefix for new message id’s        USR_______    Name, *NONE                  
Workstation implementation         *NPT______    *NPT, *GUI, *JVA, *VB        
Application folder for GUI         *NONE_____    Character value, *MDL, *NONE 
Library partitioning for GUI       *AUTO_____    Character value, *AUTO       
Device prompt implementation       *SYS______    *SYS, *LITERAL, *MSGID, *OFF 
Database implementation            *SYS______    *SYS, *DDS, *SQL, *DDL            
Default target HLL language        *SYSHLL___    *SYSHLL, *RPG, *CBL, *RPGIV  
HLL naming convention              *RPGCBL___    *RPGCBL, *RPG, *CBL          
Binding Directory                  YBNDDIR___    Name, *NONE                  
                                                                      MORE... 
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F3=Exit  F4=Prompt  F5=Refresh  F12=Cancel  F13=How to use this display       
F24=More keys  

3. Change the displayed parameters as necessary or accept the defaults. Use these function keys to display:
– Additional parameters (F10).
– All parameters (F9).

4. Press Enter. The system builds the model library. When the command finishes, the panel displays the following
message:

Model library (model-library-name) created

Managing CA 2E Models
 CA 2E commands help you manage the models in your work environment. This section describes how to use CA
2E commands to:

• Reorganize a model
• Clear a model
• Rename a model

For some model management tasks, you use i OS commands. This section describes how to use i OS commands to save
(SAVLIB) and delete (DLTLIB) a library.

 Contents 

  

Executing the Commands in Batch Mode

You can execute commands in batch mode. Submitting the job to batch causes minimum impact on interactive jobs
running on the system. When you submit the job, you can specify that you want the job log to provide you with a complete
report when the job finishes.

For example, to delete a model in batch mode and specify that messages and loggable CLP commands be logged in the
job log, you would enter the following:

SBMJOB  CMD(DLTLIB  LIB(MYMDL))  LOG(4 00 + *SECLVL)  LOGCLPGM(*YES)

This example includes the following optional parameters:

•  LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) -- Specifies the message logging values that determine the number and type of messages
logged in the job log.

•  LOGCLPGM(*YES) -- Specifies that loggable CLP commands are to be logged to the job log.

You can also prompt this command by entering the command and pressing F4. For example:

SBMJOB  CMD(DLTLIB  LIB(MYMDL))

For more information about the SBMJOB command, see Volume 5 of the i OS CL Reference.

Reorganizing a CA 2E Model

The Reorganize Model (YRGZMDL) command is a housekeeping function that recovers disk space used by deleted
records and may help improve performance. The YRGZMDL command executes the i OS Reorganize Physical File
Member (RGZPFM) command.

NOTE
You cannot use a model while it is being reorganized.
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• To reorganize a model, enter the following and press Enter.
YRGZMDL  MDLLIB(model-name)

 CA 2E sends messages as the command rebuilds access paths. When the model is reorganized, CA 2E sends the
following message:
Model library (model-library-name) reorganized.

For more information about the RGZPFM command, see Volume 4 of the i OS CL Reference.

Checking a CA 2E Model

The Check Model (YCHKMDL) command is a housekeeping function that checks your model for inactive internal records
and un-resolvable model object references. 

In CA 2E, whenever you create an object in the model, a corresponding model object reference called a surrogate number
is created that the product uses to recognize the object.  When the object is deleted, the surrogate number should also
be deleted.  At times the surrogate number may not be deleted.  When this happens the condition which occurs is known
as a dangling surrogate.  This condition can be caused by such events as a power outage which results in an incomplete
update; a developer makes an error when using YWRKF to change model file data; a session is closed without exiting the
model properly by a developer or by network security; a model relation name is typed over or field exit is used rather than
deleting the relation.

Work can be performed in a model for months without this condition being detected.  It most likely manifests itself when
generating, coping or editing an object that references the deleted object surrogate number.

Consequently it is very important to use the YCHKMDL *Update action periodically to maintain a healthy model.  The
YCHKMDL *UPDATE cleans up dangling references and produces a report of objects it was able to delete. For large
models it is recommended to incorporate it with weekly backup procedures.  Using YCHKMDL *UPDATE once a month on
smaller models will be sufficient.

Clearing a CA 2E Model

The Clear Model (YCLRMDL) command drops all user-defined data in the specified model library. You can also clear the
generation library and, if it exists, the SQL collection of user objects.

The YCLRMDL command is often used during training to allow new users to create and use a model and then clear it to
use for production.

• To clear a model library and its generation library, enter the following and press Enter:
YCLRMDL  MDLLIB(model-library-name) + GENLIB(generation-library-name)

As CA 2E clears the model, messages display. When the process is complete, CA 2E sends the following message:
Model library (model-library-name) for (model) has been cleared.

Prompting the YCLRMDL Command

You can also clear a model by allowing the system to prompt you for the libraries you want to clear.

1. Enter YCLRMDL and press F4.
The Clear Model (YCLRMDL) panel displays with the selection prompts.

2. Enter the names for the libraries you want to clear and press Enter.
As CA 2E clears the model, messages display. When the process is complete, the system sends the message:
Model library (model-library-name) for (model) has been cleared.
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Saving a CA 2E Model Library

The i OS Save Library (SAVLIB) command saves a copy of up to fifty specified libraries or all libraries. This command
saves the entire library, including the library description, the object descriptions, and the contents of the objects in the
library. To protect changes to your models, use SAVLIB regularly as part of your batch job process.

NOTE
Always save libraries before upgrading to a new version.

You can save to an off-line storage medium, such as a cartridge, or to an online save file using DEV(*SAVF) on the
SAVLIB command.

WARNING
 To save libraries, you must have either the *SAVSYS special authority in your user profile or you must have
read authority or ownership of each library specified and object existence authority for each object in the library.
If you do not have this authority, the command saves only those libraries and objects for which you do have
authority.

Using the SAVLIB Command

To save a model library and its generation library to a tape in a specified device, enter the following and press Enter:

SAVLIB  LIB(model-library-name/generation- + library-name)  DEV(device).

Example:

Save a model library named INVMDL and its generation library INVGEN to tape device TAP01, nter the following and
press Enter:

SAVLIB  LIB(INVMDL  INVGEN)  DEV(TAP01)

You can also save libraries by allowing the system to prompt you for the libraries you want to save and the parameters
you want to specify. Enter the command and press F4.

For more information about the SAVLIB command, see Volume 5 of the i OS CL Reference.

Deleting a CA 2E Model Library

The i OS Delete Library (DLTLIB) command deletes all objects in the specified library and then deletes the library.

Before you use the DLTLIB command to delete either a generation or an SQL library, you first need to ensure the library
does not have journals or journal receivers.

This section describes how to check for and delete journals and journal receivers and provides examples of how you
might delete model, generation, and SQL libraries.

WARNING

 To delete a library, you must have use and object existence authority for the library and object existence
authority for all objects in the library:

If you do not have object existence authority for the library, the command does not delete the library or its
objects.

If you do not have object existence authority for one or more objects in the library, the command does not delete
those objects or the library.

You cannot delete a library while it is on the library list of any job active on the system.
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Deleting a Model Library

 Follow these steps: 

• Enter the following code and press Enter.
DLTLIB  LIB(model-library-name)

Deleting a Generation Library

You can use the DLTLIB command to delete the generation library associated with a model library. Deleting a generation
library requires that you first delete any journal receivers and journals within the generation library before you delete the
generation library.

Deleting Journal Receivers and Journals

If the generation library contains a journal, the DLTLIB command will not complete. Before you delete a generation library,
make sure it does not contain journals. You delete journals by first deleting the journals and then deleting the journal
receivers.

Checking for Journals

 Follow these steps: 

1. To access the Programming Development Manager (PDM), enter STRPDM and press Enter.
The IBM i Programming Development Manager (PDM) panel displays.

2. Select the Work with objects option.
The Specify Objects to Work With panel displays.

3. Specify that you want to work with journals in the generation library you are deleting:
a. The Library field, enter the name of the generation library you are deleting.
b. In the Type field, enter *JRN and press Enter. The Work With Objects Using PDM panel displays.
c. Record the name of the journal in your generation library.

4. Return to a command line. Press F3 until a command line displays.

End Journaling

End journaling for access paths and physical files before you delete the journal receivers and journals.

 Follow these steps: 

1. End journaling for access paths by entering the following code and presssing Enter.
ENDJRNAP  FILE(*ALL) + JRN(GEN-library-name/(your-journal-name)

2. End journaling for physical files by entering the following code and pressing Enter.
ENDJRNPF  FILE(*ALL) + JRN(GEN-library-name/(your-journal-name)

3. When you have ended journaling for access paths and physical files, return to the Work with Objects Using PDM
panel.

4. Mark the journals for deletion. Enter 4 to the left of all of the journals and press Enter. 
The system asks you to confirm the deletions.

5. Press Enter to confirm.
6. When you finish deleting the journals, return to the Specify Objects to Work With panel. Press F3.

NOTE
You are ready to delete the journal receivers.
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Delete the Journal Receivers

 Follow these steps: 

1. Specify that you want to work with journal receivers in the generation library you are deleting:
a. In the Library field, enter the name of the generation library you are deleting.
b. In the Type field, enter *JRNRCV and press Enter.

The Work with Objects Using PDM panel displays.
2. Make sure the generation library does not contain journal receivers:

– If no journal receivers are listed, delete the generation library. Continue with the Deleting a Generation Library
section.

– If journal receivers are listed, continue with the next step.
3. Delete the journal receivers. Enter 4 to the left of all receivers and press Enter.

The system asks you to confirm the deletions. Press Enter to confirm.
4. If a break message displays, indicating the journal receiver has not been saved, enter I (Ignore) and press Enter.
5. When the process finishes, delete the generation library.

Deleting the Generation Library

 Follow these steps: 

Enter the following code and press Enter.

DLTLIB  LIB(generation-library-name)

Deleting an SQL Collection

You can use the DLTLIB command to delete an SQL collection associated with the model library. Deleting an SQL
collection requires that you delete any journal receivers and journals, including access paths and physical files, within the
SQL collection before you delete the collection.

Deleting Journal Receivers and Journals from the SQL Collection

If the SQL collection contains a journal, the DLTLIB command will not complete. Before you delete an SQL collection,
make sure it does not contain a journal.

Checking for Journals

 Follow these steps: 

1. To access the Programming Development Manager (PDM), enter STRPDM and press Enter.
The IBM i Programming Development Manager (PDM) panel displays.

2. Select the Work with objects option.
The Specify Objects to Work With panel displays.

3. Specify that you want to work with journals in the SQL library you are deleting:
a. In the Library field, enter the name of the SQL collection you are deleting.
b. In the Type field, enter *JRN and press Enter.

The Work With Objects Using PDM panel displays.
c. Record the name of the journal in your SQL collection.

4. Return to a command line. Press F3 until a command line displays.

Deleting the SQL Collection

Enter the following code and press Enter.
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DLTLIB  LIB(SQL-library-name)

For more information about the DLTLIB command, see Volume 3 of the i OS CL Reference.

Renaming a CA 2E Model

The Rename Model (YRNMMDL) command lets you change the model name. This command also updates the generation
library and any library list or model values that use the model or generation library name. This command does not rename
an SQL collection or change the YMHPLBA data area (location of Help text).

You can use the YRNMMDL command to rename a model as it progresses through its life cycle.

Use the YRNMMDL command to rename a model rather than the i OS Rename Library (RNMLIB) command. If you use
RNMLIB, the internal model values will be inaccurate.

NOTE
You cannot use a library while it is being renamed.

For example, to rename a model and its generation library, enter the following and press Enter.

YRNMMDL  MDLLIB(current-model-library-name) +
   NEWMDLLIB(new-model-library-name) +
   GENLIB(current-generation-library-name) +
   NEWGENLIB(new-generation-library-name)

 CA 2E sends messages as the command updates the library lists. When the model has been renamed,CA 2E sends the
following message:

Model (model-library-name) renamed to (new-model-library-name).

You can also prompt this command by entering the command and pressing F4.

 

Using Your Model
This article describes the CA 2E Main Menu; how to access your model; features common to CA 2E programs, such as
narrative text, online help, and the Display Services Menu; and features invoked with line selection values.

This section contains the following topics:

• Menus
• Access Your CA 2E Model
• Edit Database Relations Panel
• Edit Device Design Panel
• Edit Action Diagram Panel
• Use Application Areas
• Use Line Selection Options
• Lock Objects
• Use Narrative Text
• Display Model Object Cross References
• Use the Display Services Menu
• Use Online Help

Menus
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The CA 2E menu system uses the Toolkit menu facility. This facility lets you execute programs or CLP commands, or to
display other menus and panels by selecting menu options.

Contents

Main Menu

The CA 2E Main Menu is the product menu from which you access your model, change the library list to work with another
model, invoke all CA 2E commands, and access CA 2E and various related CA Xtras products.

1. To start CA 2E and display the Main Menu, enter the following Toolkit command and press Enter:
YGO  *Y2

Or, if you intend to work with a model:
YSTRY2 model-name

The Main Menu displays.

The first panel of the Main Menu provides a set of Design Model options and access to commands grouped according
to function.

2. Scroll to view the second panel of the Main Menu for access to more commands and various CA Xtras products.
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Design Model Options

Although the function of most of the options listed on the Main Menu is clear from the name of the option, the first set of
options, Design Model, require additional explanation. These options provide the following capabilities:

• A set of submenus listing the common tasks for each of the three user types: designer, programmer, and user.
Your user type determines when you can access the model and what types of modifications you can effect. These
submenus are described in the following sections.

• Access to the Work with Model Lists utility.
• The ability to change to work with another model by invoking the Change Library List (YCHGLIBL) command.

User-Type Submenus

Following are descriptions of the three submenus listing the tasks available for each of the three user types:

• Designer
• Programmer
• User

Your user type determines when you can access the model and what types of modifications you can effect.
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Designer (*DSNR) Menu

The CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu provides a list of tasks available to users with *DSNR authority. Use either of the
following methods to access this menu.

• Select the Display Designer (*DSNR) menu option from the CA 2E Main Menu.
• Enter the following YSTRY2 command at a command line:

YSTRY2 model-library-list name MENU(DSNR)

The first panel of the Designer (*DSNR) Menu displays.
DSNR                CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu                         
Level . : 1                                                   System:  SYNONDV1
                                                                               
Select one of the following:                                                   
                                                                               
 Enter Model          1. Edit Database Relations                               
                      2. Services Menu                                         
                      3. Edit Default Model Object List                        
                      4. Edit Session List (changed objects)                   
                      5. Work with Model Objects                               
                      6. Load model and display command line                   
                                                                               
                      8. Work with Model Object Lists                          
                      9. Change to work with another model                     
                                                                               
 Open Access:      ? 10. Change Open Access Model Value                        
  enter with *NO     11. Edit Database Relations                               
                     12. Services Menu                                  More...
                                                                               
Selection or command                                                           
===>                                                                           
                                                                               
F3=Exit  F6=Messages  F8=Rev retrieve  F9=Retrieve  F10=Cmd Entry  F14=Sbm jobs
                                                                               
Maximum capability to access model MYMDL is *DSLK.                             

• Scroll down to display the second panel of the Designer (*DSNR) Menu.
DSNR                CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu                        
 Level . :   2                                                                
                                                            System:    MARVINS
 Select one of the following:                                                 
                      13. Edit Default Model Object List                      
                      14. Work with Model Objects                             
                      15. Load model and display command line                 
                                                                              
                      19. Synchronise model                                   
                                                                              
  Model Profile       20. Edit Model Profile for Model                        
                      21. Edit Default Model Profile for Model                
                                                                              
  Authority           30. Edit Model Authority (access to model)              
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  Library list      ? 40. Change name of library list for model               
                      41. Edit library list for model                         
                                                                              
                                                                        More..
 Selection or command                                                         
 ===>                                                                         
                                                                              
 F3=Major menu  F6=Msg  F8=Rev retrieve  F9=Retrieve  F10=Cmd entry  F24=More 
 Maximum capability to access model HTSD71MDL is *DSLK.

• Scroll down once again to see the third panel.
DSNR                CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu                        
 Level . :   2                                                                
                                                            System:    MARVINS
 Select one of the following:                                                 
  Auto naming                                                                 
  YEDTNXTMNC        ? 50. Edit Next Mnemonic                                  
                                                                              
                                                                              
                                                                              
                                                                              
                                                                              
                                                                              
                                                                              
                                                                              
                                                                              
                                                                              
                                                                              
                                                                              
                                                                              
                                                                        Bottom
 Selection or command                                                         
 ===>                                                                         
                                                                              
 F3=Major menu  F6=Msg  F8=Rev retrieve  F9=Retrieve  F10=Cmd entry  F24=More 
 Maximum capability to access model HTSD71MDL is *DSLK.                       

Enter Model Options

The Enter Model options let you choose which of several panels to display first when you enter your model. The following
panels and options are described in this article.

• Edit Database Relations
This option is the same as specifying *EDTDBREL on the YEDTMDL command.

• (Display) Services Menu
This option is the same as specifying *SERVICES as the entry point on the YEDTMDL command.

• Load model and display command line
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This option loads the model and displays a command line. Use it to execute a series of commands without needing
to reload the model for each command. It is the same as specifying *NONE as the entry point on the YEDTMDL
command.

• Change (the library list) to work with another model
This option invokes the Change Library List (YCHGLIBL) command.

Open Access Enter with *NO Options

These options give you exclusive access to the model; in other words, they let you temporarily override the Open Access
(YOPNACC) model value. If other designers or programmers are working in the model when you try to use these options,
you will be denied access. Most of the options are the same as the Enter Model options and let you choose which of
several panels to display first when you enter the model.

In addition, there are two options for tasks that can only be performed by a designer (*DSNR) with exclusive access to the
model.

• Change Open Access Model Value
The YOPNACC model value controls whether programmers and designers can use the model at the same time.

• Synchronize Model
Synchronizing the model ensures that any changes a designer makes to the relations in a model are reflected in all CA
2E file entries of the model.

Model Profile Options

Each user in a model has an associated model profile that defines defaults for various processes and file specifications
for an interactive session. The default model profile is shipped with CA 2E and is usually the source for creating model
profiles for individual users. The Model Profile options let you modify both the default and user model profiles in order to
tailor the development environment. However, note that only a designer can change the default model profile.

Authority Option

This option lets you edit authority to i OS objects that CA 2E uses to control user access to the model.

Library List Options

The Library List options include:

• Change name of library list for model
This option lets you reset the name of the model’s library list stored in the YLIBLST model value.

• Edit library list for model
This command invokes the Toolkit Edit Library List (YEDTLIBLST) command and displays the Edit Library List Entries
panel where you can edit the current library list.

Programmer (*PGMR) Menu

The CA 2E Programmer (*PGMR) Menu provides a list of tasks available to users with *PGMR authority. Use either of the
following methods to access this menu.

• Select the Display Programmer (*PGMR) menu option from the CA 2E Main Menu.
• Enter the following YSTRY2 command at a command line:

YSTRY2 model-library-list name MENU(PGMR)

This menu contains a subset of the options available to designers (*DSNR). The Enter Model options let you choose
which of several panels to display first when you enter your model. However, note that a programmer cannot create or
maintain files, fields, relations, or entries. As a result, the Edit Database Relations panel will be view only.
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This menu also lets you change the current library list to work with another model and to edit your own model profile.

User (*USER) Menu

The CA 2E User (*USER) Menu provides a list of tasks available to users with *USER authority. Use either of the following
methods to access this menu.

• Select the Display User (*USER) menu option from the CA 2E Main Menu.
• Enter the following YSTRY2 command at a command line:

YSTRY2 model-library-list name MENU(USER)

This menu provides a restricted set of the options available to a programmer (*PGMR). Note that all options on this menu
provide view-only access to a model.

Access Your CA 2E Model
You can access a model using the following CA 2E commands:

• The Start CA 2E (YSTRY2) command lets you set the library list you want to work with and to display a CA 2E menu.
The default is the CA 2E Main Menu.

• The Edit Model (YEDTMDL) command lets you access the model. You can invoke this command from the CA 2E Main
Menu.

Contents

Access Your Model Using the YSTRY2 Command

Access your model by entering the Start CA 2E (YSTRY2) command at a command line, as is shown in the following
examples:

• If you know the name of the model library list, enter the following and press Enter:

YSTRY2  (model-library-list-name)

For example:

YSTRY2  MYMDL

The command changes the current library list to the library list for the model and displays the CA 2E Main Menu.
• If you do not know the name of the model library list, you can select from a list. Enter the following and press Enter:

YSTRY2  *SELECT

A panel displays a list from which you can select the library list you want. When you select a list, the command
changes the current library list to the list you selected and displays the CA 2E Main Menu.

• If you want to display a menu other than the CA 2E Main Menu, you can use the Menu option either to select from a
list of existing menus or specify another menu. For example, to display the CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu, enter the
following:

YSTRY2 MYMDL  MENU(DSNR)

To select from a list of menus enter:
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YSTRY2 MYMDL  MENU(*SELECT)

Accessing Your Model Using the YEDTMDL Command

Access your model by entering the Edit Model (YEDTMDL) command at a command line.

The following describes the options available on this command:

• User Type -- The user designation determines when you can access the model and what types of modifications you
can effect. Designer is the default user designation for YEDTMDL. To invoke the YEDTMDL command as a:
– Designer, enter *DSNR for the User option and press Enter.
– Programmer, enter *PGMR for the User option and press Enter.
– User, accessing the model in a view-only mode, enter *USER for the User option and press Enter.

NOTE
After entering a model as either *DSNR or *PGMR, do not attempt to enter another model without exiting the
current model. Always exit and save your changes before changing to another model’s library list.

In addition to user type, you can also specify the following when invoking the YEDTMDL command:

• Job List -- This is the name of the job list containing the names of source members to be generated and/or compiled.
*MDLPRF defaults to the job list name specified in your model profile.

• Model entry point -- This specifies which of the following panels to display on entry to the model:
– *EDTDBREL (Edit Database Relations, the default)
– *EDTMDLLST (Edit Model Object List)
– *SERVICES (Display Services Menu)
– *NONE (This option loads the model and displays a command line. Use it to execute a series of commands without

needing to reload the model for each command. In addition, this option can be used to lock a user into the model
based on a user designation.)

• Session List -- This specifies the model object list that is to be the target for model objects that are changed during
the editing session. *MDLPRF defaults to the session list specified in your model profile.

• Open Access to the Model -- This option allows a *DSNR exclusive access to the model. The option displays only if
the YOPNACC model value is set to *YES and can be overridden only by a *DSNR with *LOCK authority.

• Model Object List -- This is the name of the model object list to edit on the Edit Model Object List panel when the
model entry point is *EDTMDLLST. *MDLPRF defaults to the list specified in your model profile. Specify *ALLOBJ to
edit model objects rather than model object list entries.

When you select the options you want, the CA 2E logo window displays with the user type you selected displayed in a
window in the center of the panel. Following the CA 2E logo, the panel corresponding to the entry point you selected
displays. You are ready to edit the model.

Setting and Editing the Library List for Your Model

The YEDTMDL command defaults to the library list of the current job. If you use the YSTRY2 command to access your
model, the list is changed to the specified library list as YSTRY2 executes.

Setting the Library List with the Change Library List Command

You can change your library list with the Change Library List (YCHGLIBL) command. This command replaces the current
library list with the list you select. You can invoke the YCHGLIBL command either from a command line or from the CA 2E
Main Menu with the option Change to work with another model.
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Editing the Library List

You can edit the current library list using the CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following from any command line:

YSTRY2 model-library-list-name MENU(DSNR)

2. Select the Edit library list for model option.

YLIBLST Model Value

The Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB) command sets the YLIBLST model value to the library list specified by the
LIBLST parameter when a model is created.

When you invoke a command that loads a model,CA 2E checks the current job’s library list for the specified model library.
If it cannot find the specified model library,CA 2E automatically replaces the current job’s library list with the library list
specified by the YLIBLST model value for the requested model. When the command completes,CA 2E resets the current
library list back to the original library list.

Edit Database Relations Panel
The Edit Database Relations panel is the center of CA 2E.

Contents

This panel enables the designer to enter relation statements that define a model. Each statement uses file and field
names that assert a declaration about your model or application; for example, Order Known by Order Code.

EDIT DATABASE RELATIONS            SYMDL                                       

=>                            Rel Lvl:                                         

 ? Typ Object                 Relation     Seq Typ Referenced object           

    FIL Order                 Known by      10 FLD Order code                  

    FIL Order                 Has           20 FLD Order date                  

    FIL Order                 Has           30 FLD Order status                

    FIL Order                 Refers to     40 FIL Customer                    

    FIL Order                 Refers to     50 FIL Employee                    

    FIL Order                 Refers to     60 FIL Product                     

    FIL Order Detail          Owned by      10 FIL Order                       

    FIL Order Detail          Known by      20 FLD Order line number           
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    FIL Order Detail          Has           30 FLD Order quantity              

    FIL Order Detail          Has           40 FLD Line total                  

    FIL Order Detail          Refers to     50 FIL Product                     

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                        More...

Z(n)=Details   F=Functions   E(n)=Entries   S(n)=Select   F23=More options     

F3=Exit   F5=Reload   F6=Hide/Show   F7=Fields   F9=Add/Change   F24=More keys 

The Edit Database Relations panel has a number of edit and navigation aids that expedite model design and
maintenance.

Edit Aids

Edit aids include:

• Multi-line full screen entry
You enter data from a subfile display that lets you enter many relations at one time.

• Interactive validation
The program carries out a number of checks to ensure that you used the correct syntax.

• Unordered entry
You can enter relations as they occur to you.CA 2E sorts them in alphabetical order by file and into default order of
relations within the file.

• Abbreviated entry of keywords
You can use a single letter abbreviation for relations.

• Duplication and reference functions
By using selection facilities, you can duplicate values from the previous line or select from a list of existing values.

Navigation Facilities

Navigation facilities include:

• Reordering
The system displays the relations in alphabetical order by subject line.

• Repositioning
You can position the display to show relations starting at a particular name or partial name.

• Grouping
You can control which relations display.

• Selection
You can determine the allowed values for controlling the display.

• Explosion
The system helps you visualize what the implemented database will look like by resolving the relations for a file into
entries for that file.
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Subsidiary Facilities of Edit Database Relations Panel

Entering the relation statements is the top level activity of using CA 2E. The top level panel is concerned with only the
names of the CA 2E objects in the model and the relations between them. From the Edit Database Relations panel, you
can branch to a number of supporting functions to add the details of your design.

For example, you can:

• Add explanatory text.
• Create new CA 2E objects.
• Add details about CA 2E objects.
• Add virtual fields to relations.
• Display all entries on a file.
• Define additional CA 2E functions to operate on the objects.
• Examine the field data dictionary.
• Display existing CA 2E objects and valid code types.

Grouping Facilities

From the Edit Database Relations panel, you can also specify selection criteria to control which part of the model displays
to you for editing. You can use any of the following criteria:

• Application area
• CA 2E object name or partial name
• Relation usage group
• Referenced CA 2E object type
• Referenced CA 2E object name or partial name

Branching to Other Facilities

From the Edit Database Relations panel, you can branch to all other CA 2E facilities:

• Function keys let you branch to general facilities, such as the Display Services Menu.
• Selection values let you invoke facilities that apply to a particular relation or object.

Exiting Edit Database Relations Panel

When you are ready to exit from Edit Database Relations, press F3.

The Exit Edit Relations window displays with the exit options. If you updated the model, the window displays the following
message:

** Model  is  not  synchronized **

Enter the number for the exit option you want and press Enter. The option you select depends on whether you need to
resynchronize the model. Synchronizing a model ensures that the CA 2E file entries of the model reflect any changes to
the relations in the model.

If you:
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• Do not want to resynchronize the model, select the option, Exit without resynchronizing.
• Want to resynchronize the model, select the option Exit and resynchronize data model. You can select this option only

if you are a *DSNR with exclusive access to the model.
• Want to return to editing, select the option Return to editing.
• Select an exit option, the Main Menu displays.

 

Edit Model Object List Panel

The Edit Model Object List panel serves as an alternate entry point into your model. It has a PDM-like interface which you
can use to perform most functions available from the Edit Database Relations panel, not including editing relations and
creating model objects.

You can temporarily transfer to the Edit Database Relations panel from the Edit Model Object List panel by entering
YEDTMDL or Y2 on the command line. When you finish your editing, press F3 to return to the Edit Model Object List
panel.

Edit Device Design Panel
The Edit Device Design panel lets you design device formats; that is, panel and report layouts, for your functions.

Contents

 

CA 2E presents you with a full image of the panel you are designing with the correct data attributes for each field
type. The default layout provides a placement of the fields according to function type and brings in all relevant field default
values.

*PROGRAM  *PGMMOD                                             DD/MM/YY HH:MM:SS

                               Edit Branch                                     

Branch code :                                                                  

                                                                               

Type options, press Enter.                                                     

4=Delete                                                                       

                                                                               

Opt  Branch  Branch Name             Branch Phone                              

     code                            number                                    
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F3=Exit   F4=Prompt   F9=Change                                                

Edit Device Design Facilities

The Edit Device Design panel includes a number of facilities that let you design panels and reports efficiently. You can:

• Vertically align fields with other fields.
• Split lines into two parts or combine two lines into one.
• Choose from three positions for the object text: Above the field, to the left of the field, as a column heading. Moving a

field moves the associated text.
• Hide fields on the panel.
• Move fields relative to one another within their format.
• Add function fields and/or constants to the panel. You can search the data dictionary for existing fields.
• Override and/or condition field display attributes.

Exiting the Edit Device Design Panel

When you use the Edit Device Design panel to alter a panel or report,CA 2E does not permanently store your changes
until you exit from the editor.

1. When you are ready to exit from an Edit Device Design panel, press F3. The Edit Function Devices panel displays.
2. Press F3 to display the exit options on the Exit Function Definition panel. Leave or change the defaults.
3. When you finish, press Enter to exit the panel.

Edit Action Diagram Panel
The Edit Action Diagram panel lets you specify the processing steps for a CA 2E function.

Contents

For standard functions, a default action diagram displays. By using line commands, you can insert additional actions at
certain points, called user points.

 EDIT ACTION DIAGRAM             Edit     SYMDL       Customer                 

FIND=>                                                Edit Customer            

I(C,I,S)F=Insert construct           I(X,0)F=Insert alternate case             

I(A,E,Q,*,+,-,=,=A)F=Insert action   IMF-Insert message                        

    >Edit Customer                                                             

    .--                                                                        

    . ...Initialize                                                         <--

    . .=REPEAT WHILE                                                           
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    .  -*ALWAYS                                                                

    . | ...Load first subfile page                                          <--

    . | PGM *Reload subfile = CND.*NO                                          

    . | > Conduct screen conversation                                          

    . |  =REPEADT WHILE                                                        

    . | |-PGM.*Reload subfile is *NO                                           

    . | | Display screen                                                       

    . | | ...Process response                                               <--

    . | .-ENDWHILE                                                             

    . .-ENDWHILE                                                               

    . ...Closedown                                                          <--

    .--                                                                        

                                                                               

F3=Prev block   F5=User points   F6=Cancel pending moves   F23=More options    

F7=Find         F8=Bookmark      F9=Parameters             F24=More keys       

Edit Action Diagram Facilities

The Edit Action Diagram panel includes a number of facilities that let you manipulate an action diagram. You can:

• Add, delete, copy, or move constructs.
• Control which portions of the action diagram display.
• Insert calls to other functions. Symbols on the right side of the panel indicate the user points at which you can add your

own processing.

In addition, function keys let you:

• Display a pull-down menu that lists the user points. From the menu, you can transfer to any user point.
• Display the date a user point or function was updated.
• Display the Action Diagram Services panel. This panel lets you search for any occurrence of a function, field (including

where the field is used as a parameter to a function), or change date. From this panel, you can also reset change
dates.
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NOTE
The Usage field allows for I (Input), O (Output), B (Both), and U (Updated).

• Display the Edit Device Design panel.
• Display the Edit Function Parameters panel. This panel lets you update the parameters associated with the function.

Exiting the Edit Action Diagram Panel

When you use the Edit Action Diagram panel to alter an action diagram,CA 2E does not permanently store your changes
until you exit from the editor.

1. When you are ready, exit from the Edit Action Diagram panel. The Exit Function Definition panel displays with the exit
options.

2. Leave or change the defaults.
3. When you finish, exit the panel. Press Enter.

Action Diagram Line Commands and Function Keys

Line Commands

The following table lists and describes the Edit Action Diagram Line Commands.

NOTE
Use the value in parentheses when you want the command to prompt you.

Line Command Command and Prompt Description
IS (ISF) Insert sequence
IA (IAF) Insert action
IC (ICF) Insert case condition
IO (IOF) Insert *OTHERWISE condition
IX (IXF) Insert new condition within case
II (IIF) Insert iteration
I* (I*F) Insert comment
I+ (I+F) Insert *ADD built-in function
I- (I-F) Insert *SUB built-in function
I= (I=F) Insert *MOVE built-in function
I=A  Insert *MOVE ALL built-in function
IE (IEF) Insert a *EXIT PROGRAM built-in function
IQ (IQF) Insert *QUIT built-in function
IM (IMF) Insert message function
F  Edit action or condition details for line
FF  Edit action parameters line
C  Copy this construct to a point indicated by

‘A’ or ‘B.’
CC  Block copy boundary

Bound by another CC
M  Move this construct to a point indicated by

‘A’ or ‘B.’
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MM  Block Move boundary
Bound by another MM

A  Place copied or moved construct after this
line

D  Delete this construct
DD  Block Delete boundary

Bound by another DD
B  Place copied or moved construct before this

line
H  Hide construct
N  Edit object narrative
PR  Protect a block
R  Display function/message references
U  Display function/message usages
S  Show construct
T  Return to top level of action diagram
U  Unzoom out of construct to previous

construct
V  View summary of selected block
Z  Zoom into construct
?  Prompt line commands
*  Activate/Deactivate construct
**  Block activate/deactivate construct
NR  Copy to notepad and replace existing

notepad contents
NRR  Block copy Replace to notepad

Bound by another NRR
NA  Copy to notepad and append to existing

notepad contents
NAA  Block Copy Append to notepad

Bound by another NAA
NI  Insert entire current notepad contents after

this line

 

Function Keys

The following table lists and describes Edit Action Diagram Product Function Key settings.

Function Key Description
F3 Return to place of previous zoom or exit
F5 Display user points
F6 Cancel pending moves
F7 Find
F8 Create a bookmark
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F9 Edit parameters
F12 Unzoom, one block at a time
F13 Exit action diagram
F14 Display CA 2E Map
F15 Opens functions
F16 Display date user point or function was updated
F17 Display Action Diagram Services menu
F18 Access Notepad and exit Notepad
F19 Edit device design
F20 Display bookmarks
F21 Toggle implementation names and function types
F13 More line commands

 
F24 More keys

Use Application Areas
The CA 2E application area feature lets you divide your model into groups of files. 

Contents

You can display, edit, or operate on these groups in isolation from the rest of your model. You can create many types of
application areas. For example, you can create an application area for your accounts payable files.

NOTE
Application areas apply only to files.CA 2E model objects lists and associated panels and commands provide a
method for grouping model objects that is independent of object type. You can access this facility using the Edit
Model Object List (YEDTMDLLST) command.

You define application areas using a panel accessed from the Edit Database Relations panel. Once you define an
application area, you can use it to control the type of information that displays on CA 2E interactive panels or prints when
you invoke documentation commands.

Each application area must have a valid name and a three-character code. The name and code must be unique within the
model. For example, you can represent orders by ORD.

Each application area can contain one or more files. A file can be in more than one application area.

System Application Area

CA 2E automatically defines a special system application area. This area contains all CA 2E files in the model. Model
value YMDLTXT specifies the text for the system application area. You can attach narrative text to the system application
area to describe the model. You cannot delete the system application area.

Application Area Codes

You can use application area codes as:

• Selection values at the top of CA 2E interactive panels.
• Selection parameters for CA 2E documentation commands.
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Application Areas as Selection Values

When an application area code is a selection value displayed at the top of a panel, only CA 2E objects belonging to that
area are displayed. For example:

• The Edit Database Relations panel displays the relations for only those CA 2E files that belong to that object.
• The Display All Access Paths panel displays the access paths for only those files within that application area.
• The Display All Functions panel displays the functions for only those CA 2E functions that belong to files within the

application area.

NOTE
All of the functions that are available from the EDIT FUNCTIONS panel are also available from this panel, to
include C-Copy, Y=Y2CALL, U=Usages, R=References, and O=Open.

Application Areas as Selection Parameters

When an application area code is a selection parameter for CA 2E documentation or job list commands, only objects that
belong to the specified application area are included in the result. For example:

• Document Model Relations (YDOCMDLREL)
• Document Model Files (YDOCMDLF)
• Document Model Functions (YDOCMDLFUN)
• Document Model Access Paths (YDOCMDLACP)
• Document Model Application Areas (YDOCMDLAPP)
• Build Job List (YBLDJOBLST)

Displaying/Editing Application Areas

The application area feature includes a panel, Edit Application Areas, that lets you display and update existing application
areas. You can access this panel from the Edit Database Relations panel by either of the following methods:

• Enter a question mark (?) in the application area code field and press Enter. This field is located at the top of the panel,
with an arrow to the left of the field.

• Access the Display Services Menu. Select either the Display all access paths or Display all functions options. From the
panel that displays, enter ? for the Application area option at the upper left of the panel.

The Edit Application Areas panel displays. From this panel you can:

• Delete an application area.
• Create, display the details for, and edit an application area.
• Add narrative text.

You can begin the list with a particular application area by entering the code for the application area in the Area field,
identified by Position Display. When you press Enter, the display begins with the selected application area.

Deleting an Application Area

You can delete an application area by entering D in the line selection field to the left of the application area you want to
delete and pressing Enter. The message *DELETED displays in the descriptive text field for the application area you
deleted.

Creating/Editing an Application Area

From the Edit Application Areas panel, you can access the Edit Application Details panel, from which you can create an
application area or edit an existing area.
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Displaying Files

The Edit Application Details panel displays the CA 2E files currently in an existing application area. To display:

• Files beginning with a particular file, place the cursor in the File Name field, identified as Position display, and enter the
name of the file with which you wish to begin. When you press Enter, the display begins with the selected file.

• All files regardless of application area, press F9. To display only the files currently in this application area, press F9
again. The message **SELECTED FILES** displays in the upper right corner of the panel.

Creating an Application Area

Follow these steps:

1. From the Edit Application Areas panel, select the option to add an application area. Press F9.
The Edit Application Details panel displays.

2. Enter a three-character code and a name for the application area.
3. Select the files you want to include in the area. Enter a plus sign (+) in the selection lines for the file names. If you

are not sure you want to include a file, you can display narrative text by entering N in the selection line for the file and
pressing Enter.

4. When you have defined the application area, accept your entries. Press Enter.
The selected files are highlighted and identified with an asterisk to the left of the file.

5. Exit the panel. Press F3.
The Edit Application Areas panel displays with the application area you created added to the list.

Editing an Application Area

Follow these steps:

1. From the Edit Application Areas panel, select the application area you want to edit. Enter Z in the selection line for the
application area and press Enter.
The Edit Application Details panel displays.

2. Edit the panel as necessary:
– To change the code and/or name for the application area, press F8 and enter over the information you want to

change.
– To display or add narrative text for a file, enter N in the selection line for the file and press Enter.
– To select or deselect a file, enter a plus sign (+) to select or a minus sign (-) to deselect in the selection line for the

file.
3. When you finish editing, press Enter.
4. When you are ready to return to the Edit Application Areas panel, press F3 (Exit). Make sure you press Enter first to

accept the changes you made.

Use Line Selection Options
Certain features common to CA 2E interactive programs let you perform tasks on the objects listed on a particular panel.
Some of these features -- locked objects, narrative text, and model object cross references -- are discussed in detail in
this article.

You can invoke these features where a panel of items includes a selection option column to the left of the item column. A
value, called a line selection value, attaches to each feature. You invoke the feature by entering the line selection value
next to the item and pressing Enter.
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The bottom of the panel displays a list of the line selection values available from that panel. Each possible value
represents an action. The following table lists the standard line selection values.

Value Description
A Associated access path
 Select access path for functions
 Animate
C Copy this item
D Delete this item
E Edit source for this item
 Entries
EO Redirection
F Display functions for this item Action diagram Function references
G Generate source interactively
H Hold or release this item
J Generate source in batch
L Display locks for this item Lock item
M Mapping field parameters
N Edit narrative text for this item
O Prompt overrides for this item Add to open functions list
P Display parameters for this item
Q Resequence
R Relations
 Redirect
 Replace
 File dependencies
S Device designs
 send message
T Trim
 Structure
 Reset default for F4 function
 Subset by referenced object
U Display usages for this item
V Edit virtual fields for this item
 Virtualize
X or 1 Select this item
Z Show details for this item

Alternatively, the Edit Model Object List panel provides a set of numeric line selection options for performing actions on
your model objects.
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Lock Objects
Locks are used to prevent two developers from updating and/or accessing the same object at the same time; they apply to
both interactive and batch jobs. 

Contents

An object is locked while it is in use.CA 2E provides the following categories of locks:

• Object locks -- Object locks apply to functions and access paths and can be:
– Temporary -- A developer is using or updating an access path or function.
– Permanent -- A designer is preventing all changes to an access path or function.

• File locks -- File locks apply only to files and can be:
– *READ -- (Read Lock) A developer is using the file.
– *EXCL -- (Exclusive Lock) A designer is updating the file.
– *SYNC -- (Synchronize Lock) A designer has left the model without expanding an updated file; the existing *EXCL

lock is converted to a *SYNC lock.
• Field locks -- Field locks are functionally similar to object locks and apply only to fields. They can be:

– *READ -- (Read Lock) A developer is using the field.
– *EXCL -- (Exclusive Lock) A designer is updating the field. An *EXCL field lock can cause implicit *EXCL locks to be

set on other fields and files.

The following table gives an overview of the three categories of locks. Each is discussed in more detail in this section.

LockCategory Objects thatCan Be
Locked

LockType Meaning ofLock Authority Needed to Set
Lock

Object Locks Access Paths
Functions

Temporary A developer is using or
updating an access path
or function.

*ANY

  Permanent A developer is using a
file.

*DSNR with additional
rights

File locks Files *READ  *ANY
  *EXCL A designer is updating a

file.
*DSNR

  *SYNC  *DSNR
Field Locks Fields and related files

and fields
*READ A developer is using a

field.
*ANY

  *EXCL A designer is updating a
field.

*DSNR

 

Object Locks

Objects locks apply to functions and access paths.CA 2E supports both temporary and permanent object locks:

• Temporary locks prevent individual objects such as CA 2E functions or access paths from being changed by more than
one user at a time. An object is locked while it is in use.

• Permanent locks prevent users from changing a CA 2E object.

The locking feature is available from panels that display the line selection value assigned to this feature.

You can edit but not update locked functions. When you exit, a message offers you the option to create a new function.
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Displaying Object Locks

You display the Object Lock panel by typing L in the selection line of the object whose lock you want to display and
pressing Enter. The Display Object Lock panel shows:

• The name of the job holding the lock.
• The name of the user profile holding the lock.
• The number of the job holding the lock.
• The date and time the lock was placed.

Adding/Removing Object Locks

If you have the required authority level, you can add or remove a permanent object lock. You must be a designer (*DSNR)
with *ALL rights to the YMDLLIBRFA data area.

You can add or remove a permanent lock from the Object Lock panel.

• If an object is unlocked and you want to lock it, press F8. The message "Permanent lock added" displays.
• If an object is locked and you want to unlock it, press F8. The message "Permanent lock removed" displays.

You may find that an object is locked, although you did not request to lock it. A file or an access path can become locked
when a request to generate source (YGENSRC) terminates with the end option *IMMED. This failure is caused by an
event such as a subsystem ending.

File Locks

File locks allow designers and programmers to work in a model concurrently by preventing them from updating the same
file at the same time. File locking occurs only if the Open Access (YOPNACC) model value is set to *YES.

A summary of file lock functions appears at the end of this section.

Setting File Locks

File locks can be *READ, which allows multiple users to access the file at the same time, *EXCL, which gives exclusive
use of the file to a single *DSNR for update, and *SYNC, which are converted *EXCL locks set when a *DSNR leaves the
model without expanding an updated file. In general,CA 2E sets file locks automatically based on your user designation
and the operation you are performing. A designer can also set *EXCL file locks explicitly.

*READ File Locks

*READ file locks let several developers use a file at one time and prevent *DSNRs from updating the file. Each developer
using the file sets a separate *READ lock. A *DSNR must wait until all *READ locks are removed before setting an *EXCL
lock to update the file. A *READ lock cannot be changed to another lock type.

Operations that set *READ locks include, viewing access paths for a file, loading a function, and specifying a file or access
path as a parameter detail.

If a *DSNR attempts to use a file when the model is unsynchronized, before setting the requested *READ lock on the
file,CA 2E expands the file and temporarily sets an *EXCL lock on all files in the expansion path. When the expansion
completes, the *EXCL locks are removed, a *READ lock is set on the file, and the requested operation is performed.

NOTE
If CA 2E finds a lock on a file in the expansion path, the *DSNR will not be able to perform the operation until the
lock is removed.
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Implicit *EXCL File Locks

Implicit locks are set automatically when a *DSNR performs an action that updates a relation or has the intent of updating
a file. Operations that set *EXCL locks include adding, changing, or deleting a relation, and adding a virtual entry.

Once a file is updated, only a *DSNR can use the file until the file is expanded or the model is synchronized. Depending
on the type of update, other files can also be locked.

• Adding a relation to a file sets an *EXCL lock on the current file only.
• If you delete or change a non-key relation on a file, sets an *EXCL lock on the file and any files having entries derived

from the relation; for example, virtual entries.
• If you delete or change a key relation for a file,CA 2E sets *EXCL locks on all files that use the file. For example, if you

delete the first relation shown below,CA 2E sets *EXCL locks on the Order, Order detail, Order detail line, and Invoice
files.

Order Known by Order Code
Order detail Owned by Order
Order detail line Owned by Order detail
Invoice Refers to Order

Explicit *EXCL File Locks

Most file locks are set implicitly. However, if you are a *DSNR you can set an explicit file lock by entering L against the file
on the Edit Database Relations panel. The model need not be synchronized.

For example, an explicit file lock lets you add several relations to a file and ensures that you will be able to update the file
when you finish. An explicit lock prevents all other developers from using the file while you are adding the relations.

*SYNC File Locks

A *SYNC file lock is a converted *EXCL file lock. It is set when a *DSNR leaves the model without expanding an updated
file. A *SYNC lock is automatically converted to an *EXCL lock when any *DSNR locks the file for update.

NOTE
We recommend that you run the Synchronize Model (YSNCMDL) command at the end of each day to
synchronize the model and clear all outstanding file locks.

File Dependencies

To display a list of the files that will be affected by a change to a relation, enter R against the relation you intend to update
on the Edit Database Relations panel. This displays the Display File Dependencies panel.

This panel lists the following information:

• File name
• Lock type
• User profile
• Job name
• Date
• Time

You can also use this panel to send a message to a user requesting use of a file.
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Displaying File Locks

Display existing file locks by pressing F22 on panels where it is available; for example, the Edit Database Relations panel.
The Display File Locks panel displays.

DISPLAY FILE LOCKS                 SYMDL                                       

File. . . :                                                                    

                                                                               

    File                    Lock   User      Job        Date     Time          

    Branch                  EXCL   JAR       JARS2    02/02/02 13:31:04        

    Customer                EXCL   JAR       JARS2    02/02/02 13:31:04        

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

SEL: S-Send Message                                                            

F3=Exit   F5=Reload                                                            

Enter S against any file listed to send a message to the user that locked the file. For example, you can request that the
user release the lock.

Removing File Locks

You remove *EXCL and *SYNC file locks by:

• Expanding the file. For example, enter F, Z, E, or Q against the file on the Edit Database Relations panel.
• Synchronizing the model.
• Completing the update on the field that set the lock. See the Field Locks section in this article for details.

You can remove an explicit *EXCL file lock you set by entering U against the file on the Edit Database Relations panel.

*READ file locks are removed when you exit the panel where the lock was set; for example, when you return to the Edit
Database Relations panel.

Considerations for Using File Locks

Following are special topics and considerations related to file locking.

Expanding Files

Expanding a file means that CA 2E resolves all of the file’s relations. If the file Refers to another file, that file’s relations are
resolved also.CA 2E follows the path of file-to-file relations until all files in the path are expanded. File expansion relates to
file locking in the following ways:
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• One way to remove an *EXCL lock is to expand the file. For example, enter F, Z, E, or Q against the file on the Edit
Database Relations panel.

• If the model is unsynchronized and a *DSNR performs an operation that uses a file,CA 2E expands the file and sets
an *EXCL lock on each file in the expansion path momentarily. During the expansion, other developers are prevented
from accessing the locked files.
When the expansion is complete,CA 2E removes the *EXCL locks, sets a *READ lock on the selected file, and
performs the requested operation. If CA 2E finds a lock on any file during the expansion, the requested operation is
denied.

Synchronizing the Model

Synchronizing the model ensures that any changes to the relations in a model are reflected in the CA 2E file entries of
the model. This process removes all file locks and can only be done by a *DSNR with exclusive access to the model. A
*DSNR can synchronize the model when exiting the model, select the resynchronize data model option.

NOTE
This option is not available if the YOPNACC model value is *YES unless you enter the model using the
YEDTMDL command and override the OPNACC option to *NO. This gives the *DSNR exclusive access
to the model and the option of synchronizing the model when exiting. After synchronization, YOPNACC is
automatically reset to *YES.

• Access the Display Unreferenced Fields panel. (Press F11 from the Display Fields panel.) This panel implicitly
synchronizes the model.

• Use one of the following options on the Display Services menu. These options implicitly synchronize the model.
– Submit model create request (YSBMMDLCRT)
– Job list menu. From this menu, select one of the following options:

• YBLDJOBLST (Build job list for model)
• YCHKJOBLE (Check job list entries)
• YSBMMDLCRT (Submit model create requests)
• Use the Synchronize Model (YSNCMDL) command outside of the model.

We recommend that you run the YSNCMDL command at the end of each day to synchronize the model and clear all
outstanding file locks.

File Locks Summary

The following table summarizes the functions related to file locks.

 *READ Lock *EXCL Lock *SYNC Lock
Setting As *DSNR or *PGMR, perform

an action that uses a file;
e.g., edit an action diagram or
generate source.

Implicit: (As *DSNR)
Change, add, or delete a
relation.
Access a panel with intent to
update a file, e.g., Edit Virtual
Field Entries panel.
Update a field on the file. See
the next section, Field Locks, for
more information.

As *DSNR, exit the model
without expanding an updated
file; the existing *EXCL lock is
converted to a *SYNC lock.

  Explicit: (As *DSNR)
Enter L against file on EDR1;
the model does not have to be
synchronized.
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Displaying Press F22=File Locks where
available; e.g. on EDR (Edit
Database Relations panel).
Note: F22=File Locks displays
only if the model value
YOPNACC is set to *YES.

Press F22=File Locks where
available; e.g. on EDR1.
 

Press F22=File Locks where
available; e.g. on EDR1.
 

Removing Exit panel where lock has been
set; for example, return to Edit
Database Relations.

Implicit: (As *DSNR)
Expand file; e.g., enter F, Z, E,
or Q against file.
Exit and resynchronize the
model.
If file locked as a result of a field
update, finish the update.

As *DSNR,
Synchronize the model.
Expand the locked file.
Note: We recommend that you
run the YSNCMDL command
at the end of each day to
synchronize the model and clear
all outstanding file locks.

  Explicit: (As *DSNR)
Enter U against file on EDR1 to
unlock an explicit lock.

 

Notes: Multiple *READ locks can exist
on a file.
An *EXCL lock cannot be placed
on a file until all removed.

Only one *EXCL lock can be set
on a file at a time.
Access path or function
generation will fail if an *EXCL
lock is set on the based-on file.

A *SYNC lock is automatically
converted to an *EXCL lock
when any *DSNR locks the file
for update.

 

Field Locks

Field locks apply to fields and are only set implicitly. A field lock can be exclusive (*EXCL) or read (*READ). An *EXCL
field lock can cause CA 2E to lock files and other fields. Field locking occurs only if the YOPNACC model value is set to
*YES.

A summary of field lock functions appears in the table at the end of this section.

Setting Field Locks

If a *DSNR accesses the Edit Field Details panel,CA 2E sets an *EXCL lock on both the field and its referencing file, if
any. If the field is referenced by other fields, all reference (REF) fields in the domain are also locked, including the REF
field’s referencing files. These prevent other developer’s from accessing an incorrect field definition while the field is being
updated.

If a *PGMR accesses the Edit Field Details panel,CA 2E sets a *READ lock on the field, but does not lock files. This
prevents *DSNRs from updating the field while it is used by a *PGMR.

Displaying Field Locks

You display field locks by entering L against a field on most panels that access the Edit Field Details panel. This displays
the Display Object Locks panel which lists current locks and the name of the job and the user profile that placed each
lock. This is useful if you cannot access the Edit File Details panel because a lock is set by another job.

Removing Field Locks

Field locks, and all associated locks, are automatically removed when you exit the Edit Field Details panel.
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Field Locks Summary

The following table summarizes functions related to field locks.

 *READ Lock *EXCL Lock
Setting As *DSNR or *PGMR, perform an action

that uses a field.
In this case, only the field is locked.

As *DSNR, access the Edit Field Details
panel.
An *EXCL lock is also set on the field’s
referencing file, if any.

Displaying Enter L=Locks against a field (when
available) to view locked fields using the
Object Lock panel.
Note: L=Locks is available on most panels
that access the Edit Field Details panel.

To view field locks, enter L=Locks against a
field (when available) to display the Object
Lock panel.
To view associated file locks, press
F22=File Locks (when available).
Note: F22=File Locks is displayed only if
the model value YOPNACC is set to *YES.

Removing Exit panel where lock has been set; e.g.,
return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

Press Enter and exit the Edit Field Details
panel. All associated field and file locks are
also removed.

Notes: Multiple *READ locks can exist on a field.
An *EXCL lock cannot be set on a field until
all *READ locks are removed.

Only one *EXCL lock can be set on a field
at a time.
If the locked field is referenced by other
fields, all (REF) fields in the domain are
also locked.

Use Narrative Text
Narrative text describes the purpose of a CA 2E object within the design. Each object can include an unlimited amount of
narrative text.

Contents

 

Narrative text is used to:

• Document the model. All CA 2E documentation commands have a PRTTEXT parameter that lets you specify whether
you want to include text in a listing and, if so, which type of text.

• Describe the model interactively. The developer programmer can examine text at any time when using the model.
• Generate Help text for CA 2E functions
• Generate program synopses

Types of Narrative Text

Narrative text can be functional or operational:

• Functional narrative text describes the purpose of the design object, restrictions associated with the object, and notes
about the reasons for design decisions. Functional text is available through the documentation commands.

• Operational narrative text describes the function of the object to the end user. Operational text is incorporated into
Help text. If you do not specify operational text in addition to functional text,CA 2E uses the functional text as Help text.

Creating/Editing Narrative Text

You can create new narrative text for an object or edit existing narrative text. You access the narrative text feature from
panels that display the line selection value for this feature.
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Accessing Narrative Text

To access the narrative text feature from the Edit Database Relations panel, enter N in the selection line for the object you
want to describe and press Enter. The Edit Narrative Text panel displays.

Other panels let you access narrative text by pressing F20. This function key also lets you switch between functional and
operational narrative text.

User Interface Manager

If you generate Help text using User Interface Manager (UIM), the Help text you create in narrative text formats according
to the UIM defaults set up for your system. You can create special formatting effects, such as columns or tables, by
embedding UIM tags in the narrative text.

Entering/Editing the Text

You can add an unlimited amount of narrative text, with 24 lines per page. You edit both functional and operational text in
the same manner. You can edit the text from the Edit Narrative Text panel, or if the IBM S/38 Text Management product
for the IBM i is installed on your system, you can use a function key (F7) to convert the text to a temporary EDTTXT
document. The following table lists the active function keys and their function.

Function Key Action Comment
F3 Save changes and exit program.  
F4 Make current line top of text display.  
F5 Return to last saved version of text.  
F6 Cancel block for pending copy, move, or

delete.
Blocked text is no longer highlighted.

F7 Edit text using TM/38. Convert text to temporary TM/38 EDTTXT
document and edit with EDTDOC
commands. Reconvert document to CA 2E
text format. EDTTXT paragraph Ids and text
emphasis information are not saved.

F8 Mark line or block. To block text, place the cursor on the first
line you want to block and press F8. Then
place the cursor on the last line you want
to block and press F8. You can block any
number of pages. If you do not block a line,
the copy, move, or delete function operates
on the line where the cursor is.

F9 Add blank line above current line.  
F10 Display text from beginning.  
F11 Delete text or block and close up text.  
F13 Exit without saving changes. All changes you made in the session are

lost.
F14 Display CA 2E product map.Display product

map.
 

F15 Display last line of text.  
F16 Copy marked line or block. Places the text on the line immediately

preceding the line with the cursor. To copy
one line, place the cursor on the line and
press F16 twice.
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F17 Move marked line or block. Places the text on the line immediately
preceding the line with the cursor. To move
one line, place the cursor on the line and
press F17 twice. If the cursor is within a
block, both the move and the block are
canceled.

F19 Edit text using SEU. Convert the text to a temporary source
member. Edit using SEU commands.
Reconvert to CA 2E text format.

F20 Toggle between operational and functional
narrative text.

Saves changes

F24 Display more keys  

When you finish editing, press Enter to accept the text. Then save changes and exit by pressing F3 (Exit) to return to the
panel from which you accessed the narrative text.

Display Model Object Cross References
CA 2E provides a cross-reference feature that helps you identify dependencies between CA 2E objects. Using this feature
you can identify all other model objects that use or are used by a selected object.

The information you receive depends on the object you select:

• For a physical access path, the panel displays all references to the access path by other non-physical access paths,
built over it or joined to it.For other access path types, the panel displays the associated physical access paths.

• For a function, the panel displays a list of all functions that reference the function.
• For a field, the panel displays references by CA 2E files, functions and parameters.
• For a condition, the panel displays usage in a CA 2E access path, to specify selection criteria, in an action diagram,

or for a field, to control the validation and default values.

Accessing the Cross References Utility

Following are ways to access this utility:

• Enter the Display Model Usages (YDSPMDLUSG) command at a command line.
• Enter the Display Model References (YDSPMDLREF) command at a command line.
• Use options on the Edit Model Object List panel.
• Enter U in the selection line to the left of the object from the interactive panels shown in the following table and press

Enter.

Usage on Invoked from Panel
CA 2E Access Paths Edit File Details
 Display Access Paths
 Display Access Path References
CA 2E Functions Functions Edit Functions
 Display Functions
 Display Access Path Functions
CA 2E Fields Fields Display Fields

In all cases the Display Model Usages or Display Model References panel displays.
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Gen objs :    1             Display Model Usages      Model. . : SYMDL         

Total. . :    2                                       Level. . : 001           

Object . : Change Employee             Owner . : Employee                      

Type . . : FUN Attribute: RPG   Include inactive code: *Yes  Exclude system objs . *YES          

Scope. . : *NEXT    Filter. . . : *ANY     Current objects only. *YES          

Object . :                             Type. .         Reason. . *FIRST        

                                                                               

2=Edit    3=Copy  4=Delete object  5=Display  8=Details  10=Action Diagram     

13=Parms  14=GEN batch             15=GEN interactive    16=Y2CALL             

                                                                               

Opt Object                  Typ Attr Owner                Lvl Reason           

    Change Employee         FUN DBF Employee              000 *OBJECT          

    Edit Employee           FUN RPG Employee              001 *DFTDBF          

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                        Bottom 

F3=Exit   F5=Refresh   F9=Command line   F12=Previous         F15=Top level    

F16=Build model list   F21=Print list    F22=File locks       F23=More options 

Use the Display Services Menu
The Display Services Menu lets you access CA 2E support functions while you are using a model. This section describes
how to access and exit the Display Services Menu and to use two of the options available on this menu:

• Documentation menu
• Display system parameters

Contents
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Accessing/Exiting the Display Services Menu

You access the Display Services Menu by pressing function key F17. This function key is available from a number of
CA 2E panels. You can also use the YEDTMDL command to access the Display Services Menu. Enter the following at a
command line:

YEDTMDL ENTRY(*SERVICES)

When you finish using the tasks on the Display Services Menu exit by pressing F3 (Exit) to return to the panel from which
you accessed the menu.

DISPLAY SERVICES MENU                SYMDL                                     

                                                                               

Generation          1. Submit model create request (YSBMMDLCRT)                

                    2. Convert model data menu                                 

                                                                               

Documentation       6. Documentation menu                                      

                    7. Convert model panel designs (YCVTMDLPNL)                

                                                                               

Model               8. Display all access paths                                

                    9. Display all functions                                   

                   10. Display model values (YDSPMDLVAL)                       

                   11. Edit model pprofile (YEDTMDLPRF)                        

                   12. Work with model lists (YWRKMDLLST)                      

                   13. Edit model list (YEDTMDLLST *SESSION)                   

                   14. Impact analysis menu                                    

                                                                               

Change Control     21. Go to Synon/CM menu                                     

                                                                               

           Option:    (press F4 to prompt commands)                            
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F3=Exit  F6=Messages  F8=Submitted jobs  F9=Command line  F10=Display job log  

Invoking Documentation Commands from the Documentation Menu

CA 2E includes commands that print the documentation for a data model. The Display Services Menu contains an option,
Documentation Menu, that lets you invoke documentation commands from a menu. These commands include:

• YDOCMDLREL -- Document model relations
• YDOCMDLF -- Document model files
• YDOCMDLACP -- Document model access paths
• YDOCMDLFLD -- Document model fields
• YDOCMDLMSG -- Document model messages
• YDOCMDLAPP -- Document applications

Follow these steps:

1. From the Display Services Menu, select the option to display the documentation menu and press Enter. The Display
Documentation Menu panel displays.

2. Enter the number for the command you want to invoke. A panel displays that includes:
– Selection criteria allowing you to identify the CA 2E objects you want to document.
– Print options allowing you to identify the information you want to include for the selected objects.
– The PRTTEXT parameter lets you specify whether you want to include narrative text in the listing and, if so,

whether you want to include the functional or the operational text .
3. Edit the prompts as necessary.
4. When you are ready to execute the command, press Enter. The system is inhibited while the command executes.

NOTE
These commands can all be run in batch mode.

When the command is finished, the Display Documentation Menu redisplays with a completion message.

 

Displaying CA 2E System and Model Values

The Display Services Menu includes an option, Display model values (YDSPMDLVAL), that lets you display all model
values:

1. From the Display Services Menu, select the option to Display model values (YDSPMDLVAL) and press Enter. The
Display Model Values menu displays.

2. To display all model values, accept the default and press Enter. The Design Option Values panel displays.
3. When you finish, return to the Display Model Values Menu. Press F3 (Exit).

From the Display Model Values menu, you can select another option or press F3 (Exit) to return to the Display Services
Menu.

Viewing/Editing Panel Default Attributes

From the Display All Values panel, you can display and edit default display attributes.

From the Display All Values panel, press F10. The Edit Default Display Attributes panel displays. This panel displays a
matrix with the default attributes for fields on panels and reports created in CA 2E.

You can edit, as well as view, these attributes:
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• If you want only to view the attributes, press F3 when you are ready to return to the Design Option Values panel.
The panel displays the message:

Default screen attributes displayed for model (model name).

• If you want to change a default attribute:
– Y indicates the attribute is active for the field type.
– Blank indicates the attribute is not active for the field type.

When you finish changes, accept the edits. Press Enter. Then press F3 to return to the Design Option Values panel.

The panel displays the message

Default screen attributes edited for model (model name).

Use Online Help
CA 2E contains a comprehensive online help facility. 

Contents

Diagnostic Messages

CA 2E sends messages when a long-running process is executing or when an error occurs. Messages appear on line 24
of the displayed panel. Second level Help text is usually available by pressing Help.

Selection Displays

You can display a list of allowed values for most fields by entering a question mark (?) into each field and pressing Enter.

Help text

Each functional panel in CA 2E includes online Help text. Help provides detailed information about the display down to the
field level. You access help by pressing the Help key.

CA 2E provides several means to navigate through help. Where information is extensive, the Help text provides an index.
You can also scroll through the text panel-by-panel, pressing Page Up to display the previous panel and Page Down to
display the next one.

Product Map

The product map helps you navigate through CA 2E. This feature shows where you are in relation to other functions in the
product. You display the product map using function keys:

• To display the product map, press F14. The product map shows an outline map of the functions in the CA 2E program
you are using. The map displays the functions you can invoke from the top level display. The function you are currently
using is blinking. The functions you passed through are in high intensity.

• To display a detail map, press F12. Use this function key to toggle between the product map and the detail map.
• To return to the program, press F3.
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Using Your Development Environment
This article describes tasks you perform to set up a model environment after you create a model. These tasks include
using CA 2E commands to build and store the model library list, controlling user access to a model, granting authority for
users to perform various tasks, and customizing the model to meet the requirements of the application you are building.

More Information

• Managing the Model Library Lists
• Controlling User Access
• Setting Up the User Environment

Managing the Model Library Lists
Library lists provide an efficient means to control the objects a job can access. An i OS library list, however, lasts only until
the job finishes or until it is overwritten with another list.

Toolkit library lists are designed to overcome that limitation. You can store a Toolkit library list to use in every session
desired. You can retrieve the list and apply it to user profiles and other jobs. You can edit the list, and you can copy it to
use as the library list for another model.

Toolkit library lists are a Toolkit feature. They are stored by default in the Toolkit product library. You can use the Toolkit
Move Toolkit User Data Objects (YMOVY1DTA) command to move the file containing your Toolkit library lists as well as
other user objects to another library.

Contents

System-Wide Values

System-wide values apply to all models on a machine. These values are set during installation. You can override them
once the product is installed. System-wide values include:

• The action diagram symbols (YACTSYM)
• The default HLL (YHLLGEN)
• The name of the null model (YNLLMDL)
• The IBM i or S/38 editing environment (YCRTENV)
• The system prompts (YSYSPMT)
• The system database access method (YSYSDBF)

Data Areas Company Name Versus Company Text

The company text model value (YCMPTXT) contains the name of the model that displays in the top right corner of each
panel for that model and in the banner for generated code.

The company text model value is different from the company name that prints on reports or displays on panels of
generated programs. The company name is retrieved at execution time from the data area YYCOTXA located in the
generation library.

Model Specific Values

Model-specific values set design standards for a particular model. These values include:

• Model use and code generation values, such as model name, automatic naming, and HLL options.
• Code generation values, such as date validation and default function option values.
• Implementation values, such as the working environment and the database access.
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Setting Up the Model Library List

When you use the YCRTMDLLIB command to create a model,CA 2E creates a Toolkit library list. The name of this library
list is stored in the Library List (YLIBLST) model value. By default, the name of the library list is the same as the name of
the model library.

To use a model, your library list must contain the data model, generation libraries, and the CA 2E and Toolkit product
libraries. The list may also include the library for the generated source.

Setting Up the Library List for RPG, COBOL, or RPG/COBOL

The YCRTMDLLIB command also sets the default for the HLL used to generate source. Unless you have merged the HLL
objects into the base product library at install time, the library list created with this command contains the libraries for the
HLL s you will use:

• To generate source in RPG, the library named Y2SYRPG.
• To generate source in COBOL, the library named Y2SYCBL.
• To generate source in both RPG and COBOL, both libraries Y2SYRPG and Y2SYCBL.

Setting Up the Library List for Other National Languages

If you are using a national language that is different from the one installed in the base product library, your library list must
include the target national language library. The library must display above the other product libraries.

Using the Change Library List (YCHGLIBL) Command

The YCRTMDLLIB command automatically creates a Toolkit library list that contains the libraries needed to use the
model. It also sets the Library List (YLIBLST) model value to the library list specified by the LIBLST parameter. By default,
the name of the library list is the same as the name of the model library. You can set your library list from the CA 2E-
created list.

One way to set your library list is to use the i OS Change Library List (CHGLIBL) command. This command makes the CA
2E-created list your list for the duration of the session.

You can also use the Toolkit Change Library List (YCHGLIBL) command. This command uses the named library list to
replace your library list. You can invoke this command either from the CA 2E Main Menu or from a command line.

Invoking YCHGLIBL from the Main Menu

Follow these steps:

1. From a command line, enter YGO *Y2 and press Enter.
The Main Menu displays.

NOTE
You can also invoke the YCHGLIBL command from each of the submenus associated with the three user
types. You can access these submenus from the Main Menu or you can use the YSTRY2 command. For
example, to access the CA 2E Programmer (*PGMR) Menu, enter the following at a command line:

YSTRY2 library-list-name MENU(PGMR)

2. Select the Change to work with another model option.
The Change Library List (YCHGLIBL) panel displays.

3. Select the library list you want to use to create your library list by doing one of the following:
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– Entering the name of the list.
– Pressing Enter to display the Select Library List panel. From this panel you can display the contents of library lists

and select the list you want.
4. When you are ready to execute the command, press Enter.

The command replaces your current library list with the list you selected.

Invoking YCHGLIBL from a Command Line

You can replace your library list by entering YCHGLIBL from a command line.

For example, to set your library list from a model library list named MYLIB, enter the following and press Enter:

YCHGLIBL  LIBLST(MYLIB)

You can also use the short form of the command:

R  LIBLST(MYLIB)

When the command finishes, your library list might look something like the following:

• QTEMP
• CA 2E generation library
• CA 2E SQL library (optional)
• CA 2E model library
• QGPL
• Toolkit National Language library (Y1SYVxxx)
• Toolkit product library (Y1SY)
• CA 2E generator library (Y2SYRPG or Y2SYCBL)
• CA 2E National Language library (Y2SYVxxx)
• CA 2E product library (Y2SY)

CA 2E Commands and the Model Library List

Some CA 2E commands automatically change the library list. When you invoke a command that loads a model,CA 2E
checks the current job’s library list for the specified model library as the first model library in the list. If it is not found,CA
2E automatically replaces the current job’s library list with the library list specified by the YLIBLST model value for the
requested model. When the command completes,CA 2E resets the current library list back to the original library list.

Editing the Library List

Once you set your library list, you may need to customize it to meet the requirements of a particular model.

The i OS provides a set of commands that lets you add or remove a single library list entry and edit multiple library list
entries. These commands include:

• ADDLIBLE (Add library list entry)
• RMVLIBLE (Remove library list entry)
• CHGLIBL (Change library list)
• EDTLIBL (Edit library list)

The changes you make with these commands are valid only for the duration of the session.
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The Toolkit Edit Library List (YEDTLIBLST) command calls an interactive program that lets you edit a Toolkit library
list and save the edited list. The YEDTLIBLST command lets you create library lists that are tailored for the needs of
particular models. You can use this command to add libraries to, reorder libraries in, or delete libraries from a library list. A
model library list can contain up to 25 libraries.

For more information about these commands, see the i OS CL Reference.

Invoking the YEDTLIBLST Command

Follow these steps:

1. Invoke the YEDTLIBLST command from a command line or by using the CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu as follows:
a. Enter the YEDTLIBLST command at a command line:

YEDTLIBLST  LIBLST(name-of-library-list)

NOTE
You can also use the letter "L" as an abbreviation for the YEDTLIBLST command. The following has the
same effect as the previous command:

L YLIBLST(name-of-library list)

NOTE
Examples:

YEDTLIBLST  LIBLST(MYLST)

To edit the library list for the current job, enter:

YEDTLIBLST

    YSTRY2 library-list-name MENU(DSNR)

a. Display the CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu using one of the following:
• Select the Display Designer (*DSNR) menu option from the CA 2E Main Menu.
• Enter the following at a command line:

2. Select the Edit Library List for Model option.
The Edit Library List Entries panel displays.

3. You can display additional library information by pressing F11. This function key toggles between views of the list. You
can use this panel to:
– Edit the entries in the library list.
– Edit the Current Library used for this list.
– Edit the model job description used for this list.
– Completely replace the User Library and Current Library portions of the displayed list with another library list.

4. When you finish all edits on the Edit Library List panel, exit from the panel. Press F3. The Exit Edit Library List Entries
panel displays.
This panel displays the values for the current library list and job description, and indicates whether you changed
entries on the list. You can accept the entries or change them. If you want to print the library list, you can also execute
the Document Library List command from this panel.
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5. When you are ready to execute YEDTLIBLST, press Enter. Depending on the options you select when you exit, the
edited library list replaces the current library list:
– Interactively
– In the specified job list
– In the Toolkit library list file YLIBLST

Editing Library List Entries

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the entries for the library list by doing the following:
– Add a library by placing the cursor at the first available line and enter the name of the library you want to add. To

place the library in a different position, add a sequence number to the left of the library name.
– Remove a library by placing the cursor on the first character of the library you want to delete and delete the name

from the line.
– Replace a library by placing the cursor on the first character of the library you want to replace and enter the new

name over the displayed name.
2. When you finish editing library list entries, accept the changes. Press Enter. If you added libraries, the libraries

resequence according to the sequence numbers you typed.

Editing the Current Library for the List

Follow these steps:

1. Place the cursor on the entry field for the Current Library prompt.
2. Enter the name of the library that you want to assign as the Current Library when the list is to be used to change the

library list for a job.

Editing the List for the Model Job Description

The YEDTLIBLST command lets you change the library list you want to use in a job description. On the Edit Library List
panel:

1. Place the cursor on the entry field for the Job Description prompt.
2. Enter the name of the job description you want to associate with the list. This should match the job description defined

for the model in the YCRTJBD model value.
3. At the entry field for the Library prompt, enter the name of the library that contains the job description you selected.

Retrieving a Library List from Another Source

You can retrieve the User Library and Current Library portion of your library list from another source. You can change only
the User Library and Current Library portions of the list. All other portions remain the same.

1. From the Edit Library List panel, press F13.
The Edit Library List Entries - Services panel displays.

2. Select the source to be used to refresh the Edit Library List panel. You can reload the list from:
– The User Library and Current Library of the current job
– The system value QUSRLIBL.
– The User Library and Current Library of a specified Toolkit library list. You specify the list by name.

3. When you finish, press Enter.
The library list is refreshed with the list you specified.
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Controlling User Access
CA 2E user access and ownership security features protect the models within a development environment from
unauthorized access and change.

Contents

Through Model Ownership

The user profile used to create the model owns the model library, its associated generation library, and i OS objects. The
owner can be an individual user or a user group. The owner can transfer ownership to another user.

The owner of a model can control how users or groups of users can access and edit the model by granting or revoking
appropriate authority to access certain data areas and to update the i OS objects that make up the model. The same
considerations that apply to granting and revoking authority in the i OS environment also apply to granting and revoking
authority in a CA 2E environment.

The primary means to control access to the model is by setting authority on the YMDLLIBRFA data area. To edit this data
area you can use the Edit Model Authority option on the CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu.

Changing Model Ownership

The owner of a model can transfer ownership with the Toolkit Change Object Ownership (YCHGOBJOWN) command.

For example, to change the ownership of all objects in the MYLIB library to a new YOURNAME owner, you would enter
the following and press Enter:

YCHGOBJOWN  OBJ(MYLIB/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) NEWOWN(YOURNAME) CHGLIBOWEN(*YES)

This example includes the following required parameters:

• OBJ(MYLIB/*ALL) -- Sets the generic name of the objects whose ownership is to be changed followed by which
objects in the list are to be changed.

• OBJTYPE(*ALL) -- Sets the type of objects whose ownership is to be changed.
• NEWOWN(YOURNAME) -- Sets the new owner of the objects. Must be the name of an existing user profile.
• CHGLIBOWN(*YES) -- Ensures that the new owner owns the library as well as all objects in the library.

Through Authority

The owner profile can grant or revoke authority for additional users to access the model, to update specific objects in the
model, and to generate and compile the source for the model.

Types of User

CA 2E lets you access a model as one of three different user types:

• Designer
• Programmer
• User

Designers and programmers are referred to collectively as "developers." Your user type determines the limitations placed
on you when you access and edit the model.
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Designer User Type

A designer (*DSNR) can change any aspect of the model, both data relationships and functional specifications. Whether
more than one designer can use the model at one time depends on the current setting of the Open Access (YOPNACC)
model value. If YOPNACC is set to:

• *NO, only one user can use the model as a designer. In this case, no other user can access the model while the
designer is using it.

• *YES, multiple designers and programmers can use the model at the same time. In addition,CA 2E enables file and
field locking to prevent two designers from updating database relations at the same time.

You can control Open Access either by setting the YOPNACC model value or by using the Edit Model (YEDTMDL)
command.

A designer can also have *LOCK authority (*DSLK). This authority allows the designer to place a permanent, exclusive
lock on a function or access path that only a designer can unlock. In addition, only a designer with *LOCK authority can
change the YOPNACC model value.

Designers are also responsible for synchronizing the model after updating a database relation. Synchronizing ensures
that any changes to the relations in a model have been reflected in the CA 2E file entries of the model. To synchronize the
model, a designer must have exclusive use of the model.

The CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu provides a list of tasks available to users having *DSNR authority. You can access
this menu by entering the following at a command line.

YSTRY2 library-list-name MENU(DSNR)

Programmer User Type

A programmer (*PGMR) can create, change, and delete any access paths, arrays, functions, including all work with
action diagrams, and field conditions for database and function fields but cannot alter the database files or fields. Several
programmers may simultaneously use a model. Whether programmers can use a model while a designer is using it
depends on the current setting of the Open Access (YOPNACC) model value.

If YOPNACC is set to:

• *NO, programmers cannot use a model while a designer is using it and cannot use an unsynchronized model.
• *YES, multiple designers and programmers can use the model at the same time.

The CA 2E Programmer (*PGMR) Menu provides a list of tasks available to users having *PGMR authority. You can
access this menu by entering the following at a command line.

YSTRY2 library-list-name MENU(PGMR)

‘User’ User Type

A user (*USER) is limited to viewing the model and cannot change it.

The CA 2E User (*USER) Menu provides a list of tasks available to users having *USER authority. You can access this
menu by entering the following at a command line:

YSTRY2 library-list-name MENU(USER)
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User Authority Advantage

You control the ability of each of the three user types to access a model by granting different levels of authority to the
YMDLLIBRFA data area. This is explained in detail in the Granting Authority section in this article. The YSTRY2 command
displays your user authority as a message at the bottom of the CA 2E menus.

The following table shows the minimum authority needed for each user type.

User Type Minimum Authority Needed
*DSNR with *LOCK (*DSLK) *ALL
*DSNR *CHANGE plus *OBJMGT
*PGMR *CHANGE
*USER *USE

NOTE
*LOCK authority gives you the capability to lock functions and access paths and also to control the Open Access
(YOPNACC) model value.

Granting Authority

You grant authority to i OS objects with the i OS Grant Object Authority (GRTOBJAUT) command.

For more information about the GRTOBJAUT command, see Volume 4 of the i OS CL Reference.

Granting Authority to Update Objects

To allow a user to update a model, grant the following authority:

• Use (*CHANGE) authority for the model library. For example:

GRTOBJAUT OBJ(QSYS/MYMDL) OBJTYPE(*LIB) USER(YOU) AUT(*CHANGE)

• Data authority to change (*CHANGE) for the objects in the model library. For example:

GRTOBJAUT OBJ(MYMDL/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) USER(YOU) AUT(*CHANGE)

• The following minimum authorities are required to gain access to a CA 2E data model:
– Object management authority is required to certain i OS database files in the model library to which additional

members may be added:
• YJOBLSTRFP
• YMDLLSTRFP

– Change authority is required to the following i OS database files in the model library:
• YMDLPRFRFP
• YMDLOBJRFP

– Object existence authority is required to the following i OS database files in the model library:
• YOBJLCKRFP
• YSSNLCKRFP
• YSSNDTARFP
• YLSTSGTNXP

For example:
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GRTOBJAUT  OBJ(MYMDL/YJOBLST*) + OBJTYPE(*FILE)  USER(YOU) 

AUT(*ALL)

GRTOBJAUT  OBJ(MYMDL/YMDLLST*) + OBJTYPE(*FILE)  USER(YOU) 

AUT(*ALL)

GRTOBJAUT  OBJ(MYMDL/YMDLPRF*) + OBJTYPE(*FILE)  USER(YOU) 

AUT(*ALL)

GRTOBJAUT  OBJ(MYMDL/YMDLOBJ*) + OBJTYPE(*FILE)  USER(YOU) 

AUT(*ALL)

GRTOBJAUT  OBJ(MYMDL/YOBJLCKRFP) + OBJTYPE(*FILE)  USER(YOU)  AUT(*ALL)

 GRTOBJAUT  OBJ(MYMDL/YSSNLCKRFP) + OBJTYPE(*FILE)  USER(YOU)  AUT(*ALL)

 GRTOBJAUT  OBJ(MYMDL/YSSNDTARFP) + OBJTYPE(*FILE)  USER(YOU)  AUT(*ALL)

 GRTOBJAUT  OBJ(MYMDL/YLSTSGTNXP) + OBJTYPE(*FILE)  USER(YOU)  AUT(*ALL)

• Appropriate authority to use data area YMDLLIBRFA in the data model library.

Granting Authority to Generate Source

To allow a user to generate source, grant object existence authority to the source files in the generation library. For
example:

GRTOBJAUT  OBJ(MYGEN/*ALL)  OBJTYPE(*FILE) + USER(YOU)  AUT(*ALL)

Granting Authority to Compile Source

To allow a user to compile source, grant data authority to update the generation library. For example:

GRTOBJAUT OBJ(QSYS/MYGEN) OBJTYPE(*LIB) USER(YOU)  AUT(*ALL)

Editing Authority to Access Data Areas

When a user attempts to access a model,CA 2E checks to ensure the user has the authority to access data areas
YMDLLIBRFA and YGENLIBRFA with the specified user type before allowing access to the model.

Designer User Type -- To allow a user access to a model as a designer, grant at least CHANGE and OBJMGT authority.
To allow the designer to lock and unlock objects, grant ALL authority.

For example:
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EDTOBJAUT  OBJ(MYMDL/YMDLLIBRFA) + OBJTYPE(*DTAARA)

1. Press Enter and F11. Update the panel that displays by assigning authorities to the appropriate user as follows:
– For a designer without lock authority, enter *CHANGE in the Object Authority column and X in the Mgt column.
– For a designer with lock authority, enter *ALL in the Object Authority column. For example:

EDTOBJAUT  OBJ(MYMDL/YMDLLIBRFA) OBJTYPE(*DTAARA)

2. Press Enter. Update the panel that displays by assigning *CHANGE authority. For example:

EDTOBJAUT  OBJ(MYMDL/YMDLLIBRFA) OBJTYPE(*DTAARA)

3. Press Enter. Update the panel that displays by assigning *USE authority.
The following illustration shows the authorities needed to the YMDLLIBRFA data area to access a model:
– User JXY has designer with lock access.
– User DSH has designer access.
– User OPK has programmer access.
– User RMG has user access.

                           Edit Object Authority                              

Object . . . . . . . :  YMDLLIBRFA      Owner  . . . . . . . : DEV            

  Library. . . . . . :    MYMDL         Primary group. . . . : *NONE          

Object type. . . . . :  *DTAARA                                               

                                                                              

Type changes to current authorities, press Enter.                             

                                                                              

  Object secured by authorization list . . . . . . . . . . . . *NONE          

                                                                              

                         Object    ----------Object-----------                

User        Group       Authority  Opr  Mgt  Exist  Alter  Ref                

QSYS                    *ALL_____   X    X     X      X     X                 

*GROUP      DEV         *ALL_____   X    X     X      X     X                 

RMG                     *USE_____   X    _     _      _     _                 

OPK                     *CHANGE__   _    _     _      _     _                 
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DSH                     *USER DEF   _    X     _      _     _                 

JXY                     *ALL_____   X    X     X      X     X                 

                                                                              

                                                                        Bottom

F3=Exit   F5=Refresh   F6=Add new users    F10=Grant with reference object    

F11=Display data authorities   F12=Cancel  F17=Top   F18=Bottom               

Object authorities changed.                                                   

                           Edit Object Authority                              

Object . . . . . . . :  YMDLLIBRFA      Owner  . . . . . . . : DEV            

  Library. . . . . . :    MYMDL         Primary group. . . . : *NONE          

Object type. . . . . :  *DTAARA                                               

                                                                              

Type changes to current authorities, press Enter.                             

                                                                              

  Object secured by authorization list . . . . . . . . . . . . *NONE          

                                                                              

                         Object    ----------Object-----------                

User        Group       Authority  Opr  Mgt  Exist  Alter  Ref                

QSYS                    *ALL_____   X    X     X      X     X                 

*GROUP      DEV         *ALL_____   X    X     X      X     X                 

RMG                     *USE_____   X    _     _      _     X                 

OPK                     *CHANGE__   X    X     X      X     X                 

DSH                     *USER DEF   _    X     _      _     _                 

JXY                     *ALL_____   X    X     X      X     X                 
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F3=Exit   F5=Refresh     F6=Add new users   F10=Grant with reference object   

F11=Nondisplay detail    F12=Cancel         F17=Top   F18=Bottom              

Both designers and programmers must have *ALL authority to access YGENLIBRFA. For example:

GRTOBJAUT  OBJ(MYMDL/YGENLIBRFA) + OBJTYPE(*DTAARA)  USER(BERT)  AUT(*ALL)

You can grant *USE authority to those users who need to view, but not update, generated source. For example:

GRTOBJAUT  OBJ(MYMDL/YGENLIBRFA) + OBJTYPE(*DTAARA)  USER(USER)  AUT(*USE)

The following illustration shows the authorities needed to the YGENLIBRFA data area to access a generation library:

• User JXY and DSH have designer access.
• User OPK has programmer access.
• User RMG has user access.

                             Edit Object Authority                            

                                                                              

Object . . . . . . . . :  YGENLIBRFA      Owner . . . . . . . :  DEV          

  Library. . . . . . . :    MYMDL         Primary group . . . :  *NONE        

Object type. . . . . . :  *DTAARA                                             

                                                                              

Type changes to current authorities, press Enter.                             

                                                                              

  Object secured by authorization list. . . . . . . . . . . . :  *NONE        

                                                                              

                         Object    ----------Object-----------                

User        Group       Authority  Opr  Mgt  Exist  Alter  Ref                

QSYS                    *ALL_____   X    X     X      X     X                 

OPK                     *ALL_____   X    X     X      X     X                 
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DSH                     *ALL_____   X    X     X      X     X                 

RMG                     *USE_____   X    _     _      _     _                 

JXY                     *ALL_____   X    X     X      X     X                 

*GROUP      DEV         *ALL_____   X    X     X      X     X                 

*PUBLIC                 *EXCLUDE_   _    _     _      _     _                 

                                                                        Bottom

F3=Exit   F5=Refresh   F6=Add new users     F10=Grant with reference object   

F11=Display data authorities   F12=Cancel   F17=Top   F18=Bottom              

                             Edit Object Authority                            

                                                                              

Object . . . . . . . . :  YGENLIBRFA      Owner . . . . . . . :  DEV          

  Library. . . . . . . :    MYMDL         Primary group . . . :  *NONE        

Object type. . . . . . :  *DTAARA                                             

                                                                              

Type changes to current authorities, press Enter.                             

                                                                              

  Object secured by authorization list. . . . . . . . . . . . :  *NONE        

                                                                              

                         Object    ---------------Data---------------         

User        Group       Authority  Read  Add  Update  Delete  Execute         

QSYS                    *ALL_____   X     X     X       X        X            

OPK                     *ALL_____   X     X     X       X        X            

DSH                     *ALL_____   X     X     X       X        X            

RMG                     *USE_____   X     _     _       _        _            
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JXY                     *ALL_____   X     X     X       X        X            

*GROUP      DEV         *ALL_____   X     X     X       X        X            

*PUBLIC                 *EXCLUDE_   _     _     _       _        _            

                                                                              

                                                                        Bottom

F3=Exit   F5=Refresh    F6=Add new users   F10=Grant with reference           

F11=Nondisplay detail   F12=Cancel         F17=Top   F18=Bottom               

If you want to grant authority for many users to use YGENLIBRFA, you can set the USER parameter to *PUBLIC rather
than granting separate authorities to each user.

Revoking Authority

Sometimes, the owner of a model may want to prevent a user profile from accessing as a designer or unauthorized users
from accessing the model.

To set up these limitations, use the Revoke Object Authority (RVKOBJAUT) command.

Revoke *ALL authority for user USER1 to data area YMDLLIBRFA.

For example:

RVKOBJAUT  OBJ(MYMDL/YMDLLIBRFA) + OBJTYPE(*DTAARA)  USER(USER1)  AUT(*ALL)

For more information about the RVKOBJAUT command, see Volume 4 of the i OS CL Reference.

Compiling Objects in a Multi-Programmer Environment

If all the developers who use a model are not part of the same group profile, one developer cannot recompile objects
created by a developer in another group. When the developer invokes the command to generate and recompile,
YSBMMDLCRT, the process fails because the developer does not have the authority to delete existing objects. The
*PUBLIC authority given by YSBMMDLCRT to each object in the model is only *CHANGE.

The i OS Change Command Default (CHGCMDDFT) command lets you change the default value on the YSBMMDLCRT
command to allow anyone authorized to use the data model to recompile all programs in the model. Change the default
value from *CHANGE to *ALL.

For example:

CHGCMDDFT  CMD(Y2SY/YSBMMDLCRT) + NEWDFT(‘AUT(*ALL)’)

NOTE
If you have separate LDO libraries, this command will reside in the CA 2E LDO library (Y2SYVENG).
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Should you find later that you do not want to grant universal recompile privileges, you can restore the authority value to
*CHANGE.

A developer can also temporarily change the authority for YSBMMDLCRT when invoking the command from the Display
Services Menu. The command is stored in the Y2MSG message file in the two message IDs, Y2R0030 and Y2R0062.

1. To invoke the command, select the Submit model create request (YSBMMDLCRT) option and press F4. A panel
displays the parameters for the command.

2. Page to the second panel to display additional parameters. Press F10.
3. Change the PUBLIC AUTHORITY (AUT) value to *ALL.
4. Accept the change and execute the command. Press Enter.

The new authority affects only those objects submitted while using the option. When the command finishes, the PUBLIC
AUTHORITY parameter returns to the default value.

For more information about the CHGCMDDFT command, see Volume 2 of the i OS CL Reference.

Setting Up the User Environment
When you create a model, you create a template for your user environment. This template is a copy of the null model.
Before you can begin the tasks involved in building an application, you need to change aspects of this model so that it
meets the requirements and standards of your development environment. In addition, you may need to perform other
tasks that prepare your environment. This section discusses some of these tasks:

• Controlling how names are allocated at both the system and the model level
• Customizing the default device design
• Setting up common routines and utilities

Every user in a model has an associated model profile that can be modified to tailor the development environment.
Additional capabilities are available using CA Xtras Change Management (CM).

Contents

The Null Model

The null model is the base for new models. It contains no user-defined objects. The null model is installed with CA 2E and
reinstalled when you upgrade to a new version of CA 2E.

When you execute YCRTMDLLIB, the command creates a copy of the null model with the default system values for your
development environment. YCRTMDLLIB parameters let you modify these defaults. You can then tailor the model to meet
the requirements of your development environment.

Shipped System Files (*)

Each model contains a number of CA 2E system files, fields, and functions. The names of all CA 2E objects begin with an
asterisk (*). Shipped system objects include:

• *Built-in functions -- The CA 2E file to which all built-in functions are attached.
• *Field attribute types -- The CA 2E file to which all field data types, such as DTE, CDE, or TXT, attach. You can add

user-defined data types to this file. The validation functions for user-defined data types are attached to this file.
• *Job data -- A CA 2E file that provides access to job status data, such as job date and user profile name, for use in CA

2E functions. The *Job data shipped file contains system fields that supply execution time information about the job,
such as the user name, the job name, or the job start time. The *Job data file contents are fixed. You cannot add fields
to this file.
You can use fields in the JOB context only for input to other functions. You cannot change these fields.
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The JOB context is available in the action diagram of all function types.
• *Messages -- The CA 2E file to which all message functions attach.CA 2E is shipped with a number of commonly

required messages.
• *Program data -- A CA 2E file that provides access to program status data, such as *Program mode and *Return

code, for use in CA 2E functions. The *Program data shipped file contains CA 2E system fields that control the
execution of a CA 2E function, such as the *Program mode. The *Program data file contents are fixed. You cannot add
fields to this file.
The PGM context is available in the action diagram of all function types.

• *Standard header/footer -- A CA 2E file to which any functions defining headers, footers, windows, and action bars
used by device functions attach. The file includes five default functions: four of type DFNSCRFMT to define panel
design headers and one of type DFNRPTFMT to define report design headers.

• *Template -- A CA 2E file that provides a method for defining a template for any standard function. A function based
on this file is known as a template function.

• *Synon reserved program data -- A CA 2E file that contains special fields for use in all function types.

Default Model Profile

The default model profile defines defaults for various processes and file specifications for an interactive session. It is
shipped with the null model. When you create a new model, this default model profile is automatically copied to the new
model library.

You can edit the default model profile to create a default model profile tailored to your environment. To do so, select the
Edit Default Model Profile for Model option from the CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu.

System and Model Values

CA 2E model values control optional features of the product. Changing model values lets you create a model that meets
your needs. You can override many model values at the function or file level.

Model values fall into two classifications:

• System-wide
• Model-specific

You can display the model values for a model using the Display Services Menu option Display model values
(YDSPMDLVAL).

Naming Control

When you think of names in CA 2E, you need to consider two types:

• The name that CA 2E automatically allocates to the i OS objects when generating source code, provided you are using
automatic name allocation

• The textual names that you assign when you create objects within a model

This section describes how CA 2E automatically allocates names and provides guidelines for assigning names when you
create objects.

Automatic Naming of Generated Code

A model value, YALCVNM, lets you control whether or not CA 2E automatically allocates names within a model. If you set
this value to *YES,CA 2E automatically assigns a name for every database file, device file, format field, and program you
define. Automatic naming ensures that names generated for model objects are unique across the model.

In CA 2E, the implementation names are issued by a number of CL programs. The source for these programs is available.
You can replace these programs with your own routines.
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Name Allocation Programs

The following table provides the name allocation programs.

CA 2E Object Object CL Program to Name Model Entity
Access Paths YALCPHYR1C Physical file names
 YALCLGLR1C Logical file names
 YALCQPFR1C Query physical file names
 YALCIDXR1C SQL index names
 YALCVIWR1C SQL view names
Access Path Formats YALCFMTR1C PF and LF format names
Field Names YALCFLDR1C Field names
Functions YALCFUNR1C Program names
 YALCMSGR1C Message names
 YALCDSPR1C Display files
 YALCPRTR1C Printer files
 YALCHLPR1C Help text member and help panel group

names
 YALCSCMR1C Screen message identifier
User Interface Manager (UIM) Help
Modules

YALCUIMR1C UIM help module names

Most of the name allocation programs make use of an RPG program, YALCVNMR1R, to retrieve the last used mnemonic
for the object type from a file in the model, YALCVNMRFP. The source for the RPG program is also shipped.

CA 2E ships source code for a number of CL programs that assign names. The source resides in the library Y2SYSRC.
These programs provide an Application Program Interface (API) to naming routines. You can modify these programs to
achieve any naming convention that fits the constraints of the implementation language.CA 2E checks for duplication and
calls the naming programs until they either return a unique name or signal failure by returning blanks.
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Automatic Naming Last-Used Mnemonics

Automatic Naming Algorithm

If you use automatic naming,CA 2E assigns a name according to an algorithm when you create a new entity, such as a
field, file, or function, and ensures that the name is unique across the model. The following diagram summarizes how
names are assembled for Objects/Members (programs/files), Formats, and Fields.
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The following explains the elements in the illustration:

• UU
The object prefix is derived from the model value YOBJPFX which contains the value stored in the file YALCVNMRFP.

• MM
The identifying mnemonics are a unique, arbitrary pair of letters read from the file YALCVNMRFP. Each object type has
a different set of identifying mnemonics that correspond to different records in the file YALCVNMRFP.
For example, physical and logical files will use the next available value in Object type FIL. Functions, including the CLP
for query access paths, will use the value in Object type MSG.
Model value YFILPFX contains the last identifying mnemonic used for defining files; see the note following this list for
more information.

• NN
The type mnemonics are a pair of letters allocated according to the CA 2E object attribute. For example, fields of type
CDE are CD and query access path CLP programs are QF.

• O
The object type is a single letter that identifies object types; for example, P (physical file), L (logical file), R (RPG
program), or C (CLP program). You can set up the values to be used by the object types by using the Edit Generation
Types panel. For functions, the object sub-type distinguishes between the help and display file associated with the
PGM object type.

• X
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The object sub-type is a single letter that depends on the object type. For logical files, this letter indicates the access
path number. For display files and help member or panel groups, you can set up the values to be used by the object
sub-types by using the Edit Generation Types panel.

• F
The format type is a single letter that identifies the format type; for example, @ for database files or # for display files.
You can set the values to be used by the object types using the Edit Generation Types panel.

• PP
The format ID (PP) is an arbitrary set of letters unique for each physical file.

Presetting Automatic Naming Identifiers

Two-character automatic naming identifier that is incremented each time a new name is assigned, ranges from AA to T9
for file names and from AA to Z9 for other objects. This limits the product to 684 file names and 936 names for each of the
other object types.

To avoid the inconvenience of reaching these limits you can preassign the next unique code to be used by the automatic
naming algorithm for each object type using the Edit Next Mnemonic (YEDTNXTMNC) command. This command displays
the following interactive panel.

NOTE
You need to be out of your model when you run YEDTNXTMNC and you need *DSNR authority to edit the
panel. If multiple models use the same naming library, ensure that no one is using any of the models.

Change Next Object Prefix (OBJPFX Model Value) for Member Names               

      ID Mnemonic Current  Next                                               

       FIL MSG    Prefix  Prefix                                              

       AH  A8      MY      YY                                                 

                                                                              

Change Next Field Type Mnemonic                                               

Field Identifying Type     Next                                               

Type   Mnemonic   Code     Code                                               

 CDE      AI       CD       CE                                                

 DTE      AA       DT       DE                                                

 NBR      AF       NB       NR                                                

 NAR      AA       NA       NE                                                

 QTY      AB       QT       QY                                                

 STS      AE       ST       SS                                                
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 TME      AA       TM       TE                                                

 TXT      AH       TX       TT                                                

 VAL      AD       VA       VL                                                

 VNM      AA       VN       VM                                                

                                                                      MORE ...

F3=Exit   F5=Refresh   F20=Override                                           

This panel is divided into two parts as follows:

• Change Next Object Prefix for Member Names -- The top section of the panel applies to physical and logical files
(FIL) and functions (MSG). The mnemonic for these objects is the system prefix; namely, the OBJPFX model value.
This table describes the panel options:

Option  Description
ID Mnemonic FIL Last 2-character identifier used for a file

name. Use this to determine how close you
are to the limit (T9)

 MSG Last 2-character identifier used for a
program name. Use this to determine how
close you are to the limit (Z9)

Current Prefix  The current OBJPFX model value.
Next Prefix  The mnemonic to use when the naming

algorithm runs out of names. When the
name limit is reached for either files or
programs, the OBJPFX model value is
updated to this value.

Assign the next mnemonic to be used when the automatic naming algorithm runs out of names by typing a two-character
mnemonic for the ‘Next Prefix’ option and press Enter.

When the name limit is reached for either files or programs, the ‘ID Mnemonic’ is reset to AA for both FIL and MSG
objects and the value you entered becomes the new mnemonic when assigning file and program names. The OBJPFX
model value is also updated to this value.

• Change Next Field Type Mnemonic -- The bottom section of the panel applies to field types. This table describes the
panel options:

Option Description
Field Type Three-character field type code.
Identifying Mnemonic Last 2-character identifier used when assigning a field name for

the corresponding field type. Use this to determine how close you
are to the limit of Z9.

Type Code The current Type mnemonic used for the corresponding field type.
Next Code The Type mnemonic to use when the naming algorithm runs out of

names for the corresponding field type.
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Assign the next mnemonic to be used when the automatic naming algorithm runs out of names for a field type by typing a
two-character mnemonic for the ‘Next Code’ option and press Enter.

When the name limit is reached for the field type, the ‘Identifying Mnemonic’ is reset to AA and the value you entered
becomes the new mnemonic when assigning field names for this field type.

NOTE
Use the F20 function key on the YEDTNXTMNC panel with care. Like the Enter key, it updates the
YALCVNMRFP file but without performing error checking. It is intended for use only in unusual circumstances;
for example, if you need to use the same mnemonic for two different field types.Since format names are
combined with the associated file name identifier, the two-character identifier for formats is simply reset to AA
when the name limit is reached.

Reserved Format Identifiers

CA 2E reserves certain letters to use as field prefixes so that you do not inadvertently duplicate field names in HLL
programs. The program you use to allocate format prefixes, Edit Generation Type Details, contains a check to ensure that
you do not use the reserved values.

RPG COBOL/
RPGCBL

Reserved for

P P Passed parameter fields
W W Program work fields
X X User service subroutine fields
Y Y CA 2E internal use
U U Use in user EXCUSRSRC fields
V V External date fields
Z Z CA 2E service subroutine fields
# X Use by panel fields
$ Z Use by printer fields
@ Y Use by special fields

 

Source File Names

Implementation names should be appropriate for the HLL and DDS source code you are generating.

In the shipped system, new implementation names depend on the YHLLVNM model value; for example *RPGCBL, and
the allocation characters for each source type. The Edit Generation Types panel displays a table that provides allocation
characters. These characters should be appropriate for your target HLL.

To display this table:

1. From the Display Services Menu, select the Display model values (YDSPMDLVAL) option.
2. From the Display Model Values panel, select the Display Name allocation values option.
3. Press F10 to display the Edit Generation Types panel. Modify the allocation character and source file name as

necessary.

High Level Language Naming Restrictions

Different CA 2E HLLs impose different restrictions on the names they allow and, therefore, to the names you can give to
files, formats, and fields. CA 2E also requires that you reserve the first two characters in field names for a format prefix.
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Other restrictions depend on your target HLL. For example, restrictions on length are generally more severe in RPG than
in COBOL. However, RPG lets you use some non-alphabetic characters, such as #, &, or @, in names, that COBOL does
not allow.

The HLL name validation model value, YHLLVNM, lets you specify that names must satisfy RPG restrictions, COBOL
restrictions, or both. If you are generating a database for use with both COBOL and RPG programs, use names that
satisfy both sets of restrictions.

The default for the model value YHLLGEN is *RPGCBL. The CA 2E convention using *RPGCBL produces names of 8 or
less characters that would be valid names on most platforms.

The following table describes YHLLVNM and HLL name restrictions:

Restricted DDS RPG COBOL #RPG #RPGCBL #CBL
File Name Max
Length

10 8 30 8 8 10

Format Name
Max Length

10 8 30 8 8 10

Field Name Max
Length

10 8 30 2 + 4* 2 + 4* 2 + 4*

Allow #, @, etc. Yes Yes No Yes No No

*Where 2 is the length of the prefix and 4 or 8 is the remainder of the name.

When you create a new model, you set the initial value for the YHLLVNM model value. The default for this model value is
the same as the value set for the HLLGEN parameter.

You can change the model value for the YHLLVNM using the Change Model Value (YCHGMDLVAL) command.

NOTE
If your HLL is COBOL, the first five characters of the name must be unique.

If you have a model originally implemented with model value YHLLVNM set to RPG and you want to regenerate it in
COBOL, you must convert the implementation names so that they satisfy COBOL restrictions.

Device Field Names

When you create a new model,CA 2E automatically sets up a table with values appropriate for the HLL specified
by the YHLLGEN model value. When you implement a CA 2E device function in DDS and an HLL,CA 2E uses the
implementation names for the device file formats and fields specified by the table. The Edit Device Generation Details
panel provides this table. The allocation characters in the table should be valid for your target HLL. You can change these
values.

To display the table:

1. From the Display Services Menu, select the option Display model values (YDSPMDLVAL).
2. From the Display Model Values panel, select the Display Name allocation values option.
3. Press F22. The Edit Device Generation Details panel displays. Modify the GEN name as necessary.

Adopting Naming Conventions for File and Function Design

Name allocation lets you set naming standards at the system level. Naming conventions let you set naming standards at
the model level.

All objects originating from an application must have a uniquely identifiable name. Users who add objects to an application
should take care that object names follow a set of naming standards. The Copy Model Object (YCPYMDLOBJ) command
uses the text description to determine whether to add an object or copy over an existing object.
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CA 2E requires that all names you create follow these general rules:

• Names can be up to 25 characters.
• Letters within a name can be both upper and lower case.
• Names can include embedded blanks and special characters.

Fields

Field names should be complete words or abbreviations that are a concise, meaningful definition of the field. Following are
some suggestions for creating field names:

• The format should be object name + field type:
– The object name should be words or abbreviations separated by spaces.
– The field type is optional and should describe the type of data stored in the field. The field type is useful when the

type is not evident from the object name. For example, Date might be Statement Date.
• Develop a method to capitalize consistently. For example, capitalize the first letter of the first word, or the first letter of

each meaningful word.
• Develop standard abbreviations that conform to site vocabulary. For example, you could use "CUST" for customer or

"PROD" for product.
• Develop rules for naming common status field types. For example, status fields used as binary flags should be

referenced to a single status field with the conditions Yes or No.
• Set up base fields for all common field types and reference these fields by most other field types. This convention

helps to ensure uniformity and allows changes to be made more efficiently. To place base fields at the top of the list,
preface them with the letter A. Name base fields to reflect the field attributes. For example, A yes or no (Y|N) status or
A Text Desc 30.

• When you create the field, add narrative text. Add functional narrative to describe the field to designers, and if
applicable, add operational narrative to describe the field to end users. Use a standard template.
Keep in mind the effect of the narrative on help text. If you enter operational text, it becomes the help text for the field;
however, if you enter only functional text, it becomes the help text.

• To facilitate panel generation, set appropriate column headings for each field.
• Where sequencing is necessary, sequence numbers by five.

Function Fields

Following are some suggestions for creating function field names:

• Function field names should be the same as the related database field. Prefix USR function fields with a common set
of characters and, if necessary, a number to make the name unique. Reference the function field to the same base
field as the database field. For example, use Order Amount #. Suffix other function fields according to their type, such
as, Order Amount SUM, Order Amount MAX.

• Add functional narrative to describe the field to programmers, and if applicable, add operational narrative to describe
the field to end users.

• Develop similar conventions for function fields not related to database fields.

Files

File names should consist of complete words or abbreviations and should provide a concise and meaningful definition of
each file.

Following are some suggestions for creating file names:
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• Do not use the word file in a file name.
• Name files in the singular, rather than the plural, tense. For example, use Customer rather than Customers.
• Develop a method to capitalize consistently. For example, capitalize the first letter of the first word, or the first letter of

each meaningful word.
• Develop standard abbreviations that conform to site vocabulary.
• To avoid truncation of default function names, restrict file names to 18 characters where possible.
• When you create a file, add narrative text. Use a standard template. Keep in mind the effect of the narrative on help

text.

Relations

Following are some suggestions for creating relation names:

• Create meaningful names for foreign key fields by adding For Text to ALL relationships in order to define the
relationship with the target file.

• When you create a file-to-file relation, add narrative text. Use a standard template. Keep in mind the effect of the
narrative on help text.

Access Paths

Following are some suggestions for creating access path names:

• When you add an extra access path, create a meaningful name. Avoid including redundant information. Where
possible, indicate selection and sequence details. The name of a span file should indicate the two files the span is
over. If necessary, abbreviate the file name rather than reduce other information. For example, Customers Active by
Postcode, Orders US by Product.

• It may be useful to set a convention that indicates where a procedure is being followed to control the implementation of
joins within separate logical files.

Functions

Function names should consist of complete words or abbreviations and should provide a concise and meaningful
definition of each function.

Following are some suggestions for creating function names:

• Develop a method to capitalize consistently. For example, capitalize the first letter of the first word, or the first letter of
each meaningful word.

• Number functions that are sequenced to perform a process. Use the number in numeric form. For example, Calc Daily
Rate 2.

Database Maintenance Functions

Following are some suggestions for creating database maintenance function names:

• Use the Process name + Object name format. The process name should describe the type of process the function
performs. You may want to abbreviate the name:

• The object name can be a file name, generic data name, or specific data attribute name. The name should conform
with other naming standards. To indicate how many objects will be processed, use singular and plural tense.

Versions of Functions and Messages

For versions of functions and messages there is a shipped program for generating names if you specify *GENERATE as
the To model object name on the Create Model Version (YCRTMDLVSN) command. You can define your own naming
convention by amending the CL program YOBJNAMR1C.
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Panel Titles

All functions with a device design have a screen title on the header/footer. For *SAA format, this field is fifty characters.
For other formats, this field is thirty-seven characters. The default for this field is the function name.

• Expand the default to further describe the function.
• Allow upper and lower case letters.

Condition Names

Condition names are referenced in action diagrams and for selection criteria on active paths.

• Make condition names as meaningful as possible. Do not abbreviate unless absolutely necessary.
• Condition names should be independent of the functions that use them.

Message Names

CA 2E messages consist of three parts:

• Message name
• First level text
• Second level text

Message Name

The message name is unique, 25-character field that identifies the message texts in the CA 2E model. The message
name forms the default for the first level text. The message name should indicate the intended first level text and the
message type.

First Level Text

The first level text can be up to 76 characters and should be meaningful to the system user. You might want to add
variable data to make the message more flexible and expand the user’s understanding.

Second Level Text

Second level text displays when the user presses the Help key while first level text displays. Second level text describes
why the message displayed and what actions the user can take. Since many functions may use this text, it should not be
specific to the operation.

The following table shows CA 2E message types and their components.

Type Message Name 1st Level Text 2nd Level Text
ERR Yes Yes Yes
INF Yes Yes Yes
CMP Yes Yes Yes
STS Yes Yes Yes
EXC Yes Yes Yes
RTV Yes Yes Yes

Messages of the EXC type should contain the command they process. For example, SBMJOB Customer Report.
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Design Control

A device design is a display format for either a panel or a report that refers to a particular function. Establishing and
modifying a device design lets you control the user interface for a function.CA 2E translates device designs into DDS.

Model values set when the model is created determine the initial defaults for device design attributes.CA 2E lets you
change these defaults to customize the device design for a particular model.

This section introduces CA 2E design options and standard user interfaces, such as standard function key meanings, line
selection values, headers and footers, and screen/report display attributes.

Design Options

When a model is created, the model value YSAAFMT sets the default display conventions for screen designs within a
mode. The default can be one of the following:

• CUA Text Subset
• CUA Entry
• S/38

The display convention determines such aspects of display as:

• Standard user interfaces
• Standard headers and footers
• Screen and report attributes

Standard User Interfaces

The generated user interface includes features that affect the appearance of the screens and reports you design and
generate with CA 2E. These features include:

• Standard function key meanings
• Standard line-selection value meanings
• Standard headers and footers
• Default screen and report attributes

Model values control these features of the user interface. By resetting model values, you can change from, for example,
S/38 to SAA standards. In addition, CA 2E provides programs that let you customize the user interface for a particular
application.

Standard Function Keys

CA 2E provides a number of standard function key meanings, such as *Exit, *Delete, or *Next page. Each meaning
is assigned a function key. These meanings conform to the design standards. To change the user interface for an
application, you reassign the function key and regenerate the code.

Each function key has a specific value out of a list of standard values. The standard function key meanings are controlled
by list (LST) conditions attached to the *CMD key field. Each available function key is specified by a value (VAL) condition
attached to the same field. Assigning a particular function key value condition to a given list condition assigns it a
particular meaning. The CA 2E screen design and generator programs use the assigned value.

The following table shows the shipped function key value defaults.

For... Command Key Description
All Programs F1 Display Help text
 Enter Validate Input
 F3(Exit) exit without update
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Where appropriate F12 Previous screen
 F4 prompt
 F5 Reset
 F7,Roll Up Next page
 F8,Roll Down Previous page
 F9 Add/Change
 F11 Delete

You can display standard function key meanings by accessing the Edit Field Conditions panel. You can access this panel
from an action diagram or from the Edit Field Details panel.

NOTE
A good practice is to define all function keys referenced in action diagrams as lists (LST) and not values (VAL).
You can then change the description of the function key where ever it displays by changing the list condition.

Standard Line Selection Values

CA 2E identifies a number of standard line selection value meanings, such as *Zoom, *Delete, or *Select.

Standard line selection meanings are controlled by list (LST) conditions attached to the *SFLSEL field. Each available
option value is specified by a value (VAL) condition attached to the same field. Assigning a particular line selection
value condition to a given list condition assigns it to have a particular meaning. The CA 2E screen design and generator
programs then use the assigned value.

The length of the *SFLSEL field can be either one or two; it is shipped with a length of one. A designer (*DSNR) can
change the model-wide length using the Edit Field Details panel; a developer can override the model-wide length for an
individual function on the Edit Screen Entry Details panel.

The Edit Field Conditions panel for the *SFLSEL field shows the standard line selection values. You can display this panel
from an action diagram. You can also edit a list condition from this panel.

Standard Headers and Footers

CA 2E functions Define Screen Format (DFNSCRFMT) and Define Report Format (DFNRPTFMT) usually define the top
and bottom lines for device designs. The function options show the name of the standard header function associated
with each function. Unless you explicitly name a particular function, this name defaults to the name of the default header
function.

You can change the appearance of the header and footer of all your device designs by doing one of the following:

• Change the layout or your default standard header, using the Edit Device Design displays.
• Specify an alternate default standard header.

Specifying the Default Standard Header

If you have several DFNSCRFMT functions, you can control which is the default standard header function by accessing
a CA 2E panel, Edit Function Options, from the DFNSCRFMT panel and setting the Use as default header flag. Only one
DFNSCRFMT should be flagged as the default.

Panel/Report Display Attributes

Field attributes determine how a field displays in a device design. Attributes include such features as reverse image,
highlighting, and underlining.
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For each CA 2E field data type, you can set default values for various field properties, such as length and edit codes. Any
new fields will be given these values.

You set default values for field properties with the Edit Field Attribute Defaults panel. Some values on this panel are
protected, such as the data type. You can change other values. Changing the value does not affect existing fields. The
value is the default for any new fields created in the model after the change.

You can change other default attributes at the individual field level with the CA 2E Edit Default Display Attributes
(YEDTDFTATR) command.

Environment

CA 2E lets you create objects and generate application systems on an IBM i as if you were in an S/38 environment. Three
model values control the environment in which applications are designed, created, and executed:

• YEDTEXC sets the environment within which CA 2E is used.
This value is determined automatically by the machine, S/38 or IBM i.

• YCRTENV sets the default object creation environment.
This value determines whether System/38 or native IBM i code is generated; that is, whether machine- specific
references in the source should be in IBM i syntax or System/38 syntax. The source attribute, native IBM i or
System/38, is set according to this model value.
This value also controls whether the native or the System/38 environment compilers are invoked to create objects from
the generated source.

• YEXCENV sets the environment within which CA 2E applications are to execute. This value determines the default for
any machine-dependent syntax that is brought or built at execution time; for example, messages to use in QCAEXEC
or QCMDEXEC.

You can change these values with the YCHGMDLVAL command. These values can be either QCL for S/38 or QCMD for
IBM i.

Setting Up Common Routines/Utility Functions

Certain routines and utilities are common to many CA 2E functions. These include:

• Date/Time stamp update for CRTOBJ and CHGOBJ
• Date handling
• Authority level checking
• Report distribution
• Menus
• User defined attributes and mapping functions
• Function fields
• IBM supplied programs

Setting Up a Multi-Modeling Environment
This article describes commonly used multi-model structures and provides an overview of the tasks that may be required
to set up a multi-model environment. This article also describes how to copy an entire model and portions of a model.

• Multi-Model Structures
• Shared Name Environment
• Common Multi-Model Configurations
• Copying a Model
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Multi-Model Structures
The multi-model structure is a modeling environment that allows multiple models to exist in development and production
environments. You can copy object definitions from among participating models. And you can create a multi-model
structure made up of:

• A standards model, which is the foundation for all new models in the environment. This model contains any system-
wide standards, such as structure files, field types, and header/footer designs. This model is used to create all other
models.

• A core model, which contains the database relations of the complete database.
• Application models, which contain database relations for a particular application plus functions. Many environments

may not need application models. The application models may be integrated into a production model.

In a multi-model structure, object definitions are intended to be shared. The structure can be treated as one model and
eventually consolidated. In some environments, database changes to the design may be prevented in the core model.

Contents

Considerations

A multi-model structure is designed for development environments in which:

• A large project must be split so that users can work separately.
• A product is being tailored for a client but must be compatible with the standards.
• Each model in the structure represents a phase of development.
• Development is split over IBM i without a remote link.

In deciding whether your development environment would benefit from using a multi-model structure, consider these
factors:

• Development Schedule -- A multi-model structure benefits environments where data design and programming
overlap.

NOTE
If you are using Change Management (CM), you should consider using Check-out, User capabilities, and
locks to achieve control in this kind of environment rather than using multi-models.

• Application Requirements -- Identify which interfaces to other applications are required; for example, which files must
be shared between applications. Identify functions that are common to or must be shared with multiple applications.
Loosely integrated or unrelated applications work well in separate models.

• Organization Requirements -- You may want to separate models for security reasons, or you may want to separate
or merge staff responsibilities.

NOTE
If you have CA Xtras Change Management, consider partitioning the model with model object lists authorized
to groups of staff and further refine access capabilities within just the one model.

If you decide that a multi-model structure is appropriate for your environment, use the requirements you identified to
design a structure that meets those requirements. This section describes some common configurations, though other
configurations may best meet the needs of your environment.

In addition to identifying requirements, plan how you will maintain the structure you designed. Consider such factors as:

• Standards and procedures:
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– Shared naming library
– Standardized functions
– Coding techniques
– Project time

• Staff needs:
– Database administration
– Operations

• System requirements:
– Hardware
– JOBQs
– Subsystems
– Pool allocations

CA 2E Change Management (CM)

CM, available as a separate product, is a change control system for the IBM i. In a multi-model environment, CM can
automate and track the flow of design objects, generated source, and compiled objects between development, test, and
production models. In a single model, CM can control versions of objects, user access capabilities, locking of objects, and
concurrent development.

For more information about CM, see the  CA 2E Change Management User section.

Shared Name Environment
 CA 2E requires that object names of the same type be unique across a model. In a multi-model environment, where the
models will eventually be consolidated, names of different objects of the same type must be unique across all models.
Similarly, the names of the same object, both CA 2E names and implementation names, should be the same across all
models.

 CA 2E’s autonaming function ensures that names are unique for all objects in a particular model. A shared name
environment ensures that names are unique even when created in different models. You set up a shared name
environment when you create the models that make up the multi-model environment.

NOTE
If you override an automatically allocated name,CA 2E can check only that the new name is unique within the
application model. We strongly suggest that you use autonaming in a multi-model environment and rename
objects only when absolutely required. Renaming of either the CA 2E name or the object name is the most
common cause for the same object having different names in different models.

 

 Contents 

  

Setting Up a Shared Name Environment

You can set up a shared name environment by creating a separate shared name library or by designating a library in a
particular model as the shared name library. Then edit the designated library to include only the names of shared objects
listed in the procedure. This section describes how to set up a separate shared name library.

Creating a Separate Shared Name Library

Use the i OS Create Library (CRTLIB) command to create a shared name library that contains the objects required by the
name allocation routines.
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The shared name library objects should include:

• The logical file YALCVNM00L, which contains the last used sequence values for names of files, programs, and fields,
and the model value object prefix. The based-on physical file is YALCVNMRFP.

• Data area YMSGPFXRFA, which contains the message prefix.
• Data area YMSGNBRRFA, which contains the last sequential message number.
• Data area YMSGVNMRFA, which contains the message file name.

For more information about the CRTLIB command, see Volume 3 of the i OS CL Reference.

Advanced National Language Support in a Shared Name Environment

If you are using the National Language Support feature, that is, the model value YPMTGEN is set to *MSGID
or *LITERAL, you need to move the data area YPMTNBRRFA into the shared name library so all models can share the
naming for message identifiers.

Library List Considerations

For any model that shares the name environment, the shared name environment library name must precede the name of
the model in both the interactive and batch library lists. To edit the lists and associated job description for each model, use
the Edit Library List (YEDTLIBLST) command and specify the library list for each model (named in the YLIBLST model
value).

Object Prefixes

For a shared name environment, we recommend that you assign an object prefix to shared objects. Program
YALCVNMR1R assigns the object prefix using the SYS entry in the YALCVNMRFP file. All models in the environment
then share the prefix.

NOTE
The source for the YALCVNMR1R name allocation program is shipped in source file QRPGSRC in library
Y2SYSRC.

If you want object prefixes to indicate the model origin of each object, you need to assign prefixes differently. A typical
method is to create a new data area for the prefix in each model. Change the YALCVNMR1R program to retain the data
area rather than to access the file. The library list then determines the object prefix.

NOTE
For environments with many objects, you may need to reset the YALCVNMRFP file.CA 2E then starts allocating
object names from the next prefix. Make sure you allocate unique prefixes for each model. It is possible to
assign duplicate names.CA 2E implements the names until no duplicates exist for the current model, but does
not check the models for duplicates.

Common Multi-Model Configurations
This section describes several common multi-model configurations and outlines the steps required to configure each type:

• Database administrator
• Development/test/production
• Split application

Contents
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Database Administrator Configuration

A database administrator (DBA) configuration is a shared name environment that enables developers to design a data
model in one model and design functions in another. All data modeling changes take place in the database design model,
and the object definitions are copied to the application model. All procedural coding takes place in the application model.
The database design model does not require a generation library.

The DBA configuration generally has two variations:

• One database design model with several application models. This configuration may be appropriate when an
environment needs a cross-application data model but application-specific programming.

• Multiple database design models with a single application model. This configuration may be appropriate in a
maintenance environment or in an environment developing interfaces between applications in separate models.

To set up a DBA configuration:

1. Create the required models. Specify the same model values for all models. Designate the database design model and
application design models.

2. Using the database design model as the name library, set up a shared name environment. See the Shared Name
Environment section in this article for more information.

3. Prevent access by programmers to the database design model.
4. Optionally, prevent access by designers to the application models.

You can generate files and access paths using the database design or the application model. You should not generate
them from both models. If you use the database design model, any differences between the models tends to become
obvious when the functions are created. In this situation, job descriptions for the application models must contain the
database generation library. Differences between the model definition of the access path and the actual model can also
cause spurious image compare errors during application execution.

You can define additional access paths either in the application or in the database models. Do not define them in both
models. Because of the significant impact on performance, ensure that you control the number and types of access paths
if you define them in the application model.

Development/Test/Production Configuration

A development/test/production configuration is a shared name environment that lets you develop in one model and to
install production-level definitions in another.

NOTE
This is the recommended configuration when using CM. CM automates and controls the promotion of objects
from development through to production.

You set up a development/test/production configuration as you would set up a DBA configuration except that you:

• Specify a different generation library for each model.
• Use the production library as the shared name library.
• Prohibit access to the production model and place object definitions into it only by copying from the development

model using the Copy Model Objects (YCPYMDLOBJ) command.
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Figure 18: common multi-model configurations1

Split Application Configuration

The split application configuration is a hybrid of the DBA configuration. The split application configuration has two model
levels:

• A Core Model level with the core model that contains the files common to multiple applications. These files are
maintained at the core model level and copied to the application models. The core model may have been created from
a standards model.

• An Application Model level with multiple application models for application-specific DBA configurations.

The split application configuration provides flexibility with control in environments that need application-specific data
models.
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Figure 19: common multi-model configuations2

You set up a split application configuration as you would set up a DBA configuration:

1. Create the core model.
2. Set up the application models.

If you want to specify a generation library that is different from the generation library at the core level, add the core model
generation library to the application level library lists after the application model generation library.

Copying a Model
CA 2E provides two methods to copy a model. You can copy part of a model or a complete model.
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Contents

Copy Part of a Model

To copy only selected objects from one CA 2E data model to another, use the CA 2E Copy Model Objects
(YCPYMDLOBJ) command. For example, a company that develops software for its own use might want to apply some
changes to the production model before the entire development model is ready to be copied.

You copy model objects by creating a model object list of all objects in the model you want to copy from. You can use the
Edit Model List for Copy (YEDTCPYLST) command to perform additional setup tasks related to copying and to view the
results of a copy. For a description of this process, see the Copying Part of a Model section in this article.

Follow these steps:

1. Prepare a model object list containing the model objects you want to copy. For example:
– Use the Build Model List (YBLDMDLLST) command.
– Use an existing model object list; for example, your session list where CA 2E has automatically logged all changed

model objects.
– Use other model object list commands to create the list, such as the Filter a Model Object List (YFLTMDLLST)

command to select objects changed since a certain date.
2. Ensure the list entries for the objects you want to copy are flagged with CPYOBJ flag *SELECTED. You can do this

directly from the YBLDMDLLST or YFLTMDLLST commands, with the YCHGMDLLE command, or interactively using
the YEDTCPYLST panel (see below).

NOTE
To prepare a list for copying you should use only the new model object list commands and/or the
YEDTCPYLST command. The Build Copy List (YBLDCPYLST) command is available only for backward
compatibility with previous releases of CA 2E and should not be used.

3. Optionally, use the YEDTCPYLST command to invoke the Edit Model Object List for Copy panel. You can specify
which objects you want to copy.
You can assign new object names that will be used both to identify the same object in the target model and to be the
name of the copied object in the target model. This step is often required if an object has been renamed that exists in
both the target and source models.

4. Use the YCPYMDLOBJ command to copy the CA 2E objects indicated by the edited model object list to another
model. You can copy the objects, or you can run a prepass check for discrepancies between the objects in the source
and target models.

Copying an Entire Model

When you want to copy everything in a model to another model, use the CA 2E Copy Model (YCPYMDL) command. The
YCPYMDL command copies an entire CA 2E model library into a new model or to an existing model. When you copy
using this command, you cannot add to the contents of an existing model. The source model overwrites the target model if
it exists.

If the target model does not exist, the YCPYMDL command creates the target model when it copies from the source
model. Using this method is significantly faster than creating the target model first with the Create Model Library
(YCRTMDLLIB) command, then separately executing the YCPYMDL command.

NOTE
The YCPYMDL command does not create the generation library for the target model.

You can use the YCPYMDL command to create models from your standards model. For example, to copy model
MYSTDMDL to a model MYCOREMDL, that is created by the copy, you would enter the following and press Enter:

YCPYMDL  FROMMDLLIB(MYSTDMDL) + TOMDLLIB(MYCOREMDL)  CRTOPT(*YES)
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Understanding Model Object Lists

A model object list is a list of CA 2E objects in a CA 2E data model. In a multi-model environment, using a model object
list for copying provides a method for you to control which objects are copied to the target model.

NOTE
The terms model list and copy list are often used interchangeably; both refer to the same thing.

Model Object List Commands Used for Copying Objects

Figure 20: model object list commands for copying objects

Before You Copy

Associations between objects in a CA 2E model are complex. Before you copy, you should be aware of how the copy
process handles objects associated with objects referenced in a model object list and conflicting versions of the same
object in both the source and target models.

Referenced Objects

A model object may have other required or dependent objects that it refers to. These objects will also need to be in the
target model for the target object to be complete.
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The YCPYMDLOBJ command automatically expands the model object list to include implicitly required (or referenced)
objects. When the copy takes place, any implicitly required objects not in the target model must also be copied. You can
intervene to examine the expanded list before continuing with the copy, and you can control the expansion of the complex
interrelationships between functions using the CPYSUBFUN and EXPRQDOBJ parameters.

NOTE
You can also use options and function keys from the Edit Model Object List for Copy panel to expand a model
object list to include dependent objects (references).

When copying a model object that references other model objects, the command uses existing dependent objects
whenever possible. Any object you explicitly select is added or replaced. Any object you do not explicitly select, but is
implicitly required, is copied only if it does not exist in the target model.

The explicit flag shows as an asterix ( * ) in the Copy Select column on the YEDTCPYLST panel. The implicit flag shows
as an exclamation ( ! ). Entries will be flagged as implicitly required during the expansion phase of the YCPYMDLOBJ
command.

NOTE
The expanded list does not automatically include functions of type SELRCD implicitly referenced by other
functions.

Conflicting Object Names Across Models

When YCPYMDLOBJ copies the selected entries to the target it matches objects between the two models by owner,
name and type. By default, an object in the source model is copied to the target model using the same object name. You
can override this default by specifying a different name for an object in the target model; two reasons you may need to do
this are:

• A different object in the target model has the same name as an object in the source model that you want to copy.
• An object in the source model has a different name in the target model.

The YCPYMDLOBJ command includes a prepass option that lets you compare objects by name within object type. A
prepass report generates with diagnostic messages that indicate discrepancies. The default selection for this option
causes the copy process to stop so that you can resolve discrepancies before you proceed with the copy. If you want the
object to be copied but do not want to overwrite the corresponding object in the target model, you can rename it in the
model object list. The object is copied into the target model without replacing the existing version.

NOTE
The object in the source model is not renamed.

To rename an object in a model object list:

1. Use selection option 7 from the Edit Model Object List for Copy panel.
2. Enter the name in the Name for purposes of copy field.
3. Press F8 to view a list of all renamed objects.

You can make the rename more permanent by changing the Copy name for an object using the Change Model Object
Description (YCHGMDLOD) command; as a result, any new model object lists containing the object will automatically be
renamed for purposes of copy.

To avoid problems when copying objects from one model to another, consider the following:
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• The YCPYMDLOBJ command can detect that two objects are the same object in both models only if the objects have
the same name and type. Remember to rename a shared object in all models where it is defined. Otherwise, the
command assumes it is a different object and copies it, creating a new instance of the object.

• When you delete a shared object from one model, remember to delete it from all models where it is defined.
• To avoid overlaying the correct definition for an object, copy the object from its owning model to other models.
• Remember that access path names are reassigned. If you delete or manually rename an access path,CA 2E

automatically reassigns the original name when a new access path is created. Make sure you update or delete all
references to the original name in the owning or referencing models.

Building the Model Object List

As the first step in the copy model object process, you need to ensure the objects you want to copy have entries in the
model object list. One way to do this is to use the Build Model List command. This section describes how the Build Model
List (YBLDMDLLST) command functions and provides an example of how you might use the command.

NOTE

This step is optional. You can use any model object list as the source for the copy; for example, you could use
your session list of changed model objects.

The YBLDMDLLST command builds a list of CA 2E objects in a model, including CA 2E files, fields, access paths, and
functions in the source model. The model object list resides in the model library.

For example, to build a model object list, MYMDLLST, of all access paths and functions in the model, MYMDL, you would
enter the following and press Enter:

YBLDMDLLST MDLLST(MYMDL/MYMDLLST) + OBJNAM((*ANY *ALL *ACP)(*ANY *ALL *FUN))

The YBLDMDLLST command includes optional parameters that let you specify how CA 2E should build the model object
list and which objects in the model object list should be selected. For example, to automatically select for copying all
objects added by the YBLDMDLLST command, specify the OUTCPYOBJ(*SELECTED) parameter.

Editing the Model Object List for Copy

You can edit the model object list using the YEDTCPYLST command. This command invokes the Edit Model Object List
for Copy interactive panel. This section describes how YEDTCPYLST functions and provides an example of how you
might use the command.

The YEDTCPYLST command lets you select from the model object list the CA 2E objects you want to copy to the target
model. Any renamed objects are copied to the target model under their new names.

For example, to edit the model object list, MYMDLLST, in the model SYMDL, you would enter the following and press
Enter:

YEDTCPYLST  MDLLST(MYMDL/MYMDLLST)

The Edit Model List for Copy panel displays.

The explicitly selected objects have an ‘‘*’’ in the Copy Select column. Objects that were implicitly selected during a
previous use of the YCPYMDLOBJ command are shown with an ‘‘!’’. You can explicitly select additional objects for copy
using option 1. You can deselect explicitly selected objects from this panel or by using the CPYOBJ parameter of the
YCHGMDLLE command. Press F9 to subset the display so only entries that have been selected display.
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                   Edit Copy List - Selected Entries                           

                                                            System . : SYNONDV1

  Model . : SYMDL                                                              

  List. . : MYMDLLST    List MYMDLLST in SYMDL created by user JAR             

                                                                               

Type options, press Enter.                                                     

1=Select     4=Delete entry     5=Display              7=Rename                

8=Details    9=Deselect        12=Resolve conflicts   19=Work with versions    

                                                                               

Opt    Object                       Owner                     Type             

     ! Customer phone number                                  FLD              

     ! Cusomer status                                         FLD              

     * Customers by name            Customer                  ACP              

     ! Existing                     Customer status           CND              

     ! Former                       Customer status           CND              

     ! New                          Customer status           CND              

     ! Physical file                Customer                  ACP              

     * Retrieval index              Customer                  ACP              

     * Update index                 Customer                  ACP              

                                                                        More...

F3=Exit       F4=Prompt              F5=Refresh         F6=Build               

F7=Position   F8=Display renames     F23=More options   F24=More keys          

This is a subsetted list.                                                      
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Renaming Objects for Purposes of Copy

By default, YCPYMDLOBJ copies an object in the source model to the target model using the Copy name specified in
the model object’’s description. If you need to copy an object in the source model to another name in the target model,
you can rename the object in the model object list for purposes of copy. For example, you might need to do this to avoid
overwriting an object in the target model that has the same object name and type but a different definition. Note that this
does not change the name of the object in the source model.

To rename a model object for a particular copy, use selection option 7 on the YEDTCPYLST panel. Enter the name of the
object in the target model in the Name for purposes of copy field.

NOTE
The object in the source model has a different name in each of several target models, you need to rename the
object each time you copy it to a different target model.

Press F8 to view a list of all objects that have been renamed for purposes of copy.

Copying the Model Objects

After editing the model object list, you use the YCPYMDLOBJ command to copy the objects. As a safety check, the target
model must be the first model in the library list. The source model must be the second. This section describes how the
YCPYMDLOBJ command functions and provides an example of how you might use the command.

The YCPYMDLOBJ command does the following:

1. Expands the model object list. Each of the selected objects in the list is examined for referenced objects that are
required for each object to be complete. These implicitly required objects must be copied if they do not exist in the
target model.

2. Adds to or updates the referenced objects in the list and flags them as implicitly selected.
3. Checks for discrepancies between the objects.
4. Depending on the option you specify in the CPYOPT parameter, does one of the following:

– If you specified the prepass check option (*PREPASS), generates a prepass report with discrepancies and stops
so that you can resolve them before you continue the copy. Note that only exceptions are reported during this
procedure.

– If you specified the copy option (*COPY) and the procedure does not detect errors, copies the objects in the model
object list to the target model and generates a prepass report of warnings and an audit report that lists all objects
copied.

For example, to copy model objects from model object list MYMDLLST of the objects in model MYOLDMDL to the model
MYMDL, you would enter the following and press Enter:

YCPYMDLOBJ  FROMMDLLIB(MYOLDMDL)+ TOMDLLIB(MYMDL) CPYLST(MYMDLLST)

This example leaves the CPYOBJ parameter at the default *PREPASS option.

Using the Prepass Check Option

The YCPYMDLOBJ command includes a parameter, CPYOPT, with an option that lets you check the objects before they
are copied.

The default CPYOPT(*PREPASS) option lets you check for discrepancies between the models before copying the objects.
The command expands the list of objects specified for copying and compares the selected objects against those in the
target model but does not copy the objects. A report generates, which lists any discrepancies between the models. These
discrepancies fall into two categories:

• Warning -- Severity less than 30
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For example, the target model may contain fewer referenced objects than the source model.CA 2E can resolve the
discrepancy by replacing the existing object in the target model with the new version from the source model.

• Error -- Severity 30 or greater
A direct conflict exists between the object in the source model and the one in the target model.CA 2E cannot resolve
the discrepancy. You must resolve the conflict before the copy can continue. Errors are identified by the message
*ERROR.

All messages reside in the Y2MSG file. You can obtain more information about a message by using the Display Message
Description (DSPMSGD) command to examine the second level text for the message.

If the report contains only warnings or no discrepancies, you can rerun YCPYMDLOBJ, using the *COPY option. You must
resolve all errors before you can successfully rerun the copy. Actions you can take include:

• Editing one of the models directly using the Edit Model (YEDTMDL) command.
• Renaming objects using YEDTCPYLST and then copying them into the target model.

To reduce the volume of the report you can use the SEVFLT parameter to omit various categories of warnings.

Using the Copy Option

If you select CPYOPT(*COPY), the command expands the list of specified objects, generates the prepass report and, if no
errors exist, copies the objects. An audit report generates, which lists each object copied to the target model and details,
such as implementation names and any renamed source members. If errors exist, the copy does not take place.

Merging Implementation Names

The YCPYMDLOBJ command includes a parameter that lets you specify whether you want to copy the implementation
names of CA 2E objects that exist in the target model. The command always copies implementation names for objects
new to the target model.
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The YCPYMDLOBJ Command

Figure 21: The YCPYMDLOBJ Command

Implementing SQL/DDL
This article contains examples illustrating differences between earlier versions of CA 2E SQL implementations and current
implementations. Use these examples as guidelines to understanding how SQL/DDL is implemented in your generated
application.

Contents
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Extended SQL Naming

Prior to Release 5.2 the SQL Data Definition Language (DDL) and Data Manipulation Language (DML) generated for CA
2E used the name allocation mechanisms available for traditional DDS file definition used in RPG- or COBOL-generated
function access. Specifically, names were limited to six-character field names by RPG naming rules and to 10-character
names by IBM i object naming rules. As a result, names of the SQL tables and columns generated by CA 2E did not allow
for meaningful reference to the implemented tables and their associated columns.

Example of Pre-Release 5.2 SQL Naming

The following example shows generated SQL DDL prior to Release 5.2 to create a view and an index for an access path
over a table called ORDP.

 EXEC SQL
        CREATE VIEW RWCSQL.ORDL1 (       
                ABABCD                   
               ,ABADCD                   
               ,ABACTX                   
               ,ABABST                   
               ,ABABDT                   
                                   )     
        AS SELECT                        
                X1.ABABCD                
               ,X1.ABADCD                
               ,X2.ACACTX                
               ,X1.ABABST                
               ,X1.ABABDT                
        FROM       RWCSQL.ORDPX1         
                    ,RWCSQL.CUSPX2       
        WHERE    X1.ABADCD = X2.ACADCD   
 END-EXEC                                
 EXEC SQL                                
        COMMENT ON TABLE RWCSQL.ORDL1 IS 
 ‘Orders                 Retrieval index’
 END-EXEC                               
 

Understanding Extended SQL Naming
 EXEC SQL                                             
      COMMENT ON RWCSQL.ORDL1 (                       
            ABABCD   IS   ‘Order code’                
           ,ABADCD   IS   ‘Customer code’             
           ,ABACTX   IS   ‘Customer name’             
           ,ABABST   IS   ‘Order status’              
           ,ABABDT   IS   ‘Order date’                
                                          )           
 END-EXEC                                             
                                                      
 EXEC SQL                                             
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      LABEL ON TABLE RWCSQL.ORDL IS                   
          ‘Orders       Retr’                         
 END-EXEC                                             
                                                      
 EXEC SQL                                             
      CREATE UNIQUE INDEX RWCSQL.ORDL1I ON RWCSQL.ORDP
          (ABABCD        ASC                          
           )                                          
 END-EXEC                                            
 

The optional extended SQL naming feature assigns longer, more meaningful names as follows:

• SQL Tables and Columns -- These are assigned the 25 character unique file and field names currently found in the
model. Since names for CA 2E model files and fields can be any combination of allowable characters and blanks as
long as the name is unique within the model, you need to ensure that no illegal characters are used.
The CA 2E generators map special characters as shown in the following table.

Special Character in Model Mapped to in the SQL Name
~ ! ‘ % & * ( ) { } | " \ / < > = -
+ : ; . , ? [ ] ¢
blank

Underscore ( _ ) Lowercase letters Uppercase letters

NOTE

When you generate the SQL/DDL with certain column names, they fail to generate and throw error messages.
However, using the same field names for the DDS implementation result in successful generation.

Example: If you have a field starting with a number such as “2nd_Order”, the SQL/DDL fails to generate a table with such
column name with the following error:

 “SQL0103 - Numeric constant 2nd_Order not valid.” 
 

NOTE
However, the DDS implementation with the same field name is successfully generated.

• SQL Views -- Views are assigned the access path source member name.
• SQL Indexes -- Index names are assigned at generation time by appending an ‘ to the access path source member

name. They are a maximum of ten characters long.

Long Name Scenarios

The following chart depicts the way tables get generated in 2E based on the following three factors and the corresponding
impact on the functions.

1. YSQLVNM model values
2. Whether the model file name being generated is a valid system name
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3. Whether the file level option “Enhance SQL Naming” flag is set to Y or N

Enhance
SQL Name?

YSQLVNM
Value

Model File
Name

Table name Table
Implementation
Name

Implementation
name
available for
the table?

Table Name
used by RLA
function

Table Name
used by SQL
function

Function re-
compilation
required
after
enhanced
table name?

Y *LNG Product Product_TAB
LE

UUA2REP Y UUA2REP UUA2REP N

N *LNG Product Product UUA2REP N UUA2REP UUA2REP N/A (*)
Y *LNG Purchased_P

roducts
Purchased_P
roducts

UUB2REP Y UUB2REP UUB2REP N

N *LNG Purchased_P
roducts

Purchased_P
roducts

UUB2REP Y UUB2REP UUB2REP N

Y/N *SQL Product Product UUA2REP N UUA2REP Product N
Y/N *SQL Purchased_P

roducts
Purchased_P
roducts

N/A N UUA2REP Purchased_P
roducts

N

Y/N *DDS Product N/A UUA2REP Y UUA2REP UUA2REP N
Y/N *LNF Product UUA2REP UUA2REP Y UUA2REP UUA2REP N
Y/N *LNF Purchased_P

roducts
UUB2REP UUB2REP Y UUB2REP UUB2REP N

Y *LNT Product Product_TAB
LE

UUA2REP Y UUA2REP UUA2REP N

N *LNT Product Product UUA2REP N UUA2REP UUA2REP N/A (*)
Y/N *LNT Purchased_P

roducts
Purchased_P
roducts

UUB2REP Y UUB2REP UUB2REP N

(*) E* line generated in the ACP source

Example:

When the YSQLVNM Model value is set to *LNG or *LNT and the model file name is “Product” and the file level option,
Enhance SQL naming flag is set to Y, then the table is generated with a suffix “_TABLE” (that is, the table is generated
with the name “Product_TABLE”). This table is also accessible using its implementation name, UUA2REP. The functions
built over the access paths (Table, views and so on) use the implementation name of the table/views and need not be
recompiled when the Enhance SQL Naming flag is switched from N to Y.

For more information about:

• Naming SQL indexes, see the next section, "Separate View and Index Creation."
• SQL name conflicts, see the "SQL Name Conflicts".

YDDLDBA Model Value

The Database Access Method (YDDLDBA) model value specifies a method of accessing the database (RLA or SQL)
when a function's Generation Mode option is set to A(ACPVAL) or M(MDLVAL), which resolves to DDL type.

• *RLA

Specifies that the external function generates with RLA access.

• *SQL

Specifies that the external function generates with SQL access.
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NOTE
To generate or regenerate a function with RLA code for DDL database, set the YSQLVNM model value to *DDS
or *LNG or *LNT, or *LNF and set the YDDLDBA model value to *RLA.

YSQLVNM Model Value

The SQL Naming (YSQLVNM) model value specifies whether to use the extended SQL naming capability. The valid
values are:

• *DDS
Use DDS names. The shipped default.

• *SQL
Use the names of the CA 2E objects in the model.

• *LNG
Use the long names of the CA 2E objects in the model along with the DDS or implementation names.

• *LNF
Use the long field names of the CA 2E objects in the model along with the DDS or implementation names.

• *LNT
Use the long table names of the CA 2E objects in the model along with the DDS or implementation names.

It is up to you when and whether to use extended SQL naming. It is anticipated that most designers will choose to convert
all tables, views and indexes, including the functions built over them, as a unit; however, incremental migration is also
possible with careful planning.

YSQLFMT Model Value

The Generate SQL RCDFMT clause (YSQLFMT) model value specifies whether the RCDFMT keyword must be
generated for SQL tables, views, and indexes. The possible values are *NO, and *YES. The shipped default is *NO.

If YSQLFMT is specified as *NO, the record format is the same as the table, index, or view name (if YSQLVNM (*DDS)
is specified) or will be generated by the system (if YSQLVNM(*SQL) is specified). If YSQLFMT is specified as *YES, the
RCDFMT value is calculated using the same rules as are used when DDS files are generated.

NOTE
Irrespective of the value of the YSQLFMT model value and if the generation mode is *DDL, the RCDFMT
keyword is generated.

WARNING

• If YSQLFMT is set to *YES or *NO and a DDL index is generated and created, the index is created with
LVLCHK(*NO).

• If YSQLFMT is set to *YES and an SQL index is generated and created, the index is created with
LVLCHK(*NO).

• If YSQLFMT is set to *NO and an SQL index is generated and created, the index is created with
LVLCHK(*YES).

If you want to change the LVLCHK attribute of the index to LVLCHK(*YES), the model value YLVLCHK must be set to
*YES, and the corresponding index-related access path must be regenerated and re-created. Upon regeneration of the
access path, an additional line "Y* CHGLF LVLCHK(*YES)" is generated in the header portion, which informs YEXCSQL
to create the corresponding index with LVLCHK(*YES).

NOTE
If YSQLFMT is set to *YES, YLVLCHK is set to *YES and RUNSQLSTM is used to create an index (SQL
or DDL), the index would still be created with LVLCHK(*NO). The current functionality does not cater to the
RUNSQLSTM command. Tables and Views (SQL) and Tables (DDL) are created with LVLCHK(*YES) by default,
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irrespective of the YSQLFMT model value. Therefore, YSQLFMT and YLVLCHK model values have no effect on
tables and views regarding the LVLCHK attribute.

YSQLLEN Model Value

The SQL Naming Length (YSQLLEN) model value is a numeric value that controls the length of the extended SQL name.
Its maximum value is 25. This model value is used only when YSQLVNM is *SQL.

YSQLLEN lets you trim the SQL name so that it conforms to the parameters of the version of i OS or a third party
RDBMS; for example, SQL as supported by i OS permits extended names up to 10 characters prior to V3R1 and supports
30 characters under V3R1 and beyond.

NOTE
If you are running i OS V3R1 or beyond and set YSQLLEN to a value greater than 10, you also need the
QDBRTVSN IBM API in order to successfully submit IBM i physical file access paths for generation and
compilation. This API is used to retrieve the ten-byte character name from the long SQL name. If the API is not
present, the submission will fail.

YSQLCOL Model Value

The Generate SQL Collection/Library Name (YSQLCOL) model value specifies whether a hard coded SQL Collection/
Library name should be generated for tables, indexes and views. The possible values are *YES and *NO. The shipped
default is *YES.

If YSQLCOL is specified as *YES, the SQL Collection/Library specified for the YSQLLIB model value is generated into
the tables, indexes and views, by default, as is the case now. Subsequently when YEXCSQL is executed to create
tables, indexes and views, they are created into the hard coded SQL Collection/Library. If YSQLCOL is specified as
*NO, the SQL Collection/Library specified for the YSQLLIB model value is not generated into the tables, indexes and
views. However, when YEXCSQL is executed subsequently, the tables, indexes and views are generated into the SQL
Collection/Library specified for the YSQLLIB model value.

NOTE
If YSQLCOL is set to *NO and the access paths are generated, another change that can seen in the source,
apart from the absence of hard coded SQL collection/Library name is, the previously generated Z* line "Z*
YEXCSQL NAMING(*SQL)" is now generated as "Z* YEXCSQL NAMING(*SYS)".

YLVLCHK Model Value

The Generate IDX with LVLCHK(*YES) (YLVLCHK) model value specifies whether an Index (SQL or DDL), when
generated with the RCDFMT keyword in it, is created with LVLCHK(*YES). The possible values are *NO and *YES. The
shipped default is *NO.

If YLVLCHK is specified as *NO, then existing defaults around LVLCHK are retained when an SQL or DDL index is
generated and created. The existing defaults for the LVLCHK attribute in the case of SQL and DDL are as follows.

• When a table or view is generated and created, it is generated with LVLCHK(*YES), irrespective of the existence of the
RCDFMT keyword.

• When an index (SQL or DDL) is generated and created without the RCDFMT keyword, it is created with
LVLCHK(*YES).

• When an index (SQL or DDL) is generated and created with the RCDFMT keyword, it is created with LVLCHK(*NO).

If YLVLCHK is specified as *YES (in addition to YSQLFMT set as *YES), upon subsequent generation and creation of an
index (SQL or DDL), the index is created with LVLCHK(*YES).

NOTE
If YLVLCHK is set to *YES (along with YSQLFMT set to *YES), upon re-generation of the access path, an
additional line "Y* CHGLF LVLCHK(*YES)" is generated into the header portion. This informs YEXCSQL to
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create the corresponding index with LVLCHK(*YES). For any other combination of YLVLCHK and YSQLFMT,
there is no change to the existing processing.

SQL Name Conflicts

When you use extended SQL naming, it is possible for two or more file or field names to resolve to the same SQL name.
Such name conflicts are not automatically resolved; it is your responsibility to ensure that name conflicts do not occur. Two
ways name conflicts can occur are:

• Model names contain special characters.
For example, two fields named "< start’" and "> start’" both resolve to the SQL name "_START’."

• The YSQLLEN model value contains a value less than 25.
For example, if YSQLLEN is 24, two fields named "is a very long name1’" and "is a very long name2’" both resolve to
the SQL name "_IS_A_VERY_LONG_NAME’."

Examples of Extended SQL Naming

The following two examples show the generated SQL DDL and SQL DML that results if you set YSQLVNM to *SQL and
YSQLLEN to 25. Note that the view name remains unchanged, but the table name becomes ORDERS (from ORDP) and
columns are assigned the names for the corresponding fields in the CA 2E model.

NOTE
Do not use reserved SQL keywords when selecting names. The name ORDERS is used because ORDER is a
reserved SQL keyword and cannot be used as a valid table name.

Example of Extended SQL DDL Naming
 EXEC SQL                                               
      CREATE VIEW RWCSQL.ORDL1 (                        
            ORDER_CODE                                  
           ,CUSTOMER_CODE                               
           ,CUSTOMER_NAME                               
           ,ORDER_STATUS                                
           ,ORDER_DATE                                  
                                 )                      
      AS SELECT                                         
            X1.ORDER_CODE                               
           ,X1.CUSTOMER_CODE                            
           ,X2.CUSTOMER_NAME                            
           ,X1.ORDER_STATUS                             
           ,X1.ORDER_DATE                               
      FROM     RWCSQL.ORDERS X1                         
               RWCSQL.CUSTOMER X2                       
      WHERE    X1.CUSTOMER_CODE = X2.CUSTOMER_CODE      
 END-EXEC                                               
                                                        
 EXEC SQL                                               
      COMMENT ON TABLE RWCSQL.ORDL1 IS                  
           ‘Orders       Retrieval index’               
 END-EXEC                                               
                                                        
 EXEC SQL                                               
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      COMMENT ON RWCSQL.ORDL1 (                         
            ORDER_CODE          IS      ‘Order code’    
           ,CUSTOMER_CODE       IS      ‘Customer code’ 
           ,CUSTOMER_NAME       IS      ‘Customer name’ 
           ,ORDER_STATUS        IS      ‘Order status’  
           ,ORDER_DATE          IS      ‘Order date’    
                                        )               
 END-EXEC                                               
                                                        
 EXEC SQL                                               
      LABEL ON TABLE RWCSQL.ORDL1 IS                    
           ‘Orders              Retr’                   
 END-EXEC                                               
                                                        
 EXEC SQL                                               
      CREATE UNIQUE INDEX RWCSQL.ORDL1I ON RWCSQL.ORDERS
           ORDER_CODE ASC                               
 END-EXEC                                              
 

Example of Extended SQL DML Naming
 EXEC SQL                                   
      UPDATE ORDL0                          
           SET     CUSTOMER_CODE  =  :ABADCD
               ,   ORDER_STATUS   =  :ABABST
               ,   ORDER_DATE     =  :ABABDT
      WHERE  (  ORDER_CODE = :ABABCD  )     
 END-EXEC                                  
 

Impact on Other Areas of the Product

Extended SQL naming affects the following areas of the product:

• Impact Analysis and Change Type -- Because CA 2E file and field names are used in generated DDL and DML,
when you change a field name you now need to regenerate any SQL-implemented functions and access paths that
use the field. In other words, the type of change caused by changing a field name becomes *PRIVATE rather than
*OBJONLY when you use extended SQL naming.
Use option 94 (Simulate *PRIVATE change) on the Display Model Object Usages panel to identify the functions and
access paths you need to regenerate.

• National Languages -- Because names of files and fields in non-English models often contain inflections and other
"invalid" characters, you might experience difficulty when using extended SQL naming.

NOTE
Extended SQL naming is not valid for models using DBCS (double byte character set).

• DRDA Applications -- Because view names are still limited to ten characters and CA 2E still uses the existing
member name in the distributed configuration file table, extended SQL naming does not affect DRDA (Distributed
Relational Database Architecture) Applications.
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Separate View and Index Creation

Beginning with Release 5.2 you can specify not to generate an index and also retain *IMMED maintenance capability for
the access path on the IBM i. Prior to Release 5.2, if you specified *IMMED maintenance for an SQL access path, SQL
DDL to create an index was unconditionally generated into the source member of the access path following the DDL for
the view.

In the current implementation of SQL you can:

• Suppress the generation of an index by specifying *NONE or blank for the index name on the Edit Access Path
Auxiliaries panel.

• Rename an index.
• Generate an index without a view.
• For DDL implementation, only an index with the same name as source member name is created and view does not get

created because, current implementation of DDL allows database access methods of *TABLE only.

Auxiliaries are not applicable for DDL type file as Views are not created for DDL type file and only Index with the same
name as the source member name is created.

Suppressing Index Generation

When an access path that is to be implemented in SQL/DDL has *IMMED index maintenance, you can press F7 from the
Edit Access Path Details panel to access the Edit Access Path Auxiliaries panel. Previously this panel was available only
for query (QRY) access paths.

Note: F7=Auxiliaries is not applicable for the DDL implementation.

 EDIT ACCESS PATH DETAILS               SYMDL                                   
 File name . . . . . . . . : Customer                       Attribute . : REF   
 Access path name. . . . . : Retrieval index                Type. . . . : RTV   
 Unique or duplicate order : U (U-Unique, F-FIFO, L-LIFO, C-FCFO, ‘ ‘-Undefined)
 Index maintenance option  : I (I-IMMED, D-DLY, R-REBLD)                        
 Alternate Collating table :                                                    
 Allow select/omit . . . . :   (S-Static, D-Dynamic, ‘ ‘-None)                  
 Generation mode . . . . . : S (M-MDLVAL, D-DDS, S-SQL, L-DDL)                         
 Source member name. . . . : UUADREL1                                           
 Source member text. . . . : Customer                  Retrieval index          
                                                                                
 Data access method. . . . :   (M-MDLVAL, G-DBFGEN, T-TABLE)                    
                                                                                
       Format      GEN     Format text                Associated                
 ? Seq name        pfx     (Based on file)            Updated access path       
     1 FADREA0     AD      Customer                   Update index              
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
 SEL: Z-Entries, R-Relations, S-Select/omit, A-Assoc.acps, T-Trim, V-Virtualize 
 F3=Exit  F7=Auxiliaries  F8=Change name  F20=Narrative                         
 

Edit Access Path Auxiliaries Panel

Because an SQL index is considered to be an access path auxiliary, this panel provides a method to suppress index
generation. To suppress the generation of the SQL index, either enter *NONE in the name’ field or leave it blank. In both
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cases, the index will not be generated, regardless of the Maintenance Option’. As a result, you can create *IMMED DDS
access paths and also suppress generation of an SQL index.

 EDIT ACCESS PATH AUXILIARIES           SYMDL                                   
                                                                                
 File name . . . . . . . . : Customer                                           
 Access path name. . . . . : Retrieval index                                    
 Source library. . . . . . : SYGEN                                              
                                                                                
                                                                                
 SQL access path auxiliaries :                                                  
 ? Src member Type  Text                                                        
   UUADREL1   RTV   Customer                Retrieval index                     
                                                                                
                                                                                
   Index Name Type  Text                                                        
   UUADREL1I   IX1  Index SQL DDL LOCATED IN : UUADREL1                         
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
 SEL: e-STRSEU.                                                                 
 F3=Exit                                                                        
 

NOTE
The name’ is automatically set to *NONE when the Maintenance Option’ is either R or D. You cannot use this
facility to create a REBLD or a DELAY DDS access path and also create an SQL index.

NOTE
For DDL implementation, the index is generated with the same name as source member name.

Auxiliaries are not applicable for DDL type file as Views are not created for DDL type file and only Index with the same
name as the source member name is created.

Generating an Index Only

You can specify T for the Access Method’ option on the Edit Access Path Details panel to generate an SQL index and not
a view for a specific access path.

Reducing the Number of SQL SELECTs

Before Release 5.2, an SQL SELECT was always performed prior to the insert, update, or delete for the CRTOBJ,
CHGOBJ, and DLTOBJ function types. However, where a prior read is not required, not performing the SQL SELECT can
result in significant performance gains.

In current releases the SQL SELECT is suppressed for CHGOBJ, DLTOBJ, and CRTOBJ unless any of the conditions
shown in the following table are true.

Database Function Conditions in which the SQL SELECT Is
Required

Reason SQL SELECT Is Required

CHGOBJ Null update suppression is on. To compare images to see if the record
needs to be updated.
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The CHGOBJ is embedded in the
DBF Record’ user point in the EDTFIL,
EDTRCD(1-3), or EDTTRN function types.

To compare images to ensure that the
record has not been modified by another
user.

There is action diagram code in any of the
user points in the CHGOBJ.

Action diagram code in CHGOBJ usually
indicates that changes to the DB1 context
are needed prior to update

There are output parameters specified for
the CHGOBJ.

To return data for those fields that are not
being updated but merely returned to the
calling function.

CRTOBJ The CRTOBJ is embedded in the DBF
Record’ user point in the EDTFIL,
EDTRCD(1-3), or EDTTRN function types.

To check for a duplicate key and to issue a
message to the screen in order to terminate
the write attempt.

There is action diagram code in the if data
record already exists’ user point

To allow the action diagram logic to be
executed.

DLTOBJ The DLTOBJ is embedded in the DBF
Record’ user point in the EDTFIL,
EDTRCD(1-3), or EDTTRN function types.

To compare images to ensure that the
record has not been modified by another
user.

Row Level Locking

Prior to Release 5.2, a row to be updated by a CHGOBJ function implemented in SQL was locked at the time the row was
updated. As a result, it was possible for the row to be updated by another user between the time it was read (SELECT)
and the time it was updated (UPDATE).

The SQL Locking (YSQLLCK) model value in Release 5.2 lets you specify whether a row to be updated will be locked at
the time it is read or at the time it is updated. Note that locking the row at the time of the read requires that an SQL cursor
be declared, which incurs performance penalties.

YSQLLCK Model Value

The SQL Locking (YSQLLCK) model value lets you specify what level of locking is appropriate for your environment. It
has three possible values:

• *UPD -- Row locking occurs at time of update. This is the shipped default.
• *FET -- Row locking occurs at time of read. Note that if no SELECT is to be performed, the lock will occur at time of

update. See the Reducing the Number of SQL SELECTs section in this article for conditions that require a SELECT.
• *IMG -- Row locking occurs at time of read. This applies only to CHGOBJ’s that are embedded in the default DBF

Record’ user point of standard EDTFIL, EDTRCD(1-3), or EDTTRN functions, which will contain code that performs
image compares.

Implementing Restrictor and Positioner Functionality

Restrictor and positioner functionality can be implemented in SQL using WHERE clauses that contain either NOT or OR
logic. For example, the two following SQL examples are equivalent: both declare a cursor that satisfies one restrictor and
two positioners.

Example of WHERE Clause Containing OR Logic
 EXEC SQL                                           
      DECLARE MYVIEWCURSOR CURSOR FOR               
           SELECT * FROM MYVIEW                     
                WHERE    KEY1   =   :HOSTVAR1       
                AND    ((KEY2   >   :HOSTVAR2     )
                OR      (KEY2   =   :HOSTVAR2  AND  
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                         KEY3   >=  :HOSTVAR3     ))
           ORDER BY      KEY1   ASC,                
                         KEY2   ASC,                
                         KEY3   ASC                 
 END-EXEC                                          
 

Example of WHERE Clause Containing NOT Logic
 EXEC SQL                                              
      DECLARE MYVIEWCURSOR CURSOR  FOR                 
           SELECT 8 FROM MYVIEW                        
                WHERE       KEY1   =   :HOSTVAR1       
                AND NOT    (KEY1   =   :HOSTVAR1  AND  
                            KEY2   <   :HOSTVAR2     )
                AND NOT    (KEY1   =   :HOSTVAR1  AND  
                            KEY2   =   :HOSTVAR2  AND  
                            KEY3   <   :HOSTVAR3     ))
           ORDER BY         KEY1   ASC,                
                            KEY2   ASC,                
                            KEY3   ASC                 
 END-EXEC                                             
 

The relative efficiency of these two methods depends on the target RDBMS; for example, Oracle tables with large
amounts of data perform better using NOT logic.

YSQLWHR Model Value

The SQL Where Clause (YSQLWHR) model value lets you specify the method that is more efficient for your target
database. The two valid values are:

• *OR -- Generate WHERE clauses using OR logic to implement restrictor and positioner functionality. This is the
shipped default.

• *NOT -- Generate WHERE clauses using NOT logic to implement restrictor and positioner functionality.

The end result of the executing application is the same whether you specify *OR or *NOT for YSQLWHR. All that changes
is the structure of WHERE clauses in the generated application. This can result in improved performance depending on
the target RDBMS.

NOTE
The OR and NOT logical operators are used only when there is more than one positioner. For example, if there
were two restrictors and one positioner, both *OR and *NOT would generate identical SQL statements.

Direct Table Access

If an access path and the table over which it is based contain the same fields, it is generally more efficient to access data
directly from the table rather than through a view. The Database Access Method (YDBFACC) model value and an option
on the Edit Access Path Details panel let you specify which method is most appropriate for your environment.

Current implementation of DDL, allows database access method of *TABLE only.

NOTE
Direct table access is not supported for DRDA (Distributed Relational Database Architecture) Applications.
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YDBFACC Model Value

The two possible values for the Database Access Method (YDBFACC) model value are:

• *DBFGEN -- Access data using a view. This is the default.
• *TABLE -- Access data directly from the table rather than using a view.

Data Access Method Option

You can set the Access Method’ option on the Edit Access Path Details panel to specify how data is to be accessed for a
specific access path. Specify G to access data using a view; specify T to access data directly from the table; M uses the
YDBFACC model value.

 EDIT ACCESS PATH DETAILS              SYMDL                                    
 File name . . . . . . . . : Customer                       Attritue . : REF    
 Access path name. . . . . : Retrieval index                Type . . . : RTV    
 Unique or duplicate order : U (U-Unique, F-FIFO, L-LIFO, C-FCFO, ‘ ‘-Undefined)
 Index maintenance option  : I (I-IMMED, D-DLY, R-REBLD)                        
 Alternate collating table :                                                    
 Allow select/omit . . . . :   (S-Static, D-Dynamic, ‘ ‘None)                   
 Generation mode . . . . . : S (M-MDLVAL, D-DDS, S-SQL, L-DDL)                         
 Source member name. . . . : UUADREL1                                           
 Source member text. . . . : Customer                  Retrieval index          
                                                                                
 Data access method. . . . : T (M-MDLVAL, G-DBFGEN, T-TABLE)                    
                                                                                
       Format      GEN     Format text                Associated                
 ? Seq name        pfx     (Based on file)            Update access path        
     1 FADREA0     AD      Customer                   Update index              
                                                                                
                                                                                
 SEL: Z-Entries, R-Relations, S-Select/omit, A-Assoc.acps, T-Trim, V-Virtualize 
 F3=Exit  F7=Auxiliaries  F8=Change name  F20=Narrative.                        
 

Only functions in which the generation mode is SQL/DDL use this access path option.

NOTE
If you specify *TABLE as the data access method, be sure that the access path does not contain a join; in other
words, be sure it contains no virtual fields. Otherwise, either compile or run time errors may occur.

When you specify direct table access, no SQL DDL is generated to create the view. As a result, you can use this feature
to suppress the view and generate SQL DDL for an index only.

NOTE
Current implementation of DDL, allows database access method of *TABLE only.

Cursor Name Length

The suffix used to generate an SQL cursor name in CA 2E applications changed in Release 5.2 from "CURSOR"
to "CSR"; for example, the cursor name associated with a view named ORDL1 will be ORDL1XXCSR rather than
ORDL1XXCURSOR.
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SQL SELECT in CRTOBJ

The SQL SELECT performed in a CRTOBJ function is used to determine if a row currently exists with the key value of
the data to be written. Before Release 5.2, the SELECT loaded all host variables belonging to the view as shown in the
following figure.

SQL SELECT Before Release 5.2
 EXEC SQL                               
      SELECT * INTO                     
           :ABABCD,                     
           :ABADCD,                     
           :ABABST,                     
           :ABABDT                      
           FROM ORDL0                   
           WHERE  (  ABABCD = :ABABCD  )
  END-EXEC                              
 

In Release 5.2, the SELECT was rewritten as follows to avoid overwriting current values of the host variables belonging to
the view.

Current SQL SELECT Implementation
 EXEC SQL                                   
      SELECT * INTO                         
           :ABABCD                          
           FROM  ORDL0                      
           WHERE  (  ORDER_CODE = :ABABCD  )
  END-EXEC                                  
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Tutorial
This section guides you through the steps required to develop an application using CA 2E. After completing this tutorial,
you will have designed a CA 2E working application. The tutorial includes all of the basic facilities of CA 2E as well as
some advanced features.

Contents

CA 2E and the Application Development Life Cycle

CA 2E supports the use of a top down, structured, data-driven application development life cycle. The application
development life cycle is illustrated in the following diagram.

The application development life cycle provides direction during the design and generation of a CA 2E application. This
tutorial provides instructions to complete each of the stages listed in the diagram.

1. Determine the application requirements.
2. Describe data in the form of a CA 2E data model. The data model is the basis for everything designed within CA 2E.
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3. Design the functions that will operate on your data.
4. Prototype your functions to test your design.
5. Return to your design model to specify additional functionality.
6. Generate and compile your application.

Prerequisites for Using CA 2E

Before starting this tutorial, make sure the following conditions are satisfied:

• Installation
CA 2E must be installed on your IBM i. This section assumes that installation has been successfully completed. If not,
please refer to the Installing section for additional details.

• Authorization
You must be signed on an IBM i with a user profile that is authorized to use CA 2E. You must also be authorized to
carry out programming operations such as creating files and RPG or COBOL programs. If you do not have the required
profile or authorizations, consult your security officer. Refer to the Installing section for more details. To begin, you will
require access to either the Command entry (QCMD), the Programmer’s menu (QPGMMENU), or the CA 2E Main
menu.

• Library List
Your library list must include certain libraries before you can create a CA 2E design model; for example, the CA 2E and
Toolkit product libraries. Refer to the worksheet that was filled out when CA 2E was installed at your company for a list
of the required libraries. The worksheet is in the Installing section. You can add any missing libraries using the i OS
Add Library List Entry (ADDLIBLE) command. For example,
 ADDLIBLE Y2SY
 ADDLIBLE Y1SY
 

• Creating a CA 2E Design Model
You must have a CA 2E design model library in which to store your CA 2E design model. If you do not already have a
design model you may create a new one using the CA 2E Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB) command as follows:
 YCRTMDLLIB MDLLIB(MYMDL) OBJPFX(MY)+
  SYSTEXT(‘My Model’) DSNSTD(*CUATEXT)
 

This command allows you to create your model interactively. You can also do this as a batch process. In this example
the design standard, *CUATEXT, has been specified so that all functions that include interactive panel displays will be
presented with either Action Bars or Windows. The normal default for the design standard is *CUAENTRY.

NOTE
If someone else creates your model, be sure they read the above paragraph and set the DSNSTD parameter
to *CUATEXT; otherwise, the tutorial will not work properly.

The message "Model library MYMDL created" should appear following successful completion of the command. The
use of this command is only necessary when you are creating a new CA 2E design model. The next topic discusses
how to access an existing CA 2E design model.
The YCRTMDLLIB command also creates a library to contain the source and application objects that you will generate
from your CA 2E design model. The name of this library is given by the GENLIB parameter, which in this case defaults
to the name MYGEN. Furthermore it creates a Toolkit Library list with the same name as the CA 2E design model
library.

• Entering the CA 2E Design Model
To enter CA 2E, type the Start CA 2E (YSTRY2) command, specifying the name of your CA 2E design model as the
LIBLST parameter from any i OS Command Entry line:
 YSTRY2 MYMDL
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Type the command as shown.

Press Enter.
The CA 2E Main menu appears. The first panel of the CA 2E Main Menu provides a set of Design Model options and
access to CA 2E commands grouped according to function.
Type 1 in the command entry line as shown to display the CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu.

Press Enter.
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The first panel of the CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu displays. This menu provides a list of tasks available to users
with *DSNR authority. Type 1 in the command entry line as shown to enter your CA 2E design model for editing.

Press Enter.
Your CA 2E design model will now be loaded. A CA 2E window with the message Starting CA 2E Session appears.
The load process may take several seconds.
When it is finished the Edit Database Relations panel will appear.
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In general, you can begin working with your model at this point. However, if this is the first time you entered your
tutorial model, read and complete the following instructions before continuing.

• Other Methods of Entering Your Design Model
Following are two alternative methods of entering your design model.
– Go directly to the CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu using the Menu parameter on the Start CA 2E (YSTRY2)

command from any i OS Command Entry line as follows:
YSTRY2 MYMDL MENU(DSNR) Bypass the Designer (*DSNR) Menu and directly enter your model for editing using
the Toolkit Change Library List (YCHGLIBL) command and the Edit Model (YEDTMDL) command from any i OS
Command Entry line.
 YCHGLIBL MYMDL
 YEDTMDL
 

The Y2 command is a short form of the YEDTMDL command.
 YCHGLIBL MYMDL
 Y2
 

• Leaving the CA 2E Design Model
It is unlikely that you will complete the tutorial in a single session. If at any time you want to leave your CA 2E design
model, you can do so by pressing F3 repeatedly until you return to the Edit Database Relations panel
At that point, press F3 again to display the Exit menu. Press F3 now for practice.

Normally when you exit your design model, you will accept the default option and press Enter. However, if you plan to
continue with the tutorial, type 3 instead of accepting the default to continue your editing session and press Enter. This
returns you to the Edit Database Relations panel.

• Setting Your Model Profile to Log Changes to Your Model
Your model profile establishes the basic working environment for your interactive session. CA 2E automatically creates
a model profile for each user that is granted access to a model. Before beginning work on your CA 2E model, you need
to check, and possibly override, the default settings in your model profile.

NOTE
You need to do this step before you enter any information for your tutorial design model and you only need to
do it once.
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This process assumes that the Edit Database Relations panel is displayed on your screen. If not, re-enter your model
as explained previously using the Start CA 2E (YSTRY2) command.

• Accessing the Display Services Menu
One way to access your model profile is by using the Display Services Menu. This menu is an important CA 2E tool
that gives you access to many CA 2E support functions while you are working on a model. From the Edit Database
Relations panel, press F17 to access the Display Services Menu This function key is available from many CA 2E
panels.
From the Display Services Menu, type 11 in the Option field to Edit your model profile.

• Editing Your Model Profile
Press Enter to display the first screen of the Edit Model Profile panel.
The model profile lets you define defaults for various processes and file specifications for an interactive session. Notice
that the default value for the Session list field is your user profile name. Also, check that the value of the Log changed
objects field is Y. If it is not, type Y.
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Press Enter.
Press F3 to return to the Display Services Menu.

• Understanding a Session List
The basic components of a CA 2E model are called model objects. CA 2E provides a model object list tool that lets
you manipulate logical groups of model objects. One example of a model object list is the session list. When the Log
changed objects field in your model profile is Y, CA 2E automatically keeps track of each change you make to your
CA 2E model and adds the changed model object to your session list. The session list is cumulative and therefore it
persists across your interactive sessions.
Notice the Edit model list (YEDTMDLLST *SESSION), option on the Display Services Menu. You can use this option
at any time to view and work with the contents of your session list; in other words, you can use this option to view the
model objects you changed in your CA 2E model.
You will use the session list again later in the Maintaining Your Application article of this tutorial.

• Exiting the Display Services Menu
When you finish using the tasks on the Display Services Menu, exit by pressing F3 to return to the Edit Database
Relations panel.

• Deleting User-defined Data from your CA 2E Design Model
This step applies only if you wish to delete the data you entered from your CA 2E design model. To do so use the CA
2E Clear Model (YCLRMDL) command as follows:
 YCLRMDL MDLLIB(MYMDL) GENLIB(*GENLIB)
 

If you run this command, your CA 2E design model will still exist, but everything you have added to the design model gets
deleted.

More Information
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• Defining Requirements
• Data Modeling
• Designing Functions
• Generating, Compiling, and Executing
• Maintaining Your Application
• Advanced Functions
• Report Functions

Defining Requirements
This article gives the business requirements and describes the data and functions required to support the Horse Racing
application.

Contents

 

This tutorial demonstrates how to use CA 2E to address all phases of the life cycle in the development and maintenance
of a horse race application. A sample horse racing form is illustrated below.
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Initial requirements for the application illustrated in this tutorial includes the form. Management requires a system that
tracks the horses and jockeys entered in races. In addition, they want to track the parentage and racing results of each
horse and require certain reports.

Business Requirements

After analysis of the form and further discussion with management, it is determined that the application requires the
following:

• The business objects or entities:  Course, Horse, Jockey, and Race. These will become files.
• A record of the Dam (mother) for each horse to ensure that it is female and older than the horse.
• A record of the Sire (father) for each horse to ensure that it is male and older than the horse.
• A record of horses entered in each race.
• The following two reports:

– A list of all horses including a count and total value
– A list of the races each horse has entered

Data Requirements

Having identified the business requirements, it is necessary to examine them and determine the data needed to meet the
requirements.

Analyze the form carefully to make a list of all the data needed to create the form. Do not be concerned about defining the
data as a grouping of data (entity/file) or a property of the group (attribute/field). Some examples are shown here:

• Jockey
• Horse name
• Horse code
• Entry number
• Finishing position
• Race name
• Race distance
• Courses
• Course name
• Race time
• Going conditions
• Prize money
• Race date
• Dam (Horse’s mother)
• Sire (Horse’s father)
• Horse’s date of birth

Having specified the requirements of this application, you can now begin to build the CA 2E data model. This data model
will serve as the foundation for the application design in CA 2E. The data modeling process is illustrated in the  Data
Modeling  article.

Data Modeling
This article describes how to:
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• Translate the entity relationship diagram into a CA 2E data model diagram.
• Enter the files and the field details, field validation, and default access paths that are created by CA 2E.
• Create alternate access paths that use selection criteria.
• Join the files together.

More Information

• Data Model
• Field Details and Conditions
• Extending Relations
• Virtual Fields
• CA 2E Access Paths

Data Model
In this topic, you will build the CA 2E data model that supports the requirements of the horse race application.

Contents

New terms introduced:

• Entity
• Relationship
• Entity Relationship Diagram
• Attribute
• Unique Identifier
• Primary key
• Foreign key
• Normalization
• Generalization
• CA 2E Relation
• CA 2E Data Model Diagram

Objectives

Use an Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) to design the horse race application data model. Normalize and generalize
the entities to refine the ERD. Translate the ERD into CA 2E relations. The following steps explain how to achieve these
objectives.

Identify Application Entities

The first step in entity relationship modeling is to identify the entities (files) that are present in your application using the
data elements you identified during your requirements analysis. An entity is a thing or object of significance for which you
need to gather and store information.

Each entity must be uniquely identifiable. This means that each instance (occurrence) of an entity must be separate
and distinctly identifiable from all other instances of that entity. For example, for the entity, Horse, each individual horse
(instance) must be uniquely identifiable in the data model.

Each entity can be represented in a diagram by a box containing the name of the entity. The name is in singular and
shown in all uppercase letters. This tutorial includes the following entities:
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Identify Business Relationships Between Entities

The second step in entity relationship modeling is to identify the business relationships that exist between the entities. A
business relationship (or relationship for short) is a named, significant association between two entities.

The relationships present in the CA 2E data model at this point can be represented as shown.

 

Identify Attributes and Unique Identifiers for the Entities

The third step of entity relationship modeling involves the following:

• Identifying the attributes (fields) that belong to each entity
• Selecting the attributes that serve as a unique identifier for each entity

This unique identifier is also known as the primary key for the entity.
• Normalizing the entities
• Generalizing the entities
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Identify the Attributes for Each Entity

An attribute is any detail that serves to qualify, identify, classify, quantify, or express the state of an entity. An attribute can
also be any description of a thing of significance. The attributes must describe the entity against which they are shown.

Reviewing the data elements you identified during requirements analysis, and taking into consideration the entities you
have already identified, it is possible to identify the attributes. List the attributes beside the appropriate entity as in the
following table:

Entity Attribute
COURSE Course code

Course name
HORSE Horse code

Horse name
Horse gender
Date of birth

JOCKEY Jockey code
Jockey name
Jockey gender

SIRE Sire code
Sire name
Sire Date of birth

DAM Dam code
Dam name
Dam Date of birth
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RACE Course code
Course name
Race date
Race time
Race name
Going conditions
Distance
Prize money
Horse code
Horse name
Horse gender
Date of birth
Jockey code
Jockey name
Finishing position
Handicap
Entry status

 

Select Each Entity’s Unique Identifier

Each entity must be uniquely identifiable so that each instance of the entity is separate and distinctly recognizable from all
other instances of that entity. The unique identifier, also known as the primary key, can be any of the following:

• An attribute
• A combination of attributes
• A combination of relationships
• A combination of attributes and relationships

A primary key should consist of the fewest number of attributes necessary to make every instance of the entity unique.
Review the attributes of each entity and select the primary key for each entity. Primary keys are identified in the following
table:

Entity Attribute Primary Key
COURSE Course code

Course name
Course code

HORSE Horse code
Horse name
Horse gender
Date of birth

Horse code

JOCKEY Jockey code
Jockey name
Jockey gender

Jockey code

SIRE Sire code
Sire name
Sire Date of birth

Sire code

DAM Dam code
Dam name
Dam Date of birth

Dam code
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RACE Course code
Course name
Race date
Race time
Race name
Going conditions
Distance
Prize money
Horse code
Horse name
Horse gender
Date of birth
Jockey code
Jockey name
Finishing position
Handicap
Entry status

Course code
Race date
Race time

 

Identify Foreign Keys

Note that the RACE entity contains the primary keys of the HORSE (Horse code) and JOCKEY (Jockey code) entities.
The Horse code and Jockey code are needed as attributes in the RACE entity to identify the horses and jockeys that
competed in each race. However, neither the Horse code nor the Jockey code are needed to identify the RACE entity; in
other words, neither Horse code nor Jockey code are primary keys of RACE. Such non-key attributes of an entity that are
primary keys of another entity are known as foreign keys. In the following table, foreign keys are identified.

Entity Attribute Primary Key Foreign Key
COURSE Course code

Course name
Course code N/A

HORSE Horse code
Horse name
Horse gender
Date of birth

Horse code N/A

JOCKEY Jockey code
Jockey name
Jockey gender

Jockey code N/A

SIRE Sire code
Sire name
Sire Date of birth

Sire code N/A

DAM Dam code
Dam name
Dam Date of birth

Dam code N/A
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RACE Course code
Course name
Race date
Race time
Race name
Going conditions
Distance
Prize money
Horse code
Horse name
Horse gender
Date of birth
Jockey code
Jockey name
Finishing position
Handicap
Entry status

Course code
Race date
Race time

Horse code
Jockey code

 

Normalize the Entities

Normalization of data is a procedure that ensures that a data model conforms to some useful standards.

For data and entity relationship models, the following standards have been defined to minimize duplication of data, to
provide the flexibility necessary to support different functional requirements, and to enable the data model to be mapped
onto a relational database design effectively.

• Eliminate repeating data groups
• Eliminate partial key dependencies
• Eliminate non-key dependencies (attributes that depend upon another non-key attribute in the entity)

Although the steps are listed and briefly discussed here, you may wish to consult additional sources for a more detailed
description.

Applying these steps causes the entities and attributes to be redefined as follows:

Entity Attribute Primary Key Foreign Key
COURSE Course code

Course name
Course code N/A

HORSE Horse code
Horse name
Horse gender
Date of birth

Horse code N/A

JOCKEY Jockey code
Jockey name
Jockey gender

Jockey code N/A

SIRE Sire code
Sire name
Sire Date of birth

Sire code N/A
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DAM Dam code
Dam name
Dam Date of birth

Dam code N/A

RACE Course code
Race date
Race time
Race name
Going conditions
Distance
Prize money

Course code
Race date
Race time

N/A

RACE ENTRY Course code
Race date
Race time
Entry number
Horse code
Jockey code
Finishing position
Handicap
Entry status

Course code
Race date
Entry number

Horse code
Jockey code

This process has resulted in the creation of another entity named RACE ENTRY. Now our Entity Relationship Diagram
looks like this. Note that K indicates a key attribute and A indicates a foreign key (non-key attribute).
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Generalize the Entities

At this point, there is another source of redundant data, namely, the HORSE, DAM, and SIRE entities. A horse could
appear in two of these three entities since a horse could both compete in races and also be a Dam or Sire. This situation
can be resolved by combining these three entities into just one: HORSE. This process is called entity generalization.

The entity relationship diagram now looks like this:

CA 2E Data Model Diagram

The relationships that are identified in the entity relationship diagram can be translated to CA 2E relations. There are eight
different CA 2E relations, four of which are commonly required. The purpose of the basic relations will be explained in the
course of this tutorial, and more details may be obtained from the CA 2E manuals. The CA 2E Data Model Diagram for
this horse race application looks like this:
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Having identified the entities (files), attributes (fields), and relationships (relations), we are ready to specify and define
them within the data model.

CA 2E Relations

In this topic you will enter simple relations, define new CA 2E objects for use in the relations, and display the CA 2E
entries arising from the relations.

New terms introduced:

• CA 2E relation
• Has relation
• Known by relation
• Owned by relation
• Refers to relation
• CA 2E model object
• File, file attribute
• Field, field attribute (data type)
• File entry

New panels are introduced:
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• Edit Database Relations
• Define Objects
• Edit File Entries

Objectives

You will specify relations to define the HORSE, COURSE, JOCKEY, RACE, and RACE ENTRY entities.

Overview of CA 2E Relations

The first step in using CA 2E is to define your basic data model. Do this by typing a number of relation statements to
define the entities in your data model.

Relation statements have the form:

Object + Relation + Object

where:

Object is a CA 2E model object. Model objects are used to represent real world entities, such as COURSE, HORSE, or
RACE. There are several different types of CA 2E model objects. Initially we need only consider two types: fields (items of
data) and files. In general, the entities we identified will become files and the attributes we identified will become fields.

Relation is a CA 2E relation type. The CA 2E relations establish the relationships between fields and files, and files and
other files.

The Edit Database Relations Panel

When you enter your data model, the first panel you see is the Edit Database Relations panel. This panel is the top-level
panel in CA 2E.

Note: If you have not already entered your model you can do so now by entering the following command on any i OS
Command Entry line.

YSTRY2     MYMDL

Using the Edit Database Relations panel, you may enter relation statements that declare the entities in your data model.
The panel has three main columns in which the relations are entered. These columns are labeled Object, Relation, and
Referenced object.
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NOTE

The Subfile selector column on the left lets you enter line selection options. The line of input-capable fields along
the top of the panel lets you select which model objects within your CA 2E design model to display. Both will be
explained later in this tutorial.

 

Entering Relation Statements

Working top down, define the most basic entities in your data model: COURSE and RACE.

To do this you will use three different CA 2E relations:

• Known by
Declares a field that is part of the primary key that uniquely identifies a file

• Has
Declares a non-key field (attribute) on a file

• Owned by
Specifies a relationship between two files; the primary key of the owning file becomes part of the primary key of the
owned file

For example, in the tutorial model, RACE is Owned by COURSE. COURSE is uniquely identified by a Course code. Since
RACE is Owned by COURSE, each RACE is uniquely identified by a combination of the COURSE at which it is run, a
date, and a time. As a result, the primary key for RACE consists of Course code, Race Date, and Race Time.

Type in relations as shown and use the Tab key or the Field Exit key to advance to the next field or line.
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NOTE

Following are two shortcuts for entering relations.

• You can use the DUP key (indicated by the string of *‘s in the above panel) to reduce the amount of typing.
When the cursor is in a field and you press the DUP key, values from the previous line will be duplicated on
the line below when you press Enter.

• You only need to type the first letter of a relation; for example, you can type K or O in place of Known by or
Owned by, respectively.

Press Enter after entering all the relations shown.

Validation of Relation Statements

After pressing Enter, the relation statements you have entered are redisplayed, with any use of the DUP key resolved. All
new objects, for example, files and fields, are highlighted in reverse image to indicate that you have not yet defined them.
An error message for the first undefined item "’Course’ type FIL not found" is displayed at the bottom of the panel.
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You will use the F10 key to define the objects you just entered. First, press F24 to display more function keys.

Press F10 to display the Define Objects panel where you will enter the details needed to define the objects.

Defining Objects

The Define Objects panel shows each of the new objects you entered on the Edit Database Relations panel.
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Based on the relation statements you entered, each new object is automatically assigned one of the following types:

• FIL (for files)
• FLD (for fields)

In addition, fields are assigned a usage as follows:

• CDE (key fields)
• ATR (non-key fields)

Specifying Object Attributes

Using the Define Objects panel, you must specify an object attribute for each new object. You can view a list of the
available object attributes by typing ? in the object attribute field. Object attributes enable CA 2E to take design defaults.

• For files, the object attribute specifies a file type, which will be one of the following in this tutorial:
– Reference file (REF) for relatively static master files
– Capture file (CPT) for transaction files
In the example, COURSE and RACE are Reference (REF) files.

• For fields, the object attribute specifies a data type. (Another term for data type is field type.) For example, Course
code is of type CDE, and Course name is of type TXT.
The data type causes CA 2E to automatically assign default characteristics to a field; for example, length and display
format. You can override these defaults later.
In this tutorial you will use the following data types:
CDE -- Alphanumeric code field
TXT -- Descriptive text
VAL -- Monetary value
DT# -- ISO date
TM# -- ISO time
STS -- Status
QTY -- Quantity
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NBR -- Pure numeric field value
Type the object attributes as shown. Use the Tab key or Field Exit key to advance to another field or line.

Press Enter when you have typed all object attributes.

If all the object attributes you specified were valid,CA 2E automatically exits the Define Objects panel and returns to the
Edit Database Relations panel.

File Entries

CA 2E automatically resolves each relation you entered on the Edit Database Relations panel into one or more file entries.
A file entry indicates the presence of a field on a file. In other words, each CA 2E relation causes one or more fields to be
created on a file.

Some examples are:

• The Known by relation causes a key field to be created on the named file
• The Has relation causes an attribute to be created on the named file
• The Owned by relation causes one or more key fields to be created on the owned file.

You can view how CA 2E has resolved your relations by displaying the entries for the file.

File Entries for COURSE

You can view the entries on the COURSE file using the Edit File Entries panel. From the Edit Database Relations panel,
type E next to any of the relations for the COURSE file.
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Press Enter to display the Edit File Entries panel. This panel shows the file entries CA 2E automatically created for the
COURSE file based on the relations you entered for the file.

For each file entry, this panel displays the field names, the field type, whether the field is a key field (K) or an attribute (A),
the CA 2E generated implementation name, and the field length. Note that CA 2E assigned the implementation name
and default length based on the data type you specified; for example, for fields of type CDE,CA 2E assigns a 4-character
implementation name ending in CD and a default length of 6.
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NOTE

You cannot update fields on this panel.

Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

File Entries for RACE

You can examine the entries in the RACE file as you did for the COURSE file. From the Edit Database Relations panel,
type E against the RACE file.

Press Enter to display file entries for the RACE file.
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The RACE file has three key field entries resulting from the resolution of the Owned by and Known by relations. The key
order is recorded in the Ksq (key sequence) column. The major key is Course code, since RACE is Owned by COURSE.

Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

Adding More Relations

You may now add other files to the data model.
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Display a new panel by pressing Roll Up.

Declaring More Files

You can define the RACE ENTRY, HORSE, and JOCKEY files using the Known by, Has, and Owned by relations as you
did for the COURSE and RACE files.

In addition, since RACE ENTRY requires references to the HORSE and JOCKEY files, you will also use the Refers to
relation. The Refers to relation specifies a relationship between two files. It causes the key entries of the referenced file
(HORSE and JOCKEY) to become foreign keys of the referencing file (RACE ENTRY).

Note that a file may reference another file more than once, as shown later in this tutorial.

Type the RACE ENTRY, HORSE, and JOCKEY relations.
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Press F10 to define the new objects.

Defining Objects

The Define Objects panel displays with the object attribute column blank.

File Attributes

Specify the appropriate object attributes, in order to define the new objects to CA 2E. This requires the following two
additional attributes:

• CPT -- Database capture file
• NBR -- Pure numeric field value

Type the object attributes.
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Press Enter.

If all the object attributes you specified were valid,CA 2E automatically exits the Define Objects panel and returns to the
Edit Database Relations panel. You have now finished the top-level definition of your data model.

Deleting Relations

You can delete a relation from the data model by typing D against the relation. Once deleted, retyping them can reinstate
relations.

Documenting Relations

To obtain a listing of the relations that you have entered, use the Document Model Relations (YDOCMDLREL) command.
First press F17 from the Edit Database Relations panel to display the Display Services Menu. Then do either of the
following.

• Press F9 to display a command entry line, type the YDOCMDLREL command, and press Enter
• Select the Documentation menu option to display a list of documentation commands and select Document model

relations

When you finish, press F3 until you return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

Field Details and Conditions
This topic describes the field details and how to add field condition information to your data model.

Contents

Having entered relations to define your data model, you must now add more detailed information about the fields. This
includes defining simple validation rules and specifying any required overrides to the defaults CA 2E assigned for field
properties; for example, field length.
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New terms introduced:

• Field condition
• VAL condition type
• LST condition
• Check condition
• Selection line

New panels introduced:

• Edit Field Details
• Edit Field Conditions
• Edit Field Condition Details

Objectives

You will define conditions to specify the allowed values for the Horse gender field.

Overview of Field Details

Field details specify the properties of a given field, such as length, text, validation, and implementation name.

Field Details

To obtain the field details for a field, you will select the appropriate relation statement line on the Edit Database Relations
panel and type Z2 against this object. The details of the referenced object will be displayed. Note that the Subfile selector
options, Z1 and Z, both give details of the first object in the relation.

Field Detail Display for Horse Gender

In this case, the Horse gender field of the HORSE file will be used to illustrate conditions. Type Z2 against the HORSE
Has Horse gender relation.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Field Details panel for Horse gender.

The Edit Field Details panel shows information for the field. Most of the details, for example, field length, default
appropriately according to the field’s data type.

It is possible to override the default values if required. We will discuss how to change the field name at a later stage in this
tutorial.
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Overview of Field Conditions

Field conditions define allowed values for fields. Conditions record both the values that a field may take and the meaning
that the values represent.

Conditions can be used in a number of ways. The most common uses of conditions are:

• Validating the entry of data
• Specifying selection or omission of data from a logical view of the data
• Specifying the processing conditions in a program that operates on the data

Field Conditions

One use of field conditions is to check that the value entered for a field is valid during data entry. This is done by
specifying a Check condition. By default, no field validation takes place. This is indicated by *NONE for the Check
condition field on the Edit Field Details panel.

A horse’s gender can only be one of two values: male or female. Conditions to check for these values can be attached to
the Horse gender field of the HORSE file as follows.

Adding a Field Condition

From the Edit Field Details panel for the Horse gender field, press F9 to display the Edit Field Conditions panel. This panel
shows the available conditions for the field. Initially, there are none.

To add a field condition, type the name and type of the condition. In this tutorial, one value the Horse gender field can take
is Stallion.

You defined Horse gender as a status field (field type STS). Status fields may only take discrete values, so the only
condition types allowed for this type of field are single values (VAL) or a list of values (LST). Stallion is a single value so it
is of type VAL.

Type the condition name Stallion with a type of VAL.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Field Condition Details panel.

Field Condition Details

The Edit Field Condition Details lets you specify the actual value that is to be stored on the database file to represent a
particular condition. For example, you can distinguish between the definition of the condition (Stallion) and the value used
to represent the condition on file (M).

Adding Field Condition Detail

The condition value (or Status value) for Stallion is to be represented by an M in this tutorial. Note that condition values
must be unique for each field. For example, M could not represent two different gender conditions.

Type the condition value M.
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Press Enter.

After pressing Enter, the panel is redisplayed, with the message "Condition ‘Stallion’ added" to indicate that the condition
has been successfully added.

Adding Another Condition

In this step you will add another condition value for mares. You can overwrite the displayed values in order to enter this
additional field condition.

In this case, you can overwrite Stallion with Mare, and M with F. Type the details of the next condition.
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Press Enter to redisplay the panel with the message "Condition ‘Mare’ added."

Press F3 to exit and return to the Edit Field Conditions panel.

Viewing Field Conditions

On the Edit Field Conditions panel for the Horse gender field, you should now see a list of the conditions that you have
just added. Note that a special condition has been added automatically. This is the condition called *ALL values, shown at
the top of the list of conditions. The *ALL values condition can be used when you wish to specify that a field may take any
one of the individual values listed.
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Press F3 to return to the Edit Field Details panel.

Specifying a Check Condition

Notice the Check condition field on the Edit Field Details panel. This field indicates the values that are allowed for the
Horse gender field. Initially the Check condition is *NONE, indicating that any value is allowed for the field. If you specify
the list condition *ALL values, it indicates that the field must satisfy one of the particular value conditions that you have
defined; in other words, it provides validation during data entry. If you specify one of the conditions that you have just
defined, it imposes specific validation on the field.

You can type ? in the Check condition field, to view a selection list of existing conditions. In this tutorial, all horses must be
either mares or stallions. The check condition *ALL Values is appropriate.

Type *ALL values for the Check condition field.
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Press Enter.

Note that a Prompt function field now displays. As a result, when the end user of the compiled application positions the
cursor on the Horse gender field and either enters ? or presses F4, a selection list of the conditions you defined will be
displayed.

Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.
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Exercises

Before continuing with the rest of the tutorial, complete the following exercises using the same process you used to define
conditions for Horse gender.

1. Add conditions to define the allowed values for the Jockey gender field.
2. Add conditions to define the allowed values for the Going conditions field on the RACE file; for example, Firm, Good,

and Soft.
3. Add conditions to define the allowed values for the Entry Status field on the RACE ENTRY file; for example, Not yet

run, Finished, Scratched, and Disqualified.

Displaying Selected Relations

Now that you have specified the relations, you can use the features of the Edit Database Relations panel to display
selected objects.

On the top of the Edit Database Relations panel are fields that let you position the display at the part of the model you
want to view, and let you control which CA 2E relations are displayed. The line that contains these fields is referred to
as the selection line. Type ? in any section of the line to display the values available for selection. If you enter a letter (or
string of letters) followed by an asterisk (*) in the Object or Referenced object columns, only those CA 2E objects whose
names begin with that letter (or letters) will be selected and displayed.

In the next topic, you will work with the HORSE file. You can simplify the display by selecting and displaying only those
relations that define the HORSE file. Do this by typing the file name followed by an asterisk on the selection line. You will
use this technique often in this tutorial.

Type Horse* in the Object column of the selection line.

Press Enter. CA 2E displays only those relations that define the HORSE file.
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NOTE

If the selection line is blank, you are returned to the beginning of the CA 2E design model when the panel is
reloaded, for example, if you press F5 or Enter.

Extending Relations
This topic further refines the CA 2E data modeling language and introduces relation extension.

Contents

 

New terms introduced:

• Extended relations
• Sharing
• For text
• Involution (self-referencing relation)
• Relation sequence

Objectives

You will add relations to the HORSE file to specify each horse’s parents (pedigree).

Overview of Relation Extension

As discussed previously, one file can be associated with another by means of the Refers to relation. For example, our
data model contains the RACE ENTRY Refers to HORSE, and RACE ENTRY Refers to JOCKEY relations. Note that
since the referenced file in these two relations are different, there is no difficulty in distinguishing between them.
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A file can also reference another file more than once. In order to distinguish among multiple references to the same
file,CA 2E provides an extended form of the Refers to relation that lets you specify differences among the relations using
For text.

In addition, a file can refer to itself. This is known as involution or a self-referencing relation.

Involution and the Horse Pedigrees

One of the purposes of this application is to record details of each horse’s parents (Dam and Sire). To do so you will need
to use both the extended form of the Refers to relation and involution.

Since a horse’s parents are also horses, to record the horse’s parents requires two HORSE Refers to HORSE relations,
one for each parent. This is shown in the following diagram.

Because the HORSE file refers to itself more than once, you will need to use the extended form of the Refers to relation in
order to distinguish between the two relations.
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Adding More Relations

If you have not already done so, type Horse* on the selection line on the Edit Database Relations panel to display only
the relations that define the HORSE file. Press Enter.

You are now ready to add the relations that define the horse’s parents. To add references to a horse’s parents type
the Horse Refers to Horse relation twice; once for the Dam and once for the Sire. Type the HORSE Refers to HORSE
relations.

Press Enter.

Sequence of Relations

Before extending the Refers to relations for the HORSE file, you need to ensure that these two relations remain at the end
of the relations for the HORSE file. The importance of this will become apparent later in the discussion of virtual fields.

Whenever the data model is reloaded, for example, when you press F5,CA 2E redisplays the relations in the following
order:

• First, alphabetically by file name
• Then within each file in relation order, for example, Owned by before Known by before Refers to before Has
• Then by referenced objects in the order in which you entered them

You can override this order by entering sequence numbers to the relations in the Seq column on the Edit Database
Relations panel.

You will type sequence numbers 10 to 70 so that the Refers to relations remain at the end of the list when the panel is
reloaded. If you do not do this the two Refers to relations will be placed after the Known by relation instead.

Type the sequence numbers.
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Press Enter.

Extending Relations

The two HORSE Refers to HORSE relations can be distinguished by extending the Refers to relations and defining For
text. To do this, type + next to each of those relations.
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Press F5.

Extended Relations for HORSE File

The two HORSE Refers to HORSE relations are now shown in an extended form that allows you to specify two extra
terms on the relation. Any Refers to or Owned by relation can be extended in this way.

Extending a relation introduces the two following fields:

• For field
The For field lets you specify the reason for each relation. In this tutorial, you will use this field to distinguish the
two HORSE Refers to HORSE relations; in other words, HORSE Refers to HORSE for Dam, and HORSE Refers to
HORSE for Sire.

• Sharing field
The entry in the Sharing field indicates whether the common keys of the two relations are to be shared. *ALL is the
default. This field applies only when the referenced file has more than one key field entry. In this tutorial, since the
HORSE file has only one key field entry (Horse code), you can take the default.

Example Showing Use of the Sharing Field

Following is a brief description of a situation where you would need to enter a value for the Sharing field. Suppose your
model includes a BREED file that is Known by Breed code and that the HORSE file is Owned by BREED. The Owned
by relation causes Breed code to become a key entry on HORSE giving HORSE two keys, Breed code and Horse code.
To indicate that a horse can be bred only with another horse of the same breed (same Breed code), enter *ALL for the
Sharing field. To indicate that a horse can be bred with a horse of a different breed, enter *NONE for the Sharing field.

Adding Details of Extended Relations

You can now specify text to describe the extended relations: Dam for the first relation, and Sire for the second. Type the
extended relation details, Dam and Sire.
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Press Enter.

Field Entries for HORSE

The entries on the HORSE file are automatically updated by CA 2E to include the two new Refers to relations. Examine
the entries on the HORSE file by typing E in the Subfile selector.
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Press Enter to display the Edit File Entries panel.

Note that the resolution of the two Refers to relations added two foreign key entries to the HORSE file, Dam Horse code
and Sire Horse code.CA 2E based the definition of these fields on that of the Horse code field, and as a result, assigned
the attribute CDE. REF following the attribute indicates that the field entry was resolved from a Refers to relation.

Assigning Unique Names to Field Entries

Normally the name of a foreign key is the same as the name of the original key field; in this case Horse code. However,CA
2E files cannot contain duplicate field names. To assign unique names to the two new foreign key entries,CA 2E prefixed
Horse code with the For text you entered. If you had not entered For text,CA 2E would have added a 5-digit number to
Horse code to create a unique name within the HORSE file; for example, Horse code 25642.

Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

Showing and Hiding Relation Extension Lines

You can use the F6 command key to toggle between showing and hiding relation extension lines. Note that the default
extension lines are always hidden.

Press F6 to hide the relation extension lines for the two HORSE Refers to HORSE relations.
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Press F6 again to show the relation extension lines.

Virtual Fields
This topic discusses the purpose of virtual fields and how to specify them within CA 2E.

Contents

 

New terms introduced:

• Virtual field
• Virtual field entry

New panel introduced:

• Edit Virtual Field Entries

Overview of Virtual Fields

A good database design eliminates redundancy; in other words, each item of data should be stored in only one place,
rather than having multiple copies on different files. The i OS join logical file is a mechanism for building views that
assemble data from different files.

In CA 2E you will use virtual fields to design such views. A virtual field is a field that is logically, but not physically, present
on a file.CA 2E virtual fields are implemented through i OS join logical files.

Note that there are some limitations as to how virtual fields may be used in functions.
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Specifying Virtual Fields

When a file is referenced by another file by means of a Refers to relation, entries are automatically created on the
referencing file for the key fields of the referenced file. These are known as foreign keys and are shown in bold in the
figure below.

To include a non-key field from the referenced file in the referencing file, you need to specify it as a virtual field. This
makes the field available for use in the functions that operate upon the referencing file.

For example, to include the name of the horse when displaying the RACE ENTRY file, specify Horse name as a virtual
field on the RACE ENTRY file. As a result, Horse name is physically present on the HORSE file, and is logically, but not
physically, present on the RACE ENTRY file. This is shown in italics in the following figure.

Note that this same capability is available when two files are associated with each other by means of an Owned by
relation. In other words, non-key fields from the owning file may be included in the owned file as virtual fields.

Virtual Fields for Details of a Horse’s Dam and Sire

The HORSE file now includes Dam Horse code and Sire Horse code as a result of the Refers to relations.  In this step you
will specify Horse name and Date of birth as virtual fields on the HORSE file so you can refer to the names and dates of
birth for a horse’s Dam and Sire.

This information is already present in the database. To retrieve this data onto the HORSE file, you need to specify the
additional fields to be virtual fields on the appropriate Refers to relations.

Sequence of Relations and Virtual Fields

With a self-referencing file such as HORSE, the sequence numbers you entered previously against the database relations
are significant when specifying virtual fields.

CA 2E uses a single-pass algorithm to resolve entries on a file. When CA 2E looks for virtual fields, it resolves all the
relations for the referenced file in the order that they appear on the Edit Database Relations panel. The following figure
shows both the default relation order for the HORSE file and the order determined by the sequence numbers you entered
earlier in this tutorial.
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Because the HORSE file refers to itself, any relations that occur after the Refers to HORSE relations will not have been
resolved at the time CA 2E attempts to resolve the virtual fields for the Refers to relations. In other words, if you had not
inserted sequence numbers for the HORSE file relations, the Has relations would not have been resolved at the time CA
2E needed to resolve the Refers to relations. As a result,CA 2E could not have created the virtual entries for the Horse
name and Date of birth fields.

Adding Virtual Fields

You can now add the Dam’s name and date of birth to the list of fields for the HORSE file by specifying virtual fields. Type
V next to the HORSE Refers to HORSE For Dam relation.

Press Enter to display the Edit Virtual Field Entries panel.
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Virtual Field Entries

The Edit Virtual Field Entries panel shows all the fields on the referenced file. Since the HORSE file refers to itself, these
are the same as the fields on the referencing file. From this list, you can select any field as a virtual field.

Selecting Virtual Fields for Dam

The Horse name and Date of birth fields will become virtual fields for the Refers to For Dam relation on the HORSE file.
Type + against Horse name and Date of birth.

Press Enter.

Confirming Virtual Fields for Dam

The virtual fields are indicated by an asterisk (*) in the V column of the panel confirming that CA 2E has created the virtual
fields.
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Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

Adding More Virtual Fields

The procedure for adding virtual fields for the horse’s Sire is the same as for the horse’s Dam. Type V against the HORSE
Refers to HORSE For Sire relation.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Virtual Field Entries panel. This panel now includes the entries Dam Horse name and Dam
Date of birth you specified earlier. Note that to assign unique names for these entries,CA 2E prefixed the original field
names with the For text you specified in the Refers to relation.

Selecting Virtual Fields for Sire

Select Horse name and Date of birth as virtual fields for the Sire. Type + to select Horse name and Date of birth.

Press Enter.

Confirming Virtual Fields for Sire

CA 2E has confirmed your selection of virtual fields, as indicated by the asterisks.
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Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

File Entries

Check the file entries for the HORSE file. To display the file entries, type E next to one of the HORSE file relations.

Press Enter to display the Edit File Entries panel.
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Note that the virtual fields you just specified are included as indicated by a V in the Entry type (Et) column.CA 2E has
defined them by reference to the original fields and has named them by prefixing the For text to the original name, for
example, Dam Horse name.

Renaming Fields

You can change the names that CA 2E has given the virtual fields to make them more explicit or compact. For example,
you could change Dam Horse name to Dam name, and Sire Horse name to Sire name.

To select the fields to be renamed you will zoom against the relevant fields on the Edit File Entries panel. Type Z to select
the fields to be renamed.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Field Details panel for the first field you selected.

Field Details

The Edit Field Details panel lets you view details for the field, Dam Horse name. Some of the attributes of the field, such
as the name, are initially protected. The F8 key unprotects the field name so it can be changed.
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Press F8 to change the field name.

Entering a New Field Name

The cursor will now be on the Field name entry on the Edit Field Details panel. Rename the field by typing the new name
over the existing name. Type Dam name over Dam Horse name.

Press Enter.

Field Details After Renaming

The Edit Field Details panel will be displayed with the new field name inserted throughout. You can rename any field in
this way, and the new name will be reflected throughout your design model.
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Renaming Other Fields

Press Enter to redisplay the Edit Field Details panel for the Sire horse name field. Recall that this was the second field you
selected for renaming on the Edit File Entries panel.

Exercise

Change Sire Horse name to Sire name following the same steps as shown previously.

Displaying File Entries Again

When you have renamed the selected fields, press Enter to return to the Edit File Entries panel. The panel has been
updated to show the new field names.
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Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

Adding Virtual Fields for the Race and Race Entry Files

Having added virtual fields to the HORSE file, you may specify virtual fields on other file-to-file relations; for example, on
the RACE and RACE ENTRY files. Type Race* on the selection line.
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Press Enter to display relations for the RACE and RACE ENTRY files.

In this step you will define Course name as a virtual field on the RACE file and Horse name and Jockey name as virtual
fields on the RACE ENTRY file. Type V against the three relations.

Press Enter.

Adding More Virtual Entries

The allowed virtual field entries from the COURSE file are displayed. Type + against Course name to add it as a virtual
entry to the RACE file.
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Press Enter. The Edit Virtual Field Entries panel redisplays to confirm the creation of the virtual field as indicated by the ‘*‘
in the V column.

Press F3. CA 2E displays the Edit Virtual Field Entries panel for the HORSE file. Recall that you typed V against the
RACE ENTRY Refers to HORSE relation on the Edit Database Relations panel.
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Exercise

Add Horse name and Jockey name as virtual fields to the RACE ENTRY file. Use the same method you just used to add
Course name as a virtual field to the RACE file. When you finish, press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

CA 2E Access Paths
This topic introduces CA 2E access paths and presents some of their features such as access path selection and access
path relations. You are also shown how to generate source code for the database files to implement CA 2E access paths.

Contents

New terms introduced:

• Access path
• Retrieval (RTV) access path
• Based-on file
• Access path selection
• Select/omit set
• Access path relation
• Referenced access path

New panels introduced:

• Edit File Details
• Edit Access Path Details
• Edit Access Path Select/Omit
• Edit Access Path Conditions
• Edit Access Path Relations
• Display File Access Paths
• Virtualize Access Path

Overview of Access Paths

The next stage in defining your design model is to define the required access paths. Access paths specify views of the
files in the data model. The views define how data is to be presented to the functions. Functions specify the processes
that operate on the data, see the article "Designing Functions" for more information.

Access paths control three different aspects of how data is presented to a function. An access path determines:

• Which fields will be available to the function
• Which records will be selected or omitted from the file (select/omit)
• The order in which records are presented (key sequence) to the function

Default Access Paths

CA 2E uses the relations in the data model to create a default set of access paths for each file. In many cases these will
be sufficient. You may override the defaults or define additional access paths.

Three default access paths are automatically created for every file:
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• A physical (PHY) access path (un-keyed). It contains the address of all data stored physically within a file and stored in
the order in which the data was written to the file.

• An update (UPD) access path (logical view). It is used to update the file and contains all fields defined for the file. It
cannot be altered.

• A retrieval (RTV) access path (logical view). It specifies a view of the data that CA 2E generated programs use to
retrieve records from a file. Each file has at least one.

View Default Access Paths for COURSE

Type Course* on the selection line to display only relations for the COURSE file.

Press Enter.

The access paths for a file are recorded on the Edit File Details panel. To obtain this panel for the COURSE file, you will
zoom against one of the relations for the file on the Edit Database Relations panel. Type Z against one of the relations for
the COURSE file.
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Press Enter to display the Edit File Details panel.

This panel shows the three default access paths that CA 2E automatically created for the COURSE file.

Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.
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Access Paths for the HORSE File

Display the relations for the HORSE file from the Edit Database Relations panel by typing Horse* on the selection line
and pressing Enter. To display the access paths for the HORSE file, zoom into one of the relations for the file on the Edit
Database Relations panel. Type Z against one of the relations.

Press Enter to display the default access paths for the HORSE file.

Adding Virtual Fields to the Retrieval Access Path

Each access path initially contains all of the relations for the file on which it is based but none of the virtuals. When you
add a new relation to a file, the effect on the access path is controlled by the value in the Auto add column of the Edit File
Details panel. The default is ATR ONLY, which automatically adds only attributes to the access path. As a result, if you
want virtual fields included on an access path, you need to add them explicitly.

In this step you will add the virtual fields you just defined for the HORSE file to the default Retrieval access path.

NOTE

Adding virtual fields to an access path increases processing overhead. As a result, in a real-world model you
would not add virtual fields to the default retrieval access path. Instead, create a new RTV access path and add
the virtual fields to it. Assign a name to the new access path that indicates it contains virtual fields; for example,
Retrieval with virtuals. You will learn how to add a new access path later in this topic.

 

Type V in the Subfile selector for the Retrieval index access path.
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Press Enter to view virtual entries for the HORSE file.

Press Enter to validate the addition of the virtual fields to the Retrieval index access path for the HORSE file.
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Press Enter again to respond to the Confirm prompt in the lower right-hand corner of your screen and return to the Edit
File Details panel.

To view the entries for the default Retrieval access path, type Z in the Subfile selector for the Retrieval index.

Press Enter to display the Edit Access Path Details panel.

Type Z again as shown to view entries for the Retrieval index access path.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Access Path Format Entries panel.

Verify that the virtual fields you specified are listed. Virtual fields are indicated by a V in the Type column. Press F13 to
return to the Edit File Details panel.
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Adding New Access Paths for HORSE

In this step you will add some new access paths as well as update the default Retrieval (RTV) access path. This will
demonstrate some of the more sophisticated capabilities of access paths.

For example, you can define an access path to select only certain relations from the file or to include selection criteria
based on conditions specified for certain fields. In this tutorial, you will specify new access paths that select only mares or
only stallions from the HORSE file. Call these new RTV access paths Mares and Stallions.

Type the names of the new RTV access paths, Mares and Stallions.

Press Enter.

Confirming Addition of Access Paths

You have now added the two new access paths.CA 2E immediately assigns a source member name and default
properties to the new access paths.

Access Path Details

The RTV type access path for Mares must select only female horses from the HORSE file. To specify this condition, type
Z against the Mares Retrieval access path.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Access Path Details panel.

This panel supplies the parameters that control the i OS options for that access path. In this tutorial, we will discuss only
those options you need to define conditions; namely, Select/Omit Sets and Static and Dynamic Selection. See your IBM
manuals for details about the other options.
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Select/Omit Sets

A select/omit set lets you select or omit records from a view based on data values in specified fields. Specifying a select/
omit set for an access path is a two-level process.

You can specify none, one, or many select/omit sets for a given access path. Multiple select/omit sets are joined with a
logical OR; in other words, once a record satisfies a select/omit set, other sets are not relevant.

Within each select/omit set, you define one or more conditions. Multiple conditions are joined with a logical AND; in other
words, all conditions need to be true for the entire set to be true.

In this tutorial, there is only one select/omit set for each access path and only one condition attached to each.

Static and Dynamic Selection

There are two kinds of access path selection available under i OS: static and dynamic.

Static selection is permanently built into the access path of the i OS logical file so that the logical file only contains the
records that meet the selection criteria.

Dynamic selection is not stored in the access path, but is applied to each record as it is retrieved.

You will use dynamic selection in this tutorial.

Selection Conditions for the Mares Access Path

To specify the condition that mares must be female for the Mares access path, create a select/omit set for the access
path, and attach conditions to this set. Type D in the Allow select/omit field to select Dynamic i OS selection and type S in
the Subfile selector to define the select/omit criteria.

Press Enter to display the Edit Access Path Select/Omit panel.
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Select/Omit Set for Mares Access Path

To define the select/omit set, you will need to enter the following information on the Edit Access Path Select/Omit panel.

• Z against the line defining the select/omit set to zoom into another panel where you enter details (the conditions) for
the set.

• S for select in the S/O column. Note that you could define a set to omit (O) male horses instead. The result would be
the same.

• A text description for the set.
In this case, use Female horses only for the description.

Type Z, S, and the description of the select/omit set.

Press Enter to display the Edit Access Path Conditions panel. Note the Select/Omit set field.
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Specifying the Conditions for the Select/Omit Set

Type the conditions to be attached to the select/omit set Female horses only on this panel. In this case, the condition for
the select/omit set will be based on the conditions you already specified for the Horse gender field of the HORSE file. In
other words, this view of the HORSE file is to contain only records that have a value of Mare (represented by an F) for the
Horse gender field. To enter this condition, type the following:

Horse gender in the Field column to specify the field on which the condition is to be based.

Mare in the condition column to indicate the value the Horse gender field must contain for the record to be selected.
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NOTE
If you type ? in the Field column,CA 2E displays a list of the fields on the access path on which selection
could be based. If you type ? in the Condition column,CA 2E displays a list of possible condition values for the
associated field.

Press Enter to define the condition. The process is now complete for the selection of Mares. Press F13 (Fast exit) to
return to the Edit File Details panel.

Selection Access Path for Stallions

You can now specify a selection access path for Stallions by repeating the process you just used to specify a selection
access path for Mares. Type Z against the Stallions access path.
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Press Enter.

Access Path Details

To specify the condition that stallions must be male for the Stallions access path, create a select/omit set for the access
path, and attach conditions to this set.

Type D in the Allow select/omit field to select Dynamic i OS selection and type S in the Subfile selector to define the
select/omit criteria.
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Press Enter.

Naming the Select/Omit Set

The select/omit set for Stallions should select Male horses only. Type Z, S, and the description of the select/omit set.

Press Enter.
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Specifying Conditions for the Access Path

The selection condition for this access path is also based on the conditions you previously entered for the Horse gender
field of the HORSE file. Type the name of the field Horse gender and the Selection condition Stallion.

Press Enter to finish defining the Male horses only select/omit set. Press F13 (Fast exit) to return to the Edit File Details
panel.

Access Path Relations

The entries to be included on the record format for an access path are defined by the access path relations. Access path
relations can include all the file relations, or be a subset of them. The key level relations, however, must be present on
every access path.

Modifying the Default RTV Access Path for HORSE

In this step you will modify the default Retrieval access path for the HORSE file to ensure that Dams are female and Sires
are male.

First display the access path details by zooming into the default Retrieval index. Type Z against the default RTV access
path.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Access Path Details panel for the default retrieval access path.

Displaying Access Path Relations

You are now ready to view the list of access path relations for the HORSE Retrieval index access path. Type R in the
Subfile selector.

Press Enter to display the Edit Access Path Relations panel.
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Access Path Relations for the Retrieval Index

The default Retrieval index access path includes all the relations that define a file; in other words, it contains all the fields
in the file. The included relations are indicated by * in the D column. You can drop non-key relations in order to include a
subset of fields in your logical view of the data. You can later reinstate a dropped relation.

Note that each of the two Refers to access path relations involves a reference to another access path. Any reference
to another file by an access path relation is by means of an access path of the referenced file known as the referenced
access path. By default this is the Retrieval index of the referenced file.

Involution and Access Path Relations

Because the HORSE file Refers to itself in your model (involution), you need to change the default referenced access path
for these relations. Otherwise the same access path will be called more than once in functions that use the file. Note that
you need to change the default referenced access path only when involution takes place.

Changing a Referenced Access Path

To change the referenced access path used by the HORSE Refers to HORSE For Dam relation, type A against the
relation.
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Press Enter to view access paths for the referenced file.

Selecting an Access Path for Mares

Select the access path that is to be used in place of the default referenced access path. In this case, select the Mares
access path by typing X against Mares.
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Press Enter to select the access path and return to the Edit Access Path Relations panel.

Selecting an Access Path for Stallions

Repeat this process for the HORSE Refers to HORSE For Sire access path relation. In other words, change the
referenced access path for HORSE Refers to HORSE For Sire from Retrieval index to Stallions.

Type A against the HORSE Refers to HORSE For Sire relation.

Press Enter to view the access paths available for selection from the referenced file.

Type X against the Stallions access path.
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Press Enter.

Press F13 to return to the Edit File Details panel. Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

Designing Functions
This article introduces the following topics and describes how to design them in CA 2E:

• Introduction to Functions
• Device Designs
• Action Diagrams
• Function Options
• Linking Functions
• Function Parameters

Introduction to Functions
This topic introduces you to CA 2E functions.

Contents

 

New terms introduced:

• Function
• External function
• Internal function
• Function type
• Edit File (EDTFIL) function type
• Select Record (SELRCD) function type
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New panels introduced:

• Edit Functions
• Edit Function Details

Objectives

You will design interactive panels for the four following functions:

• Edit the COURSE file
• Select records from the COURSE file
• Edit the HORSE file
• Select records from the HORSE file

You will also define two additional functions:

• Select Stallions
• Select Mares

Overview of Functions

A function defines a list of processes that will operate on the files and fields in your database. CA 2E provides a variety of
standard functions to which you can add your own unique processing. CA 2E uses the information contained in your data
model to provide all of the default processing for the standard functions.

The set of standard functions consist of database functions, device functions, and user functions. Note that only the first
two will be covered in this tutorial. The standard functions consist of a variety of function types, each of which performs a
specific process. For example, the Edit File (EDTFIL) function type retrieves data from a file and lets the end user update
that data using an interactive panel. The Print File (PRTFIL) function type prints a report of the data from a file. The Create
Object (CRTOBJ) database function creates a record in your database.

A function can be implemented either as a separate program or as a subroutine within a program as follows:

• An external function is implemented as a separate high-level language (HLL) program. Each external function is
attached to an access path. In general, the standard device functions are external functions; for example, the Edit File
function. The only exception is the Print Object (PRTOBJ) function that is covered in a later article of this tutorial.

• An internal function is implemented as source code within that of the calling program; in other words, it is implemented
as a subroutine. All the standard database functions are internal functions; for example, the Create Object function.

There need not be a one-to-one correspondence between a function and the program that implements it. You can link
functions together to create larger processes that become the building blocks of your applications; namely, several
internal functions may be implemented as a single program. In other words, a function is a unit of specification, not
implementation.

The standard functions may have the following components. Note that not all function types have all four components.

• Device design -- Specifies the layout of the panel or report used by the function
• Action diagram -- Specifies the processing steps that make up the function (includes default processing and

processing that you define)
• Function options -- Specifies default features of a function
• Function parameters -- Specifies fields to be passed into the function and returned from the function at run time

Each of these components is discussed in this article.

In addition to the standard functions, CA 2E provides message functions, function fields, and built-in functions, which
perform low-level processing such as arithmetic operations.
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Default Functions

CA 2E automatically creates five default functions for each reference file (REF) you declare: two external functions (Edit
File and Select Record), and three internal functions (Change Object, Create Object, and Delete Object). Note that for
capture files (CPT), CA 2E automatically creates only the three internal functions.

Default External Functions

The two external functions CA 2E automatically creates are:

• An Edit File (EDTFIL) function
This type of function maintains multiple records on the file. An example in this tutorial will be the Edit Course function.

• A Select Record (SELRCD) function
This type of function provides a display of the records on the file, and allows the selection of one record for return to a
calling program. An example in this tutorial will be the Select Course function.

Both of these external functions are interactive device functions. Note that CA 2E does not automatically create these
device functions for capture files (CPT).

Default Internal Functions

The three internal functions CA 2E automatically creates are Change Object (CHGOBJ), Create Object (CRTOBJ),
and Delete Object (DLTOBJ). These functions are used to update the database and are called by external functions
as required. They are implemented as subroutines within the generated source code for an external function. Internal
functions are specified separately to give you the capability to add additional processing for updating the database. This
additional processing is made available to all the functions that call the internal functions.

Defining Edit Course and Select Course

First, display just those relations defined for the COURSE file by entering Course* on the selection line of the Edit
Database Relations panel.

You can display the functions for a particular file by typing F against the file on the Edit Database Relations panel. Type F
next to any COURSE file relation.
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Press Enter to view the five default functions for the COURSE file. The functions for a file are created the first time you
enter F against the file on the Edit Database Relations panel.

CA 2E displays messages at the bottom of the panel to indicate this.

Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.
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Displaying Default Functions For HORSE

Type Horse* on the selection line and press Enter to display only the relations defined for the HORSE file.

Display the functions for the HORSE file by typing F against any relation on the HORSE file.

Press Enter to display the default functions created for the HORSE file.

CA 2E creates the default functions the first time you access the functions for a file. Messages to indicate this appear at
the bottom of the Edit Database Relations panel. For example, "Function ‘Edit Horse’ is being created."
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Adding Functions

You can add your own functions to the list supplied by CA 2E. To declare a function, specify a function name, a function
type, and the name of the access path that defines how data from the file is presented to the function. You can view a list
of possible function types by typing ? in the Function type column, and a list of the existing access paths based on the
HORSE file by typing ? in the Access path column.

Select Mares and Select Stallions Functions

In this step you will add two new Select record functions, Select Mares and Select Stallions. These functions will enable
you to display a list of mares only or stallions only in response to an inquiry. These functions will use the Mares and
Stallions access paths you previously defined.

Type the function names, function types, and access paths.
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Press Enter.

Creating New Functions

The two messages "Function ‘Select Mares’ is being created" and "Function ‘Select Stallions’ is being created" will appear
briefly at the bottom of the panel. The functions will now be declared to your design model and are available for reference
by other functions. At this stage no further definition is required.

NOTE

You will need to define additional aspects of the new functions later in this tutorial before they can be
implemented.

 

Understanding Function Details

Each interactive external function will be implemented by means of:

• A High Level Language (HLL) program
• A DDS display file
• A file containing Help text

An appropriate source member is created to contain each type of generated source. CA 2E supplies default names for the
source members. You can change the default source member names using the Edit Function Details panel.

The implementation language is controlled by the target HLL (higher level language). You may generate in  RPG, COBOL,
UNIX, or Client Server Applications depending on your version of CA 2E.

The default implementation language for new functions is controlled by the YHLLGEN model value.

Displaying Function Details

You will now display the details of the Edit Horse function. Type Z against the Edit Horse function.
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Press Enter to view function details for the Edit Horse function. Note the program (RPG), display file (DDS), and the help
text file (UIM).
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Device Designs
CA 2E automatically creates a default interactive panel design for each interactive device function. You can modify the
default designs to meet the requirements of your application. This topic describes how to use the CA 2E Device Design
Editor to modify the device design associated with your Edit Horse and Select Horse functions.

Contents

The Edit Horse function will show the use of an action bar (pull-down menu) as part of the panel design. The Select Horse
function will show the use of a window.

New terms introduced:

• CA 2E device design
• Usage

New panel introduced:

• Edit Function Devices

Overview of Device Designs

When you declare a function, CA 2E supplies a default panel design. You can modify it to meet your requirements using
an interactive panel design tool.

A device design specifies the following:

• The selection of fields present on a device panel and the accompanying text for each field
• The display of both fields and text may be conditional.
• The order in which the fields are displayed on the device panel and how they are edited
• The display attributes for the fields
• The use of each field

All of the above are defaulted from the design model. You may override most of these default values.

Displaying the Device Design for Edit Horse

The Edit Function Details panel for the Edit Horse function should be displayed on your screen. If it is not, follow the steps
at the end of the preceding topic.

There is only one panel design for the Edit Horse function. You can view the default device design from the Edit Function
Details panel by pressing F9.
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The default panel design for the Edit Horse function displays.

NOTE

Do not be concerned about the message at the bottom of the panel.
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Default Device Design Formats

A panel design consists of header/footer formats and a variable format that depends on the function type. The panel
design for the Edit Horse function, which is an Edit File function type, consists of the following formats.

• The uppermost format contains the header lines that give status information about the user, date, time, and mode
(New/Open) of the panel.

• At the bottom of the panel, the footer lines give function key explanations. Any execution time messages are displayed
on line 24.

• The middle section of the panel contains the formats that vary depending on the function type. In this case we are
using an Edit File function type. It contains two formats,
– A subfile control format.
– A subfile record format. The subfile record is the format for a single record that is retrieved from the fields of the

specified access path according to the function type.

Design Standards and Subfile Selector Options

When the function type includes a subfile, descriptions for the Subfile selector options are included as part of the default
device design. These can be

• Part of the footer along with standard function key descriptions
• Placed above the subfile record as part of the subfile control format

This is the CUA ENTRY design standard.
• Listed as actions in the Selector Choice menu that is part of the action bar at the top of the panel

This is the CUA TEXT design standard.

The default design standard for CA 2E design models on the IBM i is CUA ENTRY. However, when you created your
design model at the beginning of this tutorial using the Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB) command, you were told to
specify *CUATEXT as the design standard for your model.

When the design standard is set to CUA TEXT, CA 2E automatically creates all Edit File functions with an action bar on
the panel design. Note the action bar at the top of the panel design for the Edit Horse function. An action bar provides a
set of choices that give the end users access to various actions available on the panel. CA 2E automatically provides a
default set of choices depending on the function type. Later in this tutorial you will define a new choice and action on the
Edit Horse function’s action bar.

Subfile Control Default

The key field of the HORSE file (Horse code) is placed on the subfile control format as well as on the subfile record. This
field is a positioning field that causes the subfile record to begin at a particular record when a value is entered into this
field.

Subfile Record Default

To determine the default panel design for an Edit File function, CA 2E places all the fields from the access path side-by-
side on a subfile record, with the field names as column headings. If the fields total more than 80 characters, the design
continues into a work area on the right. It is up to you, the designer, to adjust the design until the fields are all displayed
on the panel. In this tutorial, the fields exceed the panel display. CA 2E alerts you to this fact and displays the message
"Design exceeds device size limits for function Edit Horse" at the bottom of the panel.

Displaying the Rest of the Device Design

By default, only 80 characters of the panel design may be displayed at one time. You can move the panel window to
display more of the panel design by pressing F4, which moves the window 40 columns to the right. Pressing F4 again
moves the subfile record another 40 columns to the right. Pressing F1 moves the panel design 40 columns to the left.
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Press F4 to move the device design 40 columns to the right.

Note the virtual fields, Dam name and Dam Date of birth that you added to the default Retrieval access path for the
HORSE file. If you had not explicitly added these fields to the access path, they would not appear on this display.

NOTE

The virtual fields are for output only and are represented by 0s or 6s.
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Press F4 again to move the device design 40 more columns to the right.

Press F15 to return to the left margin of the device design; in other words, back to the first field in the subfile record.
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Editing the Default Device Design

The Device Design Editor has a number of facilities to enable you to quickly design a more compact, understandable
panel. Many of these facilities involve the use of function keys and are generally dependent on the position of the cursor
when the function key is pressed. The device design is updated as you make each modification.

The following table shows some of the function keys available for editing your device design. Most of these will be
illustrated in this and other topics in the tutorial. To learn about additional features of the Device Design Editor, refer to the
Help text or the CA 2E manual Building Applications.

Function Key Action
F1 Moves the device design 40 columns to the left
F2 Animates the device design using CA 2E Toolkit prototyping

facilities
F4 Moves the device design 40 columns to the right
F5 Displays the Edit Screen Format Details for the format on which

the cursor is positioned
F7 Displays the Edit Screen Format Relations panel when the cursor

is positioned on the first subfile record
F8 Selects a field to be moved (cut) and moves the selected field

after the field on which the cursor is positioned (paste)
F9 Moves the field on which the cursor is located and all fields to its

right to the next line
F10 Adds a space before the field on which the cursor is positioned; in

other words, moves text one column to the right
F15 Moves device design to the left margin
F16 Moves device design to the right margin
F17 Displays a list of device formats
F18 Displays the Edit Screen Field Attributes panel for the field on

which the cursor is positioned
F19 Adds a function field to the device design
F20 Edits a function field on the device design
F22 Removes a space before the field on which the cursor is

positioned; in other words, moves text one column to the left

Reducing the Width of the Device Design Layout

You can reduce the width of the device design by folding the subfile records that make up the device design. This way the
fields in each record are arranged over several lines rather than in one long line. Use the F9 key to do this.

The following steps in this tutorial show how to split the information about each horse into three lines that give:

• Information about the horse itself
• Information about the horse’s Dam
• Information about the horse’s Sire

The change in position of the fields on the device design is determined by the position of the cursor when you press the
function key. To begin the second line with Dam Horse code, you will simply place the cursor on this field and press F9.
The subfile record format will split into two lines. The device design is updated to reflect the change.

Position cursor.
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Press F9. The subfile record format now displays only two HORSE records.

Folding the Device Design Layout Again

Next, repeat the process to move the fields relevant to the Sire to a separate line from those for the Dam. Place the cursor
on the Sire Horse code.
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Press F9. The subfile record format now displays only one HORSE record.

Panel Format Details

You can view a list of all the fields available on any particular format using the Edit Screen Format Details panel. To
access this panel for the Subfile record format, place the cursor on any field of the first subfile record.

Press F5.
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Edit Screen Format Details

The Edit Screen Format Details panel shows all the fields in the Subfile record format. The details shown for each field on
the format include the name and type of the field. This panel also allows you to control the positioning of the format with
respect to other formats on the device design.

You can also use this panel to specify a field’s usage; in other words, whether the field is input capable (I), output only (O),
or hidden (H). This applies to any field other than the Subfile selector field (*SFLSEL). For example, you could hide a field
by typing H against the field or you could change an input capable field to output only by typing O against the field.

NOTE
Some restrictions exist when changing an output only field to an input capable field.

Editing the Panel Format

From the Edit Screen Format Details panel you can make the following two changes to improve the appearance of the
Edit Horse panel.

1. Separate the individual subfile records with a blank line by typing Y (yes) against the Blank line between records field.
2. Place field labels before the fields on the second and third lines of the record, rather than above them, to clarify the

information. CA 2E has four options for positioning the label associated with a field.
– Above (A) - on the line above a field
– Before (B) - on the same line as the field
– Column heading (C) - above a column of instances of the field; this value applies only to a subfile record format
– Drop (D) - omit the label

To reposition the labels on the second and third lines, you will type B against each of the Dam and Sire fields. Note that
later in this tutorial you will use the Edit Screen Entry Details panel to overwrite the wording of the field labels.

Specify Y for the Blank line between records field and type B against each of the Dam and Sire fields.
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Press Roll Up to display more fields. Type B as shown to position the labels for the Sire name and Sire Date of birth
before the field on the same line.

Press Enter to confirm the changes. Note that the value in the LL (Label Location) column for each of the Dam and Sire
fields has changed from C to B. Press Roll Down to view the preceding panel.
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Press F3 to return to the Device Design Editor.

Effect of Screen Format Changes on Device Design

The updates you have made are displayed immediately when you press F3 on the Edit Screen Format Details panel. The
new panel layout is clearer, with a blank line between each subfile record and the field labels shown before the fields.
However, because the field labels are now on the same line as the fields, the second and third lines of the subfile record
are too long to fit on the panel.

Shortening Field Labels

You can reduce the length of the lines on the panels by shortening the field labels. This is done by editing the individual
field entry details using the Edit Screen Entry Details panel.

To display the field entry details for any field, place the cursor on that field or its label in the first subfile record and press
the Enter key. To display the field entry details for the Dam Horse code field, place the cursor on the field.
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Press Enter to access the Edit Screen Entry Details panel for Dam Horse code.

The Edit Screen Entry Details panel gives details of the label location, spacing, text, and position. Note the different
versions of the text to be used for the different label positions (Above, Before).
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Shortening Field Label for Dam Horse Code

You can shorten the label before the field by changing the Left hand side text (LHS text). In this case, change the Left
hand side text from Dam Horse code to Dam.

Press Enter.

Shortening Field Label for Sire Horse Code

The second line of the subfile record format now fits on the panel. The next step is to shorten the label for the Sire Horse
code field using the same process and position the cursor.
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Press Enter.

Change the Left hand side text to Sire.

Press Enter to return to the device design.
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Removing Field Labels

You can compress the panel layout further by removing the labels Dam name and Sire name. To do so, first place the
cursor on the Dam name field.

Press Enter.

CA 2E displays the Edit Screen Entry Details panel for the Dam name field.

Removing Field Label for Dam Name

Notice the value of B (Before) in the Label location field; this caused the LHS text to appear as a label before the Dam
name field. To remove the label, change the Label location field from B to blank.
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Press Enter.

Removing Field Label for Sire Name

Remove the field label for the Sire name field in the same way. Position the cursor on the Sire name field.

Press Enter.
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Notice the value of B (Before) in the Label location field; this caused the LHS text to appear as a label before the Sire
name field. To remove the label, change the Label location field from B to blank.

Press Enter.

After removing field labels for the Dam name and Sire name fields, the resulting panel will look like the following screen.
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Centering a Field with Respect to its Label

The Label spacing field on the Edit Screen Entry Details panel lets you position a field with respect to its label. This
applies to fields on the same line as their label as well as to fields positioned below their label. One use of the Label
spacing field is to center a field whose length is shorter than the label length; for example, the Horse gender field.

In this step you will center the Horse gender field below its label. To do this, access the Edit Screen Entry Details panel for
the Horse gender field. Position the cursor.

Press Enter.

Type 2 in the Label spacing field to move the field two positions to the right and press Field Exit.
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Press Enter to return to the Device Design Editor.

NOTE

The Horse gender field is now centered below its label.

Moving Fields to Right and Left

Field positioning within a device design is relative. For example, each field is positioned with respect to the previous field
in the format. You can adjust the position of a field by inserting or removing spaces before it using either function keys or
the Edit Screen Entry Details panel.

Using Function Keys

For example, F10 inserts one space before the field label of the field where the cursor is positioned, causing the field and
all fields to the right of it to be moved to the right. F22 removes one space before the field and moves the entire line to the
left.

Position the cursor on the Dam field.
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Press F10 five times to indent the line beginning with Dam by five spaces.

You have just moved the Dam field to the right so that the second row begins below the Horse code field.

Using the Edit Screen Entry Details Panel

You can also move fields by changing the value in the Spaces before field on the Edit Screen Entry Details panel. Position
the cursor on the Sire field.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Screen Entry Details panel. Change the Spaces before field to 6 as shown and press Field
Exit.

Press Enter.
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Adjusting the Label Spacing of the Dam Field

The above steps will line up the field labels for Dam and Sire. The entry fields can now be aligned by placing the cursor on
the Dam field.

Press Enter.

Change the Label spacing to 1 as shown and press Field Exit.
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Press Enter.

Modified Panel

Now both the labels and the entry fields are aligned.

Optional Exercise

Repeat this process to align the entry fields for Dam Date of birth and Sire Date of birth. To do so, place the cursor on
Dam Date of birth, press Enter, and change the Label spacing field to 1. Press Enter to return to the device design. The
result should look like this:
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Panel Format Relations

When the Edit Horse function is implemented, the program automatically includes code to check the validity of each input
capable field on the subfile record. By default, every relation must be satisfied. This will cause the resulting application to
check the HORSE file when the end user specifies a Dam Code. The Dam code must be that of a valid female horse. This
presents a potential problem. When the end user adds the first horse to the application, it will be rejected. This is because
there are no horses existing on the file at that time that are available as parents (Dam or Sire).

To overcome this problem, you can override the default check values for the panel format relations and make the
validation of particular relations optional. When an end user enters a value, it will be validated. However, the end user will
not be required to enter a value. This is done using the Edit Screen Format Relations panel.

Place the cursor on any field of the first subfile record.
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Press F7 to display the Edit Screen Format Relations panel.

Editing Panel Format Relations

Change the validation of a relation to optional by typing O against the relevant relation. In this tutorial, the check condition
for the two Refers to relations and the check condition for HORSE Has Horse value should be optional.

Type O against the first Refers to relation and the Has Horse value relation.
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Press Roll Up to display the second HORSE Refers to HORSE relation and type O in the Subfile selector.

Press Enter to confirm. Note that the value in the Check column for the selected relations changed from REQUIRED to
OPTIONAL.

Press F3 to return to the device design.
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Completed Device Design

The Edit Horse device design is now complete and should look like this:

Press F3 to save and exit the device design. The Edit Function Devices panel displays.

Exiting the Device Design

From the Edit Function Devices panel you can change the panel title, display the action diagram for the function, display
all open functions (CA 2E allows you to have multiple functions open), return to the device design, or exit and save the
device design.
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Press F3 to exit and display the Exit Function Definition panel.

Exit Function Definition

The Exit Function Definition panel lets you optionally save any changes to the device design. You can also change the
name of the function, access path, or file. From this panel you can also print the function details, return to editing the
device design, or submit the function for generation.
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Accept the defaults and press Enter to save the device design.

Function Confirmation

When the save process is complete, CA 2E automatically returns to the Edit Function Details panel; the message
"Function ‘Edit Horse’ has been saved," appears at the bottom of the panel. Press F3 to return to the Edit Functions panel.

Window Device Design

In this step you will edit a function that has a window for its default display file. When the design standard is set to CUA
TEXT, CA 2E automatically creates all Select Record functions with a window defined for the display file. Recall that
you specified *CUATEXT on the Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB) command when you created your model at the
beginning of this tutorial.

The following steps in this tutorial illustrate how to use the Device Design Editor to modify the default window designs
associated with the Select Record (SELRCD) function.

Modifying the default window design involves two basic steps. Both of these steps can be accomplished with the Device
Design Editor.

1. Arrange the fields on the panel, hiding any that are unnecessary.
2. Adjust the window dimensions to surround the fields present on the device design.

Invoking the Device Design

You can access the default device design for a function directly from the Edit Functions panel. Compare this to the way
you accessed the device design for the Edit Horse function in the tutorial topic you just completed. In that case you typed
Z to display the Edit Function Details panel and then pressed F9 to access the device design.

Select the Select Horse function by typing an S in the ? column (Subfile selector).
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Press Enter to display the default device design.

Default Device Design for Select Horse

A default window device design displays. The subfile control format shows only the key fields and the subfile record format
shows all fields on the HORSE file. You can use any of the procedures shown in the previous section to modify the device
design. In addition, in this step, you will hide all of the fields in the HORSE file other than Horse code, Horse name, Horse
gender, and Date of birth in the subfile record format.

Position cursor on any field in the first subfile record.
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Press F5 to display a list of all available fields for the Select Horse device design window.

Hiding Fields in the Subfile Record Format

The Edit Screen Format Details panel contains a list of all fields associated with this function. You may not want to show
all of the fields on your panel. You can hide fields you do not want displayed by typing H in the Subfile selector of the Edit
Screen Format Details panel.

In this step you will hide the following non-key fields: Horse value, Dam Horse code, Dam name, Dam Date of birth, Sire
Horse code, Sire name, and Sire Date of birth. Type H next to these fields.
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Press Roll Up to display more fields. Type H next to Sire Name and Sire Date of Birth.

Press Enter. Note that the value of the Ovr (Override) column for the selected fields changed from O to H.

Press F3 to return to the Device Design Editor.
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Modified Subfile Control Format

Note that the hidden fields are no longer shown on the subfile record format of the device design for the Select Horse
function.

Exercise

Complete the following exercise to modify the device design for the Select Horse function. Use function keys as you did
for the Edit Horse function previously in this tutorial.

Modify the device design for the Select Horse function so that it reflects the design that follows.
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Window Options Editor

In this step you will reduce the dimensions of the Select Horse window so that it just surrounds all remaining fields as part
of the device design. You can access the Window Options Editor from the function title. Position the cursor on the function
title.
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Press Enter.

The Edit Function’s Window Options panel contains the parameters that control the size and location of a window on a
panel. You can change the default values and value limits for the window depth, width, and position as needed. In this
tutorial, you will modify the depth and width of the window.

Changing Window Dimensions

Change the width and depth of the window to include just the fields on the device design. You can feel free to experiment
by trying several combinations until you achieve a panel layout that meets your needs. For this tutorial, change the
window so that the depth is 17 and the width is 62.

Press Enter and press F3 to return to the Device Design Editor.

Completed Device Design

When you return to the Device Design Editor, the window’s borders should surround all of the fields. The device design for
the Select Horse window is now complete.
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To exit the Device Design Editor, press F3.

Exiting the Device Design

Exit this function the same way as you exited from the Edit Horse function. Press F3 to return to the Exit Function
Definition panel.
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To save the function, accept the default of Y and press Enter. After your device design is saved, you will be returned to the
Edit Function panel.

Exercises

Before continuing with the rest of the tutorial, complete the following exercises.

1. Create the default functions for the RACE and JOCKEY files as you did for the COURSE and HORSE files. You will
create the default functions for RACE ENTRY later in this article.

NOTE
Remember that CA 2E automatically creates the default functions for a file the first time you type F against
any relation for the file on the Edit Database Relations panel.

2. Check the device design for each of the following external functions to improve its appearance and to ensure that the
device design does not exceed the size of the panel: Edit Course, Select Course, Edit Race, Select Race, Edit Jockey,
Select Jockey, Select Stallions, and Select Mares. Note that a device design that exceeds the size of the panel will
cause errors when you generate the functions in the Generating, Compiling, and Executing article.

NOTE
You access the device design for a function by typing S against it on the Edit Functions panel or by pressing
F9 from the Edit Function Details panel. To edit the device design, use the function keys you just used to edit
the device designs for the Edit Horse and Select Horse functions. Press Help or refer to the table earlier in
this topic for a list of function keys.

Action Diagrams
This topic introduces action diagrams and the CA 2E Action Diagram Editor.

Contents

New terms introduced:
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• CA 2E action diagram
• Action diagram action
• Sequential construct
• Iterative construct
• Conditional construct
• Hidden construct
• User point
• Context
• CA 2E message function
• CA 2E function parameter

New panels introduced:

• Edit Action Diagram
• Edit Action Condition
• Edit Action
• Edit Message Function
• Edit Function Parameters
• Edit Message Function Details

Overview of Action Diagrams

An action diagram contains the processing steps that make up a function. Each action diagram consists of a list of actions,
where each action may be either a call to another function or one of a number of low level built-in functions; for example,
*ADD.

The sequence in which actions are executed is controlled by three simple constructs: sequential, conditional, and iterative.
The constructs specify a list of actions, and optionally, when and how to execute those actions. Constructs are the basic
building blocks of an action diagram. They are always executed from top to bottom. In addition, constructs may be nested;
in other words, an action within a construct may be another construct.

Following are brief descriptions of each of the three constructs and the way in which each is shown on the action diagram.
Refer to the diagram following these descriptions as you read.

• Sequential construct -- A sequential construct is the simplest construct. It is a list of actions or other constructs to
be executed in the order in which they appear in the action diagram. It is shown on the action diagram enclosed by a
bracket of dots (:).

• Conditional construct -- A conditional construct specifies a condition and a series of actions to be taken if the
condition is true. It is equivalent to an IF THEN ELSE logic statement or a SELECT set. This construct appears on the
action diagram between CASE and ENDCASE statements and is enclosed by a bracket of broken vertical bars (|). You
can specify several mutually exclusive conditions in a single conditional construct.

• Iterative construct -- An iterative construct includes a list of actions that are to be executed while an initial condition
is true. It is equivalent to a DO WHILE logic statement. An iterative construct appears on the action diagram between
REPEAT WHILE and ENDWHILE statements. It is indented and enclosed by a bracket of solid vertical bars (|). The
controlling condition is specified at the beginning of the bracket.

The following diagram shows the general structure of a CA 2E action diagram and the three constructs.
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Default Action Diagram

CA 2E supplies a default action diagram for each function. In this step you will view and edit the default action diagram for
the Edit Horse function.

From the Edit Function panel type F in the Subfile selector for the Edit Horse function.

Press Enter to view the action diagram for the Edit Horse function.
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The Action Diagram Editor’s Subfile selector provides options for editing an action diagram, including options for inserting
and manipulating user-defined actions. This topic demonstrates many of these options. You can type ? in the Subfile
selector to view a list of all allowed values.

Hidden Constructs and User Points

The action diagram is initially shown at a summary level, with many hidden constructs. This allows you to see the
entire action diagram in outline form on a single panel. The names of hidden constructs are preceded by three dots (for
example, ...Initialize). The name of a complete construct is preceded by an angle bracket (for example, >Edit Horse).

You can alter or add to the default processing by editing the action diagram. Only certain parts of the action diagram may
be altered. The areas that you can modify are called user points and are indicated by an angle bracket (< -- ) in the right
margin of the panel. The rest of the default action diagram is protected to ensure that you do not accidentally change
essential function processing.

You can display a selection list of all the user points for a function by pressing F5. You will use this feature later in this
tutorial.

Within a user point, each user-defined action is indicated by three chevrons (<<<) in the right margin of the panel. In
addition, if you press F5 to view the list of all user points, user points containing user-defined actions are indicated by
three chevrons in the right margin.

Edit Horse Action Diagram

Apart from initialization, the action diagram for the Edit Horse function consists essentially of an iteration of two steps. The
first step displays a panel to the user. The second processes the response that is entered. We will examine the second
step in more detail. It includes validation and update processing.

The basic validation the default Edit Horse function performs is derived from the definition of the HORSE file relations,
fields, and conditions you specified in the data model. In this tutorial, you will add extra validation routines to check that a
horse is younger than its parents. To do this, you will need to find the relevant part of the action diagram to edit.
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Displaying Hidden Constructs in a Action Diagram

You can view the contents of a hidden construct by typing S (show) against any line indicated by three dots (...) and
pressing Enter. This expands the selected hidden construct. Note that when you expand a hidden construct the three dots
change to > to indicate that the entire construct is displayed. You can hide the construct again with a Subfile selector value
of H (hide).

When hidden constructs are displayed, the whole action diagram occupies more than one panel. To simplify editing an
action diagram, you can display hidden constructs individually by typing Z (zoom) in the Subfile selector. You will use this
in the next step.

As you will see in the following steps you can zoom into hidden constructs at continually deeper levels of the action
diagram. At any point you can reverse the effect of the last Z you typed by typing U (unzoom) in the Subfile selector. To
return to the topmost level, type T (top) in the Subfile selector.

Adding Extra Validation to Edit Horse

To add extra validation conditions to the Edit Horse function, you must access the part of the action diagram that
processes the data keyed into the displayed subfile page. This is the hidden ...Process response construct. Note the
arrow in the right margin (< -- ). This indicates that this construct contains one or more user points where you can add
user-defined validation.

To display this construct, type Z against ...Process response.

Press Enter.

The Process Response Construct

The Process response construct is now displayed. It is made up of four mutually exclusive actions based on which
function key was pressed. For example, the Exit key exits the program, the Next page key loads another subfile page,
and the Reset key reloads the subfile page to process the input data. In this case, you will zoom into the hidden ...Process
screen construct.
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Type Z against ...Process screen.

Press Enter.

The Process Screen Construct

The device design for the Edit Horse function is made up of two parts: a subfile control format and a repeating subfile
record format. Default processing for this function involves validation of the subfile control and subfile record before
updating the database file.

Zoom into the ...Validate subfile construct by typing Z against it.
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Press Enter.

The Validate Subfile Record Construct

Note the hidden ...Validate subfile record construct that results when you expanded the ...Validate subfile construct.
Validation of subfile record input is carried out on any subfile records that have been changed by the end user. Subfile
record fields and relations are automatically validated according to the specifications declared in the design process. This
is summarized as follows:

• Fields must satisfy their data types; for example,
Date of birth must be a valid date.
Horse value must be numeric. Note that zero is valid because it is an optional relation.
Horse name must be present and lower case is valid.

• Fields must satisfy any check conditions; for example,
Horse gender must be male (M) or female (F).

• Any file-to-file relationships must be satisfied; for example,
Dam code, if specified, must be the code of a valid horse. In addition, the horse must be female because the HORSE
Refers to HORSE For Dam relation uses the Mares access path that selects female horses only.
Sire code, if specified, must be the code of a valid horse. The horse must be male because the HORSE Refers to
HORSE For Sire relation uses the Stallions access path that selects male horses only.

Type Z against ...Validate subfile record.
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Press Enter.

Adding a Validation Procedure

In this step you will use the action diagram editor to add your own validation procedure. Add the procedure to the USER:
Validate subfile record relations user point.

Type Z against ...USER: Validate subfile record relations.
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Press Enter.

Subfile Record Relations

The three chevrons (<<<) in the right margin of the panel indicate that you may add your own processing at this point.
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Editing the Action Diagram

This topic describes some of the Subfile selector values available for editing an action diagram. You can type ? in the
Subfile selector to view a selection list of all values. Note that these Subfile selector values are sometimes referred to as
commands.

Most of the Subfile selector values shown here will be demonstrated in this and the following topics. To learn about
additional features of the Action Diagram Editor, refer to the online Help or the CA 2E article, Building Applications.

Showing and hiding hidden constructs -- These Subfile selector values were covered previously in this topic; this is
just a review. To display a hidden construct individually use Z (zoom). To reverse the effect of the last Z you typed, use U
(unzoom); to return to the topmost level, use T (top).

To hide a low level construct, use H (hide). The value H is generally used to simplify an action diagram display so it is
easier to follow. To view the contents of a hidden construct, use the value S (show).

Inserting new constructs -- Use the following Subfile selector values to add new constructs to an action diagram:

Subfile Selector Value Inserts
IA An action
IS A sequence of actions (Sequence construct)
II An iteration loop (Iterative construct)
IC A case condition (Case construct)
IX A new condition within a Case construct

The new construct starts on the line following the one on which the insertion was specified. Inserted constructs are initially
defined in general terms. For example:

This is a generic definition of a conditional construct; where, !!! New condition indicates a conditional statement and !!!
Undertermined action indicates the action to be performed if the condition is true. You can use these general structures to
check the program logic. After you are sure the logic is correct, you can specify the details of the conditions and actions.

Fast paths for inserting actions -- The following Subfile selector values provide fast paths that you can use to enter
various actions.

Subfile Selector Value Inserts
I* A comment
I+ An *ADD built-in function
I- A *SUB built-in function
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I= A *MOVE built-in function
IM A Message function

Entering construct details -- You can take an additional fast path to defining the details for any of the fast path
constructs/actions by appending F to the Subfile selector value (for example, IAF). Including the F causes CA 2E to
display the appropriate panel where you enter details for the construct or action.

Moving and copying constructs -- To move or copy a construct, type M or C in the Subfile selector of the selected
construct. Type A (after) on the line above the location in the action diagram to which you want to move or copy the
construct. The construct will be placed After this line. Alternatively, you can type B (before) on the line below the target
location. The construct will be placed Before this line.

You can also move or copy a block of constructs using the MM (move block) or CC (copy block) commands. These
commands are used in pairs; for example, type MM on the first line in the block to be moved and type another MM on the
last line of the block to be moved. The entire block must be at the same construct level as indicated by the action diagram
indentations. Use A (after) or B (before) as for the M and C commands.

Note:  CA 2E provides a Notepad utility that lets you copy constructs from one action diagram to another. The Notepad is
a temporary action diagram that serves as a work area where you can copy and append constructs from the current action
diagram. Press F18 to toggle between the action diagram and the Notepad.

Deleting constructs -- To delete a construct, type D against the first line of the construct. You can also use a pair of DD’s
to delete a block of constructs at the same construct level.

Editing the Edit Horse Action Diagram

In this tutorial, you will change the action diagram for the Edit Horse function as follows. Your objective is to insert logic to
validate that a horse’s Date of birth is later than that of both its Dam and Sire; otherwise, display an error message.

To do this you will add:

• Two case conditions
• Two actions

Inserting a Condition

Insert the first condition by typing IC on the line showing the three chevrons (<<<) in the right margin.
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Press Enter.

Inserting a Single Action

An empty CASE construct has been inserted in the action diagram. The CASE construct by itself only specifies the
condition and not the action that is to be taken if the condition is satisfied. You will now add this action.

In this case, you only require a single action. As a result, type IA (Insert action).
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Press Enter to insert the new action.

NOTE
If you wanted more than one action to result from the condition, you could add more actions using the IA option
repeatedly or by inserting a sequence construct using the IS option.

The logic of the action diagram for the first validation is now complete.

Adding Another Condition by Copying

In this step you will add a second condition to validate a horse’s date of birth with respect to that of its Sire. You can use
the same process you used in the previous step or you can copy the first construct. In this case you will copy the first
construct.

Type A on the line above the location where you want the construct copied; type C next to the first line of the construct
you want to copy.
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Press Enter.

Specifying Details of Conditions

Now that both case conditions have been added, you are ready to specify the details of the conditions and actions. In this
step you will specify the details of the condition: Is the dam’s date of birth greater than or equal to that of the horse. You
will specify the action to send an error message later.

First you will specify the controlling condition for the first !!! Undetermined action. Type F against the first condition as
shown to edit that line of the action diagram.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Action - Condition window.

The Edit Action Condition Window

The Edit Action - Condition window lets you enter the terms of the condition that you require. Type the name of the field to
be evaluated and either the condition it must satisfy or the name of another field to compare it to.
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If you type ? in any field on this panel, other than the Comparison field, CA 2E displays a list of possible values.

Contexts

Within a function there are several possible sources for a field’s value; for example, a field may be found on the panel
display, in a database file, or as an entry parameter. A CA 2E context specifies which source of a particular field to use.
Different contexts are available at different points in a function’s action diagram.

A context is identified by a three-character mnemonic; for example, CTL - subfile control, RCD - subfile record, CON -
constant data, and PAR - entry parameter. This mnemonic is prefixed to each field used in an action diagram to show the
source of the field. For example, RCD.Date of birth means that the value of the Date of birth field displayed in the subfile
record is to be used in the action diagram.

When you enter ? to view a list of possible contexts, the most sensible context appears at the top of the selection list.

Adding Details of the First Condition

In this step, you will test that a horse is younger than its dam; in other words, you will test whether the Dam Date of birth is
greater than or equal to the horse’s Date of birth. Since dates of field type DT# are stored as an alphanumeric, YYYY-MM-
DD, you can do a direct comparison of these dates.

To express the condition, you will use the GE (greater than or equal) comparison operator. The basic question that needs
to be asked is:

Is Dam Date of birth GE Date of birth?

If this condition is true, display an error message; if the condition is false, continue to the next action.

Note that when you add this condition to the action diagram for Edit Horse, the context for both fields in the comparison
will be RCD since they are both from the subfile record.

Type the details of the comparison as shown; namely, type RCD and Dam Date of birth for the first context and field of
the condition, blank the Condition field, and type RCD and Date of birth for the second context and field.
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Press Enter to return to the action diagram.

Adding the Second Condition

Notice that the test for the condition has been updated. You are now ready to edit the second condition. To edit the second
condition, type F against !!! New condition.

Press Enter.

Adding Details of the Second Condition

The second condition is similar to the first. In this case, you need to compare Sire Date of birth to Date of birth. Again,
both fields have the RCD context since they are from the subfile record.

Type the comparison details as shown; namely, type RCD and Sire Date of birth for the first context and field of the
condition, blank the Condition field, and type RCD and Date of birth for the second context and field.
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Press Enter.

Adding Actions

In the following steps you will add two actions to display an error message at the bottom of the panel when either of the
two conditions you just defined is true. This requires that you:

1. Define two message functions
2. Define parameters for the message functions
3. Change the text of the error messages to include the dates that caused the error using substitution variables
4. Select the message functions as the actions within the action diagram

Exiting the Action Diagram

There are two ways to define a message function; you will use both in this tutorial. The first requires that you exit the
action diagram and return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

Press F13 to Exit the Action Diagram Editor and display the Exit Function Definition panel. Accept the defaults on this
panel to save all changes you made to the action diagram.

NOTE

The F13 function key (Fast exit) provides a quick way to exit the action diagram. You can use F3, but it will take
you back through the action diagram one level at a time.
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Press Enter to return to the Edit Functions panel.

The message "Function ‘Edit Horse has been saved" displays at the bottom of the panel.

Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.
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Message Functions

All message functions for CA 2E programs are stored in a system file called *Messages. Begin by positioning the Edit
Database Relations panel to this file. To do so, type *M on the selection line.

Press Enter.
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Type F against one of the relations for the *Messages file to display the existing message functions attached to this file.

Press Enter.

Displaying the Message Functions

The Edit Message Functions panel displays a list of the message functions available on the file *Messages. A number of
general purpose messages are supplied with CA 2E. The types of messages available include, ERR (Error message), INF
(Information message), EXC (Execution message), and STS (Status message). You can scroll through the messages by
pressing Roll Up and Roll Down.

You can select one of the messages displayed or you can create your own. To send an explicit message about a horse,
you will need to create a new message.
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Adding a New Message Function

Press F9 to add a new message function that will be executed if Dam Date of birth is greater than or equal to Date of birth.

Name the message function Dam younger than horse. This is to be an error message so the type will be ERR. Type the
message name.
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Press Enter. The new message function is added to the *Messages file.

NOTE

You could also add the message function to be executed when Sire Date of birth is greater than or equal to Date
of birth now. Instead you will use another method for creating message functions to add the second message
function later in this tutorial.

Defining Parameters

Parameters define the values to be communicated between functions at execution time. How a parameter is used in the
called function will depend on the type of the called function, the processing specified for that function, or both.

The next step is to define the parameters that will be passed to the message function by the calling program, Edit Horse.
The objective is to include the dates that caused the error in the text of the error message.

Specifying a field as a parameter to a message does two things.

First, it makes the field available for use as a substitution variable in the message. In this case, the error message text will
include the current values for Dam Date of birth and Date of birth.

Second, for input-capable fields, the field will be highlighted in reverse image on the panel if the error occurs. In this case,
the Date of birth field would be highlighted.

Type P against the message function as shown to define its parameters.

Press Enter to display the Edit Function Parameters panel.

Specifying Parameters for the First Message Function

You are now ready to specify the message parameters. There are two ways of specifying function parameters. The
simplest is to name the individual fields that are to be passed as parameters (*FIELD). In this case, you will define two
fields as parameters: Date of birth and Dam Date of birth.
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Note: The fields on this panel will be discussed in more detail in the Function Parameters topic later in this article.

Type the message function parameters.

Press Enter. Your selection of input function parameters is now confirmed.

NOTE

You can view the details of parameter usage by typing Z against a parameter and pressing Enter. By default,
the parameter usage will be input. If you display the details, be sure to press F3 to return to the Edit Function
Parameters panel before you continue with the tutorial.

Press F3 to return to the Edit Message Functions panel.

Message Function Details

Once the parameters have been defined, you can display the message function details. Type Z next to the message
function.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Message Function Details panel. This panel displays details for the function, including the
parameters you just defined. At this point you may change the message text, which has been defaulted to the name of the
message function.

Adding Text to the First Message

You will use the two parameters you just defined as substitution variables within the message text. Substitution variables
are indicated by the symbol "&n", where ‘n’ is the number of the parameter. Note the numbers assigned to the two
parameters in the No. column.

Add the text "(&1 before &2)" to indicate that the date of birth of the horse is prior or equal to the date of birth of the dam.

When the message appears on the panel, the value contained in that field will be substituted in the message text. For
example, the resulting message might read: "Dam younger than horse (10185 before 11294)." Substitution variables help
the end user understand which fields are in error.

Type the new text containing the substitution variables, "(&1 before &2)", after the default message text.
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Press Enter to return to the Edit Message Functions panel.

Returning to the Edit Horse Action Diagram

In this step you will insert the action you just defined into the Edit Horse action diagram and define another message
function as the action when the horse’s date of birth is earlier than its sire’s date of birth. This time you will define the
message function from within the action diagram.

Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel. When the Edit Database Relations panel displays, type Horse*
on the selection line and press Enter to display relations for the HORSE file.
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Type F against one of the relations and press Enter to display functions for the HORSE file. Type F against the Edit Horse
function.

Press Enter to display the Edit Horse action diagram.
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Displaying User Points for Edit Horse

Recall that you added the two conditions and actions at the user point USER: Validate subfile record relations. To return
to that user point quickly, press F5 to display a list of all user points for the Edit Horse function. If you wish, you can press
Roll Up to view the additional user points.

Type X (or Z) against USER: Validate subfile record relations.
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Press Enter.

Add Action for First Condition

Type F against the first !!! Undetermined action as shown.

Press Enter to display the Edit Action - Function Name window.
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The Edit Action Function Name Panel

The Edit Action - Function Name window lets you specify the function to be called if the first CASE condition is satisfied.

Because all functions are associated with a file, when you specify a function you must give both a file and a function
name. Functions can be divided into three groups:

• Functions attached to user-defined files. For example the Edit Horse function that you are currently editing.
• Functions attached to CA 2E shipped system files. For example, CA 2E user-defined message functions are attached

to a system file called *Messages.
• Built-in shipped functions, which are also attached to CA 2E shipped system files. Such functions provide commonly

required low level actions; for example, to manipulate fields. Some examples are, *ADD, *SUB, and *MOVE. If you do
not specify a file name, CA 2E assumes you are referring to a built-in function.

Message Functions

Because you want to send the user-defined message you just defined, type *Messages for the Function file as shown and
leave the ? in the Function field.

Press Enter.

Displaying the Message Functions

The Edit Message Functions panel displays a list of the message functions available on the file *Messages. Type D in
the positioner field at the top of the panel as shown to position to the Dam younger than horse message function you just
defined.
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Press Enter.

Selecting a Message Function

Type X against the message, Dam younger than horse, as shown to select it as the action in the action diagram.

Press Enter.
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The Edit Action - Function Name window redisplays with the Function field containing the name of the Dam younger than
horse message function.

Press Enter.

Function Details for the First Action

The details of the function, including the parameters which are to be passed to the message function, are displayed.
Check that the information shown is correct.
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Press Enter to accept the information shown and to return to the action diagram.

Action Diagram with the First Action Defined

The action diagram now includes a call to the Dam younger than horse message function. In other words, "Send error
message - ‘Dam younger than horse’" has replaced the first !!! Undetermined action.

Defining the Second Action

In this step you will define the message function to be called when the sire is younger than the horse. The entire process
will take place within the action diagram. Note that you could have defined both message functions in this way.

Type F against the second !!! Undetermined action.
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Press Enter. A blank Edit Action - Function Name window displays as before. Type *Messages for the Function file field
as shown. Leave the ? in the Function name field.

Press Enter.
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Adding the Second Message Function

All message functions attached to the *Messages file are displayed. You will now create a new message function to be
executed if Sire Date of birth is greater than or equal to Date of birth as you did for the first message function.

Press F9 to add the new message.

Details of the Second Message Function

To define the second message function you need to specify a function name and a function type as you did for the first
message function. Name the message function Sire younger than horse. The type will be ERR. Type the message name
and type.
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Press Enter.

The second message function has now been added to the *Messages file.

Defining Parameters for the Second Message Function

Parameters define the values to be communicated between functions at execution time. As before the objective is to
include the date that caused the error in the text of the error message.

Define the parameters for the second message function in the same way as you did for the first message function. Type P
next to the message function.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Function Parameters panel. Type the message function parameters as shown.

Press Enter to confirm. Press F3 to return to the Edit Message Functions panel.

Message Function Details

Type Z against the second message function as shown.
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Press Enter.

Adding Message Function Text

Type the new text containing the substitution variables, "(&1 before &2)", after the default message text as shown.

Press Enter to return to the Edit Message Functions panel. Both required message functions are now completely defined.
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Selecting the Second Message Function

You can now select the message function to be executed when the second condition is satisfied. Type X to select the
message function for the action diagram.

Returning to the Action Diagram

You will press Enter three times to return to the Action Diagram Editor as follows:

1. Press Enter the first time to return to the Edit Action - Function Name window showing the name of the new message
function.

2. Press Enter a second time to return to the Edit Action - Function Details window showing the function parameters.
A message at the bottom of the window indicates that some parameters have been defaulted. Note that the default
context for the parameters is RCD (subfile record).

3. Press Enter the third time to accept the defaulted parameters and return to the Action Diagram Editor.

Completed Action Diagram

The USER: Validate subfile record relations construct is now complete.
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Exiting the Action Diagram

Press F13 (Fast exit) to Exit the Action Diagram Editor and display the Exit Function Definition panel. Accept the defaults
on this panel to save all changes you made to the action diagram.

Press Enter to return to the Edit Functions panel.
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The message "Function ‘Edit Horse has been saved" displays at the bottom of the panel.

Function Options
This topic discusses how to change the function options for a function.

Contents

 

New term introduced:

• Function Option

New panel introduced:

• Edit Function Options

Objectives

In this topic you will remove the capability to delete records from the Edit Horse function and change the default confirm
prompt to Y.

Accessing the Function Options Panel

From the Edit Functions panel, type Z against the Edit Horse function.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Function Details panel.
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Default Function Options

To view the function options for Edit Horse, press F7. The Edit Function Options panel gives you a simple means of
modifying certain aspects of the behavior of a function. The actual function options available and their defaults depend on
the function type. In this step you will change the two following function options for the Edit Horse function.

Delete record
This option specifies whether you can delete database records. The default is Y, which means you can delete database
records. If you change this value to N, the function code will not include logic to delete database records.

Confirm prompt
The Confirm prompt option specifies whether the Edit Horse function prompts for confirmation before updating the
database files. The default is Y.

If the Confirm prompt option is Y, a related option, Initially "Yes", specifies whether the default for the confirm prompt will
be Y or N.

NOTE
When the default value for a function option is M, it means that the function option’s default value depends on
the setting of a model value. The current setting of the model value is shown highlighted or underlined.

Changing Function Options

From the Edit Function Options panel for the Edit Horse function, change the value for the Delete record option to N.
Change the initial value of the confirm prompt by typing Y for Initially ‘Yes’.

Press Enter to return to the Edit Function Details panel.
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Press F3 to return to the Edit Functions panel.

Linking Functions
This topic shows how to use CA 2E to link two functions together to build a larger function. In the course of doing this, you
will define the second function and an access path upon which it is based.

Contents

New terms introduced:

• Built-in function
• *MOVE function

New panels introduced:

• Action Diagram User Points
• Edit Access Path Format Entries

Objectives

Modify the Edit Horse function to give it a Subfile selector option. The new facility should let the user zoom against the
detail line for a particular horse on the Edit Horse panel in order to view a subsidiary display of the races in which the
horse has raced.
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To achieve this, you will define a new function, Display Racing results. The new function will display information from the
RACE ENTRY file for the horse selected. You also need to modify the action diagram of the existing Edit Horse function
to call the new function. Note that CA 2E lets you define the new function while you are in the process of modifying the
action diagram of the existing function.

The two functions will be implemented as separate programs. The Horse code of the selected line will be passed as
a parameter between the two programs in order for the Display Racing results program to display race entries for a
particular horse.

Steps Required to Link Functions

In this topic, you will define a Display Racing results function and link it to the Edit Horse function. You will also update the
Edit Horse function. The process is similar to that of adding a message function. To achieve the objectives for this topic
you will need to:

1. Modify the action diagram of the Edit Horse function to specify the condition under which the Display Racing results
function is to be called.

2. Define the Display Racing results function by giving it a name and type and selecting an appropriate access path
based on the RACE ENTRY file.

3. Specify the parameters of the Display Racing results function; namely, Horse code.
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4. Select the Display Racing results function for inclusion in the action diagram of the Edit Horse function.
5. Modify the action diagram of the Edit Horse function to defer updating the HORSE file if a line selection is made.
6. Modify the Selector Choice menu of the action bar of the Edit Horse function’s device design to show the availability of

the Display Racing results function.

Modifying the Edit Horse Action Diagram

The first step is to modify the action diagram of the Edit Horse function so that the Display Racing results function is called
when the end user types / in the Subfile selector field and selects the Display Racing results action from the Selector
Choice menu of the Edit Horse function’s action bar.

You will access the Action Diagram Editor for the Edit Horse function and locate the USER: Validate subfile record
relations user point. Recall that user points are the areas in an action diagram that you can modify.

From the Edit Functions panel, type F next to the Edit Horse function to enter the action diagram.

Press Enter.
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Obtaining the Action Diagram User Points

Press F5 to view the list of user points for the Edit Horse function.

Type X against USER: Validate subfile record relations.

Press Enter.
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Adding a New CASE Construct

Insert a condition in the action diagram that defines when the Display Racing results function is to be called. You can
insert the new condition after the validation conditions you added in the previous topic.

Inserting a Condition

Type ICF to insert a new condition.

Press Enter to display the Edit Action - Condition window.

Entering the Condition

In this step you will add the *Zoom#1 condition for the Subfile selector field, *SFLSEL, to indicate when the racing results
for a given horse should be displayed. The *SFLSEL field is automatically provided on function types that have subfile
record formats unless you explicitly suppress it using the function options.

The *Zoom#1 condition will automatically be added to the Selector Choice menu on the action bar of the Edit Horse
device design as an action because it is used here in the Edit Horse action diagram.

Entering the Condition Details

The *SFLSEL field is in the subfile record; as a result, its context is RCD. You will specify the context and the field name
and leave the ? in the Condition field to display a list of conditions available for the field.

Type the context RCD, field name *SFLSEL, and ? for the condition.
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Press Enter.

Selecting the Zoom 1 Condition

The Edit Field Conditions panel shows the existing conditions for the *SFLSEL field. You may select an existing condition
or create a new one.

Type X against the *Zoom#1 condition.
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Press Enter to return to the Edit Action - Condition and note that Zoom#1 has been inserted in the Condition field. Press
Enter again to return to the Action Diagram Editor.

Specifying a Function as the Action

You have now finished defining the condition. Next you will specify a function to be called as the action when the condition
is true.

Type IAF.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Action - Function Name window.

Naming the Function

To specify a reference to a function, type the name of the file to which the function is attached and the function’s name. If
you enter a file name and leave the ? for the Function name field, CA 2E will display a list of functions that already exist
for the file. You can select one or define a new one. In this case, the function to display race results does not yet exist.
Note that the new function will be attached to the RACE ENTRY file, not the HORSE file.

Type Race Entry and leave the ?.
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Press Enter to go to the Edit Functions panel for the RACE ENTRY file.

Selecting a Function

The Edit Functions panel shows all the existing functions for the RACE ENTRY file. Note that if this is the first time you
are viewing functions for RACE ENTRY, the default functions (Change Race Entry, Create Race Entry, and Delete Race
Entry) are created before the Edit Functions panel displays.

Creating the New Function and Access Path

You are going to define a new function by typing the name of the new function, Display Racing results, and the function
type, DSPFIL (Display File). You also need to specify an access path for the function that will display racing results in
horse order.

Type Display Racing results for the Function name, DSPFIL for the Function type, and ? to display the existing access
paths.
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Press Enter.

Selecting an Access Path

Because you typed ? in the access path field, CA 2E displays the Edit File Details panel. You can either select one of the
existing access paths displayed or create a new one. In this case, you will create a new access path.

Creating a New Access Path

The existing RTV and UPD access paths for RACE ENTRY will be keyed according to the key relations for the RACE
ENTRY file as follows.

1. Course code
2. Race date
3. Race time
4. Entry number

Because you want to see horse racing results in horse order, you need to specify a new access path. Call it Races for a
Horse. Use a Resequence access path (RSQ) to specify an alternative key order.

Type Z in the Subfile selector field, RSQ for the access path type, and Races for a Horse for the access path name.
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Press Enter.

The Edit Access Path Details panel is displayed. Type Z against the format.

Press Enter.
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Specifying the Access Path Details

On the Edit Access Path Format Entries panel you will specify the new key order for the RSQ access path. Initially, the
keys default to be the same as for the RTV type access path. Remember, you cannot change the keys for a RTV access
path.

Defining the Access Path Key

The objective for the resulting application is to give the end user the capability to view race results for a selected horse.
The recommended order by which to retrieve the RACE ENTRY file is by Horse code, Race date, and Race time, with the
most recent races retrieved first. Specify a key of Horse code followed by Race date (descending order) and Race time
(descending order). Before you change the order, clear the numbers from the original key order.

Type the details as shown. In other words, blank the Key no. field for Course code and Entry number; type 2, 3, 1 in the
Key no. field for Race date, Race time, and Horse code, respectively; and type D (descending order) in the Dsc column for
Race date and Race time.

Press Enter to confirm the keys. Press F13 to return to the Edit File Details panel.

Selecting the Access Path

Now select the new access path for use in the Display Racing results function. Type X to select the Races for a Horse
RSQ access path.
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Press Enter. The message "Function ‘Display Racing results’ is being created" appears at the bottom of the panel. When
the function is created, CA 2E returns to the Edit Functions panel, which now includes the Display Racing results function.

Function Parameters
The Function parameters specify which fields can be passed between the calling and the called functions. Each call can
pass different values in these fields.

Contents

 

New terms introduced:

• Function parameter
• Parameter usage
• Parameter role
• Restrictor parameter

New panels introduced:

• Edit Function Parameter Details
• Work with Choices
• Work with Actions of a Choice
• Edit Action
• Work with Actions of a Choice

Objectives

In this topic you will specify the parameters that will be passed from the Edit Horse function to the Display Racing results
function in order to view races for a particular horse.
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Understanding Parameter Usage and Role

You need to assign a usage and role for each parameter to direct the calling and called functions to use the parameter in
a particular way.

• Parameter Usage -- A parameter’s usage determines how the parameter is to be received from or returned to the
calling function. The four possible usages are Input only, Output only, Both, and Neither. In this tutorial you will use only
the first two usages:
– Input only -- A value for the parameter is passed to the called function. The called function returns the value to the

calling function without changing it.
– Output only -- The called function returns a value for the parameter to the calling function when the called function

ends.
• Parameter Role -- The role of a function parameter specifies how the parameter will be used in the called function.

The four possible roles are Map, Restrictor, Positioner, and Vary. In this tutorial you will use only the Restrictor role.

The Restrictor role is used to restrict which records from a database file will be displayed, changed, or printed by the
called function. A Restrictor parameter must be a key field on the access path to which the called function attaches. If
there are multiple keys, the parameter sequence must match the key sequence.

You will specify the Restrictor role for the Horse code parameter to restrict the Display Racing results function to show
only race entries for a particular horse. In other words, the function can only process database records whose keys match
the Horse code parameter.

Specifying Function Parameters

In this step you will specify the parameters that will be passed to the Display Racing results function.

Type P to edit the parameters.

Press Enter to display the Edit Function Parameters panel.
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Defining Function Parameters

The Edit Function Parameters panel lets you specify parameters for a function in one of two ways:

• You can specify individual fields as parameters by typing the keyword *FIELD under File/*FIELD and typing the
field name under Access path/Field. In the Passed as column, type FLD to indicate that each field is passed as an
individual parameter.

• You can specify a set of fields from a file by typing a file name under File/*FIELD and the name of an access path
based on the file. In the Passed as column, type one of the following.
– RCD to indicate that all the fields from the access path are to be passed as a single parameter. KEY to indicate that

only the key fields from the access path are to be passed as a single parameter.
In this case, you can zoom to display the Edit Function Parameter Details panel to select fields from the specified
access path.

You used the *FIELD method to specify parameters earlier in the tutorial when you defined error message functions for
the Edit Horse function. In this topic you will use the access path method.

Specifying Parameters Using an Access Path

Type the details as shown: type Race Entry as the file name, type Races for a Horse as the access path, type KEY
as the Passed as value, and type Z in the Subfile selector to select the key fields on the access path to be used as
parameters.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Function Parameter Details panel.

Defining Parameter Details

From the Edit Function Parameter Details panel, you can define parameter details.

The Horse code from the selected subfile record is to be passed as an input parameter to the Display Racing results
function and will be restricted to show only race entries for this horse. This is where you specify that Horse code is an
input only, restrictor parameter.

Type R against Horse code.
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Press Enter.

Note that the Usage for Horse code defaulted to I (Input only) and the parameter role changed to RST (restrictor).

Completing the Parameter Details

You have now finished specifying the parameter details. Fast exit to the Edit Functions panel by pressing F13.
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Selecting the New Function

The Display Racing results function is now defined. Remember that you were defining an action in the Edit Horse action
diagram. Select the function you have just created as the action you are defining.

Type X to select the Display Racing results function.

Press Enter to return to the Action Diagram Editor. Note that the name of the Display Racing results function has been
inserted in the Edit Action - Function Name window.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Action - Function Details window.

Returning to the Edit Action - Function Details Window

This window confirms that you have selected Display Racing results as the function for your action. CA 2E has defaulted
the value of Horse code from the subfile record to pass as the parameter to the Display Racing results function. Note the
RCD context.
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You can override these defaults; however, in this case, you will accept the defaults. Press Enter to accept the defaults.

The action diagram shows that the Display Racing results function is called when the end user selects the Zoom#1 option.

Suppressing the Confirm Prompt and File Update

In this step you will insert an action in the Edit Horse function to suppress both the confirm prompt and the update of the
HORSE file when the user zooms to display racing results. As a result, the Edit Horse panel will remain open for input on
return from the Display Racing results function. This step is not strictly necessary, but will make the function easier to use.

CA 2E supplies a set of system fields that control the execution of functions. *Defer confirm is the system field that
controls whether the confirm prompt is displayed or suppressed. *Defer confirm is a status field (STS) that has two
condition values: Proceed to confirm (the default) and Defer confirm. Note that the name of the field and the name of one
of its values are the same, namely, Defer confirm.

The action you will insert will override the default for the *Defer confirm field using the *MOVE built-in function and the
CND context.

• The *MOVE built-in function lets you move the value of one field to another field. It has two parameters: an input
parameter, which is the field to be moved, and an output parameter, which is the field into which the input field is
moved.

• The CND context lets you specify a condition value and gives you the capability of specifying a condition value as a
field value or a function parameter.

You will use the *MOVE function to move the condition value Defer confirm (CND context) to the system field *Defer
confirm, thus overriding the default value of the *Defer confirm system field.

Inserting *MOVE as an Action

CA 2E provides the I= command as a shortcut for inserting a *MOVE built-in function as a new action. The I= command
performs three steps in one: IA (inserts an action), F (edits action details), and specifies the *MOVE built-in function as the
action.
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Type I= next to the function to insert a *MOVE built-in function.

Press Enter.

Specifying Parameters for the *MOVE Function

From the Edit Action - Function Details window, you can specify the parameters for the *MOVE function.

The *MOVE built-in function moves the value of one field to another field and thus has two parameters. On the Edit Action
- Function Details window the output parameter is indicated by *Result and the input parameter is indicated by *Factor 2.

Recall that you can type ? in any of the fields on this panel to display a selection list of possible values for the field.

Specifying Defer Confirm

Type parameters for the *MOVE built-in function. In this case, you will type the system field *Defer confirm as the output
field. Because it is a system field, the appropriate context is PGM. The input field is the Defer confirm condition. Type CND
for the context. This lets you use a condition value as if it were a field value and gives you the capability of specifying a
condition value as a function parameter.
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Press Enter.

Your action diagram now shows the action that will suppress the confirm prompt.

Reload Subfile

To activate the action bar and call the Display Racing results program, the end user types / in the Subfile selector of the
Edit Horse program. As the Edit Horse program is now designed, the / remains in the Subfile selector when control is
returned to Edit Horse. To prevent this, you will add processing in the action diagram to refresh the Edit Horse panel on
return from the Display Racing results function. To reload and redisplay this panel, you need to override the default value
of the *Reload subfile system field. *Reload subfile is a status field with two conditions: *NO and *YES and has the PGM
context.

To accomplish this task, use the method you just used to override the default value of the *Defer confirm system field. In
other words, you will insert another *MOVE function to move a value of *YES to the *Reload subfile system field.

Type I= as shown to insert a *MOVE built-in function as an action in the action diagram.
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Press Enter.

Specifying Reload Subfile

Type the details as shown. In other words, type PGM for the output parameter context, type *Reload subfile for the
parameter name, type CND for the input parameter context, and type *Yes for the condition to be moved.
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Press Enter to return to the action diagram.

The Completed Action Diagram

The action diagram now shows the action to reload the subfile.

Press F13 to fast exit to the Exit Function Definition panel.

Saving the Action Diagram

You have now finished specifying the interface to call the Display Racing results function from the Edit Horse function.
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Accept the default of Y (Change/create function) by pressing Enter. You have now completed the update to the action
diagram for Edit Horse.

Updating the Edit Horse Function’s Action Bar

In this step you will change the text in the Selector Choice menu on the action bar at the top of the Edit Horse function
device design to show that the Display Racing results option is available. You will use the Device Design Editor to do this.

Type S against the Edit Horse function as shown to access the Device Design Editor.
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Press Enter.

Updating the Edit Horse Panel’s Zoom Action Text

CA 2E has already updated the Edit Horse panel and added the Zoom#1 action to the action bar on the Edit Horse panel.
Change the text from Zoom#1 to Display Racing results to provide a better explanation to the end user.

Move the cursor onto the action bar.
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Press Enter to access the Work with Choices panel.

Working with the Selector Choice

From the Work with Choices panel, you can access the Work with Actions panel for a particular choice. In this case, you
will work with the actions listed in the Selector Choice menu.

Type A next to Selector.
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Press Enter.

Modifying an Action

The Work with Actions of a Choice panel lists all the actions available for a particular choice. You will zoom into the
Zoom#1 action to view the details for that action.

Type Z in the Opt field against the Zoom#1 action.
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Press Enter.

Changing the Action Text

Update the text for the Zoom#1 action to read "Display Racing results."

Type Display Racing results in the Action text field.
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Press Enter to confirm. Press F3 to exit.

Showing the New Action Text

The Work With Actions of a Choice panel now shows the new action text for the Selector Choice menu.

Press F3 to return to the Work With Choices panel.
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Exiting the Action Bar Editor

Press F3 to exit the Work with Choices panel and return to the device design.

Exiting the Modified Panel

Press F3 to exit the modified device design.

Saving the Modified Panel

After exiting the device design, CA 2E displays the Edit Function Devices panel.

NOTE

From this panel, you can use Subfile selector option Z to return to the device design or you can press F5 to edit
the action diagram for the Edit Horse function.
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Press F3 to return to the Exit Function Definition panel.

Press Enter to save the device design and return to the Edit Functions panel.

Edit Database Relations Panel

Press F3 to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.
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Exercise

Check the device design for the Display Racing results function to improve its appearance and to ensure that the
device design does not exceed the size of the panel. The latter prevents errors when you generate the functions in the
Generating, Compiling, and Executing article.

NOTE
You can access the device design for a function by typing S against it on the Edit Functions panel or by pressing
F9 from the Edit Function Details panel.

To edit the device design, use the function keys you used to edit the device designs for the Edit Horse and Select Horse
functions in the Device Designs topic earlier in this article. Press Help or refer to the table in the Device Designs topic for a
list of function keys.

Generating, Compiling, and Executing
This article introduces the following topics:

• Implementing Access Paths and Functions
• Executing and Testing Compiled Programs

Implementing Access Paths and Functions
This topic discusses how to generate source to implement the access paths and functions you have created. You will then
compile the source to produce executable i OS objects: files and programs.Contents

 

New terms introduced:

• Job list
• Creation
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New displays introduced:

• Display Services Menu
• Submit Model Creates
• Submit Model Generations & Creates
• Convert Condition Values

Objectives

Submit the batch generation of all the access paths and functions you have designed. After generating the source code,
each access path and function will be compiled. You will then execute the Edit Horse program.

Overview of Implementation

Once your application design is complete, you are ready to generate the source members for the database files,
programs, display files, and help text that will implement the access paths and functions. Once generated, the source will
need compiling.

You can generate source either interactively or in batch.CA 2E automatically keeps a list of the members to be generated
and compiled in batch or to be generated interactively and not yet compiled. In this tutorial, you will generate source code
and compile executable objects for all of your access paths and functions as one batch job. To do this, you will use options
available on the Display Services Menu.

Source Generation and Compilation of Access Paths and Functions

You must generate and compile the source for your access paths and functions before you can test your application
programs. The first step is to indicate which access paths and functions you want generated and compiled. The Display
Services Menu includes options to facilitate this process.

From the Edit Database Relations panel, press F17 to go to the Display Services Menu.
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Display all Access Paths for Selection

The Display Services Menu contains an option to display a list of all access paths designed in the design model.

Select the Display all access paths option.

Press Enter.

Selecting All Access Paths for Batch Generation and Compilation

The Display All Access Paths panel presents a list of all access paths in the design model. It lets you perform many
design, control, and generation tasks for one or more access paths from one panel.

Select all of the existing access path designs for batch generation and compilation by typing a J in the Subfile selector
next to each access path in the list.
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Press Roll Up to display the next screen of access paths. Select all remaining access paths with a J.

Press Enter.

Limitation:
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When you to take the G / J option to generate the access paths from the Display All Access Paths panel and the access
path has either of the four DDL limitations, the generation is prevented. The access path source is not generated and no
entry is added to the jobs list.

• The current implementation of the DDL generation mode is not valid for the following cases:
– Access paths that have virtual fields
– SPN access path
– QRY access path
– Multi-member files
Workaround for Virtual Fields, SPN, and QRY Access Paths: If the earlier generation mode is *DDS, revert to it and
regenerate the access path. You need not regenerate the functions that use this access path. If you want to have an
SQL type database, regenerate the access path using *SQL generation mode. The functions using this access path
must be regenerated.
Workaround for Multi-Member Files: If you want to have more than one member for the access paths, revert to
*DDS generation mode.
Note: If you want to change an access path, which is previously defined as *DDS with a MAXMBR compiler override,
to *DDL, you must revert to *DDS generation mode and must remove the compiler override, and then change back to
*DDL generation mode.

Completing the Request

When the process is complete, the Display All Access Paths panel will be redisplayed with messages displayed at the
bottom of the panel. The messages will state that the source generation requests have been accepted.

Press F3 to return to the Display Services Menu.

Display all Functions for Selection

In this step you will repeat this process for the functions in your design model. The Display Services Menu includes an
option to display a list of the functions in the design model.
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Select the Display all functions option.

Press Enter.

Selecting All External Functions for Batch Generation and Compilation

The Display All Functions panel displays a list of all functions in the design model. It lets you perform many design,
control, and generation tasks for one or more functions from one display.

Only external functions need to be generated and compiled. External functions can be identified by the source member
name found in the GEN name column; internal functions show *N/A in this column. Start by displaying just the external
functions in your design model.

To do so, type *EXT in the Type column on the selection line.
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Press Enter to redisplay the Display All Functions panel showing only external functions.

NOTE

Write down the implementation names shown in the GEN name column for the following functions: Edit Course,
Edit Horse, and Edit Jockey. You will need these later when you test the compiled programs.

 

Select all of the external functions for batch generation and compilation by typing a J in the Subfile selector next to each
function on the list.
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Press Enter.

Completing the Request

When the process is complete, the Display All Functions panel will be redisplayed with messages displayed at the bottom
of the panel. These messages state that the source generation requests have been accepted.
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Press F3 to return to the Display Services Menu.

Submit Batch Generation and Creation

In this step you will use the Display Services Menu to Submit generations and compilations of all the access paths and
external functions you have selected.

Generating and Creating Objects

When you submit a request for generation/compilation, the CA 2E generator automatically does the following.

• The member names to be generated are placed in a job list. The same job list controls generation and compilation.
You can review this job list during generation to monitor the process and edit the job list.

• Source is produced and placed in the appropriate source file in the generation library associated with your CA 2E
design model.

• The generated source is compiled from the source file.
• CA 2E assigns a status to each member on the list. Once source is successfully generated for the members,CA 2E

automatically submits a request to compile the generated source. If errors occur,CA 2E flags the specific members in
error.

You can submit generations and compilations of all the items in the list from the Display Services Menu.

To submit your generation/compilation request, select the Submit model create request (YSBMMDLCRT) option.

Press Enter to execute the Submit Model Create Requests (YSBMMDLCRT) command.

NOTE

CA 2E supplies default parameter values for the YSBMMDLCRT command based on your model profile and
options you specified when you created your model. You can override these defaults by pressing F4 instead of
Enter to prompt the command.
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List of Objects to be Generated and Created

CA 2E displays a list of the source members to be generated and compiled. Each member has either GEN or CRT next
to it to indicate whether the member has been submitted for generation or compilation. In this case, all the functions and
access paths should show GEN. You can review the list by pressing Roll Up and Roll Down.

Press Roll Up until you see the bottom of the list.
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Press Enter to submit the job list.

Confirming the Job List

The panel will be redisplayed with the option to confirm at the bottom right-hand corner. Accept the default of Y.

Press Enter.

Successful Submit for Generation and Compilation

CA 2E submits the jobs to generate and/or compile members in this list. If you request batch generation, compilation
requests are also submitted by default. Compilation creates the i OS objects once the source has been generated. As
a result, compilation is also referred to as creation. All generations are carried out in a single job called YGENSRC; a
separate compilation job is submitted for each source member.

After confirming the list of objects, you will see a series of messages at the bottom of the panel. These are "Job
YGENSRC is being prepared," "Existing objects are being deleted," and finally "Joblist successfully processed." In
batch processing, the generations/ compilations take place in the background. You may continue to specify new objects
(functions, access paths) while this is happening.
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Examining the Job List

Once submitted, each item in the list is initially shown with a status of *SBM. As each item in the list is processed, the
status in the list is updated as follows.

Status Description
*GENSRC The source member is being generated
*JOBQ The source is on the job queue to be compiled
*ACTIVE The source is being compiled

Press F5 to refresh the list and see the latest status.

Once the source members have been successfully compiled, they are removed from the list.
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When the compilations have been submitted, press F3 to return to the Display Services Menu. You can check the status
of your submitted jobs from the Display Services Menu by pressing F8.

Converting Condition Values to a Database File

Before calling your program, you must convert the values that are entered into status fields using the Convert Condition
Values (YCVTCNDVAL) command. This command moves the values you defined for status fields from the model library to
the condition values list database file in the generation library.

When you convert condition values to a database file, you give end users the capability to prompt for valid condition
values when they use the application. Horse gender is an example of a status field. In this case, the end user will be able
to prompt the application and display a list of valid values for Horse gender, namely, M and F.

You can run the YCVTCNDVAL command to convert the condition values to a database file using the Convert model data
menu, which is an option on the Display Services Menu.

Select the Convert model data menu option.
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Press Enter.

Select the Convert condition values to database file option.

Press Enter to prompt the YCVTCNDVAL command.
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YCVTCNDVAL Command Prompt

CA 2E supplies default values for the CA 2E design model library and the generated library. Accept the defaults.

Press Enter to execute the YCVTCNDVAL command.

Confirming Conversion of Condition Values

Once the values allowed for the status fields in your model have been converted to the database file, you will be returned
to the Display Convert Model Data Menu. A message appears at the bottom of the panel to indicate that the conversion is
complete.
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Press F3 twice to return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

Exiting the CA 2E Design Model

When all the objects have been created, your program for editing the HORSE file is complete.

Press F3 to exit your design model.
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Re-synchronizing a CA 2E Design Model

The Exit Edit Relations window displays. This window allows three options:

• Exit without re-synchronizing
• Exit and resynchronize data model
• Return to editing

If you have added or changed any files, fields, or relations in the current session, a message will be displayed on this
panel, "Model is not resynchronized." In this case, the Exit and resynchronize data model option will be the default. If you
select this option, the message "Data model is being resynchronized" will appear at the bottom of the panel.

The re-synchronizing process causes all the relations to be resolved into entries. Only users of type *DSNR can
resynchronize a model.

NOTE

If you have previously exited your design model, your model may already be resynchronized. In this case, the
Exit Edit Relations panel defaults to Exit without re-synchronizing.

Accept the default (option 1 or 2).

Press Enter to exit your design model.

Executing and Testing Compiled Programs
This topic explains how to call your compiled applications (programs) and test them by entering data.

Contents
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Calling the Program

After the compilations you have submitted have completed successfully you can test the Edit Horse and Edit Course
programs. A message is sent to your message queue when each compilation finishes.

Call your Edit Horse program from any command entry line by using the i OS CALL command to invoke your program,
for example, MYAEEFR, as shown below. From within your model, you can display a command entry line by pressing F9
from the Display Services menu.

NOTE

If you do not know the name of your Edit Horse program, you can obtain it from the Edit Function Details panel
or the Display all functions option on the Display Services Menu.

When you call your program you need to specify a dummy *Return code parameter. All CA 2E programs require a dummy
parameter to be passed to the program (‘ ‘ or ‘’). This return code can be used to communicate between programs in more
complex applications.

Type the program name that corresponds to your Edit Horse function and return code.

Press Enter.

NOTE
To test complex programs, you can use the CA 2E Call a Program (Y2CALL) command. This command loads
your model and determines the parameters required by an external function directly from details contained in the
model. You can provide values for all input-capable fields and you can re-use these values for subsequent calls.
You can also retrieve and display output parameters when the called program ends.

The Edit Horse Function Panel

An empty panel will be displayed. The Edit File function operates in two alternate modes, one to add new records (New
mode) and one to change existing records (Open mode). Use the F9 function key to toggle between the two modes.
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Note that the program mode is Open. Since there are no existing records to update, you first need to change to New
mode to add records to the file.

Press F9 to switch to New mode to add data to the HORSE file.

Adding Data to the HORSE File

An empty input panel is displayed. Note that the program mode is New. This is where you may add new data. The panel
should have the design you created and data should be validated according to the rules you specified in the design. Test
this out by entering invalid values. Also try pressing F4 for the Horse gender field to display a selection list of available
values.

To add data to the database file, type horse details.
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Press Enter.

Confirming Data Entries for the Horse File

You will be prompted with a Confirm prompt before the update is completed. As you saw in the function option topic of this
tutorial, the confirm prompt is an optional feature of a function. You could omit it from the design if desired.

Earlier in the tutorial, in the Function Options topic, you set the initial value of the Confirm prompt to Y. Verify that the initial
value of the Confirm prompt is Y.
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Press Enter.

Note that once added, the key fields cannot be changed except by deletion.

After the new data has been successfully added, another empty subfile page is displayed, ready for more entries.
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Switching from New to Open Mode

Press F9 to switch to Open mode to view the records you just added to the database.

Now that you have several horses in your database, you can make them parents. Type the details of the Dam and Sire of
Pegasus.

Press Enter to retrieve the values for the four virtual fields you added, Dam name, Sire name, Dam Date of birth, and Sire
Date of birth.
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Press Enter to accept the default value of Y for the Confirm prompt.

Exiting the Edit Horse Program

Exit your program by pressing F3.
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Exercises

Do the following exercises in the order shown. If you did not write down the program names you can obtain them from the
Edit Function Details panel or the Display all functions option on the Display Services Menu.

1. Call the Edit Course program and add some race courses.
2. Call the Edit Jockey program to add some jockeys.

Test the Select Stallions and Select Mares functions, by calling the Edit Horse program and typing ? or pressing F4 in the
Sire and Dam fields.

Maintaining Your Application
This article introduces the following topics:

• Application Maintenance
• Prototyping (Animation)
• Model Object List Processing
• Function Versioning
• Model Object Cross References
• Impact Analysis

NOTE

These topics are not needed to complete the tutorial.

Application Maintenance

The life of an application does not end once development is complete. Over time, the business requirements may change
or users may request additional functionality. These application updates can be accomplished easily by applying the same
principles and procedures that have been discussed so far.

For example, if you change the length of a field,CA 2E automatically modifies all files and functions that use the changed
field, including associated panels and reports. You will need to examine the panel and report designs to ensure that they
have not exceeded their limits, and then regenerate the files and functions. The Submit model create process provides
options to save data prior to generation and compile.

To aid you in managing changes and identifying the impact of a change on your model, CA 2E provides a set of powerful
tools that are the subject of the rest of this article.

More Information

• Animating an Interactive Device Design
• Working with Model Object Lists
• Function Versioning
• Model Object Cross References
• Impact Analysis

Animating an Interactive Device Design
Before making a change, you can test and demonstrate the proposed device design using a process called prototyping or
animation. In this topic you will use CA 2E animation to simulate the link between the Edit Horse function and the Display
Racing results function.

Contents

New terms introduced
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• Animation
• Prototyping
• CA 2E Toolkit

New panels introduced

• Animate Function Panels
• Open Functions
• Toolkit Work with Panel Title Details
• Toolkit Work with Panel Command Key Usage
• Toolkit Edit Choices
• Toolkit Edit Actions

Overview of CA 2E Animation

CA 2E animation provides a direct link between CA 2E and the Toolkit prototyping facilities. Toolkit is a set of
implementation, support, and system utilities that include menu design, panel design, prototyping, documentation aids,
and object list processing.CA 2E animation lets you transfer control to Toolkit, where you can interactively simulate your
CA 2E panel designs, and then easily return to CA 2E.

You can animate a function before you make any changes to its default action diagram. This lets you thoroughly test your
device design before you commit to specific programming logic, which is more difficult and time-consuming to change. In
addition, you do not need to generate and compile a function before you animate it.

For example, you can use animation to demonstrate a proposed design to end users for their review and approval. You
can immediately implement any suggestions for improvement of the device design using the CA 2E Device Design Editor
and then return to Toolkit to demonstrate the updated design. You can repeat this process until you are satisfied with the
design. At that point, you can begin editing the action diagram to implement your design.

Animate the Edit Horse Device Design

This step demonstrates the process required to animate the link between the Edit Horse and Display Racing results
functions.

Begin by displaying the device design for the Edit Horse function. Here’s a reminder.
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Press F2 to display the Animate Function Panels panel.
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Animate Functions Panel

This panel is the link between CA 2E and Toolkit. It lets you convert a CA 2E device design to a Toolkit panel design and
optionally transfer control to Toolkit. Use options on this panel to specify the tasks you want to accomplish in Toolkit; for
example, you can

• Display and work with Toolkit panel designs
• View field and display attributes
• Enter sample data
• Animate panels, windows, and action bars from the current CA 2E device design
• Demonstrate and test navigation using function keys, subfile selection, and action bars

Animating Edit Horse

In this step you will convert the Edit Horse device design to a Toolkit panel design by accepting the default of Y for the
Convert Model Panel field. You also need to convert the CA 2E command key and action bar navigation so you can
simulate the link between the two functions. To enter sample data, you need to change the Display Option field to 3
(CHGDTA).

Type Y for Replace Navigation, Y for Replace Action Bar, and 3 for the Display Option field.

Press Enter to display the Toolkit panel design corresponding to your CA 2E device design. Notice the messages at the
bottom of the panel as CA 2E converts the device design and the function key and action bar navigation.

Entering Sample Data for Edit Horse

You can now enter sample data in the input-capable fields. These are indicated below by underscores. Output-only fields
are shown in black.

NOTE

The Toolkit panel design reflects the colors or other display attributes you included in your CA 2E device design.
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Type the following sample data. Use the Tab and Field Exit keys as you would on a real panel.

Press Enter to confirm your entries. This data will be retained until you choose to Clear Test Data on the Animate Function
Panels panel. Press F3 to return to the CA 2E device design for Edit Horse.
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Editing and Maintaining Multiple Functions

In the next step you will animate the Display Racing results function using the same process you just used for the Edit
Horse function. Since you will need to access the Edit Horse function again later in this process, it will save time not to exit
and close it while you animate the Display Racing results function. The Open Functions panel lets you maintain several
functions simultaneously.

From the Edit Horse device design, press F3 to exit to the Edit Function Devices panel.

Open Functions Panel

Press F15 to access the Open Functions panel. You can access this panel from many CA 2E panels; for example, option
O on the Edit Functions panel lets you open multiple functions. This panel lets you open, edit, and maintain several
functions simultaneously; in other words, you do not need to exit and close one function before you open another function
for editing. This capability can save a significant amount of time. You can switch quickly and easily between the action
diagrams, device designs, generated source, and parameter definitions for all open functions.

Note that the Edit Horse function is listed on the Open Functions panel since you have not yet exited and closed it. To
open another function, type the name of the file and the name of the function in the File and Function fields. If you are
uncertain of the names, type ? in these fields instead to display selection lists. You can also type * for the File field if the
function you wish to open is attached to the same file as the first open function listed, in this example, the HORSE file.

In this case, you want to open the Display Racing results function on the RACE ENTRY file, type the following names:
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Press Enter to open the Display Racing results function and display its action diagram. Press F15 to return to the Open
Functions panel.

NOTE
Display Racing results now appears on the list. From this panel you can edit a function’s device design, action
diagram, or parameters; you can also animate the function.

Animating the Display Racing Results Function

Type A in the Subfile selector for the Display Racing results function as shown to animate this function.
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Press Enter to display the Animate Function Panels panel.

Converting Command Key Navigation

In this step you will convert both the device design and the command keys defined for the CA 2E device design, and edit
the command key assignments in Toolkit.

To accomplish this, type Y for Replace Navigation and type 4 (WRKPNL) for the Display Option.

Press Enter. The CA 2E device design for the Display Racing results function is converted to a Toolkit panel design and
control is transferred to Toolkit.

Working with Toolkit Panel Designs

You can use this panel to edit the Toolkit panel design, including the panel layout, command keys, and action bar. Note
the following on this panel.

The CA 2E related program name at the bottom of the panel; in this case, MYALDFR. This is the program implementation
name of the CA 2E function corresponding to this Toolkit panel design. It serves as the link back to the CA 2E function.
If the function is not already open on return to CA 2E, it is automatically added to the Open Functions panel before its
device design is displayed.

The name of the panel design; in this case, MYALDFR1. By default this is the CA 2E program implementation name
followed by 1. You will need this name when you set up the link in the Edit Horse Toolkit panel design.

Because you requested that command key navigation be replaced during the conversion, type 3 for the Option field as
shown to view the results of the command key conversion.
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Toolkit Command Key Navigation

This panel shows which panel is to be displayed when a command key is pressed during program simulation in Toolkit.
Entries are shown only for command keys defined for the function in CA 2E.
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The possible values for the Next Panel column are:

Value Description
*PRV Display the previous panel
*SAME Redisplay the current panel
*EXEC Execute the command string shown in the Text column
*EXIT Exit the program
*ABAR Activate the action bar
name Display the named Toolkit panel design

If you had not converted the command key navigation when you converted the Display Racing results function, only
the F3 command key would be defined. This is done by default to provide a way to return to CA 2E that you can easily
remember. You can also return to CA 2E by pressing the Home key.

NOTE

Refer to the documentation for your terminal or computer to learn which key is the Home key on your system.

Reassigning a Command Key in Toolkit

Since the Display Racing results function is called from the Edit Horse function, the F3 command key should return to Edit
Horse. Type the name of the Toolkit panel design that corresponds to the Edit Horse function in the Next Panel column
for the F3 command key as shown. By default this is the function’s implementation name followed by a 1; for example,
MYAEEFR1.

Type the Toolkit panel design name that corresponds to your Edit Horse function. You can also type a ? to select from a
list of Toolkit panel designs.

Press Enter to confirm your changes. Press F3 to exit.
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Press Enter to update the panel design and return to the CA 2E Open Functions panel.

Setting Up Action Bar Navigation for Edit Horse

In this step you will set up the command key and action bar navigation for the Edit Horse function so you can simulate the
link between the Edit Horse and the Display Racing results functions using Toolkit.

Type A in the Subfile selector to animate the Edit Horse function.
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Press Enter.

Because you have already converted this panel design, including the command key and action bar navigation, you can
change the value of the Convert Model Panel to N.

Type N for Convert Model Panel and change the Display Option to 4 (WRKPNL) to work with the Toolkit panel design.

Press Enter.
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Assigning Action Bar Navigation

You need to change the action bar navigation so the Display Racing results Toolkit panel design displays when you
select it from the Selector Choice menu on the Edit Horse panel design. Type 6 in the Option field to set up the action bar
navigation.

The Toolkit Edit Choices panel shows the action bar choices that were defined on the CA 2E device design. You need to
edit actions for the Selector Choice menu.

Type A to edit the actions for the Selector Choice menu.
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Press Enter to display the Toolkit Edit Actions panel.

Note that the Next Panel column contains *SAME. This means that, by default, if you select Display Racing results from
the action bar while simulating your program, the Edit Horse panel would be displayed again. Instead, you want to display
the Toolkit panel design for the Display Racing results function.
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Type the name of the Toolkit panel design assigned to the Display Racing results function in the Next Panel column as
shown. By default, this is the CA 2E program implementation name followed by a 1; in this example, MYALDFR1 or type ?
for a selection list of Toolkit panel designs.

Press Enter to confirm the change. Press F3 to return to the Edit Choices menu.

Press F3 to exit.
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Press Enter to exit and update the Toolkit panel design.

Testing the Function Link

You are now ready to demonstrate the link between the two functions. Type S in the Subfile selector for Edit Horse to
display the CA 2E Edit Horse device design.
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Press Enter.

NOTE

You could have typed A in the Subfile selector instead to animate the function. However, if you start the
animation from the device design, it is easier to switch between the CA 2E device design and the Toolkit panel
design, namely, you can press F2 from the device design to animate and press F3 from the panel design to
return to CA 2E.

 

Animating Edit Horse

Press F2 to display the Animate Function Panels panel. Since you have already converted the CA 2E device design to
a Toolkit panel design you can either accept the defaults or type N for the Convert Model panel field. Typing N can save
time. In this case accept the defaults.
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Press Enter. The Toolkit panel design for the Edit Horse function displays showing the sample data you entered earlier.
Input-capable fields are indicated by underscores; output-only fields are shown in black.

Activate the Action Bar

To demonstrate the link between the two functions type / against one of the subfile records and press F10 to activate the
action bar.
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Type S to select the Selector Choice menu from the action bar; note that it includes Display Racing results as an action.
Type 1 to select Display Racing results.

Press Enter.
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Display Racing Results Panel Design

The Toolkit panel design for the Display Racing results function displays. Input-capable fields are indicated by
underscores; output-only fields are shown in black.

Next test the command key navigation you set up for the Display Racing results panel design by pressing F3. This should
cause a return to the Toolkit panel design for Edit Horse.
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Press F3 to return to the CA 2E device design for the Edit Horse function.

You could now make design changes to the device design and repeat the animation process until you are satisfied with
the results.

NOTE

If you have defined command key or action bar navigation in Toolkit, do not choose the options to replace action
bar or command key navigation when you reanimate. In other words, accept the defaults for the Replace options
on the Animate Function Panels panel.

Exiting Both Functions

Press F3 to exit the Device Design Editor. At the Edit Function Devices panel press F15 to return to the Open Functions
panel. From this panel you can either exit all open functions, or you can exit functions individually using the X Subfile
selector option. In this case, you will exit all open functions.

Press F3 to exit all open functions. You will proceed through the following steps.

The Exit Function Definition panel displays a second time for the Edit Horse function. Press Enter to accept the defaults.

The Exit Function Definition panel displays first for the Display Racing results function. Press Enter to accept the defaults.

The Edit Functions panel for the HORSE file displays. Press F3 to exit and return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

Press F3 to exit the model.

Working with Model Object Lists
This topic introduces the CA 2E model object list utility.

Contents
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New terms introduced

• Model object
• Model object type
• Model object list
• Model object list entry
• Session list
• All Objects list (*ALLOBJ)

New panels introduced

• Edit Model Object List
• Display Model Object
• Work with Model Lists
• Subset Model Objects
• Position the List window

Objectives

To introduce the Edit Model Object List panel, to use some of its options and capabilities, and to encourage you to explore
the model object list facilities.

NOTE

This topic presents only examples of ways to use model object lists. After you complete these examples be sure
to experiment on your own until you feel comfortable with this tool. Refer to the  Generating and Implementing
section for more information.

Overview of Model Objects and Model Object Lists

By definition a model object is anything in the model that you can refer to by name; for example, a file (HORSE) or a
function (Edit Horse).

Model Object Types

Within CA 2E there are seven types of model objects, many of which you have defined and used in this tutorial. Each
model object type has a 3-letter identifier as shown in the following table.

Model Object Model Object Type
Files FIL
Fields FLD
Conditions CND
Access Paths ACP
Functions FUN
Messages MSG
Arrays ARR
Application Areas APP

Model Object Lists

A model object list is a logical grouping of model objects. The way in which you use model object lists is limited only by
your imagination. For example, a model object list might consist of all
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• Model objects changed since a specified date
• Model objects related to a particular development project
• Access paths and functions that need to be generated and compiled as a result of a change to the model
• Model objects needed to implement the accounts payable feature of your application
• Functions called by an external function in which an execution error occurred
• Model objects that use a specified model object

Since a model object list can be used in many ways, it can be referred to by other names based on the way in which it is
used. For example, a specific model object list might be called a session list, copy list, change list, or model list, for short.
In reality, these are all just variations on the same concept.

Model Object List Entry

A model object list is comprised of a set of references to model objects within the model. Each reference is known as
a model object list entry or list entry for short. Each list entry contains information about a model object at the time the
list entry was created. In other words, it provides a persistent historic record of the object at the time the list entry was
created.

Editing Your Session List

At the beginning of this tutorial, you created a session list with the same name as your model profile. A session list is
a model object list to which all model objects you change, add, or delete during a session are logged. Your session list
should now contain all objects you added or changed while working on the horse racing model.

From the CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu, select the Edit Session List (changed objects) option.

Press Enter.

The Edit Model Object List panel displays showing all model objects you changed during the tutorial.
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Edit Model Object List Panel

The Edit Model Object List panel serves as an alternate entry point into your model. It has a PDM-like interface that you
can use to perform most functions available from the Edit Database Relations panel. The exceptions are that you cannot
edit relations or create model objects.

In the following steps you will use the Edit Model Object List panel to edit the session list you created at the beginning of
this tutorial.

Viewing Model Object Types

By default model objects are listed alphabetically by object name and type. Press Roll Up several times to view some of
the list. Note the values in the Type column.

List Entry Differs from Model Object

Press Roll Up until you see the list entry for Dam Horse name. Note the number 8 to the right of the Subfile selector. This
indicates that information for the list entry on your session list differs from that of the actual model object that the list entry
represents. Recall that earlier in the tutorial, you changed the name of this field from Dam Horse name to Dam name.
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NOTE

CA 2E allows this difference to occur so you can use your model object list as a historical record.

 

You can update the model object list entry to reflect the current information for the actual model object. To do so, type 33
for the Subfile selector for Dam Horse name.
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Press Enter. The list entry is updated from the detail information for the actual model object. In this case, the name of the
list entry changes to match the name of the model object it represents.

Positioning a Model Object List

You can position the model list displayed to a specific object type, object name, owner, or implementation name. This topic
presents a few examples of ways to use positioning. Feel free to experiment on your own.

Press F7 to display the Position the List window. The values you enter in this positioner window also determine the order
in which the model objects display.

Type FUN (function).
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Press Enter.

Note that the list is now positioned at the first model object of type FUN. The following model objects are displayed
alphabetically by type, and for each type, alphabetically by object name. Note the message displayed at the bottom of the
panel indicating this.

Scroll through the list to verify this.
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Press F7 again. Blank out the Type field and type HORSE for Owner.

Press Enter.

Note that the list is now positioned at the first model object that has HORSE as its owner. Note the message at the bottom
of the panel. The following model objects are displayed alphabetically by Owner, and for each Owner, alphabetically by
Object Type, and then by Object Name. Scroll through the list to verify this.

Returning to the Top of the List

You can also use the positioner window to return quickly to the top of the model list displayed.

Scroll down so the list is not positioned at the top. Press F7 again. Blank out all fields.
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Press Enter. The list will be repositioned to the top of the list in order by object name and type.

Viewing a Subset of a Model Object List

You can also display a subset of a model object list, based on such criteria as Object name, Type, Owner, Implementation
name, and the date the model objects were created or changed.

Suppose you want to view all Select Record (SELRCD) functions on your session list. To do so, press F17 to display the
Subset Model Objects panel. (Press F24 to see more command keys.) Type *FUN for the Type field and type SELRCD for
the Function type field.

Press Enter twice.
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The list now displays only the model objects that meet the criteria you entered on the Subset Model Objects panel. Note
the message at the bottom of the panel indicating that the list is subsetted; in other words, not all model objects in the list
are displayed.

Subsetting is useful when you work with long lists or when you want to work only with specific types of model objects; for
example, functions or access paths. Spend time experimenting with this feature.

Opening Multiple Functions at One Time

Suppose you want to work with each of the Select Record functions on your model list; for example, to edit their device
designs or action diagrams. Press F23 three times to view additional Subfile selector options. Option 30 lets you open
several functions at once.

Type 30 in the Subfile selector of the first function displayed, Select Course.

Next, press F24 to view additional command keys. The F13 command key automatically repeats the Subfile selector
option you entered for all following subfile records to the end of the list.

Press F13 to repeat option 30 for each function displayed.
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A message at the bottom of the screen tells you that the option was repeated to the end of the model list.

Press Enter to open each of the selected functions. The functions are added to the Open Functions panel.
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Working with Open Functions

From the Open Functions panel you can work with each of the functions listed without incurring the overhead of exiting
and reopening each time you need to work with a different function.

Press F3 to exit all the open functions.CA 2E displays the Exit Function Definition panel for each open function in turn
where you can choose whether to save the function and submit it for batch generation.

When you exit the last open function,CA 2E returns to the Edit Model Object List panel.

Displaying the Unsubsetted Model List

Because only SELRCD functions are displayed, press F17 to display the Subset Model Objects panel. Press F5 to restore
the default values for all fields.

Press Enter to display the original unsubsetted list.

Editing Model Objects

Subfile selector option 2 on the Edit Model Object List panel accesses the appropriate CA 2E editing panel according to
the type of the selected model object. The following table shows examples for object types and panels you have used
earlier in this tutorial.

Model Object Type Tutorial Panel
Type CA 2E Editing Panel Displayed
ACP Edit Access Path Details
CND Edit List Condition for LST

Edit Field Condition Details for VAL
FIL Edit File Details
FLD Edit Field Details
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FUN Edit Function Details
MSG Edit Message Function Details

If you type 2 for the Subfile selector of several model objects of differing types,CA 2E displays the appropriate editing
panel for each model object, one at time.

Exercise

Type 2 in the Subfile selector for model objects of several different types of model objects and press Enter. Notice which
CA 2E editing panel displays in each case. Press F3 to return to the Edit Model Object List panel.

Editing Conditions for Entry Status

You can also edit only specific objects by subsetting the model list first. Suppose you want to view and possibly change
the condition values you defined for the Entry Status field on the RACE ENTRY file. For example, you can change the
condition names and status values. Note that you cannot add a new condition in this way since you need to use the Edit
Database Relations panel to create a model object.

Press F17 to display the Subset Model Objects panel. Type *CND for the Type field, VAL for the Attribute field, and Entry
Status for the Owner field.

Press Enter twice to display the subsetted list.
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Exercise

View and optionally change each condition value. Namely, type 2 for the first condition value displayed, and then press
F13 to repeat this option for the rest of the condition values. Press Enter to display the Edit Field Condition Details panel
for each condition value. Press F3 to exit each editing panel and finally to return to the Edit Model Object List panel.

Displaying the Unsubsetted Model List

From the Edit Model Object List panel, press F17 to display the Subset Model Objects panel. Press F5 to restore the
default values for all fields and press Enter to display the original unsubsetted list.

Editing Relations and Creating Objects

As already mentioned you cannot edit relations or create model objects using the Edit Model Object List panel. If you need
to edit a relation or create a model object, you can transfer temporarily to the Edit Database Relations panel by entering
the Edit Model (YEDTMDL) command on the command line.
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Press Enter.

When you finish editing relations, press F3 to return to the Edit Model Object List panel.
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Deleting a Model List Entry

The Edit Model Object List panel provides two deletion options. Option 24 deletes the actual model object from the model;
option 4 deletes a list entry from the displayed model object list. When you delete a model object list entry (option 4),CA
2E displays a confirm panel for each selected list entry.

Note that you cannot delete a model object if it is used by other objects in the model.CA 2E provides impact analysis tools
to help you determine whether and how a model object is used by other model objects. Impact analysis is discussed later
in this article.

NOTE

Because you can use a model object list as a historic record for your model, it can contain entries for model
objects that you have deleted from the model. These list entries are indicated by an X to the right of the Subfile
selector.

For practice you will delete a list entry from your session list in this step. You will replace it later so your session list
continues to represent all changes to your model. Remember, you are deleting a list entry, not the model object.

Enter 4 in the Subfile selector for the Change Course internal function.

Press Enter.CA 2E displays a confirm panel.
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Press Enter to confirm the deletion.

All Objects List

Each model contains a special list containing current information about each object in the model. This list is referred to as
the All Objects list and is accessed within the model as *ALLOBJ.

The major purpose of the All Objects List is to provide a central location for model object information and to record
information related to changes. The information for each model object is contained in a model object description, or detail.
As you create, delete, update, and generate model objects,CA 2E automatically updates the corresponding model object
description in the All Objects list to reflect the changes.

Accessing the All Objects List

One way to access the All Objects List is to type *ALLOBJ in the List field at the top of the Edit Model Object List panel.

Type *ALLOBJ for the List field.
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Press Enter.

The List field now contains *ALLOBJ. This means there is a one-to-one correspondence between the model objects
displayed and the actual model objects that comprise your model. In particular, note that the model object you deleted
from your session list, namely, Change Course, appears on the All Objects List.

How *ALLOBJ and Model Lists Differ

Technically, the All Objects list is not really a model object list; however, it is often useful to think of it as a list. In general,
you can use the Edit Model Object List panel to work with the All Objects List as you would a named model object list.
However, since the All Objects list represents actual model objects, note the following exceptions.

You can delete a model object, but you cannot delete a list entry. In other words, you can use option 24, but not option 4.

You cannot add a model object to the All Objects list since that requires creating a model object.

While the All Objects list contains all active model objects, named model object lists typically represent a subset of all
model objects in the model.

Displaying Alternate Views of Detail Information

The Edit Model Object List panel provides five alternate views of detail information for each model object. The information
shown in the five views is dynamic when you are working with the All Objects list; in other words, if you update a model
object,CA 2E automatically updates the information displayed to reflect the change. For named model object lists, the
information displayed is static and reflects the state of the model object at the time it was added to the model object list.

The following views are available:
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• Basic information
• Implementation information
• Component Change information
• Change information
• Check out information

Details about each of these views are beyond the scope of this tutorial. To learn more, see the CA 2E module, Generating
and Implementing Applications.

Exercise

Press F11 to view the five alternate views of information from the detail for the model objects displayed. Some of this
information depends on the type of the model object so you should scroll through the list while viewing each alternate
view.

Restoring the Deleted Session List Entry

In this step you will restore the Change Course function to your session list. Subfile selector option 11 lets you select
model objects to be added to another model object list. The default for this alternate list is the Model list for commands
specified in your model profile. In your case it is the same as your session list.

Type 11 in the Subfile selector for the Change Course model object.

Press Enter. A message at the bottom of the panel indicates that the model object has been added to your session list.

NOTE
Alternatively you can press F4 instead of Enter to prompt option 11. This lets you enter the name of another
alternate list or *SELECT to select from a list of all model object lists.
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Accessing Other Model Lists

You can type the name of a model list in the List field on the Edit Model Object List panel to transfer quickly among model
object lists defined for your model. You can also press F4 to prompt a selection list of all model object lists you have
defined.

Returning to Your Session List

Type the name of your session list in the List field as shown. Be sure to substitute the name of your session list.

Press Enter. Note that Change Course has been restored to your session list.

Working with Model Object Lists

The Work with Model Lists panel lets you manage the model object lists in your model. You can access this panel from
the CA 2E Designer (*DSNR) Menu, the Display Services Menu, or by typing the Work with Model Lists (YWRKMDLLST)
command on a command line

Type YWRKMDLLST on the command line.
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Press Enter. The Work with Model Lists panel displays showing all the model lists defined for your model. In your case,
only your session list will be shown. The following is an example of how this panel might look in a working model.

For any list displayed you can do the following:
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• View the list entries
• Edit the list
• Clear all entries from the list
• Copy the list to another list
• Change the list’s descriptive text
• Remove the list

If you type option 2 in the Subfile selector of any list, the Edit Model Object List panel displays for the selected list. As a
result, this panel provides another method of entering your model.

Press F3 to return to the Edit Model Object List panel for your session list.

Function Versioning
This topic describes how to create and test a version of a function.

Contents

NOTE

You can create versions for both functions (FUN) and messages (MSG); however, this topic discusses only
function versions.

New terms introduced

• Version
• Group
• Current
• Redirection

New panel introduced

• Work with Versions

New commands introduced

• Create Model Version
• Compare Model Objects
• Redirect Model Object

Objectives

To create a version of the Edit Horse function, edit its action diagram, test the change, and replace the original function
with the new version.

Overview of Versions

A version of a function is similar to a copy of the function. The major difference is that a copy is completely independent
of the original function. Although a version is also a separate model object,CA 2E maintains an internal link between a
function and its versions. A function can have an unlimited number of versions.

A function and its versions are known as a group. The interactive Work with Versions panel lets you view and work with a
group of versions.

In any group of versions, one of the versions in the group may be current. The current version is the version that is active
in the model; in other words, it is the function that is referenced by other objects in the model and that appears on CA 2E
editing panels.
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Benefits of Versions

Three benefits of using versions are:

• You can test changes on a version of a function without interfering with the functionality of the existing model.
• When you finish testing a new version of a function and make it active (current) in the model, the original function

remains unchanged and can easily be made active again if needed.
• Only the currently active version of a function is displayed on CA 2E editing panels. As a result, the panels are not

cluttered with inactive versions.

A Reason NOT to Use Versions

When you make a version of a function current in the model,CA 2E globally changes all the model objects that referenced
the original function to reference the version instead. If not all of the referencing model objects need the changed
functionality, you should create a new function rather than a version. After updating and testing the new function, you
would then need to update references to the new function manually.

Using Versions to Update an Existing Function

Following are the steps needed to update and test changes for a working external function using CA 2E’s versioning
feature. You will use this process to add an action to the action diagram for the Edit Horse function.

1. Create a version of the function you want to change.
2. Edit the version.
3. For an external function, generate the source and create the program object for the version.

NOTE
Internal functions and messages do not result in separate program objects. As a result, the testing process
for them is more complex and beyond the scope of this tutorial. For more information, refer the  Generating
and Implementing section.

4. Test the version by calling the program object.
5. When you are satisfied that the version works properly, make the version current.
6. If errors occur, make the original function current again.

Accessing the Session List

The Edit Model Object List panel should be displayed on your screen for your session list. If it is not, from the Designer
Menu, type 4 on the Selection line as shown to select the Edit Session List (changed objects) option.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Model Object List panel for your session list.

Positioning to the Edit Horse

Since you are going to create a version of the Edit Horse function, you first need to locate it. One way to do so is by using
the F7 command key, which lets you position and sort entries for the displayed model object list.
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Press F7 to display the Position the List window. There are several ways in which you can specify information on this
window in order to locate the function you need. For example,

• If you know the name of the function, simply type the name in the Object field
• If you know the implementation name of the function (the program name), type the name in the Imp. Name field
• If you know the name of the file that owns the function, type the name of the file in the Owner field and scroll down to

locate the function

Note that you can type partial names in the Object, Owner, and Imp. Name fields on the Position the List window; for
example, if you type H or H* for the Object field, the list will be positioned at the first object name that begins with the letter
H.

Type Edit Horse in the Object field.

Press Enter.

Creating a Version for Edit Horse

To create a version you first need to access the Work with Versions panel for the selected function. Press F23 twice to
view additional Subfile selector options. The appropriate option is 19.

Type 19 in the Subfile selector for the Edit Horse function.

Press Enter.

Working with Versions

The Work with Versions panel provides a set of options for working with a group of versions. Use it to perform tasks on
versions, such as,
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• Create a new version
• Edit
• Delete
• Display
• View detail
• Generate
• Impact analysis

The versions are displayed on this panel in reverse chronological order; in other words, the most recently created version
appears at the top of the list of entries. The current version is shown highlighted with an * to the right of the Subfile
selector, and the Status column contains the word Current. Since you have not yet created versions for Edit Horse, only
one entry is listed.

To create a new version for the Edit Horse function, type 3 in the Subfile selector.

Press Enter.

Naming the Version

The prompt panel for the Create Model Version (YCRTMDLVSN) command displays. By default,CA 2E automatically
generates a name for the version based on the name of the original function. The automatically generated name consists
of the original function name followed by seven digits to ensure uniqueness; for example, Edit Horse1101481. In addition,
by default, the original function retains its name and remains current (active).

In this example, you will specify a version name and accept the other defaults. Type Edit Horse - Version 1 in the To
model object name field.
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Press Enter. Note the messages at the bottom of the panel as CA 2E creates the new version.

Implementation Name for the New Version

The new version you just created, Edit Horse - Version 1, now appears at the top of the list on the Work with Versions
panel. Note that a new implementation name has been assigned to the version; in other words, the version is a separate
object in the model. However, since the version is not current, you will not see it on CA 2E editing panels.

Editing the New Function

You are now ready to edit the action diagram for Edit Horse - Version 1 in order to insert a call to an information message
function. Type 10 in the Subfile selector.
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Press Enter.

Press F5 to display the user exit points and select the user point to which you added logic to call the Display Racing
results function for a selected horse.

Type Z against the Validate subfile record relations user point.

Press Enter.
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Inserting a Message Function

The objective is to add an information message to the Edit Horse function on return from the Display Racing results
function. You will use the IMF command to insert the message. This command provides a shortcut for inserting and
prompting a message function in one step. Remember, to view a list of available commands, type ? in the Subfile selector.

Type IMF in the Subfile selector as shown to insert an information message function after calling the Display Racing
results function.

Press Enter. When the Edit Message Functions panel displays, press F9 to add the new message.
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Press Enter.

Specifying a Parameter for the Message Function

Next specify a parameter for the message function in order to include the name of the horse in the message. Type P as
shown in the Subfile selector.
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Press Enter.

You need to specify that the Horse name field is to be a parameter for the message function. As a result, type *FIELD to
indicate the parameter is a field, type Horse name as the field name, and type FLD in the Passed as column.

Press Enter.

Press F3 to return to the Edit Message Functions panel.

Editing the Message Text

Next you will edit the message text to include the value of the Horse name parameter. Remember that, by default, the
name of a message function and its associated text are the same.

Type Z in the Subfile selector for the Racing results displayed message function.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Message Function Details panel.

Using a Substitution Variable

Note the &1 in the No. column; this is the substitution variable that represents the Horse name parameter. You will use this
substitution variable to include the selected horse’s name in the text of the message. Recall that you used this process
earlier in the tutorial when you defined error messages for the condition that compared a horse’s date of birth with those of
its parents.

The original message text is "Racing results displayed." Add "for &1" to the end of this text.
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Press Enter to return to the Edit Message Functions panel.

Selecting the New Message

You still need to select this message function for inclusion in the Edit Horse function. Type X in the Subfile selector.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Action - Function Name window. Note that the fields in this window have been filled in
based on the information you just entered.

Press Enter to view the parameters for the message function.
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Checking the Default Parameters

Note the message at the bottom of the window indicating that parameters have been defaulted. In most cases the default
parameters shown are correct. However, you should review the information displayed before you accept the defaults.

In this case, the defaults are correct; namely, Horse name is an input (I) parameter and the source of its value is the RCD
(Subfile record) context. Press Enter to accept the defaults and return to the Action Diagram Editor.

Note that the call to the information message function, Racing results displayed, has been inserted in the action diagram.

Returning to the Action Diagram

Press F13 to exit and display the Exit Function Definition panel.
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Press Enter to accept the defaults and return to the Work with Versions panel.

Press F3 to return to the Edit Model Object List panel. Note that a 0 displays to the right of the Subfile selector of the Edit
Horse - Version 1 list entry to indicate that it is a non-current version.

Submitting the Function Version for Generation

You can submit generation requests and process job lists directly from the Edit Model Object List panel. Press F23 to see
additional Subfile selector options. The appropriate option for submitting access paths and functions for batch generation
is 14.

Type 14 in the Subfile selector for the Edit Horse - Version 1 function.
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Press Enter. A message at the bottom of the panel indicates that the request for batch generation has been submitted.

Viewing Job List Commands

You also have access to a set of job list commands from the Edit Model Object List panel. This includes the Submit Model
Create Requests (YSBMMDLCRT) command, which you previously accessed from the Display Services Menu. Press F24
twice to view additional command keys. The appropriate command key is F19.

Press F19 to display the Job List Commands Menu. Type 1 on the Selection line to select the YSBMMDLCRT command.
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Press Enter.

When the prompt screen for the YSBMMDLCRT command displays, press Enter again to accept the defaults and display
the job list.
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Press Enter twice to submit the request to the job queue. Check the status of the job as described in the Generating,
Compiling, and Executing article. Once the generation and compilation completes successfully, you can test Edit Horse -
Version 1 to see if the new message displays.

Press F3 twice to return to the Edit Model Object List panel.

Displaying Alternate Views

If you do not know the implementation name for Edit Horse - Version 1, you can use the F11 command key to view
additional information for the model objects displayed. Five alternate views are available; however, this tutorial discusses
only the first two. You can press F11 five times to see all five views.

Press F11 to display the alternate view showing the implementation name. Note the name that corresponds to Edit Horse
- Version 1, MYAPEFR on the panel below.

Testing Edit Horse - Version 1

On the Command line, type the following to test Edit Horse - Version 1. Be sure to substitute the correct implementation
name.

CALL MYAPEFR ‘ ‘

Press Enter.

The interactive panel for Edit Horse - Version 1 should display showing the data you entered earlier for the Edit Horse
function.

Following are the steps needed to test your change.

1. Type / in the Subfile selector for any horse.
2. Press F10 to access the action bar.
3. Type S to access the Selector Choice menu.
4. Type 1 next to the Display Racing Results action.
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5. Press Enter.

NOTE
Because you will not enter data for the RACE and RACE ENTRY files until the Advanced Functions article,
Display Racing Results will have no data to display; however, you should see the new information message
on return to Edit Horse - Version 1.

6. Press F3 to return to Edit Horse - Version 1. The new message should display at the bottom of the panel.

Press F3 to return to the Edit Model Object List panel.

Comparing Two Versions of a Function

You can compare two versions of a function using the Compare Model Objects (YCMPMDLOBJ) command. This
command is useful for solving problems that arise while testing a new version and for identifying changes made to one
version of a function for retrofitting to another version.

NOTE

You can also use this command to compare two functions or two messages. In other words, the model objects
being compared need not be versions.

 

To compare two versions of a function, type YCMPMDLOBJ on the Command line.

Entering Parameters for YCMPMDLOBJ

Press F4 to prompt the command. Enter parameters to identify the functions to be compared; namely, enter the Object
owner, name, and type of both functions. In this case, type HORSE, Edit Horse, *FUN, HORSE, Edit Horse - Version 1,
and *FUN as shown. Accept the defaults for the other parameters.
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Press Enter.

When the command completes, it returns automatically to the Edit Model Object List panel. If differences were found a
message displays at the bottom of the panel.

Viewing Differences between Versions

Use the i OS Work with Spool Files (WRKSPLF) command to view the differences. Type WRKSPLF on the Command
line.
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Press Enter. Use Subfile selector option 5 to display the job named YCMPMDLOB$. The differences are shown as
follows.

Press F3 twice to return to the Edit Model Object List panel.
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Making the Edit Horse - Version 1 Current

Once you have tested Edit Horse - Version 1 and are satisfied that both the new and old functionality work correctly, you
can replace the original Edit Horse function in the model with the new version by making the version current.

First display the Work with Version panel by typing 19 in the Subfile selector for either version of the Edit Horse function.

Press Enter.

On the Work with Version panel, press F23 to view additional options. The appropriate option is 26, Make current. Type 26
in the Subfile selector for Edit Horse - Version 1.
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Press Enter.

Naming the New Current Version

The prompt screen for the Redirect Model Object (YRDRMDLOBJ) command displays.

When you make a version current, by default, the object names of the original and new current versions are exchanged;
this is indicated by *YES in the Transfer model object name parameter. The implementation names of the two versions are
always exchanged. To avoid misunderstanding, be sure to inform other developers when you make a new version current.
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Press Enter to accept the defaults.

NOTE

If other objects in the model reference Edit Horse, they are automatically changed to reference the new current
version instead. For example, if another function called Edit Horse,CA 2E would change the function so that it
calls the new current version of Edit Horse instead. This process is known as redirection. Messages display at
the bottom of the panel during redirection.

The new current version now contains the call to the information message. Its object name is now Edit Horse and its
implementation name is MYAEEFR.

Regenerating the New Current Version

You need to generate and compile the new current version so the source and program object contain the new
functionality. Type 14 in the Subfile selector as shown to submit a request for batch generation.
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Press Enter to submit the request. Press F3 to return to the Edit Model Object List panel. The 0 to the right of the Subfile
selector of the Edit Horse list entry indicates that it is a non-current version.

Exercise

Submit the batch job using the procedure you used previously in this topic. Press F19 to display the Job List Commands
menu and select the YSBMMDLCRT option. When you finish, return to the Edit Model Object List panel.

Viewing Model Object Information for the Versions

Note that an 8 appears to the left of both the Edit Horse and Edit Horse - Version 1 list entries. This indicates that
the list entry information does not match that of the corresponding model object. In this case, the object names and
implementation names are mismatched since they were exchanged during the process of making Edit Horse - Version 1
current.

NOTE

This difference is allowed to occur so you can use your model object list as a historical record.

To view current details for a model object, use Subfile selector option 8. (Note that you can press F23 to see other
options.) For example, type 8 against the Edit Horse list entry.
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Press Enter.

Note that the Object Name, Edit Horse - Version 1, and the implementation name shown in the Source column,
MYAPEFR, do not match the corresponding information shown on the Edit Model Object List panel for the Edit Horse list
entry.

Press F12 to return to the Edit Model Object List panel.
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Refreshing List Entries for the Versions

To update the two list entries to match the actual model objects, type 33 in the Subfile selector for both entries.

Press Enter.

NOTE

If many discrepancies exist between entries on a model object list and the actual model objects, you can
refresh the entire list by pressing the F15 command key. This executes the Check a Model List (YCHKMDLLST)
command.

 

The information for the list entries for the two versions now match that of the corresponding model objects.
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Exercise

Use the Position the List panel to display all entries for your session list.

NOTE

Press F7, blank out all the fields, and press Enter.CA 2E automatically repositions your session list at the top in
order by Object Name and Object Type.

Model Object Cross References
This topic introduces the CA 2E model object cross reference panels.

Contents

 

New terms introduced

• Model object cross reference
• Expansion
• Usages
• Using objects
• References

New panels introduced

• Display Model Usages
• Display Model References
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Objectives

To use CA 2E’s model object cross reference facilities, including the Display Model Usages panel and the Display Model
References panel.

Overview of Model Object Cross References

CA 2E’s model object cross reference facilities consist of a set of commands and interactive panels that you can use to
determine, for any model object, which other objects it references and which other objects it is used by.

The process of determining either usages or references for a model object is know as expansion. Using model object
cross reference facilities, you can expand usages or references for a model object to any level.

You can display or print model object usages and references; you can also convert them to a model object list.

Model Object Usages

Usages for a model object are all the model objects that use it. Usages are external to the model object and require the
model object in order to be complete. A model object’s usages are sometimes referred to as using objects.

Suppose you want to change the Mares access path. Before you do so, you need to determine which model objects use
it. In this step you will use the Display Model Usages panel to display usages for the Mares access path.

Accessing Your Session List

Start by accessing the Edit Model Object List panel for your session list. Use one of the methods you used earlier in this
article.

First position the session list to the Mares access path. Press F7 to display the Position the List window. Type ACP for the
Type field and Mares for the Object field.

Press Enter. Your session list is now displayed in order by Object Type and Object Name beginning with the Mares access
path.
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Press F23 until option 91 is displayed. Option 91 displays usages for the selected object. Type 91 in the Subfile selector
for the Mares access path.

Press Enter. Notice the messages at the bottom of the panel as CA 2E expands model usages.

Display Model Usages Panel

When all usages have been expanded, the Display Model Usages panel displays showing the first level of objects in
the model that use the Mares access path. Notice the 001 in the Lvl column for each using object; this indicates that the
object uses the Mares access path directly.

The Display Model Usages panel provides a variety of controls and filters including, recursion, scope, and positioning to
help you analyze your model to determine the impact of proposed changes.

NOTE

Most of the options provided on the Display Model Usages panel are beyond the scope of this tutorial. However,
you can use the online help if you would like to experiment further. For more information, refer to the  Generating
and Implementing section.
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Usage Reason

The Reason column shows how each of the listed model objects use the Mares access path. For example,

• *REFACP - The Edit Horse and Select Horse functions use Mares as a referenced access path.
• *FUNPAR - The Select Mares function uses Mares as the definition of a function parameter.
• *OBJECT - This identifies the model object for which you requested usages. This object is included on the list of

usages so you can use the Subfile selection options on the original model object.

The model objects that use the Mares access path are all external functions that will at least need to be regenerated and
compiled if you change the Mares access path. However, if your proposed change requires relations to be added to or
removed from the Mares access path, you might also need to edit these functions.

In this model no other model objects use the using objects for Mares. You can test whether other objects use the objects
displayed by typing 91 in the Subfile selector for any of the using objects.

Exercise

Type 91 against Edit Horse and press Enter to display its usages. The Display Model Usages panel redisplays showing
only the model object itself. This indicates that no other model objects use Edit Horse; in other words, it has no usages.
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Using Usage Levels

Notice that the Level number in the upper right corner has changed to 002. This indicates the number of times you have
expanded usages beginning with the original model object.

For a more complex example, a model object may have many levels of using objects. The value of *NEXT in the Scope
field lets you step through the expansion of usages one level and one model object at a time. In other words, you can type
91 for any using objects to determine its usage. The Level shown at the upper right of the screen shows the current level.
The F3 key lets you back up one level at a time; the F15 key returns to the top level.

Note that you can change the Scope field to *NOMAX to expand all usages for a selected model object. However, for
working models this can require significant processing time.

Exiting Model Usages

Press F3 twice to return to the Edit Model Object List panel.

Press F7 to display the Position the List window. Blank out all fields and press Enter to reposition the session list and
display all entries.

Model Object References

References for a model object are the model objects it refers to internally. In other words, references are the model
objects the referring model object requires in order to be complete or to exist. For example, Display Racing results and
Change Horse are references of the Edit Horse function.

This step shows how to access the Display Model References panel and how you can use it to solve problems in program
applications.
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Accessing the *ALLOBJ List

Start by accessing the Edit Model Object List panel for the All Objects list (*ALLOBJ). Since your session list is currently
displayed, type *ALLOBJ for the List field at the top of the panel and press Enter.

Positioning *ALLOBJ to an Implementation Name

Suppose you only know the implementation name of the program in which an error occurred; for example, MYAEEFR
(Edit Horse).

From the Edit Model Object List press F7. Type the implementation name of the program in the Imp. Name field as shown.
Be sure to substitute the name corresponding to your Edit Horse function.

Press Enter.

The *ALLOBJ list is now positioned at the Edit Horse function. Note the message at the bottom of the panel and that the
alternate view showing the Implementation name displays automatically. You can change views by pressing F11.

Displaying References for Edit Horse

Option 81 lets you display references for a selected model object. Type 81 in the Subfile selector for Edit Horse.
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Press Enter. Notice the messages at the bottom of the panel as CA 2E expands the model references.

Display Model References Panel

When all references have been expanded, the Display Model References panel displays showing all objects in the model
referenced by Edit Horse. This panel provides a variety of controls and filters including, recursion, scope, and positioning
to help you analyze your model.

NOTE

Most of the options provided on the Display Model References panel are beyond the scope of this tutorial.
However, you can use the online help if you would like to experiment further. For more information, refer to the 
Generating and Implementing section.
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Displaying Only External Functions

Since you are using references to solve a problem in an application program, you only need to see external functions that
are referenced in the Edit Horse action diagram.

Type *EXTFUN for the Scope field and type *ACTION for the Reason field.
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Press Enter. Only the functions that make up the program in which the error occurred are now displayed. In a working
model this list would generally be much longer. This is a useful starting place for the developers whose task it is to fix the
problem.

Creating a Model List of the References

In this step you will use the F16 command key to create a model object list and convert the references displayed to model
list entries. You can specify the name of an existing list or you can type a new name and CA 2E will automatically create
the model list.

If you specify the name of an existing list be sure the Outlist option is correct. A value of *REPLACE clears the list before
converting the references; a value of *ADD appends the new entries to any existing entries.

Naming the List of References

You should assign a name to the list that will be meaningful to the development staff. By default the model list name is the
Model list for commands specified in your model profile.

Press F16 to display the window where you will enter the name of the model list that is to contain the references. Suppose
you are responding to Problem Report 3049; as a result, you might name the model list PR3049.

Type PR3049 in the Output to Model List window.

Press Enter. Notice the messages at the bottom of the window as the references are converted to entries on the model
object list. On return to the Display Model References panel a message at the bottom of the panel verifies that the
conversion is complete.

Using the List of References

You can now print the PR3049 model list using the F21 command key. You can either give the printed copy of the list to
your development staff or they can use the model list online as an aid to solving the problem.
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Exiting Display Model References

Press F3 to return to the Edit Model Object List panel. Reposition the list to the top in Object Name/Object Type order as
follows: press F7 to display the Position the List window, blank out all fields, and press Enter.

Redisplay Your Session List

Type the name of your session list in the List field at the top of the panel. Recall that by default your session list has the
same name as your user profile.

Press Enter.

Impact Analysis
This topic introduces the CA 2E impact analysis tools, including simulating a proposed change and component change
processing.

Contents

 

New terms introduced

• Change type
• Private change
• Public change
• Simulating a change
• Component change processing

Objectives

To show how to determine the impact of a proposed change to a model object on other objects in the model.
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Overview of Impact Analysis

Impact analysis lets you determine the impact of a proposed change or an actual change to any object in your model. For
example, you can determine which objects are affected if you change the length of a key field or which functions need to
be regenerated if you change logic in the action diagram of an internal function.

Change Type

Whenever you change a model object,CA 2E assigns a change type. The change type describes the way in which a
change impacts other objects that use the changed object. The four possible change types are Object only (*OBJONLY),
Generation required (*GEN), Private (*PRIVATE), and Public (*PUBLIC). The first two indicate changes that affect only the
changed object itself. As a result, this tutorial covers just the last two change types.

• *PRIVATE - this change type indicates a change to an object that requires that you regenerate and compile all access
paths and external functions that use it.
For example, if you change the action diagram of an internal function, you need to regenerate the external functions
that call it.

• *PUBLIC - this change type indicates that the interface of the model object with other objects has changed. As a
result, some model objects that use the changed object may require editing. When the editing is complete, you need to
regenerate the access paths and external functions that use the changed object.
For example, if you change the parameters of an internal function you need to edit all functions that call it and then
regenerate all external functions that use it.

The change type depends on which attributes of a model object are changed and is derived internally by CA 2E.

Simulating a Change to a Model Object

Simulating a change to a model object lets you see the impact of a proposed change on other objects in the model before
you actually make the change. Simulation identifies which other model objects need to be edited or generated as a result
of the proposed change.

When you change a model object, the only objects that can be affected by the change are those that use the changed
object. As a result a major part of simulating a change consists of expanding usages for the object to be changed.

Suppose you want to change the length of the Course code field. This is a *PUBLIC change; in other words, some using
objects will need to be edited to incorporate the change.

Positioning the List to Course Code

From the Edit Model Object List panel, press F7 to display the Position the List window. Type FLD for the Type field and
type Course code for the Object field.
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Press Enter. Type 91 in the Subfile selector for Course code as shown to display the Display Model Usages panel.

Press Enter.
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Positioning the Usages to Course Code

To simulate a change to Course code, you first need to locate it. Since Course code has many usages, an easy way to
locate it is to use the positioning options. Type Course code in the Object field and type FLD in the Type field.

Press Enter.

Simulating a *PUBLIC Change

Press F23 to display additional Subfile selector options. Option 95 lets you simulate a *PUBLIC change for the selected
model object.

Type 95 in the Subfile selector for Course code.
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Press Enter to display all objects that will be affected by a *PUBLIC change to Course code.
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Interpreting the Results

When you simulate a change,CA 2E expands usages for the object to be changed up to the first external function for each
sequence of model objects that use it. This is indicated by *GENFUN in the Scope field. In addition, only those objects
that need to be edited or generated to implement the proposed change are displayed, not all usages.

Note the numbers in the Lvl column; they indicate the usage level for each using object. The Action column indicates
whether the using object needs to be edited (EDT) or regenerated (GEN).

As you scroll through the list, do not be concerned about what appear to be duplicate entries; they do not indicate errors.

Converting the Simulation Usages to a List

In order to further study the impact of your proposed change, convert the usages displayed to a model object list. Be sure
to give it a descriptive name; for example, COURSECODE.

Press F16 and type COURSECODE in the Model list name field in the window that displays as shown. Since this is a new
list you can accept the default for the Outlist option.

Press Enter. Notice the messages at the bottom of the window as CA 2E creates the list and converts the displayed
usages to model list entries.

Press F3 twice to return to the Edit Model Object List panel. Use the F7 key to reposition the session list to the top and
display all entries.

Optional Exercise

Type COURSECODE in the List field and press Enter to display the model object list you just created. Use the F11 key to
view information for each list entry.

When you finish viewing this list, type the name of your session list in the List field and press Enter.
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Component Change Processing

Component change processing refers to an automated impact analysis tool. When you simulate a change you are in effect
simulating component change processing. The difference is that component change processing updates the All Objects
list for the changed object and all objects affected by the change, including an indication of whether the object needs to be
edited or regenerated.

Component change processing is optional; you control it using the model profile and the Component Change Processing
(YCMPCHG) model value. You can choose to run it interactively, by request, or in batch.

Further discussion of this tool is beyond the scope of this tutorial; however, the simulation topic should have given you
some familiarity with the process. Component change processing is discussed in detail in the CA 2E module, Generating
and Implementing Applications.

Accessing Edit Database Relations

At this point you can exit the model by pressing F3. If you want to continue with the tutorial, you can use either the Edit
Model (YEDTMDL) command or the Start CA 2E (YSTRY2) command to reenter the model at the Edit Database Relations
panel.

For example, type YEDTMDL on the command line.

Press Enter.

Advanced Functions
This article demonstrates the use of the Edit Transaction (EDTTRN) function with a Span (SPN) access path and the use
of function fields. This article introduces the following topics.
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• The Edit Transaction Function Type
• Span Access Path
• Defining an Edit Transaction Function
• Using Function Fields
• Defining Function Field Parameters

More Information

• Span Access Path and Edit Transaction Function
• Introduction to Function Fields

Span Access Path and Edit Transaction Function
Contents

This topic demonstrates the use of the Edit Transaction (EDTTRN) function with a Span (SPN) access path.

New terms introduced

• Access path format
• New panels introduced
• Display Access Path Formats

Objectives

You will specify a SPN access path based on the RACE and RACE ENTRY files.

The Edit Transaction Function Overview

The Edit Transaction function allows two database files to be updated simultaneously. The Edit Transaction function type
requires a SPN access path, which is a logical file with two formats.
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For a SPN access path to be built over two files, the two files must be connected by a file-to-file relation; for example, an
Owned by relation. The Edit Transaction function provides a display consisting of a subfile control format for the owning
file and a subfile record format for the owned file.

You will set up an Edit Transaction function for the RACE and RACE ENTRY files. This provides the facility to enter both
the race details and the race entry details for a given race on the same interactive panel.

Overview of Processing Steps

To implement the Edit Transaction function you will:

1. Define and generate a SPN access path for the RACE and RACE ENTRY files.
2. Create the Edit Transaction function and modify the device design for the Edit Race and Entries function.
3. Generate source for the function.
4. Compile the access path, display file, and program source.

Entering Your Design Model

Return to the Edit Database Relations panel for your design model. Select the RACE and RACE ENTRY files by typing
Race* on the selection line.
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Press Enter.

Creating a Span Access Path

Create a SPN access path on the RACE file. A SPN access path must be attached to the file that is to form the header
format of the access path. In this case, you will create the SPN access path over the RACE file.

Type Z against any relation on the RACE file to display all existing access paths.
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Press Enter. The Edit File Details panel displays.

Defining the Span Access Path

To specify the SPN access path you need to:

1. Define two access path file formats, one for the subfile control (header) and one for the subfile record (detail)
2. Specify the keys for those formats

Define the new access path by calling it Race and Entries of type SPN. Type the access path type, name, and Z.
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Press Enter. The Edit Access Path Details panel displays.

Entering the Access Path Formats

An access path format defines a view upon a physical file. By default, it makes all of the non-virtual entries in that file
available. An access path format can be defined as a list of access path relations that will be resolved into a list of field
entries. Relations can be removed from a view on the Edit Access Path Relations panel.

When you previously used the Edit Access Path Details panel, the access path format was automatically provided. For
the SPN access path you must explicitly add the formats. Note that it is important that you add the formats in the correct
sequence: header format first, detail format second.

Press F9 to display the Display Access Path Formats panel where you will add the format for the subfile control (header).
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Selecting the First Access Path Format

The Display Access Path Formats panel shows you the files that you can select for the SPN access path. In this case, the
two files shown are connected to the RACE file by an Owned by and a Defined as relation.

Select the RACE format with X.
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Press Enter.

Confirming Selection of the First Format

The selection of the first format for the SPN access path, Race and Entries, has now been confirmed. Press F9 to add a
second format for the subfile record (detail).

Specifying the Second Format

The Display Access Path Formats panel displays showing the file-to-file relations for the RACE file. Type X to select the
Race Entry format for the subfile record.
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Press Enter to return to the Edit Access Path Details panel.

Adding Virtual Fields to the Access Path Formats

When the end user enters races and race entries, it would be helpful to have the following virtual fields display on the
interactive panel: Course name, Horse name, and Jockey name. As mentioned previously, each access path initially
contains all of the relations for the file on which it is based, but none of the virtual entries. As a result, if you want virtual
fields included on the two formats for the Race and Entries access path, you need to add them explicitly.

In this step, you will add these virtual fields to the Race and Race Entry access path formats. Type V in the Subfile
selector for both the Race format and the Race Entry format.
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Press Enter.

The Virtualize Access Path panel displays showing the virtual field, Course name that can be added to the Race access
path format.

Press Enter to add the Course name virtual field to the Race access path format.

A Confirm prompt displays in the lower right-hand corner of the panel.
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Press Enter to confirm the addition of the Course name virtual field.

CA 2E again displays the Virtualize Access Path panel showing the virtual fields that can be added to the Race Entry
access path format. In this case, the virtual fields are Horse name and Jockey name.

Press Enter to add these virtual fields to the Race Entry access path format. A Confirm prompt displays in the lower right-
hand corner of the panel.
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Press Enter to confirm the addition of the Horse name and Jockey name virtual fields and return to the Edit Access Path
Details panel.

Details for the First Access Path Format

The Edit Access Path Details panel displays both formats. Next, display the details for the access path format by zooming
against the Race access path format. This displays the Edit Access Path Format Entries panel.

Type Z against the Race access path format.
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Press Enter.

Specifying the Key for the First Access Path Format

The next step is to check the keys of the Race access path format. You may specify any of the fields from the RACE file
as keys, in either ascending or descending order. However, there must be a common key between the two formats. For
example, the header record key fields must be part of the detail record’s key.

The keys will be defaulted to the keys as specified by the file relations. In the case of two files linked by an Owned by
relation, the default keys are recommended. If the two file formats are linked by a Refers to relation, you need to change
the key order.
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Because in this example, RACE ENTRY is Owned by RACE, press Enter to accept the defaults.

Press F3 to exit and return to the Edit Access Path Details panel.

Details for the Second Access Path Format

In this step you will zoom into the Race Entry access path format to check its key.

Type Z against the Race Entry access path format.
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Press Enter.

The keys Course code, Race date, Race time, and Entry number have been selected by default to be the keys of the
format since these are the keys as defined by the file relations for the RACE ENTRY file.

Press Enter to confirm the keys.

Press F13 to exit and return to the Edit File Details panel.
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Requesting Batch Generation of the SPN Access Path

You have now finished the definition of the Races and Entries SPN access path. Request batch generation of the Races
and Entries access path by typing J against it

Press Enter.

Limitations:

It is not possible to generate / compile a SPN access path, which is based on *DDL generation mode.

The Edit Transaction Function

In this step you will define a function of type Edit Transaction (EDTTRN).

Objectives

You will create an Edit Transaction function for the RACE and RACE ENTRY files. The name of the function will be Edit
Race and Entries and it will use the SPN access path Race and Entries you just created. This will provide the facility to
enter both the race details and the race entry details for a given race on a single panel.

Defining the Edit Transaction Function

From the Edit File Details panel, you can transfer directly to the Edit Functions panel for the RACE file by pressing F7.
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Press F7 to access the Edit Functions panel.

Type the function details; namely, type Edit Race and Entries for the Function name, EDTTRN for the Function type,
Race and Entries for the Access path, and S to edit the device design.

Press Enter to create the Edit Race and Entries function and display the device design.
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The Default Device Design

The default device design for the Edit Race and Entries function should look like the panel below. Note that the subfile
control (header) is positioned at the top with the subfile record (detail) below. The common key of the two file formats
displays only in the subfile control and acts as an implicit restrictor parameter to the subfile detail records.

Note also the virtual fields Course name, Horse name, and Jockey name. If you had

not explicitly added these fields to the formats of the SPN access path, they would not appear on this display.

The Modified Device Design

Update this default device design to look like the one shown on the next panel. Use the function keys you used to edit the
device design for the Edit Horse and Select Horse functions earlier in this tutorial.
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NOTE

To move a field to another position on the panel, place the cursor on the field to be moved and press F8.
Position the cursor on the field that appears before the desired position for the field you are moving. Press F8.
For example, place the cursor on the Finishing position field, and press F8. Then position the cursor on the
Horse name field, and press F8 again. This moves the Finishing position field after Horse name.

Defining Optional Entry Fields

You have now updated the device design to meet the initial requirements. However, by default, CA 2E defines all input-
capable fields as required entry fields. To allow the end user to enter race entries without specifying all the details about
those entries, you can make some of the fields optional. Note that only non-key fields can be optional.

To make some of the fields in the RACE ENTRY file optional, position the cursor on a field in the first subfile record.
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Press F7.

This displays the relations for the subfile record format. You specify optional relations by typing O against the relations.

Type O against the relations.

Press Roll Up to view the remaining relations listed. Type O against the relation.
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Press Enter to confirm the changes to the format relations. Note that the values in the Check column changed from
REQUIRED to OPTIONAL.

Press Roll Down to view the beginning of the list of relations.

Press F3 return to the device design.
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Introduction to Function Fields
This topic introduces you to add function fields to your device design.

Contents

 

New terms introduced

• Function field
• New panels introduced
• Edit Device Function Field

Overview of Function Fields

Function fields are non-database fields that may be used in device designs and action diagrams. The same function field
can be used in many different functions.

There are six types, or usages, of function fields. Four provide standard field-level functions: SUM, MIN, MAX, and CNT;
two are user-defined and let you define your own function fields: USR and DRV.

Function field parameters specify which field values are to be passed into the function field at execution time and which
field is to be returned from the function field as the result. All function fields with the exception of USR fields have one
output parameter, the function field itself. The system-defined function fields have a single input parameter. Derived
function fields, of usage DRV, are specified in the action diagram and can have up to nine input parameters.

Adding Function Fields

In this step, you will define a function field of usage DRV to evaluate whether or not a given race entry finished a race. The
DRV field will contain a value of 1 if the horse finished and 0 if it did not. You will also define a function field with a usage
of SUM to calculate the number of finishers. The sum of the values in the DRV function field gives the count of the number
of finishers.

Position the cursor on the field that is to be displayed on the panel before the function field, in this case Handicap.
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Press F19 to display the Edit Device Function Field panel.

Naming the Function Field

If the function field already exists and you know its name, you can fill in the name on the Edit Device Function Field panel.
Otherwise, type a ? to display existing fields.

Type ? for the Field name.
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Press Enter.

Displaying Existing Fields

The ? displays a list of all existing fields. You can select an existing function field or you can create a new one. In this
tutorial, you will create two new function fields.

Defining Two New Function Fields

To add the function fields you require, press F10 to display the Define Objects panel. You can define both function fields at
this point.
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Here are the details for the two function fields:

• Finished race -- a function field that appears on each subfile record and evaluates whether or not the horse finished
a race. Its value is derived from the value of the Entry Status field. This requires a usage of DRV. You can edit the
default field details directly by typing Y in Edit field.

• No. of finishers -- a function field in the subfile control and is a sum of the values in the Finished race field of each
subfile record. It is defined as a REF field based on the field Finished race.

Type the new function fields.
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Press Enter.

Overriding the Field Defaults

Since you specified Y for Edit field, you will be shown the field details for the Finished race field. You can now change the
internal field length to 3 from the Edit Field Details panel. Type 3 for internal length and press Field Exit.
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Press Enter. Press F3 to return to the Display Fields panel.

Displaying the Function Fields

The Display Fields panel now has your new function fields displayed. Note that you need to press Roll Up to view the No.
of finishers function field.

Type P against Finished race as shown to edit its parameters.

Press Enter to display the Edit Function Parameters panel.

Defining Function Field Parameters

Next you are going to specify that Entry Status is an input parameter to the Finished race function field. You will use the
same Edit Function Parameters panel you used to specify function parameters earlier in this tutorial.

Type the details for the Entry Status parameter as shown. The usage of this parameter defaults to input. Check the
parameter usage by also typing Z against the field.
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Press Enter. The Edit Function Parameter Details panel displays showing the Usage for Entry Status as I (input).

Press F3 to return to the Edit Function Parameters panel.

The derived (DRV) function field itself, Finished race, is automatically defined as an output parameter. Check this by
displaying the parameter details. Type Z against the Finished race field to display the Edit Function Parameter Details
panel. Note that the Usage for this parameter is O (output).
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Press F3 twice to exit and return to the Display Fields panel.

Selecting the Function Field

You have just finished declaring the function fields in CA 2E. After returning to the Display Fields panel, you need to select
the Finished race function field for inclusion on the device design. First, type Finished in the positioner line and press
Enter to position to the new function fields.

Type X next to Finished race.

Press Enter.

Accepting the Parameters

The Edit Action - Function Details window is displayed showing the parameters for the Finished race function field. Note
that the input parameter is Entry Status, the output parameter is Finished race, and both parameters have the RCD
(subfile record) context.
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Press Enter to accept the default parameters and return to the device design.

The Modified Device Design

After returning to the device design, note that the Finished race function field has been added to the subfile record.
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Note that since the device design exceeds the limits of the panel, you will need to adjust this device design later in the
tutorial.

Press F3 to exit and display the Edit Function Devices panel.

Defining a Function Field Action Diagram

You will now define the action for the user-defined (DRV) function field, Finished race. This will require entering logic into
the action diagram for the Edit Race and Entries function.

Press F5 to view the action diagram for the Edit Race and Entries function.

Press F5 to view the Action Diagram User Points.
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Recall that the user points are the places in the action diagram that you can change.

Press Roll Up to see the next set of user points.

Type Z against the CALC: Subfile record function fields user point.

Press Enter. Note that CA 2E automatically inserted the Finished Race function field in the action diagram for the Edit
Race and Entries function.
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Type Z against Finished Race as shown to insert logic for the function field.

Press Enter.

Adding a CASE Construct

The action diagram for the function field Finished race will be displayed. Note that you are now editing the Finished race
function as shown in the upper right corner of the panel. You will use the Action Diagram Editor to insert the following
conditions and actions for the Finished race function field.

Type IC.
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Press Enter.

Adding an Action

Insert an action into the action diagram. Type IA.

Press Enter.
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Adding a Second Condition

Add another condition to the CASE construct by typing IX against the first !!! New condition as shown. Recall that IX
inserts a new condition within a CASE construct.

Press Enter.

Adding a Second Action

Add another action to the CASE construct by typing IA against the second !!! New condition.
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Press Enter.

Defining the Conditions and Actions

To define the conditions and actions, type F against them all, and press Enter. Recall that F lets you edit the action or
condition details for a line in the action diagram.

Type F against the conditions and actions.
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Press Enter.

Specifying the First Condition

The first condition specifies that the action is only to be executed if the Entry Status is Finished.

Type the details as shown. Type PAR (parameter) for the context, Entry Status for the Field, and ? in the condition field to
view a list of the available conditions.
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Press Enter.

Defining Field Conditions for the Status Field

If you completed the earlier exercise of defining conditions for the Entry Status field, the Edit Field - Condition window
panel will include the list of conditions shown here. If you have not already done so, you can add them at this point.

Type X against the condition Finished.
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Press Enter twice.

Specifying the First Action

You have just finished defining the first condition in the CASE construct you are defining. Because you also typed F
against the first action in the CASE construct, CA 2E displays the Edit Action - Function Name window to specify the
action. In this case, the action will be the built-in function *MOVE.

The action you are specifying is executed when the first condition is true; namely, when Entry Status is Finished. The
action is to return a constant value of one in the Finished race function field.

Leave the Function file field blank to indicate a built-in function and type *MOVE.
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Press Enter to enter parameter details for the *MOVE function.

Type the details for the *MOVE parameters.

Press Enter.
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Specifying the Second Condition

Because you typed F against the second new condition in the action diagram CASE construct, CA 2E displays the Edit
Action - Condition window. The second condition specifies the action to be executed in all cases other than that specified
in the first condition. A special value of *OTHERWISE is used for this case.

Remove all the ? and specify *OTHERWISE for the condition.

Press Enter.

Defining the Second Action

Because you typed F against the second action, CA 2E displays the Edit Action - Function Name window. For the second
action, you will specify the action to take when the first condition is not true. The action is to return a value of zero in the
Finished race function field. You will again use the *MOVE built-in function.

Leave the Function file field blank and specify the *MOVE function.
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Press Enter to enter parameter details for the *MOVE function.

Type the details for the *MOVE parameters.

Press Enter to accept the parameters and return to the Action Diagram Editor.
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Complete Action Diagram

The completed action diagram should look like this.

Press F13 to exit the action diagram for the Finished race function field.

Accept the default of Y to save the Finished race function field.
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Press Enter to return to the action diagram for the Edit Race and Entries function.

Press F13 to exit the action diagram for the Edit Race and Entries function.

Accept the default of Y to save the function definition.

Press Enter.
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Returning to the Device Design

You have now finished defining the Finished race function field. Return to the device design to define the No. of finishers
function field.

Type S against the Edit Race and Entries function.

Press Enter.

Adding the Second Function Field

Add the second function field to the header format (subfile control). Position the cursor on the field before the desired
location for the function field, in this case Prize money, and press F19.
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Specifying the Second Function Field

The required field already exists; as a result, you can type the name No. of finishers directly. Alternatively you could type ?
to obtain a selection list.

Type the function field name No. of Finishers.
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Press Enter.

Defining Parameters for the No. of finishers Function Field

The parameters for the No. of finishers function field are defaulted. The input parameter is Finished race from the RCD
(subfile record) context; the output parameter is the No. of finishers function field itself in the CTL (subfile control) context.
Recall that you defined the No. of finishers function field with the SUM field usage.

This causes the values in the input parameter field (Finished race) for each detail record to automatically be added
together and the sum to be placed in the output parameter (No. of finishers).

Press Enter to accept the default parameters as shown.

The Added Function Field

The No. of Finishers field will be added to the subfile control format.
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Readjusting the Device Design

Adjust the device design so that all fields fit on the panel. Move the No. of finishers function field to a new line and hide the
Finished race function field so that it is not displayed.

To do the latter, position the cursor on the field and press Enter. The Edit Screen Entry Details panel displays. Change the
I/O usage for the field to hidden (H).
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Press Enter. The final device design should look like this:

Press F3 to go to the Edit Function Devices panel.

Exiting the Device Design

You have finished creating the function Edit Race and Entries and designed an appropriate panel layout.
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Exit from the Edit Function Devices panel by pressing F3. The Exit Function Definition panel displays.

Submitting the Function for Generation

In addition to saving changes to the function, you can use the Exit Function Definition panel to submit the function and
display file for generation by setting the Submit generation field to Y.

Accept the default of Y for Change/create function to save your changes and change the Submit generation field to Y.
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Press Enter.

You will be returned to the Edit Functions panel. Messages indicating that the function has been saved and submitted for
generation will appear at the bottom of the panel.

You have now created a program that allows the end user to update the two files, RACE and RACE ENTRY,
simultaneously.
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Exercises

Do the following exercises:

1. Submit the request for generation and compilation for the Races and Entries SPN access path and the Edit Races and
Entries function. You do this by selecting the Submit model create request (YSBMMDLCRT) option from the Display
Services Menu (F17). For a program to compile successfully, all files and access paths used by the program must
have been generated and compiled first.

NOTE
Be sure to write down the implementation name for the Edit Races and Entries function. You will need this
name for testing the program using the CALL command.

2. Call the Edit Races and Entries function and add a few races to the database and some entries for each race. When
you call the program, remember to specify the null or blank parameter for the return code. For example,
call myaretr ‘’
Try pressing F4 on fields like Horse code and Jockey code to view a selection list of available entries.

NOTE
CA 2E automatically provides this prompting capability for file-to-file relations, such as, RACE ENTRY Refers
to HORSE. When the end user types a ? or user prompt (F4) for a key or foreign key field, by default CA
2E calls the related Select record function, such as, Select Horse. A function used in this way is known as a
prompt function.

3. Call the Edit Horse program and test the link you defined between the Edit Horse program and the Display Racing
Results program. You should be able to select a horse and display its racing history.
For example, the steps required to call Display Racing results for Faithful Dobbin are:
a. Type / in Subfile selector for Faithful Dobbin.
b. Press F10 to access the action bar.
c. Type S to access the Selector Choice menu.
d. Type 1 beside the Display Racing Results action.
e. Press Enter.

4. Press F3 to return to the Edit Horse function.

Report Functions
This article introduces the two functions used to produce reports. These are:

• The Print File (PRTFIL) Function
• The Print Object (PRTOBJ) Function

You will use these functions to define the two following reports:

• A simple report of all the horses recorded in the database.
• A more complex report showing all the horses in the database and for each horse, a list of the races in which the horse

competed.

More Information

• Print File Function
• Print Object Function

Print File Function
In this topic you will learn how to define a Print File function to produce a simple report of all the horses recorded in the
database.

Contents
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New terms introduced

• PRTFIL (Print File) function
• CNT (count) function field
• CUR (current report format) report context
• NXT (next report format) report context

New displays introduced

• Edit Report Design
• Display Report Formats
• Edit Report Format Details

Objectives

You will be producing a report that lists all the horses recorded in your database. In addition, the report will give the total
number of horses recorded and the total value of all the horses. The following steps are involved:

1. Create a Print Horses function based on the HORSE file. The function will require the creation of a RSQ (resequence)
access path to retrieve records in Horse name order.

2. Specify the Total horse value and Total number of horses function fields on the report design.
3. Modify the layout of the report, as required.
4. Generate and compile the source for the access path and the report.
5. Test the implemented function.

Defining the Print File Function

Starting from the Edit Functions panel for the HORSE file, specify the Print Horses function. A Print File (PRTFIL) function
is defined the same way as other functions. Type Print Horses for the Function name, PRTFIL for the Function type, and
? in the access path field to view a list of existing access paths.
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Press Enter. The Edit File Details panel displays as a result of entering ? for the Access path.

Specifying a New Access Path

Use the Edit File Details panel for the HORSE file to create a new access path that will cause the report to print horse
details in alphabetical order by Horse name, rather than in Horse code order. To achieve this, specify a new access path
of type RSQ called Horse name order.

Type RSQ for the access path type, Horse name order for the Access path name, and Z to zoom into the access path.

Press Enter.

Adding Virtual Entries to the Access Path

Remember that virtual entries are not automatically added to an access path. As a result, you need to add the Dam
name, Dam Date of birth, Sire name, and Sire Date of birth virtual fields explicitly so they will appear on the report you are
designing.

Type V against the access path format.
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Press Enter to display the Virtualize Access Path panel.

Press Enter twice to validate and confirm the virtual entries displayed. Notice the message at the bottom of the Edit
Access Path Details panel.
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Edit Access Path Details

You used the Edit Access Path Details panel earlier in this tutorial to specify a RSQ access path. You will use the same
process here to specify a new key order on the access path format.

Type Z against the access path format.

Press Enter

Specifying Access Path Details

On the Edit Access Path Format Entries panel, specify the new key order for the RSQ access path. The initial key order
default is the same as for the default Retrieval index access path.

The New Key Order

Specify an alternative key order. For this type of access path, you can choose any field except a virtual field as a key field.
Use Horse name as the key.

In the Key no. column, clear the 1 next to Horse code and type 1 against Horse name.
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Press Enter. Press F3 twice to exit.

Generating and Compiling the New Access Path

At the Edit File Details panel, request batch generation and compilation for the newly defined access path using the J
option.

Type J next to the Horse name order RSQ access path.
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Press Enter to request generation.

Selecting the Access Path

Now that you have created the required access path, select it for use with the Print Horses function.

Type X to select the Horse name order access path.
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Press Enter.

The Report Design

After you select the access path, CA 2E creates the Print Horses function and returns to the Edit Functions panel. From
here you can display the report layout. To do so, type S against the function.

Press Enter.

The Default Report Layout

Initially, the report layout will look like the one shown here.
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The default layout is made up of the following formats:

The page header format at the top contains a title (Print Horses) plus information such as the date and page number. The
header format is repeated on each page of the printed report. An End of report format is placed at the end of the report
design.

A heading format and corresponding total format is provided for each Level break. For example, for each key of the
based-on access path there is a heading and total format. If the access path has a unique key, the number of level breaks
is one less than the number of keys. In this case, the access path does not have a unique key. Since there is one key
level, one heading format is provided that, by default, has Horse name as an output field.

The detail format contains the subfile records from the based-on access path. It is shown on the Print Horses report layout
between the Horse name heading and Horse name total formats. All the fields from the access path are available in this
format. The key field (Horse name) is hidden by default because it already appears on the heading format.

You can modify the report layout the same way you modified the device designs of the earlier functions. The editors for
the report layout and the panel design are very similar. However, a report is by default 132 characters across and extends
vertically past the bottom of the panel. You can press the Roll Up key to roll the panel by half a panel at a time.

Displaying the Report Formats

The report formats are shown on the Display Report Formats panel. To access this panel, press F17 from the device
design (report layout).
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• The Top of page format (TOP) enables you to define fields to be printed at the top of each page in addition to the
Standard report header (HDR). This format is empty by default.

• The First page format (1PG) can be used to add title information to the beginning of the report. This format is empty by
default.

• The Level-heading format (1HD) contains fields appropriate to the key level; in this case, Horse name. By default, this
format prints before the first detail within a level break.

• The Detail line format (RCD) contains the records from the access path on which the Print File function is based. By
default, this format is printed for every record read. This format cannot be dropped, only hidden.

• The Level total format (2TL) contains fields appropriate to the key level. By default, this format is printed after the last
detail record or subtotal within a level break.

• The Final total format (ZTL) contains totals of all previous total levels. By default, this format contains only the constant
Final totals; you can add your own function fields to provide totals.

Dropping Formats from a Report Design

In this step you will remove the Horse name heading and total formats. To remove a format, you can either hide it or drop
it completely. If you hide a format it will still be logically present. In this example, you will drop both formats completely.

Type ‘-’ against the two Horse name formats.
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Press Enter. Notice the D in the Hide fmt column for the two formats you dropped.

Adding Function Fields

In this step, you will add two function fields to the Final totals format (ZTL).

Type Z against Final totals format.
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Press Enter to display the Edit Report Format Details screen for the Final totals format.

Press F19 to add a function field to this format using the Edit Device Function Fields panel.

Displaying Existing Function Fields

To display existing function fields, type ? for Function field.
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Press Enter.

All fields defined in your model are displayed, including the two function fields you defined for the Edit Race and Entries
function (EDTTRN).

To define two new function fields, press F10.

Defining New Function Fields

The first new function field, Total horse value, will provide a total of all the Horse value fields on the detail format. A
function field of type SUM is used for this purpose. Recall that you used a function field of this type previously to calculate
the Total Number of finishers in a race.

The second new function field, Total number of horses, will calculate the total number of horses recorded. It will count the
number of occurrences of Horse code field on the detail format. A function field of type CNT can be used for this purpose.

There are two ways to define a function field:

• As a REF field based on the field you wish to sum or count
• As a new field with input parameter(s) specified separately.

You will use the REF field method to define the Total horse value function field. However, you cannot use this method
for the Total number of horses function field since the CNT field must be numeric and the field you are counting is
alphanumeric (CDE).

Define the Total horse value and Total number of horses function fields.
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Press Enter.

Specifying Function Parameters

When you pressed Enter, the two new function fields were created. Press Roll Up twice to view the two new function
fields.

The Total horse value function field is now fully defined. However, you must still specify the field used to arrive at the Total
number of horses function. Type P next to this function field as shown to specify its parameters.
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Press Enter.

The Default Parameters

As mentioned previously, the function field itself is the output parameter. In this step, you need to specify an input
parameter, which is the field to be counted. In this case, the Horse code field is the input parameter.

You can specify function parameters in two different ways. These can either be individual fields or an access path from
which you select individual fields. In this example, you will specify the parameter as an individual field.

Type the parameter details.
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Press Enter.

The parameter usage defaults to input. You can check this for yourself by typing Z against Horse code on the Edit
Function Parameters panel.

Press F3 to exit.

Selecting the Function Fields

You have finished defining the two new function fields. You must now select them to appear on the Final totals format.

Type X against Total Horse value.
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Press Enter.

Confirming the Function Details

The Edit Action - Function Details window will prompt you to confirm details of the function parameters. This panel shows
the contexts from which the values of the parameters will be taken: NXT (next report format) and CUR (current report
format).

The values for the Horse value parameter are taken from the CUR context. This context corresponds to the format upon
which the processing of the function field takes place (the Detail line format). The NXT context corresponds to the format
that follows the Detail line. In this case, the NXT context is the Final totals format.
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Press Enter to confirm the parameters. Press F13 to return to the report device design.

Adding the Total Number of Horses Function Field

The Total horse value function field is now present on the Final totals format. To add the other function field, position the
cursor on the Final totals format.
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Press F19 to add the Total number of horses function field.

Type Total Number of horses in the Field name field.

Press Enter.

Confirming the Parameters

CA 2E automatically provides defaults for the parameters and contexts. In this case you need only accept them.
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Press Enter to accept the parameters and return to the report device design.

Exercise

Both function fields are now present on the Edit Report Format Details panel of the Final totals format. Check this yourself
by pressing F17 from the report device design and typing Z against the Final totals format on the Display Report Formats
panel. Press F13 to return to the report device design.

The Report Design with Function Fields

The report layout should now look like the one below, with the function fields displayed on the Final totals format. The
words Final totals are a constant and can be removed.

Completing the Report

In this step, to make the report easier to read, you will specify a blank line between records and hide the Horse code, Dam
code, and Sire code fields. In addition, you will change the Horse name field from hidden to output. By default, the Horse
name field is hidden because it was originally present on the Horse name header format. Since the Horse name header
format has been dropped, it now makes sense to have the Horse name appear on the Detail line format.

Place the cursor on the Horse code field.
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Press F5.

Type the options as shown; namely, type Y for Blank line between records, type O against Horse name, and type H
against Horse code, Dam Horse code, and Sire Horse code to hide these fields on the report.

Press Enter. Note the changes in the Ovr column as a result of your entries. Press F3 to return to the device design.
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The Modified Report Device Design

The report device design should now look like the one shown below. Since you have hidden some fields on the Detail
format, the design no longer exceeds the 132 character size limit.

The Completed Report Layout

Update the report device design by moving fields and changing labels and label spacing until the design meets your
needs. Here’s an example.
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Note that to produce this design you will need to drop the Top of Page format (TOP) and the First Page Format (1PG)
using the method you used to drop the 1HD and 2TL formats previously; hint, press F17.

When you have finished the report layout, press F3 to exit the device design.

Press F3.
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Saving the Report Device Design

Save the changes by accepting the defaults and pressing Enter.

Generating and Compiling the Function

You have now finished specifying the Print Horses function. Type J next to this function on the Edit Functions panel and
press Enter to request batch generation of the Print File and program that will implement the function.

Finally, compile the generated source for the function and the access path. Press F17 to access the Display Services
Menu and select the Submit model create request (YSBMMDLCRT) option. Be sure to note the implementation name
(member) of the Print Horses function so you can call it in the next step.

Running Your Program

When the Print Horses function has successfully compiled, try it out by calling the program from a command line. For
example,

call myaspfr ‘’

Following is an example of the resulting report showing data you entered earlier using the Edit Horse program.
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Use the i OS Work with Spooled Files (WRKSPLF) command to view or print your report.

Print Object Function
In this topic you will learn how to embed a Print Object function into the existing Print File function to produce a more
detailed report.

Contents

New terms introduced

• PRTOBJ (Print Object) function
• QRY (Query) access path

New displays introduced

• Edit Device Structure

Objectives

At this point, you have created a function to print a list of all the horses stored in the database. A more useful report might
also list the races for which each horse has been entered. To produce such a report, you need to combine records from
the RACE ENTRY file with the existing Print Horses function. You can achieve this using a Print Object function. Use the
following steps to do this.

1. Specify a Print Object function based on the RACE ENTRY file.
2. Define a Query access path to be used with the RACE ENTRY file.
3. Combine the Print Object function with the Print File function and specify the parameters to be passed between them.
4. Generate and compile the new Print Horses function.
5. Test the program.
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Defining the Print Object Function

To define a Print Object function, start from the Edit Database Relations panel and go to the Edit Functions panel on the
RACE ENTRY file.

Type F against RACE ENTRY.

Press Enter.

Adding a Print Race Entries Function

Specify the Print Object function by typing Print Race Entries for the function name, PRTOBJ for the function type, and ?
to display the available access paths.
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Press Enter to display the Edit File Details panel.

Specifying a Query Access Path

The Edit File Details panel shows the existing access paths for the RACE ENTRY file. You will create a new access path
for the Print Race Entries function.

To produce the desired report, the records in the RACE ENTRY file need to be processed in order by Horse name. To
do this, you need to create an access path keyed on the Horse name field; however, Horse name is a virtual field on the
RACE ENTRY file. In order to use a virtual field as a key, you need to create a query (QRY) access path. In addition, since
virtual entries are not automatically included on an access path, you need to add them explicitly.

Specify a QRY access path named Entries by Horse name and type V against it.
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Press Enter to view the virtual entries that are available for inclusion on the access path; namely, Horse name and Jockey
name.

Press Enter twice to validate and confirm the inclusion of the two virtual entries and return to the Edit File Details panel.
Note the message at the bottom of the panel indicating that the access path has been updated with all virtuals.

Type Z against the Entries by Horse name access path to begin the process of specifying Horse name as the key.
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Displaying the Access Path Format Entries

Press Enter to display the Edit Access Path Details panel. Next, type Z against the displayed format and press Enter to
access the Edit Access Path Format Entries panel.

On the Edit Access Path Format Entries panel, the key order defaults to that of the RTV access path. Note that all fields,
including virtual fields, are available as key fields.

Specifying an Alternative Key

Specify Horse name and Race date as the alternate keys of the access path. You can assume that each horse runs in no
more than one race per day; as a result, Race time is not required as a key.
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Define the keys by changing entries in the Key no. column as shown; namely, blank the Key no. field for Course code,
Race time, and Entry number, and type 1 for Horse name.

Press Enter. Press F3 twice to exit to the Edit File Details panel.

Compiling the QRY Access Path

The access path you have just defined must be generated and compiled before running the application. You have the
option to add it to the job list now. To do so, type J next to the QRY access path.
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Press Enter.

Selecting the Access Path for the Function

Now that you have defined the QRY access path, you need to select it for the Print Race Entries function. To do so, type X
next to the QRY access path.
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Press Enter.

Displaying the Report Device Design

Now that you have created the PRTOBJ function, check the device design to see whether the default options meet
requirements. To access the device design, type S next to the Print Race Entries PRTOBJ function from the Edit
Functions panel.

Press Enter.

The Default Report Device Design

Initially, the report device design should look like the one shown.
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The default layout is obtained in a similar way to the previous Print File function. The access path has a non-unique key.
A heading and total format are provided for each key of the access path. All the fields from the access path format are
output on the detail line records, except for the key fields, which are hidden.

A PRTOBJ function is an internal function. It does not represent a complete report and must be embedded within an
existing Print File function. The embedding Print File defines the standard header format, page size, and additional details
for the combined report.

Exercise - Updating the Report Layout

Update the report layout using the same techniques as those in the device design updates you completed earlier in this
tutorial. Perform the following steps.

1. Display the report formats (F17) and drop the following formats: Race date header, Final totals, Horse name total, and
Race date total.

2. On the Detail line format, change the usage of the Race date field from hidden to output.
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Hide all fields that are not required and adjust labels and label spacing until the design resembles the one

shown. 
3. Press F3 twice to exit.

Exiting the Device Design

Save your design by accepting the defaults on the Exit Function Definition panel.
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Press Enter to return to the Edit Functions panel.

Combining the Report Functions

You have just finished defining the two report functions. Press F3 to exit the Edit Functions panel for the RACE ENTRY file
and return to the Edit Database Relations panel.

Go to the Edit Functions panel for the HORSE file. To do this, type Horse* on the selection line and press Enter. Then
type F next to any HORSE relation and press Enter.

The next step is to combine the two functions so that the records from the Print Object function (each race entry) will be
printed after each detail record in the Print File function (after the horse to which it applies). To do this, you will use the
Edit Device Structure panel.

Type T against the Print Horses function.

Press Enter.
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Embedding the Print Race Entries Function

The Edit Device Structure panel represents the layout of the report in terms of the formats from which it is constructed.
This display is only available for functions of type PRTFIL or PRTOBJ. It has facilities for embedding PRTOBJ functions
within the report and moving and copying them.

Many Print Object functions can be embedded within the same Print File function. A Print Object function can contain
other embedded Print Object functions. This makes it possible to construct complex reports. In this tutorial, you will be
embedding one Print Object function in the previously defined Print File function.

Insert a Print Object function after the Details format by typing IA (Insert After) in the Subfile selector.
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Press Enter.

Selecting the PRTOBJ Function

The Display Print Functions panel is now shown. This panel displays a list of all the Print Object functions that are
available for inclusion in the Print File function. In this case there is just one, Print Race Entries. Type X to select the Print
Race Entries function.
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Press Enter.

The Modified Device Structure

The modified device structure is shown below. The backslash character indicates that the Print Race Entries function is
attached to the preceding Details format and will be printed after each detail record.
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Press F3 to exit.

Saving the Device Structure

Save the modified device structure by selecting option 2 from the Exit Device Structure panel.

Press Enter to return to the Edit Functions panel.

Displaying the Report Device Design

Examine the effect of the new device structure on the layout of the Print Horses report device design. Type S next to the
Print Horses function on the Edit Functions panel.
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Press Enter.

The New Report Device Design

The modified report device design displays with the fields resulting from the embedded Print Object function.

View the Rest of the Report Device Design

You can display the rest of the report device design by pressing Page Down (or Roll Up depending upon your keyboard).
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NOTE

If your report device design does not look like that shown above, adjust it until it looks similar. Do not be
concerned with exceeding the panel limits. For reports, CA 2E allows 132 characters per line.

Modifying the Combined Report Device Design

You are restricted in the placement of the fields from the Print Object function. Place the cursor on any PRTOBJ field
and press F10. All the PRTOBJ fields are moved in a single block. In other words, you cannot manipulate the PRTOBJ
fields individually from this panel. You are only allowed to alter the indentation of the whole PRTOBJ function relative
to the left-hand margin of the PRTFIL function in which it is embedded. It is possible to specify individual formats of the
PRTOBJ. You can specify an absolute indentation that is fixed relative to the left-hand margin of the report, regardless of
any adjustments made to the indentation of the PRTOBJ as a whole.

In the current report design, the PRTOBJ fields are displayed after all the detail line records. This implies that all the
horses will be printed followed by all the race entries. The advantage of the report as shown in the above panel is that it
enables you to easily distinguish between the different formats. However, to meet the original requirements, you need to
change the report functions to print one horse at a time followed by the corresponding race entries. You will do this in the
next step.

Press F3 twice to exit the Device Design Editor. Save your design by accepting the default options.
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Press Enter.

Specifying Parameters

You have now combined the two report functions and have a suitable report design. However, the function is not yet fully
defined. If you generate and compile the program now, it would print all the race entries in the RACE ENTRY file after
every horse. You need to pass a restrictor parameter from the Print Horses function to the Print Race Entries function so
that only the race entries that apply to each horse are printed after each horse’s details.

There are two places where you can specify the parameters of the Print Race Entries function.

• From the Edit Functions panel of the RACE ENTRY file by typing P against Print Race Entries.
• From the action diagram of the Print Horses function.

In this example, you will use the second method. Go to the Action Diagram Editor for the Print Horses function. To do so,
type F next to the Print Horses function on the Edit Functions panel.
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Press Enter.

Editing the Action Diagram

Display the user points of the action diagram by pressing F5. To specify the parameters of the Print Race Entries function,
locate the point in the action diagram at which the function is called. Since the function was attached to the Detail format,
you will zoom into the Print details user point.

Type Z against the Print details user point.
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Press Enter.

The Print Details Construct

You embedded the PRTOBJ function after the detail line format. To reach the equivalent point in the action diagram, type
Z against the hidden construct, ...PRTOBJ calls after print of detail format.
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Press Enter.

Editing the Print Race Entries Function

You have now reached the point in the action diagram where the PRTOBJ is embedded. Type Z against the hidden
construct, ...Embedded PRTOBJ : Print Race Entries.

Press Enter.

The Action Diagram Editor Subfile Selector Values

You can type ? in the Subfile selector of the Action Diagram Editor to display a list of allowed values. Type ?.
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Press Enter.

Editing the Function

Since you are in the process of specifying a restrictor parameter, you should select FF, Edit action parameters.

Type X as shown to select the FF value.
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Press Enter.

Displaying the Function Parameters

The Edit Action - Function Details window is now displayed.

To edit the function parameters, press F9. The Edit Function Parameters panel lets you edit parameters for the Print Race
Entries function.

Editing the Function Parameters

To define the Horse name field as a restrictor parameter, type Z in the Subfile selector to specify additional details, and
type *Field, Horse name, and FLD.
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Press Enter.

Specifying a Restrictor Parameter

On the Edit Functions Parameter Details panel you will specify the usage and role of the Horse name parameter. In this
case, the parameter defaults to Input (I). You will specify that the parameter has a restrictor role by typing R in the Subfile
selector. This will cause the Print Race Entries program to process only those records on the RACE ENTRY file for the
horse identified by the Horse name parameter.

Type R against the Horse name parameter.
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Press Enter.

CA 2E confirms that the parameter is a restrictor parameter by showing RST in the Role column.

Press F3 twice to exit and return to the Edit Action - Function Details window.
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Confirming Parameter Details

The final step is to confirm the values for the parameters you specified. Note that the default context for the Horse name
parameter is CUR (current). Since the Detail line is being processed at this point in the action diagram, the CUR context
corresponds to the Detail line format.

Note: If you had used the Edit Functions panel rather than the Action Diagram Editor to define parameters, you would still
need to access the Action Diagram Editor to confirm the parameter values.

Press Enter to accept the parameter details.

Exit Action Diagram

Exit the action diagram and save the design you have just completed. To exit the action diagram quickly, press F13.

Generating and Compiling the Functions

You have now finished defining the Print Horses function. Accept the default values on the Exit Function Definition panel
and change the N on the Submit generation option to Y. This will save the function and add it to the joblist for generation.
Then select the Submit model create request (YSBMMDLCRT) option from the Display Services menu (F17) to submit the
generation and compilation for the function and the Query access path.

Testing the Program

Once the program has compiled, call it from any command line. Various messages relating to the execution of the Query
access path (via the i OS Open Query File (OPNQRYF)) command are displayed while the report is produced. A sample
report listing data entered with the Edit Horse and Edit Race and Entries programs follows.
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Toolkit Guide
CA 2E Toolkit is an integrated package comprised of software utilities for IBM i. This section details the CA 2E Toolkit
utilities and how they link together.

Prerequisites

The prerequisite for the user to use the CA 2E Toolkit utilities is to have a working knowledge of the Toolkit and the
following i OS concepts:

• Libraries
• Library lists
• Objects
• Object authorities
• Commands
• Source files

Data description specifications (DDS, i OS definition DS) are as follows:

• Subfiles
• Messages

Use this box to search the content in the Toolkit section.

Toolkit

More Information

• CA 2E Toolkit Concepts
• CA 2E Toolkit Reference

CA 2E Toolkit Concepts
The CA 2E Toolkit Concepts section gives a functional overview of the utilities, and how they link together. This section
provides the basic concepts behind the product utilities, and how you can efficiently use these tools. If you have
purchased only specific CA 2E modules, some of the utilities described in this section are not available. Toolkit Modules of
this section provides the contents of each CA 2E module.

CA 2E Toolkit Concept Summary

The Toolkit is intended to provide the following benefits:

• Increase your productivity
• Improve the quality of what you produce
• Provide insight about using the Toolkit to the best advantage

The Toolkit embodies fourth generation design principles as follows:

• The computer is used to assist and to organize both the developer and the user wherever possible.
• A consistent user interface is used throughout development.
• Help text, help menus, and select functions are available throughout the interface.
• A high-level object-orientated design approach is incorporated.

This section contains the following topics:
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• User Access Utilities
• Design Utilities
• Programmer Utilities
• Documentation Utilities
• Spooled File Utilities
• Technical Considerations
• Toolkit Supply Objects
• Supplied Device Files
• Authority Required for Object
• Source Directives
• Toolkit Modules

User Access Utilities
This article provides an overview of user access aids including library lists, menus, help text, and user profiles along with
examples.

The CA 2E Toolkit user access aids provide an easy way to set up and maintain operating environments for your Toolkit
users. With the Toolkit user access aids, you can create and maintain a highly supportive environment for your users,
without the need for programming changes.
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More Information

• Overview
• Library Lists
• Help Text
• User Profiles

Overview
Contents

There are four main areas covered by the user access aids:
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• Library lists
• Menus
• Help text
• User profiles

Each of the components can be used separately or all of the components can be linked together to form an integrated
system.

The four areas are discussed individually in detail in the pages that follow.

Type Edit command Print command Display command Other Toolkit
commands

LIBL YWRKLIBLST YDOCLIBLST YDSPLIBLST YCHGLIBL
YCHGJOBDLL
YBLDLIBLST
YDLTLIBLST
YCPYLIBLST
YEDTLIBLST
YCHGLIBLST
YWRKLIBLST
YRNMLIBLST
YRNMLIB

MNU YWRKMNU YDOCMNU YGO YDLTMNU
YCPYMNU
YRNMMNU
YCRTDSNF
YADDDSNFM

TXT (STRSEU) YDOCSRC YDSPHLP YBLDDOC
YADDHLPTBL

USR YWRKUSRPRF YDOCUSRPRF YDSPUSRPRF YCPYUSRPRF
YRTVUSRPRF
YCRTUSRPRF
YCHGUSRPRF
YDLTUSRPRF
YRNMUSRPRF
YCVTUSRPRF

PWD YEDTPWDVAL YCHKPWDVAL
YCHGPWD

Linking User Access Components

Each of the user access aids can be used separately. CA 2E Toolkit also includes an initial program that can be used to
connect user profiles, library lists, help text and menus into an integrated system.

User Access Example

Follow these steps:

1. Decide which initial library list you want the new user to have, for example, a library list called LIBEL containing the
following libraries:
QTEMP QGPL Y1SY ORDENT

2. Use the command Build Library List (YBLDLIBLST) to create the list:
YBLDLIBLST LIBLST(LIBEL) LIBL(QTEMP QGPL Y1SY ORDENT)  TEXT(‘Library list for FRED’)
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3. Decide which initial menu or program you wish the user to have. For example, menu ORDENT in file YDSNMNU in
library ORDENT.

4. Use the Work with Menus (YWRKMNU) command to create the menu, if it does not already exist.
YWRKMNU MENU(ORDENT)

5. Decide what name you wish to give the new user profile; for example, FRED.
6. Use the command Create User Profile (YCRTUSRPRF) to create the profile, specifying LIBEL as the initial library list,

and ORDENT as the initial menu:
YCRTUSRPRF USRPRF(FRED) TEXT(‘Fred’s user profile’) LIBLST(LIBEL) MENU(ORDE

7. Teach FRED how to sign on

Library List Contents

Toolkit library lists contain:

• User portion of library list (*USRLIBL) including current library. Special value ‘no change’ (*NOCHG) for current library
makes storage of current library optional.

• Optionally, the name of a job description with an initial library list maintained by Toolkit commands to match the Toolkit
library list.

• Library list type to enable subsetting Toolkit library lists.
• Text associated with the library list.

Integrating Design and Development

The menu utilities are used not only to store application menu sets, but also as both design and development tools.

As a design tool:

User functions and menus are rapidly designed in outline, and presented to the user for comment. Help text and panel
designs can be set up for each option, and the associated documentation prepared. See the article "Toolkit Design Aids"
for further details.

As a development tool:

The design menus are carried straight into development, with actual programs replacing panel and report designs when
they are completed. Menus are also used:

• To provide a framework to hold large documents for presentation, and for maintenance
• To provide a training aid: users can move around the menus in a system, looking at the help text for options, rather

than executing them. Extra explanatory text and formatting can make menus very easy to understand.
• To group commonly used commands with different default parameters, without the need to write CL programs or

alternative commands.
• As a presentation tool: functions are combined with explanatory text to provide a structure for computer-based

presentations.

Importance of Menus

Menus are especially important for ensuring user satisfaction because they are the part of the system that is used most
often. The requirements of your users as to how their menus are arranged are almost bound to change as the users
become more familiar with a system, and as their work patterns evolve. It is important that you can respond quickly (and
economically) to their demands.

The Toolkit menus also allow you to cater to different levels of user sophistication.
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Styles of Help Text

Toolkit provides two styles of help text: Full Panel (User Option *HLPFULL) and CUA/Text (User Option *HLPWDW).
Help index, help keys, and extended help are only available when *CUATEXT and the YMHPOPA data area are set to
*HLPWDW.

General Considerations for Help Text

Storing Help Text

Toolkit help text is stored as normal text source. Each member in the source file constitutes a document, and can be
referenced and displayed separately.

Displaying Help Text

You can display help text using the Toolkit command Display Help (YDSPHLP), or by calling the Help display program
directly from another HLL program. For details, see the command diagram in the  CA 2E Toolkit Reference Section.

Each call to the help text display program names a single text member. From this member, you can display:

• All the text, starting at the beginning
• An index, which allows you to jump to the part of the text you are interested in
• Text relevant to the position of the cursor on the panel from which the help text was called
• Text relevant to the conditions under which the help text was called (for example, different text depending on whether

you are adding or changing records)

Associating Help Text with a Menu Option

To associate help text with a menu option, use the Toolkit command Work with Menu (YWRKMNU) to specify the name
of a help text document for the option. When the menu is displayed using the Toolkit Go to Menu utility (YGO), contextual
help text is available for the option if the user moves the cursor to the option line, and presses F1=HELP. Note that users
can also access this information by choosing Help Index from the Help action bar pull-down, then selecting the desired
topic.

Associating Help Text with an HLL Program

To have help text displayed by an HLL program, you must enable a help function key in the DDS of the display file used by
the program, and also encode a call to the Toolkit program Display Help (YDDSHPR) in the program source. This can be
done very simply using a standardized subroutine: see the Toolkit command Display Help (YDSPHLP) diagram for details
and an example.

Displaying Help Text Using the YDSPHLP Command

Help text can be displayed interactively by using the Toolkit command Display Help (YDSPHLP). See the command
diagram for the Display Help command for details. The Display Help command can be used to check help text, or to
present a document to a user as a menu option.

Naming Help Text Documents

Consider carefully the names for help text documents. Factors to consider include:

• The default document name used by the Toolkit program Go to Menu (YGO). If no help text member is specified for
an option, the default help text document name used by the menu program is the name of the program or command
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specified for the option. It will save you coding effort if you give a help text member the same name as that of the
program or command that it explains.

• How to associate programs with their help text. The standard help text call included in application programs can use
the program name (retrieved from the Program Status Data structure) as the help text document name, to save coding
effort.

• How the documents will be grouped when they appear in indices. It helps to have documents grouped in a logical
order. If you already give your programs names that cause them to be grouped in a logical order on indices, then it
would be sensible to give each help text document the same name as the program that it explains.

Note: You should give a help text member the same name as the command or program for which it gives an explanation.

Help Text Default Source Files

Consider carefully the name you give to the file or files containing your help text.

When you specify a help text document for a menu option or program, you may specify the name of a file and library
containing the document. If you leave the file and library blank, the default help text file will be used. The default help text
file is set by the data areas YMHPFLA and YMHPLBA:

• YMHPFLA - specifies the name of the default help text file.
• YMHPLBA - specifies the name of the default help text file library.

Default versions of the data areas are provided in the Toolkit library. You are free to change the values of these, or to
provide additional copies in other libraries.

If the YMHPFLA data area contains a value of QTXTSRC, and YMHPLBA contains a value of *LIBL, then the following
text member names will be used:

PGM/cmd Specified on
MENU or CALL

Used by
YDSPHLP

Description Description Description Description

Mbr File Library Mbr File Library
BILL -- -- -- BILL QTXTSRC *LIBL
BILL -- FREDTXT -- BILL FREDTXT *LIBL
BILL -- -- HUBERT BILL QTXTSRCT HUBERT
BILL -- FREDTXT BILL FREDTXT
BILL HUBERT HUBERT
BILL FRED -- -- FRED QTXTSRC *LIBL
BILL FRED FREDTXT -- FRED FREDTXT *LIBL
BILL FRED -- FRED QTXTSRC

HUBERT HUBERT
FRED FREDTXT FRED FREDTXT
HUBERT HUBERT

Note: A member name must be specified when calling the help text display program from within an application program.

Library List Resolution

If a value of *LIBL is specified for the help text file library, the help display program uses the invoking job’s library list to
find the text member: the first file containing a source member of the specified name is used.

For example:

If you use the following request to display a help text member FRED:
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 YDSPHLP MBR(FRED) FILE(*LIBL/UHLPTXT)
 

Your library list contains the following files:

Library File Member
QGPL UHLPTXT FRED
EVERYMAN UHLPTXT FRED
BIBLIO UHLPTXT FRED

Then the YDSPHLP command does the following:

• Examines UHLPTXT in QGPL for FRED and does not find a candidate member.
• Examines UHLPTXT in EVERYMAN for member FRED, finds a candidate, and uses the candidate.

Types of Help Information

Toolkit supports the common user access (CUA) help text model which provides the following types of help:

• Contextual - Specific to cursor position gives the purpose and use of the item for which the user requested help.
• Extended - Describes the application panel from which the user requested Help.
• Help Index - Sequenced list of help topics for the application from which the user can select a topic for display.
• Keys help - List of application function keys, including brief descriptions.
• Help for Help - Information on how to use help facilities, including how to access contextual, extended, keys, and index

help.

Internal Help Functions

Toolkit supports several user-directed options, including:

• Enlarged help enlarges the help window to full window size (CUA/Text style only).
• Reposition moves the help window to the cursor position (CUA/Text style only).
• Print help prints extended help for the application.
• Edit help invokes the edit function on the extended help source member.

Requesting Help

Users can request help in two general ways:

• Select one of the Help action bar pull-down choices, which results in display of a help pop-up window containing the
requested topic.

• Press function keys assigned to common help actions, which results in one of the following:
– For F1= Help from an application panel, access to contextual or extended help in a help panel, depending on cursor

location
– For function keys from help panels, access to the type of help specific to the function key

Users can access specific types of help as follows:
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• To request Contextual help, press F1= Help from an entry field, a selection field, or other defined contextual help area
on the application panel. A help panel appears containing information about the specific field or item.

• To request Extended help, press F1= Help from anywhere on the application panel other than a defined contextual
help area, or press F2= Extended from any help panel. A full help panel appears containing information on how to use
the application panel.

• To request Keys help, press F9= Keys help from any help panel. A help window displays a list of application function
keys and the purpose of each.

• To request Help Index, press F11= Index from any help panel. A help window presents a scrollable list of help topics
from which to select one for display.

• To request Help for Help, press F1= Help from any help panel. A help pop-up displays information on using the help
facilities.

Users navigating through various help panels can either end the help session directly by pressing F3= Exit or back out
one panel at a time by pressing F12=Cancel.

Once a help panel appears, users can size and position the panel to their preference as follows:

• To enlarge the help window, simply press F20= Enlarge from any help window.
• To reposition the help window, position the cursor at the desired location and press F19= Reposition. (An enlarged help

window will return to its original size when repositioned.)
Users can also have the option to print and edit help as follows:

• To print help, press F14= Print from any help panel (except Help Index).
• To edit help, press F15= Edit from any help panel (except Help for Help and Help Index). You can disable the edit

capability by removing the F15 function key definition from the shipped window definition for help panels.

Help Function Keys

Function keys allow users to navigate through help text, control window size and position and, if appropriate, edit help
text:

Key Function
F1 Help for help
F2 Extended
F3 Exit
F7 Backward
F8 Forward
F9 Keys help
F11 Index
F12 Cancel
F14 Print
F15 Edit
F19 Reposition
F20 Enlarge
F24 More keys

Library Lists
Contents
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This section highlights CA 2E Toolkit library list facilities including naming, creating, changing, deleting, copying, editing,
retrieving, displaying, and selecting library lists. The contents of the library lists are outlined and the commands that link
the library lists, user profiles, and job descriptions are listed.

CA 2E library list features include:

• An interactive list editor
• Documentation facilities
• Retrieval and replace facilities
• Selection facilities

Introduction

Library lists provide an easy way of controlling what objects a job can access. The i OS library list is a very simple, yet
powerful concept, but it does have some limitations, most notably that a library list is transient. The library list lasts only for
the duration of a job or until replaced by another list, and all of the libraries in a list must be specified every time the list is
required. For batch jobs, only the complete specification of all the libraries in a list, or the addition or removal of a single
library from a list is possible, although the libraries in a list are edited interactively. Toolkit provides the capability to edit
library lists, store them away permanently under a given name, and then retrieve and use the lists.

General Considerations for Library Lists

Naming Library Lists

You can refer directly to a stored library list in a given library by a qualified name, as if it were an object. For example, the
following command would replace your library list with the contents of library list FRED in QGPL:

YCHGLIBL LIBLST(QGPL/FRED)

Storing Library Lists

Library lists are stored in a database file YLIBLST in the specified library. The file name is transparent in all commands
that use library lists.

A default version of the library list file is included in the shipped version of Toolkit. Additional copies of the library list file
can be created using the i OS Create Duplicate Object command (CRTDUPOBJ). For instance:

CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(YLIBLSTX) FROMLIB (IBM i Toolkit-Product-
library) OBJTYPE(*FILE) TOLIB(FRED) NEWOBJ(YLIBLST)

Creating Library Lists

You can build library lists from either a specified list of libraries, from the current job’s library list, or from the initial library
list of a specified job description. Create library lists using the command Build Library List (YBLDLIBLST).

For instance, the following command would build a library list called FRED containing five library names: QTEMP, QGPL,
Y1SY, QRPG, and current library FREDLIB.

YBLDLIBLST LIBLST(FRED) LIBL(QTEMP QGPL Y1SY FREDLIB QRPG) CURLIB(FREDLIB) TEXT(‘Library list for FRED’)
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You can synchronize maintenance of an initial library list with a library list you are building. For example, using
YBLDLIBLST to build a library list FRED in QGPL from the current job’s library list and to ensure that the initial library list
(INLLIBL) of job description QBATCH in FREDLIB is synchronized, you would use the following command:

YBLDLIBLST LIBLST(QGPL/FRED) LIBL(*JOB) LSTTYPE(*INLL)  CURLIB(*JOB) LSTJOBD(FREDLIB/
QBATCH) TEXT(‘Library list for FRED’)

Changing Library Lists

You can change library lists using the command Change Library List (YCHGLIBLange Library List (YCHGLIBLST).

YCHGLIBLST LIBLST(QGPL/FRED) TEXT(‘Library list for George’)

Renaming Library Lists

You can rename library lists using the command Rename Library List (YRNMLIBLST).

YRNMLIBLST LIBLST(QGPL/FRED) NEWLST(GEORGE)

Deleting Library Lists

You can delete library lists using the command Delete Library List (YDLTLIBLST).

YDLTLIBLST LIBLST(QGPL/FRED)

Copying Library Lists

You can copy library lists using the command Copy Library List (YCPYLIBLST).

For instance, the following command would copy the contents of a list called FRED to a list called GEORGE:

YCPYLIBLST FROMLST(FRED) TOLST(GEORGE)

Displaying Library Lists

You can display library lists using the command Display Library List (YDSPLIBLST).

For instance, the following command would display the contents of a list called FRED:

YDSPLIBLST LIBLST(FRED)

Checking Library Lists

You can determine the existence of a library list using the Check Library List command (YCHKLIBLST).
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For instance, the following command would check whether library list FRED in QGPL exists:

YCHKLIBLST LIBLST(QGPL/FRED)

You can also use this command to retrieve the contents of a library list into a program. Note that the command first verifies
your authority to use and maintain the list.

Working With/Editing Library Lists

Library lists can be changed interactively using the Toolkit Work with Library List (YWRKLIBLST) or Edit Library List
(YEDTLIBLST) utilities. You can reorder list libraries and add or remove libraries from the list at any position. The Work
with Library Lists utility provides full subsetting. You can also use the commands to edit the current library list, that is
invoke the job’s library list, as well as edit the initial library list of an associated job description. For instance:

YWRKLIBLST LIBLST(FR*)LSTTYPE(*MDL) YEDTLIBLST LIBLST(FRED)

Retrieving Library Lists

An edited library list can be saved under a given name and retrieved to set the library list of a job. You may want to make
use of a stored library list of a job, job description, and user profile.

Changing the Library List of a Job

You can reset the library list for a job by using the command Change Library List (YCHGLIBL). The command replaces
the current library list of a job with a stored named library list. For example, if "FRED" is the name of an existing library list
containing ten libraries, then the following command would replace the library list of the invoking job to consist of the ten
libraries:

YCHGLIBL LIBLST(FRED)

If a Toolkit library list contains a Current Library entry, then the command Change Library List (YCHGLIBL) will, by default,
also change the current library of the invoking job:

YCHGLIBL LIBLST(FRED) CURLIB(*LST)

The command Change Library List is available in an abbreviated form R, which enables you to refresh or replace your
library list very conveniently. For example:

R FRED

You can use a library list on the command Create Objects (YCRTOBJ). The list is used for the Initial Library List (INLLIBL)
and Current Library (CURLIB) parameters of the i OS command Submit Job (SBMJOB) used to submit the creates. For
instance:

YCRTOBJ OBJLIB(FRED) LIBLST(FRED) MBRLST(TEMPLST)
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Changing the Library List of a Job Description

You can reset the library list for a job description by using the command Change Job Description Library List
(YCHGJOBDLL). The command changes the initial library list (INLLIBL) on a specified job description with the contents of
a specified library list. For example:

YCHGJOBDLL JOBD(QBATCH) LIBLST(FRED)

You can set the Job Description (JOBD) parameter to the special value List Job Description (*LSTJOBD). This enables
you to rematch the initial library list (INLLIBL) for the job descriptions referenced within library lists with their corresponding
library lists.

YCHGJOBDLL JOBD(*LSTJOBD) LJBLST(*ALL)

The library list for a job description referenced on a library list is synchronized with the library list whenever the library
list is updated using a library list command. You can turn off this action using the Update Job Description (UPDJOBD)
parameter. For example:

YRMVLLE LIB(QRPG) LIBLST(FRED) UPDJOBD(*NO)

Changing the Library List of a User Profile

With the user profile utilities, it is possible to associate a library list with a user profile. When an interactive job is started by
a user signing on to that profile, the library list of the job is set to the contents of the list.

The initial library list for a user profile can be specified with the CA 2E Toolkit commands Create User Profile
(YCRTUSRPRF) or Change User Profile (YCHGUSRPRF). The CA 2E Toolkit initial program, YINLPGM, then uses the
specified stored library list to set the initial library list for a user at sign-on. For example:

YCHGUSRPRF USRPRF(FRED) LIBLST(FRED)

Changing Individual Library List Entries

Library List Entry Commands

Individual list entries can be added, removed or renamed in one or more library lists in a given library. The library lists can
be named generically.

The command Add Library List Entry (YADDLLE) adds a named library to a list or lists at a given position or relative to
another named library:

YADDLLE LIB(QPLI) POSITION(*LAST) LIBLST(FRED*)

YADDLLE LIB(Y1SYVENG) POSITION(*BEFORE Y1SY) LIBLST(*ALL)

The command Remove Library List Entry (YRMVLLE) removes a named library from a list or lists:
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YRMVLLE LIB(QPLI) LIBLST(FRED*)

The Toolkit command Rename Library List Entry (YRNMLLE) renames a named library list entry in a library list or lists:

YRNMLLE FROMLIB(QPLI) TOLIB(YPLI) LIBLST(FRED*)

Renaming Library List Entries

When renaming a library you should update all references to that library in all library lists. This can be done using the
Library command (YRNMLIB). For instance, the following would rename library BEAM to MOTE, and update all library
lists which reference library BEAM. A message would be sent to the job log to indicate each library list updated.

YRNMLIB FROMLIB(BEAM) TOLIB(MOTE) LIBLST(*ALL)

In addition, you can specify that all references to the library by user profiles are also updated. For example:

YRNMLIB FROMLIB(BEAM) TOLIB(MOTE) LIBLST(*ALL)  UPDUSRPRF(*YES)

Selecting a Library List

A selection function is available to facilitate the use of library lists. This enables you to select/add to a list of existing library
lists, or to perform some of the library list manipulation functions upon a selected library list. The select function is invoked
by specifying a value of LIBLST(*SELECT), when using the various library list commands, or LIBLST(*ALL) when using
the command Work with Library List (YWRKLIBLST). For example:

YWRKLIBLST LIBLST(*ALL)YCHGLIBL LIBLST(*SELECT)

A value of *SELECT allows you to choose one library list, while a value of *ALL allows you to choose many items.

Help Text
Contents

This section tells you how to write, index, display, and document help text. Contextual and conditioned help text is
described, and commands to manipulate help text are listed. Help text directives are outlined indicating how to control the
display of help text.

Toolkit help text features include:

• Fully interpretive, that is, no compilation
• Full screen entry
• Automatic numbering
• Support of display attributes
• Support for embedding subdocuments
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Support for help compliant with common user access (CUA) standards:
• Help text index
• Contextual (cursor-sensitive) Help text
• Keys help
• Extended help
• Help for help

Introduction

The Toolkit help text facilities enable you to provide interactive help text for all of your menus and application programs.

• You can specify an index for the help text.
• You can specify which part of the text is to be displayed for a given cursor location (contextual or cursor sensitive help

text).
• You can condition the relevant part of a help topic to be displayed, based on the circumstances.

Using Toolkit you can create online help text in a fast, flexible, way using the command Start SEU (STRSEU) of the i OS
Source Entry Utility or S/38 Edit Text command (QSYS38/EDTTXT) of IBM’s Text Management/38. Both utilities have full
screen editors that allow you to lay out text as it is to appear ("What-you-see-is-what-you-get"), and to specify an index for
the help text.

Help text for a program is stored as a text document. When the user presses Help, either while displaying a menu with
the Toolkit Go to Menu program (YGO), or while using an interactive application program, the program is temporarily
suspended, and a specified document is displayed as help text. True context- sensitive help text can easily be provided in
your own application, such as the right words in the right place.

You can write help text as it is to appear. Several special facilities provide useful ‘short cuts’, such as numbering sections
automatically, and imbedding standard paragraphs. Most of the print control facilities of ‘Text Management/38’, such as
underlining, are implemented, so you can format readable help text.

Writing Help Text

You can use SEU/EDTTXT to edit help text. Help text is entered either using the S/38 Text Management/38 or the i OS
Source Entry Utility facility; refer to the appropriate manuals for further details.

Text Management/38 Control Characters

Text Management/38 control characters that have a special meaning when included in the text source; they direct how the
text will be printed; for instance
‘. pa’ causes a new page to be thrown. All Text Management/38 control characters begin with a ‘.‘.

The Toolkit help text program interprets most Text Management/38 control characters in the same way as the Text
Management/38 print function: for instance, ‘.date’ causes the current date to be displayed at the indicated point. Certain
control characters, however, are ignored because they are inappropriate for an interactive display, for instance ‘. sk’ (skip).

Text Management/38 text control characters can be used to format your help text documents, even if you do not have the
Text Management/38 utility. For the benefit of those who do not have Text Management/38, the control characters are
summarized in the following table.

EDTTXT FACILITY Character Notes
Automatic numbering .N m Ascending numbers (N is reset to m if m is

specified)
Section numbering .H0 to .H6 Various effects, for example, underline,

capitals
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Embedding of sub-documents .IM (doc) Document reference has syntax:
(Document File Library)

Current date .date
Document’s identity .docid Document/File/Library will appear where

specified
Comment line .* Line will not be displayed

Text Directives

Toolkit also introduces a number of extra control characters (directives) to provide additional functions. All Toolkit control
characters begin with ‘.*’: this means they do not appear when help text is printed.

The following table includes Toolkit text control characters executed by YDSPHLP

Toolkit FACILITY Character Notes
Title line . *T: ‘text’ Text appears as title line on Help text

display
Display comment . *Y*: ‘text’ Text appears on display, but not in printed

document.
Vector table entry . *YV: data LBL Not displayed, but used to control which

part of the text is displayed. LBL points
to a ‘Label entry’ line: it can be up to 10
characters long.

Index entry *YI: LBL ‘text’ Text appears as entry in Help display index.
LBL points to a ‘Label entry’ line: it can be
up to 10 characters long.

Label entry . *YH: LBL LBL corresponds to an ‘Index entry’ line, or
to a ‘Vector table entry’ line.

In each case the directive must begin in column one with a ‘.’ (full stop) followed by the directive name *T: in columns 2-4
or *Y*:, *YV:, *YI: or *YH: in columns 2-5 . The directive name, labels, and so on, may be entered in upper or lower case
(‘abc’ and ‘ABC’ are equivalent).

CUA/Text Specific Directives

The Toolkit help text display utility processes the same help text source in both a window and an extended help full panel.
You can design help text documents for a full help panel and place appropriate window format directives before text to
be word-wrapped in the window. You can use window directives alone or with Text Management/38 paragraph format
definitions. Text Management/38 paragraph format definitions are sufficient to ensure word-wrap in help windows.

Toolkit FACILITY Character Notes
Size . *YW: width depth

vary-depth
Dimensions of window to display help text.
If .*YW: not present, default is from data
area YMHPYWA.

Format definition . *YD: start
size
blank before

Tab and margin formats of help text. (Not
required if TM/38 paragraph definitions are
used.)

Text entry . *YF: ID Identifier of format definition
(. *YD:) for text entry
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Keys help label . *YK: LBL Label corresponds to help text about
function keys. If . *YK not present default is
taken from data area YMHPYKA.

Purpose of Toolkit Directives

For details on the directives, see Specifying Help Text Directives later in this article. The directives allow you:

• To specify points in the document to which the help display program may jump:
-- At entry (vectored entry).
-- Under user control once within the document (index choices).

• To specify an index to be displayed on entry or at the request of the user.
• To specify a title to appear on the top of all help displays.
• To specify help window attributes.

Example

The following diagram illustrates how a help text document might be structured to provide both an index and to support
vectored entry, that is, display of the help text starting at a specified point.

There are three ways of displaying the document:

• Vectored entry by cursor location

YDSPHLP MBR(FRED) LABEL(*CSRLOC) CSRLOC(rrrccc)

A cursor coordinate is passed into the help display program.

1. The help display program uses the vector table at the beginning of the text to translate this into a label.
2. The help display program displays the help text indicated by the specified label.

Vectored entry by label

YDSPHLP MBR(FRED) LABEL(label-name)

A label name is passed into the help display program.

1. The help display program displays the help text indicated by the specified label.

Entry by indexDisplay Help Text command (YDSPHLP)

YDSPHLP MBR(FRED)

The help display program displays extended help.

1. The user specifies an option from the help index.
2. The help display program translates this into a label.
3. The help display program displays the help text indicated by the specified label.

Help Text Attributes Underline/High Intensity

To make your help text clearer to read, you may use formatting attributes such as underline and high intensity. The
formatting attributes are only conveniently available through the Edit Text program (QSYS38/EDTTXT). Refer to the on-
line help text for Text Management/38 to see how they are specified, or to the Text Management/38 User’s Section.

Invoking EDTTXT

While displaying a help text document, you can invoke the S/38 Text Management/38 Edit Text command (QSYS38/
EDTTXT) to edit the same document, simply by pressing F15= Edit. If desired, this facility can be used to allow users to
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write or amend their own help text. You may not update a help text member unless you are authorized to update the file
containing the member.

Displaying Help Text

Typically you will want to arrange matters so that whenever users get stuck, they can do one of the following:

• Press Help to get the help text appropriate to the program being used.
• Select a choice from the help action bar pull-down.

The following section describes how to specify which help text document is displayed, and when.

Indexing Help Text

The Toolkit help text display has an index facility that can automatically provide an index to a help text document. An index
will be provided if ‘index entry’ lines, that is, lines containing the Toolkit index control characters (‘. *YI:’) are present at the
beginning of a help text document. Each Toolkit ‘. *YI:’ line must contain a label; the same label must also be present on a
Toolkit label entry line (‘. *YH:’) later in the document.

Contextual (Cursor-Sensitive) Help Text

The Toolkit help text display has a facility which provides help text relevant to the position of the cursor on the panel when
the user presses Help. The cursor position is translated into the label, which is used to position the text with a ‘vector
table’ at the start of the help text document. The vector table can be added manually, or can be generated from the panel
DDS using the Toolkit Add Help Vector Table (YADDHLPTBL) command. See the YADDHLPTBL command diagram for
details and an example.

Each entry in the vector table consists of label groups (see the following section on Conditioned Help Text), row and
column coordinates defining the extent of the field, and the label which identifies the corresponding section of the text
which is to be displayed. For details of specifying Toolkit text directives, see Specifying Help Text Directives, later in this
article.

Specification Order of Vector Table Entries

The help display program selects the first vector table entry which satisfies its search criteria; that is, for which the vector
table label groups match those on the LBLGRP parameter (see section on Conditioned Help Text) and for which the
cursor coordinates as specified by the CSRLOC parameter lie within the specified area.

If you have overlapping text areas you should specify the most specific areas first.

For example, in the following display there are three areas of text. The smallest areas (customer code, command key
explanations) are specified before the larger area (panel details), so that if the CSRLOC passed to the help display
program lies within one of the smaller areas, the more specific text will be used in preference. If no specific label is found,
the default action displays the help text from the beginning.

Conditioned Help Text

The Toolkit help text display has a facility to provide help text dependent on circumstances. Examples of where you might
use this facility are:

• Where a panel can operate in more than one mode (for example, adding or changing records) and different help text is
required for each mode.

• Where there is a choice of fields to display in one place on a panel (for example, fields conditioned by an indicator).
• Where you wish to provide more than one level of help text (for example, novices or experts).

The Toolkit help display program makes use of label groups to determine which section of help text will be displayed.
Label groups are specified as part of the ‘vector table’ entries described previously.
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Up to three label groups may be specified for each vector table entry, each preceded by a space or an ‘N’. The ‘N’
indicates ‘not’, that is, not belonging to that label group. If more than one label group is specified on a vector table entry,
the conditions are ANDed together.

The YDSPHLP program compares these label groups with those supplied at run time by the LBLGRP parameter to decide
whether a particular vector table entry is eligible for use or is to be ignored. For a vector table entry to be eligible, all
the label group conditions specified on the entry must be satisfied by the list of label groups supplied by the LBLGRP
parameter. Thus, both the following conditions must be satisfied for an entry to be eligible:

• If an entry has a label group specified for it (not preceded by an ‘N’), that label group must be in the list supplied by the
LBLGRP parameter.

• If an entry has a label group preceded by ‘N’ specified for it, it must definitely not be in the list supplied by the LBLGRP
parameter.

If LBLGRP(*NOCHK) is specified, then no label group checking will take place.

If LBLGRP(*NONE) is specified, then only those entries with no label group at all, or with all label groups preceded by an
‘N’, will be eligible.

For example:

LBLGRP Label Group Result
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
NA
B
A B
ANB

Eligible
Eligible
Not eligible
Not eligible
Not eligible
Eligible

A B
A B
A B
A B

A
A B
NA B
ANB

Eligible
Eligible
Not eligible
Not eligible

*NONE
*NONE
*NONE
*NONE

A
NA
B

Eligible
Not eligible
Eligible
Not eligible

*NOCHK
*NOCHK
*NOCHK
*NOCHK

A
NA
B

Eligible
Eligible
Eligible
Eligible

If LBLGRP is specified and no vector table entry is found:

• Index is displayed
• First page of help text will be displayed if there are no index entries

Example of the Use of Label Groups

This example illustrates how you could produce different help text for the same area of a panel under different
circumstances. For instance, you might have a customer code which, depending on what the user has specified on
preceding displays, could either be the code of a customer to whom delivery is to be made, or the code of the customer to
invoice. The help text could have two entries in the vector table, each with a different label group, for example, ‘A’ or ‘B’,
and a different label, for example, CUS_INV, or CUS_DELIV.
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The actual text displayed for a cursor location within the specified area would then depend on the label group specified:

• If LBLGRP(A) is specified, the display of help text starts at label CUS_INV.
• If LBLGRP(B) is specified, the display of help text starts at label CUS_DELIV.

YDSPHLP Program Display

The initial display shown by the help text display program depends on both the contents of the document and the run time
values passed to the help text display program.

Commands To Manipulate Help Text

Help text members can be manipulated by using the normal i OS commands:

• Create Source Physical File CRTSRCPF: Create a file for Help documents.
• Copy Source File CPYSRCF: Copy a Help document or documents.
• Remove Member RMVM: Delete a Help document.
• Rename Member RNMM: Rename a Help document.

Documenting Help Text

You can print help text with the Toolkit command Document Source Members (YDOCSRC), with SRCPRTOPT(*TXT). For
use with Text Management/38, you can print help text using the command Print Document (QSYS38/PRTDOC) of Text
Management/38. See the Text Management/38 section for details.

When using the Toolkit program Display Help (YDSPHLP), you can obtain a print of the document currently being
displayed by pressing F14.

Converting a Member List to a Master Document

If you wish to print all of your help text in one print run, then the Toolkit command Build Document (YBLDDOC) can be
very useful. This is a special Toolkit utility that converts a list of source file members into a master document. The master
document created will contain Text Management/38 ‘imbed’ control commands for all the documents in the member list,
interspersed by ‘new page’ control characters. For further details, see the section on List Processing in the Programmer
Aids article of this manual.
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Specifying Help Text Directives

The Toolkit help text display program (YDSPHLP) uses text directives within the help text source to control the initial
display of help text. The directives must be included in the text in a specific order and in a specific format for the help
display program to function correctly.

Order of Directives

The directives must appear in the following order:

1. *T: (Title) must occur before any *YH: entries.
2. *YW: (Window size) must occur before any other entries except *T:.
3. *YD: (Window format definition) must occur before any *YF: , *YV: entries.
4. *YK: (Keys help vector) must occur before any *YV: entries.
5. *YV: (Vector table) must occur before any *YI:, *Y*: or *YH: entries.
6. *YI: (Index entry) must occur before any *YH: entries.
7. *Y*: (Index display-only entry) must occur before any *YH: entries.
8. *YH: (Label entry) must occur after all *T:, *YV:, *YI:, *Y*: entries.
9. F: (Window format) must occur after all *T:, *YD:, *YK:, *YV:, *YI:, and *Y*: entries.

*T Title Directive

The title directive specifies a title that is shown at the top of every panel of help text.

Title text: The text specified in columns 6-80 will be used as the title.

*YW Window Size Directives (CUA/Text)

The window size directive specifies dimensions of the window in which help text is to be displayed. If this directive is not
present, YDSPHLP takes the size from data area YMHPWDA.

• Window width: 2-digit number (32 through 74) for the width of the help window.
• Window depth: 2-digit number (09 through 21) for the depth of the help window.
• Vary depth: 1-character indicator:

Y - adjust initial help window depth lower than the given depth either to fit displayed help text or to size window on the
application panel
N - or blank - no adjustment

*YD Window Format Definition Directives (CUA/Text)

Window format definition directives specify the formats of help text to be displayed in a window, including the margins
and indentation, so text will fit window width. Note that you can use these directives along with, or instead of, Text
Management/38 paragraph format definitions. If your help document has Text Management/38 paragraphs, you may not
need to use this directive. Window format definition directives are not processed when help is displayed in a full panel.

• Definition ID: 2-digit identifier (01 through 99) for the definition. You can reference this identifier in subsequent window
format (*YF:) directives.

• Start Tab position: 2-digit number (00 through 09) for number of tabs from the left margin at which to start text. Window
width is divided into ten tabs. YDSPHLP calculates tab size based on window width.

• Start Text size: 3-digit number (-99 through +99) for the absolute size of starting text for the format. You can use
starting text for headings and definition terms (to which you can attach word-wrapped descriptive text). Starting text is
formatted exactly as entered including blanks. A negative number indicates how many spaces to indent the first line.
The length of starting text and the start tab position determine the left margin to which the formatted text wraps.

• Blank before: 1-character indicator; Y - precede format with a blank line, N or blank - do not precede with a blank line.
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*YK Keys Help Vector Directives (CUA/Text)

The Keys help vector directive labels text about the application function keys within the help document. YDSPHLP
displays this text when the user presses F9= Keys help.

Enter keys help vector directives exactly as shown:

Keys help label: Marks the location of Keys help within the help document.

*YV Vector Table Directives

Vector table directives specify how the YDSPHLP program should translate an area of the display into a label; if the cursor
location is within the area, the specified label will be used to position the display. They are only required if cursor-sensitive
help text is to be used. At run time you will need to supply values for the CSRLOC and optionally for the LBLGRP
parameter on the YDSPHLP command.

Enter vector table entries exactly as shown:

Label group: up to three separate label groups (a label-group is one character long) may be specified, each preceded by a
space or an ‘N’. Label groups allow you to display different parts of the same text member under different circumstances.
Any alphabetic or numeric character may be used to identify a label group. The YDSPHLP program will compare these
label groups with those supplied at run time by the LBLGRP parameter, if any, to decide whether a particular vector table
entry is eligible for use or is to be ignored (see the following section on conditioned help text).

Row coordinates: must be between 1 and 24; leading zeroes may be entered as blanks.

Column coordinate: must be between 1 and 132; leading zeroes may be entered as blanks.
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Label name: must refer to the label specified on a *YH: directive placed in the body of the help text. You may also specify
the same label on an index entry directive (*YI:), though this is optional. Any text in columns 36-80 following a label name
will be ignored.

*YI Index Directives

An index directive specifies an entry in the help display index; if any index entries are present the help display program will
automatically build an index from them. Each index entry points to a label in the text body.

Label name: must be a unique identifier, up to ten characters long, of an index entry. For each *YI: entry a corresponding
*YH: label entry is required.

Index entry text: The text specified in columns 18-80 will be displayed in the help text as the index entry.

Note: If the index entry text has a display attribute, that is, is highlighted or underlined, then it should not start before
column 19 (to allow for the display attribute byte).

*Y* Index Comment Directives

Index comments appear in the displayed help text as part of the index: they are used to make the index more readable for
the user.
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Index entry text: The text specified in columns 9-80 will be displayed as part of the help text. If the text has a display
attribute, that is, is highlighted or underlined, then it should not start before column 10 (to allow for the display attribute
byte).

*YH Label directives

Each label directive identifies a point in the help text at which the help text display is to start or to which it may branch
under the user’s direction. Each *YH: entry should have a label corresponding to that of a *YV: or *YI: entry (unmatched
entries will be ignored). The Help text display program starts a new page for each label found.

When the help text for the label is displayed in a window, the specified label entry text is used for the title of the window.
If the label is referenced in an index directive (*YI:), the text on the index directive is used in place of the text on the label.
The text ‘ - Help’ is appended to the label entry text to form the window title.

Label name: must be a unique identifier up to ten characters long corresponding to an index or vector table label entry.

Label entry text: The text specified in columns 18-80 will be displayed as part of the help text. If the text has a display
attribute, that is, is highlighted or underlined, then it should not start before column 19 (to allow for the display attribute
byte).

*YF Window Format Directives (CUA/Text)

Window format directives specify that the format of text to follow is to be based on a given window format definition (*YD:).
Note that window format directives do not apply to help displayed in a full panel, such as Extended help.

Definition ID: 2-digit identifier for the format of text to follow. Enter the same identifier as that of the window format
definition to be used. If the Definition ID is zero, the text to follow remains unformatted and is not word-wrapped.
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Text/38 Paragraph Formats (CUA/Text)

To allow for window expansion and to allow both Extended Help and Windowed Help to originate from the same source
document (which may have been created before Help windows became available), Text Management/38 paragraph
definitions are automatically interpreted into Window Format definitions as follows:

Text Management/38 Paragraph Option Display Help Derived Format Option
Left margin
Right margin
Align Right
Paragraph Indentation
Blank Line before paragraph
Automatic Hyphenation

Divide by tabsize and round to nearest whole tab. Set Start Tab
Position to ths number.
Right margin is always the current window width.
Text is not aligned right.
Negate this to give Start Text size.
Set Blank Before option to this.
Text is not hyphenated.

Positioning the Help Window (CUA/Text)

When the help display program is called with a cursor location (in ‘cursor-sensitive’ mode), the help window positions with
an offset from that location, choosing a corner to locate relative to that position. The corner to locate is chosen to give a
"best-fit" on the underlying panel.

When the help display program is called with a start label, the current cursor location is retrieved and used for positioning
as described previously. If further help windows are displayed from the initial help panel, these are positioned to overwrite
the previously displayed help window. By pressing a function key (F19), any help window can be re-positioned at or near a
location pointed to by the cursor.

User Profiles
Contents

This section tells you how to create, change, delete, rename, document, and copy user profiles. Other topics covered
include retrieving user profile details and using user profile extension attributes.

Toolkit user profile features include:

• Full integration with system commands
• Interactive edit display
• Generic documentation facilities
• Extension attribute retrieval facilities
• Password validation

Introduction

CA 2E Toolkit provides facilities both to help manage your existing user profiles, and to set up and maintain Toolkit "user
profile extension attributes" for your profiles.

A user profile is the i OS object used to control user access to Toolkit, and to define what objects a user may use on the
Toolkit.

There are good reasons for making full use of i OS user profiles:
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• The i OS security that is obtained through user profiles is implemented at a microcode level and so is very secure.
• User profiles give you a convenient means of specifying exactly what a given user may or may not do.
• User profiles give you a convenient means of finding out exactly who did what, when; that is, they provide a means for

system auditing.
• User profiles give you a convenient means of costing system usage.

A Toolkit user profile corresponds to the i OS definition; that is, it is a description of what a particular user may do on the
computer, accessed by a single password, and guarded by security implemented at the microcode level. Toolkit allows
extensions to the attributes that can be given to a user profile.

The Toolkit user profile extension attributes are mainly concerned with the initiating of interactive jobs; that is with
controlling user access onto the system, and include an initial library list, an initial menu, and a suspension status. Users
may be suspended so that they cannot sign on.

The Toolkit Initial Program

The Toolkit initial program provides a special program for user profiles, YINLPGM, which is in the Toolkit library. The
Toolkit initial program makes use of the Toolkit user profile extension attributes to set up interactive job sessions, for
instance:

• The library list for the job is set to the specified stored library list.
• Password expiry is checked.
• The specified initial menu is displayed, or initial menu option executed.

The source of YINLPGM is available, so that you may add in any requirements that are peculiar to your environment.

With the Toolkit user profile extensions, you can create and maintain a highly supportive environment for your users,
without the need for programming changes.

General Considerations for User Profiles

To manipulate user profiles, see the following command diagrams in the Toolkit Reference Section.

• YCHGUSRPRF
• YCPYUSRPRF
• YCRTUSRPRF
• YCVTUSRPRF
• YDLTURSPRF
• YDOCUSRPRF
• YDSPUSRPRF
• YRNMUSRPRF
• YRTVUSRPRF
• YWRKUSRPRF

The following diagram shows how the Toolkit user profile commands interconnect.

Storing User Profiles

User profile extension information is stored in a database file, YUSRPRF. This file is transparent on commands: you
do not need to name it. Typically you will want to keep only one copy of this file. A default copy is shipped in the Toolkit
library.

User profile extension information is used by the Toolkit initial program, YINLPGM, to initiate interactive jobs. This program
calls a separate program, YINLPGMPWD to check the password expiry date.
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Extension Attributes

Toolkit allows you to specify the following extension attributes for user profiles:

• A password expiry date or change period (see below)
• An initial library list to be used at sign-on
• An initial menu, (and menu file + library) to be used at sign-on
• Whether the user is restricted to direct menu calling (see section on menus in this manual)
• Whether the user is allowed to enter commands from his menu (see section on menus in this manual)
• Whether the user is suspended: this option can be used to prevent users signing on, for example, while new

application programs are being implemented
• The name of a job description to be used when the user submits jobs from his menu
• Whether to sign off with LOG(*YES)

Working with User Profiles

The Toolkit Work with User Profile command (YWRKUSRPRF) provides a convenient way of reviewing and editing your
user profiles. It provides an interactive display of all the existing user profiles that have previously been either created or
amended using the Toolkit Create User Profile (YCRTUSRPRF), or Change User Profile (YCHGUSRPRF) commands.
From the display you can select user profiles for detailed examination or changing.

If 5 is specified as a select value against a line on the previous display, the Display User Profile details display is obtained,
which allows you to examine and change the Toolkit attributes of existing user profiles. From the display you may invoke
commands to both to change the profile and to edit the contents of the initial library list and initial menu associated with
the profile.

The following diagram shows the interconnections between the displays of the Toolkit Work with User Profile program.

Creating User Profiles

User profiles are created using the Toolkit command Create User Profile (YCRTUSRPRF). The command allows you to
specify both the system and Toolkit user profile attributes.

YCRTUSRPRF USRPRF(HERRICK) TEXT(‘Rev. Herrick’’s profile’) LIBLST(JULIA) MENU(CHLOE) PTYLMT(2) LMTCPB(*PARTIAL)

Any new profiles created with the Toolkit Create User Profile utility will have the Toolkit initial program (YINLPGM) as their
initial program, unless you specify an override value. LMTCPB(*PARTIAL) is specified to prevent a user from overriding
the initial program from the Toolkit sign-on screen or the i OS command Change Profile (CHGPRFF).

Changing User Profiles

You can change user profiles using the Toolkit utility Change User Profile (YCHGUSRPRF). The command allows you to
change both the system and Toolkit attributes.

YCHGUSRPRF USRPRF(HERRICK) MENU(AMARYLLIS) PTYLMT(3)

Existing user profiles can be brought within the Toolkit system by using the Toolkit change user profile command upon
them. YINLPGM should be specified as the initial program. If you wish to bring all of your existing user profiles into the
Toolkit system, the Toolkit object list utilities can be used. See the section on lists later in this manual for further details.
For example:
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YBLDOBJLST OBJ (QSYS/*ALL) OBJTYPE (*USRPRF) /* Build list */

YFLTOBJLST FILTER(*OMIT) OBJ(Q*) /* Omit all sys prfs */

YEXCOBJLST RQSDTA(‘YCHGUSRPRF USRPRF(@O) 

INLPGM(Y1SY/YINLPGM) INLMNU(*SIGNOFF)’)        rfs */

Deleting User Profiles

User profiles can be deleted using the Toolkit Delete User Profile utility (YDLTUSRPRF). The command deletes both the
system and Toolkit entries.

YDLTUSRPRF USRPRF(HERRICK)

Renaming User Profiles

User profiles can be renamed using the Toolkit Rename User Profile utility (YRNMUSRPRF). The YRNMUSRPRF
command does not handle the renaming of profiles which are enrolled in Office/400: any such enrollment should be
deleted before a profile is renamed.

YRNMUSRPRF FROMUSRPRF(BRAY) TOUSRPRF(FRED)

Documenting User Profiles

Both the system and Toolkit user profile attributes can be printed out for some or all profiles, using the Toolkit command
Document User Profile (YDOCUSRPRF).

YDOCUSRPRF USRPRF(HERRICK)

Retrieving User Profile Details

Details about the Toolkit user profile attributes can be retrieved in your own CL programs by using the Toolkit command
Retrieve User Profile (YRTVUSRPRF).

Copying User Profiles

User profiles can be copied using the Toolkit Copy User Profile utility (YCPYUSRPRF). The command copies both the
system and Toolkit user profile information, and provides an option to have the copied user profile’s authorities granted to
the new user profile by invoking the Grant User Authorities command (GRTUSRAUT).

YCPYUSRPRF USRPRF(HERRICK) TOUSRPRF (DUNNE) TEXT(‘John Donne’’s user profile’)
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Security Considerations

To be able to use the Toolkit user profile manipulation commands, you must be authorized to the system’s create, change
and delete user profile commands: typically (and in the i OS shipped system) only the security officer will have such
authorization.

User Profile Extension Attributes

The main use for the Toolkit user profile extension attributes is to control the initiation of interactive jobs, that is, "signing
on". Any user profile having the Toolkit initial program, YINLPGM, as its initial program can make use of the extension
attributes.

The Toolkit initial program - which you may alter or enhance - will do the following:

1. Retrieve the user profile name.
2. Get the user profile extension attributes for the user.

If the user profile has no extension attributes, send a diagnostic message (YUS0001), and terminate the job.
3. Check that the user is allowed to sign on.

If the user profile is suspended, send a diagnostic message (YUS0014), and terminate the job.
If the user’s profile has a password expiry date call the password checking program, YINLPGMPWD. This program,
and the password expiry control values, are described below in the section on Password validation.
If the password expiry check fails, sign off using the i OS SIGNOFF command.
If the password expiry check succeeds, proceed.

4. Set the initial library list for the user.
If the initial library is not found, send a diagnostic message and terminate the job.
If the initial library list contains libraries that either do not exist, or that the user is not authorized to use, send a
diagnostic message and terminate the job.

5. Execute the specified action for the user:
Either: display the specified initial menu for the user.
Or: execute the program specified by the initial menu option for the user. See Using Different Control Programs below.

6. Return. Subsequent processing will depend on the value specified for the INLMNU parameter on the profile:
If INLMNU(*SIGNOFF) is specified, the job will terminate.
If any other value is specified for INLMNU, the nominated i OS menu will be displayed.

Modifying the Initial Programs

The source for the Toolkit initial programs is available so that if necessary you can:

• Satisfy audit requirements.
• Develop your own versions.

Note: If you alter the Toolkit initial programs we suggest that you keep the modified versions in a different library from the
Toolkit shipped library. This is because modified versions of the initial program may be shipped in subsequent releases of
Toolkit.

Using Different Control Programs

In the simplest case, the Toolkit initial program invokes the Toolkit program Go to menu (YGO) in order to display the
appropriate menu. Subsequent processing is then under the control of the menu display program. You may, however, use
the Toolkit user access system to invoke a control program other than the Toolkit menu display program. This gives you
the capability:
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• To use Toolkit user profile extension facilities without having to code your own versions of the Toolkit initial programs
• To invoke additional initialization processing - for instance to set overrides which are to be in effect globally
• To supply parameters to an initial control program
• To use Toolkit user profile extension facilities in conjunction with i OS menu objects

The Toolkit initial program (YINLPGM) will still be used as the initial program for the profile.

The overall sequence of control is shown in the following diagram:

Summary of INLPGM Control

The following diagram shows the factors controlling which menus, menu options, or both are displayed for a job:

Using Different Control Programs

You can incorporate other control programs into the Toolkit user profile system as follows:

1. Set up a Toolkit dynamic menu with a menu option specifying the requisite initial program as the action for the menu
option. Parameters may be specified.

2. On the user profile extension attributes, specify not only the initial Toolkit dynamic menu, but also the number of the
initial menu option.
– To provide QCMD as the initial program you would specify:

YCHGUSRPRF USRPRF(FRED) MENU(FRED) OPTION(‘1’)

To provide QPGMMENU as the initial program, with the restricted changes allowed, you would specify:

YCHGUSRPRF USRPRF(FRED) MENU(FRED) OPTION(‘2’)

This method gives you an easy and instant way of specifying and changing the parameters for the i OS Programmer’s
Menu (QPGMMENU): you could specify a menu option consisting of the i OS Start Programmer Menu (STRPGMMNU)
command with the appropriate override values.

Note: You should not use relative numbering to number menu options used by the initial program. For a definition of
relative numbering, see the section in this manual on menus.

Using i OS menus

You may also use i OS menus in conjunction with the Toolkit user access system: on normal completion, the initial
program YINLPGM returns without invoking the i OS command Sign off (SIGNOFF). This causes control to be returned to
the system, which will then display any menu specified by the INLMNU parameter on the user profile.

1. If you want to display a Toolkit menu (or menu option) but not an i OS menu, specify the name of the Toolkit menu
for the MENU parameter, the name of the Toolkit menu file for the MENUFILE parameter, and a value of *SIGNOFF
for the INLMNU parameter. For this to be effective, you must specify LMTCPB(*YES) on the user profile (otherwise
INLMNU can be overridden from the Toolkit sign-on screen or the i OS command Change User Profile (CHGPRF) .

2. If you want to display an i OS menu but not a Toolkit menu, specify the name of the i OS menu for the INLMNU
parameter and a value of *NONE for the MENU and MENUFILE parameters.

Normally you will not wish to display both a Toolkit menu and an i OS menu, but you may do so. You might for example
use a Toolkit menu option to run a job initialization step prior to displaying an i OS menu.

Password Validation

Toolkit provides two optional features to assist you in enforcing the effective use of passwords by your users:

• Password expiry checking
• Password value checking
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Password Expiry Checking

Toolkit will provide password expiry checking to ensure that the passwords for specified profiles have been changed within
a given period. Password expiry checking is controlled by four extension attributes on the user profile. The options allow
you to specify:

• A password expiry date: this specifies an absolute value for the expiry date; for example, that the password will expire
on 01/04/05.

• A password expiry period in days: this specifies a value for password expiry relative to the profile’s password last
change date - for example, that users must change their passwords at least every 30 days

• A password expiry option: this specifies what is to happen if the password has expired. User may either be prevented
from signing on, or be allowed to change their passwords, provided that they are within a grace period: see the
following section.

• A password expiry grace period: this specifies the number of days after the notional password expiry date, during
which users may still sign on. During this period they will be automatically prompted to change their passwords every
time they sign on.

The password control values are used to calculate two dates - a base expiry date and a grace expiry date. The next
section, on the Initial Password Expiry Program, indicates how the dates are calculated. The following two diagrams show
how these two dates are used to determine whether the user may sign on or not.

Initial Password Expiry Program

If a password expiry value is set for the profile (for example, if either an absolute password expiry date, or a relative expiry
period in days is specified for the profile), the Toolkit initial program, YINLPGM, calls a separate program YINLPGMPWD
to carry out the actual checking.

The YINLPGMPWD program will do the following:

1. Retrieve the password last change date for the user profile (PWDCHGDAT on i OS user profile), and the current
system date (i OS QDATE system value).

2. Determine a base password expiry date, as follows:
If the profile has a password expiry date which is earlier than the current system date, it will be used as the base expiry
date.
Otherwise, the password expiry period (if any) will be added to the password last change date to give the base
password expiry date.

3. Determine the grace password expiry date by adding the password expiry grace period for the user profile to the base
expiry date computed previously.

4. Compare the current system date with the calculated expiry dates.
– If the current system date is earlier than the base password expiry date, the password is still current, so return

without further checking.
– If the current system date is later than the grace password expiry date, the password has expired, so send a

diagnostic message (YUS0027) and sign off. User must have their user profiles changed by a security officer before
they may sign on again.

– If the current system date is later than the base password expiry date but earlier than the grace password expiry
date, the password is within the grace period.

– If the password expiry option is *NOSIGNON, the user will not be allowed to specify a new password, so send a
diagnostic message (YUS0027) and sign off.

– If the password expiry option is *PMTCHG, send message (YUS0048) and prompt the user with the Toolkit display
Change Password (YCHGPWD) (see the section Checking New Password Values) to change the password (that
is, users are still allowed to sign on, but should change their passwords before the grace period expires). When the
user exits from the display, whether the password has been changed or not, proceed with the sign-on process. Note
that when the password is changed, if there is an absolute password expiry date and it is earlier than the grace
period expiry date, then the password expiry date will be reset to zero.
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Password Value Checking

i OS provides some validation for password values. Toolkit will optionally provide additional password value checking to
ensure that users do not use obvious values for passwords. You may specify:

• That user profile names are not used as password names.
• That new passwords are not values on a list of forbidden values. You may add to this list of forbidden values yourself.

You may forbid a value for a particular profile (for example, QSECOFR) or for all profiles.
• That a new password has not already been used. You may specify that Toolkit is to log old passwords to ensure that

they are not reused: the passwords are added to the list of forbidden values.

Editing Password Control Values

Password value checking is controlled by the values which you specify using the Toolkit command Edit Password Values
(YEDTPWDVAL).

Storing Forbidden Password Values

Forbidden password values are stored in a database file, YPWDVAL. This file is transparent on commands: you do not
need to name it. Typically you will want to keep only one copy of this file, in the same library as the YUSRPRF file. A
default copy is shipped in the Toolkit library: the installation process activates this.

Checking New Password Values

Toolkit password value checking is implemented by a Toolkit command Check New Password (YCHKPWDVAL). The
command is provided so that you can check a candidate password against the validation options specified with the
YEDTPWDVAL command.

Changing a Password

Users may change their own passwords using either the i OS command Change Password (CHGPWD) or the Toolkit
command Change Password (YCHGPWD). The Toolkit command YCHGPWD will be prompted automatically by the
Toolkit initial program if the user’s password expiry date has been exceeded, see the previous section.

If password logging is specified, then on a successful change of password, the old password value will automatically be
added to the ‘forbidden passwords’ file.

At release V1R2 (or higher) of i OS, Toolkit password validation and logging is carried out by the Password validation
program (YPWDVLDPGM) (see following) called from the i OS CHGPWD command. The i OS CHGPWD command can
be called either directly or from the Toolkit display Change Password YCHGPWD.

Password Validation Program PWDVLDPGM)

The Password Validation Program is supplied to carry out Toolkit password value checking and logging where i OS
Release V1R2 (or above) is installed. If you choose to implement Toolkit password checking (specify this using an option
on the Edit Password Values (YEDTPWDVAL) display) the ‘Password validation program’ system value (QPWDVLDPGM)
is set to Y1SY/YPWDVLDPGM in the product library; this program will then be called from the i OS Change Password
(CHGPWD) facility.

The source for the YPWDVLDPGM program is shipped with the Toolkit product, so that you can include any additional
password validation that you require. If you amend the Toolkit YPWDVLDPGM program, we suggest that you keep the
modified version in a library different from the Toolkit product library; this is because new versions of the program may be
shipped in future releases.
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Password Validation Restrictions

Toolkit password validation and logging is implemented only using the Change Password commands as described
previously. It is not invoked from Toolkit or i OS commands, which allow you to create or change user profiles.

Design Utilities
This article provides an introduction to the design aids including the panel designs and the report designs. An example of
how to use the design aids is provided.

More Information

• Panel Designs
• Report Designs

Panel Designs
Contents

This section describes CA 2E Toolkit panel design concepts. Toolkit provides facilities for:

• The rapid design of panels
• The specification of how the panel designs connect to menus and to other panel designs
• The presentation of the panel designs to the user

Once finalized, the panel designs can be converted into i OS Data Description Specifications (DDS), ready for
programming.

Panel presentation standards - standard layouts, display attributes, message presentation and so on, can be specified
centrally. The standards will then be automatically implemented on all the displays that are generated, reducing the
amount of work required to specify a panel design, and also improving the standard of presentation throughout the
application system.

General Considerations for Panel Designs

Before you create the panel designs, consider the following:

• Commands you need to manipulate the panel designs
• Presentation standards
• Naming and storing conventions
• Panel design components
• Panel design defaults

Panel Design Commands

The following commands manipulate the Toolkit panel designs. See the following command diagrams in the  CA 2E Toolkit
Reference Section.
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• YCRTDSNF
• YADDDSNFM
• YWRKPNL
• YDSPPNL
• YDOCPNL
• YCPYPNL
• YDLTPNL
• YRTVPNLDSN
• YDFNPNLDSN

Presentation Standards

Panel presentation standards may be specified centrally using the Toolkit command Edit Design Defaults
(YEDTDSNDFT). The presentation standards are used both when entering and when displaying panel designs. Among
the items that can be specified are:

Display attributes (high intensity, column separators, and so on) for each type of field (input, output, input/update, and so
on).

Representation characters for each type of field on panel designs (I, O, B, 3, 6, 9). These are shipped as being the same
as those used by the Toolkit utility Screen Design Aid (SDA).

Standard values to be used when generating source, including the name of the field reference file, the print key file,
and the message file. Standard indicators can be assigned to condition certain DDS keywords, for example SFLEND,
SFLCLR.

Naming Conventions

Each Toolkit panel design is given a name and the designs are referred to in Toolkit panel design commands by this
name. Names must be valid system names (that is, begin with a letter and be up to ten characters long). For example:

YWRKPNL PANEL(FRED)

Storing Conventions

Toolkit panel designs are stored in database files. When using Toolkit panel design commands you may also specify the
name of the data base file containing the panel design. For example:

YWRKPNL PANEL(FRED) FILE(CHARLOTTE)

Assigning Default Names

If you do not specify a name for a panel design file, the default name is used: *LIBL/YDSNPNL.

Since the default name for a panel design file on all the Toolkit panel design commands is YDSNPNL, it is recommended
that you call all of your panel design files YDSNPNL, and make use of your library list to distinguish between different
versions of designs (in the same way as you would use the i OS default source file names) this will save you having to
specify the file name.
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Creating Panel Design Files

Toolkit panel designs are stored in a special database file format. Additional files of the correct type to contain panel
designs can be created using the Toolkit command Create Design File (YCRTDSNF), for example:

YCRTDSNF TYPE(*PNL) FILE(QGPL/YDSNPNL)

TEXT(‘Panel designs for my system.’)

You may have different sets of panel designs in different members in the design file. The Toolkit command Add Design
File Member (YADDDSNFM) is provided to give you an easy method of adding additional members to design files. For
example, to add a new member to panel design file YDSNPNL in library QGPL:

YADDDSNFM TYPE(*PNL) FILE(QGPL/YDSNPNL) MBR(EXTRA) TEXT(‘More panels’)

Panel Design Components

There are four parts to a Toolkit panel design:

• Title information
• The layout of the panel design
• Narrative describing the panel design
• Command key usage, including command key and data dependent branching

Title Information

For each panel design you may specify title information: this includes a title, the order the panel is to be printed, and
whether the design uses a fixed standard layout for the top and bottom of the panel.

Layout Information

The panel design layout information consists of the actual panel image: special characters, defined with the Toolkit
command Edit Design Defaults (YEDTDSNDFT), are used to indicate field positions and attributes, just as for the Screen
Design Aid (SDA).

Narrative Information

For each panel design, write up to three pages of twenty-four lines of narrative information. This narrative text can be
made to appear under the panel image when the panel design is printed, or appear as the Help text for the panel if the
HELP key is pressed when using the Toolkit Panel Design Prototyping Program Display Panel Designs (YDSPPNL).

Command Key Usage

Specify how the panel design connects with other panel designs. This can be done in two different ways:

1. For each command key on a panel design, specify an action to be taken if the command key is pressed; the action
may be expressed either as the name of another panel design to be displayed, or as a keyword denoting a standard
function:
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– *PRV: display previous panel.
– *SAME: re-display panel.
– *EXIT: exit program.
– *EXEC: execute a command string, specified in the text field.

2. Specify an action to be taken conditional on a value being entered for a particular line and column on the panel design.
For instance, on a subfile display, specify that a 5 entered against a selection field on a line will cause a separate
display of details for that line to be displayed.

The branching information has a number of uses:

• It can appear as part of the documentation for the panel design.
• It will be used by the interactive Display Panel Design utility (YDSPPNL) to simulate the program’s action if a command

key is pressed, or an option selected.
• It provides programmers with an exact description of a designer’s intentions regarding program flow.

Using a Default Panel Design

Make most of your application panels conform to a standard layout; that is, have items like the panel title, command keys
and messages in the same place on all panels. This not only looks better, but also makes application systems easier to
understand. Toolkit allows you to set up a default panel design, which will be provided as a starting position on any new
panel design that you add.

Specify one default panel design for each member in a panel design file. The default panel design must be called
#DFTPNL. The default panel design can include narrative, data, and command key usage information.

Working with Panel Design Utility

Toolkit panel designs are entered and maintained with the Toolkit utility Work with Panel Design (YWRKPNL). The Work
with Panel Design utility is an interactive program that allows rapid, full-screen, editing of panel designs. It has many
functions to assist in panel layout, including line copy, line duplication, block copy, block copy, block move, and block save
facilities. Refer to the program’s help text for details on these facilities.

Examples of the Work With Panel Design Displays

The examples shown on the following pages are the different Work with Panel Design displays including the Work with
Panel Title Details display, the Work with Panel Design Image display, Work with Panel Narrative display, Work with Panel
Command Key Usage display, Exit Work with Panel display, and the Display Connection map.
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The YWRKPNL title display enables you both to specify title details, and to indicate what you wish to do next, for example
edit the image.
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Option 1 from the panel design title display causes the panel design image display to be shown. The image of the panel
design is laid out using a free format display. The top and bottom may optionally be protected.

Option 2 from the title panel causes the panel design narrative display to be shown. The explanatory narrative for the
panel design is laid out using a free format display of 24 lines. You may use the ROLL keys to move between pages, up to
three pages are supported.
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Option 3 from the panel design title display causes the panel design branching display to be shown. The display for
specifying branching looks like this:
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Exit Work with Panel display

Pressing F03 from any of the panel design displays causes an exit display to be shown. The exit display allows you to
make a controlled exit from the Work with Panel Design program. The design is not updated to the panel design database
file until this point.

This diagram shows the main interconnections between the displays of the Toolkit program Work with Panel Design.

Presenting Panel Designs

To present panel designs, use the print command or interactive display utility.
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Printing Panel Designs

The Toolkit command Document Panel Design (YDOCPNL), will print a panel design, or range of panel designs, in any
order. The designs are printed to a high quality standard, suitable for inclusion in a system specification.

The prints of panel designs can include sample data in the fields on the panel design image. The sample data is set up
with the Toolkit command Display Panel (YDSPPNL).

Interactive Display

Toolkit provides you with a sophisticated means of presenting panel designs interactively to your users, thus giving them a
realistic view of what the finished system will look like - a form of prototyping. Panel design presentation, is done using the
Toolkit Display Panel Design utility (YDSPPNL).

Panel designs can contain sample data in input and output fields: sample data can help users to understand a design, as
they can see what goes where.

The panel design display utility can be used in one of three modes, as specified by the OPTION parameter on the Toolkit
command Display Panel (YDSPPNL):

• CHGDTA mode allows the designer to set up realistic data values for the fields on a panel design, regardless of
attribute, so that your user can understand what goes where.

• DSPDTA mode displays a panel design with the realistic data values in the appropriate places, and with all fields
having their correct attributes, that is, input and update fields are input capable, output fields and constants are not.

• DSPATR mode displays a panel design with all fields having their correct display attributes, leaving out any example
data.

The Display Panel Design utility initially displays a specified panel design. It will branch to other panel designs if command
keys are pressed, or if field values are input: the exact nature of the branching is specified as part of the panel design edit
process.

The Toolkit utility Go to Menu (YGO) provides a framework for design prototyping. Simply create a menu, specifying as the
menu option action the command Display Panel Design and giving as parameters on the command the names of panel
designs which you want prototyped when the option is taken.

No compilation is required. A panel design may be displayed as soon as it has been edited.

Using the panel design example shown earlier, we could add sample data using the YDSPPNL command with OPTION
(CHGDTA):

And then display the panel design using YDSPPNL with OPTION (DSPDTA).

Design Cycle

Using the Display Panel Design facilities, the typical design cycle consists of the following steps:

• Use YWRKPNL to enter a panel design and narrative text.
• Use YDSPPNL with OPTION(*CHGDTA) to set up sample data for the panel design image.
• Use YWRKMNU (or write a CL program) to create a menu, specifying as a menu option YDSPPNL with

OPTION(DSPDTA).

Present the design to the user by letting him display the menu and take the option. (Also provide a printed version
prepared with the YDOCPNL and YDOCMNU commands.)

• Use YWRKPNL to revise the panel design to incorporate the user’s modifications.
• Use YCRTPNLDDS to generate DDS from the panel design.
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Manipulating Panel Designs

Standard functions are available to do the following:

• YCRTDSNF - Create a new panel design file.
• YCPYPNL - Copy a panel design.
• YDLTPNL - Delete a panel design.
• YRNMPNL - Rename a panel design.

A panel design may be converted into a report design, and conversely, by means of the CVTOPT parameter on the Toolkit
commands Copy Panel Design (YCPYPNL) and Copy Report Design (YCPYRPT).

Selecting a Panel Design

A select function is available to facilitate the use of panel designs: this enables you to select or add to a list of existing
panel designs, or to perform any of the panel design manipulation functions upon a selected panel design. The select
function is invoked by specifying a value of PANEL (*SELECT) when using the command Work with Panel Design
(YWRKPNL), for example:

YWRKPNL PANEL(*SELECT) FILE(YDSNPNL)

Generating DDS for a Panel Design

The Toolkit command Create Panel Design DDS (YCRTPNLDDS) is provided to create the i OS Database Description
Specifications (DDS) for a display format directly from a Toolkit panel design. The generate function is interactive, and
allows you both to specify how a panel design is to be broken up into formats and to give names to the fields on panel
designs. Formats may be defined as subfiles.

The source generated is standardized and includes useful combinations of the DDS keywords. You may optionally specify
features such as message handling code, references to a field dictionary, and a print key file. Standards can be changed
centrally using the Toolkit command Edit Design Defaults (YEDTDSNDFT).

A default field name is assigned to each field. You may specify override values for the field names, and also refer the
fields back to reference fields in a data dictionary. Field references may either be to a field of the same name, or a
different name, or to a name related by the CA 2E naming convention. The CA 2E naming convention provides a method
of systematically assigning meaningful field names. See the  CA 2E Standards Section for further details.

Comparison with SDA

The Toolkit panel design aid should be viewed not as a substitute for IBM’s Screen Design Aid, but rather as a precursor.
The Toolkit utilities allow you to take a much more sketchy approach. Design can initially be done in outline; detailed
information need only be added once you have decided the basics. Since less effort is involved in preparing designs, you
have greater freedom to try out different alternatives in search of the best; and above all, to precede top down. The Toolkit
utilities allow you to design a display then break it up into formats, whereas SDA requires that you build up the panel from
already decided formats.

The facilities in Toolkit for presenting system designs to the user are far more extensive than those present in SDA: this
highlights the fact that the Toolkit design tools are intended to operate at an earlier stage in the design process than SDA.

Using the Create Panel DDS

The following steps and illustrations give an outline example of using the Create Panel Design DDS command to generate
DDS for a Toolkit panel design.
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You enter the YCRTPNLDDS program, specifying the name of the panel design that is to be processed, and the name of
the source file that is to receive the generated source:

The YCRTPNLDDS program displays the design image that has previously been entered using the Toolkit command
Work with Panel Design (YWRKPNL).

When the format area has been marked out, F9 is pressed to add field details for the format.

For each format, press F09 to show a second display that allows you to specify the name of the format and the name of
the fields on the format. If you have specified that the format is a subfile (F20), both the subfile control and subfile detail
records are shown at the same time.

When you press Enter, you are prompted to confirm that the details are correct. When you confirm the prompt the source
for the format is generated.

Use the available inquiry facility to browse the names of fields in existing database files. The field inquiry is invoked by
specifying a ? in any field name on the YCRTPNLDDS field detail display.

Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each format that is to be produced from the specified panel design. One special type of format, a
program message queue subfile, is supported.

Refer to the following listing which shows sample DDS source as would be generated by the YCRTPNLDDS utility. In
addition to generating code for the format and field details in the design, the YCRTPNLDDS program also generates all
the appropriate supporting code and comments, such as a banner, keywords, and indicator text. Code for a program
message queue has also been generated. The default values set up with the YEDTDSNDFT command have been used
for the attributes of the code that can be standardized, such as the name of the field reference file, and indicator usage.

Using DDS PUTOVR Keyword

There are slight differences in the generated source depending on whether the use of PUTOVR was specified or not on
the design defaults display (YEDTDSNDFT command). The example shown previously includes PUTOVR processing.

If the use of PUTOVR is specified, the following differences occur on all formats, except those of subfile records:

• The PUTOVR keyword will be conditioned by the indicator specified in the central design defaults. Otherwise it is
conditioned by the indicator associated with the Help function key on the design defaults.

• For input only fields, the DDS OVRATR keyword will additionally be generated. It will be conditioned by the indicator
associated with the Help function key on the design defaults.

• For output only and both fields, the DDS OVRATR and OVRDTA keywords will additionally be generated. They will be
conditioned by the indicator associated with the Help function key on the design defaults.

• The Time field will be treated differently: instead of the DDS Time keyword being generated, an output field will defined
instead. The field will be named according to the value on the design defaults. This is done because the DDS OVRDTA
keyword cannot be used in conjunction with the DDS Time keyword.

This diagram shows the main interconnections between the displays of the Toolkit program Create Panel Design DDS.

Retrieving a Panel Design from DDS Source

A Toolkit utility is provided, invoked by the Toolkit command Retrieve Panel Design (YRTVPNLDSN), which can create a
Toolkit panel design from the Database Description Specifications (DDS) of an externally described display file.

If the display file contains many formats, the individual display file formats are combined by overlaying: by default, all
formats from a given member will be overlaid; the order of precedence for overlaying being the order in which the formats
appear in the DDS source. To override which formats are overlaid, and in which order the overlaying is done, an additional
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Toolkit command Define Panel Design (YDFNPNLDSN) is provided which can be used to direct how the displays are
combined.

Comment statements containing the YDFNPNLDSN command can be placed in the display file DDS which is to be
retrieved: each statement can name up to ten display file formats that are retrieved as a single design. See the respective
command diagrams in the  CA 2E Reference Section for further details.

Note that the Retrieve Panel Design facility does not retrieve information about individual field names.

The utility can be used in particular to document existing application systems.

Report Designs
Contents

Toolkit provides facilities for the rapid design of reports, the specification of how the report designs connect to menus, and
the presentation of the report designs to the user.

Once finalized, the report designs can be converted into i OS Data Description Specifications (DDS), ready for
programming.

Report presentation standards, for example, standard layouts and file attributes can be specified centrally. The standards
will then be automatically implemented on all reports created; thus both reducing the amount of work required to specify a
report, and also improving the standard of presentation throughout your application systems.

General Considerations for Report Designs

Before creating the report designs, consider the following commands you need to manipulate:

• Report designs
• Report design defaults
• Naming and storing conventions
• Report design components

Report Design Commands

The following commands manipulate Toolkit report designs.

Report Design Defaults

Report presentation standards may be specified centrally using the Toolkit command Edit Design Defaults
(YEDTDSNDFT). Among the items that can be specified with this command are:

• The representation characters used to represent each type of field on report designs (O, 6). These are shipped as
being the same as those used by the Screen Design Aid utility (SDA).

• Standard values used when generating print file DDS source, including the name of the field reference file, default print
attributes (page length, width, CPI, LPI, and so on).

Naming Report Designs

Each report design is given a name: the designs are referred to in the Toolkit report designs commands by this name.
Report design names must be valid System names (that is, begin with a letter and be up to ten characters long). For
example:

YWRKRPT REPORT(FRED)
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Storing Report Designs

Toolkit report designs are stored in database files. If you wish, when using Toolkit Report Design commands, you may also
specify the name of the database file containing the report design. For example:

YWRKRPT REPORT(FRED) FILE(CHARLOTTE)

Default Names for Toolkit Report Design Files

The default name for the report design file on all Toolkit Report Design commands is YDSNRPT. It is recommended that
you call all of your report design files YDSNRPT, and make use of your library list to distinguish between different versions
of report designs, in the same way as you would use the i OS default source file names.

Creating Toolkit Report Design Files

Toolkit report designs are stored in special database file formats.

Files of the correct type can be created using the Toolkit command Create Design File (YCRTDSNF):

YCRTDSNF TYPE(*RPT) FILE(QGPL/YDSNRPT)

You may have different sets of report designs in different members in the design file. The Toolkit command Add Design
File Member (YADDDSNFM) is provided to give you an easy method of adding additional members to design files. For
example, to add a new member to report design file YDSNRPT in library QGPL:

YADDDSNFM TYPE(*RPT) FILE(QGPL/YDSNRPT) MBR(EXTRA) TEXT(‘More reports’

Report Design Components

There are three parts to a Toolkit report design:

• Title information
• Layout
• Narrative

Each report design may be one of three different widths:

• 80 Characters (A4)
• 132 Characters (Standard)
• 198 Characters (Big)

Report Design Title

For each report design, you may specify title information: this includes a title, the order in which the report design is to be
printed, the report width, and whether the design uses a standard header for the top of the report.

Report Design Layout

Report design layout information consists of the actual report image: special characters are used to indicate field.
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Report Design Narrative

For each report design, you may enter up to twenty-four lines of narrative information. This narrative text can appear
under the report design when the design is printed. Printing is done using the Toolkit command Document Report Design
(YDOCRPT).

Working with Report Designs

Toolkit report designs are entered and maintained with the Toolkit utility Work with Report Design (YWRKRPT). The report
design utility is an interactive program with many functions to assist in report design, including windowing, line copy,
line duplication, block copy, block move, and block save functions. See the Help text of the program for details of these
facilities.

The Toolkit utility Work with Report Design is very similar to the Toolkit utility Work with Panel design. The Work with
Report Design utility differs in having the added facility to window across a display that can be up to 198 characters wide.

Using a Default Report Design

Make most of your application reports conform to a standard layout that is to have items like the report title, and
origination information in the same place on all reports. Doing so not only makes them look better, but also makes the
application systems easier to understand.

Toolkit allows you to set up a default report design that will be provided as a starting position on any new report design
that you add.

You can specify one default report design for each report width for each member in the report design file. For example,
you could name the default report design, #DFTRPTnnn, where nnn is the report width, for example, #DFTRPT132,
#DFTRPT198.

An example of the Work with Report Design display is:

YWRKRPT REPORT(ALSTSTKVAL) FILE(YDSNRPT)

Report title details are entered through a fixed format display.

Selecting 1 from the report title details display giving the report design image. The image of the report is laid out using a
free format display.

Selecting a 2 from the title details display gives the text display.

The explanatory narrative for the report design is also laid out using a free format display:

Pressing F03 from any display causes the exit display to be shown. The exit display allows you to make a controlled exit
from the Work with Report Design program. The design is not updated to disk until this point

Presenting Report Designs

The Toolkit command Document Report Design (YDOCRPT) will print a report design or specified range of report designs
in any order. The designs are printed to a high quality standard, suitable for inclusion in a system specification. Narrative
and index can be included.

YDOCRPT REPORT(*ALL) PRTINX(*YES) PRTCOM(*NO)
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Manipulating Report Designs

Standard functions are available to do the following:

• YCRTDSNF - Create new report design file.
• YCPYRPT - Copy a report design.
• YDLTRPT -Delete a report design.
• YRNMRPT - Rename a report design.

A report design may be converted into a panel design, and vice versa, by means of the Toolkit commands Copy Panel
Design (YCPYPNL) and Copy Report Design (YCPYRPT), using the CVTOPT parameter.

Selecting a Report Design

A select function is available to facilitate the use of report designs: the facility enables you to select from, or add to, a
list of existing report designs; or to perform any of the report design manipulation functions on a selected report design.
The select function is invoked by specifying REPORT(*SELECT) when using the command Work with Report Design
(YWRKRPT), for example:

Generating DDS for a Report Design

The utility Create Report Design DDS (YCRTRPTDDS), creates the Database Description Specifications (DDS) for a
print file directly from a Toolkit report design. The generate function is interactive, and allows you both to specify how a
report design is to be broken up into formats, and to give names to the fields on each format. The source generated is
standardized, and includes features such as a banner, and a reference to a field reference file.

The Create Report Design DDS utility is very similar to the equivalent Toolkit Create Panel Design DDS utility
(YCRTPNLDDS).

1. You enter the YCRTRPTDDS program, specifying the name of the report design that is to be processed, and the name
of the source file that is to receive the generated source:

YCRTRPTDDS REPORT(ALSTSTKVAL) SRCFILE(QDDSSRC)

The YCRTRPTDDS program displays the design image that has previously been entered using the Work with Report
Design (YWRKRPT) command.

When the format area has been marked out, press F09 to add field details for the format.

For each format, press F09 to show a second display which allows you to specify the name of the format and the name of
the fields on the format:

When you press Enter, you will be prompted to confirm that the details are correct. When you confirm the prompt, the
source for the format will be generated.

Repeat the process for each format on the report design.

When the format area has been marked out, press F09 to add field details for the format:

1. The following listing shows sample DDS source as would be generated by the YCRTRPTDDS utility. In addition to
generating code for the format and field details in the report design, the YCRTRPTDDS program also generates all the
appropriate supporting code and comments. The default values set up with the YEDTDSNDFT command are used to
obtain such attributes of the code as can be standardized, such as the name of the field reference file.

The following diagram shows the main interconnections between the displays of the Toolkit Create Report Design DDS
program.
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Retrieving a Report Design from DDS Source

A Toolkit utility is provided, Retrieve Report DDS (YRTVRPTDSN), to retrieve a Toolkit Report Design from the Database
Description Specifications (DDS) for an externally described print file. Print file formats are combined in the order that they
appear in the DDS source. The utility can be used to document existing application systems.

Programmer Utilities
This article provides an overview of programmer aids including library lists, generic commands, debug aids, compile
preprocessor, and edit aids.

More Information

• Lists
• Generic Processing
• Debug Aids
• Compile Preprocessor
• Edit Aids

Lists
Contents

CA 2E Toolkit list facilities are an extremely powerful extension to the generic capabilities of the i OS operating system.

Lists Concepts

Using the list facilities, whole sets of objects or members may be processed with a single instruction. Toolkit allows you to
store a list of items under a single name, and then to subsequently identify all the items in the list just by referring to the
list name. Toolkit allows you to create, manipulate, and use, four types of lists:

• Lists of objects
• Lists of database files
• Lists of database file members
• Lists of formats

Each list is made up of list entries containing information about the elements within the list relevant to the list type; for
instance:

• For objects - owner, object attribute
• For members - source type, last change date
• For database files - journalling status, database relations
• For formats - file, format identifier

Database file lists can be regarded as a special type of object list.

Note: Toolkit also has facilities for referring to a list of libraries by a single name.

General Considerations for Lists

The list manipulation functions can be incorporated into your own utilities by using the appropriate commands.

LST Type Create
Command

Edit Command Filter Command Execute
Command

Print Command Covert
Command

OBJ YPLDOBJLST YEDTOBJSLT YFTOBJLST YEXCOBJLST YDOCOBJLST YCVTOBJLST
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DBF YBLDDBFLST YEDTDBFLST YFLTDBFLST YEXCDBFLST YDOCDBFLST YCVTDBFLST
MBR YBLDMBRLST YEDTMBRLST YFLTMBRLST YEXCMBRLST YDOCMBRLST YBLDDOC
FMT YBLDFMTLST YEDTFMLST YFLTFMTLST -- YDOCFMTLST --

Also refer to the following:

• YADDOLE
• YADDMLE
• YCPYLST
• YINXLST
• YDLTLST
• YOPRLST
• YCHGLST
• YCHKLSTE
• YSCNSRC
• YCVTDBR
• YCVTPGMREF
• YCVTUSRPRF
• YCVTAUTL

The list manipulation functions can be incorporated into your own utilities by using the appropriate commands.

Storing Lists

Lists can be referred to with qualified names, as if they were objects in their own right, for example, OBJLST (QGPL/
FRED). Each list name of a given type must be unique within its library.

Lists are actually stored as database file members: a file which contains a list must have the format of the database
OUTFILE from the associated i OS command which generates the list. You do not generally need to be concerned with
the implementation details of lists; further details are given in the discussion on list parameters in Article A of the  CA 2E
Toolkit Reference Section.

Creating Lists

Lists can be built:

• Directly from objects - YBLDOBJLST, YBLDDBFLST, YBLDFMTLST
• Directly from members - YBLDMBRLST, YSCNSRC, YSCNRPLSRC
• From references to objects - YCVTDBR, YCVTPGMREF, YCVTUSRPRF
• From other list types - YCVTOBJLST, YCVTDBFLST, YOPRLST
• From named items - YADDOLE, YADDMLE
• As output from list processing commands - YCPYLST, YFLTMBRLST, YFLTOBJLST, YCHKLSTE

Building Lists from Existing Items

Each list type has its own Build List command, which allows you to build a list from an existing collection of items. For
example:

YBLDOBJLST OBJ(QGPL/FRED*) OBJTYPE(*ALL)  OBJLST(QTEMP/FRED)
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Once the list has been built, the list entries are independent of the items to which they refer. So, for example, an entry will
remain in the list even if the corresponding item has been deleted.

For example to use the Build Object List command (YBLDOBJLST) to build a list of all objects that are in library QGPL
and whose names begin with the letters FR, see the following diagram:

Building Lists from Named Items

For object and member lists there is another way of adding entries to lists: you may add items to lists one by one using
the Toolkit commands Add Object List Entry (YADDOLE) and Add Member List Entry (YADDMLE). For example, to add an
entry for a program FRED to list PGMS:

YADDOLE OBJ(FRED) LIB(QGPL) OBJTYPE(*PGM) OBJLST(QTEMP/PGMS)

For example, to add an entry for a member FRED of source type CL in file QCLSRC:

YADDMLE MBR(FRED) LIB(QGPL) FILE(QCLSRC) SEUTYPE(RPG) MBRLST(QTEMP/PGMS)

The Add List Entry commands are primarily intended for use in your own CL programs. They can be useful when you wish
to build a list of items that do not yet exist.

Editing Lists

All lists can be interactively edited, that is, all the items in the list can be displayed and examined in detail.

The list edit functions are invoked either by using the appropriate Toolkit Edit List command (namely YEDTDBFLST,
YEDTFMTLST, YEDTOBJLST or YEDTMBRLST) or by using the EDIT parameter on one of the Toolkit generic
commands, for example, Translate Physical File (YTRNPF), Move Object and Source (YMOVOBJSRC), Remove
Members (YRMVM).

The list edit functions for database file lists and format lists differ from the list edit functions for object lists and member
lists.

Database File Lists and Format Lists

The list edit functions for database file lists and format lists allow you to display details for an item on the list, and to
include or drop list items. You can either specify the items you do want or the items you do not want - whichever is
easiest.

Object Lists and Member Lists

The Edit Object List (YEDTOBJLST) and Edit Member List (YEDTMBRLST) commands allow you to work with the entries
in a list, and also to work with the underlying objects or members.

Full support is provided for flagging list entries, selecting on flag values and maintenance of an output list. You can use
user-defined options set up with the i OS PDM Work with User-Defined Options facility.

Working with the Entries in a List

The first panel displayed by the YEDTOBJLST command allows manipulation of the list entries. Note that a list entry can
exist independently of the object it represents. List entries can be added, removed, deleted, flagged or copied to another
list.
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Working with the Objects in a List

Pressing F10 gives you an alternative panel, which allows you to work with the objects in the list. Objects can be changed,
renamed, duplicated, moved, or deleted. Parameters for the object manipulation commands can be entered on the
command line. If no parameters are entered, the commands will be prompted.

The YEDTMBRLST command allows member specific operations such as option 2 to invoke the i OS Start SEU
command (STRSEU) to edit the source member.

Changing the Defaults for List Commands

Many of the list manipulation commands which can be called from the Work with Object List Entries panel have
parameters in common. Default values for these parameters can be supplied from the Change Defaults panel, obtained
by pressing F18 from the Work with Object List Entries panel. A user-defined option file, set up using the i OS PDM utility,
can also be specified on this panel.

Exit from the Work with Object List Entries Display

On leaving the Work with Object List Entries display, you will have the option of saving the edited list, or abandoning the
changes you have just made. You can optionally remove entries which were flagged for deletion.

Filtering Lists

Filtering allows you to remove the items from a list that you do not want, using selection criteria that can apply to whole
classes at a time.

• Filtering can be invoked either by pressing a function key from the Toolkit displays Edit List, (Work with List Entries),
or by using the Toolkit filter command appropriate to the list type, YFLTOBJLST, YFLTMBRLST, YFLTFMTLST, or
YFLTDBFLST.

• The filtering functions available are different for each list type, reflecting the different attributes possessed by the
different types of list items.

The following is a table of filterable attributes.

Filter Type OBJ List DBF List MBR List FMT List
Object Names Yes: mask Yes: mask Yes: mask Yes: mask
Library Names Yes: mask Yes: mask Yes: mask Yes: mask
Member Names Yes: mask
Object Type Object Type PF or LF (DBF) Format Type
Object Text Yes CT Yes CT Yes CT Yes CT
Attribute Yes DATA/SRC Source Type File Attribute
Object Owner Yes
Create Date Yes: (1) Yes: (1)
Chg. dt. (Obj&Src) Yes: (1)
Save file Yes
Save File lib Yes
Sys Compiler lvl Yes: (1)
Object size Yes: (1)
Damaged object Dmgd/Undmgd
Journal Yes
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Select/omitused Select/omit
Access path Key/Arrival
Acc. path maint Yes
Alt. Coll. Seq Yes
Level Check Yes
No. active rcds (1)
No. deleted rcds (1)
Flag value Yes: (2) Yes: (2)
Last used date Yes: (1) Yes: (1)
Date usage counter Yes: (1)
reset
Days used Yes Yes
Creator Yes
System where Created Yes Yes
Object domain Yes
User modified Yes
Auxilliary storage pool Yes Yes
Compression status Yes
Compiler level

NOTE
(1) Any of the relational operators *GT, *LT, *EQ, *NE may be used.

NOTE
(2) Either of the relational operators *EQ, *NE may be used.

• Either selection or omission logic can be used when filtering, that is, either every item meeting the criteria may be
selected, or every item that does not meet the criteria may be selected.

• Name selection can be specified; not just to select generic names, but also to select any combination of letters
appearing anywhere in the name. For instance, all names containing the letters PGM could be selected. You specify
the name selection that you desire by means of a name mask. Rules for specifying name masks are given below.

Name Mask Formation

A name mask is used to specify the names of the list items which are to be selected.

Apart from containing the normal characters of a valid i OS system name, a Toolkit name mask may contain any
combination of the following three special characters:

Type Character Location in Mask Scan action
Wild '?' Anywhere in Mask Match on any character
Generic '*' At the end of the Mask Generic name beyond this

character
Contains '*' Anywhere within the Mask Floating scan beyond this

character

Name Masking Examples:
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• A* would select all names beginning with the letter A.
• *A* would select any names containing the letter A.
• *A would select any names ending with the letter A.
• A?C would select any names that begin with the letter A, and that also have the letter C in the third position - any

character may be in the second position.
• *A? would select any names with the letter A as the last character but one.
• A*B* would select any names beginning with the letter A, and containing the letter B in any other position.
• Q???SRC will match QRPGSRC and QDDSSRC, but not QCLSRC.
• Q*SRC will match QRPGSRC and QCLSRC, but not QRPGSRC1.
• Q*S?C* will match all QRPGSRC, QCLSRC, QDDSSRC, plus names such as QSXC.

Filtering Examples:

Your example is an object list call FRED in library QGPL with the following items in it:

To select all RPG programs in object list FRED that are owned by user ME and that have object names:

• Either containing the letters FRED anywhere in the name.
• Or beginning with the string M?SH, where ? represents any character.

Enter the following command:

YFLTOBJLST OBJ((*FRED*) (M?SH))OBJTYPE (*PGM) OWNER(ME) + OBJLST(QGPL/FRED)

Your original list would thus be filtered down to:

Using Lists

You will have built a list because you want to carry out an operation on many items. There are two main ways of using a
list to drive processing:

• In Toolkit commands that have the LST or xxxLST parameters
• In any other command by means of the YEXCxxxLST command

Using Commands with the lst or xxxlst Parameter

Toolkit includes versions of certain commonly used i OS commands, the i OS versions of which are not generic. In the
Toolkit versions of the commands, you may indicate the items that you wish to process either by specifying a generic
name, or by specifying the name of a list which contains the items which are to be processed using the LST parameter, or
the OBJLST, MBRLST, FMTLST, or DBFLST parameters. For example:

Using a Generic Name

The following will change the ownership of all objects in library QGPL whose names begin with FR:

YCHGOBJOWN OBJ(QGPL/FR*) OBJTYPE(*PGM *DSPF) NEWOWN(FRED)

Using an Existing List

You indicate that a list is to be used by specifying a special value for the object name, OBJ(*OBJLST), and you indicate
which list is to be used by a special parameter, OBJLST(list-name).
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The following will change the ownership of all objects in object list HENRY in library QGPL:

YCHGOBJOWN OBJ(*OBJLST) OBJTYPE(*OBJLST) NEWOWN(FRED) OBJLST(QGPL/HENRY)

Likewise for member lists you would use a MBRLST parameter, and for database lists a DBFLST parameter.

Toolkit generic commands are described in further detail in the section Generic Commands in this article.

Using the Execute List Function

One of the most powerful features of Toolkit list handling is the Execute List function (YEXCOBJLST, YEXCDBFLST and
YEXCMBRLST commands). These functions will execute on a nominated list of items any request string (including PDM
user options) that you specify. You may indicate where in the request string you wish the names of the list items to be
inserted. For example, to print the contents of all data areas in a library:

YBLDOBJLST OBJ(FRED/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*DTAARA)/* build list */

YEXCOBJLST RQSDTA(‘DSPDTAARA(&L/&O) OUTPUT(*PRINT)’) /* use it*/

In other words if the list FRED contained the qualified names of three data areas, XX/AA, YY/BB and ZZ/CC, then
invoking the YEXCOBJLST command would be equivalent to specifying the following three commands:

DSPDTAARA DTAARA(XX/AA) OUTPUT(*PRINT)

 DSPDTAARA DTAARA(YY/BB) OUTPUT(*PRINT)

 DSPDTAARA DTAARA(ZZ/CC) OUTPUT(*PRINT)

By using the Toolkit Execute List functions, commands that are not generic can be made generic, and generic commands
can be made to work on lists of items. See the respective command diagrams for further details.

List Execution Errors

An error level can be specified on the execute list commands. Execution will stop if more than a certain number of errors
occur. If an error level greater than zero is specified, and errors occur, the list items on which the errors occur will be
flagged: thus the list can easily be filtered for re-running once the cause of the errors has been resolved. Alternatively,
you may use the UPDLST parameter to specify that list items that have been successfully processed are to be removed
from the list or have their entries flagged. The remaining or flagged items may then conveniently be reprocessed once the
cause of the error has been determined.

Updating Lists

Updating lists allows you to control the updating of lists and the output lists.

Controlling the Updating of Lists

You can modify the contents of a list as a result of processing it in a Toolkit generic command. A number of the commands
have an UPDLST parameter which allows you to do this. The UPDLST parameter controls:

• Whether items in the list are to be flagged as a result of processing.
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- FLAGERR - flag only those list items for which errors occurred.
- FLAGOK - flag only those list items for which no errors occurred.

• Whether items in the list are to be removed as a result of processing
- RMVERR - remove list items for which errors occurred.
- RMVOK - remove list items for which no errors occurred.

• On some commands, the list need not be updated as a result of processing.
- NONE - do not flag or remove any list items.

UPDLST actions

Actions Pass Fail
*None No Change No Change
*RMVERR Leave Remove
*RMVOK Remove Leave
*FLAGERR No Change Flag
*FLAGOK Flag No Change

Output Lists

Certain of the generic commands allow you to specify an output list: the results of executing the list will be to produce a
new list.

In some cases a separate output list is mandatory. For example, in the following command to convert an object list into a
member list:

YCVTOBJLST OBJLST(SIMBA) MBRLST(CHUUI)

In other cases a separate output list is optional. For example, the following command would scan the members named in
an input list called NUGU and produce an output list FISI containing just the names of the members containing the search
string:

YSCNSRC SELN(*IF ‘QCAEXEC’) MBRLST(NUGU) OUTLST(FISI) UPDLST(*RMVERR)

Output Lists and the UPDLST Parameter

The UPDLST action always applies only to the output list. If no separate output list is specified, then the input list is
effectively the output list as well. In either case the same logic is used: each item in the list is processed and then its list
entry included or flagged into the output list according to the UPDLST parameter.

If an outlist is not specified, then for each item processed the input list will be updated according to any actions specified
for the UPDLST parameter.

For example, if UPDLST(*RMVERR) is specified, those items for which an error occurred on processing will be removed
from the list. Only the items which are successfully processed remain in the input list.

If an outlist is specified, then for each item processed the output list will be updated according to any actions specified for
the UPDLST parameter.
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For example, if UPDLST(*RMVERR) is specified, those items for which an error occurred on processing will be removed
from further consideration: they will not be added to the output list. (If however they are already present in the output list
they will not be removed from it). Only those items which are successfully processed are added to the output list.

The following table lists commands with the UPDLST parameter.

Command UPDLST Value
None

UPDLST Value
FLAGERR

UPDLST Value
FLAGOK

UPDLST Value
RMVERR

UPDLST Value
RMVOK

OUTFLAGVAL
Ass/Opt

OUTFLAGVAL
DefaultValue

YBLYxxxLST A A O Null
YFLTxxxLST Y Y -(1) O On
YEXCxxxLST Y Y Y Y Y O Fail
YCHKLSTE Y Y Y Y O On
YSCNSRC -(2) Y Y Y Y O On
YCMPSRC Y Y Y Y O Fail
YCRTOBJ Y A Y Y O Fail (3)
YMOVOBJ Y A Y Y A FailOBJ
YMOVM Y Y Y A FialMBR
YMOVOBJSR Y Y Y A (4)

UPDLST

: A = Always assumed

: Y = Default, may be overridden

Y = Available

OUTFLAGVAL

:O = Optional, that is chosen value or *NULL

A = Always assumed, value cannot be changed

Flagging Lists

This topic explains the purpose of the list flag value and how to use them.

Purpose of List Flag Values

Each item in a list can have a flag. List item flags can be used:

• To control which items in the list are to be processed
• To determine which items in a list were successfully or unsuccessfully processed

List Flag Values

List flag values may either be one of a number of special values, for example *FAIL, *ON, or *NULL.

Setting List Flag Values

Toolkit List Processing and Generic commands set list flag values. This may be either:
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• Implicit - some of the Toolkit generic commands automatically set flags to indicate whether items have been processed
successfully or not. For example, the Toolkit command Move Member (YMOVM) flags the list entries for any members
which it failed to move, with a *FAILMBR status.

• Explicit - On other Toolkit generic commands you may use the OUTFLAGVAL parameter optionally to specify a flag
value to be given to particular items. You must also specify a value of *FLAGOK or *FLAGERR for the UPDLST
parameter to indicate the circumstances under which the flag is to be set.

For example, on the Toolkit command Filter Object List (YFLTOBJLST) you could specify that items which meet the filter
criteria are to be given a particular flag value:

YFLTOBJLST TEXT(‘USRPGM’) OUTFLAGVAL(*ON) UPDLST(*FLAGOK)

Similarly, you could use the Toolkit command Scan Source (YSCNSRC) specifying that items which meet the search
criteria are to be given a particular flag value:

YSCNSRC SELN(*IF ‘QCAEXEC’ *FALSE’)  UPDMBRLST(*FLAGERR) OUTFLAGVAL(‘X’)

Using List Flag Values

List flag values may be used to control processing on most of the Toolkit generic commands, which allow the specification
of an existing list. In general, only the list items having the specified flag value will be processed by the command.

For example, on the Toolkit command Execute Object List (YEXCOBJLST) you might specify that only those items with
a flag value of A are to be processed - the others are ignored. If an error occurs when an item is processed then it will be
removed from the list.

YEXCOBJLST FLAGVAL(‘A’) RQSDTA(‘DSPOBJD @L/@O @T’) UPDLST(*RMVERR)

In the special case of the Filter List commands (YFLTxxxLST), items that do not satisfy the flag value may be subject to
further processing (depending on the UPDLST parameter).

For example, the following command will remove, from the list, all items that do not have a flag value of A.

YFLTOBJLST FLAGVAL(‘A’) UPDLST(*RMVERR)

The following table shows which Toolkit list commands support the use of flag values. Note that for some commands the
use and value of an output flag value is automatically assumed.

Toolkit Command Test on Input (FLAGVAL) Set as Output (OUTFLAGVAL)
YBLDxxxLST O
YADDxLE O
YFLxxxLST O O
YEXCxxxLST O O
YCHGLST O
YCHKLSTE O O
YSCNSRC O O
YCMPSRC O
YCRTOBJ O A (Flagerr), O (Flagerr)
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YMOVM O A
YMOVOBJ O A
YMOVOBJSRC O A

O = Optional A = Assumed

Convert Object Lists

Conversion functions exist to convert lists of one type into lists of a different type. Examples of reasons why you might
wish to do this are given under each conversion function. You may:

• Convert object lists to member lists.
• Convert database relations into an object list.
• Convert program references into an object list.
• Convert user profile references into an object list.
• Convert authorization list references into an object list.
• Convert DBF lists into member lists.
• Convert member lists into text documents.

Converting Object Lists to Member Lists

A list of objects may be converted into a list of source members. The significance of this will be become apparent when
you recall that the Toolkit command generic Create Objects (YCRTOBJ) can work from a specified member list.

Recompile a list of objects, selected by name, owner, or indeed any of the object selection criteria such as size or
system release level which are available with the Toolkit filter functions. Having built and filtered such a list, use the
Toolkit command Convert Object List (YCVTOBJLST) to create a member list from it containing the names of the source
members of all the objects in the given object list. The member list can then be fed straight into the Create Object
command (YCRTOBJ).

For example, the effect of the following four commands would be to submit recompiles of everything beginning with FRED
in library QGPL:

YBLDOBJLST OBJ(QGPL/FRED*) OBJTYPE(*ALL) OBJLST(GEORGE) /*bld*/

YFLTOBJLST DATE(*CRT *GT 01/01/87) OBJLST(GEORGE) /*filter*/

YCVTOBJLST OBJLST(GEORGE) MBRLST(GEORGE) SRCFILE(SAUCE/*QDFTSRC)

 YCRTOBJ OBJLIB(NEW) MBRLST(GEORGE) SRCFILE(*MBRLST) JOBQ(QGPL/QGMR) JOBD(QBATCH) /
*recompile */

This can be shown in a diagram as follows:

Converting Database Relations into an Object List

The Toolkit command Convert Database Relations (YCVTDBR) converts the output of the Display Database Relations
command (DSPDBR) into an object list. This gives you an alternative way of identifying all of the logical files dependent on
a physical file or files.

For example, the effect of the following three commands would be to print a list of all logical files which are based on
physical files in library QGPL, but which are not themselves in QGPL:
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YCVTDBR FILE(QGPL/*ALL) /* build list */

YFLTOBJLST FILTER(*OMIT) OBJ((*ALL QGPL)) /*filter list */

YDOCOBJLST /* print list */

Converting Program References into an Object List

The Toolkit command Convert Program References (YCVTPGMREF) converts references to a database file, or format,
into an object list. All programs that reference the specified file in a specified manner will be included in the list. The
resulting list can be used to identify the names of programs that need to be recompiled as the result of a file change.

For example, the effect of the following three commands would be to submit recompiles of all programs in library QGPL
that use file FRED:

YCVTPGMREF PGM(QGPL/*ALL) FILE(FRED) OBJLST(GEORGE)

 YCVTOBJLST OBJLST(GEORGE) MBRLST(GEORGE) SRCFILE(SAUCE/*QDFTSRC)

 YCRTOBJ OBJLIB(NEW) MBRLST(GEORGE) SRCFILE(*MBRLIST) JOBQ(QGPL/QPGMR) JOBD(QBATCH)

Converting User Profile References into an Object List

The Toolkit command Convert User Profile (YCVTUSRPRF) builds a list of objects referenced by a user profile into an
object list. The reference may be any one of the following types:

• *OBJOWN - An object list of the objects owned by a profile.
• *CMDAUT - An object list of the commands to which the user is explicitly authorized.
• *GRPMBR - If the profile is a group profile, an object list of all the user profiles belonging to the group profile.
• *DEVAUT - An object list of the device descriptions to which the user is explicitly authorized.
• *OBJAUT - An object list of the objects to which the user is explicitly authorized.

All objects that are referenced by the specified profile in the specified manner will be included in the list. The resulting list
can be used to manipulate all the objects belonging to the profile.

For example, the effect of the following two commands would be to change the ownership of all objects owned by user
profile FRED to user profile BASIL:

YCVTUSRPRF USRPRF(FRED) TYPE(*OBJOWN)

 YCHGOBJOWN OBJ(*OBJLST) OBJTYPE(*ALL) NEWOWN(BASIL)

Converting an Authorization List to an Object List

The Toolkit command Convert Authorization List (YCVTAUTL) builds a list of the objects referenced by an authorization
list into an object list. The reference may be one of the following types:

• *AUTOBJ - An object list of the objects secured by the authorization list.
• *USRPRF - An object list of the user profiles contained in the authorization list.
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All objects that are referenced by the specified authorization list in the specified manner will be included in the list. The
resulting list can be used to manipulate all the objects secured by the authorization list.

For example, the effect of the following two commands would be to change the ownership of all objects secured by list
FRED to be owned by profile BASIL:

YCVTAUTL AUTL(FRED) TYPE(*AUTOBJ)

 YCHGOBJOWN OBJ(*OBJLST) OBJTYPE(*ALL) NEWOWN(BASIL)

Converting Database File Lists into Member Lists

The Toolkit command Convert Database File List (YCVTDBFLST) converts a database file list into a member list. It can,
like the other list conversion commands, be used to identify the names of source members that are to be recompiled. Note
that since the selection functions of a database file list include a based-on file, a physical file and all its dependent logical
views can be rapidly identified and recompiled.

Converting Member Lists into Text Documents

The Toolkit command Build Document (YBLDDOC) helps with documentation.

The most convenient and flexible way of arranging documentation for preparation and maintenance is to divide it into
small sub-documents. The sub-documents can then be linked together, using a master document that contains imbed
references to each component. Thus:

• Different combinations of the same sub-documents can be used for different purposes, for example, manuals for
different user departments.

• The separate documents that appear as the Help text for individual menu options and application programs, can be
grouped together in any combination and order, and printed as a single document.

The Toolkit function Build Document (YBLDDOC) helps you prepare master documents. It converts a list of members,
previously built and edited with the member list build and edit functions, into a master document containing all the
necessary references to the documents in the member list.

For example, the help text for each Toolkit display is stored as a document in a file Y1HLPTXT in the Toolkit shipped
library. The following three commands would print all the Help text for Toolkit:

YBLDMBRLST FILE(Y1HLPTXT) /* build list of documents */

YBLDDOC DOCUMENT(HLPINX) FILE(QGPL/QTXTSRC) TEXT(‘Help index’) /
* convert list to document */

QSYS38/PRTDOC SRCFILE(QGPL/QTXTSRC) DOCUMENT(HLPINX) /* print it /

Additional List Functions

The following topics lets you manipulate and assign descriptive text on lists.

Manipulating Lists

Toolkit provides various service functions that are useful in manipulating lists. These functions are:
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• YCPYLST - Copy a list from one library to another.
• YMOVLST - Move a list from one library to another.
• YDLTLST - Delete a list.
• YINXLST - Add a logical view to a list.

If you are making use of lists in your own commands, the Index List function can be very useful: it performs the commonly
required function of adding a logical view on a list. Refer to the command diagram for further details.

Descriptive Text on Lists

Lists can be given descriptive text by using the Change Physical File Member command (CHGPFM).

Printing Lists

Lists may be printed using the Toolkit commands Document List (YDOCOBJLST, YDOCMBRLST, YDOCDBFLST and
YDOCFMTLST). For example:

YDOCOBJLST OBJLST(FRED)

Changing List Entries

The Toolkit command Change List (YCHGLST) allows you to make global alterations to certain of the list values, for
example, the library name. For example, to change the source type of all members in list FRED to RPG:

YCHGLST LSTTYPE(*MBR) LST(FRED) SEUTYPE(RPG)

Such a facility can be useful when you wish to bring an old list up to date, for instance after moving everything in a list
from one library to another. It can also be useful when you are comparing lists - see combining lists below.

Checking or Verifying Lists

It is possible that in the interval between building a Toolkit list from existing objects or members, and actually using the list,
the original objects or members might be deleted or moved to another library or file. To check whether the entries in a list
are still current, you may use the Toolkit command Check List Entry (YCHKLSTE), which will check each entry in a Toolkit
list against a specified library, source file, or both. For instance:

YCHKLSTE LSTTYPE(*OBJ) LST(QGPL/FRED) CHKLIB(QGPL) CHKFILE(QGPL/*QDFTSRC)

The Check List Entry command can be particularly useful for testing whether objects have a corresponding source
member or vice versa. It can also be used to compare the contents of two libraries.

Using the UPDLST parameter of the Check List Entry command, you may specify either that the list entries which are
found to be in error are to be removed or flagged, or that list entries which are successfully verified are to be removed or
flagged. The latter option provides a convenient way of examining a member list to see which source members still need
compiling.

For example, the following command would check the entries in member list FRED to ensure that for each member there
was a corresponding object in library QGPL. Any entries without objects would be removed:

YCHKLSTE LSTTYPE(*MBR) LST(FRED) CHKLIB(QGPL) UPDLST(*RMVERR)
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You can also use the YCHKLSTE command in your own CL programs to test whether a list is empty: an escape message
will be sent if no entries can be found. For example:

YCHKLSTE LSTTYPE(*OBJ) LST(FRED)

 MONMSG MSGID(YYY0103) EXEC(RETURN) /* list is empty */

Combining Lists

The Toolkit command Operate on List (YOPRLST) gives you the ability to combine or divide lists. Lists can be combined
together using set theory operations such as intersection and union. Such a capability is very powerful and can be used in
many ways. Here are some examples:

• To compare two libraries and list the differences, build a list of the desired type from the contents of each library, use
the Operate on List function to create a list of the differences, and then use the Document List (YDOCxxxLST) function
to print the result list.

YBLDOBJLST OBJ(A/*ALL) OBJLST(A) /* library A contents */

YBLDOBJLST OBJ(B/*ALL) OBJLST(B) /* library B contents */

YOPRLST LSTTYPE(*OBJ) LSTA(A) 

LSTOPR(*DIFF) LSTB(B) 

TOLST(C) IGNLIB(*YES) /* differences */

YDOCOBJLST LSTB(C) /* print */

• To compare two libraries and list all the objects which have identical names, creation dates/times and change dates/
times, use the YOPRLST command with LSTOPR(*INTERSECT).

YBLDOBJLST OBJ(A/*ALL) OBJLST(A)/* library A contents */

YBLDOBJLST OBJ(B/*ALL) OBJLST(B)/* library B contents */

YOPRLST LSTTYPE(*OBJ) LSTA(A) 

LSTOPR(*INTERSECT) LSTB(B) 

TOLST(C) IGNLIB(*YES) IGNCRTDTE(*NO) 

IGNCHGDTE(*NO)/* find identical obj */

YDOCOBJLST LSTB(C)/* print*/

• To find out if all the objects in a library have a corresponding source member, build an object list of the objects, and
convert it to a member list using the Convert Object List function (YCVTOBJLST). The member list so created could
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then be subtracted, using the Operate on List function from a member list built from the source file itself. The resulting
list, which can be printed, represents the objects without source.

YBLDOBJLST OBJ(A/*ALL) OBJLST(A) /* library A contents */

YCVTOBJLST OBJLST(A) MBRLST(A)/* library a contents */

YBLDMBRLST FILE(B/Q*) MBRLST(B)/* src files in b contents */

YOPRLST LSTTYPE(*MBR) LSTA(A) 

LSTOPR(*SUB) LSTB(QTEMP/B) 

TOLST(QTEMP/C) IGNLIB(*YES) /* differences */

YDOCOBJLST LSTB(QTEMP/C) /* print */

• To change the ownership of everything in a library, except for a given list of exceptions, build a list of everything in the
library, subtract the exceptions, then change the ownership of the remainder.

Valid List Operations

The type of list operation to be used is specified by the list operation (LSTOPR) parameter on the Toolkit command
Operate on List (YOPRLST).

List Selection Functions

When using the interactive Toolkit list commands, such as YEDTOBJLST and YEDTMBRLST, if you do not know the
name of the list that you wish to process you may enter a value of *SELECT, which will cause a list of available list names
to be shown. For example:

Display Member List Command

The list selection functions are provided by a general purpose Toolkit command, Display Member List (YDSPMBRLST).
You may also use the command directly in your own CL programs in order to provide a selection list of available database
file members for your users.

For example, the following CL statements would provide a display of all the members in file QTXTSRC in library QGPL,
and allow one of them to be selected:

DCL VAR(&FILE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) VALUE(QTXTSRC) /*File */

DCL VAR(&LIB)  TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) VALUE(QGPL)  /*Library*/

DCL VAR(&MBR)  TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) VALUE(*ALL) /*Member */

DCL VAR(&FILEATR)  TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) VALUE(‘*PHY’) /*Type*/

DCL VAR(&TEXT) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) VALUE (‘SELECT A TEXT MEMBER’) /*Text*/

YDSPMBRLST FILE(&FILE) LIB(&LIB) MBR(&MBR) FILEATR(&FILEATR) TEXT(&TEXT)
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The name, file name, library and text of the selected member would be returned in the appropriate variables.

Interconnection of the List Utilities

The list ultilities can all be regarded as providing generic connections between system entities, as follows:

Generic Processing
Contents

The following section describes the Toolkit generic command concepts and generic commands.

Generic Commands

Through the Execute List facilities that Toolkit provides, it is possible to turn any command, i OS, Toolkit, or user-defined,
into a generic command. In addition to this capability, Toolkit provides ready made generic versions of certain commonly
used i OS commands.

Toolkit generic command concepts are closely linked with Toolkit list concepts: refer to the section on lists in this manual
before reading this section.

Note that the meaning of generic under Toolkit is a considerable enhancement upon the i OS concept. The name masking
and attribute selection capabilities of the edit and filter list utilities of Toolkit allow you great flexibility in specifying items -
far more than that allowed by the mere specification of a generic name.

General Considerations for Generic Manipulation

The following table shows the Toolkit generic commands that are available.

Toolkit Command Related i OS Commands List Type
YCHGCMD CHGCMD OBJLST
YCPYF CPYF, ENDJRNPF, STR, JRNPF DBFLST
YCRTOBJ CRTRPGRGM, CRTDSPF, CRTPF,

CRTCLPGM
MBRLST

YCRTODUPSBJ CRTDUPOBJ OBJLST
YDLTOBJ DLTPGM, DLTF, DLTCMD OBJLST
YMOVOBJ MOVOBJ,GRTOBJAUT OBJLST
YMOVOBJSRC MOVOBJ, CPYF, RMVM OBJLST
YMOVM CPYF, RMVM MBRLST
YRMVM RMVM MBRLST

Most of the Toolkit generic commands provide additional functions beyond that provided by the simple command; for
instance, the Toolkit command Change Object Ownership (YCHGOBJOWN) can revoke authorities as well as change
ownership.

The following table shows other Toolkit commands that use Toolkit lists.

Toolkit Command Related i OS Command Module List Type
YBLDDOC DOC MBRLST
YCMPSRC PGMR MBRLST
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YDOCF DSPFD, DSPFFD, DSPOBJD DOC OBJLST
YDOCMSGREF DOC MBRLST
YDOCSRS DOC OBJLST
YSCNSRC PGMR MBRLST
YSCNRPLSRC PGMR MBRLST

Using Generic Commands

All of the generic commands can either be used generically, without reference to a list, or make explicit use of the list
function. For example:

• Simple generic use of a command to move all programs whose names begin with the letters FR in library QGPL to
library FRED:

YMOVOBJ OBJ(QGPL/FR*) OBJTYPE(*PGM) TOLIBOBJ(FRED)

NOTE
The parameter usage is exactly analogous with that of the i OS command Move Object (MOVOBJ):

MOVOBJ OBJ(QGPL/FREUD) OBJTYPE(*PGM) TOLIBOBJ(FRED)

 MOVOBJ OBJQGPL(FREEZE) OBJTYPE(*PGM) TOLIBOBJ(FRED)

 MOVOBJ OBJ(QGPL/FRIED) OBJTYPE(*PGM) TOLIBOBJ(FRED)

• Explicit use of a list to move all objects in object list FRED in QTEMP to library QGPL:

YMOVOBJ OBJ(*OBJLST) OBJTYPE(*ALL) TOLIBOBJ(QGPL) OBJLST(FRED)

Generic Command Messages

Detailed diagnostic messages are sent to the log for each individual item in the list processed. If you have an appropriate
logging level for your job, you can display the messages by using the second level display option F10 from the i OS
command Entry Menu (QCMD).

All of the generic commands send a completion message giving the total number of items processed and the total number
of errors.

Generic Move Commands

The Toolkit generic move commands provide considerably more functions than simply moving an object from one library
to another. Options available include:
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• Moving the source for an object
• Saving the previous version of the object, source, or both, into an archive library
• Preservation of existing object authorities
• Logging the movement of the object, its source, or both
• Automatic separation of application objects, objects containing data, and source objects, into separate libraries
• Selective movement of only the new objects, or only the objects that already exist in the destination library, or all

objects

Generic Move Example

Say that you have a program and accompanying display file both called CUSCHG, as well as a physical file, called
CUSPF, in your live system: the program and display file are in a library FREDPGM, the file in a library FREDDTA.

• You wish to replace these with new versions from library FREDNEW.
• You wish also to transfer the source for the objects you are moving to a library FREDSRC, which contains the source

for your live objects.
• You want to preserve the previous version of the program and source in an archive library FREDOLD, deleting any

existing previous version in FREDOLD.
• You also wish the new versions of the objects to be given the same authorizations that the existing versions possess.
• In addition you wish to keep a record of what you have done, in the form of a message sent to a message queue,

MOVLOG.

The following single instruction would perform all of these functions:

YMOVOBJSRC OBJ(CUS*) OBJTYPE(*PGM *FILE 

TOLIBOBJ(FREDPGM)  TOLIBDTA(FREDDTA) OLDLIB(FREDOLD) MSGQ(MOVLOG)

Restrictions on Moving Physical Files

The generic move commands are very powerful: so powerful in fact that Toolkit includes a safety feature to prevent you
from doing too much! Namely, physical files cannot be moved without an archive library being specified. Thus you cannot
inadvertently destroy data.

Most of the generic commands will also not function on objects in libraries beginning with the letter Q - apart from QGPL
and QTEMP.

Generic Compile

The Toolkit generic command, Create Objects (YCRTOBJ), recompiles some or all of the source members in a source file
with a single instruction.

For example, the following command will submit compiles of all display file members in QDDSSRC in *LIBL whose names
begin with the letters FR. Job description BODJ in *LIBL will be used. Any existing versions will first be deleted.

YCRTOBJ OBJLIB(FRED) SRCFILE(QDDSSRC) MBR(FR*)SEUTYPE(DSPF) JOBD(BODJ) CRTOPT(*ALL)

The names of the members that are to be compiled can be specified in one of two ways:

• Using a source file name and a generic member name
• Using a Toolkit member list name which can be created in a number of ways:
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– Using the Toolkit command Build Member List (YBLDMBRLST).
– Using the Toolkit command Scan Source (YSCNSRC), or the command Scan and Replace Source

(YSCNRPLSRC).
– Using the Toolkit functions Convert Object List (YCVTOBJLST), or Convert Database File List (YCVTDBFLST).

You may edit or filter your member list with the Toolkit commands Edit Member List and Filter Member List
(YEDTMBRLST, YFLTMBRLST).

Re-compilation Order

If you are compiling source members of many different source types, the Create Object command will order the
compilations so as to give the maximum chance of establishing logical dependencies. For example, physical files will be
compiled before logical files, database files will be compiled before device files, commands will be compiled before CL
programs. Refer to the CRTORD parameter on the command diagram for further details.

Generic Change Ownership

The Toolkit generic command, Change Object Ownership (YCHGOBJOWN), enables you to change the ownership of
many objects, by means of a single instruction. All rights of the existing owner can be revoked at the same time. You may
also change the ownership of the library containing the objects at the same time.

For instance, the following single instruction would change the ownership to QPGMR of all programs in library QGPL, as
well as the ownership of the library itself, and furthermore would revoke the previous owner’s rights:

YCHGOBJOWN OBJ(QGPL/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*PGM) NEWOWNER(QPGMR) REVOKE(*YES) CHGLIBOWN(*YES)

Generic Remove Member

The Toolkit generic command, Remove Member (YRMVM), enables you to remove some or all of the members in a file, or
files, by means of a single instruction. This can be particularly useful for tidying up work files.

For instance, the following single instruction would build a list of all members in file QTXTSRC in library QGPL, display the
list for editing and confirmation, and then remove all the members in the edited list:

YRMVM FILE(QGPL/QTXTSRC) MBR(*ALL) EDIT(*YES)

Generic Delete Object

The Toolkit generic command, Delete Object (YDLTOBJ), enables you to delete a list of objects, by means of a single
instruction.

For instance, the following single instruction would build a list of all files in library QGPL, display the list for editing and
confirmation, and then delete all the objects in the edited list.

YDLTOBJ OBJ(QGPL/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*FILE) EDIT(*YES)

Generic Duplicate Object

The Toolkit generic command Create Duplicate Object (YCRTDUPOBJ) enables you to duplicate list of objects into
several libraries at a time, by means of a single instruction. The ability to duplicate into several libraries is especially useful
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when there is a requirement to keep several parallel libraries up to date: for instance, a library of live data plus several
alternate versions of test data.

For instance, say that you wish to add a new file and its attendant logical views into three libraries: DTALIB, TSTLIB1 and
TSTLIB2. You could build a list of the files, then the following command would duplicate the files in the list:

YCRTDUPOBJ OBJ(*OBJLST) FROMLIB(*OBJLST) OBJTYPE(*ALL)      TOLIB(DTALIB TSTLIB1 TSTLIB2)

Generic Command Change

The Toolkit generic command, Change Command (YCHGCMD), enables you to change the attributes of one or more
commands by means of a single instruction. The attributes which you may change include the product library (PRDLIB),
mode (MODE), environment allowed (ALLOW) and text (TEXT).

For instance, the following single instruction would build a list of all commands in library QGPL, display the list for editing
and confirmation, and then change the product library of the commands to be QGPL.

YCHGCMD CMD(QGPL/*ALL) PRDLIB(QGPL) EDIT(*YES)

Debug Aids
Contents

This section describes CA 2E Toolkit Debug Aid concepts.

There are five Toolkit aids specifically concerned with helping you to debug programs:

• Work with database file utility
• Start debug utility
• Copy a list of files utility
• Break message program
• Display program message queue utility

Work with Database Files Utility

The Toolkit utility Work with Database File utility (YWRKF) enables you to display and change the data on any database
file - interactively. It includes the following features:

• Ability to change, add, delete, or copy records.
• Ability to work on single or multi-format files: formats may also be selected within a multi-format logical file.
• Positioning functions

– If the file has a keyed access path, the display may be repositioned using the key fields.
– If the file has an arrival sequence access path, the display may be repositioned using the relative record number.

• Ability to specify select/omit criteria, using a separate display
• A two level display:
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– A record level display which enables you to scan through records quickly, and to compare records. Fields may be
dropped from the record level display.

– A field level display that enables you to examine all the fields for a record.
• Alternate field labels - You may specify that fields are to be described either with their DDS field names or their DDS

column heading text.
• File, format, and field descriptions.
• Hexadecimal displays. Change values may also be specified in hexadecimal.
• A confirm prompt. When you press Enter after having entered new values for one or more fields, a confirm prompt will

be displayed. You must answer the prompt with a Y before the program will update the database. You may switch this
facility off or change the default from Y to N if you wish.

YWRKF Example

Examples of the YWRKF displays are given over the next few pages.

The first display would be obtained by entering the Toolkit command Work with File upon a nominated file, for example:

YWRKF FILE(QGPL/AARPGNL1)

1. Select a single record for update with selection option 5.
2. Pressing F17 on a field gives the Extended Field display:
3. You may use YWRKF upon a multi-format logical file, but only one format can be keyed on or added to at a time. You

may specify which format is the current format using the following display, which is obtained by pressing F05.
4. Pressing F07 on the top level display gives the following display, which allows you to specify select/omit criteria for

records.
5. Pressing F04 allows you to specify positioning criteria for records.

Note that this screen is only available if the file you are working with is indexed.

Start Debug Utility

The Toolkit utility Start Debug (YSTRDBG) enables you to set up a debug session for a program using directives stored in
the program’s source.

• Identical debug sessions can be entered repeatedly. If you alter the source for a program and recompile it, the line
sequence numbers for your breakpoints will automatically be adjusted.

• Many different debug sets are allowed. A debug set consists of one or more breakpoints to be inserted according to
the source directives.

• Variables can be specified for display at each breakpoint.

Refer to the YSTRDBG command diagram for details about how to specify breakpoint sets.

The Toolkit command Start Debug helps you to program in an efficient top down manner. Sets of debug directives can be
placed at strategic points in a new program as a routine part of your programming. Each debug set can reflect a different
control level in your program, for example, main control, key validation, detail validation, update routines. You can then
make use of the debug facilities for routine testing of the program and for problem shooting later on.

Utility to Copy a List of Database Files

The Toolkit utility Copy Files (YCPYF) will copy a list of database files. This enables you to take synchronized snapshots
of the contents of all the files in a database, that is, to record the overall position. Snapshots are of particular use in the
later stages of system testing, when you may want to track the updating of many files through a succession of update
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stages. The Copy File utility can also be used to restore the contents of a snapshot back into the database: this technique
can be of use both to recover from a crash, and to re-run a test to establish that a fix has worked.

• Many snapshots can be kept in the same library.
• Journalling is suspended while restoring.

Techniques for Preparing Test Data

The snapshot technique can be used to complement two other techniques of preparing test data on the i OS:

• Use of test pack libraries: you will probably keep one or more data libraries, each containing a complete set of all of
the application files required by a system: these alternative libraries can be used in place of the library of live files
when testing. Such a library will typically contain the physical files and all necessary dependent logical views. Creating
or restoring such a library may be fairly cumbersome and slow, as it must either be done via an off-line media, or by
using the i OS command Create Duplicate Object (CRTDUPOBJ) in a controlled manner that is on physical files before
logical files.

• Use of journalling. Journalling may be of use of the immediate unravelling or tracing of errors. It is of limited use if there
has been significant subsequent update of the database.

The Toolkit utility Copy File simplifies the process of creating test data: you need to keep only one or two complete sets of
test files. Repeated snapshots can be taken of the contents of selected physical files: you can specify which files by use
of the Toolkit facilities Create List and Edit List. The snapshots constitute a full description of the data in the library for the
purposes of recovery.

The files within each snapshot can be given an identifying prefix. This allows you to store many snapshots of a given file in
the same library.

Suspension of Journalling

The Toolkit utility Copy File will stop the journalling of a physical file before replacing its contents: this makes the copy
operation run faster. You may specify that journalling is to be restarted by the YCPYF utility after the copy has finished.

Setting a Break Program

The Toolkit command, Set Break Program (YSETBRKPGM), creates a message queue in the QTEMP library of the
invoking job, and sets a break program to receive and execute any messages sent to the queue.

Option five on the system request display (which invokes the i OS command Send Message (SNDMSG) can thus be used
to send any arbitrary request string to the message queue at any point during the execution of an interactive job.

This facility can be used, for example, to start debug for a given program when you are already executing the program, or
to add additional break points, to call the i OS command Entry Program (QCMD) while executing a program.

Utility to Display a Program’s Message Queue

The Toolkit command Display Program Message Queue (YDSPPGMQ) displays the messages on the program message
queue of an active program. For example, to display the messages from the YINLPGM program:

YDSPPGMQ PGM(YINLPGM)

Compile Preprocessor
Contents
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This article describes the Toolkit compile preprocessor including installing and invoking instructions, required routing data,
and information on the source directives.

Overview

The compile preprocessor is a program that can be automatically invoked to run as a preliminary step on batch compiles.
It has 256 Compiler cross-reference independent options to:

• Cancel any previous spool file listings. This ensures that only the latest compilation listings are retained, thus making
the use of the i OS facility Source Edit Utility (STRSEU) for browsing compilation listings both quicker and easier.

• Synchronize source member text, object text and source title. You can ensure that objects and members have the
same description.

• Invoke CL command(s) prior to compiler execution. A compilation environment can be created within the batch job. For
instance, file overrides can be supplied if the name of a file required by a program differs from the name used in the
program, or pre-requisite objects such as data areas can be created in the QTEMP library.

• Add compiler options from source member lines. The i OS shipped system requires that any compiler options be
entered by hand for each compilation. This process is both time consuming and prone to error; and is especially a
problem with maintenance programming done some time after the original development. If objects are recompiled
without the correct overrides, the consequences can be far reaching. This facility enables these compiler directives to
be stored in the source, and automatically re-applied whenever the object is compiled - and because the directives are
applied automatically, it becomes possible to carry out generic recompilations of whole systems, or parts of systems,
correctly.

• Suppress XREF listings. Compilations run significantly faster if cross-reference listings of program variables are not
producti ve.

Enhanced functionality within the compile preprocessor

The compile preprocessor now allows greater functionality and more flexibility when compiling objects.

Preprocessor directive limit increased to 50

The total number of compile preprocessor directives allowed in a single source member has been increased to 50. This
limit includes pre-compilation and post-compilation commands (Y* directives), compilation overrides (Z* directives),
source member text overrides (T* directives), exit program calls (P* directives - see below) and external source member
definitions (X* directives - see below).

Wider range of substitution variables

The following substitution variables are now valid in compile preprocessor directives:

&A - Source member attribute, e.g. RPGLE            

&B - *OBJ (hard coded for backwards compatibility)   

&C - Compilation command, e.g. CRTBNDRPG            

&D - Source change date in MDY format, e.g. 032105  

&E - Current source member (may be external X* member) 

&F - Source file name, e.g. QRPGLESRC               
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&G - Job name, e.g. QPADEV0003                      

&H - Job number, e.g. 123456                        

&I - Job user, e.g. HEWRO01                         

&J - Qualified job description, e.g. MYMDLLIB/QBATCH

&L - Source library, e.g. MYGENLIB                    

&M - Source member, e.g. UUAJEFR                    

&N - Object name, e.g. UUAJEFR                      

&O - Object name, e.g. UUAJEFR                    

&Q - Qualified job, e.g. 123456/HEWRO01/QPADEV0003

&S - Object type without '*', e.g. PGM            

&T - Object type, e.g. *PGM                       

&X - Source member text                           

&Y - Compilation date in MDY format, e.g. 032105  

&Z - Compilation timestamp e.g. 05-03-21-12:13:45:00000

Separation of pre- and post-compilation commands

Pre-compilation commands and post-compilation commands can be separated through the use of one or more Z*
(compilation override) directives.

NOTE
Due to backwards-compatibility, directives can be in standalone form or in block form. Details of these forms and
their different functionality can be located within the 'Integration with CA 2E using the EXCUSRSRC section.

Any Y* or P* directives which appear before the first Z* directive will be processed before the source member is compiled.
Any Y* or P* directives which appear after the first Z* directive will be processed after the source member is compiled.
If multiple Z* directives appear in the source member separated by other compile preprocessor directives, the first
Z* directive will determine the separation of pre-compilation and post-compilation commands (but all subsequent Z*
directives will be processed as part of the compilation command).

If both pre-compilation commands and post-compilation commands are required but no compilation overrides are
required, a blank Z* directive (a directive containing only a Z* or a /*Z:) or a Z* directive containing only the compilation
command itself can be used to separate pre-compilation commands and post-compilation commands, e.g.:

Y* SNDMSG MSG('About to compile &N...') TOUSR(*REQUESTER)

Z*
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Y* SNDMSG MSG('Compilation completed!') TOUSR(*REQUESTER)

or

Y* SNDMSG MSG('About to compile &N ...') TOUSR(*REQUESTER)

 Z* CRTBNDRPG

Y* SNDMSG MSG('Compilation completed!') TOUSR(*REQUESTER)

In this case, the compile preprocessor will recognize that the command in the second Y* directive should be executed
after the compilation command has been executed.

Both pre-compilation and post-compilation commands can contain the full range of substitution variables.

Exit program call functionality

Users can define their own 'exit programs', to be automatically called before or after the source member is compiled. Exit
programs are invoked through a new preprocessor directive identifier - the P directive.

In a fixed-format source member (such as RPG, COBOL or DSPF) an exit program preprocessor directive will have the
following format:

P* [library-name/]program-name

In a free-format source member (such as CL), an exit program preprocessor directive will have the following format:

/*P: [library-name/]program-name */

If the library name is not specified, *LIBL is assumed.

All exit programs have the same parameter format, as follows:

1. Compile command
2. Source member
3. Source file
4. Source library

For instance, if the following compile preprocessor directive is found in an RPGLE source member called MYPGM in file
QRPGLESRC in library MYLIB which is being compiled with the CRTBNDRPG command:

P* QGPL/EXITPGM

then the following command will be executed as part of the compilation process:

CALL PGM(QGPL/EXITPGM) PARM('CRTBNDRPG ' 'MYPGM     ' 'QRPGLESRC ' 'MYLIB     ')
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Note that if an exit program is called before the source member is compiled, it can make changes to the source before the
source member is compiled.

It is the responsibility of the user to create and test exit programs thoroughly before deploying them in a production
environment.

Global control data area YBRTPXA

A new data area called YBRTPXA is shipped in the product. It is a 42 byte character data area with the following format:

Bytes 1  -  10:          Pre-compilation exit program name (default: '*NONE')

 Bytes 11  -  20:     Pre-compilation exit program library (default: blank)

 Bytes 21  -  30:    Post-compilation exit program name (default: '*NONE')

 Bytes 31  -  40:    Post-compilation exit program library (default: blank)

 Byte 41:           Cancel compilation if error ('1'/'0') (default: '0')

 Byte 42:             Currently unused (default: blank)

If a global pre- or post-compilation exit program is specified, it must have the parameter format as defined in the "Exit
program call functionality" section above) which will automatically be called during the compilation process. If the exit
program library is not specified, *LIBL will be used.

The global pre-compilation exit program (if specified) will be called before any exit programs defined using a P* directive
and the global post-compilation exit program (if specified) will be called after any exit programs defined using a P*
directive.

If byte 41 in the YBRTPXA data area is set to '0' (the default), then if the compile preprocessor encounters an error, the
source member will be compiled using the system defaults, with all compile preprocessor directives ignored - this is the
default that has been used in previous versions of the compile preprocessor. However, if byte 41 is set to a value of
'1', an error in the compile preprocessor will cause the compilation to end immediately. This setting allows the user to
immediately identify any problems with, for instance, invalid compile preprocessor directives.

Using the YBRTPXA data area to specify global pre- and post-compilation exit programs in this way allows users to
perform automatic source manipulation (such as the addition of color to directives in the source) prior to compilation,
without needing to specify a P* directive in every source member.

Use of external source members to hold preprocessor directives

Users can define their own external compile preprocessor source members, which can be used to hold global compile
overrides or other compile preprocessor directives. External preprocessor source members are identified with a new
preprocessor directive identifier - the X directive.

In a fixed-format source member (such as RPG, COBOL or DSPF) an external source member directive will have the
following format:

/*

X* [[library-name/]file-name,]member-name
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/*

In a free-format source member (such as CL), an exit program preprocessor directive will have the following format:

/*X: [[library-name/]file-name,]member-name */

If the library name is not specified, *LIBL is assumed. If a file name is not specified, the current source member file name
is assumed.

For instance, a user could create a source member called RPGDFTOVR with the following directives in it:

Z* TGTRLS(V5R1M0)

 Z* DBGVIEW(*LIST)

 Z* OPTION(*NODEBUGIO)

and place it in file QRPGLESRC in library QGPL. Then, in all RPGLE source members, the user could simply have the
following directive:

/*

X* QGPL/QRPGLESRC,RPGDFTOVR

/*

and when the program is compiled, the compile preprocessor will retrieve the Z* compilation overrides from the
RPGDFTOVR source member and include them in the compilation command.

Any compile overrides specified in an external source member may themselves be overridden by compile overrides
specified further down in the source member itself (or in a different external source member which is defined further down
in the source member being compiled). So for instance, if the following preprocessor directive directives are coded into an
RPGLE source member:

/*

X* QGPL/QRPGLESRC,RPGDFTOVR

Z* TGTRLS(V5R2M0)

/*

then the source member will be compiled using TGTRLS(V5R2M0), since the Z* directive is after the X* directive.

An external source member can itself contain X* directives pointing to 'nested' external source members (there is a limit of
100 nested source members).
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External source members can also contain Y* directives, to perform pre-compilation or post-compilation tasks. For
instance, if a user has a number of modules MOD1, MOD2 and MOD3, which are bound into a single service program
SRVPGM1, they could have single source member called e.g. SRVPGM1 which contains the CRTSRVPGM command to
create the service program, e.g.:

Y* CRTSRVPGM SRVPGM(&L/SRVPGM1) +

Y* MODULE( MOD1 MOD2 MOD3) +

Y* TEXT('Service program 1')

In each of the modules MOD1, MOD2 and MOD3, the user can include the following directive anywhere after the first Z*
directive:

/*

X* QGPL/QRPGLESRC,RPGDFTOVR

X* QGPL/QRPGLESRC,SRVPGM1

/*

and whenever any of MOD1, MOD2 or MOD3 are recompiled, the module will be compiled using the defaults in the
RPGDFTOVR external member and then the SRVPGM1 service program will also be automatically recreated to include
the changed module.

Integration with CA 2E using EXCUSRSRC

Prior to this rewrite of the compile preprocessor, Y* directives specified in EXCUSRSRC were automatically inserted into
the generated source of functions which call the EXCUSRSRC function prior to any Z* directives (i.e. as pre-compilation
commands). In addition, the RPGIV generator allowed users to specify X* directives in EXCUSRSRC, which were
automatically inserted into the generated source of functions which call the EXCUSRSRC function as Y* directives after
any Z* directives (i.e. as post-compilation commands).

The following should be noted when including compile preprocessor directives in EXCUSRSRC within CA 2E

1. All generators have now been standardized for backwards-compatibility so that any standalone X* directives in
EXCUSRSRC will be converted into Y* directives that are inserted into the generated source of functions which call
the EXCUSRSRC function after any Z* directives (i.e. as post-compilation commands). Standalone Y* directives
continue to be inserted into the source before any Z* directives (i.e. as pre-compilation commands). This only applies
to existing stand-alone X* compile preprocessor directives.

2. To use the new compile preprocessor directive types (X* and P*), they must be in a block surrounded by directives
which begin with '/*', e.g.:

/*

compile preprocessor directives

/*
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The /* directives can contain directives, e.g. '/* Start of preprocessor block' but will not be generated into the source.
Only a single /* directive should start and end the preprocessor directive block.
Directives within a preprocessor directive block are copied into the final source member prior to any Z* directives,
until a Z* directive is found in the preprocessor directive block. If a non-blank Z* directive is found, it is inserted into
the source with the default Z* directives generated into all 2E functions. If a blank Z* directive is found, it will not be
generated into the source, but it will be used to delimit pre- and post-compilation commands (see the section on
"Separation of pre- and post-compilation commands" for more details). All subsequent preprocessor directives are
inserted into the final source member after any Z* directives.

3. Any P* (exit program call) directives will be ignored if they are found outside a preprocessor block. P* directives are
only valid within a preprocessor directive block.
For instance, if an EXCUSRSRC function contains the following code:

/* Start of preprocessor directive block

Y* SNDMSG MSG('About to compile...') TOUSR(*REQUESTER)

 X* QRPGSRC,DOCSRC1

P* QGPL/PREPROCRPG

Z* USRPRF(*OWNER)

 P* QGPL/PSTPROCRPG

X* QRPGSRC,DOCSRC2

Y* SNDMSG MSG('Compilation completed!') TOUSR(*REQUESTER)

 /* End of preprocessor directive block

Then the final code that would be seen in the source of a function that calls this EXCUSRSRC would be as follows:

...

 Y* SNDMSG MSG('About to compile...') TOUSR(*REQUESTER)

 X* QRPGLESRC,DOCSRC1

P* QGPL/PREPROCRPG

Z* <default-2E-compile-overrides> 

Z* USRPRF(*OWNER)

 P* QGPL/PSTPROCRPG

X* QRPGLESRC,DOCSRC2

Y* SNDMSG MSG('Compilation completed!') TOUSR(*REQUESTER)
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...

The first three directives of the EXCUSRSRC (not including the starting '/*' directive) have been inserted into the
source. Next come the default Z* directives that are generated for 2E functions, followed by the Z* directive from the
preprocessor directive block. Finally, the last three directives in the preprocessor block (not including the ending '/*'
directive) are inserted into the source.

General Considerations for the Compile Preprocessor

This topic contains information on invoking and installing the compile preprocessor, routing required data, switching
settings to control the preprocessor, and CL syntax.

Invoking the Compile Preprocessor

To have the compile preprocessor invoked on a compilation request, the following conditions must be met:

• The preprocessor utility must be installed in the subsystem in which the compile is taking place. This is done by adding
a routing entry to the subsystem.

• The submitted job must have the correct routing data, and also the switch settings to invoke the desired options. Any
combination of options may be selected via the job switch settings.

• For the options specifying extraction of directives from the source, the directives must have been coded in the source
in the correct format (see Source Directives below).

Installing the Compile Preprocessor

Follow these steps:

1. Terminate subsystem.

ENDSBS SBS(subsystem-name)

2. Add the following routing entry (An alternative sequence number can be specified if 1111 is already in use).

ADDRTGE SBS(subsystem-name) SEQ(1111) CMPVAL(‘YCRTOVR’) PGM(YBRTPRC)

3. Restart the subsystem.

STRSBS SBS(subsystem-name)

The installation only has to be done once per subsystem. Thereafter all jobs submitted to that subsystem with the correct
routing data will invoke the preprocessor. The preprocessor can be installed in as many subsystems as desired.

Preprocessor Job Entries

Whether the preprocessor is invoked for a particular job is controlled by the job’s routing data. Which preprocessor options
are run depends on the job’s switch settings. Both of these are described below.

Routing Data Required to Invoke the Pre-processor

Once the utility is installed in a subsystem, the preprocessor runs on all compilation requests (that is, CRTRPGPGM,
CRTCLPGM, CRTPF etc.) submitted to the subsystem with the routing data YCRTOVR. Routing data can either be
specified on the SBMJOB, TFRJOB or RRTJOB commands, or more conveniently on the job description. For example:

To submit a job that invokes the preprocessor:
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SBMJOB RTGDTA(YCRTOVR) RQSDTA(‘CRTRPGPGM DEMO’)

To transfer a job and invoke the preprocessor:

TFRJOB RTGDTA(YCRTOVR) RQSDTA(‘CRTRPGPGM DEMO’)

To reroute a job:

RRTJOB RTGDTA(YCRTOVR) RQSDTA(‘CRTRPGPGM DEMO’)

To change a job description so that all compilations using the job description invoke the preprocessor:

CHGJOBD JOBD(QBATCH) RTGDTA(YCRTOVR)

The routing data on a job description only has to be changed once. When submitting jobs with the SBMJOB command
change the routing data parameter to *JOBD. This will ensure that the routing data defined in the job description is
used by the SBMJOB command and the preprocessor will be invoked. This is particularly convenient if compilations are
submitted using the i OS Programmer’s Menu.

Switching Settings

The options for the preprocessor are controlled by setting the SWS parameter on the job as follows:

• Switch 1 off: SWS(0XXXXXXX). Remove old compilation listings of the object being compiled.
• Switch 1 off, Switch 4 on: SWS(0XX1XXXX). Remove old compilation listings of the object being compiled, but only

move those belonging to the current user profile.
• Switch 2 off: SWS(X0XXXXXX). Process source file directives.
• Switch 3 off: SWS(XX0XXXXX). Suppress XREF listings.

The normal default, if no switches are set, is thus that all features will be invoked.

Switches can be set either using the job description or the SBMJOB command.

CL Syntax

The compile preprocessor can handle CL statements in either i OS or S/38 syntax. It examines the request string to
determine the syntax and then If the request string contains qualified names specified in S/38 syntax, that is the form
OBJ.LIB, or S/38 keywords, PUBAUT, the string will be deemed to be in S/38 syntax and the request string will be
rerouted with routing data QCMD38 which will invoke the i OS Environment request processor QCL. For example:

CRTRPGPGM PGM(FRED.QGPL) SRCFILE(QRPGSRC.QGPL)

If the request string contains qualified names specified in i OS syntax, for example the form LIB/OBJ, or i OS keywords
(that is, AUT, REPLACE), the string will be deemed to be in i OS syntax and the request string will be rerouted with routing
data QCMDB which will invoke the QCMD request processor. For example:

CRTRPGPGM PGM(QGPL/FRED) SRCFILE(QGPL/QRPGSRC)
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Source Directives

Instructions for the compile preprocessor may be coded in source, using special types of comment lines. These
instructions are referred to as source directives.

Types of Source Directive

Pre-compile/Post-compile directives can be of three types: Title directives (T), Pre-compile directives (Y), and Compiler
directives (Z).

A Title directive specifies the text to be used as object text on the compiled object. The text on the source member will
also be updated to match that on the object. If the source contains no title, the source member text, if present, will be used
instead. If text is specified using the text parameter on the programmers menu (QPGMMENU), that text will be used in
preference to the source member text of title text.

NOTE
Title directives, when specified within EXCUSRSRC functions, do not get generated into the source. This is a
feature limitation.

Pre-compile/Post-compile directives specify command requests to be executed before, or after the actual compile is
run, or both. The main application of this is to have file overrides in effect during a batch compile, so that an object can
be compiled using an existing file: for instance, OVRDBF FILE(X) TOFILE(Z/Y). This might be desirable for say, an
RPG III program which doubly defines a file, once as update, once as input. Instead of having to have either a dummy
copy of the file with a different name, or to carry out the compile interactively, the required override can be stored in the
source. Another possible application is to override a message file at compile time. Yet another could be to create a data
area necessary for the compile in library QTEMP. If a Pre-compile/Post-compile directive is placed before the compiler
directive, its command request will be executed before compilation; if placed after the compiler directive, its command
request will be executed after compilation. The following substitution symbols may be used in post-compile directives:

• &L - Library into which object is compiled.
• &O - Name of object compiled.
• &T - Type of object compiled (for example, *PGM, *CMD)

Compiler directives specify extra parameters to be added to the actual create command string. For example:

• On CRTPF and CRTLF: MAXMBRS (*NOMAX), AUT(*ALL), SHARE(*YES) MAINT(*REBLD), SIZE(*NOMAX),
RECOVER(*AFTSTRCPF), LVLCHK(*NO)

• On CRTDSPF: RSTDSP(*YES), DFRWRT(*YES)
• On CRTPRTF: PAGESIZE, LPI, etc.
• On CRTRPGPGM: IGNDECERR(*YES), USRPRF(*OWNER)
• On CRTCLPGM: USRPRF(*OWNER), LOG(*NO)
• On CRTCMD: PGM(PGM), MODE(*BATCH), ALLOW(*BPGM), VLDCKR(CKR), PRDLIB(PRODLIB)

Coding Source Directives

Directives may start immediately after the control character. Title text will be left justified automatically. Note that Y* lines
must appear sequentially before Z* lines in the source code.

Source directives in RPG/400 source

Example

Source directives in DDS source
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Example

Source directives in CL and CMD source

Example Restrictions

Any source directives for the compile preprocessor must appear within the first twenty lines of the source member.

Using Source Directives to Duplicate Objects

Most application systems will have a certain number of objects, notably files, which are created directly from existing
objects by using the command Create Duplicate Object (CRTDUPOBJ), or by the command Copy File (CPYF). The
creation of the objects should be recorded as part of the system documentation, so that if the based-on object is changed,
the duplicate object can be correctly re-created. One method of doing this is to use a spool reader. Another more flexible
approach is to set up a source member for the duplicate object containing documentation and, instead of source,
references in the *Y and *Z overrides to the based-on object.

Edit Aids
Contents

The Toolkit Edit Aids enable you to carry out certain commonly required functions more quickly and more accurately. The
Toolkit Edit Aids can be divided into three categories:

• Display and change commands
• Source manipulation commands
• Special display commands

Display and Change Commands Manual

Toolkit contains several interactive aids that can help you by allowing you to examine and override existing values. The
aids will retrieve any existing values for the entity that is to be changed, and then display the values as the defaults in the
appropriate change command. All you then need do is to override any value, or part of a value, that you wish to change.

Commands exist to retrieve and change:

• Message descriptions: (YEDTMSGD)
• Data area contents:

-To change any data area: YEDTDTAARA
-To edit the LDA: YEDTLDA
-To edit the GDA: YEDTGDA

Message Manipulation Commands

This topic explains the retrieve message file and copy message description commands.

Retrieve Message File Command

The Toolkit command Retrieve Message File (YRTVMSGF) allows you to retrieve a message file into a CL source
member. The CL source member will contain the CL instructions necessary to add, change, or remove messages (or a
range of messages) from the message file.

This utility can be of use:
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• When you need to translate messages into other National languages: it is generally easier to carry out the text editing
of messages using SEU rather than the command entry display. This is especially true for IGC versions of i OS, when
ideographic message text must be entered using SEU.

• When merging or reconciling messages files, for instance when development has been taking place on two different
machines

Refer to the command diagram for an example of the CL which is generated by the YRTVMSGF command.

Copy Message Description Command

The Toolkit command Copy Message Description (YCPYMSGD) allows you to copy a message description, either from
one message file to another, or to another identifier within the same file. For example:

YCPYMSGD FROMMSGID(CPF6801) TOMSGID(USR0001)FROMMSGF(QCPFMSG) TOMSGF(QGPL/QUSRMSG)

Source Manipulation Commands

As well as the object and source manipulation facilities provided by the Toolkit list and generic commands (for example,
YMOVOBJ, YMOVM, YRMVM), Toolkit includes aids to carry out six commonly required functions:

• Rename an object and its source (YRNMOBJSRC).
• Create a set of source files in a given library (YCRTSRCPF).
• Scan source (YSCNSRC). A source file member, or members, indicated by a generic name or a Toolkit member list,

can be scanned for the occurrence or absence of a search string, or combination of search strings. The output can
either be in the form of a report, or be a result list specifying the members containing the string, or both. The list output
is especially useful if you wish to subsequently process all items containing the string.

• Compare source (YCMPSRC). A source file member, or members, indicated by a generic name or a Toolkit member
list, can be compared against another member or members. A listing of the differences may be produced. If many
members are compared a member list may be created of the members which differ or which match.

• Scan and replace source (YSCNRPLSRC). A source file member, or members, indicated by a generic name or a
Toolkit member list, can be scanned for the occurrence or absence of a search string, and any found occurrences
replaced by another specified string.

• Tidy RPG/400 source (YTDYRPGSRC). The start and end statements of RPG/400 structured programming constructs
can be documented automatically.

The above example would scan through all source files whose names begin with the letter Q in library QGPL for
occurrences of the string CALL FRED anywhere in columns one to eighty. It would produce a report of every line
containing the specified string, as well as a member list of the names of the source members containing the string.

Source Conversion Commands

This topic provides information on the following Toolkit utilities and commands:

• Converting DDS command key usage utility
• Translating with a translation table commands
• Converting source for ideographic support utility

Converting DDS Command Key Usage

The Toolkit utility Convert DDS Command Key Usage (YCVTDDSCKY) can help you to convert your existing DDS to
conform to SAA standards. The utility converts DDS source for display files. The utility includes the following features:
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• Command key usage is mapped according to the values you specify in a table. For instance you could specify that
CF01 should be mapped to CF03, CF03 to CF01. The resulting indicator to be set when the command key is pressed
is not changed, so the programs which used the display file will not need altering.

• Mapping of a given key may be fixed - to a specified command key - for example, CF01 to CF03, or variable - to use
the first available unused command key.

• As an optional feature you may specify that an attempt be made to convert the command key explanation text, also
according to the table, for example, from CMD: 1-Exit to F3= Exit.

• You may also specify that text leaders be converted to SAA standards: any instances of dot leaders (‘...:’) will then be
converted to the SAA standard (‘. . :’).

The actual mapping is specified by a table which you may edit using an interactive program invoked by the Toolkit
command Edit Command Key Conversion Table (YEDTCKYTBL).

Translating with a Translation Table

Two Toolkit commands are provided which allow you to translate the contents of database files using a specified
translation table. The translation table may either be system-supplied (for example, QSYSTRNTBL or QCASE256) or
user-defined by means of the i OS command Create Table (CRTTBL). These commands may be of use:

• When preparing an upper-case only version of an application, for instance to run under the ideographic version of i OS.
• When converting data to run under a different multinational character set.

Translate Physical File Command

The Translate Physical File (YTRNPF) command will translate the data in all the alphanumeric fields in a database file or
files.

For example, the following would convert all data fields in Y1MNU to upper case:

YTRNPF FILE(Y1MNU) TRNTBL(QCASE256)

Translate Source File Command

The Translate Source file (YTRNSRCF) command will translate all the source data in a source file or files.

For example, the following would convert all source files in library QGPL to upper case:

YTRNSRCPF FILE(QGPL/Q*) TRNTBL(QCASE256)

The command can also be used to strip out Text Management/38 attributes and comments from a source member.

Converting Source for Ideographic Support

A special utility is provided to assist with the preparation of applications to run on ideographic machines. The utility
enables you to automatically convert DDS source to run under an ideographic version of i OS, that is, with DBCS (Double
Byte Character Set) support. Therefore, in effect, a single set of DDS source files can be used for both environments. This
reduces the task of maintenance and simplifies system building.

Conversion is carried out by a Toolkit command Convert DDS to IGC (YCVTDDSIGC). The command can used to convert
both to and from IGC format.

Before you use the command on a source file you must mark up the source with additional comments to direct the
conversion process. Refer to the command diagram for the Convert DDS to IGC command for further details.
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Special Display Commands

The Toolkit command, Abbreviated Display (YDSPABR), provides a concise way of displaying the major system displays.
For a description of the abbreviated display command refer to the command diagram.

Documentation Utilities
This article provides an introduction to Toolkit documentation aides and a brief overview of documentation commands and
utilities.

More Information

• Toolkit Documentation Aids
• System Documentation
• Documenting Designs
• Documenting Utilities

Toolkit Documentation Aids
Contents

The Toolkit documentation aids are based on simple fourth generation principles:

• Self-documenting systems:
– Keep documentation on the computer as far as is possible.
– Use the computer both to edit and to organize the documentation. Tools should be available to search and

manipulate the documentation.
– Make documentation available in the correct context: for example, help text for the displays of a program should be

available when using the program; program descriptions should be available in the program source.
– Make documentation complete and sufficient: it should be possible to re-create a system from source without the

addition of further information.
• Structured documentation:

– Keep only one version of the documentation.  The computer can be used to organize it into the various
permutations that will be required.

– Different users will have different needs: for example a system analyst needs to see a different level from a
programmer. Ideally the different needs will be supplied by different routes through the same underlying data. Each
level should contain information possessing a degree of detail appropriate to the level.

– Keep documentation to a minimum: this requires the use of standard conventions for common types of
documentation.

i OS provides you, in profusion, with the basic information needed to document a system. The Toolkit utilities help you to
structure the information into a "documentation pyramid", that has different levels of access.

Documentation

The Toolkit Documentation Aids help to improve your documentation in several important ways:
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• By providing documentation utilities that will assemble up-to-date descriptions of your actual systems, collated with the
relevant descriptive text.

• By providing computer-generated cross-references to index your documentation.
• By providing a method of extracting selected comments from program source into a higher level summary.
• By providing a method of storing information about additional object attributes in the source. For details of this facility,

see the section Compile Preprocessor in the article "Programmer Aids".
• By providing utilities to present on-line Help text. For further details, see the section on help text in the "User Access

Aids" article.
• By providing good ‘hard copy’ for all of the Toolkit utilities: for example, menu, panel and report designs, and object,

database file and member lists.
• By providing standards that can be used to streamline and structure documentation. The importance of this last point

should not be underestimated: a good standard structure removes the need for repetition of information already given
by the context.

Your company name can be made to appear on all documentation.

Overview of Documentation Aids

The Toolkit Documentation Aids are discussed here under the following headings:

• System documentation commands, including cross-reference utilities
• Documentation commands for the Toolkit design utilities
• Documentation commands for the other Toolkit utilities

All of the documentation utilities are invoked by commands, so they can be used by your own utilities.

System Documentation Commands

Toolkit includes an extensive range of commands for generating documentation about your existing systems. Information
from many disparate sources is collated into a concise and readable format.

Design Documentation Utilities

The different components of the Toolkit design utilities - menus, panels and reports - each have a print command, which
generates listings suitable for inclusion in a formal system specification.

Other Documentation Utilities

Commands are supplied to print the information created and stored by all of the Toolkit utilities: for example, the contents
of library, member, object, format and database file lists, and user profile extension attributes.

System Documentation
Contents

Toolkit provides a comprehensive range of utilities to document your application systems. In particular:

• The Toolkit Summary documentation commands, Document Program (YDOCPGM) and Document File (YDOCF),
provide compact, pertinent documents, that describe the salient features of programs and files for reference purposes.

• The Toolkit Cross-reference documentation commands provide concise descriptions of how the entities in your system
connect.

• The Toolkit Print key conversion commands (YSTRCVTPRT, YCVTPRT) provide an easy method of obtaining
illustrations of actual panel displays for inclusion in your user instruction manuals.

• The Toolkit Source scan commands (YSCNSRC, YSCNRPLSRC) provide listings of source lines containing a specified
search string.
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The Toolkit List utilities can be used to help with system documentation; for example, to record configuration details.

General Features of the Documentation Utilities

The documentation utilities have the following general features:

• The documentation commands can all be run generically on whole systems.
• Your company name can be made to appear on all documentation.
• The utilities are all command driven and may be invoked either interactively or in batch.

General Considerations for System Documentation

Refer to the following command diagrams to create documentation:

• YDOCAUT
• YDOCEXCREF
• YDOCF
• YDOCMSGREF
• YDOCPGM
• YDOCPGMREF
• YDOCSRC
• YDOCSTRCVTPR

Your Company Name on Documentation

The company name that appears on all system documentation is taken from a data area called YYCOTXA. A copy of the
data area is shipped with the system in the Toolkit library. You may change the value of the shipped data area, create
additional versions in other libraries with different values, or both, by using the i OS Create Duplicate Object command
(CRTDUPOBJ), for instance:

CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(YYCOTXA) FROMLIB(Product-library) OBJTYPE(*DTAARA) TOLIB(QGPL)

The company name data area can conveniently be changed using the Toolkit command Edit Data Area (YEDTDTAARA)
which will display the existing value and allow you to override it:

YEDTDTAARA DTAARA(YYCOTXA)

A second data area, YYSYTXA, determines the application system name; the data area is used by the Toolkit Create
Design DDS commands (YCRTPNLDDS and YCRTRPTDDS) when generating program banners. The data area is also
used by the Toolkit Create Source File command (YCRTSRCPF) as a default, when generating descriptive text for new
source files.

Toolkit File Documenter

The Toolkit Document File utility (YDOCF) provides a compact listing of all the relevant information about a file. The utility
works on database files, device files, or both. Included in the listing generated by the utility are the following items of
information:
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• Object information
• Access path information, including key fields
• Join file information, including join fields
• Source member information
• Format information
• Database dependency information
• Field information, optionally including offsets, and definition references
• Additional field explanation comments, extracted from the field dictionary

Examples of the output of the YDOCF command are shown in the following two illustrations.

Two levels of list detail are allowed: a basic level (80 characters per line), suitable for inclusion in system specifications,
and a detailed level (132 characters per line), suitable as a reference document for programmers.

The command may be run on a file, a generic file name, or on a list of files. For instance, the following command would
document all of the physical files in a library:

YBLDOBJLST OBJ(QGPL/*ALL)  OBJTYPE(*FILE) /* build list  */

YDOCF FILE(*OBJLST) FILEATR(*PHY) /* Document it */

Toolkit Program Documenter

The Toolkit Document Program utility (YDOCPGM) provides a summary description of a program or command, including
all relevant linkage information. The level of detail of the YDOCPGM output is ideal for bridging the low level information
of source listings, and the high level view of system flowcharts and overviews. The program documenter brings together
information from a wide variety of sources, and collates it into an easily assimilable form. Documentation created by the
program documenter includes:

• Object information (from object)
• Functional synopsis (extracted from source)
• Source member information (from source member)
• File/format used information (from object)
• Sub-programs used information (from source analysis)
• Entry parameters required (from source analysis)
• "Where called from" information (from source analysis)
• Maintenance notes (extracted from source)
• Warning notes (extracted from source)

Documentation Source Directives

Program documentation can include narrative descriptions of what the program does, and why maintenance has been
carried out. The narrative descriptions are extracted from special comment lines in the source: they thus stand a good
chance of staying up to date.

The special comment lines can be used in all types of source. Four types of documentation comment lines are catered for:

• *H Header source directives
• *M Maintenance source directives
• *T Title source directives;documentation
• W Warning source directives
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Program descriptions can be written ahead of the program, so that they serve as program specifications. If programmers
fail to provide even a basic description of their programs, the program documenter makes the fact obvious, and so helps
you control the quality of your documentation.

For example, the marked comments from the CL program shown following in the first diagram, would be summarized as
shown in the diagram that follows it:

Toolkit Program/File Cross-Reference Documentation

The Toolkit Document Program References utility (YDOCPGMREF) provides a cross-reference of which data objects are
referenced by which programs, and vice versa.

This allows you to answer, questions such as: "Which programs would be affected if I changed this file?", "Which files
does this program use?", "Which files are not used anywhere?".

Options include:

• List by file
• List by format
• List by program
• List unreferenced files

Examples of the output of the YDOCPGMREF command are shown in the following four illustrations.

Execution Cross-Reference Documentation

The Toolkit Document Execution References utility (YDOCEXCREF), provides a cross-reference of which programs, and
which commands, are referenced by which other programs, commands, and Toolkit menus. Output is available in both
tabular and "explosion" form - the latter provides an across-the-page resolution of references.

This allows you to answer questions such as: "Which other programs would be affected, if I were to change the entry
parameters of this program?", "Which sub-programs are needed to run this menu option successfully?".

Options include:

• List by calling object
• List by referenced object
• Explosion listing by calling object
• Explosion listing by referenced object

The utility brings together source, object, and menu file references into a single uniform listing.

Examples of the output of the YDOCEXCREF command are shown in the next four illustrations.

Field Cross-Reference Documentation

The Toolkit Document Field References utility (YDOCFLDREF) provides a cross-reference of field usage by file.

Options include:

• Specification of file name, or generic file name, and file attribute, for inclusion in listing
• Specification of one library, or several libraries

Examples of the output of the YDOCFLDREF command are shown in the following illustration:

Message Cross-Reference Documentation

The Toolkit Document Message References utility (YDOCMSGREF) provides a cross-reference of which messages
are referenced by which programs and commands. The command works by analyzing the source of the programs and
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commands for any use of messages - both impromptu and externally-defined. Refer to the YDOCMSGREF command
diagram for details about the rules used to identify messages in source.

This allows you to answer questions such as: "Does a similar message description exist?", "Which messages does this
program used?", "Where is this message used?".

Options include:

• List messages by program
• List programs by message
• List messages in alphabetical order
• List unreferenced messages

Examples of the output of the YDOCMSGREF command are shown in the following four illustrations.

Authorization Cross-Reference Documentation

The Toolkit Document Authorities utility (YDOCAUT) provides a compact cross-reference of object authorities, owners,
and users.

Options include:
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• Selection of object name, object type, object owner, user, or both, for inclusion in listing
• List authorizations by object name
• List authorizations by object owner
• List authorizations by user profile

Examples of the output of the YDOCAUT command are shown in the next three illustrations.

Source Documentation

The Toolkit Document Source utility (YDOCSRC) provides compact source listings of a list of source members.

Features include:

• Optional indentation of RPG III source
• Can run in batch
• Can be list driven

Source Scan Documentation

The Toolkit source search commands Scan Source (YSCNSRC) and Scan and Replace Source (YSCNRPLSRC) can
provide listings of all source lines containing a specified search string, as well as a Toolkit member list naming all of the
source members containing the search string.

Examples of the print output of the YSCNSRC command are shown in the following illustration. Refer to the respective
command diagrams for further details.

Print Key Conversion

The Toolkit Print Key Conversion utility provides an easy method of obtaining illustrations of actual screen displays for
inclusion in user documentation.

The convert print command "frames" and labels each display print.

The ensuing text source member can be edited and included into any document, using i OS’s SEU utility (STRSEU).

Print Key Conversion Steps

Using the Convert Print utility is a three-step process:

1. You enter "print conversion mode" by means of the Toolkit command Start Print Conversion (YSTRCVTPRT). The
command allows you to nominate up to four print files for conversion; for example:
YSTRCVTPRT PRTF(QSYSPRT YPRTKEY$)
Any output to the nominated files will be trapped for conversion. Starting print key conversion mode invokes the i OS
command entry program QCMD, thus allowing you to call the commands or programs whose displays you wish to
document.

2. You create the print output for the displays that you want illustrated. This can be done by pressing the PRINT key while
displaying any screen that is to be illustrated: provided the print file used by the print key is one of the nominated print
files.

3. You convert the print output into a text source member by means of the Toolkit command Convert Print (YCVTPRT),
for example:
YCVTPRT PRTF(*ALL) SPLNBR(*ALL) FILE(QTXTSRC) MBR(FRED)

This command would convert all print key output to a spool file member FRED in file QTXTSRC.

The following commands would produce the illustration shown next:

YSTRCVTPRT /* Start print conversion. */
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STRPGMMNU /* Call programmer’s menu. */

Type in (for example) "YGO *Y" and press PRINT key.....

YCVTPRT                /* Convert print output to source. */

You may control the characters used to form the frame by using the Toolkit Edit Design Defaults command
(YEDTDSNDFT).

Documenting Designs
Contents

Each of the Toolkit design objects has an associated print command. The print output from the commands to document
Toolkit menus, Toolkit panel designs, and Toolkit report designs is designed to be compact, comprehensive, and tidy. The
prints of the designs can be bound up directly, to form a complete system specification: narrative text is inserted alongside
the relevant designs, and indices will be generated automatically.

General Considerations for Documenting Designs

Following are commands to document Toolkit designs

Design type Print command
Menu YDOCMNU
 YDOCMNUREF
Panel design YDOCPNL
Report design YDOCRPT
Text & Help text YDOCSRC

Your on-line operator instructions can be printed to form an instruction manual.

Documenting Menus

The Toolkit command Document Menu (YDOCMNU) will print a menu, or menus. The output will fit on 80 column (A4)
paper.

Options include:

• An index of menus
• An image of the menu (suitable for including in user instruction manuals)
• A record of the actions invoked by each menu option

The Toolkit command Document Menu References (YDOCMNUREF) prints all menu usage by option.

Documenting Panel Designs

The Toolkit command Document Panel Design (YDOCPNL) will print a panel design, or range of panel designs, in a
specified print order. The output will fit on 80 column (A4) paper.
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Options include:

• An index
• An image of the panel design
• A key explaining the symbols used in the panel design
• The narrative text associated with the panel design
• The branching conditions associated with the panel design

The Panel designs can include sample data in the fields. The sample data is set up with the Toolkit Display Panel Design
utility (YDSPPNL) - see the "Design Aids" article of this manual.

Use of Panel Designs for Existing Systems

The Toolkit command Retrieve Panel Design (YRTVPNLDSN) allows you to retrieve a panel design from the existing DDS
source of an externally- described display file. The facility can be used to document existing systems.

Documenting Report Designs

The Toolkit command Document Report Design (YDOCRPT), will print a report design, or range of report designs, in a
specified print order

Options include:

• An index
• An image of the report design
• A key explaining the symbols used in the report design
• The narrative text associated with the report design

Use of Report Designs for Flowcharts

Because it allows for reports up to 198 characters wide, and because it has block move and edit functions, the Toolkit
utility Work With Report Design (YWRKRPT) can also be used to design system diagrams such as flowcharts.

Use of Report Designs for Existing Systems

The Toolkit command Retrieve Report Design (YRTVRPTDSN) allows you to retrieve a report design from the existing
DDS source of an externally- described print file. The facility can be used to document existing systems, which use
external print files.

Documenting Utilities
Contents

This section describes the documentation available for the Toolkit utilities. Note that the documentation for the design
utilities is described in a separate section of this manual.

Documenting Lists

Each of the Toolkit list types has an associated print command:

List type Print command
Object list YDOCOBJLST
Database file list YDOCDBFLST
Member list YDOCMBRLST
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Format list YDOCFMTLST
Library list YDOCLIBLST

Documenting User Profiles

User profiles can be documented using the Toolkit Document User profile (YDOCUSRPRF) command.

The Document User profile command can be run generically, or on a single profile. The output includes details, in a
compact format, of both i OS user profile attributes and the Toolkit extension attributes.

Spooled File Utilities
Contents

The Toolkit ships with various command which let you work with and manipulate spooled files. This article contains an
overview of these utilities.

Spooled File Router

The Spooled File Router allows you to predefine rules for spooled files created on your IBM i that control automatic
processing occurring for those spooled files.

You can add rules as spooled file routing entries that select spooled files based on any combination of their output queue,
name, user, the job that produced them, or their user-defined data attribute, and then process the spooled files that
meet the specification criteria. You can apply any spooled file commands for processing. You can also specify that other
commands run following the spooled file processing -- such as notifying certain users when spooled files are processed.

For instance you can specify rules so that:

• Spooled files arriving on the QPRINT output queue with a USRDTA attribute of MYATTR, produced by user JOHN
should be immediately converted into HTML files in the /YSPLFS/User/JOHN/ directory. In addition, user JOHN should
be notified that the above processing has occurred.

• Spooled files arriving on the QSYS/QEZJOBLOG output queue, which were produced by user QSPLJOB, should be
copied to a specified physical file member and then deleted.

• Any spooled files on any output queues, which have the USRDTA attribute as blank, should have the USRDTA
attribute set to the name of the user who produced the spooled file.

You can use any or all of the above examples.

Spooled file routing entries are added, edited, and deleted with the YWRKSPLRTE (Work with Spooled File Routing
Entries) command.

Once spooled file routing entries have been created, a spooled file router can be started by using the YSTRSPLRTR
(Start Spooled File Router) command and ended using the YENDSPLRTR (End Spooled File Router) command.
Additionally the YRSTSPLRTR (Restart Spooled File Router) command is available to restart the spooled file router, if
spooled file routing entries have been added, changed, or deleted.

The Spooled File Router can be distributed to any of your IBM i systems, even if the machine in question does not have
the full CA 2E Toolkit installed.

Convert Spooled File (YCVTSPLF)

The Convert Spooled File (YCVTSPLF) command lets you convert an IBM i spooled file to a PC file in text, HTML or PDF
formats. You can then send the file by e-mail or other PC file transfer methods and manipulate the file by PC software.
The YCVTSPLF command is a stand-alone command in the Toolkit product.
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When more than one spooled file with the same name exists for the specified job, an interactive window appears so that
you can select a spooled file. If duplicate jobs contain the specified spooled file, an error message is sent.

Conversion options are held in a file called YCVTOPTP (prior to 8.0 the options were held in YCVTSPP). This file
allows you to specify not only user-specific options, but also file-specific options. When you specify file-specific options,
you can specify whether you want header lines to be removed from the spooled file when it is converted. When
converting a spooled file, you can now specify the special CVTOPT(*FILE) value, to indicate that you want to use the
conversion options with the same name as the spooled file name. You can add or change conversion options by using the
YCHGCVTOPT command, which includes on-line help.

You can copy the YCVPSPLF command to any of your IBM i machines, and run it there, even if the machine in question
does not have the full CA 2E Toolkit product installed.

Retrieve Spooled File Attributes (YRTVSPLFA)

The YRTVSPLFA (Retrieve Spooled File Attributes) command can only be run from within a compiled CL program or
module and allows the program to retrieve the attributes of a given spooled file. Similarly to IBM spooled file commands,
the only required parameter is the spooled file name (although the job name and spooled file number are optional input
parameters). All other parameters are output parameters that return values into defined CL variables. This command uses
the QUSRSPLA API to retrieve the attributes for the specified spooled file.

The YRTVSPLFA prompt screen displays as follows:

Technical Considerations
Contents

This article provides some additional technical information about the CA 2E Toolkit utilities including,
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• Installation instructions
• System authorization
• Storage and backup requirements
• Print output information
• Database file descriptions
• International character set considerations
• CL commands

Installing the Utilities

Instructions for installing the Toolkit utilities are supplied with the Toolkit software. Read the instructions carefully before
installing the utilities.

Some versions of Toolkit contain copy protection and will only run on CPUs that are authorized. Although all of the
Toolkit utilities are shipped to you, only the modules of Toolkit that you have purchased will be authorized for use. To
authorize your copy of the software to run on your CPU you must use the Toolkit command Grant Product Authorization
(YGRTPRDAUT) as described in the installation instructions.

Displaying Expiry Date

You may check which modules you are authorized to use and your expiry date by using the Toolkit command Display
Expiry Date (YDSPEXPDAT).

System Authorization Requirements

To use a Toolkit utility you must be authorized to each i OS command that the utility uses.

The Toolkit utilities do not give users the right to do anything that they might not otherwise be allowed to do.

For instance, a user who is not authorized to use the Create Physical File command (YCRTPF), will not be authorized to
use the Toolkit command Create Design File (YCRTDSNF). The shipped system authorities are sufficient to allow most
users to use the Toolkit utilities.

Storage Requirements

The complete Toolkit package takes about 18 MB of disk storage. The package is contained within two libraries, Y1SY
and Y1SY38. About 3.4 MB of the storage is required for the interactive help text, including command diagrams. If you are
short of storage, you may delete the help text without affecting the performance of any of the utilities. This can be done as
follows:

DLTF FILE(Y1CMDTXT)  /* to delete command diagram text*/

DLTF FILE(Y1HLPTXT)    /* to delete Help text */

Backup Requirements

There are several Toolkit objects whose data contents you are likely to change as a result of using the Toolkit utilities, and
which therefore may require saving onto an off-line storage medium.

Backup Strategies

Here are four different approaches to backing up Toolkit.

1. Regularly save the entire library Y1SY:
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SAVLIB LIB(Y1SY)
This would allow for recovery in a single step - but requires the unnecessary saving of objects that you have not
changed.

2. Save only the items that you have changed since the last full save of the library:
SAVCHGOBJ OBJ(*ALL) LIB(Y1SY) REFDATE(*SAVLIB)
This is efficient, but requires two steps to recover: the restoration of the utilities, followed by the restoration of the
changes.

3. Move any objects in Y1SY that require saving into other libraries that are already covered by your backup regime.
4. Explicitly save just those objects in Y1SY that require backing up.

If you adopt either of the last two approaches, you will need to bear in mind the backup considerations described below.

Backup Considerations

The Toolkit objects that might require saving can be divided into three categories:

• Design
• List
• System value

Design objects

The following table shows design objects:

Object *Type Description Create command
YDSNMNU *FILE Menu design file YCRTDSNF
YDSNPNL *FILE Panel design file YCRTDSNF
YDSNRPTA *FILE Report design file 80 YCRTDSNF
YDSNRPTB *FILE Report design file 132 YCRTDSNF
YDSNRPTC *FILE Report design file 190 YCRTDSNF
YYSYTXA *DTAARA System text file YCRTDUPOBJ
YMHPFLA *DTAARA Name of Help text file YCRTDUPOBJ
YMHPLBA *DTAARA Help text file library YCRTDUPOBJ

List objects

The following table shows list objects:

Object *Type Description Create command
YOBJLST *FILE Object list YBLDOBJLST
YMBRLST *FILE Member list YBLDMBRLST
YDBFLST *FILE Database file list YBLDDBFLST
YFMTLST *FILE Format list YBLDFMTLST

System value objects

The following table shows system value objects:

Object *Type Description Create command
YLIBLST *FILE Library list file
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YUSRPRF *FILE User profile file
YYCOTXA *DTAARA Company  text CRTDUPOBJ
YDSCDFA *DTAARA Panel design defaults
YDRPDFA *DTAARA Report design defaults
YDSCDCA *DTAARA DDS design defaults
YPEXCHA *DTAARA Substitution character YEXCxxxLST
YPBXCHA *DTAARA Frame characters YCVTPRT
YPLGOQA *DTAARA Name of job log queue YDSPABR

Different considerations apply to each category of object:

Design objects: you are likely to have several different sets of the design files in different libraries, which will be saved as
part of the back-up regimes for those libraries. You will probably keep at least one set of design files per application and
it is quite possible that you will not actually keep any data in the versions of the design objects in the Y1SY library. The
design files can be regarded as being similar in concept to source files such as QCLSRC and QRPGSRC - and similar
considerations apply to using them.

List objects: most of the lists you use will probably be temporary ones stored in QTEMP. When you do create a permanent
list you will probably want to create it in a named library other than Y1SY. Thus it is again quite possible that you will not
keep any data in the versions of the list objects in the Y1SY library.

System parameter values: You will probably want to keep only one version of the objects containing system values. It may
be very important that the objects, especially the library list and user profile file, are saved correctly and frequently. The
system parameter objects are therefore prime candidates for either moving to a library that you already save regularly
(e.g. QGPL), or for saving explicitly by means of the i OS Save changed objects command (SAVCHGOBJ).

Print Output

You may want to change the print file attributes for the print files in the Y1SY library, forms length, lines per inch, etc. This
can be done for all files using the command Change Print File (CHGPRTF):

CHGPRTF FILE(Y1SY/*ALL) CPI(8) LPI(15)

Database File Descriptions

To find out the file descriptions of any of the Toolkit database files used by the Toolkit utilities, such as the user profile file
(YUSRPRF), the menu file (YDSNMNU), or the library list file (YLIBLST), run the Toolkit Document File utility (YDOCF) on
the file.

For example, to obtain the layout of the Toolkit user profile file:

YDOCF FILE(YUSRPRF)

International Character Set Considerations

Certain Toolkit commands involve the use of special characters, which may not be easily supported by your National
language character sets. You may change the default special values used by some Toolkit commands.
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CL Commands

There are seven commands in Toolkit which are intended mainly for internal use by Toolkit, but which may also be of use
in your own CL programs. Refer to the respective command diagrams for further details. The commands are as follows:

• YRTVOBJLIB - A command to search the invoking job’s library list for a given object and return the library in which it
resides

• YCVTBIN - A command to convert a binary number to a decimal number
• YCHKVN - A command to check whether a character string is a valid i OS system name.
• YCHKLIBLST - A command to check whether a library list exists in a given Toolkit library list file
• YCHKMNU - A command to check whether a menu exists in a given Toolkit menu file
• YCHKPNL - A command to check whether a panel design exists in a given Toolkit panel design file
• YCHKRPT - A command to check whether a report design exists in a given Toolkit report design file

Toolkit Supply Objects
Contents

This article describes Toolkit supply objects information.

Libraries

Object Name Description Crt. Cmd. Parameters
Y1SY
Y1SY38

Toolkit Utility
library.
Toolkit S/38
Utility library.

CRTLIB
CRTLIB

TEXT(‘Toolkit Utility +
library’)
TEXT(‘Toolkit S/38 +
Utility library’)

Database Files

Object Name Description Crt. Cmd. Parameters
YDSNMNU
YDSNPNL
YDSNRPT
YOBJLST
YMBRLST
YDBFLST
YFMTLST
Y1HLPTXT
Y1CMDTXT
Y1USRTXT
YLIBLST
YUSRPRF
YPWDVAL
Y1USRSRC

Menu file.
Panel design file.
Report design file.
Object list file.
Member list file.
Dbf list file.
Format list file.
Help text.
Command diagrams.
Help text for
    YGO/YDSPHLP
Library list file.
User profile file.
Password value file.
User source file.

YCRTDSNF
YCRTDSNF
YCRTDSNF
YBLDOBJLST
YBLDMBRLST
YBLDFMTLST
YBLDFMTLST
CRTSRCPF
CRTSRCPF
CRTSRCPF
CRTPF
CRTPF
CRTPF
CRTSRCPF

TYPE(*MENU) +
OPTION(*CREATE) +
TYPE(*PNL) +
OPTION(*CREATE) +
TYPE(*RPT) +
OPTION(*CREATE) +

TEXT(‘Toolkit help text’)
TEXT(‘Toolkit menu text’)
TEXT(‘YGO/YDSPHLP help
text’)
TEXT*Toolkit library +
lists’)
TEXT(‘Toolkit User +
profile extensions’)
TEXT(‘YCHGPWD forbidden +
passwords’)
TEXT(Toolkit User src’)
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Programs

Object Name Description Crt. Cmd. Parameters
YINLPGM
YINLPGMPWD
YPWDVALPGM
YBRTPRC
YDDSHPR
Y1PGMSC

Initial program.
Password expiry chk
Password validation
Compile preprocessor
Help text display.
Message sender.

CRTCLPGM
CRTCLPGM
CRTCLPGM
CRTRPGPGM
CRTRPGPGM
CRTCLPGM

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

Message Files

Object Name Description Crt. Cmd. Parameters
YYYYMSG
Y1USRMSG
Y1USRPMT
Y1PMTMSG

Toolkit messages.
Toolkit messages
for execution
of end user pgms.
Toolkit messages for compilation
of
end user objects.
Toolkit device message

CRTMSGF
CRTMSGF
CRTMSGF
CRTMSGF

MSGF(YYYYMSG)              +
TEXT(‘Toolkit  messages’)
MSGF(Y1USRMSG)            +
TEXT(‘Toolkit messages +
for end user programs’)
MSGF(Y1USRPMT)            +
TEXT(Toolkit messages +
for end user objects)
MSGF(Y1PMTMSG)           +
TEXT(Toolkit messages)

Data Areas

Object Name Description Crt. Cmd. Parameters
YMHPFLA Default help file name CRTDTAARA DTAARA(YMHPFLA) +

TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
VALUE(‘QTXTSRC’)
TEXT(‘Default help file + name’)

YMHPLBA Default help file library name CRTDTAARA DTAARA(YMHPLBA) +
TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
VALUE(‘*LIBL  ‘)
TEXT(‘Default help file +
library name’)

YMHPOPA Default help display CRTDTAARA DTAARA(YMHPOPA) +
TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
VALUE(‘*USRPRF  ‘)
TEXT(‘Default help display +
???‘)

YMHPYKA Default Keys help label CRTDTAARA DAARA(YMHPYKA) +
TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
VALUE(‘FUNCK  ‘)
TEXT(‘Default keys help  +
label’)
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YMHPYWA Default window size CRTDTAARA DAARA(YMHPYWA) +
TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(7) +
VALUE(‘70 15 Y’)
TEXT(‘Default  window  +
size’)

YPBXCHA Frame characters for YCVTPRT
command

CRTDTAARA DTAARA(YPBXCHA) +
VALUE(‘| | -- . . ‘ ‘)
TEXT(‘Frame characters’)

YPLGOQA Name of job log output queue CRTDTAARA DTAARA(YPLGOQA) +
TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
VALUE(‘*LIBL  ‘)
TEXT(‘Job log output  +
queue name)

YPEXCHA Alternative substitution
character for YEXCxxxLST
commands

CRTDTAARA DTAARA(YPEXCHA) +
VALUE(‘ ‘)
TEXT(‘Alternative  +
substitution character’)

YWWDBDA Window borders and
attributes

CRTDTAARA DTAARA(YWWDBDA) +
TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
VALUE(‘ B..::..::’) +
TEXT(‘Window +
borders and attributes’)

YYCOTXA Company name CRTDTAARA DTAARA(YYCOTXA) +
TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(40) +
VALUE(‘Company name’)
TEXT(‘Company name for +
displays and reports’)

YYFXNOA Fix level number CRTDTAARA DTAARA(YYFXNOA) +
TYPE(*DEC) LEN(4) +
TEXT(‘Toolkit  Fix’)
level number’)

YYSYTXA Application system
text.

CRTDTAARA DTAARA(YYSYTXA) +
TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(30) +
VALUE(‘Application name’)
TEXT(‘Application name +
for reports’)

YYPWCKA Password checking parameters CRTDTAARA DTAARA(YYPWCKA) +
TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(100) +
VALUE(‘0040Y’)
TEXT(‘Password control +
values’)

Supplied Device Files
Contents

This article describes the device files used by the Toolkit utilities.
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Print Files

File Name Type Description Command
YCMPSRC$
YCVTCKY$
YDBFLST$
YDOCF$
YDOCKEY$
YDOCMNU$
YDOCMNUX$
YDOCPGM$
YDOCPNL$
YDOCRPT$
YDOCSRC$
YDOCUSR$
YEXPBYOBJ$
YEXPBYREF$
YFILBYPGM$
YFILNOREF$
YFLDREF$
YFMTLST$
YLIBLST$
YMBRLST$
YMSGBYPGM$
YMSGFIL$
YMSGNOREF$
YOBJAUT$
YOBJBYREF$
YOBJLST$
YOWNAUT$
YPGMBYFIL$
YPGMBYFMT$
YPGMBYMSG$
YPRTKEY$
YREFBYOBJ$
YSCNRPL$
YSCNSRC$
YUSRAUT$
YWRKF$

PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF
PRTF

Compare source
Convert DDS command keys
Database file list
File documentation
Command key conversion
Toolkit menu documentation
Document menu references
Program documentation
Toolkit Panel  designs
Toolkit Report designs
Source listing
Document user profiles
Explode references by object
Explode objects by reference
Files by program
Files without a reference
Fields by file
Format lists
Library lists
Member lists
Messages by program
Document messages references
Unreferenced messages
Document authority
Objects by reference
Object lists
Authority by owner
Programs by file
Programs by format
Programs by messages
Print key file for print key output
Execution references by object
Source scan/replace report
Source scan report
Authorizations by user
Work with file

YCMPSRC
YCVTDDSCKY
YDOCDBFLST
YDOCF
YEDTCKYTBL
YDOCMNURYDOCMNUREF
YDOCPGM
YDOCPNL
YDOCRPT
YDOCSRC
YDOCUSRPRF
YDOCEXCREF
YDOCEXCREF
YDOCPGMREF
YDOCFLDREF
YDOCPGMREF
YDOCFMTLST
YDOCLIBLST
YDOCMBRLST
YDOCMSGREF
YDOCMSGREF
YDOCMSGREF
YDOCAUT
YDOCEXCREF
YDOCOBJLST
YDOCAUT
YDOCPGMREF
YDOCPGMREF
YDOCMSGREF
All int pg
YDOCEXCREF
YSCNRPLSRC
YSCNSRC
YDOCAUT
YWRKF
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Display Files

File Name Crt. Cmd. Description Command
YDDSHPR#
    (1)

YDMNGOI#
    (1)

CRTDSPF

CRTDSPF

FILE(YDDSHPR#)
        DFRWRT(*YES)
SRCFILE(Y1USRSRC) 
     RSTDSP(*YES)Text(‘YDSPHLP
display help text.’)
FILE(YDMNDSI#)
        DFRWRT(*YES)
SRCFILE(Y1USRSRC)
       RSTDSP(*YES)
Text(‘YGO display menus’)

YDSPHLP

YGO

Authority Required for Object
Contents

This article contains information about the authorities required to use the Toolkit commands.

Menu

Command Object rights Data rights Additional
Rights

Opr Mgt Exs Read Add Upd Del
YCPYMNU
YDOCMNU
YGO
YRNMMNU
YDLTMNU
YWRKMNU

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

READ on lib
READ on lib
READ on lib
OBJOPR on
CRTPF
READ on lib
READ on lib
READ on lib

Design Files

Command Object rights Data rights Additional
Rights

Opr Mgt Exs Read Add Upd Del
YCRTDSNF
YADDDSNFM
YEDTDSNDFT

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

EXIST on obj
EXIST on obj
EXIST on obj
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Panel Designs

Command Object
rights

Data rights Additional
Rights

Opr Mgt Exs Read Add Upd Del
YCPYPNL
YDSPPNL
YDOCPNL
YWRKPNL
YRNMPNL
YDLTPNL
YRTVPNLDSN
YDFNPNLDSN
YCRTPNLDDS

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

READ on lib
READ on lib
READ on lib
READ on lib
OBJOPR
on CRTPF
READ on lib
READ on
source
OBJMGT
on source
file.

Report Designs

Command Object rights Data rights Additional
Rights

Opr Mgt Exs Read Add Upd Del
YCPYRPT
YDOCRPT
YWRKRPT
YRNMRPT
YDLTRPT
YCRTRPTDDSYRTVRPTDDS

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

READ on lib
READ on lib
READ on lib
OBJOPR on
CRTPF
READ on lib
READ on lib
OBJMGT on
source
READ on
source

Password Values

Command Object rights Data rights Additional
Rights

Opr Mgt Exs Read Add Upd Del
YCHKPWDVAL
YCHKPWDVAL
YCHGPWD

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

READ on lib
OPR+READ
only to
display
values
Enabled by
pgm
adoption
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Lists

Command Object rights Data rights Additional
Rights

Opr Mgt Exs Read Add Upd Del
YBLDxxxLST
YEDTxxxLST
YFLTxxxLST
YEXCxxxLST
YDOCxxxLST
YRNMLST
YCPYLST
YCHGLST
YCHKLSTE
YDLTLST
YOPRLST
YINXLST
YCVTDBR
YCVTDBFLST
YCVTMBRLST
YBLDDOC
YDSPMBRLST

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XRX

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XRX

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

READ on lib
READ on lib
READ on lib
READ on lib

READ on
input lst
OBJOPR on
CRTLF
READ on
YDBFLST
READ on
YMBRLST
READ on
YMBRLST
READ on lib
& fil

Library Lists

Command Object rights Data rights Additional
Rights

Opr Mgt Exs Read Add Upd Del
YBLDLIBLST
YCHGLIBLST
YDLTLIBLST
YEDTLIBLST
YCPYLIBLST
YRNMLIBLST
YWRKLIBLST
YCHGLIBL
YCHGJOBDLL
YRNMLIB

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

UPD on jobd
UPD on jobd
OBJMGT on
LIB

Data Areas

Command Object rights Data rights Additional
Rights

Descrption Description Description

Opr Mgt Exs Read Add Upd Del
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YEDTDTAARA
YEDTLDA
YEDTGDA

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

CHGDTAARA
CHGDTAARA
CHGDTAARA

Object Manipulation

Command Object rights Data rights Additional
Rights

Description Description Description

Opr Mgt Exs Read Add Upd Del

YCPYF
YCHGCMD
YDLTOBJ
YMOVOBJ
YCHGOBJOWN
YCRTDUPOBJ
YCRTOBJ

YRNMOBJSRC
YMOVOBJSRC
YRTVOBJLIB

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
XD

X

X
X
X

X
X
XP255D

X

X

X

X

X

X

READ on
from file
OBJOPR on
journal
READ on
YOBJLST
READ on
OBJLST
READ on
YOBJLST
READ on
YOBJLST
OBJOPR on
userprf
READ on
YOBJLST
READ on
YMBRLST
READ on
source
ADD on lib
OBJOPR on
jobd.
OBJEXIST
on obj
MGT on src
file.
OBJEXIST
on obj
OBJMGT on
src file

Member Manipulation Commands

Command Object rights Data rights Additional
Rights

Opr Mgt Exs Read Add Upd Del
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YMOVM
YRMVM
YSCNSRC
YSCNRPLSRC
YCMPSRC
YDOCSRC
YDSPHLP
YWRKF
YSTRDBG
YTDYRPGSRC
YEDTCKYTBL
YCVTDDSCKY
YRTVMSGF
YSTRCVTPRT
YCVTPRT
YADDSRCM

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

OBJOPR on
ENTDBG

OBJOPR on
MSGF

User Profiles

Command Object rights Data rights Additional
Rights

Opr Mgt Exs Read Add Upd Del
YDSPUSRPRF
YCRTUSRPRF
YDLTUSRPRF
YCHGUSRPRF
YDOCUSRPRF
YRTVUSRPRF
YCPYUSRPRF
YRNMUSRPRF

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

Authority to
use
CRTUSRPRF
cmd
Authority to
use
DLTUSRPRF
cmd
Authority to
use
CHGUSRPRF
cmd
Authority to
use
CRTUSRPRF
cmd
Authority to
use
CRTUSRPRF
and
DLTUSRPRF
cmds

Source Directives
Contents
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This article lists all of the types of directives, and indicates which of the Toolkit utilities use them.

Overview

Several of the Toolkit utilities make use of directives encoded in HLL source statements. All such directives are coded as
special types of comment lines in the source.

The source types of HLL languages are classified by Toolkit as either fixed or floating:

• For fixed source types, the directive control characters must always be in a particular column of the source.
• For floating types, the directive control characters may appear in any column position, and the end of the directive

should be shown by the use of the end comment characters (‘*/’).

Fixed Format Source Types

Fixed format source types are: RPG III, DDS, and COBOL. Directives may be specified either in columns six and seven
(‘x*’), or in columns seven, eight and nine (‘*x:’).

Free Format Source Types

Free format source types are: CL, CMD, PLI.

The following table lists the different types of source directives:

Fixed
FmtSource123456789

Free FmtSource Source Directive Type Where Used

....*D: /*D: */ Debug breakpoint
statement

YSTRDBG

...D*

....*H: /*H: */ Documentation synopsis YDOCPGM

...H*

....*M: /*M: */ Documentation
maintenance

YDOCPGM

....M*
*T .(1) : /*T: */ Title line YCRTOVR YDOCPGM
...T* (2)
....*W: /*W: */ Documentation warning YDOCPGM
...W*
....*Y: /*Y: */ Compile time override YCRTOVR YDOCPGM
...Y* (2)
....*Z: /*Z: */ Compiler override YCRTOVR YDOCPGM
...Z* (2)

(1) For RPG III source, ‘/TITLE’ may also be used

(2) Compile pre-processor directives should appear within the first twenty lines of a source member.
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Examples

The following table lists help text source directives:

Text Source Source Directive Type Where Used
. *T: text Text title statement YDSPHLP
. *Y*: text Text index comment YDSPHLP
. *YI: XXXXXXXXXX Text index entry statement YDSPHLP
. *YH: XXXXXXXXXX Text index label statement YDSPHLP

The following table lists help text CUA/Text directives:

Window Source Source Directive Type Where Used
. *YW:  XXXXX Window size YDSPHLP
. *YD*:  XXXXXXXX Window format definition YDSPHLP
. *YF: XX Window format YDSPHLP
. *YK: XXXXXXXXXX Keys help vector YDSPHLP

For explanations and examples of these directives, see the section Specifying Help Text Directives in the article "User
Access Aids".

Toolkit Modules
Contents

This article contains information about the contents of the following four Toolkit modules:

• Administrator (*PGMR)
To execute commands that administer and manipulate source code and objects as follows:
-- Display, amend, or print any database files with selection on field or data values
-- Automatically scan for and replace values in source code
-- Build and change lists of objects and source members, then apply any command to each list item without
programming or compilation
-- Submit source members of different types to be compiled and automatically map correct attributes to each new
object

• Documaker (*DOC)
To execute commands that document the Toolkit as follows:
-- Document database and device files to show system-wide field usage
-- Document programs, detailing all files, data areas and other programs used and summarizing program source
automatically
-- Cross reference the system with exploded object and object calls, producing a list of unreferenced files
-- Authorization to use the modules is given with the Toolkit Grant Product Authorization command (YGRTPRDAUT).

• Menumaker (*USR)
To set up and manage as a Toolkit environment as follows:
-- Design and run menus without programming or compilation
-- Automatically create, store, manipulate and replace library lists
-- Manage user environments by extending attributes of CPF user profiles without programming or user disruption

• Designmaker (*DSN)
To paint design layouts, create prototypes and automatically generate source as follows:
-- Paint panel and report designs with an interactive editor
-- Simulate complete systems with prototype tools
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-- Automatically generate panel and report source code

Following are the utilities included with each module. Note that some utilities are included in more than one module.

Administrator (*PGMR)

The contents of the Administrator module are:

YADDHLPTBL YCPYMSGD YDSPHLP YGO
YADDLLE YCRTDUPOBJ YDSPLIBLST YGRTPRDAUT
YADDMLE YCRTOBJ YDSPMBRLST YMOVOBJ
YADDOLE YCRTSRCPF YDSPPGMQ YMOVLST
YADDSCRM YCVTAUTL YEDTCKYTBL YMOVM
YBLDDBFLST YCVTBIN YEDTDBFLST YRMVLLE
YBLDDOC YCVTDBFLST YEDTDTAARA YMOVOBJSRC
YBLDFMTLST YCVTDBR YEDTFMTLST YOPRLST
YBLDLIBLST YCVTDDSCKY YEDTGDA YRNMLLE
YBLDMBRLST YCVTDDSIGC YEDTLDA YRMVM
YBLDOBJLST YCVTDEC YEDTLIBLST YRNMLIBLST
YCHGCMD YCVTPGMREF YEDTMBRLST YRTVOBJLIB
YCHGJOBDLL YCVTOBJLST YEDTMSGD YRNMOBJSRC
YCHGLIBL YCVTUSRPRF YEXCDBFLST YRTVMSGF
YCHGLIBLST YDLTLIBLST YEDTOBJLST YSETBRKPGM
YCHGLST YDLTLST YEXCCL YSCNRPLSRC
YCHGOBJOWN YDLTOBJ YFLTDBFLST YSCNSRC
YCHKLIBLST YDOCDBFLST YEXCMBRLST YTRNPF
YCHKLSTE YDOCFMTLST YEXCOBJLST YSTRDBG
YCHKVN YDOCLIBLST YFLTOBJLST YTDYRPGSRC
YCMPSRC YDOCMBRLST YFLTFMTLST YWRKLIBLST
YCPYF YDOCOBJLST YFLTMBRLST YTRNSRCPF
YCPYLIBLST YDSPABR YINXLST YWRKF
YCPYLST YDSPEXPDAT

Documaker (*DOC)

The contents of the Documaker module are:

YBLDDBFLST YCVTDEC YDOCMNU YDSPHLP
YBLDDOC YCVTPRT YDOCMNUREF YEDTDTAARA
YBLDFMTLST YDOCAUT YDOCMSGREF YGO
YBLDMBRLST YDOCEXCREF YDOCOBJLST YGRTPRDAUT
YBLDOBJLST YDOCDBFLST YDOCPGM YINXLST
YCHKMNU YDOCF YDOCPGMREF YRTVMSGF
YCHKVN YDOCFLDREF YDOCSRC YRTVOBJLIB
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YCMPSRC YDOCFMTLST YDSPABR YSTRCVTPRT
YCVTBIN YDOCMBRLST YDSPEXPDAT YTDYRPGSRC

Menumaker (*USR)

The contents of the Menumaker module are:

YADDHLPTBL YCHKLIBLST YDOCAUT YGRTPRDAUT
YADDLLE YCHKMNU YDOCLIBLST YINLPGM
YADDSNFM YCHKPWDVAL YDOCMNU YINXLST
YBLDDBFLST YCHKVN YDOCMNUREF YRMVLLE
YBLDFMTLST YCPYLIBLST YOCUSRPRF YRNMLIBLST
YBLDLIBLST YCPYMNU YDSPABR YRNMLLE
YBLDMBRLST YCPYUSRPRF YDSPEXPDAT YRMNLIB
YBLDOBJLST YCRTDSNF YDSPHLP YRNMLIBLST
YCHGJOBDLL YCRTUSRPRF YDSPLIBLST YRNMMNU
YCHGLIBL YCVTBIN YDSPUSRPRF YRNMUSRPRF
YCHGLIBLST YCVTDEC YEDTDTAARA YRTVOBJLIB
YCHGOBJOWN YDLTLIBLST YEDTLIBLST YWRKLIBLST
YCHGPWD YDLTMNU YEDTPWDVAL YWRKMNU
YCHGUSRPRF YDLTUSRPRF YGO YWRKUSRPRF

Designmaker (*DSN)

The contents of the Designmaker module are:

YADDDSNFM YCRTRPTDDS YDOCRPT YGRTPRDAUT
YCHKMNU YCVTBIN YDOCSRC YRNMPNL
YCHKPNL YCVTDEC YDSPABR YRNMRPT
YCHKRPT YDFNPNLDSN YDSPHLP YRTVOBJLIB
YCHKVN YDLTMNU YDSPEXPDAT YRTVPNLDSN
YCPYMNU YDLTPNL YDSPPNL YRTVRPTDSN
YCPYPNL YDLTRPT YEDTDTAARA YWRKMNU
YCPYRPT YDOCMNU YEDTDSNDFT YWRKPNL
YCRTDSNF YDOCMNUREF YGO YWRKRPT
YCRTPNLDDS YDOCPNL

CA 2E Toolkit Reference
CA 2E Toolkit Reference section containing detailed explanations of each of the CA 2E commands that runs the utilities.

This section contains the following topics:
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• Getting Started with CA 2E Toolkit
• CA 2E Toolkit Commands, YA to YDOCMSGREF
• CA 2E Toolkit Commands, YDOCOBJLST to YW
• Expanded Parameter Definitions
• Required Application Objects
• Long Running Commands
• Monitored Error Messages
• Command and Keyword Abbreviations

Getting Started with CA 2E Toolkit
This article describes the CA 2E Toolkit commands, modules, object names, and the documentation presentation
standards.

 Contents 

  

Documentation Presentation Standards

IBM has developed a documentation convention for the IBM i Control Language (CL), which is both concise and precise.
Central to the convention is a special notation for explaining i OS commands - the Command Syntax Diagram.

All of the CA 2E Toolkit utilities are accessible via CL commands, and each command is documented strictly according to
the i OS convention. For each command there are:

• Definition the function command
• Description of each parameter in the command
• Notes on any restrictions or extra considerations
• An example or examples of using the command

Wherever possible, existing i OS parameter keywords and definitions have been used. This section can be regarded as
an extension of the i OS section. Article E contains a list of all the CA 2E abbreviations and keywords that are additional to
the i OS canon.

Calling CA 2E Toolkit Commands

 CA 2E Toolkit commands can either be entered from any program or IBM display that allows the entry of commands, or
via the CA 2E Help menus, which can be displayed using the CA 2E Toolkit command Go To Menu YGO:

YGO MENU (*Y1)

All CA 2E Toolkit commands have the CA 2E Toolkit utility product library (NOCHG) as attribute Product Library. Use the i
OS command Add Library List Entry (ADDLIBLE) to add the CA 2E Toolkit library to your library list as follows:

ADDLIBLE LIB (Y1SY) POSITION (*LAST)

Alternatively, the product library can be added permanently to the library list using the i OS command Change System
Value (CHGSYSVAL).

Data Object Commands

When running commands that use CA 2E Toolkit data objects, ensure that the data objects reside in the library list. Data
objects can be created with the command Create Data Objects (YCRTIDTA).
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 CA 2E Toolkit Modules

The utilities are divided into four modules:

•  *ACS: User access aids
•  *DSN: Design aids
•  *PGMR: Programmer aids
•  *DOC: Documentation aids

The utilities for all four of the CA 2E Toolkit modules are shipped, regardless of which module(s) purchased. Only the
utilities in the modules purchased are authorized for use. Adding additional modules can be supplied on request.

Each CA 2E Toolkit command syntax diagram includes an indication of which module the command belongs to.

 CA 2E Toolkit Object Names

The names of all CA 2E Toolkit objects begin with the letter Y and reside in library Y1SY, the CA 2E Toolkit utility library.

All execution message definitions are contained in a message file called YYYYMSG. The message file resides in the CA
2E Toolkit product library, except for the help and menu utilities. Help and menu utilities can be run independently (see CA
2E  YDUPAPPOBJ command).

Abbreviated Command Names

Frequently used commands are available in an abbreviated form. These abbreviations are listed below, but abbreviations
can be added. Abbreviated commands are the only CA 2E Toolkit objects that do not have names beginning with the letter
Y.

 Command  Abbreviated Form 
YCHGLIBL R
YCHGJOBDLL RJ
YDSPABR D
YEDTLIBLST L
YGO M
YSETBRKPGM B

Online Help

Further documentation is available in the form of online help. All of the interactive CA 2E utility programs have full user
procedures. You can access context-sensitive help by pressing Help in the application.

Help Menu

Help menus are also supplied for CA 2E .They display all of the commands in alternate groupings by subject and name.
To display the help menus you can use the command Go to Menu  (YGO *Y1).

CA 2E Toolkit Commands, YA to YDOCMSGREF
This article lists the various commands available with CA2E from YADDDSNFM to YDOCMSGREF.

 Contents 
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YADDDSNFM (Add Design File Member)

This command adds the member to a design file with the correct format and any required dependent logical views.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FILE Qualified name of file where members are

added. If specified, the name must not
exceed nine characters.

TYPE: use default file name for type; if type
is:
*MNU: YDSNMNU
*PNL: YDSNPNL
*RPT: YDSNRPT, a library must be
specified

TYPE CA2E design file created *MNU: menu file
*PNL: panel design file
*RPT: report design file

MBR Name of member in file *FILE: (default) member name is the same
as file name

TEXT Descriptive text for member  
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Example

To add a new panel design member NEWMBR to panel file YDSNPNL in library CECIL:

YADDDSNFM FILE(CECIL/YDSNPNL) TYPE(*PNL) 
MBR(NEWMBR) TEXT(‘New member’)

YADDHLPTBL (Add Help Vector Table)

Builds a Help vector table from the DDS for a Display file and adds it to a source file member. The Help vector table can
be used to drive the field sensitive help text facility of Display Help Text (YDSPHLP). Output from the YADDHLPTBL
command is written to a source file that can be modified and included in the help text.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
SRCFILE Qualified name of the source file containing

the DDS of the display file for which a
vector table is generated.

*LIBL/QDDSSRC: (default) Source file
name
MBRLST: The MBRLST parameter
specifies the name of a member list
containing the members to be processed.

SRCMBR Generic or specific member’s name in the
source file selected for processing.

 *ALL: (default) All members in the file are
processed
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TOFILE Qualified name of the output file containing
the member for the resulting vector table.

*CURLIB/QTXTSRC: (default) Output file
name

TOMBR The name of the member in the output file
holding the derived vector table

*SRCMBR: (default) The name of the
output member is the same as that of the
source file member; if the member does not
exist, it is created

MBROPT Determines whether output replaces or is
appended to any existing data

*REPLACE: (default) Replace existing
member
*ADD: Add to the contents of any existing
member

CRTFILE Determines whether the output file is
created. An error is displayed if the output
file does not exist and CRTFILE(*NO) is
specified

*NO: (default) Do not create the output file.
*YES: If the output file does not exist, it is
created

MBRLST Qualified name of a member list QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) Member list
name

EDIT Edit list option *NO: (default) No editing is required
*YES: Invoke the Edit Member List function
to edit the list before execution

Notes

The YADDHLPTBL command is subject to a number of size considerations:

• Not more than 10 format names in each embedded YDFNPNLDSN or YDFNSCRDSN command.
• Not more than 30 YDFNxxxDSN commands.
• Not more than 100 record formats in each DDS source file member.

Additionally, further considerations when using the YADDHLPTBL command are: The YADDHLPTBL command makes
a compilation of the DDS source. It is possible for a DDS compilation to fail. The most common causes of failure are
either an incorrect library list (that is, the source can refer to a field reference file not in the library list), or that the source
member is not a display file. If the compilation fails, the compilation listing is left on an output queue and a warning
message is issued to the panel or the job log.

In general, any keyword that can change a field location dynamically is ignored. To aid problem determination a warning
message is added to the source file output where appropriate.

• The following DDS keywords are ignored, and a warning message issued:
- SFLDROP Subfile drop (fold or truncate subfile records)
- SFLLIN Subfile line (used for a horizontal subfile)
- USRDFN User defined data stream

• The following DDS keywords are ignored, and a warning message is not issued:
- ALWROL Allow roll
- CLRL Clear line (erase lines)
- DSPMOD Display mode
- DSPSIZ Display size - always assumed to be 24 x 80
- SLNO Starting line number

• Warning messages are also be inserted for:
- Formats not containing fields
- Message subfile record formats.
- Message subfile control record formats.
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Example

The following example shows some panel DDS and the vector tables generated from the YADDHLPTBL command.

DDS Display file source appears as follows:

  

The Vector table (output of YADDHLPTBL) appears as follows:
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YADDLLE (Add Library List Entry)

This command adds a command to a library or a library list or lists. If the library does not exist a warning message is
issued, but the command is still added to the library list(s). If a library list already contains 25 libraries no additional
libraries will be added. A completion message is returned indicating the number of library lists to which the library has
been added.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
LIB Name of the library to be added to the

library list
*CURLIB: Add job’s current library to all
lists specified by LIBLST parameter
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POSITION The destination of the library list specified
by the LIB parameter

*FIRST: (default) Add library to the
beginning of the specified library list
*LAST: Add library to the end of the
specified library list
Otherwise POSITION is a list parameter
made up of the following two elements:
List position
- *AFTER: (default) Add library after the
reference library given in the second
element
- *BEFORE: Add library before the
reference library
- *REPLACE: Replace the reference library
in the destination library list with the library
specified by the LIB parameter
Reference library
- Name specified by the LIB parameter that
lists where to place the library list

LIBLST Qualified generic name of library list(s)
where the library is added

*USER: (default) Library list name is the
same as the current user profile
*JOB: Library list name is the same as the
current job
*ALL: Add library to all library lists in
specified library

UPDJOBD Update job description associated with the
library list

*YES: (default) Update initial library list of
job description with libraries specified in the
list.
*NO: Do not update job description

LSTTYPE Library list type *ALL: (default) Select all library lists
*PROD
*TEST
*INLL
*WRK
*MDL

Examples

To add library MORGAN to library list NY:

YADDLLE LIB(MORGAN) LIBLST(NY)

To add library QGPL to all library lists beginning with ‘NY’:

YADDLLE LIB(QGPL) LIBLST(NY*)

To add library ENGLISH before library FRENCH to all library lists in QGPL:

YADDLLE LIB(ENGLISH) POSITION(*BEFORE FRENCH)  LIBLST(QGPL/*ALL)

To add library GERMAN to all lists of type TEST, updating initial library list of all associated job descriptions to all library
lists in QGPL:

YADDLLE LIB(GERMAN) LIBLST(QGPL/*ALL)  UPDJOBD(*YES) LSTTYPE(*TEST)
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YADDMLE (Add Member List)

This command adds one entry to a member list and the entry details are taken from the command and not from any
physical member.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FILE Name of file on the member list entry  
LIB Name of library on the member list entry  *LIBL: (default) The library name is *LIBL

on the member list entry
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MBR Name of member on the member list entry  *FILE: (default) The member name is the
same as that given by the FILE parameter

FLAG Flag value on the member list entry Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

FILEATR File attribute on the member list entry  *PHY: (default) Physical file
*LGL: Logical file

SEUTYPE Source type on the member list entry *TXT: text
*BLANK: Source type is blank (enforced if
FILEATR parameter is *LGL)
Or one of the valid i OS source types
(native or S38E)

TEXT Text on member list entry *BLANK: (default) no text for member
MBRLST Qualified name to which the entry is added QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) list name

YADDOLE (Add Object List Entry)

Adds one entry to an object list and the entry details are taken from the command and not from any physical object.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
OBJ Name of the object listed in the object list

entry
 

LIB Name of library in the object list entry *LIBL: the library name is *LIBL on the
object list entry

OBJTYPE Valid i OS object type in the object list entry  
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OBJATR i OS object attribute in object list entry  *OBJTYPE: (default) Object attribute is
derived as follows:
- If object type is *PGM, then OBJATR is
CLP.
- If object type is *FILE, then OBJATR is PF.
- Otherwise OBJATR is blank

OBJOWN Owner in object list entry *USER: (default) Owner is the current user
FLAG Flag value in the object list entry Single character flag value or one of the

special flag values
TEXT Text in object list entry *BLANK: (default) No text for object list

entry
OBJLST Qualified name of object where entry is

added
QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name

YADDSRCM (Add Source Member)

This command adds a member to a source file; the source type of the member can be specified.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
SRCFILE Qualified name of the source file where the

member is added
*SEUTYPE: determines source file name
from source type. If the source type is RPG
use QRPGSRC

SRCMBR Name of added member  
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SEUTYPE Source type to be given to new member Must be one of the valid i OS source types
(native or S38E)

TEXT Descriptive text for member *BLANK: (default) no text for member

 

YAPYY1DCHG (Apply Data Changes)

Updates data objects with any changes required by a new release. New release modifications must be applied to each
data object before running some utilities on those data objects. This command affects any changes to named data objects
in a named library.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
Y1DLIB Name of the library containing the data

objects to be changed.
*CURLIB: Use the current library for
the job. Data objects that have already
been converted, or that do not need to be
converted are ignored.
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Y1DTYPE Type of data object to change in the given
library

 *ALL: (default) Changes all data objects
*USRPRF: Changes the user profile
extension file
*LIBLST: Changes the library list file
*MNUDSN: Changes all menu design files
*PNLDSN: Changes all panel design files
*RPTDSN: Changes all report design files
*PWDVAL: Changes the forbidden
passwords file
*OBJLST: Changes the object lists
*MBRLST: Changes the member lists
*DBFLST: Changes the database file lists
*FMTLST: Changes all format lists
*ABO: Changes all action bar objects
*WDW: Changes all window source

YBLDDBFLST (Build Database File List)

This command builds a list of database files that can be reused in other commands.

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FILE Qualified generic file name of files included

in the list.
*ALL: All files in nominated library or
libraries

FILEATR File attribute of database files which are
included in the list.

*PHY: (default) Includes physical files only
*LGL: Includes logical files only
*ALL: Includes both physical and logical
files in list

DBFLST Qualified name of dbf list that is to be built QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
LSTOPT List replacement option  *REPLACE: (default) Creates a new list or

replace the contents of any existing list
*ADD: Add to any existing list’s contents

FILTER Filter option  *NO: (default) Filter function is not invoked
*YES: After building list invoke the
command Filter Database File List
(YFLTDBFLST)

YBLDDOC (Build Master Document)

Builds a source document from a member list. The document created contains Text Management/38 ‘imbed’ references
to all of the source members in the list, and therefore constitutes a ‘master document’ that can be used to run a print of all
the referenced documents, using the i OS ‘Text management/38’ print function (QSYS38/PRTDOC).
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
DOCUMENT Name of the master document (source file

member) that is to be created/updated
 

FILE Qualified name of file to contain the master
document that is created/updated

*LIBL/QTXTSRC: (default) Name for file

MBROPT Member update option *REPLACE: (default) Replace any existing
document
*ADD: The new document references are
appended to the contents of any existing
document

TEXT Title for master document *DFT: (default) The title defaults to "Master
source document"

MBRLST Qualified name of the member list that is
converted into a master document

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
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EDIT Edit list option  *NO: (default) The edit list function is not
invoked
*YES: Before building the master
document, invoke the edit member list
function

YBLDFMTLST (Build Format List)

This command builds a list of the formats in a specified file or files. The list can then be used in other commands.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FILE Qualified generic file name of files

containing formats which are included in the
list

*ALL: All files in specified library
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FILEATR File attribute of files containing formats  *ALL: (default) Include physical, logical,
display and print files
*PHY: Include physical files only
*LGL: Include logical files only
*DSP: Include display files only
*PRT: Include print files only

FMTLST Qualified name of format list that is to be
built

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name

LSTOPT List replacement option *REPLACE: (default) creates a new list - or
replace the contents of any existing list
*ADD: adds to any existing list’s contents

YBLDLIBLST (Build Library List)

This command builds or updates a library list from either a specified list of libraries, from the current job’s library list, or
from the initial library list of a specified job description. The library list can then be used in other commands.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
LIBLST Qualified name of library list that is built or

updated
 *LIBL/*USER: (default) Library list has
same name as the invoking job’s user
profile name. The library list is used to find
the YLIBLST file

LIBL Lists the libraries included in the built list
(ignored if a value is specified for JOBD)

 *JOB: (default) Use current job’s library list
*JOBD: Use library list specified by the
JOBD parameter
*SAME: Do not change list of libraries

JOBD Qualified name of job description whose
initial library list (as specified by the
INLLIBL parameter on the job description)
is used to build the list

 *NONE: (default) Use library list specified
by the LIBL parameter
*LSTJOBD: Use job description specified
by the LSTJOBD parameter

LSTTYPE Library list type of the built library list  *SAME: (default) Do not change the library
list
*PROD
*TEST
*INLL
*WRK
*MDL
*DFTTYPE: Library list type is *INLL if
library list is built from a JOBD or JOB;
otherwise it is *WRK

CURLIB Name of the current library associated with
the library list

 *DFTCURLIB: (default) If the library list is
built from a JOB, use the current library;
otherwise, *NOCHG
*NOCHG: Do not change current library
when replacing with the built library list
*JOB: Use the current library in the current
job’s library list as the current library
associated with the library list
*SAME: Do not change the current library
list
*CRTDFT: The current library is *CRTDFT
when replacing the built library list

LSTJOBD Qualified name of job description
associated with the library list

*NONE: (default) Do not associate any job
description with the library list
*JOBD: Associate the job description,
specified in the JOBD parameter, with the
library list
*SAME: Do not change the library list job
description

UPDJOBD Update library list’s job description specified
in the LSTJOBD parameter

*YES: (default) The initial library list with job
descriptions is updated with the libraries
specified in the list
*NO: Do not update the job description

TEXT Descriptive text for list (up to 50 characters) *DFTTXT: (default) Provide default text
*NONE: Give descriptive text value *BLANK
*SAME: Do not change descriptive text
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Examples

To build a library list called FRED from the current job’s library list:

YBLDLIBLST LIBLST(FRED) TEXT(‘Fred’’s library list’)

To build a library list called SEPPO from a specified list of libraries:

YBLDLIBLST LIBLST(SEPPO) TEXT(‘Seppo’’s library list’)  LIBL(QTEMP QGPL SEPPO QRPG QTXT)

To build a library list called BASIL from the initial library list of job description ALGERNON:

YBLDLIBLST LIBLST(BASIL) TEXT(‘Basil’’s library list’)  OBD(ALGERNON)

To build a library list named MIKE from job description MIKE in library QGPL, specifying that this job description is to be
associated with this library list, to have current library CHRIS, and to be for a test environment:

YBLDLIBLST LIBLST(MIKE) JOBD(QGPL/MIKE) LSTTYPE(*TEST) CURLIB(CHRIS) LSTJOBD(*JOBD)

YBLDMBRLST (Build Member List)

This command builds a list of the members in a specified database file or files. The list can then be used in other
commands.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FILE Qualified generic file name of database files

containing members included in the list
*ALL: (default) All files in specified library

FILEATR File attribute of files containing members *ALL: (default) Include both logical &
physical files
*PHY: Include physical files only
*LGL: Include logical files only

OUTFLAGVAL Flag value given to entries in the list *NULL: (default) Set flag to null value
Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

MBRLST Qualified name of member list that is built QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
LSTOPT List replacement option *REPLACE: (default) Creates a new list or

replace the contents of any existing list
*ADD: Add to any existing list’s contents
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FILTER Filter option *NO: (default) Filter function is not invoked
*YES: After building the list invoke
the command Filter Member List
(YFLTMBRLST)

YBLDOBJLST (Build Object List)

This command builds a list of objects that can then be used in other commands.

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
OBJ Qualified generic object name of the objects

included in the list
*ALL: (default) Includes all objects in the
specified libraries

OBJTYPE List of i OS object types of objects which
are to be included in object list

*ALL: (default) Includes all object types

OUTFLAGVAL Flag value to be given to entries in the list *NULL: (default) Set flag to null value
Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

OBJLST Qualified name of object list that is to be
built

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) Name for list

LSTOPT List replacement option *REPLACE: (default) Create a new list,
replacing any previous list’s contents
*ADD: Add to any existing list’s contents

FILTER Filter option *NO: (default) Filter function is not invoked
*YES: After building the list, invoke the
Filter Object List (YFLTOBJLST)

YCHGCMD (Change Command)

This command changes the attributes of one or more commands. The commands to be modified can either be specified
by a generic name, or with the object list.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
CMD Qualified generic name of commands with

changed attributes
*OBJLST: Commands are specified by a
list whose name is given by the OBJLST
parameter
*ALL: All commands in specified library

MODE Specifies the types of operating
environment in which the command is used.
One or more of the modes can be specified

 *SAME: (default) No change to the modes
of operation for the commands
*ALL: The commands are valid in all types
of operation
*PROD: The commands are valid for
production mode
*DEBUG: The commands are valid for
debug mode
*SERVICE: The commands are valid for
service mode

ALLOW Specifies where the commands are
processed. One or more of the options can
be specified

 *SAME: (default) No change to where the
commands are processed
*ALL: The commands are valid in a batch
input stream, in a CL program, or when
processed interactively. The commands
can also be passed to the system program
QCMDEXC (or QCAEXEC) for processing
*BATCH: The commands are valid in a
batch input stream, external to a compiled
CL program
*BPGM: The commands can be included in
a compiled CL program that runs in a batch
input stream
*IPGM: The commands can be included
in a compiled CL program that runs
interactively
*EXEC: The commands can be included as
a parameter on the CALL command and be
passed as a character string to the system
program QCMDEXC (or QCAEXEC) for
processing
*INTERACT: The commands are valid
interactively

ALWLMTUSR Specifies whether the commands can be
entered directly by a user whose profile is
set for limited capabilities (as defined by
the LMTCPB keyword on the i OS and/
or Create User Profile (CRTUSRPRF,
YCRTUSRPRF), and Change User
Profile (CHGUSRPRF, YCHGUSRPRF)
commands

*SAME: (default) The limited user authority
is not changed
*NO: The commands cannot be entered
by a user whose profile is set for limited
capabilities
*YES: The commands can be entered
by a user whose profile is set for limited
capabilities
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CURLIB Specifies the name of the library used as
the current library during the processing of
the commands

*SAME: (default) The current library for the
commands is not changed
*CRTDFT: There is no current library active
during the processing of these commands
*NOCHG: The current library is not
changed for the processing of the
commands
*CURLIB: The current library of the
commands is set to invoking the
YCHGCMD command. If no current library
exists in the library list of the job, QGPL is
used

PRDLIB Specifies the name of the product library
that is affected during the processing of the
commands

*SAME: (default) The product library for the
commands is not changed
*NONE: There is no product library in the
job’s library list during processing of the
commands
*NOCHG: The product library is not
changed when the command process starts
*CURLIB: The product library of the
commands is set to invoking the
YCHGCMD command. If no current library
exists in the library list of the job, QGPL is
used

TEXT Specifies the user-defined text on the
commands

 *SAME: (default) The user-defined text is
unchanged
*LST: The user-defined text is taken from
the object list entry for the command being
changed

OBJLST Qualified name of object list specifying
the commands for which the attributes are
changed

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
If CMD(*OBJLST) is specified, an existing
list is used. Otherwise a new list is created
from the parameters specified

EDIT Edit list option  *NO: (default) The edit list function is not to
be invoked
*YES: Invoke the edit list facility before
proceeding with the command execution

YCHGJOBDLL (Change Job Description Library List)

This command replaces the initial library list of a job description with the contents of a named library list. The library list
must have been stored using the command Build Library List (YBLDLIBLST).
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
JOBD Qualified name of job description whose

initial library list is changed
*USER: (default) Job description has same
name as current user
*LSTJOBD: Job description from library list
entry

LIBLST Qualified name of the library list whose
contents are used to replace the initial
library list on the specified job description

*USER: (default) Library list has same
name as user
*SELECT: Display a list of available library
lists
*ALL: Select all library lists

YCHGLIBL (Change Library List)

This command replaces the current job’s library list with the contents of a specified library list. The library list must have
been stored using the command Build Library List (YBLDLIBLST).
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
LIBLST Qualified name of the library list whose

contents are used to replace the current
job’s library list

 *USER: (default) Use library list of same
name as user
*SELECT: Display a list of available library
lists
*SYSVAL: Use system user library list

CURLIB Specifies the library to replace the current
library in the current job’s library list

 *LST: (default) Use the library list’s current
library entry to replace the current library in
the current job’s library list
*SAME: Do not change the current library in
the job’s library list
*CRTDFT: No library should be in the
current entry of the job’s library list. If
objects are created into the current library,
then use library QGPL as the default
current library

YCHGLIBLST (Change Library List Description)

This command changes a library list description.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
LIBLST Qualified name of the library list whose

contents are used to replace the current
job’s library list

*USER: (default) Use library list with same
name as user
*SELECT: Display list of available library
lists

LSTTYPE Library list type of the built library list *SAME: (default) Do not change the library
list type
*PROD
*TEST
*INLL
*WRK
*MDL
Use chosen library list type
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JOBD Qualified name of job description to be
associated with the library list

*SAME: (default) Do not change the job
description
*NONE: Do not associate any job
description with the library list

CURLIB Name of the current library to be associated
with the library list

*SAME: (default) Do not change the current
library
*NOCHG: Do not change the current library
when replacing the library list with the built
library list
*JOB: Use the current library in the job’s
library list as the current library associated
with the library list
*CRTDFT: Current library is to be *CRTDFT
when replacing the library list with the built
library list

TEXT Descriptive text for list (up to 50 characters) *SAME: (default) Do not change the text

 

YCHGLST (Change List)

Allows changes to be made to selected fields for each item in a list.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
LSTTYPE List type whose entries are changed *DBF: Database file list

*FMT: Format list
*MBR: Member list
*OBJ: Object list
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LST Qualified name of a list whose entries are
changed

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) Name for list

LIB New value for library name on list items *SAME: (default) Make no change to library
name
*CURLIB: Change library name to current
library of job
*OBJLIB: Change the library name to the
name of the first library in the current library
list in which the object is found. If the object
is not found, change library to *LIBL

FILE New value for file name on member list
items

*SAME: (default) Make no change to file
name
Only applies if LSTTYPE(*MBR) or
LSTTYPE(*FMT) are specified

SEUTYPE New value for SEU source type on member
list items if LSTTYPE(*MBR), or new
value for object attribute on object list if
LSTTYPE(*OBJ)

 *SAME: (default) make no change to SEU
type or object attribute
*S38: Change all source types (object
attributes) to be IBM i S38E types (object
attributes), that is add the characters ‘38’ to
SEU types (object attributes). For example,
convert RPG to RPG38, DSPF to DSPF38
*NATIVE: Change all source types (object
attributes) to be native IBM i source types
(object attributes), that is remove any
instances of the characters ‘38’ or ‘36’ from
SEU types (object attributes). For example,
convert RPG38 to RPG, DSPF36 to DSPF’
Only applies if LSTTYPE(*MBR) or
LSTTYPE(*OBJ) specified

FLAGVAL Flag value of list entries to change  *ANY: (default) Change all list entries
Otherwise, FLAGVAL is a list parameter
made up of the following two elements:
Relational operator for selection of flags
- *EQ: (default) Equal to
- *NE: Not equal to
Flag value
- Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

 

 

YCHGPWD (Change Password)

This command calls an interactive program that displays password expiry information for user profiles, and allows the
password to change.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

None

YCHGOBJOWN (Change Object Ownership)

This command changes the object ownership for a list of objects. The list can either be specified with a generic name, or
an object list previously created with the build object list functions. The current owner’s authorities can be revoked at the
same time.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
OBJ Qualified generic name of objects whose

ownership is changed
*OBJLST: Objects are specified by a list
whose name is given by the OBJLST
parameter
*ALL: All objects

OBJTYPE List of types of object whose ownership is
to be changed

*ALL: change ownership for all object types

NEWOWN New owner and must be the name of an
existing user profile
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REVOKE Revoke old owner’s authorities *YES: (default) Authorities of the old owner
are revoked, unless the old owner is the
same as that specified by the NEWOWN
parameter
*NO: Old owner is still authorized

CHGLIBOWN Change ownership of library containing
objects

 *NO: (default) Do not change ownership of
library.
*YES: change ownership of library.
CHGLIBOWN(*YES) can not be specified if
OBJ(*OBJLST) is specified

CHGOWNOPT Specifies if the command should ignore
objects owned by the NEWOWN profile.
(The list records the ownership of the object
when the list is built.)

*LST: (default) Changes ownership only
of objects the list indicates are not already
owned by the NEWOWN profile
*ALL: Change ownership of all objects in list
regardless of their recorded ownership

OBJLST Qualified name of object list specifying
the object for which the ownership is to be
changed.

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
If OBJ(*OBJLST) is specified, an existing
list is used. Otherwise a new list is created
from the parameters specified

EDIT Edit list option. *NO: (default) The edit list function is not
invoked
*YES: Invoke the edit list facility before
proceeding with the command execution

YCHGUSRPRF (Change User Profile)

This command changes a specified user profile. Both i OS and CA2E user profile details can be changed.

Syntax Diagram

The diagram appears on the following pages.
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
OBJ Qualified generic name of objects whose

ownership is to be changed
*OBJLST: Objects are specified by a list
whose name is given by the OBJLST
parameter
*ALL: all objects

USRPRF User profile name  
PASSWORD A valid User password name SAME: (default) The previous value

remains unchanged
*NONE: Profile has no password. USRCLS
User class. One of the following values:
*USER: Defined as a user
*SECOFR: User has security officer class
*SECADM: User has administration class.
*PGMR: Defined as a programmer
*SYSOPR: User has system operator class

CURLIB Default current library for this user  *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*CRTDFT: This user has no default create
library. The library QGPL is used as the
default library
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INLPGM Qualified name of initial program for profile.
This program is the first program to execute
when the user signs on

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NONE: There is no initial program for the
profile
*LIBL/YINLPGM: (default) The initial
program is the first program to execute

INLMNU Qualified name of initial menu for profile.
This menu is called if there is no initial
program, and if an initial program executes
a return

 *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*SIGNOFF: Executes a signoff command if
the initial program executes a return

LMTCPB Limit capability of user to change user
profile

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NO: Do not limit capability
*YES: Limit capability
*PARTIAL: Partial limitation

SPCAUT Special authorities. Either single value  *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NONE: No special authorities are to be
granted
*USRCLS: Authorities are defined by user
class
*Or a list of up six special values:
- *SAVSYS: Grant save system rights
- *JOBCTL: Grant job control rights
- *SECADM: Grant administrator rights
- *ALLOBJ: Grant rights to all objects
- *SERVICE: Grant service rights
- *SPLCTL: Grant spool control rights

JOBD Qualified name of initial job description
defining the initial job environment when the
user signs on

 *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
QDFTJOBD: The system-supplied job
description in library QGPL is used

GRPPRF Group profile name *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NONE: Profile is not a group profile
member

Owner Owner of created objects for group
members. If a value of GRPPRF(*NONE) is
specified then *USRPRF must be specified

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*USRPRF: The user profile is to own any
objects created by the profile
*GRPPRF: The group profile is to own any
created objects

GRPAUT Authority given to the group profile
for newly created objects. If OWNER
(*GRPPRF) is specified *NONE is required

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NONE: No authority is given to the group
profile
*ALL: All authority is given to the group
profile
*CHANGE: Change authority for the object
type is given to the group profile
*USE: Authority to use the object type is
given to the group profile
*EXCLUDE: User profile is excluded
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MSGQ Qualified name of message queue
associated with the user profile

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*USRPRF: A message queue with the
same specified name as in the USRPRF
parameter and used as the message queue
for the user

DELVRY Mode of delivery for messages sent to
specified message queue

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*HOLD: Messages are to be held on the
message queue
*BREAK: Messages of the appropriate
severity are displayed at the time of
delivery. The severity level is determined by
the value specified for SEV
*NOTIFY: Messages of the appropriate
severity cause the message waiting
indicator to be displayed
*DFT: All information messages are ignored
and other messages are held. Any enquiry
messages are given the default reply
specified on the job description, or on the
message description

SEV Message severity to use when setting
message queue delivery

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
00/99: Message severity. See i OS manual
for message severity code meanings

PRTDEV Name of the printer associated with the
user

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*SYSVAL: Use the printer device specified
by the system value QPRTDEV

OUTQ Qualified name of output queue associated
with the user profile

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*DEV: Output is to be directed to the output
queue having the same name as the printer
device specified on the PRTDEV parameter

ATNPGM Qualified name of the attention key program
associated with the user profile

 *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NONE: No attention key program is
associated with the user profile
If an attention program is specified, the job
automatically changes into a group job.

AUT Authority given to the public for the user
profile

 *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*ALL: All authorities are given to the public
*CHANGE: Change authority for the profile
given to the public
*USE: Authority to display the profile is
given to the public
*EXCLUDE: No authority is given to the
public
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LIBLST Qualified name of initial library list set at
start of sign-on

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*SYSVAL: Uses the system default library
list
*USER: Uses a library list with the same
name as that specified in the USRPRF
parameter

MENU Name of initial profile user menu *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*USER: Uses an initial menu with the same
name as that specified in the USRPRF
parameter
*NONE: There is no initial menu

MENUOPT The profile for the initial menu option *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NONE: The initial menu is displayed
menu-option: Executes the program/
command specified by the initial menu
option

MENUFILE Qualified file name and must be a menu file *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*LIBL/YDSNMNU: The default menu file
name
*NONE: No initial menu is displayed

MENUMBR Menu file member name *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*FILE: The member name is the name
specified in the FILE parameter

ALWMNUENT Allow menu name entry from the menu
display

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NO: The user is not permitted to enter
menu names. The user is restricted to the
displayed menu options
*YES: The user can enter menu names to
transfer directly to the named menu

ALWCMDENT Allow command entry from the menu
display

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NO: The user is not permitted to enter
commands and is restricted to the
displayed menu options.
*YES: The user may enter and execute
commands directly from the menu

CHKMNUAUT Checks user authorization to menu options
while loading menus

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NO: When loading a menu, do not check
the user’s authorization to use the program
or command named for each menu option
*CHKOBJ: When loading a menu, check
the user’s authorization to use the program
or command named for each executable
menu option
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DTAAUT Data authority level (1-high to 9-low) This value is available directly from the
file YUSRPRF in the library, or via the
YRTVUSRPRF command in a CL program.
It can be used to provide a simple form
of field level authorization, For example,
levels 4 and above can view a salary field.
Checking must be provided by user code
 *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged

SBMJOBD Qualified job description for submitted jobs This job description is used by the menu
display program for menu options having
the submit option
 *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*JOBD: Use the value specified on the
JOBD parameter

LOGOFF Sign off option  *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NOLIST: No job log is to be created
*LIST: A job log is to be created

HOLD Hold/release user profile option *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NO: The user may sign-on
*YES: The user is prevented from signing
on

EXCPMSGQ Qualified name of exception message
queue. Profile associated with the user
profile and a copy of any exception
message received by the display menu
program is sent to this queue

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NONE: No exception message is
associated with the profile

PWDEXPDAT Date password expires *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NONE: There is no expiry date

PWDEXPDAYS Number of days after date of last change
that a password is to remain valid

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NOMAX: There is no limit to the number
of days that the password remains valid
1-999: Number of days

PWDEXPOPT Action that YINLPGM is to take if password
expiry is detected for a user at sign-on

 *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NOSIGNON: Prevent user from signing on
*PMTCHG: Prompt user for new password,
providing number of days specified by
PWDEXPPRD parameter has not been
exceeded

PWDEXPPRD Number of days after password has
expired that user is still allowed to sign on,
providing the password is changed

*SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
*NONE: The user may not sign on after the
password has expired. 1-999: Number of
days

TEXT Text associated with user profile *SAME: (default) The previous value
remains unchanged
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YCHKIFSOBJ (Check IFS Object)

The Check IFS Object (YCHKIFSOBJ) command checks the existence of an object in the Integrated File System (IFS)
and verifies the user's authority to the object before trying to access it.

If the object exists and the user has the correct authority to the object, then no error messages will be sent to the user. If
the object does not exist or the user does not have the correct authority to it, an error message will be sent to the user.
The error message will be in the range CPE3401 through CPE3599.

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
OBJ Specify the full path name of the object in

the Integrated File System to be checked.
An asterisk signifying a wildcard character
is not allowed within either a directory or an
object name.
This is a required parameter

Valid examples are as follows:
/webopt/adv2e.gif
/QDLS/Y2WEBDOC/H0001043.HTM
/qsys.LIB/y2syveng.LIB/yvallstrfp.FILE/
yvallstrfp.MBR
/QOpenSys/QIBM/UserData/HTTPSVR/
ProxyCache
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ACCESS Specifies the type of checking to be
performed on the object specified in the
OBJ parameter.

*EXIST: Only the object's existence is
checked.
*R: The command checks whether the user
running this command has read authority
to the object. A user with *R authority can
view the contents of the object. *R authority
provides object operational authority and
data read authority.
*W: The command checks whether the user
running this command has write authority
to the object. A user with *W authority
can change the contents of the object.
*W authority provides object operational
authority and data add, update, and delete
authorities.
*X: The command checks whether the
user running this command has execute
authority to the object. A user with *X
authority can run a program or search a
library or directory. *X authority provides
object operational authority and data
execute authority.
*RW: The command checks whether the
user running this command has read and
write authority to the object. A user with
*RW authority can view the contents of
the object and change the contents of
the object. *RW authority provides object
operational authority and data read, add,
update, and delete authorities.
*RX: The command checks whether the
user running this command has read and
execute authority to the object. A user with
*RX authority can perform basic operations
on the object, such as run a program or
display the contents of a file. The user
is prevented from changing the object.
*RX authority provides object operational
authority and read and execute authorities.
*WX: The command checks whether the
user running this command has write and
execute authority to the object. A user with
*WX authority can change the contents of
the object and run a program or search a
library or directory. *WX authority provides
object operational authority and data add,
update, delete, and execute authorities.
*RWX: The command checks whether
the user running this command has read,
write and execute authority to the object.
A user with *RWX authority can perform
all operations on the object except those
limited to the owner or controlled by object
existence, object management, object alter,
and object reference authority. The user
can change the object and perform basic
functions on the object. *RWX authority
provides object operational authority and all
the data authorities.
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YCHKLIBLST (Check Library List)

Checks for a library list, and is intended for internal use by utilities. Returns the list contents to a variable.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
LIBLST Qualified name of the checked library list *USER: (default) Checks the list with the

name of the current user profile to ensure
the name exists in the library
*SELECT: Provides a display of existing
lists in the specified library
*SYSVAL: Returns the list contents of the
system value library list QSYSLIBL

AUT Authorization rights to check *OBJMGT: (default) Corresponds to
authority rights *OBJOPR, *ADD, *READ,
*DLT, *UPD for the list file
*USE: Corresponds to authority rights
*OBJOPR and *READ for the library list file

EXIST Checks whether specified list exists *YES: (Default) Issues escape message if
list specified by the LIBLST parameter is
not found
*NO: Issues escape message if list is found
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LSTDTA Name of CL-variable into which the first part
of the found list is to be returned. Must be a
character variable, 322 bytes long

 

LSTDTA2 Name of the CL variable into which the
second part of the found list is to be
returned. Must be a character variable 87
bytes long

 

CHKLIB Checks whether a library exists in the
library list

 *NONE: (default) do not check any library’s
existence in library list

 

YCHKLSTE (Check List Entries)

This command checks the entries in an object or member list.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
LSTTYPE Type of list whose entries are checked *OBJ: (default) Object list

*MBR: Member list
LST Qualified name of E list whose entries are

checked
QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
*SELECT: Display list of existing lists in
specified library
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UPDLST List update option Up to two of the following values:
*RMVERR: (default) Removes items from
list that are not verified
*RMVOK: Removes items from list if
they are verified. For example, if both the
specified source member and object are
found
*FLAGERR: Flags items from list that are
not verified. Flag with the flag specified by
the OUTFLAGVAL parameter
*FLAGOK: Flag the items in the list if they
are verified. Flag with the flag specified by
the OUTFLAGVAL parameter
If more than one value is specified,
*RMVERR + FLAGOK and *RMVOK +
FLAGERR are the only valid combinations

CHKLIB Name of the library to use when checking
the existence of objects

 *NONE: (default) Do not check object’s
existence
*LST: Use the list value. For object lists, the
library specified for each object list entry is
used; for member lists, an object with the
same name as the member is looked for.
The source type is determined by the object
type. The check is ignored for source types
that do not have corresponding objects, e.g.
text
*LIBL: Use the current job’s library list
to locate objects when checking their
existence
*CURLIB: Use the current library for the
invoking job when checking for an object’s
existence

CHKFILE Qualified name of source file to use when
checking for the existence of source

 *NONE: (default) do not check for the
existence of a corresponding source
member
*LST: use the source file name and member
name specified for the list entry. For object
lists, this will have been derived from the
name held on the compiled object
*QDFTSRC: use the default source file
name according to the source type, e.g.
QRPGSRC for RPG III source, QCLSRC
for CL source. Use the object name as
the source member name. (Note that
YCHKLSTE assumes that Query and DFU
execution objects do not have source,
unless a source member name is present
for the list entry.)

CHKSTS Status of list entry values to check: entries
must have the specified value to when
checking for the existence of source

 *ALL: (default) do not check that list entries
have a particular value
*SUBMITTED: Check that list entries have
a value of ‘S’
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CHKAUT Authority to check for object or member
existence as specified by the CHKLIB or
CHKFILE parameters

*NONE: (default) Do not check for any
particular authorities when checking
existence of list items
i OS object authorities to test. See the IBM
i Programmers section for information on
these values

FLAGVAL Flag value of list entries to check *ANY: (default) Check all list entries
*CHKSTS: Use value specified by CHKSTS
parameter
Otherwise, FLAGVAL is a list parameter
made up of the following two elements:
Relational operator for selection of flags
*EQ: (default) equal to
*NE: not equal to
Flag value
Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

OUTFLAGVAL Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

Flags value of entries when the UPDLST
parameter is *FLAGERR or *FLAGOK

OUTLST Qualified name of the list resulting entries
are placed. The output list is the same type
as the input list

*NONE: (default) List entries are not copied
to an output list
QTEMP/TEMPLSTOUT: Default list name

OUTLSTOPT Output list replacement option for the list
specified by the OUTLST parameter

 *REPLACE: (default) Creates a new output
list, replacing any previous list’s contents
*ADD: Adds to any existing list’s contents

YCHKMNU (Check Menu)

Checks for the existence of a menu file and is intended primarily for internal use by the utilities.

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
MENU CL variable containing the name of the

checked menu or a special value. Must be
a character variable, ten bytes long

If *NONE, *ALL, *SELECT, or a generic
name is specified, then no menu existence
check is made

FILE Qualified name of menu file containing
menu

*LIBL/YDSNMNU: (default) Menu file name

MBR Name of member in file containing menu  *FILE: (default) Member name is same as
file name

AUT Authorization rights to check *OBJMGT: (default) Corresponds to
authority rights *OBJOPR, *ADD, *READ,
*DLT, *UPD for the menu file
*USE: Corresponds to authority rights
*OBJOPR AND *READ for the menu file

EXIST Check whether specified menu exists  *YES: (default) Issue escape message if
the menu specified by the MENU parameter
is not found
*NO: Issue escape message if menu is
found

   

YCHKPNL (Check Panel Design)

Checks for the existence of a panel design, and/or a panel design file. This command is intended primarily for internal use
by the utilities.

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
PANEL CL variable containing the name of the

checked panel design. Must be a character
variable ten characters long.

The following special values can be used:
*SELECT: The panel design selection
display is presented
*NONE, generic name, or *ALL: no panel
check is to be performed

FILE Qualified name of the file containing panel
design

 *LIBL/YDSNPNL: (default) Panel design
file name

MBR Members file name containing panel design  *FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file

AUT Authority to check *OBJMGT: (default) Checks that the user
has *OBJOPR, *ADD, *READ, *DLT and
*UPD authority for the panel file
*USE: Checks that the user has *OBJOPR
and *READ authority for the panel file

EXIST Panel checking option; only applies if a
panel design name is specified

 *YES: (default) The panel design must
exist
*NO: The panel design cannot exist

PNLDTA CL variable where the panel title is
recorded
 

Must be a character variable 80 characters
long. You may obtain a layout of the file
that defines the subfields of this variable
by using the command Document file
(YDOCF)

YDOCF YDSNPNL   

 

 

YCHKPWDVAL (Check New Password)

This command checks a password to ensure that it meets the specified criteria.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
PASSWORD Password to be checked  
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YCHKRPT (Check Report Design)

This command checks for the existence of an E report design, and/or report design file. This command is intended
primarily for internal use by the utilities.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
REPORT CL variable containing the name of the

checked report design or a special value.
Must be a character variable ten characters
long

The following special values may be used:
*SELECT: The report design selection
display appears
*NONE, generic name, or *ALL: no report
check is performed

FILE Qualified name of a file containing report
design.

*LIBL/YDSNRPT: (default) Report file name
file must have report design format

MBR Name of member in the file containing
report design.

 *FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file

EXIST Report checking option; only applies if a
report design name is specified.

 *YES: (default) The report design must
exist
*NO: The report design must not exist

AUT Authority to check  *OBJMGT: (default) Checks that the user
has *OBJOPR, *ADD, *READ, *DLT and
*UPD authorities to the report file
*USE: Check that the user has *OBJOPR
and *READ authorities to the report file
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RPTDTA CL Variable that have report title
information returned to it. Must be a
character variable 80 characters long You
may obtain a layout of the report title record
by using the command Document file
(YDOCF):

 

YDOCF YDSNRPT   

YCHKVN (Check System Name Is Valid)

This command checks that a character string is a valid system name. This command is intended primarily for internal use
by the utilities.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
NAME Name to be checked and cannot exceed

ten characters or have embedded blanks.
 

YCMPSRC (Compare Source)

Compares a pair of source file members and reports on any mismatches. Multiple members can be compared and the
degree of detail reported can be controlled.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FILE1 Qualified name of source file whose

records are compared with those of the file
specified in the FILE2 parameter

 *MBRLST: (default) The source file is
obtained from the member list specified in
the MBRLST parameter. *MBRLST can be
abbreviated to *M
*ALL: All of the source files

MBR1 The name of source member specified by
parameter FILE1 compared with member
specified in parameter MBR2

 *ALL: (default) All the members of file
specified by FILE1 participate in the
comparison

FILE2 Qualified name of source file whose
records are compared with those of the file
specified in the FILE1 parameter.

*FILE1: (default) Second member
compared is obtained from the file specified
in parameter FILE1.
If a generic file name is specified for
the FILE1 parameter, or a value of
FILE1(*ALL), or FILE1(*MBRLST), then
FILE2(*FILE1) must be specified

MBR2 Name of source member specified by
parameter FILE2 compared with member
specified in parameter MBR1

 *MBR1: (default) Name of second member
is the same as that specified in the MBR1
parameter.
If FILE1 is the same as FILE2, the MBR1
should not be the same as MBR2.

MATCHSIZE Number of lines required for a match 3: Three lines must match
PRTBEFORE Number of preceding source lines to be

printed when a mismatch is encountered
1: Print the line before the mismatch

PRTAFTER Number of source lines following the
mismatch that must be printed

1: Print the line after the mismatch

PRTDFFOPT Degree of detail to be reported  *NOLINES: (default) Print the mismatched
lines without the associated sequence
numbers
*LINES: Print the mismatched lines with the
associated sequence numbers
*NOLIST: No mismatch details were
reported. Indicate whether or not the source
file members match

IGNCASE Case-sensitivity option *NO: (default) Treat upper and lower case
characters as different for comparison
purposes
*YES: Ignore any differences between
upper and lower case for comparison
purposes. Thus the character ‘a’ matches
with both ‘a’ and ‘A

IGNSPACE Blank character sensitivity option  *NO: (default) All characters, including
blanks, in both lines undergoing a match-
check must be the same
*YES: Blanks are ignored when comparing
source lines. The two lines shown above
would be regarded as matching
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UPDLST List update option Up to two of the following values:
*FLAGERR: (default) If any line of the two
members being compared do not match,
then the list entry for MBR1 is flagged with
the value specified by the OUTFLAGVAL
*FLAGOK: If all lines of the two members
being compared match, then the list entry
for MBR1 is flagged with the value specified
by the OUTFLAGVAL
*RMVERR: If any line of the two members
being compared does not match then the
list entry for MBR1 is removed from the list
*RMVOK: If all lines of the members being
compared match, then the list entry for
MBR1 is removed from the list
If more than one value is specified,
*RMVERR + *FLAGOK and *RMVOK +
*FLAGERR are the only valid combinations

OUTFLAGVAL Flag value used when the UPDLST
parameter is *FLAGERR or *FLAGOK

*FAIL: (default) Flag members do not match
as ‘failed’
Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

MBRLST Qualified name of a listed member QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
EDIT List option  *NO: (default) No editing is required

*YES: Invoke the edit member list function
to edit the list before executing the scan

YCPYF (Copy Files)

This command copies a list of database physical files. This allows a synchronized "snapshot" of the contents of a list
of files that can be used as a recovery, testing or debugging aid. A prefix facility enables many snapshots of the same
database files to be stored in the same library.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FROMPFX Prefix part of the file name; and is replaced

by the TOPFX value in the name of the
copied version of the file

 *NONE: (default) No prefix is used
Character, up to three digits

TOPFX Prefix that replaces the FROMPFX value in
the name of the copied files

 *NONE: (default) Copied file names are to
be the same as the file names
Character, up to three digits, no imbedded
blanks

FROMLIB Library containing copied files *LST: (default) Use library name or names
given by the list entry for each file
*LIBL: Use library list to find ‘from’ file

TOLIB Copies are placed in the library. If copies
already exist in the ‘to’ library their contents
are replaced. If copies do not exist in the
‘to’ library they are created

 *FROMLIB: (default) Same as value
specified by FROMLIB parameter
*LST: Use library name or names given by
the list entry for each file

DBFLST Qualified name of a database file list that
specifies the names of the copied files

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name

JRN The journal name used after the copy is
made, if the file specified by the TOFILE
parameter already exists as journal

*NONE: Do not restart journal
The following special value can be specified
for the journal name:
*LST: Use journal named for file in list
The following special values can be
specified for the journal library name:
 *TOLIB: (default) Journal library is the
same as that specified for the TOLIB
parameter
*LST: Use the journal library named for file
in the database list
Journaling is restarted if the file was already
processed

IMAGES Nature of journaling *LST: (default) Before or after images are
kept according to the value specified for file
in database list
*BOTH: Before and after images are kept
*AFTER: Only after images are kept

NBRRCDS Number of records to copy *END: (default) Copy until end of file
FMTOPT Format mapping option used when copying

to existing files
*NONE: (default) Formats must match in
both files
*NOCHK: Copy even if formats do not
match
*MAP: If formats differ map fields by name
*DROP: If formats differ drop fields which
cannot be mapped

YCPYLIBLST (Copy Library List)

This command copies a library list.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FROMLST Qualified name of the copied library list *SELECT: Displays the existing lists

*USER: List has the same name as
invoking job’s user profile

TOLST Qualified name of the new library list *USER: List has same name as invoking
job’s user profile

LSTOPT List replacement option *REPLACE: (default) Replaces an existing
list; a list of the specified name must
already exist
*ADD: Creates a new list; no list of the
specified name can exist

YCPYLST (Copy List)

This command copies and optionally renames an object, member, format or database file list.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
LSTTYPE Identifies the copied list type *DBF: Database file list

*FMT: Format list
*MBR: Member list
*OBJ: Object list

FROMLST Qualified name of the copied list  
TOLST Qualified name of the list to which is copied

by FROMLST
 

LSTOPT List option *REPLACE: (default) Replaces any existing
contents of list specified by TOLST
*ADD: Adds to current TOLST contents

YCPYMNU (Copy Menu)

This command copies a menu.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FROMMENU Name of the copied menu. The menu must

exist in the FROMFILE and FROMMBR
named below

*SELECT: The menu selection displays are
presented

TOMENU Name of the created menu. The menu
must not already exist in the TOFILE and
TOMBR named below

*FROMMENU: The ‘to menu’ name is the
same as the ‘from menu’.
This is only permitted if the values of
FROMFILE and FROMMBR are not the
same as those of TOFILE and TOMBR

FROMFILE Qualified name of file containing menu that
is to be copied

*LIBL/YDSNMNU: (default) Menu file name.
File must be created with the YCRTDSNF
command, TYPE(*MNU)

FROMMBR Name of member in FROMFILE *FILE: (default) Member name is same as
FROMFILE

TOFILE Qualified name of the file that contains the
copied menu

*FROMFILE: (default) File name is same as
FROMFILE. File must be created with the
command YCRTDSNF, TYPE(*MNU)
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TOMBR Name of member in TOFILE *FILE: (default) Member name is same as
TOFILE
*FROMMBR: Member name is same as
FROMMBR

MNUOPT Menu option *REPLACE: (default) Replace any existing
contents of menu specified by TOMNU
*ADD: Only copy if TOMNU does not
already exist

YCPYMSGD (Copy Message Description)

This command copies a message description.

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FROMMSGID Identifies the copied message description.

Must be valid i OS message identifier
 

TOMSGI Identifies the added message description  *FROMMSGID: (default) The same value
as that specified by the FROMMSGID
parameter. Must be valid i OS message
identifier

FROMMSGF Qualifying name of message file containing
copied message description

QUSRMSG: (default) Message file name.

TOMSGF Qualifying name of message file to which
message description is to be copied

 *FROMMSGF: (default) The TOMSGF is
the same name as that specified by the
FROMMSGF parameter

MSGOPT Option to replace any existing message in
the TOMSGF or to add it if it is not already
there

 *ADD: (default) Add the copied message to
the TOMSGF; if the message already exists
in the TOMSGF, do not copy
*REPLACE: If the message is present in
the TOMSGF, replace it with the copied
message. If the message is not present in
the TOMSGF, add it

YCPYPNL (Copy Panel Design)

This command copies a panel design.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FROMPNL Name of the copied panel design *SELECT: The panel selection display is

presented
TOPNL Name of new panel design *FROMPNL: The new panel is to have the

same name as the original.
Only allowed if the values of the TOFILE
or TOMBR parameters are different from
those of the FROMFILE or FROMMBR
parameters

FROMFILE Qualified name of the file containing panel
design

*LIBL/YDSNPNL: (default) Panel file name
The file must have been created with the
command Create Design File (YCRTDSNF)

FROMMBR Name of member in file containing panel
design

 *FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as that specified by the FROMFILE
parameter
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TOFILE Qualified name of panel design file to
contain copied designs

*FROMFILE: (default) The file has the
same name as the from file
File must be design file unless
CVTOPT(*RPT) is specified, in which case
it must be a report design file. (Both panel
and report designs can be created with the
YCRTDSNF command)

TOMBR Name of member in destination file *FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the destination file name
*FROMMBR: The member has the same
name as FROMMBR

CVTOPT Convert option *SAME: (default) Do not convert panel
design
*RPT80: Convert panel design into a report
design: 80 columns wide
*RPT132: Convert panel design into a
report design: 132 columns wide
*RPT198: Convert panel design into a
report design: 198 columns wide

YCPYRPT (Copy Report Design)

This command copies a report design.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FROMRPT Name of report copied design *SELECT: The report selection display is

presented
TORPT Name of new report design *FROMRPT: The new report has the same

name as the original. Only allowed if value
of TOFILE or TOMBR is different from that
of FROMFILE or FROMMBR

FROMFILE Qualifying name of file containing report
design

*LIBL/YDSNRPT: (default) Report file
name. File must have report design format

FROMMBR Name of member in file containing report
design

*FILE: (default) The member has the
same name as the file specified by the
FROMFILE parameter
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TOFILE Qualifying name of report file to contain
copied designs

*FROMFILE: (default) The file has the
same name as the file specified by the
FROMFILE parameter
File must be a report design file unless
CVTOPT(*PNL) is specified, in which case
it must be a panel design file (both can be
created with the YCRTDSNF command)

TOMBR Name of member in destination file *FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file specified by the TOFILE
parameter
*FROMMBR: The member has the same
name as FROMMBR

CVTOPT Convert option *SAME: (default) Do not convert report
design
*PNL: Convert report design into a panel
design

YCPYRPT (Copy Report Design)

This command copies a specified user profile.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FROMUSRPRF Name of user profile which is to be copied  
TOUSRPRF New user profile name  
TEXT User profile text  
PASSWORD User password that must be a valid name *TOUSRPRF: (default) Adopt the new

profile name as the password
*NONE: New profile has no password

AUT Authority given to the public for the new
user profile

EXCLUDE: (default) No public authority is
given
*ALL: All authorities are given to the public
*USE: Normal authority to use the profile is
given to the public
*CHANGE: Normal authority to change the
profile is given to the public
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MSGQ Qualified name of message queue
associated with the new user profile

*TOUSRPRF: (default) Use default
message queue with same name as the
new user profile
*FROMUSRPRF: Use default message
queue with same name as the copied user
profile

GRTUSRAUT Specifies whether to grant the copied from
profile’s authorities to the new profile

*NO: (default) Do not grant the authority
*YES: Grant the authority of the copied
profile to the new profile

YCRTDSNF (Create Design File)

Creates database files to contain menu, report or panel designs. Files are created with the correct format and any
required dependent logical views. This is the recommended way of creating design files.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FILE Qualified name of file that is to be created  *TYPE: (default) Use default file name

for type, for example if type is *MNU,
YDSNMNU, if type is *PNL, YDSNPNL, if
type is *RPT, YDSNRPT
A library must be specified
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TYPE Type of design file that is to be created *MNU: (default) Menu file
*PNL: Panel design file
*RPT: Report design file
MBR: Name of member in file
*FILE: (default) Member name is the same
as file name

AUT Public authority of created file *CHANGE: (default) The user has object
operational rights and all data rights to the
file
*ALL: Everyone is authorized to do anything
to the file, except transfer ownership
*USE: The user has object operational
rights and read data rights
*EXCLUDE: Prevents the user from
accessing the file
Authorization list name: The name of an
authorization list whose authority is used for
the file

TEXT Descriptive text for member or file  *DFTTYPE: (default) Use default text for
type; if type is *MNU, Menu design file, if
type is *PNL, Panel design file, if type is
*RPT, Report design file

YCRTDUPOBJ (Create Duplicate Objects)

This command creates duplicate objects in several libraries. Objects to be duplicated can be specified generically, or via a
list. This also provides a means of replicating a change made to a master library into several parallel libraries.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
OBJ Generic name of duplicated objects *ALL: All objects

*OBJLST: Objects are specified by a list,
whose name is given by the OBJLST
parameter

FROMLIB Library containing the objects that are to be
duplicated

*OBJLST: The name of the library
containing the objects is specified by a
list, whose name is given by the OBJLST
parameter
*CURLIB: Duplicate the objects in the
current library of the invoking job
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OBJTYPE List of types of object that are to be
duplicated

*ALL: All object types that are eligible
for duplication by the i OS CRTDUPOBJ
command

TOLIB List of up to ten libraries in which to place
copies of the duplicated objects. The
libraries specified with the TOLIB parameter
must not be specified in the system part of
the current job’s library list

*CURLIB: Duplicate the objects to the
current library of the invoking job

DATA Duplicate data option  *NO: (default) Do not duplicate data for
data objects
*YES: Duplicate data for data objects

CRTOPT Duplicate existing objects option  *NEW: (default) Only duplicate objects
that do not already exist in the destination
library
*OLD: Only duplicate objects that already
exist in the destination library
*ALL: Duplicate all objects

NEWOWN User profile to own duplicated objects  *USER: (default) Owner is the current user
*LST: Owner of each duplicated object is
the same as value for owner in the list

OBJLST Qualified name of object list of objects that
are to be duplicated

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
If OBJ(*OBJLST) is specified the existing
list is used. Otherwise a new list is created
from the parameters specified

EDIT Edit list option *NO: (default) The list edit function is not
invoked
*YES: Edit the list once built: valid only for
interactive programs

YCRTOBJ (Create Objects)

This command compiles a list of source file members. The list is specified by a generic name, or the member list function.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
OBJLIB Library where compiled objects are placed *CURLIB: (default) Place objects in current

library for the invoking job
*SRCLIB: Place each object in the library
from which the source member for that
object was obtained

SRCFILE Qualified generic name of the file containing
source members

 *MBRLST: (default) Locate source
members to be compiled by the member list
specified by the MBRLST parameter
*ALL: all files

MBR Generic member name of members that are
to be compiled

*ALL: (default) Compile all members

SEUTYPE List of SEU source types of members that
are to be compiled

*ALL: (default) All source types in the file
are compiled, including certain non-native
source types
Must be a valid i OS native source type.

CRTOPT Create option  *ALL: (default) All specified members are
compiled
*OLD: Only members for objects that
already exist in the create library are
compiled
*NEW: Only members for objects that do
not already exist in the create library are
compiled

REPLACE Specifies replace option to use on create
command

*YES: (default) Specifies a new object are
created and any existing object of the same
name in the specified library are moved to
library QRPLOBJQRPLOBJ i OS library
YCRTOBJ.
*NO: Specifies a new object is not created
if an object with the same name already
exists in the specified library

TGTRLS Specifies Target Release option to use on
the create command in the form VvRrMm,
where v  is the i OS version, r is the i OS
release number, and m is the i OS machine
level; for example, V2R1M0, or one of the
following special values

 *CURRENT: (default) Generate program
objects to run on the current release of i OS
*PRV: Generate program objects to run on
the previous release of i OS
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AUT Public authority of compiled object LIBCRTAUT: (default) The authority is
specified by the Create Authority (CRTAUT)
attribute of the library where the object is
compiled
*CHANGE: The user has object operational
rights and all data rights to the object
*ALL: Everyone is authorized to do anything
to the object, except transfer ownership
*USE: The user has object operational
rights and read data rights
*EXCLUDE: Prevents the user from
accessing the object
Authorization list name: the name of an
authorization list whose authority is used for
the object

JOBD Qualified name of used job description *USRPRF: (default) Use default job
description for user profile
*NONE: Create objects interactively

JOBQ Qualified name of complied job queue *JOBD: (default) Use the job queue
specified by the job description named with
the JOBD parameter

JOBPTY Job scheduling priority 1 (high), to 9 (low) *JOBD: (default) Use priority on job
description

LIBLST Uses initial library list for compilation, either
qualified name of a library list or one of the
following special values

*JOBD: (default) Use library list specified by
the job description named with the JOBD
parameter
*CURRENT: Use the current library list
of the job which invokes the YCRTOBJ
command

CRTORD Order in which to create objects *SEUTYPE: (default) submit compilations in
the following order:
- Field reference file, if any: see FLDREF
parameter below
- Physical files
- Logical files and Commands
- Device files
- All other objects
*MBRLST: (default) submit compiles in the
order in which member names appear in
the member list

FLDREF Name of field reference file member; if a
member of the specified name is found in
the member list, it is to be compiled before
all other source members

*NONE: (default) no field reference file
member is to be compiled
*Y1: retrieve the name of the field reference
file from the design default value
*Y2: retrieve the name of the field reference
file from the YFRFVNM model value of the
first model found in the invoking job’s library
list

CPYLIB Name of library from which to copy data to
add to new physical files

*NONE: (default) data is not copied for
existing files
*CURLIB: copy data from current library for
invoking job
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FLAGVAL Flag value of list entries to select for
creation

A list parameter made up of the following
two elements:
Relational operator for selection of flags
- *EQ: (default) equal to
- *NE: not equal to
Flag value
Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values. See Article A for further
details on flag values. Otherwise:
- *ANY: Execute all list entries

UPDLST List update option *FLAGERR: (default) List items which are
not successfully submitted are to be flagged
*RMVOK: List items which are successfully
submitted are to be removed from the list
*RMVERR: List items which are not
successfully submitted are to be removed
from the list
If *FLAGERR is specified, then *RMVERR
is invalid

OUTFLAGVAL Flag value to be given to flagged
entries when the UPDLST parameter is
*FLAGERR

*FAIL: Failed flag items when submitted
Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values. See Article A for further
details on flag values.

MBRLST Qualified name of a member list  
QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) list name   
EDIT Edit list option *NO: (default) List edit function is not

invoked
*YES: Invoke the list edit function before
proceeding with compilations

YCRTPNLDDS (Create DDS From Panel Design)

This command invokes an interactive utility to generate Database Design Specifications (DDS) from a named CA2E panel
design.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
PANEL Name of panel design from which DDS is to

be generated
*SELECT: (default) The panel selection
display will be presented

FILE Qualified name of file containing panel
design

YDSNPNL: (default) Panel file name

MBR Name of member in file containing panel
design

*FILE: (default) the member has the same
name as the file

SRCFILE Qualified name of source file for DDS
source

QDDSSRC: (default) The member is in
the i OS default source file in the indicated
library. The source file must exist before the
Create Panel DDS command can be used

SRCMBR Name of member to contain generate DDS
source

*PANEL: (default) The member has the
same name as the panel. The member is
created if it does not exist already

MBROPT Source member update option *REPLACE: (default) the generated DDS
source replaces any existing source
member.
*ADD: the new DDS is appended to any
existing member contents

MSGF Message file name into which message
descriptions defining literals are to be
placed

*NONE: (default) do not use message
descriptions to define literals.

MSGPFX Message prefix for the message identifiers
of messages defining literals. This is used
in conjunction with the MSGNBR parameter
to generate message identifiers for the
messages which are added to the file
defined by the MSGF parameter

USR: (default) message prefix

MSGNBR Starting number for allocating message
identifier for messages which are added to
message file

0000: (default) start number

TEXT DDS source member name text *PANEL: (default) the member text is
updated from the panel title.

YCRTRPTDDS Create DDS From Report Design)

(This command invokes an interactive utility to generate Database Design Specifications (DDS) from a named report
design.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
REPORT Name of report design from which DDS is

to be generated
*SELECT: (default) The report selection
display will be presented

FILE Qualified name of file containing report
design

YDSNRPT: (default) Report file name
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MBR Name of member in file containing report
design

*FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file

SRCFILE Qualified name of source file to contain
generated DDS source

QDDSSRC: (default) The source member
is in the i OS default source file in the
indicated library.
The source file must exist before the
‘Create report DDS’ command can be used

SRCMBR Name of member to contain generated
DDS source

*REPORT: (default) The member will have
the same name as the report. The member
is created if it does not exist already

MBROPT Source member update option *REPLACE: The generated DDS source will
replace any existing source member.
*ADD: The new DDS is appended to any
existing contents of the source member.

MSGF Message file name into which message
descriptions defining literals are to be
placed

*NONE: (default) Do not use message
descriptions to define literals

MSGPFX Message prefix for message identifiers for
messages defining literals. This is used in
conjunction with the MSGNBR parameter
to generate message identifiers for the
messages which are added to the file
defined by the MSGF parameter

USR: (default) Message prefix

MSGNBR Starting number for allocating message
identifier for messages which are added to
message file

0000: (default) Start number

TEXT DDS source member name text *REPORT: (default) The member text is
updated from the report title

YCRTSRCPF (Create Source Files)

This command creates one of each type of the i OS default source files, to common standards. Intended for setting up a
programming environment, which can be used to create design files.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
LIB Library in which to create source files. Only

source files which do not already exist in
the library is created

*BASIC: (default) Only the following
files are created: QCLSRC, QDDSSRC,
QCMDSRC, QPNLSRC, QTXTSRC,
QRPGSRC, QCBLSRC QLBLSRC,
QPLISRC, QPLICPY.
*FULL: The following files area also
created: QPASSRC, QBASSRC,
QUDSSRC, QFMTSRC, QRMCSRC,
QREXSRC, QQMQRYSRC,
QQMFORMSRC, QFNTSRC, QCSRC and
QCLDSRC.
*NONE: do not create source files

CRTOPT Create option  
CRTDSNF Create utility design files option *NO: (default) Do not create any design

files.
*YES: Create files to contain menus, panel
designs, and report designs in the named
library.
*MNU: Create files to contain menus
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AUT Public authority of files *LIBCRTAUT: (default) the user has
authority determined by the Create
Authority (CRTAUT) prompt of the i OS
Create Library (CRTLIB) command or
on the i OS Change Library (CHGLIB)
command for the library containing the
objects to be created. Once the objects are
created, their authorities are not affected by
changes to the Create Authority (CRTAUT)
for the library in which the objects reside.
*CHANGE: The user has object operational
rights and all data rights to the files.
*ALL: Everyone is authorized to do anything
to the files, except transfer ownership.
*USE: The user has object operational
rights and read data rights.
*EXCLUDE: Prevents the user from
accessing the files.
Authorization list name: the name of an
authorization list whose authority is used for
the files

TEXT Text to go on each file: up to thirty
characters. The text placed on the file is of
the form:

"RPG source for ‘Text ‘",
"CLP source for ‘Text ‘" etc.
*SYSTEXT: (default) text is retrieved from
data area *LIBL/YYSYTXA

ICGDTA Specifies whether the file can contain
double-byte character set (DBCS) data.

*OS: The IGCDTA attribute is specified
by the default value on the IGCDTA
parameter of the CRTSRCPF command in
the installed National Language Version of
i OS.
*YES: The file may contain DBCS data.
*NO: The file may not contain DBCS data

YCRTUSRPRF (Create User Profile)

This command creates a specified user profile. Both the extension profile details and certain i OS user profile details are
maintained.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
USRPRF User profile name  
PASSWORD User password. The password must be a

valid name
*USRPRF: (default) Adopt the profile name
as the password.
*NONE: Profile has no password

USRCLS User class. One of the following values *USER: (default) Defined as a user.
*SECOFR: User has security officer class.
*SECADM: User has administration class.
*PGMR: Defined as a programmer.
*SYSOPR: User has system operator class

CURLIB Default current library for this user *CRTDFT: (default) This user has no default
current library. The library QGPL is used as
the default create library

INLPGM Qualified name of initial program for profile.
This program is the first program to execute
when the user signs
on

*LIBL/YINLPGM: (default) YINLPGM
program is the first program to execute.
*NONE: There is no initial program for the
profile

INLMNU Qualified name of initial menu for profile.
This menu will be called if there is no initial
program, and if an initial program executes
a return

*SIGNOFF: (default) Execute a SIGNOFF
command if the initial program executes a
return

LMTCPB Limit capability of user to change user
profile

*NO: (default) Do not limit capability.
*YES: Limit capability.
*PARTIAL: Partial limitation

SPCAUT Special authorities. Either a single value *USRCLS: (default) Authorities are defined
by user class.
*NONE: No special authorities are to be
granted.
*Or a list of up six special values:
- *SAVSYS: Grant save system rights.
- *JOBCTL: Grant job control rights.
- *SECADM: Grant administrator rights.
- *ALLOBJ: Grant rights to all objects.
- *SERVICE: Grant service rights.
- *SPLCTL: grant spool control rights

JOBD Qualified name of initial job description.
This job description defines the initial job
environment when the user signs on, and
is used as the default job description for the
user profile

*LIBL/QDFTJOBD: (default) The system-
supplied job description found in library
QGPL is used

GRPPRF Group profile name *NONE: (default) Profile is not a group
profile member

OWNER Owner of created objects for group
members. If a value of GRPPRF(*NONE) is
specified then *USRPRF must be specified

*USRPRF: (default) The user profile is to
own any objects created by the profile.
*GRPPRF: The group profile is to own any
created objects
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GRPAUT Authority given to the group profile for
newly-created objects for which the user
profile is the owner. If OWNER(*GRPPRF)
is specified, *NONE is required

*NONE: (default) No authority is given to
the group profile.
*ALL: All authority is given to the group
profile.
*CHANGE: Change authority for the object
type is given to the group profile.
*USE: Authority to use the object type is
given to the group profile, i.e. read the file,
or call the program.
*EXCLUDE: User profile is excluded.

MSGQ Qualified name of message queue
associated with the user profile

*USRPRF: (default) Use default message
queue with same name as the user profile

DLVRY Mode of delivery for messages sent to
specified message queue

*NOTIFY: (default) Messages of the
appropriate severity cause the message
waiting indicator to be set on the display.
*HOLD: Messages are to be held on the
message queue.
*BREAK: Messages of the appropriate
severity are displayed at the time of
delivery. The severity level is determined by
the value specified for SEV.
*DFT: All information messages will be
ignored, other messages will be held. Any
enquiry messages are given the default
reply specified on the job description, or on
the message description

SEV Message severity to use when setting
message queue delivery

00: (default) Severity - show all messages.
00-99: message severity. See i OS section
for message severity code meanings

PRTDEV Name of printer which is to be associated
with this user

*SYSVAL: (default) The printer device
specified by the QPRTDEV system value
will be used.
*WRKSTN: Printer device associated with
the work station

OUTQ Qualified name of output queue associated
with the user profile

*DEV: (default) Output is to be directed
to the output queue which has the same
name as the printer device specified on the
PRTDEV
parameter.
*WRKSTN: Printer device associated with
the work station

ATNPGM Qualified name of attention key program
associated with the user profile

*NONE: (default) No attention key program
is to be associated with the user profile.
If an attention program is specified, the job
automatically changes into a group job.

AUT Authority given to the public for the user
profile

*EXCLUDE: (default) No authority is given
to the public.
*ALL: All authorities are given to the public.
*CHANGE: Change authority for the profile
is given to the public.
*USE: Authority to display the profile is
given to the public

LIBLST Qualified name of initial library list. Library
list to be set at start of sign-on

*SYSVAL: (default) the system default
library list is used
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MENU Name of initial menu for user profile MAIN: (default) Initial menu name.
*USER: An initial menu with the same
name as that specified in the USRPRF
parameter will be used.
*NONE: There is no initial menu

MENUOPT Initial menu option for user profile *NONE: (default) The initial menu is to be
displayed.
menu-option: The program/command
specified by the initial menu option is to be
executed

MENUFILE Qualified menu file name. The menu file in
which the initial menu is located. Must be a
Synon/1E menu
file

*LIBL/YDSNMNU: The default menu file
name

MENUMBR Menu file member name *MENUFILE: The member name is
the name specified in the MENUFILE
parameter

ALWMNUENT Allow menu name entry from the menu
display

*NO: (default) The user is not permitted to
enter menu names. The user is restricted to
the displayed menu options.
*YES: The user may enter menu names to
transfer directly to the named menu

ALWCMDENT Allow command entry from the menu
display

*NO: (default) The user is not permitted to
enter commands. The user is restricted to
the displayed menu options.
*YES: The user may enter and execute
commands directly from the menu

CHKMNUAUT Check user authority to menu options while
loading menus

*NO: (default) When loading a menu, do
not check the user’s authority to use the
program or command named for each
menu option.
*CHKOBJ: When loading a menu, check
the user’s authority to use the program
or command named for each executable
menu option

DTAAUT Data authority level (1-high to 9-low) This value is available directly from the
file YUSRPRF in the library, or via the
YRTVUSRPRF command in a CL program.
It may be used to provide a simple form
of field level authorization, for examples
levels 4 and above may view a salary field.
Checking must be provided by user code

SBMJOBD Qualified job description for submitted jobs This job description is used by the menu
display program for menu options having
the submit option.
*JOBD: (default) Use the value specified on
the JOBD parameter

LOGOFF Sign off option *NOLIST: (default) No job log is to be
created.
*LIST: A job log is to be created

HOLD Hold/release user profile option *NO: (default) The user may sign on.
*YES: The user is prevented from signing
on
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EXCPMSGQ Qualified name of exception message
queue associated with the user profile. A
copy of any exception message received by
the display menu program is to be sent to
this queue

*NONE: (default) No exception message is
associated with this profile.
*USRPRF: Use default message queue
with same name as the user profile

PWDEXPDAT Date upon which password is to expire *NONE: (default) There is no expiry date
PWDEXPDAYS Number of days after date of last change

that a password is to remain valid
*NOMAX: (default) There is no limit to the
number of days that the password remains
valid.
1-999: Number of days

PWDEXPOPT Action that YINLPGM is to take if password
expiry is detected for a user at sign-on

*NOSIGNON: (default) Don’t let user sign
on.
*PMTCHG: Prompt user for new password,
providing number of days specified by
PWDEXPPRD parameter has not been
exceeded

PWDEXPPRD Number of days after password has expired
that user may still be allowed to sign on,
providing the changes his password

*NONE: (default) The user may not sign on
after the password has expired.
1-999: Number of days

TEXT User profile text *DFT: The default text is used

YCVTAUTL (Convert Authorization List)

This command creates an object list of all the objects belonging to an Authorization List: either of all objects to which the
list controls authorization, or all profiles which are included in the list.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
AUTL Name of authorization list  
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TYPE Type of objects to be included in the object
list

*AUTOBJ: (default) Include objects to which
authorization list controls authorization.
*USRPRF: Include user profiles contained
in the authorization list

OBJLST Qualified name of object list that is to be
built

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name

LSTOPT List replacement option *REPLACE: (default) Create a new list
replacing any previous list’s contents.
*ADD: Add to any existing list’s contents

YCVTBIN (Convert Binary To Decimal)

This command converts a binary number to the decimal equivalent. For use in CL programs.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
BIN Binary number to be converted; 2 bytes

long
 

DEC Decimal equivalent returned by command.
Must be a five digit numeric packed CL
variable

 

YCVTDBFLST (Convert DBF List To Member List)

This command converts an existing database file list to a member list. The file name is converted to a source file member
name.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
DBFLST Qualified name of database file list which is

to be converted
QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) list name

MBRLST Qualified name of member list to hold
converted source member output

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) list name.

LSTOPT List replacement option *REPLACE: (default) Create new list,
replacing any previous list contents.
*ADD: add to any existing list contents

SRCFILE Source file options QDFTSRC: (default) Use QDDSSRC.
Nominated source file and library

YCVTDBR (Convert Database Relations)

This command creates an object list from the output of the i OS command Display database relations (DSPDBR).

Enables you to obtain a list of all dependent files on a physical file or files; this can then be used to recompile the files via
the Create Object command (YCRTOBJ).
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FILE Qualified generic file name of file for which

database relations are to be determined
*ALL: (default) Include all files

RCDFMT Generic record format name *NONE: (default) No specific record format
is to be located.
*ALL: All record format usage is to be
determined.
If a name is entered the files containing the
specified format(s) are included

OBJLST Qualified name of object list that is to be
built

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name

LSTOPT List replacement option *REPLACE: (default) Create a new list
replacing any previous list’s contents.
*ADD: Add to any existing list’s contents
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YCVTDDSCKY (Convert DDS Command Keys)

This command analyses/converts a display file DDS source and can be used to modify DDS source to make panel
designs conform to CUA standards. The command optionally converts:

• Command keys
• Literals providing command key explanations
• Text leaders within text literals
• Command key table
• A report is produced of all changes made

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FROMFILE Qualified generic name of source files

containing converted DDS members
*MBRLST: (default) Use the member list
specified by the MBRLST parameter

FROMMBR Generic member name of converted DDS *ALL: (default) Include all members
TOFILE Qualified name of source file into which

the converted source members are to be
placed

*FROMFILE: (default) Name is the same as
FROMFILE

TOMBR Member name of converted source *FROMMBR: (default) Name is same as
FROMMBR

SCNOPT Analysis option; specifies those
components of the DDS source for which
the conversion program is to look

*ALL: (default) Analyze source for use of
command keys, command explanation
literals and screen headers
*CMD: Scan for use of command keys
*CMDTXT: Scan for use of command
explanation text
*SCRHDR: Scan for use of screen headers.
The DDS for the first three lines of each
display are shown on the report. This
helps to identify the other items shown on
the report. No conversion of the DDS for
display headers are attempted

CVTOPT Conversion option *NO: (default) Only analyze source and
produce a report, do not convert source
*YES: Convert source
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CVTLEADER Indicates whether text leader literals are to
be converted

*NO: (default) Do not convert text leaders
*YES: Convert text literals ending in ‘.:’; the
program changes these to conform to the
SAA standard, that is have spaces between
periods leading up to the colon, i.e. (‘. . .:’)

CMDMNM Indicates whether the specified command
mnemonic is to be removed when
converting command explanation literals

‘CMD:’: (default) Remove indicated value if
found in command key explanation text
*NONE: Do not remove any leading
mnemonics on command key explanation
text line

LNKCHR Indicates whether the program is to look
for a linking character when scanning for
command key explanations, and if so, for
what character it should search. This may
be necessary to distinguish between a
command key reference and the use of a
numeric literal in the text

‘-’: Look for a hyphen within command
explanation text. The value is replaced by
an ‘=’ character
*NONE: Do not attach a linking character
when scanning the command text line

MBRLST Qualified name of a member list QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
EDIT List option *NO: (default) No editing is required.

*YES: Invoke the edit member list function
to edit the list before executing the scan

YCVTDDSIGC (Convert DDS To IGC)

This command converts DDS source from one version to another, according to directives coded in columns 1-5 of the
source. The conversion can be used to change DDS source so that it is suitable for use on an IGC (ideographic) machine
or for used on the IBM i to one suitable for use on the System/38, and vice versa.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
SRCFILE Qualified generic name of file containing

converted source members
QDDSSRC: (default) Source file name.
*MBRLST: Convert members named in
member list specified by the MBRLST
parameter

SRCMBR Generic name of the converted members *ALL: (default) Convert all members in the
specified file or files

CVTOPT Specifies the conversion option to use List parameter made up of two elements:
*IGC type
*IGC: (default) Convert DDS to IGC
*NONIGC: Converts DDS back to non-IGC
Machine type:
*SYS: (default) Convert for current machine
*S38: Convert for System/38
*AS400: Convert for IBM i

MBRLST Qualified name of member list indicating the
new converted members

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
Specify FROMFILE(*MBRLST) to use an
existing member list

EDIT Edit list required *NO: (default) No editing required
*YES: The edit member list function is
invoked to edit the list before execution
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YCVTDEC (Convert Decimal To Binary)

This command converts a decimal number to the binary equivalent.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
DEC Decimal number to be converted. Maximum

size of five digits, no decimal places
 

BIN Binary equivalent returned by command 2
bytes CL character variable

 

YCVTOBJLST (Convert Object List to Member List)

This command converts an existing object list into a member list. The object name is converted to a source file member
name.

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
OBJLST Qualified name of object list which is to be

converted into a member list
QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name

MBRLST Qualified name of member list to hold
converted source member output

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name

LSTOPT List replacement option *REPLACE: (default) Create new list,
replacing any previous list’s contents
*ADD: Add to any existing list’s contents

YCVTPGMREF (Convert Program References)

This command creates an object list of the programs references and the list can be converted to a member list (by
the YCVTOBJLST command), which may then be used to recompile the programs via the command Create Object
(YCRTOBJ).
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
PGM Qualified generic name of programs for

which references are to be processed
*ALL: (default) Include all programs

FILE Generic file name of referenced files.
Only those programs which reference the
specified file(s) are selected

*ALL: (default) Do not select on file name

RCDFMT Generic record format name of referenced
formats. Only those programs which
reference the specified record format(s) are
selected

*ALL: (default) Do not select on record
format
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USAGE File usage types. Only those programs
which access the given file(s)/format(s) in
the specified way are selected

Single value
*ALL: (default) Do not select on file usage
*Or list of up to four elements
- *IN: Usage is read only
- *OUT: Usage is output only
- *UPD: Usage is update
- *UNSPFD: Usage is unspecified

OBJLST Qualified name of object list that is to be
built

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name

LSTOPT List replacement option *REPLACE: Create a new list, replacing
any previous list’s contents
*ADD: Add to any existing list’s contents

YCVTPRT (Convert Print Output To Source Member)

This command converts spooled print file output into a dbf source member. Output is ‘framed’ to look like a screen image,
suitable for inclusion as an illustration in your user instruction sections.

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
PRTF Name of print file whose output is to be

converted to a source member
*ALL: (default) Convert the output of
any print files previously named by the
YSTRCVTPRT command
*FIRST: Convert the output of the first print
file previously named by the YSTRCVTPRT
command
Print file name: Convert the output of the
named file. (File must have been previously
named by the YSTRCVTPRT command.)

SPLNBR Spool number of print output which is to be
converted. Output must have been created
by current job subsequent to using the
YSTRCVTPRT receive converted output

*ALL: (default) Convert all output
*LAST: Convert the most recent spooled
output
*ONLY: Convert the output only if there is
only one unprocessed spooled file present
Spool file nbr: Convert the output for the
numbered file

FILE Name of source file containing member that
is to receive converted print output

*DFT: (default) Use source file nominated
by the YSTRCVTPRT command

MBR Name of source member that is to receive
converted print output

*GEN: (default) Generate a member name
as follows: "PP + Job number + Spool
number," for example: P010014002

MBROPT Member update option *ADD: (default) Add to any existing member
having the name specified by the MBR
parameter
*REPLACE: Replace any existing member
having the name specified by the MBR
parameter

TEXT Member text *GEN: (default) Generate descriptive text
as follows: "’Print key for’ PRTF + JOBNBR/
USER/JOB SPLNBR"

YCVTSPLF (Convert Spooled File)

Converts an IBM i spooled file to a PC file.

• Allows conversion to a plain text file, an HTML file, or a file type of your choice
• Allows selection of a single spooled file from a list of duplicates
• Allows selection of folder on the IBM i that is accessible from a PC network.
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FILE Name of the spooled file that is being

converted to a PC document. Required.
spooled-file-name

JOB Name of the job that created the specified
spooled file.
You can enter one of the special values
detailed below, the job name only, the job
name and job user only or the job name,
job user and job number.

*: Named spooled file from the job that
issued this command.
*USER: Named spooled file from any job
run by the user executing this command.
*FILE: Named spooled file from any job
where the job has the same name as the
spooled file.
*USRJOB: Named spooled file from any job
run by the user executing this command
where the job has the same name as the
spooled file.
job-name: Name of the job that contains the
spooled file.
user-name: User name that identifies the
user profile under which the job is run.
job-number: Systemassigned job number.
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SPLNBR Unique number of the spooled file in the job
which is being converted.

*ONLY: Only one spooled file in the job
has the specified file name; therefore, the
number of the spooled file is not necessary.
*LAST: If there is more than one spooled
file with the specified file name the one with
the highest number is the file which will be
converted.
spooled-file-number: Number of the
spooled file that matches the file name
which you wish to convert.

CVTOPT Options that will be used when converting
the spooled file. These options include
the name of the PC folder to which the
document will be copied, and, if converting
to an HTML document, an optional
background, header and footer.
Conversion options are held in the
YCVTOPTP file. They can added or
changed by using the YCHGCVTOPT
command.

*USER: If a record for the user running
this command is found in the YCVTOPTP
file, the details from that record are used
to determine the conversion options for the
spooled file. If no record is found for the
user, the default record on the file ('*USER')
is used.
*FILE: Use the conversion option record
with the same name as the spooled file
being converted.
valid-name: If a record is found in the
YCVTOPTP file with a key matching the
value entered, the details from that record
are used to determine the conversion
options for the spooled file. If no record
is found, the default record on the file
('*USER') is used.

TOFILE Name of the PC file into which the spooled
file will be converted. If the conversion
options chosen will convert the spooled file
into a document in the Document Library
System (QDLS) folder, the maximum length
of this field is 8 characters.

*FILE: PC file has the same name as the
IBM i spooled file.
*UNQFJ: PC file has a unique name
composed of the spooled file name
concatenated with the spooled file number
concatenated with the job name, with all
variables separated by underscores.
*UNQJF: PC file has a unique name
composed of the job name concatenated
with the spooled file name concatenated
with the spooled file name, with all variables
separated by underscores.
pc-file-name: Name of the PC file,
excluding the 3 character PC extension.

TYPE Type of PC file into which the spooled file
will be converted.

*HTML: PC file will be an HTML file with a
PC file extension of '.HTM'.
*TEXT: PC file will be a plain text file with a
PC file extension of '.TXT'.
*PDF: PC file will be a PDF file with a PC
file extension of '.PDF'.
pc-file-type: PC file type in the format .xxx.

TITLE Title of the HTML file which is displayed in
the top bar of the browser window.

*FILE: Title is the same as the HTML file
name (including the 3-character PC file
extension).
pc-file-title: Title of the HTML file, up to 50
characters.
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FMTOPT The formatting options available when you
convert a selected spooled file.

*NONE: No formatting options should be
used.
*DLTLINE1-9: Selected number of lines
will be deleted from the converted spooled
file, starting with the line containing the text
selected in the OPTTXT parameter.
*INDLINE: Any line containing the selected
text will be indented by three spaces.
*MARKLINE: Any line containing the
selected text will be marked with '==>' in
the first three spaces.
*HIGHLIGHT: Any text selected in the
OPTTXT parameter will be highlighted, and
will show as bold when the HTML file is
opened and displayed.
*ITALIC: Any text selected in the OPTTXT
parameter will be converted to italic, and
will show as italic when the HTML file is
opened and displayed.
*UNDERLINE: Any text selected in the
OPTTXT parameter will be converted to
underlined and will show as underlined
when the HTML file is opened and
displayed.

OPTTXT Specifies the text within the spooled file
that the options selected in the FMTOPT
parameter should be applied to when the
spooled file is converted.

*ALL: The selected format options should
be applied to all the text in the spooled file.
*FILE: The selected options should be
applied to any instances of the spooled file
name itself within the spooled file.
selected-text: The text to which the selected
formatting options should be applied.

DBFCCSID Specifies the effective CCSID that the
spooled file should be treated as.
 Note: The YCVTSPLF processing will
convert the spooled file to a stream file by
converting FROM the CCSID specified in
DBFCCSID, TO the CCSID specified in
STMFCODPAG.
Ideally the DBFCCSID (from CCSID)
should map to the STMFCODPAG
(to CCSID). See the following link for
supported mappings:
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/
IBM i/v5r3/index.jsp?topic=/nls/
rbagsccsidmappings.htm

*YDBFCCS: The value of this argument
will be derived from the YDBFCCS data
area in the library list. If the YDBFCCS data
area does not exist in the library list an
error will be thrown. The YDBFCCS data
area can be created with the YCRTY1DTA
command.
*JOB: The value of this argument will be
derived from the "Default coded character
set identifier" of the job that invokes the
YCVTSPLF command.
CCSID: Specify the effective CCSID.
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CNVALT Specifies the internal "Conversion
alternative" argument to the YCVTSPLF
internal processing API

*AUTO: The YCVTSPLF internal
processing will determine an appropriate
value for the conversion alternative. In
the event that *AUTO does not provide
successful conversion, specify 0, 57 or 102.
0: This will be passed to the YCVTSPLF
internal processing API. The IBM-defined
default conversion method and the
associated conversion tables. Most of
the default tables follow the round-trip
conversion criterion. For the default tables
that do not follow the round-trip conversion
criterion, see the Globalization topic in the
IBM i Information Center. See DBFCCSID
and STMFCODPAG for further details.
57: This 57 will be passed to the
YCVTSPLF internal processing API. The
enforced subset match (substitution)
criterion. For the CCSID conversion
pairs that support this criterion, refer
to the Globalization topic in the IBM i
Information Center. See DBFCCSID and
STMFCODPAG for further details.
102: This will be passed to the YCVTSPLF
internal processing API. The best-fit
conversion criterion for character mismatch.
See DBFCCSID and STMFCODPAG for
further details.

STMFCODPAG Specifies the effective stream file code
page of the resultant stream file.
Note: The YCVTSPLF processing will
convert the spooled file to a stream file by
converting FROM the CCSID specified in
DBFCCSID, TO the CCSID specified in
STMFCODPAG.
Ideally the DBFCCSID (from CCSID)
should map to the STMFCODPAG
(to CCSID). See the following link for
supported mappings:
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/
IBM i/v5r3/index.jsp?topic=/nls/
rbagsccsidmappings.htm

*YSTMFCOD: The value of this argument
will be derived from the YSTMFCOD data
area in the library list. If the YSTMFCOD
data area does not exist in the library list an
error will be thrown. The YSTMFCOD data
area can be created with the YCRTY1DTA
command.
*ASCII: Equivalent to passing 819 (ASCII).
*WINDOWS: Equivalent to passing 1252
(Windows default encoding).
stream-file-code-page: Specify the code
page of the resultant stream file.

PDFSKL Specifies the skeleton to be used for
generation of the PDF format.
 Note: The PDFSKL parameter is only
relevant when the PC File Type (TYPE)
argument is *PDF.

*YPDFSKL: The value of this argument
will be derived from the YPDFSKL data
area in the library list. If the YPDFSKL data
area does not exist in the library list an
error will be thrown. The YPDFDSKL data
area can be created with the YCRTY1DTA
command.
*WEST: The PDF file will be formatted to
present non Japanese fonts. For example,
*WEST is appropriate when DBFCCSID/
STMFCODPAG is 7/819 or 285/1252. 
*JPN: The PDF file will be formatted to
present Japanese fonts. For example,
*JPN is appropriate when DBFCCSID/
STMFCODPAG is 5035/932 or 5026/932.
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FONTSIZ Specifies the size of font to be used for
generation of the PDF format.

font-size
Specify the font size
 Note: The FONTSIZ parameter is only
relevant when the PC File Type (TYPE)
argument is *PDF.
 Note: Specifying FONTSIZ > 10 can cause
overlap between lines of data in the PDF.
Adequate spacing between lines in the
spooled file can prevent this.

RPLPCFILE Specifies whether an existing PC file in the
selected directory should be replaced.

*YES: If a PC file of the same name and
type exists in the selected directory, it will
be replaced with the PC file created by this
command.
*NO: If a PC file of the same name and type
exists in the selected directory, it will not be
replaced.

DLTSPLF Specifies whether the selected spooled file
should be deleted from the IBM i after being
converted.

*NO: The selected spooled file will not be
deleted after being converted.
*YES: The selected spooled file will be
deleted after being converted.

TBL Qualified name of the conversion table
used to convert data from the spooled file to
the PC file.

*NONE: No conversion table will be used to
convert the data.
conversion-table: The data is converted
using a conversion table.

Notes

If you are using YCVTSPLF library with Japanese or Simplified Chinese DBFCCSID values, you must use the following
suggested DBFCCSID and STMFCODPAG mappings while running YCVTSPLF.

 Simplified Chinese 

DBFCCSID(1388) STMFCODPAG(1386)

 Japanese 

DBFCCSID(5035) STMFCODPAG(932)
 DBFCCSID(5026) STMFCODPAG(932)
 DBFCCSID(1399) STMFCODPAG(943)

Examples

The following command converts spooled file YCHKMDLL1$ with File number 3, from job QPADEV0005 with specified job
number and user, to an HTML file (with the same name) in folder '/ysplf/coxpa02' on the IFS.

Additionally, by using the FMTOPT and OPTTXT parameters, we have specified that any instance of text ' YAPPFILRFP'
in the document will be underlined.

YCVTSPLF FILE(YCHKMDLL1$) JOB(304841/COX4002/QPADEV0005) SPLNBR(3) FMTOPT(*UNDERLINE)
 OPTTXT(YAPPFILRFP)

YCVTUSRPRF (Convert User Profile)

This command creates an object list of all the objects owned or accessible by a user, using the output of the i OS
command Display User Profile (DSPUSRPRF).
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
USRPRF Name of user profile whose objects are to

be included in the list
 

TYPE Type of objects to be included in the list. Can be one of the following types:
*OBJOWN: (default) Objects owned by the
user profile
*CMDAUT: Commands to which the user
profile is explicitly authorized
*GRPMBR: If the profile is a group profile,
all the profiles belonging to the user profile
group
*DEVAUT: Device descriptions to which the
user profile is explicitly authorized
*OBJAUT: Objects to which the user profile
is explicitly authorized

OBJLST Qualified name of object list that is to be
built

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name

LSTOPT List replacement option *REPLACE: (default) Create a new list
replacing any previous list’s contents
*ADD: Add to any existing list’s contents

YDFNPNLDSN (Define Panel Design)

This command defines a combination of DDS display formats for use by the command Retrieve Panel Design
(YRTVPNLDSN). The command should be placed as a comment statement in the source of the Display file DDS which is
retrieved into a panel design.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
PANEL Name to be given to retrieved panel design.

Any existing version of the design is
replaced

*SRCMBR: (default) Panel design is given
the same name as the source member
containing the YDFNPNLDSN command

FORMAT List of names of up to ten display file
formats in the source member which are to
be combined to make a single panel design

*ALL: (default) All formats in the specified
source member is retrieved

TEXT Title to be given to panel design *SRCMBRTXT: (default) Design is given
the same text as the source member which
contains the YDFNPNLDSN command

YDLTLIBLST (Delete Library List)

This command deletes a library list.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
LIBLST Qualified name of deleted library list *SELECT: Display list of existing lists

YDLTLST (Delete Library List)

This command deletes an object, member, format or database file list.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
LSTTYPE List type of the deleted list *DBF: Database file list

*FMT: Format list
*MBR: Member list
*OBJ: Object list

LST Qualified name of the deleted list QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
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YDLTMNU (Delete Menu)

This command deletes a menu.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
MENU Name of the deleted menu *SELECT: (default) Display list of existing

menus
FILE Qualified name of file containing menu *LIBL/YDSNMNU: (default) Name for menu

file
MBR Name of member in file containing menu *FILE: (default) Member name is same as

file name

YDLTOBJ (Delete Object)

This command deletes an object or objects.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
OBJ Qualified generic name of objects which are

to be deleted
*OBJLST: (default) Objects are specified
by a object list whose name is given by the
OBJLST parameter
*ALL: All objects

OBJTYPE List of types of objects which are to be
deleted

*ALL: (default) All object types

OBJLST Qualified name of deleted objects in the
object list

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) Name for list
If OBJ(*OBJLST) is specified an existing list
is used. Otherwise a new list is created

EDIT Edit list option *NO: (default) Edit list function is not to be
invoked
*YES: Edit the list once built (valid only for
interactive programs)

YDLTPNL (Delete Panel Design)

This command deletes a panel design.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
PANEL Name of the deleted panel design *SELECT: (default) The panel design

selection display is presented
FILE Qualified name of file containing panel

design
YDSNPNL: (default) Panel file name

MBR Name of member in file containing panel
design

*FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file

 

YDLTRPT (Delete Report Design)

This command deletes a report design.
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Syntax Parameters

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
REPORT Name of deleted report design *SELECT: (default) The report design

selection display is presented
FILE Qualified name of file containing report

design
YDSNRPT: (default) Report design file
name

MBR Name of member in file containing report
design

*FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file

YDLTUSRPRF (Delete User Profile)

This command deletes a specified user profile, where both the i OS user profile and the profile details are deleted.

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
USRPRF Name of deleted user profile  
OWNOBJOPT Specifies the type of operations being

performed on the owned objects of the user
profile being deleted

*n NODLT<M%-2>: (default) the owned
objects for the user profile are not changed,
and the user profile is not deleted if the user
owns any objects
<M%-4>*DLT: The owned objects for the
user profile are deleted. The user profile
is also deleted if the deletion of all owned
objects is successful
*CHGOWN: The owned objects for the user
profile have ownership transferred to the
specified user profile. The user profile is
deleted if the transfer of all owned objects is
successful
A user profile name must be specified for
the new user profile. The new user profile
owns all objects owned by the user profile
specified by the USRPRF parameter

YDOCAUT (Document Object Authorities)

This command documents object authorities, by object, owner, or user profile names.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
OBJ Qualified generic name of objects which are

included in cross-reference listing
*OBJLST: (default) Use the list of objects
specified by the OBJLST parameter

OBJTYPE Lists object types included in the listing *ALL: (default) All objects are to be included
OWNER User profile name of owner of objects which

are included in listing
*ALL: (default) Objects are to be include for
all object owners
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USER Generic name of user profiles which are
included in cross-reference listing

*ALL: (default) Objects are to be included
for all object users
*PUBLIC: Include objects for which user
*PUBLIC is specified as an authorized user
*NONE: Include objects for which no
authorized user is specified

PRTBYOBJ Cross-reference by object option *YES: (default) List authorities in object
order
*NO: No object order list is produced

PRTBYUSR Cross-reference by user option *YES: (default) List authorities in object
user order
*NO: No object user list is produced

PRTBYOWN Cross-reference by owner option *YES: (default) List authorities in object
owner order
*NO: No object owner list is produced

OBJLST Qualified name of object list QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
EDIT List operation *NO: (default) Do not invoke the edit list

function
*YES: The edit list function is to be invoked
on the list before the cross-reference is run

YDOCDBFLST (Document DBF List)

This command prints the contents of a database file list.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
DBFLST Qualified name of the printed database file QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
DETAIL Level of detail to print *BASIC: (default) Print only basic details

about each dbf file (name, library, type, text)
*FULL: Print additional information about
each dbf file
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YDOCEXCREF (Document Execution References)

This command produces a cross-reference listing all source references to executable objects. Listings may be produced
of referenced objects by calling object, or vice versa.

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
OBJLIBL List of libraries searched to locate objects

which are included in listing
*USRLIBL: (default) Use user portion of
library list to locate objects
*LIBL: Use library list to locate objects
*ALL: Use all libraries on machine
*ALLUSR: Use all user libraries on machine
to locate objects
*CURLIB: Use current library to locate
objects
SRCFILE Qualified source file name for CL
and RPG III source members containing
references to be tabulated
*QDFTSRC: (default) The source file
name defaults to QCLSRC or QRPGSRC
depending on program type
*OBJSRC: The source file name is taken
from the source file name in the object
description

OUTPUT Output option *PRINT: (default) Printed output is to be
produced
*NONE: No printed output is required

PRTBYOBJ Produce a report of referenced objects by
calling object

*YES: (default) A listing is produced
*NO: A listing is not produced

PRTBYREF Produce a report of calling objects by
referenced object

*YES: (default) A listing is produced
*NO: A listing is not produced

EXPBYOBJ Produce an explosion report of referenced
objects by calling object

*YES: (default) A listing is produced
*NO: A listing is not produced

EXPBYREF Produce an explosion report of calling
objects by referenced object

*YES: (default) A listing is produced
*NO: a listing is not produced

IGNDUPREF Ignore duplicate references option *YES: (default) Omit duplicate references to
the same program by a given program
*NO: Include duplicate references to the
same program by a given program

YDOCF (Document File)

This command prints summary information about a specified file or files. Object, format, field, and access path information
is included.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FILE Qualified generic name of files that are to

be listed
*OBJLST: List files specified in object list
named by the OBJLST parameter.
*ALL: List all file types

FILEATR List of attributes of files that are to be listed *ALL: (default) List all types of file
DETAIL Level of detail required *FULL: A 132 column report for

documentation
*BASIC: An 80 column report suitable for a
system specification

REFFILE Qualified name of source file containing
DDS for field reference file. See note below
for further details

*NONE: (default) Text from the field
reference source member is not to be
printed

REFMBR Name of source file member containing
DDS for field reference file

*DFT: (default) The name of the field
reference file is taken from the design
defaults

CHGPRTDFT Change print defaults *SAME: (default) The print defaults are not
to be changed
*TEMP: The print defaults are to be
changed for the current operation only
*PERM: The print defaults are to be
changed permanently
N.B. only *SAME may be used for batch
jobs

OBJLST Qualified name of a object list to be used to
identify the files to be documented

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name.
To use an existing list, specify value of
*OBJLST for the FILE parameter

EDIT Edit object list option *NO: (default) Edit list function is not
invoked
*YES: Invoke edit list function to edit list
before executing print

YDOCFLDREF (Document Field References)

This command prints a cross-reference of fields for a specified group of files.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FILE Qualified generic name of files which are to

be cross-referenced
*ALL: (default) List all files

FILELIBL List of libraries to be used to locate files
which are to be included in cross-reference
listing

*USRLIBL: (default) Use library list to locate
files
*LIBL: Use library list to locate files
*CURLIB: Use current library to locate files
*ALL: Use all libraries on machine
*ALLUSR: Use all user libraries on machine
to locate files

FILEATR List of attributes of the files which are to be
listed

*ALL: (default) List all file types

YDOCFMTLST (Document Format List)

This command prints the contents of a format list.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FMTLST Qualified name of the format list which is to

be printed
QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name

DETAIL Level of detail to print *BASIC: (default) Print only basic details
about each format (name, file, library, file
attribute, text)
*FULL: In addition to the above, print the
format level identifier

YDOCLIBLST (Document Library)

This command prints library lists.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
LIBLST Qualified generic name of library lists that

are documented
*ALL: (default) Document all library lists
*JOB: Use same library list name as that of
current job
*USER: Use same library list name as that
of current user profile
*SELECT: Display list of library lists
contained in specified library, and allow one
library list to be selected

CHGPRTDFT Change default print attributes of output *SAME: (default) The print defaults are not
changed
*TEMP: The print defaults are changed for
the current operation only
*PERM: The print defaults are changed
permanently

LSTTYPE Library list type *ALL: select all library lists.
*PROD
*TEST
*INLL
*WRK
*MDL
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DETAIL Detail *FULL (default)
*BASIC

YDOCMBRLST (Document Member List)

This command prints the contents of a member list.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
MBRLST Qualified name of the member list which is

to be printed
QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name

DETAIL Level of detail to print *BASIC: (default) Print only basic details
about each member (name, library, SEU
type, text)
*FULL: Print additional information about
each member

YDOCMNU (Document Menu)

This command prints menus.
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Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
MENU Generic name of menu or menus which are

to be documented
*ALL: (default) All menus in the file are to
be documented
*SELECT: A list of menus will be presented

FILE Qualified name of file containing menus,
which are documented. File must have
been created with Create Design File
(YCRTDSNF) command

*LIBL/YDSNMNU: (default) Menu file name

MBR Name of member in menu file containing
menus

*FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file

CHGPRTDFT Change print defaults *SAME: (default) The print defaults are not
changed
*TEMP: The print defaults are changed for
the current operation only
*PERM: The print defaults are changed
permanently
N.B. Only *SAME may be used for batch
jobs

DETAIL Level of detail to be included *FULL: (default) Print full documentation
*BASIC: Only print menu screen images

PRTINX Print menu index *YES: (default) The index is listed.
*NO: No index is listed
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PRTMNU Print menus *YES: (default) The menus are listed
*NO: Menus are not listed

YDOCMNUREF (Document Menu References)

This command prints usage of menus by option.

Syntax Diagram

  

Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
FILE Qualified name of file containing menus to

be cross-referenced
*LIBL/YDSNMNU: (default) Name

MBR Name of member in menu file containing
menus

*FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file

YDOCMSGREF (Document Message Reference)

This command prints usage of messages by option.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

 Parameter  Definition  Value and Description 
SRCFILE Qualified generic name of programs whose

message references are documented
*MBRLST: (default) Use the member
list named in the MBRLST parameter to
identify the source members which are
processed

SRCMBR Generic name of members contained in the
specified source file(s), which are included
in the cross-referencing

*ALL: (default) Use all members in the files,
or contained in the specified list

MSGID Generic message identifier upon which the
cross-referencing is based

*ALL: (default) Include all message
identifiers

USRMSGF Qualified name of the message file from
which first level message text is to be
retrieved for any found message identifiers.
This file is also used for the listing of
unreferenced messages, and for the listing
of messages in text order

*LIBL/QUSRMSG: (default) Message file
name

PMTMSGF Qualified name of the message file from
which command prompt text is retrieved for
any message identifiers found in command
source. This file is also used for the listing
of unreferenced messages, and for the
listing of messages in text order

*USRMSGF: (default) Prompt messages
are stored in the message file specified by
the USRMSGF parameter

DEVMSGF Qualified name of the message file from
which DDS prompt text (by use of the
MSGCON keyword) is retrieved for any
message identifiers found in DDS source.
This file is also used for the listing of
unreferenced messages, and for the listing
of messages in text order

*USRMSGF: (default) Device messages
are stored in the message file specified by
the USRMSGF parameter

PRTBYPGM Print messages by source member *YES: (default) A listing is produced
*NO: A listing is not produced, but the work
files are not cleared (see notes)

PRTBYMSG Print members by message identifier *YES: (default) A listing is produced
*NO: A listing is not produced

PRTNOREF Print unreferenced messages from the
file(s) specified on the USRMSGF and
PMTMSGF parameters

*YES: (default) a listing is produced
*NO: a listing is not produced

PRTMSGF Print all messages from the file(s) specified
on the USRMSGF and MSGF parameters,
in ascending, first level text order

*YES: (default) A listing is produced
*NO: A listing is not produced
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IGNIMPMSG Ignore impromptu messages *YES: (default) Impromptu messages are
ignored. Only references to externally
defined messages are documented
*NO: impromptu messages is included

IGNMSGVAR Ignore message variables *YES: (default) References to variables
containing message identifiers is ignored
*NO: References to variables are
included: for instance ‘SNDPGMMSG
MSGID(&MSGID)’

MBRLST Qualified name of a member list QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
EDIT List edit option *NO: (default) No editing is required

*YES: Invoke the edit member list function
to edit the list before processing

 

 

CA 2E Toolkit Commands, YDOCOBJLST to YW
This article lists the various commands available with CA 2E Toolkit from YDOCOBJLST to YWRUSRPRF.

Contents

YDOCOBJLST (Document Object List)

This command prints the contents of an object list.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
OBJLST Qualified name of object list which is to be

printed
QTEMP/TEMPLST (default) List name
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DETAIL Level of detail to print *BASIC: (default) Print only basic details
about each object (name, library, type, text)
*FULL: Print additional information about
each object

Notes

None

Example

Prints the contents of list TEMPLST in library QTEMP:

YDOCOBJLST
Example

To document all programs in library APPPGM and APPDEV, using file library APPFIL. Source is in APPSRC:

YDOCPGM PGM(*ALL) PGMLIBL(APPGM APPDEV) FILELIBL(APPFIL) SRCFILE(APPSRC/*QDFTSRC)
Examples

To display CPF messages beginning at CPF9801:

D MC CPF9801

To display CPF messages beginning at CPF9000:

D MC CPF9

To display your user profile’s message queue:

D

To work with all jobs submitted by the workstation:

D W

To work with the print queue QPRINT in library QGPL:

D PQ
Examples

To display panel ODEON with data and attributes:

YDSPPNL PANEL(ODEON)

To display panel ODEON to allow sample data to be changed:

YDSPPNL PANEL(ODEON) OPTION(*CHGDTA)

To display panel ODEON with attributes but no data:

YDSPPNL PANEL(ODEON) OPTION(*DSPATR)

Notes

This command takes a long time to execute: even if only a single program is specified the command must analyze the
entire library to obtain information about where the program is called.

The report produced by the YDOCPGM command contains the following sections for each program, command, or menu:
Object header details and compiler options:
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Compiler options as specified by Z*or /*Z: comment lines in source. Synopsis/Function narrative:

As specified by H*or /*H:comment lines in source.

• File usage:
- Files and data areas called by the program.
- Compile-time file overrides as specified by Y*or /*Y:comment lines in source.

• Linkage details:
- Entry parameters
- Objects and menus called by the program
- Objects and menus that call the program. Maintenance notes:

As specified by M*or /*M:comment lines in source. Warning notes:

As specified by W*or /*W:comment lines in source.

When run as part of an interactive job, the YDOCPGM command may not be used to document libraries that are in the
system part of the job’s library list. If you wish to document such libraries interactively, first use the i OS command Change
System Value (CHGSYSVAL) to remove the libraries from the system part of the job’s library list.

When run as part of a batch job, the YDOCPGM command always removes all libraries except QSYS from the system
part of the job’s library list. Thus the command may be used to document libraries that are in the system part of the library
list. Note however, that if you use the YDOCPGM command in your own programs, you may want to restore the system
part of the library list after invoking the command.

YDOCPGM (Document Program command)

This command prints description of a program or programs: includes referenced objects and linkage details. Works for a
command(s) and includes menu references.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
PGM Qualified generic name of programs/

commands that are to be documented
*ALL: Include all programs/commands
specified by the library list

PGMLIBL List of libraries to be used to locate
programs which are to be documented

*USRLIBL: (default) Use user portion of
library list to locate programs/commands
*LIBL: Use library list to locate programs
*CURLIB: Use current library to locate
programs
*ALL: Use all libraries on machine
*ALLUSR: Use all user libraries on machine
to locate programs
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FILELIBL List of libraries to be used to locate
referenced files to be included in
documentation

*USRLIBL: (default) Use user portion of
library list to locate files
*LIBL: Use library list to locate files
*CURLIB: Use current library to locate file
*ALL: Use all libraries on machine
*ALLUSR: Use all user libraries on machine
to locate files

SRCFILE Qualified source file name for CL, RPG III
and CMD source; used to obtain execution
references and selected source comments

*QDFTSRC: (default) The source file
name defaults to QCLSRC, QRPGSRC or
QCMDSRC depending on object type
*OBJSRC: The source file name is taken
from the source file name in the object
description

YDOCPGMREF (Document Program References)

This command prints cross-references of usage data for a specified group of files and programs.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
PGM Generic name of programs whose

references are documented
*ALL: (default) Includes all programs in
specified program library list, as specified
by the PGMLIBL parameter

PGMLIBL List of libraries to be used to locate
programs that are included in cross-
reference

*USRLIBL:(default) Use user portion of
library list to locate programs
*LIBL: Use library list to locate programs
*CURLIB: Use current library to locate
programs
*ALL: Use all libraries on machine
*ALLUSR: Use all user libraries on machine
to locate programs

FILE Generic name of files that are cross-
referenced

*ALL: (default) Include in listing all files in
specified file library list, as specified by the
FILELIBL parameter

FILELIBL List of libraries used to locate files and
other reference objects that are to be
included in cross-reference

*USRLIBL: (default) Use user portion of
library list to locate files
*LIBL: Use library list to locate files
*CURLIB: Use current library to locate files
*ALL: Use all libraries on machine
*ALLUSR: Use all user libraries on machine
to locate files

FILEATR List of attributes of files that are cross-
referenced

*ALL: (default) List all file types.
Must be a valid i OS file type, or *DTA: list
data areas

OUTPUT Output required *PRINT: (default) Printed output is to be
produced
*NONE: No printed output is required but
the work files are not cleared

PRTBYFILE Print programs by referenced file *YES: (default) Listing is produced
*NO: Listing is not produced

PRTBYFMT Print programs by referenced format *YES: (default) Listing is produced
*NO: Listing is not produced

PRTBYPGM Print files/formats by referenced program *YES: (default) Listing is produced
*NO: Listing is not produced

PRTNOREF Print files included by the file selection
criteria which are not referenced by the
programs included in the program selection
criteria

*YES: (default) Listing is produced
*NO: Listing is not produced

YDOCPNL (Document Panel Design)

This command prints panel designs. The panel designs are printed in sequence number order.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
PANEL Generic name of panel designs which are

documented
*ALL: (default) All panel designs in the
specified file and member are to be
documented
*SELECT: Provide a display of available
panel designs in the specified file, one of
which may be selected

FROMSEQ Print sequence number (999.99) of first
panel design which is documented

*FIRST: (default) Start listing from first
panel

TOSEQ Print sequence (999.99) number of last
panel design which is documented

*LAST: (default) Finish listing at last panel
design

FILE Qualified name of file containing panel
designs

*LIBL/YDSNPNL: (default)

MBR Name of member in panel design file *FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file
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PRTINX Produce an index of panel designs *YES: (default) An index is printed
*NO: No index is to be printed

PRTPNL Document the panel design’s images *ATR: default) The panel images are to be
documented with fields shown by the field
representation characters.
*DTA: The panel images are documented
with user data - data may entered using
the command Display Panel Design
(YDSPPNL) with OPTION(*CHGDTA).
Fields where no data has been keyed is
printed as blank.
*NO: No panel images are documented

PRTCOM Document the panel design’s comments *YES: (default) The panel comments are
documented
*NO: No panel comments are documented

PRTCMD Document the panel design’s command
keys

*YES: The command key specifications are
documented
*NO: No command key specifications are
documented

CHGPRTDFT Change print defaults *SAME: (default) The print defaults are not
changed
*TEMP: The print defaults are changed for
the current operation only
*PERM: The print defaults are changed
permanently
N.B. Only *SAME may be used for batch
jobs

YDOCRPT (Document Report Design)

This command prints report designs in sequence number order.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
REPORT Generic name of report designs which are

documented
*ALL: (default) All report designs in the file
are documented.
*SELECT: Provide a display of report
designs in the specified file, one of which
may be selected

FROMSEQ Sequence number (999.99) of first report
design which is documented

*FIRST: (default) Start listing from first
report

TOSEQ Sequence number (999.99) of last report
design which is documented

*LAST: (default) Finish listing at last report
design
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FILE Qualified name of file containing report
designs

YDSNRPT: (default) Report design file
name
The file must have been created using the
command Create Design File YCRTDSNF)
with parameter TYPE(*RPT)

MBR Name of member in report file *FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file

PRTINX Produce an index of report designs *YES: (default) An index is to be printed
*NO: An index is not to be printed

PRTRPT Document the report design’s images *YES: (default) The report images are to be
documented
*NO: Do not print the report design images

PRTCOM Document the report design’s comments *YES: The report comments are to be
documented
*NO: Do not print the comments

CHGPRTDFT Change print defaults *SAME: (default) The print defaults are not
to be changed
*TEMP: The print defaults are to be
changed for the current operation only
*PERM: The print defaults are to be
changed permanently
N.B. only *SAME may be used for batch
jobs

YDOCSRC (Document Source File Members)

This command documents specified source members and an index is included.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FILE Qualified generic name of source file

containing the source members which are
documented

*MBRLST: The source members are
located by an existing member list.
*ALL: All source files

MBR Generic name of members which are
documented

Unless FILE(*MBRLST) is specified, the
MBR parameter is used to filter the list of
members given by the FILE parameter
*ALL: (default) Document all source
members
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SRCPRTOPT Source print option. Single value *ALL: (default) Print all source lines in each
member
*TXT: Print as text document: omit source
line number and change date
*DOC: Print only source lines with a
documentation comment type (*T, *H, *W,
*M, *Y, *Z)
Or a list of up to four of the following:
- *T: Print only source lines with a title line
- *H: Print only source lines with a header
comment line
- *W: Print only source lines with a warning
comment line
- *M: Print only source lines with a
maintenance comment line
- *Y: Print only source lines with a pre-
compile directive line
- *Z: Print only source lines with a compiler
directive line

INDENT Indent RPG III source option *NO: (default) Do not indent RPG source
listings
*YES: Indent any listings of RPGIII source
to indicate the structured programming
constructs

MBRLST Qualified name of a member list specified
that are documented. To use an existing
list, specify FILE(*MBRLST)

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) Member list
name

EDIT Edit member list *NO: (default) Do not invoke the edit list
function
*YES: Invoke the edit member list function
to review the member list before listing the
members in it

YDOCUSRPRF (Document User Profile)

This command prints details of user profiles. i OS profiles for which no data is held are also listed.

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
USRPRF Generic user profile name of profiles which

are to be documented
*ALL: (default) Print details of all user
profiles

GRPPRF Name of group profile of user profiles which
are documented

*ALL: (default) Print details of all user
profiles
*NONE: Print details of all user profiles
which do not belong to a group profile

YDSPABR (Display Abbreviated)

This command provides an abbreviated means of specifying most of the commonly required display functions.

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
D Type of display option M - messages

- M: DSPMSG
- MB: WRKMSGD MSGID (parm value)
QCBL/QCBLMSG
- MC: WRKMSGD MSGID (parm value)
*LIBL/QCPFMSG
- ME: WRKMSGD MSGID (parm value)
*LIBL/QRPGMSGE
- MI: WRKMSGD MSGID (parm value)
QIDU/QIDUMSG
- MP: WRKMSGD MSGID (parm value)
*LIBL/YCMDPMT
- MR: WRKMSGD MSGID (parm value)
QRPG/QRPGMSG
- MU: WRKMSGD MSGID (parm value)
*LIBL/Y1USRMSG
- MY: WRKMSGD MSGID (parm value)
*LIBL/YYYYMSG
- MY2: WRKMSGD MSGID( parm value)
*LIBL/Y2MSG

Parameter Definition Value and Description
P - print queues
- P : WRKOUTQ
- PL: WRKOUTQ (Output queue)
- PQ: WRKOUTQ QGPL/QPRINT
- P1: WRKOUTQ *LIBL/QPRINT
P2: WRKOUTQ *LIBL/QPRINT2
P3: WRKOUTQ *LIBL/QPRINT3
- P4: WRKOUTQ *LIBL/QPRINT4
J - job queues
- J : WRKJOBQ
- JP: WRKJOBQ *LIBL/QPGMR
- JS: WRKJOBQ QGPL/QSPL
- J1: WRKJOBQ *LIBL/QBATCH
K - diskette
- KD: DSPDKT DKT01
- KS: DSPDKT DKT01 DATA(*SAVRST)

Parameter Definition Value and Description
L - library lists.
- LL: WRKLIB
W - display job/submitted job.
- W : WRKSBMJOB *WRKSTN
- WA: WRKACTJOB
- WB: WRKACTJOB SBS(QBATCH)
- WI: WRKACTJOB SBS(QINTER)
- WJ: WRKSBMJOB *JOB
- WP: WRKACTJOB SBS(QPGMR)
- WS: WRKJOB
- WU: WRKSBMJOB *USER
S - subsystem & system status.
- S : WRKSBS
- SB: WRKSBSJOB QBATCH
- SI: WRKSBSJOB QINTER
- SJ: WRKSBSJOB *JOBQ
- SO: WRKSBSJOB *OUTQ
- SP: WRKSBSJOB QPGMR
- SS: WRKSBSJOB QSPL
- SY: WRKSYSSTS
N - display menu.
- NC: GO CMDGRP
- NJ: WRKJRN
- NS: GO SUBJECT
- NV: GO VERB
D - configuration status
- DS: WRKCFGSTS *DEV
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YDSPEXPDAT (Display Expiry Date)

This command displays authorization data for your version of the utilities, including the expiry date and the serial number
of the authorized machine.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

None.

YDSPHLP (Display Help Text)

This command displays a source file member as help text. Additional pages of help text can be displayed using the
ROLL keys. The control characters of the Text Management/38 utility can be used to format the text. A cursor location
can be passed to the help display program, which uses a table of field locations (vector table) at the start of the text to
determine at which point the help display is to commence. The vector table may be added manually, or by means of the
YADDHLPTBL command.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
MBR Name of source file member containing text

which is to be displayed
*SELECT: A list of available members will
be displayed, one of which may be selected

FILE Qualified name of source file containing
help text member.

*LIBL/QTXTSRC: (default) Text file name
*DTAARA: Text file name is retrieved from
data areas YMHPFLA (file name), and/or
YMHPLBA (library name)
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LABEL Help text label at which the help text display
is to commence

*START: (default) Display from the
beginning of the Help text (extended help
when USROPT is *HLPWDW)
*CSRLOC: The CSRLOC parameter is to
determine the label at which the help text
display is to commence
*KEYSHLP: If USROPT is *HLPWDW,
display Keys help defined in the help
document
*INDEXHLP: If USROPT is *HLPWDW,
display the help Index defined in the help
document
*HLPHLP: If USROPT is *HLPWDW,
display help for help

USROPT Display option *NORMAL: (default) Display help with
USROPT specified in data area YMHPOPA.
If data area is not found, display with
*HLPFULL
*HLPFULL: Display all help in full panels
*USRPRF: Retrieve USROPT from the i
OS User Profile. If USROPT(*HLPFULL) is
not specified on the i OS User Profile, the
default is to display Help in a window

CSRLOC Cursor location, entered as two values, row
and column coordinates, which is used in
conjunction with the LBLGRP parameter
to derive a start position for displaying the
Help text

*NONE: (default) No cursor location
specified

LBLGRP List of up to ten label group names. Label
group names are single characters, either
alphabetic or numeric. This parameter
is used when more than one label is
appropriate for a particular cursor location

*NOCHK: (default) Any label group
conditioning specified in the help text vector
table is to be ignored.
*NONE: Any entries specified in the vector
table in the help text will be ignored unless
either the entry has no label group specified
for it or the entry only has label group
names prefixed by N.
Character values: Only those vector table
entries with label groups matching the
supplied values are used

YDSPLIBLST (Display Library List)

This command displays a stored library list.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
LIBLST Qualified name of library list which is

displayed
*JOB: (default) Display list with same name
as current job
*USER: Display list with same name as the
current user profile

YDSPMBRLST (Display Member)

This command displays a list of members within one or more files, and allows one of the displayed member names to be
selected and returned to the calling program.

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FILE CL variable that (1) contains the name of

the file(s) whose members are displayed,
and (2) returns the name of the file selected
by the user

Character variable, ten bytes long
Generic names are allowed
*ALL: (default) display all files in the
specified library

LIB CL variable that (1) contains the name of
the library containing the file(s) displayed -
or a special value, and (2) returns the name
of the library containing the file selected by
the user
Character variable, ten bytes long

*LIBL: (default) display the first files found
with the specified name in the current job’s
library list
*USRLIBL: display the first files found with
the specified name in the user part of the
current job’s library list
*ALLUSR: display all files found with the
specified name in all user libraries
*ALL: display all files found with the
specified name in all libraries

MBR CL variable that (1) contains the name of
the member(s) to be displayed, and (2)
returns the name of the member selected
by the user. Generic names and name
masks are allowed
Character variable, ten bytes long

*ALL: (default) selects all files in the
specified library

FILEATR CL variable that (1) contains the attribute of
the file to be displayed and (2) returns the
attribute of the file selected by the user
Character variable, four bytes long,
restricted to the following two values

*PHY:(default) display physical files
*LGL: display logical files

YDSPPGMQ (Display a Program’s Message Queue)

This command displays an active program’s message queue.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
PGM Name of active program whose message

queue is displayed
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YDSPPNL (Display Panel Design)

This command displays a panel design as a prototype simulation of an actual display file and program. The panel is
displayed with full attributes; for example, highlight, underline, input capable etc. Sample data may be shown in fields. The
YDSPPNL command may be run in either of two modes:

Update mode is used to set up realistic sample data. Data may be entered into screen fields (both input and output), for
storage with the panel design.

Display mode is used to present designs to a client. The design plus data may be displayed.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
PANEL Name of the panel design which is

displayed
*SELECT: (default) The panel selection
display is presented

FILE Qualified name of file containing panel
design

YDSNPNL: (default) Panel design file name

MBR Name of member in file containing panel
design

*FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file

OPTION Display option *DSPDTA: (default) Display panel design
along with any previously stored data.
*DSPATR: Display panel with field type
attributes. These can be modified using
the command Edit Design Defaults
(YEDTDSNDFT)
*CHGDTA: Display screen with first 128
fields (both input and output) as input fields.
Any data keyed is stored with the panel
design for later re-display.
N.B. If a field is moved then the stored data
for that field will need to be re-keyed
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YDSPUSRPRF (Display User Profile)

This command display user profiles. Both the i OS user profile details, and the extension attributes may be displayed.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
USRPRF Name of user profile which is to be

displayed

YEDTCKYTBL (Edit Command Key Table)

This command calls an interactive program to edit the conversion table used by the command Convert DDS Command
Key (YCVTDDSCKY) to re-map command key usage in DDS source.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

None

YEDTDBFLST (Edit DBF List)

This command calls an interactive utility to edit a list of database files.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
DBFLST Qualified name of database file list which is

edited
QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
*SELECT: Display a list of existing
database file lists, one of which is selected

BUILD Build list option *NO: (default) Edit an existing list
*YES: Invoke the build list function to build
a new list before editing

YEDTDSSNDFT (Design Default Data Areas)

This command calls an interactive program to edit the display, print, and DDS generation defaults for the screen and
report design utilities, and also to edit the frame characters used in the command Convert Print (YCVTPRT). Enables
design and presentation standards to be set centrally, and thereafter implemented automatically.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

None

YEDTDTAARA (Edit Data Area Contents)

This command prompts the i OS command Change Data Area (CHGDTAARA) with the current contents of the data area
already displayed.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
DTAARA Simple list made up of the following

elements
* Qualified name of data area whose value
is changed. Or a special value:
*LDA: Local data area for current job
*GDA: Group job data area for current job
Starting-position: Starting byte of data area
character string that is changed
*ALL: (default) The entire data area is
changed
* Length: Number of bytes of data area
character string that are changed,
beginning with the starting position
If used, both length and starting position
must be specified, and must delimit a string
within the bounds of the specified data area
A maximum of 512 bytes may be changed
during one execution of the command

YEDTFMTLST (Edit Format List)

This command calls an interactive program to edit a list of file formats.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Definition Parameter Value and Description
FMTLST Qualified name of format list which is to be

edited
QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
*SELECT: Display a list of existing format
lists, one of which may be selected

BUILD Build option *NO: (default) Edit an existing format list
*YES: Invoke the build list function to create
a new format list before editing

YEDTGDA (Edit Group Data Area)

This command allows the interactive editing of a job’s group data area.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

None

YEDTLDA (Edit Local Data Area)

This command allows the interactive editing of a job’s local data area.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

None

YEDTLIBLST (Edit Library List)

This command calls an interactive program to edit or change a library list. Library lists can be re-ordered, added to, or
erased. The edited list can be stored away permanently as a library list. Also the command can be used to change the
current job’s library list.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
LIBLST Qualified name of the edited library list *JOB: (default) Current job’s library list

*SELECT: Display a list of existing lists, one
of which may be selected
*USER: A stored library list having same
name as the current job’s user profile

YEDTMBRLST (Edit Member List)

This command calls an interactive program to edit a file member.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
MBRLST Qualified name of edited member list QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name.

*SELECT: Display a list of existing member
lists, one of which can be selected

BUILD Build option *NO: (default) Edit an existing member list
*YES: Invoke the build list function to create
a new member list before editing

LMTCPB Limit capabilities controls whether you can
work with members and enter commands

*NO: (default) Allow use of a command line
and working with members
*YES: Do not supply a command line and
disallow working with members

YEDTMSGD (Edit Message Description)

This command retrieves an existing message description and displays it with the i OS command Change Message
Description (CHGMSGD) so it can be changed.

Syntax Diagrams
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
MSGID Message identifier of message description

which is to be changed
Must be valid i OS message identifier

MSGF Qualified name of message file containing
changed message description

YEDTOBJLST (Edit Object List)

This command calls an interactive program to edit a list of objects.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
OBJLST Qualified name of edited object list QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) Object list

name
*SELECT: Display a list of existing object
lists, one of which may be selected

BUILD Build list option *NO: (default) Edit existing list
*YES: Invoke the build list function to build
a new list before editing it

LMTCPB Limit capabilities controls whether you can
work with objects and enter commands

*NO: (default) Allows use of a command
line and working with objects
*YES: Do not supply a command line and
disallow working with objects

YEDTPWDVAL (Edit Password Values)

This command calls an interactive program to edit the password control values and validation criteria. Maintains a list of
forbidden password values, if required.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

None

YENDSPLRTR (End Spooled File Router)

The End spooled file router (YENDSPLRTR) command is used to end a spooled file router job which is monitoring the
specified data queue.

See the command help for the Start spooled file router (YSTRSPLRTR) command for more information about the spooled
file router job.

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
DTAQ Specifies the data queue currently being

monitored.
Note: You must specify a data queue that is
currently being monitored by a spooled file
router job. Specifying a data queue that is
not being monitored by a spooled file router
job can result in serious errors within any
programs using that data queue.

YSPLRTRQ: Use the default spooled router
data queue YSPLRTRQ.
data-queue-name: Enter the name of
an existing data queue which is being
monitored by a spooled file router job.
*LIBL: All libraries in the user and system
portions of the job's library list are searched
until the first match is found for the
specified data queue.
*CURLIB: The current library for the job is
used to locate the specified data queue. If
no library is specified as the current library
for the job, the QGPL library is used.
library-name: Specify the name of the
library to be searched for the specified data
queue.

YEXCCL (Execute CL Member)

This command executes the CL statements in a source member.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FILE Qualified file name of source file contains

the CL source which is to be executed
QCLSRC: (default) Source file

MEMBER Source member name of member contains
CL source

ERRLVL Number of execution errors allowed before
the execution is abandoned

*NONE: (default) No errors are allowed
*NOMAX: There is no limit on the number
of errors allowed

LOGRQS Log request messages in log *ALL: (default) Logs all requests as
executed
*ERROR: Only logs error messages

YEXCDBFLST (Execute Database File List)

This command executes a specified command for each file in a specified database file list. A set of special substitution
symbols indicates where the file, library names and other attributes are inserted.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
RQSDTA Request data to execute for each item in

database file list. Request string can be
up to 256 characters (see the following
details). To invoke the command prompter
on the request string, place a ? as the first
character

*USROPT: (default) Use the user option
specified by the USROPT parameter

USROPT Two character key identifying a record
in the specified user-defined option file,
containing user-defined option text for
substitution in the RQSDTA string

*NONE: (default) No user option text is to
be substituted

OPTFIL Qualified name of file containing the user-
defined option text

QAUOOPT: (default) File name
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OPTMBR Name of member containing the user-
defined option text

*FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file

DBFLST Qualified name of the executed database
file list

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
*SELECT: Display database file lists for
selection

ERRLVL Number of execution errors allowed before
the list execution is abandoned

*NONE: (default) No errors are allowed
*NOMAX: There is no limit on the number
of errors allowed
Note that execution does not take place if
syntax errors are detected in the request
string

UPDLST List update option *NONE: (default) The list is not to be
updated
*RMVOK: If the requested command
completes without error for a list entry, then
the list entry is removed from the list
*RMVERR: If an error occurs when the
requested command is executed for a list
entry, then the list entry is removed from the
list
FLAGERR: If an error occurs when the
requested command is executed for a list
entry, then the list entry is to be flagged with
an F

YEXCFTP (File Transfer Protocol)

Executes a pre-defined File Transfer Protocol (FTP) batch session.

• The FTP statements to be executed are stored as a 'script' member in a source file called YSCRIPT.
• The user can name an FTP script to use, or select one from a list of currently existing ones.
• The user can edit the FTP script before it is executed.
• The user can pass parameters to the script in the command, using substitution variables.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
RMTSYS Remote system name to which or from

which the files are transferred.
*INTNETADR: The INTNETADR parameter
is prompted.
remote-system-name: Remote system
name to which or from which the file
transfer takes place.

INTNETADR Internet address of the remote system to
which or from which the file transfer takes
place.

SCRIPT The script containing the FTP statements
to execute. Each script is defined as
a member in the YSCRIPT file. This
parameter is required.

*SELECT or *S: Script from the existing
scripts in the selected YSCRIPT file.
script-name: Use an existing script in
YSCRIPT.
Possible library values are:
*LIBL: All libraries in the user and system
portions of the job's library list are searched
until the first match is found.
*CURLIB: The current library for the job is
used to locate the YSCRIPT file.
library-name: Name of the library to be
searched for the YSCRIPT file.

EDIT Determines whether to edit the selected
FTP session script prior to executing the
batch FTP session. The FTP session script
will be edited using Source Entry Utility
(SEU).

*YES: Edit the FTP session script prior to
executing the FTP session.
*NO: Execute the FTP session without
editing the FTP session script.
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LOG Name of member in YSCRIPT where run-
time messages from the executed FTP
session are stored.

*JOB: A session log is created for this job
in file YSCRIPT in the same library as the
FTP session script.
*NONE: No permanent log file will be
created.
session-log-name: Use the specified log.

DSPLOG Determines whether to display the FTP
session log after the FTP session has
executed.

*NO: Do not display the FTP session log
after the FTP session has ended
*YES: Display the FTP session log after the
FTP session has ended.
*ERROR: Only display the FTP session log
if it contains any FTP server replies that
contain error reply codes.
*PRINT: Prints the FTP session log.

USER Determines the user name and password to
use when connecting to the remote system.

user-name/password: The user name
and password are used to connect to the
remote system.

PARMS Specifies up to 9 substitution variables
and related values that can be used in the
specified script.

In addition to the &1 - &9 variables allowed,
the special variables &U, &P, and &M are
also allowed.
@1 - @9: These substitution variables can
be used only once within a given execution
of the command.

CCSID ASCII coded character set identifier
(CCSID) that is used for single-byte
character set (SBCS) ASCII file transfers
when the FTP TYPE mode is set to ASCII.

*DFT: The CCSID value 00819 (ISO 8859-1
8-bit ASCII) is used.
CCSID-value: The requested CCSID value
is used.

TBLFTPOUT Table object that is to be used to map all
outgoing data in the FTP client. Outgoing
data is mapped from EBCDIC to ASCII.

*CCSID: CCSID parameter used to
determine outgoing mapping.
*DFT: CCSID parameter used to determine
outgoing mapping:
*LIBL: All libraries in the user and system
portions of the job's library list are searched
until the first match is found.
*CURLIB: The current library for the job is
searched.
library-name: Name of the library to be
searched.
outgoing-mapping-table: Table object to be
used by the FTP client for mapping

TBLFTPIN Table object that is to be used to map all
incoming data in the FTP client. Incoming
data is mapped from ASCII to EBCDIC.

*CCSID: CCSID parameter used to
determine incoming mapping.
*DFT: CCSID parameter used to determine
incoming mapping.
*LIBL: All libraries in the user and system
portions of the job's library list are searched
until the first match is found.
*CURLIB: The current library for the job is
searched.
library-name: Name of the library to be
searched.
incoming-mapping-table: Table object to be
used by the FTP client for mapping
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YEXCMBRLST (Execute Member List)

This command executes a command or user-defined option for each member name in a specified member list. A set of
special substitution symbols indicates where the member, file, library names and other attributes are to be inserted in the
command request string. Entries may be removed or flagged following execution of the command.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
RQSDTA Request data to execute upon the items

in the specified member list. The request
string can be up to 256 characters long
(see below for further details). To invoke the
command prompter on the request data,
place a ‘?’ as the first character

*USROPT: Use the user-defined option
specified by the USROPT parameter

USROPT Two character user-defined option
identifying a record in the specified user-
defined option file, containing user option
text for substitution in the RQSDTA string

*NONE: (default) No user option text is to
be substituted

OPTFIL Qualified name of file containing the user-
defined option text

QAUOOPT: (default) File name

OPTMBR Name of member containing the user option
text

*FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file

MBRLST Qualified name of executed member list QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
*SELECT: Display member lists for
selection

FLAGVAL Flag value of list entries to select for
execution

*ANY: (default) Execute all list entries
Otherwise, FLAGVAL is a list parameter
made up of the following two elements:
Relational operator for selection of flags
*EQ: (default) Equal to
*NE: Not equal to
Flag value
Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values. See Article A for further
details on flag values

ERRLVL Number of execution errors allowed before
the list execution is abandoned

*NONE: (default) No errors are allowed
*NOMAX: There is no limit on the number
of errors allowed
Note that execution does not take place if
syntax errors are detected in the request
data
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UPDLST List update option *NONE: (default) The list is not to be
updated
Otherwise, UPDLST can be up to two of the
following:
*RMVOK: If the requested command
completes without error for a list entry, then
the list entry is removed from the list
*RMVERR: If an error occurs when the
requested command is executed upon a list
entry, then the list entry is removed from the
list
*FLAGERR: If an error occurs when the
requested command is executed upon a
list entry, then the list entry is to be flagged
with the flag specified by the OUTFLAGVAL
parameter
*FLAGOK: If the requested command
completes without error for a list entry,
then the list entry is flagged with the flag
specified by the OUTFLAGVAL parameter
If more than one value is specified,
*RMVERR + *FLAGOK and *RMVOK +
*FLAGERR are the only valid combinations

OUTFLAGVAL Flag value given to flagged entries when
the UPDLST parameter is *FLAGERR or
*FLAGOK

Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

YEXCOBJLST (Execute Object List)

This command executes a command or user-defined option for each object name in a specified object list. A set of special
substitution symbols indicates where the object name, library name, object type and other attributes are to be inserted.
Specific list entries may be executed by selecting on a given flag. Entries may be removed or flagged following execution
of the command.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
RQSDTA Request data to execute upon each item

in the specified object list. The request
string can be up to 256 characters long
(see below for further details). To invoke
the command prompter on the request
string, place a ? as the first character in the
request data.

*USROPT: (default) Use the user option
specified by the USROPT parameter

USROPT Two character user-defined option
identifying a record in the specified user-
defined option file, containing user option
text for substitution in the RQSDTA string

*NONE: (default) No user-defined option
text is to be substituted

OPTFIL Qualified name of file containing the user-
defined option text

QAUOOPT: (default) File name

OPTMBR Name of member containing the user option
text

*FILE:(default) The member has the same
name as the file

OBJLST Qualified name of Synon/1E object list
which is to be executed

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) Object list
name
*SELECT: Display object lists for selection

FLAGVAL Flag value of list entries to select for
execution

*ANY: (default) Execute all list entries
Otherwise, FLAGVAL is a list parameter
made up of the following two elements:
Relational operator for selection of flags
*EQ: (default) Equal to
*NE: Not equal to
Flag value
Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

ERRLVL Number of execution errors allowed before
the list execution is abandoned

*NONE:(default) No errors are allowed
*NOMAX: There is no limit on the number
of errors allowed
Note that execution does not take place if
syntax errors are detected in the request
string
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UPDLST List update option *NONE: (default) The list is not to be
updated.
Otherwise, UPDLST can be up to two of the
following:
*RMVOK: If the requested command
completes without error for a list entry, then
the list entry is removed from the list.
*RMVERR: If an error occurs when the
requested command is executed upon a list
entry, then the list entry is removed from the
list.
*FLAGERR: If an error occurs when the
requested command is executed upon a
list entry, then the list entry is to be flagged
with the flag specified by the OUTFLAGVAL
parameter.
*FLAGOK: If the requested command
completes without error for a list entry,
then the list entry is flagged with the flag
specified by the OUTFLAGVAL parameter.
If more than one value is specified,
*RMVERR + *FLAGOK and *RMVOK +
*FLAGERR are the only valid combinations

OUTFLAGVAL Flag value to be given to flagged
entries when the UPDLST parameter is
*FLAGERR or *FLAGOK

Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

YFLTDBFLST (Filter Database List)

This command removes unwanted items from an existing database file list.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FILTER Type of filtering required *SELECT: (default) Keep items that satisfy

the filtering conditions
*OMIT: Reject items which satisfy the
filtering conditions

FILE List of up to ten qualified names or name
masks of files on which to filter. Name
masks may contain ? or *

*ANY: (default) No filtering on file name or
file library name
‘*ALL/name mask’: Filter on file name but
not on library name
‘name mask/*ALL’: Filter on library name
but not on file name

FILEATR File type on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering on file type
*PHY: Select physical files only
*LGL: Select logical files only

TEXT File text on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering is done on file
text
*NONE: Only those files with no text are
included
Character string: Only those files whose
text contains the specified string, starting
at any position, are included in the list. Up
to fifty characters of search string may be
specified. Upper and lower case differences
are ignored. The character ? may be used
as a wild character in the search string

FILETYPE File data type on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering on file data type
*DATA: Select data files only
*SRC: Select source files only

LVLCHK File level checking attribute on which to
filter

*ANY: (default) No filtering on file level
checking
*YES: Select files for which LVLCHK(*YES)
applies
*NO: Select files for which LVLCHK(*NO)
applies

ACCPTH File access path type on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering on file access
path type
*ARRIVAL: Select arrival sequence files
*KEYED: Select keyed sequence files
*SHARED: Select files sharing access
paths

SELOMIT File access path select/omit logic attribute
on which to filter

*ANY: (default) no filtering on select/omit
logic
*YES: Select files for which select or omit
logic has been specified
*NO: Select files for which no select or omit
logic has been specified
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ALTCOLSEQ Alternate collating sequence attribute on
which to filter

*ANY: (default) No filtering on alternate
collating sequence
*YES: Select files for which an alternate
collating sequence has been specified
*NO: Select files for which no alternate
collating sequence has been specified
N.B. This keyword is not available from the
Edit Database File List command display
(YEDTDBFLST) due to programming
limitations

MAINT File access path maintenance type on
which to filter

*ANY: (default) No filtering on file
maintenance type
*IMM: Select immediate maintenance files
*REBLD: Select rebuild maintenance files
*DLY: Select delayed maintenance files

JRN Qualified journal name on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering on journal data
*NONE: Select unjournaled files
*JRN: Select all files that are being or have
been journaled
*ACTIVE: select files for which journaling is
currently active
If a journal name or library is specified the
special value *ALL may be used to match
all values

DBFLST Qualified name of dbf list which is to be
filtered

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) list name

YFLTFMTLST (Filter Format List)

This command removes unwanted items from existing format list.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FILTER Type of filtering required *SELECT: (default) Keep items which

satisfy the filtering conditions.
*OMIT: Reject items which satisfy the
filtering conditions

FMT List of format names on which to filter.
Either one of the following single values

*ANY: (default) No filtering on format name
*PRESENT: A non-blank format name must
be present
*ABSENT: Format name must be blank
Or a list of up to ten generic format names

FILE List of up to ten qualified names or name
masks of files on which to filter. Name
masks may contain ? or *

*ANY: (default) No filtering on file name or
file library name
*ALL/name mask’: Filter on file name but
not on library name
‘name mask/*ALL’: Filter on library name
but not on file name

FILEATR File attribute on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering on file attribute
Valid i OS or S38 file attribute

FMTTYPE Format type on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering on format type
Or a list of up to five format types:
*NORMAL: Any format type except for
subfile control, subfile record, subfile
message record or user-defined types.
*SFLMSGRCD: Subfile message record
format types
*SFLCTL: Subfile control record format type
*SFL: Subfile record format type
*USRDFN: User-defined format types

TEXT Format text on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering is done on
format text
*NONE: (default) Only those formats with
no text included
Character string: Only formats whose text
contains the specified string, starting at
any position, are included in the list. Up
to fifty characters of search string may be
specified. Upper and lower case differences
are ignored. The character ? may be used
as a wild character in the search string

FMTLST Qualified name of format list that is to be
filtered

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) list name

YFLTMBRLST (Filter Member List)

This command removes unwanted items from an existing member list. Wanted items can be placed in a designated output
member list.
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FILTER Type of filtering required *SELECT: (default) Keep items that satisfy

filtering conditions
*OMIT: Reject items that satisfy the filtering
conditions

MBR List of up to ten names or name masks of
members on which to filter. Name masks
may contain ? or *

*ANY: (default) No filtering on member
name
*PRESENT: Match any item having a
member name
*ABSENT: Match any item not having a
member name

FILE List of up to ten names or name masks of
the member’s file and library on which to
filter. Name masks may contain ? or *

*ANY: (default) No filtering on file name
‘*ALL/name mask’: Filter on file name but
not on library name
‘name mask/*ALL’: Filter on library name
but not on file name

SEUTYPE List of attribute of member’s SEU source
types on which to filter

*ANY: (default) No filtering on source type
*PRESENT: Match any item which has a
source type other than blank
*ABSENT: Match any item which has no
source type
*S38: Match any item which has an
SEUTYPE containing the characters 38
*S36: Match any item which has an
SEUTYPE containing the characters 36
*NATIVE: Match any item which does not
have characters 38 or 36 in source type
Otherwise must be a valid i OS source type

TEXT Member text on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering is done on
member text
*NONE: Only those members with no text
are included
Character string: Only those members
whose text contains the specified string,
starting at any position, are included in the
list. Up to fifty characters of search string
may be specified. Upper and lower case
differences are ignored. The character ?
can be used as a wild character in the
search string

CRTSYSTEM Filter on System where member was
created

*ANY: (default) No filtering on System
where member was created
Otherwise, specify an IBM i system name
for filtering

ASP Filter on Auxiliary Storage Pool (ASP)
where member resides

*ANY: (default) No filtering on ASP
Otherwise, specify an Auxiliary Storage
Pool number
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DATE Member date on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering on date
Otherwise, DATE is a list parameter made
up of the following four elements:
Date type
- *CRT: Filter on date member created
- *CHG: Filter on date member last
changed
- *USD: Filter on date member last used
- *URS: Filter on date usage counter was
last resent
Date operator
- *EQ: (default) Equal to
- *NE: Not equal to
- *LT: Less than
- *GT: Greater than
Date: Entered in system date format
(QDATFMT).
Time: Entered in HHMMSS format

USAGE Number of days since Usage Counter was
reset

*ANY: (default) No filtering on number of
days used
Otherwise, USAGE is a list of parameters
made up of the following two elements:
Days used operator
- *EQ: (default) Equal to
- *NE: Not equal to
- *LT: Less than
- *GT: Greater than
Days used entered as a number

NBRRCDS Number of records in member on which to
filter

*ANY: (default) No filtering on number of
records
Otherwise, NBRRCDS is a list parameter
made up of the following four elements:
Record type
- *RCD: Filter on number of active records
- *DLT: Filter on number of deleted records
Date Operator
- *EQ: (default) Equal to
- *NE: Not equal to
- *LT: Less than
- *GT: Greater than

FLAGVAL Flag value on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering is done on flag
value
Otherwise, FLAGVAL is a list parameter
made up of the following two elements:
Relational operator for selection of flags
- *EQ: (default) Equal to
- *NE: Not equal to
Flag value
Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values
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UPDLST List update option Up to two of the following values
*RMVERR:(default) Remove items from list
that do not meet the filter criteria
*FLAGOK: Flag the items in the list that
meet the filter criteria. Flag with the flag
specified by the OUTFLAGVAL parameter

MBRLST Qualified name of member list which is to
be filtered

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name

OUTFLAGVAL Flag value given to selected items in
resulting list if *FLAGOK is specified for the
UPDLST parameter

Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values.

OUTLST Qualified name of copied output list with
selected entries

*NONE: (default) Selected list entries are
not copied to an output list
QTEMP/TEMPLSTOUT: (default) Output list
name

OUTLSTOPT Output list replacement option for the list
specified by the OUTLST paramete

*REPLACE: (default) Create a new output
list, replacing any previous list’s contents
*ADD: Add to any existing list’s contents

YFLTOBJLST (Filter Object List)

This command removes or flags unwanted items from an existing object list.
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FILTER Type of filtering required *SELECT: (default) Keep items which

satisfy the filtering conditions
*OMIT: Reject items which satisfy the
filtering conditions

OBJ List of qualified names or name masks
of objects and libraries on which to filter.
Name masks may contain ‘*’ and ?
characters

*ANY: (default) No filtering is done on
object names
‘*ALL/name mask’: Filter on object name
but not on library name.
‘name mask/*ALL’: Filter on library name
but not on object name

OBJTYPE List of object types on which to filter *ANY: (default) no filtering is done on type
must be a valid i OS object type

OBJATR List of object attributes on which to filter Either one of the following single values
*ANY: (default) No filtering is done on
attribute
*NATIVE: Must be a valid native i OS object
attribute
*S38: Must be a valid i OS S38 object
attribute
Or a list of up to fifteen of the following
elements:
Any valid i OS object attribute
*PHY: Equivalent to using both *PF and
*PF38
*LGL: Equivalent to using both *LF and
*LF38
*DSP: Equivalent to using both *DSPF and
*DSPF38
*PRT: Equivalent to using both *PRTF and
*PRTF38

OWNER Object owner to filter *ANY:(default) No filtering is done on owner
*USER: Filter on user profile of current job
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DATE Date to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering is done on date
Otherwise, DATE is a list parameter made
up of the following four elements:
Date type on which to filter
- *CRT: Filter on date object was last
created
- *CHG: Filter on date object was last
changed
- *SRC: Date source was last changed
- *SAV: Date object was last saved
- *RST: Date object was last restored
- *USD: Date object last used
- *URS: Date usage counter was last reset
Date operator.
- *EQ: (default) Equal to
- *NE: Not equal to
- *LT: Less than
- *GT: Greater than
Date, entered in system date format
Time, entered in HHMMSS format

USEUPD Usage data collected *ANY: (default) No filtering on usage data
collected
*YES: Filter on objects for which usage
data is collected
*NO: Do not filter on objects for which
usage data is collected

USECOUNT Number of days since usage counter was
last reset

*ANY: (default) No filtering number of days
used
Otherwise, USECOUNT is a list of
parameters made up of the following two
elements:
Days used operator
- *EQ: equal to
- *NE: not equal to
- *LT: less than
- *GT: greater than
Days used: entered as a number

CRTUSR Name of creator user profile on which to
filter

*ANY: (default) No filtering is done on
creator
*IBM: Filter on objects which were not
created by any user profile

CRTSYSTEM Filter on system where object was created *ANY: (default) N filtering on system where
object was created
Otherwise, specify an IBM i (IBM i ) system
name for filtering

OBJDMN Object domain on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering on object
domain
*SYSTEM: The object is in the system
domain
*USER: The object is in the user domain

USRCHG Filter on objects modified by a user *ANY: (default) No filtering on user modified
*YES: Object is modified by a user
*NO: Object is not modified by a user
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ASP Filter on auxiliary storage pool (ASP) where
object resides

*ANY: (default) No filtering on ASP
Otherwise, specify an auxiliary storage pool
number

CPR Compression status on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering on compression
status
*YES: Filter on permanently compressed
objects
*NO: Filter on objects eligible for
compression but not compressed.
*TEMP: Filter on objects temporarily
compressed
*INELIGIBLE: Filter is ineligible for
compression
Compiler
Compiler level at object creation on which
to filter
*ANY: (default) No filtering is done on
compiler level
*NONE: Filter on objects not compiled
*CURRENT: Filter on compiler level same
as i OS level of machine executing the filter
Otherwise, COMPILER is a decimal
number VRR.MM, where V is Version, RR
is release, and MM is machine level

SAVF Qualified name of save file on which to filter *ANY: (default) Do not filter on save file
*NONE: Filter on objects which have not
been saved to a save file
Save file *ALL: Do not filter on file name
Save library *ALL: Do not filter on library
name

OSLVL i OS level at which object was created *ANY: (default) no filtering will be done on i
OS level
*CURRENT: filter on i OS level of machine
executing the filter
Otherwise, OSLVL is a decimal number
VRR.MM, where V is Version, RR is
release, and MM is machine level
Relational operator for compiler level
filtering
- *EQ: (default) equal to
- *NE: not equal to
- *LT: less than
- *GT: greater than
Four digit number with two decimal places
where RR is the release level, and MM is
the modification level
- *CURRENT: (default) Use the current i OS
level
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OBJSIZE Object size on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering is done on
object size
Otherwise, OBJSIZE is a list parameter
made up of the following two elements:
Relational operator for object size filtering
- *EQ: (default) Equal to
- *NE: Not equal to
- *LT: Less than
- *GT: Greater than
Object size in bytes
- *ZERO: (default) Zero bytes

OBJDAMAGE Object damage status on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering is done on
object damage status
*DAMAGED: Only damaged objects are to
be included in the list
*UNDAMAGED: Only undamaged objects
are to be included in the list

TEXT Object text on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering is done on
object text
*NONE: Only those objects with no text
included
Character string: Only those objects whose
text contains the specified string, starting
at any position, is included in the list. Up
to fifty characters of search string can be
specified. Upper and lower case differences
are ignored. The character ? can be used
as a wild character in the search string

FLAGVAL Flag value on which to filter *ANY: (default) No filtering is done on flag
value
Otherwise, FLAGVAL is a list parameter
made up of the following two elements:
Relational operator for selection of flags
- *EQ: (default) Equal to
- *NE: Not equal to
Flag value
- Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

UPDLST List update option. Up to two of the
following values

RMVERR: Remove items from list that do
not meet the filter criteria
*FLAGOK: Flag list items that meet the filter
criteria. Flag with the flag specified by the
OUTFLAGVAL parameter

OBJLST Qualified name of the filtered object list QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
OUTFLAGVAL Flag value given to selected items in

resulting list
*FLAGOK is specified for the UPDLST
parameter
Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

OUTLST Qualified name of output list where selected
entries are copied

*NONE: (default) Selected list entries are
not copied to an output list
QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) output list
name
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OUTLSTOPT Output list replacement option specified by
the OUTLST parameter

*REPLACE: (default) Create a new output
list, replacing any previous list’s contents
*ADD: Add to any existing list’s contents

YGO (Go to Menu)

This command displays type menus, starting with a specified menu.
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
MENU Name of first menu which is displayed MAIN: (default) Menu named MAIN is

displayed
*Y1: The master help menu for the utilities
is displayed
*Y2: The master help menu for the
application generator is displayed
*SELECT: A list of available menus are
displayed, one of which may be selected
*USER: A menu with the same name as the
current user’s user profile is displayed

FILE Qualified name of the file containing menus YDSNMNU: (default) File name
*USRPRF: The menu file specified for the
user profile with the command Change
User Profile (YCHGUSRPRF) is used
*Y1: Help menu file
*Y2: Help menu file
*SELECT: A list of available menu files are
displayed
The file must be created with the
YCRTDSNF command

MBR Name of member in file containing the
menus

*FILE: (default) The member name will be
assumed to be the same as the file name.
*SELECT: A list of available menu file
members are displayed

JOBD Qualified name of job description to be
used by the menu program when submitting
jobs

*USRPRF: (default) Job description
specified for the user profile is used

MNUENT Direct menu name entry allowed option *YES: (default) Allow entry of menu names
*NO: Do not allow menu name entry

CMDENT Command entry allowed option *YES: (default) Allow entry of command
requests
*NO: Do not allow command entry

CHKMNUAUT Authority checking of menu options *NO: (default) No authority checking of
options in menu
*CHKOBJ: Authority checking of options in
menu to take place

ALWEXIT Allow exit from top menu by pressing F03 *YES: (default) Allow exit via F03
*NO: Do not allow exit via F03

SIGNOFF Effect of taking so from any menu display *NONE: (default) Return to caller
*NOLIST: Execute SIGNOFF(*NOLIST)
*LIST: Execute SIGNOFF(*LIST)
*USRPRF: Execute SIGNOFF using signoff
option from user profile extension attributes

EXCPMSGQ Qualified name of message queue to which
a copy of any exception message received
by the display menu program is to be sent

*NONE: (default) Do not send a copy of
exception messages
*USRPRF: The default message queue
specified for the user profile is used
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USROPT Display option *NORMAL: (default) Display menu display
with SAA standards
*EXTENDED: Display menu display with
extended display options, including date
and time

YGRTPRDAUT (Grant Product Authority)

This command allows you to enter a code to enable the products.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
AUTCDE Authorization code which is made up of

seven four digit hex numbers
CHKDGT The check digit is a number between zero

and nine. Your representative will issue you
with a check digit

YINXLST (Index List)

This command adds a logical file member to a specified physical file. Intended primarily for internal use by utilities.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
LST Qualified name of list which is to be indexed QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
LSTPF Name of physical file containing list YOBJLST: (default) Object list

(QADSPOBJ)
YDBFLST: Database file list (QAFDMBR)
YFMTLST: Format list (QAFDRFMT)
YMBRLST: Member list (QAFDMBRL)

LSTLF Name of logical file to which member is to
be added. See the following table

*LSTTYPE: (default) Determine from
LSTPF - see table
YOBJLST1: Object name/library index
YOBJLST2: Object name/type index
YFMTLST1: Format name/file/library index
YFMTLST2: Format name/format id
YDBFLST1: File name/library index
YMBRLST1: Member name/file/library
index

ERRMSG Message identifier of message which is to
be sent as an escape message if the list
is not found. The message must be in the
message file, YYYYMSG

*LSTTYPE: (default) Determine from
LSTPF

YMOVLST (Move List)

This command moves an object, member, format or database file list to another list file.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
LSTTYPE Type of list moved *DBF: Database file list

*FMT: Format list
*MBR: Member list
*OBJ: Object list

FROMLST Qualified name of moved list
TOLST Qualified name of destination list
LSTOPT List replacement option *REPLACE: (default) Replace any existing

contents of the list identified by TOLST
parameter
*ADD: Add to any existing TOLST contents

YMOVM (Move Member)

This command moves a list of source members. The list can either be specified by a generic name, or by using a member
list. Movement consists of copying the member to the destination file, then removing the original member. The old version
of the member may also be archived.
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FROMFILE Qualified generic name of file containing

members which are to be moved
*MBRLST: (default) Move members named
in member list specified with the MBRLST
parameter
*ALL: Move all files in the specified library

FROMMBR Generic name of members to be moved *ALL: Move all members in the specified file
or files

TOLIB Destination library to which members are
to be moved. A copy of the from file must
already exist in the to library

*CURLIB (default) Move members to a file
in the invoking job’s current library

TOFILE Name of file in destination library *FROMFILE: (default) Each member is
moved to a file of the same name as the file
in the from library containing the member

MOVOPT Movement option *ALL: (default) All the found members are
moved
*OLD: Only existing members in the
destination file are to be moved
*NEW: Only found members that do not
already exist in the destination file are
moved

OLDLIB Name of archive library *NONE: (default) No archive copy is kept,
If the member already exists in a file in the
library specified by OLDLIB, it is replaced

MSGQ Qualified name of message queue to
which a completion message is to be
sent for each member moved. May be
used to provide a control log of program
implementation

*NONE: (default) No message is sent.
*WRKSTN: Messages is sent to the current
workstation’s message queue

FLAGVAL Flag value of list items to move A list parameter made up of the following
two elements:
Relational operator for selection of flags
- *EQ: (default) Equal to
- *NE: Not equal to
Flag value
Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values.
Otherwise *ANY executes all list entries

UPDLST List update option Up to two of the following values:
*FLAGERR: (default) List items not
successfully moved are flagged with M
(*FAILMBR)
*RMVOK: List items successfully moved
are removed from the list
*RMVERR: List items not successfully
moved are removed from the list

MBRLST Qualified name of member list indicating
members that are to be moved

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
Specify FROMFILE(*MBRLST) to use an
existing member list
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EDIT Edit list required *NO: (default) No editing required
*YES: The edit member list function is
invoked to edit the list before execution

YMOVOBJ (Move Objects)

This command moves a list of objects. The list can either be specified by a generic name or by using a list. Data and
application objects can be directed to different destination libraries, and a log kept of movements. Authorizations can be
preserved.
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
OBJ Qualified generic name of moved objects *OBJLST: An object list specified by the

OBJLST parameter, names the objects
which are to be moved
*ALL: All objects in the specified libraries
are to be moved

OBJTYPE Lists object to be moved *ALL: All object types are to be moved.\
If OBJ(*OBJLST) is specified then *ALL
should be specified for OBJTYPE. Note that
certain i OS object types may not be moved

TOLIBOBJ Library to which non-data objects are to be
moved

*NONE: Non-data objects are not moved
*CURLIB: Move non-data objects to current
library

TOLIBDTA Destination library for data objects. Data
objects include physical and logical files,
and data areas

*TOLIBOBJ: (default) Move data objects
to the library specified by the TOLIBOBJ
parameter
*CURLIB: Move data objects to current
library
*NONE: Data objects are not to be moved
*NONE may not be specified for both
TOLIBOBJ and TOLIBDTA

MOVOPT Movement option *ALL: (default) All the found objects are to
be moved
*OLD: Only found objects that already exist
in the destination library are to be moved
*NEW: Only found objects that do not
already exist in the destination library are to
be moved

TFRAUT Transfer authorities *NO: (default) No authorities are to be
transferred
*YES: Any authorities that any existing
version of the object in the library named by
the TOLIB parameter possesses is granted
to the object that replaces it

OLDLIB Library to place versions of the objects that
already exist in the destination library.

*NONE: (default) If a copy of the object
already exists in the destination library, that
copy is deleted

MSGQ Qualified name of message queue to which
a completion message is to be sent for
each object moved. May be used to provide
a control log of program implementation

*NONE: (default) No message is sent
*WRKSTN: Messages are sent to the
current workstation’s message queue

FLAGVAL Flag value of list items to move *ANY: (default) Move objects regardless of
the flag values of their list entries
Otherwise, FLAGVAL is a list parameter
made up of the following two elements:
Relational operator for selection of flags
- *EQ: (default) Equal to
- *NE: Not equal to
Flag value
- Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values
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UPDLST List update option. Up to two of the
following values

*FLAGERR: (default) Flag the list entries
for those objects which are not successfully
moved with O (*FAILOBJ)
*RMVOK: Remove the list entries for those
objects which are successfully moved
*RMVERR: Remove the list entries
for those objects items which are not
successfully moved

OBJLST Qualified name of object list that specifies
objects that are to be moved

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
Specify OBJ(*OBJLST) to use an existing
list

EDIT Edit list *NO: (default) Do not invoke list edit
function
*YES: The edit list function is to be invoked
before executing the move

YMOVOBJSRC (Move Objects & Source)

This command moves a list of objects and their accompanying source members. The list may either be specified by a
generic name, or by a object list. Data and application objects may be directed to different destination libraries, and a log
kept of movements. Authorities can be preserved automatically.

Syntax Diagram

The diagram appears on the following page.
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
OBJ Qualified generic name of objects moved *OBJLST: Object list specified by OBJLST

parameter specifies objects to be moved
*ALL: All objects in specified libraries are to
be moved

OBJTYPE Type of object to be moved *ALL: All object types are to be moved
TOLIBOBJ Destination library to which non-data

objects are to be moved
*NONE: Non-data objects are not to be
moved
*CURLIB: Move non-data objects to current
library

TOLIBDTA Destination library to which data objects are
to be moved. Data objects include physical
and logical files, and data areas

*TOLIBOBJ: (default) Use the library
whose name is specified by the TOLIBOBJ
parameter
*NONE: Data objects are not to be moved.
*NONE May not be specified for both
destination libraries
*CURLIB: Move data objects to current
library

FROMSRCPF Qualified name of source file from which
source members are moved

*QDFTSRC: (default) The source file
defaulted to the appropriate default source
file name for the object type and attribute
*OBJSRC: The source file and member
where the object was created

TOSRCPF Qualified name of destination source file *FROMSRCPF: (default) The file name in
the destination library is the same as that
of the file containing the member in the
originating library
The library name defaults to the library
specified by the TOLIBOBJ parameter

MOVOPT Movement option *ALL: (default) All objects are moved
*OLD: Only found objects that already exist
in the destination library are moved
*NEW: Only found objects that do not
already exist in the destination library are
moved

TFRAUT Transfer authorities *NO: (default) No authorities are transferred
*YES: Any existing object in the TOLIB
library possesses are granted to the object
that replaces it

OLDLIB Library in which to place any old versions of
the objects and source already exist in the
destination library or libraries. (If a version
already exists in the library specified by the
OLDLIB parameter

*NONE: (default) Do not keep the previous
copy; if a copy of the object already exists
in the destination libraries, that copy is
deleted (if it is not a data object)

MSGQ Qualified name of a message queue to
which a completion message is to be sent
recording each object and each member
moved. May be used to provide a control
log of program implementation

NONE: (default) No message is sent
*WRKSTN: Messages are sent to the
current workstation’s message queue
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FLAGVAL Flag value of list items to move *ANY: (default) Move objects regardless of
the flag values of their list entries
Otherwise, FLAGVAL is a list parameter
made up of the following two elements:
Relational operator for selection of flags
- *EQ: (default) Equal to
- *NE: Not equal to
Flag value
- Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

UPDLST List update option. Up to two of the
following values

*FLAGERR: (default) Flag the list entries for
those objects not successfully moved with
O (*FAILOBJ). The corresponding member
list are flagged with M (*FAILMBR)
*RMVOK: Remove the list entries for those
objects successfully moved
*RMVERR: Remove the list entries for
those objects items not successfully moved

OBJLST Qualified name of a object list specifying
the objects that are to be moved

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
Specify OBJ(*OBJLST) to use an existing
list

EDIT Edit list option *NO: (default) Do not invoke the list edit
function
*YES: The edit list function is to be invoked
before executing the move

YMVY1DTA (Move User Data Objects)

This command moves created user objects that might contain data from one library to another.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FROMLIB Name of library from which user data

objects are moved
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TOLIB Name of library to which user data objects
are moved

*NONE: Special value: Only check the
library to see if any objects exist. Do not
move them

YOPRLST (Operate on List)

This command performs a set operation on two input lists yielding a result list.
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
LSTTYPE List type for operation *DBF: Database file list

*FMT: Format list.
*MBR: Member list.
*OBJ: Object list

LSTA Qualified name of a list which is operand 1
LSTOPR List (set) operation *SUB: (default) Subtract contents of LSTB

from LSTA
*DIFF: Calculate difference between two
lists
*INTERSECT: Calculate intersection of two
lists
*UNION: Calculate union of two lists

LSTB Qualified name of a list which is operand 2 QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
TOLST Qualified name of a list to contain the result *LSTA: Place result of the operation in list

named by LSTA parameter
LSTOPT List replacement option *REPLACE: (default) Replace any existing

contents of TOLST
*ADD: Add to current TOLST contents

IGNLIB Ignore library names when comparing list
items

*NO: (default) Use library name when
comparing list items
*YES: Ignore library name

IGNFIL Ignore file names when comparing member
list items

*NO: (default) Use file name when
comparing member list name
*YES: Ignore file name when comparing
member list items

IGNCRTDTE Ignore creation dates when comparing list
items (database file, member and object
lists only)

*YES: (default) Ignore creation dates
*NO: Check that creation dates are the
same when comparing list items

IGNCHGDTE Ignore change dates when comparing list
items (database, member and object list
only)

*YES: (default) Ignore change dates
*NO: Check that change dates are the
same when comparing list items

IGNFMTID Ignore format ids when comparing list items
(format lists only)

*YES: (default) Ignore format id
*NO: Check that format ids are the same
when comparing list items

YRMVLLE (Remove Library List Entry)

This command removes a library from a library list.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
LIB Name of the removed library *CURLIB: Take the name of the library to be

removed from the current library of the job
running the YRMVLLE command
*NOEXIST: For all library lists specified on
LIBLST parameter, check the existence of
each library in the user portion; and remove
the entry if the library does not exist. If
RMVCURLIB(*YES) is also specified,
then the current library (CURLIB) of each
library list is also checked and replaced with
*NOCHG if a nonexistent library name was
specified
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LIBLST Qualified generic name of library list(s) from
which the library is removed

*USER: (default) Library list name is same
as that of the current user profile
*JOB: Library list name is same as that of
the current job
*ALL: Remove library from all library lists in
specified library

RMVCURLIB Remove current library entry from library list *YES: (default) If the library specified on
the LIB parameter matches the current
library (CURLIB) entry on the library list,
remove the library name and replace it with
*NOCHG
*NO: Do not remove library list’s current
library entry

UPDJOBD Update library list’s job description *YES: (default) Updates the initial library list
of the job description entry on the library list
with the modified list of libraries specified
on the list
*NO: Do not update job description

LSTTYPE Select library list type *ALL: (default) Select all library lists

YRMVM (Remove Member)

This command removes members from a file. The members to be removed can be specified by a generic name or by a
member list.

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FILE Qualified generic name of file containing

removed members
*MBRLST: The names of removed
members are specified by a member list
whose name is given by the MBRLST
parameter
*ALL: Members are removed from all files in
specified libraries

MBR Generic name of members which are
removed

*ALL: (default) All members are removed

MBRLST Qualified name of a member list specifying
members that are to be removed

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) Specify
FILE(*MBRLST) to use an existing list

EDIT Edit list required *NO: (default) No editing required
*YES: The edit member list function is
invoked to edit the list before execution

YRNMLIB (Rename Library)

This command renames a library and updates all references to the library in the library lists. Any references to the library
made by a user profiles can also be updated.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FROMLIB Name of library which is to be renamed
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TOLIB New name of library *NONE: (default) Library is removed from
all lists in which it occurs

LIBLST Qualified name of library list containing
references to the library being renamed
which should be updated

*ALL: (default) All library lists are updated
*NONE: No library lists are updated

UPDUSRPRF Update any references to the library made
by user profiles

*NO: (default) Do not update user profiles
*YES: Do update user profiles

UPDJOBD Update the job description associated with
the library list

*YES: (default) Update the initial library
list of the job description with the libraries
specified in the list.
*NO: Do not update job description

YRNMLIBLST (Rename Library List)

This command renames a library list.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
LIBLST Qualified name of library list to be renamed
NEWLST Name of new library list
UPDUSRPRF Update any reference to the library list in

user profiles
*NO: (default) Do not update user profiles
*YES: Update user profiles

YRNMLLE (Rename Library List Entry)

This command renames a library list entry in a list(s).
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FROMLIB Name of library list entry to be renamed *CURLIB: (default) Rename job’s current

library
TOLIB New name of library *CURLIB:(default) Rename library to job’s

current library
LIBLST Qualified generic name of library list(s) in

which the library list entry is renamed
*USER: (default) Library list name is same
as that of the current user profile
*JOB: Library list name is same as that of
the current job
*ALL: Rename library in all lists in specified
library

UPDJOBD Update library list’s job description *YES: (default) Update the initial library list
of the job description associated with the
library list with the libraries specified in the
list
*NO: Do not update job description

LSTTYPE Select library list type *ALL: (default) Select all library lists

YRNMMNU (Rename Menu)

This command renames a menu.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
MENU Name of renamed menu *SELECT: (default) Provides a display of

existing menu names, one of which may be
selected

TOMENU New name of menu
FILE Qualified name of file containing menus *LIBL/YDSNMNU:( default) Menu file

name file must have been created with the
YCRTDSNF command

MBR Name of member in file containing menus *FILE: (default) Member has same name as
file

RNMMNUREF Rename references to menu by other
menus

*NO: (default) Do not update references to
menu by other menus
*YES: Update references to menu by MNU
type options on other menus in the same
menu file

YRNMOBJSRC (Rename an Object and Source)

This command renames an object and its corresponding source member.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
OBJ Qualified name of the renamed object
OBJTYPE Type of renamed object *PGM: (default) Program

n *CMD: Command
n *FILE: File

NEWOBJ New name of object and source member
SRCFILE Qualified name of file containing source

member
*DFTSRC: (default) Use source file
appropriate to source type:
If OBJTYPE(*CMD) is specified, use
QCMDSRC
If OBJTYPE(FILE) is specified, use
QDDSSRC
If OBJTYPE(*PGM) is specified, first try
QCLSRC, then QRPGSRC

MBR Name of existing source member *OBJ: Same as object name

YRNMPNL (Rename Panel Design)

This command renames a panel design.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FROMPNL Name of a panel design which is renamed *SELECT: (default) The panel design

selection display is presented
TOPNL New name for panel design
FILE Qualified name of file containing panel

design
YDSNPNL: (default) Panel design file name

MBR Name of member in file containing panel
design

*FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file

YRNMRPT (Rename Report Design)

This command renames a report design.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FROMRPT Name of a report design which is to be

renamed
*SELECT: (default) The report selection
display is presented

TORPT New name for report design
FILE Qualified name of file containing report

design
YDSNRPT: (default) Report file name
File must have been created with the
YCRTDSNF command1

MBR Name of member in file containing report
design

*FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file

YRNMUSRPRF (Rename User Profile)

This command renames a user profile. You should ensure that the profile is not enrolled in Office/400 before you execute
this command. The command does not update references to the user profile on existing authorization lists. Any such
references are lost.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FROMUSRPRF Name of user profile which is to be

renamed
TOUSRPRF New name of user profile
PASSWORD User password. The password must be a

valid name
*TOUSRPRF: (default) Adopt the new
profile name as the password
*NONE: New profile has no password

DOCPWD Specifies a document password for DIA
interchange

*NONE: (default) No document password is
used

GRTUSRAUT Specifies whether to grant the authorities of
the original
profile to the renamed profile

*YES: (default) Grant the authorities of the
original profile to the new profile
*NO: Do not grant the authorities

YRSTSPLRTR (Restart Spooled File Router)

The Restart Spooled File Router (YRSTSPLRTR) command is used to reset a spooled file router job which is monitoring
the specified data queue.

A spooled file router should be reset when the contents of the YSPLRTRP file have changed (due to spooled file routing
entries having been added, changed or deleted). The reset process will update the running spooled file router job with the
changed YSPLRTRP data, without ending the job.

See the command help for the Start spooled file router (YSTRSPLRTR) command for more information about the spooled
file router job.

Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description

Data queue (DTAQ)

Specifies the data queue currently being monitored.

NOTE
You must specify a data queue that is currently being monitored by a spooled file router job. Specifying a data
queue that is not being monitored by a spooled file router job can result in serious errors within any programs
using that data queue.

YSPLRTRQ

Use the default spooled router data queue YSPLRTRQ.

data-queue-name

Enter the name of an existing data queue which is being monitored by a spooled file router job.

Possible library values are:

*LIBL

All libraries in the user and system portions of the job's library list are searched until the first match is found for the
specified data queue.

*CURLIB

The current library for the job is used to locate the specified data queue. If no library is specified as the current library for
the job, the QGPL library is used.

library-name

Specify the name of the library to be searched for the specified data queue.

YRTVMSGF (Retrieve Message File)

This command retrieves the message descriptions or some of the message descriptions from a message file into a CL
source member. The CL source member contains the CL instructions necessary to add, change, or remove messages (or
a range of messages) from the message file specified on a subsequent call to the compiled program.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
MSGF Qualified name of message files whose

message descriptions are to be retrieved
QUSRMSG: (default) Message file name

SRCFILE Qualified name of source file into which the
CL source member is to be placed

QCLSRC: (default) Source file name

MBR Member name of CL member containing
message descriptions

*MSGF:(default) Name is same as MSGF
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RANGE Specifies a range of message identifiers
within the specified message file for which
statements are to be processed

*ALL: (default) Generate CL for all the
messages
Otherwise, RANGE is a list parameter
made up of the following two elements:
Starting message identifier: All message
definitions with an identifier greater than or
equal to this value will be retrieved.
- *FIRST: Start at the first message
description in the file.
Ending message identifier: All messages
with an identifier less than or equal to this
value are retrieved.
- *LAST: Continue until the last message
description in the file

GENOPT Generation option: specifies whether the
CL generation should be to add, change or
remove the message descriptions

*ADDMSGD: (default) Generate
CL statements to add the message
descriptions to the named message file
*CHGMSGD: Generate CL statements to
change the message descriptions in the
named message file
*RMVMSGD: Generate CL statements to
remove the message descriptions from the
named message file

SYNTAX Specifies the syntax of the CL program
generated

*NATIVE: (default) Generate i OS Native
CL.
*S38: Generate S38 CL

RTVLVL Specifies whether to retrieve and include
Creating level information (applicable to
ADDMSGD only)

*YES: (default) Retrieve level
*NO: Do not retrieve level

YRTVOBJLIB (Retrieve Object Library)

This command checks current job’s library list for a given object and, if it is found, returns the name of the first library
containing the object.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
OBJ Name of object whose library is to be

retrieved
OBJLIB CL variable that is to receive the name of

the library containing the object
If the variable has an initial value of *LIBL
or blank, then the whole of the library list is
searched
If the variable has an initial value of
*SYSLIBL then only the system part of the
library list is searched
If the variable has an initial value of
*USRLIBL then only the user part of the
library list will be searched
If the variable has an initial value of
*QSYSLIBL then the library list given by the
system value QSYSLIBL is searched

OBJTYPE Object type of object whose library is to be
retrieved

Must be one of the valid i OS object types
as allowed for the i OS command Check
Object (CHKOBJ)

MBR File member’s name. If a member is
specified, the YRTVOBJLIB command
checks for a file containing the specified
member

*NONE: (default) Do not check for a
member.
*FIRST: Check the existence of at least one
member
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YRTVPNLDSN (Retrieve Panel Design)

This command retrieves a panel design from the DDS source for an external display file or files. The command Define
Panel Design (YDFNPNLDSN) can be used in conjunction with this command to define how individual formats are
combined into a panel design.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
SRCFILE Qualified name of source file containing

DDS source members for externally
described display files which are to be
retrieved into panel designs

QDDSSRC: (default) DDS source file name
*MBRLST: locate source members to be
compiled by the member list specified by
the MBRLST parameter

SRCMBR Generic name of source members to be
retrieved

*ALL: All members of type DSPF in the
specified source file will be retrieved

FILE Qualified name of file to contain panel
designs

YDSNPNL: (default) Panel file name

MBR Name of member in file to contain panel
designs

*FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file
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MBRLST Qualified name of a member list QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
EDIT Edit list option *NO: List edit function is not invoked

*YES: invoke the list edit function before
proceeding with panel design retrieval

YRTVRPTDSN (Retrieve Report Design)

This command retrieves a report design from the DDS source for an external print file or files.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
SRCFILE Qualified name of source file containing

DDS source for external print file which is to
be retrieved to form report designs

QDDSSRC: (default) DDS source file name
*MBRLST: Locate source members to be
compiled by the member list specified by
the MBRLST parameter

SRCMBR Generic name of source members to be
retrieved

*ALL: (default) All members in the specified
source file are retrieved

FILE Qualified name of file to contain report
designs

YDSNRPT: (default) Report file name
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MBR Name of member in file to contain report
designs

*FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file

MBRLST Qualified name of a member list QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
EDIT Edit list option *NO: (default) List edit function will not be

invoked
*YES: Invoke the list edit function before
proceeding with report design retrieval

YRTVSPLFA (Retrieve Spooled File Attributes)

The Retrieve Spooled File Attributes (YRTVSPLFA) command is used in a CL program to retrieve the values of one or
more spooled file attributes for a specified spooled file and place the values into the specified CL variable.

The CL prompt for this command lists the minimum length for retrieved variables next to the appropriate parameters. For
character variables, a single number is shown. For decimal variables, two numbers are shown. The first number indicates
the minimum variable length and the second number indicates the minimum number of decimal positions.

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FILE This is a required parameter. Specifies the

name of the spooled file whose attributes
are being retrieved.

Job name (JOB): Specifies the name of the
job that created the spooled file.
*: The job that created the spooled file
issued this command.
job-name: Specify the name of the job that
contains the spooled file.
user-name: Specify the user name that
identifies the user profile under which the
job is run.
job-number: Specify the system-assigned
job number.

SPLNBR Specifies the unique number of the spooled
file in the job whose attributes are being
retrieved.

*ONLY: Only one spooled file in the job
has the specified file name; therefore, the
number of the spooled file is not necessary.
*LAST: If there is more than one spooled
file with the specified file name the one
with the highest number is the file whose
attributes are retrieved.
spooled-file-number: Specify the number of
the spooled file that matches the file name
whose attributes you wish to retrieve.

YRTVUSRPF (Retrieve User Profile)

This command retrieves user profile attributes for a specified user profile.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
USRPRF Name of user profile whose details are

retrieved
*CURRENT: (default) Retrieve details for
the current job’s user profile

TEXT CL variable that receives the name of the
text for the user profile

Character variable fifty bytes long
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LIBLST CL variable that receives the name of the
initial library list for the profile

Character variable ten bytes long

LIBLSTLIB CL variable that receives the name of the
library containing the library list for the
profile

Character variable ten bytes long

MENU CL variable that receives the name of the
initial menu for the profile

Character variable ten bytes long

MENUOPT CL variable that receives the name of the
initial menu option for the profile

Character variable two bytes long

MENUFILE CL variable that receives the name of the
menu file containing the initial menu for the
profile

Character variable ten bytes long

FILELIB CL variable that receives the name of the
library containing the initial menu for the
profile

Character variable ten bytes long

MENUMBR CL variable that receives the name of the
member containing the initial menu for the
profile

Character variable ten bytes long

ALWMNUENT CL variable that receives the current menu
entry value for the profile

Character variable four bytes long
*NO: The user is not permitted to enter
menu names from his menu, but is
restricted to the displayed menu options
*YES: The user may enter menu names to
transfer directly to a named menu

ALWCMDENT CL variable that receives the current
command entry value for the profile

Character variable four bytes long
*NO: (default) The user is not permitted to
enter commands. The user is restricted to
the displayed menu options
*YES: The user may enter and execute
commands directly from a menu

CHKMNUAUT CL variable that receives the current menu
option check value

Character variable seven bytes long

DTAAUT CL variable that receives the current data
authority level value for the profile

Character variable one byte long
1 to 9: (1-high, 9-low)

SBMJOBD CL variable that receives the current
job description name to be used by
the program Go to Menu (YGO) when
submitting jobs for the profile

Character variable ten bytes long

SBMJOBDLIB CL variable that receives the current
name of the job description used by the
program Go to Menu program (YGO) when
submitting jobs for the profile

Character variable ten bytes long

LOGOFF CL variable that receives the current
LOGOFF option value for the profile

Character variable seven bytes long.
*NOLIST: (default) No job log is to be
created
*LIST: A job log is to be created

HOLD CL variable that receives the current status
of the user profile

Character variable four bytes long.
*YES: (default) The user is prevented from
signing on
*NO: The user may sign on
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EXCPMSGQ CL variable that receives the name of the
exception message queue to be used by
the program Go to Menu (YGO) when
errors occur

Character variable ten bytes long

EXCPMSGQLB CL variable that receives the name of the
library containing the exception message
queue

Character variable ten bytes long

PWDEXPDAT CL variable that receives the value of the
password expiry date

Character variable six bytes long

PWDEXPDAYS CL variable that receives the number of
days between password changes

Decimal variable three digits packed

PWDEXPOPT CL variable that receives the value of the
password expiry option

Character variable ten bytes long

PWDEXPDAYS CL variable that is to receive the number of
days after a password has expired which
the user may change it

Decimal variable three digits packed

YRUNSQL (Start Interactive SQL Session)

This command is used to execute an ad hoc SQL statement from a command line or CL program, irrespective of whether
or not interactive SQL is installed on the IBM i. In addition, if interactive SQL is installed on the IBM i, you can start an
interactive SQL session.

The user can override an unqualified file used in the SQL statement or the interactive SQL session to a specific member
in the file in a specific library.

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
STMT Specifies the SQL statement to be

processed. This can be any SQL statement
that is valid in an interactive SQL session,
such as a SELECT or an UPDATE
statement

*STRSQL: Starts an interactive SQL
session, using the default values specified
for the Start SQL Interactive Session
(STRSQL) command.
_ sql-statement: Specifies a valid SQL
statement to be processed.

IGNCAS Specifies whether the statement should be
treated as case-insensitive.

*NO: Considers case-sensitivity.
*YES Ignores case-sensitivity.
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FILE Specifies the file to be overridden. This
should be a file used in the SQL statement
(or used in a statement to be supplied in the
interactive SQL session.) any references
to the unqualified file name in the SQL
statement will be overridden to use this file
and the member specified in the Member
prompt (MBR parameter).

*NONE: Specifies that no file is overridden.
If the SQL statement (or a statement used
in the interactive SQL session) refers to an
unqualified file, the copy of the file highest
in the library list is used.
file-name: Specifies a file that will be used
to override the same-named unqualified file
in the SQL statement.
The name of the file can be qualified by one
of the following library-values:
*LIBL: Searches all libraries in the job’s
library list until the first match is found.
*CURLIB: Searches the current library
for the job. If no library is specified as the
current library for the job, the QGPL library
is used.
library-name: Specifies the name of the
library to be searched.

MBR Specifies the file member to be overridden
to. This parameter is ignored if FILE
(*NONE) is specified.

*FIRST Specifies the file in the FILE
parameter is overridden to use the *FIRST
member.
member-name Specifies the file in the FILE
parameter is overridden to use the specified
member.

OUTPUT Specifies whether the output from the
command is shown at the requesting work
station, printed with the job’s spooled
output, or directed to a database file.

*: Indicates the output produced by the
query is formatted and, in interactive
mode, sent to the work station that runs
the command. If the command is run in
batch mode, the output is sent to the default
printer used by query management.
*PRINT: Indicates the output produced
by the query is formatted and sent to the
default printer used by query management.
*OUTFILE: Indicates the output produced
by the query is written to the database
file specified in the Output File prompt
(OUTFILE parameter).

OUTFILE Specifies the database file to receive the
query output. If the file specified does not
exist, the system creates it in the specified
library as a table in a collection. If the file
is created by this function, the authority
for users without specific authority is
*EXCLUDE.

database-file-name: Specifies the name of
the database file that receives the output of
the command.
The name of the database file can be
qualified by one of the following library
values:
*LIBL: Searches all libraries in the job’s
library list until the first match is found.
*CURLIB: Searches the current library
for the job. If no library is specified as the
current library for the job, the QGPL library
is used.
library-name: Specifies the name of the
library to be searched.
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OUTMBR Specifies the name of the database file
member to which the output is directed.

*FIRST: Indicates that the first member in
the file receives the output. If no members
exist in the file, the system creates a
member with the name of the file specified
in the Output File prompt (OUTFILE
parameter).
member-name: Specifies the name of the
file member that receives the output. If the
name does not exist, the system creates it.
The possible actions to take values are:
*REPLACE: Clears the file before new
records are inserted.
*ADD: Adds new records after any existing
record.

YSCNRPLSRC (Scan/Replace Source Member)

This command scans a list of source file members searching for instances of a specified combination of characters. The
list can be specified by a generic name or by the member list function. On finding an instance of the search character
string, replaces it with another specified character string. The search and replacement strings may, optionally, be
displayed for confirmation before replacement CONFIRM parameter.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
SRCFILE Qualified generic name of source file or files

which are to be scan/replaced
*MBRLST: (default) Use the named
member list to obtain source member
names

SRCMBR Generic name of source members to scan/
replace

*ALL: (default) Search all source members
in specified file or files

SCNVAL Search mask: Characters that are replaced String of up to 80 characters. Strings that
contain embedded blanks or lower case
characters should be enclosed in quotes

SCNLEN Length of search mask *SCNVAL: (default) Use search mask up to
last non-blank character
1-80: Use specified length

SCNCOL Column range in source that is to be
scanned for the search mask. Made up of
two values

Starting column in source line for search
- 1: (default) Value
- 1-240: Column number at which to start
scanning
Ending column source line for search
- 80: (default) Value
- 1-240: Column number at which to stop
scanning (must be greater than or equal to
start column number)

SCNCASE Case-sensitive option on search *YES: (default) Treat upper and lower case
characters as different for comparison
purposes when searching for occurrences
of the specified string
*NO: Ignore differences between upper and
lower case for comparison purposes

WILDCHAR Character to be used as a "dummy" in any
search mask; any character counts as a
match during the search

‘?’: (default) Value

RPLVAL Replacement string of characters that is to
replace the character string specified by the
SCNVAL parameter

*SCNVAL: (default) Replacement string is
same as scan string
Character string up to 80 characters long.
If the string contains embedded blanks
or lower case characters, it should be
enclosed in quotes

RPLLEN Length of replacement string *RPLVAL: (default) Use replacement string
up to last non-blank character
1-80: Use specified length

CMPEXP Compress or expand line *YES: (default) If replace length is different
from scan length, justify line to omit/or
insert blanks. If there is insufficient space,
line is not adjusted
*NO: Do not justify line. If replacement
length is shorter than scan length, blanks
will be inserted. If it is longer, it is shortened

OUTPUT Print option *PRINT: (default) Print a report of lines
changed
*NONE: Do not print report
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UPDCHGDTE Update source change dates. *NO: (default) Do not update the source
change dates
*YES: Update the source change date for
each line amended

UPDMBRLST Update member list option. *NO: (default) Do not update the member
list
*YES: Delete all members in the list for
which no lines satisfy the search

CONFIRM Prompt for confirmation *NO: (default) No confirmation is required
*YES: Prompt for confirmation of each
replacement of the search string

MBRLST Qualified name of a member list QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
EDIT List option *NO: (default) No editing is required

*YES: Invoke the edit member list function
to edit the list before executing the scan

YSCNSRC (Scan Source Member)

This command scans a list of source file members searching for specified combinations of characters. The list can be
specified by a generic name or by the member list function. Produces a report, and/or maintains a member list (input
or output), of those members that contain source lines satisfying the search conditions. Source selection can further be
controlled by means of a user-written exit program.

Syntax Diagram

This diagram appears on the following page.
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
SRCFILE Qualified generic name of source file or files

which are to be scanned
*LIBL/Q*: (default) Value
*MBRLST: Use the named member list to
obtain source member names

SRCMBR Generic name of source members to scan *ALL: (default) Search all source members
SELN A list of up to ten search elements. Each

element in the list is made up of the
following seven fields

The logical operation for combining this
element with other elements.
*IF: (default) Only valid for the first element
*AND: This element combines with the
previous element(s) in an *OR group
*OR: This element starts a new *OR group
Search mask: Up to 21 characters.
Can contain any character. Lower case
characters should be enclosed in quotes,
for example, ‘qtxt’. The mask may contain
the wild card character specified by the
WILDCHAR parameter.
*BLANK: (default) Scan for blank
characters
*ANY: All source records are selected. This
option normally is used in combination with
the SCNCHGDTE parameter
Length of search mask
*LEN: (default) Use search mask up to last
non-blank
1-21: Use specified length
Case-Sensitive option
*YES: (default) Treat upper and lower case
characters as different for comparison
purposes
*NO: Ignore differences between upper and
lower case for comparison purposes. Thus
a search mask value of ‘a’ is matched with
both a and A
True/False option
*TRUE: Search mask must be in the line
*FALSE: Search mask must NOT be in the
line
Starting column at which to begin search
1: (default) Value
1-80: Start scanning at this column
Ending column for search.
80: (default) value.
1-80: stop scanning at this column
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SCNCHGDTE Source change date for which to scan.
Only records which meet the specified
date criteria (in addition to any search
criteria specified by the SELN parameter) is
selected

*NONE: (default)Do not scan for source
change dates
Otherwise, SCNCHGDTE is a list
parameter made up of the following two
elements:
Relational operator for selection of changed
source records
- *EQ: (default) Scan records which were
changed on a specified date
- *GT: Scan records which were changed
after a specified date
- *LT: Scan records which were changed
before a specified date
- Source change date for which to scan in
QDATFMT format

WILDCHAR Character used as a dummy in any search
mask; will match any character during the
scan

‘?’: (default) value

FLAGVAL Flag value of list items to be processed *ANY: (default) Scan all items in list
Otherwise, FLAGVAL is a list parameter
which is used to determine whether the list
item will be scanned. It is made up of the
following two elements:
Relational operator for selection of flags
- *EQ: (default) Equal to
- *NE: Not equal to
Flag value
- Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

SCAN Scan stop option: denotes whether to stop
scanning a specific member after finding a
line which satisfies the search conditions

*ALL: (default) Scan and print all lines
*FIRST: Stop after finding one instance of
the search string in the member

EXITPGM Qualified name of exit program to be
called for user- defined override of match
selection

*NONE: Do not call an exit program

OUTPUT Print option *PRINT: (default) Print a report of lines
found
*NONE: Do not print a report
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UPDMBRLST Update member list option *NO: (default) Do not update the member
list
*YES: Update the member list by removing
members which do not contain the search
string. This is equivalent to *RMVERR.
Or up to two of the following values:
*FLAGERR: (default) If a member does not
contain the specified search string, then
its list entry is to be flagged with the value
specified by the OUTFLAGVAL.
*FLAGOK: If a member does contain the
specified search string, then its list entry is
to be flagged with the value specified by the
OUTFLAGVAL
*RMVERR: If a member does not contain
the specified search string, then its list entry
is to be removed from the list (equivalent to
*YES)
*RMVOK: If the member does contain the
specified search string, then its list entry is
to be removed from the list
If more than one value is specified,
*RMVERR + *FLAGOK and *RMVOK +
*FLAGERR are the only valid combinations

MBRLST Qualified name of a member list QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
EDIT List edit option *NO:(default) No editing is required

*YES: Invoke the edit member list function
to edit the list before executing the scan

OUTFLAGVAL Flag value to be given to selected items in
resulting list if UPDMBRLST is *FLAGOK or
*FLAGERR

Single character flag value or one of the
special flag values

OUTLST Qualified name of member list to which
selected entries are copied

*NONE: (default) Selected list entries are
not copied to an output list
QTEMP/TEMPLSTOUT: Default output list
name

OUTLSTOPT Output list replacement option for the list
specified by the OUTLST parameter

*REPLACE: (default) Creates a new output
list, replacing any previous list’s contents
*ADD: Add to any existing list’s contents

YSETBRKPGM (Set Break Program)

This command creates a message queue and sets a break program to serve it. The message queue can then be used to
interrupt a job at any time with any request, using the system request menu.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

None

YSTRCVTPRT (Start Convert Print Key Output Mode)

This command starts print output conversion mode. Used in conjunction with the command Convert Print Output
(YCVTPRT), this command provides an easy method of obtaining illustrations for documentation and instruction sections.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
PRTF List of names of up to four print files

receiving print output which is to be
converted

*Y: (default) QSYSPRT and YPRTKEY$ are
print file names

FILE Name of source file to be used as default
when subsequently using the YCVTPRT
command

*LIBL/QTXTSRC: (default) Source file
name
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YSTRDBG (Start Debug and Add Auto Breakpoints)

This command starts debug mode for a specified program, then retrieves and applies break point statements from the
source member of the program. Up to ten different sets of breakpoints can be activated in one execution.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
PGM Qualified name of the debugged program
BKPLST A list of character codes which identify the

breakpoint sets to be activated
UPDPROD Update production files option *YES: (default) Data in production libraries

can be updated
*NO: i OS prevents update of data in
production libraries

YSTRSPLRTR (Start spooled file router)

The Start spooled file router (YSTRSPLRTR) command is used to start a spooled file router job to monitor a specified data
queue which has previously been attached to one or more output queues. When spooled files on those output queues
reach Ready (RDY) status, the spooled file router processes the spooled file (see below for details).

If this command is called interactively, it submits the spooled file router job to batch, using a job description called
YSPLRTRJD. If this command is called in batch, the spooled file router job runs under the submitting job profile.

NOTE
The YSPLRTRJD job description is shipped with this command. You should ensure that it is changed to use a
library list that contains all necessary libraries to execute all commands that you specify in the YSPLRTRP file.

The processing that takes place for each spooled file is controlled by the contents of the YSPLRTRP file. Spooled files
are compared with records in YSPLRTRP and all matching records on YSPLRTRP (that is, all records on YSPLRTRP
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where the OUTQ, OUTQLIB, USER, JOB, FILE and USRDTA fields match the spooled file definition and attributes) are
processed (see below for processing details) in PRIORITY order.

NOTE
If any of the OUTQ, OUTQLIB, USER, JOB, FILE or USRDTA fields on YSPLRTRP has the value '*ALL', then
that field is assumed to match the equivalent value for the spooled file being processed. Thus a record with all
the above fields set to '*ALL' will be considered to match every spooled file.

NOTE
If a matching record has PRCTYP = 'E' (Exclusive), then after that record has been processed, no further
processing is performed on the spooled file. If a matching record has PRCTYP = 'D' (Deleted), then that record
is not processed.

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
DTAQ Specifies the data queue to be monitored.

This data queue should previously have
been created with MAXLEN(128) and
SEQ(*FIFO), for example:
CRTDTAQ DTAQ(QGPL/YSPLRTRQ)
MAXLEN(128) SEQ(*FIFO)
And have been attached to one or more
output queues by using the Create Output
Queue (CRTOUTQ) or Change Output
Queue (CHGOUTQ) command specifying
this data queue on the DTAQ parameter:
CHGOUTQ OUTQ(QGPL/QPRINT)
DTAQ(QGPL/YSPLRTRQ)
Note: The data queue can have any name,
not just YSPLRTRQ, and can be created
in any library, not just QGPL, as in the
example above. However, a data queue
called YSPLRTRQ must be created in
QGPL as above, to act as a default data
queue for this command.
If a data queue is attached to an output
queue, an entry will be added to the data
queue every time a spooled file reaches
Ready (RDY) status on the output queue. It
is these entries which are monitored for by
the spooled file router.
Note: A single data queue can be attached
to several output queues, or you can create
different data queues for different output
queues.
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YSPLRTRQ Use the default spooled router data queue
YSPLRTRQ. This data queue must already
have been created as above.
data-queue-name
Enter the name of an existing data queue
with the correct attributes (*FIFO, maximum
length 128).

*LIBL (Default): All libraries in the user and
system portions of the job's library list are
searched until the first match is found for
the specified data queue.
*CURLIB: The current library for the job is
used to locate the specified data queue. If
no library is specified as the current library
for the job, the QGPL library is used.
library-name: Specify the name of the
library to be searched for the specified data
queue.
Errors allowed (ERRLVL): Specifies the
maximum number of command errors
that are tolerated during the running of
the spooled file router. Command errors
occur if the router processes an record in
YSPLRTRP file and either the command
does not exist, the parameters are incorrect
or other errors occur (such as authority
problems). If this value is greater than 0
(zero) and an error occurs whilst processing
a command on a spooled file, but this
value has not been reached, the spooled
file router will not end, but no further
records are processed for that spooled file
(although any secondary commands will
still be processed).
If this value is reached, the spooled file
router will end.
*NOMAX (Default): No maximum number of
errors is specified, and all command errors
are tolerated.
Number-of-errors: Specify a value
that specifies the maximum number of
command errors that is tolerated.

LOG Specifies whether commands processed for
spooled files should be written to the job log
of the spooled file router job.

*NO (Default): Commands are not written
to the job log unless an error occurs during
the processing of the command, in which
case the command is written to the job log
following the error message.
*YES: All commands are written to the
job log of the spooled file router job. If an
error occurs during the processing of a
command, the error message is written to
the job log following the command.

YTDYRPFSCR (Tidy RPG III Source)

This command tidies up RPG/400 source to make it more readable. The beginning and end of structured programming
constructs are labeled.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FILE Qualified generic name of source file

containing RPG source members which are
to be tidied

*LIBL/QRPGSRC: (default) File name
*MBRLST: Use the named member list to
obtain source member names.
*ALL: (default) Tidy all source files

MBR Generic name of the members containing
the RPG source which is to be tidied

*ALL: (default) Tidy all members in file

MBRLST Qualified name of a member list QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) list name
EDIT List option *NO: (default) No editing is required

*YES: Invoke the edit member list function
to edit the list before executing the tidy

YTRNPF (Translate Physical File Data)

This command translates the alphanumeric data in a physical file member using a specified translation table. The physical
file members can be specified generically, or a database file list can be used. Can be used to translate data into upper
case, which is necessary for applications to run on ideographic workstations.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FILE Qualified generic name of file containing

members whose alphanumeric data is to be
translated

*DBFLST: Translate data in files named in
database file list specified with the DBFLST
parameter
*ALL: Translate all physical files in the
specified library

MBR Generic name of members containing the
data which is to be translated

*ALL: (default) Translate data in all
members in the specified file or files
*FIRST: Translate data in the first member
in the specified file or files

TRNTBL Qualified name of translation table to be
used

QSYSTRNTBL: (default) Use the IBM-
supplied system translation table

DBFLST Qualified name of database file list of
files whose alphanumeric data is to be
translated

QTEMP/TEMPLST: Default list name.
Specify FROMFILE(*DBFLST) to use an
existing database file list
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EDIT Edit list required *NO: (default) No editing required
*YES: The edit database file list function will
be invoked to edit the list before execution

YTRNSRCF (Translate Source File Data)

This command translates the data in source file members using a specified translation table. The source file members
can be specified generically, or a member list can be used. Can be used to translate source into upper case, which is
necessary for applications to run on ideographic workstations.
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Syntax Diagram
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Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FROMFILE Qualified generic name of file containing

source members which are to be translated
*MBRLST: Translate members named
in member list specified by the MBRLST
parameter

TOFILE Qualified name of file into which translated
source is to be placed

*FROMFILE: (default) Each member is
output to a file of the same name as the file
from which it was read
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FROMMBR Generic name of the members to be
translated

*ALL: (default) Translate all members in the
specified file or files

TOMBR Name of member in TOFILE *FROMMBR: (default) Member name is
same as FROMMBR

MBROPT Source member update option *REPLACE: (default) The translated source
replaces any existing source member
*ADD: The translated source is appended
to any existing source member contents

CVTOPT Conversion options to use. Up to three
values may be specified

*TRNSRC: (default) Translate data
according to table specified by the TRNTBL
parameter
*RMVTXTATR: Remove Text
Management/38 hidden control information
*RMVTXTCMT: Remove Text
Management/38 print control commands
which are not generally used by the
YDSPHLP program

TRNTBL Qualified name of translation table to be
used

QSYSTRNTBL: (default) QSYSTRNTBL i
OS translation table, YTRNSRCF use the
IBM-supplied system translation table

MBRLST Qualified name of member list of members
to be translated

QTEMP/TEMPLST: (default) List name
Specify FROMFILE(*MBRLST) to use an
existing member list

EDIT Edit list required *NO: (default) No editing required.
*YES: The edit member list function is
invoked to edit the list before execution

YWRKF (Work with Database File Data)

This command displays records from a specified database file. Records can be added, updated or deleted. The file can
have either an arrival sequence, or a keyed access path that both allow records to be printed.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
FILE Qualified name of file whose records are

displayed and optionally changed. The file
may be any database file

*PRV: The file specified on the previous
invocation of YWRKF within the current job
is used. Using *PRV gives a substantially
quicker response.
Note that *PRV may be used when looking
at a different member within the same file.

MBR Member containing data which is to be
displayed

*FIRST: (default) The first member in the
file is used.
*SELECT: Display a list of the members
within the specified file - one of which may
be selected

ACCPTH Access path of file to be used *FILE: (default) Indexed files are accessed
in key sequence. Arrival sequence files are
accessed in record arrival sequence.
*ARRIVAL: Use arrival sequence path
regardless
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COLHDG Column heading option *COLHDG: (default) DDS column headings
are used to identify data fields. If a field has
no column headings, then the DDS name is
used instead
*FLDNAM: DDS field names are used to
identify data fields
*NONE: For physical file and single-
format logical files, no column headings
will be used, allowing 15 lines of data
records to be displayed. For multiple-
format logical files, single separator lines
will be used between data records of
different record formats; each separator
line will consist simply of the name of the
record format. Note that F22 is ignored if
COLHDG(*NONE) is specified.

CFMPMT Default Confirm value *NO: When a record is added, updated
or deleted in the file and the Enter key
is pressed, a confirm prompt will appear
defaulted to 'N'. If the Enter key is pressed
again, the request will be cancelled. If the
value is changed to 'Y', the request will be
processed.
*YES: When a record is added, updated
or deleted in the file and the Enter key
is pressed, a confirm prompt will appear
defaulted to 'Y'. If the Enter key is pressed
again, the request will be processed. If the
value is changed to 'N', the request will be
cancelled.
*BLANK: When a record is added, updated
or deleted in the file and the Enter key is
pressed, no confirm prompt will appear and
the change will be processed immediately.
Note: If a 1-character data area called
YWRKFDCA exists in the library list, the
value of that data area will be used to
determine the initial confirm prompt value,
irrespective of the value entered for this
parameter.

KEYOPT Key Option *NONE: No key options are used
*PROTECT: When an existing record is
updated, the key fields are protected and
cannot be changed.
*HIGHLIGHT: When a keyed record is
displayed in multiple-record mode or is
displayed, deleted, updated or created in
single-record mode, the descriptive text for
the key fields is highlighted.
*BOTH: Processing for both the *PROTECT
and *HIGHLIGHT parameter values will be
used.
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YWRKLIBLST (Work with Library List)

This command calls an interactive program to edit or change a library list or lists.

Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
LIBLST Qualified generic name of library lists *ALL: (default) Displays a list of existing

lists one or more of which can be selected
*JOB: Uses a stored library list having the
same name as the current job
*USER: A stored library list having same
name as the current job’s user profile

LSTTYPE Select library list type *ALL: (default) Select all library lists

YWRKMNU (Work with Menus)

This command calls an interactive program to work with menus.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
MENU Name of menu which is to be changed or

added
*SELECT: (default) A list of available menus
is displayed. From this display it is possible
to edit, copy, rename, delete, or print
menus

FILE Qualified name of file containing menus YDSNMNU: (default) Menu file name
*SELECT: A list of the available menu
files are displayed, one of which may be
selected
Menu files should be created using the
command Create Design File (YCRTDSNF)

MBR Name of member in file containing menus *FILE: (default) Member name is same as
file name
*SELECT: A list of the existing members in
the named menu file is displayed, one of
which may be selected

YWRKPNL (Work with Panel Design)

This command calls an interactive utility to edit a panel design.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
PANEL Name of panel design which is to be edited *SELECT: (default) The panel selection

display is presented
FILE Qualified name of file containing panel

design
YDSNPNL: (default) Panel file name
*SELECT: Displays a list of panel design
files, one of which can be selected
File must have been created with the
command Create Design File (YCRTDSNF)

MBR Name of member in file containing panel
design

*FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file
*SELECT: Displays a list of members, one
of which can be selected

YWRKRPT (Work with Report Design)

This command calls an interactive utility to edit a report design.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
REPORT Name of report design which is to be edited *SELECT: (default) The report selection

display is presented
FILE Qualified name of file containing report

design
YDSNRPT: (default) Report file name.
*SELECT: Displays a list of report design
file names, one of which can be selected.
File must have been created with the
command Create Design File (YCRTDSNF)

MBR Name of member in file containing report
design

*FILE: (default) The member has the same
name as the file
*SELECT: Displays a list of member names,
one of which can be selected

YWRKSPLRTE (Work with Spooled File Routing Entries)

The W/W Spooled File Rtg. Entries (YWRKSPLRTE) command is used to add or change spooled file routing entries.
Spooled file routing entries are used by spooled file router jobs to determine how spooled files should be processed.

There are no parameters for this command.

YWRUSRPRF (Work with User Profile)

This command works with the user profile and displays both the i OS user profile details, and the extension attributes.
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Syntax Diagram

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
USRPRF Name of user profile which is to be

displayed
*ALL: (default) Display all user profiles

Expanded Parameter Definitions
This article contains expanded descriptions of certain parameters which are common to several or many commands.

The CA 2E Toolkit command parameter definitions meet one or both conditions:

• Have extensive information about how they are used
• Used in several commands and it is more efficient to describe them centrally

Contents

The list name parameters identify lists of objects, database files, or file members that are created or processed:

• LST
• OBJLST
• MBRLST
• FMTLST
• DBFLST

The list parameter is a qualified name made up of two elements:

• Name of list: Must be a valid i OS system name, ten characters long, begin with a letter, and contain no embedded
blanks.

• Name of library containing list: Must be the name of an existing library, for example YEDTOBJLST OBJLST (QGPL/
FRED)

NOTE
Lists should not be stored in libraries whose names begin with the letter Q, apart from libraries QTEMP and
QGPL.

LST and LSTTYPE Parameters

The LST parameter identifies the list name and the LSTTYPE parameter is specified to identify the type of list in
commands that can process any type of list. For example, to delete an object list called FRED in library QTEMP:

YDLTLST LSTTYPE (OBJ) LST (QTEMP/FRED)
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OBJLST, MBRLST, FMTLST and DBFLST Parameters

These parameters are used when commands can process only a particular type of list. The list name is specified with one
of four list name keywords:

• OBJLST
• MBRLST
• YFMTLST
• DBFLST

For example, to print an object list called FRED in library QTEMP:

YDOCOBJLST OBJLST (QTEMP/FRED)

When indicating a generic command, indicate the list parameter, and the special value for the object. For example, to
change the ownership of all objects in object list FRED:

YCHGOBJOWN OBJ (OBJLST) OBJTYPE (ALL) OBJLST (QTEMP/FRED)

To compile all members in member list FRED into library GEORGE:

YCRTOBJ OBJLIB (GEORGE) SRCFILE (MBRLST) MBR (ALL) MBRLST (QTEMP/FRED)

Default List Names

If no value is specified for the list name parameter, a default value of TEMPLST is used in the QTEMP library. This is a
work list in the temporary library QTEMP that is deleted at the end of the job.

Work Lists

Most generic commands build a work list even if a list is not explicitly named. For instance, the following command results
in the creation in QTEMP of a list containing all objects in library QGPL whose names begin with the letters FR:

YCHGOBJOWN OBJ (QGPL/FR) OBJTYPE (ALL)

SELECT Value for a List Name

A value of SELECT can be specified instead of a list name in many of the commands that use lists. This provides a
display of existing lists. For example:

YEDTOBJLST OBJLST (QGPL/SELECT)
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Lists can have qualified names. For instance, QGPL/FRED fact lists are stored as database file members, but the Object
list QGPL/FRED is actually member FRED in file YOBJLST in library QGPL. The database file where a given list is stored
has the same format as the output file of the related i OS display command, as shown in the following table:

List Type Create CMD DFT file System related
command

Sys output model
file

Format name

DBF
MBR
OBJ
FMT

YBLDDBFLST
YBLDMBRLST
YBLDOBJLST
YBLDFMTLST

YDBFLST
YMBRLST
YOBJLST
YFMTLSTYDBFLST
file

DSPFD *ATR *PHY
DSPFD *MBRLIST
DSPOBJD
DSPFD*RCDFMTDSPFD
i OS command
DSPOBJD i OS
command

QAFDPHY
QAFDMBRL
QADSPOBJD
QAFDRFMT

QWHFDPHY
QWHFDML
QLIDOBJD
QWHFDFMTQWHFDML
format member lists
QWHFDPHY format
DBF lists

The command Document File (YDOCF) can be used to obtain layouts of the formats of the above files.

LSTOPT Parameter

In many of the commands that manipulate lists, either an existing list can be added to, or a new list can be created. The
list update option (LSTOPT) parameter denotes which. It may have the following values:

• REPLACE: A new list is to be created, replacing any existing list of the same name in the specified library.
• ADD: If a list of the same name and type already exists in the specified library it will be added to. If the list does not

exist an error message is sent. Entries that already exist in the target list are not added or replaced.

The LSTOPT parameter can be used to build up lists from a number of sources, and to merge lists. For instance, the
following two commands would result in a list of all programs in QGPL whose names begin with either AB or CD:

YBLDOBJLST OBJ (QGPL/AB) OBJTYPE (PGM) LSTOPT (REPLACE)

YBLDOBJLST OBJ (QGPL/CD) OBJTYPE (PGM) LSTOPT (ADD)

OUTLST Parameter

The OUTLST parameter allows the creation of a second list from a primary list. On such commands you will specify the
name of the list to receive the output using an OUTLST parameter.

The OUTLSTOPT parameter specifies the list update action for the output list, that is, whether an existing list should
be added to, or a new list should be created. It takes the same values as the list update option (LSTOPT) parameter:
REPLACE or ADD. ADD will not add or replace existing entries in the target list.

Commands with OUTLST parameters include the following:

CA 2E Toolkit
Command

Output List Parameter Rqd/Opt Default Value Output List Option

YFLTOBJLSTYFLTMBR
LST

OUTLST
OUTLST

Opt
Opt

*NONE *NONE *NONE
*NONE

OUTLSTOPT
OUTLSTOPT

YCHKLSTE
YSCNSRC

OUTLST
OUTLST

Opt
Opt

*NONE
*NONE

OUTLSTOPT
OUTLSTOPT

YOPRLST
YOPYLST

TOLST
TOLST

Opt
Rqd

*LSTA
*FROMLST

LSTOPT
LSTOPT
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YCVTOBJLST
YCVTDBFLST

MBRLST
MBRLST

Rqd
Rqd

TEMPLST
TEMPLST

LSTOPT
LSTOPT

 

FLAGVAL, OUTFLAGVAL, and UPDLST Parameters

The FLAGVAL parameter controls which items in a list are processed. When a list command is executed with the
FLAGVAL parameter specified, only those items with the specified value in the flag field are processed. The others are
ignored.

The FLAGVAL parameter is a simple list made up of two terms:

• Relational operator: (EQ/NE) To specify whether the associated flag value is or is not to be selected.
• Flag value: Value upon which to select

A single value of ANY is allowed for the FLAGVAL parameter.

Examples:

• Select all items with a flag value other than F:

YFLTOBJLST FLAGVAL (NE FAIL)

• Process all items with a flag value of U:

YEXCOBJLST FLAGVAL (EQ ‘U’)

• Process all items:

YEXCOBJLST FLAGVAL (ANY)

The following table lists special flag values with equivalent flag values.

Special Value Flag Storage Value
BLANK "
ON ‘Y’
NULL ‘0’, ‘1"
FAILOBJ ‘O’
FAILMBR ‘M’
FAIL ‘F’
SUBMITTED ‘S’
PRESENT neither ‘1’ nor ‘0’

NOTE
Values are stored in the century byte field as set by i OS DSPxxx commands with OUTFILE specified; therefore
both 0 and 1 are valid values for *NULL. When NULL is specified as FLAGVAL, items with either 0 or 1 are
selected.
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OUTFLAGVAL Parameter

The OUTFLAGVAL parameter is used to specify a flag value to be given to the items in a list to indicate the result of
processing the item. The UPDLST parameter controls the flagged items. The OUTFLAGVAL may be either a single
character variable, or one of the values shown in the table above.

Examples:

• Set flag on all missing items to F (FAIL)

YCHKLSTE OUTFLAGVAL (FAIL) UPDLST (FLAGERR)

• Set flag on all items in an object list to Y (ON)

YFLTOBJLST OUTFLAGVAL (ON) UPDLST (FLAGOK)

Some commands allow the entry of more than one value for the UPDLST parameter.

UPDLST Parameter

If errors occur when processing one or more items in a list, you may want to re-process just the items for which errors
occurred, or continue processing just those items for which errors did not occur. The UPDLST parameter provides a
convenient way of achieving this: the parameter can be used to delete from the list the items that have been processed
successfully. Alternatively it can be used to delete from the list the items for which errors occurred. The UPDLST
parameter may have one the following values:

• NONE: Do not change list items for which errors occurred.
• FLAGERR: Flag only those list items for which errors occurred.
• FLAGOK: Flag only those list items for which no errors occurred.
• RMVERR: Remove list items for which errors occurred.
• RMVOK: Remove list items for which no errors occurred.

The flag value used if UPDLST (FLAGERR) or UPDLST (FLAGOK) is specified is determined by the OUTFLAGVAL
parameter.

The following table shows the effect of the UPDLST values on the entries in a list:

Value PASS FAIL
NONE Leave

No Chg
Leave
No Chg

RMVERR
RMVOK

Leave
Remove

Remove
Leave

FLAGERR
FLAGOK

No Chg
Flag

Flag
No Chg

With commands that support both input and output lists, the action specified by the UPDLST parameter is always applied
to the output list.

BUILD and EDIT Parameters

Using a list will often be a several step process:

1. Build a list.
2. Edit the list.
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3. Filter the list.
4. Execute the list.

Many list commands contain a facility to invoke more than one list processing function at a time, without having to re-enter
the list name. The linking is done using the BUILD, EDIT, and FILTER parameters. For instance:

Using the Command Edit Object List (YEDTOBJLST) you could specify a value of BUILD (YES), you will then be
prompted for the selection criteria that you wish to use to build the list. The list will be built and immediately presented for
editing. Thus:

YEDTOBJLST OBJLST (QGPL/FRED) BUILD (YES)

is equivalent to:

YBLDOBJLST OBJLST (QGPL/FRED)  /* build */

YEDTOBJLST OBJLST (QGPL/FRED)  /* edit  */

Using the command Create Objects (YCRTOBJ) you could specify a value of EDIT (YES), you will then be given the
opportunity to edit the list of members before they are submitted for compilation. Thus:

YCRTOBJ OBJLIB (QGPL) SRCFILE (QGPL/QCLSRC) OBJLST (QGPL/FRED) EDIT (YES)

is equivalent to:

YBLDMBRLST SRCFILE (QGPL/QCLSRC) MBRLST (QGPL/FRED) /*build*/

YEDTMBRLST      MBRLST (QGPL/FRED) /*edit */

YCRTOBJ OBJLIB (QGPL) SRCFILE(MBRLIST) MBRLST(QGPL/FRED) /* use */

RQSDTA, USROPT, OPTFIL and OPTMBR Parameters

The commands Execute List YEXCOBJLST, YEXCMBRLST, and YEXCDBFLST invoke a specified request string upon a
list of items. The request string is specified with the RQSDTA parameter, in one of two ways:

The request string may be specified explicitly:

YEXCOBJLST RQSDTA (‘CHGPGM &L/&O’)

Reference may be made to a predefined request string stored in a user-defined option file in which case a value of
*USROPT should be specified for the RQSDTA parameter, and the actual request string indicated using the USROPT,
OPTFIL and OPTMBR parameters.

YEXCOBJLST RQSDTA (USROPT) USROPT (‘A1’) OPTFIL(MYOPT)
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Alternatively, the contents of a user-defined option can be substituted into the request string by means of the substitution
symbol @C.

User Option QAUOOPT File

The user-defined option file should have the same format as the i OS QAUOOPT user-defined option file. New options
can conveniently be added using the i OS PDM utility (STRPDM).

Substitution Symbols

The request data is executed for each item in the list. You can specify where in the request string you wish to have the
item names, and other properties of the list entries, inserted by using the following substitution symbols:

  YEXCOBJLST YEXCDBFLST YEXCMBRLST
&A
&B
&C
&D
&F
&O
&J
&L
&M
&N
&S
&T
&X

Item attribute
List type
User option
Last change date
File name
Object name
Job description name
Library name
Member name
List entry name
Short type (OBJ)
Full type (*OBJ)
Object text

Object attr
Y
Y
Object date
-
Y
Y
Object lib
-
Object name
Y
Y
Object text

File attr
Y
Y
File date
File name
-
Y
File lib
-
File name
-
-
File text

SEU type
Y
Y
Member date
File name
-
Y
File lib
Member name
Member name
-
-
Member text

The following alternative special substitution values are also supported. They can be used when invoking the command
prompter upon your request string (the command prompter does not allow names beginning with &).

YEXCOBJLST RQSDTA (‘?DSPOBJD OBJ(@L/@O) OBJTYPE(@T)’)

  YEXCOBJLST YEXCDBFLST YEXCMBRLST
@@O
@F
@M
@L
@T
@C

Object name
File name
Member name
Library name
Object name
User option

Object name
-
-
Object lib.
Object type
Y

-
File
-
File lib.
Y

-
File
Member
File lib.
Y

Internationalization of Special Substitution Symbols

If the @ character is not available on your keyboard you may either key the equivalent hex value (X’7C’), or else specify
an alternative character with the YPEXCHA data area. For example, to specify # as an alternative substitution value (that
is. ‘#O’, ‘#L’ ‘#T’)

CHGDTAARA DTAARA (YPEXCHA) VALUE (‘#’)
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MENU Parameter

The MENU parameter identifies a menu held in a menu file. Menu names must always be valid system names, that is: be
up to ten characters long, begin with a letter, (or @ or #), and contain no embedded blanks. Menu names must be unique
within a member. In many commands a special value of SELECT is allowed for the menu name. Specifying this value
gives you a selection display of available menus.

YWRKMNU MENU (SELECT)

Menus must be stored in one or more menu files: a menu file is a database file having the same format as the file
YDSNMNU in the utility library. The command Create Design File (YCRTDSNF) should be used to create any additional
copies of the menu file required, as it will create a file of the correct format. A default copy of the menu, YDSNMNU is
shipped with CA 2E.

Referring to Menus

Menus can be referred to simply by name, in which case the default menu file YDSNMNU is used:

YGO MENU (FRED)

Alternatively references to menus can be qualified by file name, in which case the override file name specified by the FILE
parameter is used:

YGO MENU (FRED) FILE (MYMENUS)

PANEL Parameter

The PANEL parameter identifies a panel design held in a design file. Panel names must always be valid system names,
that is, be up to ten characters long, begin with a letter, (or @ or #), and contain no embedded blanks. Panel names must
be unique within a member. In many commands a special value of ‘*SELECT’ is allowed for the panel name specifying
this value will give you a selection display of available panel designs.

YWRKPNL PANEL (*SELECT)

Panel design files must have a specific format. The command Create Design File (YCRTDSNF) should be used to create
any additional copies of the panel file that you require; it will create a file of the correct format, as well as the necessary
logical view.

A default copy of the panel design file, YDSNPNL is shipped.

Referring to Panel Designs

Panel designs can be referred to simply by name, in which case the default panel design file YDSNPNL is used:

YDSPPNL PANEL (FRED)

Alternatively, references to panel designs may be qualified by file name, in which case the override file name specified by
the FILE parameter is used:
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YDSPPNL PANEL (FRED) FILE (MYPANELS)

REPORT Parameter

The REPORT parameter identifies a report design held in a CA 2E report design file. Report names must always be valid
system names, that is, be up to ten characters long, begin with a letter, (or @ or #), and contain no embedded blanks.
Report names must be unique within a member.

In many commands a special value of *SELECT is allowed for the report name: specifying this value will give you a
selection display of available report designs.

Report design files must have a specific format (in fact the report design file is a logical file spanning three different
physical files). The command Create Design File command (YCRTDSNF) should be used to create any additional copies
of the report file that you require; it creates a file of the correct format, as well as the necessary logical views.

Referring to Report Designs

Report designs can be referred to simply by name, in which case the default report design file YDSNRPT is used:

YWRKRPT REPORT (FRED)

Alternatively, references to report designs may be qualified by file name, in which case the override file name specified by
the FILE parameter is used:

YWRKRPT REPORT (FRED) FILE (MYREPORTS)

CHGPRTDFT Parameter

The change print default parameter (CHGPRTDFT) allows you to change the print file attributes of the output files
generated by certain of the documentation commands.

One of three values may be specified for the parameter:

• SAME: The print file attributes are not to be changed.
• TEMP: The print file attributes are to be changed just for the current execution of the command.
• PERM: The print file attributes are to be changed permanently.

Values of TEMP and PERM are only valid in an interactive environment. If TEMP or PERM is specified, you will be
prompted to supply override attributes. Refer to the i OS commands Override Print File (OVRPRTF) and Change Print File
(CHGPRTF) for details on print file attribute values.

Required Application Objects
This article describes how to obtain a list of objects required to display menus and help text.

Contents
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Obtain Required Object Lists

You can obtain a list of objects required to display menus and help text by doing the following from an i OS command line
or CL program:

YBLDJOBLST Y1USROBJ FILE OBJLST (Y1USROBJ) CPYF FROM FILE(Y1USROBJ) TOFILE(QTEMP/
YOBJLST)

 FROMMBR(*ALL) TOMBR(*FROMMBR) MBROPT(*AD) FMTOPT(*MAP)

 YBLDMBRLST QTEMP/YOBJLST

YFLTMBRLST MBR (Y1)

 YEXCMBRLST RQDTA (‘YDOCOBJLST QTEMP/@N)

This obtains files listing the objects and a set of object lists used in conjunction with the Create Duplicate Objects
command to create the objects.

If you are running a generated application, you can use the YDUPAPPOBJ command to duplicate objects required for
menus and help.

Long Running Commands
WARNING
This article names the long running commands used with CA 2E Toolkit.
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Long running commands are listed in the following table. Be sure to use these commands with caution because they may
require a large amount of system resources to run. A severity (1 is high) is shown against each command.

Command Severity
YCHGCMD
YCHGOBJOWN
YCMPSRC
YCPYF
YCRTDUPOBJ
YCRTOBJ
YCVTDBR
YCVTPGMREF
YCVTUSRPRF
YDOCAUT
YDOCEXCREF
YDOCF
YDOCFLDREF
YDOCMSGREF
YDOCPGM
YDOCPGMREF
YDSPDBR
YDSPMBRLST
YMOVM
YMOVOBJ
YMOVOBJSRC
YRTVMSGF
YRTVPNLDSN
YRTVRPTDSN
YSCNSRC
YSCNRPLSRC
YWRKF

3
3
2
2
2
3
2
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
3
2
1
1
1
2
2
3

Monitored Error Messages
This article lists some of the escape messages which may be generated by the commands. Where possible, make use of
the appropriate existing standard i OS messages.

The messages are listed with command; the commands are listed in alphabetical order. The following information is given
for each message if applicable:

• Message identifier
• Message type (E - Escape)
• Message text

All execution messages definitions are in a single message file: YYYYMSG in the utility library.

Contents

Commands Using a Database File List

Commands using a database file list generate the following messages:
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YDL0001 E Database file list &1 not found

YYY0005 E SELECT option only valid for interactive jobs

YYY0103 E List &1 in &2 does not contain any entries.

Commands Using a Member List

Commands using a member list generate the following messages:

YML0001 E Member list &1 not found

YYY0005 E SELECT option only valid for interactive jobs

YYY0103 E List &1 in &2 does not contain any entries

Commands Using a CA 2E Toolkit Object List

Commands using a CA 2E Toolkit object list generate the following messages:

YOL0001 E Object list &1 not found

YOL0021 E IF OBJLST specified for OBJ, OBJTYPE must be ALL.

YYY0005 E SELECT option only valid for interactive jobs

YYY0103 E List &1 in &2 does not contain any entries

YADDDSNFM

YADDDSNFM generates the following messages:

YDS0010 E Member required when option is ADDMBR

YDS0012 E Text required when option is ADDMBR

YBLDLIBLST

YBLDLIBLST generates the following message:

YLL0011 E IF job description name specified for JOBD, LIBL must be JOBD
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YWRKF

YWRKF generates the following message:

YPR0034 E File PRV not established

YCHGOBJOWN

YCHGOBJOWN generates the following message:

YPG0001 E Ownership of &2 objects changed to &1. &3 not changed

YCHKLSTE

YCHKLSTE generates the following message:

YYY0103 E List &1 in &2 does not contain any entries.

YCHKLIBLST (And All CA 2E Library List Commands)

YCHKLIBLST generates the following messages:

YLL0001 E Library list &1 in &2 not found

YLL0003 E Library list file &1 in &2 not found

YLL0007 E No selection made - command cancelled by user

YLL0014 E Library list &1 in &2 already exists

YLL0027 E SELECT not allowed unless interactive job

YCHKMNU (And All CA 2E Toolkit Menu Commands)

YYCHKMNU generates the following messages:

YMN0011 E Specified menu not found

YMN0012 E Specified menu already exists

YCHKPNL (And All CA 2E Toolkit Panel Design Commands)

YCHKPNL (and all CA 2E Toolkit Panel Design commands) generates the following messages:
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YDS0002 E Specified file is not a Panel file

YDS0004 E Specified Panel not found

YDS0005 E Specified Panel already exists

YCHKRPT (And All CA 2E Toolkit Report Design Commands)

YCHKRPT (and all CA 2E Toolkit report design commands) generates the following messages:

YDS0103 E Specified file is not a report file

YDS0104 E Specified report not found

YDS0105 E Specified report already exists

YCPYLIBLST

YCPYLIBLST generates the following messages:

YLL0001 E Library list &1 in &2 not found

YLL0014 E Library list &1 in &2 already exists

YLL0031 E FROMLIBLST must not be the same as TOLIBLST

YCPYF

YCPYF generates the following messages:

YPG0051 E If FROMLIB is same as TOLIB, FROMPFX must not equal TOPFX

YPG0052 E &2 files copied to &1 &3 not copied.

YPG0056 E LST cannot be specified for both FROMLIB and TOLIB.

YPG0057 E IF FROMLIB (LIBL) specified, TOLIB (FROMLIB) is not allowed.

YPR0031 E QTEMP not allowed for TOLIB.

YCRTDSNF

YCRTDSNF generates the following messages:

YDS0013 E Library required when option is CREATE.
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YDS0018 E LIBL not allowed if file or member name left blank.

YCRTDUPOBJ

YCRTDUPOBJ generates the following messages:

YLL0023 E If FROMLIB (OBJLST) specified, OBJ (FROMLST) must also be specified.

YPR0051 E YCRTDUPOBJ command cannot duplicate to library & 1.

YPR0055 E & 1 errors occurred when duplicating objects to & 2.

YPR0057 E Errors occurred while duplicating & 1 in & 2 to library & 3.

YCRTOBJ

YCRTOBJ generates the following message:

YYY7405 E & 2 errors occurred on compilation of group & 3.

YDLTOBJ

YDLTOBJ generates the following message:

YPG0053 E & 1 objects deleted. & 2 objects not deleted.

YEXCDBFLST

YEXCDBFLST generates the following messages:

YDL0008 C Database file list executed, & 1 errors found.

YDL0009 E ERRLVL exceeded on YEXCDBFLST for list & 1 in & 2

YEXCMBRLST

YEXCMBRLST generates the following messages:

YML0008 C Member list executed, & 1 errors found.

YML0009 E ERRLVL exceeded on YEXCMBRLST for list & 1 in & 2
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YEXCOBJLST

YEXCOBJLST generates the following messages:

YOL0008 C Object list executed, &1 errors found.

YOL0009 E ERRLVL exceeded on YEXCOBJLST for list &1 in &2

YMOVOBJ

YMOVOBJ generates the following messages:

YLB0002 E Archive library must not be the same as To/from library.

YLB0003 E NONE may not be specified for both TOLIBOBJ and TOLIBDTA.

YPR0011 E &1 moved=&2, added=&3, replaced = &4, failed moves = &5.

YMOVM

YMOVM generates the following messages:

YLB0001 E From and To libraries must not be the same

YLB0002 E Archive library must not be the same as To/from library

YPR0011 E &1 moved=&2, added=&3, replaced=&4, failed moves=&5

YMOVOBJSRC (May also send YMOVOBJ and YMOVM messages)

YPR0005 E TOLIB required when referenced from other parameters

YPR0011 E &1 moved=&2, added=&3, replaced=&4, failed moves=&5

YPR0025 Errors occurred on moving objects and or source

YxxxLLE

YxxxLLE generates the following messages:

YLL0003 E Library list file &1 in &2 not found

YYY1215 E &6 errors occurred when updating lists. &5 lists updated, &7 lists ignored
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Command and Keyword Abbreviations
This topic contains an alphabetic list of all the abbreviations used in the 2E command names and their parameter
keywords, that are additional to the iOS standards. Command and keyword abbreviations include the following:

• ABR - Abbreviated
• BLD - Build
• FLT - Filter
• INX - Index
• LL - Library list
• SCN - Scan
• TDY - Tidy
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Command Reference
This section details information about how to execute the CA 2E commands.

Use this box to search the content in the Command Reference section.

Command Reference

Acronyms Used in this Module

Descriptions of the acronyms used in this module are defined in this section. Thereafter, only the acronym is used.

(TH9)API Application Program Interface
(TH9)CL control language
(TH9)DRDA Distributed Relational Database Architecture
(TH9)HLL high level language
(TH9)NPT non-programmable terminal
(TH9)PWS programmable work station
(TH9)RDB relational database
(TH9)SQL Structured Query Language
(TH9)UIM User Interface Manager
(TH9)VNM valid name

More Information

• Executing Commands
• Commands (YADDMDLLE - YCHKMDLOBJ)
• Commands (YCLRMDL - YDLTOBJTBL)
• Commands (YDOCMDLACP - YOPRMDLLST)
• Commands (YPOPWSIPDD - Y2CALL)
• Commands Grouped by Functional Area

Executing Commands
This article describes how to execute a CA 2E command and how to determine which running environment is valid for
each command. 

Contents

Executing a CA 2E Command

You can execute CA 2E commands interactively or in batch. The following instructions provide information for executing a
command interactively or submitting the command to batch.

Interactively

To execute a command interactively:

1. At an i OS command line, enter the command and press F4 to prompt. The command prompt entry displays
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2. If there are additional parameters available for the command, the function key F10 appears at the bottom of your
panel. Press F10 to use the additional values. You will occasionally be prompted for additional parameters if there is a
dependency on values you enter.

3. If you are unsure of what value to enter in a field, enter "F4" or "?" to prompt for the allowed values of the field.
Alternatively, you can press help to obtain online Help for the field.

4. Select the appropriate value. You will return to the previous panel with the value entered.
5. Press Enter when you are satisfied with the values you have entered. The command will now execute.

In Batch

To submit a command to batch:

At the command prompt, enter "SBMJOB" and press F4. Enter the command in the Command to run (CMD) parameter.
Then follow the above instructions, steps 2 through 4. Press Enter on the SBMJOB panel to submit your job to batch.

Determining a Command’s Running Environment

A box in the lower right corner of each command diagram contains an entry code that indicates the environment in which
the command can be run. The entry code contains the following symbols:

• Job -- Indicates that the command can be run independently as a separate function, in other words, outside a
compiled CL program.

• Pgm -- Indicates that the command can be included in a compiled CL program.
• B -- Indicates that the command can be run in batch.
• I -- Indicates that the command can be run interactively.

The following table shows the possible combinations and their meanings.

code Meaning
Job: B The command can be run in batch as a separate function.
Job: I The command can be run interactively as a separate function.
Job: B,I The command can be run either in batch or interactively as a

separate function.
Pgm: B The command can be run as part of a compiled CL program that is

called in batch.
Pgm: I The command can be run as part of a compiled CL program that is

called interactively.
Pgm: B,I The command can be run as part of a compiled CL program that is

called either in batch or interactively.

Commands (YADDMDLLE - YCHKMDLOBJ)
This article contains details for CA 2E commands YADDMDLLE through YCHKMDLOBJ. These commands appear in
alphabetical order and include descriptions of their functions, parameters and allowed values, notes, and examples. Each
command is also accompanied by a command diagram.

More Information
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• YADDMDLLE (Add a Model List Entry) Command
• YAPYCMPCHG (Apply Component Changes) Command
• YAPYMDLCHG (Apply Model Changes) Command
• YAPYSYSMDL (Apply System Model Data) Command
• YAPYTRNMDL (Apply Translation to Model) Command
• YBLDJOBLST (Build Job List) Command
• YBLDMDLLST (Build a Model Object List) Command
• YCHGMDLLE (Change a Model Object List Entry) Command
• YCHGMDLOBJ (Change Model Object) Command
• YCHGMDLOD (Change Model Object Description) Command
• YCHGMDLPRF (Change Model Profile) Command
• YCHGMDLVAL (Change Model Value) Command
• YCHKDTAMDL (Check Data Model) Command
• YCHKFUNACT (Check Function Action Diagram) Command
• YCHKFUNPAR (Check Parameter Interfaces) Command
• YCHKJOBLE (Check Job List Entries) Command
• YCHKMDL (Check Model) Command
• YCHKMDLLST (Check a Model Object List) Command
• YCHKMDLOBJ (Check Existence of Model Object) Command

YADDMDLLE (Add a Model List Entry) Command
This command allows a user to add a single model object list entry. The list may or may not exist. If it does not exist, it is
created by this command.

Contents
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Required

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YADDMDLLE command.

OBJNAM

The object name to be added. This parameter consists of three elements which together identify a model object. Values
for these parameters are as follows:

• *OBJSGT -- (default) Single value indicating that the object surrogate is used to identify the model object to be added.
• *SELECT -- Single value indicating that the object to be added is selected using an interactive display function.
• Object owner name -- The character name of the object that owns the object to be added. Thus, for a function, the

owning file would be entered.
• *ARRAYS -- Special value for the product internal file *ARRAYS.
• *MESSAGES -- Special value for the product internal file *MESSAGES.
• Object name -- The character name of the object to be added.
• Object type -- The object type of the object.
• *ACP -- Object is of type access path.
• *APP -- Object is of type application area.
• *ARR -- Object is of type array.
• *CND -- Object is of type condition.
• *FIL -- Object is of type file.
• *FLD -- Object is of type field.
• *FUN -- Object is of type function.
• *MSG -- Object is of type message.

OBJSGT

Unique number identifier of the model object that is added. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *OBJNAM -- (default) Use object name to identify the model object to be added.
• Object surrogate -- The surrogate number of the model object.

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list to which the entry is added. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension
record for the current user in the specified model library.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the list name for the target of
the command.

• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.
• list name -- The name of the list to be added.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used.
• library name -- The name of the model library.

OUTFLAGVAL

This parameter specifies the initial value to be placed in the object selected flag associated with each list entry. Values for
these parameters are as follows:
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• *SAME -- (default) No flag value is to be used. New entries are written with the flag indicating that the entry is not
selected. There is no change to the selection status of existing entries.

• *NONE -- New and existing entries are flagged as not selected.
• *SELECTED -- New and existing entries are flagged as selected. This flag can be used by other list commands when

selecting list entries.

OUTCPYOBJ

This parameter specifies the initial value to be placed in the copy object flag associated with each list entry. This flag is
used by the Copy Model Object Command (YCPYMDLOBJ) when selecting objects to copy to a target model. Values for
these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME  -- (default) No flag value is to be used. New entries are written with the flag indicating that the entry is not
selected. There is no change to the selection status of existing entries.

• *NONE -- New and existing entries are flagged as not selected.
• *SELECTED -- New and existing entries are flagged as selected.

Notes

A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLST can result in the library list being changed during execution of this command.
If the user is currently editing a model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed
during processing, the library list is changed back after execution.

Model objects can either be identified by object name (OBJNAM) or by object surrogate key number (OBJSGT). If the
OBJNAM parameter is used, the processing program must convert to surrogate key number internally. Thus, it will
normally be more efficient to use the surrogate number if this value is available. The surrogate number for an object can
be obtained using the Retrieve Model Object command (YRTVMDLOBJ).

The object to be added to the target list must exist in the model.

Example

To add the Display Product Details function to model object list WRKLST, and to have the new entry flagged as selected:

 YADDMDLLE OBJNAM('Product' 'Display Product + Details' *FUN)
 MDLLST(*MDLLIB/WRKLST) + OUTFLAGVAL(*SELECTED)
 

YAPYCMPCHG (Apply Component Changes) Command
Component change processing is the process by which a change to a particular object is reflected in the model by the
propagation of that change throughout the users of the changed object. The object that is changed can be a component of
many other objects in the model, and this process attempts to make the repercussions visible. This command can be used
to invoke this process in batch for all changed objects which were not processed interactively.

Contents
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Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YAPYCMPCHG command.

MDLLIB

The name of the model library in which component changes are applied. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the model library is the first model found in the current job's library list.
• *CURLIB -- Special value meaning that the model library is the current library for the job.
• model library name -- The name of the model.

Notes

Processing involves the examination of all objects in the model that have been changed but that have not had component
change processing applied. The using objects of each of these objects are expanded and the change type associated with
the changed object is propagated throughout them. The changed object is then updated to show that component change
processing has been applied.

• Processing includes a call to an exit program for each using object encountered. The details of the call are as follows:

Program       :      YCMPCHGR1C

Interface     :      Return code           :   7 characters

                     Original surrogate    :   7 decimals

                     Object surrogate      :   7 decimals

                     Change type           :   3 characters (GEN or EDT)

Developers can use the program to include any additional processing they desire. For example, it can be used to update
an external database tracking changes in the model, or to place an entry onto a model list for later resolution of the
component change that has happened to a given object.

Additional information is included in the source for the exit program which is shipped in file QCLSRC in library Y2SYSRC.

Example

To apply component changes in the model library that is the highest model in the current library list:
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YAPYCMPCHG MDLLIB( *MDLLIB )

YAPYMDLCHG (Apply Model Changes) Command
Upgrades a design model or models with any changes required by a new release of CA 2E. New releases of CA 2E can
include modifications that must be applied to each design model before the new release of CA 2E can be used with that
model. This command applies any such changes to a named model.

Contents

Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YAPYMDLCHG command.

MDLLIB

Name of library containing a design model to which the changes are applied. A generic name is allowed; for example,
AB*. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- All models on the machine are upgraded. (Models which have already been upgraded are ignored).
• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.
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Notes

• You should make a backup of the design model before running this command.
• You must have object existence rights to the model to be able to run this command; that is, to all the objects in the

model library.
• The current release level of the design model is indicated by a data area YMDLLVLRFA, a copy of which resides in

each model library. You can see the value on the model values display.
• The current release level of the design model expected by CA 2E is indicated by a data area YMDLLVLSYA in the

product library. You can see the value on the system parameter display.
• The YAPYMDLCHG command is generally cumulative. See your installation instructions regarding any restrictions. If

you have an old model that you have archived to cartridge or tape and then restored, you can use the YAPYMDLCHG
command to bring the model up to date.

• The YAPYMDLCHG command invokes the command Apply System Data to Model (YAPYSYSMDL) if necessary.
• Once a model has been upgraded to a new level using the YAPYMDLCHG command, it cannot be converted

downwards again.
• If this command fails, you should resolve the problem with your product support representative, then restore the

backup copy of your model from tape and start again.
• If all of the prior level files are not deleted by YAPYMDLCHG, an error message is issued at the end of the conversion.

These files will have been renamed to start with Z. The usual cause of this problem is user logical files that are built
over design model physical files. The model is properly converted, but you must manually delete these Z files.

Example

To update the model MYMDL:

YAPYMDLCHG MDLLIB(MYMDL)

YAPYSYSMDL (Apply System Model Data) Command
Updates the system data part of a CA 2E model. Each design model contains, apart from user-defined objects, a number
of the shipped system objects, such as standard program functions and default message functions. From time to time
updates are issued to the system objects. This command is for applying the updates to your own models.

Contents

Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YAPYSYSMDL command.
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MDLLIB

Name of library containing a design model. The system object part of this model is to be updated. The value for this
parameter is described in the following:

• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

Notes

The current release level of the system objects in a model is indicated by a data area YMDLNBRRFA, a copy of which
resides in each model library. You can see the current value on the model values display.

The current release level of the system objects required by CA 2E is indicated by the data area YMDLNBRSYA in the
product library. The current value can be seen on the model values display.

You automatically invoke this command by using the command Apply Model Changes (YAPYMDLCHG)

Example

To update the system objects in model MYMDL:

YAPYSYSMDL MDLLIB(MYMDL)

YAPYTRNMDL (Apply Translation to Model) Command
Transposes data from a national language library into the system portion of a design model. This command translates
the data in the CA 2E shipped files that are created by the Create Model Library command (YCRTMDLLIB), such as
*Standard header/footer, *Built-in functions and *Program data.

Contents

Required
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YAPYTRNMDL command

MDLLIB

Name of library containing a design model to which the translations are applied. The value for this parameter is described
in the following:

• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

LNG

National language used for translation. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• DAN -- Danish
• DTC -- German
• ELL -- Greek
• ENG -- English
• ESP -- Spanish
• FIN -- Finnish
• FRN -- French
• HRZ -- Croatian
• ITA -- Italian
• JPN -- Japanese
• NDL -- Dutch
• NSK -- Norwegian
• PTG -- Portuguese
• SLO -- Slovenian
• SVK -- Swedish
• UCS -- English Upper Case

Notes

• You must have the appropriate national language product library installed on your machine in order for the command to
function.

• You must have object existence rights to all the objects in the model library to be able to run this command.
• The current national language of the data model is shown on the system parameter display (YDSPMDLVAL).
• The release level of the data model and the national language product level must be compatible.

Example

To translate system data files in the model MYMDL into French:

YAPYTRNMDL MDLLIB(MYMDL) LNG(*FRN)

YBLDJOBLST (Build Job List) Command
Builds a job list of selected objects in a design model. You can use this list in the following commands:

• YSBMMDLCRT submits the job list to be generated and/or compiled.
• YCHKJOBLE checks the existence of corresponding source members and i OS objects for each job list entry.
• YCVTJOBLST converts the job list to a CA 2E Toolkit object list.
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Contents

 

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YBLDJOBLST command.

APPCDE

Name of the application area from which the objects to be included in the job list are selected. The value for this
parameter is as follows:

• *ALL -- (default) Include functions and access paths from all application areas.

MDLFILE

Generic name of files whose dependent access paths and/or functions are included in the job list. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- (default) Include the objects dependent on all user-defined files in the model.
• *GENERIC -- Use generic name.

MDLACP

Generic name of access paths that are included in the job list. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- (default) All access paths for the specified files are included.
• *NONE -- No access paths are included.
• *GENERIC -- Use generic name.

MDLACPTYP

Specifies the type or types of access paths you want to include in the job list. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *ALL -- (default) Include all access path types.
• *LGL -- Include all types of access paths other than PHY.
• *PHY -- Include only physical access paths.
• *UPD -- Include only update access paths.
• *RTV -- Include only retrieval access paths.
• *RSQ -- Include only resequence access paths.
• *QRY -- Include only query access paths.
• *SPN -- Include only span access paths.

MDLFUN

Generic name of functions included in the job list. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- (default) Include all functions for the specified files or access paths.
• *NONE -- Do not include any functions.
• *GENERIC -- Use generic name.

MDLFUNSEL

Specifies whether the functions you want to include in the job list are those based on the selected files or those based on
the selected access paths. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ACP -- (default) Select functions based on the access paths specified by the MDLACP and MDLACPTYP parameters.
• *FIL -- Select functions based on the files specified by the MDLFIL parameter.

ACPACT

Activity to be requested for job list entries for access paths. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *GEN -- (default) Generate and compile.
• *CRT -- Compile only.
• *NO -- Do not add to job list, only use to select functions.

FUNACT

Activity to be requested for job list entries for functions. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *GEN -- (default) Generate and compile.
• *CRT -- Compile only.

JOBLST

Qualified name of a job list where you place entries. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) The job list name is retrieved from the model profile details for the current user.
• *MDLLIB/*USER -- Default the job list name to user profile name, and store list in model library.
• *WRKSTN -- Default the job list name to job name of invoking job.
• *MDLPRF/ -- The job list library is retrieved from the model profile details for the current user.

LSTOPT

List replacement option. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *REPLACE -- (default) Create a new list, replacing any previous list's contents.
• *ADD -- Add to any existing list's contents.
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CUROBJ

Controls whether only current objects are included in the output list. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) Non-current objects are ignored in the build.
• *NO -- All objects are included in the build.

Notes

If a value of *NONE is specified for the MDLACP parameter, then a value of *ACP is not allowed for the MDLFUNSEL
parameter.

If a value of *NONE is specified for the MDLACP parameter, then a value of *NONE is not allowed for the MDLFUN
parameter.

For each access path or function selected, the YBLDJOBLST command will add entries to the job list for the necessary
implementation objects. For example, for an interactive function, both the program and the display file will be added to the
job list.

The library specified for the job list must be the same as the model library.

A completion message is returned, giving a count of the number of access paths and functions added to the list.

Only external functions based on a specified file/access path are selected. If an internal function is based on the specified
file/access path, the external functions which use the internal function will not be selected (unless they also are based on
the specified file/access path).

File to file dependencies are not handled by this command. For example, if an order detail file is owned by an order
file and the order file is changed, then the access paths/functions based on the order detail file will only be selected by
YBLDJOBLST if the order detail file is specified in the MDLFILE parameter.

When you to try to build a job list in a model and the list of selected access paths contain one or more *DDL-based access
paths which meets the DDL limitations; such access paths are not added to the job list.

The current implementation of the DDL generation mode is not valid for the following cases:

• Access paths that have virtual fields
• SPN access path
• QRY access path
• Multi-member files

Workaround for Virtual Fields, SPN, and QRY Access Paths: If the earlier generation mode is *DDS, revert to it and
regenerate the access path. You need not regenerate the functions that use this access path. If you want to have an SQL
type database, regenerate the access path using *SQL generation mode. The functions using this access path must be
regenerated.

Workaround for Multi-Member Files: If you want to have more than one member for the access paths, revert to *DDS
generation mode.

NOTE

 If you want to change an access path, which is previously defined as *DDS with a MAXMBR compiler override,
to *DDL, you must revert to *DDS generation mode and must remove the compiler override, and then change
back to *DDL generation mode.

Example

To build a job list of all access paths and functions in a design model:

YBLDJOBLST
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To build a job list of all functions in a design model over all files and access paths, but omitting the access paths from the
job list:

YBLDJOBLST

To build a job list of all logical access paths and functions in a design model which are based on files whose names start
with "Order":

YBLDJOBLST MDLFILE(ORDER*) + MDLACPTYP(*LGL)

 

 

YBLDMDLLST (Build a Model Object List) Command
This command allows a user to build a model object list. The list may or may not exist. If it exists, it can be added to or
replaced by taking the appropriate option on the LSTOPT parameter.

Contents

 

Only certain model objects can be selected for inclusion in a list. See the command diagram for a list of valid object types.

Once the list has been built, it can be used by the other model list processing commands. Normally a user will edit a list
after creation using the Edit Model Object List command (YEDTMDLLST), or process entries in the list using one of the
model list processing commands. See the command diagram of these commands for more details.
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YBLDMDLLST command.

OBJNAM

The object name to be added. This parameter consists of three elements which together identify a model object. Values
for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALLOBJ -- (default) Single value indicating that all model objects are included.
• *SELECT -- Single value indicating that the object to be added is selected using an interactive display function.
• object owner name -- Generic name of the object that owns the object(s) to be added. Thus, for a function, the

owning file would be entered.
• *ARRAYS -- Special value for the product internal file *ARRAYS.
• *MESSAGES -- Special value for the product internal file *MESSAGES.
• object name -- Generic name of the object(s) to be added.
• object type -- The object type of the object.
• *ALL -- All object types are added.
• *ACP -- Object is of type access path.
• *APP -- Object is of type application area.
• *ARR -- Object is of type array.
• *CND -- Object is of type condition.
• *FIL -- Object is of type file.
• *FLD -- Object is of type field.
• *FUN -- Object is of type function.
• *MSG -- Object is of type message.

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list that is built. All output is directed to the list specified in this parameter. Values
for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension
record for the current user in the specified model library.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the list name for the target of
the command.

• list name -- The name of the list to be built can be entered.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used as

the target model for the list.
• library name -- The name of the model library to be the target of the command.

LSTOPT

This parameter specifies the action taken if the list already exists in the model. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *REPLACE -- (default) The existing model object list is replaced with the output from this command.
• *ADD -- The existing model object list is augmented with the output from this command.

OUTFLAGVAL

This parameter specifies the initial value to be placed in the object selected flag associated with each list entry. Values for
these parameters are as follows:
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• *SAME -- (default) No flag value is used. New entries are written with the flag indicating that the entry is not selected.
There is no change to the selection status of existing entries.

• *NONE -- New and existing entries are flagged as not selected.
• *SELECTED -- New and existing list entries are flagged as selected. This flag may be used by other list commands

when selecting list entries.

OUTCPYOBJ

This parameter specifies the initial value to be placed in the copy object flag associated with each list entry. This flag is
used by the Copy Model Object command (YCPYMDLOBJ) when selecting objects to copy to a target model. Values for
these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) No flag value is used. New entries are written with the flag indicating that the entry is not selected.
There is no change to the selection status of existing entries.

• *NONE -- New and existing entries are flagged as not selected.
• *SELECTED -- New and existing list entries are flagged as selected.

INCSYSOBJ

This parameter allows the user to control whether system objects are included in the output list. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) The system objects are not included.
• *YES -- System objects are included.

CUROBJ

This parameter allows the user to control whether only current objects are included in the output list. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) Non-current objects are ignored in the build.
• *NO -- All objects are included in the build.

FILTER

The initial output of the command can be filtered. If specified, this parameter invokes the Filter Model Object List
command (YFLTMDLLST). Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) The filter command is not invoked.
• *YES -- Filtering is required.

Notes

The target library for output must be a valid model library. Object lists are be created in file YMDLLSTRFP which resides
in the model library. Each list is a separate member in that file. If a value other than *MDLLIB is used for the output list, the
specified model library will also be used for object selection.

A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLST may result in the library list being changed. If the user is currently editing a
model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed during processing, the library list
is changed back after execution.

*SELECT is invalid for OBJNAM if the job in which the command is running is of type batch.

The LSTOPT parameter is ignored if the model object list does not already exist.

The FILTER parameter is ignored if the job running the command is a batch job, since the method for defining the filter
criteria is via the command prompter, requiring an interactive display.
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Example

To build model object list MYLIST from all access paths and functions in the model contained in the current library list:

YBLDMDLLST OBJNAM( (*ANY *ALL *ACP) + 

(*ANY *ALL *FUN) )

 

 

YCHGMDLLE (Change a Model Object List Entry) Command
This command allows a user to change the selection flags of a model object list entry.

Contents

Required
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Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCHGMDLLE command.

OBJSGT

Unique number identifier of the model object that is changed. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• object surrogate -- The surrogate number of the model object is required.

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list in which the entry to be changed exists. Values for these parameters are as
follows:
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• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension
record for the current user in the specified model library.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is to be used as the list name for the
target of the command.

• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.
• list name -- The name of the list.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used.
• library name -- The name of the model library.

OBJSEL

This parameter specifies the value to be placed in the object selected field of the list entry. Values for these parameters
are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The value currently in this field is not changed.
• *NONE -- The entry is flagged as not selected.
• *SELECTED -- The entry is flagged as selected.
• *ERROR -- The entry is flagged in error.

CPYOBJ

This parameter specifies the value placed in the copy object field of the list entry. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The value currently in this field is not changed.
• *NONE -- The entry is flagged as not selected.
• *SELECTED -- The entry is flagged as selected.

Notes

The flagging of list entries is intended to allow users to perform operation on subsets of model objects contained in model
object lists. Note that the object selected field (OBJSEL) is recognized by many of the list commands. However, the
copy object field (CPYOBJ) is recognized only by the Edit Copy List command (YEDTCPYLST) and the Copy Model
Objects command (YCPYMDLOBJ). A value of *SELECTED in the copy object field effectively means explicitly selected
or selected for copying for the purposes of the Copy Model Objects command (YCPYMDLOBJ).

Both the model object list and the list entry must exist prior to running this command.

Example

To change the model object list entry for the object identified by surrogate number 1100911, in model object list DEVLST
in the first model library to be found in the current library list, and to flag the entry as *SELECTED for use in another list
command:

YCHGMDLLE OBJSGT( 1100911 ) MDLLST + (*MDLLIB/DEVLST ) OBJSEL( *SELECTED )
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YCHGMDLOBJ (Change Model Object) Command
This command provides access to certain user-definable data that is stored for each model object. The command diagram
described below shows which data are available to be updated.

We recommend that you use this information to support a user-defined change control facility operating on a model.

Contents
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Required
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Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCHGMDLOBJ command

OBJNAM

The object name to be changed. This parameter consists of three elements that together identify a model object. Values
for these parameters are as follows:
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• *OBJSGT -- (default) Single value indicating that the object surrogate is to be used to identify the model object that is
to be changed.

• *SELECT -- Single value indicating that the object to be changed is selected using an interactive display function.
• object owner name -- The character name of the object that owns the object to be changed. Thus, for a function, the

owning file would be entered.
• *NONE -- Special value indicating that the object concerned does not have an owner; for example, objects of type *FIL.
• *ARRAYS -- Special value for the product internal file *ARRAYS.
• *MESSAGES -- Special value for the product internal file *MESSAGES.
• object name -- The character name of the object to be changed.
• object type -- The object type of the object.
• *ACP -- Object is of type access path.
• *APP -- Object is of type application area.
• *ARR -- Object is of type array.
• *CND -- Object is of type condition.
• *FIL -- Object is of type file.
• *FLD -- Object is of type field.
• *FUN -- Object is of type function.
• *MSG -- Object is of type message.

OBJSGT

Unique number identifier of the model object whose details are to be changed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *OBJNAM -- (default) Use object name to identify the model object to be changed.
• object surrogate -- The surrogate number of the model object.

MDLLIB

The data model that is to be edited. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) The model to be edited is the first one found in the current job's library list.
• model name -- The name of a specific data model.

CHGTYP

Reflects the type of change that has been made to the object. Note that changing this field may also cause the Action
required flag (ACTRQD) for objects that use this object to be updated. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current model object value is not to be changed.
• *PUBLIC -- The object has been publicly changed. Appropriate component change processing will be performed.
• *PRIVATE -- The object has been privately changed. Appropriate component change processing will be performed.
• *GEN -- The object has been changed requiring generation of the implementation object only. This is only valid for

generatable objects. No component change processing will be performed.
• *OBJONLY -- The object has been changed. However, the change does not affect using objects and no source

generation is required.
• *NONE -- The object has been changed but requires no further action. No component change processing will be

performed.

IPCPRC

Indicates whether users of the object have been processed to reflect the effect on them resulting from the change made
to the object. A Change type (CHGTYP) of *PRIVATE or *PUBLIC recorded for the object will have an effect on its users.
When the effect is established during component change processing, the impact processed flag is set to *YES. As a
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result, changing this flag will either cause component change processing to be performed or avoided, depending on the
value to which it is set. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not to be changed.
• *YES -- The object is to be treated as if component change processing had been performed.
• *NO -- The object is to be treated as if component change processing had not been performed. As a result, if the

Change type (CHGTYP) value is *PRIVATE or *PUBLIC, component change processing will be invoked either the next
time the object is changed if component change processing is set to occur interactively when the Apply Component
Changes (YAPYCMPCHG) command is run.

PRMTYP

Promotion type to be performed on this object, as part of a change control system. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current model object value is not to be changed.
• *ADD -- The object is to be added to the target environment.
• *CHG -- The object is to replace the same object in the target environment.
• *GEN -- The object is to be regenerated only in the target environment; the design object is not to be promoted.
• *NONE -- No promotion type is to be associated with the object.

VSNTYP

This field identifies the status of an object with respect to other members of a group of objects. A group is defined by those
objects that originated (were copied) from the same object or another member of the group. This field is intended for use
with a promotion procedure and identifies which version of a group is the development version, the production version,
and the archive version. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current model object value is not to be changed.
• *DEV -- Change the model object value to indicate that it is the development version.
• *PRD -- Change the model object value to indicate that it is the production version.
• *ARC -- Change the model object value to indicate that it is the archive version.

VSNSNC

This user-defined field is intended for use by a change management system. You could set it in a checkout procedure to
indicate that a version of an object is in conflict with another version; for example, when an object is checked out by two
users. The conflict could then be detected when you attempt to promote one of the versions. Values for these parameters
are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current model object value is not to be changed.
• *YES -- Change the model object value to indicate that the condition represented by yes is true; for example, *YES

could indicate that a conflict exists.
• *NO -- Change the model object value to indicate that the condition represented by no is true; for example, *NO could

indicate that no conflict exists.

CHKDTE

This user-defined field is intended for use by a change management system, to contain the date a checkout procedure
was run to check out the model object. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current model object value is not to be changed.
• *NONE -- A special value meaning that any value in this field is to be replaced with zero.
• *DATE -- A special value meaning that the current system date is to be used.
• date -- A date value may be entered.
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CHKTME

This user-defined field is intended for use by a change management system, to contain the time a checkout procedure
was run to check out the model object. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current model object value is not to be changed.
• *NONE -- A special value meaning that any value in this field is to be replaced with zero.
• *TIME -- A special value meaning that the current system time is to be used.
• time -- A time value may be entered.

CHKUSR

This user-defined field is intended for use by a change management system, to contain the user profile of the user who
ran a checkout procedure to check out the model object. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current model object value is not to be changed.
• *NONE -- A special value meaning that any value in this field is to be replaced with blanks.
• *USER -- The name of the current user profile is used to update the model object value.
• user name -- A user profile name can be entered.

CHKLST

This user-defined field is intended for use by a change management system, to contain the name of the model object
list from which the model object was checked out as part of a checkout procedure. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current model object value is not to be changed.
• *NONE -- A special value meaning that any value in this field is to be replaced with blanks.
• *USER -- The name of the current user profile is used to update the model object value.
• list name -- A model object list name can be entered.

CHKSTS

This user-defined field is intended for use by a change management system, to contain the checkout status of the model
object when used as part of a checkout procedure. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current model object value is not to be changed.
• *NONE -- A special value meaning that any value in this field is to be replaced with blanks.
• character value -- A user-defined value can be entered.

Example

To change the Order Details file, enter the following:

YCHGMDLOBJ OBJNAM( *NONE 'Order Details' + *FIL)

 

 

YCHGMDLOD (Change Model Object Description) Command
This command accesses an interactive panel that displays the details for a given model object. All details are display only.
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Contents

 

For more information on using the interactive panel, see online Help for the specific panel.

Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCHGMDLOD command.

OBJNAM

The name of the model object to be changed. This parameter consists of three elements that together identify a model
object. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *OBJSGT -- (default) Single value indicating that the object surrogate is to be used to identify the model object that is
to be changed.

• *SELECT -- Single value indicating that the object to be changed is selected using an interactive display function.
• object owner name -- The character name of the object that owns the object to be changed. Thus, for a function, the

owning file would be entered.
• *NONE -- Special value indicating that the object concerned does not have an owner; for example, objects of type *FIL.
• *ARRAYS -- Special value for the product internal file *ARRAYS.
• *MESSAGES -- Special value for the product internal file *MESSAGES.
• object name -- The character name of the object to be changed.
• object type -- The object type of the object.
• *ACP -- Object is of type access path.
• *APP -- Object is of type application area.
• *ARR -- Object is of type array.
• *CND -- Object is of type condition.
• *FIL -- Object is of type file.
• *FLD -- Object is of type field.
• *FUN -- Object is of type function.
• *MSG -- Object is of type message.

OBJSGT

Unique number identifier of the model object that is to be changed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *OBJNAM -- (default) Use object name to identify the model object to be changed.
• object surrogate -- The surrogate number of the model object.

MDLLIB

The data model in which the object whose description is to be changed resides. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) The model is the first one to be found in the current library list.
• model name -- The name of a specific data model.

Notes

A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLIB may result in the library list being changed. If you are currently editing a model,
the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed during processing, the library list is
changed back after execution.

• Model objects can either be identified by object name (OBJNAM) or by object surrogate key number (OBJSGT). If the
OBJNAM parameter is used, the processing program must convert to surrogate key number internally. Thus, it will
normally be more efficient to use the surrogate number if this value is available. The surrogate number for an object
can be obtained using the Retrieve Model Object command (YRTVMDLOBJ).
Model object names are structured as follows:

Type Name
ACP File name/Access path name/'ACP'
APP ---/Application area code/'APP'
ARR *Arrays/Array name/'ARR'
CND Field name/Condition name/'CND'
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FIL ---/File name/'FIL'
FLD ---/Field name/'FLD'
FUN File name/Function name/'FUN'
MSG *Messages/Message name/'MSG'

Example

To change the Edit Order Details function, which is owned by the Order Details file, enter the following:

YCHGMDLOD OBJNAM('Order Details' 'Edit Order + Details' *FUN)

YCHGMDLPRF (Change Model Profile) Command

Certain data is stored in each data model associated with user profiles of developers. This command allows these values
to be adjusted.

Contents

 

Required

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCHGMDLPRF command.

MDLPRF

The model user profile name that is changed. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• user profile name -- The name of the user profile must be entered.

SSNLST

The name of the session list used when editing a model. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *MDLPRF -- This special value indicates that the name of the current user profile is loaded to the session list field.
• list name -- The name of the list can be entered.

LOGCHG

This parameter indicates whether changed objects are logged to the specified session list while editing the model. Values
for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *YES -- Changed objects are logged to the session list.
• *NO -- Changed objects are not logged.

COMPCHG

This parameter indicates whether objects that use a changed object are to be flagged as having had a component
changed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *YES -- Objects which use a changed object are flagged when the object is changed.
• *NO -- Component change processing is not performed when the object is changed. It may be performed later using

the Apply Component Change command (YAPYCMPCHG).
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VIEWONLY

This parameter indicates whether the current user is navigating the model in *VIEW mode or *EDIT mode. Values for
these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *YES -- Navigation is in *VIEW mode.
• *NO -- Navigation is as normal (*EDIT mode).

USROPT

The Edit Model List panel supports the use of user options to be applied to subfile records. This field stores the user
option file name to use. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• QAUOOPT -- The system-supplied user option file name.
• list name -- User-defined file name.
• *LIBL -- This special value is used as the library name.
• library name -- A library name can be entered.

USROPTMBR

The member in the user options file that is used. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *FILE -- The member name is the same as the user options file name.
• *FIRST -- The first member in the file is to be used.
• *MDLPRF -- The member name is the same as the current user profile name.
• member name -- The user options member name.

MDLLST

The list used if *MDLPRF is specified on a model object list command. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *MDLPRF -- A list with the same name as the user profile is used.

NPDFUN

The user-defined notepad function to use when using the action diagram editor. The function specified must either be an
Execute External Function (EXCEXTFUN) or an Execute Internal Function (EXINTFUN). Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *NONE -- No particular notepad function is specified, the action diagram editor will provide an empty notepad for use

during editing sessions.
• notepad function -- The function name must be specified.

ADESRNMODE

This parameter provides the default for full screen mode when using the action diagram editor. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- The current value is not changed.
• *YES -- The default for the action diagram editor full screen mode is yes.
• *NO -- The default for full screen mode is no.
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JOBLST

When a user invokes the Submit Model Create command (YSBMMDLCRT), this qualified value can be used to determine
the job list that is defaulted. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *MDLPRF -- A job list with the same name as the user profile is the default.
• list name -- Job list name.
• *MDLLIB -- This special value is used as the default library name.
• *CURLIB -- This special value is used as the default library name.
• library name -- Default library name.

GENLIB

The default generation library name may be specified. When a user invokes the Submit Model Create command
(YSBMMDLCRT), this value will be used by default. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *GENLIB -- This special value is the default.
• *CURLIB -- This special value is the default.
• library name -- Default library name.

SRCLIB

The default source library name may be specified. When a user invokes the Submit Model Create command
(YSBMMDLCRT), this value will be used by default. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *GENLIB -- This special value is the default.
• *CURLIB -- This special value is the default.
• *OBJLIB -- Special value meaning that the source library name is the same as for the GENLIB parameter.
• library name -- Default library name.

JOBD

The default job description name to use when a user invokes the Submit Model Create command (YSBMMDLCRT). This
qualified value will be used as the default. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *MDLVAL -- This special value is the default.
• job description name -- The job description name.
• *MDLLIB -- This special value is the default library in which to find the job description.
• *CURLIB -- This special value is the default library in which to find the job description.
• *LIBL -- This special value is the default library in which to find the job description.

CRTJOBD

The default create job description name to use when a user invokes the Submit Model Create command
(YSBMMDLCRT). This qualified value will be used as the default. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *JOBD -- This special value is the default.
• *NONE -- This special value is the default.
• job description name -- The create job description name.
• *MDLLIB -- This special value is the default library in which to find the job description.
• *LIBL -- This special value is the default library in which to find the job description.

SBMGENOPT

The default generation option value to use when a user invokes the Submit Model Create command (YSBMMDLCRT).
Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *RLS -- This special value is the default.
• *HLD -- This special value is the default.

SBMCRTOPT

The default compilation option value to use when a user invokes the Submit Model Create command (YSBMMDLCRT).
Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *GENOK -- This special value is the default.
• *IMMED -- This special value is the default.

SRNMODE

This parameter determines whether or not the default panel on the Edit Model List command (YEDTMDLLST) is displayed
in full screen mode. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *YES -- The default for full screen mode is yes.
• *NO -- The default for full screen mode is no.

GUIFLR

This parameter records the default value for the GUI folder value used when prompting the Submit Model Create
(YSBMMDLCRT) command for the specified user. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The current value is not changed.
• *MDLVAL -- The value to be prompted is derived from the model value.
• *NONE -- The default value is *NONE.
• folder name -- Enter the name of a folder.

Notes

User profile values for a particular developer are updated while using the Edit Model Object List command
(YEDTMDLLST). The YCHGMDLPRF command may be used to adjust values outside the YEDTMDLLST command.

The processing of the VIEWONLY parameter occurs in the user access exit program (YUSROBJR1C). The shipped
default processing switches from *EDIT to *VIEW mode if the VIEWONLY parameter is set. Users should be careful,
therefore, when changing the processing of this exit program, to take account of such processing.
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Example

To log changed objects to model list CHGOBJ and to perform component change processing the next time user KATHY
edits the model:

YCHGMDLPRF MDLPRF( KATHY ) CHGLST + (CHGOBJ ) LOGCHG( *YES ) COMPCHG( *YES )

YCHGMDLVAL (Change Model Value) Command

Changes a model value.

Contents

Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCHGMDLVAL command.

MDLVAL

Name of model value that is changed. One of the model values.

VALUE

Value that the model value is changed to.

Notes

Initial values for model values are set by the parameters specified when the command Create Model Library
(YCRTMDLLIB) was run

On the following page is an alphabetical listing of model values. You can then find related values grouped according to the
tables below:

• Design Option Values
• Name Allocation Values
• Access Path Generation Values
• Function Generation Values
• Environment Values
• Help Generation Values
• PWS Environment Values
• System Defaults
• Protected Model Values
• Unchangeable System Model Values
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Model Values in Alphabetical Order

Model Value Description Grouping
YABRNPT Action/DDS Menu Bars Design Option
YACTCND Action diagram compound symbols Design Option
YACTFUN Action diagram compute symbols Design Option
YACTSYM Action diagram structure symbols Design Option
YACTUPD Default update flag value on action diagram

exit
Environment

YALCVNM Automatic name allocation Name Allocation
YBNDDIR ILE Binding directory Environnent
YCHGCTL Change control library Environment
YCMPCHG Component change processing control Environment
YCMPTXT Company text Environment
YCMTCDE Include Inactive Code Environment
YCNFVAL Confirm value Function Generation
YCPYLIB Copy library Environment
YCPYMSG Copy back messages Function Generation
YCRTENV Creation environment Environment
YCRTJBD Job description Environment
YCUAEXT CUA device extension Design Option
YCUAPMT CUA prompt Design Option
YCUTOFF Date range for 2-digit year input dates Function Generation
YDATFMT Date format Function Generation
YDATGEN Date generation Function Generation
YDBFACC Database access method Access Path Generation
YDBFGEN Database implementation Access Path Generation
YDDLDBA Database access method Function generation
YDFTCTX Parameter default context Function Generation
YDSTFIO Distributed file I/O control Environment
YERRRTN Error routine Function Generation
YEXCENV Execution environment Environment
YFILPFX File name prefix Name Allocation
YFRFPFX Field reference prefix Access Path Generation
YFRFTXT Field reference file text Access Path Generation
YFRFVNM Field reference file name Access Path Generation
YGENCMT Generate comments in source Function Generation
YGENGUI Generate GUI by default (Synon/TC Function Generation
YGENHLP Generate help text Function Generation/ Help Generation
YGENLIB Generation library Environment
YGENLMT Maximum job list entries for single

YGENSRC job
Function Generation
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YGENRDB Generation RDB name Environment
YGUIAKY Suppress aid keys (Synon/TC PWS Environment
YGUICMD Command key descriptor text (Synon/TC PWS Environment
YGUIFLR Folder for GUI objects (Synon/TC PWS Environment
YGUIHLP Default GUI help language (Synon/TC Help Generation
YGUILIB Library partitioning for GUI (Synon/TC PWS Environment
YGUILSO Suppress list options (Synon/TC PWS Environment
YGUIOPR Operator between prefix & text (Synon/TC PWS Environment
YGUISEL Subfile select descriptor text (Synon/TC PWS Environment
YGUITKY Display command keys per tab (Synon/TC PWS Environment
YHLLCBL HLL Cobol Function Generation
YHLLGEN HLL to generate Function Generation
YHLLVNM HLL naming convention Name Allocation
YHLPCSR Generate cursor sensitive text Help Generation
YIGCCNV IGC support Environment
YLHSFLL Leaders for device design Design Option
YLIBLST Model library list name Environment
YMDLLIB Model library Environment
YMDLLNG Model language Environment
YMDLTXT Model text Environment
YMSGNBR Message number Name Allocation
YMSGPFX Message id prefix Name Allocation
YMSGVNM Message file name Name Allocation
YNLLMDL Null model Unchangeable System Model Value
YNLLUPD Null update suppression Function Generation
YNPTHLP NPT help default generation type Help Generation
YOBJPFX Member name prefix Name Allocation
YOLDDBF Old DBF names Access Path Generation
YOLDLIB Old library Environment
YOPNACC Open access to the model Environment
YPKYLIB Print key file library Function Generation
YPKYVNM Print key file Function Generation
YPMTGEN Prompt implementation Function Generation
YPMTMSF Prompt message file Name Allocation
YPMTNBR Prompt number Name Allocation
YPUTOVR DDS put with override Function Generation
YRPGHDR RPG header specification Function Generation
YRPGHSP RPG Control (H) Specification Function Generation
YRP4HSP RPGIV Control (H) Specification (*PGM) Function Generation
YRP4HS2 RPGIV Control (H) Specification

(*MODULE)
Function Generation

YRP4SGN RPGIV Generation Options Function Generation
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YSAAFMT SAA format Design Option
YSCNLMT Scan Limit Function Generation
YSFLEND Subfile end Design Option
YSHRDFT Sharing default Design Option
YSHRSBR Share function subroutines Function Generation
YSNDMSG Send error message Function Generation
YSQLFMT Generate SQL RCDFMT clause Function Generation
YSQLLCK SQL locking Function Generation
YSQLLEN SQL naming length Access Path Generation
YSQLLIB SQL collection library Environment
YSQLVNM SQL naming Access Path Generation
YSQLWHR SQL Where clause Function Generation
YSYSCHG Change control library System Defaults
YSYSDBF System database access System Defaults
YSYSHLL Default HLL System Defaults
YSYSLNG System language Unchangeable System Model Value
YSYSNPT System default NPT help generation type System Defaults
YSYSPMT System prompt System Defaults
YSYSSAA Default SAA formatting option System Defaults
YTRGLIB Trigger Runtime library Environment
YTRNAPI Convert Case API Function Generation
YUIMBID Bi-directional UIM help text Help Generation
YUIMFMT Default UIM format Help Generation
YUIMIDX UIM search index Help Generation
YVLSPFX Value list prefix Name Allocation
YWBDATR Window border attribute Design Option
YWBDCHR Window border characters Design Option
YWBDCLR Window border background color Design Option
YWSNGEN Workstation environment Function Generation
YW2ELIB Web Option Product Library Function Generation

Model Values Grouped By Role

Following are the model values grouped according to their role.

Design Option Values

Model Value Description Allowed Values
YABRNPT Allows you to choose between creation of

CA 2E Action Bars or DDS Menu Bars for a
given function.

*DDSMNU
*ACTBAR
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YACTCND Symbols used in editing a compound
condition.

5 pairs of up to 3 characters each used to
represent the edit and display values for
logical operators and parenthesis. Then, up
to 3 characters for the conditions.

YACTFUN Symbols used in editing a compute
expression.

8 sets of up to 3 characters each separated
by blanks used to represent the arithmetic
operations, parenthesis and functions.

YACTSYM Symbols used to indicate the action
diagram symbols :, |, . Used in action
diagram editor and YDOCMDLFUN.

*SAA -- Default to symbols, :, |, , or you can
pick three symbols of your own choice.
See the notes that follow.

YCUAEXT For panel device designs, defines
whether right-hand side text, provision
for instructions area on entry panels, and
padding of field label trailers will be used as
a default.

*C89EXT -- This value will provide right-
hand side text and extra spacing in line with
the 1989 CUA extensions.
*DEFAULT -- This value will not provide
right-hand side text and extra spacing.

YCUAPMT Enables the CUA prompt. The default is F4. *MDL -- Will pick it up from YSAAFMT. If
YSAAFMT = CUATEXT, F4 will be enabled
within the generated application.
*YES -- F4 will be enabled within the
generated application.
*NO -- F4 will not be enabled.
*CALC -- See the notes that follow.

YLHSFLL Symbols to be used as leaders between
screen text and screen fields.

*SAA -- Will provide default left-hand side
filler characters for input and output fields or
you can pick characters of your own choice.
See the notes that follow.

YSAAFMT Screen device convention to be defaulted
for use in the device design editor.
(System/38, CUA Entry, or CUA Text)

*CUAENTRY -- Defaults to a header/footer
without windows or action bars.
*CUATEXT -- Defaults to windows and
action bar style header/footers. All function
types with the exception of SELRCD will
default to action bars. THE SELRCD will
default to a window.
*S38 -- Defaults to System/38 style header/
footer.

YSFLEND Controls whether + or More. . . is displayed
if additional subfile records are available for
display.

*PLUS -- Display the + sign to indicate that
the subfile contains more records.
*TEXT -- Display More. . . to indicate that
the subfile contains more records. Display
Bottom to indicate that the last subfile
record is displayed.

YSHRDFT Defines the sharing default for the model
when editing file relations. This affects how
key fields are shared by default when the
key field is already present in the file.

*ALL -- All keys that match existing fields,
other than the last key of the relation, are
automatically shared.
*NONE -- No keys are automatically
shared.
This is a recommended default when using
Gateway/SR.

YWBDATR Window border attribute that is to be the
default for device designs.

*CUA -- Shadowed window.
*SHADOW -- Shadowed window.
*NOSHADOW -- Straight lined window.
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YWBDCHR Window border characters. The field length
is 8, with each number referencing a border
section:
1 Top left corner character
2 Horizontal top line
3 Top right corner character
4 Vertical left line character
5 Vertical right line character
6 Bottom left corner character
7 Horizontal bottom line
8 Bottom right corner character

*CUA -- Dots provided at the top and
bottom, colon at the left and right.
CHAR (8) -- You can choose which
characters you want for each border
section. See the notes that follow.

YWBDCLR Window border background color. *CUA -- Default color is blue.
*RED, *GRN, *WHT, *PNK, *TRQ, *YLW,
*BLU

YACTSYM

YACTSYM is made up of three characters:

• The symbol used to indicate iteration brackets in action diagrams
• The symbol used for sequence brackets
• The symbol used for condition brackets

The three characters are shipped with the following initial values:

• Iteration..: '|'
• Sequence...: ':'
• Condition..: ' '

YCUAPMT

The *CALC value for YCUAPMT enables F4 prompting in the generated application, and processes the CALC: user points
in the action diagram of the function where you pressed F4. The main use for this feature is to provide Retrieve Condition
functionality (*RTVCND built-in function) when you press F4.

Note: If you have Retrieve Condition logic within a USER: user point that you want processed when you press F4, you will
need to move the logic to a CALC: user point.

If a CALC: user point contains logic that you do not want processed when you press F4, you can bypass the logic by
checking for the F4 prompt condition. For example:

 >CALC:                                                                       
 . -  -                                                                           
 .     DTL.Gender name = Condition name of DTL.Gender                     <<< 
 .     + - CASE                                                             <<< 
 .     | - DTL.*CMD key is *Prompt                                          <<< 
 .     | - *OTHERWISE                                                       <<< 
 .     |  :                                                               <<< 
 .     | (Actions to be bypassed when you press F4=Prompt)                <<< 
 .     |  :                                                               <<< 
 .     + - ENDCASE                                                          <<< 
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Note: Some function types contain logic that reinitializes function fields as shown in the following table. As a result, if you
bypass function field calculation, when you press F4 the function fields will be reinitialized but not recalculated.

Function Type Function Field Initialization
PMTRCD
DSPFIL
SELRCD

No
No
No

DSPRCD,2,3
EDTRCD, 2,3
EDTFIL
DSPTRN
EDTTRN

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The action diagram logic that processes the key screen for the following functions does not contain a CALC: user point:

• DSPRCD
• DSPRCD2
• DSPRCD3
• EDTRCD
• EDTRCD2
• EDTRCD3.

As a result, to process Retrieve Condition logic before processing the detail screens for these functions you can:

• Set the Bypass Key Screen function option for the function to Y.
• Create a Prompt Record (PMTRCD) function that includes the Retrieve Condition logic at its CALC: user point and

calls the Display Record or Edit Record function to process the detail screen.

YLHSFLL

YLHSFLL takes either the special value *SAA, indicating that the SAA convention is to be used (. . . :), or a 9 character
string is specified, typically :.:..:..:. The first character (":" in the example) is used as the leader on screen designs when
there is one space between the text and the following field. The next two characters (".:") are used when there are two
spaces between the text and the following field. The next three characters ("..:") are used when there are three spaces
between the text and the field. The final three characters ("..:") are used when there are more than three spaces, with the
middle character being repeated as required.

YWBDCHR

YWBDCHR is made up of eight characters that correspond to the eight sides and corners of a window frame as follows:

Character Position Value
5 Top left corner .
1 Top horizontal .
6 Top right corner .
3 Left vertical :
4 Right vertical :
7 Bottom left corner :
2 Bottom horizontal .
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8 Bottom right corner :

Name Allocation Values

Model Value Description Allowed Values
YALCVNM Specifies whether field and object names

are to be allocated automatically by CA 2E
*YES
*NO
*MNC -- Will be allocated mnemonically.
See the note that follows this table.

YFILPFX The Last Used File Prefix (YFILPFX) model
value contains the last two-character
identifying mnemonic CA 2E used when
creating a new file. These two characters
occupy positions three and four of the new
file name, following the model object prefix.

Two-character prefix.

YHLLVNM Specifies HLL or HLLs with which new
names will comply.

*RPG
*CBL
*RPGCBL -- Allocate both RPG and Cobol.
*VNM -- Same language as YHLLGEN
option is allocated.

YMSGNBR The last assigned message number in the
message file named by YMSGVNM.

AAAA to 9999

YMSGPFX Message prefix to be given to message
identifiers issued automatically by CA 2E.

Message prefix or *NO
VNM(3)

YMSGVNM Name of default message file in GENLIB to
place message descriptions in.

*NONE
*MSGPFX
VNM(10)

YOBJPFX Prefix to use when generating system
object names.

Two-character prefix that will be attached to
your generated objects.

YPMTMSF Device prompt message file. Valid System Name -- Specify your own.
*NONE
*PMTMSF -- Default name provided.

YPMTNBR The last assigned prompt message number
in the message file named by YPMTMSF.

0001 to 9999

YVLSPFX Prefix to be given to value list profile
and the program that calls it. See
YCVTCNDVAL.

Two-character prefix

Note: If you set the model value for YALCVNM to *MNC, a column of input fields is created on the define objects panel.
Place an M in this column and the newly defined object name will be added to a file of object names or mnemonics of 1, 2,
and 3 characters. The three variants can then be defined and made available to the name allocation program

Access Path Generation Values

Model Value Description Allowed Values
YDBFACC Specifies whether data is accessed using

the SQL table directly or an SQL view.
*DBFGEN -- Access data using a view.
*TABLE -- Access data directly from the
SQL table.
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YDBFGEN Defines the method for database definition,
either DDS, SQL or DDL. The default is
the value defined by the YSYSDBF model
value.

*DDS
*SQL
*DDL

YFRFPFX Prefix for fields in field reference file. Valid System Name -- Specify your own.
YFRFTXT Text for field reference file. Character string
YFRFVNM Name of field reference file. Valid System Name or *NONE
YOLDDBS Controls display of the old DBF name field

on the Edit Field Details display.
*YES -- Display YES.
*NO -- Display NO.

YSQLLEN Controls the length of the extended SQL
name.

A numeric value up to 25.
This model value is used only when
YSQLVNM is *SQL.

YSQLFMT Specifies whether the RCDFMT keyword
must be generated for SQL tables, views,
and indexes.

*NO
*YES

YSQLVNM Specifies whether to assign DDS names
or model object names to SQL tables and
columns.

*DDS -- Use DDS names.
*SQL -- Use the names of the CA 2E model
objects; in other words, use extended SQL
naming.
*LNG -- Use the long names of the CA 2E
objects in the model along with the DDS or
implementation names.
*LNF -- Use the long field names of the CA
2E objects in the model along with the DDS
or implementation names.
*LNT -- Use the long table names of the CA
2E objects in the model along with the DDS
or implementation names.

Function Generation Values

Modern value Description Allowed values
YCNFVAL Specifies initial value for confirm prompt *YES
YCPYMSG Specifies whether outstanding messages

are to be copied back to the calling
program.

*YES
*NO

YCUTOFF Specifies the first of 100 consecutive years
that can be entered as 2 digit years. It is
specified as 19YY, which represents the
hundred years 19YY to 20YY-1. Values
between YY and 99 are assumed to be in
the 20th century; values between 00 and
YY-1 are assumed to be in the 21st century.

1940
19YY -- where YY is a numeric value
between 00 and 99; in other words, a 4-digit
year between 1900 and 1999

YDATFMT Specifies the display format for dates at
run time (DMY, YMD, MDY) if YDATGEN
= *VRY was specified. It is stored as
Y2DTFMA data area in GENLIB.

*DMY -- Date, Month, Year
*YMD -- Year, Month, Date
*MDY -- Month, Date, Year

YDATGEN Date validation generation option: MDY,
YMD, DMY, VRY - if VRY see YDATFMT
value

*DMY
*YMD
*MDY
*VRY
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YDDLDBA *RLA --
*SQL --

YDFTCTX Specifies the default context to be used for
a given function call in the action diagram
editor when no context has been supplied
by the user.

*WRK -- Use WRK context for parameter
defaulting.
*LCL -- Use LCL context for parameter
defaulting.

YERRRTN Specifies whether an error handling routine
is to be generated.

*YES -- Generate error handling routine.
*NO -- Do not generate error handling
routine.

YGENCMT Determines whether or not comments are
placed in the resulting generated source
code. The time required to generate a
function can be significantly improved if
comments are not required for the source.
Note: Refer to the YGENHLP model value
for another method that can be used to
improve function generation times.

*ALL -- All comments are generated into the
source for a function.
*HDR -- Only header comments are
generated.
*NO -- No comments are generated.
*STD -- Currently the same as *ALL. To be
used in a future release.

YGENGUI Generate GUI by Default. Indicates whether
to generate SDF source for functions that
use a screen device design. This applies
to all programmable workstation functions;
namely, if the YWSNGEN model value is
set to *GUI, *VB, or *JVA. YGENGUI is
ignored when YWSNGEN or its function
option is set to *NPT.
For Synon/TC, also indicates whether to
generate Windows Help and depends on
YGENHLP. See YGENHLP.

*YES -- Generate a GUI interface for
functions that use a screen device design.
*NO -- Do not generate a GUI interface.
*ONLY -- Generate only a GUI interface
that use a screen device design. For
functions where SDF is not applicable, for
example, Print File functions, no source is
generated.

YGENHLP Determines whether help will be generated/
created by default for functions in the
model. This can be overridden by a function
option. For Synon/TC the result depends on
YGENGUI. See YGENHLP.

*YES -- Generate help text (UIM or TM)
with all other HLLs.
*NO -- Do not generate help text.
*ONLY -- Generate help text only (without
other HLLs).

YGENLMT Specifies the maximum number of job
list entries that can be processed by a
single YGENSRC job. If a generation or
compilation job is submitted which contains
more entries (objects) than this value,
the list will be automatically 'split' and
processed by multiple YGENSRC jobs.
Note: YGENLMT is shipped with a value of
99999. This value should not be changed
unless directed by CA support.

1-99999
Note: If an object assigned to a YGENSRC
job is associated with another object
assigned to another YGENSRC job, PGM
and DSPF of an EDTFIL, for example, the
YGENSRC job assigned to the PGM will
also process the DSPF and update the
job list accordingly. In this scenario the
YGENSRC that was originally assigned
the DSPF will not process that object.
Therefore it is possible for one or more
of the submitted YGENSRC jobs to not
actually perform any source generation at
all; this is expected behavior.

YHLLCBL Specifies Cobol version. *CBL85
*CBL74

YHLLGEN Default HLL type to be given to new
functions.

*RPG
*CBL
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YNLLUPD Sets the default for whether CHGOBJ
functions update or release the database
record if the record has not changed. This
may be overridden with a matching function
option.

*NO -- CHGOBJ functions always update
the database whether the record changed
or not.
*AFTREAD -- CHGOBJ checks whether to
suppress database update after the After
Data Read user point.
*YES -- CHGOBJ checks whether to
suppress database update both after the
After Data Read and after the Data Update
user points.

YPKYLIB Print file library name. Valid System Name -- Specify your own.
*LIBL -- Will pick up name from your library
list.
*NONE

YPKYVNM Print file name for use on DSPF DDS
PRINT keyword: specifies name of spool
file for PRINT key output.

Valid System Name
*NONE

YPMTGEN Device text prompt implementation which
specifies whether the text on your device
designs will be externalized to message
files. The default is the value defined by the
YSYSPMT model value.

*OFF -- This model is incapable of
generating message IDs for screen text
literals. (default
*MSGID -- This model will default to
generated external message IDs for every
screen text constant.
*LITERAL -- This model is capable of
generating external message IDs but will
not default to do so. You can override at the
function level.

YPUTOVR Specifies whether code is to be generated
using PUTOVR option in DDS.

*YES -- Generate PUTOVR in the DDS.
*NO -- Do not generate PUTOVR in the
DDS.

YRPGHSP Specifies H specification line to be used for
RPG programs.

H specification (80)

YRP4HSP Specifies H Specification line to be used for
RPGIV Programs (*PGM)

H Specification VNM(80)

YRP4HS2 Specifies H Specification line to be used for
RPGIV Modules (*MOD)

H Specification VNM(80)

YRP4SGN The options which are used to generate
RPGIV (RPGLE) source in the model. See
help text for more information

1st character - U,M,L
2nd character - G,W,R,B,P

YSCNLMT Allows you to specify the scan limit for
subfile functions. The shipped value is 500,
but can be changed using YCHGMDLVAL.
It can also be changed within a function
through the use of the *PGM.*Scan limit
value.

1- 999999999

YSHRSBR indicates whether generated source code
for subroutines is to be shared and whether
the subroutine’s interface is internal or
external.

*NO -- Generate source code each time
the subroutine is called. The subroutine’s
interface is internal.
*YES -- Share the first instance of
generated source for all subsequent calls to
the subroutine. The subroutine’s interface is
external.
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YSNDMSG Specifies whether all messages are to be
sent, or only the first one detected.

*YES
*NO

YSQLLCK Specifies whether a row to be updated will
be locked at the time it is read or at the time
it is updated.

*UPD -- Lock row at time of update.
*FET -- If a SELECT is done, lock row
at time of read; else lock row at time of
update.
*IMG -- Lock row at time of read for
CHGOBJ's embedded in the DBF record
user point of standard Edit functions.

YSQLWHR Specifies whether to use OR or NOT logic
when generating SQL WHERE clauses.

*OR -- Use OR logic when generating SQL
WHERE clauses.
*NOT -- Use NOT logic when generating
SQL WHERE clauses.

YWSNGEN Defines whether interactive functions are
to operate on non-programmable terminals
(NPT) or on programmable work stations
(PWS) communicating with an IBM i host.
For programmable workstations, you also
specify the PC runtime environment.

*NPT -- Will generate for non-
programmable terminals.
*GUI -- Generates for non-programmable
terminals together with a Windows
executable.
*JVA -- Generates for non-programmable
terminals together with a Windows
executable and a Java executable.
*VB -- Generates for non-programmable
terminals together with a Visual Basic
executable.

YW2ELIB The name of the Web Option product library
that is associated with this model if HTML
templates are being generated

VNM (10) - Valid library name.

• YRP4SGN
RPGIV generation options: The options which are used to generate RPGIV (RPGLE) source in the model. This model
value consists of 2 characters as follows:
1st character: Case of generated source. This specifies the case of the actual source statements (excluding
comments). It applies to variable names and RPGIV op-codes. The default is 'U' (upper-case). If any value other than
those given below is specified, the default value will be used when generating RPGIV source.
U
Source code is generated in upper-case (e.g. 'NNNNNN')
M
Source code is generated in mixed-case (e.g. 'Nnnnnn')
L
Source code is generated in lower-case (e.g. 'nnnnnn')
2nd character: Comment color in generated source. This specifies the color of any comments generated in the
source. The default is 'G' (green). If any value other than those given below is specified, the default value is used when
generating RPGIV source.
G
Comments are generated in green
W
Comments are generated in white
R
Comments are generated in red
B
Comments are generated in blue
P
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Comments are generated in pink
• YRP4HSP

This model value controls characters 1-80 of data area YRP4HSPRFA.
• YRP4HS2

This model value controls characters 81-160 of data area YRP4HSPRFA 2 model values are used because in RPGIV,
the H specification can be 160 characters.

Environment Values

Model Value Description Allowed Values
YACTUPD Defines the default value for the change/

create function option on the exit function
definition panel.

*YES -- Option will always default to Y.
*NO -- Option will always default to N.
*CALC -- Option is set to Y only when a
change to the function’s action diagram or
panel design has been detected.

YCHGCTL Name of the library in which the change
control exit programs reside. Restricted
exit programs will be called qualified by
this library name. For more information on
the change management facilities, please
see the Start Change Control command
(YSTRCHGCTL).

*NONE -- Restricted exit programs will
not be called. Change control additional
features are effectively off.
Valid library name.

YCMPCHG Determines whether component change
processing happens interactively and
the access which developers have to the
component change processing flag on their
model.

*NONE -- No interactive component change
processing occurs while editing model
objects unless running the YAPYCMPCHG
command.
*LIMITED -- Component change processing
will occur if developer's model profile is set
to Y. Only *DSNR authorized developers
can change the model profile value.
*UNLIMITED -- Component change
processing will occur if developer's model
profile is set to Y. Developers may change
the model profile value as they wish.
*GEN -- The YAPYCMPCHG command will
be invoked for each object being generated
by a YGENSRC job. This will keep the
effect of changes to model objects as up to
date as possible.
Note: *NONE and *GEN also imply
*LIMITED authority to developer access to
the component change processing flag on
their model profile.

YCMPTXT Text description of company using CA 2E.
Used in banner of generated code.
It is displayed on the right-hand side and
header/footer.

TEXT (30)

YCMTCDE Determines whether commented-out
(Inactive) code in the Action Diagram will be
included when determining Object Usages
and References

*YES - Inactive code is included.
*NO - Inactive code is not included
*IGN - there is no differentiation between
active code and inactive code.

YCPYLIB Name of library from which old physical file
data is to be copied.

Valid System Name
*NONE
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YCRTENV Object creation environment: IBM i or
System/38

QCL -- Create environment for S/38.
QCMD -- Create environment for IBM i.

YCRTJBD Name of job description to use when
submitting compilations. Default to
QBATCH.

VNM (10) -- Valid job description name.

YDSTFIO For SQL DRDA support, the distributed file
I/O control option.

*SYNON -- Synon provides for control
rolling between databases.
*USER -- User provides for control rolling
between databases.
*NONE -- No distributed functionality is
generated.

YEXCENV Runtime environment: Specifies default
initial value for execution environment for
EXCMSG functions.

QCL -- Prepare execution for S/38.
QCMD -- Prepare execution for IBM i.

YGENLIB Name of the generation library. VNM (10) - Valid library name.
YGENRDB For SQL DRDA support, the name of the

default database. Used in the creation of
the SQL package. This should typically
correspond to the local database as defined
in the IBM i RDB directory.

Valid database name.

YIGCCNV Generate IGC (Kanji ideographic
characters) support keywords in DDS.

0 -- Do not generate IGC support keywords
1 -- Generate IGC support keyword.

YLIBLST Name of the model library list. VNM (10) -- Valid library list name. Users
are advised to ensure that the CA 2E
Toolkit data object
YLIBLST is available in the library list of
jobs running CA 2E commands.

YMDLLIB Name of model library: must be the same
as the library containing the model.

VNM (10) -- Valid library name.

YMDLLNG National language for system portion of
model.

Valid model language code; for example
*ENG.

YMDLTXT Text description of the model. Use in
banner of generated code.

TEXT (30)

YOLDLIB Name of library into which old physical files
are archived.

Valid System Name

YOPNACC Value defines whether concurrent access
by *DSNR(s) and *PGMR(s) is allowed.

*YES -- Allow *DSNRs and *PGMRs in the
model concurrently.
*NO -- Disallow concurrent *DSNR and
*PGMR access.

YSQLLIB Name of library in which to place the
collection to implement the SQL database.

SQL Valid System name.
*NONE -- There is no SQL library
associated with the model.

YTRGLIB Specifies the name of the library into
which model trigger references should
be converted using the YCVTTRGDTA
command.

*GENLIB, VNM(10)

YTRNAPI Specifies the name of the API to be invoked
at runtime by DSPFIL and SELRCD
function types to convert non-key field filters
to upper case values for comparison with
subfile record field values.

VNM(8)
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Help Generation Values

Model Value Description Allowed Values
YGENHLP Determines whether help will be generated/

created by default for functions in the
model. This can be overridden by a function
option. For Synon/TC the result depends on
YGENGUI. See YGENHLP.

*YES -- Generate help text (UIM or TM)
with all other HLLs.
*NO -- Do not generate help text.
*ONLY -- Generate help text only (without
other HLLs).

YGUIHLP Default GUI Help Language. Indicates
the language generated for online help
on programmable workstation functions;
namely, if the YWSNGEN model value
is set to *GUI, *VB, or *JVA. This can be
overridden by a function option.

*NONE -- Do not generate GUI help.
*WIN -- Generate GUI help using Windows
help.
*HTML -- Generate GUI help using
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) for
the Internet.

YHLPCSR Specifies whether to generate cursor
sensitive text.

*YES -- Generate help text that is cursor
sensitive.
*NO -- Do not generate cursor sensitive
help text.

YNPTHLP Determines what type of help text will be
generated by default for NPT functions in
the model.

*UIM -- Generates help text in UIM (User
Interface Manager) by default.
*TM -- Generates help text in TM (Text
Management) by default.
Both are displayed using CA 2E utility.

YUIMBID Tells the UIM generator whether to specify
bi-directional support for UIM.

*NONE -- No bi-directional support for
generated UIM panel groups.
*LTR -- Help is to be displayed with left-to-
right orientation.
*RTL -- Help is to be displayed with right-to-
left orientation.

YUIMFMT Specifies the default formatting of narrative
text, when included in generated UIM help.

*AUTO -- Format the narrative by default
with a UIM Paragraph tag (:P).
*FIXED -- Format the narrative by default
with a UIM Lines tag (:L).

YUIMIDX Defines the valid name used for Help
Search Index when generating UIM
keywords in all DDS source for the model
and when generating calls to CA 2E Display
Help API displaying UIM help.

*NONE -- Do not generate any references
to a search index.
*VLSPFX -- Use a name for the search
index derived from the values list prefix.

YGENHLP

For Synon/TC applications, which source components get generated is determined by derivation of the YWSNGEN,
YGENHLP, and YGENGUI model value as shown in this table:

Model Values Source
Components
Generated

YWSNGEN YGENHLP YGENGUI NPT HLL NPT HELP SDF Windows Help
*NPT *YES n/a yes yes --- ---

*NO yes --- --- ---
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*ONLY --- yes --- ---
*GUI *YES *YES yes yes yes yes

*NO yes yes --- ---
*ONLY --- --- yes yes

*NO *YES yes --- yes ---
*NO yes --- --- ---
*ONLY --- --- yes ---

*ONLY *YES --- yes --- yes
*NO --- yes --- ---
*ONLY --- yes --- yes

PWS Environment Values

Model Value Description Allowed Values
YGUIAKY Suppress Aid Keys. Specifies whether

description of the keys should be displayed
or not on the pull-down menu. Aid-keys
are the command keys defined functionally
rather than graphically on the screen.

*NO -- Do not suppress generation of aid-
keys description on the pull-down menu; in
other words, display aid keys.
*YES -- Suppress generation of aid-keys
description.

YGUICMD Command Key Descriptor Text. Indicates
how command key text appears on your
green-screen device designs. You can
specify up to two ways. The default is F,CF
as in F3=Exit and CF3=Exit.

*NONE -- No descriptor text is used.
text1,text2 -- Up to two ways in which
command key text appears on your green-
screen device designs, separated by a ‘,’;
for example, ‘F,PF’, ‘,PF’. Each value may
be up to five characters.

YGUIFLR Application Folder for GUI. Name of the
shared folder into which the Synon/TC
source (SDF, SIF, ADF, MSF) is placed
for processing on the PC. This must be a
character string of up to six characters that
follows the IBM i document path naming
convention.

valid system name -- Name of shared
folder. This name defaults to the name of
the model.
*NONE -- There is no folder.

YGUILIB Library Partitioning for GUI. Specifies
the way in which SDF panels are
partitioned into libraries within a Synon/
TC application. There is a maximum of
1000 functions in a single library. Library
names must be unique across all Synon/
TC applications residing on the same PC.
Names exceeding seven characters will be
truncated.

valid library name -- A valid PC directory
name. This will place all GUI functions into
a single library.
*AUTO -- Library partitioning will be done
automatically for each SDF panel using
the shipped routine YALCLIBR1C. By
default this builds the library name from the
YGUIFLR value and the third character of
the SDF name, allocating panels across
libraries.

YGUILSO Suppress List Options. Indicates whether
subfile-select options should be displayed
on the pull-down menu.

*NO -- Do not suppress display of subfile-
select descriptions on the pull-down menu;
in other words, display subfile-select
descriptions.
*YES -- Suppress display of subfile-select
descriptions.
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YGUIOPR Operator Between Prefix and Text.
Indicates how a command key or subfile
selector value is separated from the text
that describes it on your green-screen
device designs. The default is =, - as in
F3=Exit and 5 - Display.

*NONE -- No operator is used.
text1,text2 -- Up to two ways in which a
command key or subfile selector value
is separated from the text that describes
it on your green-screen device designs,
separated by a comma; for example,
‘=,-’, ‘,--’. Each value may be up to two
characters.

YGUISEL Subfile Select Descriptor Text. Indicates
how subfile selector text appears on your
green-screen device designs. You can
specify up to two ways. The default is Opt
as in Opt1-Select.

*NONE -- No descriptor text is used.
text1,text2 -- Up to two ways in which
subfile selector text appears on your green-
screen device designs, separated by a
comma; for example, ‘Opt,Sel’, ‘,Sel’. Each
value may be up to five characters.

YGUITKY Display command keys per tab. Indicates
how command keys should be displayed on
the non-NPT implementation of functions
using tab dialogs; namely, Edit Record 2
and 3 and Display Record 2 and 3.

*NO -- Command keys are displayed once
for the function, covering all tab dialogs.
The command key text is taken from the
first last detail screen.
*YES -- Command keys are displayed on
each tab dialog. The command key text is
taken from each detail screen.

System Defaults

Model Value Description Allowed Values
YSYSCHG Gives the default YCHGCTL model value

for new models.
*NONE -- Restricted exit programs are not
called. Change control additional features
are effectively off.
Valid library name.

YSYSDBF Defines system database access method,
either DDS and HLL or SQL Data Definition
Language (DDL) and Data Manipulation
Language (DML).

*DDS
*SQL

YSYSHLL Default HLL given to new models. It is the
value for YHLLGEN model value.

*RPG
*CBL

YSYSNPT Gives the default YNPTHLP on
YCRTMDLLIB.

*UIM -- Generates help text in UIM by
default.
*TM -- Generates help text in TM by default.

YSYSPMT Defines system prompts. *OFF -- This model is incapable of
generating message IDs for screen text
literals.
*MSGID -- This model will default to
generate external message IDs for every
screen text constant.
*LITERAL -- This model is capable of
generating external message IDs, but will
not default to do so. You can override at a
function level.
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YSYSSAA Defines system default for SAA formatting
option YSAAFMT.

*CUAENTRY -- Defaults to a header/footer
without windows or action bars.
*CUATEXT -- Defaults to windows and
action bar style header/footers. All function
types with the exception of SELRCD will
default to action bars. The SELRCD will
default to a window.
*S38 -- Defaults to System/38 style header/
footer.

Unchangeable Model Values

The following two tables show model values which cannot be changed with YCHGMDLVAL.

Protected Model Values

Modern Values To change and use this command
YMDLLIB YRNMMDL
YMDLLVL YAPYMDLCHG
YMDLNBR YAPYSYSMDL
YMDLLNG YAPYMDLTRN
YPMTNBR YCRTMDLLIB

You can change the following system values using the i OS CHGDTAARA command. The name of the data area is
the model value name with the suffix RFA; for example, the name of the null model for the system is contained in the
YNLLMDLRFA data area in the CA 2E base product library.

Unchangeable System Model Values

Modern value Set by Role
YNLLMDL Install procedure Defines the name of the null model.

YSYSLNG Install procedure Defines the language of the installed
product.

Example

To change the design standard to CUATEXT:

 YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(YSAAFMT) + VALUE(*CUATEXT)
 

YCHKDTAMDL (Check Data Model) Command
Check data model is a process which reports on any integrity issues within a model.

Any integrity issues found are listed on the spooled output. The messages indicate the surrogate numbers that are in
error, as well as the file in which the errors were found. Contact Product Support if any errors are reported by the Check
Data Model command.

Contents
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Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCHKDTAMDL command.

MDLLIB

Specifies the name of a CA 2E model to check for integrity. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library in the library list is to be used.
• model library name -- The name of the model library over which an integrity check should be run.

Example

To examine objects in model library UURMDL for corruption:

YCHKDTAMDL MDLLIB(UURMDL)

YCHKFUNACT (Check Function Action Diagram) Command
This command allows a user to analyze the action diagram of a list of functions. Only functions that appear on the input
model list are processed.

A report provides details of any errors found. Functions that contain errors may optionally be added to an output model
list.

Contents
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Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCHKFUNACT command.

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list that contains the functions to be checked. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension
record for the current user in the specified model library.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the list name for the target of
the command.

• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.
• list name -- The model object list name must be entered.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user’s current library list is used as

the model library for the list.
• library name -- The model library name for the list.

OPTION

Specifies the action to be taken if an error is found in an action diagram. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *PRINT -- (default) The error is written to a report.
• *EDIT -- The action diagram of the function that has the error is to be edited. The program will position to the first

offending action diagram block to allow the user to correct the problem.
• *REFRESH -- The title of each action element of the action diagram is examined. If the title is out of date, for example

because the referenced function or message (or field, in the case of built-in functions) has been renamed, it is
refreshed.

OUTLST

The name of the model object list that receives output from the command. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Special value meaning that no outlist processing is to be performed.
• list name -- The model object list name is to be used as output.

OUTLSTOPT

This parameter specifies the action taken if the output list already exists. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *REPLACE -- (default) The existing model object list should be replaced with the output from this command.
• *ADD -- The existing model object list should be augmented with the output from this command.

Example

To check the action diagrams of all functions contained in the model object list APLIST in the current model library and
print a report of all errors found:

YCHKFUNACT MDLLST(*MDLLIB/APLIST)

YCHKFUNPAR (Check Parameter Interfaces) Command
Use the YCHKFUNPAR (Check Parameter Interfaces) command to identify any functions that have duplicate parameter
fields when the Duplicate parameters function option is set to N. Earlier, it was possible to enter duplicate parameters
even when the Duplicate parameters function option was set to N. This command allows you to analyze an entire model
and identify functions that violate the Duplicate Parameters restriction and exception. Executing the command produces a
joblog that contains error messages identifying problematic functions.

Contents

 

WARNING
After gathering the results from the YCHKFUNPAR command, it is your responsibility to rectify any problems by
modifying, as necessary, the parameter interfaces.

The command searches for two specific parameter interface problems:

• Invalid Duplicate Parameter field:
For a given function (where function option Duplicate parameters is set to N) each parameter field must be unique,
regardless of usage. The only exception is that a field can appear once for Input and once for Output.
Sends error message (Y2V0719) to joblog.

NOTE
If a function has Duplicate parameters function option changed from Y to N, previously valid duplicate fields
may now become invalid (however no warning or error will be sent). It is your responsibility to revisit the
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parameter interface and ensure that any invalid duplicate parameters are modified or removed accordingly.
The YCHKFUNPAR can be used to identify such invalid duplicate parameters.

• Non-unique Parameter SEQ:
When defining parameters on the EDIT FUNCTION PARAMETERS panel, SEQ does not need to be unique. This
has no adverse impact when function option Duplicate Parameters = N. However, when function option Duplicate
Parameters = Y, and two parameters are specified with the same sequence number, the same duplicate parameter
context is used for both parameters. Therefore in the AD, a field can appear in a given duplicate parameters context
more than once.
Sends error message (Y2V0720) to joblog.

Optional

                                 ┌──────► YCHKFUNPAR ──────┐

YCHKFUNPAR ─────── MDLLIB ───────┤                         ├─────►

                                 └── model library name ───┘

Parameter

The following parameter is for the YCHKFUNPAR command:

MDLLIB

The name of the model to be analyzed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value indicating the model library is the first one in the current library list.
• model library name -- The name of the model to be analyzed may be entered explicitly.

Examples

YCHKFUNPAR processing includes processing to provide feedback on the progress. If the job is running interactively, a
message is sent that indicates the current object being processed and the percentage complete. For example:

Processing Object 837 of 2476. 33% Completed.

If the job is running interactively or in batch, a message is sent to the joblog to indicate the total number of objects to be
processed, and a message is sent when every 10% block is reached. For example:

YCHKFUNPAR (MYMDL)

Total number of objects to process: 169    

Processing Object 1 of 169. 0% Completed.  

Processing Object 17 of 169. 10% Completed.

Processing Object 34 of 169. 20% Completed.
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Processing Object 51 of 169. 30% Completed.

Processing Object 68 of 169. 40% Completed.

Invalid duplicate parameter field on Function 'CHANGE BOOKING' (@@1100454) on File 'BOOKING'. Processing Object 85 of 169. 50% Completed.

Invalid duplicate parameter field on Function 'CANCEL BOOKING' (@@1100541) on File 'BOOKING'.

Non-unique parameter SEQ on Function 'PREPARE LOGIN'   (@@1100562) on File 'SECURITY'.

Processing Object 102 of 169. 60% Completed.

Invalid duplicate parameter field on Function 'PROCESS BILL' (@@1100624) on File 'BILL'.

Invalid duplicate parameter field on Function 'PROCESS TICKET' (@@1100645) on File 'TICKET'.

Processing Object 119 of 169. 70% Completed.

Non-unique parameter SEQ on Function 'VALIDATE ORDER' (@@1100742) on File 'ORDER'.

Processing Object 136 of 169. 80% Completed.

Processing Object 153 of 169. 90% Completed.

Processing Object 169 of 169. 100% Completed.

Non-unique parameter SEQ on Function 'CHECK CUSTOMER'   (@@1100872) on File 'CUSTOMER'. 

4 functions identified that contain an invalid duplicate parameter field.

3 functions identified that contain non-unique parameter SEQ & DUP PARMS=Y.

Model MYMDL examined to identify functions with invalid parameter interfaces. See job log for details.

YCHKJOBLE (Check Job List Entries) Command
Checks whether a source member or i OS object exists for each entry on a job list. Checks your authority to each i OS
object found. You can also use the command to check your authority level to each i OS object found. If the object already
exists, it is dropped from your job list.

Contents
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Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCHKJOBLE command.

JOBLST

Qualified name of a job list where you place entries. Name of the job list whose entries are checked. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) The job list name is retrieved from the model profile details for the current user.
• *WRKSTN -- Defaults job name to job list name of invoking job.
• *MDLLIB/ -- Defaults job list name to user profile name in model library.

UPDLST

List update option. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *RMVOK -- (default) Remove verified items from list; that is, if the corresponding source member (CHKFILE
parameter), i OS object (CHKLIB parameter), or specified authorities (CHKAUT parameter) are found.

• *RMVERR -- Remove items from list that are not verified.

CHKLIB

Name of the library to use when checking for the existence of i OS objects corresponding to each job list entry. Values for
these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not check for any object's existence.
• *GENLIB -- Check for objects in the generation library of the model (YGENLIB model value).
• *CURLIB -- Check for objects in the current library.
• *LIBL -- Use the current job's library list.

CHKGUI

Name of shared folder to check for the existence of Synon/TC source objects corresponding to each job list entry. Values
for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not check for any object’s existence.
• *GUIFLR -- Check for objects in the Synon/TC shared folder of the model (YGUIFLR).

CHKFILE

Qualified source file name to check for the existence of a source member corresponding to each job list entry. Values for
these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not check for a corresponding source member.
• *GENTYPE -- Use the default source file name as specified by the edit generation types display; for example,

QRPGSRC for RPG III source, QCLSRC for CL source.

CHKAUT

i OS authorities to check after checking for object or source member existence, as specified by the CHKLIB or CHKFILE.
The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *NONE -- Do not check for authorities when checking existence of corresponding source members or i OS objects.

For more information on i OS authority values, refer to the IBM CL Programmers guide.
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Notes

The job list must already exist. Job lists are created using either the command Build Job List (YBLDJOBLST) or Convert
Model List (YCVTMDLLST) from a command line, or by prompting the command from within a design model.

Example

To check for the existence of i OS objects in the generation library corresponding to the entries on job list MYJOBLST,
removing all the entries for which a corresponding i OS object is found:

YCHKJOBLE UPDOPT(*RMVOK) +

CHKLIB(*GENLIB) JOBLST(MYJOBLST)

YCHKMDL (Check Model) Command
This command checks your model for inactive internal records and unresolvable model object references. These can
occur, for example, if a power outage results in an incomplete update or if a developer makes an error while using
YWKRF to change model file data.

Contents

 

The ACTION parameter lets you specify whether the internal files or the objects in your model are to be checked. It also
lets you specify whether the command will run in prepass or update mode. All errors found are reported, and in update
mode, inactive internal records are backed up to files in a library you specify before being deleted from the model.

NOTE

If you need to restore data from a backup file, you should take great care to specify the correct member name.
It will be the same as the name of your model library. When copying data back, be sure to specify *ADD for the
MBROPT parameter on the Copy File (CPYF) command.

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCHKMDL command.

MDLLIB

The name of the model to be analyzed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value indicating the model library is the first one in the current library list.
• model library name -- The name of the model to be analyzed may be entered explicitly.

ACTION

Specifies the type of check to perform and whether to run in prepass or update mode. A report is produced listing any data
in error. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANALYZE -- (default) The command checks each object in the model and all objects that use the object (usages) and
all objects that it refers to (references). This can be a lengthy process for large models. No update is performed.

• This option produces a separate report that shows any unresolvable references that are encountered during
the expansion of a given object; for example, if a model object refers to an object that has been deleted from
the model.

• If the report shows any errors, first attempt to remove them using *UPDATE and run the *ANALYZE analysis
again. If there are any entries remaining after running the second analysis, please contact your local product
support representative who will assist you with their removal.

• *PREPASS -- The command analyzes those internal files that can automatically be updated in *UPDATE mode and
reports any inactive records. No actual update is performed.

• *UPDATE -- The command performs the same analysis as in the *PREPASS mode, and also deletes inactive records
from the internal files.

BAKLIB

The name of the library that is to receive backup data.

The data is written to a file that has a name similar to that of the originating file; the member name is the same as the
name of your model library. For example, an inactive record in the YSCRENTRFP file (screen or report device entries) in
model library MYMODEL, would be written to file YSCRENTXXP and member MYMODEL in the backup library. You can
therefore specify a single backup library to store all deleted data from all the models on the system.

This parameter is prompted only in *UPDATE mode. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value indicating the model library is to be the backup library.
• library name -- The name of the backup library may be entered explicitly.

UPDOPT

This parameter specifies whether new data written to the backup members should replace or be added to existing data.
This parameter is prompted only in *UPDATE mode. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ADD -- (default) Special value indicating that the new data should be added to any existing data in the backup
members.

• *REPLACE -- The existing data should be cleared during processing.

TEXT

The text to be attached to any new members added to the backup files. This parameter is prompted only in *UPDATE
mode. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *DFT -- (default) Special value indicating that a standard message will be used as new member text.
• member text -- The user may specify the text to be used when adding new members to the backup files.

Example

To examine internal files in model library GR5MDL and to produce a report without updating data:

YCHKMDL  MDLLIB(GR5MDL)  ACTION(*PREPASS)

Additional Processing

YCHKMDL processing now includes some additional processing to provide feedback on the progress of YCHKMDL.

• If the job is running interactively, a message is sent to the screen to indicate the current object being processed and
the percentage complete. For example:

Processing Object 837 of 2476. 33% Completed.

• If the job is running interactively or in batch, a message is sent to the joblog to indicate the total number of objects to
be processed, and a message is sent when every 10% block is reached. For example:

Total number of objects to process: 2476
Processing Object 1 of 2476. 0% Completed.
Processing Object 248 of 2476. 10% Completed.
Processing Object 496 of 2476. 20% Completed.
Processing Object 743 of 2476. 30% Completed.
Processing Object 991 of 2476. 40% Completed.
Processing Object 1238 of 2476. 50% Completed.
Processing Object 1486 of 2476. 60% Completed.
Processing Object 1734 of 2476. 70% Completed.
Processing Object 1981 of 2476. 80% Completed.
Processing Object 2229 of 2476. 90% Completed.
Processing Object 2476 of 2476. 100% Completed.
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YCHKMDLLST (Check a Model Object List) Command
This command allows a user to simultaneously check model object list entries and to remove certain, unwanted entries.
The command also allows entry details to be refreshed from the originating object.

An outlist capability allows users to filter entries to an alternative list leaving the input list unchanged by the filtering
process. In other words, if you specify an output list, the input list will not be updated.

Contents

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCHKMDLLST command.

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list that is checked. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the model profile details
for the current user in the specified model library.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the list name for the target of
the command.

• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.
• list name -- The name of the list.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used.
• library name -- The name of the model library.

CHKTYPE

Check list entry method. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *BYSGT -- (default) The list entries are checked by object surrogate number.
• *BYNAME -- The list entries are checked by object name.

UPDLST

List update option. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *RFSALL -- (default) The data contained in each list entry are refreshed from the corresponding model object details.
• *RFSSGT -- Only the surrogate number of each list entry is refreshed from the corresponding model object details. The

CHKTYPE parameter must be *BYNAME for this option.
• *FLAGERR -- If an error occurs during processing of a list entry, the entry is flagged. The value to use is specified

by the OUTFLAGVAL parameter. This value may be the subject of a later filtering operation. Note that if entries are
flagged, then the OUTFLAGVAL parameter must be set to the desired value.

• *FLAGOK -- If an error does not occur during processing of a list entry, the entry is flagged. The value to use is
specified by the OUTFLAGVAL parameter. This value may be the subject of a later filtering operation.

• *RMVERR -- If an error occurs during processing of a list entry, the entry is removed from the list.
• *RMVOK -- If the processing of a list entry completes without error, the entry is removed from the list.

NOTE
The updating of model lists is controlled by the UPDLST parameter. For example, it must specify *RMVERR if
invalid entries are deleted from the input list or omitted from copy to the output list. Users should also note that
the flagging of entries occurs if the UPDLST parameter instructs the program to do so. However, the appropriate
value to use should be specified in the OUTFLAGVAL parameter to avoid the default value of blank.

When an output list is specified the input list is not updated.

If *RMVERR is specified together with an output list, it has the effect of not copying input list entries to the output list. Such
entries are not removed if they already exist on the output list.

FLAGVAL

This parameter allows model object list entries to be filtered by the model object list entry flag value. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on flag value is to be performed.
• *ERROR -- Only entries flagged as being in error satisfy the filter. Other entries are ignored.
• *SELECTED -- Only explicitly selected model objects satisfy the filter. Other entries are ignored.

CHKMDL

Check model library name. This parameter enables objects from one model to be checked against objects of the same
name in another model. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) The list entries are checked against objects in the same model.
• model name -- The model that entries are checked against.

CUROBJ

This parameter identifies whether the objects on the list are current. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) Objects are not checked.
• *YES -- Only current objects satisfy the check.

CHKLST

The checked out to list may be examined with this parameter. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) Any value for checked out to list is acceptable.
• *MDLLST -- List entries must be checked out to the current list.
• *MDLPRF -- List entries must be checked out to the model object list specified on the current user's model profile.
• *USER -- Entries must be checked out to the model list that has the same name as the current user.
• list name -- A list name may be specified.
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CHKSTS

The check out status of list entries may be checked. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) Check out status is not examined.
• *NONE -- Special value meaning that entries should have no value for check out status.
• status value -- User-defined value. Up to five values may be specified for check out status.

CHKMDLLCK

This parameter allows the lock status of each object on the list to be examined. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *NONE -- (default) No examination of object locks is made.
• *YES -- Objects on the list must not be locked.

OUTFLAGVAL

This parameter specifies the value used in combination with the UPDLST parameter. Selected list entries are updated with
this value if UPDLST is specified as *FLAGERR or *FLAGOK. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) No updating of the flag value is performed.
• *ERROR -- Entries which satisfy the filtering criteria are flagged as *ERROR if UPDLST is specified as *FLAGERR or

*FLAGOK.
• *SELECTED -- Entries that satisfy the filtering criteria are flagged as selected if UPDLST is specified as *FLAGERR or

*FLAGOK.

OUTLST

The name of the model object list which is the target for entries that satisfy any filter. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Special value meaning that no outlist processing is performed.
• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the model profile record for the

current user in the specified model library.
• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the list name.
• list name -- The name of the target list.

OUTLSTOPT

This parameter specifies the action taken if the outlist specified in the OUTLST parameter already exists in the model.
Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *REPLACE -- (default) The existing model object list is replaced with the output from this command.
• *ADD -- The existing model object list is augmented with the output from this command.

Notes

The input model object list must already exist prior to running this command.

A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLST may result in the library list being changed. If the user is currently editing a
model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed during processing, the library list
is changed back after execution.

If an error is detected during processing of the list entries, a diagnostic message is sent for each error encountered, and
an escape message is sent at the end of processing. When using this command in CL programs, users may monitor for
the escape message which is sent. The message id for this message is Y2E0328.
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The OUTLSTOPT parameter is ignored if *NONE is specified for OUTLST. If the specified OUTLST does not exist prior to
running this command, it is created.

If the CHKMDL parameter is specified (i.e., other than *NONE) then the CHKTYP must specify *BYSGT, since it is not
possible to compare objects between models by surrogate key number.

Example

To refresh model object list OLDLST so that all the list entries are completely up to date:

YCHKMDLLST MDLLST( *MDLLIB/OLDLST ) + UPDLST( *RFSALL )

To check model object list FUNLST to determine that all objects on the list still exist in the model:

YCHKMDLLST MDLLST( *MDLLIB/FUNLST ) + UPDLST( *RMVERR )

Using the *RMVERR option for UPDLST will ensure that only valid objects remain on the list.

YCHKMDLOBJ (Check Existence of Model Object) Command
This command provides the means by which the existence of an object may be established.

Objects may be identified by name or by implementation name.

Contents

Required

 

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCHKMDLOBJ command.
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OBJNAM

The object name of the object whose existence is checked. This parameter consists of three elements which together
identify a model object. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SRCMBR -- (default) Single value indicating that the object implementation name (source member) is used to identify
the model object to be checked.

• object owner name -- The character name of the object which owns the object to be checked. Thus, for a function, the
owning file would be entered.

• *NONE -- Special value indicating that the object concerned does not have an owner (such as objects of type *FIL).
• *ARRAYS -- Special value for the product internal file *ARRAYS.
• *MESSAGES -- Special value for the product internal file *MESSAGES.
• object name -- The character name of the object to be checked.
• object type -- The object type of the object.
• *ACP -- Object is of type access path.
• *APP -- Object is of type application area.
• *ARR -- Object is of type array.
• *CND -- Object is of type condition.
• *FIL -- Object is of type file.
• *FLD -- Object is of type field.
• *FUN -- Object is of type function.
• *MSG -- Object is of type message.

SRCMBR

The source member implementation name of the model object whose existence is checked. Values for these parameters
are as follows:

• *OBJNAM -- (default) Use object name to identify the model object to be checked.
• source member name -- The source member name of the model object.
• implementation object type -- The type of object created by the source member. This value may be required to

distinguish between objects that have the same implementation name, such as a display file in a model that has the
same name as a program.

• *ANY -- (default) The object type is unspecified.
• *PGM -- The object is a program.
• *FILE -- The object is an access path, display file or print file.
• *HLPTXT -- The object is a help text file.

MDLLIB

This parameter allows the user to specify the model library in which to find the object. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Use the first model library in the job's current library list.
• model library -- The name of the model library to use.

RTNOBJSGT

CL variable that is to receive the surrogate key of the object. Decimal variable, seven digits packed.
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Notes

A search is made for the model object in the first model library found in the library list. If the object is found, the command
completes normally. If the object is not found, an exception message (Y2EO311) is sent.

If the object being checked is not a primary object (such as the display file or help file for a panel based function), the
surrogate number of the owning object is returned. Thus, for a display file auxiliary object, the function surrogate number
would be returned.

Example

To check whether the function Edit Order version 2 exists in the model, enter the following command:

YCHKMDLOBJ OBJNAM( 'Order' 'Edit Order + version  2' *FUN )

To check whether the function UUG2EFR exists in data model DEVMDL, and, if it does, to receive the corresponding
object surrogate key number in parameter &OBJSGT:

YCHKMDLOBJ SRCMBR( UUG2EFR ) + MDLLIB(DEVMDL) RTNOBJSGT( &OBJSGT )

Commands (YCLRMDL - YDLTOBJTBL)
This article contains details for CA 2E commands YCLRMDL through YDLTMDLVSN. These commands appear in
alphabetical order and include descriptions of their functions, parameters and allowed values, notes, and examples. Each
command is also accompanied by a command diagram.

More Information
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• YCLRMDL (Clear Model) Command
• YCLRMDLLST (Clear a Model Object List) Command
• YCMPMDLOBJ (Compare Model Objects) Command
• YCPYMDL (Copy Model) Command
• YCPYMDLLST (Copy Model Object List) Command
• YCPYMDLOBJ (Copy Model Objects) Command
• YCRTGENOBJ (Create Generation Objects) Command
• YCRTJOBLE (Create Job List Entry) Command
• YCRTMDLLIB (Create Model Library) Command
• YCRTMDLVSN (Create Model Version) Command
• YCRTOBJVSN (Create Object Version) Command
• YCRTSQLLIB (Create SQL Library) Command
• YCRTWS (Create Web Service Instance) Command
• YCVTCNDVAL (Convert Condition Values) Command
• YCVTDSTFIL (Convert Distributed Files) Command
• YCVTJOBLST (Convert a Job List to CA 2E Toolkit Object List) Command
• YCVTMDLLST (Convert Model List to Job List) Command
• YCVTMDLMSG (Convert Model Messages) Command
• YCVTMDLPNL (Convert Model Panel Designs) Command
• YCVTMDLVNM (Convert Model Names) Command
• YCVTTMUIM (Convert Help Text to UIM Panel) Command
• YDLTMDLLE (Delete a Model Object List Entry) Command
• YDLTMDLLST (Delete a Model Object List) Command
• YDLTMDLVSN (Delete Model Version) Command
• YDLTOBJTBL (Delete Object Table User Space)

YCLRMDL (Clear Model) Command
Contents

Clears a model. All user-defined data is dropped leaving a copy of the null model data but retaining your existing model
values.

Required
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Optional

Notes

When you clear a model, the CA 2E null model (Y2SYMDL) must be present. If you specify a library name for the GENLIB
parameter, all programs and files in the library beginning with the system prefix are deleted (except those beginning with
"Q").

• Model profiles are not cleared by the YCLRMDL command. To clear model profiles, you should clear file
YMDLPRFRFP in the model.

 

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCLRMDL command.

MDLLIB

Library containing a design model you want to clear. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

GENLIB

Library containing generated source to be cleared. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not clear the generation library.
• *GENLIB -- Clear the generation library whose name is given by the YGENLIB model value.
• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

SQLLIB

Library containing the SQL collection to be cleared. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not clear the collection library.
• *SQLLIB -- Clear the library containing the SQL collection given by the YSQLLIB model value.

Example

To clear model MYMDL, but not the generation library, enter:

YCLRMDL MDLLIB(MYMDL)
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YCLRMDLLST (Clear a Model Object List) Command
Contents

This command clears the entries on a model object list.

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCLRMDLLST command.

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list that is to be cleared. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension
record for the current user in the specified model library.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the list name for the target of
the command.

• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.
• list name -- The model object list name can be entered.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used as

the model library for the list.
• library name -- Model library name for the list.

Example

To clear entries from model object list LST001 from the model contained in the current library list:

YCLRMDLLST MDLLST( *MDLLIB/LST001 )

YCMPMDLOBJ (Compare Model Objects) Command
Contents

This command provides the means by which two model objects may be compared. This facility would be required, for
instance, to identify changes made to one version of an object for retrofitting to another version. For example, you could
use this command to identify the differences between versions of a model object.

Objects may be identified by name or by object surrogate number.

At present, you can compare functions, messages or files (FIL) only.
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Required
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Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCMPMDLOBJ command.

OBJNAM1

The first object name of the two objects which are to be compared. This parameter consists of three elements which
together identify a model object. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *OBJSGT1 -- (default) Single value indicating that the first object surrogate number parameter is to be used to identify
the model object to be compared.

• object owner name -- The character name of the object which owns the object to be compared. Thus, for a function,
the owning file would be entered.

• *MESSAGES -- The internal file *Messages is the owner of the object (note that this value is only allowed for objects of
type *MSG).

• object name -- The character name of the object to be compared.
• object type -- The object type of the object.
• *FUN -- Object is of type function.
• *MSG -- Object is of type message.

OBJSGT1

Unique number identifier of the first model object that is compared. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *OBJNAM1 -- (default) Use the first object name parameter details to identify the first model object.
• object surrogate -- The surrogate number of the first model object.

MDLLIB1

This parameter identifies the model in which the first object resides. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value indicating that the first model in the library list is used.
• model name -- The name of the model.

OBJNAM2

The name of the second object that is compared. This parameter consists of three elements which together identify a
model object. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *OBJSGT2 -- (default) Single value indicating that the second object surrogate number parameter is used to identify
the model object to be compared.

• object owner name -- The character name of the object that owns the second object to be compared.
• *MESSAGES -- The internal file *Messages is the owner of the object (note that this value is only allowed for objects of

type *MSG).
• *OBJNAM1 -- (default) Special value indicating that the second object name is the same as the first object name.
• object name -- The character name of the object to be compared.
• *OBJNAM1 -- (default) Special value indicating that the second object type is the same as the first object type. This is

a required value. That is, the comparison of different object types is not supported.

OBJSGT2

Unique number identifier of the second model object to be compared. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *OBJNAM2 -- (default) Use the second object name parameter details to identify the second model object.
• *PRD -- Use the surrogate number of the production version of the group to which OBJSGT1 belongs.
• *SELECT -- Invoke a selection program so you can select a version from the group to which OBJSGT1 belongs.
• object surrogate -- The surrogate number of the second model object.

MDLLIB2

This parameter identifies the model in which the second object resides. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB1 -- (default) Special value meaning that the model is the same as that specified on the MDLLIB1 parameter.
• model name -- The name of the model.

IGNCASE

Case sensitivity option. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Treat upper and lower case text as different when comparing object details.
• *YES -- Ignore any differences between text which is the result of a case difference only. For example, the character x

will match with X.

PRTHDRS

This parameter controls the printing of headings and action diagram user points during processing. Values for these
parameters are as follows:
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• *NO -- (default) Headings will not be printed. If there are no differences between the two objects compared, no spool
file will be produced.

• *YES -- Headings will be printed. A spool file will be produced even if there are no significant differences between the
two objects. The forced printing of headings is useful when there is a difference between two large action diagrams as
it identifies the user point in which the difference occurs.

MATCHSIZE

The number of lines required for a match. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• 3 -- (default) Three lines must match.

PRTBEFORE

The number of preceding lines to be printed when a mismatch is encountered. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• 1 -- (default) One line is to be printed before the mismatch.

PRTAFTER

The number of following lines to be printed when a mismatch is encountered. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• 1 -- (default) One line is to be printed after the mismatch.

PRTDFFOPT

Indicates whether differences are to be reported. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *LIST -- (default) Print the mismatched lines.
• *NOLIST -- No mismatch details are to be reported. Simply indicate whether or not the objects match.

Notes

Each object must exist in the specified model(s) prior to running the command.

If the two objects are found to differ, an exception message is returned to notify the user.

Model objects can either be identified by object name (OBJNAM) or by object surrogate key number (OBJSGT). If the
OBJNAM parameter is used, the processing program must convert to surrogate key number internally. Thus, it will
normally be more efficient to use the surrogate number if this value is available. The surrogate number for an object can
be obtained using the Retrieve Model Object command (YRTVMDLOBJ).

Users of this command should note that when applied to a function which has an action diagram, commented code is not
ignored.

Example

To check whether the function Display Vehicle Dtls #1 differs from Display Vehicle Dtls #2, ignoring any case differences in
the object definitions, enter the following command:

YCMPMDLOBJ OBJNAM1( 'Vehicle' 'Display + Vehicle Dtls #1' *FUN ) 

OBJNAM2( *OBJNAM1 + 'Display Vehicle Dtls #2' *OBJNAM1 ) + IGNCASE( *YES )
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YCPYMDL (Copy Model) Command
Contents

Copies an entire model library to a new model or to an existing model.

Required

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCPYMDL command.

FROMMDLLIB

Name of design model you want to copy. Must be a model library. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

TOMDLLIB

Name of model library to which the model is to be copied. If the name of an existing library is specified, then it must be a
valid design model; that is, it must have been created with the YCRTMDLLIB command. The value for this parameter is as
follows:

• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

MDLOPT

Model copy option. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ADD -- (default) Add to the contents of a new model. This option is only allowed if *YES is specified for the CRTMDL
parameter.

• *REPLACE -- Replace any existing contents of the model named by the TOMDLLIB parameter.

CRTMDL

Model create option. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) If the model specified by the TOMDLLIB parameter does not exist, create it.
• *NO -- If the model specified by the TOMDLLIB parameter does not exist, do not copy the model.
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Notes

You cannot copy a model while it is in use.

• The YCPYMDL command does not create a CA 2E generation library. If you have created a model using the
CRTMDL(*YES) parameter of YCPYMDL, you will need to create the generation library yourself.

• To create a generation library:

YCRTMDLLIB MDLLIB(*NONE) GENLIB(NEWGEN)

• If you wish to copy objects from the generation library of the copied model:

YCRTDUPOBJ OBJ (*ALL) +
FROMLIB (old generation library) +
OBJTYPE (*ALL) +
TOLIB (new generation library) +
DATA (*YES) CRTOPT (*ALL)

• The YCPYMDL and YCRTDUPOBJ commands leave your new model library with settings from your old model for
some of the Environment model values. For example:
– YGENLI -- Generation Library
– YSQLLIB -- SQL Collection Library
– YCPYLIB -- Copy Library
– YOLDLIB -- Old Library
– YCMPTXT -- Company Text
Use the YCHGMDLVAL command to change the settings of these model values in your new model as needed.
For more information on the Environment model values, refer to this article, the YCHGMDLVAL command.

Example

To copy library MYOLDMDL to MYNEWMDL, creating a new model:

YCPYMDL FROMMDLLIB(MYOLDMDL) + TOMDLLIB(MYNEWMDL) CRTMDL(*YES)

 YCRTMDLLIB MDLLIB(*NONE) GENLIB(MYNEWGEN)+ SYSTEXT(My new model) 

YWRKLIBLST LIBLST(MYNEWMDL)

Add the generation library name to the list. Save the library list and the job description on exit.

YCHGMDLVAL MDLVAL(model value name) + VALUE(new value)

If needed, update Environment model values for the new model.

YCPYMDLLST (Copy Model Object List) Command
Contents

This command allows the user to copy from one model object list to another. It is also possible to copy from one data
model to another.

If the target list exists prior to the copy it can be replaced or appended to. At the time of the copy, list entries can be
refreshed in the target list and optionally flagged for further processing.
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Required

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCPYMDLLST command.

FRMMDLLST

The qualified name of the list that is copied. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• list name -- The name of the list to copy.
• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the name of the list is obtained from the model profile details of the current

user.
• *USER -- Special value indicating that the list to copy has the same name as the current user.
• *SELECT -- Special value meaning that the list to copy is selected from an interactive display.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library in the library list is used.
• model library name -- The name of the model library may be entered.

TOMDLLST

The qualified name of the list that is the target of the copy operation. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the name of the list is obtained from the model profile details of the
current user.

• *USER -- Special value indicating that the list to copy has the same name as the current user.
• list name -- The name of the target list.
• *FRMMDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the target model object list exists or should be created in the

same data model library as the list to copy.
• model library name -- The name of the target model object list model library.

LSTOPT

This parameter specifies the action to be taken if the list already exists in the model. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *REPLACE -- (default) The existing model object list is replaced with the output from this command.
• *ADD -- The existing model object list is augmented with the output from this command.

TOUPDOPT

To list update option. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) No updates are made to the output list entries. This value is only valid if the target model library is
the same as the source model library.

• *RFSALL -- The data contained in each list entry are refreshed from the corresponding model object details in the
target model.

• *RFSSGT -- The surrogate number of each list entry is refreshed from the corresponding model object details.

FLAGVAL

Specifies the flag value of entries processed from the input list during the copy. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No record selection is performed.
• *SELECTED -- Only entries flagged as being selected are processed.
• *ERROR -- Only entries flagged in error are processed.

Notes

The library for the input list must be a valid model library.

A value other than *MDLLIB for FRMMDLLST may result in the library list being changed during execution of the
command. If the user is currently editing a model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If
changed during processing, the library list is changed back after execution.

The FRMMDLLST must exist prior to running the command. The target list will be created if it does not already exist.

The LSTOPT parameter will be ignored if the target list does not already exist.

The refreshing of list entries is always by name. That is, the details for each entry are ascertained by attempting to find
the object by name in the model object file of the target model. If the object cannot be found, the entry in the input list is
flagged in error and the object is not copied to the target list.

If the object already exists in the target list, no action is taken to refresh the entry.

The refresh surrogate number option (*RFSSGT) refreshes the surrogate number, object type, object attribute, owner
surrogate and owner name of the new object entry in the target list.
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The completion message for this command includes a count of the number of records that already existed in the target
list, the number of records copied and the number of errors, where objects from the input list could not be found in the
target model.

If any errors were encountered, a diagnostic is sent for each one indicating the reason for the error and at the end of
processing an escape message is sent, for which developers may monitor.

Example

To copy model object list WRKLST from the model contained in the current library list to a model object list with the same
name as the current user:

YCPYMDLLST  FRMMDLLST(*MDLLIB/WRKLST) +    TOMDLLST(*MDLLIB/*USER) LSTOPT(*REPLACE)

YCPYMDLOBJ (Copy Model Objects) Command
Contents

Copies selected objects from one model to another model. The objects to copy are specified on a model list. These
objects must be flagged explicitly on the list. To do this, you may use any of the following commands:

• Edit Model Object List for Copy (YEDTCPYLST)
• Build a Model Object List (YBLDMDLLST)
• Change a Model Object List Entry (YCHGMDLLE)
• Add a Model Object List Entry (YADDMDLLE)

Required

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCPYMDLOBJ command.

FROMMDLLIB

Name of design model from which objects are copied. You must have previously built and edited a model list in this library.
The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

TOMDLLIB

Name of model library to which objects are copied. It must be a valid design model that has been created with the
YCRTMDLLIB or YCPYMDL commands. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

CPYOPT

Model copy option. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *PREPASS -- (default) Check the objects to be copied against the objects in the target model named by the
TOMDLLIB parameter. Produce a report of any discrepancies found. Do not actually copy objects.

• *COPY -- Copy the objects in the list to the model named by the TOMDLLIB parameter. Produce a report of any
alterations that have to be made to the target model.

CPYVNM

Specifies whether the implementation name of an object should be copied. Only applies when the object being copied
already exists in the target model; implementation details will always be copied for objects new to the target model. Values
for these parameters are as follows:
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• *YES -- (default) When copying object details, also copy any implementation names associated with the object
(member names, DDS format names, DDS field names, or SQL column names).

• *NO -- When copying object details, do not copy any implementation names associated with the object. Use the names
from the existing objects in the target model.

CPYTXT

Specifies whether narrative text associated with a CA 2E object should be copied. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *YES -- (default) When copying object details, also copy any narrative text associated with the object.
• *OPR -- Copy only any operational text.
• *FUN -- Copy only any functional text.
• *NO -- When copying object details, do not copy any narrative text associated with the object.

CPYCND

This parameter determines which conditions are included in the analysis. Explicitly selected conditions will be copied and
will overwrite the same condition in the target model. All new condition which are included in the analysis will be copied to
the target model. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- (default) The copy process will examine all conditions even if they are not going to be copied.
• *SELECTED -- Only conditions that are explicitly or implicitly selected will be included in the analysis. Implicit

conditions are those, for example, that appear on an explicitly selected list condition.

CPYSUBFUN

Specifies whether and which subordinate functions called by a CA 2E function should be copied when the function is
copied. Implicit selections are copied only if they do not exist in the target model. To replace existing subordinate functions
in the target model, you must explicitly select them on the model list.

Note that this parameter affects the expansion of explicitly selected objects. If an object that does not qualify for expansion
is encountered, and it does not exist in the target model, processing cannot continue past the prepass stage. See the
EXPRQDOBJ parameter and the Notes section for more details. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *DBF -- (default) When copying a function, also copy any database functions (for example, CRTOBJ, CHGOBJ) called
by the function.

• *INT -- When copying a function, also copy all internal functions (for example, EXCINTFUN) called by the function.
• *ALL -- Copy all subordinate functions called by the function.
• *NONE -- Do not copy any subordinate functions called by the function.

MAPDUP

While attempting to allocate object names in the target model it is possible duplicate names will be encountered. This
parameter determines what action is taken in that situation. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *REJECT -- (default) The duplicate name will be reported in the prepass report and the copy process will not be
attempted.

• *GENERATE -- A new name is automatically generated for any object found with a duplicate name in the target. This
name will be a combination of the source model object name and the assigned target surrogate number. This action
will be reported in the prepass report before any renaming occurs in the target model.
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MAPVSN

This parameter is used while identifying which version for a versionable object should be replaced in the target model.
Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *CURRENT -- (default) The current version of all objects found in the target model will be replaced during the copy
process. If there is no current version for an object then the copy will replace the *FIRST version for the group. See the
description of the *FIRST parameter value.

• *FIRST -- The first version encountered chronologically in the target model will be replaced by the copy process. This
will generally be the oldest version in a group.

CPYLST

This parameter specifies the model object list that lists the objects to copy to the target model. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) The list name is retrieved from the model profile for the current user.
• *SELECT -- An interactive program is called from which you can select a model object list.
• *USER -- The list name is the same as the current user name.
• list name -- The name of a specific model object list.

TGTGENLIB

This parameter specifies the generation library associated with the target model that receives the source for function types
Execute User Program or Execute User Source which are included in the copy process. Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• *MDLVAL -- (default) Use the default generation library name for the target model.
• *NONE -- No source is copied to the target model.
• library name -- The name of the library to receive source.

ROBPFX

Specifies allocation of reserved object prefixes for files when the basic limit (AA-T9) has been exceeded. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *NEXT -- (default) Use available system prefixes (UU and up).
• *NONE -- No allocation.
• list of reserved file prefixes -- String of up to 5 two-character values can be specified to be used as reserved prefixes

for files.

SEVFLT

Specifies the lowest message severity to be printed on the prepass report.

Note: You can change the default value for the YCPYMDLOBJ messages by first duplicating them out into a separate
message file and then changing their message severity. If this is do, remember that messages shipped with a severity of
30 are deemed to be *Error messages. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) Print all messages. This is equivalent to entering a severity filter of 0.
• *ERROR -- Only print error messages on the prepass report. This is equivalent to entering a severity filter of 30.
• severity filter -- A value from 0 to 30. Only messages with a severity greater than or equal to this value will be printed

on the prepass report.
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OVRTGTLCK

Specifies whether objects in the target model which have a permanent lock can be replaced by the copy operation.

• *NO -- (default) Objects in the target model which have a permanent lock will not be replaced, and the YCPYMDLOBJ
command will fail.

• *YES -- Objects in the target model which have a permanent lock will be replaced. The lock details for the target object
will be replaced with lock details from the source object, if the source object is also locked otherwise, the lock for the
target object will be removed.

EXPRQDOBJ

This parameter is prompted when the Copy subfunctions parameter (CPYSUBFUN) is other than *ALL. It lets you specify
the action to be taken when a function excluded by CPYSUBFUN does not exist in the target model. This is needed
to prevent corruption of the target model or abnormal termination of the YCPYMDLOBJ command. Refer to the Notes
section for details. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Stop processing and send a message identifying the function that does not exist in the target model.
You can then choose to take action to correct the problem; for example, you can explicitly select the excluded function
for copy. You should specify *NO if you do not want unexpected objects copied to the target model.

• *YES -- Expand references for the function and then continue normal processing. The function and any implicitly
required objects that do not exist in the target model are copied. A report is produced to notify you of this action. This
value effectively overrides the CPYSUBFUN parameter on an object by object basis.

• Specifying *YES improves the performance of YCPYMDLOBJ since subfunctions are only expanded when
necessary. However, this can cause unexpected objects to be included in the copy. One solution is to run
*YES in *PREPASS mode so you can examine any objects that were included unexpectedly before they are
actually copied to the target model.

MDLLCK

This parameter specifies how the source model is to be locked during the copy operation. Only prompted if the CPYOPT
parameter is set to *COPY. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *BYOBJECT -- (default) The source model is placed in a shared lock state and all objects explicitly or implicitly
required are also placed in a shared lock state.

• Using this option avoids locking the model during the copy process, however, locking objects individually involves
extra processing. All objects must be available for processing to succeed, thus, the copy process will stop if any object
cannot be locked.

• Since only a read lock is placed on required objects, it will be possible to share objects while copying them. For
example, an access path can be copied and, at the same time, shared by a programmer editing a function based on
that access path. It would not be possible, however, to attempt to edit the access path.

• Use the ERRLVL parameter to specify how many object locks may fail before stopping. This is useful when a small
number of objects is involved so that they can be released and the copy process restarted. When a large number of
objects is involved it may be easier to stop after the first object lock fails (ERRLVL(*NONE)), so that processing can be
deferred until the whole model becomes available.

• *MODEL -- The source model is exclusively locked for the duration of processing. No concurrent access is allowed in
this state.

ERRLVL

Specifies how many object lock errors can occur before processing stops. This applies only where you lock individual
objects in the source model, namely when MDLLCK is *BYOBJECT.
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Note that processing will stop even if only one object cannot be locked. This parameter simply allows processing to
continue so that a given number of errors may be accumulated before stopping. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Processing will stop when the first object that cannot be locked is encountered.
• *NOMAX -- Processing will stop at the end of the expansion phase if any objects could not be locked.
• error level -- Processing will stop when the number of objects which cannot be locked equals or exceeds the entered

value.

Notes

You cannot copy to a target model if it is in use by another job. However, you can run the YCPYMDLOBJ command with
the CPYOPT(*PREPASS) option. For concurrent use of the source model, refer to the MDLLCK parameter.

• The model library named in the TOMDLLIB parameter (target model) must be the first model library in your library list.
• For SQL you must create an SQL collection before generating source.
• When YCPYMDLOBJ copies the selected entries to the target, it matches objects between the two models by name

and type. By default, an object in the source model is copied to the target model using the same object name. You
can override this default by specifying a different name for an object in the target model on the YEDTCPYLST rename
panel or by changing the object's Copy name before adding the object to the model list for copy. For existing entries
you can refresh the copy name from the object's details using option or for all entries on a list using the Check Model
List command (YCHKMDLLST).

• When you create a model object, by default its Copy name will be the same as its object name. However, if the default
Copy name is not unique within the model for the owner and object type, the Copy name is set to the object name
suffixed by the objects 7-digit object surrogate. For object types other than conditions and physical access paths, if you
rename an object, its Copy name is not changed; if you rename a condition or physical access path, the Copy name
is automatically set to the new object name. You can manually reset an objects Copy name using the Change Model
Object Description (YCHGMDLOD) command.

• The Copy Model Objects command does the following:
• Expands the model list -- Each of the explicitly selected objects in the list are examined in turn to see if it has any

associated objects which are required in order for it to be used. Any referenced objects which are found are added to
the model list as implicit selections. This means that they will be copied only if they do not already exist in the target
model.
Possible referenced objects for the file object type are as follows:
– Any other files referenced by the relations which define the file.
– The following messages belonging to the file:

file not found

file already exists

The fields arising from the resolution of the relations or entries.

Possible referenced objects for the field object type are as follows:

• If the field is a REF field, the based-on field.
• Any field conditions, associated constants, and external message IDs.

Possible referenced objects for the access path object type are as follows:

• The based-on file.
• Any associated access paths and referenced access paths.

Possible referenced objects for the functions object type are as follows:
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• The based-on access path.
• Any function parameters, any files used to define function parameters.
• Any objects referenced by the function's action diagram: constants, fields and conditions.
• Function fields.
• Action bars.

NOTE
Functions called by a selected function (other than built-in functions and message functions) are not copied
unless they too are selected or unless CPYSUBFUN is specified to be *DBF, *INT or *ALL as appropriate. See
also the Note later in this section on CPYSUBFUN and EXPRQDOBJ for details.

The possible referenced object for the messages object type is as follows:

• Any parameters (and files and fields named in parameter definition).

There are no referenced objects for the Application areas object type.

NOTE
The expand list does not automatically include functions of type SELRCD which are implicitly, rather than
explicitly, referenced by other functions. If there are fields with a user-defined data type of the same name in
both models, fields from the source model will take the attributes of the data type in the target model, unless
the internal/external conversion functions do not match; that is, the target model data type attributes will not be
overwritten.

Preliminary Check -- Makes a preliminary (pre-pass) check against the model named in the TOMDLLIB parameter. This
checks whether an object with the same CA 2E name is already present in the target model and if so, whether it is the
same in all its attributes. If there is a discrepancy, one of two types of messages will be generated on a report:

• Warnings -- A warning message indicates an insignificant difference between the two models, (i.e., one that can be
handled automatically by the subsequent copy process). Warning messages can be subdivided into two classes by
their severity levels:

• Severity 10 -- (Additional objects) These occur when there are fewer associated objects in the target model than in
the source model. In this case, the additional objects can be copied to the target model without changing any existing
values in the target model.

• Severity 20 -- (Property differences) These occur when the objects differ in one or more of their properties (for
example, fields have different lengths or data types) but it will be possible to produce a viable new version simply by
replacing the existing version in the target model with the version from the source model.

• Errors -- An error message will be issued if the two versions of an object differ in a way that cannot be handled
automatically. For instance:

The object in the target model has been locked to prevent change.

The condition values for a given field conflict.

A required relation does not exist in the target model.

You may find further information about particular messages by using the i OS Display Message Description (DSPMSGD)
command to display the second level text for the message. All YCPYMDLOBJ messages begin with the prefix Y2V5 and
reside in the Y2MSG message file.

If any error messages are generated during the pre-pass, no objects can be copied. You must first take action to remove
the errors, then rerun the copy. Actions that you may take include:

Changing, adding or removing objects in either of the two models as appropriate.

Using the command Edit Copy List (YEDTCPYLST) to specify alternative names under which to copy the new objects into
the target model.
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• If CPYOPT(*PREPASS) is specified, the YCPYMDLOBJ utility will stop at this point.
• If CPYOPT(*COPY) is specified, and no errors are detected (i.e. warnings only), the YCPYMDLOBJ utility will copy the

objects indicated by the model list into the target model. An audit report is generated which lists all the objects copied.
In order to produce a viable copy of an object, one or more referenced objects may also need to be present in the
target model; the referenced object may in turn require further objects. You should be aware of the implications that
the inter-dependencies between the objects in a model have for the copying process, and in particular make sure you
understand when an associated object will or will not be copied. The rules for copying an object are:

Any object that you explicitly select will always be copied. If a version of the object already exists in the target model,
it is replaced. Otherwise, it is added.

Objects that are not explicitly selected, but are implicitly required by an object that has been selected, will be added to
the target model only if they are not already present in it. Otherwise the existing versions of the referenced objects will
be used.

In summary, an object will never be replaced by the YCPYMDLOBJ command unless you explicitly select it.

 Effect on Target Model  
Selection in Model list ` Not already present
Explicit REPLACE ADD
Implicit DO NOT COPY ADD

The following table shows for each object type the possible referenced object types that may be copied or replaced.:

ObjectSelected Associated objects copied by YCPYMDLOBJ(Unless object
already exists in the target model)

FIELD Any conditions based on the field
Any referenced field if it does reference another field
External message identifiers

FILE Relationships that define the file
Fields referenced by the relationships
Other files referenced by the relationships
"Not found" and "already exists" messages associated with the file

ACCESS PATH File on which the access path is based
Any other access paths the access path references

FUNCTION Access path on which the function is based
Any messages the function uses
Any function fields the function uses
Any fields used as parameter
Any access paths used to define the parameters

MESSAGE Fields used as message parameters
Any access paths used to define message parameters
Any files upon which the access paths are based

APPLICATION
AREA

Nothing extra (i.e. files present in the source model that are
absent in the target model will not be copied).

NOTE

When a field is replaced, any existing conditions it may have in the target model are retained. In other words, the
copy is a merge. New conditions are added but existing conditions are not updated. If there is a conflict over the
condition values that would prevent the merge, an error message will be sent.

When an application area is replaced, any existing files assigned to it in the target model are retained.
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Example

To copy objects in a model list in THISMDL to a model THATMDL:

YCPYMDLOBJ FROMMDLLIB(THISMDL) + TOMDLLIB(THATMDL) CPYOPT(*COPY) + CPYSUBFUN(*ALL)

Contents of Models Before and After Copy

• The following considerations apply to the issuing of generated field names and source member names if
CPYVNM(*YES) is specified:

• - If either the name for a field or RPG prefix for a file or source member name from the source model have already
been used in the target model, a warning will be generated. If the target model is allocating names automatically (i.e., a
value of *YES specified for the YALCVNM model value), a newly generated name or RPG III prefix will be allocated to
the object when the copy occurs. If you are not auto-allocating names, they will be left blank for you to supply. The new
names will be recorded on the audit listing.

NOTE

If different model prefixes are used for the two models (specified with the YOBJPFX model value), these will be
retained in source member names after copying. In this instance it is very unlikely that there will be any conflict
of source member names.

The following considerations apply to the issuing of message identifiers.

• - If a message identifier already exists in the target model, and you have specified that the target model is to allocate
message identifiers automatically (i.e., the YMSGPFX model value is not *NO), a new identifier will be assigned. If you
have not, the identifier will be left blank.

• - If the messages in the source and target models are stored in message files of different names (the message file is
determined by the message prefix), then a new message file with the same name as that used in the source model will
be created in the target model. This fact is recorded on the audit listing.

The following considerations discuss how the Copy Subfunctions (CPYSUBFUN) and Expand Required Objects
(EXPRQDOBJ) parameters affect the copying of functions.

• - The EXPRQDOBJ parameter applies only when a function is not included by CPYSUBFUN (does not qualify for
expansion) and does not exist in the target model.A function qualifies for expansion of references if it is explicitly
selected, it meets the criteria set by the CPYSUBFUN parameter, or if it does not exist in the target model and
EXPRQDOBJ is set to *YES.

The following table shows how the CPYSUBFUN and EXPRQDOBJ parameters work together to control whether
references are expanded for a function and whether the function is copied to the target model. Note that this table applies
only if the function is NOT explicitly selected and the CPYSUBFUN parameter is not set to *ALL.
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Relationship of CPYSUBFUN and EXPRQDOBJ Parameters

 Expand Required
Objects(EXPRQDOBJ =
Y)

 Do NOT Expand
Required Objects
(EXPRQDOBJ = N)

 

 Function exists in target
model

Function does NOT exist
in target model

Function exists in target
model

Function does NOT exist
in target model

CPYSUBFUN qualifies
function for expansion of
references

Function expanded but
not copied. (1)

Function expanded and
copied. (2)

Function expanded but
not copied. (1)

Function expanded and
copied. (2)

CPYSUBFUN does
NOT qualify function for
expansion of references

Function neither
expanded nor copied.
Processing continues
normally. (3)

Function expanded and
copied. (4)

Function neither
expanded nor copied.
Processing continues
normally. (3)

Function neither
expanded nor copied.
Processing stops. (5)

Note:

1. The function is not copied since it already exists in the target model; however, implicitly required objects that do not exist in the
target model are copied. Use these settings in *PREPASS mode to identify new objects that have not been explicitly selected and
may need to be copied.

2. The function is copied because it does not exist in the target model. Implicitly required objects that do not exist in the target model
are always copied.

3. These settings improve performance since functions that exist in the target model are not expanded.
4. Since EXPRQDOBJ caused references for the function to be expanded, it effectively overrides the CPYSUBFUN setting. These

settings improve performance since functions are expanded and copied only when they do not exist in the target model. Implicitly
required objects that do not exist in the target model are always copied. You should run this in *PREPASS mode and examine the
report to ensure that unexpected objects are not copied to the target model.

5. Processing stops since the function's required objects cannot be identified in the target model. A message identifies the function
so you can take corrective action; for example, you can explicitly select the function for copy.

YCRTGENOBJ (Create Generation Objects) Command
Contents

Duplicates the generation and runtime objects, which are required to run CA 2E generated applications, into a specified
target library. This command is useful when you want to execute an application independently of CA 2E. It also allows you
to create, as an option, source physical files and to duplicate CA 2E application objects via the YDUPAPPOBJ command.

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCRTGENOBJ command.

OBJLIB

Name of the target library into which the required generation objects are duplicated. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• Library name -- (default) The name of the target library.
• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

CRTSRCPF

Duplicate source physical files into target library. This command duplicates source physical files for help text or application
source. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) Duplicate all source physical files.
• *NO -- Source physical files are not duplicated.

CVTCNDVAL

Specifies whether the Convert Condition Values command (YCVTCNDVAL) is to be run as part of processing. Values for
these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) Run the command.
• *NO -- Do not run the command.

CVTMDLMSG

Specifies whether the Convert Model Messages command (YCVTMDLMSG) is to be run as part of processing. Values for
these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) Run the command.
• *NO -- Do not run the command.

CRTAPPOBJ

Create CA 2E application objects. If *YES is specified, the YDUPAPPOBJ command will be invoked, specifying
DUPOPT(*ALL). Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) Create CA 2E application objects.
• *NO -- Do not duplicate CA 2E application objects.
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CRTOPT

Duplicate existing objects option. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- (default) Duplicate all objects. Replace any existing objects with updated versions.
• *NEW -- Only duplicate objects that do not already exist in the destination library.

AUT

Authorization rights granted to created libraries and source files. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *CHANGE -- (default) Grant operational rights and all data rights.
• *EXCLUDE -- Do not grant access rights.
• *ALL -- Grant all rights.

IGCDTA

Specifies whether CA 2E is to create source files in the generation library that can contain double-byte character set
(DBCS) data. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *LNG -- (default) The source files created in the generation library may contain DBCS data depending on the LNG
parameter value. The i OS national language versions taking IGCDTA (*YES) by default are Japanese (*JPN) and
Uppercase set (*UCS).

• *YES -- The created files may contain DBCS data.
• *NO -- The created files may not contain DBCS data.

CRTPMTMSG

Create user prompt message file (NL3). Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Do not create user prompt message file.
• *YES -- Create user prompt message file.

Notes

If *YES is specified on the CRTSRCPF parameter, empty source physical files will be created in the target library.
Otherwise, the QTXTSRC file from the first generation library encountered in the library list will be duplicated.

The CRTAPPOBJ parameter will use the CRTOPT parameter to determine which application objects will be duplicated.

You must have a GENLIB attached to the model. (Data area MDLLIB/YGENLIBRFA cannot contain *NONE).

Example

To create the required generation and application objects into the library APPLIB creating source physical files:

YCRTGENOBJ OBJLIB(APPLIB)

YCRTJOBLE (Create Job List Entry) Command
Contents

This command provides the means by which an object, together with its auxiliary objects, may be placed onto a job list for
regeneration and/or compilation. You can optionally generate the object before placing it on the job list. It accesses the
first model found in the library list.
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Objects may be identified by name or by object surrogate key number.

Required

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCRTJOBLE command.

OBJNAM

The object name of the primary object which is placed on the job list. This parameter consists of three elements which
together identify a model object. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *OBJSGT -- (default) Single value indicating that the object surrogate key number is used to identify the model object
placed on the job list.

• object owner name -- The character name of the object which owns the object to be placed. Thus, for a function, the
owning file would be entered.

• object name -- The character name of the object to be placed.
• object type -- The object type of the object.
• *ACP -- Object is of type access path.
• *FUN -- Object is of type function.

OBJSGT

The object surrogate key number of the model object that is placed on the job list. Values for these parameters are as
follows:
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• *OBJNAM -- (default) Use object name to identify the model object.
• object surrogate number -- The surrogate key number of the model object.

JOBLST

The name of the CA 2E job list that the object is placed on. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the job list name should be taken from the current user's model
profile in the model.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the job list name.
• *JOB -- Special value meaning that a job list with the same name as the current job name is used.
• job list name -- The name of the list to be used.

CRTOPT

This parameter specifies the default action for entries on the target job list. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *GENERATE -- (default) The job list entries should be ready for object regeneration and recompilation.
• *COMPILE -- The job list entries should be ready for object recompilation only.
• *PREGEN -- This option specifies that the source for the object is generated prior to the entry being placed on the job

list for compile. Note that this will involve an interactive generation if the command is executed in an interactive job.

SBMMDLCRT

This parameter specifies whether the resulting job list is submitted for model generation/creation. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) The job list is not submitted.
• *YES -- The job list is submitted after being updated.
• *EDIT -- The job list is edited prior to submission.

Notes

If the object and its auxiliaries already exist on the target job list, the status is set to that which is defined on the command.
However, note that in certain cases the command will not be able to convert. For example, if the object is currently being
generated, then it would not be appropriate to adjust its status. If unable to convert an existing job list entry, an exception
message is sent.

Model objects can either be identified by object name (OBJNAM) or by object surrogate key number (OBJSGT). If the
OBJNAM parameter is used, the processing program must convert to surrogate key number internally. Thus, it will
normally be more efficient to use the surrogate number if this value is available. The surrogate number for an object can
be obtained using the Retrieve Model Object command (YRTVMDLOBJ).

When you to try to place a *DDL-based access path on to a job list for regeneration and/or compilation, and the access
path has either of the four DDL limitations, the entry is not added to the job list. The access path source is not generated.

The current implementation of the DDL generation mode is not valid for the following cases:

• Access paths that have virtual fields
• SPN access path
• QRY access path
• Multi-member files

Workaround for Virtual Fields, SPN, and QRY Access Paths: If the earlier generation mode is *DDS, revert to it and
regenerate the access path. You need not regenerate the functions that use this access path. If you want to have an SQL
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type database, regenerate the access path using *SQL generation mode. The functions using this access path must be
regenerated.

Workaround for Multi-Member Files: If you want to have more than one member for the access paths, revert to *DDS
generation mode.

Note: If you want to change an access path, which is previously defined as *DDS with a MAXMBR compiler override, to
*DDL, you must revert to *DDS generation mode and must remove the compiler override, and then change back to *DDL
generation mode.

Example

To place the function Process Orders onto the job list of the current user for regeneration and recompilation enter the
following command:

YCRTJOBLE OBJNAM( 'Order' 'Process Orders' + *FUN ) JOBLST( *USER ) CRTOPT

 ( *GENERATE )

YCRTMDLLIB (Create Model Library) Command
Contents

Creates the objects necessary to use CA 2E: (1) library to hold the design model, (2) library in which to place the
generated source and compiled objects, and (3) library to hold the SQL collection.

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCRTMDLLIB command.

MDLLIB

Name of library to contain the design model and application design. Sets the YMDLLIB model value. This name should
have the MDL suffix. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *NONE -- Do not create a model library.

GENLIB

Name of library into which source is generated and into which programs and files are compiled. Sets the YGENLIB model
value. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *GEN -- (default) Derive name of generated source library according to the rules given in the notes section.
• *NONE -- Do not create a source library.

SQLLIB

Name of library into which SQL collection for database implementation is placed. Sets the YSQLLIB model value. Values
for these parameters are as follows:

• *DBFGEN -- (default) If *SQL or *DDL is specified for the DBFGEN parameter, create a library for an SQL collection
and generate a name according to the rules given in the notes section.

• *NONE -- Do not create a collection library.
• *GEN -- Derive the name of the SQL collection library.

SYSTEXT

Text for the model. Sets the YMDLTXT and YCMPTXT model values.

DSNSTD

Default design standards. Sets the default values for the model values and other parameters controlling aspects of the
user interface design standards. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SYS -- (default) Set default according to YSYSSAA model value.
• *CUAENTRY -- Set default to SAA CUA Entry model standard.
• *CUATEXT -- Set default to SAA CUA Text model standard.
• *S38 -- Set defaults to System/38 default standard.

OBJPFX

Application object prefix added to the beginning of all member names that contain source generated by CA 2E.The prefix
is only used if automatic generation of member names is specified (system value YALCVNMRFA=Y). For example, UU
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+ CUDAP=UUCUDAP, UU+CHCUR=UUCHCUR. Sets the YOBJPFX model value. The value for this parameter is as
follows:

• UU -- (default) Application prefix.

VLSPFX

Values list object prefix added to the beginning of the names of all objects used to implement the values list facility
(xxVLLSP, xxVLLSL0, xxVLLSR, xxVLLLSR#). For example, UU+VLLSP=UUVLLSP. Sets the YVLSPFX model value.
Values for these parameters are as follows:

• Y2 -- (default) Application prefix.
• *OBJPFX -- Use the same value as that specified for the OBJPFX parameter.

MSGPFX

Message identifier prefix used on all i OS message descriptions generated by CA 2E. For example, USR + 0015 =
USR0015. Sets the YMSGPFX model value. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• USR -- (default) Message prefix.
• *NONE -- Allocate message identifiers manually.

WSNGEN

Specifies whether functions are implemented for NPT terminals or for Windows communicating with an IBM i host. This
parameter sets the YWSNGEN model value. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NPT -- (default) Generate an NPT implementation.
• *GUI -- Generate a Windows implementation.
• *JVA -- Generate a Windows implementation for use with a Web browser.
• *VB -- Generate a Windows implementation for use with Visual Basic Forms.

PMTGEN

Device prompt generation option. Sets the YPMTGEN model value. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *LITERAL -- (default) Generate device prompts in display and printer files DDS as fixed literals.
• *MSGID -- Generate device prompts in display file DDS source as MSGID references and message descriptions.
• *SYS -- Default to value specified by YSYSPMT system model value.
• *OFF -- A message ID is allocated but is not generated in the message file.

DBFGEN

Default method for implementing CA 2E access paths as database objects. Sets the YDBFGEN model value. Values for
these parameters are as follows:

• *SYS -- (default) Default to value specified by YSYSDBF system model value.
• *DDS -- Implement using DDS and HLL access.
• *SQL -- Implement using SQL/400 DDL and DML.
• *DDL -- Implement using SQL/400 DDL.

HLLGEN

Default HLL language in which to generate program source. Sets the YHLLGEN model value. Values for these
parameters are as follows:
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• *SYSHLL -- (default) Default to value specified by YSYSHLL model value.
• *RPG -- Generate programs in RPG III by default.
• *CBL -- Generate in COBOL by default.

HLLVNM

HLL language naming conventions for DDS names generated by CA 2E. Sets the YHLLVNM model value. Values for
these parameters are as follows:

• *RPGCBL -- (default) Naming to be compatible with RPG and COBOL requirements.
• *RPG -- Naming to be compatible with RPG requirements.
• *CBL -- Naming to be compatible with COBOL requirements.
• *HLLGEN -- Default to the same value as specified by the HLLGEN parameter.
• *VNM -- Apply only name restrictions.

CHGCTL

This parameter allows the new model to run with change control. The library name specified should contain change
management exit programs. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Change control is not enabled for the model.
• library name -- The library containing change control exit programs.

For more information on change control, see the Start Change Control (YSTRCHGCTL) command section in this section.

MSGVNM

Name of message file used to store message descriptions generated by CA 2E.Sets the YMSGVNM model value. The
value for this parameter is as follows:

• *MSGPFX -- (default) Name is based on the value specified for MSGPFX parameter. If MSGPFX(*NONE) or
MSGPFX(*USR) is specified, QUSRMSG is used as the message file name. Otherwise, the message file name is
created by concatenating the object prefix (OBJPFX) and the message prefix with the letters MSG, for example, AB
+ORD +MSG = ABORDMSG.

GENHLP

Generate help text. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) Generate help text when generating functions.
• *NO -- Do not generate help text by default.

NPTHLP

Default NPT help generation language. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SYSNPH -- (default) Use system-wide model value YSYSNPH.
• *TM -- Generate help text in TM/38.
• *UIM -- Generate help text in UIM.

LNG

National language for system data in model. You must have the appropriate national language product libraries loaded
onto your machine and referenced in a data area in the base product library. The value for this parameter is as follows:
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• *LIBL -- (default) Use the language of the first product library found in the library list.
• Must be one of the national language options.
• Note: When specifying a national language it is advisable to make sure the library list of the job running the

YCRTMDLLIB command is correct. It should include the following libraries in order:
– CA 2E Toolkit national language library
– CA 2E Toolkit English product library
– CA 2E national language library
– CA 2E English product library

• If a model that requires national language support is created without this prerequisite, edit the model library
list, using the Edit Library List command (YEDTLIBLST), to correct the error.

IGCDTA

Specifies whether CA 2E is to create source files in the generation library that can contain double-byte character set
(DBCS) data. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *LNG -- (default) The source files created in the generation library may contain DBCS data depending on the LNG
parameter value. The i OS national language versions taking IGCDTA (*YES) by default are Japanese (*JPN) and
Uppercase set (*UCS).

• *YES -- The created files may contain DBCS data.
• *NO -- The created files may not contain DBCS data.

LIBLST

Qualified name of a library list that is to be built or updated: the library list will contain the libraries necessary to use the
model that is being created. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Library list has same name as the model library.
• *NONE -- Do not create a library list.

LIBL

Libraries that are to be included in library list specified by the LIBLST parameter, and in the initial library list of the job
description specified by the JOBD parameter. Up to 25 libraries may be specified. The value for this parameter is as
follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Creates the following library list:
QTEMP
GENLIB parameter value
SQLLIB parameter value
MDLLIB parameter value
QGPL
National language library depending on LNG
CA Toolkit product library
CA 2E product library, depending on HLLGEN and WSNGEN

JOBD

Name of job description that is to be used to compile application objects. This will reside in the library nominated by the
MDLLIB parameter. Sets the YCRTJBD model value. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• QBATCH -- (default) Job description name.
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JOBQ

Qualified name of job queue where batch requests are submitted. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *JOBD -- (default) Use default job queue name as specified on job description QBATCH in the null model library.

AUT

Authorization rights granted to created libraries and source files. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *CHANGE -- (default) Grant operational rights and all data rights.
• *EXCLUDE -- Do not grant access rights.
• *ALL -- Grant all rights.

Notes

When you run this command you must have all of the appropriate product libraries in your library list.

To use the command, you must be authorized to the following i OS commands:

• Create Library (CRTLIB)
• Create Physical File (CRTPF)
• Create Data Area (CRTDTAARA)
• Create Source File (CRTSRCPF)
• Create Job Description (CRTJOBD)
• Create Duplicate Object (CRTDUPOBJ)
• Create Journal (CRTJRN)
• Create Journal Receiver (CRTJRNRCV)
• Create Data Dictionary (CRTDTADCT)

This command creates the following objects:

MDLLIB (Model library):

• Creates all files necessary for a CA 2E model.
• Creates a message file (OBJPFX + USRMSG).
• Sets model values as indicated on specific parameters.
• Changes INLLIBL of job description specified by JOBD parameter to LIBL value, unless LIBLST(*NONE) is specified.

GENLIB (Generation library):

• A journal (OBJPFX + JRN), and journal receiver (OBJPFX + 00001).
• A menu file YDSNMNU.
• An action bar file (OBJPFX + ABDAP).
• YDSPHLP command help display data areas (YMHPFLA, HMHPLBA).

You can change the model values that you specified by using the command Change Model Value (YCHGMDLVAL).

If you specify a value of *MDLLIB for the LIBLST parameter, then the appropriate national language product library is
included in the library list automatically. If you specify the library list explicitly, then you should ensure that the appropriate
national language library is in the library list before either of the CA 2E Toolkit or CA 2E product libraries.

The DSNSTD parameter controls the initial values for all the parameters affecting design standards, CUA or non-CUA.
DSNSTD sets:
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• Which standard header functions are to be the default.
• The default command keys set to use.
• The initial value for the YSAAFMT model value; this value in turn controls design standard for detailed aspects of panel

layout, such as how command and subfile explanation instruction text is built.
• The YLHSFLL model value, which controls the appearance of field text leaders on screen designs.
• The YCUAPMT model value, which controls whether the CUA prompt command key to display a list of allowed values,

is enabled.
• The YCUAEXT model value provides additional CUA device design compliance if the value is *C89EXT.
• The default field attributes which specify the default field highlighting and color attributes for different field usages.

Design Features Controlled by the DSNSTD Parameter

 

Design feature *CUATEXT *CUAENTRY *S38
Default DFNSCRFMT function CUA Text CUA Entry *STD header
Default DFNSCRFMT
secondary

CUA Window - -

Default command keys CUA set CUA set S/38 set
YSAAFMT model value *CUATEXT *CUAENTRY S/38
YLHSFLL model value *SAA *SAA : . : . . : . . :
YCUAPMT model value (F4) *YES *NO *NO
YHLPCSR model value *YES *YES *NO
YEDTFLDATR field attributes CUA values CUA values S/38

The YSAAFMT model value is initially set by the DSNSTD parameter on YCRTMDU. It controls the following aspects of
automatic panel design:

Design Aspects Controlled by the YSAAFMT Model Value

Design Aspects Handling of Field
Trailers

Initial Panel Layout Instruction Set Form Condition Value List

*CUATEXT CUA CUA Text Fn= n= Pop-Window
*CUAENTRY CUA CUA Entry Fn= n= Panel
*S38 YLHSFLL S/38 CMD: SEL: Panel

• Some of the parameters (GENLIB, SQLLIB, GENFLR) support a special value to provide automatic creation of a
suffixed instance name. For example, if you specify MYMDL for the MDLLIB parameter and you specify *GEN, the
default value, for the GENLIB, SQLLIB, and GENFLR parameters, the instance names will be MYGEN, MYSQL, and
MYFLR, respectively.

• The common root used in all the instance names is derived from the MDLLIB parameter value. The rules for deriving
the root and appending the respective suffixes are as follows:
– Look for the letters MDL in the MDLLIB value. If found, substitute the suffix letters to create the instance name. For

example, if MDLLIB is Y2MDL, then the name used for GENLIB would be Y2GEN. The name used for GENFLR
would be Y2FLR.

– If the letters MDL are not found in the MDLLIB value, simply append the suffix letters. For example, if MDLLIB is
MY, then the name used for GENLIB would be MYGEN. If the model library name is more than seven characters
long, the suffix will be truncated. If the model library name is 10 characters long, an escape message will be sent.
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Example

To create a set of model libraries for an RPG and CBL application using CUATXT design standards:

YCRTMDLLIB  SYSTEXT(My system) + MDLLIB(MYMDL) GENLIB(MYGEN) OBJPFX(MY) + HLLVNM(*RPGCBL) DSNSTD(*CUATEXT)

This creates the following:

• Library MYMDL -- Library to contain model.
• Library MYGEN -- Library to contain generated source.
• Library list MYMDL -- Library list for My system model, which contains the following libraries:

– QTEMP
– MYMDL
– MYGEN
– QGPL
– CA 2E product library
– CA 2E Toolkit library

YCRTMDLVSN (Create Model Version) Command
Contents

This command lets you copy a model object to create a new version of that object. You can identify the originating object
by name or by object surrogate key number. At present, you can create versions of functions or messages only.

Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCRTMDLVSN command.

FRMOBJNAM

The name of the object that is copied. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *FRMOBJSGT -- (default) Single value indicating that the object surrogate number parameter is used to identify the
model object.

• object owner name -- The character name of the object which owns the object. Thus, for a function, the owning file
would be entered.

• *MESSAGES -- The internal file *Messages is the owner of the object (note that this value is only allowed for objects of
type *MSG).

• object name -- The character name of the object.
• object type -- The object type of the object.
• *FUN -- Object is of type function.
• *MSG -- Object is of type message. Note that for objects of type *MSG, the owner is the *Messages file.

FRMOBJSGT

Unique number identifier of the model object that is copied. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *FRMOBJNAM -- (default) Use the object name parameter details to identify this model object.
• object surrogate -- The surrogate number of the model object.

TOOBJNAM

The name of the object to which usage dependencies in the model are redirected. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *GENERATE -- (default) This special value indicates that a new name is generated for the new version. To control how
the name generates, you should use the shipped exit program YOBJNAMRIC.

• object name -- The new object name.

CUROBJ

This parameter allows the developer to choose whether to make the new version current. Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• *NO -- (default) The new version is not made current.
• *YES -- The new version is made current.

TFRNAM

This special value indicates whether a transfer of names is to occur as part of processing. Values for these parameters
are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) No transfer of names is made.
• *YES -- If the new version is made current following its creation, then the name of the current version is transferred to

the new version. Otherwise, the name of the from version is transferred.

CHGTYP

This parameter allows the user to control whether the making of the new version current is treated as a significant change.
If a value other than *NONE is specified, then component change processing will be invoked to reflect the change
throughout users of the new object. This parameter may only be specified if CUROBJ is set to *YES. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) The action of making the new version current is not treated as a significant change in the model; no
component change processing is to occur.

• *PRIVATE -- Component change processing is to occur to apply a private change to the users of the new version.
• *PUBLIC -- Component change processing is to occur to apply a public change to the users of the new version.
• *FRMOBJ -- The change type associated with the From object will be examined by component change processing.

RTNEDTSGT

CL variable that receives the surrogate of the resulting edit object. Decimal variable, seven digits packed.

RTNNEWSGT

CL variable that receives the surrogate of the new version. Decimal variable, seven digits packed.

RTNCURSGT

CL variable that receives the surrogate of the current version in the group. Decimal variable, seven digits packed.
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Notes

A search is made for the from model object in the first model library found in the library list.

If the 25-character object name is transferred from the source object to the target object, the source object must be
renamed in the process. The shipped 25-character exit program, YOBJNAMRIC, will be used for this purpose.

Example

To create a new version of the Edit Widget function and call it Edit Sprocket enter the following command:

YCRTMDLVSN FRMOBJNAM( 'Widget' 'Edit + Widget' *FUN ) TOOBJNAM( *FRMOBJNAM + 'Edit Sprocket' *FRMOBJNAM )

YCRTOBJVSN (Create Object Version) Command
Contents

This command provides the means by which an object can be copied to create a new version of that object.

The originating object can be identified by object surrogate number.

At present, you can create versions of functions or messages only.

Note: The processing of this command involves the prompting of the Create Model Version command.

Required

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCRTOBJVSN command.

FRMOBJSGT

Unique number identifier of the model object that will be copied. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• object surrogate -- The surrogate number of the model object.

ALWADJCUR

This parameter indicates whether the user is allowed to adjust the currency status of versions in the group to which the
new version will belong. In practical terms, it determines whether the CUROBJ and TFRNAM parameters on the Create
Model Version command (YCRTMDLVSN) are prompted. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *YES -- (default) The user will be allowed to access to the CUROBJ and TFRNAM parameters on the prompted Create
Model Version command.

• *NO -- The user will not be allowed access to the CUROBJ and TFRNAM parameters on the prompted Create Model
Version command.

Example

To create a new version of the object identified by object surrogate number identifier 1103454:

YCRTOBJVSN   FRMOBJSGT( 1103454 )

This will result in the Create Model Version panel being prompted where the new name for the object may be entered.

<paratext> <pagenum>

YCRTSQLLIB (Create SQL Library) Command
Contents

Creates a library containing an SQL/400 collection into which CA 2E generates SQL/400 tables, views, and indexes.

Required

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCRTSQLLIB command.
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SQLLIB

Name of library into which SQL/400 collection is placed. Sets the YSQLLIB model value.

MDLLIB

Name of the model library in which to set the YSQLLIB model value. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Default to the first model library name found in the library list.
• *NONE -- Do not set model value.

SYSTEXT

Text for the SQL library. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SYSTEXT -- (default) Use text found in model value YMDLTXT in library specified by *MDLLIB.
• *NONE -- Do not use text for SQL library.

LIBLST

Qualified name of a library list that is built or updated. The library list will contain the libraries necessary to use the model
that is being created. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Library list has same name as the model library.
• *NONE -- Do not create a library list.

AUT

Authorization rights granted to created libraries and source files. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *CHANGE -- (default) Grant operational rights and all data rights.
• *EXCLUDE -- Do not grant access rights.
• *ALL -- Grant all rights.

Notes

To use the command, you must be authorized to the following i OS commands:

• Create journal (CRTJRN)
• Create journal receiver (CRTJRNRCV)
• Create data dictionary (CRTDTADCT)

Example

To create a library containing an SQL/400 collection for use by CA 2E to associate with a model:

YCRTSQLLIB  SQLLIB(TESTSQL) + MDLLIB(TESTMDL) + SYSTEXT('My test SQL/400 Library')

YCRTWS (Create Web Service Instance) Command
Contents

Creates a web service instance. The instance can be modeled within a CA 2E model, deployed to an application server, or
both. The deployed web service instance exposes a number of operations that correspond to exposed procedures, within
modules, within the target Service Program.
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Notes:

• If the command fails, detailed errors are written to the YQSHLOG log file in library QTEMP.
• This command requires the user issuing this command to have special authorities *ALLOBJ and *IOSYSCFG. This is

due to the underlying IBM IWS scripts requiring those special authorities.

Required

MDLFIL

MDLFUN

SERVER

SERVICE

Optional

UPDMDL

INSTALL

MACHINE

PGMOBJ

USRPRF

RTLIBL

Parameters

The following parameters are for the YCRTWS command:

UPDMDL

Determines whether the CA 2E model information should be updated.

• *ADD
The web service instance definition is added to the CA 2E model. The combination of Web Services Server and Web
Service (name) must be unique within a model.
Note: If a Server/Service combination (case insensitive) is already modeled in this model the command will fail.

• *NO
The web service instance definition is not added to the CA model.

• *UPDINSSTS
The installed status of the web service instance, defined within the model, is updated.

NOTE
If the definition does not already exist in the model, the command will fail.

INSTALL

Determines whether the web service instance is deployed to the application server.

• *NO
The web service instance is not deployed to the application server.

• *YES
The web service instance is deployed to the application server.
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MDLFIL

Specifies the name of the CA 2E model file over which the CA 2E model function is defined.

• name
Specify the CA 2E model file name.

MDLFUN

Specifies the name of the CA 2E WS model function under which the web service instance is defined in the model.

• name
Specify the CA 2E model function name.

MACHINE

Specifies the name of the machine onto which the web service instance is deployed.

• *CURRENT
Refers to the local machine.

• name
Specify the machine name. This can be the local machine or a remote machine. The machine name is not validated
and the machine need not exist on the local, or any, network.

SERVER

Specifies the name of the application server to which the web service instance will be deployed.

Notes:

• Server name must match (case sensitive) with the name of the actual application server.
• Server/Service/Machine combination (case insensitive) must be unique within a model.
• name

Specify the application server name.

SERVICE

Specifies the name of the web service to be deployed.

Note: Server/Service/Machine combination (case insensitive) must be unique within a model.

• name
Specify the web service name.

PGMOBJ

Specifies the name of the target service program.

• name
Specify the target service program name.

USRPRF

Specifies the name of the user profile under which the web services will run when invoked.

• name
Specify the user profile name.

• *USRPRF
The user profile invoking the YCRTWS command will be used to run the web service.
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NOTE
If the service user ID specified here, is different from the server user ID (e.g. QWSERVICE), the server user
ID must be given *USE authority to the service user ID.

• *SRVID
The Web services server user ID (e.g. QWSERVICE), is used to run the service.

RTLIBL

Specifies the runtime library list that the web service instance will use when invoked.

• name
Specify the list of libraries to be added to the runtime library list.

• *NOCHG
A default library list is used. See the application server documentation for details.

YCVTCNDVAL (Convert Condition Values) Command
Contents

Converts the condition value lists held in a model into a database file: the database file is used by the display values
program to provide an inquiry function from user programs.

This command must be run in order for new or changed values to be available in the GENLIB for display by an application
program. The file must not be in use when you run this command.

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCVTCNDVAL command.

GENLIB

 

MDLLIB

Name of library containing the name of a design model from which the condition values are converted. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Use the first model library found in the library list.
• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.
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CVTOPT

Determines which condition values should be converted. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- Convert all condition values.
• *MDLLST -- Convert only those condition values where the LST condition is explicitly selected in the model list

specified in the Model object list prompt (MDLLST parameter).

MDLLST

NOTE
This parameter is ignored unless CVTOPT(*MDLLST) is specified.

The qualified name of the model object list that is used. If a LST condition has been explicitly selected in the model list,
then the LST condition and all the VAL conditions will be converted. Any other object types in the list (including any VAL
conditions where the LST condition has not been explicitly selected) are ignored.

The possible model object list name values are:

• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension record
for the current user in the specified model library.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the model object list name.
• model-object-list-name -- the name of the model object list to be used.

Possible library values are:
– *MDLLIB -- Special value meaning that the first model library in the current library list is used as the library for the

model object list.
– library-name -- The name of the model library which contains the model object list.

Notes

The file must not be in use when you run this command.

The converted values are placed in a file whose name is constructed from the Value List Prefix model value (YVLSPFX)
and the letters VLLSP; for example, XX + VLLSP = XXVLLSP. If a version of the file does not already exist in the library
specified by the GENLIB parameter, one will be created.

Any existing records in the file are deleted, except for those records flagged as user-added (that is, not generated from a
CA 2E model). User-added records have a value other than blank in the USRMOD field.

The condition values converted by this command are displayed to the user when using generated programs if a ? or F4
is entered into a status field that conditions are defined for. The values are displayed by an HLL program whose name
will be constructed from the Value List Prefix model value (YVLSPFX) and the letters VLLSR; for example, XX + VLLSR
= XXVLLSR. The program will always be duplicated from the product library when the YCVTCNDVAL command is run.
The source for the program is available in the shipped source library. If the value list prefix model value (YVLSPFX) is
changed, any programs that call the value list display will need to be regenerated.

Example

To convert the following values from model library MYMDL to generation library MYGEN:

YCVTCNDVAL  MDLLIB(MYMDL)  GENLIB(MYGEN)

YCVTDSTFIL (Convert Distributed Files) Command
Contents
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Adds to and/or deletes from the distributed database file the names of files set as being distributed. All files in the model
that have been set to Distributed = Y that do not currently exist in the database file will be added. Any file currently in
the database that has been changed to Distributed = N will be deleted. This database file is used in conjunction with the
configuration table (which contains locations of distributed databases) to define the network of distributed files which can
be accessed by distributed application functions. The configuration tables can be edited by the user using the command
Work Distributed Files (YWRKDSTFIL).

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCVTDSTFIL command.

MDLLIB

Name of library containing a design model from which the user messages are converted. Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Use the first model library found in the library list.
• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

GENLIB

Name of library containing the database file into which distributed file entries are placed. Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• *GENLIB -- (default) Use the source generation library named by the YGENLIB model value in the model library.
• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

Notes

Distributed files are those files which have been flagged with Distributed = Y on the Edit File Details panel in the model.

• Entries for all access paths for distributed files are placed in a file Y2DSTFP. If Y2DSTFP does not already exist in the
library specified by the GENLIB parameter, it will be created.

• An entry will also be added to the associated configuration file Y2CFGTP for each access path. If Y2CFGTP does not
already exist in the library specified by the GENLIB parameter, it will be created.

• Any existing records in Y2CFGTP will be preserved only if the associated access path still exists in Y2DSTFP.
Otherwise they will be deleted.

• The editor for the configuration file used by YWRKDSTFIL is shipped as an application defined in the model under
the files *Configuration Table and *Distributed File. You must generate this application using the design and generator
options you choose before you can use YWRKDSTFIL.

• The distributed file entries converted are displayed to the user when the YWRKDSTFIL command is executed.

For more information on working with distributed files and the configuration table, refer to the YWRKDSTFIL command.
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Example

To convert new or changed distributed files from model library MYMDL to generation library MYGEN:

YCVTDSTFIL MDLLIB(MYMDL)  GENLIB(MYGEN)

YCVTJOBLST (Convert a Job List to CA 2E Toolkit Object List) Command
Contents

 

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCVTJOBLST command.

JOBLST

The qualified name of the CA 2E job list which is converted. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the job list name is to be retrieved from the model profile details of
the current user.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the job list name.
• *JOB -- Special value meaning that a job list with the same name as the current job name is used.
• list name -- The name of the used list.
• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the job list library name is to be retrieved from the model profile

details of the current user.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used.
• *CURLIB -- Special value meaning that the model library is derived from the job's current library.
• library name -- The name of the library.

OBJLST

The qualified name of the CA 2E Toolkit Object List that is the target of the conversion. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• TEMPLST -- (default) Default list name.
• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the object list name for the

target of the command.
• *JOB -- Special value meaning that a job list with the same name as the current job name is used.
• *JOBLST -- The object list has the same name as the job list.
• list name -- The name of the object list to be built.
• QTEMP -- (default) The QTEMP temporary library of the current job is used.
• *JOBLST -- The object list resides in the same library as that of the JOBLST parameter.
• *CURLIB -- The object list resides in the current library of the job.
• library name -- The name of the library to be the target of the command.

LSTOPT

This parameter specifies the action to be taken if the object list already exists. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *REPLACE -- (default) The existing object list should be replaced with the output from this command.
• *ADD -- The existing object list should be augmented with the output from this command.

EDIT

This parameter specifies whether the resulting list is edited as part of processing. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *NO -- (default) Editing of the list is not performed.
• *YES -- Editing of the list is performed.

IGNHLD

This parameter specifies whether or not HELD entries in the job list should be ignored. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *NO -- (default) Held entries are not ignored.
• *YES -- Held entries are ignored.

IGNERR

This parameter specifies whether or not ERROR entries in the job list should be ignored. Values for these parameters are
as follows:
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• *NO -- (default) Error entries are not ignored.
• *YES -- Error entries are ignored.

Notes

The library specified for the job list must be a valid model library.

The EDIT parameter is ignored if the job running the command is a batch job.

Example

To build object list MOVLST from the current user's job list, to object list MOVLST in QTEMP, ignoring any entries in error
on the job list:

YCVTJOBLST JOBLST( *MDLLIB/*USER ) +

OBJLST( QTEMP/MOVLST ) LSTOPT( *REPLACE) + IGNERR( *YES )

YCVTMDLLST (Convert Model List to Job List) Command
Contents

This command allows a user to convert the generatable entries in a model object list to a job list. The target job list is
created if it does not exist. If it exists, it may be added to or replaced by taking the appropriate option on the LSTOPT
parameter.

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCVTMDLLST command.

FRMMDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list that is the source list involved in the conversion. Values for these parameters
are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension
record for the current user in the specified model library.

• *ALLOBJ -- Special value meaning that a model object list is not used, but that all model objects are included in the
command.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the model object list name.
• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.
• *SESSION -- Special value meaning that the session list recorded on the current user's model profile is to be used as

the model object list name.
• list name -- The source model object list name may be entered.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used as

the model library for the source list.
• library name -- The model library name for the source list.

JOBLST

The name of the job list that is the target list of the conversion. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) The target list is specified on the current user's model profile.
• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the target job list name.
• *FRMMDLLST -- Special value meaning that the name of the from model object list is used as the target job list name.
• list name -- The target job list name.
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CRTOPT

This parameter specifies the default action for entries in the target job list. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *GENERATE -- (default) The job list entries are ready for object regeneration and recompilation.
• *COMPILE -- The job list entries are ready for object recompilation only.

LSTOPT

This parameter specifies the action taken if the job list already exists in the target model. Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• *REPLACE -- (default) The existing job list is replaced with the output from this command.
• *ADD -- The existing job list is augmented with the output from this command.

FLAGVAL

This parameter allows model objects to be filtered by the entry flag value. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on flag value.
• *SELECTED -- Only explicitly selected model objects will satisfy the filter.

COMPCHG

This parameter allows model objects to be filtered by the component changed flag (action required). If used, model
objects in the list will be filtered according to the current status of the component changed flag on the model object record
corresponding with each list entry. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on component changed flag.
• *GEN -- Model objects with status *GEN will satisfy the condition.
• *EDT -- Model objects with status *EDT will satisfy the condition.

SBMMDLCRT

This parameter specifies whether the resulting job list is submitted for model generation/creation. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) The job list is not submitted.
• *YES -- The job list is submitted after being updated.
• *EDIT -- The job list is edited prior to submission.

OBJLIB

This parameter specifies the object library name to be used on the Submit Model Create command (YSBMMDLCRT).
Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *GENLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the object library is the generation library of the first model found in
the current library list.

• *CURLIB -- Special value meaning that the object library is the current library.
• library name -- The object library name.

SRCLIB

This parameter specifies the source library name used on the Submit Model Create command (YSBMMDLCRT). Values
for these parameters are as follows:
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• *OBJLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the source library name is the same as for the OBJLIB parameter.
• *GENLIB -- Special value meaning that the source library name is the same as for the OBJLIB parameter.
• *CURLIB -- Special value meaning that the source library name is the same as for the OBJLIB parameter.

CVTASSIM

This parameter specifies whether or not assimilated files are converted to the job list. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *NO -- (default) Assimilated files are not converted.
• *YES -- Assimilated files are converted.

Notes

The specified library for the model object list must be a valid model library.

A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLST may result in the library list being changed. If the user is currently editing a
model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed during processing, the library list
is changed back after execution.

The FRMMDLLST must exist prior to running the command.

If the target job list does not already exist, it will be created and the LSTOPT parameter will be ignored.

Only generatable objects will be placed onto the job list, all other model object list entries will be ignored.

The CVTASSIM parameter provides the developer with some control over whether assimilated physical files are placed in
the resulting job list. Thus, for example, where the physical file is part of some third party software, the developer would
wish to avoid attempting to generate and compile the physical file, but would wish any logical files in the model object list
to be converted in the normal way.

When you attempt to convert a model object list into a job list and the model object list contains one or more *DDL-based
access paths which satisfy the DDL limitations; such access paths are not added to the job list.

The current implementation of the DDL generation mode is not valid for the following cases:

• Access paths that have virtual fields
• SPN access path
• QRY access path
• Multi-member files

Workaround for Virtual Fields, SPN, and QRY Access Paths: If the earlier generation mode is *DDS, revert to it and
regenerate the access path. You need not regenerate the functions that use this access path. If you want to have an SQL
type database, regenerate the access path using *SQL generation mode. The functions using this access path must be
regenerated.

Workaround for Multi-Member Files: If you want to have more than one member for the access paths, revert to *DDS
generation mode.

Note: If you want to change an access path, which is previously defined as *DDS with a MAXMBR compiler override, to
*DDL, you must revert to *DDS generation mode and must remove the compiler override, and then change back to *DDL
generation mode.

Example

To convert all model objects with a component changed status (action required) of *GEN (requiring generation and
compilation) to job list OUTLIST from the model library WRKMDL:
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YCVTMDLLST FRMMDLLST( WRKMDL/
*ALLOBJ ) +  JOBLST( OUTLIST ) CRTOPT( *GENERATE ) + LSTOPT( *REPLACE ) COMPCHG( *GEN )

YCVTMDLMSG (Convert Model Messages) Command
Contents

Converts the user message functions held in a design model into i OS message descriptions in one or more message
files.

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCVTMDLMSG command.

MDLLIB

Name of library containing a design model from which the user messages are converted. Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Use the first model library found in the library list.
• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

 

GENLIB

 

CVTOPT

Determines which model messages should be converted. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- Converts all model messages.
• *MDLLST -- Convert only those model messages explicitly selected in the model list specified in the Model object list

prompt (MDLLST parameter).

MDLLST

NOTE
This parameter is ignored unless CVTOPT(*MDLLST) is specified.

The qualified name of the model object list that is used. If a model message has been explicitly selected in the model
list, it will be converted. Any other object types in the list (or any model messages in the model list which have not been
explicitly selected) are ignored.
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Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension record
for the current user in the specified model library.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the model object list name.
• model-object-list-name -- the name of the model object list to be usedPossible library values are:
• *MDLLIB -- Special value meaning that the first model library in the current library list is used as the library for the

model object list.
• library-name -- The name of the model library which contains the model object list.

 

Notes

This command creates i OS message descriptions from CA 2E message function definitions. The name of the message
file that the message descriptions are added to is determined for each message function as follows:

• If there is an override message file name specified for the message function, then the first message file of that name in
the invoking job's library list is used.

• If no override is specified, then the default message file, (as specified by the YMSGVNM model value in the generation
library, as specified by the GENLIB model value) is used.

The message files you use must already exist in the relevant libraries and the user must have the necessary authority to
update them.

The conversion process produces an audit report listing for each user message, the message file used and the success or
failure of the conversion.

Example

To convert user messages from model library MYMDL to generation library MYGEN:

YCVTMDLMSG MDLLIB(MYMDL)  GENLIB(MYGEN)

YCVTMDLPNL (Convert Model Panel Designs) Command
Contents

Converts the panel designs of functions into CA 2E Toolkit panel designs so that they may be used for prototyping.

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCVTMDLPNL command.

MDLFILE

Name of a file to which the functions containing the panel designs to be converted belong. Values for these parameters
are as follows:

• *USER -- (default) Convert the panel designs of functions that belong to all user-defined files in the model.
• *ALL -- Convert the panel designs of functions that belong to all files in the model, including system files.
• *SELECT -- Select file.

MDLFUN

Name of a function whose panel designs are converted. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *ALL -- Convert the panel designs of all functions for the specified files.

APPCDE

Name of an application area containing the files of the functions whose panel designs are converted. The value for this
parameter is as follows:
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• *ALL -- (default) Convert the panel designs of functions attached to files from all application areas.

CVTTEXT

Specifies whether narrative text for the file is included in the generated panel designs, and if so, which type of text. Values
for these parameters are as follows:

• *FUNC -- (default) Include functional text.
• *NONE -- Do not include narrative text.
• *OPER -- Include operational text.

FILE

Qualified name of file to contain panel designs. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• YDSNPNL -- (default) File name.

MBR

Name of member in panel design file. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *FILE -- (default) The member has the same name as the file.

RPLNAV

Specifies whether to keep or replace the command key navigation that was defined for the CA 2E Toolkit panel design.
Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) The navigation is replaced.
• *NO -- The navigation is not replaced.

RPLABW

Specifies whether to keep or replace the action bar definition that was defined in the CA 2E Toolkit panel design. Values
for these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) The action bar definition is replaced.
• *NO -- The action bar definition is not replaced.

RPLNAR

Used to keep or clear any narrative that was entered for the CA 2E Toolkit panel design. Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• *YES -- (default) The narrative is cleared.
• *NO -- The narrative is kept.

RPLDAT

Used to keep or clear any test data that was entered for the CA 2E Toolkit panel design. Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• *YES -- (default) The test data is cleared.
• *NO -- The test data is kept.
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Notes

A library containing the model files must be present in the library list of the job that executes the YCVTMDLPNL
command.

The converted panel designs are placed in the nominated panel design file. The file must already exist in the specified
library: new files may be created using the CA 2E Toolkit command Create Design File (YCRTDSNF).

Each prototype panel design is given the name of the program source member of the function from which it is derived. A
suffix is used to number the panels derived from a single CA 2E function.

The converted panel designs can be prototyped using the CA 2E Toolkit command Display Panel (YDSPPNL). Refer to
the CA 2E Toolkit manuals for further details.

Example

To convert all the user function panel designs to file YDSNPNL:

YCVTMDLPNL  FILE(YDSNPNL)

YCVTMDLVNM (Convert Model Names) Command
Contents

Converts the implementation names of CA 2E objects within a design model. The names are updated to comply with the
requirements of the HLL in which the model is to be generated.

A report is produced of those names that have been changed (YCVTVNMPP$).

Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCVTMDLVNM command.

MDLLIB

Name of library containing the design model whose implementation names are changed. The value for this parameter is
as follows:

• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

Notes

The YCVTMDLVNM command examines the following implementation names in the data model, and if necessary,
converts them:

Access path source member names
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• Access path format names
• Field or column names
• HLL program source member names
• Device file source member names
• Help text source member names

The nature of the conversion is controlled by the current value of the YHLLVNM model value. This dictates the rules for
deciding whether a name needs converting.

• If the YHLLVNM model value is *CBL, then any instances of the characters @, # and $ are replaced by the appropriate
character specified for the name type in the generation types table. If there is no replacement character for the name
type in the table, the letter J will be used.

• If the value of YHLLVNM is *RPG, then any instances of the underscore character will be replaced by the quotation (")
character. Any other valid characters are replaced by "J."

For more information about converting a model from one HLL to another, refer to Generating and Implementing
Applications, "Preparing for Generation and Compilation".

Example

To convert the model MYMDL:

YCVTMDLVNM   MDLLIB(MYMDL)

YCVTTMUIM (Convert Help Text to UIM Panel) Command
Contents

This routine converts source that uses the existing CA 2E Toolkit help support tags (as defined in Text Management or
generated by CA 2E) into UIM panel group source.

Due to the difference between TM and UIM, only an approximate conversion is possible. The more your source file differs
from the standard generated TM source, the less accurate the conversion will be.

Required
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YCVTTMUIM command.

TMSRCFILE

The qualified name of a source file containing TM help text. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *LIBL -- (default) Use the library list to locate the source file.
• *CURLIB -- Use current library to locate the source file.

UIMSRCFILE

The qualified name of a source file that the converted UIM help text will be placed in. You must have *ALL rights to this
file. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) The library name is the same as that specified in TMSRCFILE.
• *LIBL -- The library list is used to locate the source file.
• *CURLIB -- The current library for the job is used to locate the source file.

SRCMBR

The generic name of the source members to convert. The name assigned to the UIM member will be the same as that of
the TM member. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *ALL -- Convert all source members.

REPLACE

Specifies the action to be taken if a member already exists in the UIMSRCFILE. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *NO -- (default) Issue an error and bypass the member.
• *YES -- Change the member and reconvert.

EXTHELP

Specifies if an extended help panel should be generated for the member. This is functionally equivalent to the existing
index panel used by TM. It uses the UIM :LINK tag to provide two-way hypertext links between each panel and the
extended help panel. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *YES -- (default) Generate the extended help panel.
• *NO -- Do not generate the extended help panel.

TRUNCATE

Allows the user to control the action on conversion when a line to be converted is too long. Values for these parameters
are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Excess data is continued on the next line and not truncated.
• *YES -- Excess data is truncated during conversion.

MBRLST

Specifies a target member list to be used to contain an entry for each member converted. Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• TEMPLST -- (default) Default member name.
• QTEMP/ -- Default library name.
• *CURLIB/ -- The library to contain the member list is the current library.

EDIT

Specifies whether the resulting list is to be edited at the end of the conversion process. Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• *NO -- (default) The list is not to be edited.
• *YES -- The list is to be edited.

Notes

The converted source can be compiled into a panel group (*PNLGRP). It can then be used with existing applications,
without the need to regenerate those applications as follows:

• The help display routine (YDDSHPR) will check for the existence of a panel group with the same name as the help
member. If it exists, it will use that panel group to display UIM help panels.

In order to supply cursor sensitive help, help panels must be related to screen areas.

• For full UIM, this is supplied by DDS keywords in the associated display file.
• For converted UIM, this must be supplied by a source member that defines a vector table. This source member can

either be the original TM source member or the converted UIM source member, both of which contain the ".*yv" tags
that define the vector table. The routine will look for this member in the same file as the original TM source member.

Example

To convert all source members in MYGENLIB\QTXTSRC beginning with UU and place output in MYGENLIB/QPNLSRC,
replace any member which already exists. By default the extended help panel will be generated:

YCVTTMUIM TMSRCFILE (MYGENLIB/QTXTSRC) + UIMSRCFILE (*SAME/
QPNLSRC) SRCMBR(UU*) + REPLACE (*YES)

• If CSG client functions are on the job list and the client objects do not exist in the folder, entries will not be added to the
job list for the client objects (the server object will always be added to the job list).
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YDLTMDLLE (Delete a Model Object List Entry) Command
Contents

This command allows a user to delete a model object list entry.

Required

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDLTMDLLE command.

OBJSGT

Unique number identifier of the model object to be deleted. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• Object surrogate -- The surrogate number of the model object is required.

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list in which the entry to be deleted exists. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension
record for the current user in the specified model library.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the list name for the target of
the command.

• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.
• list name -- The name of the list.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used.
• library name -- The name of the model library.

Note

Both the model object list and the list entry must exist prior to running this command.
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Example

To delete the model object list entry for the object identified by surrogate number 1100547 in model object list DEVRA in
the first model library to be found in the current library list:

YDLTMDLLE OBJSGT( 1100547 ) + MDLLST(*MDLLIB/DEVRA )

YDLTMDLLST (Delete a Model Object List) Command
Contents

This command allows a user to delete a model object list.

Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDLTMDLLST command.

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list that is to be deleted. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• list name -- (default) The model object list name.
• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension record

for the current user in the specified model library.
• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the list name for the target of

the command.
• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used as

the model library for the list.
• library name -- The model library name for the list.

Notes

The MDLLST must exist prior to running the command.

A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLST may result in the library list being changed. If the user is currently editing a
model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed during processing, the library list
is changed back after execution.

There is close integration between this command and user-defined fields on the all objects model list. To provide an
efficient method for clearing the user-defined fields of objects checked out to a particular model object list, part of the
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processing of this command is to clear the Checkout List, Checkout User, Checkout Date, Checkout Time and Checkout
Status on all model object records on which the list being deleted is recorded as Checkout List.

Example

To delete model object list MYLIST from the model contained in the current library list:

YDLTMDLLST MDLLST( *MDLLIB/MYLIST )

YDLTMDLVSN (Delete Model Version) Command
Contents

This command allows the user to delete a function or a message from the model.

Required

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDLTMDLVSN command.

OBJNAM

The name of the object that is deleted. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *OBJSGT -- (default) Single value indicating that the object surrogate number parameter is used to identify the model
object.

• *ARCHIVES -- This generic value instructs the processing program to examine all archive versions in the model. In
this mode, all entries are written to the specified output list. The RETAIN parameter specifies how many archives are
preserved in a particular group.

• object owner name -- The character name of the object which owns the object. Thus, for a function, the owning file
would be entered.

• *MESSAGES -- The internal file *Messages is the owner of the object (note that this value is only allowed for objects of
type *MSG).

• object name -- The character name of the object.
• object type -- The object type of the object.
• *FUN -- Object is of type function.
• *MSG -- Object is of type message. Note that for objects of type *MSG, the owner is the *Messages file.

OBJSGT

Unique number identifier of the model object that is copied. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• OBJNAM -- (default) Use the object name parameter details to identify this model object.
• object surrogate -- The surrogate number of the model object

OPTION

This parameter provides the user with some flexibility when deleting model versions. For a model version, the user can
either physically delete it or hide it by making the version non-current. When using the generic delete for archives, the
user can perform a prepass, which will build a list of affected versions without actually deleting them.

Only qualified versions will be processed, meaning that the version must not be used by any other model object. Values
for these parameters are as follows:

• *DELETE -- (default) Special value meaning that versions that qualify for processing are physically deleted.
• *HIDE -- Special value meaning that versions that qualify for processing are not deleted but made non-current. They

will not, by default, be shown on model panels. If a version is already non-current it remains unaffected by this process.
• *PREPASS -- For the *ARCHIVES processing only. Special value meaning that the archives that qualify for processing

should be written to the out list but not physically deleted.
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DLTOBJSRC

This parameter allows the user to specify that the object and source corresponding with the model design object are
deleted at the same time the design object is deleted from the model. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) The object and source are deleted.
• *NO -- The object and source are not deleted.

GENLIB

The name of the generation library that contains the source and object corresponding with the model object that is
deleted. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *GENLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the generation library for the model is used.
• *CURLIB -- Special value meaning that the generation library is the current library for the job.
• library name -- The generation library name.

OUTLST

The name of the model object list that is to receive an entry for each archive version which satisfies the RETAIN
parameter (i.e., qualifies for the delete operation). This parameter is only prompted if *ARCHIVES is specified for the
OBJNAM parameter. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile details for
the current user.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the list name.
• *SELECT -- Special value meaning that an interactive select program is invoked. The output list will be selected.
• list name -- The name of the target list.

OUTLSTOPT

This parameter specifies the action to be taken if the output list already exists in the model. This parameter is only
prompted if *ARCHIVES is specified for the OBJNAM parameter. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *REPLACE -- (default) The existing model object list is to be replaced with the output from this command.
• *ADD -- The existing model object list is augmented with the output from this command.

RETAIN

This parameter specifies the number of archive versions (version type ARC) that are retained. This parameter is only
prompted when the OBJNAM parameter is *ARCHIVES. The archive versions are examined in reverse chronological
order, the excess number above this parameter being deleted. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- (default) All archive versions are retained.
• *NONE -- No archive versions are retained.
• numeric value -- The developer may specify a discreet number of versions that are retained.

Notes

It is intended that this command be used as part of a change control system. The primary purpose is for the removal of
archives from the model as they become redundant with the creation of later versions.

No version can be deleted if it is used by any other model object.

When *ARCHIVES are being processed, all versions that are processed are written to the specified output list. If it is not
possible to make a current version non-current or to delete a non-current version, the entry is flagged *ERROR.
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Example

To delete the model version Edit Customer 3 from the model, accepting the default removal of object and source from the
generation library for the model, enter the following:

YDLTMDLVSN OBJNAM( 'Customer' 'Edit + Customer 3' '*FUN' )

YDLTOBJTBL (Delete Object Table User Space)
Contents

This command deletes all User Spaces for a 2E model. They are then rebuilt when a user enters the model again or
YSNCMDL is run. This command can be used to resolve model corruption problems, or when any sort of problems with
model data are encountered. This command should only be used when instructed to do so by 2E Support.

Parameters

Parameter Definition Value and Description
MDLLIB Library for Data Model

This specifies the model for which the user
spaces are deleted

*MDLLIB: Use the first model library found
in the library list.

model-name Specify model library name

Commands (YDOCMDLACP - YOPRMDLLST)
This article contains details for CA 2E commands YDOCMDLACP through YOPRMDLLST. These commands appear in
alphabetical order and include descriptions of their functions, parameters and allowed values, notes, and examples. Each
command is also accompanied by a command diagram.

More Information
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• YDOCMDLACP (Document Model Access Paths) Command
• YDOCMDLAPP (Document Model Application Areas) Command
• YDOCMDLF (Document Model Files) Command
• YDOCMDLFLD (Document Model Fields) Command
• YDOCMDLFUN (Document Model Functions) Command
• YDOCMDLLST (Document a Model Object List) Command
• YDOCMDLMSG (Document Model Messages) Command
• YDOCMDLREL (Document Model Relations) Command
• YDOCURF (Document Unreferenced Objects) Command
• YDSPJOBLST (Display a Job List) Command
• YDSPMDLLST (Display a Model Object List) Command
• YDSPMDLOD (Display Model Object Description) Command
• YDSPMDLREF (Display Model References) Command
• YDSPMDLUSG (Display Model Usages) Command
• YDSPMDLVAL (Display Model Value) Command
• YDUPAPPOBJ (Duplicate Application Objects) Command
• YDUPTKOBJ (Duplicate Toolkit Objects)
• YEDTCPYLST (Edit Model Object List for Copy) Command
• YEDTDFTATR (Edit Default Display Attributes) Command
• YEDTMDL (Edit Model) Command
• YEDTMDLPRF (Edit Model Profile) Command
• YEDTNXTMNC (Edit Next Mnemonics) Command
• YENDTRGSVR (End Trigger Server) Command
• YEXCMDLLST (Execute a Model Object List) Command
• YEXCOVR (Execute with preprocessor) Command
• YEXCSQL (Execute SQL Statements) Command
• YEXCWSIPDD (Execute WSIPDD file) Command
• YFLTMDLLST (Filter a Model Object List) Command
• YINXMDLLST (Index a Model List) Command
• YINZWSIPDD command
• YOPRMDLLST (Operate on a Model Object List) Command

YDOCMDLACP (Document Model Access Paths) Command
Documents the access path files within a design model.

Contents

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDOCMDLACP command.

MDLFILE

Types of files whose access paths are documented. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *USER -- (default) List the access paths of all user-defined files in the model.
• *ALL -- List the access paths of all files in the model, including system files.

APPCDE

Name of an application area to which the files whose access paths are listed belong. The value for this parameter is as
follows:

• *ALL  -- (default) List the access paths of files from all application areas.

PRTTEXT

Specifies whether narrative text for the access path is included in the generated documentation, and if so, which type of
text. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not include narrative text.
• *FUNC -- Include functional text.
• *OPER -- Include operational text.

PRTACPDTL

Specifies whether the details of the access path are included in the generated documentation. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Do not include full details.
• *YES -- Include full details.

PRTACPTYP

Specifies the types of access path that are included in the generated documentation. Values for these parameters are as
follows:
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• *ALL -- (default) Include all access path types.
• *PHY -- Include only physical access paths.
• *UPD -- Include only update access paths.
• *RTV -- Include only retrieval access paths.
• *RSQ -- Include only resequence access paths.
• *SPN -- Include only span access paths.
• *QRY -- Include only query access paths

BGNNEWPAG

Specifies whether documentation for a function or file starts on a new page or not. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *DFT -- (default) Do not start a new page.
• *FILE -- Start a new page for each file whose functions are documented.

Notes

A library containing the model files must be present in the library list of the job that executes the commands.

Example

To print all details about the model files in a model library:

YDOCMDLACP

YDOCMDLAPP (Document Model Application Areas) Command
Documents the application areas within a design model.Contents

 

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDOCMDLAPP command.
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APPCDE

Name of an application area that is documented. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- (default) List all application areas.
• *SYS -- List the system application area (this contains all files in the model).

PRTTEXT

Specifies whether narrative text for the file is included in the generated documentation, and if so, which type of text.
Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not include narrative text.
• *FUNC -- Include functional text.
• *OPER -- Include operational text.

PRTFILES

Specifies whether the files belonging to the application area(s) specified in the APPCDE parameter are included in the
generated documentation. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) Include files.
• *NO -- Do not include files.

BGNNEWPAG

Specifies whether documentation for an application area is to start on a new page or not. Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Do not start a new page.
• *YES -- Start a new page for each application area documented.

Notes

A library containing the model files must be present in the library list of the job that executes the YDOCMDLAPP
command.

Example

To print all details about the model application areas in a model library, including functional text and files within each area:

YDOCMDLAPP PRTTEXT(*FUNC) PRTFILE(*YES)

YDOCMDLF (Document Model Files) Command
Documents the files within a design model.

Contents
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Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDOCMDLF command.

MDLFILE

Specifies name of files you want to include in the listing. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *USER -- (default) List all user-defined files in the model.
• *ALL -- List all files in the model, including system files.

APPCDE

Name of an application area to which the files that are listed belong. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- (default) List files from all application areas.

PRTTEXT

Specifies whether narrative text for the file is included in the generated documentation, and if so, which type of text.
Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not include narrative text.
• *FUNC -- Include functional text.
• *OPER -- Include operational text.

PRTREL

Specifies whether the relations that reference the file are included in the generated documentation. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Do not include relations.
• *YES -- Include relations.
• *FULL -- Print relations and associated field entries together with details of the field entry.
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PRTACCPTH

Specifies whether the names of the access paths referenced by each file are included in the generated documentation.
Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Do not include access paths.
• *YES -- Include access paths.

PRTFUN

Specifies whether the names of the functions that reference the file are included in the generated documentation. Values
for these parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Do not include functions.
• *YES -- Include functions.

Notes

A library containing the model files must be present in the library list of the job that executes the YDOCMDLF command.

Example

To print all details about the model files in a model library:

YDOCMDLF PRTTEXT(*FUNC) PRTREL(*YES) + PRTACCPTH(*YES) PRTMSG(*YES)

YDOCMDLFLD (Document Model Fields) Command
Documents the fields within a design model.

Contents

 

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDOCMDLFLD command.
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MDLFLD

Specifies whether you want to omit system fields from the listing. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *USER -- (default) List all user-defined fields in the model.
• *ALL -- List all fields in the model, including system fields.

PRTTEXT

Specifies whether narrative text for the fields should be included in the generated documentation, and if so, which type of
text. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not include narrative text.
• *FUNC -- Include functional text.
• *OPER -- Include operational text.

PRTFLDDTL

Specifies whether you want to include full details for the fields in the generated documentation. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Do not include field details.
• *YES -- Include field details.

PRTCND

Specifies whether the names of any field conditions referenced by the fields are included in the generated documentation.
Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Do not include conditions.
• *YES -- Include conditions.

Notes

A library containing the model files must be present in the library list of the job that executes the YDOCMDLFLD
command.

Example

To print all details about the model fields in a model library:

YDOCMDLFLD PRTTEXT(*FUNC) PRTFLDDTL(*YES) + PRTCND(*YES)

YDOCMDLFUN (Document Model Functions) Command
Documents the functions within a design model.

Contents
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Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDOCMDLFUN command.

MDLFILE

Name of a file, or generic name of some files, to which the functions that are listed belong. Values for these parameters
are as follows:

• *USER -- (default) List functions that belong to all user-defined files in the model.
• *ALL -- List functions that belong to all files in the model, including system files.
• *SELECT -- Display the files in the current model, one of which may be selected.

MDLFUN

Name of a function that is listed, or generic name of functions that are listed. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *ALL -- (default) List all functions for the specified files.

APPCDE

Name of an application area to which the files referenced by the listed functions belong. The value for this parameter is as
follows:

• *ALL -- (default) List functions that reference files from all application areas.

FUNTYPE

Types of functions you want listed. Must be one of the standard function types or a special value. Values for these
parameters are as follows:
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• *ALL -- (default) List all types of functions.
• *INT -- List only internal functions.
• *EXT -- List only external functions.
• *DBF -- List only database functions.
• *DEV -- List only device functions.
• *DFN -- List only define screen/report format functions.
• *FLD -- List only field functions.
• *MSG -- List only message functions.
• *USR -- List only user functions.
• *SCR -- List only display device functions.
• *RPT -- List only report device functions.
• *DSP -- List only display functions.
• *UPD -- List only edit functions.
• Other values -- See the notes section for function types and classes.

PRTFUNOPT

Specifies whether the function options are included in the generated documentation. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *NO -- (default) Do not print function options.
• *YES -- Print function options.

PRTTEXT

Specifies whether any narrative text for the function is included in the generated documentation, and if so, which type of
text. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not include narrative text.
• *FUNC -- Include functional text.
• *OPER -- Include operational text.

PRTPARM

Specifies whether the parameters of the listed functions are included in the listing. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not print any function parameters.
• *ENTRY -- Include the entry parameters of each function in the listing.
• *ALL -- Include the *ENTRY parameters of each function in the listing. Include the parameters used to call other

functions in each function's action diagram.

PRTDEVSTR

Specifies whether the device structures of the listed functions are included in the listing. Only report design functions
(types PRTOBJ and PRTFIL) have device structures. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Do not print any function device structures.
• *YES -- Include the function device structures in the listing.

PRTDEVDSN

Specifies whether the device (panel and report) designs of the listed functions are included in the listing. Values for these
parameters are as follows:
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• *NO -- (default) Do not print any function device designs.
• *YES -- Include the function device designs in the listing.

PRTDEVDTL

Specifies whether the device details (that is, field details listed by format) of the listed functions are included in the listing.
Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not print any function device details.
• *BASIC -- Print basic details of all fields on each format of the device design.
• *FULL -- Print details of display attributes of fields present on the device design (that is, not hidden or dropped) as well

as basic details of all fields on each format of the device design.

PRTFUNREL

Specifies whether the device design relations of the listed functions are included in the listing. Values for these parameters
are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Do not print any function relations.
• *YES -- Include the function relations in the listing.

PRTACTDIAG

Specifies whether the action diagrams of the listed functions are included in the listing, and if so, to what level of detail the
diagrams are reported. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not print any action diagrams.
• *FULL -- Print complete action diagram.
• *SUMMARY -- Print only the summary or top level of the action diagram.
• *USER -- Print only the user modifiable points in each action diagram.
• *USERMOD -- Print only the user modifications to action diagrams.
• *FUN -- Print only the calls to other functions.

PRTABO

Specifies whether the action bar details of the listed functions are included in the listing. Ignored if PRTDEVDSN (*NO) is
specified. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not print any function action bar details.
• *BASIC -- Print basic details of the action bars on the device design.
• *FULL -- Print full details of the action bars on the device design.

FUNLVL

Indicates the number of invocation levels of the functions' action diagrams to print. Ignored if PRTACTDIAG(*NONE) is
specified. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• 1 -- Print the action diagram of the first level function only.
• 2-9 -- Print the action diagrams of the functions called by the first level function, and those called by the second level

function, up to the specified level.

PRTCHGDAT

Specifies the change dates printed for the action diagrams of the listed functions. Values for these parameters are as
follows:
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• *NONE -- (default) Do not print any change dates.
• *ALL -- Print all change dates.
• Otherwise, PRTCHGDAT is a list parameter made up of two elements:
• Date operator:

– *EQ -- (default) Equal to
– *LT -- Less than
– *GT -- Greater than

• Date (entered in system date format)

BGNNEWPAG

Specifies whether documentation for a function or file is to start on a new page or not. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *DFT -- (default) Start a new page on page overflow.
• *FILE -- Start a new page for each file whose functions are to be documented.
• *FUNCTION -- Start a new page for each function documented.

Notes

A library containing the model files must be present in the library list of the job that executes the YDOCMDLFUN
command.

• Specifying either *BASIC or *FULL for the PRTDEVDTL parameter provides a separate summary of any attached
device user source functions.

The following table shows the function groups.

Function type Abbreviation Class Sub-class Implem. Type Display/Update
Change object *CHGOBJ *DBF - *INT -
Create object *CRTOBJ *DBF - *INT -
Delete object *DLTOBJ *DBF - *INT -
Retrieve object *RTVOBJ *DBF - *INT -
Define screen format *DFNSCRFMT *DFN *SCR - -
Define report format *DFNRPTFMT *DFN *RPT - -
Prompt record *PMTRCD *DEV *SCR *EXT *DSP
Display record 1 *DSPRCD *DEV *SCR *EXT *DSP
Display record 2 *DSPRCD2 *DEV *SCR *EXT *DSP
Display record 3 *DSPRCD3 *DEV *SCR *EXT *DSP
Edit record (1
screen)

*EDTRCD *DEV *SCR *EXT *UPD

Edit record (2
screens)

*EDTRCD2 *DEV *SCR *EXT *UPD

Edit record (3
screens)

*EDTRCD3 *DEV *SCR *EXT *UPD

Select record *SELRCD *DEV *SCR *EXT *DSP
Display file *DSPFIL *DEV *SCR *EXT *DSP
Edit file *EDTFIL *DEV *SCR *EXT *UPD
Display transactions *DSPTRN *DEV *SCR *EXT *DSP
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Edit transactions *EDTTRN *DEV *SCR *EXT *UPD
Print file *PRTFIL *DEV *RPT *EXT -
Print object *PRTOBJ *DEV *RPT *INT -
Execute internal
funct.

*EXCINTFUN *USR - *INT -

Execute external
funct.

*EXCEXTFUN *USR - *EXT -

Execute user
program

*EXCUSRPGM *USR - *EXT -

Execute user source *EXCUSRSRC *USR - *INT -
Send error message *SNDERRMSG *MSG - - -
Send status
message

*SNDSTSMSG *MSG - - -

Send information
msg

*SNDINFMSG *MSG - - -

Send completion
msg

*SNDCMPMSG *MSG - - -

Retrieve message *RTVMSG *MSG - - -
Execute message *EXCMSG *MSG - *EXT -
Derived field function *FUNFLD *FLD - *INT -

 

Example

To print all details about the functions attached to all model files in a model library:

YDOCMDLFUN PRTTEXT(*FUNC) + PRTFUNPAR(*YES) PRTDEVDSN(*YES) + PRTACTDIAG(*YES)

YDOCMDLLST (Document a Model Object List) Command
This command allows a user to print the entries contained in a model object list.

Contents
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Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDOCMDLLST command.

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list that is documented. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension
record for the current user in the specified model library.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the list name for the target of
the command.

• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.
• list name -- The model object list name must be entered.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used as

the model library for the list.
• library name -- The model library name for the list.

VIEW

This parameter enables different data to be displayed for each list entry. It is prompted only if the DETAIL parameter is set
to *BASIC. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *NAME -- (default) Details are printed of the object name, attribute, type, and owner.
• *CHANGE -- In addition to name, the change date and time details are printed.
• *CHECKOUT -- In addition to name, the check out details are printed.
• *COMPCHG -- In addition to name, the component change details are printed.
• *CPYSTS -- In addition to name, the details relating to the copying of the object by the Copy Model Objects

(YCPYMDLOBJ) command are printed.
• *GEN -- In addition to name, the generation details are printed.

DETAIL

The level of detail which is displayed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *BASIC -- (default) Minimal level of detail.
• *FULL -- Maximum level of detail.

Notes

The MDLLST must exist before running the command.

A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLST may result in the library list being changed. If the user is currently editing a
model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed during processing, the library list
is changed back after execution.

Example

To document the model object list with the name retrieved from the user profile extension record of the current user in the
model library contained in the current library list:

YDOCMDLLST MDLLST( *MDLLIB/*MDLPRF )

YDOCMDLMSG (Document Model Messages) Command
Documents the messages within a design model.

Contents

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDOCMDLMSG command.

MSGPFX

Prefix of messages which are listed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL  -- (default) List all message functions in the model, including shipped messages.
• *USER  -- List all user-defined message functions in the model.

MSGTYPE

Type of message function to be listed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL  -- (default) List all messages for the specified files.
• Message type  -- One of the six message function types:

– INF
– ERR
– CMP
– STS
– EXC
– RTV

Notes

A library containing the model files must be present in the library list of the job that executes the YDOCMDLMSG
command.

Example

To print all details about the message functions in a model library:

YDOCMDLMSG

YDOCMDLREL (Document Model Relations) Command
Documents the relations within a design model.

Contents
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Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDOCMDLREL command.

MDLREL

Listed relations. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *USER -- (default) List only the user-defined relations in the model.
• *ALL -- List all relations in the model including the relations that define internal objects.

APPCDE

Name of an application area that the files referenced by the listed relations belong to. The value for this parameter is as
follows:

• *ALL -- (default) Include relations that use files from all application areas.

PRTTEXT

Specifies whether narrative text for the relations is included in the generated documentation, and if so, which type of text.
Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not include narrative text.
• *FUNC -- Include functional text.
• *OPER -- Include operational text.
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RELPRTLVL

Specifies which types of relations you want to include in the generated documentation. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *ALL -- (default) Include all relations.
• *FIL -- Include only file level relations.
• *KEY -- Include only key level relations.
• *ATR -- Include only field level relations.
• *DF -- Include only Defined as relations.

PRTENT

Specifies whether the entries from file-to-file relations are included in the generated documentation. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not list entries.
• *RDR -- List only redirected entries.
• *ALL -- All entries from file-to-file relations (Owned by, Refers to) are listed after the relations that give rise to them.

PRTCHGDAT

Specifies whether the change dates for relations are printed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Do not print any change dates.
• *ALL -- Print all change dates.
• Otherwise, PRTCHGDAT is a list parameter made up of two elements:

– Date operator:
• *EQ -- (default) Equal to.
• *LT -- Less than.
• *GT -- Greater than.

– Date (entered in system date format)

Notes

A library containing the model files must be present in the library list of the job that executes the YDOCMDLREL
command.

Example

To print details about all model files in a model library, including the functional narrative text:

YDOCMDLREL PRTTEXT(*FUNC) RELPRTLVL(*ALL)

YDOCURF (Document Unreferenced Objects) Command
This command provides a model list of model objects that are unreferenced in the model.

NOTE

A model object that is identified by the YDOCURF command as unreferenced within a model may be referenced
from outside the model by menus, messages, user defined programs, and so on.

Contents
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Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDOCURF command.

MDLLIB

The name of the model library whose objects are to be analyzed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDDLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user’s current library list is used as
the model library.

• library name -- The name of a specific model library.

OBJTYP

A list of up to six special values that may be used to select which object types should be analyzed by the command.
Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) Special value meaning that any object type should be included in the analysis.
• *ACP -- Include access paths in the analysis.
• *ARR -- Include arrays in the analysis.
• *CND -- Include conditions in the analysis.
• *FIL -- Include files in the analysis.
• *FLD -- Include fields in the analysis.
• *FUN -- Include functions in the analysis.
• *MSG -- Include messages in the analysis.
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OUTLST

The name of the model object list that receives output from the command. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) Special value meaning that no outlist processing is to be performed.
• list name -- The name of the model object list to be used as output.

OUTLSTOPT

Specifies the action to take if the output list already exists. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *REPLACE -- (default) The existing model object list should be replaced with the output from this command.
• *ADD -- The existing model object list should be augmented with the output from this command.

Example

To create a list of unreferenced functions in the current model library in model object list, UNREFFUN.

YDOCURF OBJTYP(*FUN) OUTLST(UNREFFUN)

YDSPJOBLST (Display a Job List) Command
This command allows a user to display a CA 2E job list.

Contents

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDSPJOBLST command.
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JOBLST

The qualified name of the CA 2E job list that is displayed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the list name is retrieved from the model profile of the current user.
• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the job list name.
• *SELECT -- Special value meaning that the list is selected.
• list name -- The name of the list that is used can be entered.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used.
• library name -- The name of the library.

SRCLIB

This parameter specifies the library from which source associated with job list entry is edited. Values for these parameters
are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Use the source library defined in the model profile associated with the current user.
• *OBJLIB -- The source library to use is the same one as that specified for the object library in the model profile

associated with the current user.
• *GENLIB -- Use the name of the generation library from the model value (YGENLIB) as a source library.
• *CURLIB -- Use the current library as a source library.
• library name -- The library name for source.

GENLIB

This parameter specifies the library in which to place compiled objects. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) The value is retrieved from the model profile details associated with the current user.
• *GENLIB -- Retrieve the name of the generation library from the model value (YGENLIB).
• *CURLIB -- Use the current library for invoking job.

Notes

The library specified for the job list must be a valid model library.

Note that the YGENSRC job entries are displayed in chronological order at the top of the subfile, above the generate/
compile requests. This allows the user to select a particular YGENSRC. If one is selected, only the requests for that
YGENSRC are displayed.

The status fields shown in the subfile control relate to the job list entries. If a particular YGENSRC request is selected,
then the statistics relate just to that YGENSRC.

Type, Act, Status and YGENSRC can be used to select records in the list for display.

Example

To display the current user’s job list:

YDSPJOBLST JOBLST( *MDLLIB/*USER )

YDSPMDLLST (Display a Model Object List) Command
This command provides access to a display panel to view the contents of a model object list.
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Contents

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDSPMDLLST command.

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list that is displayed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• list name -- (default) The model object list name must be entered.
• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension record

for the current user in the specified model library. The change list value is retrieved.
• *ALLOBJ -- Special value meaning that a model object list is not used, but that all model objects are included in the

command.
• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the list name for the target of

the command.
• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.
• *DFTCPY -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is defaulted to YCPYLSTRFP.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used as

the model library for the list.
• library name -- Model library name for the list.

LODMDL

Indicates whether the model environment is loaded before displaying the panel. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *YES -- (default) Special value meaning that the model environment is to be loaded before displaying the panel.
• *NO -- The model environment is to be loaded only if required to process a particular subfile option. Note that in this

case:
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– A lock is not placed on the model before the panel is displayed.
– The model will be loaded for each subfile option that requires it and the model will be unloaded when returning to

the display. In other words, you incur additional overhead each time you use a subfile option that requires the model
to be loaded.

Notes

The MDLLST must exist before you run the command.

A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLST may result in the library list being changed. If the user is currently editing a
model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed during processing, the library list
is changed back after execution.

Example

This section contains an example of the command as it might look using real data. To display model object list LST0001
from the model contained in the current library list:

YDSPMDLLST MDLLST(*MDLLIB/LST0001)

YDSPMDLOD (Display Model Object Description) Command
This command allows a user access to an interactive panel that displays the details for a given model object.

Contents

Details relate to the creation and subsequent change of the object. For more information, refer to the help text for the
panel.
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Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDSPMDLOD command.

OBJNAM

The name of the object whose details are displayed. This parameter consists of three elements that together identify a
model object. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *OBJSGT -- (default) Single value indicating that the object surrogate is to be used to identify the model object that is
displayed.

• *SELECT -- Single value indicating that the displayed object is selected using an interactive display function.
• object owner name -- The character name of the object that owns the object to be displayed. Thus, for a function, the

owning file would be entered.
• *ARRAYS -- Special value for the product internal file *ARRAYS.
• *MESSAGES -- Special value for the product internal file *MESSAGES.
• object name -- The character name of the displayed object.
• object type -- The object type of the object.
• *ACP -- Object is of type access path.
• *APP -- Object is of type application area.
• *ARR -- Object is of type array.
• *CND -- Object is of type condition.
• *FIL -- Object is of type file.
• *FLD -- Object is of type field.
• *FUN -- Object is of type function.
• *MSG -- Object is of type message.

OBJSGT

Unique number identifier of the model object that is displayed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *OBJNAM -- (default) Use object name to identify the displayed model object.
• object surrogate -- The surrogate number of the model object.

MDLLIB

The data model in which the object whose description is to be displayed resides. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) The model is the first one to be found in the current library list.
• model name -- The name of a specific data model.

Notes

A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLIB may result in the library list being changed. If the user is currently editing a
model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed during processing, the library list
is changed back after execution.

• Model objects can either be identified by object name (OBJNAM) or by object surrogate key number (OBJSGT). If the
OBJNAM parameter is used, the processing program must convert to surrogate key number internally. Thus, it will
normally be more efficient to use the surrogate number if this value is available. The surrogate number for an object
can be obtained using the Retrieve Model Object command (YRTVMDLOBJ).
Model object names are structured as follows:

Type Name
ACP File name/Access path name/'ACP'
APP ---/Application area code/'APP'
ARR *Arrays/Array name/'ARR'
CND Field name/Condition name/'CND'
FIL ---/File name/'FIL'
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FLD ---/Field name/'FLD'
FUN File name/Function name/'FUN'
MSG *Messages/Message name/'MSG'

Example

To display the Edit Order Details function, which is owned by the order details file, enter the following:

YDSPMDLOD OBJNAM( 'Order Details' 'Edit + Order Details' *FUN)

YDSPMDLREF (Display Model References) Command
This command allows a user to display references to a list of model objects. References can be displayed, printed or
converted to a model object list.

Contents

Required
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDSPMDLREF command.

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list containing the objects whose references are displayed. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user defaults for the current
user in the specified model library.

• list name -- The model object list name.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used as

the model library.
• library name -- The model library name for the list.

OUTPUT

This parameter determines how the references are presented. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• * -- (default) References are displayed.
• *MDLLST -- References are directed to a model object list. This option enables users to perform further list operations

on the list entries.
• *PRINT -- References are printed.

NOTE

 If referenced objects are subject to filtering, then the primary object details are only printed if at least one
referenced object satisfies the filtering criteria specified. This reduces the volume of output.

OUTMDLLST

The name of the model object list that receives output from the command. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLST -- (default) Special value meaning that the output should be placed in the input list.
• *USER -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is the same as the name of the current user.
• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user defaults for the current

user in the specified model library.
• list name -- The target model object list name.

OUTLSTOPT

This parameter specifies the action to be taken if the output list already exists. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *REPLACE -- (default) The existing model object list should be replaced with the output from this command.
• *ADD -- The existing model object list should be augmented with the output from this command.

EDIT

This parameter specifies whether the resulting output list is edited as part of processing. Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Editing of the list is not performed.
• *YES -- Editing of the list is performed.
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JOBLST

Qualified name of job list that contains the names of source members to be generated and/or compiled. If the nominated
job list does not already exist, it will be created. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Retrieve the job list name from the model profile details of the current user.
• *USER -- The job list name is the same name as the current user.
• *WORKSTN -- Use device name of current work station as list name.
• *SELECT -- Display a list of existing job lists, one of which may be selected. The name of the job list may be entered
• *MDLLIB/ -- The job list library is the first model library found in the library list.
• *GENLIB/ -- Use the generation library specified in the first model found in the library list.
• *SRCLIB/ -- Use the source library specified on the model profile of the current user.
• *LIBL/ -- The job list library is the first model found in the library list.
• *CURLIB/ -- The model library is found in the current library for the current job.
• The job list library can be entered.

SSNLST

This parameter specifies the session list to use while editing the model. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) The session list is to be retrieved from the model profile details for the current user.
• *USER -- The session list has the same name as the current user.
• *SELECT -- An interactive display is used to select a model object list to be used as the session list.

The name of the list can be entered.

For more information on the purpose of SSNLST, refer the Change Model Profile command (YCHGMDLPRF).

SCOPE

This parameter allows the user to control the extent to which references are traced. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *NOMAX -- (default) No maximum level of expansion.
• *NEXT -- Expansion proceeds to the next level only.
• *EXTFUN -- This option is intended for use with objects of type FUN. Expansion proceeds up to and including the first

external function on each chain of references. This enables the user to determine the functions referenced by a given
program.

FILTER

This parameter allows the user to specify filtering on the objects displayed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering of objects is performed.
• *GENOBJ -- Only generatable objects are displayed.
• *DBFFUN -- Only database functions are displayed.
• *ERR -- Only references to deleted objects are displayed.
• *EXTFUN -- Expand references down to and including the first generated function.
• *INTFUN -- Only internal functions are displayed.
• Object type -- A specific object type may be entered for filtering purposes. They are: *ACP, *ARR, *APP, *CND, *FIL,

*FLD, *FUN, and *MSG

CMTCDE

This parameter allows the inclusion of inactive AD code in the analysis:
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• *YES -- Inactive code is included.
• *NO -- Inactive code is not included.
• *IGN -- Code is not examined for active/inactive status. The WRN field will not be populated. Processing of *IGN is

typically much faster.
• *MDLVAL -- Retrieve the value from the CA 2E model value (YCMTCDE).

EXCSYS

This parameter allows the exclusion of system objects from the analysis. System objects are the internal objects used by
CA 2E such as the ‘*Standard Header/Footer’ internal file. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *YES -- (default) System objects are excluded.
• *NO -- Include system objects.

CUROBJ

This parameter allows the exclusion of non-current versions from the analysis. Currency only applies to objects that are
supported for versioning. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) Only current objects are included.
• *NO -- Include system objects.

REASON

This parameter allows the reason for the dependency between objects to be part of the filtering process. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *FIRST -- (default) The processing program will note the first reason when an object is encountered.
• *ALL -- All subsequent encounters with a given object are included.
• REASON -- A specific reason may be entered. The processing program will search for dependencies of the specified

reason.

FLAGVAL

This parameter allows the input list entries to be filtered according to the value of the object selected indicator for each
entry. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- No selection processing is performed.
• *ERROR -- Only process entries flagged in error are considered.
• *SELECTED -- Only process selected entries are considered.

Notes

The model library specified must be a valid model library.

A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLST may result in the library list being changed. If the user is currently editing a
model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed during processing, the library list
is not changed back after execution.

If the output model list does not exist prior to running the command, it is created.

If the list is printed, the display model references panel is used. This panel is described below.

If the resulting list is printed, the Document Model Object list command (YDOCMDLLST) is called.

The edit parameters are ignored if the running job is a batch job.
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The filtering parameter is applied to the expanded details. Thus, if the output is to display, the filtering may be adjusted
without having to rebuild the expansion. If output is to a model list, the filtering is performed when the entries are written to
the list.

An indented output format is used for the *PRINT option whenever this is appropriate. If the default of *FIRST is used
for the REASON filter, the objects are sorted in a keyed sequence. It would be inappropriate to indent this sequence
because the relationships between the objects are purely arbitrary. However, any other value for REASON will cause
the processing program to examine objects strictly in the order of expansion; the indented format here clearly shows the
hierarchy of dependencies to assist developers.

The reason code *DSLDBF signifies that the function object is used or referred as a default database Function. But the
option was not selected in the Function options of the referring Function. For example, Create record, Change record,
or Delete Record were set to 'N'. You can control the display of this reason code by changing the data area named
"YDSLDBFRFA" in the model library. The command to change the data area is as follows:

CHGDTAARA DTAARA(model-library/YDSLDBFRFA *ALL) VALUE(N)

Reference Table

The Ref level value refers to the level of reference by a given object to the original object that is displayed on the subfile
control. This value may be changed by the user and will control the data shown in the subfile. By manipulating the range
of levels available, all possible reference levels can be viewed individually or in combination.

The Ref type column in the subfile refers to the reason for the reference. The following table shows the possible reasons
for references between model objects. Actual references to a given model object will depend upon the model object type.

Obj Type To Type Ref Code Reason Note
All  *ENTRY Displayed only on the first

panel when you access
the YDSPMDLREF panel
for a model object list
rather than for a single
list entry; for example, by
using the YDSPMDLREF
command or F22 from
the YEDTMDLLST panel.
It indicates that each
list entry displayed has
simply been updated to
reflect its current state in
the model; no references
have been expanded.
Your original list is not
changed. You can now
perform impact analysis
on single list entries using
the selection options.
See also the online Help
for the panel and the
Impact Analysis topic in
article 1 of Generating
and Implementing
Applications.
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ACP ACP *ASSACP For associated access
path, such as the UPD
access path for a given
RTV.

 

 ACP *REFACP For referenced access
path, such as the RTV
access path on a file-to-
file relation of a referring
access path.

 

 AUX *ACPAUX For access path
auxiliaries.

1

 CND *ACPCND For access path
condition.

 

 FIL *REFFIL For owning FIL.  
 FLD *PHYENT For access path physical

entries.
2

 FUN *SELRCD For select record override
function. No references.

 

CND CND *LSTCND For list condition.  
 FLD *REFFLD For owning field.  
APP -  No references.  
ARR ACP *ARRDTL For array entry details.  
 FIL *REFFIL For associated FIL.  
 FLD *ARRENT For array entries.  
FIL FIL *REFFIL For referenced FIL.  
 FIL *SHRFIL For file defining a sharing

level.
 

 FLD *FILENT For field appearing as an
entry.

 

 FLD *MAPFLD For field mapping (user-
defined field types).

 

 FLD *PARFLD For field mapping (user-
defined field types).

 

 FLD *SRCFLD For field mapping (user-
defined field types).

 

 FLD *RNMFLD For renamed entry.  
 FLD *VRTENT For field as virtual entry.  
 MSG *RCDEXS For record exists

message.
 

 MSG *RCDNFD For record not found
message.

 

FLD CND *FLDCND For condition.  
 FLD *REFFLD For domain definition.  
 FUN *EXTINT For external/internal

conversion function
(user-defined field type).
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 FUN *FLDUSR Field-attached user
source function (enabled)

 

 FUN *INTEXT For internal/external
conversion function
(user-defined field type).

 

FUN ACP *BASED For based-on access
path.

 

 ACP *FUNPAR For function/message
parameter definition.

 

 ARR *BASED For based-on array.  
 ARR *FUNPAR For function/message

parameter definition.
 

 CND *ABOCND For action bar condition.  
 CND *ACTCND For action diagram

condition.
 

 CND *DEVCND For screen entry
condition.

 

 CND *VLDCND For field validation
condition.

 

 DSP *DSPDTA For display file details. 1
 FIL *REFFIL For owning FIL. 3
 FLD *ACTION For action diagram

compares.
 

 FLD *DEVENT For device fields.  
 FLD *FUNPDT For function/message

parameter details.
 

 FLD *PARAM For action diagram
parameter fields.

 

 FLD *REFFLD For derived field. 4
 FLD *SCRMAP For screen field mapping

(user-defined field types).
 

 FLD *SCRPAR For screen field mapping
(user-defined field types).

 

 FLD *SCRSRC For screen field mapping
(user-defined field types).

 

 FLD *SCRTXT For screen text field. 5
 FUN *ACTION For action diagram

functions.
 

 FUN *DFTDBF Default database
function.

 

 FUN *DSLDBF Deselected database
function.

 

 FUN *DEVSTR For device structure
reference.

 

 FUN *DEVUSR Device-attached user
source function
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 FUN *ENTUSR Entry-attached user
source function

 

 FUN *FLDUSR Field-attached user
source function
(disabled)

 

 FUN *FMTUSR Format-attached user
source function

 

 FUN *RPTUSR Report-attached user
source function

 

 FUN *SCRUSR Screen-attached user
source function

 

 FUN *SELRCD For select record override
function.

 

 HLP *HLPDTA For help file details. 1
 MSG *ACTION For action diagram

message.
 

 SRV *FUNAUX For function auxiliary.  

The Note column indicates whether or not there is a reciprocal entry in the usage table by the referenced object. The
numbers in the column refer to the following explanations as to why there will not be a corresponding usage entry:

The referenced object is not a primary object.

Reference is for object redefinition only, the relationship is already noted using *FILENT.

The usage of FIL to FUN is not a useful piece of information. The usage might, however, be discernible via ACP. In other
words, usage on a FIL will display any ACP objects attached to the FIL. These in turn will display any using FUN objects.

The relationship between FLD and FUN represents the interdependency of these two objects on each other. The FLD
object actually uses the FUN. However, the FUN is not a primary object. It is not treated as a function in its own right and
is not accessible except through the FLD object.

The reference of FUN to FLD for screen text is not treated as a bona fide usage since the fields involved are internal
product objects only.

Example

To edit the list of generatable object references to objects existing on model object list TMPLST:

YDSPMDLREF MDLLST( *MDLLIB/TMPLST ) + OUTPUT( *MDLLST ) EDIT( *YES ) +

FILTER( *GENOBJ )

YDSPMDLUSG (Display Model Usages) Command
This command allows a user to display usages of a list of model objects. Usages can be displayed, printed or converted to
a model object list.

Contents
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Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDSPMDLUSG command.
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MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list containing the objects whose usages are displayed. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *USER -- (default) Special value meaning that the model object list name is the same as the name of the current user.
• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user defaults for the current

user in the specified model library.
• list name -- The model object list name.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used as

the model library.
• library name -- The model library name for the list.

OUTPUT

This parameter determines how the usages are presented. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• * -- (default) References are displayed.
• *MDLLST -- Usages are directed to a model object list. This option enables users to perform further list operations on

the list entries.
• *PRINT -- Usages are printed.

OUTMDLLST

The name of the model object list that receives output from the command. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLST -- (default) Special value meaning that the output should be placed in the input list.
• *USER -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is the same as the name of the current user.
• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user defaults for the current

user in the specified model library.
• list name -- The target model object list name.

OUTLSTOPT

This parameter specifies the action taken if the output list already exists. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *REPLACE -- (default) The existing model object list should be replaced with the output from this command.
• *ADD -- The existing model object list should be augmented with the output from this command.

EDIT

This parameter specifies whether the resulting output list is edited as part of processing. Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Editing of the list is not performed.
• *YES -- Editing of the list is performed.

JOBLST

Qualified name of job list that contains the names of source members to be generated and/or compiled. If the nominated
job list does not already exist, it will be created. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *MDLPRF -- (default) Retrieve the job list name from the model profile details of the current user.
• *USER -- The job list name is the same name as the current user.
• *WORKSTN -- Use device name of current work station as list name.
• SELECT -- Display a list of existing job lists, one of which may be selected. The name of the job list may be entered.
• *MDLLIB/ -- The job list library is the first model library found in the library list.
• *GENLIB/ -- Use the generation library specified in the first model found in the library list.
• *SRCLIB/ -- Use the source library specified on the model profile of the current user.
• *LIBL/ -- The job list library is the first model found in the library list.
• *CURLIB/ -- The model library is found in the current library for the current job. The job list library can be entered.

SSNLST

This parameter specifies the session list to use while editing the model. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) The session list is retrieved from the model profile details for the current user.
• *USER -- The session list has the same name as the current user.
• *SELECT -- An interactive display is used to select a model object list used as the session list. The name of the list can

be entered.

For more information on the purpose of SSNLST, see the Change Model Profile command (YCHGMDLPRF).

SCOPE

This parameter allows the user to control the extent to which usages are traced. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *NOMAX -- (default) No maximum level of expansion.
• *NEXT -- Expansion proceeds to the next level only.
• *GENFUN -- Expand objects up to and including the first generatable function.
• *GENOBJ -- Expand objects up to and including the first generatable object.
• *INTFUN -- Expand objects until the first internal function is encountered.
• *EXTFUN -- Expand objects until the first generatable function.
• object type -- The object type when expansion is to stop. Allowed object types are: *ACP, *APP, *ARR, *CND, *FIL,

*FLD, *FUN, and *MSG.

FILTER

This parameter allows the user to specify filtering on the objects displayed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering of objects is performed.
• *DBFFUN -- Only database functions are displayed.
• *ERR -- Only error usages are displayed; namely, usages by deleted objects.
• *EXTFUN -- Only external functions are displayed.
• *GENFUN -- Only generatable functions are displayed.
• *GENOBJ -- Only generatable objects are displayed.
• *INTFUN -- Only internal functions are displayed.
• object type -- A specific object type may be entered for filtering purposes. They are: *ACP, *ARR, *APP, *CND, *FIL,

*FLD, *FUN, and *MSG.

CMTCDE

This parameter allows the inclusion of inactive AD code in the analysis:
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• *YES -- Inactive code is included.
• *NO -- Inactive code is not included.
• *IGN -- Code is not examined for active/inactive status. The WRN field will not be populated. Processing of *IGN is

typically much faster.
• *MDLVAL -- Retrieve the value from the CA 2E model value (YCMTCDE).

EXCSYS

This parameter allows the exclusion of system objects from the analysis. System objects are the internal objects used by
CA 2E such as the *Standard Header/Footer internal file. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) System objects are excluded.
• *NO -- Include system objects.

CUROBJ

This parameter allows the exclusion of non-current versions from the analysis. Currency only applies to objects that are
supported for versioning. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) Only current objects are included.
• *NO -- Include system objects.

REASON

This parameter allows the reason for the dependency between objects to be part of the filtering process. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *FIRST -- (default) The processing program will note the first reason when an object is encountered.
• *ALL -- All subsequent encounters with a given object are included.
• REASON -- A specific reason may be entered. The processing program will search for dependencies of the specified

reason.

FLAGVAL

This parameter allows the input list entries to be filtered according to the value of the object selected indicator for each
entry. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- No selection processing is performed.
• *ERROR -- Only process entries flagged in error are considered.
• *SELECTED -- Only process selected entries are considered.

Notes

The model library specified must be a valid model library.

A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLST may result in the library list being changed. If the user is currently editing a
model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed during processing, the library list
is not changed back after execution.

If the output model list does not exist prior to running the command, it is created.

If the list is to be printed, the display model object references panel is used. This panel is described below.

If the resulting list is to be printed, the Document Model Object list command (YDOCMDLLST) is called.

The edit parameters are ignored if the running job is a batch job.
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The scope parameter will limit the expansion. This will normally be useful to prevent unnecessary objects from being
included in the analysis. Note that a scoped expansion means that an expansion will need to be repeated if additional
objects are to be included.

The filtering parameter is applied to the expanded details. Thus, if the output is to display, the filtering may be adjusted
without having to rebuild the expansion. If output is to a model list, the filtering is performed when the entries are written to
the list.

An indented output format is used for the *PRINT option whenever this is appropriate. If the default of *FIRST is used
for the REASON filter, the objects are sorted in a keyed sequence. It would be inappropriate to indent this sequence
because the relationships between the objects are purely arbitrary. However, any other value for REASON will cause
the processing program to examine objects strictly in the order of expansion; the indented format here clearly shows the
hierarchy of dependencies to assist developers.

The reason code *DSLDBF signifies that the function object is used or referred as a default database Function. But the
option was not selected in the Function options of the referring Function. For example, Create record, Change record,
or Delete Record were set to 'N'. You can control the display of this reason code by changing the data area named
"YDSLDBFRFA" in the model library. The command to change the data area is as follows:

CHGDTAARA DTAARA(model-library/YDSLDBFRFA *ALL) VALUE(N)

Usage Table

The Usg level value refers to the level of usage of a given object to the original object that is displayed on the subfile
control. This value may be changed by the user and will control the data shown in the subfile. By manipulating the range
of levels available, all possible usage levels can be viewed individually or in combination.
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The Usg type column in the subfile refers to the reason for the usage. The following table shows the possible reasons for
usages between model objects. Actual usages to a given model object depend upon the model object type.

Obj Type Used byObject Type UsageCode Reason Note
All  *ENTRY Displayed only on the first

panel when you access
the YDSPMDLUSG panel
for a model object list
rather than for a single
list entry; for example, by
using the YDSPMDLUSG
command or F20 from
the YEDTMDLLST panel.
It indicates that each
list entry displayed has
simply been updated to
reflect its current state
in the model; no usages
have been expanded.
Your original list is not
changed. You can now
perform impact analysis
on single list entries using
the selection options.
See also the online Help
for the panel and the
Impact Analysis topic in
article 1 of Generating
and Implementing
Applications.

 

ACP ACP *ACPENT For joining access path.  
 ACP *ASSACP For associated access

path.
 

 ACP *REFACP For referring access path.
Subject access path
is used as referenced
access path due to file-to-
file relation.

 

 ARR *ARRDTL For array detail definition.  
 FUN *BASED Function based on

access path.
 

 FUN *FUNPAR For function/message
parameter definition.

 

 FUN *RELFUN For functions using
related access path. That
is, access path is present
as a *REFACP and FUN
uses access path, such
as for validation.

1

APP FIL *APPFIL For association in
application area.

 

ARR FUN *BASED Function based-on array.  
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 FUN *FUNPAR For function/message
parameter definition.

 

CND ACP *ACPCND For access path
condition.

 

 CND *LSTCND Member of list condition.  
 FIL *MAPFLD For field mapping (user-

defined field types).
 

 FLD *DFTFLD Default field condition.  
 FLD *FLDCND Field condition.  
 FUN *ABOCND Action bar condition.  
 FUN *ACTCND Action diagram condition.  
 FUN *DEVCND Device entry condition.  
 FUN *DFTDEV Default device entry

condition.
 

 FUN *INPOVR Device input override
condition.

 

 FUN *OUTOVR Device output override
condition.

 

 FUN *PARAM Action diagram
parameter.

 

 FUN *SCRMAP For screen field mapping
(user-defined field types).

 

FIL ACP *REFFIL For owning file.  
 APP *APPARA For application area. 2
FLD ACP *ACPCND For access path

condition.
3

 ARR *ARRENT For array entry.  
 FIL *ENTAUX For entry redirection.  
 FIL *FILENT For key/attribute entry.  
 FIL *MAPFLD For field mapping (user-

defined field types).
 

 FIL *VRTENT For virtual entry.  
 FLD *REFFLD For domain definition.  
 FLD *RNMFLD For rename by entry.  
 FUN *ACTION For action diagram

action.
 

 FUN *ACTCND Action diagram condition.  
 FUN *ACTCMP Action diagram compare.  
 FUN *DEVCND For device conditioning.  
 FUN *DEVENT For device entry.  
 FUN *FUNPAR For function/message

parameter definition.
 

 FUN *FUNPDT For function/message
parameter detail
definition.
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 FUN *PARAM For action diagram
parameter.

 

 FUN *SCRMAP For screen field mapping
(user-defined field types).

 

FUN ACP *SELRCD For select record override
function.

 

 ACP *ACPFUN For access path function.  
 FLD *EXTINT For external/internal

conversion function
(user-defined field type).

 

 FLD *FLDUSR Field-attached user
source function (enabled)

 

 FLD *INTEXT For internal/external
conversion function
(user-defined field type).

 

 FUN *ARCVSN For archived version. 1
 FUN *ACTION For action diagram

function.
 

 FUN *DFTDBF Default database
function.

 

 FUN *DSLDBF Deselected database
function.

 

 FUN *DEVSTR For device structure
usage.

 

 FUN *DEVUSR Device-attached user
source function

 

 FUN *ENTUSR Entry-attached user
source function

 

 FUN *FLDUSR Field-attached user
source function
(disabled)

 

 FUN *FMTUSR Format-attached user
source function

 

 FUN *RPTUSR Report-attached user
source function

 

 FUN *SCRUSR Screen-attached user
source function

 

 FUN *SELRCD For select record override
function.

 

MSG FIL *RCDEXS For record exists
message.

 

 FIL *RCDNFD For record not found
message.

 

 FUN *ACTION For action diagram
function.

 

 MSG *ARCVSN For archived version. 1

The Note column indicates whether or not there is a reciprocal entry in the reference table by the using object. The
numbers in the column refer to the following explanations as to why there will not be a corresponding reference entry:
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The using object is not required by the used object as part of its definition. Thus, it is not shown in the reference table.

FIL objects are not included as defining an application area because this would make the scope of APP references too
large. For this reason there is no corresponding entry for the APP object type in the reference table.

The reference of ACP to FLD is accomplished through the Access Path Condition (*ACPCND on the reference table).

Developers will note from the table that there is no direct relationship between objects of type FLD and ACP. That is, a
change to a FLD has no direct effect on the ACP objects that use it. The change is propagated through the FIL objects
on which the FLD appears as a file entry. This is a valuable feature in the product, where it provides the capacity to
accommodate changes to the data model. When an ACP is required for DDS source generation, or for the construction
of a device design, the structure is determined dynamically, incorporating any changes that may have occurred since
the last time the structure was required. The dynamic nature of ACP objects means, however, that there is no database
representation available for interrogation by impact analysis. The result is that changes to a FLD impact the FILs which
use it and are propagated to all ACP objects, even if the FLD is not used by each individual ACP.

Example

To print usages of objects present on model object list WRKLST in library UUMDL, including usages up to the first external
function:

YDSPMDLUSG MDLLST( UUMDL/WRKLST ) + OUTPUT( *PRINT ) SCOPE( *EXTFUN )

YDSPMDLVAL (Display Model Value) Command
Displays the model values.

Contents

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDSPMDLVAL command.
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MDLVAL

Type of model value displayed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- (default) Display all model values.
• *DSN -- Display model values controlling design options.
• *NME -- Display model values controlling naming options.
• GENACP -- Display model values controlling access path generation options.
• GENFUN -- Display model values controlling function generation options.
• *GENHLP -- Display the model values controlling help generation options.
• *ENV -- Display model values controlling development and run time environment options.
• *ENVPWS -- Display model values controlling PWS development and run time environment options.
• *VRS -- Display model values recording product version levels.

For more information on the role of each model value, refer to the Change Model Value command (YCHGMDLVAL).

Example

To display all model values:

YDSPMDLVAL MDLVAL(*ALL)

YDUPAPPOBJ (Duplicate Application Objects) Command
Duplicates into a named library the application objects from Synon/2E that are required to run Synon/2E generated
programs. This command is useful when you want to run an application independently of Synon/2E; that is, without the
Synon/2E product library in your library list. You can, as an option, duplicate Synon/1E objects necessary to display help
text and menus.

Contents
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Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDUPAPPOBJ command.

GENLIB

Name of library into which required objects are duplicated. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *GENLIB -- (default) Use the default generated source library name as specified by the YGENLIB model value in the
first model found in the library list.

• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

DUPOPT

Types of application objects that are duplicated. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- (default) Duplicate all objects.
• *CRT -- Only duplicate objects needed for compilation.
• *EXEC -- Only duplicate objects needed for execution, both for CUA Text and CUA Entry.
• CUAENT -- Duplicate objects needed for execution but without support for CUA Text.
• *CUATXT -- Duplicate objects needed for the CUA Text subset.
• *Y1HLP -- Duplicate CA 2E Toolkit objects needed for help text display.
• *Y1MNU -- Duplicate CA 2E Toolkit objects needed for menu display.
• *TRG -- Duplicate 2E trigger-related objects.
• *WS -- Duplicate 2E web service related objects.

CRTOPT

Duplicate existing objects option. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- (default) Duplicate all objects. Replace any existing objects with updated versions.
• *NEW -- Only duplicate objects that do not already exist in the destination library.
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Notes

You should implement this command over your generation library or over a copy of your generation library.

The source for the CA 2E objects is supplied in the Synon/2E shipped source library.

Example

To duplicate the CA 2E- and CA 2E Toolkit-required objects into generation library MYGEN:

YDUPAPPOBJ GENLIB(MYGEN)

For a diagram illustrating the entries of the two intersecting lists, see the YOPRMDLLST command.

YDUPTKOBJ (Duplicate Toolkit Objects)
Duplicates into a named library the toolkit objects from CA 2E that are required to run CA 2E generated programs. This
command is useful when you want to run a toolkit command independently of CA 2E Toolkit; that is, without the CA 2E
product library in your library list. You can, as an option, duplicate CA 1E objects necessary to display help text and
menus.

Contents

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YDUPTKOBJ command.

TOLIB

Name of library into which required objects are duplicated. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.
• Named Library

WARNING
You should not run YDUPTKOBJ with Y1SY or any product libraries as the target.
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DUPOPT

Types of toolkit objects that are duplicated. Value for this parameter is described in the following:

• *CVTSPLF -- Only duplicated objects needed for converting spooled files.

CRTOPT

Duplicate existing objects option. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ALL -- (default) Duplicate all objects. Replace any existing objects with updated versions.
• *NEW -- Only duplicate objects that do not already exist in the destination library.

Example

To duplicate the CA 2E Toolkit-required objects into generation library MYGEN:

YDUPPKOBJ TOLIB(MYGEN)

YEDTCPYLST (Edit Model Object List for Copy) Command
Calls an interactive program to edit a model object list that specifies the model objects that are to be copied between
models.

Contents

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YEDTCPYLST command.

BUILD

Indicates whether the specified list is built, if it does not exist, or added to if it does exist. Values for these parameters are
as follows:
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• *NO -- (default) The list is not built.
• *YES -- The Build Model Object List command (YBLDMDLLST) is prompted to create or augment the list.

Notes

Calls an interactive program to edit a model object list for a design model. The model list can subsequently be used by the
command Copy Model Objects (YCPYMDLOBJ):

• To determine which objects from the source model are copied to another model.
• To obtain an alternative name to give to a object in the destination model to which it is copied.

Example

To edit a model object list called MYLIST in model library MYNEWMDL:

YEDTCPYLST MDLLST(MYNEWMDL/MYLST)

YEDTDFTATR (Edit Default Display Attributes) Command
Calls an interactive program to edit the default display attributes given to fields on screen designs created with CA 2E.

Contents

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YEDTDFTATR command.

MDLLIB

Name of library containing the name of a design model for which the default attributes are changed. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Use the first model library found in the library list.
• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

Notes

The display attributes are used when creating new designs or when adding new fields to existing screen designs. The field
attributes of existing fields on existing designs are not changed. You can override the display attributes of an individual
field using the screen editor (Edit Screen Field Display Attributes display).
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Example

To call the program to change the display attributes:

YEDTDFTATR

A panel will appear with values that can be altered.

YEDTMDL (Edit Model) Command
Calls an interactive program to enter and edit the first CA 2E model in your library list.

Contents

Short Form

Y2

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YEDTMDL command.

USER

Type of user. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *DSNR -- (default) A designer can change any aspect of the model, including the database.
• *PGMR -- A programmer can add or change any functions that are in the model, but cannot alter the relations, files or

fields.
• *USER -- A user can view all aspects of the model but cannot change any design objects. This class of user is useful

to allow the data model to be examined without the possibility of change.

MDLLIB

This parameter specifies the data model that is edited. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) The model to be edited is the first one found in the current job's library list.
• model name -- The model library name.

JOBLST

Qualified name of job list that contains the names of source members to be generated and/or compiled. If the nominated
job list does not already exist, it will be created. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Retrieve the job list name from the model profile details of the current user.
• *USER -- The job list name is the same name as the current user.
• *WORKSTN -- Use device name of current work station as list name.
• *SELECT -- Display a list of existing job lists, one of which may be selected. The name of the job list can be entered.
• *MDLLIB/ -- The job list library is to be the first model library found in the library list.
• *GENLIB/ -- Use the generation library specified in the first model found in the library list.
• *SRCLIB/ -- Use the source library specified on the model profile of the current user.
• *LIBL/ -- The job list library is the first model found in the library list.
• *CURLIB/ -- The model library is found in the current library for the current job.

The job list library can be entered.

ENTRY

This parameter provides the user with multiple entry points to the specified model. Values for these parameters are as
follows:
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• *EDTDBREL -- (default) The first panel to be accessed is the Edit Database Relations panel.
• *EDTMDLLST -- The mode of entry to the model is via the Edit Model List panel. If this value is specified, the MDLLST

parameter specifies the model list that is edited.
• *SERVICES -- The services menu is the first panel accessed.
• *NONE -- This option can be used to establish a model environment but without any particular entry to the model. In

this case the model environment is started and the developer is presented with the Command Entry panel. Numerous
commands require the model environment to be active and will check to ensure that it is active when invoked. These
commands will adopt an already active environment. Thus, if a series of commands are run, it will be more efficient to
use this option before executing such commands. Another advantage of this option is that the lock applied to the model
will be established for the entire session, preventing interference by another developer.

SSNLST

This parameter specifies the session list to use while editing the model. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) The session list is retrieved from the model profile details for the current user.
• *USER -- The session list has the same name as the current user.
• *SELECT -- An interactive display is used to select a model object list to be used as the session list.

The name of the list can be entered.

For more information on the purpose of SSNLST, refer to the Change Model Profile command (YCHGMDLPRF).

OPNACC

This parameter enables the current user to override to *NO (if authorized) the Open Access model value. The intention
with this parameter is to provide a *DSNR with the opportunity to gain exclusive access to the data model. Values for
these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLVAL -- (default) Access to the model is controlled by the current model value for Open Access.
• *NO -- This value can be used to set the Open Access model value to exclude any concurrent *DSNR activity in the

model and to exclude users of any other class.

For more information on Open Access, see the Change Model Value command (YCHGMDLVAL).

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list that is edited. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *USER -- The list to be edited has the same name as the current user.
• *ALLOBJ -- The all objects list is to be edited.
• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.

Notes

The model can either be set up to allow concurrent *DSNRs and *PGMRs/*USERs into the model by setting the model
value YOPNACC to *YES, or the model value can be left as *NO where either a single *DNSR or multiple *PGMRs/
*USERs can be in the model concurrently.

• To add and remove permanent locks, or to change the Open Access (YOPNACC) model value, you must have all
rights to the data model. (Designer with locks capability).

• To edit a model as a user of type *DSNR, you must have at least all rights except for existence to the model. Generally
the most convenient way to arrange this is to grant all rights to all the objects in the model library (the default), and
then to control access to the model by granting or revoking rights to use the data area YMDLLIBRFA in the model
library. The YEDTMDL command checks the user's authority to this data area before allowing entry to the model.

• For example, to revoke all rights to user profile IVAN to edit or view a model MYMDL:
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    RVKOBJAUT OBJ(MYMDL/YMDLLIBRFA) + OBJTYPE(*DTAARA) USER (IVAN) AUT(*ALL)

• Or to grant user profile IVAN rights to an edit model MYMDL as designer with lock capability:

    GRTOBJAUT OBJ(MYMDL/YMDLLIBRFA) + OBJTYPE(*DTAARA) USER(IVAN) AUT(*ALL)

• To override the model value YOPNACC (represented in the command by OPNACC) by specifying *NO, you must have
all rights to the data area YOPNACCRFA. Access rights to YOPNACCRFA can be assigned or revoked in the same
way as above. Should you wish to change the YOPNACC value temporarily just for the duration of the session, you
must synchronize the model on exit.

Examples

To edit a model as a designer:

YEDTMDL

To edit a model as a programmer, using a list named after the current device name:

YEDTMDL USER(*PGMR) JOBLST(*WORKSTN)

YEDTMDLPRF (Edit Model Profile) Command
A model profile is created for each user in each data model. It records information used by several commands, for control
and defaulting purposes. This command allows the user to edit the data stored for a specified user.

Contents

Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YEDTMDLPRF command.

MDLPRF

The name of the model profile that is edited. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *USER -- (default) Special value indicating that the model profile of the current user is edited.
• model profile name -- The name of the model profile to be edited can be entered.
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MDLLSTA

The qualified name of the model object list that is the first operand list involved in the operation. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• list name -- (default) The first model object list name must be entered.
• *ALLOBJ -- Special value meaning that a model object list is not used, but that all model objects are used as input to

the command.
• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension record

for the current user in the specified model library. The change list value is retrieved.
• *USER -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is the same as the name of the current user.
• *SELECT -- Special value meaning that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used as

the model library for the first list.
• library name -- The model library name for the first list.

Notes

The first model library in the current library list is used to find the specified model profile.

If the model profile does not exist, it is created. A special profile, YSYS, is used to provide default values for a new model
profile.

Example

To edit the model profile Y2PGMR enter the following:

YEDTMDLPRF MDLPRF( Y2PGMR )

YEDTNXTMNC (Edit Next Mnemonics) Command
This command calls an interactive program to edit the next type mnemonics to be used when all autonames are used
up for the given types. It requires an exclusive lock on the model. If multiple models use the same naming library, this
command will not lock those other models, so it is up to the designer to ensure that no one is using the other models.

Contents

Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YEDTNXTMNC command.
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MDLLIB

Name of library containing the YALCVNMRFP file associated with the model, usually the design model library. Values for
these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Use the first model library found in the library list.
• *CURLIB -- Use the current library for invoking the job.

Example

To call an interactive program to edit the type mnemonics for automatic naming in the current model library:

YEDTNXTMNC

YENDTRGSVR (End Trigger Server) Command
This command allows the user to end a currently running trigger server which is monitoring a Trigger Data Queue in a
specified library.

Contents

See the Start Trigger Server (YSTRTRGSVR) command for more details on Trigger Data Queues.

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YENDTRGSVR command:

• TRGLIB
Specifies the name of the library containing the Trigger Data Queue.
The values are:
– *TRGLIB

The library containing the Trigger Server program is used.
– library-name

Specify the library name which contains the Trigger Data Queue to be monitored.

YEXCMDLLST (Execute a Model Object List) Command
This command allows a user to perform some action with each of the entries contained in a model object list.

Substitution variables are provided to include object related data from a particular list entry in the command to be
executed. For a list of supported values, see details relating to the CMD parameter.

Contents
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Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YEXCMDLLST command.
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CMD

The command string containing the details of the command that is executed for each entry in the model object list.

NOTE
 For convenience, this parameter is a command string (*CMDSTR). This allows the command that is to be
executed to be prompted and syntax- checked prior to execution. In some instances this prevents substitution
variables from being defined for a given parameter, such as making it impossible to specify the object type (&YT)
in a parameter that has a fixed set of allowed values. When this happens you must use the RQSDTA parameter
to specify the command to be executed.

 

The following substitution variables are supported:

• &YN -- Object name, 25 character string.
• &Y@ -- Object surrogate, 7 decimal.
• &YT -- Object type, 3 character (FIL, FUN, ACP, etc).
• &YA -- Object attribute, 3 character (RPG, INF, STS, RTV, etc).
• &YO -- Object owner name, 25 character string.
• &YW -- Object owner surrogate, 7 decimal.
• &YY -- Object owner type, 3 character string.
• &YR -- Object group surrogate, 7 decimal.
• &YM -- Model list name, 10 character string.
• &YI -- Object implementation name, 10 character string.
• &YP -- Object promotion type, 3 character (ADD, CHG, GEN, etc).
• &YS -- Object SEU type, 10 character (RPG, DSPF, PRTF, etc).
• &YU -- User name, 10 character.
• &YL -- Model library name, 10 character.
• &YC -- User option text. The text is retrieved from the specified user options member.
• &YG -- Object change type, 8 character (*PRIVATE, *PUBLIC, etc).
• &YF -- Function type, 10 character (EXCEXTFUN, EDTRCD, etc).
• &YZ -- Assimilated file, a 1-character string set to Y or N. Indicates whether the FIL or owning FIL object is an

assimilated file from an external database.
• &Y6 -- DBFGEN value (LGL ACP only), 1 character string (D or S)
• &Y7 -- DBFACC value (LGL ACP only), 1 character string (G or T)
• &Y8 -- MNTSTS value (LGL ACP only), 1 character string (I, D or R)
• &Y9 -- UNQKEY value (LGL ACP only), 1 character string (U, F, L, C or blank)

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list that is executed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension
record for the current user in the specified model library. The change list value is retrieved.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the list name for the target of
the command.

• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.
• list name -- The model object list name must be entered.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used as

the model library for the list.
• library name -- The model library name for the list can be entered.
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ERRLVL

The number of errors tolerated by the command can be specified. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) No errors allowed. The command will stop at the first error encountered.
• *NOMAX -- There is no limit to the number of errors.
• number of errors -- The number of errors can be specified.

UPDLST

List update option. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) The list entries are not updated.
• *FLAGERR -- If an error occurs during processing of a list entry, the entry is flagged. The value to use is specified by

the OUTFLAGVAL parameter. This value may be the subject of a later filtering operation.
• *FLAGOK -- If an error does not occur during processing of a list entry, the entry is flagged. The value to use is

specified by the OUTFLAGVAL parameter. This value may be the subject of a later filtering operation.
• *RMVERR -- If an error occurs during processing of a list entry, the entry is removed from the list.
• *RMVOK -- If the processing of a list entry completes without error, the entry is removed from the list.

RQSDTA

The request data command string containing the details of the command that is executed for each entry in the model
object list. For a list of supported substitution variables, see details relating to the CMD parameter. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *CMD -- (default) The command string parameter contains the request to be executed.
• *USROPT -- The request data command string is retrieved from the user options file/member specified using the user

option parameters.

INCAUX

This parameter lets you choose whether or not to include object auxiliaries, such as the display and help members for an
interactive function, in the processing. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *NO -- (default) Auxiliaries are not included in processing.
• *YES -- Auxiliaries are included in processing.
• *GEN -- Auxiliaries are only included in processing if they are currently generatable as part of the normal generation of

the access path or function.
• Note: For functions that have help text, which auxiliaries are included in processing when INCAUX is set to

*GEN is affected by the setting of the YGENHLP model value (or the corresponding GENHLP function option).
The YGENHLP model value specifies whether the function only (*NO), the help text only (*ONLY), or both
(*YES) are to be generated.

• If YGENHLP IS *NO, the help auxiliary is excluded from YEXCMDLLST processing.
• If YGENHLP is *ONLY, only the help auxiliary is included in processing.
• If YGENHLP is *YES, all generatable auxiliaries are included. YGENHLP has no effect on functions that do not have

help text.

USROPT

Two character user-defined option identifying a record in the specified user-defined options file. This option contains user
option text for substitution in the RQSDTA command string. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *NONE -- (default) No user-defined option text is used.
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OPTFIL

Qualified name of the file containing the user-defined option text. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Single value meaning that the value for the user option file is retrieved from the model profile
details for the current user.

OPTMBR

Name of the member containing the user-defined option text. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Single value meaning that the value for the user option file is retrieved from the model profile
details for the current user.

• *FILE -- The member has the same name as the file.

FLAGVAL

This parameter allows list entries to be selected for execution. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) Execute all list entries.
• *ERROR -- Only entries flagged in *ERROR are executed.
• *SELECTED -- Only *SELECTED entries are executed.

Notes

The MDLLST must exist prior to running the command.

A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLST may result in the library list being changed. If the user is currently editing a
model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed during processing, the library list
is changed back after execution.

If *USROPT is specified for parameter RQSDTA, then the USROPT parameter cannot be *NONE.

Substitution variables are available to insert details relating to a particular model object list entry into the command
string. The substitution prefix & or @ can be used and an alternative character can be defined in the Synon/1E data area
YPEXCHA (note that the Synon/1E Edit Data Area command (YEDTDTAARA) may be used to change this value).

Note that object owner name will be returned as *Arrays for Array objects, *Messages for Message objects, the object
name for model file objects and *NONE for objects that do not have an owner, such as FLD objects.

When you to try to execute a model list using YCRTJOBLE command, and the model list has one or more *DDL-based
access paths in it, and the access path has either of the four DDL limitations, the entry is not added to the job list. The
access path source is not generated.

The current implementation of the DDL generation mode is not valid for the following cases:

• Access paths that have virtual fields
• SPN access path
• QRY access path
• Multi-member files

Workaround for Virtual Fields, SPN, and QRY Access Paths: If the earlier generation mode is *DDS, revert to it and
regenerate the access path. You need not regenerate the functions that use this access path. If you want to have an SQL
type database, regenerate the access path using *SQL generation mode. The functions using this access path must be
regenerated.

Workaround for Multi-Member Files: If you want to have more than one member for the access paths, revert to *DDS
generation mode.
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Note: If you want to change an access path, which is previously defined as *DDS with a MAXMBR compiler override, to
*DDL, you must revert to *DDS generation mode and must remove the compiler override, and then change back to *DDL
generation mode.

Example

To print each function by executing model object list IM0033 from the model contained in the current library list with the
Document Model Functions command (YDOCMDLFUN):

YEXCMDLLST CMD( YDOCMDLFUN + MDLFILE(&YO) MDLFUN(&YN) ) MDLLST + (*MDLLIB/IM0033 )

YEXCOVR (Execute with preprocessor) Command
The YEXCOVR command executes a user-specified command that invokes the CA 2E Toolkit compile preprocessor
program. The preprocessor processes preprocessor directives held in a source member. The source lines are identified
with Z*, Y*, T*, X* or P*.

Contents

There are two parameters you can use to specify the request to be executed: CMD and RQSDTA. Each parameter allows
the request to be specified, so they are mutually exclusive. Alternatively, a source member that contains preprocessor
directives can be specified in the SRCFILE and SRCMBR parameters.

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YEXCOVR command.

• CMD
The command to be executed. This parameter is a *CMDSTR, allowing the command to be prompted and validated
before execution.

• RQSDTA
This parameter allows the command to be entered as a string. The details of the request will not be validated until run
time.
– *CMD

Use the command specified in the CMD parameter.This is the default.
– *SRCMBR

Processes the preprocessor directives in the source member specified in the SRCFILE and SRCMBR parameters.
– request-data

Processes the specified data.
• SRCFILE

Specifies the name of the source file that contains the source member to be processed and the library where the
source file is stored.

NOTE
This parameter is ignored unless RQSDTA(*SRCMBR) is specified.

Possible library values are:
– *LIBL

The system searches the library list to find the library where the source file is stored. This is the default.
– *CURLIB

The current library is used to find the source file. If you have not specified a current library, QGPL is used.
– library-name
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Enter the name of the library where the source file is stored.
• SRCMBR

Specifies the name of the member in the source file that contains the preprocessor directives to be processed.

NOTE
This parameter is ignored unless RQSDTA(*SRCMBR) is specified.

Usage

The YEXCOVR command is used to ensure that any Toolkit preprocessor directives (Z*, Y*, T*, X* and P* source lines)
stored in a source member are processed when the source member is compiled. All source members compiled from
within a CA 2E model automatically invoke the preprocessor, but unless you have changed your system to automatically
invoke the preprocessor when compiling source members from PDM, it will not be invoked.

To set up your system to use the preprocessor, open the CA 2E Toolkit main menu by running the following command:

YGO *Y1

Take option 6 (Installation and Authorization) to display the CMDINZ menu, and then take option 7 (CA 2E Toolkit
Compile Pre-processor). This will take you through the necessary steps to set up your system to automatically use the
preprocessor.

Examples

To compile *PGM source member RPGPGM1 in source file QRPGLESRC in library DEVLIB:

YEXCOVR CMD(CRTBNDRPG PGM(RPGPGM1) SRCFILE(DEVLIB/QRPGLESRC))

NOTE
If you configured your system to use the compile preprocessor automatically, you can use option 14 against the
source member from the WRKMBRPDM screen.

To execute preprocessor directives stored in source member SRVPGM1 in source file QSRVSRC in library DEVLIB:

YEXCOVR RQSDTA(*SRCMBR) SRCFILE(DEVLIB/QSRVSRC) SRCMBR(SRVPGM1)

YEXCSQL (Execute SQL Statements) Command
The Execute SQL statements (YEXCSQL) command prepares and executes SQL/400 statements that are contained in a
source file member.

Contents

Earlier, YEXCSQL worked only for the target object library being an SQL collection. But now, the target object library can
be either an SQL collection or a normal library (non-SQL collection).

If an SQL collection is specified as the target object library, the tables, indexes, and views are created in the specified
SQL collection, as before. If a normal library is specified as the target object library, the tables, views and indexes are
created in that library but are not journaled. While the tables, views, and indexes are being created, you may receive
warning messages that the library is a non-SQL collection and that the tables/views/indexes are not journaled. These
messages can be ignored for generation purposes.
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WARNING
Warning: If a non-SQL Collection/Library is used as a target object library, then the tables/views/indexes created
in it are not journaled automatically.

Required

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YEXCSQL command.

OBJLIB

Target library in which to place the SQL statements. This can either be an SQL Collection or a Library. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *CURLIB -- (default) Use current library for invoking job.
• library name -- Specific library name.

SRCFILE

Qualified name of file from which SQL statements are processed. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *LIBL -- (default) Libraries named in the job library list to be processed.
• *CURLIB -- Current library for the job to be processed.
• library name -- Specific library name.
• QSQLRSRC -- (default) SQL statements are in the QSQLRSRC source file.
• source file name -- Specific name of source file containing the SQL statements.

MBR

Member name of source file to be executed. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *FIRST -- (default) Use first member in source file.
• member name -- Name of specific member in source file.

NAMING

Naming convention used for naming the objects in SQL statements. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *SQL -- (default) Use SQL naming convention (collection-name.table-name).
• *SYS -- Use system naming convention (library-name/file-name).

Example

To apply SQL/400 statements, stored in file QSQLSRC, to SQL/400 collection, MYLIB:

YEXCSQL OBJLIB(MYLIB) SRCFILE(QSQLSRC)

YEXCWSIPDD (Execute WSIPDD file) Command
Executes a Web Service Instance Portable Deployment Data file (WSIPDD), to deploy web service instances. The
WSIPDD file should have been populated by the CA 2E YPOPWSIPDD command. Typically the WSIPDD file is then
moved to a different machine to be executed by the YEXCWSIPDD command.

Contents

 

NOTE

• Portable deployment does not require CA 2E or 1E to exist on the remote machine on which the
YEXCWSIPDD command is running. However, the YEXCWSIPDD command does require certain application
objects to exist on the machine on which the command is running. These objects can be created in a target
library using the YDUPAPPOBJ command parameter, *WS argument. The YEXCWSIPDD command takes a
WSIPDD file as an input.

• To run this command the YCA/CAWS/UserData and YCA/CAWS/ProdData/YQSHLOG folders need to exist
in the IFS. Take extra care with this in the case where the command is being used on a remote machine that
does not have 2E installed.
For more information on how to restore the YCA structure, see the section "Web Services Support" in the
Installing section.

• The input WSIPDD file is always called YWSIPDDRFP, but the location is specified on the WSIPDDLIB
parameter. For each record in the WSIPDD file with an ACTION flag of 'I' a web service instance will be
deployed by the YCRTWS command. The Target parameters on the YEXCWSIPDD command allow the
WSIPDD web service instance data to be overridden when deploying.

• If a web service instance is successfully deployed as a result of the YEXCWSIPDD command instance
record's Action flag is updated to BLANK. The YINZWSIPDD command can be used to reset the WSIPDD
Action flag.

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YEXCWSIPDD command.

WSIPDDLIB

The name of the library in which the input WSIPDD file resides. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *GENLIB -- Special value representing the model's generation library.
• name -- Specify the library containing the YWSIPDDRFP/00L files.

NOTE
The WSIPDD file will typically have been populated by the YPOPWSIPDD command.

TMACHINE

Indicates whether WSIPDD web service instance information should be overridden when deploying. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *INSTANCE -- No overriding is applied. WSIPDD web service instance information is used to deploy a web service
instance.

• *CURRENT -- The WSIPDD web service instance Machine name is overridden to *CURRENT when deploying.
• name -- The WSIPDD web service instance Machine name is overridden to the named value, when deploying.

TSERVER

Indicates whether WSIPDD web service instance information should be overridden when deploying. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *INSTANCE -- No overriding is applied. WSIPDD web service instance information is used to deploy a web service
instance.

• character value -- The WSIPDD web service instance Server name is overridden to the named value, when
deploying.

NOTE
Server name must match (case sensitive) with the name of the actual application server.

TSERVICE

Indicates whether WSIPDD web service instance information should be overridden when deploying.

• *INSTANCE -- No overriding is applied. WSIPDD web service instance information is used to deploy a web service
instance.

• name -- The WSIPDD web service instance Service name is overridden to the named value, when deploying.

TGTOBJLIB

Indicates whether WSIPDD web service instance information should be overridden when deploying. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *INSTANCE -- No overriding is applied. WSIPDD web service instance information is used to deploy a web service
instance.

• name -- The WSIPDD web service instance target object Library name is overridden to the named value, when
deploying.

TUSRPRF

Indicates whether WSIPDD web service instance information should be overridden when deploying. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *INSTANCE -- No overriding is applied. WSIPDD web service instance information is used to deploy a web service
instance.

• name -- The WSIPDD web service instance target user Profile name is overridden to the named value, when
deploying.
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TRTLIBL

Indicates whether WSIPDD web service instance information should be overridden when deploying. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *INSTANCE -- No overriding is applied. WSIPDD web service instance information is used to deploy a web service
instance.

• name -- The WSIPDD web service instance target runtime library list is overridden to the name value, when deploying.

YFLTMDLLST (Filter a Model Object List) Command
This command allows a user to remove unwanted entries from a model object list.

An outlist capability allows users to filter entries to an alternative list leaving the input list unchanged by the filtering
process.

Contents

Required

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YFLTMDLLST command.

DLLST

The qualified name of the model object list that is filtered. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension
record for the current user in the specified model library. The change list value is retrieved.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the list name for the target of
the command.

• *ALLOBJ -- Special value meaning that a model object list is not used, but that all model objects are included in the
command. If this value is specified for MDLLST, then an OUTLST must also be specified.

• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.
• list name -- The name of the list to be filtered.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used.
• library name -- The name of the model library.

OUTLST

The name of the target model object list for entries that satisfy the filter. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• *NONE -- (default) Special value meaning that no outlist processing is performed. In this case, all changes are made to
the input list.

• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension record
for the current user in the specified model library. The outlist value is retrieved.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the user profile name of the current user is used as the list name.
• list name -- The name of the target list.

OBJNAM

The object name details on which to filter. This parameter consists of up to five sets of three elements which together
identify the model objects. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering by model object name.
• *ALL -- All model object owners are included.
• owner name -- Name mask of the file to which model objects to be included must belong. That is, the condition is

satisfied if a given object is owned by the specified file.
• *ARRAYS -- Special value for the product internal file *ARRAYS.
• *MESSAGES -- Special value for the product internal file *MESSAGES.
• object name -- Name mask of the object that is satisfied for a given object to be included.
• *ALL -- (default) All objects are added.
• *ACP -- Objects of type access path.
• *APP -- Objects of type application area.
• *ARR -- Objects of type array.
• *CND -- Objects of type condition.
• *FIL -- Objects of type file.
• *FLD -- Objects of type field.
• *FUN -- Objects of type function.
• *MSG -- Objects of type message.

LSTDATE

The date stored on the model object list entry on which to filter. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on list entry date.
• Otherwise, LSTDATE is a list parameter made up of the following elements:
• Date type on which to filter:

– *CHG -- (default) Filter on last change date of object.
– *CRT -- Filter on create date of object.
– *GEN -- For generatable objects, filter on last successful generation date of object.
– *CHK -- Filter on the check out date of object.

• date operator:
– *EQ -- (default) Equal to.
– *NE -- Not equal to.
– *GT -- Greater than.
– *LT -- Less than.

• date (Entered in system date format):
– *QDATE -- (default) Use current system date.

• time (Entered in hhmmss format):
– *ANY -- (default) Any time will satisfy the condition.
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OBJDATE

The date stored on the model object record on which to filter. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on list entry date.
• Otherwise, OBJDATE is a list parameter made up of the following elements:
• Date type on which to filter:

– *CHG -- (default) Filter on last change date of object.
– *CRT -- Filter on create date of object.
– *GEN -- For generatable objects, filter on last successful generation date of object.
– *CHK -- Filter on the check out date of object.
– *IMP -- Filter on the import date of the object.

• Date operator:
– *EQ -- (default) Equal to.
– *NE -- Not equal to.
– *GT -- Greater than.
– *LT -- Less than.

• Date (Entered in system date format):
– *QDATE -- (default) Use current system date.

• Time (Entered in hhmmss format):
– *ANY -- (default) Any time will satisfy the condition.

CHGUSR

The name of the user who made the change to model objects on which to filter. If used, model objects in the list are
filtered according to the current value of the change user field on the model object record corresponding with each list
entry. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on change user.
• *CURRENT -- The name of the current user is used to filter model objects.
• user name -- The user name on which to filter.

ACTRQD

The model object action required flag on which to filter. If used, model objects in the list are filtered according to the
current status of the action required flag on the model object record corresponding with each list entry. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on action required flag.
• *NONE -- Model objects with no action required flag set.
• *ALL -- Model objects with action required flag set.
• *GEN -- Model objects with status *GEN satisfy the condition.
• *EDT -- Model objects with status *EDT satisfy the condition.

SYSOBJ

Indicates whether or not the object is a system object to be included in the filtering process. Values for these parameters
are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on system object status.
• *YES -- Only system objects satisfy the condition.
• *NO -- Only non-system objects satisfy the condition.
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CHGTYP

The change type value assigned to a model object on which to filter. If used, model objects in the list are filtered according
to the status of the change type flag on the model object record corresponding with each list entry. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on change type flag.
• *PUBLIC -- Model objects with status *PUB satisfy the condition.
• *PRIVATE -- Model objects with status *PRV satisfy the condition.

IPCPRC

Impact processed indicator shows whether the impact of a change to the object has been applied to the using objects of
the changed object. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on impact processed indicator.
• *YES -- Model objects with impact processed *YES will satisfy the condition.
• *NO -- Model objects with impact processed *NO will satisfy the condition.

PRMTYP

The promotion type value assigned to a model object list entry on which to filter. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on promotion type flag.
• *ADD -- Model object list entries with status *ADD satisfy the condition.
• *CHG -- Model object list entries with status *CHG satisfy the condition.
• *GEN -- Model object list entries with status *GEN satisfy the condition.

VSNTYP

The model object version type flag on which to filter. If used, model objects in the list are filtered according to the current
status of the version type flag on the model object record corresponding with each list entry. Values for these parameters
are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on version type flag.
• *DEV -- Model objects with status *DEV satisfy the condition.
• *PRD -- Model objects with status *PRD satisfy the condition.
• *ARC -- Model objects with status *ARC satisfy the condition.

VSNSNC

The model object version synchronized flag on which to filter. If used, model objects in the list are filtered according to the
current status of the version synchronized flag on the model object record corresponding with each list entry. Values for
these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on version synchronized flag.
• *YES -- Model objects with status *YES satisfy the condition.
• *NO -- Model objects with status *NO satisfy the condition.

CHKUSR

The user who checked out the list entry on which to filter. If used, model objects in the list are filtered according to the
check out user value on the model object record corresponding with each list entry. Values for these parameters are as
follows:
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• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on check out user.
• *CURRENT -- The current user name is used.
• user name -- The user name on which to filter.

CHKLST

The list name on which a given list entry is currently checked out. If used, model objects in the list are filtered according to
the check out list value on the model object record corresponding with each list entry. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on check out list.
• *CURRENT -- The current user name is used for list name filtering.
• *NONE -- Only those objects that have no value specified for check out list satisfy the condition.
• list name -- The list name on which to filter.

CHKSTS

The check out status on which to filter. If used, model objects in the list are filtered according to the check out status value
on the model object record corresponding with each list entry. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on check out status.
• status value -- The value on which to filter.

CPYOBJ

The status of the copy object indicator on the list entry. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering.
• *SELECTED -- Selected entries satisfy the condition. Selected means explicitly selected for the purposes of the Copy

Model Objects command (YCPYMDLOBJ).
• *NONE -- Entries that are not selected satisfy the condition.

CPYRQD

The status of the copy required indicator on the list entry. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering.
• *SELECTED -- Selected entries satisfy the condition. Selected means implicitly selected for the purposes of the Copy

Model Objects command (YCPYMDLOBJ).
• *NONE -- Entries that are not selected satisfy the condition.

CPYSTS

The status of the copy status indicator on the list entry. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering.
• *NEW -- Entries with a value of *NEW satisfy the condition.

GENATR

This parameter allows up to five different general attributes of the object to be used in the filtering process. Values for
these parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering.
• *OBJDLT -- Only entries that refer to deleted objects satisfy the condition.
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NOTE

When filtering for deleted objects it is not possible to add entries for deleted objects to an output list because
the corresponding object does not exist. To process these entries, copy the input list to the output list first,
then filter *SELECT the deleted objects.

• *GENFUN -- Only generatable functions satisfy the condition.
• *GENOBJ -- Only generatable objects satisfy the condition.
• *DBFFUN -- Only database functions satisfy the condition.
• *DEVFUN -- Only device based functions satisfy the condition.
• *DSPFUN -- Only display functions satisfy the condition.
• *EDTFUN -- Only edit functions satisfy the condition.
• *EXTFUN -- Only external functions satisfy the condition.
• *INTFUN -- Only internal functions satisfy the condition.
• *PRTFUN -- Only print functions satisfy the condition.
• *CHGOBJ -- Only change object database functions satisfy the condition.
• *CRTOBJ -- Only create object database functions satisfy the condition.
• *DLTOBJ -- Only delete object database functions satisfy the condition.
• *DSPFIL -- Only display file functions satisfy the condition.
• *DSPREC -- Only display record functions satisfy the condition.
• *DSPTRN -- Only display transaction functions satisfy the condition.
• *EDTFIL -- Only edit file functions satisfy the condition.
• *EDTRCD -- Only edit record functions satisfy the condition.
• *EDTTRN -- Only edit transaction functions satisfy the condition.
• *EXCEXT -- Only execute external functions satisfy the condition.
• *EXCINT -- Only execute internal functions satisfy the condition.
• *PMTRCD -- Only prompt record functions satisfy the condition.
• *PRTFIL -- Only print file functions satisfy the condition.
• *PRTOBJ -- Only print object functions satisfy the condition.
• *SELRCD -- Only select record functions satisfy the condition.
• *USRPGM -- Only user program functions satisfy the condition.
• *USRSRC -- Only user source functions satisfy the condition.

OBJATR

This parameter allows model objects to be filtered by up to five different model object attributes. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *ANY -- (default) No filtering on object attribute value is performed.
• object attribute -- A list of three character object attributes may be entered.

For example, if physical access paths were required, specifying FILTER(*SELECT) OBJATR(PHY) will select any such
entries in the input list.

OUTFLAGVAL

This parameter specifies the initial value to be placed in the object selected flag associated with each list entry. Values for
these parameters are as follows:
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• *SAME -- (default) No flag value is used. New entries are written with the flag indicating that the entry is not selected.
No change to the selection status of existing entries.

• *NONE -- New and existing entries are flagged as not selected.
• *SELECTED -- New and existing list entries are flagged as selected. This flag can be used by other list commands

when selecting list entries.

OUTCPYOBJ

This parameter specifies the initial value to be placed in the copy object flag associated with each list entry. This flag is
used by the Copy Model Object command (YCPYMDLOBJ) when selecting objects to copy to a target model. Values for
these parameters are as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) No flag value is used. New entries are written with the flag indicating that the entry is not selected.
No change to the selection status of existing entries.

• *NONE -- New and existing entries are flagged as not selected.
• *SELECTED -- New and existing list entries are flagged as selected.

Notes

The input model object list must already exist prior to running this command.

A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLST may result in the library list being changed. If the user is currently editing a
model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed during processing, the library list
is changed back after execution.

If *ANY is used for a parameter, that parameter is not used for filtering.

The various parameters are ANDed together. Thus, the following request would select all functions from the input list
changed today:

       YFLTMDLLST OBJNAM( *ALL *ALL *FUN ) +   DATE(*CHG *EQ *QDATE *ANY ) 

Where a list of values may be specified for a parameter the elements are ORed together. Thus, the following would select
access paths or functions that have had an action required since they were last generated:

       YFLTMDLLST OBJNAM((*ALL *ALL *ACP) (*ALL + *ALL *FUN)) ACTRQD(*ALL)

When *ALLOBJ is specified for MDLLST, meaning that all current model objects are examined, then the OUTLST
parameter must specify a target model object list.

When filtering on LSTDATE, list entries are filtered according to the value recorded on the list entry. Note that this is
historic data relating to the time that the entry was written. Use the Check Model Object list command (YCHKMDLLST) to
refresh list entries.

The OUTLSTOPT parameter is ignored if *NONE is specified for OUTLST or if the target model object list does not
already exist.

It should be noted that if an OUTLST is specified, there will be no changes to the input list.

Where a name mask is supported, users may specify wild card characters to filter object names. Upper and lower case
differences are ignored in these fields. ? may be used as a wild card character in any position in the string and means
match on any character. * anywhere within the mask indicates a floating scan. * at the end of the mask indicates a generic
name. For example:
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• *INV001* -- Would select all objects with INV001 anywhere in the name.
• *INV001 -- Would select all objects ending with INV001.
• *INV??? -- Would select all objects ending with INV at the 4th, 5th and 6th positions from the end.
• INV*UPD* -- Would select objects starting with INV and containing UPD.

Examples

To filter model object list WRKOBJS to out list WRKLST so that it contains all objects requiring a visit due to updates
made to component objects:

YFLTMDLLST ( *EDT ) MDLLST +

 (*MDLLIB/WRKOBJS ) OUTLST +

 (*MDLLIB/WRKLST) OUTLSTOPT +

 ( *REPLACE ) ACTRQD

To filter model object list FUNLST so that it contains only objects relating to Costing (note that a reliable naming
convention is required for this type of filtering):

YFLTMDLLST ( '*COST*' ) MDLLST + (*MDLLIB/FUNLST) OBJNAM

To filter model object list ALLOBJLST so that it contains only non-current objects:

YFLTMDLLST FILTER( *OMIT ) ( *YES ) + MDLLST(ALLOBJLST ) CUROBJ

YINXMDLLST (Index a Model List) Command
This command checks for the existence of a model object list and its accompanying logical file members. If the list does
not exist, it is created during processing.

The command is mainly intended for use internally by Synon/2E, but should be used by developers if an empty list is
required for user-defined processing.

Contents
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Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YINXMDLLST command.

MDLLST

The qualified model list name that is created, or whose indexes are checked. Values for these parameters are as follows:
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• model list name -- (default) The list name must be entered.
• *MDLLIB/ -- The library, in which the model list file to be checked exists, is the first model library found in the current

job's library.
• *LIBL/ -- The library list is searched to find the first model library.
• model library name -- The model library name.

 

LSTLF

The name of the logical file that is checked. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• YMDLLST00L -- (default) The member in file YMDLLST00L is checked for existence. If it does not exist, it is created.
• YMDLLST01L - 11L -- Processed as for YMDLLST00L.
• *ALL -- Single value indicating that all logical files are checked. A new logical file member is added to any file that does

not already have one for the specified model list.

TEXT

Up to fifty characters can be entered to describe the list. This is stored as member text for the particular list member
specified. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *DFT -- (default) A formatted string is used. It contains the model, list and current user id.
• *NONE -- No text is specified.
• character string -- The text can be entered.

Notes

For user-defined processing, it is recommended that when creating a new list, the minimum indexes to be checked using
this command is YMDLLST00L. This ensures the integrity of the list, since this member is uniquely keyed on the primary
key of the file, the object surrogate number.

Example

To check for the existence of list TSTLST, and to check/create the YMDLLST00L and YMDLLST06L indexes, enter the
following command:

YINXMDLLST MDLLST( TSTLST ) LSTLF +

 ( YMDLLST00L YMDLLST06L ) TEXT( 'Test list.' )

YINZWSIPDD command
The YINZWSIPDD command can be used to reset the Action flag on records in a WSIPDD file. See YEXCWSIPDD for
more information.

Contents

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YINZWSIPDD command.
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WSIPDDLIB

The name of the library in which the target WSIPDD file resides. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *GENLIB -- Special value representing the model's generation library.
• name -- Specify the library containing the YWSIPDDRFP file.

ACTION

The value to set the ACTION flag to, for all instances in the WSIPDD file. Value for this parameter is described in the
following:

• *INSTALL -- Special value representing the Action field should be set to 'I'.

YOPRMDLLST (Operate on a Model Object List) Command
This command allows a user to perform set operations on two input model object lists and to optionally direct the
resulting output to a third list. The target list may or may not exist. If it exists, it can be added to or replaced by taking the
appropriate option on the LSTOPT parameter.

Contents

Required

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YOPRMDLLST command.

MDLLSTA

The qualified name of the model object list that is the first operand list involved in the operation. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• list name -- (default) The first model object list name must be entered.
• *ALLOBJ -- Special value meaning that a model object list is not used, but that all model objects are used as input to

the command.
• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension record

for the current user in the specified model library. The change list value is retrieved.
• *USER -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is the same as the name of the current user.
• *SELECT -- Special value meaning that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.
• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value meaning that the first model library found in the user's current library list is used as

the model library for the first list.
• library name -- The model library name for the first list.

LSTOPR

The operation to be performed on the two lists (sets). See the notes that follow for more details. Values for these
parameters are as follows:

• *SUB -- (default) Subtract the contents of MDLLSTB from MDLLSTA.
• *DIFF -- Calculate the difference between the two input lists.
• *INTERSECT -- Calculate the intersection of the two input lists.
• *UNION -- Calculate the union of the two input lists.

MDLLSTB

The name of the model object list that is the second operand list involved in the operation. Values for these parameters
are as follows:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension
record for the current user in the specified model library. The change list value is retrieved.

• *ALLOBJ -- Special value meaning that a model object list is not used, but that all model objects are used as input to
the command.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is the same as the name of the current user.
• list name -- The second model object list name must be entered.
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TOMDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list that is the target list involved in the operation. Values for these parameters are
as follows:

• *MDLLSTA -- (default) Single value meaning that the target list of the operation is the first input list.
• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension record

for the current user in the specified model library. The outlist value is retrieved.
• *USER -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is the same as the name of the current user.
• list name -- The target model object list name.

LSTOPT

This parameter specifies the action taken if the list already exists in the target model. Values for these parameters are as
follows:

• *REPLACE -- (default) The existing model object list is replaced with the output from this command.
• *ADD -- The existing model object list is augmented with the output from this command.

OPRTYPE

Operation method. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *OBJNAM -- (default) The list entries are compared by object name.
• *OBJSGT -- The list entries are compared by object surrogate number. This method of comparison may be useful

when comparing lists containing objects that have been renamed since the list was created, and the developer does
not wish to refresh the list entry prior to the comparison.

IGNCRTDTE

This parameter specifies that create dates on the records are ignored when comparing list entries. This parameter is
intended for use when comparing objects from different models. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) Ignore create dates when comparing objects.
• *NO -- Do not ignore create dates when comparing objects.

IGNCHGDTE

This parameter specifies that change dates on the records are ignored when comparing list entries. Although possible
when comparing lists within a particular model, this parameter is most useful when comparing lists of the same objects
between different models. Values for these parameters are as follows:

• *YES -- (default) Ignore change dates when comparing objects.
• *NO -- Do not ignore change dates when comparing objects.

Notes

The model library specified must be a valid model library.

• A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLST may result in the library list being changed. If the user is currently editing a
model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed during processing, the library
list is changed back after execution.

• Both MDLLSTA and MDLLSTB must exist prior to running the command.
• The MDLLSTA and MDLLSTB lists cannot be the same.
• List operations are as follows:

– This diagram illustrates the entries of the two intersecting lists:
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The results of the list operations are:

Operand 1 LSTOPR Operand 2 TOMDLLST
MDLLSTA
MDLLSTA
MDLLSTA
MDLLSTA

*UNION
*DIFF
*INTERSECT
*UNION

MDLLSTB
MDLLSTB
MDLLSTB
MDLLSTB

Area: X,Y and Z

• The LSTOPT parameter is ignored if the target list does not already exist.

Examples

To output a model object list WRKLST to contain all objects from input list INLSTA that are not in input list INLSTB:

YOPRMDLLST MDLLSTA( *MDLLIB/INLSTA ) + 

LSTOPR( *SUB ) MDLLSTB( INLSTB ) TOMDLLST +

 ( WRKLST )  LSTOPT( *REPLACE )

To combine two model object lists to the first input list:

YOPRMDLLST MDLLSTA( *MDLLIB/INLSTA ) +

LSTOPR( *UNION ) MDLLSTB( INLSTB ) +

TOMDLLST ( *MDLLSTA )

To compare list entries between two models to detect whether objects have been changed in one of the models:

YCPYMDLLST FRMMDLLST(YOURMDL/WRKLST)+
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TOMDLLST( MYMDL/*USER ) LSTOPT(*REPLACE)

YOPRMDLLST MDLLSTA( MYMDL/*USER ) +

LSTOPR( *DIFF ) MDLLSTB( *ALLOBJ )+

TOMDLLST( *MDLLSTA ) IGNCHGDTE( *NO )

 

 

Commands (YPOPWSIPDD - Y2CALL)
This article contains details for CA 2E commands YPOPWSIPDD through Y2CALL. These commands appear in
alphabetical order and include descriptions of their functions, parameters and allowed values, notes, and examples. Each
command is also accompanied by a command diagram.

More Information

• YPOPWSIPDD (Populate WSIPDD File) Command
• YPRCSFLSEL (Process Subfile Selection) Command
• YRDRMDLOBJ (Redirect Model Object) Command
• YRGZMDL (Reorganize Model) Command
• YRNMMDL (Rename Model) Command
• YRTVMDLOBJ (Retrieve Object Description) Command
• YRTVMDLPRF (Retrieve Model Profile details) Command
• YRTVMDLVAL (Retrieve Model Value) Command
• YRTVPFMDL (Retrieve Physical Files Into Model) Command
• YSBMMDLCRT (Submit Create Requests from Model) Command
• YSETCPYNME (Set Model Object Copy Name) Command
• YSLTVSN (Select Version) Command
• YSNCMDL (Synchronize Model) Command
• YSTRCHGCTL (Start Change Control) Command
• YSTRTRGSVR (Start Trigger Server) Command
• YSTRY2 (Start CA 2E) Command
• YUNSWS (Uninstall Web Service Instance) Command
• YWRKDSTFIL (Work Distributed Files) Command
• YWRKMDLLST (Work with Model Object Lists) Command
• Y2 (Edit Model) Command
• Y2CALL (Call a Program) Command

YPOPWSIPDD (Populate WSIPDD File) Command
Populates a Web Service Instance Portable Deployment Data file (WSIPDD). Once populated, a WSIPDD file can be
moved to a remote machine, where the related YEXCWSIPDD (Execute WSIPDD) command can process the file to
deploy web service instances on that remote machine.

Contents
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NOTE

• Portable deployment does not require CA 2E or 1E to exist on the remote machine. See YEXCWSIPDD
for details. The YPOPWSIDD command takes a model list as input. The model list is processed and for
each function of type Web Service, additional processing occurs (items in the list that are not Web Service
functions are ignored). For each Web Service function, all its web service instances are processed. Where a
web service instance is not excluded due to filtering arguments on the YPOPWSIPDD command, an instance
record will be created in the target WSIPDD file.

• The target WSIPDD file is always called YWSIPDDRFP, but the location is specified on the WSIPDDLIB
parameter. The Target parameters on the YPOPWSIPDD command allow the modeled web service instance
data to be overridden when populated to the WSIPDD file.

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YPOPWSIPDD command.

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list that is edited. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *MDLPRF -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is retrieved from the user profile extension record
for the current user in the specified model library. Create web service instance.

• *USER -- Special value meaning that the model object list name is the same as the name of the current user.
• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.

WSIPDDLIB

The name of the library in which the target WSIPDD file resides. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

*GENLIB -- Special value representing the model's generation library

name -- Specify the library containing the YWSIPDDRFP/00L files.

NOTE
The WSIPDD file can be created in a target library using the YDUPAPPOBJ command (see the *WS argument
for the DUPOPT parameter).

MBROPT

Determines whether output replaces or is appended to any existing data in the WSIPDD file. Values for this parameter are
described in the following:

• *REPLACE -- Replace existing member.
• *ADD -- Add to the contents of any existing member.

FMACHINE

Indicates filtering that should be applied to each web service instance to determine if it should be added to the target
WSIPDD file. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *ALL -- No filtering is applied, all web service instances, discovered via the input model list, are populated to the
WSIPDD file.

• name -- Any web service instance, discovered via the input model object list, whose Server name does NOT match
this Filter Server name will NOT be populated to the WSIPDD file.
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FSERVICE

Indicates filtering that should be applied to each web service instance to determine if it should be added to the target
WSIPDD file. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *ALL -- No filtering is applied, all web service instances, discovered via the input model list, are populated to the
WSIPDD file.

• name -- Any web service instance, discovered via the input model object list, whose Service name does NOT match
this Filter Service name will NOT be populated to the WSIPDD file.

TMACHINE

Indicates whether modelled web service instance information should be overridden when populated to the target WSIPDD
file. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *INSTANCE -- No overriding is applied. Modeled web service instance information is used to populate the WSIPDD
file.

• *CURRENT -- The modeled web service instance Machine name is overridden to *CURRENT in the WSIPDD target
file.

• name -- The modeled web service instance Machine name is overridden to the named value in the WSIPDD target file.

TSERVER

Indicates whether modelled web service instance information should be overridden when populated to the target WSIPDD
file. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *INSTANCE -- No overriding is applied. Modelled web service instance information is used to populate the WSIPDD
file.

• character value -- The modelled web service instance Server name is overridden to the named value in the WSIPDD
target file.

NOTE
Server name must match (case sensitive) with the name of the actual application server.

TSERVICE

Indicates whether modelled web service instance information should be overridden when populated to the target WSIPDD
file. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *INSTANCE -- No overriding is applied. Modelled web service instance information is used to populate the WSIPDD
file.

• name -- The modelled web service instance Service name is overridden to the named value in the WSIPDD target file.

TGTOBJLIB

Indicates whether modelled web service instance information should be overridden when populated to the target WSIPDD
file. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *INSTANCE -- No overriding is applied. Modelled web service instance information is used to populate the WSIPDD
file.

• name -- The modelled web service instance target object Library name is overridden to the named value in the
WSIPDD target file.

TUSRPRF

Indicates whether modelled web service instance information should be overridden when populated to the target WSIPDD
file. Values for this parameter are described in the following:
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• *INSTANCE -- No overriding is applied. Modelled web service instance information is used to populate the WSIPDD
file.

• name -- The modelled web service instance target user Profile name is overridden to the named value in the WSIPDD
target file.

TRTLIBL

Indicates whether modelled web service instance information should be overridden when populated to the target WSIPDD
file.

• *INSTANCE -- No overriding is applied. Modelled web service instance information is used to populate the WSIPDD
file.

• name -- The modelled web service instance target runtime library list is overridden to the name value in the WSIPDD
target file.

FILTYP

Type of access path that is subsetted on the Work With Distributed Files panel. Values for this parameter are described in
the following:

• TABLE -- (default) Subset to show only tables.
• VIEW -- Subset to show only views.
• *ALL -- Do not subset. Show all tables and views.

YPRCSFLSEL (Process Subfile Selection) Command
This command allows you to perform certain actions on a model object, such as view object details, edit the action
diagram for the object (if it is a function with an action diagram), display object locks and so forth. Most of the options are
available using the same subfile selector as is used in model panels.

Contents

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YPRCSFLSEL command.

OBJSGT

The 7-digit object surrogate for the object.

SFLSEL

The subfile-selection operator you wish to use. Note that not all selectors are available for all object types.
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• L, L1, 31, 32 (Locks) -- Display locks for the object.
• U, U1, 91, 92 (Usages) -- Display usages for the object.
• R, 81, 82 (References) -- Display references for the object.
• Z, 2, 5, (Details) -- Display object details (only applies to objects of type FUN, MSG, ACP, FLD, CND, ARR, APP or

FIL).
• C, 3 (Copy) -- Copy the object (only applies to objects of type FUN and MSG).
• D, 4 (Delete) -- Delete the object (only applies to objects of type FUN, MSG, ACP, ARR, CND or APP).
• F, 10 (Action diagram) -- Edit the action diagram for the object (only applies to functions which have an action diagram

and to function fields). If used for a file, this will display the EDIT FUNCTIONS panel for that file.
• P, 13 (Parameters) -- Edit the object parameters (only applies to functions, function fields and messages).
• 16 (Y2CALL) -- Call the object using the Y2CALL interface (only applies to external functions).
• S, 17 (Device design) -- Edit the device design for the object (only applies to functions which have a device design).
• T, 18 (Device structure) -- Edit the device structure for the object (only applies to print functions).
• 19 (Versions) -- Work with object versions (only applies to objects of type FUN and MSG).
• A, 20 (Access path) -- Work with file access paths (only applies to functions).
• N, 21, 22 (Narrative text) -- Edit the narrative text for the object.
• E, 23 (STRSEU) -- Edit the object source using SEU (only applies to objects which have source).
• 25 (Document model function) -- Document the model function using the YDOCMDLFUN interface.
• 28 (Check out) -- Check out the object (only applies if the model is set up for change control).
• O, 30 (Open function object) -- Open the function object (only applies to functions).
• 8 (Model object details) -- Display the model object details.
• 94 (Simulate private change) -- Simulate a private change to the object.
• 95 (Simulate public change) -- Simulate a public change to the object.
• 12 (Resolve conflicts) -- Resolve object conflicts (only applies if the model is set up for change control).
• RA (Refresh Action Diagram) -- Checks the action diagram of the specified function and refreshes the action titles to

use any changed object names as necessary (only applies to functions which have an action diagram).

YRDRMDLOBJ (Redirect Model Object) Command
This command provides the means by which the usages of one object can be redirected to another object of the same
type. For example, using this command, it is possible to switch from one version of a function to another.

Contents

 

Objects can be identified by name or by object surrogate number.

At present, only functions or messages can be redirected with this command.
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Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YRDRMDLOBJ command.

FRMOBJNAM

The name of the object from which usage dependencies in the model are redirected. Values for this parameter are
described in the following:
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• *FRMOBJSGT -- (default) Single value indicating that the object surrogate number parameter is used to identify the
model object.

• *CURRENT -- Single value indicating that the To model object is made current regardless of whichever version in its
group is current.

• object owner name -- (default) The character name of the object that owns the object. Thus, for a function, the owning
file would be entered.

• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the object to be redirected from is selected using an interactive display
function.

• *MESSAGES -- The internal file *Messages is the owner of the object (note that this value is only allowed for objects of
type *MSG).

• object name -- The character name of the object.
• object type -- The object type of the object.
• *FUN -- Object is of type function.
• *MSG -- Object is of type message. Note that for objects of type *MSG, the owner is the *Messages file.

FRMOBJSGT

Unique number identifier of the model object from which usage dependencies in the model are redirected. Values for this
parameter are described in the following:

• *FRMOBJNAM -- (default) Use the object name parameter details to identify this model object.
• *SELECT -- Single value indicating that the object to be redirected to is selected using an interactive display function.
• object surrogate -- The surrogate number of the model object.

TOOBJNAM

The name of the object to which usage dependencies in the model are redirected. Values for this parameter are described
in the following:

• *TOOBJSGT -- (default) Single value indicating that the object surrogate number parameter is used to identify the
model object.

• object owner name -- The character name of the object that owns the object. Thus, for a function, the owning file
would be entered.

• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the object to be redirected from is selected using an interactive display
function.

• *MESSAGES -- The internal file *Messages is the owner of the object (note that this value is only allowed for objects of
type *MSG).

• object name -- The character name of the object.
• object type -- The object type of the object.
• *FUN -- Object is of type function.
• *MSG -- Object is of type message. Note that for objects of type *MSG the owner is the *Messages file.

TOOBJSGT

Unique number identifier of the model object to which model usage dependencies are redirected. Values for this
parameter are described in the following:

• *TOOBJNAM -- (default) Use the object name parameter details to identify this model object.
• object surrogate -- The surrogate number of the model object.
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TFRNAM

This parameter allows the developer to choose whether or not to transfer the 25-character object name at the same time
as redirecting model usages. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *NO -- (default) The from object name is not transferred.
• *YES -- The from object name is transferred.

CHGTYP

This field may be used to specify the type of change that the processing programs are to consider the redirection of
references to be. Changing this field can cause the component changed flag (COMPCHG) on objects that use this
object to be updated also. This will indicate the action required by the user to accommodate the change. Values for this
parameter are described in the following:

• *PUBLIC -- (default) The object is considered to have been publicly changed. Appropriate component change
processing is performed.

• *PRIVATE -- The object is considered to have been privately changed. Appropriate component change processing is
performed.

• *TOOBJ -- The change type associated with the to object will be examined by component change processing.
• *NONE -- The redirection of references is not to be considered a change to the object. No component change

processing is performed.

Notes

A search is made for the two model objects in the first model library found in the library list.

Redirecting references involves repointing model objects. Since the primary key of model objects is the internal surrogate
number, it is this value that is involved in the repointing mechanism. In effect, repointing involves changing the foreign key
references of model objects from the source surrogate number to the target surrogate number. Note the following points:

• Only objects of type FUN and MSG can be repointed.
• It is not possible to repoint between a MSG and a FUN.
• Any usages of the source object are switched to use the target object.
• Archive objects will not be updated during the repointing process. This has repercussions for partial rollback. See the

Synon/CM Enhancements section on Rollback procedure for more details.
• The from object must be the current member of its group.
• If the target of the command is not a member of the same group, then it must be the current member of its group.
• If the target of the command is not a member of the same group, then the from object remains current after the

transfer, and the implementation name (if there is one) is not transferred. This is necessary to ensure that there is a
current member in the from group.

The implementation name of the object is transferred to the new current object. This is the message identifier for MSG
type objects and the source member name for generatable FUN type objects.

• Note that for EXCUSRSRC and EXCUSRPGM there is special processing due to the fact that these types are
corrupted by concurrent development unless the previous source member is preserved. The source member name is
transferred to the target function. However, if the source member exists, a new source member name is automatically
generated to contain a copy of the original source prior to the transfer.

Model objects can either be identified by object name (FRMOBJNAM) or by object surrogate key number (FRMOBJSGT).
If the FRMOBJNAM parameter is used, the processing program must convert to surrogate key number internally. Thus, it
will normally be more efficient to use the surrogate number if this value is available. The surrogate number for an object
can be obtained using the Retrieve Model Object command (YRTVMDLOBJ).
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Note that if TFRNAM (*YES) is specified, the object names are swapped between the two objects. Developers should
take note of this change and also that model object lists are not automatically updated to reflect this change to the objects
referred to by the entries. Use the Check Model Object List command (YCHKMDLLST) to refresh model object list entries.

Example

To redirect model object dependencies from Edit Owner to Edit Owner (new ver) enter the following command:

YRDRMDLOBJ FRMOBJNAM +

 ( 'Owner' 'Edit Owner' *FUN ) TOOBJNAM + 

(*FRMOBJNAM 'Edit Owner (new ver)' + *FRMOBJNAM )

YRGZMDL (Reorganize Model) Command
Reorganizes a model or job list to recover space used by deleted records. This command should be run regularly for both
a model and a job list for the purposes of housekeeping.

Contents

Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YRGZMDL command.

MDLLIB

Name of library containing a design model or job list that is reorganized. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.

RGZOPT

Option to reorganize model or job list contained in library specified by MDLLIB parameter. Values for this parameter are
described in the following:

• *MDL -- (default) Reorganize model.
• *JOBLST -- Reorganize job list.
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Notes

The model or job list cannot be used while it is being reorganized.

Example

To reorganize model MYMDL:

YRGZMDL MDLLIB(MYMDL)

YRNMMDL (Rename Model) Command
Renames a model library. Updates model values and library lists.

Contents

Required

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YRNMMDL command.

MDLLIB

Name of library to contain the design model that is renamed. Must be a model library. The value for this parameter is as
follows:

• *CURLIB -- (default) Current library invokes job.

NEWMDLLIB

New name for the model library. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) Do not rename model library.

GENLIB

Name of generation library to be renamed. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *GENLIB -- (default) Name is specified by the YGENLIB model value of the model named by the MDLLIB parameter.
• *CURLIB -- Current library invokes job.

NEWGENLIB

New name for generation library. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *SAME -- (default) Do not rename the generation library.

GUIFLR'

Name of the shared folder used by Synon/TC to transfer information to the PC that is to be renamed. Values for this
parameter are described in the following:

• *GUIFLR -- (default) Name is specified by the YGUIFLR model value of the model named by the MDLLIB parameter.
• folder name -- Valid shared folder name.

NEWGUIFLR

New name for the shared folder used by Synon/TC to transfer information to the PC. Values for this parameter are
described in the following:

• *SAME -- (default) Do not rename the Synon/TC shared folder.
• folder name -- Valid shared folder name.
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LIBLST

Qualified name of a library list that is renamed. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Library list has the same name as the model library.
• *NONE -- Do not rename the library list.

NEWLIBLST

New name for library list. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *NEWMDLLIB -- (default) Rename library list to have same name as that specified by the NEWMDLLIB parameter.
• *SAME -- Do not rename library list.

UPDLIBLST

Qualified name of library lists that are updated to reflect the new names of the model and/or generation libraries. Values
for this parameter are described in the following:

• *NEWLIBLST/*ALL -- (default) All library lists in the library list file of the library specified by the NEWLIBLST
parameter are updated.

• *NONE -- Do not update any library lists.

JOBD

Job description name in the library given by the MDLLIB parameter whose initial library list is updated. Values for this
parameter are described in the following:

• *CRTJBD -- (default) Name is specified by YCRTJBD model value of model named by MDLLIB parameter.
• *NONE -- Do not update job description.
• *CURLIB -- Current library.

Notes

You cannot rename a model or a generation library while they are in use.

Prior to running the command, all journals and journal receivers must be removed from each library to be renamed.

If specifying a LIBL to be updated, the LIBL must exist at the start of running the command. If the only LIBL the user wants
to update is the one that gets renamed from LIBLST to NEWLIBLST, the user should enter LIBLIST name for UPDLIBLST.

The command does the following:

• If NEWMDLLIB is not *SAME, renames the model library, and changes the YMDLLIB model value to the value
specified by NEWMDLLIB parameter.

• If NEWGENLIB is not *SAME, renames the generation library, and changes the YGENLIB model value to the value
specified by NEWGENLIB parameter.

• If NEWLIBLST is not *SAME, and LIBLST is not *NONE, renames the library list to the value specified by NEWLIBLST
parameter.

• Updates library lists specified by the UPDLIBLST parameter for the renamed libraries.
• If JOBD is not *NONE, changes the initial library list of the named job description to the value specified by NEWLIBLST

parameter.

If you have an SQL collection, be aware that YRNMMDL will not rename the SQL collection.
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Example

To rename library MYMDL to YOURMDL, and library MYGEN to YOURGEN, and library list MYMDL to YOURMDL,
updating the initial library list of the appropriate job description:

YRNMMDL MDLLIB(MYMDL) NEWMDLLIB + (YOURMDL) GENLIB(MYGEN) + NEWGENLIB(YOURGEN)

YRTVMDLOBJ (Retrieve Object Description) Command
This command provides access to general and certain user-definable object data that is supported in the data model for
most model object types.

Contents

Required

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YRTVMDLOBJ command.

OBJNAM

The object name of the object whose details are retrieved. This parameter consists of three elements that together identify
a model object. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *OBJSGT -- (default) Single value indicating that the object surrogate is used to identify the model object.
• object owner name -- The character name of the object that owns the object. Thus, for a function, the owning file

would be entered.
• object name -- The character name of the object.
• object type -- The object type of the object.
• *ACP -- Object is of type access path.
• *APP -- Object is of type application area.
• *ARR -- Object is of type array.
• *CND -- Object is of type condition.
• *FIL -- Object is of type file.
• *FLD -- Object is of type field.
• *FUN -- Object is of type function.
• *MSG -- Object is of type message.
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OBJSGT

Unique number identifier of the model object whose details are retrieved. Values for this parameter are described in the
following:

• *OBJNAM -- (default) Use object name to identify the model object.
• object surrogate -- The surrogate number of the model object.

RTNOWNNAM

CL variable that receives the name of the owner of the object. If the object has no owner, then *NONE is returned.
Character variable, twenty-five bytes long.

RTNOBJNAM

CL variable that receives the name of the object. Character variable, twenty-five bytes long.

RTNOBJTYP

CL variable that receives the object type of the object. Character variable, three bytes long.

TNOWNSGT

CL variable that receives the surrogate key of the owner of the object. Decimal variable, seven digits packed.

RTNOBJSGT

CL variable that receives the surrogate key of the object. Decimal variable, seven digits packed.

OBJATR

CL variable that receives the object attribute of the object. Character variable, three bytes long.

CRTDTE

CL variable that receives the value of the creation date of the object. Character variable, eight bytes long.

CRTTME

CL variable that receives the value of the creation time of the object. Character variable, six bytes long.

CHGDTE

CL variable that receives the value of the last change date of the object. Character variable, eight bytes long.

CHGTME

CL variable that receives the value of the last change time of the object. Character variable, six bytes long.

CHGUSR

CL variable that receives the name of the user who last changed the object. Character variable, ten bytes long.

CHGTYP

CL variable that receives the current value of the change type that has occurs for the object. Character variable, eight
bytes long. Values for this parameter are described in the following:
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• blank -- No changes have occurred to this object since it was last updated for non-generatable objects or last
generated for generatable objects.

• *PRIVATE -- A private change has been made to the object, such as a change to the panel design of an interactive
function type.

• *PUBLIC -- A public change has been made to the object, such as a change to the parameters of a function.
• *GEN -- A change has been made to the object requiring generation/compilation of the implementation objects only,

such as a change to the source member text.
• *OBJ -- A change has been made to the object which affects no other objects and does not require regeneration of any

source.

IPCPRC

CL variable that receives the component change processed value for the object. Character variable, four bytes
long.

Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *YES -- Component change processing has been performed for the object.
• *NO -- Component change processing has not been performed for the object.

GENDTE

CL variable that receives the value of the last successful generation date of the object. Character variable, eight bytes
long.

ENTME

CL variable that receives the value of the last successful generation time of the object. Character variable, six bytes long.

ACTRQD

CL variable that receives the current value of the component change indicator for the object. Character variable, four
bytes long. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• blank -- No components of this object have been changed since it was last edited for non-generatable objects or last
generated for generatable objects.

• *EDT -- A component of the object has been changed requiring that the object be revisited and edited to resolve the
changes. If this is a generatable object, it must also be regenerated.

• *GEN -- A component of the object has changed requiring that this generatable object be regenerated.

OMPDTE

CL variable that receives the last date that the object or one of its components was changed. Character variable, eight
bytes long.

COMPTME

CL variable that receives the last time that the object or one of its components was changed. Character variable, six bytes
long.

CUROBJ

CL variable that receives the current value of the current object indicator for the object. Character variable, four bytes
long. Values for this parameter are described in the following:
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• *YES -- This is a current object, which means that it is visible on model panels and can be used extensively throughout
the data model.

• *NO -- This is not a current object. This means that it is not visible on normal model panels. It is visible on model object
lists and on the Display Versions panel. This does not necessarily mean that the object is not used.

PRMTYP

CL variable that receives the current value of the promotion type that occurs for the object.

Character variable, four bytes long. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• blank -- No promotion type set.
• *ADD -- The object is added to a target environment.
• *CHG -- The object replaces an existing version of itself in the target environment.
• *GEN -- The object is generated from the target environment. The design object is not promoted.

SNTYP

CL variable that receives the current value of the version type indicator for the object.

Character variable, four bytes long. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• blank -- The object is not part of a group.
• *PRD -- This is a production object. There can only be one member of a group with this status.
• *DEV -- This is a development version of the object.
• *ARC -- This is an archive version of the object.

RPSGT

CL variable that receives the current value of the group object surrogate key number. This value will be zero if the object
does not currently belong to a group.

Numeric variable, seven bytes long.

ARCSEQ

CL variable that receives the current value of the archive sequence number of the object. This value is only set for archive
versions.

ARCSGT

CL variable that receives the current value of the archive surrogate number. This value is only set for production versions
that have an archive version in existence.

VSNSNC

CL variable that receives the current value of the version synchronized indicator for the object. This field is intended for
use as part of a change control system.

Character variable, four bytes long. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *YES -- The object is synchronized.
• *NO -- The object is not synchronized.
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MPDTE

CL variable that receives the last import date for the object. This value is set by the import program when the object is
created in the model as part of an import process from another model or another product. Thus, for example, this date
might represent the date the object was created in the model as part of processing by the Copy Model Object command
(YCPYMDLOBJ).

Character variable, eight bytes long.

IMPTME

CL variable that receives the last import time for the object. This value is set by the import program when the object is
created in the model as part of an import process from another model or another product. Thus, for example, this time
might represent the time the object was created in the model as part of processing by the Copy Model Object command
(YCPYMDLOBJ).

Character variable, six bytes long.

CHKDTE

CL variable that receives the value of the checkout date of the object. Character variable, eight bytes long.

CHKTME

CL variable that receives the value of the checkout time of the object. Character variable, six bytes long.

CHKUSR

CL variable that receives the name of the user who last checked out the object. Character variable, ten bytes long.

CHKLST

CL variable that receives the name of the list on which the object checked out. Character variable, ten bytes long.

CHKSTS

CL variable that receives the checkout status of the object. Character variable, seven bytes long.

IMPNAM

CL variable that receives the implementation name of the object. Character variable, ten bytes long. Values for this
parameter are described in the following:

• ACP -- source member name
• APP -- application area code
• ARR -- blank
• CND -- blank
• FIL -- generation prefix
• FLD -- DDS name
• FUN -- source member name, or blank (internal functions)
• MSG -- message identifier

SEUTYP

CL variable that receives the system SEU type of the object. This value is blank for non-source based objects. Character
variable, ten bytes long.
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ASSOJ

CL variable that identifies model objects associated with assimilated objects. Character variable, four bytes long. Values
for this parameter are described in the following:

• *YFIL -- Any file that is flagged as assimilated.
• *YACP -- Physical access path that is based on an assimilated file.
• *YFUN -- Execute User Program (EXCUSRPGM) or Execute User Source (EXCUSRSRC) functions.

Notes

Object data can be retrieved using either the object name or the object surrogate identifier. Whichever method is used, all
return variables contain the appropriate data.

Example

To find out the date and time that the Customer file was last changed, and who made that change:

YRTVMDLOBJ OBJNAM( *NONE 'Customer' + 

*FIL ) CHGDTE( &CHGDTE ) CHGTME +

 ( &CHGTME ) CHGUSR( &CHGUSR )

This information could then be used for comparison with the same object (by name) in another data model.

YRTVMDLPRF (Retrieve Model Profile details) Command
Certain data is stored in each data model associated with the user profiles of developers. This command allows these
values to be retrieved in command language programs.

Contents

Required

Optional
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YRTVMDLPRF command.

MDLPRF

The name of the model user profile that is retrieved. The value for this parameter is as follows:

• user profile name -- The name of the user profile must be entered.

SSNLST

CL variable that receives the name of the session list for the specified user. Character variable, ten bytes long.

LOGCHG

CL variable that receives the log changed objects indicator. Character variable, four bytes long.

COMPCHG

CL variable that receives the perform component changed processing indicator. Character variable, four bytes long.

MDLLST

CL variable that receives the name of the model object list that is retrieved when *MDLPRF is specified on list and other
commands. Character variable, ten bytes long.

VIEWONLY

CL variable that receives the view only indicator. Character variable, four bytes long.

USROPT

CL variable that receives the name of the user options file. Character variable, ten bytes long.

USROPTLIB

CL variable that receives the name of the user options file library. Character variable, ten bytes long.
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USROPTMBR

CL variable that receives the name of the user options file member. Character variable, ten bytes long.

NPDFIL

CL variable that receives the name of notepad function owning file. Character variable, twenty-five bytes long.

NPDFUN

CL variable that receives the name of notepad function. Character variable, twenty-five bytes long

ADESRNMODE

CL variable that receives the default value for the action diagram full screen mode. Character variable, four bytes long.

JOBLST

CL variable that receives the name of the job list to be defaulted in the Submit Model Creates command (YSBMMDLCRT).
Character variable, ten bytes long.

JOBLSTLIB

CL variable that receives the name of the job list library to be defaulted in the Submit Model Creates command
(YSBMMDLCRT). Character variable, ten bytes long.

GENLIB

CL variable that receives the name of the generation library to be defaulted in the Submit Model Creates command
(YSBMMDLCRT). Character variable, ten bytes long.

SRCLIB

CL variable that receives the name of the library where source is placed. Character variable, ten bytes long.

JOBD

CL variable that receives the name of the job description to be defaulted in the Submit Model Creates command
(YSBMMDLCRT). Character variable, ten bytes long.

JOBDLIB

CL variable that receives the name of the job description library to be defaulted in the Submit Model Creates command
(YSBMMDLCRT). Character variable, ten bytes long.

CRTJOBD

CL variable that receives the name of the create job description library to be defaulted in the Submit Model Creates
command (YSBMMDLCRT). Character variable, ten bytes long.

CRTJOBDLIB

CL variable that receives the name of the create job description library to be defaulted in the Submit Model Creates
command (YSBMMDLCRT). Character variable, ten bytes long.
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SBMGENOPT

CL variable that receives the default value for the submit generation option parameter on the Submit Model Creates
command (YSBMMDLCRT). Character variable, four bytes long.

SBMCRTOPT

CL variable that receives the default value for the submit compilation option parameter on the Submit Model Creates
command (YSBMMDLCRT). Character variable, six bytes long.

SRNMODE

CL variable that receives the default value for full screen mode. It is used by the Edit Model List command
(YEDTMDLLST). Character variable, one byte long.

GUIFLR

CL variable that receives the default value for the GUI folder parameter on the Submit Model Creates command
(YSBMMDLCRT). Character variable, sixty-three bytes long.

Notes

The model profile name must exist prior to running this command.

Example

To retrieve the model update details for user GEORGE:

YRTVMDLPRF MDLPRF( GEORGE ) CHGLST +

 ( &CHGLST ) LOGCHG( &LOGCHG ) COMPCHG +

 ( &COMPCHG )

YRTVMDLVAL (Retrieve Model Value) Command
Retrieves a model value.

Contents

Required

(1) One of the allowed values.

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YRTVMDLVAL command.
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MDLVAL

Name of model value that is retrieved.

One of the model values.

See the YCHGMDLVAL (Change Model Value) command in this article for further details about the allowed model values.

VALUE

CL variable to receive model value. (80 characters.)

Notes

See the YCHGMDLVAL command section in this article for further information about the role of the various model values.

This command can only be executed within a CL program.

Example

To retrieve the YGENLIB model value:

DCL VAR(&VALUE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(80)

 DCL VAR (&GENLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10)

 YRTVMDLVAL MDLVAL(YGENLIB) +

VALUE(&VALUE) CHGVAR &GENLIB &VALUE

YRTVPFMDL (Retrieve Physical Files Into Model) Command
Retrieves file descriptions of compiled database physical files into a design model. All developers and programmers
should be out of the model before you execute this command.

Contents

For more information on the YRTVPFMDL command, see the Assimilation article.

Required
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Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YRTVPFMDL command.

FILE

Qualified generic name of physical files whose descriptions are retrieved into the model. The value for this parameter is as
follows:

• *ALL -- Retrieve all files.

RMVFLDPFX

Specifies whether any action is taken to remove a prefix from the DDS field names of the fields in the retrieved physical
files. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *YES -- (default) The first two characters of each field name are considered to be a prefix that is dropped from the
name. For example, field name XXCUCD will be translated to XX+CUCD.

• *NO -- Do not remove the first two characters from the field names.

REFFILE

Name of file to treat as the field reference file. No file or Has relations are created for this file but all fields are added to the
data dictionary. File should be among the list of files specified by the FILE parameter. The value for this parameter is as
follows:

• *NONE -- (default) No file is treated as a field reference file.

Notes

The YRTVPFMDL command retrieves into a model all file and field definitions not already present in the model. For each
named database file, the command proceeds in the following manner.

• The i OS command Display File Field Description (DSPFFD) is used to obtain the object's file, format and field
definitions.

• The existing model is examined to determine if a file already exists in the model with a source member name that is
the same as the i OS object name of the file. (The source member names for files are specified with the Edit Access
Path Details display: the name is held on the PHY (Physical) access path).
If an access path of type PHY with the same member name already exists in the model, the retrieved file is ignored. If
one does not exist, then a new file is added to the model as follows:
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– The text (if any) of the database file is used as the name: for example, Customer file. If another file already exists
with the text, then a number is appended to the text of the new file name to make it unique. For example, Customer
file 01265. If the file has no text then the i OS object name is used as the Synon/2E name.

– The new file has a file type of REF.
– An access path of type Physical (PHY) is defined. The source member name held for the access path is the i OS

object name of the retrieved file.
– The Assimilated file flag on the file details is set to yes.
– A Defined as relation is created for the file.

• For each field in the database file definition or column in the table definition, the YRTVPFMDL command proceeds in
the following manner:
The existing model is examined to determine if a field already exists in the model with a DDS name that is the same as
that of the retrieved field. The comparison is done as follows:

• If RMVFLDPFX(*YES) was specified, the field prefix is dropped from the retrieved DDS field name for purposes of
comparison. For example, JJCUCD is compared with CUCD. The field names, against which the retrieved field name
is compared, are the values (i.e., those shown on the Edit Field Details and the Display Field References displays).

• If RMVFLDPFX(*NO) was specified, the full DDS name of the retrieved field is used for the comparison. For example,
JJCUCD is compared with JJCUCD. The field names against which the retrieved field name is compared are not the
values, but rather old field names.

• If the name matches, a further comparison is made between the length and i OS data type (packed, zoned, or
alphanumeric) of the retrieved field and the existing model fields.

• If a field of the correct name and type exists in the model, no new field is added. If one does not exist, then a new field
is added to the model as follows:

• The text of the retrieved field is used as the name: for instance, "Customer code". If another field already exists with
the text, then a number is appended to the text of the new name to make it unique. For example, Customer code
012654. If the retrieved field has no text, then the retrieved DDS name is used as the Synon/2E name.

• The new field is given a data type according to the i OS data type of the retrieved field as follows:

i OS Type Length in Bytes CA 2E Type
A 1 STS
A 2 - 10 CDE
A 11 or more TXT
P Any: integer NBR
P Any: real VAL
S Any: integer
S Any: real VAL

If RMVFLDPFX(*YES) was specified, the truncated field name is stored as the field name. For example, JJCUCD is
stored as CUCD.

• If RMVFLDPFX(*NO) was specified, Synon/2E allocates a new name as the DDS field name. For example, CUSNUM
might be stored as ZQNB.

• A Has relation is added to connect every field with the file, unless the file is a field reference file, as specified by the
REFFILE parameter.

A physical file format entry is created. This is used to store:

• The old field name used in the particular i OS physical file.
• The sequence of the field within the retrieved PF record.
• The i OS data type and length of the old field.
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This information can be used by Synon/2E to regenerate source for an i OS physical file that exactly matches the retrieved
version. You can use the Edit Physical File Format entries display to examine and change the physical file format entries.

Amending the retrieved file.

Having retrieved a database file into a model, you will need to add extra information to specify the key relations and to
establish the file-to-file relations among the various files that you have retrieved. This should be done as follows:

• Change the field attributes of code fields that are the keys of files to be CDE. (Select Z2 to invoke the Edit Field Details
display for the key fields, and use F8 to change the attributes).

• Alter the relation type of the relations that connect Synon/2E files with their own key fields from Has to Known by or
Qualified by. (Type over the existing relation using the Edit Database Relations display).

• Alter the relation type of files containing fields that are the keys to other files from Has to Refers to, or Owned by, and
change the referenced field of such relations to be the appropriate referenced Synon/2E file. (Type over the existing
relation using Edit Database Relations display. Also delete superfluous relations using the D option).

You should also amend the field details in order to specify additional data types and to add field conditions:

• Change the field attributes of non-key fields to be the appropriate type (for example, TXT, STS). (Select Z2 to invoke
the Edit Field Details display for the non-key fields, and use F8 to change the attributes).

• Use the Edit Condition Details display to add conditions. Use the Edit Field Details display to change the field attributes
to specify a check condition.

The removing of field prefixes that takes place if RMVFLDPFX(*YES) is specified is done by a CL program,
YRTVPHYR1C, the source of which is supplied. You may modify this program if you wish. An example would be if you
need to retrieve file descriptions from systems where a convention of appending a prefix to the end of field names, rather
than the beginning, has been used.

The use of the reference file parameter is not related to the Synon field reference files specified by the model value
YFRFVNM.

Example

To retrieve all the physical file descriptions of files whose names begin with "C" and reside in library QGPL, removing field
prefixes from the DDS fields:

 YRTVPFMDL FILE(QGPL/C*)
 

For example, if you have three files to retrieve:

Company CMPDTAP XCOCD
XXCONM

Company code
Company name

4
50

Customer CUSDTAP PPCOCD
PPCUCD
PCUNM
PPCULM
PPCUCD

Company code
Customer code
Customer name
Credit limit
Customer type cd

4
4
50
7.2 P
1

Customer type CUSTYPP QQCUCD
QQCUNM

Customer type cd
Customer type nm

1
50
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They will be retrieved as follows:

FIL
FIL

Company
Company

REF
REF

Has
Has

FLD
FLD

Company code
Company name

CDE
TXT

FIL
FIL
FIL
FIL
FIL

Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer

REF
REF
REF
REF
REF

Has
Has
Has
Has
Has

FLD
FLD
FLD
FLD
FLD

Company code
Customer code
Customer name
Credit limit
Customer type
cd

CDE
CDE
TXT
NBR
STS

FIL
FIL

Customer type
Customer type

REF
REF

Has
Has

FLD
FLD

Customer type
cd
Customer type
nm

STS
TXT

You will probably want to change them to the following set of statements:

FIL
FIL

Company
Company

REF
REF

Known by
Has

FLD
FLD

Company code
Company name

CDE
TXT

FIL
FIL
FIL
FIL
FIL

Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer

REF
REF
REF
REF
REF

Owned by
Known by
Has
Has
Refers to

FIL
FLD
FLD
FLD
FIL

Company
Customer code
Customer name
Credit limit
Customer type

REF
CDE
TXT
VAL
REF

FIL
FIL

Customer type
Customer type

REF
REF

Known by
Has

FLD
FLD

Customer type
Customer type
nm

CDE
TXT

NOTE
For more information about this example, see the YRTVPFMDL command in this section.

YSBMMDLCRT (Submit Create Requests from Model) Command
Generates and compiles the source members named in a CA 2E job list.

Contents
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Optional
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(1) *SELECT and (2) EDIT are valid only in an interactive environment.

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YSBMMDLCRT command.

JOBLST

Qualified name of a job list generated by CA 2E.Values for this parameter are described in the following:
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• *MDLPRF -- (default) The value is retrieved from the model profile details associated with the current user.
• *MDLLIB/*USER -- Default job list name to user profile name, and store list in model library.
• *WRKSTN -- Default the job list name to job name of invoking job.
• *SELECT -- Display a list of existing lists, one of which may be selected.

EDIT

Edit list option. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *NO -- (default) Do not invoke list edit function.
• *YES -- Invoke the list edit function before proceeding with compilations.

GENLIB

Library in which to place compiled objects. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *MDLPRF -- The value is retrieved from the model profile details associated with the current user.
• *GENLIB -- Retrieve the name of the generation library from the model value (YGENLIB).
• *CURLIB -- Use the current library for invoking the job.

SRCLIB

This parameter specifies the library into which source is generated or which contains the source for a create object
request. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) The value is retrieved from the model profile details associated with the current user.
• *OBJLIB -- The library to use is the same one as that specified for the GENLIB parameter.
• *GENLIB -- Retrieve the name of the generation library from the model value (YGENLIB).
• *CURLIB -- Use current library for invoking job.
• library name -- The library name for source.

JOBD

Qualified name of job description used when submitting job to carry out source generation. Values for this parameter are
described in the following:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) The value is retrieved from the model profile details associated with the current user.
• *MDLVAL -- Retrieve the name of the job description from the CA 2E model value (YCRTJBD).

JOBPTY

Job scheduling priority; 1 (high) to 9 (low). The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *JOBD -- (default) Use priority on job description.

CURLIB

This parameter specifies the current library for the submitted job. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *CURRENT -- (default) The current value for the current library is used.
• *CRTDFT -- No current library is specified.
• *USRPRF -- The current library for the user profile is used.
• library name -- The current library name.
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INLLIBL

Initial library list for submitted jobs. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *JOBD -- Use library list of job description specified by JOBD parameter.
• *CURRENT -- Use library list of current job.

MSGQ

Qualified name of a message queue to which completion messages from submitted jobs are sent. Values for this
parameter are described in the following:

• WRKSTN -- (default) Send messages to the workstation message queue.
• USRPRF -- Send messages to the user's default message queue.
• *NONE -- No messages are sent.

CRTJOBD

Qualified name of job description used for compilations. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *JOBD -- (default) Use the job description specified by the JOBD parameter.
• *NONE -- No compilations are submitted and no objects are deleted.

CRTJOBPTY

Job scheduling priority for compilations; 1 (high) to 9 (low). The value for this parameter is as follows:

• *CRTJOBD -- (default) Use priority on job description specified by CRTJOBD parameter.

SBMGENOPT

Option to specify whether or not the job containing the functions to be generated should be released after being
submitted. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) The value is retrieved from the model profile details associated with the current user.
• *RLS -- Release the job containing functions to be generated immediately.
• *HLD -- Leave the job containing the functions to be generated as HELD on the job queue.

SBMCRTOPT

Option to specify when compilations should be submitted. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) The value is retrieved from the model profile details associated with the current user.
• *GENOK -- Compilations of source members in the job list are submitted only after the source has been successfully

generated.
• *IMMED -- Compilations of source members are submitted immediately; that is, by the job which submits the job to

generate the source.

GUIFLR

Name of folder to contain GUI implementation objects created from source generated by CA 2E. Values for this parameter
are described in the following:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) The value is retrieved from the model profile details associated with the current user.
• *GUIFLR -- The name of the folder is retrieved from the model value (YGUIFLR).
• *MDLVAL -- The name of the folder is retrieved from the model value (YGUIFLR).
• folder name -- The folder name can be entered.
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AUT

Authorization rights to be granted for compiled objects. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *CHANGE -- (default) Grant operational rights and all data rights.
• *USE -- Grant operational rights and read data rights.
• *EXCLUDE -- Do not grant access rights.
• *ALL -- Grant all rights.

REPLACE

Option to use the REPLACE option on the appropriate i OS CRTxxxPGM command (only applies to programs). Only
applies if you are creating IBM i native objects; that is, if the model value YCRTENV of your model is QCMD. Values for
this parameter are described in the following:

• *NO -- (default) Do not use the REPLACE option on the CRTxxxPGM command being used to create the program.
If the program already exists, CA 2E deletes it before the compilation is submitted. Hence if the compilation fails, no
version of the program will exist.

• *YES -- Specify REPLACE(*YES) on the i OS CRTxxxPGM command being used to create the program. If the
program already exists, CA 2E will not delete it until the new version has been successfully compiled. If the compilation
is not successful, the old version of the program will still exist.

FLDREF

Name of field reference file member. If a member of the specified name is found in the member list, it is compiled before
all other source members. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *FRFVNM -- Retrieve the name of the field reference file from the model value (YFRFVNM).
• *NONE -- No field reference file member is compiled.

CPYLIB

Name of library from which to copy data to add to new versions of existing physical files. Values for this parameter are
described in the following:

• *NONE -- (default) Data is not copied for existing files.
• *CPYLIB -- Retrieve the name of the data library from the model value (YCPYLIB).

OLDLIB

Library into which previous versions of physical files are placed. When a new version of an i OS object is created, the old
version from the nominated GENLIB is placed in the given OLDLIB. Any previous old version is deleted. Values for this
parameter are described in the following:

• *NONE -- (default) Old versions of the physical files are not saved.
• *OLDLIB -- Retrieve the name of the data library from the model value (YOLDLIB).

Notes

The Job List

The job list must already exist. It can be created either from within a model, or by using the Build Job List (YBLDJOBLST)
command.
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A single job will be submitted to carry out any source generation. Each compilation of a source member will normally be
submitted as a separate job. You can specify whether the job is to be submitted immediately, or after the generation has
completed successfully.

For each source member named in a job list, the YSBMMDLCRT command can invoke up to three different processing
steps:

• Generation of source
• Compilation of source into an object
• For physical files only, back copying of data from an existing version of the file into the newly compiled file

Generation of source

A single job will be submitted to carry out source generation.

The job will be released by default SBMGENOPT(*RLS) unless SBMGENOPT(*HLD) is specified.

If you have specified that a field dictionary be used; that is, the YFRFVNM model value is other than *NONE, source for
the field reference file will be regenerated before the compilation list is shown.

Compilation of Source Into an Object

Source members will be processed in the correct order for compilation:

• Field reference physical file
• Physical files
• Logical files
• Display files
• Programs

Each compilation will be submitted as a separate job. The compilations can be submitted in two ways:

• SBMCRTOPT(*GENOK) -- The job which generates the source will submit the jobs to compile the generated objects,
provided the generation is successful. The submitting of the compilations is thus a batch process.

• SBMCRTOPT(*IMMED) -- The job which submits the source generation will also submit the compilations. Thus, the
submitting of compilations will usually be interactive. Compilations for objects requiring source generation will be
submitted as held jobs. If an error occurs when generating a source member, the corresponding compilation job will be
canceled by the source generation job. If a compilation is canceled, this is recorded as an error on the job list.

Completion messages are returned to the message queue specified by the MSGQ parameter.

All the elements of a function or an access path (QRY access paths only) must be generated successfully before
compilation is attempted. Thus, if any part fails to generate, no part will be submitted for compilation if SBMCRTOPT
 (*GENOK), or the compilations for all parts will be canceled if SBMCRTOPT(*IMMED).

If CRTJOBD(*NONE) is specified, no objects will be deleted, and no compilations will be submitted.

Back copying of data

Physical files that are recompiled will be archived if a value is specified for the OLDLIB parameter.

Data is copied into physical files that have been recompiled if a value is specified for the CPYLIB parameter. If CPYLIB is
the same as OLDLIB, the YSBMMDLCRT command copies the original data back into the physical files as far as possible.

When CRTJOBD(*NONE) is specified, no data will be copied and no files will be archived.
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Example

To generate and compile all the source members in your job list and to then submit the compilations after the generation is
complete:

YSBMMDLCRT

YSETCPYNME (Set Model Object Copy Name) Command
This command examines objects in the CA 2E data model and, depending on whether the object is versionable, either
checks or resets the Copy name in the object's model object description.

Contents

The Copy name field stored on the Model Object file is used by the Copy Model Objects (YCPYMDLOBJ) command
to determine object matches between the source and target models. You can use the Copy name field to force
YCPYMDLOBJ to match Object A in the source model with Object B in the target model. The YSETCPYNME command
allows all objects in the model to be reset back so that an object's Copy name is equal to its Object name. A report
documents changes made by the program for non-versionable objects and lists warnings for versionable objects.

You must have *DSNR authority to use this command.

Notes

For versionable objects (functions and messages), the Copy name of all members of the group of versions must be the
same. This is because all versions in the group should match with the same object in a target model, otherwise, the
concept of versions does not exist. A copy of any one of the versions in the group using YCPYMDLOBJ should match with
the same object in the target model.

The Copy name of each versionable object is validated against all other versions in that object's group. If it differs from
any of the other versions a report notifies you that the group is not set up correctly. To recover, you must adjust the Copy
name of one of the versions with the Change Model Object Description (YCHGMDLOD) command, which updates all
versions in the group to have the same Copy name.

For non-versionable objects, such as access paths, fields, and conditions the program compares the Copy name with the
Object name of the object. If they differ, the Copy name is set to be equal to the Object name and the update action is
reported.

Example

To check and/or change the copy names associated with model objects contained in model library HSTMDL:

YSETCPYNME  MDLLIB( HSTMDL )

Deleted GENFLR, OS2NODE, WINFLR, UNXDIR, UNXNDE

YSLTVSN (Select Version) Command
This command provides an interactive panel for the selection of a version from a group of versions.

Contents
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Required

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YSLTVSN command.

OBJSGT

The object surrogate number of the object from whose group the version is to be selected.

This is a required parameter.

RTNVAL

The CL variable that receives the object surrogate number of the selected model object version. The value for this
parameter is as follows:

• CL variable name -- Numeric variable, seven bytes long.

Example

To select a version from the group to which the object identified by object surrogate number 1102597 belongs:

YSLTVSN  OBJSGT( 1102597 )

This command provides a return parameter containing the object surrogate number identifier of the selected version. It
must, therefore, be called from an interactive CL program.

YSNCMDL (Synchronize Model) Command
This command allows the user to synchronize a model outside of the model environment.

Contents
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Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YSNCMDL command.

MDLLIB

The name of the model to be synchronized. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) Special value indicating the model library in the current library list.
• *CURLIB -- (default) Special value indicating the current library of the job.
• model name -- The name of the model to be synchronized.

Notes

Each CA 2E file in the model specified is expanded and the model synchronization flag is set.

Example

To synchronize the model Y2PGMR enter the following:

YSNCMDL MDLLIB(Y2PGMR)

YSTRCHGCTL (Start Change Control) Command
This command sets up Synon/CM for the model library in the current job's library list. If there is an existing change control
system in place, it is possible to access those details during processing so that the initial starting position for a particular
model object can be determined.

Contents

 

Administrators are advised to examine the options of this command and to plan its use carefully as it may be important to
establish the starting position of model objects correctly.
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Required

(1) PRDMDLLIB is prompted when SETVSNTYP is set to *ASSOC.

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YSTRCHGCTL command.

MDLLIB

The name of the model library in which change control is to be started. Values for this parameter are described in the
following:

• *MDDLIB -- (default) Use the first model library in the job's current library list.
• model library -- The name of the model library to use.

CHGCTLLIB

This parameter specifies the name of the Synon/CM product library installed on your machine. Values for this parameter
are described in the following:

• *CM -- (default) Use default name (Y2SYCM).
• Synon/CM library -- Name of Synon/CM library.

SETVSNTYP

This parameter specifies the starting version type for model objects. Values for this parameter are described in the
following:
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• *DEV -- (default) All model objects are initialized to a version type of DEV. This indicates that the model is a
development model.

• *PRD -- All model objects are initialized to a version type of PRD. This indicates that the model is a production model.
• *BYLOCK -- Normally models will consist of a combination of development and production objects. A common way of

differentiating between these two types is to place a permanent lock on production objects inside the model (lock type
*PERM). This parameter value will examine the lock status of each object. If a permanent lock exists for an object, the
version type for that object is set to *PRD, otherwise it is set to *DEV.

• *ASSOC -- Use this value to invoke the Associate Production Model (YASCPRDMDL) command. You will be prompted
to enter the name of the target production model library. See the PRDMDLLIB parameter below.

RMVLCK

This parameter specifies the action to take for locks within the model. Values for this parameter are described in the
following:

• *NO -- (default) Model locks are not deleted.
• *YES -- As part of processing, if a permanent lock is detected for an object, it is deleted.

PRDMDLLIB

The name of the production model that is to be used for comparing model objects using the Associate Production Model
(YASCPRDMDL) command. See the command diagram or the online Help for more details relating to this command.

This parameter is prompted only if *ASSOC is specified for the Set Version Type parameter (SETVSNTYP). The value for
this parameter is as follows:

• model library name -- The name of the model library. You must specify this name explicitly.

Notes

Regardless of the value specified for the SETVSNTYP parameter, you can set the version type in an exit program called
YSTRCHGR1C. The interface for this program is as follows, and the source is shipped in QCLSRC in library Y2SYSRC:

Parameters :                  Object surrogate     :               7 decimal  

                                                                              

                              Derived version type :               3 character

                                                                              

                              Return version type  :               3 character

The derived version type is arrived at during processing dependent upon the value specified for SETVSNTYP. However,
if a valid value is returned by the exit program, it will be used in preference. Developers may take this opportunity to
examine details of the object, identified by its surrogate number key (in an external database, for example).

The CA 2E Change Management product is required to run with Change Management.

See your CA 2E Change Management documentation for more information.

Example

To start change control in model library J4DEVMDL, setting all objects to *DEV and removing any permanent locks:
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YSTRCHGCTL SETVSNTYP(*DEV) RMVLCK(*YES )

YSTRTRGSVR (Start Trigger Server) Command
The YSTRTRGSVR command allows you to start one or more Trigger Server jobs to monitor a Trigger Data Queue.
Trigger Data Queues are used to provide asynchronous trigger support, allowing Trigger Functions to be run within a
separate job to the one that actually caused the trigger to fire.

Contents

 

When a trigger fires due to a database file change and the trigger program is specified as the CA 2E Trigger Router, the
Trigger Router will check in the Trigger Control file for any Trigger Functions specified for the trigger. If any are found,
they will either be called directly or an entry will be added to the Trigger Data Queue, containing all the data related to the
trigger. This entry will then be processed by a Trigger Server job, which will itself call the Trigger Function directly.

This allows potentially long-running Trigger Function processing to be 'off-loaded' to another job from the one that made
the database change which caused the trigger to be fired, thus ensuring that the application program can continue without
having to wait for all processing to finish.

Some examples of long-running processing contained in a Trigger Function which you may want to be processed
asynchronously are:

• Processing which involves printing
• Processing which involves possible object allocation contention
• Processing which involves accessing resources external to the iSeries on which the database transaction is occurring
• Processing which involves the invoking of a web service or similar function

When a Trigger Function is processed asynchronously, there is no way for the Trigger Function to signal to IBM i or to the
application program if errors occur. Thus the asynchronous processing of Trigger Functions is not recommended where
errors in the Trigger Function would require the database change to be canceled.

NOTE
Trigger Data Queues are always called YTRIGGERQ. If a Trigger Data Queue does not exist in the library
specified in the TRGLIB parameter, one will be created. Trigger Data Queues are unkeyed data queues with a
maximum entry length of 32859.

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YSTRTRGSVR command.

TRGLIB

Specifies the name of the library containing the Trigger Data Queue. If a Trigger Data Queue does not exist in the
specified library, one is created.

The values are:

• *TRGLIB
The library containing the Trigger Server program is used.

• library-name
Specify the library name which contains the Trigger Data Queue to be monitored.
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JOBD

Specifies the job description that should be used for the Trigger Server job or jobs.

NOTE
A Trigger Server runs as a continuous batch process until you end it with the End Trigger Server
(YENDTRGSVR) command. Due to this, the processor overrides your job description with the system-generated
JOBQ(QSYS/QSYSNOMAX). This ensures that the Trigger Server is submitted using a job queue that which
multiple active jobs. All other job definition attributes are taken from the job description specified in this
parameter.

The values are:

• *USRPRF
The trigger server job uses the job description for the user profile used by the job that is currently running.

• job-description-name
Specify the name (library-name/job-description-name) of the job description used for the trigger server job.

NBRSVR

Specifies the number of Trigger Server jobs that should be started by this command. All Trigger Server jobs use the same
job description, as specified in the JOBD parameter. All jobs monitor the same Trigger Data Queue in the library you
specify in the TRGLIB parameter.

The Trigger Data Queue is a FIFO (first-in, first-out) data queue. If multiple Trigger Server jobs are running concurrently,
each trigger request is selected from the Trigger Data Queue by the first available Trigger Server job. There is no
guarantee of the trigger request processing order, since this depends on many factors affecting the speed at which each
Trigger Server job runs. If you must process trigger requests in the same order as the original trigger fired, you have two
options:

• Process the trigger requests synchronously as a direct call by the Trigger Router
• Ensure that only a single Trigger Server job monitors a specified Trigger Data Queue.

 

NOTE
Running more than one Trigger Server job concurrently can improve system performance where many
asynchronous trigger requests may appear at once. However, it will not affect the performance of the job in
which the trigger was fired.

Values are:

• *DFT
A single Trigger Server job is started to monitor the Trigger Data Queue in the library specified in the TRGLIB
parameter.

• *MAX
9 Trigger Server jobs are started to monitor the Trigger Data Queue in the library specified in the TRGLIB parameter.
The maximum number of Trigger Server jobs that can be started is 99, but we retained the value for this parameter as
9 to preserve existing functionality.

• number-of-trigger-server-jobs
Between 1 and 99 Trigger Server jobs can be started to monitor the Trigger Data Queue in the library specified in the
TRGLIB parameter.

CLEAR

Specifies whether data should be cleared from the Trigger Data Queue prior to starting the Trigger Server job or jobs.
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YSTRY2 (Start CA 2E) Command
Sets library list for CA 2E and displays the CA 2E menus.

Contents

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YSTRY2 command.

LIBLST

Name of library list used to replace the current job's library list before displaying the help menus. When you create a
model using the command Create Model Library (YCRTMDLLIB), an appropriate library list to allow you to use the model
is created automatically. By default it will have the same name as the model. The library list is stored using the CA 2E
Toolkit library list facilities. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *Y2MDL -- (default) CA 2E model library list name.
• *SELECT -- Display library lists in the specified library, one of which may be selected.
• *SAME -- Do not change the current library list.
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MENU

Name of first menu you want to display. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• MAIN -- (default) Display master menu.
• DSNR -- Display menu for designers.
• PGMR -- Display menu for programmers.
• USER -- Display menu for users.
• *SELECT -- Display a list of help menus, one of which may be selected.
• *Y1 -- Display CA 2E Toolkit master menu.

Notes

The library list of the job is replaced with the specified list.

Additional library lists can be created using the Synon/1E command Build Library List (YBLDLIBLST). Existing library lists
can be altered using the Synon/1E command Edit Library List (YEDTLIBLST).

Example

To enter CA 2E and edit model MYMDL:

YSTRY2 LIBLST(MYMDL)

YUNSWS (Uninstall Web Service Instance) Command
Uninstalls a web service instance. The instance can be deleted from within a CA 2E model and/or uninstalled from an
application server.

Contents

NOTE

• If the command fails, detailed errors will be written to the YQSHLOG log file in library QTEMP.
• This command requires the user issuing this command to have special authorities *ALLOBJ and

*IOSYSCFG. This is due to the underlying IBM IWS scripts requiring those special authorities.

Required

SERVER

SERVICE

Optional

MACHINE

UPDMDL

UNINSTALL

STPSRV
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Parameters

The following are parameters for the YUNSWS command.

MACHINE

Specifies the name of the machine onto which the web service instance to be uninstalled.

• *CURRENT
Refers to the local machine.

• name
Specify the machine name. This can be the local machine or a remote machine. The machine name is not validated
and the machine need not exist on the local, or any, network.

UPDMDL

Determines whether the CA 2E model information should be updated.

• *UPDINSSTS
The installed status of the web service instance, defined within the model, is updated.

• *DELETE
The web service instance definition is deleted from the model.

• *NO
The web service instance definition is not deleted from the model.

UNINSTALL

Determines whether the web service instance is uninstalled from the application server.

• *NO
The web service instance is not uninstalled from the application server.

• *YES
The web service instance is uninstalled from the application server.

NOTE
A Web Service instance can only be uninstalled from an application server located on the local machine.

SERVER

Specifies the web service name to be uninstalled.

• name
Specify the web service name.

SERVICE

Specifies the web service name to be uninstalled.

• name
Specify the web service name.

STPSRV

Is an indication as to whether the service should be stopped before an uninstall.

• *YES
If the service is running, it will be stopped before uninstall.

• *NO
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The service will not be stopped before uninstall. An error will be returned if the service is active.

YWRKDSTFIL (Work Distributed Files) Command
Allows the user to specify for each distributed file the names of databases to which it applies plus the default sequence
of databases by which to access it. This command invokes the distributed file configuration table editor which allows
users to tailor the configuration of RDBs for tables and views. This RDB configuration information is used by distributed
applications generated from the model. This application is shipped in the null model and must be generated by the users.

Contents

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YWRKDSTFIL command.

FILTYP

Type of access path that is subsetted on the Work With Distributed Files panel. Values for this parameter are described in
the following:

• TABLE -- (default) Subset to show only tables.
• VIEW -- Subset to show only views.
• *ALL -- Do not subset. Show all tables and views.

Notes

The YWRKDSTFIL command invokes the program Y2DSTFR (Work With Distributed Files) which in turn will invoke
Y2CFGTR (Work With Configuration Table Entries), when option 5 is selected. These programs allow a user to tailor the
RDBs for tables and views that will be accessed by distributed applications.

The command and the associated programs are application objects that form part of the objects created when the
command YDUPAPPOBJ is run.

For more information about YDUPAPPOBJ, refer to the Duplicate Application Objects (YDUPAPPOBJ) command.

Example

To work with distributed files, subsetting to show only tables:

YWRKDSTFIL FILTYP (TABLE)
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YWRKMDLLST (Work with Model Object Lists) Command
This command provides access to an interactive panel displaying all model object lists that exist in the specified model.

The work with panel provides a number of options to manipulate a model object list. For more information on the available
options, refer to the help text for the panel.

Contents

Required

Parameters

The following are parameters for the YWRKMDLLST command.

MDLLIB

The name of the model library in which the lists reside. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) The model library to use is the first library in the current job's library list.
• model library name -- The name of the model.

USER

Type of user. Must be one of the following: Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *DSNR -- (default) A designer may change any aspect of the model, including the database.
• *PGMR -- A programmer can add or change any functions that are in the model, but may not alter the relations, files or

database fields.
• *USER -- A user may view all aspects of the model but may not change any design objects. This class of user is useful

to allow the data model to be examined without the possibility of change.

Notes

A value other than *MDLLIB for MDLLST may result in the library list being changed. If the user is currently editing a
model, the switching of the library list will not occur and the command will fail. If changed during processing, the library list
is changed back after execution.

Example

To work with model object lists in model library ATSTMDL, enter the following command:
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YWRKMDLLST MDLLIB(ATSTMDL)

Y2 (Edit Model) Command
Calls an interactive program to enter and edit the first CA 2E model in your library list. Y2 is the short form of YEDTMDL.

Contents

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the Y2 command.

USER

Type of user. Values for this parameter are described in the following:
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• *DSNR -- (default) A designer can change any aspect of the model, including the database.
• *PGMR -- A programmer can add or change any functions that are in the model, but cannot alter the relations, files or

fields.
• *USER -- A user can view all aspects of the model but cannot change any design objects. This class of user is useful

to allow the data model to be examined without the possibility of change.

MDLLIB

This parameter specifies the data model that is edited. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *MDLLIB -- (default) The model to be edited is the first one found in the current job's library list.
• model name -- The model library name.

JOBLST

Qualified name of job list that contains the names of source members to be generated and/or compiled. If the nominated
job list does not already exist, it will be created. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *MDLPRF -- (default) Retrieve the job list name from the model profile details of the current user.
• *USER -- The job list name is the same name as the current user.
• *WORKSTN -- Use device name of current workstation as list name.
• *SELECT -- Display a list of existing job lists, one of which may be selected.
• job list name -- The name of the job list can be entered.
• *MDLLIB/ -- The job list library is the first model library found in the library list.
• *GENLIB/ -- Use the generation library specified in the first model found in the library list.
• *SRCLIB/ -- Use the source library specified on the model profile of the current user.
• *LIBL/ -- The job list library is the first model found in the library list
• *CURLIB/ -- The model library is found in the current library for the current job.
• job list library -- The job list library can be entered.

ENTRY

This parameter provides the user with multiple entry points to the specified model. Values for this parameter are described
in the following:

• *EDTDBREL -- (default) The first panel to be accessed is the Edit Database Relations panel.
• *EDTMDLLST -- The mode of entry to the model is via the Edit Model List panel. If this value is specified, the MDLLST

parameter specifies the model list that is edited.
• *SERVICES -- The services menu is the first panel to be accessed.
• *NONE -- This option can be used to establish a model environment but without any particular entry to the model. In

this case the model environment is started and the developer is presented with the Command Entry panel. Numerous
commands require the model environment to be active and will check to ensure that it is active when invoked. These
commands will adopt an already active environment. Thus, if a series of commands are run, it will be more efficient to
use this option before executing such commands. Another advantage of this option is that the lock applied to the model
is established for the entire session, preventing interference by another developer.

SSNLST

This parameter specifies the session list to use while editing the model.

For more information:on the purpose of SSNLST, refer to the Change Model Profile command (YCHGMDLPRF). Values
for this parameter are described in the following:
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• *MDLPRF -- (default) The session list is retrieved from the model profile details for the current user.
• *USER -- The session list has the same name as the current user.
• *SELECT -- An interactive display is used to select a model object list to be used as the session list.
• model list name -- The name of the list can be entered.

OPNACC

This parameter enables the current user to override to *NO (if authorized) the Open Access model value. The intention
with this parameter is to provide a *DSNR with the opportunity to gain exclusive access to the data model.

For more information about Open Access, see the Change Model Value command (YCHGMDLVAL). Values for this
parameter are described in the following:

• *MDLVAL -- (default) Access to the model is controlled by the current model value for Open Access.
• *NO -- This value can be used to set the Open Access model value to exclude any concurrent *DSNR activity in the

model and to exclude users of any other class.

MDLLST

The qualified name of the model object list that is edited. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *USER -- The list to be edited has the same name as the current user.
• *ALLOBJ -- The all objects list is edited.
• *SELECT -- Special value indicating that the model object list is selected using an interactive display function.

Notes

The model can either be set up to allow concurrent *DSNRs and *PGMRs/*USERs into the model by setting the model
value YOPNACC to *YES, or the model value can be left as *NO where either a single *DNSR or multiple *PGMRs/
*USERs can be in the model concurrently.

• To add and remove permanent locks, or to change the Open Access (YOPNACC), you must have all rights to the data
model. (Designer with locks capability).

• To edit a model as a user of type *DSNR, you must have at least all rights except for existence to the model. Generally
the most convenient way to arrange this is to grant all rights to all the objects in the model library (the default), and
then to control access to the model by granting or revoking rights to use the data area YMDLLIBRFA in the model
library. The YEDTMDL command checks the user's authority to this data area before allowing entry to the model.

• For example, to revoke all rights to user profile IVAN to edit or view a model MYMDL:

{RVKOBJAUT OBJ(MYMDL/YMDLLIBRFA) + OBJTYPE(*DTAARA) USER (IVAN) AUT(*ALL)

• Or to grant user profile IVAN rights to an edit model MYMDL as designer with lock capability:

GRTOBJAUT OBJ(MYMDL/YMDLLIBRFA) + OBJTYPE(*DTAARA) USER(IVAN) AUT(*ALL)

• To override the model value YOPNACC (represented in the command by OPNACC) by specifying *NO, you must have
all rights to the data area YOPNACCRFA. Access rights to YOPNACCRFA can be assigned or revoked in the same
way as above.
Should you wish to change the YOPNACC value temporarily just for the duration of the session, you must synchronize
the model on exit.
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Examples

To edit a model as a designer:

YEDTMDL

To edit a model as a programmer, using a list named after the current device name:

YEDTMDL USER(*PGMR) JOBLST(*WORKSTN)

Y2CALL (Call a Program) Command
This command determines the parameters required by a model function from details contained in the data model. Each
field, comprising a parameter or part of a parameter structure, is processed and optionally presented to the user for
preloading of parameter values.

The purpose of this command is to allow developers to test low level functions requiring numerous parameters without
the need to code layers of intervening programs which construct those parameters. Values can be supplied for all input
capable fields and can be reused for subsequent invocations.

NOTE
This command does not support function calls that contain multiple-instance array parameters.

Contents

Required

Optional

Parameters

The following are parameters for the Y2CALL command.
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PGM

The name of the program to be called. This is the same as the source member name of the function in the data model.

DTALIB

The library name in which parameter values are stored. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• QTEMP -- (default) Use temporary library QTEMP to store parameter values.
• *GENLIB -- The generation library is used to store parameter values.
• library name -- Another library name can be entered.

CLEAR

Indicates whether the parameter values are cleared before editing or the call to the program. Values for this parameter are
described in the following:

• *NO -- (default) Existing values for parameters are not cleared.
• *YES -- Parameter values are cleared.

EDIT

Indicates whether the developer wishes to edit the parameters prior to the call. Values for this parameter are described in
the following:

• *YES -- (default) Parameter entries are edited.
• *NO -- Parameters are not edited prior to the call.

OUTPAR

Specifies whether output parameters defined in the called program, should be retrieved when it terminates. The values
from the output parameters will be displayed on the edit screen. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *YES -- (default) Output parameters are retrieved when the called program terminates.

NOTE
If output parameters are retrieved, the called program will be placed in debug. This is because the retrieval of
the parameters is done using debug functions.

• *NO -- Output parameters are not retrieved.

NOTE

Output parameters cannot be retrieved for EXCUSRPGMs or action bars. They also cannot be retrieved if EDIT
is *NO.

STRCMTCTL

This parameter specifies whether commitment control is started before the call. This may be necessary for a function that
normally would operate as a *SLAVE. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *NO -- (default) Commitment control is not started.
• *YES -- Commitment control is started prior to the call.
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COMMIT

Indicates whether a commit is executed following the call. This parameter is only shown if *YES is specified for the
STRCMTCTL parameter. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *NO -- (default) A commit is not issued.
• *YES -- A commit is issued following the call.

LCKLVL

The level of locking to be applied when performing I/O. This parameter is only shown if *YES is specified for the
STRCMTCTL parameter. Values for this parameter are described in the following:

• *CHG -- (default) Only changed records are locked.
• *ALL -- All records read on update access paths are locked.

Notes

If the program name exists in the model, the parameters defined for the function are displayed if EDIT(*YES) is specified.

The program object must exist prior to the call.

If parameter values are not defined prior to the call, character parameters will default to blanks and numeric parameters to
zero.

If commitment control is started as part of the processing, it is also ended before the command processing programs
return.

Users should ensure that parameter details are defined correctly in the model. This is especially true of Execute User
Program functions (EXCUSRPGM), particularly when they are the first program from a menu option, when it is not
necessary to define parameters in the model at all.

Example

To call the model function Prc Allocate Stock Item, clearing any existing parameter values and to edit the parameters:

Y2CALL PGM(UUAKEXR) CLEAR(*YES) EDIT(*YES)

 

 

Commands Grouped by Functional Area
The following shows CA 2E commands grouped by functional area.

Contents

Upgrade Commands

YAPYMDLCHG

Apply Model Changes

YAPYSYSMDL

Apply Model System Objects Changes
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Model Setup Commands

YAPYTRNMDL

Apply Translation to Model

YCHGMDLPRF

Change Model Profile details

YCHGMDLVAL

Change Model Values

YCLRMDL

Clear a Model

YCRTMDLLIB

Create Model Library

YCRTSQLLIB

Create SQL Library

YCVTMDLVNM

Convert Model Names

YDSPMDLVAL

Display Model Value

YEDTDFTATR

Edit Default Display Attributes

YEXCSQL

Execute SQL Statements

YRGZMDL

Reorganize a Model

YRNMMDL

Rename a Model

YRTVMDLPRF

Retrieve Model Profile details

YRTVMDLVAL

Retrieves a Model Value

YRTVPFMDL

Retrieve Physical Files into Model

YSNCMDL

Synchronize Model

YSTRCHGCTL

Start Change Control
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Model Objects Commands

YCHGMDLOBJ

Change Model Object

YCHGMDLOD

Change Model Object Description

YCHKMDLOBJ

Check existence of Model Object

YCMPMDLOBJ

Compare Model Objects

YCRTMDLVSN

Create Model Version

YCRTOBJVSN

Create Model Version

YDLTMDLVSN

Selete Model Version

YDSPMDLOD

Display Model Object Description

YRDRMDLOBJ

edirect Model Object

YSLTVSN

Select Model Object Version

YRTVMDLOBJ

Retrieve Object Description

Edit Commands

YEDTMDL

Enter/Edit a Model

YEDTMDLLST

Edit Model Object List

YEDTMDLPRF

Edit Model Profile

YSTRY2

Start CA 2E

Y2

Edit Model
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Create Application Commands

YBLDJOBLST

Build Job List

YCHKJOBLE

Check Job List Entries

YCRTGENOBJ

Create Generation Objects

YCRTJOBLE

Create Job List Entry

YCVTCNDVAL

Convert Condition Values

YCVTJOBLST

Convert Job List to CA 2E Toolkit Object List

YCVTMDLLST

Convert a Model Object List to a Job List

Model Object Lists Commands

YADDMDLLE

Add a Model Object List Entry

YBLDMDLLST

Build a Model Object List

YCHGMDLLE

Change a Model Object List Entry

YCHKMDLLST

Check a Model Object List

YCLRMDLLST

Clear a Model Object List

YDLTMDLLE

Delete a Model Object List Entry

YDLTMDLLST

Delete a Model Object List

YDSPMDLLST

Display a Model Object List

YEXCMDLLST

Execute a Model Object List

YFLTMDLLST
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Filter a Model Object List

YINXMDLLST

Index a Model List

YOPRMDLLST

Operate on a Model Object List

YWRKMDLLST

Work with Model Object Lists

Document Commands

YDOCMDLACP

Document Model Access Paths

YDOCMDLAPP

Document Model Application Areas

YDOCMDLF

Document Model Files

YDOCMDLFLD

Document Model Fields

YDOCMDLFUN

Document Model Functions

YDOCMDLLST

Document a Model Object List

YDOCMDLMSG

Document Model Messages

YDOCMDLREL

Document Model Relations

YDOCURF

Document Unreferenced Objects

Copy Commands

YCPYMDL

Copy a Model

YCPYMDLLST

Copy Model Object List

YCPYMDLOBJ

Copy Model Objects

YEDTCPYLST
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Edit a Model Object List for Copy

Miscellaneous Commands

YAPYCMPCHG

Apply Component Changes

YCHKMD

Check Model

YCHKDTAMDL

Check Data Model

YCHKFUNACT

Check Function Action Diagram

YCVTDSTFIL

Convert Distributed Files

YCVTMDLPNL

Convert Model Panels to Prototypes

YCVTTMUIM

Convert Help Text to UIM

YDSPMDLREF

Display Model References

YDSPMDLUSG

Display Model Usages

YEDTNXTMNC

Edit Next Autoname Type Mnemonic

YSETCPYNME

Set Model Object Copy Name

YWRKDSTFIL

Work Distributed Files

Y2CALL

Call a Program
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Web Option User Guide
Web Option is an add-on member of the  CA 2E  family of products that allows customers to web-enable their  CA
2E  applications by generating HTML skeleton pages directly from the  CA 2E  model.

This section contains the following topics:

• Getting Started with Web Option
• Identifying Application Screens
• Generating HTML Skeletons
• Running Your Web-Enabled Application
• Web Option Commands
• Web Option Control Values
• Markup Language Tags
• Markup Language Skeleton Customization
• Scripting Processing for Web Option
• Generating HTML for Non-CA 2E Display Files
• Web Option Limitations

Getting Started with Web Option
Web Option is an add-on member of the CA 2E family of products that allows customers to web-enable their CA
2E applications by generating HTML skeleton pages directly from the CA 2E model. A router program runs on the IBM
i that controls an interactive job and merges the generated HTML skeleton pages with 5250 runtime data, allowing the
application to be executed from a browser. The router also allows non-CA 2E applications to be run in a browser, by
dynamically creating an HTML page for each IBM i green-screen, which does not already have a generated HTML page.

 Contents 

  

Feature Details

The following list identifies the key features of Web Option:
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• Configurable HTML generation from CA 2E model.
•  CA 2E screens are automatically identified to Web Option.
• Generated skeleton HTML pages that are merged with runtime data.
• Fully editable using third party HTML editors or text editor.
• Shipped set of HTML default values that can be changed to provide your own corporate look-and-feel to every

generated HTML page.
• Just-in-time HTML pages created if no HTML skeleton is available-no need to identify every screen or define which

screens are connected.
• IBM i session runs in basic browser window.
• No browser plug-ins.
• No external PC-based software.
• No platform-specific requirements.
• Job and session management controlled on IBM i.
• Fully automatic screen identification if you regenerate and recompile functions using an amended screen header or

footer.
• Ability to copy generated HTML source on the IBM i to a folder in the Integrated File System (IFS) for editing.
• Support for User Defined Macros (UDM)

Technical Details

This section contains Web Option technical details; it includes information about the 5250 data stream, HTML generator,
Web Option router, Web Option server, and UDM Support.

5250 Data Stream

The IBM i system uses a data stream approach to interact with both dumb terminals and the various types of emulation
software that exist for the IBM i. Essentially, data sent from the IBM i to the emulator consists of a stream of encoded
characters that describe the screen that is displayed by the emulator. This stream is sent as discrete packets of data,
which the emulator receives, interprets, analyzes, and formats into a recognizable screen. When you enter data on the
screen and press either Enter or a command key, the emulator encodes this data into the data stream format prior to
sending it back to the IBM i.

The data stream normally contains both static data and dynamic data. Static data is text that does not change, such as
screen titles. Dynamic data includes all input fields and some output text that may change.

Web Option utilizes the 5250 data stream to run an interactive job with the IBM i. When you access your IBM i from a
browser using Web Option, the IBM i is unaware that you are not directly connected to the IBM i and treats your Web
Option session as a normal interactive job.

Web Option and the 5250 Data Stream

There are three main parts to the Web Option product:

• HTML generator
• Router
• Server

HTML Generator

The HTML generator generates a Markup Language Skeleton (MLS) page (known simply as a skeleton) for each CA
2E screen (panel). This skeleton contains both standard HTML tags and Web Option-specific tags. Skeletons are
generated as members in a source file on the IBM i, where they remain during their use by Web Option. Skeletons can
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be edited post-generation, either using a third party tool such as Microsoft FrontPage or manually using e.g. SEU or any
other IBM i source member editing tool.

The YGENMLS (Generate Markup Language Skeleton) command allows you to generate one or more skeletons for a
specific function (one skeleton is generated per screen). The generator identifies the screen from the Data Description
Specifications (DDS) source member and retrieves data about it from the CA 2E model. It uses information about the CA
2E function, the display screen, and other model- and system-level information to generate the skeleton source member in
a file called YMLSSRC. At runtime, this skeleton is retrieved from YMLSSRC and is merged with live data to produce the
HTML page that is sent to the browser.

Web Option Router

The Web Option Router is a program that resides on the IBM i and is called repeatedly from the browser through the IBM
HTTP Server. It routes client (browser) requests to the server using data queues.

Web Option Server

The Web Option Server has two parts:

•  Auditor
The auditor monitors every client request handled by the Router and controls the auditing and reporting of Web Option.
It also monitors the memory allocation that the server and router use.

•  Server
The server consists of several jobs, each of which performs screen identification, 5250-to-HTML merging, and HTML-
to-5250 conversion for each client job.

The jobs that make up the Web Option Server normally run in the QSYSWRK batch subsystem and the Web Option
Server is initially set up so that it starts automatically each day.

Web Option-related CA 2E Model Values

The following tables lists Web Option-specific model values for CA 2E.

 Model Value  Function 
YW2ELIB Holds the name of the Web Option environment

Web Option Control Values

Web Option has a number of control values, which are similar to IBM i system values or CA 2E model values. Many of
these values are used in the generation of HTML source for panels and in the just-in-time creation of HTML pages by the
router. Other values hold information necessary for the router, server and HTML generator processing.

For a full description of each value, see the Control Values article.

Tag Languages

In a markup language (ML) such as HTML, there are a limited number of specific tags, each of which is easily identified by
its standard format:

< + tag name + optional list of attributes + >

For example:

<HTML> or <TABLE WIDTH=”100%”>

Browsers recognize these tags and treat them in a particular way. Some HTML tags define the following:
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•  Presentation-how a page looks (either its layout or some of its attributes, such as the font color)
•  Hyperlinks-links to other documents or to parts of the same document

In the same way, Web Option has a number of tags that are recognized by the router. A Markup Language Skeleton
generated for a CA 2E function consists of the following:

• HTML tags - provide much of the presentation elements of the final HTML page.
• Web Option tags - define how live data should be merged into the MLS by the Web Option server at runtime.

At runtime, the server scans the skeleton for Web Option tags. For each Web Option tag it finds, the server performs
certain processing, such as replacing the tag with specified live data, thus producing a full HTML page containing live
data. It is this HTML page, and not the original skeleton, that is sent to the browser for display.

For a list of the Web Option Markup Language Tags currently in use, see the article Markup Language Tags. Use this
article to better understand the HTML skeletons CA 2E generates and to create your own Markup Language skeletons.

For more information about installation and configuring CA 2E Web Option, see Installing CA 2E Web Option.

For more information about upgrading CA 2E Web Option, see Upgrading CA 2E Web Option.

Identifying Application Screens
This article details information about identifying application screens in Web Option.

Every generated skeleton corresponds to an individual screen within a CA 2E function. In a Web Option client job, each
time a screen is displayed by the CA 2E application program that is running, Web Option retrieves the skeleton that was
generated for that screen, merges variable data from the screen with the skeleton, and sends the resulting HTML page to
the client browser.

Contents

For this process to work, there must be a link that associates the CA 2E screen and the skeleton that was generated for
the screen. This association is done using a Screen Identifier (SID):

• Real SID
For display file DDS generated from CA 2E, the SID is a 10-byte string of characters inserted into the DDS and output
as a hidden (non-displayed) field.

• Virtual SID
For all other types of display file DDS, the SID is a reference on a cross-reference file that refers to one or more
uniquely identifying pieces of text on the screen. This virtual SID must be created by using the YWRKSCRXRF
command.

Screen identification is controlled by two files held in Y2WEBVENG:

• Screen cross-reference (YSCRXRFP)
This file holds the data that links a particular screen to its SID. A record is added to this file when a CA 2E screen that
contains a SID is generated and also when a screen is manually identified. If Web Option encounters a screen that
does not contain a real SID at runtime, it accesses the file to see if the screen has been manually identified.

• Markup Language Skeleton cross-reference (YMLSXRFP)
This file holds data that links a particular SID to a generated skeleton. A record is added to this file when a skeleton
is generated for a display file using the YGENMLS command. Web Option accesses this file at runtime, when it has
retrieved a SID (either directly from the screen or by checking for a manually identified screen), to retrieve the name of
the skeleton with which the screen data is merged.
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Screen Identifiers in CA 2E Generated DDS

This section discusses using a *SCREEN ID in the header/footer of a CA 2E display file to identify screens. If you do not
want (or are unable) to use a header/footer containing the *SCREEN ID, follow the instructions in the section Manually
Identifying a Screen in this article.

A Define screen format (DFNSCRFMT) function named *STD SCREEN HEADINGS(MLS) is included in the *Standard
Header/Footer file. This function is identical to the *STD SCREEN HEADINGS(CUA) function, except that it contains the
*SCREEN ID field at row 2, column 2. The inclusion of the *SCREEN ID field in this header causes a SID to be generated
into the DDS source of any function that uses this header/footer function.

The *STD SCREEN HEADINGS(MLS) header part of the header/footer appears as follows:

*PROGRAM   *PGMMOD                                    DD/MM/YY HH:MM:SS

*SCREEN ID              *STD SCREEN HEADINGS (MLS)

You can change and regenerate a function that currently uses the default *STD SCREEN HEADINGS(CUA) header/footer
to use the *STD SCREEN HEADINGS(MLS) header/footer; the green-screen looks exactly the same and the positions of
the fields on the screen do not change.

If you want to use the *STD SCREEN HEADINGS(MLS) header/footer function as the default for all your 2E functions, you
need to set the new shipped MLS Header/Footer, *STD SCREEN HEADINGS(MLS), to be the default:

1. F into the *Standard header/footer file from the Edit Database Relations panel.
2. Z into *STD SCREEN HEADINGS(MLS) and press F7=Options.
3. Set the Use as default for functions flag to 'Y'.

If you only want certain functions to contain the *SCREEN ID in the device design, then do not make the above change
and simply select the *STD SCREEN HEADINGS(MLS) for those functions before generation.

When CA 2E generates the display file and the header/footer contains the *SCREEN ID field, the SID is generated into
the DDS as a non-display field, so that it is not visible to users. However, the HTML generator can see the SID in the DDS
source and uses it to determine the name of the HTML skeleton to generate. It is also visible to the Web Option server,
which uses it at runtime to determine the HTML skeleton with which to merge data.

The CA 2E display file DDS generator inserts the SID into the DDS source in the format C2Ennnnnnn (where nnnnnnn
is a unique number assigned to that screen). Each screen in a multi-screen function has a different SID. For example, an
EDTRCD3 function has four screens, Key Screen, Detail Screen 1, Detail Screen 2 and Detail Screen 3, each of which
has a different SID. This results in 4 different skeletons being created when the YGENMLS command is run over this
function.

For example, the DDS for a display file can include the following:

      * *SCREEN ID                                        

     A                                            2  2'C2E0001025'

     A                                                 DSPATR(ND)

If you do not use the *STD SCREEN HEADINGS(CUA) header/footer, but have defined your own header/footer, you can
add the *SCREEN ID field to that header/footer. The *SCREEN ID field can be included anywhere in the header section.

Once your functions have been regenerated to include the *SCREEN ID field, you are ready to generate HTML skeletons
for your screens.
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Manually Identifying a Screen

If you cannot use the new *STD SCREEN HEADINGS(MLS) header/footer and cannot add the *SCREEN ID field to
another header/footer that you use with your CA 2E display file functions, you must manually identify your CA 2E screens
to Web Option before you can generate skeletons. You can also manually identify non-CA 2E screens and generate
skeletons for them (if you have the source for the display file) or write your own skeleton by hand.

Manual identification requires selecting a piece of text that always appears on the screen each time the program is called,
such as the screen title. Use the Work with Screen Cross-references (YWRKSCRXRF) command to manually identify this
piece of text as the virtual SID and create an entry in the screen cross-reference file. Even though a SID is not actually
generated into the source member, the generator can access the screen cross-reference file to determine whether this
screen has been identified.

For example, if you have a CA 2E display file that does not contain the *SCREEN ID field, perhaps because it
was originally generated prior to you installing Web Option, and you do not wish to regenerate it, you must use the
YWRKSCRXRF command to create the screen cross-reference record before you generate the HTML skeleton using
the YGENMLS command. The HTML generator automatically uses the cross-reference record you have just created to
determine the name of the skeleton to generate.

Alternatively, you may have an IBM menu screen that you want to display in the browser. Even though the menu does
not have a DDS source member, you can still create a SID to identify the menu, then manually create your own HTML
skeleton for it (using an HTML editing tool).

The YWRKSCRXRF command allows you to create both a record in the screen cross-reference file YSCRXRFP and a
record in the Markup Language skeleton cross-reference file YMLSXRFP. The screen cross-reference file holds data that
links an identified screen with its SID. The markup language cross-reference holds data that links a SID with a generated
skeleton name.

Generating HTML Skeletons
This article presents details for using the YGENMLS (Generate Markup Language Skeleton) command to create the MLS
for function screens.

Contents

YGENMLS command

The YGENMLS command executes a data-driven generator program that analyzes the DDS for a function and uses the
following Web Option data sources to generate the HTML skeleton for the panel:

• Markup Language Skeleton Syntax file (YMLSSYNRFP)
This file contains the core of the Web Option Markup Language Syntax generator. For every element (input field,
output field, text, and record format definition) that appears in a single screen, there is a corresponding entry (or
entries) in this file, which define how that element is generated.

• Web Option control values (held in YW2EVALRFP)
This file contains a number of control values that define how certain elements of the MLS are generated.

You can modify the data in all the above files to customize the look and feel of your generated HTML pages.

The YGENMLS command allows you to identify a function by object surrogate or by the name of the generated DDS
source member.

                  Generate Markup Language Skeleton (YGENMLS)
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Type choices, press Enter.

DDS source member  . . . . . . .                 Name, *OBJSGT              

DDS file . . . . . . . . . . . .   QDDSSRC       Name                       

  Library name . . . . . . . . .     *GENLIB     Name, *GENLIB, *LIBL       

MLS file . . . . . . . . . . . .   YMLSSRC       Name                       

  Library name . . . . . . . . .     *W2ELIB     Name, *W2ELIB              

Model library  . . . . . . . . .   *MDLLIB       Character value, *MDLLIB...

Model object surrogate . . . . .   *FRMDDS       Number, *FRMDDS            

                           Additional Parameters                          

                                                                          

Web Option library . . . . . . .   *MDLVAL       Character value          

Existing skeleton option . . . .   *WARNMSG      *SAVE, *REPLACE, *WARNMSG

The parameters are as follows:

• DDS Source Member (MBR)
Specifies the DDS source member that contains the generated DDS of the function you want to generate a markup
language skeleton for.

NOTE
This is a required parameter.

• *OBJSGT
The DDS source member name is retrieved by analyzing the function specified by the OBJSGT parameter

• member-name
Specify the DDS source member name. The source member should exist in the file and library specified by the
DDSFIL parameter.

NOTE
You cannot specify MBR(*OBJSGT) if OBJSGT(*FRMDDS) is also specified. 

• DDS Source file (DDSFIL)
Specifies the name and library of the DDS source file that contains the DDS source member for the generated
function. This file defaults to QDDSSRC.
The possible library values are:
– *GENLIB

The library is assumed to be the generation library for the model specified in the MDLLIB parameter.
– *LIBL

All libraries are checked until a match is found.
– library-name
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Specify the name of the library to be searched.
• MLS Source file (MLSFIL)

Specifies the name and library of the MLS source file that is the target for the generated MLS source. This file defaults
to YMLSSRC.
The possible library values are:
– *W2ELIB

This command uses the Web Option library specified in the YW2ELIB model value for the CA 2E model specified in
the MDLLIB parameter.

– library-name
Specify the name of the library to be searched.

• MDLLIB (Model library name)
Specifies the model name used to generate the function for the required generated MLS source.
The possible library values are:
– *MDLLIB

The model library is the first one in the current library list.
– model-library-name

The name of the CA 2E model can be entered explicitly.
• OBJSGT (Function Surrogate)

Specifies the object surrogate for the function that requires MLS generation.
– *FRMDDS

The object surrogate is retrieved by analyzing the DDS source in the member specified by the MBR parameter
object-surrogate
Specify the object surrogate for the generated MLS function. The function must exist in the model library, specified
by the MDLLIB parameter.

NOTE
You cannot specify OBJSGT(*FRMDDS) if MBR(*OBJSGT) is also specified.

• W2ELIB (Web Option library)
Specifies the name of the Web Option product library.
The possible values are:
– *MDLVAL

The command uses the Web Option library specified in the YW2ELIB model value for the CA 2E model specified in
the MDLLIB parameter.

– library-name
The name of the Web Option product library can be entered explicitly.

• MBROPT (Existing skeleton option)
Specifies the action to take if the skeleton being generated already exists in the specified MLS file.
The possible values are:
– *WARNMSG

If the YGENMLS command is being run within an interactive job, an inquiry warning message (Y2I1019) is sent.
Depending on the response to this message, the existing skeleton is either saved or replaced. If the YGENMLS
command is being run within a batch job, the existing skeleton is saved before the new skeleton is copied into the
specified MLS file.

– *SAVE
The existing skeleton is saved before the new skeleton is copied into the specified MLS file. The existing skeleton
has the same name as the newly generated skeleton, but with the first character changed to Y. So, if a skeleton
called H0001745 is being generated and a previously generated version of H0001745 already exists in the specified
MLS file, the existing version is renamed Y0001745 before the new version is copied into the specified MLS file. If a
saved skeleton called Y0001745 already exists in the specified MLS file, it is deleted.

– *REPLACE
The existing skeleton is replaced with the new skeleton.
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HTML Generation Processing

When you execute the YGENMLS command, it first looks for a real SID in the DDS for each panel (that is, a string in the
format C2Ennnnnnn in the controlling record format for the panel). If the generator cannot find a real SID for a panel, it
checks for a manual-identification record on the Screen cross-reference file.

If no SID is found for a panel, an error message is sent indicating that a SID (either a real SID generated into the source
or a virtual SID record in YSCRXRFP) must be created in order to create a skeleton.

Each time a SID is found, the Markup Language Skeleton cross-reference file YMLSXRFP is accessed to retrieve/create
the skeleton name and a separate source member (the skeleton itself) is generated into YMLSSRC.

If no record is found in YMLSXRFP for the SID, a new skeleton name is assigned for the screen in the form Hnnnnnnn
(where nnnnnnn is the numeric portion of the SID).

Finally, the name skeleton is generated as a member in YMLSSRC. Depending on the value of the MBROPT parameter,
you may be prompted to overwrite an existing version of the skeleton.

Edit Generated Skeletons

Although generated skeletons work in their raw format, you may want to edit them (to add images or to change the
layout of a page). However, you do not need to edit a generated skeleton; once the skeleton has been generated, it
is immediately available for use. If a Web Option session starts and accesses the screen for which the skeleton was
generated, the skeleton displays.

Generated skeletons can be edited in the following ways:

• Using Screen Entry Utility (SEU)
You can edit the skeleton source member in YMLSSRC directly. This method of editing is very simple, but does not
provide any means of displaying how the HTML looks, and consequently is normally only used where textual changes
need to be made to the skeleton (such as correcting spelling mistakes).

• Using a PC-based editor
This method requires you to copy the skeleton into the IFS (you can use the YPRCSKL command). Once you copy a
skeleton to the IFS, you can access and edit it using a basic text editing tool such as Notepad or using a specialized
HTML editing tool (Microsoft FrontPage or Macromedia DreamWeaver). See the article “Commands” for information
about the YPRCSKL command.

NOTE
If you use YPRCSKL to copy the skeleton to the IFS for editing using a third-party tool, you must remember
to use YPRCSKL to copy the skeleton back into YMLSSRC prior to using it. Web Option uses the member in
YMLSSRC at runtime, not a copy in the IFS.

When a Web Option session accesses a skeleton for the first time following a restart of the Web Option Server, the
skeleton loads from the file into dynamic memory. Any subsequent access of the skeleton retrieves the version in memory.
Consequently, any changes made to a skeleton once it has been accessed by a Web Option session are not visible to
Web Option users until the Web Option server is restarted.

Change the HTML Skeleton Name for a Function

In some cases, you may want to change the HTML skeleton name to something meaningful. For example, if you copy
the HTML member over to a PC to edit it using an HTML editor, then you may want to rename the file from H0001076 to
EDTCUST1, so that you can easily see what function the file relates to without interpreting the skeleton name.

To change the HTML skeleton name, use the YWRKSCRXRF command to edit the cross-reference details for that
function panel. You can edit the name and textual description for the skeleton.
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Externalization of Text for Multi-language Applications

The extent of externalization that can be done for a Web Option application has includes the following Web Option control
values:

• YFKLST
The YFKYLST control value determines the surrogate number in the xxVLLSP file of the '*ALL values' LST condition
for the '*Web Option *CMD key' 2E model field. This list contains values for all the command keys which cannot be
explicitly specified in a 2E action diagram and is used by Web Option if YLNGOPT(*MULTIPLE) is specified, to provide
localized text for these command keys. If '*MDLDFT' is specified, a default value of 1003204 will be used.

• YSFSLST
The YSFSLST control value determines the surrogate number in the xxVLLSP file of the '*ALL values' LST condition
for the '*Web Option *SFLSEL' 2E model field. This list contains values for all the default subfile select options cannot
be explicitly specified in a 2E action diagram and is used by Web Option if YLNGOPT(*MULTIPLE) is specified, to
provide localized text for these options. If '*MDLDFT' is specified, a default value of 1003217 will be used.

Running Your Web-Enabled Application
This article details the information to run a web-enabled application.

Start a Web Option session from a browser (using the IBM HTTP Server), which starts an interactive job on a specified
IBM i.

Contents

HTTP Server - General Information

The IBM HTTP Server controls interaction between the Web (Internet/Intranet/
Extranet) and the IBM i. The IBM HTTP Server is a process that listens for requests coming in from external clients, such
as web browsers.

Make a request to the IBM i IBM HTTP Server by typing a URL into the address bar of a browser (which is connected to
an IBM i across a network or across the Web) in the following format:

http://as400-name[:port-number][/path]

That is:

http://MYAS400

http://myas400:80/images/image1.gif

http://myas400:1025/Welcome.html

Several different instances of the HTTP Server can run at the same time. An instance describes each separate server
when a single IBM i starts multiple Web servers.

When an HTTP server instance receives a request from a client, it returns a file to the client (such as an image file or a
static HTML page) or it calls a program on the IBM i to do specific processing based on the request. The type of action
taken by the HTTP server instance depends on its configuration.

HTTP server instance configuration is done using a configuration file that is read by the HTTP server instance when it
is started (using the STRTCP (Start TCP/IP) or STRTCPSVR (Start TCP/IP Server) command). The configuration file
consists of a number of server directives-specialized instructions that determine what type of requests the HTTP server
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instance should listen for, on which port it should listen, and how it should process them. You can define several different
HTTP server instances, each using different configuration files to process different types of requests.

NOTE
You can also do these tasks using the IBM Web Administration for i5/OS interface. For information on how to do
this, please refer to the article Web Administration for i5/OS Interface.

HTTP Server - Web Option Information

When you initialize Web Option for the first time, the YCRTW2EHTTP (Create Web Option HTTP server) is automatically
prompted, to enable you to create an HTTP server instance. By default, this HTTP server instance has the same name as
the Web Option environment for which it is being created. When the HTTP server instance is started, a job of the same
name starts running in the QHTTPSVR subsystem.

When the HTTP server job receives Web Option requests from the browser (that is, requests that match the specified
URL format that follows), it calls the Web Option router program YROUTER that communicates with the Web Option
server program YSERVER to either initialize a new Web Option session (start a new interactive job) or reconnect to an
existing interactive job. When YSERVER finishes processing the request, a new HTML page is created and sent back to
YROUTER (which then sends the HTML page to the client and ends).

The HTTP server configuration specifies that the HTTP server instance listen at the port specified in the YCRTW2EHTP
command when the HTTP server instance was created (the default port value is 4100), and treat any requests that come
in the following format as Web Option requests (that is, requests to call the Web Option router program YROUTER):

http://myibmi:4100/web2e

The HTTP server configuration file for e.g. HTTP server instance MYWEBENV can be found at the following location in
the IFS:

/www/mywebenv/conf/httpd.conf

Further information about the meanings of the directives in the HTTP configuration file can be found in the HTTP Server
for IBM i Webmasters section. Although the previous configuration directives are the defaults used when Web Option is
initialized, you can edit the HTTP configuration, for instance, to allow access to more than one Web Option environment
(a production and a testing environment). See the article “Commands” for information about creating and editing HTTP
server instances with the YCRTW2EHTP (Create Web Option HTTP server) command.

Web Option URL

A Web Option session can be started by typing the following URL into the address bar of a browser window:

http://myibmi:4100/web2e

• myibmi
The name of the IBM i where you have installed Web Option.

This makes the initial call to the Web Option router program that initiates an interactive job and starts a conversation
between the browser and the IBM i.

You initially see the Web Option sign-on screen (unless you have configured Web Option to allow specific user sign-on
or unless you have specified a default Web Option sign-on user profile). If you enter a valid IBM i user ID and password,
an interactive job runs on the IBM i, and you can continue to press buttons and enter data on the Web Option screens
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(the conversation continues between your browser and the IBM i through the HTTP server instance until you close the
session).

Close the session either by closing the browser window or by executing the W2E_CLOSE command using a button in the
browser window (you can execute this command by clicking Close on the Web Option sign-on page).

Running a Web Option Session

When you are ready to run your application and a browser is active, you can call any of your functions and all panels
display in the browser. You do not need to have generated HTML for all function panels-those that have not been
identified have a basic HTML page created just-in-time by the router. This page is built using the default Page level
Web Option values for such things as Background Color, Text Color, and Page Title. Field level attributes are retrieved
from the HTML Attributes file, YHTMATRP. For more information about how this file is used, see the article “Setup and
Configuration”.

The JIT GUI screen actually bears the closest resemblance to the original green screen, since the translation is done
straight from the 5250 data stream. However, if you want to customize your screens, and do not want only the basic
default HTML attributes, you should generate skeletons for the panels using the YGENMLS command and then modify
the skeletons.

WARNING
Due to lack of monospaced fonts such as Courier, number fields may not be aligned exactly for a columnwise
comparison by position.

How Web Option Processes a Request

Follow these steps:

1. The HTTP server receives the request from the browser and calls the Web Option router (as specified in the HTTP
Configuration).

2. The Web Option router retrieves any data entered into input fields on the HTML page, encrypts it and sends it to the
Web Option server. It then waits for a response from the Web Option server, containing an HTML page to send to the
HTTP server. If it does not receive a response from the Web Option server within the time interval specified in the
YRTRMWT Web Option control value, it immediately returns an error page to the HTTP server and ends.

3. The Web Option server receives the request from the Web Option router and checks if the length of time since this
client session last made a request exceeds the YDFTSTO Web Option control value. If so, it immediately returns the
YTIMEOUT page to the Web Option router (go to step 9).

4. The Web Option server decrypts the data entered on the HTML page and converts it into 5250 data-stream format and
sends the data to i OS. If it does not receive a response from i OS within the time specified in the YSVRMWT Web
Option control value, it immediately returns the YERROR page to the Web Option router (go to step 9).

5. i OS processes the data and passes it to the application program as if the user had entered the data into the green-
screen.

6. The application program processes the data and displays a new screen (or possibly the same screen with different
data or with an error message displayed, and so on).

7. i OS retrieves the screen data and sends it to the Web Option server.
8. The Web Option server retrieves the screen data, identifies the screen, merges the screen data with the associated

skeleton page (or builds a JIT page if the screen has not been identified), compresses the HTML page and sends the
page to the Web Option router.

9. The Web Option server returns to DEQW status, waiting for further requests from the Web Option router.
10. The Web Option router receives the HTML page from the Web Option server, decompresses it, passes it to the HTTP

server and ends.

The data is passed between the Web Option router, the Web Option server, and i OS through a number of data queues.
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Web Option Commands
This article contains information on Web Option commands. All Web Option commands are shipped in the Y2WEBVENG
library with *PUBLIC *USE authority.

Contents

YCRTW2EENV - Create Web Option Environment

When you run the YCRTW2EENV command, the environment library is created and environment-specific data from files
in the specified product and LDO libraries is copied into versions of those files in the environment library (and optionally
deleted from the product and LDO files if DTAOPT was *MOVE).

Parameters

The parameters for the command are as follows:

• Web Option environment (W2EENV)
Specifies the name of the Web Option environment to be created. This is a required parameter.

• Web Option library (W2ELIB)
Specifies the Web Option product library that should be linked to the Web Option environment specified in the Web
Option environment prompt (W2EENV parameter).
– *W2ELIB

The first Web Option product library in the library is used.
– library-name

Specify a Web Option product library.
• Web Option LDO library (LDOLIB)

Specifies the Web Option LDO library which should be linked to the Web Option environment specified in the Web
Option environment prompt (W2EENV parameter).
– *W2ELIB

The LDO library specified for the Web Option product library specified in the Web Option library prompt (W2ELIB
parameter).

– library-name
Specify a Web Option LDO library.

• Data option (DTAOPT)
Specifies whether data from the Web Option product and LDO libraries should be copied or moved into the data library
specified in the Web Option environment prompt (W2EENV parameter).
If DTAOPT(*INIT) is specified, the Web Option environment is created in an initialized form, with data from some
control files copied into the data library, but data from user files not copied. The following table details of which files
have data copied.
If DTAOPT(*COPY) is specified, data from all the Web Option files is copied to the data library.

If DTAOPT(*MOVE) is specified, data from all the Web Option files is copied to the data library and user data is then
removed from the Web Option product and LDO libraries.

NOTE

 DTAOPT(*MOVE) should be specified only if you intend to create a single Web Option environment. If you are
planning to create multiple Web Option environments that use the same Web Option product and LDO libraries,
you should specify either *INIT or *COPY for this parameter.

 

The following table shows the list of Web Option files for which data is copied using the different values for the DTAOPT
parameter:
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Y2WEB                                                     

                            *INIT      *COPY     *MOVE    

               YCLSDFNP      C         C          NSD     

               YDBGDTAP      E         E          EAD     

               YELMCSTRFP    C         C          NSD     

               YMLSDRFRFP    -         -           -      

               YMLSFMTRFP    -         -           -      

               YMLSHDRRFP    C         C           C      

               YMLSSRC       -         -           -      

               YMLSSYNRFP    C         C           C      

               YSCRELMRFP    E         C          EAD     

               YSCRIPT       E(1)      C          EAD(1)  

               YW2EAUDP      E         E          EAD     

               YW2EUSRRFP    E         C          EAD     

               YW2EVALRFP    C         C           C    

 

Y2WEBVENG

               YMLSSRC       E         C          EAD 

               YMLSTXTRFP    -         -           -  

               YMLSUDTP      C         C          NSD 

               YMLSXRFP      E         C          NSD 

                YSCRXRFP     E         C          NSD   

E = Empty file copied

C = File copied (including data)

- = File not copied
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NSD = Non-system (user) records deleted after copy

AD = All records/members deleted after copy

(1) Except the DEFAULT member

• *INIT

Only data from Web Option control files is copied into the data library, to create an initialized Web Option environment.

• *COPY
Data is copied from the Web Option product and LDO libraries into the data library. No data is removed from those
libraries.

• *MOVE

Data is copied from the Web Option product and LDO libraries into the data library and user data is then removed from
those libraries.

YCRTW2EHTP - Create Web Option HTTP Server Instance

This command allows the creation of the HTTP server objects needed to access IBM i from a browser and run Web
Option sessions. To run this command, the user must be signed on with a profile that has both *ALLOBJ and *IOSYSCFG
special authorities. The following objects are created:

• An HTTP server instance that processes Web Option requests from the browser. This HTTP server uses the global
HTTP server defaults (which can be viewed/edited by using the CHGHTTPA command) as well as having its own
configuration file, which is located at /www/mywebenv/conf/httpd.conf.

• A Service Table Entry for the specified port number, designated as a Web Option port. This entry can subsequently be
viewed by using the WRKSRVTBLE command.

Once the HTTP server instance and configuration are created, they can be started by running:

STRTCPSVR SERVER(*HTTP) HTTPSVR(http-server-instance)

NOTE
You can also start the HTTP server by using the IBM Web Administration for i5/OS interface. For details on how
to do this refer to the article Web Administration for i5/OS Interface.

Once both the HTTP server instance and the Web Option server are running, the Web Option can be accessed from a
browser by entering the correct URL in the browser address bar.

For example, if the Web Option environment is called MYWEBENV and the IBM i is called MYIBMI and you have taken
the default values for the HTTPSVR and PORT parameters on this command, you should execute the following on your
IBM i:

STRTCPSVR SERVER(*HTTP) HTTPSVR(MYWEBENV)

YSTRW2ESVR W2EENV(MYWEBENV)

Then the following URL can be used to access the IBM i from a browser using the Web Option with the following URL:

http://myibmi:4100/web2e

Parameters

The following are the Create Web Option HTTP Server Instance (YCRTW2EHTP) parameters:
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• W2ELIB (Web Option library)
This required parameter is used to create an HTTP server instance.

• HTTPSVR (HTTP server instance)
The name of the created HTTP server instance and the instance must not already exist.
– *DFT

An HTTP server instance Y2WEBSVR is created.
– HTTP-server-instance-name

Specify a name for the HTTP server instance
• PORT (Port number)

The port number is used by the created HTTP server instance.

NOTE
The port is defined in the HTTP configuration specified in the HTTPCFG parameter. When the HTTP server
instance is started, either through the STRTCP or the STRTCPSVR command, the HTTP server instance
listens at the specified port number for requests.

– *DFT
The HTTP server instance uses the default Web Option port number 4100.

– port-number
Specify a port to use. The valid range of ports is 1 - 65535, but you should specify a port number above 1024, since
port numbers below 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications. Ports 8080 and 8008 are commonly used by
proxy servers and should also not be used.

Usage Details

The YCRTW2EHTP command is prompted for use when the Web Option is initialized. If the HTTP server instance is not
created, it can be used at any future time to create additional HTTP server instances.

YCVTRCO - Convert between Row/Column/Offset

The YCVTRCO command is a utility to calculate the offset for a row/column position. Conversely, it can be used to convert
an entered screen offset to its equivalent row/column.

Within generated HTML skeletons, Web Option tags and data are defined by their screen offset, where the top-left corner
of a 24 * 80 screen is offset 1 and the bottom-right corner of a 24 * 80 screen is offset 1920. Because the concept of
screen offsets is not one commonly used by IBM i developers or users, this command is supplied to easily provide a user-
friendly conversion.

The conversion algorithm from row/column to offset and vice versa is:

OFFSET = ( ( ROW - 1 ) * 80 ) + COLUMN )

Parameters

The following are Convert Between row/col/offset (YCVTRCO) parameters:

• OFFSET (Field Offset)
Offset to convert to row/column
– *RC

Convert to offset from row/column. If this value is entered then values must be entered for the row and column in
the ROWCOL parameter
offset-value
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Enter a value for the screen offset. This must be between 1 and 1920. The command returns a value for the row
and column.

• ROWCOL (Field Row/Column)
Row and column to convert to offset value
*0 *0
Convert to row/column from offset. If this value is entered then a value must be entered for the OFFSET parameter.
– row-value column-value

Enter a value for row and for column. Row must be between 1 and 24 and column must be between 1 and 80. The
command returns a value for the screen offset.

Usage Details

This command is a user utility, and returns a message to the caller. The message ID is W2I0001 and is shipped in the
YW2EMSG message file. As shipped, the first-level text for W2I0001 is:

Screen offset &1 = Row &2, Column &3

where &1 is defined as (*CHAR 4) and &2 and &3 are both defined as
*CHAR 2.

YEDTMLSSYN - Edit MLS Syntax

Allows the user to edit various sections of Markup Language Skeleton (MLS) syntax. For more information on using this
command, see the article “Markup Language Skeleton Customization”.

Parameters

The following are Edit MLS Syntax (YEDTMLSSYN) parameters:

• OBJGRP (Object group)
Specifies the name of the MLS object group to be Edited
– *ALL

Display all the MLS object groups for editing
– object-group-name

Display only the selected MLS object group for editing
• MLCDE (Markup language)

Specifies the name of the Markup Language
– *HTML

Edit only the HTML data within the MLS Syntax file
– *JAVA

Edit only the Java data within the MLS Syntax file
– *PCML

Edit only the PCML data within the MLS Syntax file
 

NOTE
The *JAVA and *PCML MLS Syntax data is used by the Enterprise Java Bean (EJB) Generator for CA 2E
and is not used by Web Option. If you are not using the EJB Generator, you should not edit *JAVA or *PCML
MLS Syntax data.
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Usage Details

To have Edit capability when using this command, you need to be signed on as a User profile with *ALLOBJ authority. If
the profile does not have sufficient authority, only the Display option is visible.

YENDW2ESVR - End Web Option Server

The End Web Option server (YENDW2ESVR) command ends an instance of the Web Option server job. See the Start
Web Option server (YSTRW2ESVR) command for more details.

Parameters

W2ELIB (Web Option library)

Specifies the Web Option product library that is being processed by the server job.

• Y2WEB
The Web Option server currently processing the Y2WEB Web Option product library is ended.

• library-name
Specify a Web Option product library.

FORCE (Force end of previous job)

Specifies whether an instance of the Web Option server job already running should be ended automatically. This
parameter is ignored if an instance of the Web Option server job is not currently running.

• *NO
If an instance of the Web Option server job is already running, this command returns error message W2E9001 and
does not end the current instance of the Web Option server job.

• *YES
If an instance of the Web Option server job is already running, it is ended.

Usage Details

If you specify FORCE(*NO) and one or more client jobs are running, an error message displays. To end the Web Option
server, you would then need to execute the command a second time, specifying FORCE(*YES).

YGENMLS - Generate Markup Language Skeleton

The YGENMLS command allows the user to generate one or more Markup Language Skeletons (MLS) for use with
CA 2E Web Option for a specified display file. This command allows the user to identify display file by CA 2E function
surrogate or by the name of the display file DDS source member. It works with a CA 2E-generated DDS, with a manually-
created DDS, or a third-party tool generated DDS.

Parameters

MBR (DDS source member)

Specifies the source member that contains the DDS for the display file where you want to create a markup language
skeleton.

NOTE
You cannot specify MBR(*OBJSGT) if OBJSGT(*FRMDDS) is also specified.

DDSFIL (DDS source file)

Specifies the name and library of the of the DDS source file that contains the DDS source member for the generated
function. The file defaults to QDDSSRC.
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The possible library values are:

• *GENLIB
The library is the generation library for the CA 2E model specified in the MDLLIB parameter.

• *LIBL
All libraries in the user and system portions of the job's library list are searched until the first match is found.

• library-name
Specify the name of the library to be searched.

MLSFIL (MLS file)

Specifies the name and library of the of the MLS source file that is the target for the generated MLS source. The file
defaults to YMLSSRC.

The possible library values are:

• *W2EENV
The Web Option environment specified in the W2EENV parameter is used.

• library-name
Specify the name of the target library for the generated MLS source.

MDLLIB (CA 2E model library)

Specifies the name of the CA 2E model that contains the function to generate a markup language skeleton.

• *MDLLIB
Special value indicating the CA 2E model library is the first one in the current library list.

• *NONE
Special value indicating that the display file was not generated from a CA 2E model or that the CA 2E model is not
available on this system. In this case, you must enter a CA 2E function type in the FUNTYP parameter.

• library-name
Specify the name of the CA 2E model library.

OBJSGT (Model object surrogate)

Specifies the object surrogate for the CA 2E function to create a markup language skeleton.

NOTE
You can not specify OBJSGT(*FRMDDS) if MBR(*OBJSGT) is already specified.

FUNTYP (Function type)

Specifies the type of function for which the DDS source member contains the display file specifications. This is used by
the HTML generator to determine which record formats within the display file should be processed by this command.

This value is valid only if MDLLIB(*NONE) is specified.

• CA 2E-function-type (*DSPFIL, *DSPRCD...)
Special value indicating that the function type is one of the 12 CA 2E function types for which a display file is
generated.
The function types are:
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– *DSPFIL Display file
– *DSPRCD Display record
– *DSPRCD2 Display record 2
– *DSPRCD3 Display record 2
– *DSPTRN Display transaction
– *EDTFIL Edit file
– *EDTRCD Edit record
– *EDTRCD2 Edit record 2
– *EDTRCD3 Edit record 2
– *EDTTRN Edit transaction
– *PMTRCD Prompt record
– *SELRCD Select record
One of these values should only be selected when the function was generated from a CA 2E model but the model is
not available (for instance, when the model is on a different IBM i).

• *AUTO
Special value indicating that the display file source contains special CA 2E Web Option Key Instructions which define
the record formats to be processed.

• function-type-name
Specifies a function type name which has previously been defined in the YMLSFMTRFP file.

W2EENV (Web Option environment)

Specifies the name of the Web Option environment.

• *MDLVAL
The library is specified as the YW2ELIB model value in the CA 2E model specified by the MDLLIB parameter.

• library-name
Specifies the name of the Web Option environment.

MBROPT (Existing skeleton option)

Specifies the action to take if the skeleton being generated already exists in the specified MLS file.

• *WARNMSG
If the YGENMLS command is being run within an interactive job, an inquiry warning message (W2G1019) is sent.
Depending on the response to this message, the existing skeleton will either be saved (see below) or replaced. If
the YGENMLS command is being run within a batch job, the existing skeleton is saved (see below) before the new
skeleton is copied into the specified MLS file.

• *SAVE
The existing skeleton is saved before the new skeleton is copied into the specified MLS file.The existing skeleton has
the same name as the newly generated skeleton, but with the first character changed to Y. Therefore, if a skeleton
called H0001745 is generated and a skeleton with that name already exists in the specified MLS file, the existing
version is renamed to Y0001745 before the new version is copied to the specified MLS file. If a saved skeleton named
Y0001745 already exists in the specified MLS file, it is deleted.

• *REPLACE
The existing skeleton is replaced with the new skeleton.

• *PRV
The value that was used with the previous generation request is used. You can determine this value by checking the
contents of the YMLSGENOPT data area that is created in QTEMP when the YGENMLS command is first run within a
job. If you specify MBROPT(*PRV) on the first execution of YGENMLS within a job, *WARNMSG processing is used.
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Usage Details

The YGENMLS command can be run from a command line or from the Work with Screen Cross-references
(YWRKSCRXRF) screen. The command is also available as an option from within a CA 2E model, and is available in the
following areas within the CA 2E model:

• As subfile option 'H' from the EDIT FUNCTIONS panel.
• As subfile option 'H' from the DISPLAY ALL FUNCTIONS panel.
• As subfile option 94 from the Edit Model Object List (YEDTMDLLST) screen.
• As subfile option 40 from the Display Model Usages (YDSPMDLUSG) and Display Model References (YDSPMDLREF)

screens.

YINZW2E - Initialize Web Option

This command performs release-specific initialization, including a reset of the Web Option server (see YSTRW2ESVR
- Start Web Option Server for details), and an initialization of all Web Option system and environment variables.
Additionally, it creates a Web Option user profile, enabling the Web Option system to function correctly.

NOTE
This command can only be run by a user with both *ALLOBJ and *IOSYSCFG special authorities.

Parameters

CURW2ELIB

Specifies the name of the current Web Option library being used, which you have already renamed.

• *NONE
Indicates that you are loading Web Option onto your system for the first time.

New Web Option library (W2ELIB)

Specifies the name of the Web Option library being installed. This is the name of the library that was restored from media.

• Y2WEB
The library restored from media is called Y2WEB.

• library-name
Specifies the name of the library restored from media.

Usage Details

The YINZW2E command must be run after the Web Option product has been licensed for the given release, but before
any processing has taken place or any users have attempted to use Web Option, either to generate new skeletons or to
access an IBM i from a browser.

For full details on using the YINZW2E command, see the section Install Web Option.

YPRCSKL - Process HTML Skeleton

This command enables a generated HTML skeleton to be converted from an IBM i source member to an HTML file in the
WEBOPT directory in the root file system. While generated skeletons must exist as source members for the Web Option
to use them, they are not easily editable in that format. Any editing of an HTML skeleton on the IBM i must be done with
a text-based editor that does not allow easy cut and paste options and that does not allow the user to see how the HTML
page will actually look in the browser.

Consequently, the YPRCSKL command can be used to convert the skeleton to a format that can be easily edited.
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Parameters

The following are Process HTML Skeleton (YPRCSKL) parameters:

• SKELETON (Skeleton name)
Specifies the name of the processed skeleton. This is the same as the member name within the YHTMSRC file.
– skeleton-name

Specifies the name of the markup language skeleton being processed.
– *SELECT or *S

Allows the user to select a skeleton from a list of skeletons in the YMLSSRC file.
• OPTION (Processing Option)

Specifies the type of processing you want for the specified skeleton.
– *CVTTODOC (Convert To Document)

This option performs a conversion from a source member in YMLSSRC to an HTML file in the WEBOPT directory.
After selecting this option, the HTML document exists in the folder; the document can be accessed from a PC and
edited using a graphical HTML editor or text-based editing tool.

– *CVTTOSKL (Convert To Skeleton)
Following editing of the HTML skeleton, this option can be used to convert the edited HTML file back into a source
member in YMLSSRC.

• REPLACE (Replace existing skeleton/file)
Specifies whether an existing target object is replaced. If OPTION(*CVTTODOC) is specified, the target object is the
HTML file in the Web Option folder. If OPTION(*CVTTOSKL) is specified, the target object is the member in YMLSSRC
in the Web Option library.
– *NO

If the target object already exists, it is not replaced, and an error message is sent.
– *YES

If the target object already exists, it is replaced.
• DLTDOC (Delete document)

Specifies whether the HTML file in the IFS is deleted after it is converted back into a member in YMLSSRC. If the
conversion process is unsuccessful, this parameter is ignored and the HTML file is not deleted from the IFS
This parameter is only valid if OPTION(*CVTTOSKL) is selected.

NOTE
Specifying DLTDOC(*YES) ensures that 'stray' copies of skeletons are not retained in the IFS after they are
edited using a 3rd-party HTML editor. This eliminates confusion about whether the member in YMLSSRC
(which is used by Web Option at runtime) is up-to-date.

– *YES
If the HTML file has successfully been converted back into a member in YMLSSRC, the HTML file is deleted from
the IFS.

– *NO
The HTML file is not deleted from the IFS following a successful conversion into a member in YMLSSRC.

Usage Details

Once the Web Option Control Values are set, you may need to edit the HTML skeletons. However, if you do need to do
so, map a network drive to enable you to access a skeleton from a PC.

Select the skeleton you want to edit and use the YPRCSKL command to convert it from a member in Y2WEB/YMLSSRC
to a PC file:

YPRCSKL SKELETON(skeleton-name) OPTION(*CVTTODOC)
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When you have finished editing the skeleton and have saved it, use the YPRCSKL command on the IBM i to convert the
HTML file back to a source member in Y2WEB/YMLSSRC:

YPRCSKL SKELETON(skeleton-name) OPTION(*CVTTOSKL) DLTDOC(*YES)

NOTE
At runtime, Web Option does not read skeletons directly from the YMLSSRC file, they are loaded into memory
when first needed and then accessed from there. Therefore, changes made to a skeleton that is already loaded
into memory are not seen at runtime until you restart the Web Option server, which reloads the skeletons from
YMLSSRC into memory.

YSCPRCV - Script Recovery Action

YSCPRCV defines how an error within a script process should be handled. If it is set to *RECOVER*, the Web Option
server attempts to recover from the error automatically. If it is set to *ERRPAGE*, the error page defined in the YSCPERR
Web Option control value displays. If it is set to *ENDJOB*, the user's job is ended and the YERROR page displays.

Usage Details

*ERRPAGE* (*ERRPAGE|*RECOVER|*ENDJOB)

• YSRVALL
Auto-load level to load at server start and YDFTALL - Default Autoload level for new skeletons in the “Control Values”
article for more information.

YRTVW2EVAL - Retrieve Web Option Value

This command is meant mainly for internal use by Web Option application programs. It allows the retrieval of any of the
Web Option control values stored in the YW2EVALRFP file. It can be used only within a CL program.

Parameters

W2EVAL (Web Option control value name)

Specifies the 7-character name of a Web Option control value.

VALUE (CL variable for W2EVAL (80))

Specifies an 80-character field that holds the returned actual value for the specified Web Option control value

YSTRW2ESVR - Start Web Option Server

The Start Web Option Server (YSTRW2ESVR) command is used to start an instance of the Web Option server.

NOTE
If you execute the YSTRW2ESVR command for a specified Web Option environment and a Web Option
server instance is already processing that environment, the new instance attempts to end the current instance.
However, if there are active Web Option client jobs running, the command returns error message W2E9001
and neither ends the current Web Option server instance nor starts a new Web Option server instance. See
the details of the End Web Option Server (YENDW2ESVR) command for information about ending Web Option
server jobs.

The server job controls the Web Option runtime environment in which the Web Option router program runs. It also controls
the running of the specific jobs accessed through the Web Option router and performs clean-up operations when these
jobs are ended. The Web Option server job also performs all audits processing for Web Option. See the details of the
Audit type (AUDIT) parameter for more information on Web Option auditing.
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Parameters

The following are Web Option server (YSTRW2ESVR) parameters:

• W2ELIB (Web Option library)
Specifies the Web Option product library processed by the server job.
– Y2WEB

The Web Option server is started and processes the default Y2WEB Web Option product library.
– library-name

Specifies a Web Option product library
• AUDIT (Audit type)

The Web Option router program writes audit data when the Web Option jobs starts and finishes or when errors occur
during the running of those jobs. Audit data can be used to see who accessed the IBM i using the Web Option, when
they accessed the IBM i and how they accessed the IBM i.
– *FILE

Audit data is written to the Web Option Audit file YW2EAUDP. Data is written to this file sequentially, but it can be
viewed in a number of ways using the various logical files built over YW2EAUDP.

– *MSGQ
Audit data is written to the Web Option server message queue WEB2E_SVR as individual messages.

– *NONE
No audit data is written.

• CLEAR (Clear audit record)
Specifies whether any previous audit data is cleared prior to new audit data being written by this Web Option server
job.
– *NO

Audit data written by this job is appended to audit data from any previous Web Option server jobs.
– *YES

Audit data from previous Web Option server jobs is deleted.
• RESTART (Restart Web Option server)

Specifies whether the Web Option environment should be restarted. Restarting the Web Option environment causes
the Web Option server and auditor jobs to re-initialize themselves with the latest control values and skeletons: it does
not affect any Web Option client jobs that are currently running. These jobs continue to run, although they use any
changed control values.
When the Web Option environment restarts, the following data is re-initialized.
The object groups within the MLS Syntax file that are used by both the MLS generator and by the JIT processor are
reloaded from file. These object groups are: *HTTP, *HTML, *HEAD, *BODY, *HEADER, *FOOTER, and *BODYEND,
plus any linked object groups.
All Web Option control values are reloaded from file.

NOTE
A change to the YNBRSVR Web Option control value takes effect only when the Web Option server is
started with RESTART(*NO).

– *NO
The Web Option server is started as normal.

– *YES
If a Web Option server is currently running, it is re-initialized using any changed control values and skeletons. If a
Web Option server is not currently running, it is started as normal.

• INSTVALS (Instance Start up Value)
Specifies additional startup values to be used for this Web Option server instance. These values are used to override
any control values defined for this Web Option environment.
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NOTE
These Instance startup values remain in effect until the Web Option server instance is ended using the End
Web Option Server (YENDW2ESVR) command or until it is restarted using the Start Web Option Server
(YSTRW2ESVR) command specifying RESTART(*YES) and with either INSTVALS(*DEFAULT) or a non-
blank INSTVALS parameter value.

Specify the instance startup values using the following format:
• INSTVALS('-name value -name value')

– -name
Defines the 7-character name of a Web Option control value in lower case and immediately preceded by a minus-
sign.

– value
Defines the override value to use for this Web Option server instance.
Specify multiple Instance startup values, with each name/value pair separated by blanks. For example:

INSTVALS('-ynbrsvr 1 -yurltyp *ABSOLUTE -yrtrmwt 30')

Any Web Option control value not specified in the INSTVALS parameter uses its default value stored in the
YW2EVALRFP file. Invalid or nonexistent values are ignored.

NOTE
The YDFTTTL and YDFTUSR Web Option control values cannot be overridden using the INSTVALS
parameter. The YNBRSVR Web Option control value is ignored if RESTART(*YES) is also specified.

– blank-value
If RESTART(*YES) is specified, any instance startup override values that are currently in effect will remain in effect.
If RESTART(*NO) is specified, the Web Option server starts using default values.

– *DEFAULT
If RESTART(*YES) is specified, any instance startup override values that are currently in effect are cleared and the
Web Option server instance is restarted using default values. If RESTART(*NO) is specified, the Web Option server
starts using default values.
instance-startup-values
Specifies a string of one or more instance startup name/value pairs. These values overwrite all values specified for
the INSTVALS parameter in a previous invocation of the Start Web Option Server (YSTRW2ESVR) command and
override the default values for the specified Web Option control values for the Web Option server instance.

Usage Details

Under normal circumstances, a Job Schedule Entry is added for the Web Option server job to ensure that it runs every
day prior to anyone using the Web Option. However, if not, the Web Option server must be run on a daily basis at a time
when no one is using the Web Option (for instance as part of a system startup job).

The server job can also be re-started at any point during the day, if changes have to be made to the Web Option product.
See the details of the End Web Option Server (YENDW2ESVR) command for more information.

YUPGW2EENV - Upgrade Web Option Environment

The Upgrade Web Option environment (YUPGW2EENV) command is used to upgrade a Web Option environment data
library to the latest release. Prior to running this command, you must first restore the latest versions of the Web Option
product library (Y2WEB) and LDO library (Y2WEBVxxx) from media or from a saved file. If you have renamed these
libraries during the restore process, you must ensure that the YW2ELDORFA data area in the renamed Web Option
product library is changed to point to the renamed Web Option LDO library.
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NOTE
This command can only be run by a user with both *ALLOBJ and *IOSYSCFG special authorities

Parameters

W2EENV (Web Option environment)

Specifies the name of the Web Option environment to upgrade.

W2ELIB (Web Option product library)

Specifies the latest version of the Web Option product library. This should be the name of the new Web Option product
library restored from media.

• *LIBL
The first Web Option product library in the library list is used.

• *W2EENV
The Web Option product library currently defined for the Web Option environment specified in the Web Option
environment prompt (W2EENV parameter) is used.

• Library-name
Specifies a Web Option product library.

LDOLIB (Web Option LDO library)

Specifies the latest version of the Web Option LDO library. This should be the name of the new Web Option LDO library
restored from media.

• *W2ELIB
The LDO library linked to the Web Option product library specified in the Web Option product library prompt (W2ELIB
parameter) is used..

• *W2EENV
The Web Option LDO library currently defined for the Web Option environment specified in the Web Option
environment prompt (W2EENV parameter) is used.

• Library-name
Specifies a Web Option LDO library.

Usage Details

For full details on using the YUPGW2EENV command, see the section Install Web Option.

YWRKELMCST - Work with Element Customization

Allows the editing of global element customization data accessed from the model to provide element-level customization
for CA 2E screens.

Parameters

This command has no parameters

Usage details

See the article Markup Language Skeleton Customization for details on model-level customization

YWRKSCRXRF - Work with Screen Cross-References

Allows screen cross-reference records, which associate a screen with the corresponding HTML skeleton for that screen,
to be created, updated, displayed or deleted. A screen is a single panel or view. Note that a single display can contain
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several screens (a 2E DSPRCD3 (Display record 3) function is an example of a display file that contains 4 separate
screens - a key screen and 3 detail screens). Each separate screen within a display file must be identified.

Any CA 2E display files can include the *SCREEN ID field in their Header/Footer. Inclusion of this field results in automatic
identification for each screen within that display file, and consequently, this command does not have to be run for those
screens.

However, this command should be used whenever one of the following situations exists:

• A CA 2E-generated display file was generated prior to Release 8.0+ of CA 2E and you do not wish to regenerate it to
include the *SCREEN ID field.

• You have manually created a skeleton for a non-CA 2E-generated screen. This might be an IBM screen, (for instance,
the Work with All Spooled Files screen) that is part of a display file you have written yourself, or that you have received
from a third-party vendor.

Manual identification is the process by which you determine a piece of output data on the screen (for example, the screen
title) that uniquely identifies the screen. Using the YWRKSCRXRF command to manually identify a screen results in a
record being created in the Screen Cross-Reference file, with its own unique Screen Identifier. It is this screen identifier
that further links the screen to a skeleton. For more details about manual identification, see the Usage Details section that
follows.

Parameters

Following are the parameters for this command:

• Screen ID (SID)
Specifies the Web Option screen identifier for which you wish to edit the cross-reference data.

• Model Library (MDLLIB)
Specifies the CA 2E model library for which you wish to edit cross-reference data. Cross-reference records for all
functions created from that model are displayed.

• DDS source member (DSPF)
Specifies the display file for which you wish to edit cross-reference data. Cross-reference records for all screens for
that display file are displayed.

• Selection type (SELTYP)
Specifies the selection type to use when selecting cross-reference data.
– *POS

The parameters passed in this command are used as a positioner to the initial Web Option selection screen. Using
F5 (Refresh) or changing the subfile control positioners results in further records not related to the parameters
passed in this command being displayed.

– *RST
The parameters passed in this command are used as a restrictor to the initial Web Option selection screen. F5
(Refresh) is not available and the subfile control fields are not displayed. No other records not related to the
parameters passed in this command can be displayed or edited. Additionally, F6 (Create) is not available.

• SEQ (Sequence number)
Specifies the sequence number of a specific skeleton cross-reference record to process.
– *ALL

The multiple-record screen is displayed showing all the records that match the specified criteria. Entering a specific
sequence number along with a valid SID (Screen ID) results in the unique record displaying in a single-record
screen. If no record matches the specific SID and SEQ parameters, an error message is returned.

– sequence-number
If the SID and SEQ parameters are both specified, the unique record that they define will immediately be displayed
in the single-record screen. If no record matches the specified SID and SEQ parameters, an error message is
returned.
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Usage Details

When using the YWRKSCRXRF command to manually identify a screen, the following guidelines apply:

• Choose a piece of text near the top of the screen to use as the identifying data. This gives the best performance when
the Web Option merge processor is trying to identify the screen.

• Choose a piece of text that is unlikely to be duplicated on another screen. For example, the*PROGRAM field that
appears in CA 2E screens at the top left corner is not a good choice as an identifying field because it contains the
same value for different screens within a multiple-screen function (for example, an DSPRCD3).

• Ensure that the field you choose contains data that does not change between different invocations of the program.

For example, if you wanted to manually identify the following screen (a CA 2E -generated screen that does not include the
*SCREEN ID field):

*PROGRAM   *PGMMOD  OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

                    Edit Region

Corp    Div                                     Region

 

 

 ?  Corp    Div     Description                   Region Description

                    OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

                    OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

                    OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

                    OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

                    OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

                    OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

                    OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

                    OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

 

F3=Exit      F4=Prompt      F9=Go to 'Change' mode

If you want Edit Region to be the identifying text, and the skeleton to be called EDTREG1, then use F6 to create a Screen-
cross reference record as shown in the following panel:

YSCRXRFE1R  CHANGE   Edit Screen Cross-reference
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Screen ID: USR0001432   'Edit Region Panel 1'_________________________

 

Screen identifying data:  'Edit Region'______________________

 

SID row: 02   SID column:  36

 

DDS source member: RGHPEFKD

DDS source file  : QDDSSRC

                    *LIBL_____

Record format    : ZSFLCTL__

 

 

           ***** Skeleton details *****

 

Skeleton:   EDTREG1  Skeleton for Edit Region Panel 1_______________

 

Autoload level: 6   Server autoload level: 7

 

 

 F3=Exit  F12=Cancel

NOTE
You must enter the Record Format Name (there may be more than one screen associated with a function, and
therefore more than one eventual Screen Identifier) as well as the DDS Source File and Member details.

The Screen Id is automatically assigned with the prefix USR, indicating that this panel is manually identified.
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YWRKW2EVAL - Work with Web Option Control Values

Allows you to change any of the Web Option control values that are held in the Web Option system. These control values
are held in the YW2EVALRFP file and control much of the behavior of the Web Option product. Details on each of these
values and possible values are described in the article “Control Values”; they are divided into a number of different
categories:

• Environment control values
• These values hold information that the Web Option uses to perform its basic functions, such as the name of the Web

Option library, the default Web Option session timeout value, and others. Some of these values cannot be changed
except when the Web Option environment is initialized prior to use.

• Formatting values
The HTML generator uses these values to determine the formatting of the generated HTML skeleton. These values
include default HTML table and background colors, sizes, and attributes. Some of these values are also used by the
Web Option runtime to determine formatting of JIT HTML pages.

Parameters

The following are YWRKW2EVAL - Work with Web Option Control Values parameters:

• VALTYP (Web Option control value type)
Type of Web Option control value to display (see W2EVAL):
– *ALL

Displays all Web Option control values
– *ENV

Displays only environment Web Option control values
– *FMT

Displays only formatting Web Option control values
• W2EVAL (Web Option control value)

Name of the Web Option control value to use to position in the list of Web Option control values

Usage Details

Before changing any user-supplied Web Option control values, you should study the article “Control Values” to determine
the result of changing the value.

Web Option Control Values
This article contains Control Values used by the Web Option and also a list of substitution variables that are defined by
Web Option. All control values are held in the YW2EVALRFP file and can be displayed and edited by using the Work with
Web Option Control Values (YWRKW2EVAL) command. The system-defined substitution variables can be specified in
certain script statements and can be manually included in HTML skeletons.

Contents

Additionally:

• Most values can have the special value *NONE.
For Control values used for formatting HTML, this normally causes the string that uses this value not to be output.

• Some of the Control Values used for formatting HTML source are color-values (for instance, the YDFTBGC (Default
background color) value).
These values can be one of the following:
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– One of 16 standard color names: black, silver, gray, white, maroon, red, purple, fuchsia, green, lime, olive, yellow,
navy, blue, teal, or aqua.

– Any valid RGB (red-green-blue) color in the #RRGGBB format (for example, #00FF00)

YAUTDSC - Auto Disconnect at Sign-Off

YAUTDSC determines whether sessions should automatically disconnect from the IBM i when the user signs off from the
IBM i.

• *YES
Sessions should automatically disconnect when you sign off

• *NO
Session should not automatically disconnect when you sign off

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*YES (*YES|*NO)

Usage

This control value controls the display of the sign-on (YSIGNON) page and the availability of virtual display devices as
follows:

• If set to *YES
Web Option users do not see the YSIGNON page when they sign off from the IBM i. Instead, the virtual display device
they are attached to is automatically disconnected from the IBM i and the YENDED page displays. The virtual display
device is available to other Web Option users.

• If set to *NO
Web Option users see the YSIGNON page when they sign off from the IBM i. The device they are attached to is
not automatically disconnected from the IBM i and the YSIGNON page displays. The virtual display device must be
explicitly disconnected or it is not available to other Web Option users.

NOTE
If set to *NO, it is the responsibility of the developer to provide functionality on the YSIGNON page through
which the user can explicitly disconnect from the virtual display device on the IBM i. This is done through the use
of a button or similar HTML feature called W2E_CLOSE.

If a button is included on any Web Option skeleton with the name W2E_CLOSE as follows:

 <input type=”submit” name=”W2E_CLOSE” value=”Disconnect”>
 

Tthe Web Option server disconnects from the virtual display device to which it is connected when that button is pressed,
and the YENDED page displays to the client. If the button is pressed from any page other than the YSIGNON page, the
user's interactive job ends abnormally and a job log is produced. If the button is pressed from the YSIGNON page, the
user's interactive job ends normally.

YCMPRSS - Markup Language Skeleton Compression

This value determines how the generated HTML skeletons are loaded into memory prior to being merged with live data.
If the value is set to *NO, each skeleton is loaded into memory in exactly the same format as exists in the YMLSSRC
file, including any blank lines, indenting, and trailing blanks . If the value is set to *YES, each skeleton is compressed to
remove unnecessary white space before being loaded into memory, resulting in better performance.
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Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*YES (*YES|*NO)

Usage

In most cases, YCMPRSS should be set to *YES. However, if a user-edited skeleton does not give the expected HTML
results when displayed in the browser at runtime, this value can be set to *NO, resulting in more readable HTML source
from the browser.

YCOLRTO - Column Ratio Multiplier Value

The YCOLRTO control value determines the multiplier used to convert a green screen column into the COLSPAN attribute
of a [assign the value for TD in your book] HTML tag. By default, it is shipped as 2, meaning that each column on a green
screen is equivalent to a COLSPAN value of 2. Use any numeric value of 1 or greater.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

2 (1 - n)

Usage

The shipped value for the YCOLRTO Web Option control value of 2 is correct for most environments where the web
pages are displayed on a PC-based web browser. However, if you are generating skeletons that display on a different
device with a smaller screen, a smart phone, for example, you would change this value to get a smaller screen.

YDBFCCS - Database Coded Character Set

The YDBFCCS Web Option control value determines the value that should be used for the FsCcsid configuration when
creating an HTTP server instance. It is also used when copying skeletons between the YMLSSRC source file and the IFS
and when determining the code page of special characters in Web Option.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

37 (37 - 1123)

Usage

The shipped value for the YDBFCCS Web Option control value (37) is correct for most US English environments. If you
are not running a US English environment on your IBM i, it should be changed to be the same as the QCHRID code page
control value on your IBM i. When you initialize Web Option you are prompted to change it to the correct value.

Warning Note

The YDBFCCS Web Option control value is used by both Web Option and EJB Option. If you have both of these products
installed, be aware that a change to it affects processing in both products.

YDBGDTA - Debugging Data Flags

YDBGDTA holds the flags that define the type of debugging data you want to retain. This value consists of thirteen Yes or
No flags as follows:
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• 1: CGI data from client
• 2: HTML data to client
• 3: VT input data
• 4: VT output data
• 5: VT open data
• 6: VT close data
• 7: Script statements
• 8: Dump errors
• 9: Client requests
• 10: Generator
• 11: Print definition
• 12: JIT errors
• 13:Element customization

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

All flags set to N (each flag can be Y or N)

Usage

The separate flags in the YDBGDTA control value allow you to specify the following debugging options:

1. CGI data from client
If set to Y, CGI data from the client (browser) to the Web Option server is written to the debug data file.

2. HTML data to client
If set to Y, HTML data sent from the Web Option server to the client (browser) is written to the debug data file.

3. VT input data
If set to Y, 5250 data stream sent to the virtual terminal APIs from the Web Option server is written to the debug data
file.

4. VT output data
If set to Y, 5250 data stream sent from the virtual terminal APIs to the Web Option server is written to the debug data
file

5. VT open data
If set to Y, the data used to open the virtual terminal is written to the debug data file.

6. VT close data
If set to Y, the data used to close the virtual terminal is written to the debug data file.

7. Script statements
If set to Y, all script statements executed at runtime are written to the debug data file.

8. Dump errors
If set to Y, all errors in the Web Option runtime result in the errant procedure being dumped to a QPPGMDMP spooled
file.

9. Client requests
If set to Y, client request records denoting different actions performed by the Web Option router and server are written
to the debug data file.

10. Generator debugging
If set to Y, debugging lines are included in the generated skeleton.

11. Print definition
If set to Y, a spooled file is created when a skeleton is generated, describing the data that was retrieved from the
display file

12. JIT errors
If set to Y, and Just-In-Time errors are dumped to a QPPGMDMP spooled file
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13. Element customization
If set to Y, element customization records are written to the job log of the job running the YGENMLS command.

WARNING
Warning! Only use debugging data when requested by CA support staff. All values must normally be set to N.
Pay attention specifically to flags 1 - 4; these can cause performance issues if set to Y. Flag 8 can cause major
performance issues if errors are being encountered on an ongoing basis. Additionally, if set to Y, flag 1 results in
data that is entered on the web page being written to a file, to include secure items such as passwords.

YBGSSN - Debug Session ID

YDBGSSN holds the 16-character session ID that should be debugged. You can set it to the special values *NONE
(meaning that no user jobs will be debugged) or *ALL (meaning that all user jobs will be debugged), or you can set it to a
valid 16-character session ID. The specific types of information to trace and debug are held in the YDBGDTA Web Option
control value.

NOTE
The YDBGSSN control value is ignored unless at least one YDBGDTA flag is set to Y.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*ALL (*ALL|*NONE|session-identifier)

YDDLCND - Drop-Down List Conditions to Generate

YDDLCND determines which conditions for a CA 2E status field are generated as drop-down list (DDL) options.

• *ALL - all conditions for the field are generated
• *ACT - only those conditions specified in the action diagram (AD) are generated

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*ACT (*ACT|*ALL)

YDDLFMT - Drop-Down List Format (1, 2, 3, 4 or 5)

This value controls the formatting of generated drop-down lists from the CA 2E model status field. YDDLFMT takes values
of 1, 2, 3 or 4 only. *NONE is not allowed. It controls the formatting of generated drop-down lists from a CA 2E model
status field. For example, if a STS field condition has an internal value of '2' and an external value of 'Edit', the drop-down
list entry for that value is generated as follows for each YDDLFMT value:

YDDLFMT value Generated value
1 2=Edit
2 Edit (2)
3 Edit
4 2

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

3 (1|2|3|4|5)

YDFTALC - Default HTML Active Link Color

YDFTALC is a color-value that defines the screen color of active links (that is, the color of a hyperlink). It can take the
special value *NONE or one of the 16 special colors or a valid RBG color value.
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Generated into the <BODY> tag of any JIT HTML windows and any pre-generated skeletons:

 <BODY ...ALINK=ydftalc-value...>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

#CC33FF (color-value|*NONE)

Usage

Set YDFTALC to *NONE if no YDFTALC value is used. This results in the entire ALINK=”ydftalc-value” section not being
generated within the BODY tag.

YDFTBGC - Default HTML Background Color (BGCOLOR)

This color-value is generated into the <HEAD> section of any JIT HTML windows and any pre-generated skeletons:

 <LINK REL="STYLESHEET" TYPE="TEXT/CSS" HREF="ydftbgc-value.CSS”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

WHITE (color-value)

Usage

Unlike the other color-values, YDFTBGC cannot be *NONE. When a skeleton displays in the browser, the YDFTBGC
value controls the color of the screen (and with it, the color of all the fields on that screen). It specifies the name of a
Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) file which contains definitions for the background color, all field attributes, screen title
attribute, command key attributes, and other style-related information. Two default CSS files are shipped with Web Option:
WHITE.CSS and BLACK.CSS.

YDFTBKG - Default HTML Background (BACKGROUND)

YDFTBKG defines a default background image that displays when an HTML page is loaded. It takes the special value
*NONE. If specified, the image should be a .GIF or .JPG file and should be held in the WEBOPT folder. This value, if
specified, is generated into the <BODY> tag of any JIT HTML windows and any pre-generated skeletons:

 <BODY ...BACKGROUND=ydftbkg-value...>
 

By default, most browsers tile an image to cover the entire screen.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*NONE (.gif or .jpg file name|*NONE)

Usage

Set YDFTBKG to *NONE if no YDFTBKG value is to be used. This results in the entire BACKGROUND=”ydftbkg-value”
section not being generated within the BODY tag.
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YDFTCSS - Default Cascading Style Sheet (CSS)

YDFTCSS specifies the name of the default Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) file to use for both generated and JIT pages. It
can take the special value *NONE. If specified, the CSS file is held in the WEBOPT folder.

This value, if specified, is generated inside the <HEAD> tag of any JIT HTML windows and any pre-generated windows
where it was defined within the CA 2E model.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

Y800600.CSS (.css file name|*NONE)

Usage

If a value other than *NONE is specified, the following lines are generated into the HEAD section of a skeleton:

 <LINK REL="STYLESHEET" TYPE="TEXT/CSS" HREF="/web2edoc/&&ydftbgc.css”>
 

A style sheet can be used to provide standard formatting across every page, giving a common look and feel. Although
the use of Web Option values provides this in some ways, you may wish to use an external style sheet instead of or in
addition to the common formatting provided by the Web Option system.

YDFTJSC - Default JavaScript File

This value specifies the name of the default JavaScript (.JS) file used for both generated and JIT pages it can take the
special value *NONE. If specified, the JS file should be held in the WEBOPT folder. A JS file called YSCRIPT.JS is
shipped with Web Option and contains a number of JavaScript functions to perform client-side validation of entered data.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

YSCRIPT.JS (.js file name|*NONE)

Usage

If a value other than *NONE is specified, the following lines are generated into the HEAD section of a skeleton:

 <script language="JavaScript"
 src="http://WEB2EDOC/ydftjsc-value"></script>
 

The YSCRIPT.JS JavaScript file contains a number of functions that are used by the Web Option at runtime, to perform
client-functionality, such as validating entered data before it is sent to the IBM i. You should not change or remove any
of these functions or change the YDFTJSC value unless you replace them with equivalent functionality. You can edit the
YSCRIPT.JS file to add functionality.

YDFTLKC - Default HTML Unvisited Link Color (LINK)

YDFTLKC is a color-value that defines the screen color of unvisited links (that is, the color of a hyperlink which has not yet
been visited). It can take the special value *NONE or one of the 16 special colors or a valid RBG color value.

It is generated into the <BODY> tag of any JIT HTML windows and any pre-generated skeletons:

 <BODY ...LINK=ydftlkc-value...>
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Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

#0000FF (color-value|*NONE)

Usage

Set YDFTLKC to *NONE if no YDFTLKC value is to be used. This results in the entire LINK=”ydftlkc-value” section not
being generated within the BODY tag.

YDFTSKL - Default Shipped Skeleton Names

The YDFTSKL control value holds the names of seven shipped skeletons at the following positions:

Position Skeleton
1-10 Sign-on page (YSIGNON)
11-20 General error page (YERROR)
21-30 Timeout error page (YTIMEOUT)
31-40 Authorization error page (YNOAUTH)
41-50 Just-In-Time error page (YJITERR)
51-60 Session ended page (YENDED)
61-70 Auto-submit page (YAUTSBM)

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

'YSIGNON YERROR YTIMEOUT YNOAUTH YJITERR YENDED YAUTSBM'

Usage

The Web Option server uses this control value to determine the name of the skeleton to use when a system-defined event
occurs (such as the displaying of the sign-on screen or ending a Web Option session). Under normal circumstances, you
should not change this value.

YDFTSTO - Default Session Time Out Value (Seconds)

YDFTSTO defines the maximum amount of time (in seconds) that the Web Option Server waits for a response from a
Web Option client job before ending the client job. It can take any numeric value between 180 (3 minutes) and 43200 (12
hours).

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

3600 (180 - 43200)

Usage

This value is used as a security control by Web Option to ensure that Web Option client sessions cannot accidentally be
left open, with the client's browser displaying a Web Option page on the IBM i. When a Web Option session times out, the
job on IBM i is immediately ended. The IBM i HTTP server can also be configured to have a timeout value, and, if so, this
value should not exceed the Web Option value.

YDFTTTL - Default HTML Page Title (TITLE)

YDFTTTL holds a text string (up to 80 characters) that is used as the HTML page title for JIT pages. It is generated into
the HTML between the <TITLE> and </TITLE> HTML tags within the HEAD element:
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 <TITLE>ydftttl-value</TITLE>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

Unknown JIT page (text-string)

Usage

*NONE is not allowed for this Web Option control value

YDFTTXC - Default HTML Text Color (TEXT)

YDFTTXC is a color-value that defines the default color of text on the screen (where that text is not specifically given
a color). This color-value, if specified, is generated inside the <BODY> tag of any JIT HTML windows and any pre-
generated skeletons:

 <BODY ...TEXT=ydfttxc-value...>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

#000000 (color-value)

Usage

Set YDFTTXC to *NONE if no YDFTTXC value is to be used. This results in the entire TEXT=”ydfttxc-value” section not
being generated within the BODY tag.

YDFTTXS - Default Text Size <FONT SIZE=...>

YDFTTXS defines the default text size. It can take a numeric value from 1-5, where 1 is normal size text and 5 is
extremely large text.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

3 (1|2|3|4|5)

YDFTUSR - Web Option Default User/Password

YDFTUSR defines a single default user ID that can be accessed through Web Option. It can take the special value
*NONE. If specified, every user who accesses the IBM i through Web Option automatically sign on to the IBM i using this
user ID. It should be specified as 'user-id password ' (characters 1-10 = user-id, 11-20 = password) where 'user-id' and
'password' correspond to a valid user id/password combination on the IBM i.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*NONE (user-id/password combination)

Usage

See the article Markup Language Skeleton Customization for details on specifying a value for YDFTUSR.
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YDFTVLC -Default HTML Visited Link Color (VLINK)

YDFTVLC defines the screen color of previously visited links (that is, the color of a hyperlink which has already been
visited). It can take the special value *NONE or one of the 16 special colors or a valid RBG color value. It is generated into
the <BODY> tag of any JIT HTML windows and any pre-generated skeletons:

 <BODY ...VLINK=ydftvlc-value...>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

#FF0000 (color-value|*NONE)

Usage

Set YDFTVLC to *NONE if no YDFTVLC value is to be used. This results in the entire VLINK=”ydftvlc-value” section not
being generated within the BODY tag.

YESCOPT - Screen String 'escape' Option

The YESCOPT control value determines if text that appears on green screens (either as a text constant or as a field
value) is escaped for display in a web page. Escaped strings use special HTML tags to represent certain characters, for
example , single quote ('), double quote ("), and the -than (<) characters. Valid values for the YESCOPT control value are
currently *ALL or *NONE.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*ALL (*ALL|*NONE)

YFKYACC - Function Key Accelerator Key Format

The YFKYACC control value determines the format (if any) for the accelerator character, which is used for command key
buttons. The possible special values are:

• *NONE
• *UNDERLINE
• *ITALIC
• *BOLD.

The default value is *UNDERLINE. Alternatively, you can specify a user-defined value by entering a before-value and an
after-value, separated by a comma. For example:

 <span class="accKey">,</span>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*NONE (*NONE|*UNDERLINE|*ITALIC|*BOLD|user-defined value)

Usage

The Web Option server uses this value when building command keys during skeleton generation time. This control value
defines the look of the text on a command key button. For instance, specifying *UNDERLINE generates the following
standard command keys so that they use the following default accelerator for each key: Exit, Prompt, Refresh, Toggle,
Cancel, Enter, Help, Page Up, Page Down. User-defined command keys are determined using the first available initial
letter that does not clash with an already-used letter from the previous list.
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YFKYCNN - Function Key Connector

YFKYCNN can take the value of '=', '-' or ':' only. It defines the connector used in function key (F-key) text on existing
green-screens and is used by the generator and the JIT processor to build F-key buttons in an HTML skeleton or on a JIT
HTML page. It is assumed that all your applications use the same connector.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

= (=|-|:)

Usage

The Web Option server uses this value when creating JIT screens to identify command-key description strings. Submit
buttons are automatically built from these descriptions. See the section YFKYTYP in this article for related details.

YFKYFMT - Function Key Format (1, 2, 3 or 4)

YFKYFMT can take values of 1, 2, 3 or 4 only. *NONE is not allowed. It controls the formatting of the text in generated
submit buttons. For example, if the on-screen text for function key F3 is 'F3=Exit', the text displayed on the relevant submit
button is generated as follows for each YFKYFMT value:

YFKYFMT value Generated value
1 F3=Exit
2 Exit (F3)
3 Exit
4 F3

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

(1|2|3|4)

YFKYIGN - Function Keys to Ignore during Generation

The YFKYIGN Web Option control value specifies command keys that exist for a screen which should be ignored during
skeleton generation.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

Help (HL) | Print (PR) |Page Down (DN) |Page Up (UP) | Enter (EN) | Clear (CL)

Usage

The YFKYIGN Web Option control value defines any command keys which may exist in a display file which should be
ignored when generating skeletons for that display file. It should be specified as a comma-separated list of command keys
(including leading zero where appropriate). For example, “01, 04, HL”.

YFKYLST - Function Key LST Condition

The YFKYLST control value determines the surrogate number in the xxVLLSP file.

Type Value
Value type E (E=Environment, F=Formatting)
Data type N (C=Character, N=Numeric)
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Data value 1003204

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

1003204

Usage

The YFKYLST control value determines the surrogate number in the xxVLLSP file of the '*ALL values' LST condition for
the '*Web Option *CMD key' 2E model field. This list contains values for all the command keys which cannot be explicitly
specified in a 2E action diagram and is used by Web Option if YLNGOPT(*MULTIPLE) is specified, to provide localized
text for these command keys. If '*MDLDFT' is specified, a default value of 1003204 will be used.

YFKYTYP - Function Key Type (F, CF, CMD)

YFKYTYP can take a value of 'F', 'CF' or 'CMD' only. These define the format of the function key (F-key) type used on
existing green-screens, by the generator and the JIT merge processor to build the various F-key buttons in an HTML
skeleton or on a JIT HTML page (the F-key type is the 1-, 2- or 3-character string before the F-key number, for example,
'F3', 'CF04' or 'CMD12'). It is assumed that all your applications use the same F-key type.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

F (F|CF|CMD)

Usage

The router uses this value when creating JIT screens to identify command key description strings. Submit buttons are
automatically built from these descriptions.

YHTMOLF - HTML OnLoad Function

YHTMOLF defines the name of the 'onLoad' JavaScript function that should be run as soon as an HTML page is loaded. It
can take the special value *NONE.

It is generated into the <BODY> tag of any JIT HTML windows and any pre-generated skeletons:

 <BODY ...onload=”yhtmolf-value”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

ONLOADFUN() (JavaScript-function|*NONE)

Usage

YHTMOLF can take the special value *NONE or any function name up to 20 characters, including a leading blank and
a pair of empty parentheses (for example, ONLOADFUN). The specified function must exist within the JavaScript file
specified in the YDFTJSC value. An onLoad function is run by the browser when the page has finished loading and can
contain simple functionality such as setting the cursor position.

YHTMOSF - HTML OnSubmit Function

YHTMOSF defines the name of the 'onSubmit' JavaScript function that is run whenever an HTML page is submitted, for
example when a submit button has been pressed. The command can take the special value *NONE or any function name
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up to 20 characters including a pair of empty parentheses and a leading blank. The YHTMOSF command is generated
into the <BODY> tag of any JIT HTML windows and any pre-generated skeletons:

 <FORM ...onSubmit=”return yhtmosf-value”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

ONSUBMITFUN (JavaScript-function|*NONE)

Usage

YHTMOSF can take the special value *NONE or any function name up to 20 characters including a pair of empty
parentheses (for example, ONSUBMITFUN). If specified, it is generated into the <FORM> tag of both HTML skeletons
and JIT HTML pages as <FORM... onsubmit="return yhtmosf-value">. If the function returns false, the page is not
submitted. A Submit function can contain basic validation procedures to check that numeric values are entered in numeric
fields and so on.

YLNGOPT - Language Option

The YLNGOPT Web Option control value specifies the type of environment for which Web Option skeletons should be
generated.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*SINGLE (*SINGLE|*MULTIPLE)

Usage

Specifying *SINGLE means that data generated into skeletons for drop-down lists is retrieved directly from the CA 2E
model files YCNDDTARFP and YCONDTARFP, and data generated for command key text is taken from the screen.
Specifying *MULTIPLE means that special replacement tags are generated into drop-down lists and command key text
definitions; these tags are replaced when the skeleton displays at runtime with the relevant data from the CA 2E Values
List file Y2VLLSP or a specified copy of that file. For more details, see the section on changing the ValuesListFile and
ValuesListLib values in the article “Scripting”.

YMLSFLR - Folder for Markup Language Skeletons

YMLSFLR defines the name of the folder within the '/' (root) folder where HTML skeletons are placed by the YPRCSKL
command allowing them to be edited. YMLSFLR is also the folder where any static PC objects such as JavaScript files,
CSS files, background images etc. are held. *NONE is not allowed for the YMLSFLR value.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

/WEBOPT/ (directory-name)

Usage

YMLSFLR is shipped as /WEBOPT/ and unless this folder is used by other processes, should not be changed.

YNBRSVR - Number of Server Jobs

YNBRSVR controls the number of Web Option server jobs that are started when the YSTRW2ESVR (Start Web Option
Server) job is executed. When the YSTRW2ESVR command is executed, it automatically starts one audit job and one or
more server jobs (controlled by the YNBRSVR value). The minimum number of server jobs that can be started is 1 and
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the maximum number is 500. The default is 4. Web option server and audit jobs run using the WEB2E user profile and the
WEB2E_SVR job description and have the same name as the Web Option library.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

4 (1 - 500)

Usage

At runtime, as clients access the IBM i using the Web Option, the Web Option auditor job 'registers' their job with one of
the server jobs it has started (based on the current load being experienced by each server job) and 'deregisters' the client
job when it disconnects from the IBM i. In general, the higher the YNBRSVR value, the better the performance. However,
a higher number here results in more server jobs, each of which can use large amounts of memory and processing power.
If necessary, additional Web Option server jobs are started to cater for client demand.

YNETCCS - Net Coded Character Set

The YNETCCS Web Option control value

YPREFIX - HTML Skeleton Prefix Character

YPREFIX holds a single character that is concatenated with a unique 7-digit number to create the name of a Markup
Language Skeleton. Each skeleton is automatically assigned a number when it is first generated. Thus if YPREFIX has a
value of 'H', then skeletons are automatically named 'H0001025', 'H0001026' and so on. YPREFIX can take any character
from A to X (Y and Z are reserved for internal use).

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

H (A|B|C|D|E|F|G|H|I|J|K|L|M|N|O|P|Q|R|S|T|U|V|W|X)

YRTRMWT - Router Maximum Wait Time

The YRTRMWT Web Option control value defines the maximum amount of time (in seconds) that the Web Option router
should wait for a response from the Web Option server, following a client request. It can take values ranging from -1
(forever) to 300 (5 minutes) The default shipped value is 120 (2 minutes).

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

120 (-1 - 300)

Usage

When a Web Option client session submits a page, the Web Option router sends a request to the Web Option server
and then waits for a response. Several different factors can affect the length of time it takes for a request/response to
be processed, including the number of active Web Option client sessions, the number of Web Option servers running
and also the processing power of the IBM i. A value for YRTRMWT that is too low can be exceeded if many clients
are accessing few servers, resulting in clients being disconnected. However, if the value is set at -1 (forever), then if a
communications error occurs or if the Web Option server crashes, the HTTP server job in which the router is running
remains at DEQW status waiting for a response from the server, which can affect performance across the IBM i. It is
suggested that the YRTRMWT value not be changed unless you notice that client sessions are receiving communication
error messages. Note that prior to Release 8.1 if Web Option, the router used an equivalent value of -1 (forever).
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YSCPERR - Script Error Page

YSCPERR holds the name of the error page that displays if an error is encountered while processing a script and the
YSCPRCV Web Option control value is set to '*ERRPAGE'. If the specified page cannot be found (or if this value is set to
'*NONE', the default YERROR error page is used.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

YSCPERR (error-page-name|*NONE)

YSCPRCV - Script Recovery Action

YSCPRCV defines how an error within a script process is handled. If it is set to '*RECOVER', the Web Option server
attempts to recover from the error automatically. If it is set to '*ERRPAGE', the error page defined in the YSCPERR Web
Option control value displays. If it is set to '*ENDJOB', the users job is ended and the YERROR page displays.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*ERRPAGE (*ERRPAGE|*RECOVER|*ENDJOB)

YSFSLST - Subfile Select (*SFLSEL) LST Condition

The YSFSLST control value determines the surrogate number in the xxVLLSP file.

Type Value
Value type E (E=Environment, F=Formatting)
Data type N (C=Character, N=Numeric)
Data value 1003217

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

1003217

Usage

The YSFSLST control value determines the surrogate number in the xxVLLSP file of the '*ALL values' LST condition for
the '*Web Option *SFLSEL' 2E model field. This list contains values for all the default subfile select options cannot be
explicitly specified in a 2E action diagram and is used by Web Option if YLNGOPT(*MULTIPLE) is specified, to provide
localized text for these options. If '*MDLDFT' is specified, a default value of 1003217 will be used.

YSKLCHK - Check Skeleton Date Frequency

The YSKLCHK control value determines the frequency that Web Option checks for skeleton updates after they are initially
cached by the Web Option server. It can take any numeric value greater than or equal to 0 (zero). A value of 0 means that
skeletons, once cached, are never checked for updates. A value of 1 means that skeletons are checked for updates every
time they are accessed. Any other positive value N means that each skeleton is checked for updates every Nth time it is
accessed.

Shipped Value

1 (0 or greater)
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Usage

At runtime, the Web Option server checks if a skeleton has been changed since it was last displayed. This ensures
that the latest version of a skeleton is always used, but adds overhead because every skeleton is checked each time
it is displayed. In a production environment, where skeletons are not updated once installed, set the control value to 0,
which provides the greatest performance benefit. In a development environment where you or others are making regular
changes to skeletons, set the control value to any positive value.

Backwards-compatibility Note: The default value (1) gives the worst performance, but is used for backwards-
compatibility purposes. As noted above, in a production environment, it should be changed to zero (0).

YSVRLMT - Server Load Limit

The YSVRLMT Web Option control value specifies the maximum number of client sessions that can be attached to a
single Web Option server job. It can take any numeric value from 1 to 2147483647.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

(1 - 2147483647)

Usage

The YSVRLMT Web Option control value specifies how many client sessions each server job can handle. It is used in
conjunction with the YNBRSVR Web Option control value to specify a limit to the number of client sessions that can
be active at any time. For instance, if 4 Web Option server jobs were started initially and YSVRLMT is set to 20, then a
maximum of 80 client sessions can be active at once. Any additional client sessions that try to connect to Web Option
receive an error message stating that they cannot do so.

YSVRMWT - Server Maximum Wait Time

The YSVRMWT Web Option control value specifies the maximum amount of time (in seconds) that the Web Option server
should wait for a response from i OS once it has sent a formatted client request to i OS.

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

(10 - 180)

Usage

When the Web Option server processes a client request, it sends formatted data to i OS, which then passes that data
to the application program currently running within the client job, as if the user had entered data on the green-screen.
The application program than processes the data and displays a new screen, which is retrieved by i OS and passed
back to the Web Option server. Typically, this process takes less than one second (since it is effectively the length of time
taken for one green-screen to transition to the next, following a key-press by the user). The shipped value for YSVRMWT
(30 seconds) should therefore obviously be sufficient for almost all transactions. However, if the application program
performs some complex processing such as running a query interactively, or if the IBM i is very slow, then this value can
be exceeded. If the YSVRMWT value is exceeded, the client job is automatically ended.

YSYSTEM - System IBM i Name

YSYSTEM holds the name of the IBM i on which CA 2E is being run. By default it takes the special value '*SYSNAME'
which evaluates at runtime to the IBM i system name (SYSNAME). However, YSYSTEM can also take either the URL or
TCP/IP address of the IBM i, (for example www.company-name.as400.com or 123.123.123.123).
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Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*SYSNAME (system-name/TCP/IP number[:port-number])

Usage

If the Web Option is running on an IBM i called S1013RFT, then the following situations can exist:

• S1013RFT is only accessed from within a network using Web Option port 4100:
• Set YSYSTEM to S1013RFT:4100
• S1013RFT is accessed from the internet using the URL www.mycompany.as400.production.com using Web Option

port 4100:
Set YSYSTEM to www.mycompany.as400.production.com: 4100

YTBLBDR - Default Table Border Width <TABLE BORDER=>

YTBLBDR defines the default width (in pixels) of the border around tables in generated skeletons.

It is generated into <TABLE> tags within any pre-generated skeletons:

 <TABLE ...BORDER=”ytblbdr-value”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*NONE (0 - 100|*NONE)

Usage

Any value from 0-100. A value of *NONE is the same as a value of 0 and results in no border being displayed.

YTBLBGC - Default Table Background Color

YTBLBGC is a color-value that defines the background color of every table in a generated HTML skeleton.

It is generated into <TABLE> tags within any pre-generated skeletons:

 <TABLE ...BGCOLOR=”ytblbgc-value”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

#FFFFFF (color-value|*NONE)

YTBLCPD - Default Table Cell Padding

YTBLCPD defines the value (in pixels) used for TABLE cell padding in a generated HTML skeleton. Cell padding refers
to the margin inside a data cell, between the edge of the cell and the text or image inside the cell. It is generated into
<TABLE> tags within any pre-generated skeletons:

 <TABLE ...CELLPADDING=”ytblcpd-value”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

1 (0 - 100|*NONE)
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Usage

YTBLCPD can take a value from 0-100 or the special value *NONE (which equates to a value of 0).

YTBLCSP - Default Table Cell Spacing

YTBLCSP defines the value (in pixels) used for TABLE cell spacing in a generated HTML skeleton. Cell spacing refers
to the space around and between data cells (between the inside edge of the table border and the edge of the cell). It is
generated into <TABLE> tags within any pre-generated skeletons:

 <TABLE ...CELLSPACING=”ytblcsp-value”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

2 (0 - 100|*NONE)

Usage

YTBLCSP can take a value from 0-100 or the special value *NONE (which equates to a value of 0).

YTBLHGT - Table Height (% of Screen)

YTBLHGT determines the height of a TABLE on an HTML page, as a percentage of the page size. It can take a value
from 0-100 or the special value *NONE (which equates to a value of 0). It is generated into <TABLE> tags within any pre-
generated skeletons:

 <TABLE ...HEIGHT=”ytblhgt-value”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*NONE (0 - 100|*NONE)

YTBLWTH - Table Width (% of Screen)

YTBLWTH determines the width of a TABLE on an HTML page, as a percentage of the page size. It can take a value
from 0-100 or the special value *NONE (which equates to a value of 0). It is generated into <TABLE> tags within any pre-
generated skeletons:

 <TABLE ...WIDTH=”ytblwth-value”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

100 (0 - 100|*NONE)

YTDCALG - Table Data Cell ALIGN (default = LEFT)

YTDCALG determines the alignment of text and images within a table data cell. It is generated into [assign the value for
TD in your book] tags within any pre-generated skeletons:

 <TD ...ALIGN=”ytdcalg-value”>
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Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*NONE (LEFT|CENTER|RIGHT|JUSTIFY|*NONE)

Usage

If *NONE is specified for YTDCALG, the ALIGN attribute is not generated for the [assign the value for TD in your book]
HTML tag and browsers assume the default value of LEFT.

YTDCBGC - Default Table Data Cell Color <TD BGCOLOR=>

YTDCBGC is a color-value that defines the background color of every table data cell in a generated HTML skeleton.

It is generated into [assign the value for TD in your book] tags within any pre-generated skeletons:

 <TD ...BGCOLOR=”ytdcbgc-value”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

#FFFFFF (color-value|*NONE)

YTDCHGT - Table Data Cell Height (Pixels)

YTDCHGT determines the height of a table data cell on an HTML page, as a percentage of the page size. It can take a
value from 0 to 100 or the special value *NONE, which results in the browser automatically formatting the table data cell
height based on the size of the data within the table data cells that make up the table. It is generated into [assign the value
for TD in your book] tags within any pre-generated skeletons:

 <TD ...HEIGHT=”ytdchgt-value”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

20 (0 - 100|*NONE)

YTDCVAL - Table Data Cell VALIGN (default = MIDDLE)

YTDCVAL determines the vertical alignment of text and images within a table data cell. It is generated into [assign the
value for TD in your book] tags within any pre-generated skeletons:

 <TD ...VALIGN=”ytdcval-value”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*NONE (TOP|MIDDLE|BOTTOM|BASELINE|*NONE)

Usage

If *NONE is specified, the VALIGN attribute is not generated for the [assign the value for TD in your book] HTML tag, and
browsers assumes the default value of MIDDLE.

YTRWALG - Table Row ALIGN (default = LEFT)

YTRWALG determines the alignment of table data cells within a table row. It is generated into <TR> tags within any pre-
generated skeletons:
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 <TR ...ALIGN=”ytrwalg-value”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*NONE (LEFT|CENTER|RIGHT|JUSTIFY|*NONE)

Usage

If *NONE is specified, the ALIGN attribute is not generated for the [assign the value for TD in your book] HTML tag, and
browsers assumes the default value of LEFT.

YTRWBGC - Default Table Row Color <TR BGCOLOR=...>

YTRWBGC is a color-value that defines the background color of every table row in a generated HTML skeleton. It is
generated into <TR> tags within any pre-generated skeletons:

 <TR ...BGCOLOR=”ytrwbgc-value”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

#FFFFFF (color-value|*NONE)

YTRWVAL - Table Row VALIGN (default = MIDDLE)

YTRWVAL determines the vertical alignment of table data cells within a table row. It is generated into <TR> tags within
any pre-generated skeletons:

 <TR ...VALIGN=”ytrwval-value”>
 

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*NONE (TOP|MIDDLE|BOTTOM|BASELINE|*NONE)

Usage

If *NONE is specified, the VALIGN attribute is not generated for the [assign the value for TD in your book] HTML tag, and
browsers assumes the default value of MIDDLE.

YURLTYP - URL Type

YURLTYP defines the type of URL to be used in the <FORM...> tag within generated skeletons and JIT pages (replacing
the '(_xCALLURL)' Web Option tag) and JIT pages. If set to *ABSOLUTE, the full URL used to initially access Web Option
is used. If set to *RELATIVE, the protocol and IBM i name are not included (for example, '/WEB2E' is used).

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*ABSOLUTE (*ABSOLUTE|*RELATIVE)
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Usage

Under most circumstances, *ABSOLUTE and *RELATIVE works equally well. However, if your IBM i is behind a firewall or
is being accessed through a proxy server, such that neither the IBM i name nor the IBM i IP address is publicly available,
the relative URL format is used.

YVARTYP - Substitution Variable Type

The YVARTYP Web Option control value specifies the type of substitution variables that are allowed within Element
Customization

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*ALL (*ALL|*SHORT|*LONG)

Usage

Within Element Customization, there can by default be two different types of substitution variables. Short variables (which
were originally available in Release 7.0+) are all 2-character variables, such as &v and &f. Long variables (available
since Release 8.0) are 9-character variables such as &&ydftbgc and &&_fldval. The YVARTYP Web Option control value
specifies which of these substitution variable types are processed within Element Customization when a skeleton is
generated. If *SHORT is specified, long variables such as &&_fldval are not replaced with their relevant value and appear
in the generated skeleton. If *LONG is specified, short variables such as &v are not replaced with their relevant value and
appear in the generated skeleton. If *ALL is specified, both types of substitution variables are replaced with their relevant
values in the generated skeleton.

Note: If the Web Option control value YVARTYP is set to *ALL or *SHORT, then all short substitution variables within
element customization must be specified without an immediately following alpha character (a-z orA-Z). Any other
character (including a blank, single quote or double quote) is acceptable.

If it is required to have, for example, "...value=&vxyz..." and the '&v' should be converted to the relevant value, then the
YVARTYP control value should be set to *ALL and the &v should be replaced with its equivalent long-form substitution
variable as "...value=&&_fldvalxyz...".

YVRTTRM - Virtual Terminal Type

The YVRTTRM control value determines the type of virtual terminal that should be created for Web Option users. Values
are:

• *DS3 - 24 x 80 SBCS display)
• *DS4 - 27 x 132 SBCS display
• *DBC - 24 x 80 DBCS display

Shipped Value (Allowed Values)

*DS3 (*DS3|*DS4)

Web Option Substitution Variables

A number of substitution variables are used within Web Option to provide generic processing. Two main types of
substitution variables are available:

• System-defined substitution variables
• User-defined substitution variables

System-defined substitution variables come in two different subtypes: generation-time substitution variables and run-time
substitution variables. Both subtypes consist of a specific set of variables which are defined below.
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User-defined substitution variables have a specific name-format, but can have any value which does not clash with any
system-defined substitution variable.

System-Defined (Generation-time) Substitution Variables

System-defined (generation-time) substitution variables are specified within records in the MLS Syntax File
YMLSSYNRFP and when the skeleton is being generated, they are replaced with skeleton-specific values. Generation-
time substitution variables are always 7-characters in length and begin with an underscore (_). Generation-time
substitution variables can also be included in element customization, but should not be directly included by manually
adding them to a generated skeleton.

_w2elib Web Option product library

_w2evsn Web Option version

_ckynam Command key name

_ckyval Command key value

_intval Internal value (Y2VLLSP external value)

_extval External value (Y2VLLSP condition text)

_filnam Display file name

_fillib Display file library

_filtxt Display file text description

_mdllib CA 2E model library

_gentim Time skeleton was generated

_gendat Date skeleton was generated

_genusr User who generated skeleton

_fmtnam Record format name

_fmttyp Record format type

_fmttxt Record format text description

_scrttl Screen title

_sfltx1 Subfile text line 1

_sfltx2 Subfile text line 2

_sflpmt Subfile prompt text

_ckystr Command key string

_cfmtxt Confirm prompt text

_cmdfld Confirm prompt field name

_cfmvly Confirm prompt Yes value

_cfmvln Confirm prompt No value

_cfmoff Confirm prompt field offset

_fldatr Field attribute

_fldrow Field row

_fldcol Field column
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_fldoff Field offset

_fldtxtx Field text description

_fldalg Field alignment (left|right)

_colspn Element COLSPAN value

_fldval Field value

_scrval Screen value

_fldnam Field DDS name for example, Z1ABTX

_mlsnam Field (MLS) name for example, _F1234U

_fldlen Field length

_objgrp Object group being processed

_fldtag Field tag will be replaced at runtime with the
correct data for the field

System-Defined (Run-time) Substitution Variables

System-defined (run-time) substitution variables are directly generated into skeletons within System Variable tags and are
replaced at runtime with session-specific values. There are currently 14 run-time substitution variables. These substitution
variables must not be modified within a generated skeleton and are included here for information purposes only.

CALLURL

The CALLURL substitution variable is replaced at runtime with the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) used to access Web
Option, for example, http://myas400:4100/web2e. It is automatically included in the <form> HTML tag in all generated
skeletons:

 <form...action=”(_xCALLURL)”...>
 

SKEL

The SKEL substitution variable is replaced at runtime with the name of the Web Option skeleton being displayed. The
skeleton name is automatically included in the <form> HTML tag in all generated skeletons and also within the confirm
prompt:

 <form...name=”(_xSKEL)”...>
 

SSNID

The SSNID substitution variable is replaced at runtime with the unique 128-character Web Option client session identifier.
The session identifier is automatically included in all generated skeletons as a hidden field:

 <input type="hidden" name="W2E_SSNID" value="(_xSSNID)">
 

SELFIELD

The SELFIELD substitution variable is replaced at runtime with the name of the field which is currently 'selected' - that
is, the field in the HTML page that should receive focus when the page displays in the browser. The selected field is
automatically included in all generated skeletons as a hidden field:
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 <input type="hidden" name="W2E_SELECT" value="(_xSELFIELD)">
 

SCRMSG

The SCRMSG substitution variable is replaced at runtime with the message being displayed in the message line on the
underlying green-screen. The SCRMSG substitution variable is automatically included in all generated skeletons:

 (_xSCRMSG)
 

ERRPGM/ERRPRC/ERRMOD/ERRSTS/ERRSQN/ERRRVN/ERRJOB/ERRMSG/ERRMSD

The ERR* substitution variables are only valid in the YERROR shipped skeleton and are replaced at runtime with the error
details which caused the YERROR page to be displayed.

User-Defined Substitution Variables

User-defined substitution variables have the same format as system-defined (generation-time) substitution variables - they
must be 7 characters long and must begin with an underscore (_).

User-defined substitution variables can be defined within scripts and then retrieved and included in a run-time HTML
page. To include a user-defined substitution variable on an HTML page, the substitution variable should be incorporated
into a System Variable tag. For instance, a user-defined substitution variable called _myvar1 would be included in a page
as follows:

 ...(_x_myvar1)...
 

The example script below can be used on a page which has multiple command keys and uses the F24 key to display
further command keys. The script (which could be specified as a screen-load script) retrieves the text on lines 22 and 23,
presses F24, retrieves the new text on lines 22 and 23 and the finally presses F24 again to redisplay the first screen.

 get r22c01l80 $row221
 get r23c01l80 $row231
 put &&_row221 $row221
 put &&_row231 $row231
 send 24             
 get r22c01l80 $row222
 get r23c01l80 $row232
 put &&_row222 $row222
 put &&_row232 $row232
 send 24             
 

The skeleton to which this script is attached as a screen-load script could include the following JavaScript to pass all the
command key text to a JavaScript function which could format the text into a number of command key buttons:

 <script>                   
 cmdkeytxt = '';                  
 if ("(_x_row221)" != "") { 
   cmdkeytxt += "(_x_row221)"     
 }                          
 if ("(_x_row231)" != "") { 
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   cmdkeytxt += " " + "(_x_row231)"
 }                          
 if ("(_x_row222)" != "") { 
   cmdkeytxt += " " + "(_x_row222)"
 }                          
 if ("(_x_row232)" != "") { 
   cmdkeytxt += " " + "(_x_row232)"
 }         
 setCommandKeys(cmdkeytxt);
 </script>                  
 

This processing would allow screens which have dynamic command key text to display correctly, since a generated
skeleton for these screens would generate no command keys.

Markup Language Tags
This article describes the Markup Language Tags.

Contents

When a Markup Language Skeleton (MLS) is generated, the resulting source member contains a combination of HTML
tags and Web Option tags. The HTML tags provide much of the presentation elements of the final HTML page, the
general layout and 'look-and-feel' of the HTML page, whereas the Web Option tags define how live data is merged into the
MLS at runtime. The skeleton may also contain special Web Option control comments that provide extra information to the
Web Option server about how to process the skeleton.

At runtime, the server takes a copy of the skeleton and scans the copy looking for tags. For each tag, the server performs
certain processes, such as replacing tags with specified live data, thus producing a full HTML page containing live data. It
is this HTML page, and not the skeleton, that is sent to the browser for display.

There are several different types of HTML tags, each of which follows the same general format but with its own specific
attributes and own specific sub-format. This article covers the different formats of the various tags and discusses how they
are used in Markup Language Skeletons.

Additionally, input HTML elements (<INPUT…> and <SELECT…> elements) in the generated skeleton use a standard
naming system allowing the Web Option to process them correctly.

Web Option Control Comments

In each Web Option skeleton, one or more special HTML comments known as Web Option control comments may
automatically be generated or manually added. Web Option control comments can be recognized as having the following
format:

 <!--%W2E% comment-string %W2E%-->
 

where comment-string contains control information used by the Web Option server job to perform skeleton-specific
processing prior to the data-merge processing.

In all generated skeletons, the following Web Option comment line is generated automatically into the top of each skeleton
as part of the *HTML MLS Syntax object group:

 <!--%W2E% -vallstfil Y2VLLSP -pmtmsgf UUPMTMSG %W2E%-->
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At runtime, this string is processed by the Web Option server job and the specified Values List File and Prompt Message
File are loaded into memory. If the skeleton uses any replacement tags (following), these values are used by the Web
Option server.

There is also a client-level value called PMTMSGFLIB which will hold the current prompt message file library name that
the client should use. Therefore, the values list file variables VALLSTFIL and VALLSTLIB are totally separate from the
prompt message file variables PMTMSGF and PMTMSGFLIB. The PMTMSGFLIB value can be set as follows:

1. Within a Web Option skeleton by including the following code within the special Web Option comment line (beginning
"<!--%W2E%" and ending "%W2E%-->): <!--%W2E%...-PMTMSGFLIB library-name ...%W2E%-->
For example:
 <!--%W2E% -pmtmsgf UUPMTMSG -pmtmsgflib RUNLIB %W2E%-->
 

This forces the Web Option server to retrieve messages from message file UUPMTMSG in library RUNLIB when
it encounters a prompt-message reference tag such as (_rMAA1B2F). If not specified (or *LIBL is specified), the
Web Option server will calculate the actual library name to use (i.e. the highest library in the clients library list which
contains the specified prompt message file) and will use that library until the PmtMsgfLib value is again set.
Note that, by default, Web Option comment lines will continue to include only references to the VALLSTFIL and
PMTMSGF variables - the VALLSTLIB and PMTMSGFLIB variables must either be added manually post-generation
or the relevant MLS Syntax object group should be changed to include these variables. When not specified, *LIBL is
assumed for both these variables.

2. Within a script PUT statement which uses the following syntax:
 PUT library-name YPMTLIB
 

If a referenced tag (one beginning "(_r") is found within a skeleton and a Web Option comment line is NOT found and
a load-script has not been specified, the tag processor will set the PMTMSGFLIB variable to *LIBL and pass that to the
prompt message processing procedure, which will update PMTMSGFLIB to the correct library name.

Allowable switch/value pairs in a Web Option comment are as follows:

• -waittime nnn
Specifying this switch ensures that the wait time used when the page is submitted will be the maximum of the specified
value (nnn) and the current YSVRMWT value.

• -timeout nnn
Specifying this switch ensures that the timeout value used when the page is submitted is the maximum of the specified
value (nnn) and the currentYDFTSTO value.

• -debugsession
Specifying this switch ensures that the Web Option server job processing this client session will have its internal
YDBGSSN value set to the session identifier for the client session.

• -nodebugsession
Specifying this switch ensures that the Web Option server job processing this client session will have its internal
YDBGSSN value set to the current YDBGSSN Web Option control value.

• -autodisconnect
Specifying this switch will ensure that the Web Option client session will have its auto-disconnect value set on
(irrespective of the current YAUTDSC Web Option control value).

• -noautodisconnect
Specifying this switch ensures that the Web Option client session will have its auto-disconnect value set off
(irrespective of the current YAUTDSC Web Option control value).

• -jitonly
Specifying this switch ensures that the Web Option client session will only use Just-In-Time screens for the remainder
of its connection.

• -vallstlib lib-name
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Specifying this switch will ensure that the Web Option client session will have its internal Values List Library set to the
specified value (lib-name).

• -vallstfil file-name
Specifying this switch will ensure that the Web Option client session will have its internal Values List File set to the
specified value (file-name). If the file is not already loaded by the Web Option server job processing the client session,
the file will be loaded (either from the library specified for the -vallstlib switch or from the client jobs library list if the -
vallstlib switch has not been specified).

• -pmtmsgf msgf-name
Specifying this switch will ensure that the Web Option client session will have its internal Prompt Message File set to
the specified value (msgf-name). If the message file is not already loaded by the Web Option server job processing the
client session, it will be loaded (either from the library specified for the -vallstlib switch or from the client job's library list
if the -vallstlib switch has not been specified).

• pmtmsgflib lib-name
Specifying the current prompt message file library name that the client should use for finding the prompt message file.

The MLS Generator generates the following Web Option comment line into each skeleton:

 <!--%W2E% -vallstfil &&_lstfil -pmtmsgf &&_pmtmsf %W2E%-->
 

where the 'Y2VLLSP' and 'UUPMTMSG' values are retrieved from the model definition. This comment line is defined in
the *HTML object group in the MLS Syntax file YMLSSYNRFP.

Web Option Tag Format

The format of the Web Option tags is significantly different from HTML tags. There are a number of different Web Option
tag types - the following example shows two possible Web Option tags.

(_v0835) or (_tSALESFIG)

Each tag follows the same basic format:

• An opening bracket and an underline ((_), which identifies the tag to the Web Option server
• An identifying letter (such as v or t in the example) defines the type of processing that the Web Option server performs

for the tag (see the Web Option Tag Identifying Letters section in this article for more details)
Tag specific data used by the Web Option server (such as 0835 or SALESFIG in the example) when processing the
tag
A closing bracket ()) used to identify the end of the tag

Web Option Tag Identifying Letters

The following table lists the identifying letters currently used with the Web Option.

Identifying Letter Used For
d Dependency tags
f Formatted field tags
r Replacement language tags
q Exit program tags
t User-defined text tags
v Variable tags
x System variable tags
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Details about these tag types, how they are used, and the format of the data that is included in them is detailed in the
following sections.

NOTE
Fields passed in the data stream is by the offset of that field on the screen being processed. Valid values for
data offsets are between 2 and 1920 (for 24 by 80 screens) and between 2 and 3564 (for 27 by 132 screens)
and are always generated as 4-character strings with leading zeros where applicable. Thus 1047 and 0043 are
valid offsets, whereas 2430 and 84 are invalid (value outside range (for a 24 by 80 screen) and no leading zeros
respectively).

The standard algorithm for converting between screen offset and screen row/column is:

 OFFSET = ((ROW - 1) *  maximum-columns) + COLUMN 
 

Where maximum columns is either 80 or 132.

The YCVTRCO command can be used to convert between row or column and offset, and vice-versa.

NOTE
Within this document, where an offset value is defined within a tag description, it is represented as NNNN.

Dependency Tags

Usage

Dependency tags are used to provide data-specific HTML generation. When the server encounters a start-dependency
tag, it processes the data up to the associated end-dependency tag. Within the tags, the server determines whether
or not to include the data within the HTML page, which is sent to the browser. For example, drop-down lists for sub-file
selections and the standard CA 2E confirm prompts are generated in a MLS to include dependency tags, since they are
only displayed under certain circumstances.

Format

Dependency tags can take one of three start formats, an otherwise format, and also a single end format:

• Output-when-match:
• (_dNNNN+xxxxxxxxxx)

If comparison string xxxxxxxxxx is the same as the screen data at screen offset NNNN, all the data between the
start and end dependency tags is written to the browser (including any other Web Option tags, which is processed as
normal). The lines containing the start and end tags themselves are not written.

• Skip-when-match
 (_dNNNN-xxxxxxxxxx)
 

If comparison string xxxxxxxxxx is the same as the screen data at screen offset NNNN, none of the data between the
start and end dependency tags are written to the browser. The lines containing the start and end tags themselves are
not written.

• Output-when-field:
 (_dNNNNI)
 

If an input field exists on the screen at offset NNNN (whether or not it contains data), all the data between the start
and end dependency tags are written to the browser. The lines containing the start and end tags themselves are not
written.

• Otherwise tag:
 (_dNNNNX)
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If a start tag of any type has been encountered with screen offset NNNN specified and that tag was not fulfilled, then
the lines between this tag and the end-tag are output.

• End tag:
 (_dNNNN)
 

The end-tag ends a section of dependent skeleton.

Example

Below is an example of the CONFIRM prompt HTML that is generated into the HTML skeleton:

 <!--(_d1904+CONFIRM)  Confirm prompt (dependent)-->                   
  <INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="_F1913U" VALUE=" " SIZE="1">
  <SCRIPT>
  if (confirm("Confirm changes?"))
   window.document.forms[0]._F1913U.value = 'Y'
  else
   window.document.forms[0]._F1913U.value = 'N';
  if( ONSUBMITFUN() == true) window.document.forms[0].submit();</SCRIPT>
 <!--(_d1904) End of dependent confirm prompt-->                   
 

In this example, if 'CONFIRM' appears at screen offset 1904 (that is, if the confirm prompt is showing on the green-
screen) the selected information is included in the HTML page sent to the browser only .

Following is an example of the generated HTML for a CA 2E sub-file select prompt:

 <!-- (_d0722I) Dependent display when input field -->
   <SELECT NAME="_F0722">                            
     <OPTION SELECTED VALUE="(_v0722)">(_v0722)      
     <OPTION VALUE="4">Delete</OPTION>             
   </SELECT>                                         
 <!-- (_d0722X) Otherwise display output field -->   
   (_f0722)                                          
 <!-- (_d0722) End of dependent output -->           
 

In this example, the drop-down list is included in the HTML page sent to the browser only if an input field appears at
screen offset 722 (that is, if the sub-file select field itself is on the green-screen and is input-capable). If the sub-file
select field is not input-capable (when the confirm prompt displays), then the output data at the same offset (in green) is
outputted instead.

Formatted Field Tags

Usage

Field tags are used where the value from a field displays on the screen (as with a variable tag), but where the attributes
of that field are not known prior to runtime. For instance, if a field is defined in the display file DDS as having a number
of possible attributes, each dependent on a different indicator, then the field tag is used instead of the variable tag.
The resulting tag is the same as the results of a variable tag, but include various field attributes, such as font color and
underlining.
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Format

Field tags have the following format:

 (_fNNNN)
 

Example

The following display file DDS is being analyzed:

 A            Z1ABNC         5  0B  4 19TEXT('KeyFld 1 NBR')
 A                                      CHECK(RZ)           
 A                                      EDTCDE(4)           
 A N25                                  OVRDTA              
 A  31                                  DSPATR(RI PC)       
 A N31                                  DSPATR(UL)          
 A  85                                  DSPATR(BL)
 A N25                                  OVRATR             
 

Because the Z1ABNC field could appear in several different ways (reverse-image, underlined, blinking) the MLS generator
generates a Field tag as follows:

 <TD>(_f0259)</TD>
 

The server determines the style and formatting for this field by looking at the attribute byte for the field (which is passed in
the data-stream with the field and changes as the field displays in different ways).

Thus, where the value of the field at screen is 00012, the server might render the above as:

 <TD><B><FONT COLOR=#00FFCC>00012</FONT></B><TD>
 

or as

 <TD><I><FONT COLOR=GREEN>00012</FONT></I><TD>
 

Exit Program Tags

Usage

In addition to the normal flow of processing created by the underlying application, exit program tags allow the Web
Option server to call external IBM i programs, written in any High-Level Language (HLL). The exit program can return
a single 254-character value, which displays on the HTML in place of the tag itself. A sample exit program YEXITPGM
(written in CL) is shipped with the Web Option product. If a value is to be returned from the exit program, it is the job of
the programmer to ensure that this value is sent from the exit program as a program message in message id W2U0001 in
message file YW2EMSG in Y2WEB.

Format

Exit program tags take the following format:

 (_qprogram-name:parameter:parameter:parameter:…)
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Program-name identifies the program (qualified or unqualified) on the IBM i and parameter is the parameter to that
program. Any number of parameters can be passed, as long as they are all character values and are separated by semi-
colons.

Example

Following is an example of an exit program tag that has been added to a generated HTML skeleton:

 (_qPRODLIB/LOOKUP:WRK:(_v0345):RTN)
 

This tag causes the server to call program LOOKUP in library PRODLIB passing three parameters: WRK, the value of the
screen at offset 345, and RTN.

Program LOOKUP can use these values to perform whatever processing it chooses and, if it returns a value, the following
line (or HLL-specific equivalent) is coded in it:

 SNDPGMMSG  MSGID(W2U0001) MSGF(YW2EMSG) MSGDTA(&MSGDTA)
 TOPGMQ(*PRV) TOMSGQ(*TOPGMQ) MSGTYPE(*INFO)
 

Once the server has called the specified exit program, it attempts to receive message W2U0001. If it receives this
message, it displays the contents of the message on the screen in place of the exit program tag; otherwise, the tag does
not display.

The value returned from the exit program to the Web Option server can be any text string up to 254 characters.
Depending on the processing performed by the exit program, it might be a value from a database, or a simple completion
message or even an HTML string.

User-Defined Text Tags

Usage

User-defined text tags are not included in generated skeletons by default, but you can add them where you want to
include data (that is not passed in the data-stream and is not a system variable) in the final HTML page.

Format

User-defined text tags have the following format:

 (_tAAAAAAAAAA)
 

Where AAAAAAAAAA is a string of up to 10 characters that identify a particular element of user-defined text, held on the
User-defined Text field YMLSUDTP. Each record on this file has a 10-character key and a 254-character data field (it is
this data field that replaces the tag).

Example

If you wanted to display the latest sales figures for your company on the sign-on screen and you also want to be able to
update this figure on a daily basis without changing the skeleton, you could code the following in the generated skeleton:

 <H1>Our latest sales have climbed to $(_tSALESFIG)!!!</H1>
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You also need to add a record to the YMLSUDTP file as follows:

UDTNAME UDTTEXT
SALESFIG 1,234,567.89

The line would be included in the HTML page that is sent to the browser as:

 <H1>Our latest sales have climbed to $1,234,567.89!!!</H1>
 

Any change to the UDTTEXT value in the YMLSUDTP file would be reflected every time the sign-on screen is accessed.

Variable Tags

Usage

Variable tags are generated in a skeleton wherever a value from a field on the green-screen needs to be inserted into the
final HTML page and where the attributes for that field are known prior to runtime (or are unimportant). Compare Variable
tags with Formatted Field Tags in this article.

Format

Variable tags have the following format:

 (_vNNNN)
 

Example

A line might be generated into a skeleton as follows:

 <TD><FONT COLOR=#FF00CC>(_v0242)</FONT></TD>
 

In this case, the server replaces the (_v0242) tag with the value of the input field at screen offset 242. For instance, if an
output field exists on the screen at offset 242 with the value “Select one of the following:” then the previous line would
display in the browser as:

 <TD><FONT COLOR=#FF00CC>Select one of the following:</FONT></TD>
 

System Variable Tags

Usage

System variable tags are used throughout generated skeletons to identify where system variable values are inserted.
System variables are values that are specified by the Web Option system and are used to hold default values, screen and
text colors, folder names, and so on.

Format

System variable tags have the following format:

 (_xAAAAAAAAAA)
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Where AAAAAAAAAA is a string of up to 10 characters that identifies a particular system variable.

Example

Every HTML skeleton generated by CA 2E contains the following lines:

 <SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JAVASCRIPT" SRC="HTTP:///WEB2EDOC/...
 <FORM METHOD=”POST” ACTION=”(_xCALLURL)”...>
 

At runtime, the CALLURL value is replaced by the 'calling-url' value stored for the client session when the Web Option
is first accessed and the (_xSYSTEM) value is replaced by the Web Option YSYSTEM control value. For instance, if the
YSYSTEM Web Option CONTROL value is myas400:4100 and the URL used to access Web Option the first time was
http://myas400:4100/WEB2E, the HTML page sent to the browser would display the previous lines as:

 <SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JAVASCRIPT" SRC="HTTP://WEB2EDOC/...
 <FORM METHOD=”POST” ACTION=”http://WEB2E...>
 

Users can include user-defined substitution variables in HTML pages by specifying them within System Variable tags. For
instance, the following tag would be replaced at runtime by the _w2evsn substitution variable:

 (_x_w2evsn)
 

Some substitution variables are defined by Web Option and others can be created by users in scripts. See The GET and
PUT commands in the article “Scripting” for more details on how to create your own substitution variables in a script.

Replacement Language Data Tags

Usage

Replacement language data tags are used within drop-down list option tags and command key buttons, where the data
to be displayed in the drop-down list options must be retrieved at runtime from the Y2VLLSP CA 2E application object
Values List File or from a specified Prompt Message File. The names of the Values List File and Prompt Message File
from which to retrieve data are typically set by the Web Option server when it processes a Web Option control comment
line embedded in the skeleton source. The libraries that are used for the Values List File and Prompt Message file are
taken from the lib-names that are specified in the Web Option control comments -vallstlib and -pmtmsgflib.

Format

Replacement language data tags have the following format:

 (_rNNNNNNNAAA...)
 

or

(_rXXXXXXX)Where NNNNNNN is a 7-digit list surrogate number from the Values List File and AAA… is a string of
up to 25 characters that identifies the external value from the file or where XXXXXXX is a message identifier in the
prompt message file specified for the skeleton in which the replacement tag is found. At runtime, the list surrogate and
the external value are used to lookup the Values List File and are replaced with the Condition text for that record or the
prompt message identifier is used to lookup the specified Prompt Message File and the message text for the message is
returned.
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Example

The following drop-down list options are generated into a skeleton:

Drop-down lists:

 <select name=”_F0345U”>
     <option value=”O”>(_r1234567O)</opyion> 
     <option value=”C”>(_r1234567C)</opyion> 
     <option value=”D”>(_r1234567D)</opyion> 
 </select>
 

At runtime, the three replacement data tags are replaced with the condition text in the Values List file for the three records
for list surrogate 1234567 which have external values of O, C and D. In an English language environment, the Values List
file might contain condition text values of Open, Closed and Deleted. However, if the user were running Web Option in a
French language environment, the Values list file would contain Ouvert, FermÉe and RayÉe. Thus a single skeleton can
be easily used with different national languages.

Command key text:

For a command key button F14, the following HTML would be generated:

 <td bgcolor="#FFFFFF" height="20">
 <button type="submit" id="_K14" class="cmdkey" title="CF14"
 onclick="name=id">(_r100151414)</button>
 </td>
 

At runtime the replacement tag is replaced with the condition text in the Values List file for the record with List Surrogate
1001514, which has external value 14. In an English environment, the condition text for F3 might be Exit. However, if
the user were running web option in a French environment, the corresponding record in the Values List file in the French
library would be 'Sortir.'

Web Option HTML Input Element Format

When a button is pressed on a browser screen, all HTML input elements are sent to the Web Option server for processing
and routing to the correct interactive job. Data that the Web Option router processes must be one of the following element
types:

Input Element Description
Input field HTML names beginning with _F, (for example, _F0453U)
Command key HTML names beginning with _K (for example, _K04)
Macro HTML names beginning with _M (for example, _M1607:90)
Script HTML names beginning with _S, (for example, _SREPEAT)

Input Fields

Input fields are defined in the HTML as having a name in the format _Fnnnnxxxx where nnnn is the offset to that field's
position on the underlying green-screen and xxxx is an optional string of characters that the browser uses to identify the
field type so it can be initially validated at the client (browser) level using JavaScript.
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Examples

The following field is a 10-character input field that allows only uppercase input (specified by the U in the field name) and
that initially appears on the screen with a blank value:

 <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”_F0432U” VALUE=”” SIZE=”10” MAXLENGTH=”10”>
 

The following field is a 7-character input field, which allows only numeric values to be input and initially appears on the
HTML page with a value of 22.35:

 <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”_F0586N” VALUE=”22.35” SIZE=”7” MAXLENGTH=”7”>
 

The following field is a drop-down list having two acceptable values and that initially appears on the HTML page with a
value of 'Yes' (the underlying green-screen appears with an initial value of 'Y'):

 <SELECT NAME=”_F1234”>
    <OPTION SELECTED VALUE=”Y”>Yes</OPTION>
    <OPTION          VALUE=”N”>No</OPTION>
 </SELECT>
 

When a submit button is pressed, all changed input fields (including drop-down select fields) are validated to ensure their
contents conform to their field data type prior to submitting the page. If any field contains data that is inconsistent with the
field data type (for instance, if you have entered character data in a field defined as being a numeric field), a pop-up error
displays and the page is not submitted to the IBM i.

Once all changed fields contain acceptable data, the page is submitted to the IBM i, and all input fields are sent with their
respective values.

The value attribute of input fields refers only to the value of the field when it initially displays on the HTML page.

Command key buttons

Each command key is created in the HTML skeleton or in a JIT page as a button, for example:

 <button type="submit" id="_KEN" class="cmdkey" onclick="name=id">Enter</button>
 

If a button is created to simulate.

Where button-text is the text that appears on the button face itself (for instance, Cancel or Select for processing), nn is a
2-letter code for the relevant command key, and xxxx is the (optional) cursor position on the screen when the command
key is pressed.

For generated skeletons, the button text is taken from the DDS source; for JIT screens, it is taken directly from the 5250
screen. The available 2-letter command-key codes are as follows:

• 01-24-Relevant F-key
• EN-Enter
• HL-Help
• CL-Clear
• UP-Page Up
• DN-Page Down
• PR-Print
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If required, the button can include a cursor position on the screen when the command key is pressed, by including it in the
button id, as follows:

 <button type="submit" id="_K04xxxx" class="cmdkey" onclick="name=id">Prompt</button>
 

• xxxx
Specifies the cursor offset to be sent to Web Option when this button is pressed. This allows you to create buttons that
simulate pressing, for example, F4, with the cursor positioned at a specific input field.

If the cursor position is not specified, Web Option assumes that the cursor is positioned at the first input field (this is
consistent with green-screen processing). If cursor position is specified, the Web Option router sends both the relevant
command key and the cursor position to the IBM i.

Although both the HTML generator and the JIT processor create buttons to provide the same basic functionality as would
be available on the green-screen, you can add additional button definitions to generated HTML skeletons to gain further
functionality than the HTML generator can provide (such as cursor-specific buttons).

Examples

The following are examples of button definitions you can add to generated HTML skeletons.

• Generated button to simulate a user pressing F3 (as generated into JIT screens and HTML skeletons):
 <INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” NAME=”_K03” VALUE=”Exit”>
 

• Generated button to simulate a user pressing Enter (as generated into JIT screens and skeletons):
 <INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” NAME=”_KEN” VALUE=”Enter”>
 

• User-created button to simulate a user pressing the help key while positioned at offset 1202 (button display = ?):
 <INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” NAME=”_KHL1202” VALUE=”?”>
 

• User-created button to simulate a user pressing F4 (Prompt) while positioned at offset 845 (button display = …):
 <INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” NAME=”_K040845” VALUE=”...”>
 

As in the examples above, you can add command keys to generated skeletons to provide functionality that is not
automatically generated (such as field-sensitive help). For instance, the following HTML code displays an input field
(which only allows uppercase input), with both a Select button (to mimic existing F4-prompt functionality) and a ? button
(to mimic field-sensitive help) alongside it:

 <TD>
 <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”_F0452U” VALUE=”” SIZE=”10”>&nbsp;<INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT”
 NAME=”_K040452” VALUE=”Sel”>&nbsp;<INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” NAME=”_KHL0452” VALUE=”?”>
 </TD>
 

The &nbsp; is an HTML non-breaking space, allowing a small gap between the input field and each button. The previous
code would display as:
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Before adding additional buttons to HTML skeletons, ensure that the underlying processing exists-in the previous example
for instance, ensure that the F4-prompt functionality is active for the field in question.

When a page is submitted to the IBM i, only the command key pressed is sent to the Web Option router, along with all the
input fields. Therefore, an HTML page can contain definitions for buttons representing many different command keys, but
only one is included in the input field data sent to the IBM i.

Macro buttons

A macro button allows the user to add a value to an existing field. Macro buttons in the Web Option are designed so they
specify both the location of the (existing) command-line or input capable field, and the string to pass to the IBM i in that
field. Macro buttons are not generated into any Web Option skeletons by default, but can be added to a skeleton post-
generation.

Macro buttons are coded as follows:

 <INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” VALUE=”button-text” NAME=”_Mnnnn:data-string” >
 where button-text is the text that displays on the button itself and nnnn is the offset
 to the input field in which data-string is entered. The single colon separating the
 input field offsets the data-string.
 

Examples

You can change the default Y1MENU_O.HTM screen so that the command line is removed (so external users cannot
access the command line), but you can add a macro button to enable users to execute a specific command. Even if you
remove the command-line input field from the HTML page, you can add the following button to the Y1MENU_O skeleton:

 <INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” VALUE=”Change profile” NAME=”_M1607:?QSYS/CHGPRF”>
 

A macro button can only be used to insert a single pre-specified string into a single input-capable field on a screen.
However, the string can be a Web Option tag, so the following HTML code can copy the contents of one output field to a
different input field and submit the page to the IBM i for processing:

 <FONT COLOR=”BLUE” SIZE=”+2”>(_v1513)</FONT>
 <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” VALUE=”(_v1593)” NAME=”_F1593” SIZE=”20”>&nbsp;
 <INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” VALUE=”Customer” NAME=”_M1593:(_v1513)”>
 

When the page displays in the previous case, if the contents of the output field on the green-screen at offset 1513 are
“Firstname Lastname”, then the HTML output is:

 <FONT COLOR=”BLUE” SIZE=”+2”>Firstname Lastname</FONT>
 <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” VALUE=”(_v1593)” NAME=”_F1593” SIZE=”20”>&nbsp;
 <INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” VALUE=”Customer” NAME=”_X1593:Firstname Lastname”>
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The user now has the option of either entering a new name in the _F1593 field or pressing the Customer button, which
submits the page to the Web Option router with the _F1593 field having the value Firstname Lastname.

Script buttons

Like Macro buttons, Script buttons perform 'hidden' processing. However, a Script button actually processes a Web Option
script, which is running on the IBM i. A script consists of a number of commands, which are held in the YSCRIPT source
file in Y2WEB. Scripts can be written to do the following:

• Execute a series of commands on the IBM i.
• Retrieve data from one screen, change to a different screen and enter the saved data on the new screen.
• Drop the user back out through several screens to a predefined point.

A Script button is coded as follows:

 <INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” VALUE=”button-text” NAME=”_Sscript-name” >
 

where button-text is the text that displays on the button itself and script-name is the name of the script member in Y2WEB/
YSCRIPT.

Examples

A button could be coded as follows:

 <INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” NAME=”Execute my script” VALUE=”_SMYSCRIPT”>
 

This button would submit the HTML page and execute the MYSCRIPT script (held as a member called MYSCRIPT in
Y2WEB/YSCRIPT).

When an HTML page is submitted by a Script button any of the data on that page is available to the script processor.

Markup Language Skeleton Customization
This article identifies the modifications that can be made to Web Option generated Markup Language Skeletons. Use
these instructions to modify generated skeletons to include some features that are not generated by the MLS generator.

NOTE
Certain sections in this document discuss the manual editing of Web Option file data to achieve changes in
generated skeletons. Until Web Option includes processing to enable this automatically, this is the only way that
you can edit these files.

Contents

We strongly suggest that you make copies of the following files prior to changing any data:
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• YMLSHDRRFP-MLS syntax header file
• YMLSSYNRFP-Markup language skeleton syntax file

Additionally, it is assumed that any person making changes that affect the generation of Web Option HTML skeletons is
proficient in HTML and understands the effects of the data changes they are making.

Overview

This article is divided into three sections:

• Model Customization
Model customization covers the way changes are made within a CA 2E model that affect how the skeletons (or a
specific skeleton) are generated. Customization changes made within a CA 2E model are re-used when a skeleton is
regenerated.

• Global Customization
Global customization covers areas where making changes affects the way all skeletons are generated. These include
changing Web Option control values and changing the contents of the Markup Language Skeleton Syntax file.
Changes made at a global level affect the way the HTML generator works and the data it uses to generate a skeleton.
Changes made at a global level normally affect only skeletons generated after the customization changes have been
made.

• Specific Customization
Specific customization covers changes made at the model, field or screen element (screen field) level. Specific
customization can include the addition of page-specific images, the conversion of input status fields to drop-down
boxes, the inclusion of hyperlinks, and so on.

Model Customization

Integration with the CA 2E Model

From r8.0 onwards, users apply customization directly to screen elements in the model itself, meaning that when a
skeleton is generated for a screen that contains those elements, the element-specific customizations are automatically
applied to the skeleton.

Element-level customization can be applied at the following levels:

• Field-level
When a skeleton screen is generated having screen fields, the customization is selected. Screen element
customization overrides field level customizations.

• Header/footer-level
Element customization can be applied to a Define screen format (DFNSCRFMT) function based over the *Standard
header/footer file. This customization will apply to every function and allows common customizations to be applied
across multiple screens.

• Display-file-level
When a skeleton screen is generated having display fields, the customizations are selected. Display-file-customization
is implemented in place of the normal *BODY and *HEADER elements that are generated for all skeletons.

• Record-format-level
When a skeleton screen is generated having record format levels, the customizations are selected. Record-format-
customization is implemented in place of the first *TR element that is generated for all skeletons.

• Screen-element-level
When a skeleton screen is generated having a screen-element level, the customizations are selected. Screen-element-
customizations are implemented in place of the *INPUTFIELD, *OUTPUTFIELD, *DYNAMICFIELD or *OUTPUTTEXT
elements that are generated for the screen element.
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NOTE
Because it is not possible to associate element customization with a specific header/footer, element
customization applied to fields on any header/footer will apply to every screen in the model, whether they use
that header/footer or a different one.

Model-level customization data is held in two files within Web Option:

• YELMCSTRFP
This file contains the actual customization data that is created by users. The data in this file can be used by different
elements in different models. The data in this file can include variables, which are replaced at MLS generation time
with skeleton-specific data.

• YSCRELMRFP
This file contains links between the elements in each model and the customization data held in YELMCSTRFP.
The customization data held in YELMCSTRFP can be edited using the YWRKELMCST (Work with Element
Customization Data) command.

Adding Element-level customization

To add element-level customization within a model:

Field-level customization

NOTE
This assumes a field exists in your model called State code, which is a two-letter status field that holds the US
state codes (CA, CO, etc.). Values exist for this field for each of the 50 US states, to create a drop-down list:

1. Display the state names instead of the two-letter state codes
2. Default the option to blank and signal the user that they must select a state
3. Only allow the user to pick California, New York and New Jersey

Example

Use the YWRKELMCST (Work with Element Customization) command to display the various types of element
customization.

Use F6 to create a new record with the following values:

Customization ID: DDL_STATE             Sequence no.:   1.00                    

                                                                                

                                                                                

Customization information:  <select name="&&_fldnam">                               

                                                     

Customization type: I  (Input/Output)                                           

                                                                                

Object type/attribute: FLD STS                                                  
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Customization description: Drop-down list for state codes                       

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F3=Exit  F12=Cancel  F13=Fast Exit 

Use F6 to create further DDL_STATE records so the following data records are created in YELMCSTRFP:

Customization ID      Customization information                       

 

DDL_STATE  001.00     <select name="&&_fldnam">                              

DDL_STATE  002.00     <option selected value="  ">*Select*</option>

DDL_STATE  003.00     <option value="CA">California</option>       

DDL_STATE  004.00     <option value="NY">New York</option>         

DDL_STATE  005.00     <option value="ND">North Dakota</option>     

DDL_STATE  999.00     </select>                                       

Enter the CA 2E model and edit the details of the State code field

Press F17 from the EDIT FIELD DETAILS screen to display the Edit Screen Element Customization screen. This screen
shows the element details (the fact that it is a field of type STS). Type DDL_STATE in the Customization Identifier input
field, press Enter and confirm.

Element Name: AFCD        State code                                           

                                                                                

    Object Type: FLD  Object Subtype: CDE                                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

    Customization Identifier:  DDL_STATE             (Use '?' to select)            

                                                                                

    Customization Description: Drop-down list for state codes                       
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    F3=Exit  F12=Cancel  F13=Fast Exit                                              

Generate a skeleton for a function where a screen for that function includes the State code field, the customization data
you entered in steps 2 and 3 is generated into the skeleton, with the &&_fldnam in the <SELECT> tag being replaced with
_Fnnnn where nnnn is the screen offset of the state field on the screen.

For instance:

      <!--ROW=010 COL=070-->                             

        <TD COLSPAN="004" HEIGHT="020">                  

        <!-- Field-level element customization -->               

        <select name="_F0790">                           

           <option selected value="  ">*Select*</option> 

           <option value="CA">California</option>        

           <option value="NY">New York</option>          

           <option value="ND">North Dakota</option>      

        </select>                                        

        </TD>                                           

When the skeleton is merged with live data into an HTML page and sent to the browser, the drop down list displays as a
drop-down list with *Select* being displayed.

File-level customization

File-level customization gives a specific look-and feel to an entire HTML page. Under normal circumstances, where there
is no file-level customization, the following two lines are generated in each skeleton:

<BODY BGCOLOR="WHITE" TEXT="#000000" LINK="#0000FF" ALINK="#CC33FF"      VLINK="#FF0000" onload=" ONLOADFUN()">

<IMG SRC="HTTP://WEB2EDOC/
CA_WH.GIF" WIDTH="255" HEIGHT="60"><DIV ALIGN="CENTER"><IMG SRC="HTTP://WEB2EDOC/
ADV2E.GIF" WIDTH="200" HEIGHT="60"></DIV>

The above code is generated from the *BODY and *HEADER object groups in the MLS Syntax file and the YDFTBGC,
YDFTTXC, YDFTLKC, YDFTALC, YDFTVLC and YHTMOSF Web Option values.
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If file-level customization is applied to a display file for a CA 2E function, then skeletons generated for screens for that
function do not include the above lines. Consequently, file-level customization must at least consist of a <BODY> tag,
which is required by HTML.

Example

Use the Work with Element Customization (YWRKELMCST) command to display the various types of element
customization.

Use F6 to create a new record with the following values:

Customization ID: BODY_BG_PINK          Sequence no.:   1.00           

                                                                                

Customization information: <BODY BGCOLOR=”PINK” onLoad=”ONLOADFUN()”>

                                                   

Customization type: O  (Input/Output)                                           

                                                                                

Object type/attribute: FIL DSP                                                 

                                                                               

Customization description: Pink background for web pages 

                                                                               

F3=Exit  F12=Cancel  F13=Fast Exit

Enter the CA 2E model and take option 'S' to a function to display the screen for that function. Press F3 to display the
EDIT FUNCTION DEVICES screen.

Press F17 to display the Edit Screen Element Customization screen. This screen shows the element details (the fact that
it is a display file). Type BODY_BG_PINK in the Customization Identifier input field, press Enter and confirm.

Element Name: UUA8EFKD    Edit Address              Edit file                  

                                                                                

Object Type: FIL  Object Subtype: DSP                                          

                                                                                

                                                                                

Display File:  UUA8EFKD    Edit Address              Edit file                 
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Customization Identifier:  BODY_BG_PINK          (Use '?' to select)           

                                                                                

Customization Description: Pink background for web pages

                                                                                

F3=Exit  F12=Cancel  F13=Fast Exit

If you generate a skeleton for this function, the customization data entered in step 2 are generated into the skeleton:

</HEAD>                                        

<!-- File-level element customization -->        

<BODY BGCOLOR="PINK" onLoad=”ONLOADFUN()”>

<CENTER>                                       

Format-level customization

Format-level customization allows you to give a specific look-and feel to record formats (such as the subfile control format)
in an HTML page.

Record-level customization replaces the <TR> tag that is generated for the record format. If the record format covers more
than one line, the record-format customization applies to all lines within the record format. Consequently, format-level
customization must at least consist of a <TR> tag, which is required by HTML.

Example

Use the Work with Element Customization (YWRKELMCST) command to display the various types of element
customization.

Use F6 to create a new record with the following values:

Customization ID: FMT_BG_YELLOW         Sequence no.:   1.00                    

 

Customization information: <TR BGCOLOR=”YELLOW”>

 

Customization type: O  (Input/Output)                                           

 

Object type/attribute: FMT ALL                                                  
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Customization description: Yellow background for record formats

 

F3=Exit  F12=Cancel  F13=Fast Exit

Enter the CA 2E model and take option 'S' to a function to display the screen for that function. Press F17 to display the
DISPLAY SCREEN FORMATS screen. Select a record format (for instance, the Subfile control format).

Press F17 to display the Edit Screen Element Customization screen. This screen shows the element details (the fact that
it is a subfile control record format). Type FMT_BG_YELLOW in the Customization Identifier input field, press Enter and
confirm.

Element Name: ZSFLCTL     Subfile control.                                

 

Object Type: FMT  Object Subtype: CTL                                     

 

Display File:  UUA8EFKD    Edit Address              Edit file            

Record Format: ZSFLCTL     Subfile control.                               

 

Customization Identifier:  FMT_BG_YELLOW         (Use '?' to select)      

 

Customization Description: Yellow background for record formats           

 

F3=Exit  F12=Cancel  F13=Fast Exit                                       

If you generate a skeleton for this function, the customization data entered in step 2 are generated into the skeleton:

<!-- FORMAT:ZSFLCTL (Subfile control record) -->      

<!-- Format-level element customization -->           

<TR BGCOLOR="YELLOW">  

<TD COLSPAN="002" HEIGHT="020">                     
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</TD>                                

Element-level customization

NOTE
This assumes we are using the same State code field for which we generated field-level customization. In this
case, we want to use it in a different screen and have the following attributes:

1. Display the state names instead of the two-letter state codes
2. Default the option to California
3. Only allow the user to pick California or New York

Example

Use the YWRKELMCST (Work with Element Customization) command to display the various types of element
customization.

1. Use F6 to create a new record with the following values:

Customization ID: DDL_STATE_2           Sequence no.:   1.00                    

                                                                                

Customization information:  <select name="&&_fldnam">                               

                                                     

Customization type: I  (Input/Output)                                           

                                                                                

Object type/attribute: FLD STS                                                  

                                                                                

Customization description: Drop-down list for state codes (CA/NY only)

 

 

F3=Exit  F12=Cancel  F13=Fast Exit                                   

2. Use F6 to create further DDL_STATE_2 records so the following data records are created in YELMCSTRFP:

DDL_STATE_2  001.00     <select name="&&_fldnam">                              

DDL_STATE_2  002.00     <option selected value="CA">California</option>

DDL_STATE_2  004.00     <option value="NY">New York</option>         
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DDL_STATE_2  999.00     </select>                                      

3. Enter the CA 2E model and take option 'S' to the new function to display the screen for that function. Move the cursor
to the State code field and press Enter to display the EDIT SCREEN ENTRY DETAILS screen.

4. Press F17 to display the Edit Screen Element Customization screen. This screen shows the element details (the
fact that it is a status field on a particular screen). The Customization Identifier input field is already filled in with
DDL_STATE (because it has been implicitly selected at the field-level). Overtype DDL_STATE with DDL_STATE_2,
press Enter and confirm.

Element Name: AFCD        State code                                           

                                                                                

Object Type: FLD  Object Subtype: STS                                          

                                                                                

Display File:  UUA9EFKD    Edit Address              Edit file                 

Record Format: ZSFLRCD     Subfile record.                                     

                                                                               

Screen position:                                                               

   Screen Row: 010                                                             

   Screen Col: 070                                                             

                                                                                

Customization Identifier:  DDL_STATE_2           (Use '?' to select)           

 

Customization Description: Drop-down list for states (CA/NY only)              

                                                                                

F3=Exit  F12=Cancel  F13=Fast Exit                                            

From the EDIT SCREEN ENTRY DETAILS screen, move the cursor to the first line of the Column Headings input field
and Press F17 to display the Edit Screen Element Customization screen. This screen now shows the element details for
the column heading text itself. Enter *DROP ELEMENT in the Customization Identifier field and press Enter and confirm.
Repeat for the second line of Column Headings.

Element Name: AFCD        *COLHDG1: 'State code'
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Object Type: FLD  Object Subtype: STS                                          

                                                                                

Display File:  UUA9EFKD    Edit Address              Edit file                 

Record Format: ZSFLRCD     Subfile record.                                     

                                                                                

Screen position:                                                               

    Screen Row: 010                                                             

    Screen Col: 070                                                             

                                                                               

Customization Identifier:  *DROP ELEMENT         (Use '?' to select)           

 

Customization Description: Drop element - do not generate element              

                                                                                

F3=Exit  F12=Cancel  F13=Fast Exit

If you generate a skeleton for a function where a screen for that function includes the State code field, the customization
data you entered in steps 2 and 3 are generated into the skeleton, with the &f in the <SELECT> tag being replaced with
_Fnnnn where nnnn is the screen offset of the state field on the screen. Additionally, the heading text that would normally
be generated into the subfile control is not generated. For instance:

      <!--ROW=010 COL=070-->                             

        <TD COLSPAN="004" HEIGHT="020">                  

        <!-- Field-level element customization -->       

        <select name="_F0790">                           

        <option selected value="CA">California</option>  

        <option value="NY">New York</option>             

        </select>                                        

        </TD>                                            
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When the skeleton is merged with live data into an HTML page and sent to the browser, the drop down list displays *Select* being displayed.

NOTE
If the Web Option control value YVARTYP is set to *ALL or *SHORT, then all short substitution variables within
element customization must be specified without an immediately following alpha character (a-z orA-Z). Any other
character (including a blank, single quote or double quote) is acceptable.

If it is required to have, for example, "...value=&vxyz..." and the '&v' should be converted to the relevant value, then the
YVARTYP control value should be set to *ALL and the &v should be replaced with its equivalent long-form substitution
variable as "...value=&&_fldvalxyz...".

Global Customization

The HTML Generation Process

HTML skeletons are generated from the display file DDS, which is itself, generated from data in the model. Each skeleton
that is generated is given a unique name in the format Hnnnnnnn (where nnnnnnn is a unique number greater than
0001025) and is created as a source member in the YMLSSRC MLS source file in the Y2WEB Web Option product
library.

The HTML generator is data-driven-that is, the generator program has been written so that the generation process is
controlled by data held externally to the program. While some of the HTML that is generated is screen-specific (such
as the actual fields on a screen and screen titles), much of it is generic (such as screen/font colors and page headings/
footings). This has two advantages:

• You can change the HTML code so that all skeletons are generated with the same look-and-feel, possibly including
your own corporate logos, internal website links, and so on.

• You can use the HTML generator with different sets of data to generate other markup languages in the future (for
example, Extensible Markup Language-XML).

Most of the generic HTML code generated is held in the YMLSSYNRFP Markup Language Skeleton Syntax file; changes
made to data held in this file affect all skeletons that are generated. This file is owned by the YMLSHDRRFP MLS Header
file, which is actually referenced by the HTML generator itself. As the generator parses the DDS source member for a
display file, it determines the type of object (field, record format, and so on) it is processing, and uses the data held in
YMLSHDRRFP and YMLSSYNRFP to generate the correct type of data for that object.

All generated HTML files include the following sections (each of which corresponds to a record on YMLSHDRRFP, which
itself corresponds to one or more records on YMLSSYNRFP) generated in order:

• *HTML-This section consists of the HTML element, which is generated at the top of each skeleton.
• *HEAD-This section consists of a number of lines, covering the HEAD element of the HTML skeleton. The HEAD

element contains several sub-elements, such as TITLE, STYLE, SCRIPT, and META.
• *BODY-This section consists of the <BODY> start tag, whose attributes control the background color of the page,

various default colors for hypertext links, and so on.
• *HEADER-This section consists of a number of lines (maximum 100) that can be used to provide a standard header

for the top of every HTML page. Typically, this section would contain HTML tags to display company logos, hyperlinks
(perhaps to pages on the company website), and anything else that you wish to display on all HTML pages. This
section can contain certain Web Option tags, such as System tags, Exit program tags, and User-defined text tags.

• *FORM-This section consists of the data, HTML tags, and Web Option tags that describe the specific screen for which
the skeleton is being generated.

• *FOOTER-This section, like the *HEADER section, consists of up to 100 lines of HTML which can be used to provide a
standard page footer for every HTML skeleton.

In terms of basic layout, every generated HTML skeleton uses the following format:
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*HEADER

(generic)

 

*FORM

(screen-specific)

 

*FOOTER

 

(generic)

The *HEADER and *FOOTER sections in YMLSSYNRFP are shipped with data and includes an example company logo,
text, and sample hyperlinks.

Editing the YMLSSYNRFP File

To make global customization changes, the data in the YMLSSYNRFP file needs to be edited. This can be done using the
YEDTMLSSYN (Edit MLS Syntax) command.

Changing Web Option Formatting Control Values

The Web Option YW2EVALRFP Control Values file contains a number of control values specifically used to control the
way HTML skeletons are generated and the way JIT screens display.

• These formatting values can be edited by using the following command:
• YWRKW2EVAL W2EVAL(*ALL) VALTYP(*FMT)

Changes to these values affect any skeletons that are subsequently generated. In some cases, changes also affect the
way JIT screens display.

Specific Customization

Editing an HTML Skeleton After Generation

When an HTML skeleton has been generated, it exists as a source member in YMLSSRC in Y2WEB. While it is
possible to edit the skeleton in that form using SEU, it is easier to edit it as an HTML document on a PC. To do this, you
must convert the skeleton source member into a document in the WEBOPT directory in the IFS, using the YPRCSKL
command.

Once the skeleton is available as an HTML file on the PC, you can edit it using a graphical HTML editor or a text editor.
You can make almost any changes to a generated skeleton, but there are particular sections of generated HTML that you
should leave in the skeleton:

• The message display line on row 24; the HTML for this is shipped as:
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<FONT COLOR=RED SIZE=3>(_v1842)</FONT>

This line shows any error messages, it is generated from the *ERRORLINE section in the YMLSSYNRFP Markup
Language Skeleton syntax file. If you change the *ERRORLINE record in YMLSSYNRFP, you must ensure that the
(_v1842) tag remains.

• Web Option data tags
The CA 2E data tags in the skeleton correspond to runtime data, which is only available from the 5250 data stream
when the application is running. Some of these tags are for text such as the Program Name and time, which appear
on a standard CA 2E generated panel; this type of text does not need to remain on the HTML page for the underlying
program to function correctly. However, a lot of the tags correspond to field data that is retrieved from the underlying
green-screen at runtime; these tags should be left in the skeleton.
To identify which tags correspond to file data:
a. Take a screen print of the function running in the browser and convert the HTML skeleton into an HTML file (which

you can copy onto your PC).
b. Open the HTML file and take a screen print so that you can see where all the 2E tags are.
c. Compare the two views to determine what tags you need to keep.

• The CONFIRM prompt
Leave in the CONFIRM prompt; it is usually required in an Update function, if confirmation is required when
records are added, changed, or deleted. This is normally defined on line 24 and the HTML is generated from the
*CONFIRMPROMPT section in the YMLSSYNRFP Markup Language Skeleton syntax file.

After making your necessary changes to the skeleton, use the YPRCSKL command with option *CVTTOSKL, to copy it
over to the HTML source file on the IBM i.

NOTE
If you customize a function skeleton and copy it to YMLSSRC, then you regenerate the skeleton for that function
using the YGENMLS command, any changes you added are lost. At that point, you are back to your basic
skeleton.

Tips and Techniques

The following sections provide helpful information including:

• Adding buttons to send e-mail
• Accessing Web Option through another website (such as the Jasmine portal)
• Calling PC programs from Web Option (such as MS Word and MS Excel)
• Adding field-specific help buttons

Adding Buttons to Send E-Mail

A useful feature in many websites allows users to click on a button and send an email, automatically passing information
from the screen as data (To, Subject, Message, and so on) into the email itself.

A function called SENDEMAIL is included in the default YSCRIPT.JS file, which has five arguments (parameters): TO, CC,
BCC, SUBJECT, and BODY. This function performs all the processing necessary to create an email.

Use the following code to create a button that sends e-mail:

<INPUT TYPE=”BUTTON” VALUE=”button-value”

 onclick=”SENDEMAIL(to-value, cc-value, bcc-value, subject-value, body-value)”>

To summarize:
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• button-value is the text to display on the button (for example, “Send e-mail to us”)
• to-value, cc-value, bcc-value, subject-value and body-value are the values to use when sending the email.

 

NOTE

• If you need to use hard-coded values, enclose them in single quotes.
• You can specify any of the values as blanks, by not including a value between two quotes.
• You can include any information from elsewhere in the form by specifying the value from that field (as long as

that field is named in the form).

Example:

<FORM...>

...

<INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”COMMENTS” VALUE=” ” SIZE=”100”>

 

<INPUT TYPE=”BUTTON” VALUE=”Send us your comments” onclick=”SENDEMAIL('firstname.lastname@companyname.com' , '' , '' , 'My comments on your website' , this.form.COMMENTS.value)”

...

</FORM>

Clicking the Send us an email button opens an e-mail window with:

• The To: box already set as 'firstname.lastname@companyname.com'
• The Cc: and Bcc: boxes blank
• The Subject: line already set to 'My comments on your website'
• The body of the e-mail containing the text that the user entered in the COMMENTS text-box.

In general, you can use any field value, by specifying it as:

this.form.field-name.value

Where field-name is the name of another field on the same form

• – field-name must be in the same case as the field name on the HTML page
– this.form and value should be in lowercase (as in the 'this.form.COMMENTS.value' previous example)

Accessing Web Option Through Another Website

The URL that you should normally use to initiate a Web Option session:

http://WEB2EDOC/

However, it is possible to sign directly onto Web Option using the following methods:
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• Single user sign-on
In this mode, a call to Web Option using the previous URL results in the router always opening a session with a single
specified user id and password (bypassing the normal sign-on screen).
The user ID and password are specified in the YDFTUSR Web Option control value. To set these values, run the
following command:

YWRKW2EVAL W2EVAL(YDFTUSR)

Then, enter the 20-character string as 'userid password'
Where userid is a user ID on that IBM i and password is the password for that user ID.

NOTE
If the user ID is less than 10 characters, it must be padded with blanks, so that the password starts at character
11 of the VALUE parameter.

For example, if the user ID and password chosen are DFTUSER and DFTPASS, then the actual YDFTUSR value is:

'DFTUSER   DFTPASS   '

Setting an YDFTUSR value severely limits the use of Web Option, but it does ensure the strictest level of security
(assuming that the specified user has only extremely limited authority on the IBM i. For instance, this is useful if only
external customers were intended to use the Web Option.

• Specific user sign-on
In this mode, you can append a parameter to the basic Web Option URL to allow a specified user to sign on, as
follows:
http://WEB2E?*external-user-name*external-password
Note that a question mark separates external-user-name from the basic URL (signifying that the following data is the
parameter) and a leading asterisk precedes both external-user-name and external-password.
The external-user-name and external-password are not an actual IBM i user ID and password. Instead, they are
external values that are compared to internal values held on file. They can each be up to 15 characters long, and are
case-sensitive. When the router receives a parameter that commences with an asterisk, it calls the YW2EUSRRXR
user exit program. This program is shipped with the product along with its source, enabling customers to modify it as
they wish. YW2EUSRRXR parses out the external-user-name and external-password from the parameter and checks
for a record on the YW2EUSRRFP External Users file. A related internal IBM i user ID and password are used to start
an IBM i session depending on whether a record exists, whether the external-password is correct, and whether the
specified user is currently authorized.
A typical YW2EUSRRFP record might be:

External user ID                  15   username1     

External password                 15   password1     

Internal user ID                  10   ABC           

Internal password                 10   ABCPASS       

User description                  50   User Name     

                                                     

Flag 1                             1   N             
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Flag 2                             9.0         0     

Flag 3                            10                 

Error page                         8   YNOAUTH

In the above case, an external user with the user ID username1 and password password1 has been defined so that
they can sign on directly to the IBM i using the user id ABC and password ABCPASS.
The Flag 1, Flag 2 and Flag 3 fields are generic fields that can be used when you customize YW2EUSRRXR to
provide further validation links to your own files. Use the Error page field to specify what error page to display if the
user has been de-authorized or does not pass other customer-specific validity checks.
Information about this exit program is included with the source of the YW2EUSRRXR program in the QRPGLESRC
source file in the Web Option product library.

NOTE

• It is possible to pass only an external-user-name, for example:
http://myas400:4100/WEB2E?*external-user-name
in which case,YW2EUSRRXR looks for a record on YW2EUSRRFP for the specified external-user-name with
an external-password of *NONE. However, an internal IBM i user ID and password must both be specified.

• If the internal IBM i user ID, password, or both are incorrect or do not exist, the user is presented with a sign-
on screen, unless you explicitly add user-validation.

• If you specify the internal user ID as *DFTUSR and the internal IBM i password as blank, the current value
for the YDFTUSR is used.

• Internal IBM i user IDs and passwords are currently held in plain-text format in YW2EUSRRFP.

Therefore, the following three strategies are possible:

• Everyone automatically uses the default user ID and password (bypassing the sign-on screen).
• Specific users can sign on automatically (bypassing the sign-on screen). All others are either presented with the

sign-on screen, automatically sign-on using the default user ID and password (bypassing the sign-on screen), or are
presented with the authority rejection screen.

• All users are presented with the sign-on screen.
• All users are presented with the authority rejection screen.

NOTE
Processing the YDFTUSR and YUSRTYP Web Option control values is done using real-time values-that is, a
change to either of these values takes effect immediately and any jobs that access Web Option.

Calling PC Programs from Web Option (Such as MS Word, MS Excel)

Depending on your needs, calling a PC application such as MS Word can be as simple as navigating between HTML
pages.

In general, an application such as MS Word has a document suffix associated with it (for example, .doc for Word
documents and .xls for MS Excel spreadsheets). Specifying a link to an object with one of these suffixes, therefore, loads
that document into the browser window. The document displays exactly as it would in the given application; it cannot be
edited in this format.

There is a function called LOAD within the YSCRIPT.JS default JavaScript file in Web Option. Calling this function
(passing the IBM i name and a document name) opens a new browser window and loads the specified document, by
concatenating “http://”, the passed IBM i name, “/WEB2EDOC/” and the document name. When this new window is
closed, control passes back to the original window.
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For instance, if you have a Word document called USERDOC.DOC in the Y2WEBDOC folder within QDLS on your IBM i,
you could add the following HTML to a page to display that document:

<INPUT TYPE=”BUTTON” VALUE=”Display User Doc” onClick=”LOAD('myas400','userdoc.doc')”>

When the button is clicked, a new window opens with the following url:

http://myas400/WEB2EDOC/userdoc.doc

Although the LOAD function explicitly assumes the document is in Y2WEBDOC (for which the external name is
WEB2EDOC), you can change the LOAD function to retrieve documents from other locations. The source for the LOAD
function (in YSCRIPT.JS) is:

function LOAD(as400,doc)

 

 new_win = window.open("http://" + as400 + "/WEB2EDOC/" + doc,

     "New_window",                         'menubar=no,toolbar=no,location=no,resizable=yes');

 new_win.focus();

}

However, you can change this (if you are familiar with JavaScript) to perform document-specific checking, perhaps by
loading documents from subfolders within Y2WEBDOC for specific document types.

Using a hyperlink is a simpler method of loading a PC document into a separate window, as in the following HTML
example:

<HTML>

 

Click <A HREF=”/WEB2EDOC/userdoc.doc” target=”_blank”>here</
A> to see the user documentation.

 

</HTML>

When the word here is selected in the previous HTML section, a MS Word Document comes up.
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Adding Field-Specific Help Buttons

On a green-screen (either dumb-terminal or using emulator software), it is possible to create field-specific help, which can
be accessed by pressing a key (such as F1 or the HELP key) when the cursor is at a particular screen location.

This can be mimicked within a generated skeleton by the addition of field-help buttons, if a field is generated as follows:

<!--Dynamic Field-->

<TD BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" COLSPAN="050" HEIGHT="20">

(_f0737)

</TD>

The following addition adds a small ? button next to the field in question, that, when pressed, sends a signal to the (IBM i)
IBM i to make it believe that the HELP key was pressed and the cursor was situated over the field in question:

<!--Dynamic Field-->

<TD BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" COLSPAN="050" HEIGHT="20">

(_f0737)&nbsp;<INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” VALUE=”?” NAME=”_KHL0737”>

</TD>

The &nbsp is an HTML non-breaking space that creates a small space between the input field and the button. You can
change what is displayed on the button by changing the value of the VALUE attribute Help! in the following example:

<INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” VALUE=”Help!” NAME=”_KHL0737”>

You can experiment by adding Help buttons using various offsets to mimic the cursor-sensitive functionality of the
underlying green-screen, even where that cursor-sensitive help is not related to a specific input field.

System Request Functionality

System is available in the web option runtime as follows:

This functionality is made available by a user-defined field called W2E_SYSREQ, which must be added to skeletons either
through element customization or manually post-generation. The easiest way is to use element customization and add the
shipped customization element *SYSRQS to a screen element on the function Header, which ensures the W2E_SYSREQ
field is added to the generated skeleton.

The W2E_SYSREQ field can be defined as either a text field or (ideally) as a select box drop-down list. The
W2E_SYSREQ field can take any valid value from the System Request menu or the special value *, which causes the
System Request menu to be displayed. If W2E_SYSREQ field exists on a page that has a blank value, it is ignored.

An example of element customization to display an abbreviated System Request menu is as follows:

<select name="W2E_SYSREQ" onchange="document.submit();"> <option value=" ">Option...<option
value="*">Menu<option value="3">Display job<option value="4">Messages<option value="90">Sign off</select>
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This element customization has been added to the shipped YELMCSTRFP file in Y2WEBVENG, with a CSTID value of
*SYSREQ.

Scripting Processing for Web Option
This article describes the scripting processing that has been developed for Web Option.

Contents

The purpose of scripting support is:

• To allow users of Web Option to simplify much of the repetitive input that can be a feature of IBM i interactive programs
For example, many popular emulators (including IBM's Client Access) allow the creation of small 'macros', which are
essentially a series of commands, run automatically when the macro is executed. A macro might perform auto-sign-on
or might simply run a standard series of commands on an IBM i command line.

• To allow users of Web Option to mimic web-type functionality
For example, in an internet shopping application, a customer can often move back and forth between sections of the
online 'shop', the different departments, their shopping cart, and so on. By contrast, an IBM i interactive application
does not normally have this type of functionality. Green-screen applications tend to be linear in style, that is, users
move from screen A to screen B to screen C and can only come back to screen A by passing through screen B again.

Scripting support for Web Option allows the same level of functionality as provided by these macro languages. A Web
Option script can:

• Perform screen-specific functionality - entering data into input fields
• Save data from one screen to use on another screen
• Loop through screens

A benefit of Web Option scripting is that it is invisible to the user; script processing is handled within the Web Option
server itself, without the screen processing functionality being involved. For example, a script that provides a 'fast path' to
back out through several levels of a menu does not display the intervening menu screens in the browser window.

Scripts are held as database source file members in file YSCRIPT in the Web Option product library and can be edited
using the IBM Source Entry Utility (“SEU”) or any equivalent source editor.

A Web Option scripting language has been developed, which consists of a number of commands, each of which performs
specific processing. An individual script can contain one or more commands. A Web Option script is executed when a
script-execution button on a generated skeleton is pressed.

Web Option Script-Execution Button Format

A script SUBMIT button has the following HTML format:

 <INPUT
 TYPE=”SUBMIT”
 VALUE=”button-face-value”
 NAME=”_Sscript-name”
 >
 

where button-face-value is the text displayed on the button itself and script-name is the name of the script (up to 10-
characters in length). Note that the first two characters of the NAME attribute are '_S' (an underscore followed by a capital
S).

Script-execution buttons are not generated into Web Option skeletons automatically. The necessary HTML must be
added to a generated skeleton to create a script-execution button. Also the executed script that results when the button is
pressed must be written.
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Example

To define a button to execute a script called MYSCRIPT, you add the following HTML to a generated skeleton:

 <input type=”submit” value=”Main Menu” name=”_SMYSCRIPT”>
 

Alternatively, an image can be used to submit a script. For example, the following HTML also executes the MYSCRIPT
script when the image is selected:

 <input name="_SMYSCRIPT" type="image" border="0" src=" /WEB2EDOC/image.gif" alt="Main
 Menu">
 

Web Option Scripting Control Values

A number of Web Option Control Values are provided to take advantage of scripting support.

• YSCPRCV - Script recovery option
• YSCPERR - Script error page

These control values are described in detail in the article Control Values.

Web Option Script Processing

When a script-execution button is selected:

• The page is submitted to the Web Option server
• The Web Option server updates the screen buffer of the application program with any data entered in the fields on the

HTML page
• The Web Option server invokes the script-processor
• The script processor processes commands in the script, updating the screen buffer if necessary
• When a SEND command is found, the updated screen buffer is sent to the application program. When a response

is received from the application program, the script processor retrieves the new screen buffer from the application
program and continues updating the new screen buffer as necessary

• When a QUIT command is found, the script processor ends, the screen buffer is formatted into an HTML page and
control is returned to the client.

• If a screen-error occurs as a result of script processing (such as a character value being entered into a numeric field,
or an incorrect command key being pressed), script processing ends and the script-error processing occurs.

Web Option Scripting Language

A scripting language has been developed that uses a limited number of commands. All commands in a Web Option script
take the following format:

 command [parameters]
 

Additionally:
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• Each command must be on a separate line.
• Different commands can have zero, one, or two parameters, depending on the command.
• Each parameter must be separated by one or more spaces.
• Commands can be entered in lowercase or uppercase.
• Parameters should be entered exactly as they should be processed.
• Comments can be included in a script, if they are on their own line and start with a '#' in the first position on the line.
• Blank lines can be included in a script to aid readability.

The specific commands that follow have their own syntax.

The SEND command

The SEND command is used to send a command key to the IBM i and optionally quit the script. It is used to mimic the
user pressing either a command key, the ENTER key, or one of the other 'standard' keys. Both the required command-key
parameter and the optional QUIT parameter are case-insensitive. It has the following format:

 SEND command-key [QUIT]
 

Acceptable command-key values are:

 01 - 24
 ENTER
 PAGE-UP
 PAGE-DOWN
 PRINT
 HELP
 

Examples
 SEND ENTER
 SEND 03 QUIT
 send page-up
 

Usage

If the command-key value is not supplied or is not one of the above acceptable values, it is assumed that ENTER should
be sent (that is, both “SEND” and “SEND JUNK” are equivalent to “SEND ENTER”).

A SEND command sends the current screen buffer, which can contain data changed as a result of previous script
commands, for processing by the application program. If the optional QUIT is not specified, the script is still considered to
be 'active' and when control returns to the Web Option server from the application program, it resumes script processing
from the point following the SEND command. If the optional QUIT is specified, the script is deactivated, and normal
interactive processing occurs when control returns to the Web Option server.

Thus, the following two script fragments result in the same overall processing, but the second results in an additional
processing loop:

 SEND ENTER QUIT
 or
 SEND ENTER
 QUIT
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It must be emphasized that if a SEND command is not included in the script, any processing performed by the script to
change data on the screen is ignored and is not processed by the application program.

The QUIT command

The QUIT command is used within a script to signify that the script should be ended. Note that if the QUIT command is
encountered within an IF-group, the script ends immediately without executing any further commands. It has the following
format:

 QUIT [error-page]
 

Examples
 QUIT
 QUIT YERROR
 

If error-page is specified, that error page displays to the user and their interactive IBM i job is ended. If error-page is not
specified, the script ends normally and control passes back to the user.

The SET-FIELD command

The SET-FIELD command is used to set a field on the screen to have a particular value. It has the following format:

 SET-FIELD field-name field-value
 

where field-name has the following format:

 Fnnnn (where nnnn defines a screen offset)
 

and field-value can be optionally enclosed in quotes. It must be enclosed in quotes if it contains preceding blanks. The
value parameter is left-adjusted.

Examples
 SET-FIELD _F0453U         CUST001
 SET-FIELD _F1242N 12.34
 SET-FIELD _F0336 Michael R. Mouse
 SET-FIELD _F0336 ' Michael R. Mouse'
 

Usage

The SET-FIELD command allows the user to change the screen data that was submitted as a result of the script-
execution button being pressed before the screen is sent to i OS to be processed by the application program. Essentially,
it mimics the user typing data into a field. Remember that unless a script contains the SEND command, any processing
done within the script is not processed.

The SET-CURSOR command

The SET-CURSOR command is used to set the cursor to a specific screen position (normally prior to sending a command
key like F4 or Help). It has the following format:
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 SET-CURSOR cursor-position
 

where cursor-position has the following acceptable formats:

RnnCnn (where Rnn Cnn defines a screen row and column)

Fnnnn (where nnnn defines a screen field)

Examples
 SET-CURSOR _F0453
 SET-CURSOR R06C53
 

Usage

The two different options allow users to place the cursor on a specific input field or elsewhere on the screen.

The SET-CURSOR command only has meaning if followed by a SEND command with a cursor-sensitive command-key
(such as 04 or HELP).

The IF, IFNOT, ELSE, ENDIF and END-IF commands

The IF and IFNOT commands are used to start an IF-group to provide processing, based on the actual contents of the
screen. An IF-group must be ended with an ENDIF or an END-IF command.

If an IF-group contains an ELSE command, then commands between the IF command and the ELSE command are
referred to as an IF-group and the commands between the ELSE command and the END-IF command are referred to as
an ELSE-group.

The IF command and the IFNOT command are syntactically equal and perform inverse processing. All the rules which
relate to the IF command are equally valid for the IF command.

The IF command takes the following general format:

 IF expression
 where expression is in the general format
 item    value   
 

where item can be any of the following:

• A field name in the format _Fnnnn
• An area on the screen
• A counter variable
• The special value '*SID'
• The special value '*USER'

and value is the value with which the item is compared.

If an IF-group expression is satisfied, every command up to the END-IF is executed, followed by the command
immediately following the END-IF command. If an IF-group expression is not satisfied, the script processes the ELSE
group (if specified) followed by the next command following the END-IF command.

The END-IF command takes either of the following formats:

 END-IF
 ENDIF
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Item-format 1 - Web Option Screen Identifier (*SID)
 *SID screen-id | *BLANK
 

The screen is analyzed and if it has previously been identified, the IF-group is processed.

Example 1
 IF *SID C2E0001472
  
 END-IF
 

The IF-group is processed only if the screen contains a Screen Identifier with a value of C2E0001472.

Example 2
 IF *SID *BLANK
  
 END-IF
 

The IF-group is processed only if the screen has not previously been identified.

Item-format 2 - Field name
 field-name value | *BLANK
 

If the given field appears on the screen and it has the specified value, the IF-group is processed.

Example 1
 IF _F0453U USER001
  
 END-IF
 

The IF-group is processed only if the field appears on the screen and had the value 'USER001' when the script-execution
button was pressed.

Example 2
 IF _F0453U *BLANK
  
 END-IF
 

The IF-group is processed only if the field appears on the screen and was blank when the script-execution button was
pressed.

Item-format 3 - Screen area
 area[length] value | *BLANK
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If the specified area on the screen has the specified value, the IF-group is processed. The optional length value is ignored
unless the value is *BLANK. In all other cases, the comparison length is determined by the length of value.

Example 1
 IF R02C03 CUSTINQ01
  
 END-IF
 

The IF-group is processed only if the nine characters at row 2, column 3 on the screen are CUSTINQ01.

Example 2
 IF R02C03L12 *BLANK
  
 END-IF
 

The IF-group is processed only if the 12 characters at row 2, column 3 (that is, the screen area from row 2, column 3 to
row 2 column 14) are blank.

Usage

Any commands can be used within an IF-group, except another IF-group. Thus the following is an acceptable script
fragment:

 # If on main menu page, press F3 to drop one level and quit
 IF *SID C2E0001472
 SEND 03 QUIT
 END-IF
 

Item-format 4 - Web Option client session user (*USER)
 *USER value
 

If the IBM i user profile of the user running the Web Option client session has the specified value, the IF-group is
processed. Note that value must be specified in uppercase if *USER is specified.

Example
 IF *USER CUSTOMER
  
 END-IF
 

The IF-group is processed only if the Web Option session is being run by a user called CUSTOMER.

The GOTO and LABEL commands

The GOTO command is used to provide a simple loop mechanism within scripts. A label must start with a colon (:)
followed by the label name. The label name can be a maximum of 10 characters:

 :label-name
 The GOTO command takes the following format:
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 GOTO label-name
 

where label-name specifies a label defined elsewhere in the same script.

The label identified by label-name can occur before or after the GOTO command. A maximum of 10 labels can appear
within a script. If the label specified in the GOTO does not exist in the script, an error occurs.

Examples
 # Drop back to main screen (identified by C2E0001042)
 :LOOP1
 SEND 03
 IF *SID C2E0001042
 QUIT
 END-IF
 GOTO LOOP1
 

Usage

Users should be careful when using the GOTO command with a prior label to ensure that an infinite loop does not
occur within the script. For instance, if users add a script-execution button to a skeleton to execute the above example
script, they must be sure that repeatedly pressing F3 from that screen would eventually display the screen that has the
C2E0001042 Web Option Screen Identifier on it.

The GET and PUT commands

The GET and PUT commands allow the user to retrieve data from an input or output field on one screen or from a Web
Option control value or substitution variable and place it into an input field on the same or a different screen.

The GET command can take one of the following two formats:

 GET RxxCyyLzz $variable-name
 GET _Fnnnn $variable-name
 GET substitution-variable $variable-name
 

The PUT command takes one of the following formats:

 PUT _Fnnnn $variable-name
 PUT _Fnnnn value
 PUT substitution-variable $variable-name
 PUT substitution-variable value
 

where RxxCyyLzz is a row/column/length identifier used where the data being retrieved is either an output field or a piece
of static text and $variable-name is a (maximum 10-character) temporary variable name into which the retrieved value is
placed. All variable-names must begin with a dollar-sign ($) and can be a maximum of 11 characters, including the initial
dollar-sign. Variables are local to a given script and are only active during the processing of that script. Variable values
themselves can be a maximum of 228 characters in length.

Substitution variables must begin with two ampersands (&&). If a substitution variable is specified in the GET statement, it
can be one of the following:

• A Web Option control value (beginning with a 'Y')
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 GET &&YDFTBGC $BACKCOLOR
 

• A user-defined substitution value
 GET &&_MYVAR1 $MYVAR
 

• A text constant from the MLS Text file YMLSTXTRFP
 GET &&1001060 $modelname
 

• A language-specific special value, such as the '#' symbol
 GET &&HASH $hashsign
 

If a substitution variable is specified in the PUT statement, it can be one of the following:

• One of the client-session specific control values YLSTLIB, YLSTFIL, or YPMTLIB
 PUT &&YLSTLIB FRNLIB
 PUT &&YLSTFIL $MYFIL
 PUT &&YPMTLIB FRNLIB
 

• A user-defined substitution value
 PUT &&_MYVAR1 $MYVAR
 

User-defined substitution values can be used within scripts and can be output directly into generated skeletons. For more
details about user-defined substitution variables see the User-Defined Substitution Variables section in the article “Control
Values”.

Examples
 # save displayed customer ID from screen
 # save order number from screen input field
 GET R02C03L08 $CUSTID
 GET _F1013  $ORDNBR
 :LOOP2
 SEND 03
 # put saved customer ID into field on screen
 IF *SID C2E0002436
 PUT _F0762 $CUSTID
 SEND ENTER
 # put saved order number into field on screen
 PUT _F0222 $ORDNBR
 SEND ENTER QUIT
 END-IF
 GOTO LOOP2
 

In the above example, when the script-execution button is pressed, the eight characters on the screen at row 2, column
3 on the screen are saved as a local variable called $CUSTID and the contents of the _F1013 field are saved as a local
variable called $ORDNBR. F3 is then repeatedly pressed until the screen that has the C2E0002436 Web Option Screen
Identifier on it is encountered, at which point the saved $CUSTID value is entered into a field on the screen and Enter is
pressed. Then the saved $ORDNBR is entered into a field on that screen, Enter is pressed again and the script ends.
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The ADD, DIV, INZ, MULT and SUB ('counter') commands

The ADD, DIV, INZ, MULT and SUB commands are collectively known as 'counter' commands, since they can be used to
mimic a named numeric counter within a script. This processing can be used to provide complex iteration within a script.

The counter commands all take the following format:

 ADD|DIV|INZ|MULT|SUB counter-name counter-value
 

The INZ command is used to initialize (and optionally create) the counter. The INZ command must be used before any
of the other counter commands. If the counter already exists (because it was created in a previous INZ command) it is
simply initialized. If a counter-value is not specified for the INZ command, the counter is initialized to zero.

The ADD, DIV, MULT and SUB commands are used to modify the value of a counter (which has already been created
and initialized with the INZ command). The counter-value must be specified and must be an integer between -32767 and
32767.

Counters can be checked using the IF and IFNOT commands.

Counter names are not case-sensitive

A maximum of 50 counters can be used in any script. Counter values are not saved between scripts

Examples
 # Use counter to simulate pressing F3 four times
 INZ $MYCOUNT
 :LOOP
 IF $MYCOUNT1 4
 QUIT
 END-IF
 ADD $MYCOUNT1 1
 SEND 03
 GOTO LOOP
 

Support for User Defined Macros (UDM)

CA 2E has a feature that gives you the ability to record and play User Defined Macros (UDM) from a Web Option page
at run time. User Defined Macros allow any user to pre-record keystrokes for any screen at any position. There can be
multiple macros defined for the same screen or field combination.

NOTE
Macro and Script are used synonymously in this article. A User Defined Macro is simply a script by another
name, but is not the same as a Macro button defined in the section Web Option HTML Input Element Format.

From versions of Web Option prior to r8.5, the following changes were made to the way scripts are stored as a result of
the implementation of UDM support:

1. All users on the system have their own members in YSCRIPT. The members can contain multiple scripts. Any script
that a user creates is stored in this member.

2. A default member called DEFAULT also exists in YSCRIPT. This member can contain multiple scripts and allows the
users to add scripts only manually. The scripts contained in this member are available to all users for running. Users
cannot edit scripts in the DEFAULT member. If a user selects any of these scripts for the Delete or Edit option, the
action is ignored. However, you can copy these scripts between the DEFAULT and user-specific members for editing
purposes.
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NOTE
If you have added a new script member for a user to YSCRIPT, you must end and restart the web option server
for the scripts to be available for that user in a web option session.

User Interface

You can add UDM support to the skeleton through a new system tag (_xSCPLST). Use the the customization element
named *SCPLST to add to a screen element on the function Header. This ensures the _xSCPLST tag is inserted in the
skeleton. Otherwise, you can make a change to the MLS Syntax file or edit the skeleton after generation.

NOTE
If you are adding the _xSCPLST tag manually, ensure you add it after the <form method….> HTML line.

When the Web Option Server processes a skeleton containing the (_xSCPLST) tag, the following additional processing is
initiated:

1. The tag processor parses the DEFAULT member in YSCRIPT and loads all the scripts available for the screen being
processed.

2. The tag processor parses your member in YSCRIPT and loads all the scripts available for the screen being processed.
3. The scripts are sorted in name order.
4. If you have *ALL authority, certain control options are also loaded. Control options that are loaded depend on the

current script processing status.
For more information about the available control options, see Control Options.

5. The *SCPHDR object group (in the MLS Syntax file) is written to the HTML output.
6. The *SCPRCD object group is written repeatedly to the HTML, once for each available script. The Script name and

Script description are made available in the &&_scpnam and &&_scptxt substitution variables respectively.
7. The *SCPFTR object group (in the MLS Syntax file) is written to the HTML.

The following example shows the Script Selection DDL:
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You can also expand the Script Selection DDL:
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NOTE
In this example, you have *ALL authority. As a result, the Record Keystrokes, Delete Script, and Edit Script
options are shown at the bottom of the Script Selection DDL.

Control Options

There are some control options that can be displayed in the UDM User Interface when a list of scripts is built as follows:

• Record Keystrokes
Starts the keystroke recording process. This option is only available if keystrokes are not currently being recorded.

• Save Script
Lets the user specify a name and textual description for the script that will be created from the recorded keystrokes.
This option is only available if keystrokes are currently being recorded or if recording has been paused.

• Pause Recording
Pauses the keystroke recording process. This option is only available if keystrokes are currently being recorded.

• Resume Recording
Resumes the keystroke recording process. This option is only available if keystroke recording is currently paused.

• Cancel Recording
Cancels the keystroke recording and deletes any keystrokes already recorded. This option is only available if
keystrokes are currently being recorded or if recording has been paused.

• Delete Script
Lets the user select a script to be deleted. This option is only available if keystrokes are not currently being recorded.

• Edit Script
Lets the user select a script to be edited. This option is only available if keystrokes are not currently being recorded.
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The control options are only displayed in the Script Selection DDL if the user has *ALL authority, as defined in their
member in YSCRIPT.

Selecting either Save Script, Delete Script, or Edit Script prompts the user for a name for the script (and, in the case of
Save Script, the textual description of the script). The user is prompted for the script name using a popup window.

Control Data

Control data is used to delineate separate scripts and define the attributes for each specific script within a member
in YSCRIPT (either the DEFAULT member or a user's member). Control data begins with '%%' (double-percent-sign)
followed by a data-identifier, as follows:

• %%NAME:script-name
Indicates the name of the script. Each script name must be unique within a member. Each script name must be a valid
system name and must not contain any underscores.

• %%TEXT:script-description
Indicates the textual description of the script.

• %%SCREEN:screen-identifier/*GRPn/*ALL
Indicates the screen for which the script is valid. Screens are identified by their screen identifiers. You can use the
special value *ALL to indicate the script is screen-independent. You can use the special value *GRPn to indicate the
script is valid for multiple screens. If you are using *GRPn, you must include the related GROUP definition at the top of
the member.

• %%SCPRCV:script-recovery-option
Indicates a script-specific script recovery option is used to override the global script recovery option held in the
YSCPRCV Web Option control value.

• %%SCPERR:script-error-page
Indicates a script-specific error page is used to override the global script error page held in the YSCPERR Web Option
control value.

In addition to these script-specific control data, you can specify global control data-identifiers at the top of the member, as
follows:

• %%USER:user-name
Indicates the name of the user for whom the member was created.

• %%AUTH:*ALL/*USE
Indicates whether the user has authority to create, delete or edit scripts. If set to *USE, the drop-down list of available
scripts does not include any control options. If set to *ALL, the drop-down list of available scripts includes control
options in addition to the available scripts. For more information about available control options, see Control Options.

• %%GROUP:group-identifier list-of-screen-identifiers
Indicates a group of screens for which certain scripts are available. By grouping screens, individual scripts can easily
refer to the group-identifier in their %%SCRIPT: control datum. Multiple %%GROUP: control-data-identifiers can be
present. If an individual script refers to a group, the script is available on any screen within that group.

In the following example, you can see the heading data defining two screen-groups; Group1 contains 6 screens and
Group2 contains 3 screens. There are two separate scripts, the second script uses *GRP1 as its screen group (indicating
that it is available on any of the 6 screens that make up Group 1):

 %%==============================================================
 %%USER:Mickey Mouse
 %%AUTH:*ALL                              
 %%SCPRCV:*RECOVER                        
 %%SCPERR:YSCPERR                         
 %%GROUP:1 C2E0005132,C2E0005133,C2E0005134
 %%GROUP:1 C2E0005135,C2E0005136,C2E0005137
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 %%GROUP:2 C2E0001000,C2E0001024,C2E0001995
 %%==============================================================
 %%NAME:UUAGEFR                                                        
 %%TEXT:Go to UUAGEFR                                                  
 %%SCREEN:C2E0005134                                                   
 :LOOP
 SEND 03
 IF *SID C2E000006
   IF R01C02 MAIN
     SET-FIELD _F1607U 1
     SEND ENTER
     SET-FIELD _F0181NZ 1
     SEND ENTER
     QUIT
   END-IF
   SEND 03
   GOTO LOOP
 END-IF
 %%==============================================================
 %%NAME:DLTTOPRCD                 
 %%TEXT:Delete first subfile record
 %%SCREEN:*GRP1              
 SET-FIELD _F0722U 4              
 SEND ENTER                       
 SET-FIELD _F1913U Y              
 SEND ENTER
 

For more information about the control options that can be displayed when a list of scripts is built, see Control Options.

NOTE
If you are changing an existing user's authority (using %%USER and %%AUTH) specified in the user's member
in YSCRIPT, you must end and restart the web option server for the changes to take effect.

Record a Script

You can record your keystrokes by selecting the Record Keystrokes option. This causes the Web Option server to start
the keystroke recording module and refresh the screen. In addition, the Script Selection DDL displays **RECORDING**
as its top (selected) option. You can then enter data and use command keys as usual. After you finish recording the
keystrokes, select the Save Script option to save the recorded keystrokes as a script. You are prompted for a script name
and a textual description.

The script is written to your own member in YSCRIPT. By default, all recorded scripts have the following attributes:

1. The %%SCREEN: control-data-identifier is automatically set to the screen on which the Record Keystrokes option was
selected, irrespective of the screen on which the user has selected the Save Script option.

2. The %%SCPRCV: and %%SCPERR: control-data-identifiers are set to the values of the current YSCPRCV and
YSCPERR Web Option control values.

At any time while recording keystrokes, you can use the Pause Recording and Resume Recording functionality to pause
and resume recording. However, you must ensure if you pause keystroke recording, you can only restart recording on the
same screen from which you selected the Pause Recording option, otherwise undetermined results can occur.
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NOTE
To support recording that involves navigating away from the initial screen on which the recording was started,
ensure the XSCPLST tag exists in the initial and the final screen.

Edit a Script

When you select the Edit Script option, you are prompted for a script name that exists in your member in YSCRIPT). The
YSCPEDT shipped skeleton is then presented, showing current statements for the specified script. You can edit, delete, or
add new statements. Any change results in the script being updated.

Run a Script

To run a script from the UDM drop-down list, select the appropriate script from the list and confirm. The script runs until
completion.

Backwards Compatibility

No automatic processing is available to convert the existing scripts of a customer (each in their own member in YSCRIPT)
into separate scripts in the DEFAULT member. However, existing script processing continues to work as before. A
conversion program may be written in the future to perform this task.

Limitations

Scripts that are created by recording keystrokes can only include the SET-FIELD and SEND script statements. If more
complex functionality is required in a script, you must use the Edit Script option to edit the script manually.

For more information about recording the keystrokes, see Recording a Script and for more information about the Edit
Script option to edit the script manually, see Editing a Script.

Generating HTML for Non-CA 2E Display Files
This article describes the way Web Option Markup Language Skeletons can be generated for DDS that is not generated
from CA 2E.

This functionality has been included with Web Option for users with application suites that contain both CA 2E display
files and also non-CA 2E display files to generate Markup Language Skeletons (MLS) for all the display files. An MLS
generated for a non-CA 2E display file uses the same Web Option control values and has a similar 'look-and-feel' to an
MLS generated from a CA 2E display file.

The Web Option HTML generator uses the same processing 'rules' as the CA 2E display file DDS generator uses to
generate the record format and field names for the display file. Thus, when processing a CA 2E display file, the HTML
generator can establish the names and relationships between record formats before it starts to process the DDS.

However, hand-written display file DDS (or DDS created by using IBM's Screen Design Aid (SDA) can use any naming
scheme (or lack thereof) it chooses for both record formats and fields. Additionally, whereas CA 2E-generated DDS has all
fields explicitly defined (in terms of field length and type) and positioned on the screen by row/column, hand-written DDS
may have fields referenced to external fields in a field reference file (FRF) and positioned relative to other fields. Because
of this lack of formalized rules across hand-written DDS, there is no easy way for the HTML generator to determine the
relationships between record formats within a display file.

To provide the Web Option HTML generator with sufficient information to generate a skeleton (or skeletons) from a
non-CA 2E display file, a one-time manual process is involved prior to first-time generation, where certain specially
formatted comment lines, known as instructions, are added to the display file DDS. These instructions are used by
the HTML generator to determine what skeletons to generate for a given display file and which record formats each
skeleton should contain. Once these instructions have been added to the display file DDS, they normally do not need to
be changed, unless there is a requirement to generate differently named skeletons or to use different record formats.
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Contents

Web Option Instructions

Web Option instructions are specially formatted comment lines that are inserted into the DDS source for a non-CA 2E
display file. When the Web Option HTML generator processes the file, it uses the information in these comment lines to
determine how many skeletons to generate for the display file and which record formats are used for each skeleton.

All Web Option instructions must be added into the source before any data lines. As soon as a DDS data record is found
in the source (that is, a record without an asterisk in column 7), record format analysis stops and MLS generation starts,
using any instruction lines already processed.

Within the 80-character SRCDTA field in QDDSSRC, Web Option instruction lines all take the following format:

Start Column End Column Data Description
1 6 Comment Any user-defined comment
7 11 *#W2E Web Option instruction control

code
12 80 Data Instruction specific data

Thus every Web Option instruction can be identified by *#W2E in columns 7 through 11. However, there are three different
types of Web Option instruction line, each of which is differentiated by the two characters in columns 12 and 13, as
follows:

• Definition instruction (#D)
• Format instruction (#F)
• Identification instruction (#I)

Definition Instructions

Definition instructions are identified by having #D in columns 12 and 13. They specify the name and description of the
skeleton to be generated and also a relative skeleton number within the display file. A definition instruction must precede
any format instructions using the same skeleton number. The skeleton name must begin with a letter from A through W.

Instruction-specific data is as follows:

Start Column End Column Data Description
12 13 #D Web Option instruction type

code
14 16 Number Display file skeleton number
18 27 Name Skeleton name
32 61 Text Skeleton description

Example

A*. 1 ...+... 2 ...+... 3 ...+... 4 ...+... 5 ...+... 6 ...+... 7

*#W2E#D001 ORDINQKEY Order inquiry key screen
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The above line defines to the HTML generator that a new skeleton should be generated called ORDINQKEY, with a
description of 'Order inquiry key screen'. For the skeleton to actually be generated, the Definition instruction must be
followed by one or more record instructions, which have the same skeleton number.

Format Instructions

Format instructions are identified by having #F in columns 12 and 13. One or more format instructions must immediately
follow a definition instruction and are related to it by having the same skeleton number. A format instruction defines the
name and description of a record format within the display file that should be included within the skeleton, which is named
within the preceding definition instruction. If more than one format instruction follows a definition instruction, the relevant
record formats are included in the skeleton in the order the format instructions appear.

Format instructions can include 2 Y/N 'flags', as follows:

• Command key flag
• This Y/N flag is held in column 29 and defines whether the record format contains command key text. This information

is used by the HTML generator to build the list of command key buttons and their text.
• Controlling format flag

This Y/N flag is held in column 30 and defines whether the record format is the controlling format; whether it is the
write/read record format that contains the screen identification text that is used at runtime to identify the screen. Only
one record format within a skeleton can be defined as the controlling format.

Instruction-specific data is as follows:

Start Column End Column Data Description
12 13 #F Web Option instruction type

code
14 16 Number Display file skeleton number
18 27 Name Record format name
29 29 Y/N flag Command key flag
30 30 Y/N flag Controlling format flag
32 61 Text Record format description

Examples

A*. 1 ...+... 2 ...+... 3 ...+... 4 ...+... 5 ...+... 6 ...+... 7

*#W2E#F001 RCDFMT1    YY Order inquiry key screen

The above line defines to the HTML generator that the skeleton defined in a preceding definition instruction should include
the RCDFMT1 record format. It also defines the RCDFMT1 record format to the HTML generator as containing command
key text and as being a controlling format.

A*. 1 ...+... 2 ...+... 3 ...+... 4 ...+... 5 ...+... 6 ...+... 7

*#W2E#F002 SFLCTL1    NY Subfile control

*#W2E#F002 SFLRCD1    NN Subfile record

*#W2E#F002 CMDKEYS    YN Command keys
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The above lines define to the HTML generator that the skeleton defined in a preceding definition instruction should include
the SFLCTL1, SFLRCD1 and CMDKEYS record formats from the display file. Moreover, the SFLCTL1 record format is the
format that contains the screen identifying text and the CMDKEYS record format contains command key text.

Identification Instructions

Identification instructions are identified by having #I in columns 12 and 13. A single identification must immediately follow
the format instruction, which is defined as the controlling format (that is, the format instruction that has 'Y' in column 29).
An identification instruction defines the text on the controlling format that should be used to identify that format.

Instruction-specific data is as follows:

Start Column End Column Data Description
12 13 #I Web Option instruction type

code
14 16 Number Display file skeleton number
18 21 Name Offset to identifying text
32 61 Text Identifying text

Example

A*. 1 ...+... 2 ...+... 3 ...+... 4 ...+... 5 ...+... 6 ...+... 7

*#W2E#I001 0031          Work with orders

The above line defines to the HTML generator that the record format defined in a preceding format instruction as the
controlling format can be uniquely identified by having the text 'Work with orders' at offset 31 (row 1, column 31). Note that
the offset is defined as a 4-digit number including leading zeroes.

Extended example

A*. 1 ...+... 2 ...+... 3 ...+... 4 ...+... 5 ...+... 6 ...+... 7

*#W2E#D001 CSTINQKEY     Customer inquiry key screen

*#W2E#F001 RCDFMT1     YY Key screen

*#W2E#I001 0031          Select customer

*

*#W2E#D002 CSTINQDTL1    Customer details screen

*#W2E#F002 SFLCTL1    NY Subfile control

*#W2E#I002 0032          Customer details

*#W2E#F002 SFLRCD1    NN Subfile record
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*#W2E#F002 CMDKEYS    YN Command keys

*

*#W2E#D003 CSTINQDTL2    Customer address screen

*#W2E#F003 SFLCTL2    NY Subfile control

*#W2E#I003 0102          Customer address

*#W2E#F003 SFLRCD2    NN Subfile record

*#W2E#F003 CMDKEYS    YN Command keys

*

The above lines define to the HTML generator to generate the following skeletons:

1. A skeleton called CSTINQKEY, which contains a single record format (RCDFMT1). The generator creates a screen
cross-reference record for the skeleton showing that the skeleton is uniquely identified by the text 'Select customer' at
offset 31 and that it contains command key text on it, which should be parsed to determine the command key button
names to generate.

2. A skeleton called CSTINQDTL1, which contains three record formats:
– SFLCTL1 - the controlling record format and can uniquely be identified at runtime by the text 'Customer details' at

offset 32
– SFLRCD1
– CMDKEYS - record format parsed by the HTML generator for command key text to place on the command key

buttons
3. A skeleton called CSTINQDTL2, which contains three record formats

– SFLCTL2 - the controlling record format and can uniquely be identified at runtime by the text 'Customer address' at
offset 102

– SFLRCD1
– CMDKEYS - record format is parsed by the HTML generator for command key text to place on the command key

buttons

Note that more than one skeleton can include the same record format (in the example above, the CMDKEYS record
format is used in both the CSTINQDLT1 and CSTINQDTL2 skeletons).

Web Option Limitations
A limitation exists with Web Option where it can display a Just-In-Time (JIT) page, even if a skeleton was previously
generated for the screen. This limitation only occurs when:

• The function is a window function.
• The function has a confirm prompt (that normally appears in its own small window).
• The function displays with the confirm prompt, but was not displayed immediately before and without the confirm

prompt.

For example, if a window function WinFun (with a confirm prompt) displays, and then, as a result of action on the
WinFun page, a different function SelFun is displayed. In this case, when the user leaves SelFun, WinFun is immediately
redisplayed with the confirm prompt, and the WinFun page displays in JIT mode.
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This limitation occurs because although Web Option is able to determine that a confirm prompt (in its own window) is
being displayed, it is unable to retrieve required details of the underlying window, such as its original window offset and
attributes, which are required to process field offsets.

This limitation does not effect full-screen functions. It does not effect window functions that initially display without the
confirm prompt and then redisplay with the confirm prompt when the user presses Enter.

There are two workarounds to this limitation:

• Ensure that window functions that have the option to show the confirm prompts always display without the confirm
prompt. Require a command key such as Enter to be pressed before the confirm prompt displays. This is essential in
situations such as the previous example, where control might have gone to a different function and can then return to
the window function.

• When window functions do not have the option to display the confirm prompt, consider changing the window function
to be a full-screen function.

NOTE
If a window function displays in JIT mode, this is only while the confirm prompt is displayed.When the window
function displays without the confirm prompt, the generated skeleton is used. If the window function displays in
JIT mode, normal application functionality is retained. However, functions specific to the generated skeleton,
such as drop-down lists, are not available.
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Translator User Guide
CA 2E  Translator translates all of the text in an application from one language to another.

This section contains the following topics:

• Getting Started with CA 2E Translator
• Administrating CA 2E Translator
• Remote Site Management
• Using Message IDs vs. Literals

Getting Started with CA 2E Translator
 CA 2E Translator translates all of the text in an application from one language to another (French to English, for
example). CA 2E Translator translates only the text that is visible to an application end user such as screen text and
messages. There is always much more text in the design of an application that does not need to be translated, and CA
2E Translator separates this text from the text that does need to be translated.

 Contents 

  

What Is Translated?

 CA 2E Translator translates four types of text in an application:

• Screen and report text (known as literals)
• User message text
• Conditional text
• Help text

The following illustration shows examples of each kind of text (except help text). Customer Code is a screen literal, Y=Yes
and N=No are conditional text, and the Warning text at the bottom of the screen is a user message.

TRN520R                                           11/05/04  5:14:13

Print Customer

 Customer Code. . . . . _______________

    Print all details? . . ______ Y=Yes
                                   N=No

ENTER=Continue  F3=Exit F12=Previous
***  Warning - this file is not found!  ***
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Using the Screens

This topic describes the common features of each type of text and how to navigate the CA 2E Translator product screens.

From the main menu, take each option in turn. Behind each option is an option named Translate Dictionary Entries; take
each of these in turn (sequence is not important).

First, you will be prompted to select a target environment. Normally, this means language (for example, French or
German). However, because it is sometimes necessary to have two different translations for the same language (for
example, perhaps the Paris office and the Bordeaux office use different terminology), we use the term target environment.

You will see a list of entries for the target environment you have selected. Initially they will display in the original language.
After the CA 2E Translator translates some of the entries, you will begin to see a mixture of original and translated text, as
shown in the following illustration, where the first entry has been translated and the others remain in the original language.

In the following illustration, the first blank line on the left side of the screen is the positioner field; the second blank line
represents the updated flag (Y=Yes, N=No). The Updated flag shows if an entry has been updated, (that is, if the current
text is different from the original text). If you change an entry back to the original text, the Updated flag will revert to N=No.

TRN510R  DISPLAY                                 11/05/04  5:14:34

YTRNDTA Ytrndta              Translate User Messages

                                                 Target FRN French
_________

__
? Msg ID  Text
  Sts 2nd?
_ USR0001   Client pas trouve_________________________________________
  Y
_ USR0001   Customer already exists___________________________________
  N
_ USR0001   Order value exceeds credit limit__________       _________
  N    Y                                    __________       _________

F3=Exit  F8=Position  F9=Toggle  F10=Change All  F12=Previous

The F9 key toggles the screen between the display of original text and translated text. (When displaying original text, the
screen is not capable of receiving input.)

NOTE
 Pressing the F9 key reloads the screen and uses the positioner field for positioning. Therefore, if you have
paged down several times, then press F9, the display will start again with the first record. To position at another
point, you must enter the required message ID in the positioner field.

The previous illustration shows the selected target environment in the upper-right corner (target FRN French). You can
press the F3 key to exit to the menu, or press the F12 key to return to the previous screen.
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Working with the Scan & Replace Dictionary

The F10 key displays the Scan & Replace Dictionary screen, as shown in the following illustration. This screen allows you
to scan the entire dictionary for a particular string, then replace that string with a new string.

Scan & Replace Dictionary

Scan string               _____________________________                          

Replacement String _____________________________

If too long?           __ Truncate/Ignore
All dictionaries?     __ Yes/No

             
Enter=Change All  F3=Exit  F10=Prev. Values  F12=Previous

• The Truncate/Ignore flag controls what happens if the replacement string is longer than the scan string, and this makes
the result after substitution longer than the maximum allowed.
Either the result is truncated and made to fit into the field, or the entry is ignored and not changed (the default is to
truncate).

• The All dictionaries flag controls whether all dictionaries (for example, panels, user messages, and conditions) are
scanned or just the current dictionary.

• The F10 key displays the previous scan values if this function has been used previously during the current session.
If the scan string occurs several times in the entry, only the first occurrence will be replaced. To make multiple scans,
press the F10 key to recall the values, then scan again; the Update flag is set (or re-set) appropriately.

NOTE
Unlike the Change all facility for duplicate literals and conditions, this function does change entries that have
been updated previously.

Working with Panels

The Work With Panels screen is displayed when translating screen and print files, as shown in the following illustration.

TRN151R  DISPLAY                                      04/30/04  16:45:02

YTRNDTA Ytrndta             Work With Panels

 Device File  Description                             Held

1=Translate in Context  2=Translate by List  3=Hold  6=Release
7=Work with Formats  9=Print Literals
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? Device File        Description                             Held

_ RSABEFR     Edit Customer           Edit file       N
_ RSBLDFRZ     Display Orders          Display file    Y
_ RSBOPFRX   Print Customer          Print  File     N

F3=Exit  F10=Translate by Text  F12=Previous

 

There are several options from the Work With Panels screen; these options are described in the following sections.

Individual panels can be flagged as held. You can use this indicator to show panels are finished, and by using the held
selector field you can display only held or released panels.

NOTE
 The Held flag does not control any processing, for example, it does not prevent you from making additional
changes.

Option 1 Translate in Context

Option 1 displays a sample screen of the panel with all literals in their correct positions. The user positions the cursor on a
literal and presses Enter; the literal is then capable of input and can be overtyped. The user presses Enter again to update
the entry in the target message file.

If the text in the subject literal has already been translated elsewhere, a Select Previous window displays all such
translations. One of these may be selected instead; if none of the existing translations is suitable, the user can press the
F12 key to return and translate this literal individually.

If a literal has been translated before, but the original text has since been changed, the previous text will have been
archived. If found, this archived text will be displayed as the first entry in the Select Previous window.

If other occurrences of the original text are found in the subject literal, another window advises of this and provides a
facility to update each of them with the current translated text.

Where literals overlap, a "+" symbol is shown in front of the first entry, indicating the second one. To translate the second
entry, you use option 2 to display the List screen, as described in the next section.

Scroll Left/Right and Page Up/Down are provided for panels wider or longer than the standard 24 x 80 screen (for
example, 132 column reports).

Option 2 Translate by List

Option 2 displays all of the literals for a panel in a list for translation. The Select Previous and Translate All facilities
described in the previous section are both available on this panel. If an entry has already been translated, this is shown by
the sgid_maabbcc text being highlighted (or highlighted in blue instead of the normal green).

Option 3 Hold

The Hold option flags a panel and marks it as held.

Option 6 Release

The Release option releases a panel.
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Option 7 Work With Formats

The Work With Formats allows you to translate by format. All of the formats in a screen are listed, enabling options 1 and
2 to be used for individual formats (this is particularly useful for hand-coded panels).

Option 9 Print Literals

The Print Literals option prints all of the entries for a panel, showing both the original and translated text.

F10 Translate by Text

The F10 key provides the translation of literals in text sequence, allowing the user to see where a piece of text is used,
and to visit that format. In addition, the Translate by Text screen denotes whether literals have been changed via a flag,
and allows selection via this flag. The use of a flag provides a way to ensure that all literals have been translated or to see
only new or changed panels.

The F9 key toggles the display between original and target text; this key can be used on all text translation screens.

NOTE
This panel displays entries in text sequence of the original text, not in the sequence of the translated text.

User Messages

User messages can have a maximum length of 132 characters; each line of a user message is 66 characters. Some
entries may have additional second-level text indicated by a flag against that entry, and the user is automatically invited to
edit that text after pressing Enter. Second-level text can also be edited using option 2 from the main screen.

An alternative way to position to a particular entry on this screen is to move the cursor onto the required entry number
and press the F8 key. The value is moved into the heading field, but unlike the Conditions panel, you must reload the
screen yourself by pressing the F5 key to refresh the screen or the F9 key to toggle the display between original text and
translated text.

Conditions

Entries with an asterisk symbol (*) are condition list headers. In the following illustration, the entries (until the next asterisk)
show the range of values allowed for that list; list headers show the field name in the Value column and the name of that
set of values.

NOTE
 One field can have several sets of values, and the same value can occur in several lists.

TRN320R  DISPLAY                                       04/30/04  18:15:43

YTRNDTA Ytrndta             Translate Field Conditions
Target Environment FRN

Number        Value                     Description             Updated?
_______
1001713 *    *CONFIRM__________  *TOUTES valus___________ Y
1001713      N      ___ _______       Do not confirm__________ N
1001713      Y       __________       Confirm_____       _____ N
1100046 *    *USER   __________       *TOUTES valus __________ Y
1100046      SKINNES                  SKINNES       __________ N
1100583 *    *Continue transaction    *TOUTES valus __________ Y
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1100583      N                        No            __________ N
1100583      Y                        Yes           __________ Y
1100850 *    Credit Status            *TOUTES valus __________ Y
1100850      1                                Bust          __________ N
1100850      2                                v.Poor        __________ N
1100850      4                                Secure        __________ N
1100850      6                                Bank of England_________ N

ENTER=Updt  F3=Exit  F5=Refresh  F8=Position
F9=Toggle  F10=Chg All  F12=Prev

Value descriptions are always translatable and sometimes the values themselves are translatable too (in this case, be
sure the new values are uppercase, and that no entries are longer than the longest original entry).

WARNING
If you are translating values as well as descriptions, entries must be unique within a list.

If the translated entry occurs elsewhere in the Conditions file, a window is displayed with the option to translate all other
occurrences automatically.

An alternative way to position to a particular entry on this screen is to move the cursor onto the required entry number and
press the F8 key to move the value into the heading field and reload the screen.

Help Text

You can position to a particular entry by placing the cursor on the entry number and pressing the F8 key.

There are two types of narrative text in the dictionary: functional text and help text. The type field on the translation screen
can be used to restrict the display to one type or the other.

For more information about installing CA 2E Translator, see .

Administrating CA 2E Translator
This article contains important information for the administrator who manages the installation and use of the CA 2E
Translator. The administrator must have a technical understanding of how CA 2E Translator utilities function. Users
performing the text translation require no technical knowledge.

WARNING
CA recommends that you, the administrator, review and understand all of the procedures in this article before
proceeding to use the CA 2E Translator utilities. CA recommends that you run a limited trial translation before
translating any "live" applications.

More Information

• Using CA 2E Translator Utilities

Using CA 2E Translator Utilities
The CA 2E Translator utilities are organized according to the four classes of objects to be translated:
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• Screen and print files
• User messages
• Conditional text
• Help text

Contents

NOTE
To display the Main Menu, enter the command YSTRTRN.

MAIN                             2E Translator

 

Level  .   :  1

                                                 System: SYNONDV5

 

Select one of the following:

 

                          MAIN MENU

 

                       1.  Screens & Reports

 

                 2.  User Messages

 

                 3.  Conditions

 

                    4.  Help Text

 

                     5.  System Set-Up

 

                                                          Bottom
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Selection or command

===>____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

 

F3=Exit  F6=Messages  F8=Rev retrieve  F9=Retrieve  F10=Cmd Entry  F14=Sbm jobs

Main Menu

CA 2E Translator utilities are grouped under a series of menus accessed from the Main menu:

• Screens & Reports
This option selects a utility that translates screen and print files.

• User Messages
This option selects a utility that translates text in user messages that was originally entered by the application
developer.

• Conditions
This option selects a utility that translates text and, if appropriate, external values of field conditions.

• Help Text
This option selects a utility that translates developer-keyed narrative.

• System Set-Up
This option selects utilities to set up and work with the translation environment. System setup must be carried out
before any other function is attempted.

 

NOTE

 

In this section, the various libraries and system values in the CA 2E Translator environment are referred to by
logical names. Ensure to study the section about system parameters in the System Set-Up Menu section later in
this article before starting the setup procedure and subsequent translation.

Processing Overview

This section describes the processing common to all dictionary types. An understanding of this common processing is
provided to help you manage translation projects.

Update Dictionary GEN Entries

Any existing GEN entries are cleared out, and the dictionary is populated with a series of entries on the key of gen,
showing the current text from the generation library.

Export Dictionary GEN Entries

If any remote sites are set up, all gen entries are copied to the export library. This export library is then sent to each
remote site.
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Import Dictionary GEN Entries

This option is run at each remote site on arrival of the export library. For each dictionary, clear gen entries, then copy in
gen entries from the export library.

Update Dictionary org/tgt Entries

For each gen entry, the org entry is checked. The org (original) entry shows the previous text for this item. If not found, this
is a new item and entries are added for org and for each local tgt language. If found, the text is compared, and if identical,
the item has not changed and no update is required. If not identical, the org and all tgt entries are updated with the new
text. For panel text, the previous version is archived if changed.

Translate Dictionary Entries

The user translates the tgt text for the relevant area using the facilities within the tool.

Update Live Files from Dictionary

On completion of translation, the administrator runs a routine for each language, which copies the files needed at runtime
to the target library, and updates them with the translated text. The contents of this library can now be shipped with the
application.

Screen and Print Files Menu

PANELS                            2E Translator

 

Level  .   :  1

                                                 System: SYNONDV5

 

Select one of the following:

 

                          SCREEN & PRINT FILES MENU

 

Scan                       1.  Build List of Panels

 

                  2.  Edit List of Panels

 

                   3.  Update Literals Dictionary for Panels on List
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Translate          4.  Translate Panel Literals in Dictionary

 

 

Update                    5.  Update Literals Live Files

                  

                        6.  Display Literals Live Files

 

MSGCONs only               7.  Re-Compile DDS Panels on List

 

                 8.  Remove Compiled Panels from List

 

                                                               More...

 

Selection or command

===>____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

 

F3=Exit  F6=Messages  F8=Rev retrieve  F9=Retrieve  F10=Cmd Entry  F14=Sbm jobs

 

Build List of Panels

This option builds a list of all members in the nominated source file in aplgenlib. It then excludes all members other than
screen and print files (the CA 2E commands ybldmbrlst and yfltmbrlst are used).

Edit List of Panels

This option allows member lists to be manually edited using yedtmbrlst. Entries may be dropped if not required for
translation.
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Follow these steps:

1. Press the F18 key and change the Update flag to -
2. Press the F17 key to flag all entries with -
3. Press the F18 key again and change the Update flag to Y
4. Now select the required entries with 1
5. Exit list maintenance with Remove entries flagged - = Yes

Update Literals Dictionary for Panels on List

This option scans panel source members and builds a dictionary of literal entries. It may be performed interactively or by
submitting a batch job. For applications of more than a few functions, the batch option is recommended. Always use batch
for trial runs, to assist diagnostics, as a job log is printed. You must view the log as it contains comprehensive messages
regarding the job's progress.

When scanning a large number of panels, the size of the job log produced may interrupt the job. If this happens, the
logging parameters can be amended by changing the contents of the message USR0104 in trnpgmlib/trusrmsg. View this
message using WRKMSGD and edit the logging parameters as required.

If performing remote site translation, see the article "Remote Site Management" for more information.

This option performs the following steps:

• Scan Device Source
• Each member on the list is copied into a work file and scanned.
• Entries are made into a dictionary for all literals, containing the device file name, row and column, the message

identifier, and so on.
• Additionally, if the original source is either hand-coded DDS or produced by CA 2E without the MSGID facility,

Translator does the following:
– Comments out original literal statements
– Adds a message constant statement for each literal
– Adds a message in the nominated message file for each literal
– Copies the scanned member to new source file

• The utility handles literals of up to 132 characters in length. If a longer literal is encountered, a warning message is
written to the job log, and a warning entry written into the new DDS. This enforces amendment of the code before a
successful compilation is possible.

• The member list must be viewed (using option 2) to check for any errors in list processing. Members in error will be
flagged with an F (Fail).

• If scanning DDS literals, it is also recommended that the resulting source code is viewed using SEU.

Update Target Entries & Flags

This option updates the original and target language entries in the dictionary for all local environments. It also rebuilds the
index used in detecting duplicate literals.

New literals are added as target entries. Changed literals are updated and the old version archived for later access.
Unchanged literals are unaffected. The update status for entries is reset accordingly.

Translate Panel Literals in Dictionary

This option presents the user with a list of all of the panels which are eligible for translation.
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Update Literals Live File

This option updates the literals message file in the library of the selected target environment with all updated text from
the dictionary. The message file is initially copied from aplgenlib, so all messages for panels not yet scanned are copied
across in total and unchanged.

Display Literals Live File

This option displays the literals message file (aplpmtmsgf) in the target environment library.

Re-Compile DDS Panels on List

This option is not required if the panels have been generated by CA 2E with MSGIDs. When invoked, it submits
compilations using a nominated job description for all members successfully processed on a list. Should any submission
be unsuccessful, then the appropriate member is flagged with *Fail in the member list.

The qbatch job description must be copied from aplmdllib to apltgtlib, and its library list amended to include the selected
target environment library above aplgenlib. This is necessary for a successful recompilation.

Source members are taken from the new source file in aplnsrclib. Compiled objects are placed in the selected target
environment library.

Device files in the target library are checked for and deleted.

The user job log is printed by this option and must be checked for completion messages.

Submitted jobs can be viewed using F14 from the command line.

The member list must be viewed afterwards (using option 2) to check for any errors in submission of the compilations.
Members in error will be flagged with an F (Fail).

NOTE

Errors in actual compilation will not be shown here. These must be detected by running the Check Compiled
Device files Exist option, or from the job logs and spool files.

Remove Compiled Panels from List

This option is not required if the panels have been generated by CA 2E with MSGIDs.

This option checks entries on the member list for the existence of a compiled object in the target library and removes the
entry if the object is found. The member list must be viewed afterwards to check that it is empty.

Operational Notes

It is recommended that standards are applied in development to literals usage. Much duplication (and hence workload)
can be avoided by adoption of standards; for example, uppercase for all initial letters, Nbr for number, and so on.

It is particularly recommended to check the label text on all fields in the data dictionary after they are set up. Check that
this text is compliant with the standards since the label text (and not the field name) is inherited when the field is used on a
screen.

NOTE

Changing the data dictionary field label text after the field has been included on a screen has no effect on the
screen label.

Translated text may not be longer than the original text. Otherwise, there is a risk that the following field will be blanked
out because its field attribute character has been overwritten.
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English is the shortest of the major languages. By comparison, French and Swedish are about 30% longer, and German
about 40% longer. Therefore, translated text usually requires abbreviation unless extra spaces or filler literals have been
included for this purpose.

It is recommended that the CUA screen design standards are adopted, in particular with respect to field label trailers. This
gives longer literals with trailing characters that allow more room for translated text.

The site may wish to use field trailers to allow more room for translation while not wanting CUA standard characters.

Customer               ________________________________

 

 

 

Date of order         ________________________________

This is most easily achieved by designing and generating the panels with ".......:" style leaders and removing them in
translation using the string scan/replace facilities. This requires that the development language is also treated as a foreign
language.

Another effective technique is to place a non-displayable character (such as a non-displayed blank - hex.41) at the end of
the desired length of label. The MSGID is then generated at this length, but the translator and end-user just see blanks.
This is particularly useful in the case of screen title text. The developer would require a keyboard with hexadecimal
capacity, or the ability to copy this special character.

In the case of full-width literals on MSGID screens (such as sub-file selection text or command key text) the CA 2E
generator will generate a full-screen MSGID (for example, 78 characters long) even if the actual text is less than this.
Also, column header labels are defined as the length of the header literal or the length of the underlying field, whichever is
greater. This makes translation much easier (this advantage is not available with msgcons).

The following special characters are unchanged on all national language keyboards: + - , : ; _ ( ) ? = * ' " > < . Other
special characters may appear differently on foreign terminals.

User Messages Menu Screen

USRMSGS                    2E Translator

 

Level  .   :  1

                                                    System: SYNONDV5

 

Select one of the following:

 

                          USER MESSAGES MENU
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                      1.  Update User Messages Dictionary

 

                       2.  Translate User Messages in Dictionary

 

                 3.  Update User Messages Live File

 

                        4.  Display User Messages Live File

 

 

System                   80.  Submitted Jobs

 

                       81.  Job spooled files

                  

                        82.  User spooled files

 

                                                            Bottom

 

Selection or command

===>____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

 

F3=Exit  F6=Messages  F8=Rev retrieve  F9=Retrieve  F10=Cmd Entry  F14=Sbm jobs
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Update User Messages Dictionary

User Message definitions are extracted from the application model internal files into the User Messages Dictionary
file, using temporary logical files built in qtemp. New and updated message entries are given a status of translated=N.
Unchanged entries are not affected.

Translate User Messages in Dictionary

Only text-type messages are displayed for translation (for example, err, sts, inf, cmp and rtv, but not exc).

Update User Messages Live File

The User Messages message file is always copied to the selected target environment. This ensures that any new non-text
messages are transferred. All messages with entries in the User Messages Dictionary file are then updated with the text
from the target entry.

Display User Messages Live File

The User Messages file for the selected target environment can be displayed on the screen. Second-level text is
accessible behind the individual entries.

Field Conditions Menu

NOTE

First ensure the Convert Condition Values command (ycvtcndval) has been run.

CONDITIONS                      2E Translator

 

Level  .   :  1

                                                   System: SYNONDV5

 

Select one of the following:

 

                          FIELD CONDITIONS MENU

 

                   1.  Update Conditions Dictionary

 

                  2.  Translate Conditions in Dictionary
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                    3.  Update Conditions Live File

 

                   4.  View Conditions Live File

 

 

System                 80.  Submitted Jobs

 

                       81.  Spooled files

                      

                                                                 Bottom

 

Selection or command

===>____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

 

F3=Exit  F6=Messages  F8=Rev retrieve  F9=Retrieve  F10=Cmd Entry  F14=Sbm jobs

Update Conditions Dictionary

This option updates the Conditions dictionary file from the Conditions file in the Generation library. New and changed
conditions are updated with the genlib text, unchanged conditions are left with their translated text, and unused conditions
are deleted. The updated flag is set appropriately.

This option can take considerable time. It is recommended that you run it in batch.

Translate Conditions in Dictionary

For more details, see the article "Getting Started with CA 2E Translator."

Update Conditions Live File

This option updates the Conditions file in the target library with the translated text from the dictionary, creating the physical
and logical files if required.

View Conditions Live File

This option displays the Conditions file in the target library.
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Help Text Menu

HELP_TEXT                        2E Translator

 

Level  .   :  1

                                                    System: SYNONDV5

 

Select one of the following:

 

                          HELP TEXT MENU

 

                  1.  Update Narrative Dictionary

 

                   2.  Translate Narrative Dictionary

 

                        3.  Update Narrative Live File

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           Bottom

 

Selection or command
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===>____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

 

F3=Exit  F6=Messages  F8=Rev retrieve  F9=Retrieve  F10=Cmd Entry  F14=Sbm jobs

 

Update Narrative Dictionary

Use this option to update the narrative dictionary from the application model.

NOTE

This option copies the internal model physical file of developer-keyed narrative text (ytxtdtarfp) from the model
library to the narrative file in the translator data library.

Translate Narrative Dictionary

This option allows the user to translate the narrative.

Update Narrative Live File

This option updates a copy of the model narrative file in the target environment library with translated narrative text from
the dictionary.

NOTE
This option copies the narrative file and required logical files to the target environment library if not present,
before copying data from the dictionary file.

Additional Steps for Help Text Regeneration

Follow these steps:

1. If translating at a remote site, create target environment libraries on the development machine for all remote
environments using the same names.

2. Create a qtxtsrc or quimsrc file in the target environment library to hold the translated help text members.
3. If translating at a remote site, ship the translated model files in the target environment library (ytxtdta*) back to the

same library on the development machine.
4. Set your help text generation model value to ygenhlp(*only), if required. This will cause only help text to be generated

(not files and programs).
5. Include the Toolkit National Language libraries (y1syvxxxx y2syvxxx) in your library list above the product libraries

to use the translated versions of the Help Text skeletons. These skeletons can be viewed in y2syvxxxx/ydftsrc or
ydftuimsrc. See the section on Toolkit National Language libraries for a description of these libraries.

6. Regenerate help text to include the translated text. Change the ygenlib model value, or change the source and objects
locations parameter to place all results in the target environment library, not the normal generation library.

7. Ship the resulting source (or objects if using UIM) back to the remote site, and reset model values, library list, and so
on.

NOTE
Other text, such as condition names and field labels, are also included in generated text directly from within the
model. Translation of this text must be performed on the generated source, using SEU or S/38 edttxt.
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System Setup Menu Screen

Be sure to complete Product Installation before performing System Setup.

SETUP                             2E Translator

 

Level  .   :  1

                                                     System: SYNONDV5

 

Select one of the following:

 

                          SYSTEM SETUP MENU

 

SETUP                  1.  Set Up System Parameters

 

                      2.  Set Up Target Environments

 

 

EXPORT                        3.  Export to Remote Translation Site

 

                     4.  Import at Remote Translation Site

 

 

MISCELLANEOUS      ?   5.  Create DDS Sourcefile (if not using message Ids)

 

                      6.  Cleardown Translator environment

                    

                        7.  Set Up Translator for previous releases of 2E
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                 8.  Import Translator 4.0 data

 

 

                                                               More. . .

 

Selection or command

===>____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

 

F3=Exit  F6=Messages  F8=Rev retrieve  F9=Retrieve  F10=Cmd Entry  F14=Sbm jobs

 

Set Up System Parameters

Within CA 2E Translator, the environment is defined by system values. System values must be set up before commencing
translation using the Set Up System Parameters screen. In this section, system values are referred to by their logical
names to allow for flexibility in setup. For example, the Application Model Library is called aplgenlib and the Application
Conditions File is called aplcndfil.

All system values are validated on entry; if a value is not required in a particular installation, a "dummy" value such as
qtemp must be entered instead.

The following illustration depicts a typical environment for a site translating a single application from English into French.
The application is called SRS, and the model prefix is RS.

Note: This model is generating MSGIDs, so no new source library is required.

TRN520R  ENTER                                              04/30/04  05:14:13

 

Set Up System Parameters

 

 

TRANSLATOR  Programs library        .... YTRNPGM     (TRNPGMLIB)
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            Data files library      .... YTRNDTA     (TRNDTALIB)

            Export library  .... YTRNEXP     (TRNEXPLIB)

            Devices Member list     .... MSGIDMBRS   (TRNDEVLST) Type M (L//M/S/C)

            Msg Pfx / Last Nbr used    M      0    (TRNMSGPFX/TRNLSTMSG)  

 

 

APPLICATION Model library   .... SRSMDL      (APLMDLLIB)

            Generation library      .... SRSGEN      (APLGENLIB)

            Prompt Messages file.... RSPMTMSG    (APLPMTMSGF)

            User Messages file .... RSUSRMSG    (APLUSRMSGF)

            Conditions file        .... RSVLLSP     (APLCNDFIL)

            New DDS source library.. QTEMP       (APLNSRCLIB)

 

            Dvpt Machine CPU Number44DB429

 

 

 

 

ENTER=Continue  F3=Exit  F12=Previous  N.B. Check correct TRNDTALIB in liblist

System Value Description
TRNPGMLIB Contains CA 2E Translator programs.

This value is shipped as YTRNPGM.
TRNDTALIB Contains CA 2E Translator data.

This value is shipped as YTRNDTA.
TRNEXPLIB Contains CA 2E Translator export data for shipment to remote

translation sites.
This value is shipped as YTRNEXP.
If using remote sites, create this library, or enter a dummy value
such as qtemp.
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TRNDEVLST The name of the member list of all device members in aplgenlib
for the Screen & Print files menu option.
See Set up options Work with All & New Panels for more
information.

TRNDLSTTYP The devices list type; for example, whether the original device
source members contain CA 2E MSGID statements or hard-coded
literals.
See the article "Message IDs vs. Literals" for more information
about making this decision.

TRNLSTMSG The last message number allocated when working with hard-
coded DDS literals.

APLMSGPFX The single-character prefix for all new message identifiers.
APLMDLLIB The Model library of the application being translated.
APLGENLIB The Generation library of the application being translated or the

library where application objects reside (in particular, the device
file source members, message files, and conditions file).
If the source is not stored in the genlib, nominate the library
that does hold the source, and copy the conditions file and both
message files into that library.

APLUSRMSGF The Name of the User Messages file of a CA 2E-generated
application (as defined in the model, in data area aplmdllib/
ymsgvnmrfa).

APLPMTMSGF The name of the Prompt Messages file of a CA 2E-generated
application (as defined in the model, in data area aplmdllib/
ypmtmsgrfa).
If you are not using CA 2E to generate MSGIDs, do not use the
default CA 2E prompt message file named xxpmtmsg.

APLCNDFIL The name of the application Conditions file in the format xxvllsp,
where xx is the data area aplmdllib/yvlspfxrfa.

APLDEVSRCF The file of DDS panel source members and is programmatically
set to qddssrc.

APLNSRCLIB The library for new device file source members containing msgcon
statements.
This library is not required if MSGIDs are being generated from
the CA 2E model. Another library distinct from aplgenlib must be
set up to hold the converted source, to avoid any possibility of
operator error resulting in the original source being overwritten.

 

Set Up Target Environments

A target environment must be set up for each end user, language, or site. Typically, a target environment is a language as
shown in the following illustration. However, if two sites that speak the same language required different translations (for
example, Paris and Brussels), two environments must be set up.

TRN510R  DISPLAY                                     04/30/04  05:14:34

 YTRNDTA Ytrndta
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Display Target Environments

                                                     Local Box Dvpt/Live=D

 

2=Edit  4=Delete

 

 

?  I.D. Environment  Environment  Machine  Auth : CPU      Machine   Auth

         Library      Name         Location Dtls   Number  Model     Level

   FRN   SRSVFRN      French       LOCAL           44DB429 B50       2

   ESP   SRSVESP      Spanish      REMOTE          44B1081 E04       1

NOTE
If you are using CA 2E Translator 4.0, there is no need to set up an environment for the original development
language. CA 2E Translator is shipped with this environment setup but hidden, and all objects that were stored
in the org library are now stored in the trndtalib library.

Target environments reside either on the development IBM i or on another IBM i. An environment is either local or remote
depending on whether it is on the same IBM i as you. Therefore, an environment on the development box is local to the
development box, while an environment on a remote box is remote to the development box, but local to the users of that
remote box.

Many target environments can be defined. Note that a single remote machine may have several target environments (for
example, when two offices are sharing a machine).

If a local target environment is added after the initial setup, Translator creates a set of entries in each dictionary for it by
copying the original (org) entries. This may take some time. To add a remote target environment, first add it as local - this
action creates the required entries. Then, use the procedure described in the Remote Site Translation section to move it
to the remote machine.

To move an environment from local to remote or back again, see Moving TEs between Local and Remote in the article
"Remote Site Management."

Create DDS Sourcefile

This option prompts the Create Physical File command, to enable creation of a source file to hold the new device file
source members with msgcon statements. This is unnecessary if using CA 2E MSGIDs, or if a suitable file already exists.
A single file must be created in the application new source library (aplnsrclib) if working with msgcons.

Cleardown Translator Environment

This option clears all data files used by CA 2E Translator; it deletes all member lists and initializes the Literals message
file in the model generation library if msgcons are being used (for example, list type = L). It can be submitted in batch
(sbmjob cmd(call trn540c)).
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This option also initializes prompt message files in the TgtEnv libraries. Setup parameters and the target environment file
are not affected.

WARNING
This option should only be used at the start of processing for an application.

Set Up Translator for Previous Releases of Error! Unknown document property name.

This option looks at the version of CA 2E currently in use and configures CA 2E Translator appropriately. CA 2E
Translator is shipped compatible with CA 2E 4.1, and so this option only needs be taken if a later release is being used.
The option can be taken multiple times and is reversible.

Import Translator 4.0 Data

Perform the following procedure to migrate data from Translator 5.0, 5.1, or 5.2 to the current version:

1. Check that you have a recent backup of the 5.x environment.
2. Install the 8.1 libraries as you would for a new installation.
3. Rename or copy the 8.1 trndtalib library to match its 5.x equivalent.
4. Copy the data from each of the 5.x database files listed below to its 8.1 equivalent using the command:

CPYF FROMFILE(YTRNDTA52/TRxxxxP) TOFILE(YTRNDTA/
TRxxxxP) MBROPT(*REPLACE) FMTOPT(*MAP)

File Name Text Description
TRCNDSP Condition Dictionary
TRLITSP Literal Dictionary
TRNARRP Narrative Dictionary
TRTENVP Target Environment
TRUSM1P UsrMsg Dictionary
TRUSM2P UsrMsg Dictionary 2nd Lvl
YMBRLST Member List

Set up your library list and run Translator 8.1, entering the authorization code and system values as necessary. The Target
Environments should already be present.

You are now ready to start running under 8.1. Contact CA Customer Support if you experience difficulties.

Translator 4.0 to 8.1 Data Migration

Follow these steps:

1. Check you have a recent backup of the 4.0 environment.
2. Check that the 8.1 version of trndtalib does not have the same name as the 4.0 version. If necessary, rename the 4.0

library before installing Translator 8.1.
3. If you translated multiple languages at 4.0 by creating multiple copies of trndtalib at 4.0, choose one language to be

your base target language.
4. For each language other than base, copy all tgt records from trusm1p & trusm2p in their trndta40s into the base

trndta40. Use cpyf, restricting on key of language.
5. For each language, check that aplorglib is still present and contains original language versions of aplpmtmsgf &

aplcndfil.
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For each language, run Copy Conditions to dictionary and the Copy Conditions file to Target library to update aplcndfil in
the 4.0 target library. (It is not necessary to have completed translation of the whole application). Check the conditions
files in gen, org & tgt have the same number of records.

For each language, set up an 8.1 target environment. Create a TE library for each, or re-using the 4.0 target library as
desired. Be sure to use the 4.0 target language code as the 8.1 TE code.

For each language, if not re-using the 4.0 target libraries, copy the conditions file (aplcndfil), the prompt messages file
(aplpmtmsgf), and the prompt messages archive file (called archpmtmsg) into the TE library.

For each language, check that the system values in the 4.0 environment are correct, in particular the original language.
If you have changed the original language since starting to translate the application, contact CA technical Support for
special instructions.

A problem can occur if user messages have been deleted in the model and the same message number (for example,
usr0011) re-used by developers for a different message. If this has happened it will result in orphan entries in the user
messages dictionary file. Use Query to check for this.

Check that there are no entries in the Translator user messages files that have been deleted from your model. Use a
query, joining ytrndta40/trusm1p & aplmdllib/ymsgdtarfp with join type 3, joining where t01.m3msgx=t02.@@msg. Delete
all orphan records found in trusm1p, along with any associated second-level text records in trusm2p.

Check the number of records in ytrndta40/trusm1p using dspfd. If more than 10,000 records, chgpf y4usm1p & y4usm2p
(size *nomax) accordingly.

If you need to rename a target environment, change the higher level key language id for the relevant records in trusm1p &
trusm2p (use SQL or similar).

Change library list to the Translator 8.1 list and run the import option.

If setting up remote sites at 8.1, set them up initially as local for the 4.0 to 8.1 data migration. Once this is complete, follow
the instructions in Moving TEs between Local & Remote to move the sites to remote.

If possible, migrate all 4.0 languages together as above. However, if data is not available from some remote sites, do the
following:

1. Migrate the available sites first & start translating at 8.1.
2. On arrival of the later 4.0 environments, go through the procedures above, using the previously selected language as

base. Be sure to make all checks for orphans and so on For user messages, remove the base language target entries
from ytrndta40/trusm1p & 2p, using cpyf.

3. Copy the 8.1 dictionary files and TgtEnv file to another library.
4. Clear the 8.1 dictionary files using clrpfm.
5. Edit the TgtEnv file, deleting the previously-migrated languages and adding the new ones.
6. Run the migration job & check for success.
7. Re-add the deleted entries to the TgtEnv file (trtenvp) using ywrkf or dfu.
8. Copy all dictionary entries for the previously migrated languages back to the dictionary.
9. Check for success.

Work with All Panels

The panel’s member list has two main functions: 1) to drive the scan of the DDS and update of the dictionary in option 3,
and 2) to present a list of panels to the translator to work with in option 4.

It may be helpful to maintain two lists; for instance, one of newly updated panels and one of all panels. This allows the
administrator to only scan and update the dictionary for the new panels, but to present either this list or a list of all panels
to the translator.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select the option Work with All Panels to set the TRNDEVLST data area to newmbrs
2. View the System Parameters panel and check the change has been made correctly
3. Build the member list, filter it as required, and then submit the scan/update
4. Select the option Work with New Panels to set the TRNDEVLST data area to allmbrs
5. Re-build the member list to include all translated or new panels

The translator can now start translating, and can select via these two options whether the list of panels initially displayed is
the full list or just those changed.

Remote Site Management
Remote site translation using CA 2E has several advantages:

• The location is often more convenient for the translator.
• Translation can take place after the application has "gone live."
• It is not necessary to set up foreign keyboard mapping on the development machine.

The key principle in the maintenance of remote environments is that only the export library is sent to the remote site, not
the whole data library.

NOTE
The export and import procedures described in this article must be used where the actual text translation is done
on a remote site. The remote site does not need CA 2E or your application model.

Contents

Remote Site Procedures

The following sections outline the procedures for using CA 2E Translator at remote sites.

Initial Installation at a Remote Site

Install CA 2E Translator on the development machine if necessary, working through the Installation section of the user
section and the Set Up menu.

Be sure to complete the following steps:

• Set up system parameters
• Set up target environments (including the planned new remote site)
• Clear down the CA 2E Translator environment

Ship the CA 2E Translator programs, data, and runtime libraries to the remote machine and restore them there. Save/ship
the data library with savdta(*no). Be sure to use the same library names as you did on the development machine.

Set up the environment for the remote CA 2E Translator user including user profile, library list, initial menu, and so on.
The remote CA 2E Translator user’s library list should contain the same libraries as the development machine.

CA 2E Translator does not require your application model and source code on the remote machine. However, a library
must exist with the name of the application generation library (aplgenlib) on the remote machine; create this library if
it is not already present. If the library already exists, be aware that CA 2E Translator moves the development machine
versions of the prompt messages file, the user messages file, and the conditions file into this library from the export library
during the import process.

Obtain authorization codes for the remote machine and apply them using the Grant Licensing Authority (YGRTLICAUT)
command.
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View the System Parameters screen and confirm that all values are correct.

WARNING
You cannot change these values at the remote site. They are protected and held in data areas.

Run the Cleardown Translator Environment option at the remote site.

Create Target Environment libraries for each now-local environment.

Check the Translator libraries are being backed up on the remote machine.

Exporting to a Remote Translation Site

For the first shipment, follow the steps in the previous section for initial remote site installation. For the second and
subsequent shipments, no special action is required.

Run the source scanning/dictionary update jobs on the development machine for all subject areas that you plan to
translate (for example, panels, user messages, conditions, narrative, and so on).

Run the export option on the development machine to populate the export library.

Transfer this library to the remote machines. The following procedure is recommended if distributing objects via snads:

Do the following at the development site:

1. Create or clear savefile (crtsavf or clrsavf)
2. Save library to savefile (savlib *savf- check for i OS level changes)
3. Send savefile to remote site (sndnetf)

Do the following at the remote site:

1. Create or clear savefile (crtsavf or clrsavf)
2. Work with net files (wrknetf)
3. Receive netfile into savefile (rcvnetf)
4. Clear library if present (clrlib)
5. Restore savefile into library (rstlib *savf)

Importing at the Remote Translation Site

Follow these steps:

1. Run the import option after loading the export library onto the remote IBM i.
2. Run the update dictionary option for each subject area.

NOTE
The job will detect that it is running at a remote site and so will not try to scan the dds and create gen entries. It
only performs the second part of the scan job, updating the org and tgt entries from the new gen entries.

Translating and Updating Live Files

Follow these steps:

1. Translate each subject area in the normal manner.
2. Update the live file for each area in the normal manner.

NOTE
Translated text is held in the tgt dictionary entries at the remote site and is never sent back to the development
site.
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Scanning in Several Batches

If translating at a remote site, and scanning panels in several batches, be sure that you run the export/import procedure
after each scan; otherwise, any panels not included in the last batch will not be updated in the remote site dictionary. If this
has occurred, you can rescan the omitted panels and run the export again to fix the problem.

Moving TEs Between Local and Remote

To move a target environment from one machine to another, do not run Export to Remote Translation Site -- this is only
for updating existing remote sites.

Follow these steps:

1. At the development site, amend the CPU number and authorization code details for the target environment entry.
2. Copy the target environments file (trtenvp) from the development machine to the affected remote machines.
3. On the host machine, copy the entries for that target environment from the dictionary files in trndtalib (listed in

Upgrading from Translator 5.0, with the exception of ymbrlst) to trnexplib.
Use cpyf, restricted on Tgt Env code (xxtenv, where xx is the individual file prefix). Clear the target files first, if present.

4. If setting up a remote environment on a machine previously without Translator, you must copy the org entries along
with the target entries for each dictionary.

5. Check the copies are successful, back up trndtalib, then delete the copied orphan entries from the dictionary files in
trndtalib using SQL.

NOTE
It is not absolutely necessary to delete these orphan entries if SQL or a similar tool is not available.

6. Move the target environment library and trnexplib from the host machine to the target machine.
Delete any previous copies of these libraries on the target machine beforehand.

7. Copy the dictionary file entries from trnexplib to the dictionary files in trndtalib on the target machine.
8. Test and back up.

Using Message IDs vs. Literals
If the subject application is developed in CA 2E, it can be generated either with traditional constants in the device file DDS
or MSGIDs.

CA 2E supports multi-lingual applications through the advanced national language support features supplied with the
IBM i. Using these features, the user can see a screen in one of several languages with only one program and display file
(depending on the message file that is uppermost in his library list).

msgcons integrate the text at compile time (early binding), thus a new set of device files must be created and compiled for
each new language translation.

If msgids are used, the generator codes msgid statements into the dds source of the display file, and writes a message
containing the text into the message file. At runtime, this text is retrieved by the operating system at micro code level
and bound into the screen at runtime. This method of access is much faster than using hll code, but does represent a
slight overhead compared to a hard-coded screen or use of msgcons. The advantages of this method are the simplicity of
maintaining one set of programs and display files, and not requiring to recompile device files after translation. In addition,
the full width of column headers are available for translation.

The following table shows the results of comparative tests of performance for the two types of screens. The tests took
place on a lightly loaded B45 using a COOL:2E Prompt Record function, with no database accesses or extra logic.

Number of Literals Type Refreshes in 30
Seconds

Average Refresh Time

1. 82 DDS 47 0.64 seconds
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2. 82 MsgID 21 1.43 seconds
3. 30 DDS 90 0.33 seconds
4. 30 MsgID 38 0.79 seconds

We recommend that sites facing this decision make their own tests to ensure all local factors are taken into account.
Simply generate a typical screen function with constants, regenerate it with MSGIDs into another library, and then run
them back-to-back.

In practice, most users find that the i/o due to MSGIDs is not a significant factor in overall screen refresh time (many other
factors, such as database access, need to be included as well), and thus opt for the flexibility of MSGIDs.

To move from MSGIDs to MSGCONs or back again, change the following:

Translator: List name (trndevlst)

List type (trndlsttyp)

Application: Prompt message file (aplpmtmsgf)

DDS source library (apldevsrcf)
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Additional Resources
Product Reference  | Product Support  | Social Media

Product Reference

• Product Page
• Plex 2E Community

Product Support

• Compatibility Matrix

Social Media

• Facebook
• Conference

Knowledge Base Articles
To view the full list of Knowledge Base articles for CA 2E, click here.

Use the Advanced Search filters to narrow down your search criteria.

1. Select Knowledge Articles from the list of options available under Sources.

2. Select CA 2E from the Product options. You can use the search field to key in the product name.
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3. Select the required language.
4. Select the required duration from the Updated Date options.
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5. The relevant knowledge articles for the specified filter criteria are displayed.
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How to Move to Meaningful Names for SQL or DDL Database
Use the long name feature to move to meaningful names for SQL or DDL databases.

his article describes how an experienced application developer can use the long name feature to move to meaningful
names for SQL or DDL databases. Generating meaningful names instead of the truncated model names or
implementation names makes it easier to work with external interfaces such as DB2/ Web Query.

Product: CA 2E

Release: 8.7

OS: OS/400

More Information

• Current Implementation of the Table and Field Names Using YSQLVNM as *SQL
• Current Implementation of the Table and Field Names Using YSQLVNM as *DDS
• Move the Database to Meaningful Names

Current Implementation of the Table and Field Names Using YSQLVNM
as *SQL
Let us understand how the table and field names are being implemented when YSQLVNM is set as *SQL. Consider a
table having a name of length more than 10 bytes and the model value YSQLVNM set to *SQL. When you try to create
the table with its model name, IBM i platform generates a system name according to the OS limitation of 10 bytes long
name.Note: If a table has a valid system name (less than or equal to 10 bytes), the long name implementation fails. This
is because of an IBM i limitation which does not allow the table name and the system name to be different from each other
if both the names are valid system names.

Example:

In a CA 2E model for a table and its field, the model name is defined as follows:

   Typ Object                    Relation         Seq Typ Referenced object        

   FIL Long_Name_Example         Known by         FLD Long_Customer_ID         

   FIL Long_Name_Example         Known by         FLD Long_Customer_Code       

   FIL Long_Name_Example         Has              FLD Long_Customer_Name       

   FIL Long_Name_Example         Has              FLD Long_Customer_City      

The physical file access path creates a table as follows:

EXEC SQL                                                  

   CREATE TABLE LONG_NAME_EXAMPLE (                        

       LONG_CUSTOMER_ID CHAR(6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT      

      ,LONG_CUSTOMER_CODE CHAR(6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT    

      ,LONG_CUSTOMER_NAME CHAR(25) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT   

      ,LONG_CUSTOMER_CITY CHAR(25) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT   

                                          )                

 END-EXEC                                                  

 EXEC SQL 

But, the system can only create an object with a name that is less than or equal to ten bytes in length. Therefore, the table
is created as follows:
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                           Work with Objects                                

                                                                                

 Type options, press Enter.                                                     

   2=Edit authority        3=Copy   4=Delete   5=Display authority   7=Rename   

   8=Display description   13=Change description                                

                                                                                

 Opt  Object      Type      Library     Attribute   Text                        

      LONG_00001  *FILE     DEMO87SQL   PF          Long_Name_Example         P 

The column for this table is also created as follows:

Field Level Information                                                        

             Data        Field  Buffer    Buffer        Field       Column        

  Field      Type       Length  Length  Position        Usage       Heading       

  LONG_00001 CHAR            6       6         1        Both        Long_Customer_ID 

    Field text  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  Long_Customer_ID              

    Alternative name  . . . . . . . . . . . . :  LONG_CUSTOMER_ID                                            

           

  

  LONG_00002 CHAR            6       6         7        Both        Long_Customer_Code 

    Field text  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  Long_Customer_Code            

    Alternative name  . . . . . . . . . . . . :  LONG_CUSTOMER_CODE                                          

           

  

  LONG_00003 CHAR           25      25        13        Both        Long_Customer_Name

    Field text  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  Long_Customer_Name           

    Alternative name  . . . . . . . . . . . . :  LONG_CUSTOMER_NAME                                          

          

 

  LONG_00004 CHAR           25      25        38        Both        Long_Customer_City

    Field text  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  Long_Customer_City           

    Alternative name  . . . . . . . . . . . . :  LONG_CUSTOMER_CITY

    

Create a stored procedure with a model name for the table and its fields using the following code:

CREATE PROCEDURE DEMO87SQL/CUSTOMER_RECORD_SQL (IN CUSTOMER_ID#    

CHAR(6),    IN CUSTOMER_CODE# CHAR(6), OUT CUSTOMER_NAME# CHAR(25),

OUT CUSTOMER_CITY# CHAR(25))                                       

LANGUAGE SQL                                                       

SELECT LONG_CUSTOMER_NAME, LONG_CUSTOMER_CITY INTO                 

CUSTOMER_NAME#, CUSTOMER_CITY# FROM DEMO87SQL/LONG_NAME_EXAMPLE    

 WHERE LONG_CUSTOMER_ID = CUSTOMER_ID#                             

AND LONG_CUSTOMER_CODE = CUSTOMER_CODE#  

Executing the stored procedure shows the following result:
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Create a Web Query report named "Customer Report with *SQL naming" over the database using "DB2 Web Query for i".
The Web Query report looks as follows:

When the Web Query report is run, the following report is displayed:
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Current Implementation of the Table and Field Names Using YSQLVNM
as *DDS
Now, let us understand how the table and field names are being implemented when YSQLVNM is set as *DDS.When the
same table "Long_Name_Example" is created with YSQLVNM as *DDS, the tables and columns are created with the 2E
implementation names.

Example:

For example, the physical file access path creates the table as follows:

EXEC SQL                                         

  CREATE TABLE UUCIREP (                         

      CIAWCD       CHAR(6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT 

     ,CIAXCD       CHAR(6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT 

     ,CIA1TX       CHAR(25) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT

     ,CIA2TX       CHAR(25) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT

                                         )       

  RCDFMT FCIREHN                                 

END-EXEC

The table and columns are created with the 2E implementation names as follows:

      Work with Objects                               

                                                                               

 Type options, press Enter.                                                    

   2=Edit authority        3=Copy   4=Delete   5=Display authority   7=Rename  

   8=Display description   13=Change description                               

                                                                               

 Opt  Object      Type      Library     Attribute   Text                       

      UUCIREP     *FILE     DEMO87SQL   PF          Long_Name_Example         P

The column for this table is also created as follows:

Field Level Information                                                       

             Data        Field  Buffer    Buffer        Field       Column       

  Field      Type       Length  Length  Position        Usage       Heading      

  CIAWCD     CHAR            6       6         1        Both        Long_Customer_ID 

    Field text  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  Long_Customer_ID             

                       

  CIAXCD     CHAR            6       6         7        Both        Long_Customer_Code 

    Field text  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  Long_Customer_Code           

  CIA1TX     CHAR           25      25        13        Both        Long_Customer_Name 

    Field text  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  Long_Customer_Name           

  CIA2TX     CHAR           25      25        38        Both        Long_Customer_City

   Field text  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  Long_Customer_City 

Create a stored procedure on this table with the implementation name for the table and the fields using the following code:

CREATE PROCEDURE DEMO87SQL/CUSTOMER_RECORD_DDS (IN CUSTOMER_ID#     

CHAR(6),     IN CUSTOMER_CODE# CHAR(6), OUT CUSTOMER_NAME# CHAR(25),

OUT CUSTOMER_CITY# CHAR(25))                                        

LANGUAGE SQL                                                        

SELECT CIA1TX, CIA2TX INTO CUSTOMER_NAME#, CUSTOMER_CITY# FROM DEMO87SQL/UUCIREP    
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 WHERE CIAWCD = CUSTOMER_ID# AND CIAXCD = CUSTOMER_CODE#

Executing the stored procedure shows the following result:
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Similarly, create a Web Query report named as "Customer Report with DDS database" over the database, using "DB2
Web Query for i". The Web Query report looks as follows:

When the Web Query report is run, the following report is displayed:
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Move the Database to Meaningful Names

When you change the model value YSQLVNM to *LNG and regenerate/recompile the access paths, the table
"Long_Name_Example" uses the long name implementation. The source for the table that gets generated with YSQLVNM
set to *LNG is as follows:

EXEC SQL CREATE TABLE LONG_NAME_EXAMPLE ( LONG_CUSTOMER_ID FOR COLUMN CIAWCD CHAR(6) NOT NULL WITH

 DEFAULT ,LONG_CUSTOMER_CODE FOR COLUMN CIAXCD CHAR(6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT ,LONG_CUSTOMER_NAME FOR COLUMN

 CIA1TX CHAR(25) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT ,LONG_CUSTOMER_CITY FOR COLUMN CIA2TX CHAR(25) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT )

 END-EXEC EXEC SQL RENAME TABLE LONG_NAME_EXAMPLE TO SYSTEM NAME UUCIREP END-EXEC EXEC SQL                    

                                 

   CREATE TABLE LONG_NAME_EXAMPLE (                           

      LONG_CUSTOMER_ID FOR COLUMN CIAWCD CHAR(6)  NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT                                  

     ,LONG_CUSTOMER_CODE FOR COLUMN CIAXCD CHAR(6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT                                  

     ,LONG_CUSTOMER_NAME FOR COLUMN CIA1TX CHAR(25) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT                                  

     ,LONG_CUSTOMER_CITY FOR COLUMN CIA2TX CHAR(25) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT 

      )

 END-EXEC                                                     

 EXEC SQL                                                     

   RENAME TABLE  LONG_NAME_EXAMPLE TO SYSTEM NAME UUCIREP     

 END-EXEC 

Therefore, a table named UUCIREP is created, and an alternative name "LONG_NAME_EXAMPLE" is assigned to the
table. Similarly, the fields of the table are created with the names and alternative names as follows:

Field Level Information                                                       

                 Data          Field     Buffer      Buffer         Field              Column       

  Field          Type          Length    Length     Position        Usage              Heading      

  CIAWCD     CHAR            6                 6         1          Both               Long_Customer_ID

    Field text  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  Long_Customer_ID             

    Alternative name  . . . . . . . . . . . . : LONG_CUSTOMER_ID                                             

         

  CIAXCD     CHAR            6                  6         7         Both               Long_Customer_Code 

    Field text  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  Long_Customer_Code           

    Alternative name  . . . . . . . . . . . . : LONG_CUSTOMER_CODE                                           

         

  CIA1TX     CHAR           25                    25        13      Both               Long_Customer_Name 

    Field text  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  Long_Customer_Name           

    Alternative name  . . . . . . . . . . . . : LONG_CUSTOMER_NAME                                           

         

  CIA2TX     CHAR           25                  25        38        Both               Long_Customer_City 

    Field text  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :  Long_Customer_City           

    Alternative name  . . . . . . . . . . . . : LONG_CUSTOMER_CITY   

Now, you can create a stored procedure or a web query over this database by implementing the meaningful names
feature to the table and its columns.

Example:

You can create a web query report by specifying either of the column names as follows:
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When you execute the web query report over the new database, the following result is obtained:

You can now move to meaningful names for your SQL or DDL databse.
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Note: The stored procedures and the web queries that were created earlier in the stated examples can now be executed
without having to regenerate them
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
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Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
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